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eo eee contains only a portion of all the characters in the 

thinese language, but they are those in general use, and such as 
occur most frequently in books and ordinary writings. The total 

number of characters in Kanghi’s Dictionary is set down at about 

44,400, of which nearly 15,000 are either duplicate or obsolete forms, 

while of the remaining 30,000, fully two-thirds are names of places 

or persons, or old, unusual words seldom met with in the course of 

one’s reading. All these characters are included in the Dictiona- 

ries of both Drs. Morrison and Medhurst, but in those of De Guignes, 

Gongalves, and Callery, a selection of the common characters has 

been made, to the number of from 11,000 to 13,000 in each work: 

That this last number includes all that are really necessary is partly 

proved by the usefulness of the work of Gongalves, and especially 

that of De Guignes, which has been in the hands of students for 

more than two score years, and by Klaproth’s Appendix to it, in 

which, after years of study, he added only a few hundred characters = 

to the main work. It is evident, therefore, that when we have 

dictionaries like those of Morrison and Medhurst, containing the 

meanings and forms of all the characters, there is less need of 

repeating the same in other works; as the unusual ones are so rarely © 

met with, and the student will always have Kanghi’s Dictionary at 

hand if no other. ‘There is, indeed, always a chance of meeting 

with an unusual character, as the name of a person or place, in 

any book one may take up; and for these the fullest dictionary is 

the most satisfactory. 

’ This work contains 7850 characters, including a few common 

abbreviations and duplicate forms. Its plan is stated on page xxxiil 

of the Introduction, and it is hoped that it will be found to work 

well in practice. How the work itself has been performed, and 

whether it is any advance on what has been already done, will be 

decided by those who use it. With the books already published, 
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it will form a tolerably complete apparatus for learning the Canton 

dialect, though not all that is wanted. ‘These works are five, viz.— 

Vocabulary of the Canton Dialect, 3 Parts. By R. Morrison. 1827. 
The Beginner’s First Book in Chinese. (Canton Vernacular). 1847. 

A Chinese Chrestomathy in the Canton Dialect. By E. C. Bridgman. 

1841, 
Easy Lessons in Chinese, specially adapted to the Canton Dialect. By S. 

W. Williams, 1842. 
A Vocabulary with Colloquial Phrases of the Canton Dialect. By S. W. 

Bonney, 1854, - 

The first two are out of print; the next two contain also some 

directions and exercises for learning the general language, the sounds 

alone being in this dialect. 

Chinese lexicographers have done much to elucidate their own 

language, and we may regard the Sermon dictionary of Kanghi, 
called Kanghit Tsz’ Tien BE | ie = SL, which has been in use 

throughout the empire for Fae 150 years, as one of the best 

dictionaries ever published by Asiatics. The list of works of this 

class given by Callery proves the vast labor spent in this direction 

by Chinese scholars through a long series of generations. Yet, in 

respect to satisfying the requirements of a foreign student, no 

Chinese dictionary will be found sufficient. The uses of a cha- 

racter as a verb, a noun, a particle, or an adjective, are usually not 
given at all, chiefly because Chinese grammarians do not habitually. 

make these distinctions ; and the definitions are made by quoting 

other words as synonyms, and not by explaining the usages of the 

one under examination. For instance, take the word ‘lai nee an im- 

portant one in Chinese literature. Kanghi says it means, ‘ To fol- 

low (or tread in); whatever men do in serving the gods to obtain 

happiness; to put in form, to obtain (or show) the form of an act. A 
surname.” None of the metaphorical and derivative senses are 

given, which, as will be seen by reference to the character, have 

now become important and common. ‘These generally have yet to 

be carefully collected from good authors, and their application 

illustrated. 

The difficulties in making a complete Anglo-Chinese lexicon result 

from three causes. First, the vast extent of the literature, running 
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through many ages, naturally involve changes’ in the use of words 
by so many authors of different degrees of intellect, genius, and 

learning. ‘The same word has been used by these authors to 
denote different shades of meaning, and it is a great labor to trace 
out these meanings. Second, it is not easy to find exact equivalents 

for Chinese words in European languages. Even in concrete things, 

as = =, EE, FH. the differences are numerous, and require 

explanation before calling them a book, a pencil, a shoe, or a ship; 

how much more unlike must they be when mental, religious, or 
poetical terms are to be explained by words from languages so dis- 

similar as English and Chinese. The Chinese, like other nations, 

necessarily describe their mental and abstract thoughts by words 
derived from sensible objects, and the scope and application of such 

words are familiar to them, but not so to the foreigner, whose mind 

has been trained differently. What adds to this difficulty is the 

vague and erroneous ideas the Chinese have respecting many things, 

which embarrasses one who tries to define them by the more precise 

words of his own language. Third, the years of study which are 

required in a wearisome climate before a foreigner is even partially 

fitted for making a dictionary, has also proved a serious hindrance 

to the preparation of a complete lexicon in the Chinese language. 

No one has yet sat down to the work unfettered by other engage- 

ments, and willing to spend his life in making a full dictionary of 
this language. 

This volume will assist in learning to speak the Canton dialect, 
and as the meanings of the characters are the same, any one can 

use it in translating. It is as suitable for learning the Court dialect 

as Morrison’s is for learning the Canton or Tiéchid dialects ; and 
those who are unable to procure the larger works, may find aid in 

it to enable them to read Chinese books. It has been prepared 

with care, by consulting previous works and a large collection of 
phrases written out by competent natives, and the meanings syn- 

thetically made up from the examples in which they occur. The 

space did not permit a large portion of these phrases to be explained 

as fully as would have been desirable to understand their application. 

‘Technical uses of words in law, medicine, astrology, poetry, and 

such science as the Chinese possess, have not been very extensively 
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collected hitherto; this work probably contains a few more than 
any other, and perhaps expressed a little more definitely. It is no 

assistance to a foreigner to know that /? is the name of a fish, or 

ying the name of a bird, or shang the name of a mountain, though 

these words may convey toa Chinese as definite an idea as the words 

carp, eagle, or Alps, do to an Englishman. Yet in most cases 
only an approximation can yet be made to defining hundreds of such 

words. 

With these remarks this Dictionary is offered to students in Chi- 

nese, and especially to those who are engaged in the excellent work 

of enlightening this people in true religion and science. It is a 

freewill offering to the cause of missions in China. The sheets were 

necessarily struck off as fast as they were written, and a printing- 

office was carried on at the same time to obtain the funds to print 
them with. The proof sheets were kindly looked over by Rev. John 

B. French, to whose careful examination of the tones and sounds 

the work owes much of its accuracy.. A few errors in the tones, 

aspirates, and sounds of the words have unavoidably crept in, some 

of which have already been noticed, but it has not been thought 
necessary to make out a full list of errata. 905K 

Ss. W.W. 
Canton, Aueusr Isr, 1856. ; 
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1.—Tue Canton Diacecr. 

Tue dialect of the Chinese language spoken most accurately in 

the city of Canton, and hence usually called the Canton Dialect, is 

understood throughout the districts in the western half of the pro- 

vince of Kwangtung, with only unimportant exceptions. Though the 

variations from the speech of the citizens of Canton itself and from 

each other, heard in these districts are numerous, still the general 

characteristics of the dialect in its idiom and pronunciation, are 

preserved, and the people find little difficulty in talking with each 
other. The people from the district of Sinhwui 3p 4 lying south- 
-westerly from Canton, exhibit the most remarkable peculiarities 

in pronunciation, and it is a puzzle to the scholars in the city 

how they should ‘have originated. The Canton dialect differs so 

much from that spoken at the extreme east of the province; in 
the department of Chauchau aH pi , and in Most parts of the:ad- 
joining prefectures of Kidymg chau and Hwuichau fa; that their 

‘inhabitants are not intelligible to citizens of the capital. This 

dialect, usually called the Tiéchid from the local sound of ‘af tp] ; 
and the Canton, constitute the speech of probably six sevenths of 

the nineteen millions reckoned as the population of the whole pro- 

vince; still this estimate is based on no very reliable data, owing to 

the difficulty of actual examination. The patois known as the hak- 

kd approaches very near to the Canton, and people from Kwangsi 
are easily understood in this city. Both the Canton and Tiéchid 

_ dialects differ so materially in idiom and pronunciation from the 
general language of China, called the kwin hwa f 5h court’ or 
mandarin dialect, that those speaking only the latter'do not under- 
stand them; and when they come to Canton as officers, are always 
obliged to employ interpreters to explain to them the So paametat 

made in their courts by the common people. 
B : 
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The variations between the court and Canton dialects, in the 

pronunciation of the great body of characters, are so regular as to 

enable one to guess with a tolerable degree of certainty, what their 

sounds are in the other, the more so because the variations are 

chiefly in the finals, and not so numerous in the initials, as is the 

case in some of the Fuhkien patois. The unusual changes nearly 

all occur in characters having the fourth tone. The most common 

changes in the finals are here given ;— 

Court Canton Conrt Canton. 

au and tau into tt; as chau, lidu into chit, lit. 
tang into éung ; as si@ng, niéng into séung, néung. 
znand un intoanand un; as kin, chin, into kan, chun. 
zueh into it; as liueh, chueh, into lat, chitt. 
dng into ong; as kwdng, pang into kaoon » pong. 
zuen into tin ; as hiuen, kiuen, into hitn, kitn. 
mi into wi ; as hwui into faz. 
tat into i; as kidt, hiai into kai, hai. 
th into tk,atorfp; as kih, pih, chih into kik, pat, chfp. 
eh into ft or fp; as sieh, lich into sft, "ep. dy 
toh or oh into ok} as kioh, hioh, loh into kok, hok, lok. 

The frequency of the abrupt consonontal terminations k, p, and ¢, 
in the Canton dialect, immediately strike a northerner from Kidngsii, 

who has, been used to hear all terminations soft and flowing ; but 
the people from those provinces are said to learn this dialect sooner 

-than those from “Amoy and Fuhchau, whose nasal sounds and 

greater changes in the initials, are more difficult to accord with it. 

Unlike what exists in the province of Fuhkien, here there is not so 

great a difference between the language as spoken and read, as to 

require almost the acquisition of a double medium. 

The variations between the Tiéchid and: Canton dislectaaiueasll 

in changes in both initials and finals, each having some sounds 
-which are unknown, or very uncommon in the other. For instance, 

the initials sk or f are not found in the Tiéchid, or the initials 6, 
lw, or mw in the Canton; the oblique sound of % in turn is one of 

most common finals in the former, and one of the rarest in the latter ; 

there are no nasal sounds in the Canton, and no words ending with 
the finals zang, idk, both of which are common in the Tiéchiti. 

‘These differences are among the most noticeable between the two 
leading dialects of this province, but the variations as one goes from 
Chiuchau fa westward to Canton city,-are numberless, nearly every 

village exhibiting some peculiarities in the sounds of a few words. 
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- The standard of pronunciation for the Canton dialect is a small 

duodecimo handbook, sometimes issued! separately, but more fre- 

quently combined with a letter-writer and forms of invitation, cards, 

funeral eulogies, &c., so that one may help to sell the other. It is 
op i ie 3 Ae tuk, Fan-wan ts‘iit-it hop tsap jr i R he 

op AB Tit A> Letters for ‘Travelers and a Collection of 

a oi Be a & fe divided by their Tones. The preface of the 

work is a mere bookseller’s recommendation, and gives no hints upon 

the motives or principles which guided the compilers in arranging 
the characters. It is as follows:— 

** Books giving the sounds of characters, and forms for letter- 

writers, are among the most common works in bookstores; but the 

largest of them are so cumbrous-and bulky as to be troublesome to 
refer to, while the smaller kinds are too condensed to be satisfactory 

for reference. Consequently, neither of them are well suited for 

convenient use. Wu Hioh-pai of Ya-shan, and Wan K‘i-shih of 

Wa-k‘i have, however, jointly arranged a collection of words by 

their tones, and an assortment of letters for the use of traders in 

their travels, which are both comprehensive and brief, giving the 

kernel of the matter. ‘The two works assist each other; and as 

they are not too large to carry about with one, they are also full and 

easy of reference ; for as it would be inexpedient to require the pur- 

chaser to get two bulky books at a high price, they are now com- 

bined into a single neat ‘sleeve gem,’ and arranged on the top and 
bottom of the page; so that if one is in doubt respecting*the mean- 

ing of a character, he can readily look it up among the classes of 
sounds; and if he does not know the exact sound, it will not be 

troublesome to gather it from the reading. Thus one part of the 
vojume will help the other, like a carriage and a boat when one is 

traveling by land and water, both having their appropriate uses and 

position. Those who are learned will appreciate the propriety of 
these remarks. A prefatory note. 

** Summer of 1782.” 

This pocket dictionary is usually bound in four thin volumes, and 

sold for twenty-five cents; it contains 7327 characters, and only 175 

pages, or on the ayerage 42 to each page, which plainly shows how 
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meagre are the definitions. In comparison with the local vocabularies 
used at Amoy and Fuhchau, it is very imperfect, and proves the 

ignorance of the compilers of what was wanted for a local diction- 
ary, or leads one to infer that they did not know how to prepare a 

good one. There is no table of initials and finals as in those voca- 
‘bularies, nor any list of syllables, by combining which one can get 
the proper sound of a character ; for he who uses it, strangely enough, 

is supposed to know already the sound of the character he is in 
search of. The unwritten sounds or colloquial words used by the 

people of Canton are nearly all omitted, which is one of the greatest 

defects in it, and renders it far less useful to the foreigner who is 

learning the dialect than those just spoken of. One reason, probably, 

why so little notice is taken of these colloquial words in the Fan 

Wan is the disregard the Cantonese pay to them in their writing, as 

no one would degrade his composition by inserting them. This 

rejection has had the result of keeping the greater part of them 

unwritten, and the compilers of the Fan Wan, knowing no authoriz- 

ed characters by which to express them, nor having any tabular 
system of initials and finals in which to insert them so that the 

student could find them, have omitted them. In fact, except in these 
two ways, a Chinese actually has no possible means to express 

a sound, and the latter mode is so clumsy and unsatisfactory that it 

would probably be understood by few natives who use the book. _. 

The adoption of proper characters to. denote these unwritten 
sounds is a troublesome. matter for a native writer, and it is not sur- 

prising that he avoids their use. However, they are occasionally 

written, but not all on the same principles, Sometimes a well-known 

character of the same tone js selected to express the sound ; and its 

evidently utter inaptitude in the connection to express any sense is 

depended upon to intimate that it is used for a colloquial word. 

This expedient is frequently employed by partly educated persons 

in letters, when they do not know, or cannot remember the proper 

characters. Another device to indicate colloquial words is to pretix 

the character haw [J mouth, or yan A a man, at the side of some 
well known character of the same sound, but not always of the same 
tone. The words ¢soi’ fit a cargo; <ka ‘fo KR Ak: furniture ; ‘mai 

OK do not; ¢s‘ot WR pshaw ! and ‘té 1g remiss, &c., are examples 
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of this sort. - Sometimes, again, a character which comes nearest in 

tone is taken to represent the needed sound, and the knowledge of 

the reader is expected to inform him that it is employed in a vulgar 

sense. ‘The words .nin 4p milk; dan ical a bazaar; and mdi 

a lady, are examples of this practice. Again, characters having 
nearly the same meaning as the colloquial word, but of an entirely 
different sound, are adopted, so that even if the reader does not know 

the vulgar sound he will make no mistake as to the sense. Thus, 
the words hung ik to roast, used for mung, to scorch, to scowl; 

chung aL a hole, used for dung ; are instances of this mode of adapta- 

tion. Lastly, entirely new characters are made for some of them ; as 

lat fp to detach, pang hit a knock, which of course have no cur- 

rency in other parts of China, as neither their sound or meaning 
will be known elsewhere. Besides these, there are a few colloquial 

words, as fing, kwit, fik, ap, &c., for which no characters can be 

found, and which cannot therefore be written at all. 

The best course to adopt respecting the colloquial words found 

in this dialect, has been a matter of considerable perplexity in the 

preparation of this Dictionary. There being so many modes to 

express them, it was concluded to follow that plan for each cha- 

racter, which seemed to be the best understood among the people. 

The student must not however place much dependence on many of 

the characters employed to denote these unwritten sounds, for they 

are not uniformly represented, and other persons ‘would perhaps 

choose different characters. ‘The colloquial meanings of a word 
are usually distinguished from the more authorized definitions, so 

that no trouble will, it is hoped, be found on this score to those who 

use the dictionary in other parts of China, where the colloquial is 

entirely different. _ 

The characters are classed in the Fan Wan under thirty-three 
finals, whose sounds are represented by standard and well known 

characters, as given in the annexed Table, all of them in the four 

upper tones, except the two last finals. The characters in the second 

half have been selected from the body of the book to illustrate the 
lower tones, and to aid the scholar in discriminating the two series. 
There, are however actually fifty-three finals in the dialect, if we 

include the terminations in the fourth tone. iat 
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The variations heard in the pronunciation of words under these 
thirty-three finals, though rather perplexing, bear only a small pro- 

portion to the whole number of words in the language. The most 

usual discrepancies heard under each order are here given, but it is 
impossible, and would be useless, to exhibit every alteration from 

what the Fan Wan represents as the proper sound. On the whole 

that manual may be regarded as a fair exhibition of the general pro- 
nunciation, Other modes of spelling the same sounds, adopted by 

Dr. Morrison, Mr. Devan and Mr. Bonney, in their vocabularies of 
this dialect, and by others who have tried to write them, are given 

in parenthesis under each number. 

1. Sin, “sit, like seen, seat, peat; mean. Several of the words 

commencing with a vowel, asin BS: in Hi. it Hk, are heard with 

a nasal or aspirate, as ngin, hin, ngit. (Seen, leet.) 

2. Wai, like buy, nigh. Words under this final occasionally run 

into the longer sound of 4i.in the 14th order, especially in those 

like Awai and shat. (Lei, wi, fy.) 
3. Ki, like me, flee. A few words beginning with k, p and f, are 

frequently heard like the 20th final, as ki Bay. pr (9s fe JE, ki 
ES, pronounced ké, pé, fé, or ké; but this is the exception. Others 

having no initial, as 7 =. 1 are often heard ngi. ( Tee, she, ki. ) 

4. Chit, like sue, or the first part of the word choose. Words in 
this order beginning with h, /, n, and ¢s, are often heard sliding into 

hui, lui, nui, tsuz, like the 22d order, as >, A> tr, wR, ee . 

those under the other initials are less frequently mispronounced, 
(Kuy, sue, nt, loy, u.) 

5. Sau, like now, cow, how. Words in this order like aw iin , Blis 

having no initial, often seem to a beginner to lengthen the vowels 
into du, like the 18th order, as also do those like chau Py hau 

and p‘au, til but a little practice will discriminate them. (Tsow, 
shaw, hiw.) SES as 

6. Tung, tuk, like the Irishism wroong for wrung, and so nearly 
toong, took, that it is doubtfnl whether this final ought not to 
written tung, tuk ; it must never be sounded like the English wor 
sung, hung, tongue. There are no variants in’ this final worth 

noticing. (Soong, yok, tok.) . 
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4 Ying, yik, like sing; king, quick; wing: So many words ies 
this order change the final into eng and ek, that a separate list has 
been made of them in the getieral 'l'able of Sounds, but the propor- 

tion is small; all the common words are noticed in the body of the 

Dictionary. At Macao and thereabouts, a large proportion oe 

the final into ang and ak of the 15th order, as Lee 1 HA fia, Le i, 
into hang, kang, mang, nang, pang, &c., by beet ‘the people from 

Hidngshan district are recognized at Canton. (Leng, paéng, te-ang, 
saung.) 

8. Pan, pat, like fun, son, shun, tun, won, never like man, fan, 

hat, cat. Variants in the yap shing, passing into the long sound dé | 

of the 25th order, are occasionally heard, but a more frequent change. 

is into pin, pit, or pen, pet, which is peculiar to the people of the 

districts of Sinhwui and Kauyau southwest of Canton. (Pun, kan, 

fut, yet, chat.) 
9. Chéung, chéuk, like the combined sounds in say ’em; there 

ig no English word with this diphthong. The variations in this 

final a are rare. (Chaong, cheong, lay-ung 4 ‘yok, naung, tsay-uk. ) 
10. Kong, kok, like long, song, wrong, hawk, baulk; never like 

sock. lock. There i is no difficulty in récognizing all words under 
this final, even when as is occasionally the case, they are heard like 

ling. (Pawng, hawk, isk, wing, hoak, tsoang.) 
“V1. Kui, ld, as coo, cuckoo, lo, hoe, flow. The compilers of the 

Fan Wan seem to have been unable to distinguish the characters 

under this final into the two terminations of % and 0, and have 

combined them apparently because in the court dialect most of | 

them ended in #. ‘Those beginning with /, m, sh; and's slide from 

li, mii, sti, shi, into lo, md, shod, so, but under other initials there is 

no trouble in distinguishing them. (Lo, low, ku, foo.) 
12. Chiti, like new, few, both vowels being plainly sounded. | 

This final is now and then heard like éu, as iu éu for it ; i néu- 

for nit; and also sliding into the Ath as fs hit fot hit. ( Kew, chiu, , 

tee-uc, tit.) 

13. Un, iit, like the u in ruin, June, jute, dilute. The variations 4 

under this final are unimportant, and those are where the vowel is 

changed in a few words to é, as ie nén for niin. (Heuet, shin, 

tit; une, sute.) 

es 
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14. Kai, like aye, aisle, never shortened into nigh, fly; like the 

Qd final, though that frequently is prolonged into hie The Chinese 

discriminate between the diphthongs ai and ai with much accuracy, 
and the student should pay particular attention to them at first, or 

he will constantly confound them. (Pai, nie, ti, kai, kye.) 
15. Tang, tak, like tongue, sung, hung, muck, luck, never like 

hang, bang, jack, sack.. There are many words placed under this 

final, which from the constant tendency to lengthen the vowel are 

heard like the 32d final, as He shang for shang, fF hang for hang, AV, 
pak for pak, &c.; many of these variations are noticed in the body 
of the work. (Pung, hing, tuk, mak, hek, shang, yak.) as 

16. Sz’, tsz’, like no words in the English language, but much 
like a hiss. ‘The people of Canton itself pronounce these two words 

very clearly, but in the villages around and south of it, they are 

changed into sht, sii, sziz, schi, tsi, tsi, ch‘i, so that in many cases. 

it is hard to recognize them. (Sze, sz, sse, ss’, tse.) 

17. Kam, kap, like hum, some, come, sup, tup, never like, have, 

rap, nor came, lame, nape, rape. A few words properly referred to. 

this final lengthen the vowel into kam, kap, like the 24th, and others 

also are changed into short e, askem, nem. ( Yum, shup, lam ship. ‘f 
18. Kau, like how very much prolonged ; the difference between 

this, and the 5th final is merely in the longer sound of the @. There 

are no variations in pronunciation worth noticing in this final. 
(Pow, kaou, chaow.) 

19. Tsoi, like boy, noise, loiter. The ot in some of the words 

referred to this final, inclines to ui of the 22d, as AR Aa ray lui, 

nui, tut, for loi, noi, toi, but a little care wil! easily diagemeneie. 

them ; most of the words are uniformly sounded. ( Toy, suy.) . 
20. Kim, kip, like cream, seem, team, sheep, reap. YVhe words 

under this final are very uniform, and there is no_ particular cha-- 

racter worth noticing as a variant. (Keem, Jeep.) 

21. Tsun, tsut, like the u in put, nuisance, the sound yi ing 

between the vowel sounds in fun and fool, in the 8th and 27th” 
orders; the 8th, 21st and 27th finals pan, tsun, kin, are kept very 
distinct by the Chinese, and must not be confounded. It i is not 

easy to distinguish the wu in this order from the wu in tung, tuk, as 

some have endeavored to do, for if the word. tsun be slowly prolong. 
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ed into fswng, it will be seen the difference is in the quantity rather 

than in the quality of the vowel. (Tsun, soot.) 

22. Sui, a combination of u in the preceding order with 7; there is 

no similar sound in English. Words under the 4th final commenc- 

ing with 5, or n, easily run into this, and some of those placed here, 

as tsui, yui, tui, also run into the 28th order. The Chinese, who are 

not fettered or guided by any alphabetic sounds, often discriminate 

these nearly homophonous words better than we do. (Suy, mooy, 
soy, shoo-e. | eR 

23. ‘Fo, like law, saw, taw, not lo, no, two; the o as in long, sawn, 

as in the 10th and 30th orders. This final undergoes no changes, 

that are worth noticing. ( Waw, hé, law, ho. ) 

24.-Kam, kap, like calm, psalm, not like ham, jamb, rap, map. 

The characters | under’ this final are comparatively few, and the 

changes in their ir pronunciation very slight. (Lahm, kame, tarm, chaap, 

kap.) 
25. Fan, fat, like Jahn, father, not like fan, fat, man, mat. 

In the district of Shunteh, some characters in this order take a 

singular change to én, as BH hén (like mane), isd pen, BK ken (like 

cane), and so of others. ( Wan, pann, fat.) 
26. Ka, like ma, pa, a syllable that can hardly be mispronounced ; 

there are no variations in the characters found under it. (Ka, fah, 
taa. ) 

27. Kin, hit, like Toon, coot, moot, noon, presents no changes in 

the sounds of the few characters found under.it worth noticing. 

(Poon, foot.) 
28. Fi is a well “defined diphthong, like buoy, broader Wea sui 

in the 22d order, and having only one initial in common with that; 

the consonant has much influence on the quantity of the vowel. 
( Tso, luz, kooy, nut, o0-e.) 

29. Ché, like may, lay, they, yea; it has few aberrations, and 

most of those are mispronunciations from the 3d order, under a few. 
initials. (Yay, ya,‘se-ay.) 

30. Kon, kot, like lawn, brawn, fought, sought ; there are very 
few characters under this final, and in the mouths of many persons 

some of them, as on and ngon are heard like ong and ngong. (Hoan, 
kon, 6n, kot.) 
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31. Kom, kop, like home, comb, hope, not like some, come,.sup, or. 

tom, hop; there is a'peculiar ora rotunda observable in the pro-, 
nunciation of the few words referred to this order. (Kum, kup, kom, 

hom, hip, hop, hép.) e 
32. P*ang, pak, sounded with a broad a, and not like bang, hang, 

erack.. Many words under the 15th final are so uniformly sounded 

like this that they should properly have been placed under it ; there 

is a constant tendency of the short vowels to lengthen into the broader 
ones. (Hik, lang, chak.) 

33. ’Ng, ’M, are sounds heard in all languages, in rapid conyer- 

sation, but such as are seldom written; hng and hm is perhaps a 

better form of writing them than that here adopted. (Im, ’m, ing, 
ng.) : j pet 4 

LIST OF THE INITIALS. 

No list of initials is given in the Fan Wan; there are twenty- 
three in all, which are here represented by the following characters.. 

The first one is a mute, and used when the final only is “pronounced, 
having no consonant before it. 

1 Au fag 6 Kin Ji 11 Ma 5 16 Sim = 21 Tsai * 

2 Chi 7 K'ing #12 Nom FH 17 Shing 3 22 wa — 
3 ChuttH s Kwai KL 13Ngi Ais Ts FT 2B ving HE 
4, Fung Bi, 9 Bw Be M4 Phos lacie cee 
5 Hoi Ph 10Lam PK is P's YE 20 Tsing HH 
The diversities 1 in the initials are so much fewer than those i in ‘the 

finals, that they are ‘soon described, though for their number ‘they. 

give more trouble, perhaps, than the others. . 

1. All words having no initial consonant, are very liable to have 

a nasal ng or an h prefixed to them, or. to have the vowel altered. 

The people i in Hiangsh in, M acao, ‘and Sin‘ngin, change many words 
in this way, so that if one does not see the character, he will look: 
for it under h or ng. : : 

2, 20, The initials ch aud’ ts are e constantly ¢ confounded, and some 

persons are absolutely unable to detect the difference, more frequent- 

ly calling the Words ufider ts as ch, than contrariwise, All one 

: 
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racters with the sounds ¢sz’ and ¢s‘z’ are liable to be heard chi and 
ch‘f, with a stronger breathing than those properly read chi and ch‘. 

4. The people along the coast and south of Canton often alter the 

initial f into h or w in some words, and retain it in others; it 

changes sooner before @ or a, than before é or wu. 

10, 11. The two initials 2 and m are frequently so interchanged i in 

the mouths of some people, that one is much puzzled to distinguish 

them, and even n is altered too; as lam a] for ndm; man fea for. 

lan ; lo YY for no; &c. ‘The number of such words is not very, 

great, and while the few who speak thus cannot discriminate the 

inital consonant before some vowels, they never interchange them, 

before others. 

16, 17. The initial sh is called s along the coast; in the divttiite 

of Hiingshin, Sinning and Sinngin, this obtains to a very great 

extent; shuz IK. shi zs, shuk ah. shang shing ie HK, &c. &c., 

being heard swz, sii, suk, and sang sing, as in the Tiéchi@ and Amoy. 

dialects. The initial sh is a.complete shibboleth to the people of. 

those districts. West of Canton, many are found who change sz’ 

into siz, and a large part of the words beginning with s are changed 

into sh, just the opposite of the usage at Macao. 

' These five classes of changes are the most. frequent, and with, 
those ; in the finals may perhaps discourage the beginner whether he 

be able to learn a speech which varies so much in its pronunciation., 

The proportion the variants bear to the whole body. of:characters 

is Not so great, however, as he might.conclude, and. when once.as- 

certained it will not be difficult to follow them ; besides which, no, 

individual will ever be found who has them all. 

SYSTEM OF ORTHOGRAPHY USED IN THIS DICTIONARY. 

The system of writing the sounds of the Chinese characters 

adopted in this Dictionary is nearly like that proposed by Sir W. 

Jones, and already used to some extent in China. It is exhibited 

in the following table :— 

1. @ as in quota, variable ; San, lam, tang, kat. 
2. a asin father; lan, kam chang, pat, kép, ha. 
3. e as in men, dead, said; cheng, heng. 
4, € as in they, neigh, say ; ché, mé, shé, tséung. 
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Fas in pin, finish ; ~ ying, kik. 5. 
‘6. i as in machine, feel, ere; © sit, sin, kim. “ 
rg o as in long, lord, law ; '' ko, song, kon, kok, hot. 

8. 6 as in so, hoe, crow; no, kim, hop. Hi. 
9. was in bull, prassing into rule; tsun, sut, tung, yuk.) ere 

10. % as in school, fool, rule ; ku, fin, put. 
Il. tas in French jeune, Pune ; sit, it. 
12. @ as in turn; hit, ti. 
13. ai as in while, hich, fly, hushai ; kai, sai. ; 
14. di as in aisl, aye; Sai, mat. Ne TEOTE 

15. au as in now, round, plough ; mau, sau. i “Br 

16. dau as in howl, pronounced longer ; chau, kau. DES 

17. éu as in Capernaum, say’em; héung, léuk. ; 
18. i as in pew, chew; © Tit, stu. ) {to 

19. ‘ot as in boy, toil ; “ot, tsot. . - fare 

20. ui nearly as in Louis, peculiar; sui, luz. eg Tie 

21. fi as in cooing, chewing ; mui, fir. Mig): 

22. sz’ This is an imperfect vowel sound) unknown in European’ 

languages; if in pronouncing the word dizzy, the two sro 

di be changed to's, this sound will be made. °° " 

23. ’m or hm, is spoken with a closed month, like a Pobintaeye half 

"cough. 
24. ’ng is a nasal sound, eee by stopping the nose be it is 

spoken. 

’ The consonants need no illustration, as they are uniformly 
pronounced as in English :— 

7 

ch, as in church ; ng, as in sing ; ae 
f, asin fife; Pp, asin pap; . + aeeeas 

_h, as in have ; sh S, as im sea, yes ; ; 

k, as in king; | sh, as in shut, chaise ; ye sea 

,, kw, asin quality; t, as in hte; zp : 
1, as in lame; ts, asin ratsbane, wits 5 * 

m, as in maim; “ie w, as in wing § . ° ' ; 

nm, asin nun; . y, asin yard 5 ie 
‘The above comprise all the vowels, diphthongs Soa consonants, 

found in the Canton dialect. In addition the Court Dialect -con- 

tains a few more, and as the pronunciation of each character i in the 
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Fan Wan-is given in that dialect under: it, they are here added. 
For the sounds given to the characters in this dialect, the diction- 

aries of De Guignes, Morrison, Goncalves, and Medhurst, nearly 

agree throughout; and though what is termed the kwan hwa differs 

as much as any of the local dialects, when itis heard in different 

parts of the country, still there is a general resemblance. ‘This 

system is more strictly that which is known among the Chinese as 

the Nan Awa or Southern dialect, in contradistinction to the Peh 

hwa or Northern. dialect, the cities of Nawking and Peking respec- 
tively being regarded as the standards of authority 6f thetwo. ‘The 

additional finals and initials found in the Court Dialect alone are the 

following :— | 
ei, nearly as in weigh, but very open, both vowels being heard. 

id, as in yard, piastre, both vowels plainly heard. 

' aah, like the last, but ending abruptly. 
tdi, a triphthong, each letter of which is heard. 
idng, like iéh, except the final xg ; both are pronounced broad. 
tdu, ié, teh, ien, th, in, ioh, tuek, iuen, tuh, tun, and tung, are all 

to be sounded distinctly, the 7 to be plainly enunciated before the 

other letters. 

oh, is an abrupt ending, like ied though not so decided. 
-ueh, wen, aud uh, are all to be sounded distinctly. All words end- 

ing in h, are in the jih shing, but it is generally so. soft as to lead 

many to say that this tone does not occur in the court dialect. 

By combining all the fifty-three finals with all the twenty-three 

initials, there would be 1229 sounds in the dialect which could be 
represented by Roman letters; there are however only 707 different 

syllables given in this Dictionary, many possible combinations, as. 

kwim, ting, lit, pit, kwéung, fam, foi, lon, shot, stin, wiit, &c., 

not occuring in the dialect. ‘The table of all the sounds here given 
will show the paucity of different vocables, though it.does not 

probably include ail the variations heard among the people, which 

however most frequently run into other sounds occurring in the table, 
and do not often exhibit new sounds. The list of finals in the first 

column is arranged according to the table from the Fan Wan on 
page xiv, yand not alphabetically. 
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Finats [av Chi Te Chiut T Fé “| Hoi | "kial Snel Kwai ] Kw [Lam 

Sin in |ehin — | chin yet Ra Kan ore PL ee 
Sit it chit | ch‘it fit h‘t kit kit : kwtt' soeqhd lit. 

Wai Bi) ROHR beat. fai jhai .|kai_ |ksai | kwai | kw'ai | lai 
Ki i | ehi chi fi | Ri ki ki 2. BR Bee 
Chi i... [chu GHG: 5 +} cn.» hi kti kt isvae Giléetee celle 
Sau au jchau jch‘a® j|fau jhau j|kau /k‘au |...... . flaw 
‘Tung’ | tng | chung | ch‘ung | fing) hung |kung |keung |....0.00 Joe, lung 
Tuk uk, |chuk | chtak ie huk | Kak | | &$uk ie sae | luk 
Yin ee. | Chin chtin. hin kin Kting.. | kwing | ..... - lin 
Yike Sh chike chtik ike a kik kak kik” eat Sy R 
Keng | ...06. chen deb wee} henge dkeng } na. do} avces accel y fden 
Kek~ ety chek ts be drat mae Bek || -::.05) name Tok 
Pan ..}ehan |chtan }fan jhan /kan |{k‘an -}kwan |kw'an | dan’ 
Pat atl chat .* | ste fat | hat kat K‘at kwat — jc. ~ [lat 
Chéung | ......| chéung| ch‘éung} ......) heung, kéung) k‘eung}...... | ...... leung 
Chéuk | .. ..: chéuk sake ret pes kéuk tee Sie ve. | leuk 
Kon ong | chong ‘ong |fong|hong | kon ‘ong | kwong! kw‘ong!} lo 
Kok” ok j|chok |...... fok hok- babe Roky pti pe . loke 
Ka TS a fate Sa AAS ake | ee 
Lo Oo. heyhey tiee ee telat ho ko} o{ldoae . bear 3 5 he 
Chia jin. {chin [chu |...... hia ./kig | k‘iu ere eran 
Sin tin |chiin’ |chtin |...... ‘hin |kinm | kan ee *} Tin 
Sfit ut chut 4dgdoe thous arse hit kit Heber lL eteeee OT kad at 

Kai di |ehdi. [ch*ar jfai [hai | kai fag kwi” \ oe | lai b 
Tan ang {chang | ...... | +:+.| hang | Kang | kang | kwan . {lan 
te Pi! fi ed chtak hak bake Sue's obel Ulce caret . bebo lak, 

Sz’ feedefscodee Tres a8 5 Leeeees featoe aeaded na Xe +e einta a T 

Kam lam |cham |ch‘am |... | ...... kam teat FSU ie igi 
Kdp’ a cha: cadtihe (bo hap» |kap ‘ap sb} anes. 
Kau ae shay ch‘au |...... hau j/kau | kau |... si ia 2 

801 Pde astopm tian, SEE bE: = Rey hoi "| Roi. [Or 6 Pe eo Ce ely 
Kim _|im [eh‘m: }chtim ne kim {Kim |... a How 
Li ; hint) dics sas Bip Belin desde. nuts os ot eee . jlip 
Tean ey cao Chun - j.....5.) feos nh ary a es Neat TH eee vid _\dun 
Tsut chut ch*ut eieie'e™ Mabe 948 | WaR ae 2h mates Never ce. «ie ake Tut ; 

Sai 8 You. chu’ |chtaie fit pas OOS, OM eae 
Fo o ~ \cho ch‘o j|fo jho {ko ++ bw. 1 | seseen, ofdo.5 
Kam 4m {cham |ch‘4m |....../ him |kém uA eae wee am 
Kap ap |chap jehcip | ....../hip | kap el OPN g flap: 
Fan jin jehan |eh‘an | fan |han > |kan | ......) Kwan |... | Jam 
Fit at jehat jchtat [fat | |. ope -o- eWwet. sca lat: 
Ké 4 {jeha jcha fa “tha °Uka ph. kwa jkw@ |la | 
Kun htt >| sdpeauchieess fan | ...... kon i bok Vieadeivtg alls coda oY. 
Kut. fat) |... [ost TOE fice POR ah cape Leste = idan a oe 
Fai Adit hE Sy ae fori} RGR TS 243 fai 
Che, [ét, jich@ sf eht@.. |... die geibkses daawied sehesnen, lé 
Kon Ge ee Perseny hon . [RO] csc tees! || teaanc pits 
Kote eats ae, eae Roti! ah Sey FE Baa OTE oo On Ei 
Kom om,} s.- hém.;\pkosi h 1 csaesty Mayeirs te poten 
a sees han 2, CP es eee he ep sone hiss kw'ing steven 

ung |ang | chang tang | .... | hin ang | ..... 2 wing KW An, 
Neake rie chik |chiik | fak hake” kake iat eck tis ts eee 
Hu sh ae Wes ET: 6S ae & Sean Ben BY lst a eee i. 
‘Ng P| Yas Ras ; WREEAL Cer ee nr Oren a: aye Sota 
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Ma | Nim Ngé | Pa | P*o Sim Shing | Ta | Toi | Teing| Ts‘ai 7 Wa 7] Ying 

min [nin |... jpm |p‘in |sn j|sh’n “jtm [ta |tsim [tsin |...) ..... 
mit jnét |ngt jpit.jptit [sit, jshit [tit [tit |tsit tet {oft |...... 
mai jnai jngai (pai |p‘ai (sai {shai j|tai [tai |tsai |tet‘ai | wai | yal 
mij af ngt jpi j|pi j|...... shi 1 ee are of Sepa, CRB ag i Scho 
esace . nd J-daod rei. aa% OR shi wet wees tt ts‘ti ‘ -| 

mau |nau j|ngau (pau |p‘au saw jshad j|tau jt'au |tsau jts‘au_ |....., yan 
mung] nung | ...... pung| p‘ung| sung | shung tung tsing (ts‘ung | ...... yung | 
muk |nuk j...... /puk |... suk ;j}shuk {tuk jttuk jtsuk (ts‘dk | 2.0... | yuk | 
ming. ning |...... ping | p‘ing |sing j|shing | ting |t‘ing/tsing (ts‘ing | wing ying 
mik {nik |... |pik jptik |sik |shik /tik [tik (tsk |'tsik “(wik |yik | 
meng} neng | .....- peng! pteng seng | sheng teng |t‘eng tseng | ts‘eng |... yong 

mek ot ee Dek - 1. .5 255 sek -|shek }...... trek  tsek tetele o/s... x. 
man |nan |ngan |pan |p‘an {san /{shan jtan |ftan ...... ts'an wan Pan 
mat |nat j|mgat |pat |ptat jsat jshat [tat (2... |tsat © }ts‘aty j wat “yat 
eoeeee |MEUNQ] .....6 | .---ee| see. | SUNG) SheuNg| téung)...... tséung) ts:éung .....2 \xé ung 
BIE: A Te a pe séuk |shéuk |téwk |......|tséuk_ tseuk | ..... /youk | 
mong nong }ngong| pong p‘ong song | shong | tong tong’ tsong’ | ts*ong wong: yc 
mok |nok jngok |pok |p‘ok |sok jshok {tok |t‘ok tsok | tstok i Wok )4.... 
paente Palate eR GUE aweoed coos se, 100 Sey Fae FERS Peal ere Cee ae 
md jnd° |ngd |pd.|p'd  |sd stro ts je ‘|tsd" [ts , eS 
mig [nid - |pia | pti (sti jshid jfin  |tid tim - | ts‘id 4 eee 
Soto ond Ree ot ere ..-.. |S0m jsttin [tin |tfin |tsiin ([ts‘in |...... se 

ovsess Biesks HGS. SSOP SOs. 1 BOE shat tiit fit) | tstit ts‘iit «debut = 
mai [nai |ngdi | pai | p%di “, OF tdi. ATAD fies- coe wal 
mang) nang |...... p‘ang g |tang |t‘ang tsang | ts‘ wang 
mak nak jngak tm 6.000 sake ithe “ftak’ poli. | teak PE Gee. 
EMR EES Bais sah tiys out iisetox’ sz’ Se ite gS Bg i eee fC! NES ee are OF Pease 

-. |nam j|ngam)....,.|...... sam (|shanr (tam |t'am tsam (ts‘am |...,,. yam 
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The final Au, kd, 1x, &c., in the last line but one inthis Table, 

is not found inthe Fan Wan at all; the compilers appear to have 

‘thought it unnecessary to add a whole order and another final for 

the sake of one character, Au iL, a boot, the only one in the dialect 

not vulgar or colloquial. 

It will prove serviceable for the student to make out a table of - 

characters to correspond to this table of sounds, and read them . 

across and down with a native, so as to notice the effect. made on 

a final by changing the initial, and the alterations produced on an 
initial under many finals. Reading over such a table a dozen times 

with as many educated natives, will give as distinct an idea of the 

changes which characters undergo in their sounds in the speech of 
different persons, as can be obtained. 

There have been attempts to follow up these changes in writing 

this dialect in Roman letters, but in all cases it is better to adhere 

to the classified arrangement given in the Fan Wan, and remember 
the exceptions as being such. In the vocabularies and phrase-books 

of Dr. Morrison, Mr. Devan and Mr. Bonney, no attention has been 

paid to the classes of finals as given in the Fan Wan, or to the tones 
or aspirates, and the errors in writing the words are numerous, eyen 

according to their own modes of spelling. 
The system of writing Chinese sounds here followed, has been | 

adopted, with some slight variations, in writing other dialects of 

the language; but it would be a great advantage to allstudents in it — 
if all the modes of spelling the dialects could be harmonized. It is 

/ 

not supposed, by this remark, that this one is the best which could . _ 

be proposed, for some features of it could be modified to advantage, 
but it certainly is more accurate for the student’s use than to follow . | 

the common English alphabet, with all its strange anomalies. The 
various modes of writing each sound, as quoted after the remarks on 
pp. xvi....xix, show how much difficulty has been felt by those who 

have tried to write them according to the English alphabet. ir 
Mr. Goddard, in his Tiéchiii Vocabulary, uses 4, a and z as in this 

table, but e, 7, 0,6, and u, are substituted by him for the é, 4, 6, o,and 

u, in this table. He did not perceive that he was confusing his 

own pronunciation by representing the i im machine and in pin by 
the same letter ; as he was by blending the e im they and men. At 
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Amoy, unaccented vowels have been used, and the tones marked 

by accents over the letters, which is likely still more to confuse 

those who may try to read the sounds:in chat dialect, as a single 

quotation will show. 

S6- kong é@, tiap-a-ku, chin-chia™ si sia"-mih i-st? God m chat-i é 
so kong. 

_ At Fuhchau, the dialect is written very nearly like the Amoy, 

without the tones superadded ; but at Ningpo there is more dissim- 

ilarity, as an example will show. : 

Ci-go tin-s yin-c th-le, lih-le hyiang-en-go jing-siu-pin. 

.. The differences between all these modes of writing Chinese sounds 
are really not very great, for in none of them has the English. al- 

phabet been followed, and it would not be very difficult to reconcile 

them to one standard, an object which appears still more desirable 

when the plan of Romanizing them for the use of unlearned natives 

is taken into*the account. Perhaps it would, however, be best to 

discard them all, and adopt Lepsius’ universal alphabet, with which 

he proposes to harmonize the mode of writing all languages. 

¢ 

2.—Tne Tones. 

Tue shing or tones form one of the most difficult and peculiar 
features of the Chinese spoken language, but they can neither be 

fully or easily described satisfactorily, for the reason that no European 

language has them. Strictly speaking, they are neither tones, 

modulations, accents, nor emphasis, as those words. are usually. 

applied i in western languages; they probably more nearly resemble 

the sound of notes in music. ‘The note G on a violin, an organ, or 

a bagpipe, strikes the ear very differently, like the voices of a child 

or man; the note is alike on the gamut, and it chords on all those 

instruments; but let G sharp be struck on one of them, and we feel 

the discord, it is mot the note at all. So in respect to Chinese 

shing; if the right shing be not spoken, the right word is not spoken, 
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it is some other word. For instance, if a person says kw instead 

of kt J) an orphan, he does not say the word for orphan at all; 
he says that for nia old, or fa. Jirm, or A to hire, or some other 
word equally remote in meaning. It is as if on the violin the player 

strikes G sharp, instead of G natural; though he makes a note he 

makes no chord with the organ or bagpipe sounding @ natural; as 

it were, he speaks the wrong tone, and does not express his meaning. 

It may not be indeed the case in Chinese, that the hearer will always 

misunderstand the speaker even if the tones are pronounced wrong, 

for there are additional clues to the meaning, but the SbahCes are 
against it. 

Many explanations and illustrations of the tones have been written, 

but as no one can get a clear idea of them until he has begun to 

learn them from speaking with the people, it does not seem to be 

worth while here to repeat what has been said in other works upon 

this subject; but simply to refer to those treatises,* and denote the 

way in which they are marked in this Dictionary. What adds to the 

difficulty of understanding the differences between the tones, is that 

the same name is applied by the natives to really different tones in 
different dialects; in which, to complicate the matter still further, 

the tone of the same character is sometimes changed ; consequently, 
a person can hardly be sure that what is applicable to one dialect, is 

descriptive of the same thing in another. The Chinese have written 

about the tones to some extent, but their definitions, from the nature 

of the subject, do not help foreigners much. ‘The people learn the 
pronunciation of words by the ear, and refer to a dictionary when 
in doubt about the tone, just as we do to Webster or Richardson 
to get the right spelling, but not to learn what the tones are. 4 

‘The compilers of the Fan Wan have formally arranged the cha- 
ractérs’ under each final by the four tones; and have also further 

separated the upper and lower series, and the aspirated characters 

. * Preface AS Morrison’ s. Dictionary, Vol. I.;. Medhurst’s Dictionary. of the 

Fuhkien dialect, pp. l-Ivii.; and Dyer’s Vocabulary of the Fuhkien dialect ; 
Easy Lessons in Chinese, pp. 42-55 ; the introduction to the Chinese Chrestom- 
athy ; Chinese Repository, Vol. III, pp. 26-28; Vol. IV, p. 172; Vol. V1, 
579; Vol. VII, p. 57. Callery’s Systema Phoneticum, pp. 68-72; Williams? 
English ‘and Chinese Vocabulary, pp. xxvii-xxxi. From these works the 
student will deriye, all the hints ahout the tones that description can give bon, 
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into separate columns, though they have not so distinctly specified 

them. ‘The eight tones as given in the Table on pages xiv, xv, are 

clearly distinguished by the Cantonese, and every word in this 

Dictionary has been marked according te its tone by semicircles, 

something like the mark used by the Chinese, as here exhibited. 

shéung shéung shéung shéung ha ha ha ha 
ping, shéung, hi, yap, ping, shéung, hit, yap, 
orupper or upper Or upper or upper or lower orlower orlower or lower 
monotone rising ton. falling to. abrupt ton. monotone rising ton. falling ton. abrupt tone 

eotleid eer ta. ft Et. Gd 
BoB EAR E LR 
di fe th H, FF BB, 
ewan ‘wan* wam Wat, swan ‘wan wan’ wat: 

There is more attention paid to the ‘ing <shing or monotone, 

in its upper and lower inflection, than any other, and while the 
three last are collectively called chak, «shing IK Re or deflected 

tones, the first retains its name. If the beginner gets a good idea 
and practice of the <p'ing <shing, therefore, he will more easily get 

the others. The ‘shéung <shing is also called the ascending or rising 
tone; the hi? «shing the departing or falling tone; and the yap shing 

the entering or abrupt tone ; these appellations are simply the literal 

renderings of the native terms. 

As the tones in Chinese are totally distinct from accent, in their 

own or other languages, there are many objections to using the 

common and generally understood marks (as '*~*) on the tops of 

the vowels to denote them, as has been done in romanizing some 

dialects, and in the dictionaries of De Guignes, Medhurst, and 

others. By taking another sign, there is no mixing of radically 

different symbols over the same syllable, as in kéén, kéyh, mé"a, s6-, 

where one of the marks affects the power of the vowels, and the 

other denotes the tone of the Chinese character. Since diacritical 

marks in all European languages modify the power of the vowels, 

jt is desirable not to introduce any confusion in writing words, the 

more so as the tones in Chinese are so entirely different; it is better 
to adopt a new symbol. 
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* The Burmese, Siamese, and Shyan, languages all possess’ some- 

thing resembling the Chinese tones. The Burmese have two marks, 
a shay-pouk (3) and an anmyeet (,) to denote the different tones or 

stress of voice, which Changes the signification of words. The 

Chinese denote a different tone in a few common bilingual characters 

by marking them on that corner which is’ held to correspond to the 

required tone, as “at de. ae - BE: though this is not always 
done. “No books are ever printed with the tones marked to each 

character, for the reason that every person whp can read is onare 

to be acquainted with them. 

The Chinese do not distinguish the upper or lower series when. they 
mark the tones, nor do they mark the aspirated characters. ‘They 

have not even a well known definite term to denote the aspirate, the 

phrase pan hi eI A being rather of foreign than native origin, and 

one which every native scholar does not understand without some 

explanation. It is represented usually by a Greek spiritus asper 

[‘], or an inverted comma [‘], when the former is not be obtained, 
to which some add an & also, as ch'hang, t'ho, p'han, thik, but not 

wisely, for there is danger of confounding it with such English 

words as fan, though, thick. 

In order to learn the tones and aspirates, it is desirable for the 

student to pay special attention for awhile to ‘merely reading and 

pronouncing the characters, irrespective of their meaning or form. 

This should be done when commencing the ‘study, for a vicious 

pronunciation of the tones is seldom corrected; and one is less 

liable to be misunderstood if he pronounces a word a little wrong, 

as heng for hing, chéuk for tséuk, than if he gives it the 1 wrong tone. 

For instance, a native will consider this sentence in the Canton 
dialect fart one ite ne be less barbarously pronounced if he 

hears it ling yet, chang sts ong «nt sh'u’, with all the tones correct, 

than if it should be spoken ning’ yat ‘chéung ch'ong ni? chit, with 

all the tones wrong, which would perhaps be nonsense to him. 

The Table given on pages xiv, xv, should be thoroughly learned, 

by. reading it backwards and forwards, until the distinction between 

the first three tones in both series is seen. A good practice also | is 

to read over the tables of characters given in the Fan Wan- under 
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each final in the-first-_part of it, where all the initials found under 

each one are arranged by the tones. Thus, under the 27th final, 

these leading characters are thus arranged, the upper coming ic 

the lower series. 

ti¥de we B kuin ce, kun Bp kin 4h, Kut 

a pin ‘Bi un +B) pin dK, mit 

. pitin SR fin =P pin HBS, pie ish 
c > 

AEK fin AS pin. WA fin Wied, fu 
HR pron min BA in’ BK pte 
PA min Be pun AR mit = ‘ 

Mdin PY min Sp, pee 
| if: ut ; 

The practice of repeatedly reading these collections of characters 
under each final, with a teacher, closely following his voice and 

accent, will give the beginner as clear an idea of the difference 

between the eight tones as he can get, and the practice he needs 

at the same time. Foreigners speak eoucrauy in a higher key than 

natives, and pronounce most words in the ping <shing, even when 

the termination shows that it is in the yap: <shing. There are far 

more words, too, in the sp‘ing <shing than in any other two tones. 

~ Another exercise which can be followed with advantage, is to 
read sentences artificially constructed of characters having the same 

final, like the following : — 
; the eagle is screaming on the 

‘Ling’ he ying ming i 1A ie ne hilltop. : 

Tin hn gon’ on EG ke, 0 Camb in 
Fuk, uk, luke shuky 9g Fe Be 4° beg sleeps in the back 

Ss 

Pa .pa ‘pa ‘pa pa spat? Ar a= Hs ie 4 fA papa rakes 

the ground with a rake. 
‘Yau <yau tau ‘tsau sk'au ‘sau shaw Ay wh H. a AR a 

ask the old man to buy my oil, pulse, or wine. 
‘Kau ‘yau tau ‘kau ‘tau, ‘kit t'au tsau ‘tsau e > 

E fit iit 7E he stole ten pecks of uncle's eed i) ran i + 
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‘Ming ‘ting ping ting «ing ‘t'ing t'ing PY Ay kT {2 hit ie 
a drunken soldier leaned on his staff to listen. 

~ Exercises like these, accompanied with frequent reading of the 

characters, at the same time committing selected sentences to me- 

mory, may seem a waste of timé and labor to the beginner, but 

afterwards he will perceive the advantages. The matter of learning 
the tones accurately is one of simple imitation, as‘one learns a tune, 

or to mimic the voice of another, rather than to find out their nature 

and then train the voice according to certain rules. 

The importance paid them by natives appears to have been an 

effort to avoid the confusion which must ensue in speaking so many 

homophonous words, unless there was something to distinguish them 

to the ear. The Chinese spoken language is so meagre in vocables 

that it is no surprise that those who speak it should endeavor to qua- 

lify the tones, and vary the modulation of the syllables in every way 

they can, if by so doing they can add to the accuracy of their speech 
and facilitate conversation. In this Dictionary, for instance, there 

are eighty-one characters included under the syllables ki and Ki; 
and a native will so pronounce each one that in most cases he will 

be understood without much difficulty, though the context, and the 
dissyllabic phrases in which some of the characters are used, may 
perhaps assist as much as the right tone. But a foreigner would 
find difficulty at first in detecting any difference in the pronuncia- 

tion of the whole number eighty-one, if a native should read them 
off to him. The chief hindrance in learning these tones lies in 
the want of practice in such delicate modulations—a practice quite 
unnecessary to those speaking any European language—rather 

than in any mystery as to their nature. Practice in speaking, with 

close attention at first to the right sound, will soon give a habit that 
will gradually become easy; if the student does not learn them in 
this way, no rules can help him. 
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3.—PLANn oF THIS DICTIONARY. 

Tus Dictionary is called a Tonic Dictionary, because the charac- 
ters in it are arranged under each syllable, according to their 

‘tones, beginning with the ‘shéung sp'ing :shing 4 x a jek or upper 

monotone, then the ha’ sp‘ing :shing fp ae ex or lower monotone, 

followed by the ‘shéung ‘shéung 4 ‘h, and h@ ‘shéung f 

_f., or upper and lower rising tone, the ‘shéung hii? “]y +, and 
lastly the ha? hit? ~P ae or upper and lower retiring tone, always 

in this same order. The other two tones, the ‘shéung yapz if hr 

and ha’ yap2 ~ A will of course be found under other syllables. 
In printing the volume, two main objects have been aimed at. 

The first was to compress the essential part of a dictionary of the 

Chinese language into a small space, and make as portable a volume 

as could be done consistently with its usefulness, one which could 

be carried with one when traveling, or handily used in learning 
common characters. The second object grew out of the first: that 
was to give all the examples in Roman letters only, the tone and as- 

pirate of each word being carefully marked. This plan had already 

been tried in De Guignes’ Chinese Dictionary, but was not very useful 

in that work in consequence of the characters being arranged under 
their radicals and not by syllables, so that the student, who was not 

already well acquainted with the characters, knew not where to turn 

for them, even with the assistance of the tedious list of syllables 
at the end. It was the want of Chinese type which compelled the 

editor to publish that work as he did. The plan of Gongalves was 

an improvement on that of De Guignes, for he inserted the cha- 

racters to his examples with their translations, omitting the sounds. 

In the works of Morrison and Medhurst, both are given; in the 
small work of Goddard, both ate omitted, as no examples were con- 
templated by the plan of his work. 

_In the Fan Wan, the attempt has been made, by writing the sound 

and tone of each word in every quotation, to enable the student, 

with the help of the translation following it, to refer to all the cha- 

racters in it, by turning to them under their proper syllables. If 

the characters had been introduced without their sounds, there 

E 
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would have been a saving of room, but not enough to make the book 

its present size. Portability was deented of so much importance, 
that advantages incompatible with it were sacrificed. A single in- 
stance will show how much the volume would have been increased 

without adding a single sentence, if the characters had been inserted 

in such type as is now available.. When fonts of Chinese type 

are made as small as they have occasionally been cut, (as HE at BES 
or & % RM HK F#,) it will be more practicable to introduce them. 

Ak Wood ; a tree ; wooden ; the Wood; a tree; wooden ; the 
> 75th radical of characters per-||*! *? 75th radical of characters per- 

Muh taining to wood; one of the five ||" taining to wood; one of the five g j gto. ; 
elements and eight sounds; elements and eight sounds ; 
stiff, unbending ; honest, un- stiff, unbending; honest, un- 

pretending; yats s¢'wu shi? muks pretending; yat, st‘it shi? muk, 
a single tree ; muk, tséung? or — AX ‘it 75 a single tree; 
tau muks cyan, a carpenter ; 
mukz liv? timber, lumber; muke muks tséung? 7 in or tau’ 
st'au, a block of wood, a billet, muk, <yan, si one 
a stump ; mike hok, a wooden piel a) 7K aN . 
dipper; muk2.héung, putchuck penter ; muks lid I Hh tim- 
téuk, muks to chop wood; muk» ber, lumber; muh, d‘au Fe 
sing, Jupiter; muk: ‘k'éung, BA a block of wood; billet, cross-grained ; chong? muk: : ‘ee 
chung, to ‘‘strike the wooden - hein dint hoks 7K ie 
bell,”’ is to get the bribe with- a wooden dipper ; muk, chéung 
out paying it over to the ruler; || Ik aR putchuck; téuk, muk: 
muks ‘ngau yan, an image, a mn ; ith 

dunce; sz” fong muk, a square ||. wt 7 oH chop wood: muke 
block, a poor stick of a fellow; sing, J Jupiter ;. muky 

muk2 «mtn, ‘* wooden doors,” IK Fs ; ’ 

i. e. a rich family. ingen f3 Ae HR wee ice 
ed; chong? muk2 chung, 

, rN fifi to “strike the wooden 

7 : bell,” is to get the bribe with- 
out paying it over tothe ruler; 
muks ‘ngau <yan, nN (ih K 
an image, a dunce; s2” foag 
muky pty Wi} Wea “square 

block, a poor stick of'a fellow; 

muk, sin, “| ‘wooden 

doors,” i. a i family. — 
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Care has been taken to have all the characters quoted in the 

examples contained in the book, so that when ata loss it can be 

referred to. If there be any doubt as to which is the right one out of 

a number, the meaning of the sentence will soon lead to it; and it 

may be added that the habit of supplying the characters as one reads 

over the quotations given, in a definition, will tend to impress them 

upon the memory, and make them familiar. If unluckily, the tone 

has been placed wrong, or the syllable incorrectly printed, then the 

meaning will aid in selecting the right character ; but it is belieyed 
that the errors in the quotations are not numerous. If the sound of 
a character is not remembered, it can be found by referring to the 

Index at the end. There is room on the margin for writing a few 
characters when it is desired, and in many cases it will prove useful 

to do so. 

In order to find a character in the Index, it is necessary first to 

ascertain its radical, and then count the number of strokes made in 

writing the rest of it. The largest part of the radicals are characters 

in common use, and the student will do well to learn the whole 

number thoroughly, so that he can tell their order and meaning. It 

will not only be useful in looking up words in the Chinese lexicons, 
but it will greatly assist him in remembering their composition and 

meaning. The best mode of impressing the forms of the ¢haracters 
on the memory is.an important question ; but in most cases, the 

union of the radical and primitive, as the two parts to be remember- 

ed, has the advantage of simplicity, and the sound and meaning can 
be attached to these by the laws of association better than to a col- 

lection of strokes made apparently without plan. After learning the 
radicals, a careful examination of the primitives as given by Callery 

will show the principles on which the great mass of characters in 
the language are formed, and practice in reading and writing will 

then make them familiar. 
Many of the most common characters are the most difficult to 

find,in the index; they are generally placed under the simpler radi_ 

cals, where they should be looked for first. For instance, YJ, 4, 

4, IK are allunder A; Hi, Bi» FF; are under —; 5p, 3, 
are under J{,; all of which are referred to these radicals chiefly 
because it was a prominent part of the character, and likely to catch 
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the eye. Such anomalous instances amount to about two hundred, 

all of them primitives, while the remainder will give less trouble in 

ascertaining the proper radical. About one half (108) of the radi- 
_eals are placed on the right or ieft of the primitive,—constituting one 

half of the character, and easily recognized. Others, like —, 7}; 

eae Rae ee 4T: PA and *} embrace the primitive, and give no 
trouble. -About 40 of them are placed on the top of the primitive, 

a few of which enter into combination with it, as in Zs, Be, FF, 

in such a manner as to give some hesitation as to the radical ; while 

others, as “””, Vga ga mR; Yt; Pa ty, PB, fy. are more 
apparent. For many of the remainder, where the radical is either 
in combination, or the character is formed of two or three radicals, 

as ys ; Lit ‘or EH; practice will soon give the necessary facility in 

finding them. Some characters as iat, FEA), em oa. ie, Hy made 
up of two primitives, are usually placed with reference to their 

meaning, and not to the most prominent part where they would be 

looked for ; but their number is small. An examination of the radi- 

cals and the groups placed under them will be found in Williams’ 
Easy Lessons, pp. 4-29, and in Medhurst’s Chinese and English 
Dictionary, pp. xvi-xxiv. 

In counting the number of strokes in a character, the radical is 

not reckoned. After becoming familiar with the radicals themselves, 

and having a general acquaintance with the primitives, the number 
of strokes can most quickly be ascertained by inspection. For in- 
stance, the character mut: rice porridge, found under the radi- 

cal lik =P ig made up of 4, 4: HK and FE which seve- 

rally number 3, 3, 6, and 15 strokes, or 27 in all; the character im 
4 bubbling water, placed under the radical shut IK; is composed 
of Hi}, EF, +, [Ml numbering 6, 7, 5, and 5 strokes, or 23 in 
all. The number of characters formed of so many strokes as these 

is very few, and in most cases a glance at the word js sufficient to 

see how many make it. ; fy ined 
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' [Words in a or 4, are often heard begin- 
ning with ng, as ngd, ngai, ngat. 

ny A colloquial word. An in- 
“~. terrogative particle ; also one 
sa indicating that the affirmation 

is indisputable ; a mere final 
answering tone, having no 
meaning; ‘h0.4 well, very well; 
<@ wav poor, necessitous ; ‘kt 
‘kim w@ <4, he said so; mat; 
‘yé a, what ? ‘kom tsd <a, no, 
this is the way to do it.. 
A raven with a white streak 

on its breast; ‘Jd @, a raven 
or crow ;<t'd <4, written rough- 
ly ; @ pt snai, opium. 
A colloquial word. An in- 

terjection used in answers, 
' denoting surprise or alarm; 

alas! dreadful. 
Read mga; the wrangling of 

children ; to open the mouth 
wide ; «nga lan ‘mai, cochi- 
neal- 
A fork, a crotch ; the part- 

ing of two branches, fingers, 

Y 

T 
Ya 

¢ 

A 

Fiz 
¥a 

ap 
_¥a 

or tines; <@ «tau or <@ wan, 

1 TON, DICT. 

a slave girl; @ kok, ka? a 
little boy ; @ <ch'd, a fork, a 
rest for clothes’ sticks; shi? 4 
fork of a tree ; <sim <4 l meet- 
ing of three ways, a trivium. 
The confused noise of chil- 

dren studying; dumb ; to keep 
silent, for ‘which the next is 
used; “@ mai an enigma; 
sts'ing man ‘da ‘yan, hard. to 
bear it patiently. Pe 
Iso read ak,; ak, ak, the sound 
of giggling. 

Dumb, .unable to speak.; 
dull, faded ; a cracked sound, 
as a bell; wheezing ; nape of 
the neck ; “4 ‘tsai, a dumb boy; 
“a ‘hau smo <n, will not speak, 
sulky; ‘@ tuke dumb people 
are revengeful ; sheng ta? ‘G4, 
the sound is indistinct. 

A colloquial word. A final 
particle, adding intensity to 
the meaning ;<’m ‘Ad @ not at 
all good. 

Also spoken 4 ; ten, used aftera 
higher number ; an answer, a 
word of reply like Aye ! @ ‘ho, 
yes, well; sz’ a sts‘in, forty 
cash, 



~ 

> 

he 
a 
A 

> 

(2) 

Yai 

ie 

Al. 

Hunchbacked; to esteem 
lightly, to regard as inferior ; 
second, next to, junior, in- 
ferior ; a syllable prefixed to 
proper names, for which the 
second is often used ; it also 
impersonates epithets; @ 

} 
} 
J 

mui a younger sister, a lass ; | 
@ mat,Mr. So and So; @ pi? | 
a silly fellow ; @ «ch'o, a raw 
hand; @ pa, papa; @ st ai, 
boy, you lad ; pal, @ <i <yan, |) 
not inferior to others. 
Brothers-in-law ; yan @ re- 

latives by marriage, especial- 
ly brothers or parents; smd 
tik, yan @ Lam not related to 
him at all. 

Ai. 

A particle of surprise or 
pain ; to beg, to ask ; ai <y4, 
whew ! halloo! oh, dear ! <az, ie 
mat, ‘ni ‘kom tsd oh! why did 
you do so? .ai kaw ‘ni, I in- 
treat you. 
Low ; diminutive; short ; ‘ai 

‘ld ‘tsai, a pigmy, a little old 
man; ‘pi .chéung ‘ai tang’ ‘tsai 
‘nit _tso* get a low stool for 
you to sit on—to delude one ; 
‘ai tak; tsav’ too low. | 

To hang, to strangle one’s 
self;.the warp of cloth; ai 
‘sz’ ‘kwai, ghost of a suicide ; 
ai ‘keng, huug by the neck. 

A feather fan or screen, a 
flabellum; to screen, to inter- 
cept; to seclude from obser- 
vation ; to keep close, to re- 
press; to destroy ; anything 

| 

| 

ie 

(3) 

i 

Al. 

that intercepts ; an obscurity 
in the eyes; trees dying; a 
fabulous sort of pheasant. 

A colloquial word. Feverish; sul- 
try, hot; hurried breathing, 
a stricture in the breast ; az’ 
Av difficulty of breathing ; a?” 
¢2 hot weather ; «shan ‘tsz’ av 
it. feverish; av fa’ to feel 
grieved ; ai’ cha? indigestible. 

Lean, cadaverous, meager, > 

Tig poor. 

it 
1 

Strong, herculean, athletic. 
A colloquial word ; grief, sor- 
row ; pai’ av trouble, resulting 
from affliction or poverty. 

Cloudy and windy ; the sun 
obscured and nearly hid by the 
clouds. 

Ai. 

dh To lean upon, to trust to; 
to push away, to carry on the 

Yal back ; to place alongside ; 
strike ; to force, to crowd, Fé 
with the elbows; to graft ; 
next, near; passable; to lie 
down, to recline; <i smdi ni 
pr lean it against here ; help 
here alittle; ‘yau tak, ai p 
has some dependance or re- 
source ; ‘yau id? shan ai, he 
has powerful friends ; <di ‘ha 
tik, lie down a little; ai tak, 
Ai? it will answer; @i cmitin 
i u@ to gad and stare, as a 
virago ; to go from door to 
door to examine ; di %t, to mu- 
‘tually rely upon ; di la? to | 
trust for help; ai ‘man, tox 
wards evening. 



AK. 

Ris A pass, a defile; narrow, 
. confined, straitened ; distress- 
se ed, urgent; narrowminded, 

mean ; impeded, stopped up; 
syan kon? a? way is all crowd- 
ed, a jam; hap a? narrow as 

5 a pass; a contracted mind. 
lies A colloquial word ; to call 

after, to bawl; to quarrel ; 
crowded, thronged ; ai <kdu, 
to wrangle, to dispute; a7 
po shau slung, hallooed till 
he split his throat; a? nda’ 
thronged ; brawling ; ai mat: 
‘yé, what are you scolding 
about? shap. av ‘kau «chang 
sngan, ten to one it is a quar- 
rel about money. 

(4) Ak. 

HB. To grasp, to hold within the 
Uh hand ; a little, as much as the 

palm can hold; ak, teng? to 
grasp firmly;. ak ‘shau, to 
shake hands; ak; <ch‘i, to hold 
in the hand; ak, iW necessary. 

Es To moisten, tosoak ; to en- 
‘Uh rich with favors ; to fertilize ; 

to cover or daub thick ; shin- 
ing, rich; ak, smung, deeply 
grateful for; cyan ak; imperial 
favor ; ak; dan, to make very 
red. 

hs A curtain, a screen; a large 
Uh tents a markee ; to protect, to 

shelter. 
Ju Kuots in a tree ; small door 

in a house ; impeded, cramp- 
»};ed; to be ill-used, to be 

Ngeh Straitened ; ak; <k'ung, poor ; 
sngai ak, in danger. 

AK. “AM. 3 

An obstruction, a stop; a 
defile, a pass; a dangerous 

Ngeh oath ; embarrassed, distressed, 
poor; kw'an’ ak; hampered, 
restrained. 

Hi, To seize or hold with the 
hand ; to gripe, to clutch ; the 

Ng h rasp; to pull; ak, ‘tn‘kau chi, 
held him by the wrist a long 

. time. 

(5) Ak. 

RIB, An unauthorized character. 
Ngeh bracelet ; a bangle; kéuk, 

ak; a anklet ; kam ak, a gold 
wristlet ; .séung ak; a plated or 
gilded ring; ak; st‘au, clasps 
of bracelets. 

a A yoke; the yoke of a car- 
riage; a yoke, a restraint, a 

Ngeh~.>. : 
principle of conscience. 

ig A colloquial word; also ; 3 
pronounced ak, and ngak, 
To deceive, to delude, to take 
in; ‘kom yéung’ akssyan ké are 
you going to cheat him so! 

(6) Am.’ 

‘ifs To feed with the hands; to 
“t4 hold in the mouth; a word us- 

Nganed by Budhists. 
Hts A colloquial word. To cover 

with the hand; to conceal 
from ; ‘am smdi «shéung ‘ngan, 

_ to cover both eyes ; ‘am chi? 
hide it; ‘am tik, pie ‘shau, 
give him a little sop, cover 
his palm, 



(7) 

Fi An unopened flower; ‘am 
i tam’, the lotus flower ; a poet- 

*" ical name. 

(8) An. 

> Evening, sunset; a serene, 
~ clear, sky; tardy, behindhand; 
Ng® ,eaceful, gentle; rich, full, said peaceful, gentle; rich, full, sai 

of furs; a tiffin; ‘hi shan an? 
to rise late ; shéung® an? fore- 
noon ; fan’ an kaw to take a 
siesta ; fong’ an’ hokz a recess 
in school; shik: dn to eat 
lunch ; dn’ chaw noon; tsd 
Gy to get tiffin; kdm’ an so 
late ! 

Re, A kind of small partridge, 
= which breeds on the ground, 

and-is said to crow in the 
morning. 

(9) Ang. 

The nightingale, or a gay 
‘3 species of thrush that nestles 

Ying on the willow and sings well ; 
variegated plumes; «wong ang, 
the mango bird; .ang:<ko, a 
parrot ; ang <ko p? a Roman 

_ Mose. . 
“A colloquial word; a knot in a 

stick of wood ; p‘ek; kau’ sch'ai 
<ang, split this knot for me. 

HE An earthen jar, with a nar- 
“T row neck, to hold oil, &c.; 

Ying ang ong? ‘tsai, a tadpole. 

ANG ANG. AP. 

The harmonious singing of 
** birds ; ang ang the caroling 

Ying of birds; met. the dissensions 
of friends. 

“igi Stoppage in the throat; he- 
*~ sitation in speech from rage 
“Sor impediment ; ‘ang it; sob- 

bing ; ‘ang sak; unable to talk, 
< jifi Disease, sickness. A colloqui- 

al word ; to stick up, to press 
Kanginto or on; to inchase or em- 

boss ; ‘ang tak, kéuk, tung’ 
they hurt my foot; ‘ang fa, 
to emboss ; :shang sheke ‘ang, 
to have a stone bruise ; ‘ang 
<sam, to disturb one, as bad 
news ; painful. 

Hy A colloquial word, a cor- 
ruption of kang’. More, still , 
more; try again; ang’ ‘yau 
im, there are more ; ang? nov 
t? rather longer time. 

Ang. 

my 

(10) 
; a 

BA) Used with the preceding. 
‘2a vase, a jar, a gallipot, an 
‘2f; | earthen pitcher ; st‘ong ‘kwo 
Ying ing, a jar of sweetmeats ; 

syau ang, an oil can; yatr 
ding ‘yé, a thing; ‘shut ang, 
a water pitcher. 

al Ap. 

vf, Read hap. To instil, ot 
s ,, Saturate, to soak.; to imbue, 

'*" to pervade ; to blend, tu hir- 
monize, to agree; Adpe «sam, 
of one mind, ‘* ; 



AP. 

' A colloquial word. To cover, 
over, to keep from the air ; to 
cover, as with a poultice ; 
poor, inferior; slovenly, ne- 
glected; ap, wai’ spoiled by 
mold ; ap, ap; ts‘ui? crinkling, 
as light pastry ; ap, chap, po’ 
a miserable, dirty shop; ap, 
«hong, to poultice ; i «shi 
ap, @ to roast a potato or taro 
in ashes ; met. to enjoy one’s 
self secretly. 

a2) Ap. 

A duck, a mallard ; ‘hin ap, 
=h ® wild duck ; lap: ap, dried 

ducks ; ‘ch'au ap, pin’ fried 
duck cutlet ; ap; «mit, duck- 
lings ; pu dp, ‘tsai, to hatch 
ducks artificially. 
To sign, to affix a seal, to 

stamp; to control, to guard ; 
to arrest, to seize, to detain; to 
compel, to force ; to escort ; 
to suppress ; a lockup or de- 
tention room in a ydmun; 
wak: fa dp, to make one’s 
mark, to write a device; dp, 
fo to escort goods; ap; ‘kit 
tsd* make him do it ; ap: sung? 
cyan, an escort; <’m <kdm ap;||* 
‘ni, I'll not keep you; not de- 
tain you ; 4p, wan’ to rhyme ; 
ap, <shiin, custom-house boats, 
guard-boats; ap, chan’ to go 
into battle ; <¢s‘tm Gp; sfong, a 
lockup ; <s‘im ap, to endorse 
an edict, in red ink ; ap, pong 
to look after, to escort; dp, 
dung, kept over winter ; left 
over the season, as teas. 

Sp 

HH 
Yah 

AT. AT. 5 

(13) At. 

At, A colloquial word. To 
thrust in, to put into, as a 
purse or drawer; at, lok: put 
itin ; at;‘k#iw he must want 
it, make him take it. 

At. 

To stop, to bring to a stand- 
* still ; unforeseen obstacle ; to 
reach, to arrive ; to cut off, to 
put a stop to ; ‘cho Gt; to stop 
one doing, to restrain ; at, tek 
to hold on to rice; dt, yuka 
sndn, hard to curb one’s lusts. 

To pawn for a time ; to re- 
serve, to keep back ; Gt, kwai 
deposit money ; ‘héung Gt; re- - 
cognized pawn-shops ; kav at, 
a hair band-pin; at, pit to 
pledge or shave a pawn ticket; 
‘kau ng Gt, a five per cent. 
discount pawnbroker ; ‘sit dt, 
a little pawn-shop ; tong’ ati 
to pawn. 

A lance, a spear ; to spear; 
, uneven, rough, jolting.; usual, 
b as rules or ceremonies; at, at, 
stammering. 
To puil up; to eradicate; 

aé, smit, to pull up a shoot in 
order to hasten its growth. 

Straw with the outer skin 
removed to weave into has- 
socks for worship. 
To dismiss care; contented, 

‘lighthearted ; happy looking 
at, <in, pleased. 

am, 
Yah 

3. 

i 

mp? 

Kiah 

Kian 



6 AU, 

To overthrow, as a wall ; to 
supply a want; to press down, 
to steady, to settle ; to bend; 
to subject, to suppress, to con- 
quer: to injure, to oppress ; 
to repress, as alarm; to in- 
timidate ; at, wa? to crush, to 
hurt by laying on; 4¢, pak, 
sing.to vex the people; st'dn 
dt, tosubdue, to put a stop to, 
as a row; 4t; -king, to quiet 
one’s fears ; dt, chi? to steady ; 
chan? Gt, to repress (a revolt); 
to remove evils; dt, shat, to 
press solid, 

Ba To shut, to stop up; to ob- 
> struct; to suffocate; to prevent 

on superiors knowing; ad; sak, 
to stop up, as water. 

via) The root of the nose; the 
#S* frontal sinus ; a saddle ; ts‘wk;, 

at, to knit the brows; <yau 
Gt, a lemur. 

> 

Yah 

(15) Au. 

A surname; a measure of 
N four pecks; puk2 «au, to con- 
gau 

ceal, 
> ay A bowl, a deep cup; ‘nga 

cau, a basin to hold water ; 
Nga hd cau, a tea-cup; dn cau, 

a tobacco-cup; ptin’ .au, half 
a cup, as of wine ; mukz.au, a 
wooden bowl. 

Ge, A gull; pak. au or shan .au, 
‘“" a kind of gull found about 
NgauCanton ; sha au, a white gull. 
2 To sing songs in recitative ; 

a chant; a ballad, a ditty ; wf. 
cau, Canton songs ; au <yam, 
to sing songs. 

re i) 

Ngau 

AU. 

dak To sing; to crow merrily ; 
** in which it is like the last. 

“S®"4 sed for the next, to vomit; 
cau .td, a headsman’s sword. 

‘wh Interchanged with the last. 
Neau fo vomit ; the noise of retch- 
gau, : Z 

ing; to spit out; a child’s 
prattle; to sing, to make a glad 
noise ; ‘au hiit, to spit blood ; 
‘au fan ch'ut)slai, to disgorge ; 
to pay back; tsoks Sau, a dis- 
position to vomit; ‘a hit “ki 

- tam threw up several times ; 
‘au a, children hamming; ‘az 
t'® to puke; ‘au long’ seasick. 

. To fight, to hit with a stick ; 
to strike, to knock; ftaw ‘au, 

S°"o wrangle, to fisticuff; ‘au 
yuk, to disgrace a man by 
knocking him; ‘aw ‘ta, to 
beat, to take a stick to. 
To soak, to macerate, to 

steep ; to soften by soaking ; 
Ngauqy Jan? soaked and spoiled; 

to macerate to rags; au? smi, 
soaked till moldy; °m <k'am 
aw it will spoil if soaked long; 
aw td’ chaw soaked till it 
stinks ; aw naw’ glutted, loath- 
ing food ; st‘ang shin? aw chit 
yuk, to fry eels in pork fat, 
met. to add insult to injury. 

Read .au; bubbles on the water ; 
frothy spume. 

Au. 

» > 

(16) 

wy A furrow, a hollow; an un- 
c . » 

Yau oveuness in the ground; un- 
“ dulations ; rolling, as land, 
A colloquial word. Poor, des- 

titute; «du av in want, — 



CHA. 

To snap a thing in two; 
to twist, to break ; to drag 
along ; ‘du chit; to break in 
two; ‘du sui to snap in 
shivers; ‘du ‘shau ‘keng, to 
try the strength of the hands; 
to fall out about a wiatter ; 
‘au ‘chitin ‘kong, to speak 
in irony, badinage ; ‘du <i, 
to catch fish in a lifting net. 

A colloquial word. Warp- 
ed, bent; curved ; ‘du ‘au 
tik, a little crooked ; ‘du <liin, 
to curve, 

Obstinate, sel f-willed, per- 
verse; torush against madly; 
aw ‘keng, stiffuecked; dw’ 
hi? disputatious, opinionat- 
ed; dw 10 tim’ <wai ‘chi, 1 
must have it soor not at all ; 
chap; aw set in his way; 
‘fan dw whimsical, contrari- 
wise. 

yy A colloquial word ; a turn, 
a corner ; ‘chim Gu turn the 
corner. 

py’ Indented ; meandering ; the 
dip of the horizon, the un- 

" dulations in hills; a hole, a 
depression, a pit; «shan dw’ a 
valley ; uw’ tsz’”* characters cut 
in bas relief. 

wy 
Yau 

‘\ 

(17) Cha. 

\ Name of a river; dregs, 
Chi — peti: sediment, 

gs, refuse after express- 
ing juice; ‘tsz’ ‘kang «cha, 
shell lac ; ‘mé «cha, there’s no 
refuse left. Often used for 
the two next. 

CHA: 7 

A sour red berry as large as a 
cherry, called shan .cha, used 
for its-acid. 

ii Pimples on the nose, wine 
¢ = . . blotches ; pimples on the skin; 
Ché oy say «cha, wine blossoms. 

To tread upon; to put the 
‘GE; foot on ; cha tap2 to stamp. 

By To put the hand upon, to 
c 

feel, to-_press down, to take; 
Cha cha *‘yé, to handle. 

A unauthorized character. 
To grasp, to grab, to clutch ; 
to hold or take firmly; to work, 
as a bellows; to use; a hand- 
ful; «cha flung <séung, to 
work a bellows ; .cha yat, ta? 
cha, grab a big handful ; cha 
‘kan, hold it fast; «chad <t'an, 
to keep a gambling-table ; cha 
tak; ‘wan, I hold it safely; 
cha “shui chit yuk. water-sog- 
ged pork; «cha ‘fo t‘ung, to 
be ascullion ; ‘yau «cha ‘shau 
I have security ; ‘mo <cha <na, 
nothing to hold on by ; a Bud- 
hist priest is so nicknamed ; 
cha sk'tin st'au, to double up 
the fist; cha chi? kav ‘tsai, 
to grab him by the tail; <cha@ 
lan? to crush in the hand. 
A colloquial particle imply- 

ing a short time; ‘tang ‘ha 
cha! wait a4 moment; ‘yam 
sch'a <cha, only just to take a 
cup of tea. 
To beat a drum or a bell 

with a stick. 

Ae 
Cha 

< 

Cha 

4B 

de 
Chwa 

‘he A rank condiment of fish or 
MM flesh and salted hashed fine, 
Cho with red rice and oil; ‘cha sit, 

a sort of Medusa or sea-blub- 
ber ; la ‘cha, rank, dirty, foul. 



8 

c 

CHA. 

A running ulcer; a severe 
disease ; «shang ‘cha «soi, a 

Cha swelling on the cheek. 
=k To deceive, to cheat, to 

impose upon ; erroneous, false; 
to feign, to make believe ; art- 
ful, cunning ; fraudulent ; cha’ 
‘kwai ch@ ‘ma, pretending to 
act like a fool: «<ngo ch@ to 
extort money falsely; kan cha’ 
to delude; ch@ ‘ka <2, false; 
ch@ ngav to humbug, suppos- 
itious; cha’ faw to sham sleep; 
cha ching’ hi to feign to be 
ood. 

> A large locust, called ‘ma 
ch@ or ch@ ‘mang ; ch@ <shin, 

‘4 small species of cicada. 
A wine press; to press or > 

7. 

IW separate spirits ; used for the 
Cha next. 
pe An oil-press ; a sugar press; 
F to press or extract juices ; loka 
Cha .74>.,7° : ch@ sch'ong, to violently extort 

money ; syau cha’ an oil press; 
ch@ slit, a sugar-press shed. 

> At first, suddenly, hastily ; 
for a moment ; inadvertently, 
unexpectedly ; ch@? S‘yau ch@ 
smo, all at once there is some 
and then we have none; ch@ 
sin, abruptly, at once; ch@ 
kiw happened to see. 

pe An unauthorized character. 
To press down, to squeeze 

Chi 

Cha 

Ché between the hand; ‘ld chong, 
6 chv ch'ut, syau, he even 

* squeezes oil from rice chaff. 
he A loud sound, a rude noise. 

A colloquial particle implying 
Ché4 doubt, perhaps; also a final 

sound, implying it is so; [I un- 
derstand it; “kom yéung® cha’ 
so will do, eh! 

CHA, - 

(18) Cha. 

=. Mistaken; to err, to differ ; 
Chis to miss the mark, to exceed ; 

error, fault, discrepancy, ex- 
cess ; differing, unlike, unas- 
sorted ; tai? «chad tak <ch‘a, 
very wrong; cha tak, ‘iin, 
very different ; ch‘adts‘o’ kéuk, 
a blunder, a faux pas; <ch'd tit, 
°m stung, differ very slightly ; 
ch'a pat, to, nearly the same; 
ch'd ts‘o a mistake; ch‘ing? 
chad sa? all weighed wrong. 

Wy}. Streams or roads diverg- 
ping 5 sam cha le ‘hau, a 

fy j trivium; <sdm <ch'a sho, a river 
Ch’4 in Lidutung. 
MM A fork ina road; a prong, a 
Palle’ crotch; to cross or interlace 

the fingers ; swo «cha, a pitch- 
fork; mgan cha, a silver fork; 
i chad, a fish grains; ch'a 
Shit, to roast on a fork ; ‘sha 
cha, to fence with tridents. 

FR To fork out, to nip; to drive 
Ching Outs to pitch out, to strike ; 

cha ch'ut, hw tarn him out; 
cha chi? ‘kit, harpoon it. 

2 Tea; the infusion of tea, a 
ie tea; pd sch‘a to make tea; 
Chia pi? cch‘d, to hand tea; sch‘d 

(fa, the Camellia ; hak, «cha, 
black tea; luk sch‘d, green tea; 
kukz sch'a, to draw tea; sch'a 
(pli, atea-cup; <ch'd ot, a tea- 
pot ; sch'd sshi, a tea-spoon ; 
sch’ sshiin, a long tea saucer ; 
‘ch'du sch'a, to fire tea; tse 
sch'@, to cure tea; to set- out 
tea; <ch'd <lam,.a tea store; 
sch‘d kit, a tea-saloon ; ‘to<ch'a 



CH'A,. 

+ elai, ee ae to the visitor ; !! 
sch‘a séutg, a tea-caddy; yat, 
séung <ch'a tp: a box of tea; 
sch'a -ki, a teapoy ;<ch'a <sz’ a 
téa-taster ; <ch'd miit2tea dust. 
A euphonic final sound used | 

in ee to prolong: the oe 
ye unauthorized character. 
To smear, to rub in; to an- 
oint; to rub im; 5 <ch'a ‘pik: p? 
ko, to whiten his nose, Z.e. to 
palm off, to dupe; sch’ -fa ‘hau 
mir to disguise one’s face; 
sch'a yéuk, tospread a plaster ; 
sch‘ a ‘fan, to rabon cosmetics. 
Drift-wood ; a small rafi; to 

™ fell trees, to hew wood; s shing 
ch a cch'a, to raft timber. 

A raft, a float; to examine, 
to inquire into ; it appears 

4 that, having learned, I have 
mesbvtained ; sha. ch'at, to 
examine, to scrutinize ; ‘fong 
sch'a, to ask about ; sch‘a <kai, 

Ch’ 

Crs 

to patrol the streets ; sch'a kwo’ 

<shau, U find it has been receiv- 
ed ; sch'a sch'a ‘la ‘Ua, idle pry- 

tioning. 
FE To talk extravagantly, to 

@ strange, foolish. 
- Used for the last. To foam 

Ee fap to grumble ; ch‘ik, 

> \A handsome girl, a beauti- 
cr’, ful unmarried young lady. 

in winter ; pat; ch'@ a sacrifice 
* of thanksgiving to the earth 

/ sav? inspected them all; sch'a 

_ ing into matters, tedious ques- 

vaunt; to deceive; ch'@ 7? 

and sputter in anger; to talk 

Ch’4 ch'd@’ to rail at. 

Rik To bind up, sealed up, as 

in winter for ripening crops. 

TON. DICT. 2 

| (19) 

5a 

ifr 

il 
Chi 

ap 
Chi 

CHAL 

Chai. 

A colloquial word. To sce, 
to put down, to put by; «chai 
smai, put it aside’ «chat pin 
ch‘? where shall I put it? 
chai pine ch'i? td “hd; put in 
it down anywhere: 

Brightness of ‘stars; aning 
|, sing cha? chai? the twinkling 
lustre of the stars.” 
To adjust, to cut, to ‘form : 

to govern, to regulate, to rule; 
to limit, to hinder, to prevent ; 
to invent, to tnake’ a law, a 
rule, a regulation ; tsoi? cha 
or'shau cha? to wear mourn- 
ing for parents; ‘yaw tsity cha? 
I can do so much}; chai? <t‘o7, 
a governor- -general: kam chai? 
to restrain, to set limits ; chai? 
‘kan kim? <to,) to limit’ one ; 
chai’ ‘td, to tame, to’ subdue ; 
ts2” chat? selfrestraint; ‘char 
shit, an imperial dispatch ; 
cha? te a pattern, laws ; kane 
chav a prohibition ; chav t? 
the court: sui’ chai’ a sexagen- 
ary ; chat’ fok; a close surveil- 
lances © rT 
Thiterchanged with the last. 

To invent, to make; to cut 
out clothes: a fashion, + a mode; 
to compound, as medicines ; 
“a pattern; a fur cloak; ‘mi 

‘ cha?’ well made ; i? cha? done 
by his Majesty ; ‘hd chai? fat, 
well compouided ; fat, cha? 
*yé, aseless things ; cha? tse 
to invent ; chai* 4 sshéung, to 
cut out clothes ; ‘Adu chai? 
skillfully made. . ; 
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ay To obstruct, to hinder from 
entering; to take, to choose 

Chi out, to raise up; to select; 
to pull, to draw ; chai’ .ts‘im, 
to draw lots; chin chai’ to 
compel, to force; ch@ chai’ 
cha’ tsung’ a twitching, as 
of children in convulsions; 
chai tin’ like lightning, as an 
electrical machine acts ; hip: 
cha’ to restrain ; chai ‘chau, 
to impede, to embarrass, 

ve Water impeded; condens- 
AL ed, congealed ; to obstruct, to 

‘ stop; indigestible, disagree- 
ing, piled up; shikz chav in- 
digestible; chav? chi? to re- 
strain ; impeded ; an obstruc- 
tion, stoppage ; a? chai full- 
ness in the stomach; hinder- 
ing; slow progress ; fur chai? 
stupid looking; ‘pan chav 
an old fogy; adhering to the 
old way; ‘cho cha? hindered, 
let, detained ; chaz’ hk? a stop- 
page of secretions. 

(20) 

7G | To respect, to reverence ; 
4 to abstain from; pure, reve- 
a f rential, serious; a retiring 
Chai room, a closet ; ‘ta «chai, to 

get a soul out of tartarus ; ‘ta 
chat hok, storks for the soul 
to ride to heaven ; mef. a pan- 
der; ta? sz” chai, offerings 
placed before the purveyor of 
hungry spirits; shin chai, a 
closet ; «shit «chai, a library ; 
sing <chai, an entire fast ; 
‘lo «chai, to beg vegetables; 

Chai. 

CHAL 

chai ka? to fast from animal 
food ; chai tito fast at All- 
souls; shika chai, to fast on 
vegetables; <lo hon’ .chai, all 
sorts of vegetables ; chai -kit, 
to live at ease; «chai «chong, 
respectful, reverential. 

A colloquial word. A final par- 
ticle denoting that it was said, 
that it is so; mat, syan wa 
«chai, somebody has said ; ‘hd 
‘ts'z’ ‘kit wa? chai, just as he 
said. 

FR Interchanged with the last. 
* To respect; decorous; the 

Chai heart pure, to chasten the de- 
sires. 

To bear a burden; to owe; 
Chai 2 debt; him? cha? to owe a 

debt; chi? ‘chit, a creditor ; 
chav ‘tsat, » debtars swan char 
to repay; ‘lo chav to collect’ 
debts ; fong’ chav? to let capi- 
tal ; tste, ‘t pin chav ‘tan, cut 
off his ears and make him a 
stool of debt. ; 

A stockade, a palisade ; an 

> 

~ 

encampment; a stockaded 
village ; a sheep-pen ; ts‘ake 

Chai cha? a robber’s hold ; cha? 
‘chit, wife of a bandit chief 

who guards the hold; ‘ta cha? 
to frequent brothels ; luke kok, 
chai a stockade: defended by 
chevaux-de-frise; «ying chav 
barracks, a camp, ami ary 
station. : 

> A fabulous feline beast, call- 
Fe ed ‘hai chai? embroidered con 

l censor’s robes, indicative of 
discrimination, . 

Read ‘chi; the 153d rallied of 
characters of feline beasts; a 
worm, avhairless grub, ©. 



CHAI. 

el) Chrdi. 

To commission, to send on 
a message ; to manage, to act; 
a messenger, an envoy; a le- 
gate, a commissioner ; <ch'di 
sz” a bailiff; .ch'di yikz a po- 
liceman, a lictor; .ch‘ai sz” an 
errand; kai’ ch'Gi, a criminal’s 
guard; ‘ft .ch‘di, an unpleas- 
ant duty ; ch'ut, -ch'ai, sent as 
legate; ‘p'au -king cch'di, a 
courier with dispatches. 
A broad hair-pin; met. fe- 

males; puk; ch'ai, to divine by 
“4 hair-pin when a husband will 
return : skw'an «chai, a bevy 
of women; -king «chai, athorn 
hair-pin, met. poverty ; fung? 
ch'dt, an ornamental hair-pin 
with a phoenix. 
To gness; to doubt, to a 
ture ; to dislike ; to abhor ; 

“fear, to apprehend, lest ; "cht ai 
_ -yat; kukz chung, to bet a glass 
Of wine; .ch'ai kwat; <p‘di, to 

_ guess on dominoes ; <ch'di tok, 
an opinion or idea, to guess ; 
ch'at <miti, or ch‘ai ‘m™ , mor- 
Ta, to guess at the fingers—a 
game; .ch'di <, to suspect, to 
doubt of; <ch' Gi <im, to sus- 

- pectand dislike; chai mgam 
guessed right ; chai yat; chai 
make a guess ; ‘ni sh? ch‘ai, 
ha? just guess. 
Firewood, faggots; brush- 

; to stop up; yat, 
a faggot of fire- 

*iod: #! ea sf du, half burned 
sticks ; Kon <ch*di pang? ‘fo, if 
dry wood is near the fire, ‘[will 

Ch ai” 

Ch’ ai 

8 
Ch'ai 

| 

CH AT. 1 

it not catch] 1 cch'ai fa, kind- 
lings; <eh'at ‘fo, firewood spo 
sch’ di, to cleave wood ; sch’ at 
smn, a cottage door ; cp du 
sch’ di, shavings: <ch'Gi san, 
faggots of wood. 
A class, a company ; persons 

.of the same sort ; it makes the 
plural of the first person ; ag 
sch'di, we. 
A ravenous beast; a lynx 

or wolf; sch'ai slong ong t? 
the wolfis in the way—said of 
oppressive rulers ; <ch‘ai slong, 
a wolf; sch'at slong sing? 
sts‘ing, a wolfish disposition. 
Also read <tiin. ‘To stamp, to 

trample, to tread on with the 
heel ; to rase, to destroy ; the 
heel ; ‘ch' di “tin soks a treader 
on rope ladders—a thief; ‘pi 
sai kw spi ‘ni ‘ch'ai, let you 
step ona melon skin—irip 
you up ; ‘ch'di p'o’ sying <p'tin, 
to remain victorious ; ‘ch'ai 
chit *k‘it, step on it ; ‘ki shi 
sngau ‘chai kéuk, when is 
your birthday ? ‘ch'ai shat, to 
tread on firmly; ‘ch'di <tang 
fa, to tread on lampwicks 
(a thief); ‘ch'di <shing yuk: 
tséung’ trampled to death. 
The sting of a bee, or other 

Chrai insect ; a sort of scorpion with 
‘a long ‘tail. 

a Weary, sick ; </d ch'a? con- 
sumption, a wasting disease ; 

Chitip.” ch'di? vo bring trouble on 
one’s self. 

Wid To gnaw, to bite; to eat 
, rapidly ; to swallow, to bolt; 

Chia? hit; to suck blood ; 
ch'a? ngitz to eat with a noise, 
Also read shai’. 

Aft 
Ch’Ai 

‘ 

Ch'ai 

cy 

Ch’ ai 

Es 
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(22) * Chak. 

K Sikcdivees, sponleiigy leaning, 
oblique; the name-of theithree 

Tseh deflected tones ; ching chak: 
tipped over, upset; chek; sheng 
the oblique tones; chak; laut 
vile, erring. 
The sun declining to the 

west ; the afternoon ;/towane, 
as the moon 3) yute chak, day 
is declining: 

Boards of a bed ; a bed:mat ; 
to. collect-; luxuriant; Read 
char; ia strainer: for spirits. 

Obscure, 
Ts ™, Standinig; the: secret sptings, 

the hidden cause; aire pro- 
found: 

(iI Side, the side; on the nites 
to, ‘incline, to bow down, to 

Teeh bend; lateral; perverted; mean, 
low; rebellious, seditious; chak, 
shat; a coueubine ; cmd chapr 
chak, don’t turn it over ;chak, 
spin, the side; chak, chak, t? 
a little one sided; ‘fam chat, 
the rear, the back side; a'rebel- 
lious -cabal\; chiak, : %,: apply 
the ear; yatz\chak, afternoon ; 
sh? Sago, chak, stand at’ My 
side. , 

TK 
Tseh 

ge 

Tseh 

(23) Chiak, 
5 

To sound, to fathom; to es- 
timate, to measure; clear, as 
varnish; ch'ak, tok ta com- 
prehend, to conjecture ; ch'ak, 
tz”? to dissect characters, as 

ill). 
Ts’eh 

~ 

CH'AK. 

hard of under-|| 

' CHAK. 

when divining ; pat, ch’ah;"un- 
expected; tui ch'ak; to ex- 
plain, to reason ; pats ‘ho ch'ak, 
incomprehensible. 

Secret grief, distress ; to 
pity, to commisserate, to sym- 
pathize ; ch'ak, syan chisam, 

kind-hearted, humane, 

it) 
Ts'eh 

(24) 

we. To reprove, to reprimand, 
Tech *® blame ; to punish, to, fine ; 

eX to. sustain, to be responsible 
for, to have charge of; to lay a 
weight on ; to squeeze smooth, 
to press; to ask, to demand ; 
chaks fats to fine; chak, chi? 
Sk it keep it down; chak; 
‘sz’ crushed to death ; chak 
sch'éung, to compel, repay- 
ment ; chak, fate to cepnishi 

. chak, man* to subject, to 
question; chak; sshing, ite 
charge with; chak, yam: sham 
chung onerous duties devolve 
‘on him; chak, tsoz to, ballast 
a ship; chak; lan? crushed i in 
pieces. waits, 

Narrow, strait; compress- 
ed; groveling, mean, narrow- 
minded ; pik; chak, contract- 
ed, illiberal : “ts‘in_ che con- 
fined, cramped ; sam sch'éung 
chaks little-minded; chak, kwow 
dau, too narrow; ko tsz?? 

chil its meanings are few; 
_.. chak, i a lane. 4g SS 
ZB, Like the last; a quiver a é 
Teck bamboo. ceiling of a roof; to 

hasten out; to press; to tattoo 
or brand, as a punishment. 

4p 
Tsch 



CHAK. 

A boat ; chak, mang’ a small 
boat, a _punt, a pinnace, a 

= junk’s gig. 
ta A marsh, a fen, a pool ; to 

,, fertilize, to ales. to enrich; 
hho anoint, to make toshine ; to 
benefit, to favor ; humid, slip- 
pery, smooth ; i show kinds 
ness to; to wash, to moisten ; 
to make to grow; fertile ; re- 
dolent of, as fragrance = favor, 
kindness; ‘shau chakatobright- 
en by handling; yun? chak: 
fresh, moist; 124f2 chak2 glos- 
sy; ‘i chake wet with rain; 
yan chakz to confer favors. 

tes To select, to pick out, to: 
“choose, to prefer; chak, yat, 

Tseh ty choose 'a [lucky] day; ‘ 
‘kom ‘kan chak: you are so 

«hard to suit; yam? ‘ni ‘kan 
chak: just as you like; chak 
ckdu, to take associates. 
To throw down, to throw 

., at; to throw away, to reject; 
Chib j, waste, as one’s time; cha@k» 

chiki chung’ tohit ; chak, st au 
or chaks shik; to throw dice; 
chitk: ‘kau ‘tsai, to throw 
nines, 72.e. to gamble ; h? chak. 
to discard. 

#5, To pluck, to cull ; to pull, 
“to pick; to lay hold of to move 

ane seh on, to start; to point’ ont; 
chak: yaw to take away [an 
officer’s] seal ; chak, ‘tu tok: 
lai, pull a flower down; yat, 
chak: one picking ; chak:‘kwo, 
to pick fruit; chak, eng, to 
take away an officer’s button. 

A surname. This and the 
*last are also read tik, with 

} Choh 

sti, to refuse, to give back ‘| 

Choh the same meanings. 
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4 To pull up;+to take out, to 
*select, to raise, to promote; 
to employ in office ; to reject, 
to extinguish, as good reso- 
lutions ; chak. fat, snan ‘shod, 
the hairs can not be count- 
ed by pulling them out—his 
crimes are nnmberless, 
A dwelling, a mansion, a 

>, residence ; a grave ; to dwell, 
to fix, to ‘setile ; to conform 
to; an office, a station ; ; syéung 
chaks houses, residences ; ta? 
chak: ® chiky eldest son and 
second son’s dwellings ; «yam 
chak: a grave; ancestral halls 
or shrines; chakz chi# to di- 
vine for a grave, 

best A large green caterpillar, 
‘called chik: chukzwhich feeds 

» on bean leaves. 
Going back and forth; em- 

*barrassed, undecided ; chaks 
Chih chuk> itresolute. 
aa. | To blame, to reprehend ; 

to disgrace ofiicets; to pun- 
is | ; ish by. disgracing ; to scold, 
ca to be angry at, to find fault 
with; flaw, error; a change 
of appearance ; chaks kan, to 
disgrace an officer. 

%, 

(25) Chak. 

Fe A bamboo slip, such as 
’ books were once engraved on; 

Ts'eh «as re 2 
a book, writings ; a stratagem, 
a plan, a means, an expedient, 
a scheme; a switch, a whip: 
a divining slip; to switch; 
‘kan ch'ak; hooks, chapters, 
&c.; smo ch'ak, without’ plan, 
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schemeless; sch'au ch'ak, to 
contrive ; ch'ak, ‘ma, to whip 
a horse. Used for the next. 

pie A thorn, a spike, a prickle; 
~ to prick, to pierce with a 

Ts'eb horn, 3 
A slip; an inventor - Tt: Slip ; tory, a re 

gister, alist; a patent or com- 
mission of nobility ; a cefsus 
book ; to choose ; to plan, to 
make a plan or scheme ; <f'én 
ch‘ak, to enrol, to write a list ; 
tw ‘hau ch'ak, a register, a 
census of people; <p'ai mtn 
ch'ak, the register of families ; 
goong ch'akz imperial census. 

Posts. of a stockade; a rail- 
ing 3 a palisade ; <hon ch'ak, a 
Msaard at gates; ch'ak, <an, 

Ts’eh 

Ts’e 

gateway of s streets; «min ch'ak, 
door posts. 
To break up or open; to 

‘split, to unrip ; to destroy, y 
pull down, to take away; t 
dissect, to take to tele! 
ch'ak, sh@ to pull a house 
down; ch'ak; san’ to seatter, by 
breaking or taking to pieces ; 
ch‘ak; fung, to open a letter ; 
ch'ak, a sshéung, to unrip 
clothes 5 ch'ak, sa? pulled to 
pieces ; ‘yau mat, ch ak, fat, 
what way shall we arrange the 
matter? ch'@k, ‘hau yt, un- 
lucky days for consulting; 
ch ak, ‘hau .kd yéuk: plasters 
‘for chapped. feet. 

To rive, tocrack ; to open, 
to burst open, as buds ; ; split, 
riven, cracked; kap, ch'ak; 
bursting of buds; ‘hom ch'ak; 
cracked, as a bowl ; ch'ak: 
ch’ ak; ti sheng, a wheezing, 
cracked voice, 

Ris 
Ch’ih 

poe ih. - 

CHAM. 

(26) Cham. 

BF | A needle; a cauterizing 
probe to prick; to use nee- 

ih dles in acupuncture ; leaves 
Chin Of the pine; <ch'iin, sehen, to 

thread a needle; kit cch'ui 
cham, a pin; «cham pt séuk, 
t‘it2 mean, stingy; «cham ‘chi, 
to embroider ; shon ‘shii.cham 
a thermometer ; ‘ngan chan, 
a needle ; man ham, a mus- 

Pax 3 sting. 
Used for the last. A Mee. 

a surgeon’s needle ; to probe ; 
a caution, a check ; pointed, 
urgent; to exhort, to rebuke, 
to urge to reform; wchelie hw! ai 
admonition, rebukes ; «cham 

Chin 

aie cautionary maxims. 
it | A stone to beat clothes on; 

pan anvil; a block for lifting by 
Ait | j athletes ; muke cham, a horse 
Chin block ; whit: ‘pi cham, a fillet 

of pork ; cham ‘pan, a cutting 
board, used by butchers, 

tt To pour from or into; to. 
Chin lade out, to lighten; to deli- 

berate, to adjust; a ladle, a 
spoon ; <cham ‘t‘o loka all well 
settled ; <t'ung ‘ni cham cham, 
let us talk it over ; «eham«<ch'é, 
to pour out tea; saz «cham, 
whisper ; «cham ieee to con- 
sult about. 

& Used for <sham the mnil- 
berry seed. Auax or bill; a 

Chin staff; 
RE A pillow; a stake ; aamesebed 
aie in a carriage ; to pillow on, to 

lie near to ; contignons, adja- 
cent, lying on; ‘sz’ “ché séung 



CHAM. 

‘cham tsika the dead lay pil-| 
lowed on each other; ‘cham 

in, in bed, in private ; ‘cham 
pun a bedfellow ; ‘cham tsika 
snan .on, cares disturb his pil- 
low, harassed ; ‘t ‘cham, a sup- 
port for the ear; huk, -kwang 
‘cham, pillowed on his arm ; 
‘cham ;t'au, a pillow; ‘cham 
kwat; the occiput; on ‘cham 
amo <yau, to sleep quietly. ||‘ 
As a verb, also read cham’. 

=A An interrogative word; what, 
how ? ‘cham yéung® in what 

Tsanginanner; ‘cham tik, what? 
‘cham «shang ‘ta pan? how 
would he look? ‘cham ‘kim 
pat; tai st‘au, how could I de- 
cline assent? 

jz A colloquial word. - A coat, 
as of paint; a thickness, an 
envelop, a skin; ts at, .sdm 
chan’ varnished it three times; 
mok, yat; cham? sp'i, pull off 
one covering. 

I Anciently used for 1; now 
the royal We, Ourself ; cham? 

" chit? subtile, recondite. 
_ A colloquial word. A puff, as 

of smoke; yat: cham’ <in,.a 
puff of sinoke ; yat, cham ‘fo 
‘fan, an explosion of incense. 

(27) Ch‘am. 

. To sink; toimmerse; to 
a under water, to be lost; 

eo | to quash, to suppress; muddy, 
Ch'in deep, dull, as colors ; a lake ; 

shats ‘shau ch’ am chu? gar- 
rulous; <ch'am «lun, lost, ru- 
ined ; <ch'am mit. to lose in 

CHAM. 15 

the water ; cch‘am cin, lost in 
the depths ; <ch'am on’ to quash 
a case ; <ch'am nik, drowned, 
in doting on; sch'am chung* 
very sick ; shap: sch'am ‘kau 
sp 6, the odds are against him ; 
sch'am <héung, aloes. 
Dark, cloudy fora long time ; 
-yam yam cch'amsch'am, dull, 

"rainy-looking. 
The roe or eggs of fish; the 

* name of a fish. ‘ 

Ch'in 

ca 
Tsin 

To slander, to vilify ; to dis- 
credit; ch'am’ sin, slanderous 
aspersions ; cham <yan, to 
asperse one, 

ae To verify, to prove ; a prog- 
nostic ; to fulfill; ch'am? ‘it, a 

Ts ™ prophecy, a hidden meaning; 
ch'am’ h? tiresome, talkative ; 
ch'am ‘wai, to agree with the 
prophecy. 

(28) Cham. 

“iT To sunder, to cut in two; 

bireage “capitate ; capital ; to root up ; 
to break off, as intercousre; 
faded, forgotten, vanished; 
‘cham Shui, mourning for par- 
ents; ‘cham ‘t iin, to cut in two, 
to break off, as a business; 
‘chim <€au, to decollate; it 
‘cham, to divide acriminal in 
the middle ; ‘cham <teng tsite 
tit; tocut an iron nail—decid- 
ed, sincere ; 4am ‘cham, to su- 
perintend an execution ; ‘cham 
choi, to cut open; “chim fat 
to subjugate ; to prune. 

to cut off; to execute, to des 
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vik? A northern affluent of the 
Yellow R. near Shinsi; to 

Chan sink i in; to soak, to immerse, 
to imbibe, as a sponge; to 
plunge in; deep, limpid, still, 
as water; clear, calm, as a 
quiet moonlight. 

He To dip, as a pencil in ink, 
or sop a morsel in gravy ; used 
by some for baptize. Vulgarly 
pronounced ‘yam; as ‘yam shi* 
syau, dip it in the soy. 

ig To impede, to hinder; to 
sell, to profit; to gain uufairly, 
to palm off poor goods; ‘che 
chau’ to deceive; to hinder. 

a A stage, a journey; yik, 
chan? a stage ; chan’ sf au, end 
of a journey; yat, chan’ lo’ a 
stage, usually reckoned to be 
a league. 

Tsan 

Chin 

han 

(29) Ch‘am. 

: Me To stab ; to sustain, to sup- 
‘port, tolead ; to supply a want, 
™to make up; to divide with 
another ; to pull out; <ch'am 
fav lai <t im, make another 
share for him ; ; «cham ft, to 
uphold. 

13 Pid, pine ; ch" dim > muk: deal ; 
yat; luks ch’am? a block of 
pine, a blockhead; ch‘dm? muk: 
sling spdi, a pine tablet—is 
worthless. 

Li To repent; to confess one’s 
errors; ch'am fur to repent. 

Shan 

Ch'an 
Be Irregular, disorderly, as un- 

drilled troops ; unequal, un- 
® even ; slam ch'dm ugly ; con- 
fused, disorderly, sulky. 

(30) 

~~. 

Bi 

CHAN. 

Chan. vol 

) True, si:icere, unfeigned, 
}genuine, pure; in fact, truly, 
' indeed, no mistake ; a like- 

Chin [e8s ; actual, not secondary ; : 
spiritual, subtle, pure, unmix- 
ed; «chan syan, a sprite, a 
phantom of aman, «chan ko? 
Sts‘z? in fact, it was like ; ‘sé 
chan, to draw portraits ; chan’ 
ha?’ it is so; chan tsong ching’. 
fan this thing proves him a 
thief; °m chi chan ‘ka, don't 
know whether it is so or not; 
«chan sam, true-hearted; slat 
fi’ hi’ low-spirited ; «chan 
ching’ tculy, indeed’; chan. 

_ Skong, it is really so. 

B 
Chin 

Chin 

Valuable, precious, excellent; 
important, rare, noble; to 
prize; a delicacy; a rarity, # 
treasure ; chan «chit, pearls; 
chan ‘pd, precious; chan 
chung? to take care of, as the 
health; to esteem; ihian me 
delicious ; chan chit ‘fan, 
pearl sago; ‘chéung shéung? 
chan, a pearl in the hand—a 
daughter. 
Often read yan in Canton, 

A potter, a maker of earthen 
7, Ware ; to.mold, to model, to 
” figure i in clay ; to mold an- 
other’s mind ; ; to be molded, 
guided, trausformed, or i 
enced; to examine, to 
tinguish ; plain, athe nits 
chan ct man’ lui? to fashion 
and direct all. ‘things, as God 
does ; «chan pit, cyan sts'0i, to 
discers men’s abilities. 



CHAN: 

Tt. To shake, to move; to stir 
up, to agitate; to excite, to 

{hin stimulate; to repair, to re- 
store, to put in order ; to res- 

“cue, to save; to joggle ; to 
flap, as wings ; to terrify ; to 
uphold, tostop 5 to receive, to 
contain ; chan’ tung? to shake, 
to set about, up and doing ; 

| chan’ tsok, diligent ; to encow 
~ rage; ta? chan? <ka :shing, 

made his: family famous; char’ 
‘smai yat; t tin, cuddled up in 
a heap, asa. shivering child ; 
chan’ 4, to shake the dress. 

> Interchanged with the last. 
‘To quiver ; toshiver ; the 51st 

Ga diagram, belongs to thander ; 
* to shake, as by thunder; to 

quicken, as a foetus ; to awe, 
to impress ; thundering, ter: 
rible,; as a sound; dire, aw-||- > 
ful ; to intimidate to raise; 

“to alarm ; t? chan? an earth-|| - 
«quake ; chan? nd? incensed ; 

wai chaw to exhibit the ma-| 
jesty [of China]; chan’ -keng, 
on chan’ ota disturb- 

Te ica largess, a bounty; to give, 
to relieve, to supply; chan’ 

Chin tai to give to the poor; chan’ 
4 cki, to feed the hungry. 

.. Read ‘chan; rich, affluent, 

. Wealthy. 
itl To press down ; to repress, 
Chin? keep in subjection ; to pa- 

 cify, to protect; to overrule 
evil influences, as hills or pa- 
godas do; to guard, to keep 
quiet: a mart, a trading-place ; 
chan’ fuk; to sway, to be lord 

/, paramount ; chan <king, to 
quell one’s fears ; chan? :t‘oi, |) 

TON. DIOT. 3 
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“ aprotector; a’brigadier ; chan’ 
‘shau pin .ktodn,to guard the 
frontier; chan? at, to repress 

- disturbance ; tai chan’ <t'au, 
an éntrep6t or great’ trading- 
mart: 

ik A boy often or twelve years ; 
chan’ sung, boys. who’ play 
7? at funerals. 
if A bag to tieon a hecse? s 
Fite head, in which his fodder is 

placed. 
“A-rank, a file of wabdints: 

a battalion ; an) army; to 
We co to place m ranks ; 
Chin a little while, passing, tran 

sitory ; ‘a battle ; to :drill ; 
mode of marshaling ; chan’ 
shéung’ in the fight; yat, chan 

. chan ‘lang, growing colder ; 
‘shat ‘nti <syan chai’ to send a 
woman to get it; <maz san 

' chan® besotted in ;, silly; ‘par 
chan? to post troops ; ‘ki tid 
mukz chan? several wooden 
sleepers (or supports) ; chan? 
shav the ranks ; courageous ; 
yat, chan* ‘it, a shower ; yat) 
chan’ fung “i, a squall ; yats 
chan’ «ming, yat, chan’ <’m 
ming, now you. know,, and © 
then you do-not know ; pa? 
chan’ defeated the ‘troops. 

(31) , Chtan:\ -! 

toile of ihe 

Te get angry; passionate, 
angry; to rail; shang «chan, 

to get, intoa rages wh ‘an, 
kwai to scold. 
Also read <t‘in; to bully, to 
puff and bluster. 

Oo 
Ch'in 
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A 

CH'AN? 

To stare at angrily, to glare 
at; <ch'an nd smo to angry 

ae “beyond measure. 
AR Toarrange, to set in order, 
é 
ee spread out ; to say, to reply; 

‘to state, to express ; to memo- 
rialize;'a long time, an old 
thing; many, all; a feudal 
state near the present capital 
of Honan; tsoi* sch‘an ts*iit 
sléung, to lack food ‘in Ch'in 
—to be in straits; <p‘d .ch‘an, 
to seat or rank in order -ch'an 
ch'tt; to arrange in order; 
‘shéung ‘pit <ch'an sts‘ing, to 
state one’s thoughts to H. I. 
M.; sch‘an spt kdm? kauw® old 
as a dried orange skin, faded. 
A medicinal herb, good for 

rheumatism ;. «yan sch'an, a 
plant like origanum. 
Dust, small particles; ef- 

cain atoms, molecules ; the 
world ; worldly vice and plea- 
sures ; ‘confused times; <ch‘an 
st‘au ta? a cloud of dust; ‘sai 
sch‘an, to wash down the dust, 
to give a feast to friends come 
back ; pd hau’ sch‘an, to follow 
another’s example ; <ch‘an .oi, 
dust ; <ch'an‘kau, covered with 
dust ; fung sch'an, dusty from 
travel; smd yat, ‘tim sch'an, 
clean; .ch‘an tsukz,<ch' an shai, 
or shung <ch‘an, the dusty 
world ; fats sch‘an, to dust. 

“) To stretch; still more, how 
Shin ™UCh._ more; to grin wide; 

‘ch'an iit, to say further. 
Z| Pustules of any kind ; erup- 

\ tions, 
TK disease ; sore lips; tau® ‘ch‘an 

PR 
Ch’in 

pimples; a cutaneous 

Chin small pox pustules; par | 
‘chan, eruptions. . 

CHAN, 

§ To smile, with slight con- 
Shin tempt ; to look pleased ; ‘ch'an 

si? to smile; ‘ch'an nap, to 
smile on receiving. 

‘mh To divide fields; to come 
Chin before the gods ; ; to announce 

"the emperor’s coming ; to die; 
a motive ; <kw'ai ‘ch'an, dikes 
between fields. 
To bind with cords; to turn 

hint? twist ; to revolve; a revolu- 
Ch'intion ; perverse, crabbed:: 
va Single thin garments, black 
Chis silk worn in summer; embroi- 
dered garments;  ‘ch'an ht 

kwik, single grasscloth. 
4. To. examine, to look at ; to 
BF try, to verify; ‘ch'an mung? 
Chin, interpret a dream; ‘chan 

mak, to feel the pulse. 
“ds The boards of a carriage; 
¥ the cross board; to move; a 

Chin carriage; cramped, disturbed, 
distressed ; the jens of the 28 
constellations, 8,4, , y, in 
Corvus; pegs of a lute; <A 
‘ch'an, crooked, winding. — 
Filaments from a coccoon; 

Ch athread ; to tie ; black ;<shut 
Shin ch an pat; pin? ‘whose black 

hair will not change? 
‘= Bushy, black hair; a fine 
Ghin head of black hair... 

ey Inner garments ; to help, to 
assist; to patronize; to be- 

Ts'in friend ; to give ; to give effect 
to; to ‘show off; to match ; 
ch'uw ckan, a sash; ch‘an’ 
sham, inner skirts; «pong 
ch'an? to give custom to; 
chan? chit ‘ pi i, to fellowship ; 
chan ‘chi, a flyleat i in books ; 
ch'aw tip, plane on @ pet- 
ticoat. 

La 

a) 



CHAN. | 

By ‘A coffin ; to collect firewood; 
M ktin ch'an? a coffin; <ktn 

Ts'n -h‘an?uls a sort of dead house 
or shed at a grave. 

» To shed the milk teeth, as 
Ts'i children do; shedding or re- 

*S* newing the teeth. 
we To follow, to come up be- 

» >hind, to walk after ; to avail, 
nas fn take ; to embrace an op- 
Ch'in portunity ; at the time of; 

ch'an’ hit ‘ta ‘shi, to go to 
market; ch‘an’ <sht hau to 
improve the time; ch‘an? <ki 
tz take advantage of the op-||' 
portunity; chan’ fung ‘shat 
‘i, hoist sail when there’s a 
wind; ch‘an iin? as I wished 
it; chan’ shai avail of a fa- 
vorable time. 

_&) Chan. 

S A shallow cup for oil ; a wine 
saucer; the classifier of lainps; 

Chan tang ‘chan, a saucer, for a 
night lamp ; yat, ‘chan <tang, 

' a lamp. 
8 A wine-cup, made deeper 

than the preceding, of jade, 
Ch "or other valuable stone. 
e Muddy, unsettled spirits; 
Ch liquor beginning to clear; a 

“cup, a goblet. 
2 To eat, to drink; to feed 

. persons ; to provide for ; dres- 
ag tH food: ch'it, chén® to set 

out a dinner; shing*® chan? a 
banquet; ¢s‘oi* chan? food; 
‘yau mat, ngdu chan? what 
delicacy did you have for a 
relish? ~ : 

CHAN. 19 

ia To regulate, to correct, to 
dispose in order ; to grasp; to - 

Chan compose, to record; a rule, a 
statute; a received maxim ; 
a business, an act; to edit, to 
revise books, to publish; sau 
chan’ the first Hanlin academ- 
ician ; chan shut, to narrate. 
Read ‘siin ; to select ; to'send. 
Read siin’; to reckon, to 
count. 

spe: Sameasthe above. To ex- 
* hort by precepts ; chan’ «man, 

to write essays; pa?” chan? to 
prepare a eulogistic paper. 

2 To stand; to stand erect; 
Chant© Stop; @ stoppage ; chan® ‘hi 

“Joi, stand up! chan? -pan, to 
file off in rank, and salute an 
officer. 

A covered loft; palisades ; 
a scaffold; a covered, plank- 
ed road cut out of the side of 
hills; a hearse, a workshop ; 
a warehouse ; a storehouse, a 
stable, a pen, a sheepcote; a 
wooden bridge or pathway ; 
chan® sfong, a warehouse, a 
packhouse ; chan’ sd, storage 

' charges ; «mitt chén’ a kennel 
for cats. 

ia A tumbril for carrying the 
bh wounded ; a hearse ; chan® [o? 

*"a military carriage for sleeping 
in. 
A tiger cat; chan’ undi, a 

Ghantiger shedding its hair. 

ee A rent seam; to rip, to tear, 
~ to rend; a-hint, inkling ; po’ 

Chén,h4n? the affair is known; to 
hint a matter ; ‘ta tak, <p‘t chot 
yuk2 chan’ beaten till the flesh 
was laid bare; cham’ lit: rip 
the seams, 

BE 

Chan 



20 CH'AN)) 

ihe Chan profit, to make gain in trade ; 
"chants in, to make money; to 
chan’ profitable; ‘mo tak; chan® 
no profit; chan’ tak; (ld, got 

_ my outlay back; chan? wan? 
nothing but a trouble. 
Read ‘wan; to sell goods at 
a profit, 

(33) Chan... 

To produce, to. grow; to 
bear, to increase; an estate, 
a patrimony ; an. occupation; 
the productions of a country; 
natives ; a sort, of flageolet ; a 
birth, act of parturition ; ‘po 
“ch'an ,a strengthening pill;' sit 
‘chan, an abortion; <faa ‘ch'an 
to divide the patrimony; shang 
‘ch'dn, an increase, to have a 
child; ‘ch'an ipa one ’sproperty, ||" 
real estate ; ka ‘ch‘an, family 

possessions ; ‘t'd ‘chan, pro- 
ductions; king ka par? “ch'an 
the family lost everything. 

‘ Tortuous paths among the 
Bi Phowepe? ‘kin ‘ch‘an, wind- 

_ crooked, as paths. 
‘Fl ~Tnterchanged with .the 
i next. To level off, to spade 
Si} up ; to” reap; to trim iron ; 
Ch’in ‘chan t'ai’.t0, to plane a vaz- 

or; hom’ ka ‘ch'dn, may, your 
race all be cut off ; ‘ch'an 
chéung, sandalwood shavings 
burned for the dead. 

‘Sie A thin iron plate ; a shovel, 
a plane; a spoke-shave, an 

Ch’aO iron shave; to cut and pare ; 
to level ; wok ‘chan, a rice 

fi 
Chan 

CHANG. 

An-unauthorized word. To} 

CHANG) 

shovel; yat, fw ‘ch'an skim, & 
set ofshovel and tongs; ‘ch'dn 
‘ts‘d «chit kan, to root out, to 
extirpate ; ‘ch'dn <shan, to 
scarp hills, to dig ina level. 
A colloquial word. A door sill; 
a threshold ; ‘k‘t antin ‘chan, 
standing in the door-way. 

tk 

0 Chang. 

A A kind of harpsichord with 

Teng copper strings; <fung 

chang, glasses hung to jingle 
in the wind; ‘a .chang, to 
thrum the guitar ; fong’ fung 

_ chang, to fly a singing kite. 
tt Cold, » shivering: nongpectly 

but commonly used for 
Tsang sing? clean. : i} 
# A bundle ofsticks, a number 

ou aes tied up into a fag- 

we The tinkling sound of gems 
when they are struck or ong 

Tsang together. 
5a A small cymbal, a small ead 
: gong; the ringing sound of 
Tsang metals. 
=f To remonstrate with ; t 
ay stop a wrong; kan chang’ to 
Tsangreprove one’s sorcHen 48 

reprehend. 
: 

(35) Chang. an 
i 

pe To wrangle, to strive for 
precedence; to contest, to 

Tsanglitigate; to reprove, to re- 
mOlinErate, in which selises i it 



CHANG. 

©: -isused for the last. A col- 
-. Joquialword ; just, only, near- 

ly, a little; «chang no but 
still, howbeit, nevertheless ; 
chang tam? hk? unforgiving, 
choleric; changsli shd, to quar- 
rel upon trifles; «chang mat; 
‘yé, what are you quarreling 
about? «chang tik, ‘shéung 

» tong’ Lcame near being gulled; 
«hang taw’ to fight, to fall to 
blows; .chang tsung’ to go 
tolaw; «chang kung, to em- 
ulate; «hang tiit, to take by |). 
force; chang chap: obstinate ; 
chang ‘yau han’ differs a little; 
chang tik, chuk; ‘to ‘ki, all 
but caught him; «chang aw’ to 
dispute ;. «chang tak; 26, very 
different ; not enough; .chang 

» kaw Vm tired of striving, I'll 
.oht contend no more. 

Bie heel ; the elbow ; yat, chang 
Tsang:sq wo? hi? elbowed him off; 

‘cham «chang, to lean on the}): 
- \ elbow ; tat, chang shai, slip- 

shod ; <hdi «chang, heel of the ||. 
.. shoe; ‘shau chang, the elbow. 

To rise above ; conspicuous, 
entinent, like a lofty moun- 

*S2n8 tain ; st'au kok; chang sying a 
- ». «noble appearance, dignified. 
oe -A colloquial word. To caulk; 

to wedge in, to squeeze in, to 
. force in; ‘ta chang’ to caulk 

- seams ; chang’ <ngd, to get be- 
_ tween the teeth; chang* <sha 

kai, to stuff a cock with sand ; 
ngang* chang’ determined, en- 
ergetic, as in bearing pain. 
Read <ch'dng; to pierce, to 

oF: Stabiur os 
Read chang’ ; to file ; 

--The tendon Achilles; the|]. 

CH'ANG. 21 

(36) Chiang. 

ca To prop, to shore up; to 
: fasten open, as with a stretch- 
dé er; to pole; to push off; 
Ts’angto make a show ; an inclined 

post, a fulcrum, aprop, astay; 
to border on, to adjoin, to 
stretch or run up into; «ch’ang 
sshiin, to pole a boat ; .ch'dng 
to* to pole across the ferry ; to 
intrigue for a friend with the 
officer; «ch'adng ¢m <lai, he 
could not show off Jong; 
chung «chang, to curry favor 
among friends; chang ‘shéung 
hit shav stretch themup to dry. 

de A branch stretching, out; 
+ afulerum;aprop.—. 

Ts'angRead ch'dng’; a colloquial 
word. Tostretch out; to open; 
kick at; ch'dng at ‘kt chit 
to stand akimbo ; ch'ang’ hot 
ch'éung «min, fasten open the 
window ; ch'ang’ chi? to open 
by a stretcher ; chang? ‘kit 
ch'ut, hv kick him out; ex- 
pel him ; ch‘ang’ saga. kau’ to 
praise one’s self. ; 

HE. The coolie orange; <ch‘ang 
“  ‘tsau, spirits ia which or- 
Ch’ang ange peel has been soaked ; 

tong sch'ang, orange sweet- 
meats; <ch‘ang kom? mansharp 
as an orange; stim sch'dng, 
sweet oranges ; «shan sch'ang, 
a melodinus, > 

{2 Groping, going blindly ; mad- 
SWS ly, carelessly ; to fall down ; 
Ch Ang chang ‘kwai, a lates eaten 
| by a tiger, met. one who en- 

tices to evil courses. — 



22 ‘CHAP.’ 

(37) Chap.) 

‘To iake in the hand, to 
Chih pick: up, to lay hold of, to 

grasp ; to apprehend, to catch; 
to maintain, to-retain ; to stop 
up; a handfull; chap, ‘yau, 

_a father’s old friend; <shau 
chap; to receive and keep [as 
evidence]; chap, tsz’ to set 
types; chap; <ch‘au, to draw 
lots; chap, .chung, to keep a 
due medium ; chap; dw? a per- 
tinacious dispute ; ki chap, 
obstinate, set in his way ; kok, 
chap; yat, ngat each follows 
his trade ; pd’ chap; to arrest ; 
chap; sz’? to manage business ; 
an officer’s retinue; chap, 
‘shan, take by the hand. 

To fetter a horse or cow; 
SF veiters, shackles; to bind, to 

"secure; a cord. 
Gravy, juice; thickened ; + 

| liquor; slosh; the juices or 
Chih essence of a thing got by ex- 

pressing; sleety rain, wet snow; 
cpan slong chap; betel juice; 
ts‘ov chap; liquor left after 
cooking vegetables; chap <’m 
tak, tam? hap, not had a mouth- 
ful of gravy to suck—lI’ve had 
no benefit from it. 
Also read hip.; harmonious. 

(38) Chap. 

BI To prick, to puncture; to 
‘Chap, ombroider ; a document, a pa- 

a per; a particular sort of paper ; 

fr. 
Chéh 

Sah 

AM 
Kih 

ye 

CHAP.» 

a diploma; a contract; to 
write out, as a list of prices ; 
a reply from a higher officer ; 
a remonstrance to the emper- 
or; ‘cht chap, stationery ; chap; 
‘tsz’ a remonstrance ; kam? 
chép, a diploma bought by a 
kiensang ; chap, kd sts‘in, 
write the prices; chap, lok, 
po put it to account; chap, 
¢an, a contract for a purchase. 
The word chop, used in Can- 
ton is derived from this. 
A guarded gate, a barrier, a 

barricade; dam; a barrier like 
a turnstile or a stockade; a 
lock, a flood-gate ; to shut a 
gate; chap. tsap.a guard-house 
at a gate; <kwan chap: to shut 
the gate; the Barrier at Macao; 
‘shut chap: a waste-weir, a 
mill-race or sluice with gates; 
chap. fu a gatekeeper ; <hon 
chap to guard the gate; chap, 
smtin, a street gate; ‘shéung 
chapz put in the bars. 

Read sdp,; a spear; a jave- 
lin ; toengrave, to inlay, to in- 
chase on metal ; to scatter, to 
sprinkle. ie, 
A colloquial word. One blad- 
ed shears working oun a pivot ; 
to slice or pare with shears ; 
chap. choi, cut it open; pan 
slong chap: betel-nut shears ; 
chap; yéuk: cts‘oi, to slice me- 
dicine ; chapr sui’ slice it fine. 

Read k‘ap;; panniers or 
packsaddles made of wood, 
used by muleteers. 
A colloquial word. A camp 
chair ; ‘ma chap. a camp-stool ; 
chip chak; faw to sleep on 
the side, wore - 



CHAP, 

(39) . » Chrap. 

iA.. To. insert, to pierce, to set 
Ch’ shit to stick into ; to tuck in, 

to thrust into or ‘through ; ; to 
transplant; to set in a socket; 
to meddle, to interfere in; an, 
iron pointed pole used to carry 
sheaves, or pry up clods, for 

which ah is also used; ch‘ap, 

yeung, toset out rice shoots ; 
chap, ‘tsui, to interrupt (in 
talking) ; chap, yike snan ft 
he can not fly away; ch'dp, 
dsong, to implicate one bylig 

~ leaving something in his house; 
ch’ Gp; pitt, to stick on labels ; 
chap, shit, a stuffing put into 
roast pigs; a concubine’s child; 
ssht ch'dp, a narrow purse ; 
ch'ap; ‘shau lok hi? to meddle 
in officiously ; pat, toi pat, 
ch'ap, eight bearers and eight 
outriders ; ch'ap, *t syducying, 
to stick flags i in the ears when 
whipping a thief. 

mR. peukeee used for the last. || _ 
madi o take, to receive; to raise; 

to curtsey with the hands bow- 
ed to the ground ; to tuck up 

_ the skirts. 

(40) Chat. 

ai, To ascend, to go up, as a 
hill; flourishing, as an age; 
very, exceedingly ; name of a 
city ; chat, slung, very grand ; 
yuk, chat; an ancient name of 
Ngdnhwa hien in Kansuh. 

Chih 

Chih 

Chih 

! 

CHAT. 23 

Substance, essence, nature, 
"the material of; plain, una- 
dorned; sincere, honest; to 
Seves-examine, to confront ; 
to establish, to substantiate ; 
opposite to, to appear in pre- 
sence of; firm, as a texture; 
a disposition, a habit; a target; 
kA? chat, the complexion ; ; the 
elements of ; chat, sun’ to con- 
front the accused and wit- 
nesses ; chat, p'ok; plain,; chat, 
i? temperament, constitution, 
talents ; ‘pan chat; the disposi- 
tion. 

An ax, a hatchet ; ‘an anvil 
or iron block, used by smiths 

h and others. 
be A stallion ; to mount; to 

s ascend; to raise, to promote; 
E>) to fix, to determine ; ;<yam 
ay chat, to think upon kindly, 

a secret benevclence; , tsk, 
yam chat, to perform many 
good deeds. 

m, Ouly, merely; but, however, 
», yet chats ‘hd ‘kom ‘ché, this 

way alone; chat, tak, no other- 
wise, only could. 
Also read ‘chi, in the same 
senses ; and only ‘chi, when 
it is used as a final particle, 
A colloquial word. A cork, 

a plug, a stopple ; to cork, to 
fasten a stopper ; ‘tsau chats 
a bottle cork ; chat, shat, ‘kit it, 
cork it tightly. 
To close, to stop up ies 

*mouth of; to hamper, the 
moon in opposition; chaie‘shau 
chat. kéuk, impeded, things 
not to one’s liking ; chat, chi? 
‘ki, stop it up tight; chats 
ngoi? difficulties. 

a, 
Chih 

cas 

vas 

#, 



24 CHAT? 

ve ‘A brother’s children ; chat. 
*tsz' a nephew; chats ‘nil, a 

Goin neice; ngot’ chats a wife’s 
nephews ; «tin chatz sons of 
alumni of the same year ; kiin’ 
chat: young relatives. 

Retired into silence ; to bur- 
“row ; insects burrowing, or 
becoming torpid in holes; 
cking chat: ‘‘ excited insects,” 
is the name of the fifth of the 
24 terms; March 5th to 20th. 

To bite, to snap at. Read 
chi, sound of laughter, to laugh 
outright. 

FB, Fetters,’ gyves, stocks of 
wood or irdn; to manacle; to 

Chih pierce; a thing to clog wheels ; 
‘chat; kuk; fetters ; chat, hats 
a linchpin; met. a censor of 
manners, a guide of affairs; 
wat; wat, chal: chat, cramped, 
cribbed, the room is scanty;— 
a colloquial phrase. 
To cut down grain; to beat, 

to knock with the fist. 

A leech; ‘shui chatz a blood- 
sucker, ra which there are 

Chih 

FE, 
Chih 

+B, 
Chih 

Chin several kinds. 

(44) Chat. 

FL. To pluck up; to bind, to 
Chih bind around, to bundle up; a 

bundle ; to make or cut out 
paper images: chat, yat, chat, 
bind it into a bundle; chat, 
kéuk; to bind the feet of girls ; 
chat; ‘kan, bind it tight; ‘chi 
chat; paper houses, &c., to 
burn to the dead ; also paper 
strings ; chal, smai ‘kit, tie itl, 

j 

AL; 
Chih 

iL, 

Hy, 
Chah .- 

(42) 

a” 

Fi. 
a 

T’ah 

CHAT: 

up in aroll; yat, chat, fa, a 
nosegay 5) chat) tak; shang, 
cut out to the life. 
A tablet for writing; a letter, 

a document, writings; untime- 
ly death; a thin slip of wood ; 
fold of armor; a paddle; ngén 
chat, an epistle ; ‘kan chat; or 
shu chat; a letter, | 

Creaking roll of a wheel ; 
a creaking, grating, sound ; 

4h punishment of the rack or 
wheel ; «séung <mo chat, to 
harass or impede each other ; 5 
chat, chat, creaking, jingling. 

Grass or plants starting out 
"of the ground ; fat, hearty, 
vigorous, said of cattle ; ; ‘ts 
chat; <k't <nga, the grass is 
sprouting. 

Ch'at. 
aye 

To examine, to judge, to 
HS, ut th on y nseareh out the truth ; to ob- 

all particulars; sch'a ch'dt, to 
serve closely, to inquire into 

scrutinize; kam’ ch'at, beg 
you to look at, said by sup- 
pliants ; ching chat, in the 
censorate ; ch Gt, tit: examine 
and decide [respecting the 
petition. | 

A Budhist ‘monastery; a 
* pillar ; a dagoba, a tope cover- _ 
ing the ashes of pees Pe 
chat, your convent., rs 

An otter; «shan chat, a 
beaver, or fresh-water otter ; 
‘hoi ch‘dt, a seal ; ch Pompe 
seal skin callars, or tppets ; 
chat, ‘tsai, a tanka woman. 



CHAU.) 

Chau. (43) 

AF Universal, complete, entire; 
“9 to supply, to provide, to as- ke pply, to p ; 
Chau sist ; plenty, enough ; to make 

a circuit, to environ ; a fam- 
ous dynasty, B. c. 1122-255; 
secret, fine, subtle; close to- 
gether, fine ; a curve, a bend; 
to extend everywhere; honest, 
trustworthy ; to the end, en- 
tirely ; ‘hd «chau to all things 
repared ;..chau «chi, let all 
gus hi? ki? chau <kung, 
he’s gone to see Duke Chau— 
asleep ; .chau mat: numerous, 
close together; chau p? every- 
thing ready; chau «wat, every- 
where, all around ; .chau <:iin 
to circulate, to treat friends 
well; «chau sts‘iin, to bring a 
thing about, to remove ill feel- 
ing, to explain ; ‘hd <chau «chi, ||_ 
it is excellent. 

Y Often used for the last. To 
revolve, to circulate; to inform 
people; a year; «chau snin 
wong’ séung’ may the whole 
year be lucky ; étia” «chau, a 
return of the year ; yat, chau, 
a circuit, a year; «chau <shi <td 
hai*‘kdm, he is ever the same. 

Ala To bestow charity; «chau 
Chau@ to relieve the indigent, 

" aS a society or government ; 
«chau sut, beneficent. 
A heavily laden cart, which 

is low in front ; a heavy load ; 
““heavy. 

To conceal, to shade, to 
*™? hide ; something stretched for 

Chau 

c 

Ch 

Chau, shade. . 

TON. DICT. 4 

CHAU> 25° 

A boat, a vessel, a craft of. 
any sort; to go ina boat; to 
transport, to carry in a vessel ; 
the 137th radical of characters 
relating to ships; pin <chau, 
a punt; chau ts'z’” on board 
ship. 

iat A frame in front-of a car- 
Chay i28e near which the driver 

sits ; a sort of dashboard. . 
SH A district, less than a pre- 
Chan eotures a continent, a great 

division ; an island ; chi chau, 
' the magistrate over a chau 
district ; chau <t'ung, his de- 
puty ; ‘kau .chau, the empire ; 
the whole world; tuk, kéuk, 
chau, a district without sub- 
divisions. 
A spot encircled by streams, 

or in the water, as an islet; 
a place where men collect, a 
village ; sngo cit chan, Wham- 
poa L.<ch'éung «chau, Bamboo 
town; ‘kau «chau, the Nine 
Is. near Macao; :ts‘ing «chau, 
Gteen I. off Macao; <sha 
«chau, sands, a sand-bank. 
Hurried, bustling, to impose — 

upon, to deceive; chau cchéung 
goai wan to delude with false 
appearances. 
The fore-arm; the elbow, the 
wrist ; to take by the wrist; a 
quarter of an animal; ‘shax 
‘chau, the elbow; ‘chau yat2 
arms and sides, met. near rela- 
tives; sts‘in chit ‘chau, a shoul- 
der of pork. 

rot A besom; a broom; to 
‘ sweep up dirt, for which the 
a first is most proper; chap, 
Chan <4t ‘chau, term for a wife or 

concubine. 

“1 

Chau 

c 

Chau 

= 
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Chau 
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Chau 



26 CHAU, 

=? Aday, daytime, daylight ; 

es chaw yé pats hit, going inces- 

santly, never resting; pak 
chau broad daylight, openly ; 
shéung’? chaw forenoon; ha 
chaw? afternoon. 

BM?) To imprecate, to rail at, 
J, Sto curse; to pray or recite 

_J spells; an incantation, an im- 

Chau precation, a charm, a spell ; 

"a prayer; nim® chaw to re- 
cite prayers; ‘td chaw to) 
curse ; sft chaw to prepare 
and bless charms; chaw? cho’ 
or chau mda to carse. 
The bill of birds ; to peck 

with the bill, the twittering 
of birds. 

Re 
Chau 

Also read chit. _ Loquacious, 
chattering, as birds; «chit «it, 

talkative. 
2 ‘Po contain, as the earth 

Chau does; including all ages, from 
ancient times till now. 

=i Descendants, _ posterity ; 
Chau chau? ‘tsz’ the eldest son; haw 

yu? posterity; shai chau’ 
generations. 

ee Often confounded with the 
last. A helmet, a morion ; 

Chaupan, chau? helmets and cui- 
rasses. 

4} A crupper; a silk trace; 
Chaw song, the infamous 

Chauring who ended the Shang 
dynasty. 

ie The framer of the seal cha- 
Chak racter, Chaw t'ai? ‘sz’; chav 

cman, the seal character. 
2 New, ripe spirits; pure 

Chau 3OUg spirits, thrice distilled ; 
ta’ chaw .kam, wine money 
paid the heir apparent—an 
old usage. 

CHAU, 

(44) Chtau. 

To take from, to take out; to 
take a dividend; to expand, 
as spring does ; to lift; to levy, 
to assess, as duty ; to select, 
to draw out; to utter aloud ; 

_ to whip ; to receive one’s por- 
tion; to raise water ; a tenth, 
a tithe; «chau ‘shui, to’ take 
the fee at gaming; «chau kan, 
spasins of the tendons ; .ch'au 
chi, lift it out: <ch*au ching’ 
‘kit <lai, bring him along ; ‘ta 
ch'au fung, to beg aid; “pt 
pin chau ‘kit, drive him off 
with a whip ; ch‘ au ‘kit Sléung 
Sha, whipped him twice; .ch'au 
sshau, to levy duty on; «ch'au 
shan pat, ha no leisure at all ; 
ch'au shat2 lift it up firmly ; 
chau mok: to extort, to exact 
ahigh fee; -ch‘au sch'au, or 
chau sau, to divide win- 
nings; <ch‘au shan, to take a 
leisure hour; «ch'au <fan, tq 
take a commission, to reserve 
a part; «ka yat, <ch'au, take a 
tenth. ye 
A strainer made of wicker 

or bamboo for straining spirits. 

c 

Ch’au 

< 

Tsau 

J Convalescent ; curable; to 
Crane’ 3 Kitt, tsati pat, chau, 

: his disease was incurable. — 
\ To oppose; to abhor, to 

‘4 \hate; to revenge ; to recrim- 
JU | inate, to rail at; to verify, to 
Ch’au Collate with; to pay; to re- 

compense ; to requite; an 
enemy, an opponent, a rival : 
a sort, a class, a species, a 

¢ 



CHAU. 

© pair ;—for which the second 
is the proper character ; dis- 
like, enmity; used for the 
next: <ch'au iin? resentment ; 
stom sch'au, to repress hate ; 
han sch'au, to dislike; po 
sch'au, to revenge a wrong ; 
sch'au tik, an enemy; sch‘au 
‘hau, to talk against; sch'au 
tu’ to collate; to altercate ; 
sha? .ch'au, a perpetual feud. 

To pledge a guest ; to re- 
compense ;to make a return ; 

£ he invite a guest to drink ; 
Ch’ausch‘au tsok, pledging as host 

and guest; <ch'au tsé to re- 
turn thanks, to present in re- 
turn; sch’'au tap, to recom- 
pense, to respond; <ch'au shan 
to thank the gods; «<ch‘au itn’ 
to make a thank offering; 
sch'au <ld, present for careful- 
hess, as to workmen; <ch'au 
wan, to pay, as a vow ; sch'au 
tap, tin cyan, to requite hea- 
ven’s favor—in being saved 

_ from fire. 
A single curtain on a car- 

riage; a leather screen or par- 
tition ; to cover, as the sky 
does; to canopy; an ever- 
green tree. 

; A hard kind of wood resem- 
Cha bling tose wood ;.a pole for 
au ~~" poling boats. 

‘ A single coverlet; a bed 
Ch’an tains an under-shirt ; to 

cover, as with bed clothes. 
Read .t6; a sleeve of a coat. 
A cultivated field ; to till, to 

cultivate; a field of hemp; 
formerly, time past ; to class; 
a class, sort; who ? .ch au sik; 
formerly, in time past. 

© 

Ch’anu 

Ch'au 

CH'AU; 27 

fe Used for the preceding. A 
2 company of four; a party; 
Ch’au, comrade; a mate, fellows, 

concourse ; to-assist, to sym- 
pathize ; <ch'au ‘tong, to join 
one’s clique or party. 

BA Silk ; pongee, senshaw, le- 
 vantine, lustring; to draw 

Ch’augnt threads for weaving; to 
arrange the details of a sub- 
ject, to search for first causes ; 
shang sch'au, stiff pongee ; 
shukr sch'au, soft silk ; sning 
sch'au, finest. pongee ; <shit 
sléung sch‘an, rust colored sen- 
shaw; sch‘au tim’ silks and 
satins; ‘fong sch'au, reeled 
pongee ; <min sch'au, fabric of 
silk and cotton ; ‘kan sch‘au, 
coarse rough serge; «ch'iin 
sch'au, Sz’chuen pongee. 

A Used for the last, when de- 
“i”? noting silk; to bind, to wrap 
Ch’au, ound, to twine about; close, 

thick, crowded ; <ch‘au «nau, 
to tie up; to-be intimate with, 
to consult upon. 
Also read <¢'6; to wrap, silk 
around a flag-staff : 

Disappointed ; deceived ; 
” frustrated ; <ch'au chéung’ sad, 

Ch'augick at heart. 
4 Grain growing close; thick 

£ : + set, close together ; crowded, 
Ch’augense; <yan <in sch'au’ mata 

people closely crowded ; ‘hung 
sch'au syan «chung smai. shat, 
lest. they should lose each 
other in the crowd; sch'au 
mai; close, crowded, intimate. 
Embarrassed ; sch‘au <ch'ii, 

uudecided,undetermined, uu- 

Dl 

£ 

| 4ble to progress. 

friends ; a class; sch‘qu lu? a — 



Ch’au 

ae 
Ch’au 

Ch’au 

Bh 
Ch’au 

CH'AU? 

A white ox; ‘the lowing or 
snorting of a cow ; to ‘issue 

“from, to proceed from. 
To compute, to calculate ; 

‘to devise, to plan, to arrange; 
alot; a reed ; a time, a tally, 
a tillot ; chap; sch au or sts‘im 
seh'au, to draw lots; :kang 
sch'au, a watchman. beating 
the hour ; tuk, ‘ki sch‘aw <shii, 
how many times have you 
studied it? pai’ sch'au, to give 
tickets; sch‘au ch‘ak, a strata- 
gem; to scheme; <ch'au wak, 
to settle a plan of action; 
<ch'au‘ch‘t, wands thrown into 
a jar, a sort of game. 
The second of the 12 horary 

signs ; the 4th watch, from lL 
"to 3 A. Mj it is denoted by an 
ox, and persons born in this 
hour are likely to be dull. 

Ugly, 
ing; disagreeable; disgrace- 

“fal, shameful, ‘ashamed; to 
hate, to dislike; shamefaced ; 
ashamed of; to compare; a 
group, a sort; kin’ “ch‘au pat, 
si stsong chit, to shame one 
is worse than keeping one’s in- 
capacity private; ming? ‘ch'au 
an unhappy lot; ‘chau :’m 
‘ch'au, are you not asham- 
ed? chau mduv* ill-looking, 
cross, unbeseeming ; pat, chi 
‘ch‘ au, brazenfaced; /-in’‘ch‘au 
ashamed for ; ‘ch'an’ oks spi 
A? vile disposition, an ingrate; 
‘ch‘au lui a vile set; ‘ch'au 
law unworthy of him, disgrace- 
ful, wicked; p‘d’ ‘ch‘au, bash- 
ful: ‘ch'au yéung® bad look- 
ing; ‘ch'au sz” a disgraceful |) 

deformed, vile, ill look- |! 

affair. 

CHAU: 

‘ Read ch‘aw’; to walk, 'to go 
> as if weary. 

Ch'au 4 colloquial word. To 
sprain the ankle ; ‘ch‘aw <ts'an 
kéuk; sprained the foot. 

hy To track by the scent; 
effluvia, savor, smell, putrid- 

Chiauity, odor, stench; to stink ; 
scent; to rot; to ‘smell: dia: 
reputable ;a bad name; ch'aw 
hi? a bad breath; a stink ; of, 
cman ch'aw hi’ vile language ; 
ch'aw hang <hang, a vile 
stench; ch'auw sming, a bad 
reputation ; ch'aw  sch'ung, 
bedbugs; vagabonds, foul mou- 
thed fellows; ct‘ung chau 
purseproud ; ch‘aw’ kéuk; foul 
footed, said of a woman ; <seng 
ch‘aw rank, noisome, as bad 

- fish; ch'aw m# a bad taste. 
mae Tosmell, to perceive odors 

S as a dog does; the plaintive 
(Ch’aucry of birds. eae 
RE Roasted or parched wheat 
Or rice; coarsely pounded rice 
oe a like grits; ch'au? <léung, dried 

or cured grain. 
* 

‘ 

(45) 

oO 

Chau. 

To deride, to joe at; to 
aridieule ; raillery ; ‘paks ech, 
"a pasquinade ; chu si? to 
laugh at; chau mai toyee and 
rail at. 
Interchanged with the 

i aCnitping, bickering of ae 
Oh.U chau chau sheng, chirping 

of birds. 
‘Read :t6; verbose; — td, 
to gabble. 



CHAU. 

‘ Claws, talons, nails; to 
* scratch, to claw; to take up 

Chit vith the fingers ; an agent, a 
minion; the 87th radical; 
‘chau mga, claws and teeth ; 
emissaries, assistants; ‘chau 
lan® to tear with the claws; 
‘chau shatzto gripe firmly with 
the claws; ‘chau ‘wa, to 
scratch; ‘mai pan? ‘chau, a 

_ comprador’s market-man. 
BI" Interchanged with the last. 

To scratch, to: titillate; to 
Ch Year with the claws ; to cajole. 
r To seek; to make up the|} 

deficiency, to supply what is 
Ch wanted; to barter, to swop, to ’ ’ ’ 

exchange; ‘chau ‘ni fii hv 
he’s looking for you to scold 
you ; ‘chau <t‘au 10° to look for 
work ; ‘chau sho ‘mi, let us 
settle up that account; ‘chau 
d¢s'am, to look for; ‘chau tin? 
to change money or for mon- 
ey ; ‘chau sts‘in p'? a money- 
changer’s shop. , 
Also read sod ; same as 1 ; 
to pole a boat; a pole. 

> A net, or basket to catch 
wud fish by covering them ; to 
Chae atch or cover over ; to shade; 

a shade, a cover, a protection 
from wind or dust; ang chaw 
a lamp-globe; <ktin chau a 

~ network pall; chaw’<it, to catch 
fish ; kai chaw a hen basket; 
Skit chaw a rain cover ona 
sedan. 

Ak? A skimmer made of bamboo 
or iron wire ; nests in caves; 

Chiu, paw cli, a wire ladle, 
is Blazing fire; to fry ; to boil 
YF in fat; syau chau’ boiled in 
Chaurst: chau? ‘td ts‘ui? fried crisp. 

CHAU. 29 

» To tread on’; to stretch a- 
head in running; to jump over. 
Read ch'éuk,; to leap far and 
high; to walk lamely. 

Me | To row; to shoot an ar- 
,|row; to throw away; a long 

Fs oar ; chau’ kéuk; to limp, as 
qe the lame do; chaw chung?’ 

to hit the bull’s-eye ;/ chau? 
aU “¢séung, to pull an oar; chdw? 
smai st‘au, to pull ashore; chau? 
kwo’ ‘koi, to pull across the 
river; ch'ut, like chaw row 
harder; chaw ch'uts kai, 
throw it outinthe street. —_ 
The two last of these charac- 
ters are improperly used in 
Canton for the first. 

Pe 
Chau 

Chtaéu. (46) 

P To take, to seize; to search; 
*’~ tO engross, to transcribe ; to 
Ch’aujade ont, to spoon out; to 

confiscate, to escheat, to se- 
questrate, to resume; ‘shaw 
chau, a MS. copy; «ch'au 
ds'ing kd, all his property is 
taken; chi ‘pin ch‘dust‘ang, 
copied exactly ; .ch'dwu ‘sé, to 
copy ; ch'du pak: it is copied 
clearly; <ch'du sd? it is all 
copied. 

: A nest on a tree; a den, a 
Chau treat 5 a lurking place; to 

nestle, to make a nest; <ch‘du 
iit, to skulk in, as a brigand; 
sch'du wo, or tséuky sch'du, a 
nest; ¢s‘ak, <ch'du, a den or re- 
sort of robbers; pak; ‘nitt -kwai 
sch'du, the birds have gone to 
roost, 



Ch’au. 

Ch'iu 

‘ch‘du <ka fi, to roast coffee ; 
‘chau mai to cook and sell ; 
‘ch'du (fung lute to roast ches- 
tnuts ; <ésin ‘ch'an, to fry ; ‘siti 
‘ch'du yuk: fried hash and 
vegetables; ‘ch'du shukz to fry 
thoroughly. 
To clamor, to wrangle; 

‘ch'du naw® to scold; <ts'd 
‘ch'du, to raise a row; ta? 
ch du. yats ‘ch'éung, a great 

~ hubbub; ‘ch'du cyan “i,,a din 
in. the ears. 
Interchanged with 77 to 

copy; a document, a govern- 
ment paper, a,receipt; paper 
money ; sshiin ch'dw> tonnage 
dues, charges on ships; fong’ 
ch'aw to burn paper money to 
the gods; sts: in ch'aw bills and 
mouey ; ch'dw :kwan, acustom 
house ; shui? ch'duduties on 
goods, transit dues, ! 

30 “CHAU. ‘CHE, 

on Name of a large lake inf | } 
“(4S the south of the province of|| (47) Che. 
(ch “UN ganhwui. 

‘Also read ¢tsit. The last 
is usually used for this. Riis To cover, to screen, to vail, 
A nestinacave. Erroueously Ché to conceal ; to shade; to in- 
read goo in the Fan Wan. tercept; a ‘parasol, a shade; 

Vita volloquial word. Crumpled, ché ‘im, to secrete, to screen ; 
wrinkled, corrugated, rough ; ché ko’ to cloak, to cover; 
shriveled, as dried fruit ; “hd ché :sau, to conceal the face 
“tsiz! i? ip'o spt, kom? chau, (as females) ; ‘& <ché, an um- 
wrinkled as a grauny’s face ; brella; s’m <ché tak, chi? it 
<ch'du «mang «mang, creased, wont cover us, it can not be 
rumpled. concealed ; <ché shik, to dis- 
A turret on a chariot, from guise, to dupe, throw dust in 

the top of which to observe his eyes ; .ché slan, to fend off, 
the troops. to ward off; <ché yatr st'au, 

To roast in a boiler; to fry keep the sun off; ché sin, to 
in fat or batter; <kun ‘ch‘du, hide from, 

Chany fry brown ; to roast to dry-|| ‘ A relative or demonstrative 
ness ; ‘ch‘du sch‘, to fire tea; Chg Prowoun it, this, that, he, 

who, what; following verbs, 
it forms a noun, asshang ‘ché, 
a walker, he who i is walking ; 
after nouns, indicates a class, 
as sit ‘ché, the foolish; sz” ‘ché, 
the dead ; smd ts‘ing’ ‘ché, peo- 
ple who are without affection; 
or as put in the abstract, as 
sing’ ‘ché, nature ; sshing ché, 
truth; placed. between two 
nouns or clauses, it putsthem 
in apposition, as tak, ‘ché, 
‘pin ‘ya, virtue, that is the 
root; syan ‘ché ngaw «shan 
the humane man delights in 
hills; it is often a mere pause 
to arrest the attention; cho 
swat ‘ché, what are you doing? 
chung 8 ‘ché tin Sha chi 
tai’ ‘pin ‘ya, the medium: ig 
everywhere the chief point; 
sik, Sché, pore as ths ‘che, 
perhaps. i, 



CHE. 

i Ochre color ; a carnation sd 
“** reddish brown ; 
Syne ochre; ‘ché <t, reddish gar- 

ments worn by felons. 
vA A colloquial particle. Just 

now; a short time, for the 
nonce, shortly ; a form of the 
‘subjunctive; ‘tang ‘ha ché’ stop 

* a little; fan slai ch€ when I 
come back ; ‘kom yéung? ché 
will this do? ‘ta kwo’ ché let 
me whip you; ‘tang ‘ngo hii’ 
tso? mat; ‘yé ché let me do that 
first. 

Ke The sugar cane ; it; ch 
“ms, >boiled sugar-cane; tit, ché 

j dark cane; pak. ch€ white 
‘Che cane; chuk, ch or ‘long ché 

small cane; ché kai, suckers 
of the cane; ché <lit, sugar- 
ing sheds; ch@ ché to express 
cane juice ; ‘td tam’ ché he 
eats his cane backwards, he 
has the best still coming. 

ie ‘Sometimes used for the 
Chg above; a tree whose leaves 

‘are fed to silkworms. 
ie The partridge’; it also in- 
Ché cludes francolins and grouse ; 

ché kit, the common partridge. 
3=” A demonstrative pronoun, 
oo this, that; ch@ ‘li, here; ché 

* yéung? thus, so; ch ‘tang, 
such, this sort ; ché’<shi, now. 

(48) Ch*é. 

Wasteful, extravagant; to 
‘4 spread out; affluent; .ch'é 
h’é mong? extravagant hopes ; ch‘é 
“cht, prodigal ; ch'é awd, gay, 
wasteful. " 

Sché sheko'\ ‘ 

CHE. 

Not often read <kiit. A chari- 
,, ot, a carriage, a cart, any ve- 

Ch’é hicle : a framed wheel : to turn 
a wheel, to roll over; ‘shui 
ch'é, afire-engine; :ch'é luk, a 
caster ; ch'é fi, a charioteer; 
ch'é cmé, a teetotum; <ch'é 
smé kim ‘chiin, fidgetty as a 
teetotum; <ch'é slun, a wheel; 
fung ch'é, a windmill ; tch’é 
sch'ong, a lathe; ‘ma ch'é, a 
horse and carriage; ‘fu «ch'é, 
a locomotive. ) 

: A conjunctive particle ;and, 
~~ further, moreover, still ; also, 

Ts'l€ and also ; thus, so; still, yet; 
a word of doubt, if, should: 
thang ‘ch'é, on the point of 
being ; ‘ch'é s@n’ ‘ch'é <i, half 
believing, half doubting; fw 
‘ch'é kwai’ rich and‘so honor- 
ed ; ‘kau ‘ch'é ‘lit sz* slovenly 
way of dving things; fong? 
‘ch'é, still further ; ‘ch'é man? 
by and by, presently ; -ki‘ch‘é 
or tsdm? ‘ch'é, for a time, 

} | To tear open, to pull apart; 
\to tear away; to pull up or 
fon; to haul, to drag; “ch'é 

<b |‘shéung, haul up; dai “h‘é, 
/to pull and haul, to borrow 

c 

a 

Ch’ and lend; <Léi «lai ‘ch'é ‘ch'é, 
borrowing here and there ; on 
the average, lumping» the 
whole; ‘ch'é -hoi, to pull apart ; 
‘ch'é <mai, to pull up, to close, 
as a skylight; ‘ché chi’ to 
stop from going. 
A colloquial word. To clear 
out, to go off, to abscond ; to 
send off; to go away, to take 
one’s self off; ‘ch'é -lo, go! 
let us go; ‘ngu ‘ch'é loks Vm 
off. , 

3r 

ts 

*. 



5 Right, correct ; according 
to ; to cover over, to put on, 

5, as clothes; to cause, to order, 
Choh to send; a particle placed 

after verbs, showing a transi- 
— tive and present action, and is 

like chi# in colloquial ; before 
verbs, let, make, permit; </m 
chéuk, unsuitable ; chéuk, kwo’ 
‘au, just right; ‘hd chéuk, sets 
well, as a garment; shéung° 
chéuk, best for use; fan? <m 
chéuk; I cannot sleep ; chéuk, 
shatz ‘ta, gave hima flogging 
i? kt chéuk, smong, he was 
still more vexed; chéuk, sho 
cheap, good for the price ; 
chéuk, yung? useful; chéuk, 
wshing sm chéuk, ‘tau, it will 
do for a gill if not for a peck, 
serve for this if not for that; 
chéuk, ? to suit one; chéuk; 
lika to exert one’s self; ‘yau 
chéuk, lok: all right, settled 
satisfactorily ; chéuk, & fuke 
to dress; «shit chéuk, it is on 
fire; chéuk, shat, entirely 
right; <s‘am chéuk, or ‘wan 
chéuk, found it; chéuk, om 
chéuk, is it right or not ? ‘tim 
i? tak, chéuk; how shall I get 
to him ? and chéuk, lok, 1 dont 
know what to do; pu’ chéuk, 
syan tsd hidden, sub rosa, 
underhand. 

- This character is often distin- 
guished into chéuk, & chéuky. 

HY A go-between; to consult 
’ about a marriage; «mtti chéuk, 

Chohs match-maker. . 

CHEUK. 

AJ: A ladle or spoon ; a spoonful ;’ 
Choh'® bale or pour out ; to adopt, 

to follow ; taw® chéuk; a cullen- 
der ; yat, chéuk; ‘shut chi do, 
much as a spoonful of water. 

y To burn ; to singe, to cau- 
V'terize with moxa; alarmed; 
Obclear, distinct; luxuriant, as 

flowers; chéuk; -kwai, to singe 
a terrapin’s shell ; chéuk, lan? 
to raise a blister ; chéuk, nga? 
to burn the moxa; chéuk, 
chéuk, splendid, as flowers. 

ay ‘To pour out liquor, to fill a 
cup; acup, a glass; met. wine, 
Chobjiquor; a dinner, a feast ; to 

avail of, to choose the good 
and act upon it ; to deliberate; 
to imitate or adopt; «sham 
chéuk, or chéuk; “i, to delibe- 
rate; pok, chéuk, a slight re- 
past ; chéuk, sléung ‘to tong? 
it is all settled right; ckéung ~ 
chéuk, a feast on a birth; 
shéung’ chéuk, a sumptuous 
feast ; chung’ chéuk, the ser- 
vants’ course ; tstii? chéuk, a 
wedding entertainment to a 
son; smi chéuk; a return feast 
given by a bridegroom, é 

Hy A ladle; a beam for a 
bridge. Read ‘pti; handle of 

Chohthe Dipper; handle of a ladle; 
to lead, to draw. 

25 Se or ; also the dahlia; 
‘}? chéuk, yéuk: peony roots, a 

Chohinedicine.. . / ee, 
ie A city in the feudal state of 
™ Tsi, now a place in Shantung 

Choh jrovince. Ais 
Afr, ‘To cut with a sword or knife; 

to amputate ; to chop, to hew; 

Choh  néuk; choi, to cut open, Of- © 
ten read téwh,. a 



CH'EUK. 

(50) Chtéuk. 

Firm, stable ; lofty and pro- 
+” found; distant ; to establish; 
Ch‘oh to expect; to surpass; emi- 

nent in, raised above others; 
at, reached, asa time; <ch'it 
ch'éuk, preéminent, superior 
to common; ch'éuk, tte yan 
skw'an, excelling other men ; 
ch'éuk: lap: to erect, upright ; 
ch'éuk, @ meritorious, said of 
oTicers at the quingennial 
trial. 

+ Extensive, distant; large; 
pie ito show, to manifest; «ming 

oho téuk, Sit tsi? to make your 
crime known. ths 

: A table; a stand; a kind 

1) of tree; ch'éuks ‘tsz’ a table; 

Ch'ohe ¢h*éuk; tables and chairs. 

ad Large, ample; slow, leisure- 

ly; ch'éuk, yéuk, delicate, as 
Chiohs girl; fin ch'éuk, broad, 

liberal ; ch'éuk; ch'éuk; ‘yau 

<i, an overplus, more than 

- enough. 
a To stab or spear; a seal 

EX used by constables; Koi 
Ch’oh-4*¢yk, to stamp a document. 

Chéung. (53) 

Oe To draw a bow; to extend, 

f to stretch, to open: to draw 

Changyp, as a list ; to increase ; to 

boast ; to state, to proclaim, to 

publish ; a classifier of things 

spread out, as a table, chair, 

bed, paper, &c.; chéung kw@ 

TON, DICT. 5 
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to hang out, as festoons ; choi 
whéung, to open quick or 
strongly ; <san hot «chéung, to 
open a new shop ; «chéung tav’ 
to make much of, boasting ; 
po chéung god la? to make 
a great show; <kwai <chéung, 
crossgrained ; .chéung syéung 
to make known ; .chéung chot 
‘hau, open your mouth; ‘chit 
chéung, to direct, tolord over; 
yat, chéung <min slim, a door- 
curtain. 

aaa A piece of music ; a chap- 
Chang‘! asection ; a composition 5 

a statement; rules, laws, re- 
gulations; clear, beautiful, ma- 
nifest ; a display ; a grove; a 
metonic cycle ; ‘ts‘oi «chéung, 
variegated ; hin” .chéung, ma- 
gistrate’s orders ; chéung ki? 
sections and paragraphs ; sho 
chéung, many papers or state- 
ments ; .chéung <ch'ing, regu- 
lations, rule of conduct; goong 
chéung, laws-of the land ; st’é 
chéung or yaw chéung, a 
seal. 
A husband’s father; <ké 
chéung, ahusband’s parents; 

Chang hing cchéung, a husband’s 
brother. 

GB Luminous ; beautiful; ele- 
gant; to manifest; variegated 

Chang plumage or pelage ; «chéung 
sming, clearly exhibited. 

hi Alarm; apprehensive; chéung 
cwong, terrified, fearful; a 

Chaney orrified look. 
ha The camphor ( Laurus cam- 
c Chan gPhora ); chéung mukz cam- 

phor wood ; .chéung*no, gum 
camphor ; <héung .chéung, a 
camphor odor, 

~~ 
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Name of a river; the pre- 
fecture of Chingchau in 
Fuhkien near Amoy. 
A kind of plaything made 

- Of jade; lung? .«chéung, to 
Ching hear a son. . ! 
cals A feudal state, now part of 

_ Tai-ngan fa in Shantung ; 
Ching sy ancient city in Kii, also 

in the modern Shantung. 
A ‘kind of chevrotain or 

- gazelle, hornless, and of ele- 
Chang? poes gant shape; sngan .chéung, 

the white gazelle—appears 
in good reigns. 

es The palm of the hand; the 
ChinoP2w or sole of animals; 4 

“webbed foot; to grasp; to 
rule, to control; a control, a 
jurisdiction ; ‘shau ‘chéung, 
the palm ; ‘ta yat, <pa ‘chéung, 
aslap of the hand; ‘chéung 
‘kuin :kung <syan, to oversee 
workmen ; hop, ‘chéung, to 
clasp the hands, as in prayer ; 
‘chéung ak, ping skin, to 
command the forces ; ‘chéung 
kaw to teach [graduates] ; 
hon? ‘shau ‘chéung, to exam- 
ine the hand, palmistry ; p'ak, 
‘chéung, to clap the hands ; 
‘chéung kwav a bookkeeper, a 
salesman ; @ <i ‘fan ‘chéung, 
as easy as to turn the hand 
over. 

« E, Old, senior, superior, greater; 
to excel, to increase; to 

Ching srow, to extend, to advance ; 
to prosper ; to elevate, to think 
highly of; an elder, a superior; 
‘pd ‘chéung, a constable; ka 
“chéung, a paterfamilias ; ‘ngo 
‘kau ‘chéung ‘ni, Vm some- 
what older than. you; hear 

CHEUNG. 

ckang .to ‘chéung, how old are 
you ? ‘fo ‘chéung, mates in a 
ship; ‘chéung td? to grow 
older ; ‘chéung ‘tsz’ or ‘chéung 
<fong, the eldest son ; ‘chéung 
‘lo, a Budhist priest; sia 
‘chéung or ‘chéung ‘ché, an old 
man ; srin ‘chéung, old, older ; 
pat, ‘chéung tsun’ untrust- 
worthy. . 

Disappointment; vexed ; 
chéung’ chéung? longed for ; 
chéung’? mong’ sick at heart 
from delayed hopes. 

ih > A curtain, a screen; + tent; 
* a house; to calculate; to 

Ching spread; a reason, a plan; an 
account, for which the next 
is used; po? chéung? an awn- 
ing; chéung? slim, a hanging 
door-screen ; chit, chéung? to 
pitch one’s tent, to become a 
teacher ; unan chéung’ a bed- 
curtain; wan? chéung? un- 
reasonable, incoherent; «ping 
chéung’ a movable screen of 
silk ; shau? chéung? a scroll 
given to old people. 

Ae 
Chang 

> 

Ghan aA debt, a claim, an account, 
a charge ; to reckon, to sum 
up;tocalculate. 

A colloquial word. A time, an 
occasion; slai kwo? yats chéung’ 
I have been here once; ¢m 
sii chéung’ do not put it to 
my account, it’s none of my 
business; ngan®- chéung? a 
tough account, a refused bill ; 
chéung muk;, accounts; shau 
chéung to receive money on 
account ; chéung? dan,a bill; 
hui chéung to dun ; chéung” 
fong, a eounting-room ; hau 

An unauthorized character. - 

‘ 
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chéung waiting for a settle- 
ment ; siin’ chéung’ to reckon 
accounts ; chéung? ‘po, an ac- 
count book ; tt chéung’ to 
balatice accounts by offsetting 
ds‘ing chéung’ or awan chéung? 
to pay off an account; him’ 
chéung’ to owe. 

ae An inundation ; to overflow; 
~ a sheet of water; the south- 

Chang ern sea; ‘shui chéung? water 
is rising, overflowing. 

hE A swelled belly; a swell- 
ing; dropsical ; ‘shui chéung’ 

Changdropsy of the belly, ascites ; 
chéung’ ‘mtn, belly hard or 
puffy ; ‘pau chéung’ a belly- 
ful, a feeling of fullness ; 
chéung’ ‘mtn chung st'ong, 
swelling with rage, incensed. 

j= Malaria ; pestilential vapors ; 
~ pestiferous air; <n chéung’ 

Chéngunwholesome climate ; sam 
chéung’? noxious vapor ; A? 
chéung deleterious malaria, 

fia To separate ; to divide ; to 
shut up, to include; to raise 

Chang ay embankment ; something 
which prevents ptogress ; an 
intervening distance; a bar- 
ricade, a trench,-a fence; a 
protection, as a carpet; a dike, 
a terminus; ‘pan chéung’ a 
board partition ; chéung? sak,|| 
a hindrance or stoppage ; ‘pd 
chéung’ a defense or embank- 
ment; to defend a barrier; 
chéung’ pai to close against 
ingress, 

sf Ten ch’ek or 141 English 
- inches; to measure; an el- 
Chander ; chéung? sléung, to meas- 

ure land; chéung’ <fu, my 
husband; ‘lo chéuag? or 
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chéung? syan kung, a wife’s 
father ; tai’ chéung? fu, a ta- 
lented man ; fong chéung? the 
abbot of a monastery. 

te A cane, a staff; a cudgel, a 
‘+ club; to lean on; to hold ; to 
Chang beat ; aged, an old man; to 

mourn ; ‘kwdai chéung? a staff 
for old folks; <ch't chéung® to 
bamboo; ‘mtin chéung* to 
beat 80 strokes; chéung? <i 
chéung, a village sexagena- 
rian; sik, chéung® a crosier; 
chéung® <ki fu, mourners of 
one year; shang chéung’ bam- 
booing, beating; chap, chéung? ~ 

_ to carry a staff at a funeral. __ 
R A sharp weapon ; to fight ; 

to rely on, to lean on, to look 
Chang yy to; ‘ta shing? chéung’ to 

get the victory; ¢sip, chéung* 
in battle; ‘ta chéung? to fight, 
at war; tak; chéung’ to have 

-a friend; ‘yéung chéung* to 
look to for aid; chéung*? wai’ 
imperial guard ; ping chéung* 
arms ; ‘i chéung? to trust to. 

(52) Ch'éung. 

Light of the sun ; fine words ; 
+ elegant, flourishing, prosper- 
Cheng ous: ; increasing ir oath or 

peace; powerful; effulgent ; 
good; rich, affluent; to in- 
erease; to illuminate athing; 
ch'éung shing’ prosperous, 
well-off ; kat; .ch'éung, happy, 
successful; shun? din ‘ché 
ch'éung, he will prosper who 
obeys heaven; -kwong ch éung, 
splendid, gay. 
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; A herd of animals fleeing ; 
<L., <eh'éung skw'ong, ungovern- 
iy 498 able, unrestrained. 
‘EB To lead, to go before, to 

: A seduce or induce; a leader ; 
Chéang an example, a guide; used 

for the last and next; .ch'éung 
to to show the way; <ch’éung 
sin, to speak first; <ch'éung 
sut, to lead on; .ch'éung st'au, 
a leader ; ch'éung lun’ to head 
a riot. 

te A singing woman; a cour- 
; A tesan; «ch éung smtin, public 
Ch'ang women : avo ch'éung, house 

of assignation; <ch'éung ‘fi, 
a strumpet; «ch éung kt a 
whore; ch'éung <li, a brothel; 
ch'éung kd, a bagnio; <yau 
ch'éung, public singers ; dong 
ch'éung, to be a whore. 

8 The flag (Acorus); ch'éung 
‘FA op'd, sweet flag, hung on door 
Ch‘ingiintels to drive away male- 

ficent influences. 
fe) The door of heaven; a gate 
Ga of Sachau; ch'éung hop: 

4"Zdoor of paradise, kept by 
Kwanti or Mars, 
A window, an aperture to 

admit light; a sash ; a venet- 
«fj fian blind, ashutter; a school ; 
h@ a student; <ch'éung smtn, a 
mS) window; din <ch'éung, a 
Chw*ang si y-light ; chéyng smtin 

Sch'an, a window-sill; «shu 
chéung, or kai .ch'éung, a 
schoolroom; feng .ch'éung, to 
pull the sash to; shon .ch'éung, 
a poor student ; <ch'éung dt,a 
window-bar ; stung «ch éung, 
or .ch'éung ‘yau, chums, fel- 
low-students; <ch'éung hd at 
school, while at his studies, 

Aa 
© yur 
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HE] Loose flowing garments 
“*? thrown on one without a 
Ch’éng cincture. 
fe athe in time or distance, 
far off; constantly, regularly ; 
Ch'angs ways, comin Sasbiorss 

skilled, used to, practiced ; 
direct, straight; the 168th 
radical; sch’éung ‘iin, durable ; 
kok; ‘yau ‘sho sch’ éung, in what 
each excels; sch'éung kwv” 
st'au, toolong; sch‘éung «shang 
long life; a coffin; sch'éung 
sshit yung? in constant use; 
sch'éung ‘kau, old, a long time; 
sch‘éung h? longwinded, as a 
talker; <ch'éung shung, a hand- 
bill;; yat: <md ‘sho sch'éung, 
changeful, not persevering; 
sch'éung ‘kau ‘fo k? an old 
comrade ; sch'éung :shang pats 
‘lo, a green old age; sch'éung 
‘tin sha? ka? long continued, 
as a family ; sch‘éung ‘tiin, the 
length of, the traits of cha- 
racter; sch‘éung ck ii, go di- 
rectly there. 
A sort of fruit, the carambola’ 

= (Averrhoa), also called the 
Ch‘ing yéung st'd, or sheep’s peach. 
es The bowels; the intestines ; 
‘WI tripe; met. the feelings, the 
Ch’éng. fections; wang & sch éung, 

cunning; ‘hd sch'éung ‘td, 
clever, learned; siw lim 
sch‘éung, laughed till his side, 
ached; chikzsch‘éung, honest, 
trustworthy; <ngau sch'éung, 
tripe; taz’ <ch‘éung, the colon ; 
‘sit sch’ éung, lesser intestines ; 
sch'éung tsong’ the intestines, 
the inwards; sam sch'éung, 
the disposition, feelings ; <mo 
sch'éung <kung ‘isz’ a crab. 
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Bs An atena, an area, a lot, a 
4 field; an altar, a sacrificial 

Ch'anground; a playhouse; the 
society of, a company ; a clas- 
sifie? of affairs ; a fit, a spell; ‘ta 
ta? sch'éung ‘ki, give hima 
sound drubbing; chin’ <ch'éung 
field of battle; wk; <ch'éung, a 
building lot; «kun sch éung, 
the fashion of officials; kaw? 
sch‘éung, a paradeground; fat, 
sch'éung, execution-ground ; 
dn sch'‘éung, an altar; tid 
ch'ut<shi fi sch‘éung, V’ll have 
nothing more to do with it; -Aoz 
dan <ch éung, to open a gam- 
bling-house; yap, <fo sch'éung 
to enter the lists for a degree 
of kiyin; «kin ‘ha sch'éung, 
made a trial; in the examin- 
ation; «man sch'éung, resorts 

~ of students ; trials for degrees; 
st'au s<ch'éung, the first trial ; 
lok: sch'éung, to go to the 
gambling-table ; yat; sch'éung 
‘hd «sam, a good action; td7 
mung® yat, sch'éung, a great 
dream, life. 
Correctly read <shéung. To 

*U% forfeit; to recompense, to 
Ch'angatone ; i? ‘ngo ‘tai sch'éung, 

he wishes me tomake it up. 
» A bow case; to put a bow 

Ch’anginto its case. 

pe, To sing in recitative; to 
ery out, to give the word ; to 

Ch’ang} ead, to conduct, as singing ; 
to crow ; ¢s‘ing ch‘éung’ sing- 
ing with a lute ; chéung’ sham, 
to call out the titles, as ata 
levee; ch'éung’ -ko, to sing 
songs; ch'éung’ sndm sts‘z’ to 
sing southern ditties, ch'éung’ 
pong ‘tsz’ chong, theatrical 

é 
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singing ; ch'éung h? to recite 
plays; ch'éung’? muk sii, to 

_ sing in the Canton dialect. 
a The inner qualities develop- 

. Ing; penetrating, thorough, 
Changs reading ; to ll: joyous. 
contented, in good spirits ; re- 

mote, long ; exhilirating ; joy; 
ch'éung? titz the eleventh 
month; fa ch'éung? happy ; 
ch'éung? tat, to permeate ; 
ch'éung’? maw’ flourishing. 

od Sacrificial spirits, made by 
+ infusing millet and fragrant 

Ch’angherbs; mixed wine; kit 
ch‘€ung’ odoriferous spirits ; 
‘chit ch'éung’ a man who pre- 
pares the libaticns. 

(53) Chi. 

heyy To know, to perceive, to 
‘ ts apprehend ; to be acquainted 

with; to tell, to inform; a 
fellow, a friend ; knowledge, 
wisdom; to remember; <cht 
kwo’ pit, ‘koi, reform when 
you know your wrong; <man 
chi, I heard so; <shui <chi, 
unexpected, who would have 
thought it? Aw <chi, an old 
friend ; chi ti, [know alittle ; 
chi ‘ki sp'ang ‘yau, an intim- 
ate friend ; .sin chi, a prophet; 
«chi to I know it ; the thing is 
known ; «cht ‘hit, to under- 
stand ; .chi kok; to notice ; chi 
te hai ‘kom, I know it is so; 
sim «chi sz” a salt commis- 
sioner ; chi ‘fii, a prefect ; chi 
Jung, aware of; chi tsuk; con- 
tented ; pat, chi ‘tai sai? I do 
not know its history. 
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A spider ; «chi chit, a spider, | 
a general name for all kinds | 
of aranea. | 
A sign of the genitive; when | 

placed between two nouns or} 
verbs, answers toavho, which, | 
that; a pronoun, he, she, it, 
them; often used in the ab-. 
stract, after a noun, or asa) 
relative particle, inapposition; | 
to progress ; to go to; feng’ 
chi chi syan, the person who 
hears him; «din chi <ming | 
ming? heaven’s plain decree ;' 
sit chi nov sho if so, how then ? 
mi? chi ‘yau ‘ya, there is no 
such thing; <séung cho <chi, 
where are you going ? ‘ki chi, | 
the ancients; ‘in ming? chi, 
heaven orders it ; smd chi, im-| 
possible ; shang <t pats ch? ‘ché 
‘yau <chi, to go and not arrive) 
is common ; ‘chit .chi ‘ché «chi 
wai tai’ that which rules is. 
called supreme. 
A sort of boletus or branch-| 

- ed mushroom, regarded as fe- 
licitous from its durability ;| 
<chi sma, sesamum ; «chi clan, | 
a sort of fragrant epidendrum; 

a Pa {ie 

chi sngan, your fine face ; chi, 
slan .chi shat, anelegant house, 
as of the genii; me¢. intimate | 
with good men. 
To branch, to diverge; to. 

hold ; to give, to pay ; to prop, || 
to succor ; a branch; posterity, | 
descendants ; a sept or tribe; 
to attend to; to bear up, to. 
stand firm; diverging, parting; | 
the twelve horary characters; | 
to measure ; the 65th radical ; | 
pau chi, responsible ‘for: 
chi kang, a watchman ; yat: 

I 

Je 

cnt. 

chung «cht yung? daily out- 
lays and expenses; «cht Kap, 
to give out ; chi -kung sngan, 
to pay wages ; .chi </t, irrele- 
vant, not to the point, a liar; 
chi sid, to expend, use for 
expenses ; «chi p‘di? descend- 
ants, a tribe; swdng <chi, a 
side branch, a concubine’s 
child. 
A colloquial final, like 

lok, expressing certainty ; or 
that an act was immaterial ; 
‘kom tiaw ‘hd chi, then he 
would be well off; «chi chi 
ha? certainly so. 
A branch, a twig; a slender 

post ; to scatter, to branch off; 
a tributary of a river ; a clas- 
sifier of slender things, as 
pencils, flowers, pens, éc.; 
chi kon’ trunk and branches ; 
yat, chi fa, a flower, a pretty - 
girl; yat, «cht -kwan, a de- 
tachment of troops; pok; «chi, 
to graft; «chi ip: branches and 
leaves; <siin «chi, Chinese 
ebony ; «shan «chi, wild siin- 
chi wood, a hard timber. 
The limbs ; sz” «chi, the four — 

“* limbs; «chi ‘tai, the whole’ 
Chi body ; chi ‘ki, to quarter. 
HK Grease, suet, lard, fat; hard 

‘,, guins of trees; meé. honors, 
Chi Glory ; to grease ; fat animals + 

<n chi, rouge; oman <chi, the 
‘fat of the people, ze. their” 
money ; «cht :kd, greasy, unc- 
tuous; syéung «chi, mutton 
tallow ; «cht ‘fan, cosmetics. 
A goblet ; a cup holding four 

4 gills; a syphon; a vessel for 
* serving rations ; ‘tsau chi, a 
wine syphon, 

c 4 

Chi 
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ia A tree used to dye yellow, a 
oS s Fs pecies of Gardenia; «wong 

* ’ chi, the becho nut, used in 
dyeing, and as a medicine in 
fevers. 

“iE Te stop; to lodge, to dwell, 
-— eto rest; that which the mind 
Chi pests in, an object ; to detain ; 

interrupted, stopped ; to cease 
from, to desist, to be still; to 
remain, to wait; only, but, 
however ; the 77th radical of 
characters mostly relating to 
rest ; ‘cht shv only is; chi ‘cht 
to know when to stop ; <’m “chi 
kom? to, not so few ; ‘chi tak, 
kom? to, only so many ; ‘chi 
pat, chi’ will not stop, cannot 

_ be stopped; ‘chi no to appease; 
‘chi suk; to lodge at; smo ‘tai 
‘chi, nothing to stop at. 

Sik _ A foundation, fundamental ; 
* one’s own country or origin ; 

Chi 45 <ché, a foundation, a base, 
a depet- nce. 

Ss An islet; to take up one’s 
4 * lodging on an island; ‘chit 
Chi chi, an islet in a pond. 

Happiness ; fuk, ‘chi, bless- 
~ ed, happy, enduring felicity ; 

Chi 44 <chi, good fortune. 
By The toes: a foundation ofa 

- wall; the feet ; ‘kit ‘chi -kd, to 
Chi step high, to trip along ; shang 

“cht, to walk. 
‘Bil Used for the last ; Kau ‘chi, 

hi - 

-_ 

ochinchina, said to be ap- 
‘plied to it because men and 

_ women bathed together. 
«% =©Meaning, intention; excel- 

_ © lent ; pleasant tasted, delicate ; 
Chi 4 decretal, orders; fung? ‘chi, 

to receive orders ; ‘cht “sau, 
good liquor; ‘chi ? the import 
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the imperial will ; shing’ ‘chi, 
H. I. M.’s orders ; ‘ts‘ing ‘chi, 
to request commands; yat, 
chéung chi ta? ‘chi, an im- 
portant remark, a synopsis. 
A finger, a toe ; to point, to 

refer to; to teach, to com- 
mand ; a particular, a mode ; 
to point out ; used for the last ; 
‘chisnam ch'é, the compass ; 
shap, ‘chi st‘an pang, to snap 
the fingers in vexation ; md 
‘cht, a double finger ; ‘chi ‘shau 
wak, kéuk, gesticulation ; ‘cht 
mong to expect ; smd ‘chi ‘t; 
no chance of, cannot obtain ; 
‘chi tung ‘cht :sai, poimting 
this way and that, befooling ; 
‘chi sk? to point out; ‘shaw 
‘chi ckung, the thumb; shike 
‘chi, forefinger ; snd <ming ‘cht 
ring-finger ; ‘chi ‘tim, to show 
how ; ‘cht kap, a finger nail ; 
‘cht kap; fa, the henna ( Law- 
sonia inermis ); ‘chi shatz cex- 
tain, sure. ; 

4A 
Chi 

ca ‘lo embroider ;embroidered, 
| braided ; to put on braid or 
lace ; the 204th radiéal, relat- 
ing to embroidery ; cham ‘chi, 
to sew, to do needle work. 

‘ } | Paper; a document; yat, 
} chéung ‘chi, a sheet of paper; 
| sha ‘cht, wrapping paper ; 

Chi ‘ts‘6 ‘chi, coarse paper; ‘cht 
smut, a paper match; ‘chi 
dung fa, artificial flowers; 
‘chi sp di, cards ; ‘chi pak2 pa- 
per houses and clothes burn- 
ed in sacrifices ; king iin? ‘chi, 
cotton paper; kai <p ‘chi, 
brown wrapping paper ; ‘cht 
¢s‘in, scolloped pieces of pa- 
per used at funerals to buy the 

€ 
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road ; <fan ‘chi, sized paper ; 
‘lang ckam sin ‘chi, gold dust- 

ris 

Th 

ed paper ; king’ sik, tsz” ‘chi, 
respect written paper; yat, 
“chi shit, one letter ; fong? ‘chi 
siti, to fly a kite ; “ta «shin ‘chi, 
to torture in prison; ch'dn’ ‘chi, 
a fly leaf. 
To respect, to invocate ; on- 

ly, but merely, however, yet ; 
respect, awe, reverence ; ‘ch? 
‘ts'z’ only this ; ‘eht ‘yau yat: 
yéung*® only one sort; ‘chi 
king to venerate. 
An ancient short cubit of 8 

ts‘iin, same as an English foot ; 
small degree of; ‘chi ch'ek, «chi 
t# alittle way, a small interval. 
A hedge thorn, a spinous 

tree; 

Chi with a thick skin; hurtful, like 
thorns; ‘cht kiks hedged up; 
thorny; ‘cht ki? the Hovenia 
dulcis; ‘chi hok, its seeds, 
used for medicine. 
The hole in the hub of a 

’ wheel, were the nave projects; 
hi the end of the nave project- 

ing from the hub; diverging, 
like the forks of a road. 

» A colloquial particle, im- 
7 plying doubt; <lot mi* ch? 1 

doubt if he is here yet. 
> The will, the inclination ; a 
good resolution, a resolve; a 

Chi 5 sense of right, firm purpose ; 
to record; history, annals ; 
statistical or topographical 
works ; £47 ch? high thoughts; 
ch'ut, tak, ch? not abashed by 
ridicule, conscious of power ; 
chi? héung desire, inclination; 
chi <shing, ingenuous, guile- 
less, 

Chi 

Chi 

an 

a fruit like a pumelo,. 

CHI. 

=’) To remember; to record; 
px? to write, to inscribe; used 
ay for the last ; md? ch? an epi- ~ 
Chi taph, a eulogy; sim kwok, ch? 

annals of the Three States: 
ch? -shit, history, records ; ch?” 
ci ‘ts‘z’ mind is fixed on this. 

fe’ A mole, a hair-mole; black 
“4 or red spots on the body ; ; min? 
Chi ¢hv spots on the face. 
= To come, to go to, to reach; 

to arrive, the summit or end; 
hi 4 preposition, to, at, even, till, 

up to; as to, respecting, in 
order to; an adverb, much, 
greatly ; most, very, the super- 
lative degree; the solstice; 
the 133d radical; ch? kik: at 
the very extreme; ftsz’*? ‘ki 
chi -kam, from of old till now; 
smo ‘sho pat, ch? he goes every 
where, he is very wild; ch? 
ckwan ‘kan iw of the highest 
moment ; ¢ung ch? the winter 
solstice; ch? «i, with respect 
to; ch?‘ shith, the least of; haks 
chi? he will come soon; chi? 
#0 to arrive ; ch?’ ‘hd, the best ; 
ch? chéuk; everything proper ; 
chi <shing, wholly sincere; ch? _ 
‘kan, urgent ; kat, ch? a little 
while, presently. ; 4 

Bh’. Tnterchanged with the last. 
To go, to cause to go; to con- 

Chi vey to; leading to, tending; 
to accompany ; to visit; to 
communicate, to intimate to; 
to resign, to give over to; to 
induce, bring on; eee 
to hazard; to pres? ig 
control, to order; 
object, orend; a tendency ; ‘to 
investigate fully ; ; used before 
a verb, implies what is caused 



CHI: 

to be done ; that, in order to: 
to put forth; the extreme ; chi?’ 

| "shai itsloi, make him come; 
ch?’ ? to intimate to, to inform 
in any -way ; ch?’ sz’? to throw 
up an office; ch? ming’ de- 

- livered his orders. 
To mend clothes; close, ||. 

Bh fine, as cloth: soft, delicate; 
Chi tattered ; handsome, elegant ; 

sing ch? beautiful, fine, de- 
licate; sa ch? careful, par- 
ticular. . 
A carriage with a front 

‘++ lower than the back, or turn- 
Chi ing down, fromthe lading. 
fe A goblet or cup holding 

Chi 

. three <shing or gills; a cup; 
"* to fine one so many cups 

> To seize with the hand, to 
grasp;/to arrive at, to reach||. 
to; to extend ; to present to; 
to advance, to enter, to go to 
the edge; to break down, as 
trees from weight of snow; 
used for the next; <ts‘ing chi’ 
a great liking for; ch? ‘to, to 
stumbie down; €h?‘hi, to pick 
one up. 

ze A present to make way for 
cur One given at an audience or 

first interview, or when enter- 
ing school ; to present gifts ; 
ch? <i, preseuts; chi? kin’ to 
visit with a present. 
> Birds of prey, accipitrine 

ba birds ; violent, ruthless, hawk- 
like ; to seize by violence. 

FG A pledge, a hostage; to 
roe pledge, to guaranty ; to pawn ; 

ow chv to give a pledge or 
guaranty ; ch?’ fi a pawnbro- 
ker’s; kau chi to exchange 
hostages. 

TON. DICT. Ps 

cui. 9* 

> .To stumble; to trip and 
' fall down ; <tin chi? fell head- 
' long. 

5p Wisdom, understanding, ta- 
Chi lent; knowledge; prudence; 

? wise, considerate. discreet ; 
able tomanage; clever, sharp, 
shrewd; chi shik, good judg- 
ment; ch? ‘yung, wise and 
brave ; «m0. ch? indiscreet. 

>). To make firm, to establish, 
, pto place; to appoint; to ar- 

iH. ) range ; to purchase for one’s 
cChi_ self; to employ; to reject, 

to dismiss; to put aside’;to 
determine, to judge, to de- 
cide; ‘chit ch? to punish, treat 
as a criminal; chi pdan* to 
buy; ch?’ ka, to.take a wife ; 
con chi’ to arrangea place for, . 
astospend the night; far chi? 
to refuse, to remove; ch? 
shan sz’ ngov’ it is none,of my 
business ; nim*. nim. pat: chv 
unceasingly thinking of. it; 
ch? «shan smd t? ashamed, no 
place to hide myself. , 

= Hindered, embarrassed, pre- 
chi vented from acting or advan- 

* cing ; to slink away, as a dog 
does. 

\2,> Name of, astream in‘ the 
"east of Shantung ; to govern, 

‘to rule well, to manage ; to 
heal ; to oversee, to care for ; 
to form ; to.try causes ; expe- 
rienced, talented ; prosperity, 
good government; chi’ song, 
to.oversee a funeral; chi? ha? 
‘ché, subjects, the governed: 

_ ch? to cure; din A@ ta? 
ch? the empire well governed, 
firm peace ; «mé fat, ‘ho chi? 
there’s no way of managing 

a> 
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(85) 

} > 

Chtuh 

(86) 

> 

Chueh 

CH'UT. 

Ch‘ut. 
To go out, to issue, to pro- 
ceed forth, to manifest, ac- 
cording to the tenor of the 
following or preceding word; 
to eject, to put out; an 
auxiliary verb, implying 
completion or action; ch‘uf, 
yap, to go in and out, back 
and forth; ‘sé ch'‘ut, ,loi, 
will write out; sch‘a ch‘uts 
sloi, about to examine; ch‘ut, 
chung’ preéminent, to sur- 
pass; ‘nt <pin ch‘? ch‘ut, 
sha? where were you born? 
ch‘ut, «kung, to retire, to 
ease nature; ch'ut, ka to 
marry a husband; ch‘ut shan, 
to hold office ; ch'ut, <yau 
po? sat, to carry idols in pro- 
cession ; ch‘uts <ki, surpris- 
ing ; ch‘ut, p‘id to issue a 
warrant, to advertise; ch‘ul, 
h? to fume or steam, to 
avenge another’s quarrel ; 
ch‘ut, <t‘au, to take the lead; 
ch‘ut, ‘ch'au, to be despised ; 
ch'ut, «ts‘ai, to divorce; 
ch‘ut, kav? to be adopted by 
an uncle; gts‘ui ‘ni ch'ut, 
<sam, as you like to do it; 
how .’m ch'ut, séung’ to belie 
his looks ; ‘séung <’m ch‘ut, 
can‘not recall to mind; ch‘uty 
sngan, to pay; pat, ch'ul, 
‘sho lit? to guess aright. 

Chit. . 
Stupid, unskillful, unhandy, 
unapt; ‘ch'un chiit, stupid, |} 
inexpert; chit, «king, a ‘dull 
thorn,’ i. e. my wife; chit, 
pat, an unskillful penman ; 
chit, ‘tsz’ my son. 

CHU’. : ae FA, 

A joist to support a plate 
Chuzh Of girder; a sort of king- 

post, 
ny To sob, to talk incessant- 

"+ ly; to taste, to drink; to 
ate kiss; lau chiil, to swill 
Chueh down with a noise; chiit, 

‘ha, to sip ; chiits min® <chit, 
to kiss the cheeks, 

23) To clip, to pare, to cut off, 
Chue to stab; to reject; to en- 

grave; chiil, ting? to cut 
blocks and publish. 

+3 To gather, to take with the 
GPx, hand, to pluck, to seize. 

33 To connect, to join ; to stop; 
Chueh 2 band of posture-makers. 

To stop ; a carriage repair- 
Chach €43. chilis ckung, to stop 

work, to rest. 

(87), E. 
A final particle, denoting 

are you willing, if you please, 
is it not so? ‘Ngo kaw 
‘ni tuk, <é, shall I teach you 
to read? sh? yats sh? <é, try, 
will you? 

(88) Fa. 
AG, A blossom, a flower ; plea- 

sure, vice ; variegated, orna- 
- mental, carved; to exagger- 
Hwa ate; yat, ‘lo <fa, a flower ; yat, 

chat, fa, a bouquet; «ming 
fa, ornamental flowers ; <fa 
«shang, the ground-nut; <fia 
16 ‘shui, lavendar water ; Sang 
<fa, to enchase on metals ; 
cfd kap» ‘tsz’ the sexagenary 
cycle ; «fa ‘sz’ a beggar; fu 
slam, a brothel; <fa fai to 
squander in dissipation; <f@ 

Re 



FAIL. 

‘ni, a girl; fa ‘tan, an actor 
who personates women; <fd 
min® to paint the face for 
acting; fa fa sha’ kai a 
thoughtlessage ; «fa <fa «kung 
‘tsz’ a profligate rake; <fa 
<wong, the god who protects 
children, worshiped under 
the bed; .fa@ po chintz ; <fa 
<kéi, an illuminated street ; 
fa wi exaggerated talk; fa 
gmeng, a nickname ; <Fa@ <4 
kwok, the United States ;-<fa 
ti? the Flower Gardens near 
Canton. 

» To change, to influence so 
as to alter, to transform; to 
melt, to digest ; to convert; 
to pass into metempsychosis; 
to create ; to transmute; to 
barter; to exchange; to re- 
form; kau’ fa to improve by 
instruction ; fa’ «shan, to 
burn a priest’s corpse; ts‘d’ 
fw fate, nature ; Ad ts’? fa 
good luck; wong fa’ the 
influence of law ; fa’ «shang, 
produced by metamorphosis, 
as insects; fa’ yat, peaceful 
times; .ch‘au f@ to subscribe 
for a Budhist mass; .’m fa’ 
did not subscribe ; also, in- 
digestible ; shin® <ts‘ot nan 
f@ avaricious, niggardly. 

(89) Fai. 
To move, to shake; to be 

‘HF. agitated; to animate; to 
Wu! sprinkle; to scatter, to throw 

away; <fai <ch‘un, to write 
new-year’s inscriptions ; <fai 
hd, to write; <fai kam sit 
‘td, to spend money like dirt ; 
fai fok, extravagant; ‘chi 

. Kw'ei 
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_ fai, a major in a Manchu 
corps, to point with the hand; 
fai ‘sha, to sprinkle, to spend 
ast ; «fai tsau® written. Also 
read ,wan, in the phrase swan 
slun, entire, unbroken. 

Hil Brilliant, refulgent, glorious, 
Hutu; like the sun ; to glisten; sfai 

sin, spruced up, pleased ; fui 
it? exceedingly glorious. 

| Luminous, splendid, like 

Hej tes fai <kwong, lustrous, 
gorgeous, like many lamps ; 
fai «wong, illuminated. 

fe Same as the two preceding ; 
Heni “Hulgent, glorious, as the sun. 

A signal or marking flag ; to 
Hwui make a signal, to motion to ; 

quick, hasty; <fai ha* your 
honor! (used by eee 

B To fly with noise ; a kind of 
< Hyui Colored pheasant ; colored, 

adorned ; «fai <fai, to fly up 
and show the plumage. 

dB To rend open, to tear off; 
Hwui '2, point out; humble, unassu- 

ming; used for the preceding. 
A failure, deficiency, defect, 

or diminution ; short breath; 
to pant; toinjure; to want, a 
few ; to trouble one ; owing to, 
in consequence of; «fai fu? to 
be deficient ; <fai ‘ni, thank 
you; «fai hung’ a deficiency ; 
fai yan, to annoy, trouble 
one; <fai «sam «chi cyan, an 
ingrate; «fait ‘ngo «in ‘ii, 
owing to my words; shik, <fai 
to lose money ; iit, ‘mtin tsaks 
fai, the moon waxes & wanes. 

Wi To destroy, to overthow, to 
: break ; to injure ; ¢fai pai to 

destroy and seatter. Also read 
to®, and often used for ‘wai. 

6 

Awui 
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Aik 

) 

> 

1st 

» 

jh 
Fi 

FAI. 

A cord of ‘three strands; a 
Hwui String ; queenly garments ; a 

kind of sash; good, beauti- 
ful ; a banner ; the stops on a 
guitar; «Fai mak, ink from 
Hwuichau; «fui «yam, fine 
sounds ; <fai hd? a flag. 
To spend, to use; to exert; 

to dissipate ; expense, cost, 
trouble, outlay ; waste, lavish- 
ing ; squandering ; ‘shai fa? 
to spend, to expend; fai’ sz” 
troublesome, to interrupt ; 
fav? «sam, to remember one ; 
long? fa? wasteful ; fav «shi, 
waste one’s time ; kwo fai’ 
“ great outlay,” politely said 
when sitting at a feast; p‘o 
fav? ‘lost your outlay,’ need- 
less expense, politely said by 
one who «gets a present ; 
cha? fav? heedless, witless. 
A house in ruins; to aban- 

don, to throw aside, to de- 
stroy, to lose; to repudiate, 
to disinherit ; to stop, to fail ; 
obsolete, null; spoiled, cor- 
rupt; to depose ; useless, de- 
graded; far hi? thrown aside, 
rejected ; fa’? mat, a useless 
fellow, good for nothing ; 
piw td 4 far? to reject when 
half done ; fav. tsat, disabled, 
incurable. 
To shun; to respect; to 

. muffle, to hide; name of a 
person in the ancestral hall ; 
k? fav to avoid using sacred 
names ; pal, fav dead ; «tsitn 
fa? your venerable name. 

‘To bubble, as boiling water 
or a spring; shu’? fu? ch'ung 
<ch'd, the water boils, pour it 
on the tea, Also read fal, 

FAI. 

The lungs; they are con- 
nected with metal ; fa? «ka, 
the lungs. 

Luxuriant;. small; read fat 
as fat, fat, foliage abundant. 

2 

i 
a 

Fi 

pK’ The bark of a dog; liin* - 

Fei fai? ‘kau, a dog which barks 

at everybody. 

(90) Fai. 
4” Contented, glad ; pleasure, 

Kwesi cheerfulness ; quick, hasty ; 
alacrity ; prompt; fa? lok, 
happy ; pat, ‘shong fav in- 
disposed, out of sorts; fa? 
wt, delighted, good, spirits ; 
fa? ‘tsv’ chopsticks ; fa? far 
quick! fa? ‘tsz’ ‘shau,a heads- 
man ; fav ‘eng, a fast-boat; 
fa? ‘ma glai, bring it quickly; 
fav? cpan,a lictor in a magis- 
trate’s office; fad tik, <fan 
sloi, come back quick; fa? 
‘md, a courier; fd? ts‘u? 
speedy. 
A clod, a lump; a piece of, 

Kwai fraction; a classifier of 
small things which are flat- 
tish and usually shapeless, as 
boards, panes, slices, &c.; 
doltish ; yal, fa? yuk, a slice 
of meat; yat, far ti? a piece 
of land ; hom? fa? the whole 
space; tdi? fa’? the globe, 
nature; fa? sin cmd cchi, stu- 
pid. Used for the pronoun I. 
Great, strange, monstrous, 

as an eruption, a meteor ; 
fa? lui puppets, vulgarly 
called ‘kwai ‘tsai hi. 

ng ‘To swallow, to drink with 
Kwai @Vidity ; voracious; the throxt 
. stopped; clamor of voices, 

> 

> 

K wei 

| Name of a king. 



FAN. 

Fan. 
af Vapor, exhalations, steam ; 
‘mix smoke rising; to smoke, to 
oe fumigate, to heat, to parch ; 

to offend ; to becloud ; even- 
ing ; fan ofung, warm wind ; 
fn isik, twilight; ofan ‘fo 
Vai, to smoke hams; «fun 
fan, uneasy, fidgetty ; «fan 
ckon, to dry at the fire; «fan 
chek, to cauterize. 
Loyal merit, meritorious ; to 

spend strength for one’s king ; 
ofan ld, merit obtained in 
serving the state; <fan <shan, 
a patriotic statesman. 
‘Twilight; the light reflect- 

ed after-sunset ; exnilarated ; 
shan sham <fan ‘yéung, the 

(91) 

fi 

Hiun 

hills are tinged with tue set- |} 

aR. fan yuk,; they dwelt near 

used in houses te expel de- 

He, ing of liquor ; tsur’ ofan <fun, 

~ wan (Usk; obscure, confused, 

om dark, dull; «fan litn* con- 

motes in the eye. 

to complete a marriage ; «lin 

ting sun. a, 
A tribe of aborigines, called 

z Shensi. 
de Fragrant plants, fragrance ; 
x ie) 

9 mons ; a savory smell. 
Intoxicated, drunk ; smell- 

gloriously drunk. Fr 
The sun setting ; twilight ; 

dull; in disorder ; to oblige 
to do; <wong <fan, dusk; «fan 

fused ; fan miu’ unintelligi- 
ble ; fan yé night ; «fan «fa, 

Marriage ; to take a wife ; 
Yevan £22 cyan, nuptials ; mai «fan, 

<fan, to marry relatives ; «fan 
pu to contract a marriage. 
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i Stupid, forgetful ; confused 
Horan Tecollection. 
Hwa 

Unsettled, unstable, like 
ia water ; «Fan wong, king of 

the ‘I’si state, B. c. 300. 
To shut the door at even- 

Yann ing; a porter; <fan <yan, a 
oorkeepér, an eunuch who 

keeps the hareem; k‘aw’ <fan, 
to visit the palace. 

Sift Rice steamed thoroughly ; 
Fz to steam rice. 
an 

i Leeks, onions, and strong 
linn favored vegetables; animal 

food ; «fan sw meats or vege- 
tables; pat, ,it «fan, not to 
eat meat ; «fan \seng, savory 
odors of food. 

AA | Vapor or steam; fumes 
“2" ;from cooked vegetables ; 
= ) Savory odors; «fan cho, steam 
Hiun from viands; odorous exhala- 

tions, 
ay To separate, to divide ; to 
+ tell halve ; to distribute, to divide 

amongst ; to give, to partake 
with ; a candareen, a tenth in 
decimal notation. Read fan’ 
a portion, a duty, a part; «sam 
fan «chi yat, one third. ;P*ing 
fan, to divide evenly ; <fan 
choi, to separate ; «fan pil; to 
divide, to leave; <fan piin’ 
to dissolve partnership ; «fan 
sch‘ing shd to pay in propor- 
tion; <fan ka, to divide the 
estate; <fan pai to give 
amongst ; yal, «fan <hong fo’, 
yal, «fan <ts‘in, each kind of 
goods has its own price ; «fan 
ckom ‘ung mi? same taste 
as the carpels of an orange ; 
fan <iin, a deputy district 
magistrate, = 



‘ 

FAN. 

To direct; <fan jfuf to bid 
to do, to order. 

A tree resembling the elm 
with white wood ; a beam in 
a house; «fan <i ‘shé, an 
agricultural feast. 
A beam or ridge-pole of a||: 

roof; confused, disordered, 
complicated ; hempen cover- 
ing. 
A fragrant wood burned for 

its perfume. 

A river in Shansf, a branch 
of the Yellow R. «Fan ,yéung 
swong, a personage in the 
‘Tang dynasty, whose name 
is a synonym for happiness ; 
as <Fan <yéung ‘tim ‘hom, 
Fanyéung’s king nodding 
his chin (because he did not 
know all his descendants). 
Fume, vapor; shadowy 

signs, a will-o’-the-wisp, airy 
omens ; fan «wan, aerial in- 
fluences; ‘itt <fan, noxious 
influences; ‘hoi <fan, pirates ; 
kwok, «fan, demagogues, dis- 
turbers of the peace. 
A variegated ribbon; con- 

fused, perplexed; raveled ; to 
mix up; many things at 
once; hurry, bustle, clamor; 
«fan lien? hubbub ; <fan fan 
<to sz” distracted by business; 
ofan fa ‘lau lin all in dis. 
order ; <fan ,wan, confused. 
Budding and blossoming ; 

fragrance. from opening 
plants ; .fan <fong, spreading 
fragrance ; <fan <fan, odorife- 
rous. Numerous, harmonious. 
A frosty mist; hoarfrost ; 

‘ii «fan fan, a snowy, sleety, 
rain, 

mj 5 

es burn, to Fai to set on 
; sfan <héung, to light 

incense sticks ; fan f@ to 
burn up; <fan «sau, to burn 
a bonze ; <fan <shii, burning 
of the books by Tsin. — - 
A grave, a tomb, a tumulus; 

river banks, an embankment; 
great, vast; rich soil; read 
fan’. Fan mé* a tomb; sd” 
«fan, to worship the graves ; 
cfong sfan, a deserted grave ; 
<sam <fan, the distinction of 
heaven, earth, man. 
An ornament on the bit of 

a bridle. 

A river overflowing and 
making streamlets; a river 
bank ; a river in Honan. 

Fraitful, flourishing plants, 
‘fragrant flowers growing 

ether; ¢ P he 
oe vend seed ; fan shat, med much 
seed. 
A portion, a dividend, a 

share ; (fan ‘fan, to divide the 
profits; <mat ‘fan, to put in 
shares ; ‘fan ‘isz’ a share. A 
vulgar ‘character. 
Rice broken to pieces; a 

flour of any grain; pigment, 
to adorn; to whitewash or, 

_ color ; ‘mai ‘fan rice 
suk, ‘mai ‘fan, eae 
‘fan <sz’ or ‘fan ‘sai, yermi- 
celli; min*® ‘fan, a cosmetic; 
‘fan <tsé go, Py ‘an toi* 

J tacks Cane 
‘fan, a sort of jelly ; Mb 3 
smashed to shivers ; 
shik, C4? <p'ing, a 
peace; ‘fan <paia wri : 
boardt, ‘ See piks ry as 
a wall <iin ‘fan, white lead, 



FAN. 

‘Zp Anger, resentment; ‘fan 
pit’ nd angry, vexed ; ‘fan fan 

pat, kik, perturbed, CTOs ; 
‘fan han? hatred, malice. 

= A mole or field rat; called 
slat ‘shi, a plough rat. 

. Prostrate ; to overthrow, to 
ruin ; to fall on one’s back ; 
yal, sin ‘fan sz a word will 
ruin an affair; ‘fan ‘td ti* to 
tumble to the ground. 
Impatient desire, zeal, ar- 

dor ; anger, violent feeling; 
Sats ‘fan, excited, zealous af. 
ter; ‘fan lik, to put forth 
one’s energies; ‘fan kit, 
Wrought up by passion. 
To endeavor after, to excite, 
to rouse ; to spread abroad or 
reach to; to brush away ; to 
lift; ; prompt, impetuous, rapid ; 
fan ch? to animate one’s 
self; ‘fan lik, to put forth 

ai 
Fan 

a 

energy i ‘fan dy to lift up the 
skirt. 
To sleep, to rest; ‘nt faw 

_<wan, you are half asleep ; 
‘ngdn fan sleepy. A collo- 
quial word, for which this 
character is often made. 
To instruct, to teach, to ex- 

hort ; to explain; a doctrine, 
precept; definition; fan’ kau’ 
‘to instruct; fan’ lin? to teach 
the manual ; ; fan to the sn- 
perintendent of education in 
each department; ‘Ki fan’ 
tradition. 

>  Ordure, filth, muck; excre- 
Fa, ment; tomanure; faw chang; 

a privy ; fan’ min, the anus: 
lok, fan’ to manure; fan’ 
lit? muck prepated for sale ; 
far t? a public necessary. 

Fal 

al 
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(92) Fan. 
Rie A beast’s footstep ; a time, 

a turn, a repetition of; to reck- 
on, to change; a tribe on 
the south, now applied to all 
foreigners; ‘ki «fan, several 
times ; <fan wa? foreign talk ; 
fan syan, foreigners ; ‘ld fain 
a foreigner. 
A banner, or streamer with 

sentences, hung in temples or 
carried in processions ; a dus- 
ter or napkin; to move; 
sch*éung «fan yat; ti? a pair 
of streamers; «fan <in, forth- 
with. 
A streamer; ds‘ing ¢fan; or 

<wan «fan, a banner carried 

Fan 

Fan at funerals. Used for the 
preceding. 

$e ‘To sprédd out; to agitate, 
or wave; as the ‘wits does a 
flag; to translate; to ex- 
plain ; ; fan yik; to translate. 
To fly to and fro; t6 return, 
to change ; to revise a case ; 
fain fuks changeable; vacillat- 
ing; «fan base nad resuscitat- 
ed; <¢fan on’ to rejudge a 
tase; ttt? ifan ‘shang, to 
to carry a case to the capital ; 
vfan hi? kwai; to go home ; 

far? fantkwai come home soon. 
Ful All; everybody; common, - 

: viilgar; iisual ; generally, for 
| the most part: ‘fain syan, men ; 

Fon ifan ckan; the world; <chii 
fam | every One; <ft fan, ex- 
traor dinaty, clever ; tai* .fan 
‘sho ‘yau, people "generally 
have it; ‘ha <fan, to enter the 
world ; ‘es? «fan, to think of 
matrying (sat: of a bonze). 
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Fan 

ae 
Fan. 

Fan 

FAN, 

A sail of canvas; kwd’ ,fan, 
to hoist sail; <fan po’ canvas. 

A grave ; <fdn «kan, at the 
graves, a sepulchre. 

To roast meat for sacrifices ; 
sfdn chek, to roast meat. 

A dust basket or large sieve; 
to hide, to cover, to shade. 

Meat roasted for sacrifice; 
the remnants of a sacrifice, 
sent to princes. 
Plants growing luxuriantly ; 

flourishing ; plenty ;_ many ; 
to settle; sfan mau’, abun- 
dant, prosperous ; sfan “in, 
numerous progeny. 
A ferice; hedge; boundary ; a 

frontier ; to ward off, to pro- 
tect; a cover for a chariot; 
a covered car; «fan ,li, a 
wattle or hurdle; <fan wik, 
the frontiers ; yfan oi, the 
treasurer of a province ; <fan 
stin, a wall intlosing ; sfan 
“:p ing; a screen; a statesman. 

‘Troubled, annoyed; perplex. 
ed; heated ; to trouble; to in- 
trude on; yim 
pertinent ; grieved; sorry ; «fo 
ofan Sni, T trduble you; <fan 
td? I trouble you to take this; 
fan 16, to trouble one to doa 
thing ; <fan mun? perplexed, 
grieved ; fan ‘id; interrupted, 
annoyed, 
Much, numerous; thany, 

confused, multitudinous; a 
variety of affairs; a sdddle- 
girth; fan snan, wearisome ; 
fan gwd, pomp; show; .’m 
noi fun, unwilling to Be trou- 
bled, can not enduré; <fai 
fav ex>2onsive. 

A kind of southertiwood or 
ra Artemisia, whose decoction 

is sprinkled on silkworm eggs 
to hasten their hatching; fau 
cho, a plant grown like celery, 
and pickled in winter. 

BE Mineral salts proper for 
Fan Painting or dyeing ; ; pak, 

sfan, alum ; <ts‘ing <fan, cop- 
peras ; <fan shek, alum shale ; 
‘tam sfan, blue vitriol; fii 
sfan, alum ash. 
A kind of cricket or grass- 

hopper, which goes by night. 

To turn back, to return; to 
be contrary, to rebel ; to com- 
bine against; opposed to, but, 
contrary ; again; ‘fan fuk, 
repetition, to and fro, to re- 
tract; <séung ‘fan, discor- 
dant; tsok, ‘fan, to rebel ; 
‘fan ‘chit to reflect light ; ; 
‘fan min*® to turn a cold 
shoulder ; ‘fan kwat, to back- 
bite; fan ‘chitin, to turn over; 
Sféin taw clamor and play of 
children ; ‘fan ‘hau tounsay, 
to rocant’s ‘fin tsit, to spell, 
to combine sounds; ; ‘fan wai* 
tl, shik, the stomach rejects 
food. 

DR Regret ; ‘fan fu? to regret 
an act; fan ‘chiin min* <p'i, 
to change the countenance ; ~ 
‘fin <sam, sorry for. 

$3 To return, to come back: 
to go back ; ‘fan chiti chéung 
‘ha, gone to his village ; ‘fan 
hi? <kwai, gone home ; ‘wong 
‘fan ‘ki yat, how many days 
will you be gone? 
To float; driven by the 

i; wind; name of a river. Used 
for the next character. 

Fan 



FAN, 

rae To float, to flow down; to 
, »transport ; extensive ; to spill 

7 over ; <fau fan’ to float, su- 
an perficial; fan’ <in, vague 

words ; fan’ «chau, to sail in 
a boat; fan’ <in, lightminded. 
To overflow, to fluctuate ; 

~ in motion, agitated ; to float ; 
fan lam wide, as a deluge. 
Name of a river in Honan, 

AR Il]-luck, evil influences ; ill- 
Fan Starred; things to be avoided 

n . . 
when commencing anything; 
fan chéuk, to bring ill luck ; 
faw shan, to exorcise, to ex- 
pelor induce evil spirits to 
depart ; ‘hi fan’ to adore the 
spirits of the threshold, 

WM A hillock, a tumulus; a 
Fan bank, a levee; <pé ‘fan, a 

dike or bank to stop water ; 

ai 
Fa 

a mole. 
To traffic, to deal in ; far 

mar? <yan ‘hau, to deal in 
" men; ‘wai fan to get away bd 

children tosell; fan’ “sai or 
fan fi, a chapman, a ped- 
dler; fi fan’ to peddle about. 

> To rush against ; to offend; 
—, to transgress ; to invade; to 

violate, to resist, to oppose ; 
a criminal ; fan? (sui? to trans- 
gress ; fan fat, to break the 
laws ; fain? .yan,a prisoner ; 
sts'au fan? to cage a criminal ; 
<ts'am fan? to encroach on, to 
usurp ; ‘yau fan? <tsiin mgdn 
I have offended you. 
Herbs, grass; a bee or wasp ; 

a surname. Used for the 
following. 
A rule, a guide; a custom, 

Fan ® USage; a mold, a pattern; 
to imitate ; «md fan? a pat. 
TON. DICT. 7 

ie 
Fa 

rt . 

Fan 

2 
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tern, an exemplar; <fong fan? 
rule for guarding ; fung fan’ 
a popular custom. 

4 Name of a bonze; the 
Fa country of Magadha, whence 

Budha came; the language 
of the Budhists, Pali or 
Sanscrit ; fan? -yam, to chant 
prayers; fan? <in, Pali; fan’ 
ch'dt, a monastery. 

RR Cooked rice ; a meal ; shik, 
Fa, San’ to eat ; ts0? fan? to cook ; 

‘ts fan’ breakfast ; pin? fan® 
a common meal; shik, fan? 
sm ¢ts‘ang, have you eaten, 
(i. e, how do you do? the ans. 
is, ‘yau <p‘in, thank you.) 
«chong fan? dish up the rice. 

Fat. 
, A negative ; not, it should 

Fuh BOt be, not. permissible ; con- 
trary, distorted ; fats loi, he 
will not come; fat, tsai sz”? 
it will not be done. 
Like, as if; used in-the 

phrase ‘fong fut, resembling. 
To brush, to" wipe, to dust ; 

Fah to push away, to oppose ; to 
expel, to contradict; per- 
verse, disobedient ; a sort of 
flail ; fal, sch‘an, to brush 
away dust; fal, shik, to brush 
away; sying fal, a fly whip; 
fats syan sing? to thwart an. 
other’s wishes, 

(93) 

Hb. 
Fuh 

if Brambles, or luxuriant her- 
Fuh bage, concealing the path; 

happiness, luck ; to screen ; 
to clear away, to open; 

_ fal» “sd, to clear away grass. 
Raveled silk; a screen; a 

tal, ttace to drag a bier; chap, 
fat to accompany a funeral. 
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aly A ribbon to hold a_ seal; 
Fak Used for the two preceding. 

i, Clean, pure; to disperse ; 
Fuh t0 drive off; to wash away ; 

a sacrifice or baptism to 
obtain good; fat ;ch'ii, to 
ward off. 

AR A covering for the knees; 
Fuh 2 short tunic worn in southern 

China. 
A knee-pad of leather; a 

Fuh cover or defense for the bo. 
som ; a string on a seal. 
Disheveled hair; head 

Fuh ornaments; like, nearly, ap- 
plied to things. 
Variegated, black and 

ay, 2zure mixed ; to embroider in 
colors; elegant, flowery (as 
writing); a variegated gar- 
ment ; fat, ‘min, an embroi- 
dered coronet. 
A single floss of silk; the 

Heal smallest fraction in notation, 
a millionth ; to forget, to dis- 
regard ; to make light of, to 
extinguish ; negectful ; sud- 
denly, abrupt, unexpectedly, 
all at once; fal, <in, sud- 
denly ; fal, ‘yau <yan loi, 
just then a man came; cheng 
fat, to make light of; fat, 
léuk, to forget ; fat, <shi, not 
punctual; fat, «ming fats 
mit, it appeared and disap- 
peared suddenly. 
Minute, abstruse ; inexplica- 
ble ; that which dazzles or 
flutters the mind. 

yy, To take i re to an 
away; to bale out, to dip 

Bwah, up; fat, ‘tau, a dust-board ; 
fat, ‘shui, to bale water ; fat, 
lap, sap, to take up rubbish. 

‘ 

A, 

Hwuh 

FAT. 

% A tablet of ivory, bamboo, 
Heruh 8¢™ of wood, used at au- 

diences in former times ; 
meant for making memo- 
randa, and then used as orna- 
ments; they were held be- 
fore the breast ; chap, fats 4% 
«chit, to take the tablet in 
court; ching’ fat, to hold 
the tablet. 
A hole in the ground; a 

stable or sty dug out of the 
earth ; fat, ‘lung, a hole, a 
grotto; ‘shit fat, a rat-hole ; 
‘kau td «sam fat, a cunning 
rabbit has three holes; ‘sht 
fat, buttocks. 

Ai, Contrary, unreasonable ; to 
Fun turn aside; Budha; Fat, kaw 

Budhists ; Fat, ‘isé, Budha ; 
Fai, fat, Budhism ; fat, ‘shau, 
citron; Fat, <‘ong, Budhist 
temples ; fat, ‘hau <shé «sam, 
a villainous hypocrite. 

Fat. 
To issue, to appear, to send” 

forth, to germinate; to cause 
to go, to dispatch, throw out ; 
to ferment; to show forth, to 
manifest ; the spring; fat, 
<s‘oi, to make money; fat, 
‘shi; to have customers ; fat, 
hak, or fat, mdi* for sale; 
fat» «sam, to give in charity ; 
fat, shai? to take an oath; 
fat, ctin, crazed, beside him- 
self; ‘ni fat, wan «mé? are 
you crazy? fat, ‘hi ,loi, to 
rise (as dough), to succeed, to 
get on; fat, <fan «iin tsik, to 
dismiss home ; fat, «dan, to 
issue advertisements; fat, 

ie 
Ku 

(94) - 

Es 

sel'in, to get damp; ‘ta fats 



FAT. 

to send away; fat, A? an- 
gry ; fat, fo, to become a ki- 
yan; fat, kap, to become a 
tsunsz’; fat, hé* to make a 
signal; fat, p‘é? banished ; 
fat, fung, leprous ; fat, «ting, 
to have descendants ; fat, ‘chi, 
to wet paper. 

A rule, a law, usage ; regula- 
Fah, tions, precepts ; a punishment 

or legal infliction; an art; 
skill; industry ; sect ; fat, to? 
rule, regulation; <ying fat, 
penal laws; sft fit, to lay a 
spell; fat, tsak, a guide ; fat, 
ymtin, the Budhists; ch‘ak, 
fit, mode of concluding or 
repairing; <0 fat, rules for 
carving. 
Hair of the head; met. 

herbs, trees, moss ; ch'nk, fat, 
to bind up the hair; <p‘t <t‘au 
‘san fat, disheveled hair ; 
séuk, fal, to shave the whole 
head ; kit, fat, marriage of 
virgins; shek, fat, mosses; 
fal ts'o? an alge used for 
food; fat, ‘mong, female's 
false hair ; fi fat, to clip the 
hair with a razor; ,law <tau 
pat, slau fa!, married. 

¥ To destroy, to strike, to 
4h fight; to punish, to subdue, 

to desolate; to cut down; to 
brag ; meritorious deeds; a go- 
between; shat, fat, l? hoi? 
famous for prowess, invinci- 
ble; fat, tsui? to punish 
crime; tsok, fat, to act as go- 
between. 

FE A bamboo raft; a large ship 
Pak like a raft for size; an ark. 

Bap 
Fah 

5, 
Fat 

A door on the left; meri- 
torious services, to set forth 

ai 
Fah 

z 
Fah 

(95) 
fj 
Fau 

a 
MM 
ah 

Af 
FF 
Fau 
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one’s merit ; fat, ii, the side 
doors of a gateway ; worthy 
services, accumulated merit. 

A peceadillo, a crime; to 
* punish, to castigate, to flog ; 

to fine ; a forfeit; fat, chak» 
to bamboo ; fat, ‘sau, a for- 
feit of wine; fat, ‘fung, to 
mulct an officer’s salary ; fat, 
sngan, to fine, a forfeit. 
Want, failure, defective ; 

* without ; to fail ; to spoil, to 
injure ; empty, poor, fatigued ; 
fat, shik, in want of food ; 
span fat, beggared. 

Fau. 
Earthenware in general ; a 

vessel used to contain wine ; 
one on which time was noted ; 
a jar; ‘nga <fau, earthenware. 
A rabbit net; a wooden 

screen before an official re- 
sidence. 
A hillock of earth. 

To take up in both hands, 
as water or grain; a handful; 
yat, <fau Vd, a handful of 
earth. 
New silken garments ; ele- 

gant, lustrous. 
To float, to drift; to over- 

flow, to exceed, to inundate ; 
past time; light, unsteady, 
fleeting ; excessive ; .fau fan 
floating ; vulg. <pd <pd pan’ ; 
sfau sin, unmeaning words; 
sfau sts‘oi, floating property ; 
sfau syau tsoi® shai? engaged 
in worldly affairs ; .fau shek, 
pumice ; ‘kom <fau, heedless, 
flagitious; sfau fd, a pa- 
goda ge «shang, the living ; 
sfau sfau, vain, much. 
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A large ant, called .p‘é <fau ; |} 
Vay 9fau cyau,an ephemera, pro- 

G 

2 

duced from muck. _ 
© Not so, ought not ; used at 

Fau the end of sentences as a 
negative interrogation ; else, 
whether, otherwise ; iit, ‘fau, 
it is not ; ‘ho ‘fau, will or can 
it do, or not; shi* ‘fau, is it 
so? ‘fau tsak, gwai «chi, if it 
be bad, then frown it away. 

‘A The plantago or plantain 
* leaf, called fau ‘i; <ch’é 

‘sin ‘s'd is the common 
name ; it is eaten as greens. 

Re A mound or hill of earth ; 
radical of elevations, hills, 
&c.; great, large, high, abun- 

Fau dant, numerous; mat; fau* 
plenty of things; <fung faw 
abundant, as a harvest. 

38° A landing where trade is 
Fau carried on, a mart on the 

seaside, an unwalled settle. 
ment ; fau? ‘tau, a port; kuk, 
fav a grain market; ‘sz’ 
fav a sub salt dép6t wheré no 
duties are levied ; pan? fau* 
manager of a salt dépét; 
kwo fau® to go from port to 
port. 
To cover, to overshadow ; 

to brood, as a hen; to over- 
spread ; tn fau? t# tso? the 
heaven covers and earth con- 
tains; «kai ‘na fau* ‘sai, the 
hen covers her chickens. 

(96) Fi. 

3: Not right, not good; not 
‘ZT so, opposite ; false, bad, 

wrong; shameless, low; to 
slander, to reproach ; .’m cchi 

FI. 

sh? .fi, I don’t know whether 
it is so or not ; ‘kong shi? «fi, 
to asperse, tittle-tattle; «fi 
cheng cyung ? this is not so 
easy ; «ft ‘lai, improper, im- 
modest ; ‘hi <fi, is it not so! 
i.e. it is true; ft eshéung, 
uncommon, superior ; oft ‘yd, 
not so. 
A wooden door with two 

leaves ; met. a rustic house. 

Red or crimson silk; <ft 
spo, carnation robes. 
To lift up the skirt; long, 

trailing dresses ; ¢fi <i, to hold 
up the dress. 
A stinking bug which eats 

clothes and grain; a fabulous 
animal ominous of pestilence. 
The Fan Wan defines it, 
‘* famous.” 
Rain, sleet, or snow driven 

by the wind, and filling the 
air. 
The two outside of a team 

of four horses; <fi ¢ft, the 
regular march of horses, 
To fly ; to flit; flying; to 

go swiftly ; lofty ; quick ; «fi 
hi? to fly away; <ft ‘nif, or 
cft <k'am, birds; «ft <kam, to 
put on gold leaf; fi <im ‘tsau 
pik, an expert thief ; oft ‘shi, 
a bat; ft pd to haste to tell; 
ft ang, to rise rapidly in 
otlice ; «fi ‘in ‘pin sz” in. 
comparably clever ; <Fi-lim, 
Boreas, the god of wind. 
Royal concubines; wong 

fi, wife of the heir apparent ; 
ching’ «fi, the empress; ‘in 
fi, the Amphitrite of the 
Chinese; <ft ‘sz’ sh? the 
best sort of laichi. 
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Fat, oily, fleshy, rich, fer- 
tile; <ft chong? robust; <fi tav’ 
corpulent ; .ft ‘ld or @ <fi,a 
fat man ; <fi yun’ fertile ; <ft 
iun® tun® obese, fat asa pig; 
sft ‘mi, plump, good looking. 
Calf of the leg; sick, dis- 

e eased ; to avoid, to flee from ; to 
* conceal or cover, as animals 

‘do each other when herding. 
A square bamboo box; re- 

~ gular march of horses, beau- 
tiful ; not right, illegal ; ban- 
ditti, vagabonds, heretics ; ‘fi 
lui* or ‘fi <to, vagabonds ; ‘fi 
‘tong, a band of villains; ‘fi 
shik, variegated. Read <fan, 
to distribute. 

¢ Embarrassed, unable 
_/ speak out one’s ideas. 

: A kind of cabinet wood with 
crt» lines, suitable to make furni- 
#E ture ; a piece of wood tied to 
Fi a bow at the grasp to streng- 

then it ; to.assist; to lean on; 
tuk, ‘fi, to help; ‘ft ‘tsz’ a 
long nut resembling the ha- 
zel-nut, found in Shantung. 
Elegant, adorned, graceful, 

polished, applied to actions 
or writings; ‘ft ‘mi, pleasing ; 
‘fi <in shing «chéung, finish- 
ed composition. 

‘fE A round bamboo basket. 

§ * 

Fi 

to 

a 

‘SE A red marshy plant; pot- 
Fr, herbs, greens; sparing, fru- 

i 
gal ; uneasy ; fragrant, beau- 
tiful; straw sandals; ‘fi 
pok, poor, valueless; ‘fi <i, 
trifling, little of; ‘ft mat, of 
nomoment—-said of presents ; 
‘fi nik, grieved; <fong ‘fi 
grassy. 

FING. FO. 53 

To backbite, to speak 
against ; ‘fi p'ong’ to slander. 

2 An animal of the monkey 
4 tribe, large and monstrous ; 

fe fv the orang-outang or 
chimpanzee. 

HA A kingfisher, with beautiful 
fF; Plumage ; the cock is called 

fi, the hen ts‘u? ; fi ts'u? 
yuk, chrysoprase. 

"5 Z 
Fi 

(97) Fik. 
To brush off (as a fly) ; fiks choi, 

brush it off! 

(98) Fing. 

To swing ; to shake in the 
wind ; itt «titi fing’ to hang 
and swing; fing? tik, ‘shut 
lai, sprinkle a little water ; 
Jing* lat, shake it off. 

HS 

(99) Fo. 
Ft A root, the hollow culm of 
‘Ke gtain; a vacuum, empty; a 

rule ; practice (in medicine) ; 
a class, series, order, rank, 
gradation ; classifier of herbs ; 
a literary examination; luk, 
<fo, six departments in offi- 
cial establishments ; «fo kap, 
a high literary degree; hot 
fo, to open the kityan ex. 
amination ; <fo <shau, to re. 
ceive taxes; <fo pai? com. 
pulsory servicé ; <fo muk, an 
index, series, rank ; <fo <lam, 
basket carried by candidates 
into the hall; ching’ <fo, the 
alternate third years when 
exarninations occur ; noi? <fo, 
medical practice; «fo <f'au, 
bareheaded, head unarmed. 
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go) 
< 
] 

ik 

FO. 

The tadpole ; fo ‘tau, the tad- 
pole ; also called lui chung <i. 

Fire, flame; to burn, to 
consume ; ‘fo chuk; a con- 
flagration; ‘fo <fa, a spark ; 
‘fo sim, a flame; kaw ‘fo, to 
put out conflagration ; shat, 
‘fo, to catch fire; ‘Yai ‘fo 
shik, watch how the fire 1s, 
see the blaze! ‘fo <ls‘éung, 
fire-arms ; <tsun ‘fo, to move 
to a new house; tsé fo, trou- 
ble you for a light; ‘md ‘fo 
‘chung, ‘no fire-seed,’ poor ; 
‘fo shek, ‘fan, chalk; ‘fo 
sshiin, a steamer; ‘fo sik, the 
fire is out ; ‘fo p‘iw an urgent 
warrant; ‘md <ming ‘fo, 
causeless anger; ‘fo ‘keng, 
testy ; ‘fo ‘pa, a torch; ‘fo 
«ld; soot ; ‘fo ‘yan, a match ; 
‘fo h? fiery, feverish; ta ‘fo, 
to strike a fire ; ‘fo ‘fa, burn- 
ed up; ‘mai ‘shai ‘fo kh? do n’t 
be so hasty; ‘fo «kit t0* sz” 
a sect among the ‘Tauists. 
A company of ten in the 

army; <ka ‘fo, household 
furniture ; ‘fo sfau, a cook ; 
‘fo ‘tsai, a scullion; ‘fo 
‘chéung, chief mate; ? ‘fo 
second mate; ‘hd <ka ‘fo, 
well, pleasing, handsome ; al- 
so used in irony, as detesta- 
ble, badly done, 
A colleague, comrade, ac- 

complice, associate; many, 
numerous ; a company, party, 
band, society ; ‘fo ptin’ a part- 
ner; hop, ‘fo, joint partner ; 
‘kt ‘fo, how many 7 as men ; 
‘fo k? (or kai?) a fellow ; the 
word Fokee applied to the 
Chinese by. foreigners. 

FOK. 

‘ A little head or clod ; clas. 
sifier of beads, shot, pearls, 
and round things ; ‘kt <o ‘fo, 
how many of them? 
Goods, merchandise, com- 

modities ; to trade; to bribe ; 
fe mat, goods ; fo <ts‘ot, pro- 
perty, capital; ap, fo to go 
with cargo to a ship; fo tau, 
prime goods ; fo’ 1d? to bribe ; 
fo shik, quality of goods. 

=f’ A plan, an example, a task, 
Kio anexercise; literary pursuits ; 

to essay, to try; to counsel, 
to deliberate ; to exhort; to 
examine ; a poll tax; ko fo 
sngan, allowance given stu- 
dents; fo <man, to criticise 
compositions ; wz? fo’ to hold 
a concourse for writing ; i, 
fo monthly trial for composi- 
tion; «kung fo a stint of 
work ; yat, fo’ a daily task, or 
lesson. 

> 

Fok. (100) 

ie To stretch or expand a thing 
Rwah till it becomes large ; to en- 

large the mind. 
ER Wide, spacious, extended ; 
Kivoh to enlarge, to open, to widen; 

to pare. . 
A short, quick, stately step, 

Kin}, 28 if going up stairs, deemed 
respectful to superiors; fok» 
pe a quick, regular walk. — 

He To grasp with the talons or 
Kia}, Claws; fok, ‘tsi, to seize by 

force, to get anyhow. 
= The ante a! a bird 

> when caught ; ing right 
ion and left ; “4 glance the pond 

about quickly ; fok, yéuk, ac- 
tive; said of an old man, 



FOK. 

a] To bind, to tie up; to tie 
Fon fast; to secure baggage ; fok, 

‘kan, tie it tight ; ‘kw'an fok, 
to tie round with a cord, 

&% A large hoe or mattock, made 
Kich 0! Wood, edged with iron. 

Speed, celerity, agility; a 
8 oh surname; a range of moun- 

tains in Hipeh, the Atlas of 
China ; fok, litn® ching’ the 
cholera or bilious colic ; fok, 
cin, quick, like flying clouds. 
Leaves of pulse, used as 

* food ; greens in general ; fok, 
oh 7 " the Betonica off fe lj 

used in colic. 
To recall one with the 

. hand; to motion back with 
the hand ; to fan; A? fok, to 
make a fool of; fok, ‘shau, 
to shake the hand. 

(101) Fong. 

wi Square ; cornered, angular; 
a place,a region,a side; man- 
ner, art, rule, means; cor- 
rect, regular; then, there- 
upon, in that case, in con- 

nee of; towards, to; 
like ; to compare, to lay to- 
gether ; to possess ; a prescrip- 
tion; a thin board ; a written 
list of vassals or retainers ; 
sz” «fong, square, the four 
points, everywhere, all a- 

. round; <fong ching’ upright, 
correct; <fong ‘ho, proper, 
suitable; ‘yau <fong, there 
are rules; <fong pin* con- 
venient, all ready, to do good 
to, to oblige, to bestow chari- 
ty ; dléung <fong, a good pre- 
scription ; <fong wai a seat, 
residence, location; <fong 

FONG. a) 

fat means or way of doing ; 
tat? <fong, liberal, generous 
in feeling ; <fong ;ts‘oi, then, 
just now ; <fong ‘ch'é, about 
to do, just then : <fong «kam, 
now ; «fong ts‘im’ the heart ; 
<fong léuk, a stratagem ; chot 
<fong, to commence a new 
business. 
An impediment, an obstacle, 
a hindrance; to injure; 
‘sit «sam <fong hoi* be care- 
ful about receiving damage, 
look out for yourself; <fong 
ngot an obstacle, something 
which is in the way, or is 
dangerous ; ,md «fong, there is 
nothing to fear, all clear. 

A neighborhood ; a street, 
a lane, an alley ; a burgh, a 
country-house, a shop; to 
guard, to impede ; «ka «fong 
a street ; <fong ‘shé, a neigh- 
borhood; ;pai <fongz, an 
honorary portal ; <shit <fong, 
bookstore ; <ch'un <fong, the 
palace of the heir-apparent, 
an honorary grade in the 
Hanlin achttelny. 
A wood used by cartwrights, 
and shipwrights; the white 
board used by fishermen to 
entice fish ; «st <fong muk, a 
kind of logwood or sapan- 
wood ; :mun <fong, door-posts. 

A sacrifice to the manes 
_ within the gate of the ances- 

tral hall; the area within the 
gateway. 
Fragrant, odorous: beauti- 

ful, like flowers ; met. agree. 
able, pleasant ; virtuous, ex- 
cellent ; <fong ‘chi, fragrant 
plants ; <fong <tsung, fragrant 



memory or examples of an. 
cient worthies ; ofong sming, a 
reputation for virtue; <nin 
<fong ‘ki .to. how old are you? 
fong ‘ls'd, grassy, fresh. 
Waste, wild, barren, desert- 
ed, unproductive ; distant ; 
jungle, heath; empty, un- 

cultivated, void, unripe, blast- 
ed; a famine, a dearth; to 
overshadow ; to magnify; 
<fong «mo, bushy, overgrown ; 
<fong fav to disregard, to 
cease, old, desuetude ; <fong 
ong, incoherent, incredible, 
unworthy of belief; <fong 
cnin, a year of scarcity ; <fong 
«sho, disused, neglected, obso- 
lete ; <fong "hea wilderness, 
wilds ; <fong <yam, lustful. 

it Fluttered, perturbed, ap- 
prehensive, nervous; ob- 
scure ; to scare, to alarm; 

<fong chéung, dreading, ter- 
rified ; ‘nt <fong fat, disturb- 
ed, harassed ; <fong tak» ‘ngo, 
you alarm me; <fong «mong, 
hurried, uneasy. 
Blood above the heart. 

ifwaug 

Hedug 

i. 
Hwang 

= A part of the thorax above 
Hwang the heart ; the vitals. 

A room, a chamber, a dwel- 
ling ; an office ; a department 
of an office; one living 
the same room ; sexual act; 
a calyx; a quiver ; a bee’s 
nest ; the constellation Scor- 
pio; yat, kan <fong, a room ; 
sfong uk» a dwelling ; ‘shéung 
cfong, female apartments in 
an office ; mun <fong, ante- 
room ; luk, <fong, six depart- 
ments of an office ; <fong, stan 

Fang 

fh 

ik 

‘ 
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permit office at the hoppo’s ; 
cngan sfong, a treasury ; ‘nt 
ctsiin yfong, which brother 
are you? tsin? <fong, my 
wife; «pin <fong, my con- 
cubine : ; sying <fong, a camp; 
tung’ <fong, the nuptial 2 
A bank, a levee, a dyke ; 

defense ; a screen; to gitar 
° against, to keep off, to defend, 

to repress, to prohibit; to 
provide against; <fong pi* to 
prepare for, to be ready, to be 
on one’s guard ; <fong «ki, to 
provide against dearth ; sfong 
kam’ to stop; <fong ‘shau, to 
protect. 
A kind of bream. a foot 

long, common at Canton; 
® the tail is red, or is said to 

turn so from fear. 
To imitate ; like ; a model, 

a copy ; ‘fong yéung’ or ‘fong 
8 shik, follow the pattern; 

<séung ‘fong, much alike. 

7 | Like, resembling, seen in- 
distinctly ; seeming, dreamy ; 

| ‘fong fat, somewhat like ; 
Fang Sng swong, timid, undecid- 

‘fong syéung, roving, 
Sitios to settle. 
‘To spin, to twist into thread, 

to twine; lines, threads; 
‘fong tsiks to spin; ‘fong shi, 
to spin cotton yarn. 
The first light of the morn- 
ing ; clear, bright; to begin, 
the commencement;  ‘fong 
léung? bright ; ‘fong léung? 
paw the morning gun. 

= To inquire, to search out, 
to inform one’s gelf; to ask 
advice of; to consult, to de- 
liberate ; ‘fong man* to in- 
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quire about; ‘fong <nd, to 
find out and seize; ‘fong 
ch'at, to examine into a mat- 
ter officially ; ‘fong <k‘au, to 
inquire for caretully, tosearch, 

Two boats alongside of each 
other ; a pilot or steersman ; 
a galley of fifty men; wd? 
‘fong, a flower or other hand- 
some river boat ; ‘fong «chung 
s(dm ‘yam, conversing and 
drinking ina boat. _ 

To give, to bestow (said by 
the recipient); ‘fong ts‘z” 
conferred ; ‘fong <i, a pre- 
sent given. 
To talk in sleep, incoherent; 

i 
Fang 

ui 
Kwang 

ch 

Haste to lie , lying, arabs ‘fong 
cin, lies; ‘fong mau’ untrue. 

He To reject, to let off; to let 
Fing go, to extend, to liberate, 

to loose ; to lay down; to in. 
dulge, to relax, to dissipate ; 
to scatter ; to open out ; ac- 
eord ; fong’ «sung, to loosen; 
fong’ tsung? let him go, to 
spoil by indalgence ; fong’ 
$2” presumptuous, impu- 
dent ; fong’ <sam, easy about 
it, unsolicitous ; fong’ cha? 
to invest money; fong’ 
«shang, to let loose to live 
(as the “Budhists do); fong’ 
‘shau, let go! fong? tong? 
willful; foug’ chau, gone; 
fong? tsoi® ko ch'i’ ut it 
there. 

a | More, moreover, further ; 
Zo, > now ; cold water; to come 
a to; to moisten; <ho fong? 
Hwang how much more ; fong’ ‘kim, 

still more, as well: fong’ 
hai’ it is just that, ; 

8 TON DICT, 

K wang 

Kwang 

K wang 
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The vault or pit under a 
tomb; a cave or grave; . 
desert; a solitude ; fong’ 
long? an uninhabited place. 
Vacant, empty, waste ; 
spacious, distant, extended, 
released ; ancient, long du- 
ration ; fong’ ‘yé, desert, a 
wild ; fong’ fu, a bachelor ; 
fong ‘tin, remote; fong’ 
yal, otium, a leisurely life. 
Raw cotton, cotton in a 
silky state ; fong’ ‘sii, un- 
sorted cotton. 

Fa. 

To help, one who can as. 
sist; aman, a scholar, a dis- 
tinguished man; a husband ; 
a porter, a workman ; a chair- 
bearer an exalted lady; <fw 
‘fu, or oft <ts‘a7, husband and 
wife; fi ‘tsz’ a teacher, a 
compellation of high scholars ; 
<ft cyan, an officer’s wife, your 
wile ; «tam «fi, a porter; «fi: 
ckwan, my husband ; «fu ‘chii, 
my [dead] husband ; p‘at, «fi, 
a useless louf, an unprotes- 
sional man ; tdi? chéung* <fi, 
a great and good man. 

A stone resembling a gem ; 

Ve 

me? 

AK a false gem, ' 

To sit in audience or stat>, 
ei with the legs bent under one, & 

KK 
< 

la Turque; fi ft sin, a 
woman bending to the ground 
in obeisance. 

A kind of hatchet or small 
aX. 

Bran or husk of wheat ; the 
Fa refuse of hemp-seed or groun| 

nut, after the oi! is expressed, 

Fu 
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~To brood over, to hatch; 
F accordant, mutual agreement ; 

belief, trust, confidence; the 
calyx of a bud; «fu sun’ to 
rely on, veritable ; «chung «fu, 
true and honest. 

To captivate, to capture, 
to take prisoner in war; a 
prisoner ; spoil taken in battle ; 
ft sts*au,a captive ; «ft ‘ld, to 
take captive. 

A raft; a ridge pole ina 
4 roof; a drumstick ; a barrow 

to carry dirt; «ft (or <fau) taw 
light charcoal. 

# The pellicle lining the 

Fu 

vw 
"a 

H 

f 
f 

friendly, sincere. 

A drumstick ; also read 
<pau, bushy, thick growth of 
plants, 

nip To breathe, an expiration 5 
4 10 call, to invoke; «ft fin’ to 

bawl, to cry out; <ch'éung ft 
‘tin Can groans and sighs; 
ft Kap; breathing ; «ft ham 
to cry after ; «f% hot, to scold, 
to order about. 

Same as the preceding ; al- 
so to hoot, to menace; ‘hau 
ft, to bellow. 

To spread out, to diffuse, 
to give; to issue an order, to 
promulgate, to announce, to 
show forth; to state to a su- 
perior ; «ft «shi, to spread good 
instructions; «ft yéuk, to apply 
a plaster; yat, k*ap pats «ft, 
not enough fur daily use; «fu 
yung? sufficient. 

Diseased, a wasting of 
strength, atrophy. 

culms of reeds; met. near to, 

¢ 

< 

2 u 
Bh 
Fa 
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The skin, the epidermis ; 
the soft flesh ; minced meat ; 
pork ; skin-deep, superficial ; 
beautiful, large; to skin, to 
flay ; to receive ; fat, «fu, the 
scalp; kt oft, muscle, flesh ; 

ft man, superficial writing ; 
ft ‘tai, the body. . 

A stem or petiole ; a calyx ; 
a raft; lower bar of a railing; 
to wash in lye. 

Rotten wood ; decayed, rot- 
‘K'y ten, putrid ; dry bogs ; <f% ‘kd, 

decayed, emaciated, cadave- 
rous ; «ft kwat, soft bones. 

Mi 
Hu 

JA 
Fa 

4 

A hoop, a circle ; tohoop; %a 
ft, to hoop ; ‘nt ‘ut cf woks 
you can hoop a boiler (i. e. 
are very clever); «kam ¢ft, a 
gold headband, worn by Ra- 
tionalists ; ofa chi? «shan hai* 

. ‘niin, tighten your clothes to 
keep yourself warm, 

Ay A tally made of two slips ; 
eS a seal on two pieces; to cor- 

respond to, to testify, to verify, 
to agree with, to evidence ; a 
spell or charm written for pre- 
venting evil, for a cure, &c.; 
fu hop, agreeing; 6 <fu, a 
peach-leaf charm; <ft luk, a 
written charm; sf% tsil, a 
warrant or commission given 
to an officer; <ft% sui* favora- 
ble, genial influences. 

Ry A plant, called devil’s eye, 
“T,, from the red and round seeds 

it bears; a species of Hoya? 
Fe An initial particle; now 
‘ee therefore, however; dsé <fi, 

alas! ‘ch'é ,fu, moreover. 
ie To lead a hand, te aid, to 
: i assist; to uphold, to protect ; 

fu cho’ to assist; <fu ch'ap, 
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to support one under his 
arms ; sf chéung’ leaning on 
a staff; .fa ‘shau ‘pan, a board 
in a sedan to lean on; fit 
ch‘an? to return with a coffin. 

be A species of cicada or dy- 
"Fo liseus, called <ts‘ing <fii, sup- 

_ posed to be able to recover its 
stolen young, and cause cash 
rubbed with its eggs to return 
to their owner. 

B A sheldrake or mallard; a 
Fe wild duck with a crest; a 

small ies near the Yang- 
tsz’ R. is called <kin fi, the 
crowned duck. 

Large; beautiful, good; 
numerous ; great, eminent; to 
begin; 1, myself; a term of 
respect when addressing one ; 
fot ‘fi sho smeng, what is 
your name, Sir? 

‘Be A sort of basket, square 
Fa outside and round within, used 

tocontain grain when worship- 
ing ancestors, called ‘fu ‘kwai. 

: Preserved or dried meat ; 
: flesh ; ‘sau ‘fi, slices of dried 

meat formerly sent toa tea- 
cher, teacher’s wages. _ 

Bn Black’and white, diversified; 
embroidered, elegant dress; 
fi fot, dresses anciently used 
in sacrifices, with black and 
white lines or embroidery 
resembling axes; fine com. 
position. 

‘ss An ax, a hatchet; to cut, to 
hack, to fell; ‘fi fu, an 

ax; Ta ‘fi fcu, to deceive in 
buying for one; ‘fui séuk, to 
pare off, to correct a theme ; 
‘fa i, hatchets and halbeads, 
carried in processions. 

a 
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& A boiler or caldron. without 
Fa feet; ‘fa tsang’ a boiler and 

vat; an old measure about 
equal to a kilderkin. 

. A store-house, a record of- 
F, fice, library, a treasury ; the 

officer over them ; a house ; a 
thesaurus; a department or 
prefecture; ‘fu fw a treasury : 
fi ‘wan, the mayor of Peking; 
kuwait’ $a, or ‘fa shéung’ or 
ctsiin ‘fit, your house ; ‘fa isin 
his honor, the prefect; ‘ft 
ta? a high officer’s court ; 

~ tuk, fi, the six elements. 
VF To stoop, to bow ; to con- 
Fa sider, to look down on, to con- 

descend ; unequal ; ‘fa fuk, to 
fall prostrate; ‘fi ‘chun «shi 
shang, condescend to grant 
this tobe done; ‘fi ‘yéung, 
to look down and up, all ranks. 

7a To keep down with the hand, 
Fe to fold the hands; to stroke, te 

pat ; to soothe, to tranquillize ;— 
to manage ; to cherish, to bear ; 
to cheer up; to play a lute; 
fi kim’ to seize a sword ; ‘fu 
oi, or ‘fi iin* the governor 
ofa province; ‘fi ‘yéung, to 
rear a child, to supply wants. 

To pat, to put the hand on, 
to strike; to permit ; to quiet ; 
‘fi ying, to lay the hand on 
the breast. Used for the 

eding. : 
WF - ‘The inferior viscera ; lok, 
FG Bes the stomzeh, gal’, bladder, 

arger and smaller intestines, 
and secreling passages: for 
‘fu, the tangs. A retired place. 

A marshy plant, which be- 
comes sweet when frozen ; bit- 
ter, unpleasant; troublesome, 

# 

a 
K'a 
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painful, painstaking ; urgent, 
pressing, afflicted, distressing ; 
to dislike, distasteful, to mor- 
tify; ‘hd “fu, very bitter ; <ho 
‘fi, how troublesome ! ‘fu lat, 
bitter and acrid; ‘fi meng? 

.a hard lot; ‘fii ch? decided, 
in earnest ; ‘fi <Shiin, to dis. 
like sailing; fi ‘hau <léung 
yéuk, bitter to the taste but 
wholesome physic, ungracious 
advice ; ‘fu <kwd, egg-plant ; 
‘fi ‘ch'o, extreme grief; ‘fu 
lit, ts‘o? a species of Eruca, 

‘fe A tiger, the king of beasts ; 
Ho brave, fierce; awful, violent ; 

1d fu, a tiger; ‘fu tséung? a 
valiant soldier; ‘fi ching? a 
cruel sway ; pdt, ‘fui «sd, ¢to 
seize the tiger’s whiskers,’ 
courageous ; ‘Fu ymin, the 
Bogue ; ‘fu <ying, ferocious ; 
‘fui kan’ a graduate who loids 
itover people; ‘fi shi? to glare 
at, fierce, 

Fe A signet, made of veined 
ry Stone like a tiger’s skin; ‘fu 

>ft, warrant or seal, sent when 
soldiers were levied ; ‘fu pak, 
amber. 

>) A wife, a married woman, 
Pa @ female under subjection ti 

lady ; female; beantiful; ‘fi 
syan, a woman ; tsi? «xan ‘fit, 
to take a wife ; ‘fu ‘nit, wo- 
men ; ‘ch'au ‘fi, a hag ; ft ie 
chit kd, & woman’s place, 
female propriety ; meng? ‘fu, 
an officer’s lady. 

“3” = Rich, affluent, abundant ; 
_ to provide, to enrich; the 

rich; wealth ; fw kwai’ rich, 
nobles fd Niae rich ; fw 
syung, a rich old fellow ; cnin 

fw young, lusty ; hok, fi? «ché 
universally learned ; fa’ tsub> 
rich enough. 

fall ‘To assist, to aid, to second; 
on to investigate ; an assistant, a 
“ substitute, a lieutenant, a vice, 

a deputy ; a classifier of suits 
of clothes, or sets of things, as 
beads, tools, plates, &c.; an 
ancient head-dress; fu’ <sz' 
second commissioner; fw 
tséuny? a colonel; fw <yé,a 
compellation of low military 
officers; yat, fv «sam <ki, dis- 
position, temperament; yal, 
Sw in ds'ung naturally clever; 
sts‘iin fw chap, sz”* a complete 
procession; fi? ‘pong, an un- 
der (kijin) graduate. 

nv ‘To exact, to levy, to collect, 
Fy to require ; taxes of money or 

military arms; tribute from 
fiefs; to express clearly; to 
give; to receive; to place in 
order; a metre of 4 and 6 
feet in the lines ; fi? shu? im- 
posts ; fa ‘lim, to levy taxes; 
fw yik, to levy troops; fu 
nap, to send up taxes, 

> A carriage-house; an ar- 
Kia Mory, an arsenal; a_ store- 

house; a treasury, a mia- 
gazine ; alexicon; cngan fi 
a treasury ; ‘td fw a go.down ; 
fi hong? treasury stores. 

Hi | A covering for the legs, 
-, >trowsers; ngau dau fw 

ras | Gisiaghes to fw overalls, 
K'a leggings; noi? fi? drawers ; 

ch éung fi’ pantaloons ; yat, 

tik fi a pair of trowsers, 
i "Po bale out water; a baling 
re vessel : fi? ‘shui, to bale wa. 

ter; fu’ “tau, a water Jadle ; 
\ 
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fi? sii, to take fish by baling 
the water. 
A father ; a senior, an an. 

cestor, an old man; a title 
applied to peasants and aged 
people; to rule, to act as a 
father ; fui? <ts‘an, a father; fa? 
‘ld, a village or neighborhood 
elder ; «shang fu? own father ; 
fi? ‘md < kin, the local or dis- 
trict magistrate; fu ching 
«chi pa? superiors generally ; 
cké fi my father ; fi* ‘md, 
parents ; «sin fu* my late fa- 
ther ; fi wong, my imperial 
father. 

He Near ; quick ; to help; fi? 
ry ma, a son-in-law of the em- 

peror. 
fi A freshwater fish resem- 
Fa. Dling the perch, said to go in 

pairs or shoals, and be faithful 
to each other; ft? <hang, to 
go in’ shoals. 

way To sacrifice to ancestors in 

Ku 

As? 
A 

ss 
u 

the hall ; to inter in the same 
toinb; fu? shik, to sacrifice to 
ancestors ; fi? tsong’ to bury 
together. 

Near, about, approaching ; 
to lean on, to follow ; annexed, 
attached io, tributary, depen- 
dent to~join ; a supplement. 
appeudix, inclosure ; fi? k? 
to send with ; fu wo* to follow 
one in explaining; fi? di* to 
echo or assent to another’s 
words ; ft kan? near, adjacent ; 
Ffi® tan, to inclose an account ; 
fi tok, to charge one with, 
to request; fu’* </oi, to come 
or bring with one ; fi yik, to 
add to, to benefit; fu’ ‘sz’ a 

lt 
2 

1 
Fa 

stimulating medicine (a Rham- |; 
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nus ?); fu? tsin’ to send one’s 
tablets to a ta-Isti. 

es Corrupted, carious, rotten ; 
hi crushed to powder ; castrated ; 

~ fw lan? putrid, rotten ; tau? fia’ 
bean curd ; fu* ‘i soured curd ; 
fi ying, punishment of cast. 
ration ; fv <u a foolish pedant. 

i The rack or cheeks of a 
be cart; end of the jaw bones; 

to flank, to help, to second; 
fie tso? to succor ; fi® pat, mi- 

nisters; sz” fi four stars near 
the North-pole ; a counsellor. 

4}. To fall mitch to fall to the 
, earth; overthrown; ‘ld fi? 

at fallen down. f 
te To go to, to repair to, to 

hasten ; to arrive at, to come r 

fir tsik, to go toa feast ; pan 
f@ to go speedily ; fu? ming? 
to obey a call; fi? sp‘ung loi, 
gone to elysium; fi kd’-to 
present a petition; fu yéuk, 
to engage to meet. 

To announce the death of 
a parent or relative by the 
nearest mourner on the 7th 
day ; to go to; fu? yum, a 
letter announcing the death 
of a parent. 
To carrv on the back, to 

bear ; to take-a duty ; to rely 
on, to depend on ; to turn the 
back on, to disregard, to re- 
fuse ; defeated, to fail; to owe; 
to slight, to be ungrateful ; « 
burden ; det fi? unmindful of 
kindness, disappointed ; fi? 
«sam, ungrateful ; fi? lui to 
involve an indorser ; fi? oh, 
to slight a request; fi2 wat, 
injured, grieved ; fu? ho’, a 
responsibility. 

ih 

Fa 
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si lo siiliaibuiee to bury one ; 
4 to assist an interment by giv- 

ing articles. 
‘£2 ‘To annex, to arrange; to 
(i receive ; to lay on (as paint) ; 

to. superintend ; a tutor; a 
workman; a function; a? 
fie a tutor of princes ; sz’ fic? 
a master, a common appel- 
lation for workmen ; ‘ni ‘kong 
tak, kom? «sz * Sa you speak 
very well; <sz’ fu? kwal, a 
very particular person; ft’ 
syau, to oil. 

To give, to deliver, to hand 
over ; fi? ki? to send by one; 
% loi, to send back to; fw’ 

tok, to charge one with; fa? 
ckau, to deliver to. 

Fai. | 
A star; the head, chief; 

. the highest or first of a class: 

“sf 

(103) 

Sth 
Kwe 

fui fake the first kijin gra- 
duate ; > fti, the second ; 
fiti alge the north star, the 
attendant of the god of Litera- 
ture; <man fui, the sign over 
the door of a kijin graduate. 

Ashes, ashy ; lime ; dust ; 
Hf plaster ‘fo fiti, wood-ash- 

; Caw fii, coal-ash ;  sheky 
fit stone lime; «pan long 
fiti, betel lime ; fui tsun,em- 
bers ; nga fiz, tooth-powder ; 
(fii <ts‘éung, to plaster a wal!, 

WK Great ; liberal ; extensive ; 
Kwei to enlarge ; fii fuk, to re- 

gain possession of, 
x To play with, to laugh at ; 

‘ fui 

ws 
Hwui 

ii ‘svi, to ridicule ; . ofiti kek, 
‘ to gambol with ; fii chai, to 
dally and jeer with. 

monstrous; <iin «fii, the chief; } 

FUL. 

‘NH To pity ; afflicted, sad ; 
K wei mae invalided. 

ii wui @ jaded, sick he 

“tH Riches, wealth, substance ; 
AW a bribe; hush-money, to bribe, 

Hwul to make presents; ‘fii sung’ 
to bribe ; ‘fiz lo* a bribe; shau* 
‘fii, to take bribes ; fii chuk> 
io dictate to one’s creature. 

A kind of eel or water 
snake found in the Yangtsz’ 
kiang. 
A small branch of the river 

Hin in Honan province, in 
K‘aifung ff, at which there 
was a ford. See Mencius. 

‘To embroider or adorn in 
colors ;.to paint, to draw, to 
sketch ; ‘fui wak, to draw 
pictures ; ‘fii tséung* to take 
portraits ; ‘fui <t°d, to draw 
plans or maps. 

Strings which fasten the 
, collar, a neck-string ; a sash. 

¥- A branch of the R. Fan in 
. Shansi; a rill in a field, or 

Wei ool fur irrigating it; two 
streams joining. 

‘ Troubled, moved, anxious, 
disturbed ; stupid, lethargic ; ; 
‘fii iti, vexed, harassed ; 
fau fii, stupid. © 

‘To run in drops ; to sepa- 
; rate, to disperse ; water flow. 
ing in a raceway ; driving, 
roaring surges; enraged, vehe- 
ment ; ‘fui lin? enraged (as 
a mob) ; ‘fii saw to scatter. 

‘ Lacklnstre eyes, a dull vi- 
sion; eyes weak from the 

Ff 
A 

Hwui 

Ky’ ai 

ia 
Hwu 

fiwui 
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: Deaf, born deaf. fa ca rm dea 

Hwui 

‘fal Outer gate of a market, 
Heni gate ofa street leading to a 

market. 
To repent, to change ; to 

‘wni egret, vexed with one’s self ; 
to explain the diagrams ; fii’ 
han* remorse, contrition ; fu? 

_ tsi? to repent of sin; fu? 
‘koi, to reform ; mo fui’ stub- 
born; fu’ «sam, compunc- 
tion. 

Obscure, dark ; night, the 

2? 

Hwui the month ; misty, dim ; fz? 
h? lugubrious; fur h? ctau, 
how unlucky ! 

= @ To teach, to reiterate in- 
+. struction ; to admonish, to 

give line upon line; to in- 
duce, to lead to; inviting; 
kaw fuv to teach diligently. | 

Fuk. 

The spokes of a wheel; 
Pun Jub ts‘aw to collect (as at a 

metropolis), running together, 
: A wide strip of cloth; a 
Ne rollof paper or cloth; a sel. 
, vedge or hem; a border, a 

frontier ; a classifier of maps, 
pictures, rolls, flags, walls, and 
cloth ; leg-wrappers ; pin fuk, 
a frontier; a hem; sz” fuk, 
au, a set of fourscrolls hung 
in halls. - 

Happiness, good fortune, 
lucky, felicity; to bless; a 
blessing, divine prosperity ; 
good; provided with all things; 
sacrificial meats ; fo store up ; 

(104) 
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with ; nap, fuks are you well? | 

Wh. close of light ; the last day of | 

i 
j 
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“ng fuk, the five blessings 
(longevity, riches, wealth, vir- 
tuous, and a natural death) ; 
fuk, shin blessed, to bless the 
good; fuk, </in, ancestors’ 
fortune; fuk, t#* a lucky 
grave-spot ; fuk, shan, lares 
rustici, street gods ; man* fuk, 
your Honor (used by women) ; 
fuls h? fleshy - fat Suks to 

get fat ; «ttm fuk, im shaw? 
_ may you be blessed and long. 
lived ; yat, ld’ fuk, «sing, let 
a lucky star [light] your jour- 
ney. 

i A piece of wood on the 
Fu, horns of eattle to prevent 

them goring. 
B An edible vegetable with 
Fah. white roots, s:ze of the finger, 

found in Shantung. 
i A bat; fuk, <shé, a vene- 
Fa, mous serpent ; met. a malig- 

nant heart. 
We An adder, eobra, or vene- 
F am mous serpent, called in Can- 

ton fan’ <shi au, or‘ rice- 
spoon head;’ a locust before 
it flies ; fuk, ‘wai, a huge ser- 
pent. 

34 That which embraces; the 
r = belly, abdomen, bowels ; the 

seat of the mind; the affec- 
tions ; rich, thick ; intimate, 
dear; the earth; fuk, <sam, 
beloved, dear ; fuk» «fi, refus- 
ing to tell; fuk, ta? ambitions 
talented ; ‘ku fuk, pot-bellied ; 
swat fuk, a posthumous child ; 
‘tan fuk, a son-in-law. 

: Toand fro, to repeat, back 
an 2nd forth; unstable, unsettled ; 

to subvert, to overthrow ; 
tu defeat; to throw down, to 
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upset, to prostrate ; to judge ; 
king fuk, defeated, tumbled 
down, ruined ; ein fuks reduc- 
ed to poverty, reprobate ; ‘md 
sin fuks ‘shui, impossible ; 

fuk> pak, to understand clearly. 
Fragrance, odors diffused 

around ; <fau fuk, a pleasant 
fragrance ; a man’s name. 

To use (as a boat); to wait 
on, to serve ; to submit, yield 
to, accord with; to cause to 
submit, to convince ; accus- 
tomed to, acclimated, habi- 
tuated ; to think ; to dress ; to 
fold ; garments, mourning ap- 
parel ; a carriage cloth; a qui- 
ver; an affair ; <¢ fuk, clothes ; 
chéuk, fuk, to goin mourn- 
ing; ‘ng fuk, five grades 
of mourning; «yam fuk, 
complete submission; ti, 
fuk, to lay off mourning ; fuk, 
yéuk, totake medicine ; kung 
fuk, ceremonial dress; fuk, 
sz” to attend, to serve; <’m 
fuk, kaw intractable ; fuk, 
‘shut ‘Ud, acclimated; un 
fuk, an official cap. 

45 Again, reiterated, to do the 
2 second time; to return, to 

Fuh reply ; to revenge, to restore, 
to repay ; to report to, to an- 
swer; to recall the spirit of 
one who died from home ; 
fuk, cam, an answer; ful, 
saw reply a toa letter; fuk, 
ming* to report ona commis- 
sion; fuk, <tim, restored to 
health; fuk, <ch'au, to re- 
venge a wrong. 

ice 
Fuh 

AR. 
Fuh u 

EN To lie or fall prostrate ; to 
Fuh, humble, to subject, to oppress ; 

to hide, to conceal, to ab- 

FUN. 

scond ; to brood ; to aeknow. 
ledge, to confess ; used as an 
adverb, meaning humbly, in 
my opinion; mdi fuk, an 
ambush ; «shit fuk, im good 
spirits; «sam fuk, hot weather, 
midsummer ; fuk, mong? I 
hope ; <p'd fuk, to go on the 
hands and knees, humbly ; 
«sam fuk, to respect ‘or ac- 
knowledge another’s talents. 

A square cloth’ wrapper, 
> called «pau fuk, ; ‘shau fuk, 
a handkerchief. 

China-root (Smilax China) 
called fuk, <ling; V6 ful, 
sling, Canton China-root ; 
pak, fuk, the Sz’chuen root ; 
fuk, sling kd, a jelly mad 
from this root. 

Fun. 

Large, spacious, wide, am- 
ple, broad; forgiving, easy, 
benignant, clement. kind, ir- 
dulgent ; slow; to widen, to 
enlarge, to relax ; to forbear ; 
to unrobe; <fun fit, wide, 
ample; <ftin ta? liberal, in- 
dulgent ; fin syung, pleasant, 
a jolly countenance ; <fiin si, 
an abundance, overplus; «ftin 
han? to allow a longer time ; 
cfiin shi? to forgive ; fin tit, 
in easy circumstances ; sz’? 
cfiin, not urgent ; fin tsung” 
over-indulgent, heedless of. 

Joyous, jocund, glad, fro- 
, licsome, gleeful, merry ; to | 
rejoice ; «fun ‘hi, pleased, to 
like, agreeable ; <ftin «sam, to | 
gladden one ; «fun lok, highly 
delighted, 

4{ 
Fuh 

oe 
Fuh 
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A wild boar ; ‘kan «fin, a 
species of jackal ; ‘hoicfun, a 
sort of musk rat in Liautung; 
cftin ‘tsz’ sp‘t, a beaver skin. 

‘ “Something desired ; sin- 
weanceres single-hearted ; true, to 

love, to venerate, to respect ; 
to treat well ; to knock at; to 
reach ; to repay; a memo- 
randum of ; to enumerate ; a 
classifier of articles of differ- 
ent sorts, classes, affairs; ‘fiin 
toi* to treat politely ; ‘fin 
‘au tai? haughty, difficult of 
access ; ndu* ‘fiin, pompous ; 
dai ‘fin, to write an auto- 

_ graph; ‘fin shik, a sort ; kok, 
‘fin, every kind ; <kwat ‘fin 
to repay a loan ; yal, ‘fin sz” 
an affair ; ‘fin lau, to detain 
as a guest. 

RR An empty place ; hollow, 
Ker ‘on ike an empty vessel; unin- 

Ht 
Hwan 

formed, ignorant ; ‘fin k'it” 
an empty hole. 

s To wash the hands, to 
wash before sacrificing ; ‘fun 

vaieiag ‘sai, to wash. 
> Tocall to, to call out, to 

ae Hoan Call for, to bid; to name; fin’ 
mat, smeng, what name? ‘shai 
fiw yan, a servant; kit 
fun to call out to. 

(106) 

JBL 
Fung 

Fung. 
Breath, spirit, passion ; air- 

gusts, gale, wind; haste, fleet- 
ness ; manners, deportment, 
etiquette ; administration, po- 
licy ; fame, example, fashion ; 
instruction, reformation ; in- 
stitutes, influence ; disposi- 
tion, temper ; to affect by ex- 
ample ; heat in animals ; tai? 

9 
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fung, a gale, a tyfoon ; fung 
‘mang, the wind is violent ; 
shun’? <fung, a fair wind; 
‘shim «shan <fung, a gust; 
ngak, <fung, a head wind; 
swang <fung, a side wind ; 
«fung «sheng, or <lau <fung, a 
rumor; «fung tsuk, usage; 
<fung fa influence of exam. 
ple; «man <fung, character of 
a people; <fung iit, dissipa- 
tion ; <fung <lau, gaiety, plea- 
sure; sman -fung, a literary 
spirit ; fung ‘shui, geomancy; 
cfung <séung, a bellows ; ‘kwat 
s'au <fung, an adverse wind ; 
gman <fung chuk, ‘ying, a 
newsmonger, an idle talebear- 
er; <kém pa? hd cfung, I 
willingly acknowledge your 
superiority; <fung  ,ts‘ing 
lascivious Icoks. 

The maple ; alsoapplied to 
the svcamore; <fung <shan, 
the ralace, the emperor. 

The leprosy, scrofula, and 
kindred diseases ; insane, in- 
sensate ; fat, <fung, leprous ; 
<fung tin’ a lazaretto; <fung .- 
«lin, mad, crazed; <fung ‘kau, 
a mad dog; «tau <fung, head- 
ache. : 

The domain granted to 
princes ; to heap up earth; 
great, affluent; to enrich ; 
to invest nobles with rule, to 
appoint to office, to confer in. ___ 
vestiture ; to give a title of 
nobility ; to seal up, to close 
a letter ; an envelop ofa letter, 
classifier of letters ; 20 taels ; 
fung ke? to ennoble an of- 
ficer’s parents; <fung <nam 
tséuk, to confer the title of 
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viscount ; <fung ‘so, to seal 
up; fung p'd;to shut up a 
shop ; <fung <shiin, to tabooa 
boat for government use ; yaf> 
fung suw a letter; yat, Sung 
sngan, 20 taels of silver; 
ofung sp‘t, an envelop for dis- 
patches; eng «fung, a rescript 
inclosed in boards containing 
a death-warrant; <fung <kéung 
tai? .shan, the high provincial 
officers ; <fung «shan, to confer 
a title on an idol. 
Vegetables resembling mus- 

tard, chives ; <fung ‘fi, cheap 
greens; met. poor, trifling, 
worthless. 
A full goblet; abundant, 

affluent, copious, exuberant ; 
rich, fertile, prolific ; talented; 
ofung cnin, a plenteous year ; 
ofung shing? flourishing, pros- 
perous ; <fung shuk, ripe, fully 
grown ; <fung hau? fgenerous 
(asa feast) ; fung <tang, large 
supplies (of corn). 

The capital of Wan wang, 
now Hii hien in Si-ngan ft 
in Shenst ; <fung <td, a district 
in Chung chau in Sz’chuen, 
where the fire-wells occur, 
hence used as a name for hell, 
or 'Tophet, from the popular 
belief. 

we The peak of a mountain; a 
r ? : -* Fungcamel’s hump; <fung lin, 

ridges and peaks. 
he Bees, wasps, hornets; mat, 
, fung, a honey bee; «fung 
E> tau? a bee’s-nest ; ~wong <fung 
Fung (au? a hornet’s nest, a villain ; 

fung sch‘au, a bee-hive ; ‘ma 
<fung, a horse-fly, a breeze ; 
ofung «cham, a sting. 

FUNG. 

The point of a weapon, a 
Fung Sharp point; the vanguard ; 

bristling ; turbulent ; to rise up 
(as spears appear); <kducfung, 
to attack ; «sin «fung, the van. 

A fire-place erected on hills, 
in which fires are lighted ; 
fung «in, a beacov-fire. 

Luxuriant; plump, good- 
looking ; easy, melodious; a 
round face ; ‘séung mong? fung 
si, I wish to see your pleasant 
face ; ofung ‘ts‘oi, a graceful 
carriage. — 
To meet undesignedly ; to 
meet with; to run against, 
to occur; great, wide; «nan 
sfung, difficulty in seeing (as 
a friend); sfung ying, to go 
out to meet; «séung <fung, 
two persons meeting; <fung 
syan pin? shiit, «sam fan wa? 
speak only a little to strangers ; 
sfung chéuk, to meet one. 

> To sew, to stitch ; a seam, 
Fun a cleft; <fung <i, to sew 

clothes; <fung «san, to make 
new clothes; <fung ‘hau, a 
seam; <fung mdi, to sew 
together. 

Jey A horse running; a sur- 
Fung hame. 

“fis Salary, emoluments ; wages, 
Fang stipend, pay, rations, al- 

lowance ; ‘fung luk, an of- 
ficer’s salary ; ‘fung «sau, go- 
vernment allowances; ta? 
‘fung <kwai <f in, to retire fr m 
an offi e on ifs salary; fuug 
‘mai, soldiers’ rations. 

7 To offer with both hands; 
Fung hold in both hands; to 

receive or take in the hands; 
‘fung (or Spung) ‘shui, to hold 

< 

Fun 

c 

Fung 

> 

Fung 
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Ha. 

A shrimp, prawn, crawfish; 
cha <ch'un, crab’s eggs; «ha 

FUNG. 

water in the hands; ‘fung 
tuk, to hold and read. 

= To recite or rehearse ina 
Fung Musical tone ; recitative ; to 

(108) 

ridicule, to satirize, to reprove 
by irony ; metaphor, allusion; 
‘fung kan’ satire, to censure; 
‘fung ts‘z” pointed irony ; 
‘fung sz* satirical ballads; 
‘fung tsung* to chant (as 
priests do). 

To respectfully receive in 
both hands, to receive from 
a stiperior, or offer to him; to 
praise, to reverence; fung? 
ming® to receive orders; shi? 
Sung‘ to cherish one’s parents; 
Sung’ sshing, to flatter ; fung? 
ho* to make a congratulatory 
present; fung*? sz* to wait 
upon; fung* hau* to offer 
congratulations. 

A fabulous bird, the male 
is called fung’, the female 
song ; the Chinese phoenix ; 
it seems to be derived from 
the argus pheasant; the em- 
press is poetically called 
Fung’. 

‘To overthrow, to throw a 
rider, to “spill” him; ‘fung 
ka” «chi ‘ma, a vicious horse, 
met. a stubborn buy. 

Fit. 

Broad, wide, large ; ample; 
Kwon istant ; liberal ; diligent; to 

widen, to enlarge; fit, tai? 
ample, capacious ; ,wang fits 
broad across ; tim? fit, across 
the length; «sho fil, long 
separated (as friends); kén? 
fit, widely sundered ; Sit, 
lok, agreeable, spacious, 

‘4 <ch'un chap, a skinflint ; Jung 
«id, the sea crawfish ( Palinu- 
rus); «gan <ha, sea shrimps; 
sming «hd, large yellow pra- 
wns; <hé kém ‘tsan, to throw 
the arms about passionately ; 
shang «ha kim tiv lively, 
piayful. ‘The first character 
is also read ha, as sha «ma, a 
striped frog. 

A difficulty in breathing; 
cha saw a hacking, a cough ; 
a scar; an obstruction in the 
belly. 

Remote, distant, far from; 
why ; sha St hai «chi, it is 

knewn by everybody. 
A blemish in a gem; a 

crack, a flaw; a fault, a bad 
habit ; distant, separated ; ‘mi 
yuk, smd sha, a gem without 
a flaw, perfect; <hé@ is‘z” a 
mistake, carelessness. 

Clouds tinged red; vapor, 
smokiness ; mok, :ha md? don’t 
move about so, be still; <hé@ 
pu? a noblewoman’s robe. 

To descend, to come down; 
‘ha sshiin to go aboard; ‘hd 
slau, go down stairs ; ‘ha h? 
to restrain the temper; ‘ha 
‘kit to get out of a sedan ; thd 
tan* to lay an egg; tha fap 
to lodge ; ‘ha pat, to write; 
ckwan snang tha ha? a sage 
knows how to condescend ; 
‘ha ‘shau, to begin to act. 

Once, a time; a while; 
‘tang yat, ‘ha, stop a little; “a 
yal, ha, strike it once; ‘ki 
‘ha, several times; yat, thd 
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stung hi? ¥ will go with you 
soon ; man® hau? Sha ‘ku ‘ché 
only came to visit him. 

Wy The throat; to swallow ; 
“hig 24 p@ to insult, to reproach. 

2 Below, down, bottom, in- 
* ferior; mean, vulgar; next ; 

Hi (soi? ‘tai ha? it is below ; ha* 
“ai, the bottom, underneath ; 
ha? t'sz” next time; ha’ iit, 
next moon; Ad? «man, com- 
mon people; Ad? <lau, the 
lowest classes, lowlive, vi- 
cious; smd hd? lok, no fixed 
business or residence; hd? 
Sma <wai, a humbug ; Ad? tsok, 
to covet, to long for, unscru- 
pulous; ha? pa, the chin; ha? 
«sheng, a low sound, or voice ; 
ha? pin? the right side, the 
lower; hd? <yan, official un- 
derlings. 

2 Summer; amansion; clear; 
variegated ; name ofa dynas- 
ty from B.c. 2205 to 1766 ; 
ha? <t*in, summer weather; 
ha? kwa? summer months; 
hd pé grasscloth; Ha? .ch‘id, 
the Hid dynasty. 

e A mansion, a side room; 
Hid ha? smiun, Amoy ; Mong? ha? 

_the village of Wanghia near 
Macao. 

ARR’ Leisure, relaxation ; self- 
Hid indulgence, unoccupied ; shan 

ha? at leisure ; mi ha® busy. 
4 Laughter; «hd <hd, the 
“fg sound of immoderate laughter. 

(109) 

Be 
Hai. 

Hi 
Why, how? a page to an 

officer, a waiting-maid. 

4 B 
Hi 

Hia 

To wait for, to hope; a 
narrow pathway ; shai king’ 
a footpath. 

em) “6 

HAT. 

A poetical word used asan ~ 
exclamation of admiration or 
interrogation, according as it 
is in the middle or end of a 
sentence ; ah! 

A small meadow mouse, 
whose bite is considered poi- 
sonous, 

To be at, to be in; is; well 
so, no more; a final particle 
denoting that there is no more 
to be said or done ; ‘nt chung? 
‘hai ko? chi? do you still stay 
there? ‘hai chi? .’m ‘hai, is it 
there 7 is he in? ‘hai <pin chi? 
sloi, where do you come from? 
‘kom yéung? ‘hai lé that will 
do, no more; ‘hdi lok, that’s 
the fact, there!—an expres- 
sion of surprise. 

The substantive verb; to 
be, am, is; to connect, to 
succeed to; «pin hai not at all 

80; hai? .’m hai? is it so? chan 
hai was it not so? hai® lok, 
yes; ;’m hai*? no; ‘tim hai* 
how will it be? “sung hai? 
‘kom, it is all just so; tsau* 
hai? ‘k'ii, it is just him; hai? 
<mo, is it not so? hat <td *yau, 
everything is here, you have 
all sorts ; ‘kwo sin hai* it is 
the case, you have all sorts ; 
ch? hai at the time, that is 
better. 

To connect, to tie ; to con- 
tinue; a succession ; sha? hai* 
a genealogy, a family record ; 
<séung hai? continuous. 

To tie, to bind; to continue; 
attached to, to think of; to 
retain, to hold ; hai? «chau, to 
fasten a boat; hai? ‘lui, to © 
implicate. 

ee an 

\ 
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Hai. 
To rub, to wipe; «hai <kon 

<4. tseng* wipe [shoes] clean ; <hdi 
eer ger scour off o rust); <hdt 

«mat .tséung rub it on the wall; 
£ni mok, «hai <ts‘an ‘ngo, don’t 
rub against me; </hdi ts‘at, 
to rub (as with sandpaper). 
To harmonize, to agree ; to 

pair ; consenting, in concord ; 
of one mind; to laugh; <hdz 
1), an old couple; <wo ;hdi, 
agreeing (as married people), 
cordial; <hai «yam, a chord. 
A shoe; yat, tiv? shai, a 

. pair of shoes ; <hdi hin’ a last; 
ckung shai, a woman’s shoe ; 
do <hai, slippers ; <hdt «kam, 
fees paid house agents; <hdi 
pat, a shoe-horn ; .shing ‘tsai 
shai, cord sandals; ‘pd <hdi 
16 a cobbler ; chéuk, <hai, to 
put on shoes. ; 

An exclamation of disap- 
pointment, Alas! Oh! rough, 
hispid, harsh ; lak, kom? shai, 
sharp as a bramble, morose, 
surly ; «s'd shai, coarse and 
rough; ‘ki sham? chai, he’s 
very stingy. 
A crab; ‘hai «kang, crab 

. soup ; ‘hai <k‘im, crab’s pin- 
cer’s ; fav ‘hai 'St'eng, a”boat 

(110) 

with many oars; «cht <kam|| 
- hai, ‘a gilded crab,’ a rich 
villain. 

A fabulous animal, called 
- Shai chai?, or lion-unicorn ; 
embroidered on the robes of 
censors and judges ; haughty, 

‘ stern. — 
Accidentally, a pleasant 

Hii %@P; ‘haz haw* an unexpected 
meeting. 

HAK, 69 

Military weapons, as spear, 
bow, &c.; shackles, fetters ; 
«kit ha? a curious contrivance, 
the nicer parts of a machine, 
a craft or art ; cs‘éung cd hv 
hai* guns, swords, and other 
arms. 

Remiss, slow, negligent, 
inattentive; Adi* toi lazy, 
slow ; hai to® lazy. 

Chives or onions, not per- 
Hig; Mitted to be eaten by people 

who fast. , 
ae To gnash the teeth, angry; 
i; Plates in mail arranged like 

teeth. 

i 
Hiai 

ie 
Hiai 

2 

Hak. 

(These characters are often pronounced long like te next 

(111) 

Black, sooty; dark, obscure; 
ith cloudy, dull; wicked; hak» 

shiky black color; hak, dm 
dark, not well lighted; hak, 
«sam, villainous; hak, fo 
opium ; hak, pak, <ndn «fan, 
good and bad are not easily 
distinguished; «kam ‘man 
hak, to-night. 

To sustain, adequate to; 
Kch Stiperior to; to subdue, to 

conquer ; overbearing ; hak» 
chai’ to order, to make one 
obey ; hak, fu, hurried, op- 
pressed ; fat, hak, «shing yam? 
inadequate for the place; hak» 
«tong, to sustain, fit for; hak, 
‘ki, to do what you ask others, 
self-government. 

Bright, splendid, luminous, 
like a fire or the sun; angry ; 
to scorch, to glisten; clever, 
elegant ; hak, hak, hot, glo- 
rious, effulgent; ‘hin hak» a 
good scholar, talented. — 

deh: 
Heh 



HAK. 

Hak. 

A guest, a visitor, a friend; 
+. a dealer, customer, a stranger; 

foreign; squatters, marauders; 
to lodge; syan haky a visitor ; 
«sai hak, traders from Shensi 
and Shansi ; hak, t# a trad- 
ing-place ; hak» <fong, guest- 
chamber; hak, fo inferior 
goods; gch'd hak, teamen ; 
hdky su? last year; haks cping, 
foreign troops; <fan hak, a 
foreigner; hak, «sai, a whore; 
hak, «ka- syan, people from 
Kidying cau; hak, (0 to flat- 
ter x guest; ‘hd haks sts‘ing, 
a cordial reception; «tong 
hak, a lady visitor. 
An angry tone ; to threaten, 

to intimidate; to anger; 
scared, frightened ; hak, ‘ngo 
yat, iw it scared me much ; 
hik, ckeng, terrified; hak, 
«s‘an, sick from fright; hak, 
cha to alarm by threats ; hak, 
sha? a humbug ; ‘hung hak, 
to idly arouse one’s fears. 

To carve, to chisel, to 
sculpture; a cut;  griping, 
close ; fifteen minutes, a little 
while ; hak tsz”* to cut chara- 
cters; hak, ‘pan, to cut blocks; 
han? hak, a limit, a set time ; 
hak, kwat, ‘ming «sam, graven 
on the bones and inscribed in 
the heart ; Aik, hd? presently ; 
hak, yat, a set dav; <sht hak, 
constant, usual; ‘shia hak, a 
little time. 

‘To subdue, to overcome ; 
to repress, loexorcise ; urgent; 
hak, shat, chung shan, to 
drive off uniucky demons; 
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Hien 

“yr, ¥ 
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Hien 

HAM. 

«shang hak, to produce and 
destroy (said of the five ele- 
ments); Adk, cha? to lord it 
over one; hak, ‘kam, toreduce 
a debt or wages by force ; hak, 
pok, hardfisted, oppressive, 
insulting. 

Ham. 

All, jointly, altogether ; 
completely, totally; always, 
all round, reaching every- 
where ; concord, associated ; 
hasty ; a diagram ; pat, chum, 
disagreeing ; ; Ham <fung, the 
style of the present emperor ; 
man? kwok, sham gning, all 
countries at peace. 

Saltish, like sea-water ; 
salted, preserved in brine; 
sham shap, salacious; sham 
ts‘or? sour-krout; sham ,t°d, © 
salted peaches. 

Union, harmony; to be 
accordant, united; sincere, 
cordial, hearty. 

To contain, to infold, to 
comprehend in, to envelop ; a 
letter, or what is contained in 
an envelop; liberal, capacious; 
<pau sham, to keep close, not 
to utter; «shit ~ham, a letter ; 
ctsiin cham, your favor ; sham 
chéung? a teacher or sage’s 
desk ; sham syung, patiently. 
Submerged ; to leak; mar- | 

shy ; to soak; to contain, ca- 
pacious; sham ,tin, to soak 
soft; sham ‘yéung, kindly, to 
keep one’s temper; ‘shut sham 
a sewer. ° 

The Fan Wan says, to 
plant, to set out ; but Kanghi- 
defines it a wooden bowl, 

rae SA 



HAM. 

Bit of a bridle; to hold in 
‘Hen the mouth; to contain; to 
~~ control one’s self, to guide, to 

order; affected by ; moved, 
indignant; rank; ‘hau sham 
muk, ‘lam, to keep silence ; 
sham ,mii, to hold a bit, to 

_be still; «kin sham or chik, 
sham, an official title; <idm 
han’ to restrain one’s indigna- 
tion. 

nah To hold in the mouth; used 
‘7 > for the preceding ; to receive 
UG | (as an order); <ham wan, to 
Han hold a gem in the bill, met. to 

requite a kindness ; <hdm (it, 
stan, to hold an iron shot in 
the mouth (punishment ofliars 
in hell); sham pé to requite ; 
sham meng’ received your 
orders (said of a friend’s re- 
quest); sham chi? <long ‘lam 
sucking a sugared olive, met. 
pleased and silent. 

> To call, to halloo after, to 
Ham call for, to vociferate ; a call : 

to cry, to baw]; angry cries ; 
han 4k ‘it call him; tai? «sheng 
haw to call aloud, to ery out ; 
ham huk, to cry ; ‘ta ham’ le 
to gape; ham ‘ung t‘aw to 
cry it out; ham? shat, lin 
«in, the noise reaches to 
heaven ; ham «sheng tai? ké 
useless regrets ; ham? kau’ to 
call upon-to save. 

i To fall down or into, to 
Hien Sink ; to put into ; to descend 

-into; overwhelmed, ruined ; 
to involve another ; ham? hoi? 
to inveigle one ; ham? tsing? 
or ham’ <hang, to fall into a 
trap ; ham* nik, to drown, to 
irritate ; dai ham? unstable 

HAN. 71 

ground, sandy beach; ham 
syan chang, a brothel. 

> Small flour cakes, like 
dumplings, with meat or fruit 
inside; ‘pau ham? pastry 
cakes ; gwan ‘an ham pork 
dumplings cooked in. sugar. 

(114) Han. 

J A sear, a cicatrix ; a mark, 
von trace, or line left; an itching; 

lui? shan, marks of tears ; 
‘shui :han, a stain from water; 
‘hd shan, very itchy; shan 
isik, a trace, a flaw in glass, 

To request, to beg, to ask 
as a favor; importunate, trul Fe 
earnestly ;- ‘tan <k‘au, to in- 
treat ; ‘han k'ap ask to give ; 
‘han <yan, to ask a kindness, 
To open new land, to 

Kan Plough, tocultivate ; to injure; 
energetic ; choi ‘han, to clear 
land ; ‘han ti? new land; ‘han 
chung? to plough and sow. 

4B Snarling of dogs; disobe- 
dient, perverse ; quarrelsome, ° 

laarsceites revengeful ; sign 
Han ofthesuperlative ; very, much; 

mal, ‘nt ‘kom ‘han «sam, how 
harsh you are! fat, ‘han, very 
angry; do tak, han, very 
many ; ‘han wai very bad. 

Indignation, resentment, 
dislike; hatred, spite ; to regret, 
to feel sorry ; vexed, sorry ; 
hai no? to hate; ‘ho han’, 
detestable, odious; sit, han? 
gratified revenge; han? pat, 
tak, would that! O for! <mo 
cyan han*® unregretted; tak, 
syan*han® to get men’s ill will, 

Hien 

< 
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72 HAN. 

(115) Han. 

ie Saying, niggardly, stingy ; 

Kien to be sparing of ; chan 
kim? 

parsimonious, close; <han lun? 
(or nun?) stingy; chan lik, 
saving of strength ; ‘hd «han, 
closefisted ; chan «fan, saved 
the expense, spared the trouble 

Fal Repose, leisure ; indolent ; 
Hien unoccupied, empty; tak, <han, 

at leisure; smd <hdn, busy ; 
shan <yau, sauntering about ; 
shan ‘shau, an idler; <han 
wa? small talk; <han sz? 
private, trifling affairs; <yau 
‘shau ho? ;han, a vagrant loves 
leisure ; <han uk, an untenant- 
ed house; <hdan t# a void place, 
room; <ch‘au <hdn, to take 
time for; <fong <han, to look 
out for idlers. 
A bar or barrier, a fence ; 

an inclosure ; a fold or stable 
for horses; to close, to obs- 
truct.; to protect ; to regulate 
by law, to forbid; to move 
about; large; accustomed, 
practiced ; shan ‘cho, to em- 
barrass; <han tsép, broken 
in, used to. Often used for 
the preceding. 

Liberal, pleased ; compos- 
ed, tranquil, contented ; 
aroused, anxious for others. 

Accustomed ; loving lei- 
sure; elegant ; ,han shuk, ac- 
complished, skilled, in ; <kan 
‘nga, apt, polished. 

Convulsions in children ; 
spasms from fright; epilepsy ; 
vulgarly called fal yéung tiv? 

Ae A kind of pheasant; pak, 
. han, the silver pheasant. 
Hien 

i 
Bl 
Hi 
Hien 

HANG. 

Courageous; depending 
on one’s-self; martial; form- 
idable, brave ; liberal. 

To observe narrowly, to 
watch furtively ; spots in the 
eyes ; the whites of the eyes 
showing in convulsions. 

To limit, to fix or set a 
time, to assign, to adjust ; to 
impede, to moderate ; a limit, 
impediment, boundary, re- 
striction; a few, a short 
time ; a threshold ; .md han? 
illimitable ; ‘;ho han? what 
limit, endless, “numberless ; 
Syau han? a few, limited ; 
han? ‘ki yat, how many days 
do-you set? kwo*? hdn* over- 
past the time ; <ftin han? to 
extend the time; han* teng? 
exactly so many ; han? td’ a 
fixed measure, 

2 The threshold of a door. 

Hien 

(L16) 

Aly 
Hien 

A 
Hien 

iy 
Hien 

Hang. 

To penetrate or pervade ; 
Hing Successful; chang kit, a 

quiet street, an eligible street. 
fly Frightened, an antipathy 
Heng #03; & local word applied to 

g smells, lothsome. 

To strike againstas sound- 
ing glasses or metals, a 
ringing or metallic sound ; 
chang <ts‘éung, jingling of 
bangles or tamborines. 

The jingling of stones, 
striking hard stones together. 

The shank bone of an ox. 
A man, Sung’ «Hang, in the 
time of Mencius. 

< 
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HANG. 

(This ch is often p 1 like the next syllable.) 

4= ‘Togo, to walk, to proceed; 
Ss = r - 

Hang to act, to do, to direct ; im. 

—- 

ef ang 

ports the action of the fol- 
lowing verb; to appeal, or 
transfer a case ; a step ;a road, 
a way, a path; one of the 
elements; a manner ; motion; 
shang 1)* to walk in the way ; 
po*® hang, to travel afoot ; 
shang cyan, a traveler ; shang 
‘lai, to visit, to attend to 
prescribed rites ; <hang ‘ii, to 
tell to; shang ‘li, baggage ; 
“ng shang, the 5 elements; 
shang kaw to promulgate ; 
ta? shang, the recently de- 
ceased emperor or empress ; 
shang tau, hiead-gear, masks, 
&c., used by actors; <hang 
chéung, to go in procession ; 
shang <ts‘ing, to worship at 
the tombs in spring ; hang 
sying, to punish ; chang <ts‘in 
pe to ‘walka mile ;’ hang 
shiin, to weigh anchor, to fol- 
low the sea, to act as a sailor; 
shang smdi tik, step aside a 
little! chang ‘him, to follow 
dangerous pursuits; . hang 
<ping, to direct troops ; :hang 
<wai, conduct, manner of 
acting; <hang ling? to send 
an order; shang ‘ha ‘ché, 
wait, or do ; a little presently ; 
shang «shii, to write a run- 

ning hand, shang ,lii, to 
thunder. 
An ornamented clasp, a 

gem which has a play of 
colors, worn on the person. 
A yoke or strap on the head 

oie of cattle; the space under 
the eyebrows; a balance, 
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or thing to weigh with; a 
balustrade ; to weigh ; trans- 
verse ;_ adjusted, compared ; 
shang <léung, to measure : 
shang sping, a pair of scales; 
yuk; shang, an armillary 
sphere. 
A fragrant plant like mal. 

lows; 16? shang, sweet ver- 
nal-grass. (? 
The culm or stalk of herbs 

and shrubs ; a twig; hilt of a 
sword. 
Constant, regular, perpetu- 

al, according to rule ; to con- 
tinue of the same mind, per. 
severing ; shung <shéung, ac- 
customed to; shang «sam, 
constant ; -hang ‘yan, patient ; 
shang ‘ch‘an, enduring pos- 
sessions ; «Hang cho «shdé sho? 
like the sands-of the Ganges ; 
sHang «shan, a mountain in 
the west of Chihli. 
The attachment of the 

muscles ; to assent, willing, 
acqiiescing ; topermit; Aang 
sm ‘hang, will you or not? 
sm ‘hang, l will not! ‘wan 
‘hang, to permit, 
‘Hang ‘hang, anger, hat- 

red ; great displeasure, vexed ; 
quarrelsome, pertinacious. 

Fortunate, lucky ; blessed ; 
: happily ; an emperor reach. 
ing or tarrying ina place; 
to hope, to wait or long for ; 
lucky in getting, to rejoice ; 
to love, pleased; hang? tak, 

_ to succeed pleasantly ; shi 
hang? is well, will be pleased 
—a phrase used in a bill ; ka 
smtin pat, hang? domestic 
allliction, family trouble ; 

2 



HANG. 

pats hang? «chung «chi hang? 
fortunate in the midst of dis- 
aster. 

2 ‘To obtain or avoid without 
Hing merit or right; hang? ‘min, 

fortunately escaped; chit 
hang? very fortunate. 

As A kind of plum; hang? <yan, 
wing almonds; .ngan hang? nuts 

of the Salisburia adiantifolia ; 
hang? <mii, a sort of apricot, 
ripe in June. 
An aquatic vegetable with 

Hano 2 reddish leaf; not found in 
Canton. 

Ay Actions, conduct ; 
Hing hang’ disposition, character ; 

tak, hang? virtue, good works; 
i? hang? «sham, able, expe- 
rienced, learned ; sun? hang? 

rk 

honest; ‘un hang* curt, 
snappish. 

(117) Hang. 

#- A ditch, trench, hollow, 
g hole, cave, or pit, natural or 
8 artificial; the furrows in a 

roof; a pit to entrap wild 
beasts ; to throw into a pit; 
to excavate; chang sk‘ii, a 
sewer or drain; chang ‘hom, 
a natural gully, a ravine ; 
‘Lo chang, a quarry in Shéu- 
king fa which furnishes good 
inkstones ; ‘shut chang <min, 
a sluice ; smut chang, a coal 
pit. 

My The purlines of a roof; a 
plank to cross a rivulet; 
stocks for feet; a clothes- 
horse; <hang kok, purlines 
and rafters; uky shdng, pur- 
lines. 

Hang 

NAP. 

‘pan. 

HAP. 

(118) 

i, 

Kial 

Hap. 

To apply the mind to; 
seasonably, fortunately, in 
good time, to the purpose, 
fitly ; exactly ; hap, i luckily 
met; hap» ‘hd, suitable, just 
the thing; hap, “ts‘z’ very 
much alike ; hap» hap, chirp- 
ing of birds ; hap, ggam, fits 
well; hap, ‘hau ‘yau, had it 
just in season. 
A colloquial word, for which 

> this character is sometimes 
used, meaning to nod, sleepy ; 
hap, ‘ngan fan’ to nod. 

ay 

(119) Hap. 

To gulp, to swallow, to 
Hiah > drink; chuks ‘shui ‘md tam? 

hap» not even congee water 
to drink (poor); hap, tam? 
<ch‘d, take a mouthful of tea ; 
clamor or buzz of a crowd. 
Accustomed, familiar with ; 

irreverent, disrespectful to ; 
to caress; to desecrate, to 
contemn ; to change; to ap- 
proach, acquainted with; 
hap, o? mutual attachment ; 
hap, tsép, intimate with; 
hap, tin? to play with. 

' A cage for wild beasts or 
prisoners; to encage ; a scab- 
bard ; a press. 
A chest or trunk; a press 

for clothes ; a coffer, a cusk- 
et; a box for aset of books; 

. ‘shau shik, hap, a dressing- 

case; pai hap, a case for 
sending cards, presents, &e.; 
2” ‘po hap, a writing-case ; 
chi ‘po hap: a casket. 

ie 
Hiah 



- Hiah 

HAP. 

Ate Generous, noble-minded, 
Kiih. public spirited ; zealous for 

right, bold, intrepid; to as- 
sist or redress another’s 
wrongs; hap, hak, or kim? 
hap, a friend in need, a sv- 
pernatural advocate ; hap, h? 
noble-minded, intrepid. 
Narrow, strait; a contract- 

ed passage ; narrow-minded, 
mean ; chak, hap, narrow; 
hap, «sam it’, doltish, stupid. 
A strait passage, contract. 

ed, narrow ; hap, 4? a narrow 
pass. Used for the preceding, 
Hills approaching, forming 

High ® gorge, through which a 
stream forces its way ; hdp, 
‘hau, a pass in a river; Shiv? - 
hing? hap, a gorge near 
Shauking fa in Kwangtung, 

“# A basket for sundries; a 
Kicn dresser, a pannier. 

‘t To press or dig the nails 
Fe into; to lacerate ; hap, ch‘ut, 

hiit, to squeeze the blood out ; 
snga ‘cht hap, yap, yuk, to 
bite till the blood comes, 
indignant at, irritated with. 

dik To drink each other’s blood 
,\: in spirits ; to bloody the lips— 

a form of an oath ; hap, hii, 
to let blood when swearing, 
an oath of blood. 

Hat. 

To beg, to ask alms; to 
Perr intreat, to request ; hal, <i, a 

beggar; fuk, hat, humbly 
beg ; hat, shik, to beg food ; 
hat, ‘tsai, to pray for chil- 
dren; hat, ‘hau, to beg for 
skill (of Arachne); “a hat, 
<ch’t, to sneeze, 

Me, 

(120) 

HAT, HAU. 5 

To eat, toswallow. Usually 
KS Pronounced ydhs. 

A piece of board on which 
ie orders used to be written; a 

governmental proclamation ; 
to give orders; haste; a 
branchless tree; hat, ,man, 
an official summons or repri- 
mand ; ‘it haf, a feather (i. 
e. urgent) dispatch ; .ch‘éung 
hat, a passport. 
A sorcerer, a wizard, a 

necromancer. Usually called 
a ‘sheng <kung. / 
A linch-pin ; the creaking 

‘4 of carriages; to regulate, to 
control; to guide the morals 
of society ; to turn ; ‘kun hat, 
to control. 
Blind of one eye; ignorant, 

uneducated ; hat, ‘sz’ a blind 
_ man. 

To judge, to examine into, 
* to search out ; to keep in or- 
der ; to punish ; to prosecute 
or to accuse one; to sen- 

tence ; hat, shat, to ascertain 
the facts ; hat, pan? to revise 
a case; hat, tsaw to accuse 

- by memorial. 
To investigate, to ascertain 

*the facts; to pare or carve; 
‘hau hat, to search out fully ; 
hat, im? to verify. 

#% _ The kernel or seed of 
H ch fruits ; the nucleus; the facts, 

the real circumstances; truly ; 
tsung’ hat, to search out a 
matter ; Aat, <t°d, walnuts. 

Hau. 
The cries of animals, es- 

Hay pecially of cattle and feline 

Heh 

(121) 

| animals ; sho «tung «sz’ chau, a 
scolding wife. 



<- Groaning, as when angry ; 
Hay & tone of displeasure, 

AR 
Hau 

A prince, or feudal baron 
in ancient China ; a marquis 
in modern days; pretty. ; but, 
unless; a surname ; «chit <hau, 
a petty prince ; shau cyé, my 
lord marquis. 

wie The throat; the trachea; 
; hau: dung, vulgarly means Hau § SURRY OVOIERTY 

either the windpipe or gullet ; 
Sin ~shau, the esophagus; 
ngang? chau, the windpipe ; 
shau ‘lim, Adam’s apple; shau 
kapy hasty, in a hurry ; <fung 
shaun, the throat stopped up ; 
cshang cngo <hau, quinsey. 

“i A monkey ; vulgarly called 
SNK ema dau; shaw ‘sz’ hv sports Hau 24 slau; shaw ‘sz’ h? sp 

with monkeys. 

“A musical instrument, call- 
x ed chong chau; a flat lute, 

~ ‘having 23 strings. 
af Dry provisions, food dress- 
Hau ed for a: journey or an expe- 

dition; ,hau .léung, dry provi- 
sions, 

5 4: Pimples, pustules, resulting 
Une from bad humors; <hau “s2’ 

a pustule.. 
f ‘The mouth, ‘that by which 
Kian We eat ; an entrance, a door, 

a Narrow passage, an opening; 
a pass.or gate in the Great 
Wall; speech, utterance; a 
numeral of swords, men, 
hatches, fill of pipes, draught 
of drinks, boxes; to month, 
to reiterate; ‘hd ‘hau kok, 
good utterance, glib; kok, 
‘hau, to. wrangle; ‘nid ‘hau 
“cht untrustworthy; ‘haw 
kim, good enunciation; yak, 
sléung ‘hau, take two pipes ; 

HAW. 

chong ‘hau, a large establish- 
ment, applied to the Factories; 
Smd ‘hau wa? ‘kit, will. not 
speak to him, intractable ; 
‘hau ngot beyond the fron- 
tiers ; «fa ‘hau, or ‘hau ‘“tsut, 

» loquacious; <yan ‘hau, persons, 
a family ; yats ‘hau <chd, a 
swallow of tea; ‘hot ‘hau, an 
estuary ; <ts‘ong ‘hau, a hatch- 
way. 

After in time, late; behind ; 
then, next ; posterity, descen- 
dants; hau? loz, afterwards, 
then ; hax? au, behind ; hau? 
«shang, young man; haw® shav 
future existence; hau? hok, 
your pupil (used when speak- 
ing of one’s self); haw wi, 
another time; haw tsun’ the 
next entrance ina hong; pu? 
haw beliind one. 

Z2b2 te 

Hau 

iA A queen or empress; a 
i prince or ruler, a_ tributary 

sovereign ; behind; avong hau? 
or kwok, hau? the empress; 
tav hau*® empress *dowager ; 
‘md hau*® our mother (the 
queen); hau? %0, god of the 
land,—it is worsh ped behind 
graves ; «fin haw* the Chinese 
Amphitrite. 

a To meet unexpectedly ; 
Hau “Gi hau’ to meet one by ac- 

cident. 
Be The horse-hoof or kin, 
** crab; the Xiphosura or Lim- 
*9 ulus longispinas 

> Thick, large, substantial ; 
Han ‘liberal, generous, kind ; welt, 

very ; faithful ; intimate ; well 
flavored ; rich’ (loam) to ex. 
teem ; ae pok, thiek. and 
thin, the suitable relations of 



(122) 
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ITAU. 

things ; haw? toi? to treat well; 
haw luk, a fine salary ; hau? 
sts‘ing, kind feelings; har? 
chung* very generous; min? 
<p't hauv® shameless, brazen- 
faced. 

To wait; to inquire for, to 
wait on, to visit ; to take care 
of ; man? hau? to inquire after 
civilly, to send respects; hau? 
ka@ 1 wait for you; hau? ‘pod 
waiting for confirmation in 
office ; hau? sitn? wait for ap- 
pointment; Yang hau® wait 
for ; ching’? hau? a disease, a 
bad habit. 

Hau. 

A baton or club; to beat or 
tap horizontally with a club ; 
torap; <hdu puk, sii, to rap 
the block when chanting; 
chau mtn, to knock at a 
door; <hdu «king nim* Fat, to 
recite prayers and meditate 
on Budha; «hau lan* to beat 
to pieces, or toa jelly. 

To beat or torture to extort 
a confession; «hau kéuk, ‘ngan, 
to beat the ancles; «hau ‘ta, 
to torture, 

Stony, arid land; poor soil. 

To howl, to bellow, to roar, 
as beasts when afraid or 
angry ; to grunt (as swine) ; a 
loud call; to pant or gasp ; 
chau cha, shortness of breath ; 
chau kat, a hacking cough ; 
chau ‘chitin, the asthma. 

The scream or roar of a 
tiger; beside one’s self with 
anger. 

HAU. V7 

The end ‘of the spine, the og 
coxendicis ; the rump or seat, 

+ Aged ; a deceased father ; 
Kina finished, complete; toexamine, 

to question; to strike; ‘hau tm? 
a triennial examination of of- 
cers; ‘hdu ‘siti sh? to examine 
for the lowest. degree; «sin 
‘hau, my departed father ; in? 
‘hau, a district examination ; 
‘hau on ‘shau, the first of the 
sititsai ; ‘hau kaw to examine 
carefully. 

To search into; used for 
the preceding ; ‘hdu ch‘at, to 
examine; ‘hau,.shing, decision 
of officia] merits. 
A tree producing a kind of 

Kijy Varnish; the wood is hard. 
Qu. a kind of Dryandra. 

Skillful, ingenious, dex- 
Kaan lerous, handy; clever, as an 

artisan ; talented, adroit ; in- 
genuity ; genius; wily, craf- 
ty, specious, deceitful ; witty, 
subtle, shrewd, ready ; pleas- 
ing ; ‘hau mii? well done, fine 
work ; ‘hau yéung* a new or 
ingenious pattern; ts’aw ‘hau 
unexpected and well-timed; 
‘hau ‘shau, a skillful work- 
man; ‘hau si? pleasant, good- 
natured ; <kwait ‘hau, smart ; 
‘hau pin® good at excuses. 

Filial duty, obedience, re- 
Hidu Sect to parents; mourning 

for parents ; haw? shun? dutiful 
and obedient ; <hang haw to 
obey ; chéuk, haw to put on 
mourning for parents; haw 
<sam cyan, a filial son; haw 
fuk, white mourning; haw 
ch'éung the mourning staff 
(used by the chief mourner). 
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78 HAU. 

Ay To imitate, to learn, to 
a , copy ; to verify ; like, similar 

to ; effectual, efficacious; an 
Hiauexample; exertion; effects, 

results; to offer; hok, hau? to 
imitate ; haw® fats to practice, 
to follow; hau? im? <iin, an 
efficacious pill; hau? ;yau, to 
do like the pattern. 

To toil, to follow a rule; 
Hig © imitate ; exertion, effects ; 

hate... °; ‘ 
haw lik, to exert one’s self ; 
hau 10, to moil for another ; 
ckung hau® meritorious exer. 
tion. Used for the preceding. 

2 

Zs? Hilarity, joy; cheerful, 
Hiau Pleased with the company of 

others. 
> A school, a college, an- 

Hian ciently so called ; an inclosure 
or horsepen. 

(123) Hees 
A colloquial exclamation, ex- 

pressing disapproval ; <hé/ <’m ‘ho 
t‘aw don’t touch it! 

Heng.—See Hing. 
(124) Heung. 
5 Fragrant, odoriferous, aro- 
Hine Matic, sweet; incense ; ef- 

© fluvia or aroma; reputable, 
renowned, a‘ fragrant’ name; 
chéung hv fragrance ; <héung 
liv spicery; kéuks <héung, 
incense sticks; «shi <héung 
literary reputation of a fami- 
ly; chéung chit, fragrant 
beads; <héung ‘ld, a burner of 
incense in a temple; <hang 
chéung, to worship; mn? 
chéung, drugs burned by 
thieves to stupefy people; 
chéung suv mushrooms; 
«Héung ‘kong, Hongkong. 

HEUNG. 

A village, acountry; direct- 
ed towards; five «chau, or 
12,500 houses, make a 
chéung ; rude, country-like, 
rustic; <héung ‘long, an as- 
sociation or society ; chéung 
‘ha, the country ; <héung ‘ld, 
a village elder; <héung «shan, 
village gentry ; <f'ung <héung, 
fellow villagers;  <héung 
isuk, rustic, rade manners ; 
chéung ‘li, village neighbors ; 
chéung tam, a local brogue ; 
chéung ds‘iin, a village. 

Jf 
Hiang 

. 

sacrifice to a god or superior ; 
to enjoy ; to receive an offer. 
ing ; a repast ; ‘héung fuk, to 
be happy; ‘héung yung’, to 

Hiang 

enjoy the use of, a free use ; 
sch‘éung “héung, to enjoy 
long; ‘héung shau* happy in 
his age; ‘héung ‘wing ‘un 
chi fuk, to enjoy eternal 
happiness, 

< To offer in sacrifice; to 
feast a guest ; to spread out 
a feast ; a banquet or sacri- 
fice ; «shan ‘héung, offerings 
to the gods; ‘héung, tsz’* 
offerings to ancestors, 

cgi. Noise, clamor, fracas; a 
sound, echo, a ringing din; 

Hang oh cung léung* a din? yals 
«shing ‘héung, a single word, 

- once speaking, a sudden 
sound ; kdm ‘héung,so joud! 
mok, ‘héung, silence ! ‘lo ‘hau 
‘héung, he can talk enough, 
wordy. a 
Used for the preceding ; 

Vd also to be at, in, at a place; 
Hing sng ‘héung ‘ma Sell chi? 

do you live at the landing ? 
‘héung ch? itis there, 

Hiang 

To offer up, to present or — 

—— 



2 

HEUNG. 

‘gy =A worm which notices 
sounds, a silkworm? yat, 

© ‘héung, the buzz of flies in 
swarms; sound of musketoes. 
‘Provisions for workmen, 
and troops; taxes paid to 
government in kind; duties 
generally ; to give or send 
food ; :ping ‘héumg, soldier’s 
rations; ‘héung sngan, 
duties; ‘héung «tan,a duty 
« chop ;” <yéung ‘héung, ma- 
ritime custom-house duties ; 
‘héung shik, give him to eat. 
Noon, meridian; ‘héung 

“ng, noon, midday; yat> 
‘héung, half a day; pun 
‘héung, three hours. 

‘F A An ornament worn on the 
Hisng girdle by women. 
< Opposite; to incline to, 

&j pressing forward to; ‘héung 
Heung tong, sugar figures carried 

at weddings; ‘ying ‘héung, 
the circumstances of a thing. 
Used for the next. 
Towards, facing, opposite 

to; thinking upon; an in- 
tention, an object of study ; 
time past, former, hereto- 
fore ; a window or opening; 
points of compass; héung? 
yat, ona former day; yat, 
héung’ formerly, for a time ; 
héung pak, northerly ; 
héung? ,loi, heretofore ; «sam 
<’m héung’ mind not on your 
work; ‘ni «sam #-shap,-sz” 

héung? your mind is quite 
unfixed; «sam héung’? ,md 
ting? discomposed, unsteady; 
héung ‘ni ‘kong, to speak to 
you; ? héung? intention ; 
héung cts‘an, to come on 
one, to point towards. 

8 
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vit A little while; suddenly ; 
Hiang formerly. 

(125) Hi. 7 

To cheat, to impose upon, 
27,* to deceive ; to fail in; to self- 

deceive; to insult, to abuse 
when in power; to ridicule ; 
chi p'in’ to cheat ; <hi p@ ‘ngo, 
to covet ; «hi <yan, a cheat, a 
rascal; «ht fu to reproach; 
cht «sam, to delude one’s self ; 
chi Gl, to oppress wantonly ; 
chi. lung? to make sport of ; 
chi min, to lie to, to deceive. 

i Few, rare, seldom, infre- 
“TH, quent; loose, not close or near; 

to hope, to wish, desirous ; to 
scatter, to stop; to moult 
(feathers) or shed (hair); <hé 
‘shit, few; chi ‘hon, strange, 
odd ; «hi <k4, unusual. 

To look with longing, to 
ope earnestly, to remember 

kindly. Used for the preceding. 
ii Open, wide apart, not close, 
“Hi loose; thin; tew; careless, 

remiss ; chi «sho, widely, open ; 
chit Shi ti, thin, watery (as 
glue, paste). 

To dry; dried; daybreak, 
bright. 

Simulated, pretending, like 
ii to; obscure; to counterfeit ; <2 

chi, appearing as if. 
The fibres of hemp, used in 

making linen; fine hempen 
cloth, 

- To heat, to roast or toast ; 
ae hot, burning, light and heat 

together; abundant, pervading. 

hi 

Mi 
Hi 

Happy, lucky, blessed by 
the gods; to pray or imploré 
the gods ; «kung ho® «san hi, 
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respectfully to congratulate | 
on the new [year’s] happiness, 

» 48 Pretty, handsome ; pleasant 
“Ey Sports, rambles; an excur- 

sion; to ramble, to play, to 
enjoy one’s self; cht ‘skd, 
sporting, plays; <hi h?, games 
of children; <yau <hi, a plea- 
sure excursion. 

f The sound of merriment, 
“F4 voices of people laughing ; an 

interjection of grief or anger, 
Alas! <ht <ha@, the noise of 
laughing 

ae The cry of one in pain or 
“uz Sorrow; grumbling ; the reply 

of spirits. 
To sob, to catch the breath 

in weeping; to snore; timid ; 
chi chit, to sob and cry. 
A name for pigs in Handn; 

a call to hogs; the grunting 
of pigs; <fung chi, a divine 
animal which protects against 
snakes, 

’ Sour, acid taste, like vine- 
Hy 88h chi <kai, animalcule in 

vinegar; chi tséung? pickled 
condiments. 

Tipsy, about to fall, to reel 
like a sat; <ht chi, reeling, 
staggering. 

Light, splendor, brightness; 
flourishing, glorious, prosper- 
ing, extending; lasting, ample; 
dry, drying, cht «ch‘un <ch‘d, 
Hyson tea ; «ht <wo, prosper- 
ous; cht chi, a flourishing 
dynasty. 
A name; Fuk, -hi, the 

founder of the Chinese 
monarchy; also called «Hi 
gwong, the Emperor Hi. 

A sacrificial animal of a 
Hi uniform color; sheep, goats, 

A 
Hi 

2f- 

oat 

t 

” uf. 

or oxen were used; spotless, 
pure; «ht «shang, sacrificial 
animals, victims generally. 

Wee The voice, sound of the 
“ti breath emitted forcibly; a 

sigh. 
To feel joy, to delight in; 

fearful of, cautious. Same as 
the next. 

: Pleased, joyful; that which 
li gives joy ; to feel glad, to give 

joy to, to rejoice ; to like; ‘hé 
shik, a cheerful face; ‘hi iit, 
gratified; ‘ht lok, joy and 
delight; ‘ht <ftéin, glad; ‘ht 
hing’ or ‘hi sz” a joyful event. 
‘nt fi syan Syau ‘hi, your 
lady has joy (2. e. is pregnant). 

‘24 ~How! what! i. e. it is not, 
K+, @ particle intimating a strong 

negative ; toreturn victorious ; 
to desire, to advance ; ‘hi ‘dm, 
how dare I! ‘hi «fi, it is so; 
it is not otherwise ; ‘hi <fi <i, 
were there not, is it not! ‘ht 
Syau ‘ts*z’ ‘li, there is no such 
rule; ‘hi sh? it can not be; © 
‘hi ‘yau .loi, how can he come! 

+ To rise, to stand up ; aris. 
: ing; before other verbs, it 
expresses the beginning of an 
action, after them it denotes 
the completion; to begin, to o- 
riginate ; to build; the com. 
mencement ; to take, to make; 
‘hi shan, to get up, to stand, to 
start on a journey ; ‘hi ‘shau, 
to commence a work, to put 
hands to ; ‘hi ‘md, to start, as 
a procession ; ‘ki <shf ‘hi kit, 
when does the groom start? 
‘ht <lot expresses an-action 
going on, as ‘hd ‘hi <loi, he is 
getting or Going better; ‘he 
au, the beginning, to com. 

i 

i ie i 
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mence, first ; tai ‘hi <loi, just 
remembered it ; ‘hz? the idea 
of ; ‘hi ‘mi chi? to swindle, to 
‘keep the dice,’ se. to retain 
money advanced to one ; ‘hi 
‘fo, to take fire; ‘hi «sha, to 
‘ raise dust,’ to upbraid loudly, |} 
toscold ; ‘hi «sam, to long for, 
to covet; <ch‘un ‘hi, to lift up, 
to take out (a volume to look 
at); tsd? ‘hi, finished, done; 
chap, ‘hi lok, picked up. 

42) Vupor, exhalation, fume, 
FR smell, steam ; ether, matter ; 
7; es original, primordial sub- 
K*{ stance from which all things 

come; breath, air, halo; the 
vital fluid, life, nervous mat- 
ter, that which imparts s:-b- 
stance; the spiril, temper, 
air, anima, feelings, of men 
and things; the animal spirits ; 
influence, attraction ; aspect ; 
vehemence, courage ; to irri- 
tate ; an apparition ; a semi- 
monthly term ; A? <ts‘an ‘k'ti, 
to irritate, to anger; mok; 
shang h? don’t get angry; 
hd hv? shik, good looking, 
fair; A? tséung? form, car- 
riage; ‘hd h? hiit, portly, ro- 
bust; «in h? the weather; ch? 
h? energy, nerve; cchim hv 
‘ché, a diviner; mony? h? ‘ché, 
a geomancer ; h? haw times, 
weather; shaw? hv? to be 
scolded; “0 h? climate, air ; 
h? ‘sz’ yan, to vex greatly ; ‘ni 
‘hd wan? h? you are in good 
luck; shap, h? damp; Syauh? 
16° veracious ; A? ts‘it, dead; 
kwo? h? his luck is gone. 

et To breathe strong, to sigh; 
Hi. aw Av a groan or sigh, 

Tor. Dict 11 

& $1 

£=> A present of living cattle ; 
ia provisions, fruits, meats offer- 

ed in sacrifice ; a formal feast ; . 
shik, ‘lam h? a small allow- 
ance paid to sifitsii; to feed 
house animals; h? «chit, feed 
the pigs ; h? iséuk, .’m dsang 
have you fed the birds? 

we To fence, to play with 
“* weapons ; to divert one’s self, 

to sport; a play, a theatrical 
exhibition, a comedy; Jung? 
hv? fat, to play legerdemain 
tricks; yaty ch'ut, h? one act 
of a play; A? pang ‘tsai, a 
guick growth, grown. large 
soon (like a child born and 
matured in a play) ; hi? Var 
h? gone to the theatre ; yal, 
pan h? ‘sz’? a company -of 
actors; <i h? to dally with 
or fondle ; tsd? A? to play; ta 
h? to instruct in acting; A? 
sfong, the green-room; A? 
cpang, a shed for acting; 
chai h? arehearsal; h? <foi, 
the stage; h? ‘pun, play books, 

Z| A vessel, vase, or dish ; an 
, }implement, utensil, instru- 

ae } ment ; ability ; meritorious, 
K*i useful ; body or substance, as 

opposed to form or qualities; 
h? ‘ming, an utensil of any 
kind ; fai? h? a man of talent ; 
‘sit h? an impatient, little. 
minded man; ,’m <shing hi 
tung ¢sai, a inefficient man. 

oe To reject, to cast off, to 
. relinqnish ; to throw off, to 

refuse, to abandon; A? sha? 
dead ; im h? to disdain ; h? 
ch? to cast aside ; h? tp, to 
sell real estate; pie A? to 
discard, to refuse consort with. 
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EH? «To rest, to repose ; to take } 
Re, breath, to stop ; to lay a thing 

down. 
> A loud laugh; A? h? sin, 

Hy laughing, the sound of hearty 
merriment. 

(126) Him. 

= Respectful, yielding, retir- 
Hien ing, lowly, humble, unassum. 

ing; to think little of one’s 
self; to revere, to manifest 
respect ; chim yéung® to give 
way to; chim sun humble, 
vielding ; (a? <him ‘lit, you 
are too modest; chim .wo, 
placable, mild. 

The crop of a bird, the first 
stomach of ruminantia; a 
pouch in the mouth of monkeys 
and other animals; to hold in 
the mouth. Used for the pre- 
ceding. Also read hip, a de- 
ficiency, little; to dislike. 

‘The A precipice, an abyss dif- 
Hien ficult, hazardous, dangerous ; 

insecure ; in danger; <ngai 
‘him, dangerous, prejudicial, 
both morally and physically ; 
‘him tak, tsa imminently 
dangerous. 

5 A dog with a long snout, a 
Hien Pointer used in hunting. “Him 

Swan, name of a horde of Huns 
notorious in the days of Con. 
fucius, so called from their 
savageness, 

To stretch and gape when 
weary ; deficient in, insuffi- 
cient; toowe; to be wanting 
in; him cha? or him? fi a 
debt ; him’ ‘kim ‘tim, im- 
methodical 3 him? ‘16 eshing, 
lacking in honesty, untrust- 
worthy; hi <shan, to stretch 

Mi 
Hien 

> 

K‘ien 

Hien 

.¢ 

Hien 

HIN, 

the limbs; him’ «chong ‘ching, 
slovenly, untidy ; ‘nt *yau tik, 
him? «on, you are rather 
indisposed. 

Hin. 

To drag, to pull, as an ox 
does; to Jead or pull along 
with a cord; to bring about; 
to induce, to guide; to con- 
nect with, to deduce; drag- 
ged into, held; <hin <lin, to 
connect, to implicate or com- 
promise ; <hin lam? to tracka 
boat ; <hin <t'au<p'o,a bawd; 
chin kw@ in suspense; chin 
h? gasping, dying. 

Fault, error, mistake, crime, 
peccadillo ; an excess ; to ex- 
ceed; a noxious. disease ; 
ist? chin, a transgression. 
A horse which exceeds in 

racing; a horse diseased in 
the belly ; to suffer loss ; a 
surname. 
To extirpate, Hi pluck out; 

to snatch; to capture a. stan- 
dard in fights 
‘Trowsers; to hold up the 

skirts, when wading. 

The hood of a car; a high 
front chariot ; a balcony or 
bow window ; eaves: a study 
or library room; laughing, 
playing; satisfied; chin 
engong, a bold deportment, to 
carry the head high. 
To lift up; to pull out; fo 

lay hold of ; chin mé* to iift 
off the cap; chin “pt, to pull 
the quilt over one. 
A kind of fox skin fur, call- 

ed .kam <ngan -hin, used for 
throat collars, or jackets, 
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len 

Kien 

ae 
7 art 

Hien 

HIN. 

Light, manifest, apparent ; 
conspicuous,'clear, illustrious, 
patent ; glorious, effulgent ; 
to make plain, to exhibit, to 
display ; to render illustrious ; 
‘hin syéung generally known, 
notorious; ‘hin tat, distin- 
guished, famous ; ‘hin in, or 
‘hin hai® ‘kém, it is-even so, 
plain; ‘hin ‘hau, illustrious 
completer of probation, 2. e. 
a deceased father ; <ling ‘hin, 
spiritual energy exerted. 
To commission, to depute, 

to send, to-let go; to send 
away, to exile; to present; 
to reject, to expel, to chase ; 
<ch'ai ‘hin, to send on a busi- 
ness; ‘hin chuk, to drive or 
send away ; ‘hin tstii* to exile 
for crime. 
To reprimand, to blame, to 

find fault with ; to rail at, to 
speak angrily ; ‘hin chak, to 
scold, to criminate ; ‘hin no* 
to talk angrily to one. 
Attached; ‘hin kin’ inti- 

mate, attached, as friends, 
or brothers. 
General name of bivalve 

shells, but especially thin 
shelled and lacustrine ones; 
sometimes applied to some 
hanging chrysalides; .wong 
«sha ‘hin, a kind of Mytilus 
eaten at Canton; ‘hin yuk, 
shelled clams; ‘hin hok, tsz’é 
*clam-shell’ words, dissvlla- 
bles; ‘hin’ kav? raw clams 
Seasoned. 
A rule, precept, regulation, 

example; governmental; a 
ruler, an officer above the 4th 
rank ; to impose or publish 
Jaws, to govern; to follow 

i 
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closely ; abundant; well ‘in- 
formed ; tai? hin? the high 
officers ; hin’ ‘oi, an official 
bench, i. e. Your Excellency 
(used in writing); hin’ kam’ 
an official prohibition ; hin’ 
ckiin, high officers; <shi hin 
<Shii, an imperial calendar. 
‘To offer or present to a god 

or superior; to give or pre- 
sent to another (in polite 
language); to hand up to; an 
offering ; intelligent; hin’ 
shéung* to offer up; hin? tai? 
to send a present to; hin 
sp‘tin, red trays in which pre- 

sents are sent to a bride’s 
father-in-law. 
To consult on criminal 

causes; to judge or decide a 
case; to adjidge; hin’ yuk, 
to sentence ; hin’ ‘tin. a legal 
decision ; <ts‘au hin’ the au- 
tumnal assize ; ‘yau sun’ hin 
a good decision, a true judg. 
ment. 

Huen 

(128) Hing. 

To rise, to elevate, to get 
up; to flourish ; flourishing, 
prosperous; promoted ; to be 
in demand, fashionable; to 
move, to put in motion; <hing 
‘hi, to arise; ching chit nap, 
fuk, hope you are in all 
respects well; ching ckung, 
to commence a work; ,ni 
chi? 2m ching ‘ki, no de- 
mand for it here ; .shi ching, 
fashionable; ching wong’ 
successful, prosperous ; tsok, 
ching, pleased with, compla- 
cent; ching .’m ching, would 
you like it? ; 
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Th 
Hiun 

th) 
PS 

Hin 

HING. 

An elder brother; a senior, 
A superior; a term of respect ; 
$10 ching, or ta? ching, a term 
of address, sir; ching tai? 
brothers; ching ‘chéung, my 
elder brother ; ngoi? ching, a 
sister’s husband ; gf‘ung <pdu 
ching tai uterine. brothers ; 
ds'an ching, my full brother; 
«sho ching, second cousins ; 
song ching ta? cousins ger- 
man. 
A noble, a lord, a high of- 

ficer; a term of respect used 
towards grandees and others ; 
intelligent; what men look 
towards; the presidents of 
the six Boards are called luk, 
ching ; «kung ching, a grandee 
above the 3d rank; ching ka, 
our ministers ; 0? ching, my 
wife ; sin ching, my deceas. 
ed wife. 
Odors perceived a long dis- 

tance ; ching chéung, fumes 
of incense, savory smells ; 
a wide reputation. 

(The four next characters ure usually pronounced heng. ) 

€ 

King 

Alightcar; light; to esteem 
lightly, to disregard, to think 

© little of; to disesteem; levity, 
dissipated, Read heng’ quick, 
fast ; cheng chung? light and 
heavy ; <md ‘sho cheng chung? 
mediocre, usual, common ; 
cheng ‘hau, uncommon or 
fine work; cheng <kw'ong 
harum-searum, foolish ; «heng 
‘no, light, portable; cheng 
kwat,  <'au, light-headed, 
weak-minded; cheng iti 
sfan ts volatile, untrust. 
worthy, unstable; ‘hd cheng 
 <mé, do you think it's so 

| 

HIP. 

easy ! cheng pok: disrespect: 
ful; ‘shau cheng a 
nimble, diligent; ‘haw cheng 
ready to promise, heedless. 

> Anempty jar; exhausted, 
painnitys entirely, all; ‘to ex- 
8 haust ; stable, strict ; ; heng’ 

tsun? entirely gone. 
Ringing stones of prehnite 

or glass hung on frames; a 
sort of dulcimer ; to suspend, 
as these stones are; kil, 
heng’ to strike the heng. ‘To 
relax the reins. Used for 
the last. 

> "To cough slightly, to hack; 
King to speak smilingly ; the sound 

of a swinging bell. 
> Good, excellent ; tocongra. 

King tulate ; to rejoice in; to con. 
sole ; to present to, to bless ; 
happy ; path of rectitude; an 
initial particle, happily ; hing? 
ho? to congratulate; kat, 
hing’ lucky and blessed ; ‘yau 
‘hi hing’ sz” a happy event ; 
hing’ nau’ joyful, lively. 

¢hi Joyful, elated; pleased ; 
Hite hing’ tau, joyful bustle ; 

ckd hing’? good spirits; kiks 
hing’ ng, to provoke me. 

> ‘To toast or dry at the fire, 
Hing to roast; hot, feverish; ‘pi 

‘fa hing? chiit ‘ki ii, dry ‘it at 
the fire; <t'au hok, hing? head 
burning hot. ; 

K‘ing 

~ 

(129) Hip. | 
$y The sides of the body ; the 

* ribs, place under the arm; tu 
Hieh ‘ Aa 

receive; to intimidate, to re- 
primand, to take advantage 0%; 
hip, kwat, the ribs; vulgo. lak, 
shaky kwat, piks hip fo in- 

timidate, to overawe, to deter, 
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iy } Agreement, concord, union, 
> harmony ; mutual help ; unit- 
‘sjed, assistant, joint; to aid; 

Hieh submissive ; /ip, lik, united 
strength ; hip, chan’ staff of- 
ficers; hip, foi, colonel_of 
a regiment; hip, ‘ling, a bri- 
gadier-general (of Banner- 
men) ; hip, <wo, to unite har- 
moniously ; hip, wan? to 
rhyme, harmonious cadence 
or tone ; hip, cyam, melody. 
The mind pleased; cheer- 

Kiel, ful, gratified ; prompt, ready. 

Pleased, contented, cheer- 
Kun ful; satistied; hip, fa? a- 

~ acrity. Also read chim, to 
hate, discontented, indignant. 
Cowardly, fearful, timid, 

Kieh Weak-hearted ; hip, ch? bash- 
ful, to blush ; csam_ hép, flut- 
tering, timid; hips chan? 
afraid of entering into battle. 
Deficient, unfilled with food, 

Ksieh Scanty supplies; bashful ; to 
covet; hip, sui a year of 
dearth; hip, <shau, a bad 
harvest. 
Harmony. of sentiment, + . 

‘Hieh Union of thought; a man’s 
name, 

, _ To carry under the arm, to 
ieh hide in the bosom; to help, 

to support; to conceal; to 
cherish, to protect; to pre- 
sume upon; to assume, to 
undertake ; to ‘squeeze,’ to 
extort; hip, tso” to assist, to 
depend on; hip,*chav’ to 
prevent, to hinder; Jip, <ch‘i, 
to take under the arm, to 
manage ; hip, han’ to cherish 

revengeful feelings. 

HIT. HU, 

Hit. 

}, To stop, to rest, to desist . 
Hie}, (0 keepsilence ; to terminate, 

le * . 
to discontinue ; to appease’; 
hit, chi? ‘shau, to rest from 
work, to hold up; hit, chi? 
‘hau, or hit, ‘tsui, to be still, 
to stop eating; Ait, tim? a 
tavern, a lodging-place ; hit, 
Sha kéuk, stop walking a. 
while ; hit, (am put the load 
down ; hit, yat, hit, rest a 
while; pat, hit, uninterrupted, 
incessant; hit, hak, a guest ; 
to detain or lodge a friend. 
_ A scorpion; a grub found 

Hieh iM rotten wood, 
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(130) 

(131) Hid. 

To vociferate, to make a 
Hn, noise; clamor, hum, as of a 

market; to vilify, to mur- 
mur; «hit pok, diminishing, 
worse, impoverished; <hit 
chit, or chiti ngd* self.compla- 
cent, pluming one’s self. 
A hollow root; hoilow, 

empty, unfilled; famished, 
hungry ; «hit fuk, an empty 
stomach, ignorant ; <iin chiti, 
a star in Aquarius. 
A horned or barr owl, call- 

ed «chi chit; its voice is a 
bad omen ; a fabulous animal, 
A kind of owl, which eats 

its mother; strong, wicked, 
brave; to hang upa criminal’s 
head in terrorem; </it ‘yung, 
unscrupulous, strong; chit 
‘shau, to expose a head ; <sz’ 
chit, to smuggle salt. 

4 ‘To go round, to take a turn, 
th to ward off; to seek; to as 

ij Kiau ° ‘ Sse 
sume; end, frontiers, limits ; 
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a palisade; a narrow rond ; | 
chit hang? a fortunate coin- 
cidence, a lucky hit; to 
obtain. 
Yo dread, to apprehend; a 

tone of complaint, querulous ; 
a word denoting past time, 
as. ‘sé <hit, written; tsd, 
chit, done. 
A gentle horse ; to be skill- 

ful at a game of throwing 
darts; strong, courageous, 
disinterested ; «hit <ki kaw 
a sort of aid-de-camp among 
the Bannermen. 
Light, clear, in the morn- 

ing; day-time; luminous, 
perspicuous, plainly stated ; 
intelligent, apparent ; to un- 
derstand, to perceive, to 
comprehend; ‘hi tak, to 
see into, I perceive; <t‘in 
‘hin, early dawn; sming ‘hit, 

Lclearly understand; ‘hit 
i? to notify plainly, a plain 
proclamation; «ung ‘hit, 
fully acquainted with. 

, Br This word is frequently 
K; hed pronounced hiv, but more 

correctly kiw. 
Hiw A colloquial word, to perk 

or cock up, as a dog’s tail, a 
bow lying on its back, or the 
stern of a junk. 

Hidu 

(132) Ho. 

Small plants; petty, trou- 
R ne blesome, vexatious; minute, 

tant, as an ailing; cirewn.- 
stantial, tedious; to vex, to 
annoy; to molest subjects by 

sinall, trifling, little ; unimpor- | 

HO. 

examining; to blame; <ho 
sk‘au, to importune ; <ho hak, 
to be needlessly striet ; <ho 
tsat, a fatal disease. : 

tiny ‘To blame, to scold; to in- 
$ Hy terrogate ; sound of laughter ; 

to yawn, or expel the breath ; 
cho him? to yawn; <ho <ho, to 
laugh loud. 

=a Used for the preceding ; to 
<P! speak loud or sharply to; to 

traduce, to revile, to rail at; 
cho chdk, to reprimand an- 
grily ; cho ‘sz’, un astringent 
nut used for tooth-aches, 

Wy The Yellow River by em. 
a inence; a river, usually ap. 

plied to small sfreams; a 
wine-vessel ; <ngan cho, or fin 
sho, the Milky-Way; <ho pok, 
‘sho, an officer who. regulates 
the boats at Canton (the word 
hoppo is derived from this ti- 
tle); <ho ¢@ the Bend in the 
Yellow river; cho :kung ‘sung 
tuk, the superintendent of the 
Yellow river ; sho spin, a river 
side. . 

Which, who, what; how ; 
wherefore; according to the 
sense of the ‘context; to 
bear, to carry ; sho sz* what 
business have you? sho <yan, 
who? <ho ‘kdi, why is it so, 
what does it mean? ‘md ‘kt 
sho, suddenly, in_a little time ; 
sho ki? why ? what's the rea- 
son! <ho pat, ‘sd slot, why 
did n’t you come earlier ? cho 
pit, <it ‘s'z’? what need for 
this, why so? <ho fu ‘kom © 
Syéung, why do you act so? 
(implying error); ho sti, how? 
sho dsoi, why, pray ? 

ae 



HO. 

The lotus or Nelumbium ; 
3 also applied to some Malva- 
° cee; cho «pau, a purse; sho 

<fung, a south wind. 
pL To be willing, to permit, 

%> {ree to do, able to do; proper, 
fit, convenient; can, may, 
could; worthy, competent ; 
used as'an interrogative, and 
by way of invitation, or to 
soften an order ; forms verbal 
adjectives, or gerunds ending 
in able, as ‘ho «shit, forgiva- 
ble; ‘ho *£, possible, it can do; 
‘how impudent, disagreea- 
ble; ‘ho <lin, to compassion. 
ate; ‘ho ‘shai, serviceable ; ‘ho 
$4 tsd® tak, it can be allowed, 
permissable ; ‘ni ‘ho ‘lang, are 
you cold? ‘ho ‘hau, delicate- 
tasted ; ‘ho ‘ho, just as, exact- 
ly ; ‘ho, yaw <loi, ah! dani be 
come again! ‘siz ‘ho, a little 
matter; <fi «ung ‘sit ‘ho, of 
great importance, not a little 
thing; ‘ho shang, should or 
can be done ; ‘yau <ho pat, ‘ho 
what forbids, why not ? 

Uneven, rough country ; 
‘hom ‘ho rugged paths, unsuc- 

° cessful, one who is unlucky. 
‘th A large galley or transport 

‘4 used in battle, called ‘ho lam? 
in the San Kwoh Ch't. 

> To congratulate, to felici- 
#i tate, at festivals or on happy 

events; to make presents, to 
reward ; also, met. presents ; 
to bear ; ckung ho? respect- 
ful congratultions; ho® ‘hi, 
joy be with you; ho*® ‘lai, 
congratulatory presents; ho? 
‘min iit, presents sent when 
a child is a month old, 

a 

Fae 

(133) 

fe) 

i 
Hau 

Hat - 

Hau 

Hau 

Aap 

Ho 

HO. a7 

To bear, to sustain, to car- 
ry on the head or back ; ho? 
lap, to wear a rain-hat ; fie 
ho? to bear on the back. 

Ho. 
Herbs higher than others ; 

steam from plants ; forms part 
* of the names’ of different 

plants; tong hd, celery ; 
ds‘ing «hd, wormwood; «hd 
muk, dust in the eyes, 

To weed ; to pull out hair; 
hd tau amd, to pull out the 
hair; <hd ‘ts°d to weed fields. 

To roarand how! like bears 
or tigers ; to ery loud, or long ; 
ché <hd «sheng, a bawling. 
A ‘porcupine, with quills 

Ay pointed black; imperial (appli- 
ed to H. M. herds and floc *ks) ; 
superior to others, eminent, 
excellent; martial, brave, 
high-spirited ; a leader; ex 
celling in mental qualities; 
shd hap, a hero (in moral 
courage); SO hd, a village 
brave; <hd kit, chieftain ; hd 
skéung a bandit. Used for 
the next. 

Long-soft hair; down; 
atoms, motes ; anything very 
minute, nothings; in. deci- 
mals, a hundredth; in Can- 
ton, a dime, or tenth of a 
dollar ; fai <hd, to write ; <hd 
mit, sz”* petty, trifling, affairs; 
chd «md kwo? fan*, not over. 
passed my duties, not trans- 
gressed ; <hd <li, a very little ; 
sz’ <hdé pat, tso no error, 
immaculate; <td md ‘yan 
min, concealed nothing ; “ng 
cho, half a dollar, 
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aR 
Hau. 

es 
ALS 
Hau 

A cily moat or ditch; a 
fosse ; <sheng hd, the city 
ditch. 

Same as the preceding ; 
sc. the water in a fosse ; <hd 
dun,Second Bar below Wham- 
poa; ;hd ‘hau, the passage 
under the walls of Canton, 
where the ditch enters the Old 
city ; dung <hd, to clear out a 
moat, 

An oyster; <hd hok, an 
oyster shell ; ¢ ms song, an 

" oyster bed; shd shi? dried 
oysters ; hd shan, a cluster 
of oysters, 

To cry out, to implore, to 
groan; to call. _ Used for the 
next. 

Mi To roar as a tiger; a cock’s 
J crow ; to call aloud, to bawl, 
" to cry ; shd huk, to. cry and 

wail; hd «fi, to call after. 
4 Good, right, excellent ; well, 
Han YeTy; an intensitive adjec- 

tive implying good or bad, ac- 
cording to the thing or act; 
exceeding, superlatively ; ‘hd 
«wéung ‘it, good disposition ; ‘hd 
tak, tsai? exceedingly good ; 
also (ironically), well done ! 
lookout ! ‘hd <on ¢p‘at, well ar- 
ranged; ‘hd ‘ch‘au* very ugly; 
‘ho, ‘ta’ ‘ni shi* pits <loi, you 
must come atany rate; ‘ho tik, 
a little better; ‘hd kik, excel, 
lent ; ‘hd .’m ‘hd, is it good ? 
‘hd «sheng, be careful, look- 
out ; good music ; ‘hd tak, tik, 
a very little better ; ‘hd ‘ts‘z’ 
‘ni, like you; ‘hd to? <mo ‘pi 
nothing so good as this; ‘hé 
pal, ‘fi, extremely distress- 
d; ‘hd ‘sot shd well, suc- 

a 

3 
Hau 

Ho, 

> 

Hau 

Hau 

big 
if 

x 

Hau 

Wil 
Hau 

au vith their drink-money ; 

Tes nestery 

ceeded ; ‘hd ‘kd, deceptive, 
baseless ; ‘hd wa? well, thank 
you; a reply intimating as- 
sent; ‘hd siw laughable ; <’m 
tak, ‘hd, he can not recover. 

To love, to take pleasure 
in; fond of, to like ; to desire ; 
to wish for; kok, <yan ‘sho 
he each one has his likes; 
ho ‘kong siw? fond of joking ; 
ho ‘sau, a wine-bibber ; pak, 
sing? «sam ho ? the people 
at heart like justice ; <p‘in ho’ 
to love with partiality. | 
> To diminish, consume, or 
destroy, through time or use ; 
to spoil, to dissipate, to squan- 
der, to injure ; to render void ; 
vicious, bad; hd ‘siin, spoiled, 
destroyed ; hd’ fav? wasted, 
extravagant ; ka ho to supply 
the deficiency or waste. 

‘To confer refreshments on 
troops ; to reward workmen 

ho?’ 

‘shéung to confer bounties : 
ho ckung, entertain workmen 
at a house-building ; hd <nung, 
official largesses to farmers in 
spring. 

A luminous. sky ; grand ; ; 
heaven; Ad? <t'in, summer 

"heaven; hd? ‘in ckam hiit, 
the glorious heavens and gol- 
den palace (of Shingtt). 

Great, swelling waters, a 
expanse, immense, 

vast; affluent, an overplus, 
superabundant ; enlarged, no. 
ble; hd? ho «tt, how grand! 
how he magnanimous, 

Extensive, as waterstreach. 
ing toa distance; vast, bound- 
less. - . 

—— 
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HO. 

Wn | The light of heaven, lumi- 
; nous, like the clear sky ; re- 
HH | splendént, splendid, bright, 
Hau, glistering, white, lustrous; 

Pure, clear; hd? ‘shan, a hoary 
head; sz” hé*, four graybeards 
in the Han dynasty ; Ad* ho® 
bright, glistening, like the 
tising moon. 

2) Mark, designation, deno- 
Scenes a “chop,” label, 

a }name ; epithet or style; sign 
Hau of a shop; an order, or verbal 

command, a summons; signal, 
countersign; to mark a box, 
to label, or direct it ; hé* ling? 
a mandate, word of command; 
£ni Spd hd? what is your shop 
name? tsz? hd? a mark ; hd? 
<séung, mark a box ; fong’ hd* 
paw to fire a salute; Awok, 
ho? name of the dynasty ; <nin 
he? name of the reign; hd? 
sfong, a porter’s lodge in a 
public office ; ‘hi hd? to blow 
the horn at examinations and 
parades; hd sh€ cells in 
the examination halls, labeled 
with the characters of the 
Millenary Classic; csiin hd? 
«nt, what is your name? pit, 

. hé the virile style taken at 
marriage. 

Hoi. 

To open, to unfold, to spread 
out ; to institute, to begin ; to 
commence, to start; to lav 

; out, to explain, to separate ; to 
reveal, to disclose; ‘du choi, 
to break open, to split the dif- 
ference ; <hoi .f'oi, to set the 
table; to open the play; 
choi ka, to state the price ; 

12 

:. Ks 

Tox. Dier. 
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<'m choi tak, ckau, it must be 

so, impracticable; a strong 
superlative; chot <chéung, to 
open a shop; <hot «shan, to 
weigh anchor ; hot ch’ ak» kaw 
chéung’ to liquidate old debts ; 
choi <shiin, to go aboard ; <hoi 
ckwong, to vivify an idol; <hoz 
snin, newyear’s day; chang 
choi tiks step aside a little ! <hoi 
<sam, to amuse one, to dis- 
sipate sorrow ; -hoi 1d? to clear 
the road for the ghost; choi 
<fong, to clear new land ; choi 
kok, to borrow money; <hoz 
‘kong, to explain the meaning 
of the classics; choi <ming 
state the items; choi <loi, come 
nearer to me. 

IE An infant beginning to 
ae laugh; children, a child, a 
* youth—but applied generally 

to boys; ‘st <hot ‘isz’, a boy, 
a servant boy; a child ; chot 
dung, a boy. 

The bones of the chin, the 
chin; <hot ha* ‘yau «sd, there 
is a beard under the chin. 

Alarmed, startled, terrified ; 
Haar A agitated, afraid of; todisperse : 

choi p'a’ fo fear; choi ngok, 
amazed. Also, to. beat drams 
to rouse the army. 

By, Shin of the leg (tibia) ; the 
Ht A bones of the body ; members 

of the body; pak, -hoi, the 
skeleton ; luk; shoi, the trunk, 
head, and four limbs ; shi <hoi, 
a corpse. 

The sea, the receptacle of 
rivers ; a large river ; marine ; 
sz” ‘hoi, within the four seas, 
everywhere, the world; iro” 
‘hoi, to cross the river (at Can- 

tun); ch'ut, ‘hot, to voyage ; 

Me 
Hai 

iti 
Hai 
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‘hoi <kwan, port of entrance ; 
also the collector of customs 
at a port ; ‘hoi «chit tsz’* Dutch 
Folly ; ‘hoi «pin, seaside ; ‘hoi 
mi? marine delicacies; ‘hoi 
«sham, biche-de-mer ; ‘hot ‘shi, 
a sort of sea mirage; fuk ti 
«Tung ‘hoi, happiness like the 
East sea ; ‘Hoi <t‘ong tsz’? the 
Honain joss-house ; ‘hoi lung 
swong, Neptune, god of rain. 

Joyful, peaceful ; content- 
ed, gentle, pleased; ‘hoi fai’ 
ckwan ‘tsz’ liberal minded of- 
ficer; ‘hoi chak, kind and 
benevolent ; delighted. Same 
as the next. 

Victorious, triumphant ; to 
celebrate a victory; ‘hot <ko, 
peeans of victory; tsaw ‘hoi, to 
celebrate a victory; ‘hoi <siin, to 
return in triumph from battle. 

‘ A clear and elevated em- 
inence, fit for a residence ; 
‘shong ‘hoi, a cheerful location. 

‘ea A cuirass, or coat of mail; 
Pe armor generally ; a priest’s 

robe, because it protects his 
order ; ‘hot kaps armor ; ‘shau 
‘hoi, a helmet. 

‘ A sickle or bill-hook; to 
Kay Cut; tomove; diligently, care- 

fully ; ‘hot ts*it, ‘hid iw fully 
make you know—a phrase 
common in edicts. 

To open, to stretch out, to 
loosen; ‘hoi chak, to have a 
timely rain, great benefits ; an 
archer’s thumb-ring; to desire. 

$ Seasoned, minced meat 
Ha Pickled in brine; also the 

pickle itself; to simmer ; ‘tan 
‘hoi St (stv to sacrifice with 
minced pickles. 

K‘ai 

K‘ai 

c 

K‘4i 

HOK. 

= Pe To injure, to hurt, to pre- 
Ha Idice ; to offend, to damage ; 

noxious, calamitous; fearful 
of; a sense or fear of, a feel. 
ing; li? hoi* severe, stingy, 
formidable ; also advantageous 
and hurtful; ¢s°an hoi? ruinous 
to the health ; also, to injure 
another ; hot* maf, to spoil 
things; .md hot? of no con- 
sequence ; Aoi* <sau to blush. 

> "The twelfth of the Branches, 
answering to boar; Aoi? <nin, 
years of the cycle containing 
this character; hoi? i, the 
10th month ; hoi? <shi, 9-11 
o’clock Pp. mM. 

Hok. - 

Hai 

(135) 

zy The skin, shells, or. cover- 
WR? ing of fruits or eggs; shell 
>) or scale of mollusks, reptiles ; 

chrysalides; a hollow old tree; 
bark, crust, or what covers; a 
ladle; <kwai hok, a divining 

ladle ; ‘shut hok, a dipper ; 
au hok, the skull; mé? hok, a 
summer hat, without a fringe ; 
sit? min? hoky a mask. | 

—¥-? struction; to practice, to 
,jimitate; learning, science, 

Hioh study, instruction ; doctrines, 
tenets, school of; a college ; 
hok; man’ to learn and inquire ; 

~ yap, hol, to become a sititsat; 
hok, <t‘oi, literary chancellor ; 
shéung? hok, to enter schoo! ; 
hok, ‘md, to learn tactics ; 
hok, «shang, a pupil, a siitsai ; 
sho hok, arithmetic ; hek, sz’? 

iy 

7 = MLN ae 

Koh exuvie of eggs, snakes, or 

ha) 

Pr me iz, 

turtle shell; ong hoks soup- — 

\ To learn, to reeeiye in. ~ 

. 

en, * aT 5 a » iene ay 



HOK. 

doctors, statesmen, academi- 
cians; in? hok, <kung, the 
district college; hok, tsap, to 
learn and practice. 

#b., A crane; an emblem of age ; 
Hoh ‘he name is applied to many 

of the waders ; md? ‘shui hok, 
a gray stork,common at Can- 
ton ; pak, hok, a while egret, 
commonly eaten; chu ‘teng 
hok, red crowned crane ; hok, 
sin’ an aged man: hok, fit, 
hoar-hairs; ‘nf chong? hok, 
Shan «mé, have you seen the 
god of Cranes, [that you are 
so unlucky]? 

mA White, glistening plumes 
4?of birds ; pure and white. 

Hoh 

(136) Hom. 

HE To sustain or bear; able 
Kah! for, adequate to, capable of ; 

worthy of, fit, worthy for—in 
' a moral or physical sense ; 

covering over a hollow ; pat; 
chém, incompetent, unworthy ; 
<hom yung? useful, capable, 
serviceable ; <hém shing’ able 

~ to sneceed ; <dm yam? able to 
sustain; <hdm <ii «sin -shang, 
a geomancer; <hdm <t, very 
proper, satisfactory, suitable. 

A rocky bankside ; preci- 
pitous ledges ; irregular; «shan 
chom, a ledge, a cliff. 
To receive, to contain; to 

litt 
K’an 

x cs 
kh ‘an ze. 

shrine, for receiving tablets 
: or images, either in the wall 
: or movable; <shan <hdm, a 

' shrine; gmin <ktn chdm, the 
niche in doorways; <héung 
<iém, an incense box. 

overcome ; sound ; a niche or |} 
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7 Simple, silly, appearing as 
if idiotic ; <ch't <hém, stupid. 

Han 
B | To hold something in the 
a) mouth, the moath full; to 
Z contain ; to cherish ; to suffer, 

| Han put up with, or tolerate; to 
restrain; thick utterance; a 
turgid, obscure style ; to place 
gems in a corpse’s mouth; 
shdm yung, to bear with, to 
be patient towards ; <hém siw 
to smile ; pau <hdm, to contain 
in ; idm né* to restrain. anger ; 
shom ‘kau, to stomach an_in- 
sult; <idm «sau, to blush, be 
ashamed; <hém k? to bear 
in mind. 
Exhilirated, cheerful ; merry 

Hl ee from wine, lively, half-drank ; 
jocund, riant, as nature ; <hdm 
sko, drinking and singing ; 
puiw chém, tipsy, half-dronk. 

A pit, a hole; a dangerous 
place ; to dig a pit; to cut up; 
to fall into a snare or danger; 
hazardous; noise made in 
straining or striking, a smack, 
a rap; one of the diagrams (it 
belongs to water); yal, ‘him 
shi? a stunted tree ; yat, ‘hom 
w@ dau, a head of taro; ‘hém 
il, to dig a pit ; ‘hdm ham? to 
set a pit, to collude; kwat, 
‘hom, to dig a hole. 

K To run against; to throw 
down ; to strike, to knock ; 
him «ts'an ‘ki, run against 
it; <fs'z’ pat, ‘hom ‘nga, por- 
celain-does not batter earth- 
enware—1, e. I will not con- 
tend with him; ‘hém fau 
emai -t3éung, I havejrun my 
head against the wall; T made 
a blunder ; ‘hom ldn‘tosmash ; 

c 

Kan 
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‘hom ‘siin, to injure or wound 
by running against; ‘hom 

_ «pang, to make a notch in. 
iy Used for the preceding; to 
Kee cut, to chop, to fell; a mortar ; 

<chung ‘hom, pestle and. mor- 
tar; ‘hom fat, to fell a tree : 
tuv Shdm, a trip-hammer mor- 
tar for hulling rice ; «fei ‘hdm, 
a lime mortar. 

To contain in the mouth ; 
sallow; the jaws, the chops ; 

” to shake the head ; Ad? 
the chin; ‘hém ha «chu, the 
pearl under the dragon’s chin. 

+ } > 'To compare, to investigate ; 
Kan diligent : 

by going to the place; able; 
hom im to go and investigate ; 
tap, hom an officer going and 
examining; hém ‘hd, to re- 
placea tenon; hém <ch‘ong, to 
put up a bedstead ; hdm’ ching’ 
to straighten, to sit up aright. 

A cliff projecting into the 
water, forming a sort of break. 
water, is called hom tau. 

A crag, a cliff; the covert 
Ka in Under a projecting cliff. 

~ > 

a 

» 

? 

To pierce, to conquer, to 
= an Kill, to subdue. 

rt : To spy, to glance at; to 
view ; to hope for, to expect ; 
to come down to view. 

- Kean ¥ 
ye To move, to shake. 

Kan 
p: Hbdm>-pang*-lang? the re- 
Wa port of a gun; (contracted to 

hémpalang) all, entirely, the 
whole. 

WX To hate, to abhor; to mur- 
mur at; to feel indignant at ; 

an 
™ resentful, regretting 3 vexed, 

Shom, r 

to judge or ascertain |}. 

HON. 

A cover, a lid which fits 
on; to cover; exactly ; hom? 
«chung, a gallipot, a jar; hom? 
sau, a vegetable dish, a 
covered dish; ‘ngdu sin? hdm? 
suits to a hair; ‘kam hom? 
‘kt, cover it, 

Not satisfied with eating ; 
not eaten enough, 

iD 

BX 
the A hollow or ravine, a cave 

\ among hills ; *to enchase, to 
” infix ; to inlay ; hom? stung, 

to inlay, to set (jewelry) ; hom? 
cngan tséung* a Jeweler. 

Hon. 

x | To watch, to look after, to 
: see to; to examine, to view; 
AB j«séung chon, to look at each 
K‘an other; chon <ngau, to watch 

cattle ; chon <miun <yan, a door- 
keeper ; ‘ni chon chit Sk*ii, do 
you watch it; chon chang ‘1d, 
a night watchman, 

A curb or fence round a 
well; one of the feudal states 
of the Chau dynasty. 

Cold, wintry; shivering ; 
poor, u nsupplied, necessitous ; 
my, mine ; plain, simple ; chon 

dang, shivering cold; shontsuk, 
my clan; <hon sw plain, | 
pretending, not showy; 

s 
Han 

shik, a day in semi tt 
term, when cold provisions are 
eaten; chon cstin, a | 
student. ti Ee 

AK «Hon dan, a “ite a: 
Han Kwangping fa ite Sue 

abundant. ! 
AP To snore; we ston, to. a 
Héu snore. 



TION. 

a Rare, few, scarce ; seldom ; 
5 a kind of flag; a rabbit net ; 

‘hon kin’, rarely seen; ‘hon 
‘yau tik, ‘kwo ‘tsz’ few of that 
fruit; Shon ~man ‘kim ké? sz” 
I have rarely heard such a 
thing. 

» Plain, unceremonious, and 
Kan faves in conversation, as 

Confucius was, 
‘To cut, to carve, fo pare ; 

to engrave blocks for print- 
ing ; to hew or fell; to crase 

- or cut out from blocks; ‘hon 
‘pan to cut out blocks for 
books; ‘hon ting? ‘pan hai* 
‘kom, is it certainly so? are 
you sure ? ‘hon hak, to prepare 
and carve blocks; pat, ‘hon 
«chi <shii, an unmutilated book. 

ial Pleased, contented; to be 
Hin T happy, joyous ; credible. 

£4 Dry weather, drought, sun- 
Han BY Sky; land traveling ; <t'in 

‘hon, dty weather ; ‘ni ‘hon 1)? 
sloi, did you come by land? 
Shon .léi, thunder without rain; 
‘ni ‘tai Shon litt ‘la, you will 
see him killed by a thunder- 
bolt in a clear sky ; ‘hi ‘hon, 
to take to the road. 

s Dry, heated air; to dry; 
Hin “tying, parching. 

na A large branch of the Ying- 
tsz’ R. in Hipeh; a famous 

” dynasty in China; Chinese ; 
the Milky Way, called cho hon’ ; 
how ‘tsz’ <ka, a gentleman, 
a personable man ; Hon cyan, 
the Chinese ; Hon’ <kwan, the 

~ naturalized Bannermen; ‘hd 
how a brave man, a clever 
strategist: ‘16 hon? I, an old 
man; how chong? robust, fat. 

J 
K‘an . 
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> To see, tolook at; to regard, 
Kan (0 examine ; to practice ; how 

kin? look at, see ; hon? séung’ 
to practice physiognomy ; hon? 
«ki “7 watch the chance, im- 
prove the opportunity ; hon 
«shit, to read silently, to pe- 
ruse; ‘hd hon good-looking ; 
hon? tak, ch'ut, look closely 
whether or no; hon ‘king 
«shang ;<ts‘ing, incited to by 
viewing, to do or arrange pro- 
perly or fairly; how p‘o to 
see through a scheme; hon’ 
t'aw shai? kav worldly-wise, 
knowledge of the world. 

Hi? Ardent, energetic disposi- 
Han tion ; fearless; violent, hasty, 

cruel : ck éung hon? overbear- 
ing ; hon? kap, fierce, rash ; 
chung hon? irascible. 

fe To grasp, to lift up; to ward 
Han off, to shield, to defend. To 

stop ; hon? i? to watch against. 

-2 Often used for the last; to 
, fend off; an obstacle, hind: 

rance ; to guard or escort ; to 
environ ; hon? kak, to stop 
or defend; an obstacle, im- 
peded; ‘shau hon? to defend 
with the hand ; hon? <kwan, to 
keep a pass. 

cig “Sweat, perspiration; used 
for the word khan ; ch‘ut, hon? 

” to perspire ; fat, hon® yéuk, a 
sudorific; ‘md hon? ké obtain: 
ed without cost or trouble ; 

hon? «pan, the washerman’s 
rash; hon? ‘ma kung ,ld, 
military toil, toilsome; hon? 
«sham, an under-shirt, a shirt. 

2 Sunset, evening; hod? hé* 
Kan fon hon? abundant, light. 
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IF A kind of jackal found in; 
Ngin the Desert, but described ra- 

ther as a fabulous beast. Read 
ngon*, a village prison; <pi 
ngon*® a figure like a unicorn 
painted on prison doors ; ngon* 
yuk, a jail. 

ae Greayes on the arms; to 
Han Solder up; hurry ; hon? yéuk, 

n ; 
soldering; hon? ‘hau, to solder. 

eh A gate; gate of a village, or 
Ha, @ path; a small wall; to shut; 

‘ung hon® of the same village. 
2 A fabulous pheasant ; 

ne fly high; white; protracted, 
to 

” well. sustained ; a plume, or 
quill to write with; writ- 
ings ; a prop; the stump of a 
tree; Hon® lam wn’ the 
Imperial Academy ; <shi hon? 
written with a pen; hon? mak, 

chéung, a literary reputafion. 
2 A waste, expanse, spacious ; 
hon® ‘hoi, that part of Gobi 
N. W. of Kansuh ; 
vast, spreading. 

Hong. 

Han 

(138) 
He Repose, peace, concord ; 

delightful, excellent; blessed ; 
S joy, ” felicity ; to quiet ; an 
avenue, a none ; chong «chong, 
level, fine road; chong <ning, 
health and contentment; <hong 
“av? general peace; chong 
<kéung, strong, robust. 

sat Chaff of grain, bran ; poor, 
cVR despicable, chafly ; trouble- 
Kang some, remiss; <p't chong, 

troublesome; 1d chong, rice 
chaff; mak, chong, wheat bran; 
muk, chong, sawdust. 

A square box, correct; re- 
gular, square ; to rectify, to EE 

ho? hon? 

Kwrang ‘direct ; to right, to assist, to 

HONG. 

deliver ; deflected ; <hong <fi, 
to sustain ; chong ching’ to 
straighten, 

Urgent, prompt, zealous ; 
chong -yéung, in haste, an 
emergency. 
‘The eye-socket; the can- 
thus; :46 <hong sunken eyes ; 
‘ngiin hong ta? proud ; lui 
‘min chong, tears filled his 
eyes. 

aE Lying talk; 

Kwan 

ie 
Kw‘ang 

< 

Kw‘an 

{lle 
Kwan 

to deceive, to 
cheat, to swindle ; chong pin’ 
to impose on, to defraud. 
A basket with square sides ; 

a basket without a cover; 
chong ‘ft, baskets for sending 
presents in. Often pro. 
nounced kw'd 

BE A flat lute with "25 strings, © 
Kung called chong <hau, 
HE Hollow, vacant, puffed, em- 
we, ply; a hollow bone ; a horse’s 

iang flank ; a tune, or style of 
singing ; ; vain, pedantic; a 
classifier of sheep ; «chong 
chong, assuming, pedantic ; 
chong tui tone or tune in 
singing ; (pong, ‘Usz’ chong, a 

- ~northerner’s tunes; <ké chong, 
tunes sung by Chauchau fa 
men ; chong ‘sz’ tai? pretend. 

- ing, ostentatious; # wong 
chong, tunes accompanied by 
the fiddle ; min? , Spe- 
cious ; Sut ‘hoi Pe a a 
loi, you must alter your tu 
(or conduct). «> 
Hongchau ffi, the ee as 

of Chehkiang, Ran sgn ils 
silks, - 

A scow or square. boat for 
ferries ; to sail, to te 3° 
of 82’ chong, to com onate: 
sailors-(as Mat 6 



Ke 
Hiang ©. 

> 

eh aed et hi , i 

HONG. 

To submit, to return to 
one’s allegiance ; to descend ; 
sau chong, to lay down pobel: 
lious arms; <hong :ping, troops 
surrendering. 
A row, a line ; a series or 

order ; a class, a guild, a sort ; 
a company of 25 men, and of 
100 men; a house or ware- 
house of several fap, or divi. 
sions, a factory ; to support 
on, to rest on; isoi> <hong, 
skilled in a business, pru- 
dent; <hong sing c<kwong 
expert in; <hong cko tik, raise 
it a little higher; <hong < 
fuk, to baste clothes; yat, 
“kan chong, a factory, a shop; 
shong ‘ki, which number of 
the brothers are you? <hong 
w@ a guild; shong ‘chéung, 
head of the guild; dung 
shong, or shong kG, of the 
same craft; <hong yung? the 
subscription to the guild; 
Shap, «sam <hong, the F oreign 
Factories ; yap, <hong “ng, 
to enlist as a soldier ; shong 
fo cargo goods, those of in- 
ferior quality. 
To roast, or broil; to dry, 

_to teast; dry, drought ; hong’ 
chong, a bed built of brick so 
as to be heated underneath ; 
hong’ to <shi, to toast bread ; 

> fo, a fire of embers - 
to dry before the fire ; hong? 
‘alice to ground on a bar or 

ia: a crooked alley; a 
street of dwelliags; ‘wing 
E hong? a lockup for women of 

the palace; lau? hong’ a 
wreiched neighborhood ; lau 

a 
Hiang 
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hong a ‘willow street,’ i. e. 
a bordel; ‘lang hong? a 
thorough or passage way. 
The nape, that which rests 

on the pillow; great; a sur- 

name; a sort, item, class, 
thing, species, article ; ‘keng 
hong* the nape; «kung hong* 
public purposes : him? hong? 
debts, losses ; kok, hong* each 
parcel, sort, &e. 

(139) Hop. 

“ay To unite, to join; to shut, 

Hoh 

Fa. 
Hoh 

to collect, to con- 
vene ; accordant to, agreea- 
ble, harmonious, suitable ; 
a pair; the whole, united; 
together, with; hdp, <mé, is 
it best, ought I? hop, pu? 
to pair, to betroth ; hop, «mai, 
to close up; Adp, ‘ngo yung?” 
just what I wanted, | can use 
it; «<séung hop, accordant, 
toagree; hop, shiks like 
the pattern, suitable; 2m 
hop, to* ‘li, unreasonable, un-° 
just; Va hop, Aung, to make 
an agreement with ; hop; nin 
«shang, to compare the na- 
tivities of two children prior 
to betrothing ; hap, «sam ‘shui, 
agreeable, what one likes; 
hop, pun partnership busi- 
ness ; hop; ‘ngan fan’ asleep. 
A leat of a door, a two leav- 

ed door; all within doors, a 
family ; to shut, to close ; the 
whole, altogether ; why not? 
hop, ka, the household ; hép, 
chéung, the whole village ; 
hop, fam <kwan kat, hope 
your excellent family is all 

> to close ; 
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K‘oh 
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Act 

Te 
K‘oh 

- By 
‘Hoh 

2 of the 64 diagrams, 

HOT. 

well. The last is often used 
for this character. 
‘lo cover; to unite for one 

2 purpose ; why not ; dp, ckwat 
st slot, shall we go home? 
hop, hi? let us go. 
Loquacious ; sha? hop, one 

In the 
Court dialect, to sip, to drink. 
A box or vessel with a cover, 

> as gallipots, caskets, pill-box- 
es; a covered platter; yat, 
ko hop, a box ; pa? tips hop, 
acard-case ; pi? <in hop, snuff- 
box ; <ts‘iin hop, a partition 
box for sweetmeats, 
The clatter of stones; in 

the Court dialect, k’oh, <t'du 
is the kotau ceremony. 

Hot. 

Why, why not; how, where- 
fore ! to stop by an order, to 
intimidate, to hoot at. 
Dry, thirsty ; to thirst; de- 

sirous of, anxious, longing 
(in a good sense); chau hot, 
thirsty ; hots ‘séung, desirous 
of; wa? «mii, hots ‘chi, he 
mentioned plums and their 
thirst stopped; ‘chi hols to 
quench thirst. 
T’o call out loud, to hoot, to 

shout at; to reprimand; a 
guttural, gurgling, choking, 
sound; an angry hoot ; hot, 
chi? ‘ka order them to ‘stop ; 
hol, io to clear the road as 
lictors do ; hot, yat, «sheng, 
to hoot; hot, <hgi, to make 
people separate; hols ling? 
to egg on, toset on; hol, <6, 
tu strop a razor. 

fh 
Hoh 

Hi. 
Hoh 

HU. 

Short garments, poor, hem- 
pen clothes; woolen stuffs ; 
stockings ; a beggarly fellow. 
The Tartar pheasant ; pug- 

nacious and gregarious; a 
symbol of courage ; hot, <ktin, 
the plumes worn on helmets 
by lictors, called cht? <kai ‘mt. 
A twilled kind of felt or hair 

* cloth brought from Shantung 
called hol, pin’, and used for 
cushions. 

Hii. 

Empty, vacant; unsub- 
stantial, unsatisfactory, void ; 
vain, inane; humble, pure ; 
abstract contemplation, as 
understood by the Budhists ; 
space, the void of the firma- 
ment; the constellation A- 
quarius ; ; chung chu, empty ; 
chit fau, frothy, nonsensieal ; 
chit tsz” particles, adverbs ; 
chit wa? unfounded, idle prate ; 
chit csam ha h? to put up 
with,unprejudiced, indifferent 
to; lav chi, the heavens; 
hit tO? vainly spent [his days]; : 
chit chun, a false rumor ; chit 
yéuk, weak. 
A mount; old mauaolen; or 

a burial waste: a deserted re- 
gion, a wild ; a place for fairs 
or markets ; a fair; I’n2-'ong 
chit,a noted fair near Napier’s 
Fort ; chit <ch‘éung, the place 
where fairs are held; «hit. 
kom? ,ts‘d, such a bustle ; a 
hubbub like a fair; chit ‘hit 
ch'aw always going to fairs, 
se, you are always welcome ; 
‘kit «shi chit. chi, when is the ‘ 
fair held ? 



HU. 

2 To blow with the’ breath ; 
Ho @ respiration; to praise, to 

recommend. 
To sob; timid, fearful ; 

“ria Dreathing or sobbing, making 
a noise through the nose. 

= Remote; wide, spacious; 
_vague, wide of the mark, en- 
during ; distorted, loose; to 
deprave; «hi fuit, vague, 
baseless. 

" An interjection, expressive 
of grief, distrust, or admira- 
tion ; «hit, ‘hd ch'ut, 41! Ah, 
very strange ! 

BY To stare, to open one’s eyes 
Hy at; to gloat on. 

a To vaunt, to talk big; false, 
boasting ; great, big. 

Hii 

He To grant, to allow, to let; 
ae to permit or acquiesce in, to 

accede to, to accord ; to listen 
to and promise ; to betroth or 

- promise in marriage ; to enter 
or advance ; to flourish ; an ex- 
cess, more than; very ; ‘hii‘kau, 
a long time ; ‘hit «fo, a great 
many ; «sau <pii ‘hit ‘hau, to 
arrange a marriage over one’s 
cups; ‘hit iin’? to vow ; ‘shiz 
‘hii, a very little ; pats ‘hi: ‘kit 
ai, don’t let him come. A 

surname. 
High flying, boasting talk ; 

to display ; to talk large; 
energetic, bold; moderate ; 
<p in ‘hii, in every part. 

A tree bearing a black nut 
es like an acorn ; soft, flexible ; 

‘hit ‘hit, pleased. 
{y= =) The crown worn 
ys 
hiu 

Ht 

Clee 

Nyj 

; in’ the 
Shang dynasty ; it somewhat 
resembled a Cantab’s cap in 
being flat on the top. 

Ton. Dicr. 138 

¢ 
J 

Ka 

K‘i 
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WU 

‘ 
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To leave, to depart from, to 
quit ; to conceal, to hoard; to 
dismiss, to expel. 

> To depart, to separate, to 
part from, to become distinct; 
to go, either in, out, from, or 
through; to proceed, to pass 
on in a regular course; the 
third of the four tones’; past, 
gone, former; to discard, to 
reject; to repudiate ; implies 
an action, ability, or comple- 
tion, in the preceding verb; 
as mai pat, hi? I can not sell 
it; yap, hi? goin; hi? Joi (go. 
come), together express uni- 
versally, revolving, past time, 
finished action; ‘kong doi‘kong 
hw tautology; ‘nt hi? <p*in 
chi? doi, where have’ you 
been? hi? ‘yam doi, Vve been 
o drink ; Ai? nin, last year; 

hi? hin, gone ; hi? shai’ dead ; 
yap, sheng hi? to go into the 
ciiy; Ai? wau ho, to take an 
airing on the river; ch‘ut, hi?, 
ch'ut, hi’, 2m‘hd ‘tai, go away, 
go, don’t be here gazing ! Syau 
mat, hi? ch'i? what places are 
there to goto? hu? ch'ut, ymin, 
gone abroad to visit ; wo’ ha 
«chi sz” past things. 

Hi. 

Boots ; yat, tiv chi, a pair- 
Hiueb of boots ; <hv mé boots and 

si 

caps, sent as presents; <fong 
d‘au cha, square-toed boots ; 
‘nga chd kim? ngéng? as stiff 
as earthen boots, unchange- 
able, obstinate. cat 
«Hd dv, a small trumpef, a 

kind of bugle, used at the 
literary examinations, 
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Huk. 

, Crooked, bent curved, dis- 
Kuh torted ; scheming, tortuous, 

false; to oppress, to wrong ; 
to force, or oblige one to do, 
necessitated ; songs, sonnets, 
ditties ; a carpenter’s square ; 
«wan huk, devious, meander- 
ing; huk, chik, crooked and 
straight, the right and wrong; 
«s2” huk, tricky, underhand ; 
chéung’ huk, to sing ditties 
with a fife; wat, huk, to bend, 
To cry aloud, the noise of 

grief or pain: to groan, to 
wail; huk, yap, crying and 
sobbing ; fat huks groaning 
loudly ; cham tak, huk, un- 

ceasing crying; huk, «song, 
wailing for the dead; tung? 
huk, heartfelt grief; huks «song 
chéung’ the staff carried by a 
son at a funeral. 
Tostimulate, toexcite toexer- 

Hich tion, toencourage, toanimate. 

(143) 

RR, 
Kuh 

eS. 

The rising sun, the dawn; 
Hian Rv yah, sunrising ; huks huk, 

joy at having succeeded. 
‘To carry one’s-self careful- 

Hiat, [3 attentive; «Chiin-huk, 
the emperor who succeeded 
Hwangti, B.c, 2513. 

fet Superior wine; ripe (as 
Ky, grain); hard-hearted, severe; 

inhuman, tyrannical (applied 
to officers); extremely, in a 
high degree; ‘am huk, ava- 
ricious and cruel ; huk, ,ying, 
an illegal punishment ; huh, 
i, very warm. 
An imaginary measure, in 

}, Canton equal to ten tau, or 
pecks, or one shek, or a pecul 
of 100 catties, 

HUN. 

A large goblet ; a quiver ; 
thin, poor; a hoof; the top 
of the foot; huk, ts‘uk, trem- 
bling from fear, deadly fear, 
as animals when pursued. 

(144) Hiin. 

Clamor, hum, noise of 
aed people talking ; <hiin «wd, to 
(e| clamor, to vociferate; <hiin 
Hiuenndu’ boisterous merriment ; 

to deceive ;—in which sense 
the second character is the 
same as the next. 

#B To impose on; fallacious, 

he nd 

—_ 

eceptive; to forget; cha’ 
<hitn, to deceive, to lie to. 
Genial warmth, heat of the 

sun in spring, a pleasant 
ihen warmth. 
Te Bright, hot sun; the heat 
Hinen® the sun; to dry. Same as 

the next. 
VA To dry at a fire; clear, 
Hiuen Driuliant, splendid; hot; to 

luen = a 
burn; chiin ,i, to roast or 
smoke fish; <hiin yuk, to 
smoke meat. 

The iris or fleur-de-lis, call- 
ed yong <yau ‘ts'd, because 
it causes one to forget his 
sorrow ; and luk, «sung <fa, 
‘deer’s onions ;’ a mother, be- 
cause if a woman carries it 
she will bear a son; -hiin 
‘ong, your mother. 
A wooden bowl or cup; a 

‘His shield made of reeds; «pti 
iuen 

BLS 
K‘iu 

4 

Hiuen 

chiin, cups and bowls. 
A coop or pen for animals; 

crooked wood for cups; a 
circle, a ting, an inclosure ; 
a prison; a stop or period in 
grammar ; to encircle, to sur. 



HUN. 

round ; to mark or punctuate ; 
‘ta chin, to draw a circle ; 
shin <shing, to mark the 
tones of characters ; ‘ho chiia 
‘ho ‘tim, should be italicized ; 
mgan -hiin, a silver ring; 
shiin (0 a snare, a fraud; 
chitin ch‘ul, Jai, to cut out 
rotten or bad parts, as from 
fruit, cloth; ch‘ut, chiin, to 
publish the cyphers of suc- 
cessful sidts4i. 
An ancient wind instrument , ae 2 

JR ot porcelain with six holes, 
shaped like an egg; it was 
blown at the apex. 

es Ingenious, expert, cunning ; ; ; 
Hinen Bimble; name of a country 

or tribe in primitive times. 
ie A dog; radical of ferine 
Kinent animals ; ‘hin ‘isz’ my son; 

‘hiin ‘ma «chi po humble ser- 
vice to requite favors. 
A ditch or water-course be- 
tween fields ; a rill or runlet; 
to flow, as a water-course, 
diffused like good instruc. 
tion; ‘hiin ‘mau, rills between 
plats of ground, 

Bp) To exhort, to advise, to 
peo to stimulate, to 
j encourage, to praise ; to ac- 

K‘iuen quiesce ; hitw kan? to remon- 
strate with [a superior]; 
hiin’ ‘min, to incite, to urge to 
exertion; <séung hit to advise 
eich other, to admonish ; 
hii? sik, to urge to peace. 

> A tassel; an ornamented 
Hiuen “Tapper for gems or seals ; 

- adorned, variegated ; quick. 
G2> A bond, deed, contract, or 

agreement ; the parties each K‘iuen. . : 
vormevly retained one half; 

K‘iuen 

a section ; proof, evidence of 
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in such papers; a last ; Aiin’ 
yéuk, a bond ; t# hin’ a wr-it 
ten tile placed in graves as 
proof of possession ; «hud hiin’ 
a boot-last. 

Hung. 
Empty, vacant, void; at 

Sink leisure; an opening or cre- 
vice ; great, wide; the firma- 
ment, sky; poor, broken; 
unprejudiced, able to _per- 
ceive clearly ; abstraction as 
understood by the Budhists, 
Read ‘hung, a hole, a tunnel 
or opening in the ground. 
«Hung uk, an empty house ; 

—. av? chung, or chung «chung, 
heaven, sky; ‘ni kém ‘hau 
chung, so impudent; do n’t 
you put in your tongue; 
chung ‘t'0, anempty stomach; 
chung ‘shau, empty-handed ; 
gnong «hung no coin by one, 
moneyless ; chung <han, un- 
occupied; chung ‘lung, hol- 
low ; chung t# a vacant spot; 
chung dd m6 yik, lost all my 
trouble; chung chung hi? went 
away einpty; yal, <ch'éung 
chung, all gone, everything 
is lost. 

WR Ignorant, rustic ; dissatisfi- 
Kane ©d from inability or ill luck ; 

° sincere ; simple. 
Ars) Unfortunate, unlucky, un- 
Hiune ©@PPY» Unpropitious, adverse ; 

© jugubrious, mournful; judg- 
ments of heaven, calamity ; 
malignant, cruel, bad, in 
which sense it is used for the 
next ; kat, chung mi> chi, I 
don’t know whether it is 
lucky or not; <hung sun? bad 
news ; chung gtin, a bad year, 

(145) 
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: Milevolent, cruel,  inhu. 

Hiung 49% vicious, malignant ; 
© fearful, ery of fear; chung 
‘shau, a murderer; chung 
wang, vicious, intractable ; 
chung pé fierce ; «hung ok, 
wicked, truculent; hang 
chung, to plunder like a ban. 
dit; chung £6 lan? ‘sai, a 
reprobate, a brigand, 

$3] | The first character repre- 
BY . : 

sents the breast, inclosing 
iy/ the heart; the breast, the 
Hiung heart, the bosom; the mind, 

the feelings ; ‘tam «hung, to 
pound the breast—a_ bex- 
gar’s device; chung ck'am 
fit, liberal, — considerate ; 
chung kak, av chav indi- 
gestible; «hung s‘ong ‘kam 
sau’ literary, accomplished ; 
chung, tong the breast; chung 
godi the feelings; «Hung 0, 
the Huns, 

by ‘The bubbling of a spring, 
the noise of rapid waters ; 
the sound of tumult; «hung 

‘yung, the gurgling of a 
spring. 
A hill in Pingliang f4, in 

Kansuwh, called «Hung t‘ung? 
the source of the River 
King. 
Red color, reddish ; fiery ; 
gentle, ladylike ; <hung shik, 

Hiung 

We 
K‘ung 

‘ 
Hung 

rosa-sinensis, or shoe-flower ; 
chung mgan, rosy, ruddy ; 
long hung, prosperous, ris- 
ing; <ch'éung ,hung, a general 
notice from the people; 
chung <p'ai, a ship’s clear. 
ance; <hung md <yan, the 
Eaglish ; shit hung, heated 

red; hung «fa, the Hibiscus |: 

Hun 

s 
Huag 

to redness; hung yat,; «ong 
‘in, the emperor’s birthday, 
or that of others. ) 
Water rising ; an inunda- 

tion, a deluge; a torrent over- 
flowing ; great, vast, im- 
mense ; hung ‘shui, the de- 
luge of Yu; <hung fuk 
great happiness; <ftin hung 
ta? léung? liberal minded and 
kind; a surname. luter- 
changed with the next. 
A swan, or wild goose (sc. 

a river or marsh bird); large, 
vast; profound, learned; a 
letter-carrier, a postman; 
chung ngan’ wild geese ; hung 
«hi, great felicity—a phrase 
placed opposite doors ; hung — 
pie to send a letter by one. 
A flash or flame of fire ; to 

dry at the fire ; dried. 

Colored vapor, the rainbow, 
halo—all thought to be an 
impure effluence of the sky ; 
fin chung, Aung ngai, or ‘in 

kong’? the rainbow; called 
po <pung at Macao, be- 
cause it splits the sky; con. _ 
nected together. 
To quarrel, to litigate; to 

denounce to officers; to in- 
volve another by speaking; 
domestic discords, 
A college or gymnasium, in 

A.D. 200, capable of ascom- 
modating 30,000 students; 
tsun? hung kung, to enter a 
candidate-for degree of sitt- 
ts4i; the <hung ckung are 
rooms for study adjoining 
the temple of Confucius ; 
chung mtn saw 8% ow 
sititsAi. 

; hs 7 
: > . 
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A cock bird;. masculine, 
Bimig male of small animals and 

insects, as well as birds; 
courageous, martial, brave, 
heroic ; hung chong’ burly 
and strong; ‘tau ‘hi <hung 
«Sam, Screw your courage up. 
A bear, the ‘ hybernating 

anitnal ;” hung yan, a bear ; 
shung ‘chéung a bear’s palm— 
a delicacy ; <hung ‘tam, gall 
of bears—a medicine ; .Hung 
‘i «shan, a range of moun. 
tains in Honan. 
A hole, an orifice, a cave, 

an opening; a pore; hollow; 

Saray 
Hiung 

c 

K‘ang 

deep; a surname; ‘hung 
tséuk, the peacock; ‘Hung 
fi ‘sz’ Confucius; «ung 
«shan ‘kau ‘hung, the nine 
passages of the body ; ‘hung 
Kw a hole. 

‘ZR, Apprehensive, anxious, ag- 
ce. itated, alarmed, suspicious; 

5 to suppose, to doubt, to ima- 
gine, to reckon upon; per- 
hays, supposing, if it should 
be; ‘hung p'@ fearful of, 
supposing, suspicious lest ; 
‘hung kii? to dread, frighten. 
ed; .’m ‘hung, quiet. 
The cry of persons fight- 

ing ; to quarrel, to wrangle ; 
hung’ taw to fight, battling. 

> The hum of a crowd; 
singing or voices mingling ; 
tointimidate by a loud voice; 
to cozen, to cheat; to be- 
guile, to tempt; hung? p‘in’ 
to deceive; hung’ hot, to 
browbeat. 

de ‘To pull (asa bow), to check 
Keung? rein in; to impzach, to 

4 accuse ; to inform rulers ; to 

> 

Hung 

¥ 
Hung 

thorough; excellent, great, 
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hold up, to maintain ; hung? 
ko to petition against ; nip, 
hung’ to falsely accuse ; 
shéung* hung? to send in an 
accusation ; iif, hung’ to peti- 
tion the highest provincial 
officers directly. 
A bridle, or the reins by 

which a horse is reined in. 
K‘un 

fez Rude ; hung’ f'ung, igno. 
Kiang Pant; weary, hurried by press 

° of business. 
Gc’ ‘To empty or exhaust; a 

Kune deficiency; to make room ung ; ; 
for ; «kwei hung’ to return a 
deficiency ; hung’ choi tik, 
mike a little room for me; 
hung’ choi ‘sé, leave a space 
in the writing ; hung’ fal, a 
defalcation. 

We Quicksilver; «shit dan lin? 
8 hung’ to smelt quicksilver Hung & ; g 

from cinnabar. 
Hung® A halo; i, ‘yau hung? there 

is a halo round the moon. 

Hiit. 

Blood ; radical of blood or 
Hiuch bloody things ; Ai, hi? the 

bodily stamina, the constitu- 
tion ; hiit, ‘pin, capital in 
trade; ch'ut, hii, bleeding; ‘pd 
iit, tostrengthen the system; 
i? hit, blood settled in a 
bruise ; kuk; hut, coagulated 
blond ; hit, :shu, a letter writ- 
ten in blood (at the last ex. 
tremity); hii, sing’ careful 
memory of, attention; shat, 
hit, pale, white-livered ; hit, 
di, hair of the head; ch‘ut, 
pak, hit, to pay another’s 
defalcation, 

(146) 
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A Looking out a door, a look- 
* out above a gate; imperial ; 

Kiueh’ i fective, lost ; not enough ; 
faults, deficiencies ; to miss, 
to err; disrespectful, want. 
ing in ; to dig ; hit/, gmiin, his 
Majesty’ 8 palace ; ; «kam hiit, 
the golden gate of Olym-. 
pus; wf, hut, the waning 
moon ; Auf, shat, lost, miss- 
ing ; ho snd ‘shit hiit, not 
the least thing missing. 

fan For these two characters, see 
> | Ket, their usual pronunciation in 

fit. Canton, 
> 

(147) Hwé. 

An exclamation; halloo, 
stop! <hwé, ‘nf hi ¢p‘tn, hal- 

loo! where are you going? 

(148) {. 

He Clothes, specially those for 
“7 ~ the body ; radical of garments ; 

a cover, case, or wrapper ; 
the husk of cocoanuts; «f ful, 
or <i shéung, clothes ; pak, <i, 
plebeians 5; cfs‘ing <4, sifitsdi 
graduates; pin* <i, undress, 

common dress ; md <i shik, im- 
proper, lewdly ; chéuky <i ful; 
to dress; shing <i tim? a slop. 
shon; shui? <4, a sleeping dress. 

fgg To rely on, to trust to; to 
“y ~ agree, to conform to; as, ac- 

cording to; <2 cin, as you say ; 
<i chi, like, similar; <4 ‘ni, as 
you please; «i <i sat, ha de- 
pendant on parents, filial; <i 

shat, shit, andoabted, can be 

believed. 

oo 

He, she, it; <4 ‘tang, they, 
them; «it mia, that year; an 
initial particle, meaning only, 
because that ; a surname. 

To smile in bitterness, to 
moan, a forced laugh ; < ng, 
hum of boys reading. 

Name of a river in Honan 
ig province, a branch of the 

River Loh; it runs through 
Sung hien in Honan fa. 
A fierce dog; extended, 

a) continuous; flourishing : to ex. 
- claim in praise, good! fine! an 

interjection ; to add to, depend 
on. 

Ripples on water, the curl- 
ing lines made by water in 
gentle motion. 

The tone of indignation, 
surprise, dissatisfaction; for 
shame, alas! groans, dolor; to 
belck ;<¢ <6 «ld gan, a low, idle 
fellow. 

‘lo heal, to cure ; medical, 
medicine ; a physician ; <4 ¢sz’ 
or <i «shang a doctor; shang 
ci, to practice medicine ; shi<t, 
a fashionable doctor; cpdéu «i, 
to assure a cure; shan <4, a 
skillful doctor ; gyung <t shat, 
yan, charlatans kill people. 

ry A blue and white duck 
“Ec which frequents the seashore 

in flocks, and foretokens 
storms by flying inland. 

« 
1% 

¢ 

e 

_— 
Ss 

cy iA boy, a infant, a a male 
ig child ; infantile, feeble; a suf- 

fix to nouns much used i in the 
court dialect, and to denote 
that words are nouns; ‘sit <i, 
&, my son; (a? ‘siti ae mv oldest 
son; hog, a toy ; ¢é ‘nth, child. 
ren ; i! ch'a, cutch, ree ae 

. 



Forced laughter, unwilling 
‘Rp compliance; loquacious. Read 

<wa, the prattle of children. 
0 The whiskers; one of the 
Rh Tadicals; as a copulative con- 

junction, means and, also, to- 
gether; and yet, even; asa 
disjunctive conjunction, but ; 
yet, contrariwise, still; as; 
used for the person spoken to, 
thou ; an initial particle; 7 ka 
now; @ ‘ch‘é, moreover, fur- 
thermore ; ¢ «kam ¢ hau® now 
and henceforth;  % a final 
phrase, denoting that is all, 
nothing more, no other. the 
utmost. 

q Warm or hot water ; flow- 
Hs ing tears; Jin ,, incessant 

a5 Crying. 

Rh A funeral car or hearse. 

is 

a 
‘ 
V 

A king-post or girder on the 
top of a pillar, to support the 
roof; a kind of chestnut; a 
fungus or Peziza, called muk; 
, or ‘ears of wood.’ 

The spawn or young of 
fish; <pd <4, a delicious fish 
found in 'Tungting Lake. 
That which is naturally 

reasonable, fit, right; proper, 
befitting, harmonizing, just ; 
ought or should be; often is 
to be taken as a form of the 
imperative or future tenses; 
harmonious, accordant ; title 
of 5th rank ladies; ¢@ tak, 
ought, it is proper ; pats «séung 
@, unsuitable, not his place ; 
hop; 2, done right, well done ; 
am ‘sit pin 3, to covet little 
douceurs ; pin’ {, convenient, 
serviceable ; tak, to desire, 
to wish. 
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To doubt, to suspect ;° to 
“ve guess, to fear; perverse; doubt- 

ful of, to dislike, unsettled ; .% 
i, a fox’s doublings, fearful ; 
<sz’ d, suspicious, fearful; p# 
im; ¢, avoid suspicious acts ; 
‘nt kom? «to ¢, you are so very 
suspicious ; gnd 4, plain, cer. 
tain, undoubted. 

i Name of a range, called 
ie ‘Kau Jf, or Nine Mts., where 

the Emperor Shun was_bu- 
ried—said to be in Shansi ; 
eminent, promising ; to know. 

if Totransplant rice ; to move, 
“7 to transpose, to shift, to re. 

move, to change the place or 
the direction of ; to transmit ; 
to convey (an infection); to 
migrate; ~ choi, to move 
away ; <é gat, to move near; 
no <i, to borrow; ¢ <fiin tsau* 
‘kan, to accommodate one with 
a timely loan; <¢ ynan, to for- 
ward a public dispatch. 
The bar of a door, called 

Sim gt; ‘tm & gwai <ch'ui, (Peh- 
li-pi) burned the bar of his 
door, [from poverty ]. 

& A kind of bullace; ¢ yéung, 
r 2 kind of white willow, found 

“in Shantung. 

aE A tripod or vase used in 
temples for libations; a con- 
stant rule or law which all 
men acknowledge, an invari- 
able principle ; constant, com- 
mon; ¢ un, the five social 
relations; ‘Mo 4 «shan, the Bo- 
hea hills. 

Self-sufficient, great assur- 
ance, arrogant ; shallow-mind- 
ed ; to despise, to look down 
on; verbose ; to insult, to brag. 
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th A gradation, rising one above 
another, as a series of weights, 
stairs, stories, hills, &c.; to 
advance, to reward the wor- 
thy; to superimpose ; advan- 
tage; «fan & kok, mat, put 
each in its proper rank; ¢ 
tsang? to confer honors on 
one’s parents and self, 
A pitcher or goblet, with a 

handle and spout; water-pot 
or wash-basin; shallow; «cht 
<é, wine and water pitchers. 
The chin, the sides of the 

mouth; one of the diagrams; 
to nourish, to feed; «ki, an 
old man, who must be fed. 
Name of a river in Shan. 

tung, flowing south into Lake 
Loh-m4 in Kidngsi, and 
thence into the sea. 

Usages of mankind ; a rule, 
rite, a ceremony ; decorum, 
etiquette; the external ap. 
pearance, or deportment ; 
figure, fourm; regular, proper, 
correct, what ought to be, just; 
to imitate to study how to 
effect ; the principles or pow- 
ers of nature; ‘léung <j, the 
dual principles; a present of 
money; <¢ chi? rules of eti- 
quette; tin’ @ or chéung 4, 
money sent to mourners to as- 
sist in the rites; ch‘ing ¢, a 
present to one traveling; 
yung 3&, deportment ; «wai <i, 
a dignified carriage. 

Even, arranged ; to equal- 
ize, to level ; to wound, to kill, 
to ent grass ; great, ample ; to 
class, to sort; contented, pleas- 
ed; distant, remote, foreign ; 
a tribe of people in the west, 

mr lily 

“ah 

now applied to all foreigners 
who do not speak Chinese; a 
barbarian, in the sense the 
Greeks used BagSacor; @ yan, 
a foreigner; <£ mit, to exter- 
minate, 
Mucus or running from the 

nose ; «wan 4, name of a marsh 
in Shansi, 
A wife’s sisters; the older 

are called ta? 4, the younger 
‘sié 4; maternal aunts; the 
elder are called < ‘md, <£ «md, 
and < méung ; the younger, 
@ &; & té, my elder maternal 
aunt’s husband. 

A wound; an ulcer or sore; 
to hurt, to injure; distressing 
to the mind. 

- Harmonious concord, pleas. 
ed with each other, as brothers 
and friends ; joyful, satisfied ; 
ching tai < 4, fraternal joy ; 
< qoo, Delighted-harmony, the 
name of Howqua’s hong in 
C.nton. 
To hand down, to bequeath, 

to leave to, to communicate to 
posterity ; to present to; mu- 
tual deception ; to ridicule ; to 
act so as to be despised. Read 
‘oi, to defraud, or insult; 
weary ; d ch'iin, to hand down; 
cts‘in Sli & ds‘ing, to send re- 
membrances from afar (lo 
friends). 
Same as the preceding; to 

induce, or bring on one’s self, 
to cause ; <4 tsung* to leave a 
legacy, to make a parting 
present; <¢ ’ng? hau* yan, to 
mislead after ages, to pro- 
pagate error;  lui* ‘tsz’ csiin 
to involve one’s posterity. 
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Sweet cakes ; sugared, plea- 
AB sant, sweet ; to feed ; <kém i, 
4 4 tidbit, sugary; ‘kan £6 iii i, 

to regard afflictions as sweet. 
JE wige A, bende the bank near a 

fe We ely ban Pag Wee against, trusting in ; vere 
oD, SERA cov ase tie to Bo, 
clined, leaning ; a feierein, 3 
support ; ‘t lav or ‘% Faz to 

immediately (lit. waiting on 
horseback) ; ‘i tok, to beg a fa- 
vor of one, to engage one to do; 
% dam 4 ko, to sing in uni- 
son with a lute ; ‘t cht mat, “yé, 

_ what do you depend on for it? 
An open, variegated kind 

q of silk, called % Jo; it is a 
kind of law or open silk, used 

_ for sommer dresses. 
& A three-legged iron frying- 
¢ pan or griddle; a stand for 
bows; a den or cave. 

_ A kind of hard wood, fit for 
f cabinet work; a chair, a 

couch ; yat, «chéung ‘%, a chair; 

fot %, tables and chairs; fa? 
- sz’ %, a large state chair; 
chim ‘shau %, an arm-chair ; 
shut ‘i, a couch ; kwa’ dang %, 
a chair without arms. 
Aides of a chariot; fhe 

‘Races in a car where spears 

R Rd iiiea-htdech end tor the 
ancient emperors in the au- 

t dience-chamber: it was of- 

Ton. Dicr. 14 
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a= An ear, the organ of bear- 
>Rh ing; radical of what relates to 

the ear and hearing: to per- 
ceive; a handle, an ear; a 
final particle, usually denoting 
merely the end of ‘the sense, 
but sometimes as an inténsi- 
tive; %t «lung, or ‘i fat, ’ the 
ear; § ‘to kan* others will soon 
hear it; ‘ «ung, black ears, 
thought to come from bad lack; 
cliong “i, dry ears; ‘i wah an 
ear-pick ; % goan, ear-rings ; 
*; 4, obsequious ; *t <siim, a gr.-_— 
grandson’s grandson ; shun® 
cfung *i, quick of hearing ; % 

‘pti, hard of hearing ; % Jung, 
deaf; mit, % ‘tsar, to pull” 
off your ears ; “im 4 to Jing, 
to cover the ears and steal a 
bell, to delude ; ‘i ‘to ‘itn karo” 
mat, * very ~- soft ears, ex- 
cessively credulons. 

: i You, thou; your; flourish- 
ring; a final particle, inter- 

“7 | changeable with the preced- 
"Rh ing, denoting that the subject 

is not of much consequence ; 
also forms adverbs, as tst, ‘i, 
suddénly ; f ‘ngo Jung «sam, 
we are of the same mind; % 
‘tang, ye, you ; *t t ‘ngo ‘ago, 
uncertain, confiised talk ; 
‘nai *f, it is thus, so. 

‘ Near, next to, at hand ; ap- 
“Rp Proaching, both in time ‘and 

place: to reach, to come to- 
wards, to approach; maf, ‘i, 
friendly, sociable; % Jot, [time] 
nearly completed. 

‘BE Figure, form ; like ; to com- 
¢ Pare; to consider, to guess or 

conjecture; to decide after 
deliberation; to estimate ; 
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to intend, to purpose; ‘i tok, 
to think upon, to calculate; % 
tkwan, to transport to the 
army ; ‘t (sé? to judge crimes. 

To deliberate, to consult, 
to discuss ; doubt, hesitation; 
murmuring ; used for the pre. 
ceding, to decide ; ‘i sz” Jing, 
a senate-chamber, a council- 
hall; the Senate-house at Ma. 
cao is so called; min? ‘i to 
confer with one; «kung ‘i, a 
public discussion, 
A final particle, denoting a 

plain statement, that the sense 
is fully expressed ; <4 ‘i %, fully, 
enough ; ‘fau ‘i, certainly not, 

At the beginning of a sen- 
tence, stopped, finished, just 
done, already, past ; sign of the 

. perfect ; to terminate ; to de- 
cline, to put away, to reject; 
as a final, excessive, no more ; 
“i cking ‘kong, done speaking ; 
% hi? gone off; pats tak, % 
obliged to do, inevitable; % 
<king ‘kom, I have made it so; 
‘¢ kaw from this, hereafter. 

By, with; in order to, that 
which; for, that, to the end 
that ; the cause by which, us- 
ing, taking; and; next, at, 
according to; a reason or 
cause; preceded by ‘sho, means 
therefore, wherein, that by 
which, thereby ; succeeded by 
gwai, means deeming, to con. 
sider, by it make; preceded 
by <ho, means how could ; ‘ is 
often merely a sign of the ac- 
cusative, from, to, in, as % 
yan fs iin <sam, he cherishes 
humanity in his heart ; ‘% chika 
wai huk, to bend the straight; 
occasionally used like the 

I. 

last ; umd ‘i, not cease, no more, 
nothing ; ‘yau ‘chi %i, proba- 
ble; shi? ‘i, hence; % ‘kin 
ckw'ai ‘in, to look at the sky 
through a tube; tsz” % goat 
shi I must have it so, ll do it. 

Luxuriant, growing rank, 
flourishing veg tation, 

‘The purslane ( Plantago ); % 
¢ ‘mai, or % ‘i .yan, pearl-barley, 

a The seeds of the nelum- 
4 bium ; % ? <yan, pearl-barley ; 

same as the last. 
+=’ The intention, will, purpose; 
+ a thoughts, ideas; motive; in- 

clination, sentiment, opinion ; 
meaning of a word; # mi 
ch'éung, an agreeable. taste, 
delighted with ; ? sz” the feel. 
ings, the intention; ymé ‘chit 
? undetermined ; 2m ‘hd ? sz” 
indecent, disreputable; un.’ 
willing to refuse ; ‘yau mat, ? 
sz” what does he say about it? 
mo? «chung, unintentional; 2m 
kwo’ tak, ? greatly obliged for 
it; tak, ? gratified, got his wish, 
an exclamation of delightofien 
used in sport ; shing’ ? exceed. 
ed your wishes ; ? pal, a rough 
sketch or picture; ?# sz” sz” 
undesirable, I prefer not. 

pe A retired, obscure place ; fo 
<; bury, to inter; to sacrifice to 

those who have been buried, to 
streams, or to the moon; tohide, 

> Mild, virtuous, exeellent ; 
admirable, admired—appliec 

_ to women; the virtuous one, 
sc. the Empress; # ‘chi, her 
Majesty’s orders. Kean 

>. Cooked rice spoiled by 
mold; a sour, harsh taste ; 
used for its, to choke. 
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fis. To kill, to put to death, to 
; exterminate ; to throw down, 

to prostrate ; to overhang. 
—?*} Two; to divide in twain, 
——~, | to bisect; to help, to second ; 
={ ?to reiterate ; to suspect ; tai’ 
Wee the second ; # shap, twenty ; 
- nd # <sam, not doubleminded, 
Rs faithful, sincere ; # ts°z” twice. 

The two last forms are chiefly 
used in bills and accounts, 

2E Right, proper, suitable ; 
¢ righteousness, equity, upright- 

ness, high mora! feeling, con- 
formable to what the heart 
feels to be proper; common, 
free, public, by contribution 
or government appropriation, 
as # ‘tseng,a public well; 7 
hok, a free schoo! ; patriotic, 
in defense of principle or 
rights, public spirited, as ? 
«ping, patriot volunteers ; su- 
perior, surpassing, excellent, 
Virtuous, as ? sz? an eminent 
scholar; ? ‘hita, a faithful dog ; 
adopted, putative, supplied in 
place of, as? fi# an adopted 
father; @ ‘kai, a false head- 
dress ; made up, compounded ; 
as # mak, a composition ink ; 
meaning, signification ; # pus, 
a faifhful servant; # A? right 
principled, honorable ; ? «shan, 
a public burying-ground; ¢ 
«chong, a public depository for 
coffins. 

ay Right, proper, used for the 
P last; friendly, acquainted ; 

adopted; «chi dan «chi #? 
friends adopted as brothers; 
gin © of the same age or 
graduation; ts‘ik, @ relatives 
of different surnames. 
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= A species of wild jujube or 
‘ey date-plum ; the seeds used for 

an anodyne, under the name 
of <siin ‘tsd cyan, are not from 
a Zizyphus. 

Lia Separated, foreign, of an- 
7,» other country, diffsrent, di- 

verse; admirable, unusual ; 
strange, rare, extraordinary, 
bizarre; perverse, heterodox ; 
to marvel at, to regard as dif- 
ferent or foreign; to oppose ; 7 
man strange news; ? yat, an- 
other day; shai. pat, # will 
not be forced to change ; ta? 
dung ‘sid ? very much alike. 

Z} Labor, distress, toil; afflic. 
“¥’ tions, sufferings; to be weary, 

to endure, to labor in. 
E To accustom one’s self, to 
% Practice, to be skilled in; to 

serve assiduously ; sprouts of 
astump; ? ip,a resident gra- 
duate, one who lives in the 
college. 

Ry Easy, simple, plain, not hard 
i to do; negligent, remiss, dis- 

respectful ; to extirpate weeds, 
to dress a field; gung # easy 
to do; # fiit, ‘shau, easy to rid 
out of hand (as goods) ; # gmat 
‘shau can be done quickly ; 2 
geai lik, not hard to do, he 
will do it with help ; ? <i pin? 
changeable in sentiment. 

(149) {m. 
AE To detain awhile ; to cover, 
Yer t0 conceal ; a surplus, an ex. 

cess; to remain over ; sudden- 
ly, hastily ; to enter into pos. 
session ; <ém ‘yau sz” <fong, he 
suddenly obtained the region ; 
@ place in Shantung. 
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To soak, to saturate; to 
y overflow ; to detain, to stay 

en = 
away ; «im au, to tarry long ; 
<im kin? to permeate ; <tm chai? 
dilatory ; <im mit, to spoil or 
drown in water; «im min’? as- 
phyxiated, half crazy, worried. 

> Clouds rising and spread- 
Y ing; to soak, to make to 
en ° 

vegetate, as the rain does. 
al ‘To castrate, to geld; <im 

‘ wan? an eunuch of the palace ; 
Bl) | im «chit to cut a boar. ‘The 
Yen second is a local character. 
Aint ‘The name of a mountain 
Ven in the West, called «im <ts2’, 

fabled to contain the cave 
where the sun went at night. 

A mind exercised upon; 
n <im <ts'im, unsteady, loqua- 

cious; <4m <a <ts‘im <ts‘tm, rest- 
less, nervous, anxious. 

To lay in salt ; cim pak, 
‘lam, salted olives ; <im ¢s‘ong, 
to lay down [flesh] in salt ; <¢m 
‘tt, smoked hams, 

i) Salt; to salt; pak, im, 
s i white salt ; ¢m <°in, salt-yards ; 
26 am wan’ <sz’, the salt commis- 
Yen sioner; shav im, to evaporate 

salt water <m «ang ch'ut, 
<ts‘ti, the salt-jar has produced 
worms! suid of bad sons, 

+ ‘To dislike, to hold in con- 
TR tempt, to think meanly of ; to 
Hie jothe, to despise : prejudiced, 

suspicious, fastidious, jealous 
of; gm ‘shit, to disdain as 
little ; ‘nt ¢m_m, don’t weary 
of ; ‘sit gm, petty dislikes, 
querulous. 

The eaves, or projecting 
d part of a roof, vulgarly call. 
; ed uk,» yam, and gam ‘hau ; 
en the plate which supports the 

‘ 
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roof; <ft am, the turned-up 
cornices of a hipped roof; dm 
ha? under the eaves, in low 
life ; mok, ‘kt am Shau, don’t 

stand under the eaves. 
Severe, stern, strict, rigid ; 

reserved, cold, austere; ma-_ 
jestic, solemn, dignified, re- 
verential ; inducing respect or 
awe ; a night-watch or guard ; 
epithet of a father; gm .nd, 
strictly to seize; <m suk, 
sternly dignified; gm ft or 

ckd im, my father ; 1d.sz’ am, 
the teacher is strict ; ,ém mat, 
extremely close or secret; 
<tsiin im, your respected father. 
A breastwork for archers or 

spearmen to protect them- 
selves ; to fend off. 

Sour, sharp,as vinegar or 
Vex Spirits highly rectified ; lok, 

en | ey - 
am ts‘? put in some sharp 
vinegar—be very strict with 
him. wI¥ea 

A large serpent in Yunn4n, 
described as edible and scale- 
less, and with large teeth; a 
tribe of southern savages, 
The whiskers; the hair on 

the cheeks near the ears; ‘mi 
<im ckung, the lord of the hand- 
some whiskers, 7. e. Kwanti; 
<k'au <im, curly whiskers. 

Fire blazing, flame ; burn. 
ing, hot; glorious, luminous ; 
to burn; ¢m léung shai? ka? 
the inconstant world, fickle 
friends ; ém it, very hot [sun]; 
‘fo <im ‘shéung, the fire blazes 
up ; ém tai the emperor Shin-- 
nung. i 

‘To screen or shade, to con- 
ceal from view; to shut, to 

= 
3 
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Yen 

He 

Yen 
close ; to soothe, to stroke with 
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the hand ; to console; to sur- 
prise an enemy ; ‘im gnin, to 
shut the door; ‘im <hot min, 
to open the door ; ‘im shzk, to 
hide away quickly ; ‘tm min’ 
to cover the face ; ‘tm ‘ha chiit, 
you must improve, don’t be so 
stupid ; ‘im ‘im ‘yéung ‘yéung, 
afraid to be seen, hiding away 
as a truant; ‘im ‘ha ‘ch'au, hide 
it for shame. 

To cover over, to shade, 
to hide (as an occultation 
does) ; goan ‘im yat, the clouds 
screen the sun; to castrate ; 
vases with small mouths and 
large bellies ; a pass in moun- 
tains. 

To cover anything with 
dirt ; ‘tm gndi, to bury in the 
round. 

To dislike, to disapprove, to 
reject ; to lothe; to sicken at, 
distasteful; satiated, filled ; 
pak; im to be hated or avoid- 
ed by all; .’m im’ not lothesome 
(as food) ; tak, gan im to get 
people’s hate; im’ tsuk, had 
enough of, tired of; «sang 
im’ to hate, to distaste; im? 
yim to dislike to be troubled. 
ead ‘im, to conceal; to get 

away from bustle into quiet. 

Troubled in sleep, disturbed 
~ by dreams, starting in sleep 
” from the nightmare. 

Black pimples in the face 
or on the body, hair moles. 

A scab, the sloughing of 
a wound; spots or pimples 
on the face ; tau* “tm, the vac- 
cine scab. Read itp, hand- 
some ; the cheeks. 
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To dye, to tinge; to steep 
ina dye; to taint, to catch, 
to be infected ; to pollute, to 
vitiate, to copy the bad prac- 
tices of others; soft, flexible ; 
‘tim shik, to dye ; ‘tim ‘im, to 
revise, to add to and finish up 
(asa picture or composition) ; g 
fan ‘im, to re-dye; tsép, 
“am, to learn vicious habits ; 
¢'an ‘im, to dye by brushing ; . 
‘im tin? p'o? a dyer’s shop ; ‘im 
«i meng, to get a bad name. 
To advance; gradually ; 

weak, feeble; ‘Im ‘Yau, a 
disciple of Confucius. 

i Luxuriant, tender herbage ; 
by turns, gradually, alternate- 

"IY; ‘yam ‘im, going and com- 
ing, like day and night. 

R A gem of great lustre, fre- 
quently set on the apex of the 

" tablets held by ministers at 
audiences ; splendent ; part of 
the name of H. M. Kiaking. 

Sharp, pointed ; to sharpen; 
to cut in two or off; to rise 
up; light, brilliant. 
The crossbar which shuts a 

XX gate inside, called ‘im .z, and 
commonly gntin <shan. 

Carrying the -head high, 
of commanding presence ; 
vain-glorious ; same, as~ for- 
merly ; sft hon? fung kam ‘im 
dn, he came back to see, and 
the package of money was 
untouched ; ‘im an yat, abjhs 
just the same color. 

h 4 Eaten to repletion ; satiated j 
lothing, distasteful ; im? ‘pau, 

” eaten to satiety ; and im un. 
satisfied, covetous. 
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?) To verify, to examine of- 
ily for purposes of veri- 

ER fication; to witness before 
Yen officers, to testify ; proven or 

tried by one’s experience ; 
proof, evidence, testimony ; 
im? «shi, a coroner’s inquest ; 
im? fo to examine goods [for 
the duty]; im mung’, to ful- 
fill a dream; ‘hau im? ygning 
pak, to examine into fully; 
cying im ‘lui, the thing was 
true, the proofs are complete ; 
4m? hon’ to be examined at the 
fiiyuen’s office ; im? gning <kan 
‘Jéung, ‘look sharp after the 
catties and taels’—a shop 
notice ; im <tsong, to identify 
stolen goods. 

2 Beautiful, tall, handsome, 

captivating ; plump face ; bril- 
liant ; bedizened ; voluptuous, 
wanton, dissipated—applied io 
women ; ckit im® gay, beauti- 
ful, brilliant, as flowers, colors, 
a face; gjung im? abundant 
and gay ; im’ shik, tung’ cyan, 
beauty excites men. 

Flame, blaze; brilliant, draw- 
ing the eyes of men; chuk, fd 
in? the candle flames, Same 

fn. 
In Macao, many of the words under this 

syllable are pronounced ngin and hin 

Yen 

fr: 
- as 24 im. 

(150) 

ya Smoke, misty vapor; to- 
a bacco or opium, because they 

; | smoked; «% «in, lamp- 
Yen black; sming cin, excellent to- 

baccu; <in <ts® éung, an opium. 
pipe; «mda ki cin, cigars; 
‘shui <in, tobacco prepared for 
the hocka; «shang -in, smok. 
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ing tobacco; «in ip, tobacco. 
leaf; «shit cin ‘fo, to let off 
fireworks ; 3 cin ofa long? ‘ts2’ & 
brothel-goer ; <in chan, light 
dust or motes in the air; a 
term applied to banditti ; fan 
cin, to smoke opium; <in ‘yan 
‘hi, the longing of victimized 
opium-smokers ; <in ‘md chan® 
‘smoke has no rules,’ said of - 
great brags; choi «tang cin ‘ktin, 
an opium-smoking shop ; yan 
cin .ch'au mat, a place thickly 
settled. 

The throat; a cosmetic; «in 
shau, the throat, a gorge, an 
important pass; cin «chi, rouge ; 
cin «chi fa, the Mirabilis ja- 
lupa, 

Handsome, beautiful; a 
gracious smile; the smile of 
beauty. 

Corrupt, putrid, rotten, as 
vegetables or food; <fn ch'aw 
stench of decaying flesh ; <in 
<i, rotten fish. 

A speckled bird ; as an ini. 
tial particle, an interrogative, 
meaning how, who, is, why, 
according to the scope; <in 
«chi, how should I know ? cin 
yung shat, why kill him? <in 
tak, fw kwa? how canI get 
rich? also denotes the sub. 
junctive, as cin kt ds‘ung chi, 
should he fellow him. 

As a final particle, an 
adverb of affirmation, denoting 
that the sense is complete ; as 
to? pat, ch'iin in, the truth is 
not taught; used in corres. 
pondence with sii, a8 it fin 
dn, as it is in heaven; forms — 
adverbs, as ching’ <n, “truly ; 
‘shit sin, presently; an eu. — 



IN. 

phonic particle, adding force 
and emphasis to the previous 
word. 

Words, speech, talk ; a sen- 
tence ; an expression; the ra- 
dical of characters relating to 
speech ; to discourse, tospeak, 
to say, to address ; to express 
an opinion; to speak with; a 
high appearance ; a word or 
order; <n ‘i, conversation ; 
fa <n, exaggeration ; yan .in, 
arsenic; shat, <n, an error in 
speaking, slip of the tongue ; 
yéuk, shek, an, exhortation; fn 
cktin, censors; shik, an, to re- 
tract, to break a promise, 

To simmer, to burn; to as- 
“+> sent, to reply to; a final par- 

” ticle, yes, certainly, so, truly ; 
used as the sign of an adverb, 
tsul, dn, suddenly ; also adds 
force to ; as m? pif, <in, unger- 

tain, probably not; a dis janefive' 
particle, but, then, if so, not 
so ; tsz™ an 4 an, spontaneous- 

ly and yet truly; in hav? af- 
terwards; ‘kwo <n, truly, a kind 
of chimpanze; yik, n, thus, 
in like manner ; <én ‘yd, just so. 
To burn, to fire, to light; 

to boil, to simmer ; 4m ni «chi 
_ kap» imminent danger, at ex- 
tremity; <n «shit, to catch fire. 
To grind fine, to triturate, 

to dissolve, or rub or powder; 
dn mit, or rub to a powder; 
dn <shiin, a narrow iron mor. 
tar in which drugsare ground ; 
én kaw to investigate, to 
search out thoroughly—usual- 
ly implies by torturing. 

Beautiful, elegant, pretty ; 
Yen Witty, accomplished, skilled ; 

Sault 

the opposite of <chi 

/ 

IN. Hi 

Virtuous, wise, moral, 
worthy; excellent, superior, 
in morals or in intellect; 
a term of laudation, as gn 
ds‘ai, my faithful wife; to sur- 
pass ; to praise or call a wor- 
thy ; <én tai? my good brother ; 
chéung <n, village worthy ; <n 
¢s‘oi, good and talented, su- 
perior abilities; 4n gan, a 
virtuous, bighminded man, a 
philosopher, a class of men 
next to sages, 

To go fur; to protract, to 
lengthen out, to prolong; to 
involve ; to invite, to call to- 
gether; to enter or advance ; 
spread out, arranged; slow, 
dilatory, long; distant, to 
spread far, or from one to an- 
other; <n cht, slow; gn tn? 
dilatory, 4n «pan, to invite 
guests; <n k‘ap, <a yan, to 
compromise another. , 

aa A bamboo mat spread out, a 
Yen table spread smooth or arrang. 

ed; met. a feast, an entertaim- 
ment; sin istk, a banquet, a 
meal ; <king in, the hall where 
the emperor meets academi. 
cians; the shrined oratory 
where priests recite prayers. 

The throat, the esophagus ; 
a straight or narrow passage ; 
<in hau t <fong, an entrance 
toa river. Read in’, to swal. 
low ; to tolerate, to suffer, 
Limit or border of a patch of 

land; a path toa grave; to 
ascend; pal, <n, the eight 
points of compass, all around. 

ax ‘The string of a bow ; chord 
Hien of an arc; the moon when she 

quarters, on the 8th and 23d 

days ; shéung’ dn, the 8th or 

1 
Hien 

13 
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9th day of the moon ; ha’ <in, 
the 23d of the month ; a cord- 
ed pulse. 

Silken strings of musical 
instraments; ‘nagdn# <in, to 
play the rebeck or 2-stringed 
fiddle ; «sam gn, a 3-stringed 
guitar ; tin? tn, ‘ cord broken,’ 
2. €. decease of a wife’; tsul, | 
in, a second marriage. f 

The side of a ship or boat, 
the gangway or bulwarks of 
a vessel. 
The Julus or gally-worm, a 

sort of millipede found in dry 
places. 
To inundate, to overflow ; 

to spread out, to enlarge, to 
amplify ; abundant, much, far; | 
elegant, beautiful ; prolix, dif- 
fuse, turgid ; plains at the base 
of hills; au ‘in, to ramble ; 
«shé Gin, a sand-spit’ “in shing? 
ckung, Confucius’ sepulchre. 
A stream flowing far; long, 

extended, ample, widely ; to 
moisten, to lead; to practice, 
to exercise, to perform, to 
drill ; tn A? to perform theatri- 
cal plays; ‘én ‘mo, to train in 
military exercises ; “tn tsdp, to 
practice ; ‘in ‘ha ‘shau sha? 
try your hand at it for once. | 
The department of {nchau | 

fii in Shantung. 
To cease, to desist; to sleep, 

to lie down, to recline; to 
throw prostrate ; to fall along ; 
‘tn ‘hi ko? <hung, throw for- 
ward your chest ; “in sik, ‘ha, 
to lie down, take a nap; “in 
‘kin, undecided, lost his wits. 
A kind of silure or mudfish, 

with a white head, which lies 

near the bottom. i 

iN. 

A species of cicada, called 
fong ‘in, and many other 
names; “an ding, a kind of 
house lizard, livid and harm- 
less, tna 

, A mole, called Jaz- ‘shiz, or 
Yon ‘Plough rat ;’ also a fabulous, 

- ox-like animal, said to lie in 
the water. . 
To see, to regard ; project- 

ing eves ; ‘in ‘tin, pretty ; the 
melody and beauty of birds 
singing. 

A dike or dam, to dike off 
water ; to arrest or stop. — 

Ua 
Yen 
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Hien 
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e en 
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Yen 

The summit or peak of a 
mountain, likened to a boiler 
or jar. 

from rank ; to mourn with one 
over the loss of country. 

3 A swallow or martin; a 
Y | shuttlecock; ‘in sz’ a swal- 

low; ‘in ‘mt <p‘ai, swallow. 
tailed bucklers; %n «wo, edible 
birdsnests ; tek, “in, to kicka 

-y_» | Shuttlecock. ; 
anu. } A feast ; to repose, to rest ; 
Yen peaceful, still, leisurely ; to 

To visit or condole with the 
bereaved, or those disgraced . 

disgrace ; ‘yam in’ to feast (by — 
officers); tn’ kit to live at ease. 
Read «in, ancient name of a 
state, now the province of 
Chihlf, and still often applied 
to it and the metropolis. 

7 —— a feast; merriment ; 
_*, pused for the preceding; 47 
a in’ a feast pan the 
Yeu emperor to the tsins2’ gradu- 

ates; «ying yéung ina fe 
_ given to military kijin grad. _ 
uates ; luk, gming in the one 
to literary Aiijin graduates, — 



IN. 

mR Like, tocompare ; toexplore, 
Hien €° Spy out; a weathercock ; 

shan in’, a spy; iv <i gwan, 
like the clouds. 

? Clear light, cloudless sun- 
Hien light; the clear sun in winter 

melting the snow. 
> Lustre of gems; to mani- 

Hien (eSt, to appear, to display ; to 
divulge, to show ; apparent, fo 
be seen now, conspicuous, de 
facto, present ; in? ngan, ready 
money ; in? <kam, now ; in? tso? 
in a place, existing, now here ; 
in? shing, is already to be had, 
ison hand; én? hung, to lay 
down security or stakes; gning 
in? bright, not dull, (as colors) ; 
speedy reward or retribution ; 
iw in® ‘pa, I must have the 
money in hand; in’ .shan shiit, 
fat, influential, able to move 
others ; in* ch‘ut, to appear, to 
come out. 

? An ink-stone, used by the 
Yer Chinese ; £6 chang mak, tv’ 

the best kind of ink-stone ; 
in? -kang, or in? fin, to get a 
living by the pencil. 

? Edible species of spinach, 
Hien Artemisia, and Chenopodium, 

are termed in? ts‘oi’, distin- 
guished by various adjectives ; 
in? ts‘o? usually denotes spin- 
ach ; ‘ka in® ts‘oi pigweed. 

> A small chissel; a sort of 
Hien Javelin ; a hand staff. 

2 Virtuous and_ learned, as 
, 2 magistrate or scholar ; ac- 
complished. 

ae A proverb, a common say- 
Yen ing, tradition; a blunt speech ; 

in’ fu, a vulgar saying. 

Ton. Dicr. 15 

e 

IP. 

i 
Provision for journeys; to 

carry food to workmen in the 
fields; to offer animals in 
sacrifice. 

To salt flesh ; ‘pé ém ip, kwo? 
s'il, lay it down in salt; ép, 
sin, pickled in brine. 

Leayes of plants; leaf of a 
¥cn book ; a thin plate or leaf of 

gold or metal ; posterity, ages; 
an age; to collect, to assem- 
ble ; yal, tp, «pin «chau, a flat 
punt; «Ming «chung ip, dur- 
ing the Ming dynasty ; mgau 
pak, tp, tripe, the manyplus 
of oxen; choi «chi san ip, to 

_ have posterity, 
a A beam to support a bell; 
Nieh that which one ought to do, 

an office, an oceupation, pur- 
suit, calling, profession, art, 
or trade; patrimony or estate; 
a claim for, or an amount of 
merit, from what one has 
done ; meritorious, deserving ; 
done, finished, a sign of past 
time ; tp, nga?’ a craft, a busi- 
ness; <kd ip, family estate ; 
sz” tp, occupation ; «kung ip, 
eligible for reward ; ip, ching 
hi? ‘lit, gone; <king «king ip, 
ip, fearful, strong ; ip, % .shing 
kuk, the matter is already set- 

__tled. 
Elf Name. of a region in the 
Nich state of Wei, now included in 

Linch4ng hien in Changteh 
ffi in the north of Honan pro- 
vince ; tp, k@ a compliment. 
ary epithet, applied to a man’s 
library, referring to Li Pi, the 
learned prince of Nich. 
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yt 4 stoppage in the throat ; 
an choke, seats to swallow ; 
te, a hiccup or sobbing ; #f, hau, 
Yeh throat stopped up ; if, sak, un- 

able to swallow; «pi ds‘ing 
‘ang it, choked from grief. 

= To visit a superior or a 
Yeh gentleman ; admitted to an 

audience ; to signify to, to in- 
timate; to state or declare, 
to inform by petition ; a card ; 
it, kin? to see a superior; it, 
shé, a guest-chamber ; pd? it 
to announce a visitor. 

Het; feverish; ardent, 
‘io}, warm-hearted; to heat, to 

warm; <m it, hot; fat, it, 
feverish ; ai it, boiling with 
rage; very hot (as weather), 
close ; it, nau? the bustle of a 
crowd ; it, <i tso* tsang’ hot as 
sitting in a still; din it, hot 
weather; °ng sam fan it, 
feverish, nervous. 
The son of a concubine; 

Nich 22 illegitimate child, the £ son 
of guilt,’ as the composition 
of the character shows; met. 
the consequences or reward of 
crime ; sorrow; clear ; tsti? it, 
retribution of sin; tsz”? tsok, it, 
evil of one’s sins; if, chéung’ 
a retribution for undutiful acts 
by having wicked sons one’s 
self; it, it, adorned, neat. 
The stock of a tree; shoots 

Nich (fom a stump ; yang it, suck- 
ers. 

A target; a law, rule; the 
So: Peder ’ Nieh Judge or ruler of a city ; t, 62 

the provincial judge; he is 
addressed as if, <t‘ot. 

FU, 

The little side doot in an 
Nien entrance; a post in a gate. 

way ; a threshold. 
j Dangerous; unquiet; it, 

Neh ngat, uneasy, disturbed, moy- 
ing about, 

la. 
Pleasing, winning ; delicate, 

Yan flourishing vegetation ; docile, 
entle. . 
Beautiful, strange, bewitch. 

Yau ‘983 ominous, unaccounta. 
ble, supernatural, monstrous, 
lusus nature; heretical, magi- 
cal, silly, not conformable to 
the classical usage or doctrine, 
a word much used by officers 
to stigmatize things and peo- 
ple; a phantom, sprite or trans- 
formed being ; to blandish, to 
flatter, to enchant; dé kwai? 
unnatural, ominous; <u 4, 
monsters, prodigy, ominous of 
wo; <it% dsing, a metamorpho- 
sis ; itt shit, heretical hooks; iz 
<in, seducing talk, cozening, 

Small, tender; the last pig 
Yau 10 2 litter; the ace face'of a 

dice; name of a tune on the 
guitar; the radical of little 
things; <haw <i, to turn up 
a doublet and one ace. with 
three dice. 
To adjust, to agree to; to 

seek, to importune ; to assem. 
ble together, to call one; to 
scrutinize, to examine into; 
dt .k'au, to seek for carefully. 
The loins, the waist, the 

Yin lumbar region, the body be- 
tween the ribs and pelvis ; the 
middle of a thing or act ; ‘mo 
it kwat;a poor stick, a witless 
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fellow ; ‘fai au kiwat, lookout 
for your backs !—a_porter’s 
cry ; at kwat, dau han, your 
back itches (for me to whip 
you) ; <i pau, a fob; it ‘lam, 
to nurse or bring up; au ta? 
a girdle; pin’ chung it, in 
the middle, half done; dé 
kwat, the haunch-bone, -shi:||‘ 
iti, the back of a book. 

Grass, herbage, vigorous 
Yan growing vegetation. 

The murmur of insects, 
Ag chirping of grasshoppers, &c., 
Yau jn the grass. 
W, A word used mostly by wo- 
“¢* men to quiet one; du! iu 

Bs 
lok, ! be still ! 
To stop, to interrupt; to 

Yan conceal; to invite, to send for ; 
' tolook for, to seek, to salute ; 

to want; séung iv, mutual 
invitation ; <% ‘ts‘eng, to in- 
vite; 2% .yau to invite toa 
ramble ; hi iti, a polite phrase 
of a host, meaning my enter- 

' tainment is a poor one. 
4% Service of a villain, feudal 
chee yassalage or labor of a serf; 

* dt déung, scutage money or 
escuage ; i yik, labor given 
by fiefs. 

_ A kind of wild beast; J% 
Yiu Ya, # tribe of Midutsz’ moun- 

taineers in Lien chau and its 
vicinity, supposed by the Can- 
tonese to have tails. 
A precious gem ; <u <kwong, 

the star Benetnasch in Ursa 
Major ; gi <tsin, your * pearly 
epistle,’ a complimentary term ; 
dt chi, a lake in fairy land. 

= A rustic ditty or ballad ; 
y iy called i ko; an impromptu 

song; to imjare by ruupors ; 

B 
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dung 2a, childish ditties ; pd’ 
san’ <itt im, to spread idle tales, 
to defame. 

Remote in place, far off, 
distant ; 2v ‘iin, a long way off; 
Siti it tsz” tak, to take one’s 
leisure, or ease without care. 

A furnace or kiln for bricks 
Yan OF pottery ; ‘nga au, a pottery- 

kiln; gu ‘hau, a shop where 
opium is sold ; ‘td dt, to fre- 

- quent a brothel; chi? po au 
to live in old kilns, vagrant, 
beggarly. 

aq The wind shaking things, ‘ : ; 
Yiu 28 @ flag ; fluttering, waving 

from the breeze. 
A solitary hawk with a va- 

riegated plumage ; also a va- 
riety of pheasant, akin to the 
medallion pheasant, is called 
du chi. 

Sad, troubled, and without 
Vow @ny one to disburthen to; de- 

praved ; tempted. 
TR. Moved, agitated, disturbed ; 
s Yin 0 Shake, to wag; to make ; 

ditt ‘16, to work a scull; 
tung*to move, to disturb, either 
menta'ly or physically; <f% 
du, a violent wind, to rise 
rapidly in office or rank; iz 
yuk, unsteady, not firm on its 
base; du «chung, to ring a 
bell; gi dau to shake the 
head, to refuse; dd <iv, dis. 
turbed, troubled ; ai <i yuk, 
not firm, unstable ; au dz “pat 
‘pai, swaggering, proud, 

3%: Earth heaped up; eminent 
ve in worth ; a famous sovereign 

who reigned B.c. 2357. 

A small carriage, a one- 
Yay forse cart. 

i 
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A tribe of pygmies in the 
Yau South of China, three cubits 

high. Read -hiz, false, hy- 
pocritical ; hiv hang? lucky. 

Pleasant, winning, witty, 
fascinating, graceful—applied 
to females; to perturb; kit 
stu, agreeable; ‘kwai it, ghost 
of a murdered man, 
A short oar; to row; tz 

shin, to row a boat. 

Thorns, rushes, stubble, or 
twigs, used for fuel; cho gi, 
light fuel for kindling ; san tv, 
faggots for fuel. 

Plenty to eat; abundant, 
satisfied, affluent ; an overplus, 
the leavings; exceeding, a 
superfluity ; liberal, mdulgent ; 
to acquit, to excuse, to forgive, 
to give in, to forbear; ¢a% ming? 
to spare life ; d@% shat; ‘liberal 
of tongue,’ wrangling ; fung 
<i, abounding in, ample. 

‘F-} To die» before puberty ; 
<.~ }shortlived, an untimely death ; 
HK} to. kill children; calamity ; 
Yau meng? ‘it, shortlived ; tz chit, 

a premature death. 
a Obscure, still, profound ; 
Yaa good, retired, reserved ; ‘iv tiv? 

gentle, quiet—applied to fe- 
males. 

: fas The cackling of hen-phea- 
' yuv sants, calling for their mates. 
We Deep, sunken, cavernous, 
4 eyes; deep, profound, extensive, 
Yau yeimnote ; ‘iz an, inconsolable. 
te To give or bring trouble to, 
ta to incommode, to emdarrass ; 
"tu chagrin, to confuse ; to dis. 

order, to infest, to stir up, as 
banditti do a region; to breed, 
to rear; to tranquillize ; luk, 

c 

KA. 

‘it, the six domestic animals ; 
‘ii litn? to raise a broil, to un- 
settle people’s minds. 

‘4§~ ‘To bale or lade out water ; 
Yau Yt hoks ‘itt ‘hi *k'ii, all lost at 

once, a clean sweep; ‘iz Shui, 
to dip out water. ; 

‘ge To wind around, to twine 
(M5 -around ;_ to be entangled in; 

7g | to environ, to go around, to 
make the tour of, to compass; 
ch‘in “i, to cord about ; Siz tv? 
to make a circuit. . 

> To want, to wish, to desire ; 
requisite, important; urgent ; 
the important or. essential 
parts of; an abstract; ‘ni iw. 
°m i, do you want it? teng? 
iW very necessary ; —pin a 
can’t do without it, wont be 
refused ; ts‘iit, i an abridges 
ment; i? sum an important 
letter; shéung? ‘ha wv ‘sz’ 
near death, about to die; i# 
‘kom tsau?‘kom, just as you like. 

ie To illumine, to shine on ; 
Yau lustrous, _ glorious, splendid ; 

celebrated ; .kwong i magni- 
ficent; qwing it? great distine- 
tion. ; 

Re The effulgence or light of 
Yiu the sun ; és‘at, aw? the ‘seven 

lights,’ are the sun, moon and 
five planets. ea 

Ka. 

5 What is within doors; a 
* household, a family ; home, a 

_ dwelling ; domestic, domest:- 
cated; title of a husband or 
master of a family; term ap- 
plied to some dignitaries ; the 
country, the government; to 
divell, to live ut; a sect, pro- 

Yau 

a 
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fession, or class; a region of 
the body, as far’ .ka, the lungs; 
a suffix of nouns to denote per- 
sons, as 1a? <ka, all of us, the 
whole, all at once, together; 
‘léung ka, both of us ; tsz” <ka, 
I, myself; fw ka, the rich; 
ka cyan, domestics, official at- 

_tendants; ta? ka séung tsi? 
all met together; 4a shat, a 
husband and wife, household ; 
hop, <ka, the whole family; 

“kin <ka, your servants, your 
assistants ; ka fi my father ; 
ds‘an <ka, term by which the 

‘parents of a married couple 
' eall-each other; ‘pun ka, a 

namesake, one of the same 
clan name ; ch‘ut, ka, to be- 
come a bonze or nun; .ka 
‘chéung, our clan elder ; .ka tha, 
this instant, just now ; .ka Tai, 
family rites, usages pertain. 
ing to marriage and burial; .ka 
yung? for * family use,’ superior 
quality of goods; <ka shan, 
courtiers ; tai yat, kd, excel- 
lent, “ first chop,” skillful ; .f4 
cké ‘tsai, you little scamp ; 
Syau ka ‘li, 1 am married ; ka 
kwok, sz national affairs. 
To add to, to-superadd or 

place upon; to confer on; 
advanced as officers are; to 
charge (as interest); ka dsang, 
to increase ;_ <ka tik, dim, put 
a little more in; ka kin, to 
‘put on a cap,’ at marriage, 
answers to putting on the toga 
virilis; ka fung, to double 
envelop a letter; <kd <ktin, to 
rise in office; a ? beyond 
expectation. 
Ka fi, the name given in 

' Canton to coflee, 

Kia 
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7 __ A flail ; a cangue or wooden 
rie pillory in which criminals are 

exposed, called in irony muk, 
fung ‘leng; astand ; ddm ka or 
cong ka, to wear the cangue; 
«ka Ad the superscription on- 
it ; ka <ch‘ong, a sort of chair 
hired of the turnkeys to ease 
up the cangue; ka chi? ‘ki, 
put him in the cangue; muk, 
tséung’ dam <ka, a “carpenter 
wearing the cangue,” a phrase 
like « Phalaris’ bull” 

3) Gems on the hairpin of a 
“Kig headdress ; a sort of browband 

or fillet. 
a3 A kind of flageolet, made 
‘4 of a reed; also called pit, lut, 

or pat; lut,. 
ae A kind of sleazy camlet; 
Kis <k@ sha, a sort of stole or 

surplice ; a shad po muslins, 
Good, excellent ; to praise, 

Ki, to commend; to eulogize ; to 
make happy, to rejoice in; 
‘ho kd, praiseworthy ; <ka <i, a 
kind of barbel; 4d ‘lai, fine 
presents ; Ka hing’ the reign 
Kidking, a.p. 1796-1821. 

+ A boar; “hogs are called 
Ki «ka in Corea and Chihli.” 

A plants like Arundo, of whicha 
by A bulrush or reed, sedgy 

Kia pipe can be made: <ké fu, the 
white medullary lining of 
some sedges, met. related, 
distant connexions; lightly 
esteemed. 

A buck, the male of deers. J 
Kia 
Fy .Ka tsat, the common name 
3 of the cockroach. 
‘ Price of a thing; a sur. 
Ki; pame. 
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A shrub, supposed to be the 
sane as tea; its infusion used 
to be drank. 
A three-legged goblet with 

© anear, made of stone, holding 
six pints; it was used in the 
Shang dynasty. 

Great felicity or prosperity ; 
great; distant; firm, stable ; 
blessed, propitious; chuk, ‘ka, 
to bless, to implore blessings. 

False, fictitious,  illusive, 
feigned, hypocritical, unreal, 
simulated; a pretext, to pre- 
tend ; supposing, if, because ; 
to borrow, to get an accom- 
modation, to avail of; to sup- 
pose, to instance ; great ; pat, 
chi «chan ‘ka,1 don’t know 
whether it is so or not ; chong 
‘ka ‘kau, a skin dog, a man 
with great pretensions; ‘ka 

. ‘shau i yan, to get the help 
of another ; ‘ka <i, for instance, 
if; ‘ka ‘shat, supposing that, 
granting that; ‘ka pan? dis. 
guised like another; <fa ‘kd, 
unreal, lying, not genuine ; 
‘ka meng, an alias; ‘ka ts€ to 
-borrow, to ask of; to use for, 
or as a substitute ; ‘ka nga? 
hypocritical, spurious; ‘ka 
‘Is‘z’ .kan, take an instance ; 
‘kd kuk, all humbug ; ‘ka 
chi, blustering, threatening. 

> Leave of absence, a fur- 
Kiz lough; ke k@ to apply for a 

ap ‘ : 
furlough ; ftin k@ to extend a 
furlough; fong’? k@ to give a 
vacation. 

We ‘To marry a husband, to send 
a bride to her husband’s house; 
to cast imputations on another, 
toimplicate; ka? fu, to marry ; 

ss 

la 

KA, 

kia ‘nii, to give a daughter in 
marriage ; ka dim, a dowry ; 
k@ wo* to bring evil on one; 
cfan au k@ a second matr- 
riage ; sung’ kd last visit to a 
girl before her wedding. 

> ‘To sow or plant grain ; met. 
farming ; the spike of grain; 
wild cerealia ; hok, k@ to learn 
husbandry. 

A horse in the harness, to Ie aye ; H . ’ Kw, harness a carriage ; a chariot 

Ty, 

Kia 

for the sovereign’s use; to 
drive or manage a horse; to 
sit in a carriage; to mount, to 
ascend; to embark, to go 
aboard ; to embrace or avail 
of; a title of respect (as if 
addressing one in a chariot), 
Sir, Your Honor ; ka shéung’, 
dsiin ka, or doi ka are all 
terms of address ; pit, ka title 
of an assistant prefect; shing’ 
kw@ his godship, his Majesty ; 
aw k@ death of a sovereign; 
k@ ‘ts2’ ta? pompous. 

> A stand, a press, a rack, a 
case, a dumb-waiter, an open 
frame on which things are 
placed, a scaffolding or frame- 
work ; classifier of screens, pic- 
tures, pier-glasses, and what- 
ever is framed; to lay ona 
frame; to lay up or heap; to 
uphold, to support ; to fend off, 
to ward; ta k@ to fight, to 
come to blows; k@ kak, to ward 
off with the arm; kam chung 
ka@, or uk, k@ a trass on four 
posts supporting a roof; pat, 
ka a pencil-stand; ‘at tsd? ka’ 
déung .mé, are yon going to be 
a ridge-pole ? said to one who. 
interferes in or backs up a 
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quarrel ; ‘shui ka’ a washstand ; 
shap,tsz* ki? a cross; ka’ kin 
kt kwo? to help one over, to 
assist one in a dilemma. 

> The price or value of a 
Kid thing; kd@ ds‘in, the price; 

shi k@ the current price ; dam 
k@ or ka ds‘in ‘chung, dear, 
high-priced ; shing ka fame, 
reputation ; ‘md kd’ priceless, 
inestimable ; no sale ; shat, ka’ 
the lowest price ; tor” ka’ price 
to be settled afterwards. 

he A pass or station, where 
Tsah Suards are posted ; k@ lea 

guardhouse ; sun’ kd a post- 
house ; (kai k@ a street guard, 
a police-station ; ka’ l@ mid- 
dling, obsequious, undecided. 

Kai. 

The cock ; the galline ; kai 
kung, a cock ; <kai ‘nd, a hen; 
kai hong’ a pullet ; shan kai, 
a pheasant; kam kai, the 
golden pheasant; <kai ‘tsai, 
a chicken ; <kai gning, or kai 
fai, cockcrowing ; ngan kai, 
a boatswain’s whistle; kai 
Sngan, corns ; in <kai, a frog; 
‘fo kai, a turkey ; ; ‘shui kai, 
‘water hens,’ a term for pro- 
stitutes in boats; <kat <kan, 
sodomy ; faw -kai, cockfight- 
ing ; <kai k‘at, kom? ‘ts‘é, early 
as the cockcrow. 
A hair-pin, broad and bent, 

laid on the back of the head, 
put on when married; the 
coiffure; mel. puberty; kai 
at, a hair-pin ; ckai ‘lai, braid- 
ing up the hair when about to 
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A tie-beam connecting two 
+ pillars, or supporting the ‘roof ; 

kat, kai, the projecting end of 
a tie-beam holding up the plate. 

The coiffure of Chinese wo- 
men; <sho ‘kai, to arrange the 
hair: «é kok, ‘kai, the hair 
dressed in two horns as child- 
ren’s is. Also read kav’. 

aR A complete number,.a de- 
i? liberation in full assembly ; to 

ae’ 
Ki 

plan, to consider, to devise ; 
to calculate, to estimate, to 
reckon, to count, to compute ; 
stratagem, scheme, plot; kai 
<m chan, reckoned or counted 
wrong, not guessed right; .’m 
ka’ kaw was not included in 
it, I said nothing about that; 
‘yau mat, kav kaw what plan 
or contrivance have you ? kai? 
gmau, to plan or contrive ; siin’ 
ka? an injarious plot ; kai sho 
to count ; o ka? fertile in ex- 
pedients; tai* kai the trien- 
nial official examination ; .k@ 
ka? means of livelihood ; sam 
kav? to reckon mentally ka? 
to ‘un, to forecast, to calculate 
ahead ; ka? pan® .’m ch*ut, no 
chance to get a loan, you can’t 
effect it ; kai’ ’m tim® can not 
reckon them all, a very mis- 
cellaneous lot of things. 

Connected threads; a line 
of succession in kindred ; ; to 
continue, to enter on the duties 
or pursuits of others ; to adopt; 

ing to, successively, to 
follow after; kav ‘md, a step. 
mother ; shing kai? ‘tsai, an 
adopted son; kai ts‘dp, he- 
reditary nobility : kav wat’ li- 
neal successor. 
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we Usually read haz’, to tie’; to 
Ki pertain fo, to follow in con- 

sequence of. 
> A thistle, species of Cnicus; 

, Kav chau, a district of Shun- 
t‘ien f@ in Chibli. 
An enigma or apothegm 

= cease; ‘kong Fat, kat to ex- 
plain the apothegms of Bud- 
hisin ; .chét kai? to know these 
enigmas, to understand one’s 
wishes, to take a cue; ‘ni 
‘mai ‘kong kai. don’t puff 
yourself. 

K‘al. 

YR A clear mountain stream- 
dS ‘let, a pellucid pool among the 
YS hills; a valley with a rivulet 

Kin it; the headwaters of a 
river ; a creek, a ditch, or wa- 
ter-course ; met, what is hand- 
ed down, as doctrine ; ti@ <k‘at, 
to fish in streams, 
A foot or bridle-path, a nar- 

row pathway; to penetrate 
through byways, to go where 
no road is. Often read -hai. 
To examine into, to deli- 

‘VE berate, to compare ; to inquire 
into; to detain, to stop, to 
embarrass; to reach to; to 
prostrate, to bow to the ground ; 
Kai shau, to knock head ; 
Mh shun .séung -k'at, mutual 
ickerings; <Kai <ch'd, to ex- 

amine into or search out. 
Name of a mountain in 

Poh chau in the department 

of Yingchau in Nganhwui ; a 

_ surname. 
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15 in Budhist books; to rest, to} 

K' AL. 

‘5 To open, to explain, to make 
KG clear ; to signify to, to tell a 

superior; to reveal, to make 
known (by revelation) ; to in- 
form, to state ; to instruct; to 
kneel ; to divide, to separate, to 
distinguish ; to publish a book; 
the van or left wing of an 
army ; clear sky after a rain ; 
the morning star is called ‘kai 
ying, harbinger of brightness ; 
‘Kat fuk, a horse having a 
white right forefoot ; to bégin, 
as spring or summer; king? 

‘kai ‘ché, he who respectfully 
states—opening phrase in a 
letter ; ‘k‘at mung, to teach the 
ignorant ; ‘kat ‘hau, to speak, 
to teach; ‘kai chau, to set 
sail; ‘k‘ai tik, to undeceive, 
to propagate truth, to point 
out the right way ; fw ‘kai, a 
postscript or inclosure in a 
letter; on ‘kai, open [the 
envelope] calmly—a_ super- 
scription on letters. 

‘Be A passport or sign made of 
> carved wood; an embroidered 

streamer ona lance, sent by 
way of credence with messen- 
gers, or borne in state. 

: Alasting kind of silk; cover 
ki; of a lance-head ; a scolloped 

bannerol borne by. aides-de- 
camp or escort.. Read hing’, 
the sides or ribs. 

deed, EL A covenant, ‘bond, 
4 lease, agreement, whatever is 

drawn up between contracting 
parties ; quipos were anciently 
used ; to compare or produce 
‘the parts of a check, to: join; 
mournful, distressed ; adopted, 
devoted to a god or person; — 
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a spit used in scorching ftor- 
toise-shells for divination ; 
frightened ; k‘a? yéuk, a writ- 
ten agreement; shit k'a? docu. 
ments ; k'ai’ fi one honored or 
served somewhat as a godfa- 

kav ‘sai, a child so 
adopted ; kav ta? a sodomite, 
—a term of abuse; kai shi 
to ask the protection of [the 
syung shi? or banian] tree ; 
kav? shan, to devote one’s self 
to a god; ‘1d k'a? two persons 
whose children have inter- 
changed homage to them ; old 
fellow !—a compellation used 
by near friends. K‘a? dan, the 
nation which ruled Northern 
China from a.p. 1118 to 1235, 
under the name of the Golden 
dynasty. 

(157) Kai. 

¥,  Allalike, things of the same 

Kia 

A 
Kiui 

, sort, uniformly; all, altogether ; 
‘used after a sanital of items 

or nouns of multitude, as the 
sign of the plural; «442 chi, 
everybody knows it ; kai pat, | 
Kap, none eqialed him, un- 
equaled ; 1d shi <kai tsov? old 
and young, all are here ; ‘sho 
tsok, kai an, whatever he does 
is as it should be; -kw kaa yat, 
yéung® all are alike. 

Used for the preceding ; to 
accompany, to take along 
with one, asa parent takes his 
child; all at once, together, 
coalescing; persons waiting 
in one effort; kai kai, vi- 
gorous; <kdi mam, ‘with my 
son,’ —a phrase used on cards 
and votive tablets. 

Ton. Dicr. 16 
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ia 
i , ones at the door; 
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The melody of birds; har- 
‘ mony heard at a distance ; 

the soughing of the wind; .kat 
kai, birds singing. 
Kat kai, murmuring of 

streams flowing together; 
’ cold; ; incessant rain. 

Steps, especially the stone 
the ascent 

to a hall, a flight of stairs; a 
grade, a degree, a rank; grada- 
tion ; a source or cause of some 
evil; to rise, to emulate ; kai 
Kap, a step, a grade in office; 
din .kai, the large stone steps 
at doorways; au -kam -kdi, 
to‘ enter the golden steps’ i.e. 
the palace, is the privilege of 
the three highest Hanlin gra- 
duates ; ¢'0t -kat, your house ; 
‘Kai «chau, a prefecture in 
Kansuh, 

Beautiful, fine, nice, good 
of its kind; excellence, good- 
ness; sham? -kai, exceeding 
good ; -kat yan, a pretty wo. 
man ; ‘hd kai pat, good pen- 
manship; .’m kiw kai, I see 
nothing remarkable in it, care 
nothing for it; kat yam, good 
news, usually means by letter. 

A street in a town, a thor- 
oughfare; market where people 
pass; ‘shéung kat, to go ashore ; 
fa kat ‘lau hong? street of 
courtesans; ch'ut, <kai, gone 
abroad, gone out; yat, div kai 
hong’? a single ’ Street; kai 
<fong, a neighborhood, the 
householders of three or four 
streets, a ward; kat chap, a 
street gate ; kat shéung? in the 

_ street or market; kai Jai ‘kong, 
street news; ch'a <kii, 
trol the streets. 

io pa- 
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‘ To split a horn in two; to 
Kiai Open, to take off or apart; to 

cut up, to sever at the joints ; 
to dissipate, to disperse, scat- 
tered; to explain, to narrate, 
to make clear, to understand ; 
to comment ; a commentary, 
a meaning, an explanation; 
to stop, to cease ; to do away 
with the effects of; a trace, a 
footstep ; ‘kai hui, to unloose 
(as a knot), to illustrate ; chi? 
‘kai, an explanation or com- 
mentary ; ‘ni ko’ ts2” ‘tim ‘kai, 
what is the meaning of this 
character? 2m ‘hit ‘kai, | don’t 
understand it; ‘kai ts‘o the 
explanation is wrong ; ‘kdi lat, 
untie it ; ‘md ‘kai kaw no way 
of rescue, no salvation; ‘kai 
mtu to dispel or alleviate sor- 
row; ‘kdi ‘shau, to urinate; 
‘kai avai, to raise a seige, to 
extricate from difficulties ; ‘kai 
ch'it chung shat, to exorcise or 
expel evil spirits; ‘kai tszi? 
I beg pardon ; ‘kai ds‘in, pay 
your fare! ‘kai hot, to quench 
thirst; ‘kai tut, to let go, to 
free (as a grasp), to remove (as 
sin from the soul); ‘di yam? 
to retire from office ; ‘kai han? 
to remove ill-will ; ‘kai sam, a 
cheerful ballad. 

; A colloquial word—to pass 
Bia (at table), to take, to carry in 

the hand, to bring for use; 
Skai ‘pa td ‘tsai lai ‘ngo, bring 
me a_ penknife ; ‘ni ‘shau ‘kai 
mat, ‘yé, what are you carry- 
ing ? ‘kat .ch'a lai, bring tea. 

> ‘To transmit, to forward to, 
Kiai to hand over to; toexclude ; to 

transfer an officer to another 
post; kav <iin, first of the kit. 

KAI, 

jin graduates ; ka? fan® to de- 
liver up a criminal ; kav? ‘héung 
ngak, to pay in the fixed duty 
to the emperor. Read ha?, to 
mean, to intend; ha? v to 
make motions, as to the dumb; 
to talk by signs; to guess. 
This last is a local phrase. 

he A hall or suite of rooms in 
Kis, @ pretect’s office, called kung 

kav’, where subordinate officers 
stay ; a sort of hospice. 

> To assist, to attend upon; 
Kiai 20 attendant, a domestic, a 

valet, one who announces vi- 
sitors ; numeral of persons, as 
yat, kav m& ft, 1, a poor sol- 
dier; because ; great, good, up- 
right ; firm; a single animal, 
one alone; small, trifling ; a 
border of a country, frontiers ; 
conterminous, separated, to 
border on ; armor for the body, 
mail, a cuirass; carapace of 
tortoises, crabs, &c.; icicles on 
trees; to act, or represent ; 
tsit, ka? well principled; un 
ka? lu# the scaly and shelly 
tribes; yat, ka? «chi sz a small 
affair. 

> One who serves, a waiting. 
Kini DOY 3 great, good ; kwav kav’ 

your servant-boy ; ‘sit kav my 
valet. In these senses, used 

for the preceding. 
Wh Walking awry; kam kav 
Kia, Walking in an irregular man- 

ner, not progressing. : 
> Akind of gem tablet, 12 ts‘iin’ 
; long, held in both hands, when 
in the Presence. 

Lh A division between fields, 
Kisi to mark separate ownership ; — 

a limit, boundary, border, fron- _ 
tier, terminus; to draw a line | 

Kia 

i 

4 
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of separation, to limit; to sun- 
der friends; shar kai the 
world; 2m ‘hd sha? ka? a vi- 
cious age; kav’ shek, a boun- 
dary-stone ; kau kai the bor- 
der, a boundary ; kav han? a 
limit in time or place, to re- 
strict; ka?  fong, a paper 
weight ; ka? Jo, an iron wheel 
used in lathes by glass- 
grinders; «shan kav the con- 
fines of a grave; kav? ch? limit, 
edge of a lot. 

A scratch, a little sore, a 
scabbiness ; kav? la? chi tsat, 

* a trifling sore, an unimportant 
matter; kav? <ch'ong, an itch 
pustule, a pimple. 
The mustard plant; ka? 

an ts‘ow coarse kind of mus- 
tard, cultivated for greens; 
<s‘im ka? unimportant, small ; 
ka? mit, ground mustard ; ka?’ 
ta? trifling, not worth remem. 
bering, ‘ like fish-bones in one’s 
throat ;’ ‘sd kav a sliver or 
splinter, a piece of grass, 
a contemptible person. 

wr A red spotted, scaly lizard, 
found in damp places, called 

‘kop, ka? ; used as an aphrodi- 
siac medicine. 
The sole fish, plaice, or 

flounder, commonly called 
dt, sha di, dsang ‘pi <i, and 
“pt muk, i. 

A boundary or limit; a re- 
Kigi £09 ; to warn, to caution ; to 

guard against ; to inform or 
announce to; to beware of, to 
refrain from, to observe a re- 
gimen ; to cure of the use of; 
injnnetions, precepts, inhibi- 
tions; ka? ‘hau, to abstain 
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from flesh, fo be careful of one’s 
diet ; isit, ka? most carefully 
guard against: kav ‘chi, a 
finger-ring ; kav <n <fong,a 
prescription for curing opium. 
smokers ; kav ‘t‘iin ‘yan, en- 
tirely cured of the habit ; fat, 
ka? rules for a regimen, warn- 
ings, injunctions ; kai <‘iui, a 
rule; hin’ ka? a friendly ad- 
monition; ka? ‘tsau, to ab- 
stain from wine ; shap, kav? the 
Ten Commandments. 
To enjoin, to urge upon one’s > 

bk attention ; fearful, chary of. 

= Rule of conduct, precepts, 
Kj ‘ warnings, orders, injunctions ; 

to deter by citing the penal. 
ty, to exhort to desist, to pro- 
hibit ; ‘king kav? to warn or 
persuade against; name of a 
sword; ko kav to give good 
counsel ; kam’ ka? to forbid. 

at To reach to, to arrive at or 
,ptend towards, in time or 

fi place ; a limit, terminus, set 
Kiai time ; the summit, the extreme 

point; unfortunately, unlucki- 
ly: ka? kt, come at the time, 
punctual ; tsit, ka? ha’ ch? it - 
is now the midsummer term ; 
in ka? the horizon, limits of 
things. 
A elded ox ; strong, vigor- 

ous animals, such as are cas. 
“ trated being so. 

K‘ai. 

A straight, durable, and 
graceful tree, which grows on 
Confucius” grave; a pattern, 
example,.model, rule ; A square 

aS 
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shi, or pattern writing; iin 
‘kai, elegant writing ; ,k'éung 
‘kai, fixed in one’s principles, 
straightforward. 

Kak. 

The hides of animals, after 
Keh the hair is taken off; radical of 

hides and things made of them; 
the human skin; to change, 
to put off, to renew, to molt; 
to degrade one from office ; 
musical instruments of skin; 
defensive armor ; leathern; a 
wing during molting; kak, 
yik, to dismiss a man from a 
vamun;° kak, chik, or kak, 
‘eng, to turn out of office ; 
kak, ‘fung, to mulet an of- 
ficer of his salary. 

Ab ‘To weave, or put the threads 
NF of the woof in; to seam. 
Kek 

To strike, to attack, to box ; 
to fight with beasts; to fend 
off or stop a thing; ‘tong kak, 
to break a blow; kak, taw 
fighting ; kak, un au, to 
fence, to box. 

ry4 ‘The spreading of branches ; 
Kel: come to, to reach, arrive at 

the end; to examine to the 
bottom, to sift or understand 
thoroughly ; | excellent, ex- 
traordinary ; to influence, to 
affect, to cause ; to attack ; to 
change, to correct; to grow 
old; a line, a rule ; a mark by 
which one writes ; obstinate ; 

a limit, a pattern; a statute ; 
a frame or stand; to raise up; 
all years which have the 
«‘ branch” gan in their cyclic 
name; kak, ugor extraordinary, 

beyond the usage or stipula. 

(159) 
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tion ; kan’ kak; to draw lines; 
yaw tsz” kak, a copyslip; kak, 
mat, to inquire into the nature 
of things, 

‘pan kak, temperament ; kak, 
kuk, carriage, presence, bear- 
ing; kak, shik; a muster or 
copy ; shan chi kak, sz divine 
influences or inspiration. 

BS, The skeleton of a man or 
Koh beast ; the bones sticking out, 

lean ; ‘tai ‘kit kwat, kaks look 
even to his bones, narrowly 
examine his character. , 

The diaphragm; any thin 
membrane in bodies; the 
breast, the mind; kak, mok, the 
midriff, separating the thorax 
and stomach; a bell frame; 
kak, shik,. food disagreeing 

fa 
h 

with one, and vomiting it; 
kak, lak, ‘tai, the arm-pit. 

Ra. A partition, a bulkhead, 
| something which stops the 
5} passage ; a shelf; to obstruct, 

eh to intercept, to separate off, to 
interpose, to hinder; to strain ; 
separated, sundered ; next to, 
neighboring ; kak, <li chi he 
lives next door; kak, -hoi, to 
separate, to put apart; kak, 
yat, 1% ‘shui, a stream inter- 
venes ; kak, .chd, strain off the 
grounds; <sdm kak, kw a 
stand with three shelves ; kak, 
yé? (food) left over night ; kak, 
pit, separated (as friends) ; 

kak, cnin luk; an old friend ; 

kak, yat, loi, come every other 
day; .m ds‘ang kak, tseng? it 
is not strained clear ; kak, cha 
spun, a filterer; kak,-ds‘éung 
angdu ‘yéung, to ‘scratch 
[one’s self] through a bai ine 
effectual, useless indignation. 

to philosophize ; 

>. ws | a, oe oe ee 
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(160) Kam. 

Metal, one of the five ele- 
Kia ments; radical of metals and 

metallic things; gold, par ex- 
cellence, the metal ; musical in- 
struments of percussion ; firm, 
strong, solid, hard; yellow, gol- 
den; a coin, a piece of money ; 
during the Han dynasty, a cat- 
ty of gold; precious, true; im- 
perial; geong <kam, gold; pak, 
kam, silver ; kam shik, yellow ; 
ckam <kwo arms ; .ch‘t kam, to 
gild; kam ip, gold plates, used 
as bullion ; kam pok, gold leaf; 
«kam kwat, a species of small 
orange ; tsuk, .kam, pure gold ; 
fi kam, bits of gold leaf stuck 

_ on cakes; <kam .sing, Venus; 
Kam fad, name of a goddess, 
corresponds to Juno Lucina ; 
tinsel ornaments like flowers, 
used as offerings; <kam nok, 
a sure promise ; chap, kam, to 
take up and re-inter the ashes 
of the dead. 

4» Now,at this time, presently; 
ye <i kam, now ; kam yat, to-day ; 

che? kam, till now ; 4am ‘man, 
this evening; kam chit, this 
morning ; kam sha? this age, 
this world or life 4am hav? 
henceforth. 
A kind of variegated silk 

used in ornamental work ; em- 
broidered, worked, or knit in 
colors ; elegant, figurative fine 
writing ; flowery, pictured; @ 
‘kam, the gentry, official per- 
ns ; ‘kam ch‘au, figured pon- 

gee ; shap, ‘kam ‘tin tip, colored 
chinaware ; ‘kam saw man, 
an elegant style. 

‘his 
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AX? 

ans in 

To prohibit, to guard against, 
to warn or forbid, to hinder or 
stop the completion of ; to re- 
gulate, to restrain ; fackalacn. 
imperial ; to keep off; a kind of 
tray ; kam’ sheng, his ma jesty’s 
palace ; kam? kav? prohibitory 
rules; kam? fo? contraband 
goods ; kam? isut, a turnkey. 
Read kam; to endure, to 
bear ; to take by force,to over- 
come. 

~ Unable to speak from lock. 
fae >, Jaw or other disease ; to shut 

the mouth, silent ; to refrain 
from speaking ; kam? ‘hau I? 
dysentery and loss of appetite. 

te ‘To press down, tu hold fast, 
to lay the hand on ; kam? ‘shut 

” ch é, to work a fire-engine ; 
kam? t? au ‘shui, to switn 
and keep hold of the ground, 
i. €. having something to de- 
pend on; <s‘0 <iin kam? ‘pin, roll 
it round or press it flat, met. 
an easy disposition. 

(161) K‘am. 

Zr A coverlet or large quilt; a 
AR shroud; @ <k‘am, clothes and 

shroud for the dead. 
Ae) Strings or tapes to fasten a 
Worry the lapel or fold of a 

coat ; to fasten by strings ; 
“Vay 
Kin collar ; ta? kam, a large fate; 

tur? are kam, a coat opening 

down in front; sing kam, 
sitits‘di graduates; <k'am hing 
tai? term for husbands of two 
sisters ; hung kam fut, easy, 
forgiving; am ¢au chu? - 
things hanging on the lapel, 
as charms and fobs; <k°am godi,, 
the bosom of a dress. 
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Firm, durable, lasting ; able 
to endure; enduring, ‘well 
placed or settled ; ‘pong chii 
kam tak, ‘ta, tied up helpless, 
in a “fix,” unable to resent a 
wrong; kam ‘shai, lasting, 
very durable ; cam tak, naw 
patient, good-tempered ; .k°am 
.m chi? testy, irritable ; .k°am 
“ai, in good taste; k‘am 
king, unalloyed, pure in heart. 

A Chinese lute, having seven 
strings ; to restrain one’s self; 
foreign instruments are called 
kam, as fing sk'am, an organ, 
seraphine, or a piano; ‘sié 
yéung <kam, a music-box; 
ai <k'am, a theorbo or round 
guitar ; ‘ku <kam, or dan Jkk‘am, 
to play the lute; <k°am yam 
liin? disconcerted, an unex- 
pected obstacle; <k‘am ong, 
your excellency’s hall,—a 
phrase applied to officers ; “om 
cfung <k‘am, to play an organ. 
A salt marsh plant, perhaps 

a kind of Salsola; cattle are 
fond of the seeds; gvong <k‘am, 
a yellow root akin to liquorice” 

Flying and feathered crea. 
¥ tures, the class Aves; pregnant 

animals; ,k‘am shaw birds and 
beasts ; .ka <k‘am, the cock. 

To seize as a hawk does, to 

FY grasp, to clutch for prey; to 
™ take alive, to capture (asa 

prisoner) ; am chuk, to seize : 

shang <kam, to take alive; 

chong <k'am chong shuk, to 

play at boo-peep. 

A kind of Prunus; Jam,k'am 
a large species of bullace ; the 

™ fruit is red and much eaten 
by birds. 

KAM. 

A kind of spider; <k'am .1d, 
the shepherd spider or father- 
longlegs; a species of Pha. 
langium. 
To cover over with any- 

thing ; to pull over one ; ‘kam 
Spi, to draw the quilt over 
one ; ‘k‘am chi? ‘kit, cover it 
over (as a dish); ‘kam ‘shau, 
one who lives by his wife’s 
prostitution. 

Sister-in-law on a_ wife’s 
side, is called ‘kam géung ; 
Sk‘am ‘mod, a maternal uncle’s 
wife ; tai? ‘kam, bride-women 
who wait on the bride for three 
days. 

bai 
K‘in 

ne 

ay 
K‘tin 

(162) Kam. 

Cords for binding hampers ; 
to close or bind up, to seal, 
to fill up crevices closely ; 
ckam fung, to seal (a letter), 
to fasten up (a box); cham 
‘hau, to be silent, to stop’ the 
month of or entrance. Read 
kam’, the bindings of a coffin. 

CF 

Kien 

pil: ‘To look down upon or into, 
Kien 88 a god or emperor does ; to 

visit subjects; to look at, to 
require, to control by inspect- 
ing, to superintend, to take 
charge of; an inspector, over- 
seer; a jail, a prison; to im- 
prison ; a halo; ckam do, a pri- 
son ; lso .kam, in prison ; «kam 
kam or shau kam, to take to 
prison; kam ‘ago 1a? man, 
forced to do, can’t help it; kam — 
Sni tso? to compel you to do it ; 
«kam dam, to superintend an 
examination; <kam ch'at, to 
behold, to survey, as gods do; 
kam tuk, an oyerseer—the 

oe Fe ae ae we oS 



KAM. 

hoppo is so called; kam ‘tan, | 
an old prisoner, a gallows-bird 
—a term of abuse ; ‘tsau <kam | 
fan an escaped prisoner; ham 
chi? wv obliged to take it. 
Read kam’, to examine into 
carefully, to revise another’s 
proceedings; kam? .shang, or 
iso? kam? a purchased degree 
between sitits‘di and kitjin; 
td? kam an eunuch; yam 
in kam an astronomer roval. 
Embarrassed ; kam kai at 

Kien @ loss what to do; walking 
awry. 
A casket, box, or case, for 

ion HOlding things; am chong, 
a dressing-case ; kat, kam, a 
letter with good news, 

a | To diminish, to subtract, to 
Jn ;take away part ; to keep back, 

to contract, to abbreviate; to 
Kien lighten, to retrench ; ‘kam ka’ 

to cheapen, to lower the price ; 
Syau tak, ‘kam, the price can 
be lessened ; ‘kam pat, ‘sé, to 
write an abbreviated form, to 
write short-hand ; ¢s‘ing ‘kam, 
poorly, tired out, overworked ; 
‘kam ‘shang, \aconic, plain, 
divested of useless additions ; 
gmung ‘kam, thank you for the 
abatement [in price] ; lok, lik, 
‘kam, come down in your 
terms ; ‘kam ‘shang tak, kwo 
less will do, there is no need 
of so much. 

r 4 tub in which the moon 
, pshines ; a mirror, a speculum ; 

4 an example, that by which 
Kien one may take warning, term 

given to historical works; a 
precept, or admonition ; to ex- 
amine for purposes of approval, 
to audit or tevise ; to survey ; 

(163) 
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to reflect light ; shing’ kan’ 
his Majesty’s revision, the 
‘sacred glance ;? yming kan’ 
perspicacious, to examine ful- 
ly; foi kam for you, Sir, to 
see—a phrase used in letters ; 
kam? shang tsong’ to implicate 
a man out of revenge; kam 
ts‘in kit, to heed previous ex- 
amples. 

Kan. 

Roots of plants ; the origin, 
beginning, root; bottom, found- 
ation ; fundamental ; classifier 
of trees ; ‘md kan ‘pin, singu- 
lar, peculiar; baseless, withs 
out foundation ; kan tai, cause 
of, the bottom ; <kwai .kan, to 
revert to a former state, to re. 
turn to a first condition ; <ch'ii 
ckan to eradicate, to destroy 
utterly ; kan mit, first and last, 
the whole; .kan gau, mode of 
originating, circumstances of 
its begirining, the rise of ; an 
chi ‘chéung yéung,; may he 
have a vigorous, healthy 
growth,—a petition used by 
mothers. 

The heel; kéuk, kan, the 
heel; miore commonly. call. 

” ed kéuks chang ; to follow at 
one’s heels ; to follow up, to 
peste an inquiry ; ; according 
to; kan <pdn, a lacquey, per- 
sonal attendants; .kan kaw to 
search into; <kan yan tsd® do 
it as he does; <kan wai? ‘pan, 
to injure by bad examples ; 
kan Js'am, hunt it up, look for 
it ; kan .ts'ui ‘ngo, follow me ; 
Syau yan kan ‘mi Joi, there 
is sumebody coming behind, 



128 KAN, 

A kerchief ‘or cloth bonnet, 
Kin 2nciently worn; a napkin, 

a neckcloth, a handkerchief ; 
radical of things made of 
cloth; ‘shau kan. a towel or 
napkin ; ch‘an’ <kan, a_ girdle- 
napkin ; hon? .kan, a handker- 
chief; i <kan, the literati; 
ckung ‘sz’ kan, a cap worn by 
young noblemen ; ch éung kan 
a scarf ; tap, pok; -kan, a cloth 
to protect the shoulders; pok, 
ckin <kan, a shaw]; dau kan, a 
turban, a kerchief. 

Fr To chop, cut down ; an ax, 
. a hatchet; a test or machine 
Bhs weighing; a catty of 16 
Kin taels, or 14lb. av.; ‘ki do <kan 

Sléung, what is the weight? <kan 
«kan to examine clearly; ‘ta kan 
Yau, to turn a somerset ; Jéung 
ckan ‘tau, to measure out by 
_pecks. The second form is 
in common use, though unau- 
thorized. 
A sinew, a tendon; alsoa 

nerve, for the Chinese do not 
distinguish ; sinewy, muscular, 
strong; ‘ho kan lik, vigorous; 
in full health ; luk; kan, stag’s 
sinews ; ‘ngan kan ds‘tn, right 
before your eyes ; <p't hai kan 
cobbler’s ends ; min? .kan, roll- 
ed dough ; ‘yau kan kwat, can 
be depended on, sagacious, 
prudent ; hit, kan, veins. 

Diligent, careful, vigilant ; 
serious, attentive, solemn, re- 
spectful; to venerate, to sedu- 
lously watch against, or con- 
sider, to heed; ‘kan shan* heed- 
ful of, circumspect, watchfal ; 
‘kan ki? to send presents to 
one ; ‘kan k? carefully remem. 

in 

KAN. 

ber it ; ‘kan tséung sz” pdn? the 
business is nearly arranged. 

Exactly, nothing wanting, 
nothing over; hardiy, just 
missed (an injury), scarcely, 
almost, a little short ; ‘kan kaw 
‘shat, just enough; ‘kan ‘hd, 
itwill do; ‘kan ‘kan tsd tak, 
can make it do, a little scrimp- 
ed; ‘kan to just arrived ; ‘kan 
tsuk, yat, k'ap; just able to 
meet expenses ; ‘kan ‘Sho, noth- 
ing to spare. 

Tenacious clay, mud; yel- 
low loam; adhesive; to smear, 
to lute ; time ; in these senses, 
the next is generally employ- 
ed. A plant, also called 
dau, or crow’s head; ‘kan 
ts‘ov the violet, pansy. 

To plaster or step up with 
clay, to lute ; to cover a corpse 
with earth; to inter; clay, 
argillaceous earth, mud; a 
way over a drain. 
A tree whose flowers blossom 

and decay ina day ; perhaps a 
species of Malvacee; used 
figuratively for human glory, 
transient happiness ; a handle. 
To die of starvation by the 

roadside, to cover a wayside 
corpse. n 
A dearth or blasting of ve- 

getables; .ki ‘kan, a want of 
grain and vegetables, _ 

A nuptial vase; the bride 
and groom pledge each other, 
afier exchanging them; they 
are often made of half of a co- 
coa-nut, anciently were made > 
of half a gourd, or of metal; — 
hop, ‘kan, to exchange and 
pledge the nuptial cup. 

Kin 
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_ + To bind fest, to compress ; 
a cord; urgent, strict ; diligent, 
prompt, on the point of, in 
haste, pressing; strait, con- 
fined ; rapid flow of water ; ‘shuz 
‘kan, rapid, swift water ; met. a 
careful guard of, very watch. 
ful; ‘kan i# indispensible, 
urgent; ‘fang ‘kan, waiting 
for, in instant need of ; ‘kan 
kap, be quick ; ‘kan ‘chi. kdm’ 
do, only want just so much; 
shéung* ‘kan tsé* do it im- 

- mediately ; ‘kan ‘kan ‘ho, will 
just do; ‘shau ‘kan, in need, 
hard up; sheng ‘kan,a husky, 
hoarse, voice; ai ‘kan ch‘iv 
almost here; yaé, ‘kan ch'ii’ 
they are now eating ; ‘kon ‘kan 
yak, eat as soon as you can; 
“pong ‘kan, tie it tight. 
A small dwelling, a lodge, 

a hut, a cottage; few, in a 
slight degree; ynd (fan ‘kan 
nin’? you need have no anxiety 
about me ; ‘kan chdk, narrow, 
cabined. 
» ‘To see or have an audience 
with a superior or the em- 

_ peror; to look to the north, 
1. e. towards His Majesty : 
the autumnal audience ; .ch'tz 
kaw to be introduced at Court. 

rm, vigorous, strong ; to hold 
ay The collar-strap of a harness; 

at fj 
in 

K 
Kan 

back, to restrain ; to ridicule, to 
make odious ; avaricious, par- 
simonious, sparing of, to take, 

» Hard, firm; perverse, ob- 
stinate ; 4 limit, to bound; the 
third of the eight kwa’; radicu! 
of characters denoting furce. 
This character is much used as 
a contraction for gan, silver, 

Ton. Dicer. 17 

K‘AN. 129. 

) 3f-* Near, proximate, both in 
Kin Place and time; to touch, to 

approach, to bring near, to 
close upon, to urge ; according 
to, like; familiar; ¢s‘an kan’ 
intimate, near one; kan? sh? 
nearly so; kan? sh# ‘ngan, 
near-sighted ; fi? kan* not far 
off; kan? yat, or kan’ shi, 
these few days; dséung kan’ 
about to be; kan’ ‘hot, near 
the sea; kan? Joi, recently ; 
kan’ ‘li, consonant to reason; 

«le? kan’ the way, is short ; kan® 
chu’ ‘ki, get near to him. 

(164) K‘an. 

Ir Celery or parsley; cress; 
‘shut <kan ts‘o? water-cresses ; 
Shon <k'an ts‘o? celery; ‘ts‘oi 
<k’an, to * pluck the cress,’ i. e. 
to become a sidts ai ; kan in? - 
a festal cup given to siils‘as 
graduates. 

a _ Diligent in one’s post, labo- 
Kin Tous, 

K‘in 

industrious ; sedulous, 
attentive to, kind; to stir tp, to 
assist one in diligence: ;k'an 
lik, diligent, be industrious ; 
kan hok, to study hard; <k‘an 
gwong, loyal, diligent in one’s 
office; <k'an <ka lap, ip, to 
try to exalt one’s family ; ;f'an 
kim? diligent and frugal. 

Diligent ; wan <k'an, bowed 
down, anxious regarding one’s 

| K% . 
” work or duties ; overlabored, 

no rest, 

(165) Kan. 

Aj)| A crevice, an interval, a 
space between; between, in 
the midst of, during, whilst; 
amongst, to allow, to muke 

Kien 
LE 



KAN, 

room for, to set apart ; a clas. 
sifier of buildings, gardens, 
rooms, &c.; yat, min kin, 
within a year ; Cin t# chi kan, 
in the world, on earth; Ada? 

kan, the kitchen; .fong kan, 
in the room; sap, <shi kan, 
just now, only a moment; 
tai? ‘ki kan, which house is it? 
kt kan ‘tim yéung® how does 
‘the affair geton? yéung kan, 
this life, in this world. 

Hard, intractable soil; dif- 
ficult, distressing ; the origin 
of; .kan an, troubled, in un- 
happy circumstances, hard to 
to do; .kit kan, an officer in 
mourning for a mother; <kan 
<san, miserable, bitter, wretch- 
ed. 

lnordinate, unregulated de- 
sire ; to violate decorum, to 
confuse propriety ; to disobey ; 
cunning cabals, plots ; vicious 
corrupt, selfish, malicious ; 
clandestine; villainous, un- 
principled, intriguing, crafty, 
traitorous; adulterous; kan 
cha? false, fraudulent, swind- 
ling; kan <shan, a traitorous 
officer; hon? kan, a traitor, a 
disaffected Chinese; kan ts"ak, 
a villain; youtraitor! kan ‘kau, 
subtle, wily, slippery ; an tai 
yan, a scamp, a rascal; -kan |}. 
‘tsai, a slippery fellow. Used 
interchangeably with the next. 

Illicit intercourse, criminal |} 
connection; «adultery, rape, 
incest (for the word itself 
does not distinguish); to de. 
flower, to debauch ; kan yam, 
illicit connection of any kind ; 
kh éung kan, a rape, to force a 

i 
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KAN. 

woman ; kan ‘fu, an adulter.’ 
ess; kan ds‘ing, adultery. 

hE A sort of rush, whose fibres, 
n after retting, are fit for mak- 
ing cords, thatch, or mats; 
perhaps a kind of Phragmites. 

‘tS | A kind of barilla obtained 
{from marine plants in Shan- 
tung ; ‘kan ‘shut, lye, lixivium ; 

Kien fan ‘kan, soap; <héung ‘kan, 
scented soap ; ‘tin ‘kan, coarse 
barilla soap ; ‘kan .sha, a sedi- 
ment of lye ; lap, ‘kan, Castile 
soap. 

ie 

ay A coccoon ; the silky pup 
A of other moths: ¢s‘am ‘kan, 

the silkworm’s coccoon ; ‘kan 
ch‘au, a sort of crape pongee ; 
<ch‘ing <héung ‘kan, a kind 
brought from Kidying ¢hau. 
Sometimes read ‘kia. feu 
A slip of bamboo used for- 

Kien Mertly for making notes on; an 
official writing ; documents ; 
to abridge, to condense, to 
retrench; laconic, terse in 
style ; to select, to distinguish, 
to choose from ; to treat light- 
ly, negligent or rude to ; clas- 
sifier of slips or sheets of pa- 
per, as dan ‘kan, a single or 
unfolded slip of paper; also, a 
single-fold visiting-card ; sin- 
cere ; great, large ; ‘kan ch'ak, 
a letter, a dispatch ; ‘kan léuk; 
to abridge, to make a digest 
of; aresumé, a synopsis; ‘kan 
man’ to treat disrespectfully ; 
also used as a polite phrase, «1 
think you will deem me rude ;” 

nga ‘kan, an ivory tablet for 
writing; ‘kan kit, a~ term 
applied to offices, to show that _ 
they are not very important. — 



KAN. 

q Often used for the preced- 
Kien ing ; to select, 0 sort; to re- 

duce or abridge ; a visiting- 
card; a classifier of slips of 
paper ; ‘lai ‘kan, a marriage 
card; <hung ‘kan, a common 
red visiting-card ; ¢s‘un ‘kan, 
a 5-fold visiting-card; ‘kan 
Shi, a letter; ‘kan Cip,a card. 

¢ Jaf To elect, to choose, to dis- 
Kien Criminate ; ‘kan siin? to select 

‘kan chak, to choose from, to 
specially select one of; ‘kan 
ch'a, to sort tea; ‘kan fo to 
garble goods ; ‘kdn shing? that 
which is rejected ; ‘kan iin, 
finished picking; ‘kan tseng* 
picked clean. 

ed To point out the right of a 
Kien thing; to reproye, to remon- 

strate with, to testify against, 
to plead with a superior; to 
advise, to urge to reformation ; 
remonstrance; hiin? kan’ to 
urge one to reform ; kan? -kiin, 
a censor to His Majesty, a 
historiographer ; ‘fu kan? un- 
palatable advice. 

dill To make a space between, 
ee to divide, to interrupt, to al- 

ternate; to sunder; to part 
friends, to interfere, toslander ; 
a spy; far removed; vacant, 
unoccupied (as a road); to 
bear with: kan shik, colors 
alternating; kan’ kak, to dis- 
join, to set apart; kan? fong, 
to divide off a room ; kan? pit, 
‘hd noi? separated a long 
time; sho kan yan, a tale- 
bearer; kaw <sho tik, separate 
them a little more ; kan? wah, 
¢m doi ni, what if I de not 
come ? ‘fin kaw a spy. — 

(persons for a duty or office) ;- 

KANG. 431 

> A stream in a. valley, a 
Kien mountain torrent; shan kaw 

a streamlet. 

(166) Kang. 

(The first two characters under this syl- 
lable are usually pronounced kang, the 
second chiefly in its meaning of a watch.) 

HF] To plough, to cultivate 
“Yl fields; the period for plough- 
cljf| ing ; a ploughing ; to labor, to 
Kangbe diligent in any occupa. 

tion; <kang <fu, or kang din 
yan, a ploughman, a farmer, 
anagriculturist ; muk, kang, to 
labor with the eyes for a liv- 
ing, as a physiognomist ; shit, 
ckang, to teach for a living; 
lik, kang, to work hard ata 
business; <kang ‘tsai, hired 
laborers on a farm ; <hoi kang, 
to begin ploughing. 
To change, to alter, to re- 

new; substitution, emenda- 
* tion, reparation; a watch, of 
which there are five, com- 
mencing at 7 o’clock p.m., and 
reaching to 5 o’clock a.m.; to 
watch ; ang ‘koi, to alter, to 
correct, to make proper ; kang 
un? to change for another ; 
chang fii, a watchman ; kang 
dav, a watehman’s lookout- 
box; kang ‘kti, the bamboo 
and drum of the watchman; 
lok, -kang, to set the watch; 
hau <kang, to call in the 
watch ; kang law’ the striking 
of the quarters by the watch ; 
‘lo ckang, or <kang lin? a head 
watchman ; <hon <kang, or ‘tai 
ckang, to keep wateh; Ya 
ckang, to strike the hour ; %in? 
kang, to relieve the wateh. 

Jf 
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132 KANG. 

A kind of rice; a litle fra- 
2 sone grant’ when cooked, called 

chéung kang ‘mat ; it has very 
little viseidity. 

ffi The séventh of the ‘ten 
Kang Sms ;’ to change, to alter; a 

way, a path; ages years; to 
restore} to bestow as a re- 
ward; dung kang, of the samie 
age; kang ‘kan; a card con- 
taining the record of the births 
of two persons proposing to 
marry; ‘nf kam nin kwar? 
kang, what is your age this 
year! ch'éung kang the 
evening star ; also, old, "aged ; 
fii kang kwai? to ask charity. 

He To repeat a song, to encore 
' a song or music; t6 join to, 
*4E to continue P kang <ko, to re- 

peat & song. 
A kind of pie, with yellow 

va plumage and black tail, call- 
“"Sed ds'ong kang ; perhaps a 

species of thrush, 

ee A thick soup or broth, a 
savory porridge, make of flesh 

Kang and meat; a spcon or small 
ladle ; deang dong, soups ; cha 
chang, a tea-spoon; <shi kang, 
or tu <kang, a spoon; ta? 
ckang,a table-spoon ; <i <kang, 
fish chowder; <wo kang, a 
well seasoned soup; met. har- 
mony between states. 

¢ A spinous tree, like an elm, 
Kan good only to burn; thorny, 

Ber, prick, as a thorn; re : 
to ward off eickness ; a re- 

» » sumé; to obstruct, ta close ; 
straight ; strong; a stem or pe- 
tiole; ‘kaag k'ov? on the whole ; 
‘hang chik, upright, highmind. : 
ed, A colloquial word, mean- 

KANG. 

ing fixed, finished, unchange- 
able; the whole of anythng ; 
‘kang ‘pan, it is already too 
late, it can not be changed; 
‘kang hai’ ‘kom, the thing must 
be so; ‘au ‘kang ‘kang, a stiff 
néck; shang .shing ‘kang ké 
it was so born or made, uniin- 
proveable, irremediable ; godz 
‘kang, selfwilled, obstinate. 

' Sif A well-rope ; ‘kang ‘tin pat, 
Kang k‘ap, sham, deep water 

can not be drawn up witha 
short rope. 

A Fish-bones; bones or any- 
7 >thing sticking in the throat; 
ff | stiet as a bone, decided, un- 
Kang yielding, blunt (applied to 

officers) ; ‘kang .’m kwo? ‘keng, 
the bone won’t go down, you 
can’t impose on me that way, 

A limit; the highest point ; 
Kano to fill every where ; relics of 

antiquity. 

¢ 

(The two next ch are often p d kwang.) 

HK Large ears reaching to the 
¥ ta Jaw-joint, thought to be indi. 

cative of nobility or long life ;. 
constant, firm, ingenuous, 
sincere ; something sad im. 
printed on the mind ; restless, 
unquiet, melancholy ; | yau 
sam ‘kang ‘kang, disquieted, 
full of regrets; ‘kang’ kav 
noble-minded, sincere, ‘kang 

- ckwong, bright, to illumine. 
a Used for the last; brightness 

ng OF fire ; a little bright. 

A word of comparison, 
more, better; again, further ; 
kang? ‘hd, betters kang? shit 
still more proper; kang’ nau, 
more angry. 

ag 

Kang 
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(167) 

> 

K‘ang. 

To oppress, to extort from, 
mite) to vex ; to hinder, to obstruct ; 

to detain or take by force; 
Sk'it ‘hd k'ang’ he is very op- 
pressive or arbitrary ; k‘ang? 
lak, to levy black mail, to 
extort money ; k‘ang’‘shau, to 
catch the hand when rubbing 
something, or as a knot does 
when planing a board ; ‘mang 

Kang’ imperious, — willful ; | 
kang? ‘hau shit; wa? abusive 
language. 

(168) Kang. 

Nap? ya A by-path; a shady path, 
Kins leading across fields; wan? | 

“kang? hi# find a short cut to 
go; tsit, kang’ to rob in a 
retired path; kang? Id a short 
path, a side road. 

qe A colloquial word ; to wind | 
off thread, to reel; to stir. 

_ _ about in water, and seek for ; | 
to stir up; to wade; kang’, 
‘kan, to reel coccoons; kang? 
‘shui kwo? <ho, wade across the | 
stream ; <nim chuk, kang’ kwo? | 

_ bring a bamboo to feel for it. 

(169) Kap. 

ee. Hasty, impatient, urgent, | 
Ki, pressing ; anxious, solicitous, 

afflicted, unquiet ; to urge, to 
expedite ; depr.ved of every | 
resource, at extremity, poor, | 
wretched ; ‘ni mok, sam kap, | 
don’t be in such a hurry; A? 
kap; out of breath, breathing | 
fast ; ‘kon kap, sd? be prompt, | 
kap: the matter is urgent ; tsav 

KAP. KAP. 133 

kap, to relieve one’s necessi- 
ties ; kap, kav’ of ready inven. 
do it quick; chéuk, kap, an- 
xious about, straitened; sz"? 
tion ; k& kap, an officer report- 
ing the necessities of his posi. 
tion; .m ‘shai (av? kap, don’t 
be in too much haste; kap, 
kap, quick, * chop-chop !” —this 
word in the Canton jargon, is 
corrupted from this phrase ; 
kap, ching’ a virulent disease ; 
kap, shat, nonplussed, at his 
wit’s end. 

(170) K‘ap. ; 

Ae ‘Hung K‘ap, the name of 
Kin, the grandson of Confucius, 

the author of the Chung Yung. 
False, empty. 
To draw in the breath; to 

make an inspiration, to inhale ; 
to imbibe, to suck in, to drink; 
Kap, yat, ‘hau h? take a long 

-breath; ,hdi k'ap, k'apy very 
rough. 

ee A lofty hill, a slender peak 
Ki, Projecting out of the range of 

other hills; dangerous. 
Wk To draw water from a well ; 
Kih to lead, to draw ont; to drag ; 

Kap; ‘shui, to draw up water ; 
Kap, k‘ap, unremitting, hand 
over hand ; unceasing effort. 
A box or satchel to contain 

‘one’s books; fi? Kap, ¢s‘ung 
$2’, to take up one’s books, 
and follow a teacher. 

4 Threadsarranged ina regular 
Kin manner ; an order, a series, a 

gradation; a step in a stair. 
way or ladder; a degree or 
grade of office, a grade of ho. 

norary merit ; classed, sorted ; 

> 

ih 

ih 
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classifier of decapitated heads ; 
‘pan k'ap,a step in astairway ; 
Span k'ap, a grade or rank ; 
‘tang k‘ap, a sort or class of 
persons; <shing yat, k'ap, to 
be advanced in rank; yat, 
Kap, k‘ap, ‘shéung, to gradual- 
ly rise in office; <a shap, k‘ap, 
‘ promoted ten steps,’ refers to 
honorary grades of merit as 
recorded in the books of the 
Board of Rites. 

¥h To give to, to supply with, 
Kh to provide what is necessary ; 

abounding, to suffice ; to re- 
ceive or suffer from one, to be 
the recipient of; a sign of the 
passive; <kung k'ap, to offer 
to, to supply ; ‘shéung k‘ap, to 
confer on; ‘hau k‘ap, a ready 
wit, prompt, a retort; yaf, k'ap, 
daily necessaries; ‘ngo Kap, 
&'a mé@ I was scolded by him. 

BA Leaf of a door; a kind of 
Hib lance with tassels placed in 

chariots; a chariot so guard- 
ed ; standing erect; settled. 

Jit Asa verb: to effect, to reach 
Ki, to; to stretch or extend to. 

1 . 
wards, to arrive at, to go to, 
to influence at a distance; to 
commmunicate ; to connect, 
to implicate; effected, coin- 
pleted—in which senses it is 
oftena sign of the past tense. 
As a conjunction: and, with, 
also; at; to; about; concern- 
ing ; much used with a nega- 
tive, to denote what is imprac- 
ticable, or unavailing; | /s0° 
Kap, just done, effected ; ‘ya 
ds‘ ang “kong ké'ap, we have al- 
ready spoken [of that]: Kap, 
shi, sezasonable, in good time ; 

KAP. 

dtséung k'ap, td almost here ; 
k‘ap, kam it <ho, how is it get- 
ting on now? ‘mé lap, Kap, 
inapt, no tact; ‘mad pat, Kap, 
exceedingly quick ; fur pat: 
k‘ap, no place for repentance, — 

(171) Kap. | 

The plumula or scaly cover- 
Kish ng of a growing seed, the 

budding forth of a plant; a 
sprout or bud; the first of the 
‘ten stems ;’ met. the first, 
number one, the head, excel- 
lent, the best—from the com. 
mon use’ of the ‘stems” as 
ordinal numbers ; to begin, to 
get the start of; to excel, to 
surpass ; armor for the body, a 
cuirass, a corselet ; military ; 
applied to the hard defensive 
covering of animals, as the 
carapace of turtles, the elytra 
of beetles, the large scaly plates 
on some fishes, the finger nail, — 
&c.; graduates of the degree 
of tsinsz’; the first on a tripos 
paper is called ting kap,; kap, 
tit, the first and second of the 
‘ten stems,’ are used hypo. 
thetically for persons, like « J. 
Doe and R. Roe ;” ‘héung kap, 
jingling scales hung to the 
girdle of actors; kap, ‘chéung, 
headman of a ‘tithing; kap, 
ch'ak, a bud, a sprout; luk, 

kap, the gravid uterus; kp, 
- ping, cavalry. got 
xs A garment lined, without 
Kah Wadding ; doubled or lined; a 

neck-covering ; kap, sham, a 
lined dress; kap, nap, a skirt 
‘with a lining. 



KAP. 

by A knee-pad of leather; a 
ok f leathern sash or apron Kiah sort o lea e P 

for soldiers, 
‘To take or press under the 

Kisnitm; to carry secretly ; to 
succor ; assistants ; to take up || 
with pincers, to nip up; to 
squeeze ; to press between two ; 
doubled, lined; to take to one’s 
bosom ; kap, kwan’ an instru- 
ment to torture the ancles; 
kap, mat, or kap, chi? to press 
between ; kap; ‘pan, two boards 
for pressing or supporting 
the sides of things; <shii kap, 
boards used to press books; 
kdp, ‘chi, to press paper; kap, 
‘kan, press it tight; hap, tav’ 
$2’ fo to smuggle with one’s 
baggage, or with other goods; 
kap, ch'ut; Jai, vip it up; kap, 
tsap, mixed with, as poor fruit 
with better; hai dan hai? kap; 
«ni, is it single or double ? 
To take up, with as chop- 

sticks. Read hip, chopsticks. 
Read ch‘ak, divining sticks 
of bamboo. 

We Pods of Jeguminous plants ; 
‘~ legumes, including the seeds ; 

ssi aa Acacia; a see sheath 
in grasses ; kap, <s‘in, a kind 
of coin in the Han dynasty, 
resembling the seeds of the 
elm; name of a lucky plant 
which grew in the emperor 
Y@’s courtyard. 
The jaws, the sides of the 

Kich, face; the cheeks ; utterance, 
1e : . * 2 

articulation; soi kap, the 
cheeks; kap, <ch‘é, the jaw- 
bone ; tin® kap, slow of speech ; 
Sni- om ngap, kap, you never 
opened your mouth, you said 
nothing about it. 

> 
Kiah 

KAT. 

Kat. 

<k sPelicitous, lucky, fortunate ; 
i} gainful, advantageous, ‘pros- 

perous; happy, good, as in- 
dicating success or good Juck ; 
the first day of the month; 

- kat, yat; a lucky day; kat, 
¢s'éung, blessed with prosperi- 
ty : kan’ Joi ndp, kat; I hope 
you have been well lately ; 
puk, kat, to cast for a lucky 
day ; kat; gan, a good man; 
kat, sing ‘kung chit? may a 
lucky star shine on you (or, 
it does shine); wan? kat, to 
play a trick on. 

te Strong, robust, firm ; 
F wearied ; exact, upright Kih ’ ,» Upright. 

(172) 

un- 

| To flay the face ; to tattoo; 
wh? colloquial word; to stick a 

knife or sharp instrument into 
one, to stab; kat; tak, <yan 
tung? to prick so that it 
pains; kal, ‘sz’ to stab todeath. 

Occupied, laboring with the 
hands and mouth ; to gras Kih Len eAsp & 

plant with the hands and nails 
to pull it up; to perplex, to 
press upon ; kat, .kii, embar- 
rassed ‘in business for want 
of funds. 

fe A well-sweep, called kat, 
ko; a kind of water-wheel 
AiG or bucket, worked by a pul- 

ih ley; kat, ‘kang, a common 
medicine, used in coughs; 
chit sha kat, the mandarin 
orange (Citrus nobilis); the 
second character is the proper 
one, but the first is mostly 
used to denote this fruit ; kat, 
“sai, a small leose skinned 
orange ; 82” kwar kat, the 
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nutmeg orange; «kam s‘in 
kat, gold nutmeg orange ; kat, 
‘peng, a kind of comfit made 
of oranges orlemons ; tit? min 
kat, an orange hung on the 
lintel for gook luck ; tid gniin 
ckat ‘yam kon, « miserably 
inane, shriveled up fellow. 

To stutter, slow of speech ; 
kat, ‘hau, to stammer; kat, 
shit, slow of speech. 

=F ‘To close, to stop, to desist, 
Ki, to finish a speech ; to clear 

off an account; to exhaust; 
to prohibit ; ended, terminat- 
ed, carried to the end ; <¢sing 
kat, [accounts] are settled ; 
kat, «kam, till now. 

RH A colloquial word; to turn 
*up the. end, to perk up; to 
make one end higher than the 
other ; kat, .ké, to curl up (as 
a dog’s tail); kat, kd g‘au, to 
look at on tiptoe ; kat, ‘hi d‘au, 
to set up in bed; kat, kat, t? 
kéuk, to walk on one foot or 

irregularly, to limp; kat, da, 
begone, avaunt! kat, kai, the 
end of a tie-beam; <kui kat, 
tok, the cackling of a hen, 

Kat. 

To cough; Kat, saw to 
94s cough ; <kon kat, a dry, irritat- 

ing cough; kat, ‘am, to 
throw up phlegm ; ha kat, an 
asthmatic, hacking cough. 
Read .hoi, the laugh or smile 
of an infant; to belch, 

RX To cough, in which sense 
Ka it is synonymous with the 

preceding. Read £'oi’, to hic- 
cup; to belch, to call out in 
alarm, the voice of terror. 

Ne, 
Kih 

(173) 

KAU; 

(174) Kau. 

bh A water-course in a field, a 
Kan ditch, a canal; kau kt, a 

sewer, a gutter or drain; ‘ta 
kau, a drain in fields, 

5} ‘To reject; to blot or strike 
Kay out; tomark off for punishment; 

to inveigh, to entice; crook. 
ed, hooked ; kau kit, to mark 
off for execution; .kau cht, 
to mark out from a list items 
wanted; kau tong’ business, 
affairs ; underhand, illegal do- 
ings ; «kau chi ‘fan, to fondle 
women, lustful dalliance; kau 
‘yan, to seduce to evil, to 
entice; <kau <shang # to fish 
for custom. Often interchang- 
ed with the next. 
A crooked iron, a hook, a 

barb, a fluke; a sickle, a crook: 
ed sword, like a bill-hook; a 
clasp, a hasp; crooked, hook. 
ed; to hook, to drag along; 
to make hooked ; to detain, to 
stop; to influence, to induce, 
to tempt to do evil ; .kau “tin 
the mark in writing to indicate 
a paragraph; kau, a fish. 
hook ; <kau ch‘ut; dai, hook it 
up ; chéung’ kau, a curtain. 
hook ; lim kau, a reaping. 

ra 
Kau 

hook ; kau ‘ung, to draw to - 
one’s party; t kau sit, 
‘caught on the hvok’s barb,’ 
gulled in the price; ch'ing? 
kau ‘ta eng, ‘ch'é chik, t 
steelyards’ hook is straight as 
nail ; we are now square. 
Embroidery on shoes, the 

fanciful devices on the front 
of shoes; thread used for such 
work, 

i 
Kii 



KAUs 

A pigeon, a turtle, the genus 
Columba ; to call together, to 
assemble ; to rest, to. sojourn, 
to live in quiet ; pan kau, the 

= ; chau chéung® an old 
en staff ; shi. kau, the 

, brown pigeon, or turtle; kau 
.kii, to live with or upon one ; 
kau kau <sheng, the noise of 

_ wrangling, coarse angry hoot- 
2 ings; ; the word * cow-cow,” used 

in the Canton jargon for quar- 
reling, ‘is derived from this ; 
‘mai :kau hi? don’t go, then 

- ~pan <kau, tne virile member. 
IB Pendulous — branches; 
Kia twist, to twine ; to lay across ; 
kau dau, to go wandering 

- about. 
afl A lot, a ballot ; to draw 
7 lots, to take out a ticket ; im 
ds] kau, to draw a ticket in bid- 
Kia ding for things. This cha- 

-racter is often read .kwai. 
’ _ Nine ; to collect together ; 

met. many, the highest, from 
nine being a square number ; 

‘a 5 ‘kau or ‘kau <kwai, ar- 
Kin ithmetic ; ‘kau ‘kau hdp, sho? 
_ a multiplication. table, reach. 
"ing to.81; ‘kau ‘pan, the nine 

grades, or the ninth grade ; 
hau lung, the emperor’s 

palace ; ‘kau ©ng chi tsiin, the 
emperor ; “kaw chau, the nine 
regions, 7. e. China ; ‘kau dau, 
nine sorts of professions ; ; ‘kau 
fin, the highest heaven ; ‘kau 
ching ‘kau, most likely, nine- 
ty-nine toa hundred. 

A black gem, not of much 
* value, perhaps black - jasper. 
“\ Used as the complex fois of 

the preceding. » 

Ha 
cia 

a 

Ba 

Ton. Dicr. 18 

to- 

_ nickname for porters; 
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A long time, enduring, lJast- > 
ing ; to make or continue long: 3 
ch'éung ‘kau chi sz a long 
affair ; ‘kau ‘kaufan dat, come 
back here. often, don’t stay 
away long ; ‘kau ‘iin, antique, 
of old; % ewai ‘kau ‘kau, for a 
long use, intended to be_per- 
manent; ‘hd ‘kav, a good 
while ; win ‘kau, some years ; 
‘mo‘ki ‘kau, not long since, not 
very long, erelong ; .ch'éung 
ch'éung, ‘kau ‘kau, for ever ; 
konv ‘kau, so long! 

A high tree, shaped like a 
willow, with long sweetish 
seeds ; probably a leguminose: ;- 
curved branches ; ‘kau ‘ki ‘tsz’ 
a fruit, aliied to the medlar, 
used in ophthalmia. 
A dog ; little, contemptible, 

as ‘hau tt au, a mean _ theft ;* 
‘kau ‘tsai, a puppy, you pup. 
py! ‘kau ‘kiwi, a male dog; a 
name oiten given to babies, 
as @ ‘kau; a second boy is 
called @ ‘kau, ‘the second dog,’ 
and the former ta? ‘kau; tar’, 
‘kau is also applied to waiters, 
like «John ;” <hon amin ‘kan, a 

shan 
_. ‘kau, watchers of gr a aves, rustic 

Kan 

Ai 

grass-cutters ; ti , a mad 
dog; ‘kau ed, an adulteress. 
A bamboo trap or weel for 

catching fish or shrimps ; they 
are cylindrical and open at the 
end; <ha ‘hau ‘eng, a boat, 
smaller than a fast-boat, used 
by fishers, and for passengers. 

A face grimed with dirt and 
furrowed with age ; very. old, 

" senile ; shaw ‘kau, very aged ; 
wong “heat extreme age. 
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‘Fi Grass, herbs ; to the right or 
Kan left, illicitly, devious ; ineon- 

siderate, irregular, heedless, in 
any manner; carelessly; if, 
nevertheless, only ; but, if so ; 
‘kau ‘ch'é, improperly, rude, 
remiss, anyhow ; ‘kau ‘ch'é ‘lit 
sz” to do a thing heedless- 
ly; ‘kau hop, illicitly united, 
furnication, lewdness; ‘kau 
oft hai ‘kom, if it be not done 
so; tsok, sz” pat; ‘kau, to do 
business properly ; ‘kau ‘ch'é 
sz? a lewd uct, vile. 

Dust grimed in, dirt, filth, 
scurf; impure, sordid, disgrace- 
ful; .ch‘an ‘kau, dirty, sordid ; 
kwat, ‘kau, to-scrape off the 
dirt. 

‘To shame one, to rail at, to 
reproach, to taunt ; unprinci- 
pled; ‘kau peng? ashamed, 
blushing ; ‘kau ma? to abuse, to 
trail at. Also pronounced ‘hau. 

: dE Scallions or chives, a salad 
5 ono: a plant which grows 
4k a long time from one root ; 
Kau ‘kau ts‘oi scallions; .ch'éung 

ch‘ éung ‘kau ‘kau, entrails and 
scallions, sent to a mother by 
her parents on the’ birth of a 
child, symbolic of their wish 
for its long life. 

A threefold cord ; to twist, 
to wind up; to collect, to bring 
together, to combine ; to exa- 
mine into, to bring to light ; 

“to inform ; to head a sedition ; 
perverse ; to raise, to elevate ; 
‘kau ‘kau, loose, easy, cheer- 
ful; ‘kau ch'al, to examine ; 
‘kau hop, ‘fr #6, to join bands 
with thieves ; ‘kau chung’ to 
join the multitude, — 

Kau 

At 
Kia. 

KAU. 

|‘). To earry the head high; 
one who acts energetically 
and wisely ; ‘kit ‘kaw, martial, 
brave, gallant. 

hie ‘To marry a kinswoman or 
Kay & Wile’s sister ; fondness, affec- 

au... “ E 
tion, love ; to unite; sexual 
union; .fan kaw a second mar- 
riage; kaw hép, carnal union, 

lige A winding path among hills ; 
iu, & defile between mountains, 

Kid 

Hy 'l'o drag, to pull; to scheme, 
Ku, to plot, to stir up, to implicate ; 

kit, kaw pat, ‘kai, to form an 
indissoluble connection’ with 
one; kaw tin’? to contract a 
dislike for one; kaw wo? to 
bring misfortune on one, 

hie The truss of a roof; to roof 
Kay over with beams; to construct ; 

to unite, to join together ; to. 
copulate ; finished, completed ; 
to burst forth or take (as fire) ; 
‘kai kaw to sow enmity, to set 
at variance ; kaw (sing, pro- 
creative action or operation. 

Hie To buy, to procure for sale ; 
he to barter; hire one; kaw sin? 

to start a man on the track of 
one ; kaw ‘mai, to purchase. 

aD ‘To see one suddenly ; to oc- 
KZ cur. to happen ; accidentally ; 

to complete; kaw kin’ hap- 
pened to see, ys 

a Used with the preceding ; 
to bolt upon, an unexpected 

oe meeting with ; happens to ; 
kaw i to happen, a chance 
affair. “id 4 

ae A sort of vambrace or vant- 
Kar, brace.made of leather, used by 

archers, called pr? kaw’. — 
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Lae To examine into, to inform 
Re one’s self of, to search out, to 

push to the utmost ; to devise, 
to scheme ; finally, at last; an 
examination; ‘hau kaw or 

«sham kaw to investigate 
thoroughly ; kaw ‘king ‘tim 
yéung? hew was it finally? 
kaw kaw to dislike, mutual 
ill-will; ung hok, kaw a poor 
but unsuccessful scholar, 

> Poor and diseased and draw- 
Kin ing to one’s end ; to dwell long 

~ in one place. 
Th A chronic disease, long ailing; 
Kie dolorous, disheartened ; tsoi 

kaw still sick ; noi? ‘sing pat, 
kaw conscious of innocence. 

>? "To cauterize with moxa, or 
the dried powdered leaves of 
the Artemisia ; kau”) ch‘ong, 
to cauterize a sore ; yung’ ‘fo 
kaw the actual cautery. 

Axe A fault, defect, error; crime, 
ed wickedness ; judgments, pro- 

vidential calamities ; to blame, 
to reprehend ; kaw. ‘yau .y2u 
ckwai, the blame charged to 
the proper one; ‘koi kaw to 

Kié 

: 

reform ; man? .yau kaw to ask 
about one’s luck; ki? ‘wong 
pat, kaw not to criminate 
for what is past. 

t? <A stable; a stall where 
‘Eig horses are housed; usually 

called ‘ma kiin’. 
= A bamboo frame for drying 
Kas clothes upon over a fire; a 

chanffe-lit; kaw Jung, a dry- 
Nes. Sree ‘ 

He nough, sufficient for use ; 
Kaa in excess, adequate, filled up; 

completely, thoroughly ; 2m 
kaw yung? insufficient ; kaw 2m 

KAU, 139 

kaw is there enough? kaw kaw 
fully enough, an abundance ; 
kaw ‘pin, got first outlay ; ’m 
kaw ‘pin, not prime cost; kaw? 
sia’ enough, that will do, we’ll 
stop now ; kw’ ok, thoroughly 
bad; kaw <&i, odd, unusual, 
singular ; pd pat, nang kaw 
it is my sincere wish; kaw 
‘kong ‘hd, superlatively- good. 

? To stop, to cause to cease ; 
Kin 1° assist, to rescue, to liberate, 

to suecor, to save from evil; 
to protect, to defend ; to pro. 
hibit, fo-prevent from going 
wrong; salvation, rescue; a 
tassel>taw sik, ‘fo, to put out 
a fire; kaw ndn? to save from 
distress ; kau? ka to save the 
emperor; kau’ meng? to save 
life ; kaw shai? to deliver the 
world (from misery); kaw 
shai? ‘chit, the Savior; kaw 1? 
to deliver and protect from im- 
pending evil; “a kaw to run 
to the rescue; kaw <p‘an, to 
relieve the poor; kaw tsa? to 
succor and assist. 

2) Old, worn ont, not new or 
FS ,}recent ; formerly, anciently, 
lA | before ; venerable, venerated; 
Kia passed away, defunct; kau? 

shi, anciently, in often time ; 

kaw -kdu, an old customer ; 
kaw ‘yau, an old friend; ki? 
kaw bygone, ancient; nim?~ 
kau? to remember former 

_ things; kau? qin, last year; 
kaw? it, last month ; kav yan, 

an old servant; ying kau? tso* 
do the same work as before ; 
kaw ka <fung, relics of form - 
mer prosperity ; kaw ki? chi, 
an old and dear friend. 
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we A colloquial word; a loaf, 
Ig lump, piece, clod; yat, kau’ 

shek, a stone; yat; Law muk, 
tau, a bit of wood, a dolt; 
iin gmai yat, kaw all doubled 
or bent over, as from cold or 
pain; “a <fung kaw a high 
gale. 

A corpse laid in a coffin; 
-, coffin with the body in 

; ch‘ut, kaw to carry outia 
vane sung? kaw to accom. 
pany a funeral ; kav? <ch'é, a 
hearse; kaw ka a bier; fing 
kaw to keep a body unburied ; 
wan kau to remove a corpse 
home. 

—) 

A 

(17) Kaw. 

5 To lift up;the, dress, when 

K‘it going up; stairs; to. feel for 
with the, hand; to dilute, to 
mix with, to weaken ‘or adul- 
terate; <k'au gndi,to mix. with ; 
kau. gqvan, mix thoroughly ; || K 
tii? -kiau, mixed equally ;..k°au 
sha, mixed with sand ;. kau 

" lun? mingled, confusedly. 
? A notch or catch at the end 

of a bow, to fasten, the bow- 
string to; a ring, ’ 

To search for; to seek, to 
aim at; to beg, to ask, to sup- 
plicate, to wish for; ardent. 
ly, desirous of, to invite, to to call; 

to class with or r make. out ; 

like: “fai fa 01 kau, to, intreat 
urgently ; - to implore. with 
tears; ho. kau, to demand, 
to force from, to importune ; || 
sKau tsak, tak, .chi, he:asked 
and obtained; .£%4 <k'an, to 
pray for; <k au, soi, to seek ||, 

—_ 

KAU. 

gain; <k'au gman, to Contrive 
for; to suggest a plan; aa 
ts€ to request the loan of. — 

ie A cap, a fancy cap, an or- 
SS namented cap; <f’au kau, a 
Kua 3 } 

grave and complaisant man, 

Ak Long, curved like a horn ; 
to free: to help, ta defend, 

"Read. kd, to filla hamper or 
basket, to put earth ‘into a 
basket. 

The cupule or cup of an 
acorn; a raft; the haft. of a 
chisel. 

A ball, large. enough to play 
with, made of wool or leather; 
a bladder-ball ; a globe, a 
sphere ; ‘ta <k'au, to play ball ; 
tek, .k'auyto kick a ball; ; pau 
‘saw <kau, to throw the em. 
broidered ’ ball. (and choose a 
husband) ;, sin? <k'au, a cap- 
knob made of cord. 
A sonorous jade stone, a 

{, precious stone, Nigga ‘made 
* Found; a spher a globe, a 

hall; ‘in kau, a celestial 
globe ; wv <kau, a’ terrestrial 
globe. lnterebanged with the 
last. 

HK 
Kia 

Aus 
Kia 

ae Kua they are made up; ching Uy 
ty fine fur dresses : eed 

taxes paid in peltr Ty Ke 
a fox.skin ress, 

Crooked, like 1 a thinenrs 
Ki i horn, a long horn; abow 

_ of hora, usually, of the ‘bufulo, 
& Urgent, pressing; ; testy; pat 

5 King? pats, sk’ au, neither con 
* tentious. nor hasty ; "ss, 
easy “with, PP ene vn “ae 
terchanged. with the next, 

Far’ garments: ‘furs’ after 
‘a 
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BS +. To collect, to gather togeth- 
Kig ¢h: to pair, tomate ; to seek an 

alliance; aupion,a marriage; 
pressing, urgent ; Ad’ <kau, to. 
seek aisiadliance,: He .K‘au 
chin? the Fortunate Union,— 

. mame of a popular story. 

Ao Same as the preceding, in 
Kian meaning to pair, to couple, 

to match, to unite in mar- 
riage ; to join two together ; 
a surname. Also, to hate; 
resentment, enmity ; an ene- 

my; proud ;—in which sen- 
ses it is usually pronounced 
ech’au. Kau ‘ngau, to pair ; 
sii, .k'au, revenged. 

To corrupt, to suborn, to 
bribe ; to seek in an under- 
-hand manner; to peryert or 

Bi 

a 

swerve from the right ;.a con- ||" 
1 sideration, a request ; au tsé 

to seek for by means of bribes; 
ae ck au, to receive bribes. 

A single headed ax or pick ; 
Keg 2 sort of stone-chisel. 

a A spear with a three-sided 
head ; vapor ascending high. 

A ate and sterile wild, 
+ far from habitations; the lair 
or form of a wild beast ; 3 kau 

so efyé,° a howling wilderness; 
b Mears «shdu, burrows of a sort 
‘-of-hog (or hyrax 2) which are 
found arranged in a regular 
; manner. , 

‘The protuberance! of the 
ee thick.” 

"The t nose stopped up and 
& ia + running from the effects of a 
cold; a cold in the head. 
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A dragon with horns; to 
wriggle in going ; an agitated, 
quick, movement; <kau im, 
a long, curly. beard. 

g A sounding gem; a beauti- 
Ka ful precious stone. 

Maternal uncles, called ‘kau 

KG 

BL 
K‘ia 

fi? and ‘md ‘kau; a wife’s 
brothers, called <¢s‘ai ‘kau ; 
tai? ‘k‘au, wife’s elder brother ; 
sav’ ‘kau, wife’s younger bro. 
ther ; a father-in law; a’ ‘kau, 
a brother-in-law. 
A mortar, either a hole or 

. made of stone; to pound in a 
mortar ; radical of mortars ; 
shek, ‘kau, a stone mortar. 

; The tallow tree (Sullingia 
ia Sebifera ), called i ‘kau mut, ; 

in Macao, this tree is known 
as the kung shi? ; a‘k'au yau, 

_ vegetable tallow. 
> To ask; to prostrate, to 

K‘au knock head on the ground, 
when saluting a superior or in 
worship ;. met. humbly, _res-. 
pectfully ; to agitate or discuss 
a subject ; to strike, to knock 
upon, to tap; to raise the hand 
to the head; kaw dau, the 
kotow ; sam kwai? ‘kau kaw 
three kneelings and nine 
_knockings—the highest act of 
worship ; k°au’ man’*to humbly 

‘inquire ; k°aw’ ‘pan, to humbly 
petition. © 

A colloquial word, heard in 
Macao; to ery, to wail or 
scream, as childrendo.  __ 

> To strike, to knock upon, 
to rap; to lead a horse; to 
deduct, to discount, to cut ‘off ; 
to hook i in, tolink on;a clasp, 
a buckle ; to buckle, Kaw’ sho’ 

A 

Kaw 

K‘au 
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to reduce an account; h‘aw 
gai, to deduct advance money 
ora loun ; kaw ¢*au discount ; 
pat, chit, pat, kaw no deduc- 
tion allowed, the fixed price ; 
kaw <kung gan, to cut 
wages; ‘kau “ng kaw 5 per 
cent. discount, i. e. the availa- 
ble sum is 95; kaw ‘nau, to 
button ; kaw <ch'ti, to deduct 
from: kaw «min, to knock at 
a door; kaw ta? a girdle and 
clasp, to buckle. 

By To stretch a bow to the full ; 
Kin archers or bowmen; enough, 

full, in which senses hy is now 
generally used. 

+=; ‘Torob, to plunder and mur- 
Kian der; to do mischief; banditti, 

_ thieves, robbers, highwaymen, 
ladrones ; an enemy; an ab- 
undance, plenty; tyrannical, 
cruel; k'aw ts‘ak, robbers, band 
of outlaws; <sz’ k'aw a cri- 
minal judge ; ‘hoi k*aw’ pirates, 
dacoits ; ‘ts‘d kaw? marauders, 
freebooters. 

> "The reed or slaie of a loom, 
K made of bamboo. 

aa 

ae The nutmeg, called tan’ 
Kean 2s baw’ Kaw (fa, mace ; 

the yuk, k‘aw is the best sort ; 
taw’ k'aw hom <pa, ‘the nutmeg 
fills the mouth,’ said of mar- 
riageable girls. 

176) Kau. 

Ze To blend, to nnite, to join . 
together, jointly ; to deliver or 
hand over to, to communicate 
with; to pay to, to exchange ; 
joined to other verbs to denote 
their action, as du ki to 

Kian 

Age 
Kidu 

ay 
Kiéu 

KAU. 

transmit ; trade, barter, deal. 
ing; contiguous, . countermi- 
nous; imtercourse in socie- 
ty, a friend, friendship; kau 
yik, trade ; kau kéuk; to cross 
the legs; kau kwan, wnmer- 
ciful, cruel ;* ta kau, to fight, 
a row; di kau, to wrangle ; 
kau ‘i, an arm-chair ; 7m hau 
tak, ‘nt ‘chun, [ can’t come 
up to your standard; <kdu 
spun, to deliver [an office 
or shop] over to one; ckdu 
‘shau, to deliver to one’s hand ; 
a trading constituent; .san 
kau, new acquaintance ; .kdu 
tsip, to give to and receive 
from; hau ‘pi ‘kt, give it 
to him; dau sing, sexual 
intercourse: .Kdu‘chi, Cochia- 
china ; Adu chung’ pre it for 
the public use; sam <kau, a cor- 
dial friendship; <kdu ‘ch‘i, to 
dovetail; du nga ‘kom, biting 
each other (like two crickets), 
maddened ; ping ‘shui séung 
kau, a slight acquaintance, — 

Hay, fodder; pasturage; a 
kind of cress; kau ‘sun, an 
esculent water vegetable ; 
-Kau-d‘ong sz’ the township 
in Pwanyé hien, in which 
Whampoa is situated. 

The dragon of thickets and 
morasses; the Chinese des. 
cription corresponds nearly to 
the iguanadon; <kdu dung, a 
dragon, like a boa. 

Waste or forest lan eer 
or beyond the frontiers ; waste 
common, fifty Ji beyond a a 
the imperial worship of hea’ 
and earth at the solstices ; to — 
worship heaven and earth, — 

I 
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the place where this sacrifice 
was held; Adu ngot’ remote 
wilds, where civilization has 
not reached. 

A sort of shark, whose skin 
furnishes shagreen ; kau yan, 
a mermaid, which weeps 
pearls; ‘ma kau dong, man- 
go-fish ( Polynemus ), common 
at Macao; -kau kak, shagreen. 

A cock’s crow. Read .hit, 
x. Verbose, to talk big, exttava- 
Hidu gant; kau kau .sheng, brag- 

ging, boastful talk. 

Aik Glue, glutinous or adhesive 

Kiéu 

es 

jellies, viscid gums; to glue; 
glued, or stickmg together ; 
obstinate, stupid, pertinacious, 
bigoted ; to deceive ; adhesive ; 
compacted, intimate, bound 
by friendship or pledge ; sound 
of fishes; mgau <pi kau, 
cow’s glue ; .# kau, isinglass; 
min? kau, wheaten glue mixed 
with lime for joinery ; kau lin’? 
anvthing boiled till it is thick 
and viscid ; tung .kau, an an- 
cient college ; au yap, ts‘at, 
very intimate. 

isd Something indistinct_ and 
Kian distant; kau kot, a row of iau ; 

spears, the glancing of arms ; 
to transfer (as a debt), to hand 
over in charge to. 

Hy _ "To eause, to induce, to 
Ka make, to enable ; kau ‘ni ‘hd, 

lau . , ‘ 
make you well ; shui au ‘ni 
qwai, who. enabled (or nade) 

—_ you to do it? 
oe ~. Kau ‘kau, a lullaby, used by 

‘4% nurses when hushing a_child 
to sleep. This character is 
merely used for these sounds, 

KAU, 143 

Wee Beautiful, pretty, winsome, 
Pd flattering. Sometimes inter- 

changed with the next. 

Lea A little black poodle, found 
Kian '2 the north ; doublings (of a 

fox); artful, crafty, specious, 
' mendacious, deceitful; mad- 

dened, wild; cruel; ‘kau wat, 
cunning, knavish ; ‘kau °d, a 
wily fellow; ‘kdu kwan? a 
fraudulent villain; ‘kau <sing, 
one who leads others into 
wickedness, a blackleg ; ‘kau 

\kav a tricky plan. 

‘44: The brightness of the moon; 
y= Kian Splendor of the sun ; effulgent, 

bright; an immaculate, pure 
white; ‘kau kit, white and 
spotless. 

‘We To bind about, to wrap 
Kiau 2found ; to twist ; to strangle ; 

unceremonious ; a sash; ‘kaw 
lam? to twist ropes ; man? ‘kau, 
to execute by strangling ; ‘kau 
mai, to twist together; ‘kau 
ch'éung :sha, cholera morbus ; 
‘kau ‘kan tik, bind it a little: 
tighter ; ‘kau ai to hang one ; 
‘kau Jau po a turban, ‘such 
as the Fuhkien men wear ; 
‘kau fa, to spin cotton ; sam 
‘kau <shing, a three-strauded 
cord. 

‘ To stir up or about, to mix 
Kian UP; to beguile to evil, to dis. 

order, to confuse, to trouble ; 
to annoy, to incommode ; fo 
excite commotion ; ‘kau lin? 
fo make a disturbance; ‘a 
‘kau ‘ni, TL have incommoded 
you—said by a visitor; ‘hau 
‘iu, to embroil a community, 

to stir up sedition ; “kau Wan, 
mix it well; ‘hau shi? ‘hau 
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fi, to dispute warmly ; yaé, 
‘kau yé? ‘kau, constantly doing 
evil; ‘kau ‘chiin ch‘w to inter. 
rupt, to hinder. 

3 Stocks for the feet, in which 
Kian prisoners are nightly secured ; 

a lockup; a pen for, wild 
. beasts; to examine, to com- 

pare things; to collate or 
revise books; to judge crimi- 
nals; to join battle, to fight ; 
kaw ching? or kaw? ting? to 
correct a book for publication ; 
‘pi kaw to compare. 

A pair of stones of a plano. 
convex shape, called kéw .pit, 
used in worship, to divine the 
answer ; now made of bamboo 
roots split ; Arca shells are 
also used ; in throwing, if both 
plane surfaces come up, it is 
called yam kaw; if both are | 
convex, yéung kaw; if one of 
each (the most favorable), 
shing? kaw’. 

‘To compare; to measure 
strength ; to try the accuracy 
of ; generally speaking ; kaw 
léung?. to discuss, to argue 
upon ; kdw chung? to compare 
weights; the heavier ; kaw shé 

> 

rt 
Kidau 

By 
Kiau 

atrial of archery ; kaw ch‘ing? , 
to test weights ; m ‘shat kaw | 
no need to. test, trustworthy ; | 
kaw ‘chun, like the measure 
or. guage. 

x Pivots on which a. dour 
Kign turns; a hinge; a joint; a 

clamp, a hasp; to inlay me- 
tals; yal, ‘Spa kaw ‘isin, a pair 

_ of shears. or scissors; kaw 
deng, the pinofa hinge; ch'ang? 
aga kaw to boast of one’s 

ability ; Sin kaw immaterial, 

1 

either way is the sume. 

KAU. 

A receptacle or -bin if the 
ground for storing grain; a 
cellar; a souterrain,; (kaw? 
an underground store-room ; 
kaw ds‘ong, stored up. 

An unauthorized character,’ 
A side passage, in which boats’ 
can enter at high water; the 
mouth of creeks; <shiin kwo? 
kaw? the boat has entered the 
creck ; forms part of the name 
of many places in Shuntel:. 
chien; Ta? .wong kaw, Macao’ 
Passage fort, near Canton. ~ ; 

He ‘To instruct,-to teach, to 
Ky. show how; to command, to. 

lau : oO ote ' 
order ; precept, principle, rule si 
doctrines, tenets ; a religious 
sect, a school, or those who hold 
to the same opinions; ‘tang 
‘ngo kaw ‘ni, let me show you; 
‘hd kw? min, an able teacher ; 
‘td kaw to be sévere in teach- 
ing; mi ‘ts‘ing kaw what is 

your surname? kaw? ‘kin, to 
teach school ; kaw’ ‘ta ‘pa shat, 
to teach boxing; kaw shaw’ 
a superintendent of education 
‘ina fi; kaw # the same in 
a hien; °ng kaw the fivey ir. 
tues; sam kaw Conficianists, 
Buidhists, and ‘Tauists ; ts‘ ut, 
kaw the seven social relations ; 
<T’in ‘chit kau? Romanism ;* 
kaw «min, usually refers only 
to Mohammedanism; <ch‘iia 
kaw to propagate a creed, - 

Be Leaven, veast; it is the 
Ki2, residuum. left after distilling 

samshoo; fat; kaw to raise 
dough ; ‘tsau kéw barm eakes ; 
clit kaw tsit, feast of woleav. 
ened bread. Read ‘hau in the 
Fan Wan. eae 

Vane 
cy 

Kiau 
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(177) Kedu. (180) Keuk. 

To lean against ; to rely on, 
Kh ~ to depend on another for aid ; 

contrary,opposed to; kau? mat, 
shui, whom do you depend on, 
who supports you? @6 Kaw 
shang V trust wholly to trade ; 

_ Kaw ‘fo, to warm one’s bands 
before the fire ; k'aw ‘cham, to 
leanona pillow; Kaw «shan, to 
rely on a stable friend ; against 
a hillside—said of a grave ; Kaw 
tak, chi? he can be retied on, 

Ké. 

iy The sign of the possessive ; 
a possessive pronoun, mine, 
yours, his; that; for, to use 
for ; ‘ngo k@ <shii, my book; 
mat, shui k@ whose is this? 
‘nik your’s ; it often ends a 
sentence, or fo!lows an adject- 
ive, the noun being implied, 
us .m tak, chan k€ nota true 
[saying]; i@ <fiké, WwW shaw 
ké do you like fat or lean? 
‘kém ké? is it so! why ! indeed ! 
si? ké peng, the plain is the 
cheaper ; fat, man ké for kill- 
ing musquitoes. 

(179) K'é. 

ai The culm of the lotus ; the 
lotus itself; brinjal or squash : 

* fain sk'é, tomatoes; .tin <k*é, 
mad apple, dwale, or bella- 
donna ; <ho cpau KK, the bottle 
squash. 
A Budhist word; <4°é Jam, 

name of a Budha; Lok, .k'é 
" shan, a mountain hens the 
goddess Kwanvin dwells. 

Ton. Dicer. 19 

=v} 

(178) 

Ai 
Kia 

The foot ; but applied to the 
Kioh Whole leg ; ‘stable, based ; ‘iin 

kéuk, placable, spiritless ; ho i? 
kéuk, well established,trustwor- 
thy, possessed of means ; ‘hdu 
kéuk; to lead one into-bad bab- 
its ; kéuk, chap, stocks for-the 
feet; kéuk, shik, profession, 
character, rank; kéuk; ‘ngan, 
the ankles; kéuk, ‘pan, sole 
of the foot; ¢am kéuk, ‘ld, a 
coolie, porter ; kéuk, mang “td, 
calf of the leg; kéuk, dw the 
knee-pit; ‘ta ch‘ik, kéuk, bare- 
foot ; kéuk, ik, ta? influential, 
of high character; dew kéuk, 
to detain one; kéuk, tsik, 
traces, footsteps; fo? kéuk, poor 
goods, left after garbling 5 wali, 
‘kwai kéuk, ‘write devil’s ‘feet,’ 
is to guess by lines ; ‘p‘d Fat, 
kéuk, to clasp Budha’s feet— 
when in distress ; chong kézh, 
actors disguised-as women ; 
cht kéuk,a hanger on, one 
who sponges for a dinner. 

Shoes or sandals made of 
K twisted hempen cord. The — 

10h : : S 
next is sometimes used for this. 

Proud, valorous; kéuk, kéuk, 
Kio , caperings of a child ; the im- 
m mederate antics ofa successfi ul 
foo! ; hempen sandals or shoes. 

(181) K‘éuk. 

To stop ; to curb desires, to 
zs rf to deny, to decline 

doing or accepting ; to retire, 
Kioh to go backwards; to ‘look up; 

a particle used to strengthen 
an assertion, certainly, really, 
traly—and often needs uo 
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translation; k éuk, hai? evident- 
lv ; kéuk, yaw? lot, come again, 
eh! behold, again! .mong k‘éuk, 
I forgot it; k'éuk, ‘ya, preced. 
ed by sui, is a disjunctive 
phrase, but that, still, nor, yet 
therefore, although—yet; an 
interrogative word, as kéuk, 
sh? wa? <ho, but why so, pray ! 
then, therefore; k’éuk, shiit, 
turn now to speak of, it is said ; 
cndn k'éuk, not easy to decline 
it; ‘lit k’éuk; to disdain, to 
complete and put away ; k‘éuk, 
shang, to walk backwards, to 

go away ; dt k'éuk, to decline, 
to put off with excuses, 

aey —- Kéung. 
{8 Lying as if dead, senseless ; 
‘= ‘prostrate, stretched out; to 
pt j push over, to throw down; 
Kiang rigid, stiff, yet uncorrupted ; 

ckéung shi, a body ina trance; 
a corpse ; chik, -kéung <kéung, 
stretched out stiff. 

a A boundary, limits, borders ; 
Kung todraw a limit, to bound ; 

ckéung kava limit; héung wik, 
the frontiers; md kéung, 
boundless, illimitable ; <kéung 
sam, exuvie of silkworms ; 
ch'ut, kéung, to emigrate. 
‘The helve of a hoe, a hoe- 
handle; a lasting kind of wood 
called man? nin muk, used for 

bars and parts of carriages ; 
chéung -kéung, vigorous, abun- 

- dant. 
vet Ginger; d'ong ckéung, pre- 

served ginger ; shang -kéung, 
fresh ginger; ‘ls'eng ‘yam 

kéung ‘tsau, to invite to drink 

Ais 
Kiang 

c 

Kiing 

Te 

K'EUNG. 

ginger wine, after a birth ; <hoz 
kéung m? ds‘ang, have you 
any children? wong kéung 
‘fon, curry powder ; ‘isz’ kéung: 
tender ginger ; déung -kéung, 
galangal root ; ‘pun tt kéung 
,m lat, home ginger is insipid, 
i. e. foreign things are best. 
The white exuvie of the 
larvee of silkworms, called 
ckéung sam; it is used as 
a medicine. 
A bridle; the reins of the 
bridle ;_fong? .kéung, to give 
loose rein ; ~shau .kéung, pull 
in the reins; *yé ‘ma@ nd 
ckéung, an unbridled, wild — 
horse, a runagate, a demirep. 
The surname of the emperor 

Kone Shinnung; Kéung ta? kung, 
a famous general, B.c. 1122. 
A tribe of aborigines in an- 
cient Tangut, shepherd no- 
mads, belonging to the Scy- 

thian race; an initial particle, 
ah! strong, forcible ; contrary, 
cross purposes ; elegant ; some- 
times erroneously used for 
the last. ; 
Coleopterous bugs found in 

ae ordure; k*t, ckéung, or chéung 
dong, the tumble-dung or 
Ateuchus, 2 

B 
Kiang 

an 
Kiang 

Kiang 

(183) K‘éung. 

ni A black bug or weevil in 
: rice ; a strong bow; violent, 
‘ |rice: at surly, firm; over. _ 
K‘iang bearing, boisterous, by fore:, | 

regardless of right, obstinately ;_ 
able-bodied, sturdy, brawny, — 
strong, full grown ; a remain- 

der (in arithmetic) ; all years” 
- 
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with the ‘stem’ fing in their 
cyclic name; <k'éung chong’ 
40 years old, vigorous, hale ; 
chang <k éung yéuk, to wran- 
gle, to quarrel; <k’éung ‘shui, 
acids ; ‘ni mok, .ch'ing .kéung, 
don’t brag of your abilities; 
&éung ‘mai, a forcible pur- 
chase, to compel one to sell; 
&& éung ‘kang resolute, fearless; 
shit, &’éung, double-tongued, 
specious; isz* <k’éung, self- 
willed, fixed in purpose <kéung 
hat; to beg with violence. 

z To compel, to force; to invi- 
Kiang gorate, to strengthen; to try, 

to attempt ; ‘k'éung -k'au pat, 
tak, can not obtain with strong 
intreaties; ‘k'éung <hang, to 
force to do. Read kéung’ 
reaction ; wat, k'éung? reniten- 
ey, resilience, springing back ; 
‘nt kom’ k'éung* sing? why are 
you so setin your way? 

£ Small roots, the branches of 
<. roots; a lily ; chuk, ‘kéung, 
ie whangees, bamboo eee 

shi? *k éung, roots of trees, 
$ A swathing-cloth to carry 

+ infants pickapack ; to carry 
“ pickback; ‘k éung ‘pd, a cloth 

to strap infants in. 
‘ The cord which runs through 

_ Kiang. thousand cash ; to string 
cash; money, ein, cash ; 

pak, ‘k‘éung, silver. 

(184) Ki. 

2 The springs of motion, subtle, 
“ hidden, mysterious; what is 

within, interior, recondite ; 
moderately, a little, few ; dan- 

a string of cash ; a string of 
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gerous ; having stated periods, 
the proper time; an omen, 
prognostic ; to expect ; to ex- 
amine; almost, several; a 
qualifying word, nearly, about, 
rather, somewhat; ki gi, or 
chi -ki at, at the point of, almost, 
not far from ; shu’ <kt, expect- 
ng, probably, yet for all that ; 
ki kaw to gently remonstrate 
with a superior. 
Used for the last ; changes, 

permutations; the origin, or 
spring of; subtle or moving 
influences in nature; the mo- 

- tive power in an operation or 
a machine; machinery, a trap, 
a catch, hidden contrivance ; 
stratagems, secrets, schemes ; 
a loom; fin ki, the natural 
and fixed bent of a mind, fate, 
destinv; <ki wi? opportunity, 
occasion; kt ewan, intentions, 
designs; the springs in‘{ma- 
chinery; kt gong, a weaver’s 
shop; yal, ka’ ki, a loom ; shat, 
kt, lost a battle; .£i mat, secret, 
undivulged, not frank ; kin’ 
chi @ tsok, do it at the right 
moment, mind your chance; 
cki lam? a trap, a pitfall ; shan 
ki, skilled in the fates; kt mau, 
an artifice, a dodge; «Kwan .ki 
chi? the Imperial council 
chamber. 
The park belonging to H. I. 

M. in ancient times; it mea- 
sured 1000 li on each side, 
the conrt being in the centre ; 
a border ; inside of a door; a 
threshold; the Court; the lands 
of princes ; gvong ki, the im. 
perial demesnes ; ‘kau 44, nine 
principalities under the court, 
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Pearls not perfectly round ; 
a sort of armillary sphere, 
called .sitn ki, provided with a 
tube,which is called yuk, Jiang, 
by means of which observa- 
tions on the stars were taken. 
Stones or rocks in a stream, 
producing a ripple; eddies 
caused by stones, a stumbling- 
block ; to impede ; to rub. 
The cheeks, the flesh which 

covers the jaws. 

t TA louse ; a nit; <kt shat, a 

“ Ionse. Read it, same as gs 
a bloodsucker. 
Flesh or firm musele under the 
skin, and near the bones; kt 
fi chong? solid. flesh, robust. 
To slander, to speak against; 

Ki to ridicule, to mock, to satirize, 
to blame, to reprove, to remon- 
strate with ; officious and con- 
tumelious speeches; to exam- 
ine into, to test; machina- 
tions ; <ki si to laugh at ; ki 
ts'i@ to reprehend ; chau <kito 
scold over another’s shoulders. 

oie | Failure of the harvest ; fam- 
" »ine, death, scarcily ; hunger ; 
BL! to be hungry, famished, ne- 

cessitous ; Af ngo starving ; 
‘ta ki fong, to pretend hunger, 
to act the beggar ; ki shik, a 
cadaverons, starved look; :ki 
hot, hungry and thirsty ; <4t 
‘sz’ starved to death. 
A sprite, a demon of the 

south, as Kwaénetung ; @ hi, 
an elf, which bewilders men; 
chong @ kt, to meet a devil, 
to see a foreigner ; the last are 
so called in Canton from their 
shrill voices. 

“Ki 

-pt- 

Fi 

Ki 

KI. 

The foundation of a wall, a 
dike on the river banks, er be- 
tween fields; foundation, arest, 
a basis; a beginning, a com- 
mencement, a starting-point, 
that on which a family or na- 
tion depends ; fundamental ; a 
patrimony, possession; farm- 
ing utensils; place inside of 
the second door of a house, 
where visitors wait; .ki #? 
basis, material, character, ti: 
quality of a thing, that from 
which it is made; <i ip, 
honors or possessions inherit. 
ed or transmitted ; ¢ang ki, to 
mount the throne, toenter into 
possession; san -ki, land gained 
from the river; <ch'ung pang 
ki, the dike is “broken in; 
-pang <ki wai, to burst in the 
dike ; hot kt, to begin, to lay 
the foundation of [a state]. 
An anniversary, the full revo- 

lution of a vear, 354 days ; <ké 
chi song, a year of mourning ; 
pat, chéung® <ki, distant rela- 
tives who wear mourning a 
year ; ki iit; a return of the 
same month. : 
A corn-fan; a winnowing- 

fan ; a sieve ; a refuse-basket ; 
to spread out like a fan; the 
long striz on the finger’s ends; — 
part of Sagittarius, the 7th of 
the 28 constellations; met. 
rain, because this star fore- 
bodes rain; a kind of wood, 
used for quivers; p'o? <ké or 
par ki, a fine corn-fan ; shai 
Ai, a coarse sieve; tm? ging 

ki ‘tan, look shurpat the rings a 
and lines on his fingers (to find — 
his future luck); shi? At dau — 
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‘to connect sieves and furs,” to 
carry on the profession of one’s 
father. 

_ Blaeand gray color, variegat- 
ed; shoe-strings; the highest de- 
gree, very, the utmost; ,4i .tan, 
a grayish coiffure used by girls. 
The stalks of pulse ; tendrils 

of vines, pulse, &c.; ki ‘ts‘d, a 
sort of aquatic grass woven into 
garments; an edible plant 
resembling fern. 
The surname of Hwangti ; 

also of the emperors of the 
Chau dynasty ; a queen ; term 

_ for the imperial concubines ; 
beautiful, noble women (like 
Houri, Hebe), because of the 
fame of the family of Ki. 
A halter; a bridle; a girl’s 
tuft of hair, a woinan’s coiffure; 
bridled ; to bridle, to restrain, 
to hold in, to pull the bit on 
one ; to economize ; to detain 
in confinement, to arrest ; to 
detain, to hinder ; -ki ‘sho, or 
ngov ki, a !ockup, attached to 
a yamun ; .ki Jau, to stop, to 
seize ; tsin? me ki shan, | was 
detained by business ; mo ‘sho 
kt, unoccupied. 
An inn, a hospice ; <4i ‘li,a 

wayfarer, a lodger ; hi hak, a 
visitor, a sojourner. 
A bench or stool tolean on; 

a stand, a side table ; the 16th 
radical ; .ch'a .ki, a teapoy, a 
light stand ; yan -ki, a study- 
table: kt <ki, tranquil, unaf- 

 feeted. 
Odd, asingle one; odd num. 

bers; a surplus; # shap, ‘Syau 
kt, twenty and odd ; ‘yau ki 
something over; fs'é -kt, not 
upright, deflected. 

ki. 149 

One’s self, I, myself; self, 
;, added to pronouns ; selfish, 

private, special ; the 49th rad- 
ical; to record; the sixth of 
the ‘stems,’ answering with 
mo? to earth ; ; ‘ngo ts2”* ‘ki, I 
myself; ‘hi "132" ‘ki, he him- 
self ; ‘nt ‘ngo -chi ‘ki, you and 
I know each other ; <fi ‘ki, it 
benefited me, specially ad- 
vantageous ; ‘shau ‘ki, self res- 
pect. tomind one’s own afiairs; 
$2’ ‘ki, selfish ; privily apply - 
ing to one’s own use. 
A bleak bare mountain, such 

as a hermit chooses; a high 
* hill. 

A willow-shaped tree, called 
; ‘kau ‘ki; the fruit is used in 
' medicine ; name Of a state. 

To sort ‘ait: threads ; to ar- 
range, to separate ; to record, 
to narrate, to book, to ascer- 
tain and write; to rule, to 
govern; a history, annals, 
chronicles, narrative; a score 
of 12 years: a year; a decimal 
or the completion of numbers ; 
a dike ; a skein of 40 threads ; 
‘ki luk, to record [an officer’s 
merit]; <nin ‘ki, a person’s age ; 
s* ug ‘ki, the five divisions of 
time (i.e. hours, days, months, 
years, ages) ; ‘ki kong puk, a 
servant who manages. 
A kind of succory or sow 

thistle, often cooked and 
eaten, called ‘ki ts‘o? ; a sort 
of white millet. 
Much or many of, rather, part 
of ; nearly, few ; an interroga- 
tion of quantity, how, many, 
how much; ‘k/ ¢o, how many ? 
tai? ‘ki, which of them? ‘ki 
shi, when 7 mo ‘ki, not much, 
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either of time or things ; ‘kt 
ko a few, several ; ‘sho hang 
amd ‘ki, very little different, 
almost the same. 

te To drag one side, to pull out 
sy by one foot whatever has fal- 

* lenin; pall out, to bring forth. 

To igeinhet, to recollect; 
xt to record, to register, to make 

a note of ; a written record, a 
history,- memorial, account 
of ; a style or name ; a mark, 
a sign, a signal, something to 
be remembered ; used after 
the abbreviated names of 

hongs or shops; ‘ni k? tak, 
«mo? don’ eyou remember 7; "m 
Sho ke? sing? a bad memory ; 
‘nit ki? ts‘? you remember 
wrongly ; k? hd’ a mark ; ¢ang 
k? po a memorandum book ; 
ta yan k? to stamp ; ‘ni k? 
chi? you must remember it ; 
k? nim? to call to mind, 

at A colloquial sound, used in 
the phrase ‘fo ki? a comrade. 

XK A slight repast ; to exhaust ; 
to lose; ended, finished ; al- 

* ready, when; since; a sign of 
past time, and is placed before 
the verb: kv? kin? seen it; k? 
<n, since; ki hai’ ‘kom, it be- 
ing so, 

> ‘To lodge, to remain a while 
in a house ; to confide in, to 
commit to, to hand over, tode- 
liver in charge; to send by, 
to transmit ; to interpret ; the 
east; ki? Kis to visit; a 
hanger on; the hermit crab ; 
k? <sun, to send a letter; k? 
oi, to receive from ; ki? ch‘ong 
to give away an ulcer [toa 
tree—a branch of it dies] ; k? 

Ki 

Ki. 

shang, an epiphyte, a parasite; 
kv ma? to send for sale; k? 
sheng, to send a message; 
kv? lok, 0’ send it down to Ma- 
cao ; ‘ls‘eng k? to give a thing 
in charge to forward. 

1 ‘The broth or soup of boiled 
meats or sacrifices; fertile, 
rich; to reach to. 

aN To hope for, to desire good ; 
se fortunate; ki? #@ ambitions, 

desirous, coveting, longing. | 
pet A seine for taking fish; a 
Kk, kind of rug or carpet made of 

dog’s or horse-hair. 
He A courtesan, a singing girl; 
Ki one who is sent out to earn a 

living by singing and vice. 

te Ability, cleverness, talent ; 
k? ‘léung, artful, capable of 

’ devising: ke ‘iui ingenious at 
contriving, inventive, fraud- 
ful; read de by six toed. Inter- 
changed with the next. 

ee Skillful, ingenious at making 
K, or contriving; ki nga? handy 

at making, the mechanic arts; 
ki ‘yung, practiced in military 
anil ‘hau k? to imitate sounds, 
To fear, to shun, to avoid ; 

Ki to hold in awe or be cautious 
of ; distasteful, to dislike trou- 
ble; to suspect, to hate what is 

“bad, to have a superstitious 
dread or horror of ; chi p? ki? 
to know and avoid the dislikes 
of others; ki? yat, or ki shan, 
the dreaded day or hour of the 
death of a friend, in which 
one feels sad ; pai? k? to keep 
the anniversary of a death. — 
Poisonous, injurious, vene- 

mous ; to instruct, to institute 
or establish.» Yitsy 

2 
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Ki, 

A steep rough path among 
z the mountains ; dangerous de- 

(185) 

files and precipices ; <k°t .k°it, || § 
a hazardous road across moun- 
tains, 

A stone bridge; craggy. 
KS Read <k%, a craggy shore; 

winding and stony banks. 

Ay ee 

set, owing to their shape. 

One horn elevated, and the 
/ other turned down ; ; single ; to 

* obtain ; ; kt ‘ngau, single and 
double, unequal and equal. 

Land left after marking out 
a square, odd parcels of land ; 
kt ding, odds and ends, over: 
plus, surplus ; Ki Jing kid, 
a bridge in the New City at 
Canton. 

‘A relative or personal pro- 
“43; noun, referring to the person, 

place, or thing spoken of ; he, 
his, she, it, its, they ; thee: . 
an indefinite pronoun, wher- 
ever, whoever, the, that, the 
subject spoken of ; kt il, the 

rest ; .k follows a noun before 
a verb, to draw attention, as 
din ki wan? i, the heavens, || 
do they revolve ? 4% <i, as if, 
supposing ; .k't sz” that affair. 

A set time, a fixed period, a 
day agreed on; times, seasous ; 
to meet; to expect, to wait 
for, to aim at; to engage to 
do ; ‘mtn kA, the time is up ; 
yat, <k%, the set day ; shéung? 
<%, in advance of the date ; 

Sh 
Kt 

- 

Inclined, not straight or up-| 
to take up with nip- | 

pers ; (kG he vessels easily up-! 

Kf, 151 

iit, .k't mong’ full moon; md 
tung? -k'i, uncertain, no fixed 
time ; ,@z .ki, at the time. 

Ft Chess of 32 men, called 
_ \tséung’® <k't, invented by Wa 

"a eens B. C. 1120; wat ft, 
K‘i a game of 360 men, half black 

and half white, invented by 
Y 4u, B.c. 2300; a foundation; 
ki pun, a chess-board ; <i 
‘tsz’, chessmen ; chuk, <k't, to 
play chess ; chéiu ki, to take a 
man; yat, kuk, t,a game 
of chess ; ski kuk, a board set 
out with a game for gambling. 

A tributary of the»¥ellow 
river in Honan ; A720, an is- 
land near Kumsing moon. 

Fortunate, lucky, felicitous ; 
composed, tranquil ; shing <k'% 
may you be promoted toa 
higher post. 

it A leach, called mgau ki or 
‘ KS kt ‘na; a species of small 

* Jand crab, called .p'ang <kt. 

” ¢ 

A e ~\ 

Tbk 
Ki 

A dappled horse, marked like 
Ks; 2 chessboard ; a fine looking 

horse, 

est A fabulous animal, the Chi- 
K« nese unicorn ; the male is cal- 

led ./t, the female Jun. 

Kf 

A kind of small goose, per- 
haps a Sheldrake. 

i A crooked graver or burin ; 
4 kt kit, a gouge used in carv- 

ing. 

A 

=e 

Extraordinary, rare, surpris- 
; ing, out of the common way ; 
* monstrous, miraculous, unna- 
tural ; unexpected, strange, 
new, wonderful; 4% kwar? 
strange ; ch'ut; .k'%, surprising ; 
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_ ki ds‘oi, remarkably clever ; 
ki tak, unique, best of a sort ; 
At wang, perverse, stupid. 
A valuable stone ; precious ; 

a curiosity, a plaything, such 
as are got for presents or rari- 
ties. 
To ride horseback; to sit 

©K% crosswise or astride ; to mount 
a horse ; cavalry, horse; <kf 
‘ma, (usually pronounced <k'é 
‘ma) to ride horseback; ft 
«ki, light horse, used in the 
‘Tang dynasty. 
A flag, a standard, a banner; 

with devices or markings on 
it; kf h@ Bannermen ; either 
Manchus or naturalized Chi- 
nese ; <4 gman, persons con- 
nected with the Bannermen, 
not getting pay ; pat, -ki, the 
eight Banners, under which 
they are marshaled ;_ wong 
ki, Danish flag ; <k’t kon, a 

flag staff; .k°i ho a signal flag. 
A_ kind of pennon or mark- 

ing flag, with bells or jingles 
attached to it; interchanged 
with the preceding. 

Ji 
Kj 

= ‘To pray, to invoke, to sup- 
at plicate the gods for happiness; 

to beg, to intreat, to request, 
in the language of courtesy ; 
kt ‘td, to pray, to beseech the 
gods ; kt ‘i, to pray for rain; || ‘ 
ds‘in <k'i, earnestly request. 
A border, limit, confines ; 

imperial domains; gnd <k4, 
boundless ; <k'i ‘ft, a colonel 
of the household troops. In- 

terchanged with <kt it 
Repose ; to console, to quiet ; 

to reverence, to venerate, to 

‘ hold in respect ; to invoke ; 

i” 
K‘i 

-_ 

ail 

nn 

“ 

_, 

KL. 

much; the god who -ani- 
Funtos the earth ; 4 <ki, the 
divinity of the earth, he who 
produces things on it, like 
Hecate or Cybele ; met. Earth 
or Terra; interchanged with 
the last, Often confounded 

with and used for ‘chi 

To ask for, to seek ; bit of a 
bridle ; a labiate plant, used 

in ulcers, &c., called <k% 
nga’; a district in Hupeh. 

Full, abundant, much; ex- 
ceeding, very; large, great ; 
ki ki, numerous ; gently, re- 
miss. 

A nave or hub of an axle, 
which projects beyond the 
wheel. 
Long, tall; an erect head; 

kt kt, elegant, graceful in 
stature. Read ‘han, to beg. 

A sexagenarian, an old man 
who should advise others; old, 
aged, a superior or elder ; 
strong, violent ; to adjust ; 

<k%, the gentry and elders; <k°% 
‘16, old people. 

A horse’s foretop and mane ; 
the dorsal spines on a fish. 

A hill with two peaks ; a fork 
in a road; bicuspidate; a 

vandland or cape; to branch 
off or diverge ; éung kt wh? 
double entendre ; ‘léung <k't, 
two courses of conduct ; ht 
le two ways, two” roads, de- 
vious, right and wrong. 

Constipation, disease made 
by sluggishness | of bowels ; 
also read ‘tt, 

a. 

-sear on a horse’s back ; .k'om 
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‘A medicinal plant, called 
“Ke «wong <k‘i, used in asthma ; a 

kind of lungwort. 
Ts A colloquial word ; the cha- 

racter is doubtful. In the 
house, at home, within doors ; 
uk, ‘kt, home, in the house ; 
?m ha? Kk%, he is not in. 

hs A foot with six toes; the 
wR, crawling of insects, or progress 

of animals; .k°% hong, to crawl. 
Read ‘ki, and used for the 
next; to sit with the legs hang- 
ing down; to stand on tiptoe 
‘and Jook at. 

‘AE To stand, to stand erect; 
‘k% mong® to look at eagerly, 

~ to expect ; ‘k°i kd, stand up 
higher ; ‘kt nap, t# to refuse 
to stir ; ‘kt shang ‘tam, to be 
very slow, /it. to make a hole 
under the feet; ‘kt lap, to 
stand still; ‘°t 2m ‘wan, not 
stable, joggling ; hang ‘k't pat, 
din, uncertain in his actions ; 
*k% ‘hi shan, get up; ‘k1 
ch'éung shaw .dm, to seck 
employment, or service; ‘°F 
ku? tired from standing ; ‘ki 
40 k@° qeong tad a de facto 
emperor, one who rules really. 
To desire, to expect, to hope 

_ 2S for, desirous, eager; K'? chou, 
~~ one of the divisions of Cina 

in Yii’s time, now correspond- 
ing to Shansiand part of Chih- 

Ji; alsoa department in Chih- 
li; #? mong? to hope for; i? 

hang? to wish one good luck. 
a > . 

a Violent, crafty, overbearing, 

4S’ A horse of noble breed, great 
“Ka, Speed, and good points; a per- 
fect horse; a white carp is 

ms 

Ton. Dicr. 20 

KIK, 153 

called pak, Kv in Sbantung ; 
fi kK? ‘mi, to tag on a steed’s 
tail, 2. e. to look to one for 
promotion, to follow a man of 
power. 

PR The sun peeping out; and, 
Ks also, further, moreover; to- 

gether with ; to give ; the end, 
the extremity ;exactly, just ; 
kK? <kam, just now ; % hing KV 
Kap, have just got to it, or 
seen it; 4°? KV? strenuously, 
daring ; 7? haw to send res- 
pects ; & pat, tsun’ k'? the rest 
need not be detailed ;—phra- 
ses used at the end of letters. 

BE To plaster and color a wall, 
to stop up holes or cracks ina 
wall ; to take, to collect ; to be 
quiet, to rest; a breathing- 
spell, a little. 

> To plough deep for sowing ; 
Kz Plants set out close, thick-set ; 

rice growing close. 

Kik. 

a 

(186) 

ey To impede and set back 
A, water, as rocks or a dike do 

in a current; a rapid place in 
astream, made by an obstruc- 
tion; to excite fo gratitude 
or anger, to rouse the feelings ; 
to stir up, to vex, to irritate ; 
excitement, anger ; kik, nau 
‘ii, to vex, to annoy and 
anger him ; ‘kom kik, deeply 
affected by kindness ; kik, ‘sz’ 
‘ngo, worry me to death; ik, 
peng? made sick by anxiety ; 
kik, fan Jéung ynan, to exas- 
perate loyal subjects ; kik, t& 
hing’ teased to anger. 
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Lee To strike, to beat, to tap or 
Kih Knock on; to rush upon or 

against, to charge, to attack or 
kill, as in battle ; to interfere 
with to injury—as in eating 
things disagreeing with each 
other; to see, toexamine one’s 
self ; kik, ‘ku, to drum; <hau 
kik, to beat, to pound a thing ; 
kik; ‘ta, to fight. 
To put to death, to punish 

’ capitally, to leave to perish. 

A lance with three points, a 
kind of halberd with a crescent 
knife on the side ; it is carried 
in_processions for good luck ; 
kim? kik, swords and_ spears ; 
cht kik, to grasp the spear, 
to take arms ; chap, kik, dong, 
imperial halberdiers in former 
days. 
Species of Rhamnus or Zizy- 

* phus, used for hedges ; thorny 
bushes generally, thickets, 
thorns, brambles ; met. trouble- 
some affairs; sung kik, a 
lockup ; also, thorny. 

fill, A collar of a coat, the part 
Kih Which envelops the neck. 

Kik, A colloquial word ; to bind, 
Kek to take a loop, or tie up with a 

chain or cord; kek, chi? ‘kt 
tie it fast, asa boat ; kek, ‘keng, || K 
to fasten by the neck. 
Haste, speed, in-a hurry ; 

KIK, 

Bite 
a 

wt 
Kih 

nix, Kih prompt, ready ; _ irascible, 
= hasty ; to hasten ; kik, ts‘uk, 

urgently. 
bu The ridge-pole of a roof; 

*hence the utmost point, apex, 
if place, verge, degree ; very, ex- 

ceedingly ; sign of the su- 
perlative ; the end, limit; to 
exhaust, tocarry to the utmost, 

KLIK. 

to reach to the end ; to take; 
to let go a full daca bow ; 
weary, exhausted ; kik, cha, 
the best ; kik, ‘itn, the furthest; 
kil, t? the verge ; met. done 
his best, can do no more, the 
last resort; kik, mit? admirable, 
exellent: first-rate ; sz” kik, 
the four quarters; luk, kik, ze- 
nith, nadir, and the four quar- 
ters; also, six calamities which 
happen to man; pat, kik, the 
four cardinal points and their 

north star ; (a? kik, the pri- 
mum mobile,or cause of things, 
the ultimate immaterial prin- 
ciple of Chinese philosophers ; 
wong kik, indisputably correct, 
a fixed principle, such as are 
laid down by sages; kik, do, 
very plenty, in abundance ; 
kik, pat, tsok, unserviceable ; 
‘ni ‘cho ‘ngo chi kik, you hin- 
der me very much. 

(187) Kk. 

These two characters are usually pro- 
nounced k’ ek, 

Bi Unhappy, sad, miserable; 
> troublesome ; to increase, 6 
“add to; very; a comedy or 

farce ; to trifle, to play, to 
gambol, or sport in any way; 
isak, k‘ek, to skip and play, to 
enjoy or divert one’s self; hv 
kek, plays on the stage. 
Wooden-soled clogs or pat- 

‘tens; chung <p't kek, ved-top 
clogs ; muk, k‘ek, wooden over- 
shoes ; 'o’ k'ek an oe heoled 

Mis 
galoche. 

Se 

halves; pak, kik, the north pole, - 

A 
@ 
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Kim. 

A conjunction, moreover, 
together with, and, and also, 
with, in addition to ; ; equally, 
same; to attend to several 
things; to join, to connect 
several together > connected ; 
to push one’s self through a 
crowd, to squeeze through a 
crevice ; kang’ <kim, or .kim 
Syau, still also, there are more ; 
kim mai, pat in together with; 
dim -hoi, take one with an. 
other; kim <hoi shik, ‘shui, to 
contrast colors—as ina dress ; 
kim ping’ to coalesce, to con- 
nect ; noi ngoi’ -kim, to oversee 
everywhere ; fo’ .séung kim, 
to lump the goods; -kim chi 
‘kom <ching tsd’ tak, it will do 
when it is made complete; kim 
ship, in addition to, assistance ; 
ckim yap, hi? force your way 
through ; -kim chi? Jai ts0* he 
ean do all, or make him do 
them all; im yan <chi léung? 
a trencher-man, one who eats 
double of others. 

Ee A thick kind of Justring, 
Kien Woven close soas to shed rain; 

it is now called kiin’. 

x 

(188) 

ien 

A marshy plant, a kind of 
sedge, called kim <ka, which 
cattle fatten on. 

HE A fabulous bird, with one 
Kien wing and eye, which needs the 

help of another like it, to be 
able to fly; birds flying in pairs, 

Gia The sole fish, (called ‘pi muk; 
Kien tt oF paired-eye’s fish,) sup- 

posed fo have one eye, and 
swim in pairs, clasped to each 
other, 

Kim. 155 

An envelope ; a label or title 
put on a hook ; a model, a pat- 
tern,a rule; to ‘sort, to arrange, 
to collate ; to compose a book ; 
to examine; ¢s‘un ‘kim, the 
magistrate of a .sz’ or town- ~ 
ship ; ‘sau ‘kim .kun, an officer 
who searches literary candi- 
dates on entering the exami- 
nation-hall. 

8. 

1 ‘Sey To coerce, to repress; to 
Re \ gather and bind together; to 

© collect, to collate ; to choose : 
‘kim ‘tim, to arrange in order ; 
‘kim ch'uk, to keep: in order, 
to restrain: ‘kim <p'tn, to collate 
a book for binding. Used in- 
terchangeably with the last. 
Also read ‘lim. 

‘ft Read <hém, same as by, a 
Han species of Arca, or bivalves 

with furrowed shells. Read 
‘kim, the name of a kind of 
silure ( Silurus sinensis? ) com- 
mon in the markets and tanks 
of Canton. ; 
A two-edged sword, a rapier ; 

1 UUs ‘pa kim? asword : shit kim 
a student’s sword ; ; fi md kim? 
a sharp sword; ‘md kim to 
fence ; kim’ hok, a scabbard ; 
kim? shld, art of fencing ; shit, 
kim shun .ts‘éung, tongue and 
lips like swords, sarcastic. 

2 Moderate, temperate, frugal, 
economical, sparing; close fist- 
ed, stingy; tai kim* over- 
frugal, mean ; kim? yung? eco- 

- nomical ; kim? lun? niggardly, 
miserly ; kim? pok, to act 
meanly toone ; parsimonious; 
kim? i?-tak, kt ‘sha, we want 
just enough for his needs. 

a 

Kien 
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Kim. 

KY im. 

Used for the next, as a verb, 
to pinch, to nip, to grasp; 
sim Shau, silent, afraid to 
spenk, gagged ; to carry under 
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(189) 

at 

the arm; 4°4 im chi? to seize 
firmly. 

a Pincers, nippers, tweezers, 
s forceps, tongs; a ring an chil- 

dren’s necks; a kind of collar 
put on prisoners ; to pinch or 
grasp with pincers, to gripe ; 
in Hé@nan, used to mean to 
rail at or upbraid ; fé, kim, 
iron forceps; ‘fo <kim, fire 
tongs ; <k°im heres to gag one; 

kim kap, to take up with pin- 
cers or chopsticks ; ‘shay <k°im 
manacles; ‘keng che im, a torque 

Kien 

for the neck, worn by chil- |]: 
dren; ; ‘hd ‘hau <k iim, a good 
enunciation, 

Often interchanged with the 
last in its meaning of pincers; 
a kind of door-lock; hau <k'im 
two -stars in Scorpio, used in 
astrology ; kim ki a wooden 
seal, used by officers below.a 
district magistrate. 

Tweezers; tolock ; used with 
the last two; kim Sin, to inter- 

"dict free speech, to forbid or 
gag public opinion ; ‘ma .k*im, 
the bit of a bridle. 
Black hair; <A‘tm ‘shan, 

ant black heads,” a name given 
tothe Chinese by Chi Hwang- 
ti from their black kerchiefs ; 
a name applied to Kweichau 
province, 
‘To remove a criminal’s hair, 

nis 8 punishment ; a purplish 
color. } 
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KIN. ’ 

(190) Kin. 

Aa Hard, solid, firm, durable ; 
Kiea Sound ; stout, hale, robust ; 

determined, persevering, con- 
stant, resolute, unwavering ; 
to establish, to confirm, to 
strengthen ; toharden, to con- 
geal ;<kin kW solid, durable ; 
ckin shat, firm, well made ; cor- 
rect conduct; ;hkin ngdng? 
unbending, hard ; ; sam kin, 
resolute ; kom <kin, go fine! 
elegant, indeed! kin ying, 
hardened, concrete, stiffened ; 
ckin.sam nga? a firm resolution; » 
chin chap, fixed in one’s way. 
The shoulder ; the scapula ; 

to take upon, to bear, to sus- 
tain, competent to; firm; an 
animal three years old ; ens : 
‘au or <kin pok, the shoulder ; 
chin ‘ pong the fleshy part of 
anarm; <ping kin, equals, of 
the same grade, cowequals; ‘hau 
‘shut .kin, abib; kin Lui pir? 
fi? hard labor, moiling and 
toiling for support ; sik, ein, to 
withdraw the shoulder, to de- 
sist ; wan kin, a kind of 
tilla worn by ladies ; ng 
dam (av to engage to aan a 
thing, to carry it throug be i 
Equal, level ; bande edo 

even ; a surname ; 1 
district. 
A tributary of the river r Wai 

in Shensi, and a district in 
"that province is called J ien- 
ying hien; water forming in 
pools, stagnant x water, é bd 
A pig three years 0 

grown hog; a hornless ani 
‘like a deer. ‘aos 

imal 
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KIN. 

A castrated ox, astrong ox ; 
a fabulous monster, half leo- 

” pard half man. 

Lame, halt, weak in the legs: 
feeble, unable to work ; diffi- 
cult ; disastrous, unhappy, un- 
fortunate, afflicted ; the 61st 
diagram, which denotes ill- 
luck; to pull up; crooked ; 
lofiy, proud; ming? ‘kin <shi 
ckwéi, fates against one, un- 
lucky ; ; ‘kin nan, difficult ; 
hun ‘kin, infelicitous ; <pat 
‘kin, unfitted for work. 

To see, to look at, to notice ; 
to perceive by the senses ; to 
visit; the 147th radical; an 
opinion, a mental view ; ‘sobs 
ing, observing, feeling, im- 
pressed by ; forms reflective 
verbs ; and denotes the passive 
voice and past time; feng 
kin? to hear ; kin? kwo’ seen ; 
kin? .sau ‘chi, to feel ashamed, 
to be mortified ; 46 kin? your 
opinion ; ‘ts‘ing kin kaw’ please 

tell me, or let me know ; mok, 
kin? sit? don’t smile, ’ don’t 
Jaugh at it; kin? hi? rejected ; 
ho % kiw take by what will it 
be seen ? ‘ya pat; kin? tak, per- 

_ haps it will be, itis uncertain ; 
kin? ‘kit ‘yau peng’ seeing that 

a oe 

. eh'au, can thus know 
quality ; Kin <ts'an 2m ds‘ang. 

have you seen it yourself? 

he was ill; kin’ 1? profitable, 
advantageous ; ; tho kin? hod 

its 

kin? ‘6 ‘pau, eaten enough ; 
Smé mat, ‘chit kin I do not 
know what to do, I have no 
plan; kin’ shiks ko, extensive 
knowledge; kin? ‘lai, to be 
polite ; -séung kin’ an inter- 
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view, to see one ; chéuk, kin’ 
see it clearly ; kin’ ¢, suspi- 
cious; ‘yan kin? to introduce 
to; kin? <ki 4 ‘tsd, sagacious, to 
seeachance. Read in’ in the 

same sense as in’, 

To establish, to confirm as 
laws or institutions ; to erect, 
to place, to set up, to con- 
stitute ; to build ; kin’ lap, to 
establish: 3 kin to to build, 
to erect; kin’kung, to act 
meritoriously; kin? td, to build 
or found a capital ; kin’ <sing, 
@ in Sagittarius. ; 

> The bolt, or key of a lock, 
Kien commonly called ‘so ‘sé; a 

nave or hub ; kin? pa? the two 
parts of a Chinese lock. 

Strong. enduring, vigorous, 
2} hale, healthy, rblspat's inde. 

fatigable, unwearied; ah éung 
Kien kin? able-bodied, in the prime 

of life; ‘hd kin’ healthy; littl 
kin? feeling well; kin? tsung? 
a legal process; to go to law ; 
pat, lik: kin? a rapid penman. 
The second and common 
form is unanthorized. 
To divide, to partake, to se- 

parate ; a classifier used to 
denote a particular article, 
subject, or affair, and there- 
fore applied very widely to 
dress, food, incidents, goods, 
things, &c.; often means 
merely a oran, one; kin? kin? 
dtd ‘yau, we have everything 
[we need]; yat, kin? mat, kin* 
asingle thing ; yat, kin? sz? an 
affair; <i% ta? sz” kin? things 
hanging from the girdle ; fan 

hoi yat, kin’ ki arrange each 

se 
Kien 

Sy 

fhe 
Kien 

by itself. 
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Kein. 

Heaven, the power or agency 
of heaven; a sovereign, a 
father; the first diagram ; 
enduring, stable, superior, 
strong ; diligent ; .k°tn .kw'an, 
heaven and earth, father and 
mother, prince and minister. 

The firm step of a tiger; 
determined, pertinacious, sin- 
cere, ingenuous, inflexible ; 
attentive, correct, pious, de- 
vout ; to venerate, to respect ; 

to take by foree, to kill; a 
tiger killing his prey; a cleay- 
ing-block ; trifling, unimport- 
ant; <k‘in kit, clean, spotless, 
pure in person; <k'in .shing 
qwan, exceedingly correct, 
fastidious; <k°in sam, hon- 
est, guileless; <k°in ko’ respect- 
fully to inform. 
A dun horse with a yellow 
back. 

To raise up or carry on the 
shoulder,.to lift ; to fix a fron- 
tier, to establish ; to stop up, 
to close. 
A colloquial word ; to lift 
off a cover, to take off; to 
turn over a leaf; ‘ktn 2m ‘hi, 
I can not take off the cover ; 
‘kin ‘p‘t ‘kam, to pull the 
coverlet over one. 

King. 

Great, lofty ; top of a moun. 
tain or hill; extensive; a 

F capital or the metropolis of 
a kingdom ; ten millions ; 
‘shéung king, to go to the 
capital ; Pak, .king, Peking ; 

) 

KING. 

ching .ch‘dau, or king po the 
Peking gazettes ; .king ‘kwo, 
dried fruit ; -king dd, a metro- 
polis; <king ds‘ing po? blue 
nankeen. : 

4 Yo fear; to forbear from ; 
King ing king, wary, cautious, 

respectful, guarded, uneasy, 
watchful, anxious, &c., ac- 
cording to the context; chin’ 
king, trembling, 

The threads of a-web, the 
warp ; meridians of longitude ; 
veins; the menses; to pass 
through, before, by, or across ; 
asign of past time ; to weave 
or interlace; to manage, to 
regulate, to superintend ; the 
person through whose hands 
business passes ; what is regu- 
lar, right, or orderly ; laws, 
canons; canonical books, 
standard books, classies ; tsz” 
ching, to hang one’s self ; king 
‘wai, warp and woof; king | 
ging, to ponder upon, to spe- 
culate, to trade; ching ‘ki, a 
broker, a midsman; king 
shing, head clerk ina custom 
house; king lik, or <king ding, 
chief secretary in the yamun 
of a commissioner or prefect ; 
cking ‘shau tsok, did it with 
my own hand; 2m king ‘shau, 
it did not pass through my 
hands ; .king kwo’ to pass by ; 
ds‘ang <king kin’ kwo I have 
seen it; .siin -king, after this, 
thereupon ; pat; thing 82” chi 
gan, a new hand, inexperien- 
ced ; <king ‘shui, the menses ; 
nim? king, to read prayers, 

- ineantations ; <king kwa?? ex- 

AE 
King 

cellent, superior ; hing ‘kin, — 
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KING. 

under or within the jurisdic- 
tion of; shing’ king, the Bible ; 
cking ship, kwo | have for- 
merly done or carried it on. 

A large tributary of the Yel- 
low River in Shensi, whose 
waters ure muddy; to flow 
through or straight across, to 
join by water ; a fountain, 
To pity, to compassionate, 

to feel for ; concerned for, re- 
grétting ; sparing, careful of, 
regardful; conceited, boastful, 
bragging ; to control one’s 
self, self-respect ; dangerous, 
hazardous; to esteem, to value; 
<king in, to commiserate ; 
tho king, pitiable ; king <kw'a, 
bragging ; <@ <king dun, fish 
scales growing apart or large ; 
pat, <king sai’ -hang, to disre- 
gard small affairs. Read kan, 
the haft of a pike, a staff or 
club. 

¥) A bush found in Hanan, 
Kine Sender and lithe, formerly 
“€ used for punishing criminals ; 

there are several species ; spi- 
nous, prickly; furze, brambles ; 
king kik, thorny, difficult of 
accomplishment ; king ds‘ai, 
my wife; s# m? shik, king, 
I have not before seen your 

- face; King chau ‘fu, a depart- 
ment in Hipeh ; .king «shan, 
a hill where gems are found ; 
ching fit, a rod, 

(This and the next character are usually 
pronounced keng.) 

ats A shy horse ; to terrify, to 
c 

ing 
affright, to scare, to alarm ; 
perturbed, alarmed, scared ; 

astonished ; .keng tung? much 
excited ; <keng hoi, afraid ; 

Rig 
King 

ay 
King 
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<po long? .keng, fear of drown- 
ing; mok, <keng ‘ku, don’t 
alarm her; ch‘ut, <keng, to 
remove timidity in children 
by some incantations ; <keng 
p@ to fear; <keng p'o ‘tam, 
dead from fright. 

E ‘The neck, specially the front 
2 ot the neck, the throat ; also 

applied to the narrow part of 
things; the temper, the dis- 
position; ‘ling ‘keng, ill match- 
ed, disliking each other; ‘hd 
‘keng, patient, mild ; ‘keng 
kap, quick, not tardy ; mok, 
‘shai ‘keng, don’t be obstinate ; 
‘fo ‘keng, irascible, restive ; 
‘keng ta? a neck-ribbon or 
cloth ; cha ‘keng, to hold one’s 
peace ; no ‘mai ‘keng, weak, 
mild ; ’m ‘hé‘keng kwat, a bad 
disposition ; ‘man ‘keng <kau, 
intimate friends ; shang ‘keng 
lik, lamps growing on the 
neck ; ‘pan ‘keng, intractable. 

‘py To warn, to caution, to 
Bik! enjoin, to threaten with a pe- 
=) nalty ; to forbid, to arouse, to 
King urge toreform ; to disturb, to 

alarm the secure ; ‘king shai? 
to arouse the age ; ‘king kai 
h@ ts‘z” to strictly forbid a 
repetition of; cham ‘king, 
rules for guidance. 

‘or Bright clear, sunlight ; bril- 
King ants illumined by the sun; a 

good site, a fine view, a pros- 
pect ; the appearance, figure, 
aspect, or circumstances of a 
place or-thing ; a lion, a rari- 
ty, a curiosity ; great, exten- 
sive; a resemblance, form, 
imagining, fancy ; to look up 
to or regard with aflection, 
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KING. 

-Jonging for ; the style or make 
of dress ; ‘king hang? ,hang 
‘chi, striving toadhere to high 
principles, to act up to prin- 
ciple; ‘king ch? a prospect, 
a vista ; kwong ‘king, cireume 
stances, situation, prospects; 
a landscape, appearance of 
nature or of a country ; ‘pai 
‘king, to display rare things ; 
yeung sheng pat, ‘king, the 
eight lions of Canton ; ‘md 
‘hing; has a bad face, Rsre- 
pati able ; ‘nt mok, tong? ‘king, 
don’t think too much of it; 
és‘ing ‘king, neat axid tasteful ; 
kai ‘king, fine scenery, easy, 
pleasant circumstances ; d¢s‘ai 
léung ‘king, looking sad, got 
the blues; ‘hd ‘man ‘king, a 
good sky at evening, fair pros. 
pects, promising circumstan- 
ces; kin’ ‘king shang ds‘ing, 
suspicious, to act according 
to circumstances ; <shi ‘king, 
signs of the times, 

To -exhaust, to: finish; to 
examine fully; the end, the 
close, a confine, termination, 
the utmost; then, at last, fin- 
ally ; ‘king ‘mo yat, an, never 
saida word ; Smo ‘king, unli- 

mited ; pat ‘king, to'the last, 
afler all; doubtless ; ‘king <tn 
om lai emé, wont be come at 
all? ‘king 2m ‘hit, did not at 
all understand ; ‘king tsz” hi? 
‘lid, still you. went. 

A limit, boundary, frontier, 
border; merches, confines ; 
abode, place where one lives ; 
a neighborhood; a district ; 
state, condition of life, status ; 

~~ kwai ‘king, your residence or 

KING. 

street ; ‘king ka? a boundary ; ; 
shun? ‘king, good circum- 
stances, pleasantly situated ; 
sprung Joi sin ‘king, fairy land, 
supposed to be in the west. — 

(As a noun, usually pronounced keng.) _ 

fa A mirror, a psa Sn 
eet glass; to reflect, to illustrate ; 

“clear, bright; ‘ngan ken > 
spectacles ; as" in ‘i kenga 
spy-glass; pak, fa keng? a ; 
glass cut -into segments ; mie 
kenga looking glass; chi’ 
ha keng? o’, look in the glass! 
keng? chong, a dressing-case ; : 
keng’ kom’? ming, clear as @ 
mirror, perspicacious ; ming 
keng? -kd jin, it is clearly 
reflected in your mind—said 
in praise of astute officers. 
‘hin mit keng’ a microscope ; 
chit? shan keng? a pier-glass, 

4.2 Attentive, sedate, cautious, 
serious ; respectfully ; to show 
respect to, to esteem, to hon- 
or: to venerate, to worship, to. 
adore ; to wateh one’s self, to 
apply the mind to; king? shan, 
reverence the gods; ‘hd fung? 
king’ a present to a patent or 
Sage king? shan, self train- 

a ; king? sik, ts? ‘chi, have 
foment to written paper; ing | 
“sau, to present one eg [oe 
wine ; king’ chung? to he 

high esteem ; king 
respectfully inform you, eine oad 

‘| A sideway, a path bye- 
way, a short cut, a bridles 

(E path, a gont-path none 
awe ie pe di throug! die 

the diameter; quick, 
to go, to pass b ie 

‘tity Boa’ an easy wi pale 

King 
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short mode ; king’ lo a near 
path ; ds‘é king’ smart, under- 
hand, tricky conduct ;—the 
opposite of king’ ds ing, 
straightforward. 

2%? Interchanged with the pre- 
ceding ; to approach, to near, 
to pass by, to go up to; king’ 
¢ ing, widely unlike, far apart. 

King 

Ae The Jeg-bone; the legs of 
Kn, birds and animals ; k'aw’ king’ 
: *S hit his shins—to teach him ; 

__ king® kwat, the shank, 

Hard, firm, stiff; strong, 2 

, A ccbust, vigorous ; unyielding, 
overbearing, indefatigable ; 
fung king’ a stiff breeze; king? 
tik, well-matched enemies. 

? Violent, strong ; great, abun-. 
dant ; emulous, pragmatic, 

Ki bickering, testy, boisterous; to 
contend, to force, to struggle | 
for, to drive off ; -hoi king? to| 
begin a fray; chang king? 

_ wrangling; ch'ut, yan au 
king’ excelling others, distin- 
guished ; gno king’ unambi- 
tious. 

(198) K‘ing. 

The head leaning ; one sid-'} 
King ed, aslant, inclined, falling ; 

_ “entirely, wholly ; to overturn, 
to subvert, to prostrate; to 

waste, to squander ; to smelt, 
to assay, to purify metals, to 
test; to talk, to debate, to 
wrangle; king ‘td, to pour out, 
subverted, fallen, prostrated ; || 
king ‘6 ‘kt, silenced him, | 
convinced him; A ing ‘pun 

Tor. Dicer, 21 
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sz* to maintain one’s own 
merits ; king gan, to assay 
silver ; king sam iil, fuk, cor- 
dial, hearty submission ; ing 
mong .séung tsang® gave him 
all his purse ; .k‘ing lan? broken 
down, ruinous; <king ‘i, to 
incline the ear; &ing ka 
‘ch'an, to ruin an estate ; mau? 
tsuk; king sheng, the city 
was lost from her great beau- 
ty; king pai defeated, de- 
stroyed ; #'ing ché a game of 
striking sugar-cane ; ‘ing ha’ 
léung? to discuss one’s ability 
to drink ; ‘ing ‘hom, to break 
by hitting against each other ; 
king ‘hi shan .ka, spent his 
money ; <king yat, ‘man, to 
talk the livelong night ; king 
not tik, stay a little longer. 

A carnation or red gem; 
precious coral ; small, pretty 
gems ; .K‘ing .chau ‘fu, the 
island of Hainan ; éing iu, 
fairy land. 

} Alone, desolate, no relative 
Bo protector; downcast, sor- 
BX + owing : ‘ing ‘ngan mong? 
je | to stare at fixedly; king 
< ging god ke without any 

one to open the heart to ; no 
resource. The third cha- 
racter also means childless. 

iy Strong, violent ; king tik, a 
a powerful enemy. 

{Gh <a 

s 

K‘iung 

A whale, the largest of sea 
monsters, fabled to be a thou- 
sand li long; <k’ing dan, to 
swindle, to take or swallow 
all; dé ding ‘shéung din, 
to ride a whale to heayen— 

K 

as Li ‘Taéipeh did. 



Kip. 

To mark the face with black 
‘a spots; <k'ing min® to brand 

the faces of criminals ; called 
also ts‘ik, tsz”; mak, <k‘ing, 
to ink the face, to tattoo. 

é To elevate, to raise up high 
with the hands ; <k‘ing. <k‘tin, 
to bow with the hands above 

the head; <k‘ing ‘in ‘ch'ii, a 
pillar of state, an officer who 
can raise the state to heaven. 
A colloquial word, to settle, 
as turbid fluids; to freeze, to 
coagulate, to. curdle; “ang 
king sing, let it settle 
clear; <ing <kon, to stand 
till dry. 
A stand for a lamp, or a wall- 
light ; a frame to set a bow 
in when stringing it; dang 
‘ing, a lamp-stand, a wall- 
shade. 

‘yey A bundred ‘mau, equivalent 
to 1531,3, sq. acres, the largest 
of land measures ; an instant, 

a moment, aglance; a basket ; 
in epitaphs, has the meaning 
‘of trembling, respectful; the 
head inclined; ‘king hak, a 
very short time; ‘king ti; a 
brief glance at, a cursory 
reading ; man ‘king, a wide 
range, a vast expanse ; ‘king 
gnan, I’ve just heard ; ‘ki <o 
‘k‘ing ‘mau, how many acres 
are there? 
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Kip. (194) 

$i) \. To plunder, to rob openly, 
“*?\to take violently ; a kulpa or 

| Budhist period of five hun. 
Kieh dred years; ages; ‘ta kip, 

robbery with fighting; ip, 

KIT. 

léuk, yat, <hung, to plunder 
everything; to make aclean 
sweep; shaw kip, to be robbed; 
kip, shik, to seize women for 
ravishing; kat ‘yau kip, shd? 
all came to an end through 
means of therobbery. A collo- 
quial word, meaning astrin- 
gent, bitter, puckering the 
mouth; sleepy; .ch'a yung t? 
kip, the tea is very strong ; 
kip, kip, nak, nak; sour and 
astringent ; ‘ngan kip, eyelids 
heavy, dozing. 
To pinch; to clasp under 

‘oh the arm ; a clasp ; a wrapper, 
a portfolio; di kip, kéuk, the 
shoe pinches the foot; kip, 
shi kip, take the portfolio 
under your arm; kip, ds‘an 
‘shau ‘chi, to pinch the finger. 

(195) Kit. 

2. Limpid, pure, clear; un- 
Kich tainted, above bribes, clean- 

handed, pure-minded ; neat, 
clean, trim, tidy ; to purify, to 
cleanse, to correct ; kit, ¢s‘ing, 
or ds‘ing kit, clean (as water), 
pure, white ; Kit, tsing* clean, 
undefiled ; Kit, ‘ki Fung? -kung, 
to refuse bribes in the public 
service; kit, shan -kwai, to 
retire from office with unsulli- 
ed fame. ' 

A The end of a thread; a 
Kien marking-line; a rule of ac- 

tion; to measure, to reduce 
to order, to bring within. 
bounds, asa river ; Kit, tok, ta 
adjust ; Kit, tsing® pure. Used 
for the preceding. * 

ee 



KIT. 

A knot, a knob made of cord ; 
io 3 skein, a hank; to work or 

weave in knots, to knit; to 
tie, to fasten, to bind ; to con- 
tract, to bind parties ; stiff, as 
dry paste or dough ; to set, as 
fruit; to induce, as ill-will; 
‘an agreement, bond, compact, 
engagement ; united, banded 
together, engaged, tied, fixed ; 
kit, hdp, contracted, complet- 
ed, as a bargain; kit, chéung? 
or kil, ngan, to pay money on 
account; fit, s‘an, to con- 
tract a marriage ; yat, kit, .s2’ 
sin’ a skein of silk ; Zit, iit, the 
12th month ; kit, pa?’ to pledge 
friendship ; it, on’ to decide 
a case ; kil, tsung? to open a 
case in court; ‘kwo kit, ‘lit, 
the fruit has set ; kit, ‘mong, to 
knit nets; Kit, ‘nau, to braid 
a button ; kit, ‘¢s‘oi, to hang 
festoons ; ‘wat, Kit, sullen ; kit, 
dn, the last words; yat, haw? 
ckwai kit, to settle it up after- 
wards, to see how an affair 
turns out finally; Ait, ‘wo sing’ 
ming® to take one’s life ; ‘shui 
‘shit hav’ kit, it will be stiff if 
there is too little water ; kit, 
mai tik, hit, coagulated blood. 
To carry off something in 

Fue skirt of a dress, to lift up 
ieh ay apron or skirt, 

EAL) Suffering, laborious ; separat- 
Kish ed from friends; wide, parted ; 

to carve, to cut off; kit, fut. 
open, a8 a place; disparted, 
as friends. 
A hen-roost ; courageous, 

Kuch excelling, gifted with great 
qualities, magnanimous ; one 
of a thousand, a hero—for 

K'iT. 168 

this the next is used ; harsh, 
cruel, villainous, murderous, 
truculent; to lift a stone; 
Kit, Kwai’ the last monarch of 
the Hia dynasty, B.c. 1818. 
Eminent in talents and vir- 

‘eh tue, a hero; proud, self-willed, 
opinionated ; shoots of grain ; 
ying kit, a heroine, a person 
of great parts. 
Name of a famous states. 

ee» man called (Ngai’ Kit,) Wei 
Kieh, a. p. 956, in the days 
of the After Chau dynasty. 

Kit. 
To lift up, to lift or take off, 

Kiieh 29 @ hat or cover ; to raise the 
dress; to borrow; to take 
upon, to bear, to undertake ; 
responsible for; to publish or 
make known; kit, hong? bor- 
rowed capital; Kit, an, a 
note of hand ; kit; (ip, a pla- 
card, a pasquinade, an anony- 
mous statement; kit, is€ to 
borrow; Kit, ‘hiti, to issue a 
list of graduates; Kit, fung 
sp i, to take off the seals from 
a door, remove the fastenings ; 
Kit, sho an account due ; kit, 
‘tin, to post one, to censure. 
To exhaust, to carry to the 

Kieh utmost ; to sink away, want- 
ing; to carry on the shoulder ; 
exhausted power, like that of 
the five elements, which are 
then succeeded by others ; de. 
feated ; kit, lik, weakened, to 
exhaust one’s strength; .ts‘oz 
Kit, impoverished ; k*it, kiit, % 
fi® to exert one’s utmost 
strength to reach. 

(196) 
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Martial, urgent; exerting 
> > e, te, . Kich One's strength ; kit, kits avai 
® sedulous or diligent in ob- 
serving or doing right, Inter- 
changed with the last. 
A round stone pillar with 

an inscription ; an iguille or 
sharp projecting rock like the 
Skillig rock near Ireland; there 
is one on the coast of Chibli, 

i. 
Kieh 

near the Great Wall; the- 
fluttering of birds. 
To goand come, to depart ; 

Kich @ brave, valiant look. 

=: To judge, to demand of, to 
Kuh interrogate with authority, to 

inform one’s self; to prohibit, 
to correct and Jay restrictions; 
to reduce the rebellious to 
order ; Kit, wat, intractable, 
cacophonous, as sounds ; kit, 
‘hau. .kung, to take evidence 
of prisoners ; .p‘tin kit, to ex- 
amine ; kit, .chiti, to-morrow 
morning. 

tA A stiff or straight neck ; to 
Kier LY Upwards ; kit, wat, difficult 

to do; artful speech to de- 
ceive ; to rob, to plunder. 

=F To discover secrets, to pub- 
Kio}, lish, to reveal, to bring tolight ; 

to charge with a fault, to ques- 
tion in regard to an accusation, 
to reprove ; kit; yan ‘tiin ch‘? 
to remark on people’s faults ; 
min’ k*it,to personally reprove, 

Fj _ To lift up and put the skirt 
Kieh 9, the girdle to hold some- 

thing in it;“to carry some- 
thing in the dress. a 

x: 
Kie arm ; alone, solitary, abandon- 

ed, orphan-like ; a remnant, 
short, left, or behind ; a kind 

A man without his right 

KIU, 

of halberd ; strong, hale ; A'#t, 
kit, the larve of musketoes ; 
preéminent, alone; k'té, ‘ying 
ku dang, solitary. before a 
lonely lamp; kits shft, tongue- 
tied ; kit, <n yat, «shan, quite 
alone. 

3 To raise from the earth, to 
Kueh hold up, to dangle or suspens ; 

to protect; to put in order, té 
adjust; @ai kt; to lift and 
carry ; Kit, ch'ut, fan chau, 
raised him above (or beyond) 
the world. Read ‘ai, and 

used for a. 

kia. 

Beautiful, comely, graceful, 
Kid, delicate, tender ; dear, lovely ; 

an affected, elegant, polished, 
manner; a Stylish figure or 
form ; to cry or whine for, pet- 
ted, spoiled ; civ kwa? dainty, 
delicate ; kin ‘yéung, to bring 
up tenderly, to spoil by over- 
fondness, to wink at vice ; 

chit hak, a son-in-law; applied 
also to distinguished guests ; 
iti -kit, like a syren, seduc- 
tive, a fairy ; cha? :kit, teasing, 
crying for, as spoiled children; 
chit «sheng, a kind, winning 
voice ; a querulous, high key- 
ed tone ; A? Kid, a beautiful 
woman in the days of Witt, 
B. c. 100; applied as an en- 
dearing name ; do kit, your 
daughter ; kit ds‘ai, my dear 
wife ; avong <kit, the + \ellow 
beauty,” ¢. e. wine; kit Fa? | 
lady-like, genteel ; div ‘mi, 

(197) 

fresh, beautiful. ig 



KIU. 

A stately horse, a wild, res- 
, tive horse; proud, haughty, 
" ungovernable, self-confident, 
conceited; to glory in, to 
disdain ; kite ngo? proud, over- 
bearing ; <kit kw'd, presump- 
tuous; id <ch'é qwan, pride 
and waste, showy ; .kitt tsung’ 
kwan’ indulged till he is con- 
ceited. 
A small species of pheasant, 

with a long tail, and perhaps 
akin to the barred-tailed or 
Reeves’ pheasant (Syrmaiti- 
cus ); it constantly clucks <kit 
kit, whence its name. 
To sprinkle, to irrigate, to 

water; to dip; false, perfidi- 
ous, ungrateful ; kid lap, chuk, 
to dip candles; .kid fa, to 
water flowers ; .kit pok, false, 
hardhearted. Read iv, an 
eddy. 
Ahigh peak, where no water 
remains ; <iin ‘kit, one of five 
lofty hills in Shantung, where 
genii dwell. 

1S The writhings and squirm- 
Kio, ings of a snake ; to stretch or 

wriggle one’s self ; a kind of 
ant. 

: Straight ; to straighten ; 

oR 
Kia 

Kian 

Kiéu 

Me 
Kiau 

to 

c 
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To lift up the hand, to grasp ; 
firm, unyielding ; to straight- 
en; false, feigning ; used col- 

: loquially to wipe, to rub ; ‘kia 

¢ 

Kia 

“ Kidy bend to ; to rectify, to correct || Kigu 
what is wrong; martial, strong, 
to simulate, to deceive ; frau- 
dulent ; to usurp, to exercise 
undue authority ; ‘kit ‘kh éung, 
to force the unwilling; ‘hiv 
ming’ to feign orders ; “kia 
skin, oppressive, seizing by 
force ; ‘kit ‘yau tse? tsok, to act 
for one’s interest, time serv- 
ing. Often interchanged with 
the next. 

ig 
Kiau 

‘ngan lui to wipe away tears : 
‘kit ‘tsui, to wipe the mouth ; 
‘kit <kon tseng* wipe it clean. 
Read kid to take a little ; to 
pry open, to pry up witha 
lever ; to stick in, to obstruct ; 
kiv cham? to pin; kit? ‘in 
kong’? a spendthrift, lit. one 
who carries off land ; ki? chi? 
‘ma kéuk, to “prevent the 
horse’s legs,” to argue with 
one against a plan, to hinder 
a thing, to interfere with ; ki 
chi? ‘ngan yan, he is an eye- 
sore to me. 

To bind, to wind around ; 
‘to reel ; to pay to; to deliver 
“up, to hand to an officer ; leg 
wrappers ; ‘kit sin? to wind 
thread ; ‘kit wan, to pay back; 
<in ‘kit, paid up, settled ; ‘kizt 
‘kiin, to hand in an essay ; 
‘kit .ktin, to surrender up ; ‘kit 
«chong, to deliver up stolen 
goods, Read chéuk, to tie a 
string to. an arrow when it is 
shot. 
White, lustrous, refulgent, 

like a bright gem, such as an 
opal ; ‘yau <i ‘kit yat, bright 
as the sun. 
To raise the feet; caracol- 

ing of horses ; to march ; “kit 
kéuk, to cross the legs. 
A sedan; formerly denoted 

a covered chaise; yat, ‘ting 
Skit, asedan ; chuk, ‘kiti, bam- 
boo sedan ; .chong ‘kvi, tilt the 
sedan ; ‘kit kong? sedan thills ; 
fa ‘kid, a bride’s chair ; gning 
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‘kid, an open chair, used by 
officers ; ‘ot ‘kit ‘ld, sedan- 
bearers ; (so? *kiti, to ride in a 
sedan ; pat, ‘kiti, a sedan for 
eight bearers. 

ep Tocall, to send for, to call 
~~ t \upon; to ery out; to name ; 
DY | to cause ; to command, to tell 

.Kiau to do, to persuade; named, 
Choos called, termed ; < fa ‘sz’ kiw 

kai, the beggars cry in the 
street ; ’m.séung kil? not on 
speaking terms; kit? <hot ki? 
mai, one who can run er. 
rands; kid p'o <hau dung, to 
call till one is hoarse; ki 
mat, meng, what is your (or 
its) name? yat, ki tsaw to? 
came as soon as called; mat, 
shui kiw ‘ni tsd? who told 
you to do that? ‘nt mat, ‘yé 
ki tak, ‘ngo kim? 2m on, 
why do you thus disturb me? 
kit? ts‘ak, to cry thieves! kiw 
kaw meng? to cry out for help ; 
kit? ‘seng, wake him up ; ki’ 
@ you are called. 

OW) Kid. 

A bridge ; planks laid across 
ii streams ; a thwart, or cross 

beams supporting frames or 
other parts, asin a well-sweep ; 
a viaduct; the arch of the fvot ; 
a vacant part, where the ends 
‘are supported ; a stately tree, 
whose branches grow upward 
like a cypress or poplar ; met. 
a father, in the phrase <k°iu 

_‘tsz’; ling’ kit ‘tsz’ you father 
and son ; yat,td’ ki, a bridge; 
kwo kit shiit, wa? news, 
street talk ; kwo? iu .ch'au 

K'‘IU, 

‘pan, to pass the bridge and 
raise the board, 7. e. to make a 
catspaw of one; “ng ‘ngdn 
sit, a five arched bridge ; 
gun kit, a door-lintel ; kid 
‘tan, the buttress of a bridge ; 
ts‘Euk; iti, the crow’s bridge ; 
made for Chih-nii—a fairy 
story ; <hang <k'iti, a suspen- 
sion bridge ; <fau <k'id, a fluat- 
ing bridge, a temporary bridge 
High, stately, lofty ; look- 
ing upward, aspiring, like 
the branches of a tree ; curv- 
ed, crooked ; proud, discon- 

BB 
K‘iau 

tented ; kit ‘sz’ two trees 
growing different ways, met. 

aged ; <k'itt muk, lu? stately 
forest trees, an order of plants 
in Chinese botany. 

fis An inn, a lodging-place ; a 
s 

1au kit -kit, to visit, to sojourn, 
A colloquial word, avaricious; 
sk'ti ‘naut'a? ta? very greedy, 

_ hard to suit. 

Kiku of alarm flag; high, elevated; 
to raise the head, to look; to 
elevate, to excite; to lift up 
the tail; dangerous, immi- 

father and son; 4 iz min, 

temporary lodgment ; high ; 

Long tail feathers; a kind 

nent; suspended; distant; 
skid ‘shau, to raise the head; _ 
kit kid, high, as trees; in 
danger, as a house of falling ; 
ts‘ui? kid, a kind of feather — 
coiffure. ae : 

He | A kind of grain, called iu 
s mak, perhaps a sort of buck. 
a wheat® the culm is reddish, 
“uu2 or 3 feet high, flowers — 

white, and leaves hastate; — 
it is reaped in October. 



> 

K‘idu 

(199) 

KO. 

A hole, pore, orifice, aper- 
ture ; a cavity, a hollow, an 
interstice ; ‘kau ki? the nine 
passages of the body; kom 
dung ki ‘such open pas- 
sages!’ 7, e. clever, astute; 
dung kiiv yéuk, sudorifics 
and sternutatory remedies; 
shit mi? chung’ iw you are 
wide of the mark ; hép, kid? 
in good time ; yat, ki pat, 
dung, he understands no- 
thing, thoroughly stupid. 

Ko. 

To sing in a recitative, to 
| chant with music accom- 
aa panying ; a song, a ballad; .ko 
Ko .sheng, the sound of singing ; 

Ko 

fe 
ny 

Ko 

<ko ‘ptin, a song-book; ko 
sheng it léung’? sweet 
sounds of music; .ch‘éung 
hau’ ko, the lonely wife’s dit- 
ty—name of a song; .Chiti ko, 
former name for Weihwui fi 
in Honan. 
An elder brother; a designa- 

Tf tion of the emperor’s sons is @ 

<ko ; -ko ko, a polite term fora 
stranger, or an elder ; taz <ko, 
my elder brother ; 6 <ko, ve- 
nerable sir ; @ .ch‘o .ko, a no- 
vice, a raw hand; ? @ .ko, 
sam @ ko, the emperor’s 
second and third sons ; pi’ .ko, 
the nose. 
a) The first of these is a 
bamboo stalk; a_ classifier 
applied to human beings, to 

>| inanimate things, particular- 
ly of a roundish or compact 
form, periods of time, coins, 

3 
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schemes, plats of land, &c., 
more widely than any other ; 
denotes objects when spoken 
of individually ; an individu- 
al or thing, as in the phrases 
ché ko or ni ko? this one ; 
‘na ko? or ko ko? (often. pro- 
nounced ‘ko ko’, to distinguish 
it from ko’ ko’ every) that one; 
a pronoun, this, this one, but 
need not always be trans- 
lated ; stands for the posses- 
sive case, as ‘ngo ko ‘au, 
my head ; when following the 
negative mok, or ‘mai, spe- 
cifies the following noun; 
as mok, ko hiv don’t go, i.e. 
don’t [do] that going; ‘mai 
ko? ‘hai ch‘? don’t stand 
there ; ko ko” do ‘yau, every 
body has it, we have all 
things; sai? ko the little 
thing, the darling, the pet ; 
ko tik, is used with less 
speciality than ko’ ko’, as ko’ 
tik, hai? mat, yan, whose is 
that? mat, Syé wa? ko 2m hai? 
who says it is not so? ‘md 
ko ’m mau, who is not an- 
gry ! tai @ ko another ; ‘kt 
ko’ <séung, several boxes; 
cm «fan tak, ko? sho the 
kinds can not be sorted ; ‘né 
ko? pin? ‘yaw ts‘ak, ‘md, are 
there thieves in your place? 
lun’ ko au maz sold by the 
piece ; ka pok; ko’ one pitted 
against one ; ko’ yat, ‘shang, 
in that province ; yal, ko? <td 
hi? sé? every single one has 
gone; ko tik, mgam, that’s 

right, that will suit; ‘mdz ko? 
each ; tsak, ko a kind of catch: 
note at the end of a song. 
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(200) 

Kau eminent, exalted ; excellent, 
sublime, noble ; a high degree 
of; a periphrasis for vour in 
direct address, as «kd sing? @ 
what is your surname? the 
189th radical ; old, advanced ; 
cké ta? tall, well-proportioned ; 
lofty ; ko dau ‘kun, an eating- 
house ; <k6 <ké, very high; .’m 
cfan tak; kd dai, can not nicely 
distinguish, not much differ- 
ence ; :ké hing’ pleased, grati- 
fied ; ‘'ai_ <ké hing? to see the 
show ; <k6 qwdi tak, a beggar ; 
alluding to a man of that 
name in the Sung dynasty, 
A. D. 960; ch? hi?’ kd, aspiring, 
ambitious; .kd ka? high-priced; 
hok, maw .kd, learned, well- 
read ; ‘ngdn -kd, supercilious ; 
kd gming, intelligent. 

A pole used to push boats ; 
gs chang <kd, to pole ; yat, chuk, 

kd ch'dng choi, push it off 
with a pole, 
Fat, grease, ointment; suet ; 

rich food; glossy, greasy, 
unctuous ; " genial, fattening, 
rich, fertilizing: chi kd, lard ; 
kd yéuk, a plaster; kd <yau, 
clarified fat ; .kd déung, sump- 
tuous fare, rich food; 
fong, the vitals, the part be- 
yond the reach ‘of medicine, 
A lamb ; a kid ; dot <ko <p‘é, 

are 

oe 
Kau 

Ken unyeaned lambskin ; hak, ko 
cpt, black lambskin ; chan chit 
kd, curly-haired lambskin. 

' aa Cakes, pasty, or dumplings 
Vo» of flour or arrowroot, steamed, 

with or without leaven, and. 

High, lofty, elevated ; loud ; 

I 

cko|| 

KO. 

usually with fruit mixed in § 
pak, ‘kwo ko, fruit cakes ; 
sung «ko, leavened dumplings; 
nin kd, dumplings of oldman’s 
rice; tan? kd, sponge cake. 
Interchanged with the last ; 

pastry ; steamed cakes ; a bit, 
a tidbit ; 46 ‘fan, rice flour. 

oh) To inform, to call to or 

> 

| 
announce ; to harangue; to 

Kau 

Kau 

drawl out, to whine; high, 
eminent; a bank; a marsh ; 

«kd. mtn, a palace-gate ; ‘kau 
kd, a marshy bank. 
A kind of tree ; a well-sweep 

is called katy «eo. 

A case or sack for a bow, 
Kau 

; or armor, attached to a car; Kau " 
ko kin? a quiver for bow and 
arrows. 
A drum, said to be 12 ch'ek, 

long, anciently used to incite 
workmen in their work, 
Dry, rotten, as wood; a 

kind of tree, its wood is like 
chestnut ; others describe it as 
like the tallow-tree ; ‘kd muk, 

fa? all desire gone, 
wearied out; ying yung fi 
“kb, attenuated, cadaverous ; 
ckon ‘ko, dried fish, — 

‘g¢r The culm of grain; straw; 
an original, the first draft of a 
paper ; asketch, a proof ; 3 sro 
‘ko, paddy straw ; 3 ‘ts‘d ‘kd, a 
first copy ; ‘ta Ke, to make a 
copy ; to take a proof of (a 
printer’s term); ‘kod ckung, a 
head clerk, who revises ae ; 
pers ; .ch'éung ‘kd, a theme, - 
White ; gray and lustrous; 
ae tay very while. Also read 

a 

i 
=) 

Kau 

AB 
Kaa 



KO, » 

“s. Interchanged with he & a ; 
Kau ‘otten wood; straw or thatch 

. for huts; a draft or copy ; ‘ké 
kin’ the rough draft, the or- 
iginals of papers. 

‘=. Clear, pure, distinct ; white, 
{°) applied to hair; “4d. han 

ch‘ik, tsuk, bright apparel and 
barefeet. 

* Plain, white and fine silk ; 
*) unornamented, simple, plain ; 
” ‘ke ty plain garments; ‘kd si’ 
unadorned, of one color. 

§ The sun shining over trees ; 
Kan clear, bright; high, lofty ; ‘ko 

‘ko ch'ut, yat, glorious as the 
sun breaking from the clouds, 

To gore ; to accuse, to in- 

€ 

SY’ 

a= 

oe tell of; to announce to a supe- 
rior, to inform any one, as in 
courteous language; to ask, 
to request ; to order ; ko” sh? 
a proclamation, an edict; in 
ko’, p? ke the plaintiff and 
defendant; ke s# the accusa- 
tion and reply ; to inform of ; 
ke ts‘z’ to intimate one’s de- 
parture, to take leave—said 
by a visitor; kd’ chéung? to 

_ sue for a debt; k& .shing, to 
finish: [a work]; shéung? kd? to 
appeal; ko ka’ to ask leave of 
absence. 

=H To enjoin upon, to order, to 
pp direct, to give commands to, 

~ to signify one’s wishes ; a pa- 
tent; a decoration ; ké <shan, 
lotfers-patent, credentials ; £0’ 
<fung, to confer a title or rank 
on; ke <shit, a scroll from the 
emperor, hunors. 

Ton. Dicr, 22 

form against, to impeach, to} 

1 
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(201) Koi. 

Kai 

a 

An agreement, an enlisting 
contract ; to connect, to  pre- 
pare, to arrange ; fit, proper, 
just, what ought to be, or is 
right, necessary, permissable, 
or convenient ; deserving ; to 
owe ; the said, the, that, the 
aforesaid, what has been 
mentioned; ,“m koi, I beg 
pardon, I should not have done 
it ; kot ait, useless, improper, 
foolish ; <kot shui, unlucky, 
disappointed ; <koi dong ‘tim 
yéung’? ni, how ought it to 
be? koi tso# ch'i? it (or he) 
ought to be there; Ad? kwai’ 
ckot ting? it, it should be (or is 
nsually) hot in summer; <4oz 
agan yéuk, <kon, how much 
money does he owe? koi .mé, 
all wrong, done badly ; </ot 
‘kin, belongs to his rule, he 
has the oversight of; ‘ptin .koi, 
it is incumbent on, belongs to 
you to do, or to see to; «kot 
kom? do, there should be so 
much. 
A bank ; a boundary, circuit, 

As limit ; to guard or reinforce a 
frontier ; a hundred millions ; 
kim -koi, every where, the wide 
world. Interchanged with the 
next. 

Step, bank, terrace; a gra- 
dation, a succession, an order ; 
certain music ; ‘kau ,koi, the 
“nine ascents,” heaven, the 
empyrean. 
Roots ; ‘ts'é -kot, the roots of 

Kai 

ae 

ma plants; ts'é koi, bad roots, met. 

| evil principles. 
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K‘Or. 

To change, to alter; to ex. 
change; to reform, to do better; 

* to correct, to amend, asa com- 
position ; ‘koi yat, ‘ling kaw 
another day I will call; ‘koi 
kwo’ exchanged ; to reform ; 
‘koi nga min, to carry a case 
to another court; ‘koi ka to 
leave a husband or betrothed, 
and marry another; ‘kot wn’ 
to exchange, to put another 
in place of ; ‘kot. shéung, un- 
usual; to grow worse; ‘md 
‘koi, flagitious, irreclaimable ; 
tung? ‘koi Jsin ft, you must 
reform your misdeeds ; ‘koi 
piv to alter, todo better ; ‘koi 
fung ‘shui, to improve one’s 
luck by incantations, 

(202) K‘o. 

2 A kind of coarse grass used 
=e efor thatch ; a cover, a cover- 
‘am. | ing,a roof; a canopy,a vault ; 
K‘ai to cover, to hide, to roof; to 

Screen, to conceal, literally and 
figuratively ; to overshadow, 
to overtop ; is ; a conjunction, 
since, for, for that, now then >| _ 
shéung’ kov the roof; also, 
heaven ; ‘im k'ov to shut up 
or close; ‘pi ‘pdn k'ov. chit 
cover it with a board; kor 

chung, acovered tea-cup; ka? 
uit, now itis said; <ché Kor 
min? shade the face ; koi’ tak, 
kwo? to hide out of sight; k’o? 
‘ha min? to veil the face; to 

hide one’s real feelings; k'oi® 
kwo dau, pull it over the 
head; k'o? kwo ko? d'au hii? 
cover or shade il more that 

KOU 

way; ‘Rov dot, having: come, 
sitice you are here ; koi” yany 
because that; koi ‘hint; seeing 
that he understands’; sek, k'ov 
yat, fv a set of tin dishccuvers ; 

\ fan’ Kova wooden cover used 
in cooking rice; ov st, 
now at that time, then it was; 
h‘ov ‘nga, to lay tiles. Often 
confounded with: and used 

w rongly for opy, 

\ To sigh, to lament for: koi 
xe te z? an? pat, nang tak, to ali 

~~ With unavailing sighs and(la- 
ments, to sorrow that one’s 
desires are disappointed, 

A striker to level: grain ; to 
even, to adjust » asumming, a 

‘ resumé ; yats koi > altogether, 
without exception ; yal. koi” 
dd Av all, gone. off; tai kor 
generally speaking, on the 
whole, the most of ; hi? k‘ov 
resolute, magnanimous, gen. 
erous-hearted ; Ko? hat ‘kom, ~ 
they are all about the same. 

>. Generous, nobleminded, lov- 
Kai ing integrity ; *k‘ong k‘ot? dis- 

interested, above. meanness ; 

i 

‘kom ko? moved by, comimise- 
») -rating.» *Interchan with 

the last. > EAS, ~hereiet 

To wash or scour) cooking 
Ke4i ‘ena to wet, to moisten ; 

to roll onlikea torrent ; ; inun- 
dating, swashing; name of a 
river in Lidutung. 

> ‘To ask alms; to demand, to 
Kai beg; to give; hat; Ko’ to beg ; : 

‘Ko? sin, to ask for -money ; : 
__ Kor shik; to beg for food. 

Anger ; gasping from rage 5 
Kai haw Kor eee angry. 

? 

-e i Pies ee « 



KOK, 

(203), Kok. 

91 
Pris pies Bete hae 

tributive adjective pronoun, 
each, every; various; kok, 
yan, each man; kok, yan kok, 
kin each one has his own opi- 
‘nion; kok; ‘yau‘sho <ch'éung, 
each man has his own gift; 
kok, ‘yau yat, shiit, each has 
a different tale ; kok, shik, fo 
various kinds of goods. _ 
A door screen: ‘a loft, an 

‘upper story or balcony, a look- 
out room; a porch, a vestibule; 
a corridor or gallery, @ room; 
female apartments ; a council 
chamber, a court-room: met. 
the officers assembled there, 
the court; a cupboard or 
safe for eatables; kok, ‘lo, a 
courtier, a cabinet-minister ; 
the word Colao is corrapted 
from this term; kok; ha? your 
excellency, your honor, Sir; 
no?’ kok, the Inner Council ; 
yap, kok, to be a cabinet-mi- 
nister ; ‘shui kok, a summer- 

house over the water; <kwai 
kok; the female’ apartments ; 

- tsov kok; shéung? he is upstairs; 
kok; te the stars uv, ¥ and « in 
Cassiopeia, “2tiOat 
To obstruct, to hinder ; tam 

‘KS kok;' or kok, ch to defer, to 

adjourn, to impede, to put 
» difficulties in the way. 

fA. 
Koh 

words relating to uses, appear- 
ance, &c., of horns; to dis- 
pute, to try or test one’s pow- 

ers or strength with another ; 
to butt, to gore; horny, hard; 

A horn; 148th radical of), 

rf 

KOK. 

a corner, a point, an angle; a 
protuberance or jutting vut; 
a tuft of hair; a headland, a 
cape ; a quarter or one fourth 
(as-of an hour or an orange) ; 
aiwine-jar ; wing of an army ; 
one of the 28 constellations, 
a and % in Virgo; kok, shing’ 
to drive {as cattle do), to beat ; 
yal, kok; man shit, an official 
dispatch, perhaps because it 
used to be carried in a horn; 
dui kok; to borrow money ; 
kwo? tak, kok; flush of money ; 
(phrases taken from gam- 
bling); ‘pi kol; ch'ong’ to gore ; 
chitin’. awan pat, kok, to idle 
about, to loaf: kok; lok; au, a 
corner in a room; «chai gnai 
yat, kok, put it aside (as worth- 
less) ; kok, Shaw or kok; ‘tsui, 
to wrangle; pdt, kok, star- 
aniseed ; a kok; ka? tufts of 
hair on children: dit ‘ngan 
kok; to ogle, to glance ; chik 
tun’, and yui? kok, are terms 
for right, obtuse, and acute, 
angles ; ‘tsung kok; shi, child- 
hood; 4it .sam kok; to pitch 

- © cash into a triangle, 
~~ To seize an animal and drag 
d, it along by the horns; to stab 

an animal, ©» 
iq A rafter, the strips on which 
Kip, the tiles rest; a mallet; a 
ioh 4 

‘handle; a tree in Kwangtung, 
. ealled to kok, ‘tsz’, whose fruit 

is the size of an egg. 

Rough land, hilly and rocky; 
‘bad, poor land, like barrens; 

pion. rugged cotintry. 

27 Grand, exalted; correct, 
Koh upright ; to understand, to.per- 

‘ 

ceive ; intelligent ; to netice, 



~172) KOK. 

to advert to; awake, aroused |) 
to; conscious; to feel; to 
bring to: light, to manifest ; 
‘ngo m kok, p'ung’ ds‘an ‘ni, | 

ran aawine you inadvertently; 
_ kok, ’ng? aroused to a sense of; 
fat, kok; divulged, discovered, 
transpired, hrought to light; 
kok, gvong,. Budha ; kok; tak, 
tung? it hurts, I feel the pain ; 
shat, kok; inattentive;  ‘ts‘z’ 
kok, ha? ‘kom, 1 think it was 
like that; Kok, lo, the Ghioro, 
the surname of the reigning 
family in Manché; «fan gai 
pat; kok, stupid from grief; 
‘ngo kok, tak, ‘kom, 1 under- 

~ stood it in this way. Read 
kaw to awake. 
Brazen horns used to sup- 

ioh } 
in a chariot ; 

to wrangle. 
a boot in a car ; 

(204) Ke ok, 

A rock very prominent ; 
hard, firm, solid; really, cer- 
tainly, in fact, indeed ; sin- 
cere, truthful ; regolute ; em) < 
kok, doubtful; kok, shat, hai? 
verily so; tik, kok, in ‘oe I 
even so; ‘ok; tsok, substantial ; 
k‘ok, an, surely. 
Sincere, guileless, good 

K4i aH 

ing. 
A kind of drawbridge, where 

ea, ), hearted, ingenuous, upright. 
Much the.same as the preced- 

HE i is gathered; k'ok, shui’ 
toll ; a species of Hovenia, 
A liftingenet for fish, made 

_) hop OF fine bamboo natwork. 

> port the flagstaffs and spears | 

KOM. 

Dry, dried up, exhausted, run _ 
j, out 5 kon kok; thirsty, pareh- 
ed by the sun, out -of funds, 
needy ; st k’ ok, ch'it, to supply 
one in need, to give life [to a 
fish] in a dry rat. 

ae, A valley, bed ofa torrent, a 
fon (eeP gully; a fosse, a city- 

ditch ; gaz angam isiit, kok, 
an abrupt precipice, a road 
impassible from gulches and 
ravines ; ta k‘ok, the ocean; — 
ck - Koks mountain streams, 

place in Tayuen fa in 
rivet called Hoh, <hidng ; 
a surname, 
A kind of animal, allied to 

the fox; it burrows, and 
sleeps much; has a sharp nose 
and long piebald fur ; a bad- 
ger? ‘a kok; shut sleepy, 
lethargic. 
Diligent, attentive to, careful 

>of, as one who serves.in a 
temple ; to respect, to regard, 
to revere. 

Ho} 4 

pe Ho 

ie K‘oh 

(205) Kom. 
2 

Sweet, grateful, relishing, 
an 8greeable to the taste; pleas- 
” ed, happy; voluntary, willing ; 4 

pleasing, delightsome 5 spe- 
cious, winning ; the 99th ra- 
dical of characters of taste ; 
kom .sam, pleased, contented, 
resigned ; .kém mi® luscious ; 
ckom <kém tik; rather sweet ; 
kom ‘chi, pleasant food, such 
as is given to aged parents ; 
ckom am, a timely rain; kom 
fi, prosperity and adversity ; 
kam <n, a soft answer, kind 
words ; .kém lat; ‘i, very sweet; 



KOM: 

kom yam yam, delicious ; 
hom. kit k€ it was stolen. 
‘The coolie-mandarin orange 

ft, (Citrus margarita), called 
seca ee chi kom; kom Pts or- 

ange peel; choi <kdm <piti, to 
gamble with guessing orange 
seeds; .fan .kém <'ung mi? to 
have the same taste after 
dividing the orange, to divide 
a delicacy with others; <4é6m 
kom ta? p? a nose as big as 
an orange, supercilious. 
Liquorice, much used in Chi- 

nese pharmacy, called kim 
‘ts‘d. 
Water in which rice has 

~ Bin been washed, called ‘mai kom 
‘shui; it is used for washing 

. sores, 
A disease of children arising 

Kan 

c 
an 
an 

from imperfect digestion or 
bad treatment; .kém tsik, pot 
bellied ; kom <ch'ong, venereal 
ulcers. 
The Chinese olive, called 

ckom ‘lam, the Canarium. It 
belongs to the ‘Terebinthacee, 
and resembles the real olive 
chiefly in shape. 
To walk up to and take ; to 

; dare, to have the hardihood, 
n 

to venture ; presuming, . bold, 
rash, intrepid ; saucy ; to of- 
fend good manners; at the 

~ beginning of a sentence, it an- 
_ swers to how, can; .<m ‘kom 
tse? dare not do it; .m ‘kom 
dong, presume not to take it, 
can not venture ; ‘hi ‘kom, how 
can I presume ?—are all polite 
expressions ;, ‘tam ‘kom, fear- 
less, valorous ; ‘kdm tsok, ‘kom 
dwai, not afraid of doing. 

BK 
Kan 
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f A mudfish ; ‘kom i or fa 
1 kom, a dusky green silure, the 2 

4” Pimelodus guttatus, common 
in Canton in the spring 
months. 
To.move the feelings, to ex- 

cite ; affected by, influenced, 
physically or mentally ; ‘kém 
yan, grateful, thankful ; ‘kom 
‘an? moved to tears, sorry ; 
‘kom kak, to act upon benefi- 
cially; ‘kom tsé ‘ni, obliged for, 
thank you much—the word 
cumshaw is corrupted from this 
phrase ; to ‘kém, many thanks; 
‘kom fa yan .sam, to trans- 
form the heart, converted ; 

- kau ‘kom, influence of the 
dual powers, conception ; ‘kdm 
mo .fung <hon, affected by the 
weather ; ‘kom tak, «sham, or 

~*kom kik, deeply thankful ; 
‘kom ‘kdm, thanks. 

An adverbof quality, so, thus, 
this manner ; an interjection 
of surprise ; ‘kdm ‘yéung tso* 
tak, this will do, very well; 
tsau’ ‘kom, stop, well; ‘km 
‘yéung ‘tsz’ such a style ! used 
in depreciation ; ‘kom wa’ if 
you say so, if it be so; ‘ung 
do hav ‘kim ké they are all 
just so, all alike ; ‘kom hE! 2m 
‘hd ‘kom, so! don’t do so, that’ll 
not do; ‘kdm ‘tam tsd* so dar- 
ing, brave. 
An adverb of quantity ; so, ~ 

such ; kém ‘iin, so far! kdm> 
‘tsd, so early! kdm> mat, ‘yé, 
why so? what is the reason? 
séung? maw kom ‘ch‘au, such 

-an ugly face ; kom <shé ‘tam, 
great courage; kim do, so 

nf 

many. 
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mast, a flag-staff; <k’i kon a A violet color, a rose red, 

kap; the clamps or fids which which the good man, itis said, 
”, does not wear. uphold a mast; <pin phony 8 a 
a The prefecture of Kanchau . walking stic k. 
Kan 2 the southern part of Kiang- a Culm of the bamboo; slander 

; Kan hien) is a district in|.) wooden things as a rod, pole, 
én tne department. cane, shaft, staff, &c,, often 

ve ‘The largevriver: of Kidngsi 
which flows north into the 

Poyang lake.) : 

(206) Kons 

A shield, a buckler; arms, 
n defensive armor ; what, pro-|] K; 
"tects, or fends off; a bank of 

a. stream ; to seek, to try and 
obtain pare ‘to procure; to 

_provoke, to draw down on one; 
to oppose, ‘to offend, to ‘how | 
laws; offense, crime, guilt ; 
incumbent, appertaining to, 
concerning, bringing results to 
one ; trunk of some ‘plants, a 
stem; a frontier; «kon -kiwo, 
arms, war, tumult; kon fan? 
to commit a fault ; kon ching’ 
yan, a witness; ’m .séung .kon, 
no matter, does not concern 
me; ‘md mal, kon ha? no great ||, 
consequences: “it ‘ngo*mé -kon, 
none of my business ; .kon din, 
bad results, involved in; é in 
ckon, “celestial stems,” or 
shap, kon, “ten stems,” are 
ten characters used in the 
cycle ; £ngo‘md kon ship, I had 
nohand in that, [’m not imapli- 
cated there; -Zon ‘ki tai? a great 
‘affair; kon dw «chung mat, 
yung’ no use to contradict so. 
A valuable tree, good for 

spear handles; a club, a staff; 
" post ina railing; <wai :kon, a 

He Dry, exhausted ; 

made of bamboo ; ch'ing’ kon, 
_beam of the dotchin ; tiv? <kon, 
a fishing-rod ;. yat, chon, chuk, 
a bamboo ; isin? kon, shaft of 
an arrow;; ‘chéung? ckon chuk 
stick for a curtain yalance. 

An inferior gem, a kind a 
coral ; Jong <kon, name given 
to ornenionis made of beech. 
ing coral of the genus Isis. 
The liver; it belongs to wood, 

and rules the system; in- 
timate ; the feelings ; 3a brown, 
umber color; ‘pi tong? sam 
chon, he is as ‘ety heart and 
liver, as myself; chit kon shik, 
dark brown, color of pig’s liver; 
chon <ch' éung ts‘iin? tiin® liver 
and bowels-eut_ into inches, 
greatly afflicted, = 

‘fo dry ; 
clean, entirely ; ‘kon tseng? 
} limped, pure ; mai <kon sat 

Kan ‘all sold; kon mit, to defra 
a defhleation| use of. ‘another's 
goods ; <kon fu® Aiiyndlopisd 
father of different surname ; 
ckon ‘fo “shaw a shoplifter ; : 
shav kon, to dry 5 kon ts'o? 
feverish, heated } kon “shong, 
dry, airy’; hong? .kon, to dry 

' at a fires Zon hong? ‘ht lai, 
deluded by vain promises; ,kon 
“kung, dry work,” asinécure ; 
ckon ‘nai, a dry nurse 3 Kon ai 
po to gull one, toreport false- 
ly, or without inquiry, 

a a 



KON. 

St} To pursue, toruwafter ; to 
thurry, to do quick ; to expel ; 

HE | to strive with, to emulate ; 
Kan busy, urged by, hastened, in 

~a hurry ; ‘kon fa? in a hurry, 
haste ; ‘kon ‘kan tsé do it 
quick ; ‘kon chGk, to drive out, 
to eject ; ‘ngo ‘kon ‘shéung ‘ni, 
‘Pil catch up with you ; ‘kon 
‘yau sz” hurried by business; 
‘kon le? ta hasten one’s pace ; 

‘kon ch'am? to hurry home ; 
‘kon t& ‘mé 16 driven into 

a corner, no means of relief ; 
‘kon shun* ‘shui, to avail-of the 

tide ; ‘kon kwo? Fox; needless- 
me By? fast. 
ye ‘Stubble, straw of rice ; ‘kon 
K sé’ a straw broom ; ‘kon .yan, 

an effigy; .wo ‘kon, paddy 
straw; it is called “Kwong tung 
chin, 2, e. a Canton blanket ; 
‘kon dau, roots of grain, stub. 
‘ble. 

> - The trunk of a plant; the 
material of, the basis or ori- 
ginal ; to bribe, togive money; 

$3 capable, skillful ; usiness, 
affairs; to do be siness, to 

attend to; a well curb; ‘4 
kon’ to bribe ; ‘ma mat; kon? ld? 
indifferent to bribes; kon? sz” 
to do business ; kon? ko? Kitt, 
Sagan, to buy an appointment ; 

situation with a trader ; ‘yau 
mat; kwai? kon? what is your 

business’? kung’ kon? public 
o affairs; kow fi’ chi ‘ki, to 

_ follow a father’s occupation ; 
Kon’ sitn t4? sz” to bring about 
a settlement of, to make peace; | 

"kon? au gan, to buy the post 
vf a headman. 

kon’ ying shang, to pay for a}: 

KONG: 1795 

> ‘The tibia >the ribs; applied 
to the bones \of the body ge- 
nerally. 

(207) Kong. 

J 
King - 

The ridge, the watershed of 
hills ; Atte the culminat- 

point ; kong pur fung, a 
side wind ; <sha kong, a sand 

_ hillock; .kong ‘tsai kom? tai* 
large as a hommock (speaking 
of waves, piles of dirt); Aong 
‘teng ds‘ung, [like a] hill-top 
fir, unapproachable. 

Sih) Hard, solid, unyielding, firm, 
Kane "gorous, inflexible ; intrepid, 

enduring, valorous; an adverb 
of time, just. now, recently.; 
ckong ‘yung, valiant, coura- 

, geous; kong and yau are 
opposites, odd even, bard soft, 
positive negative, &c, ; kong 
sing? obstinate, overbearing ; 
chong chong hiv ‘lit just gone ; 
ckong ching’ firm, upright, in- 
tegrity ; fong kong, athletic; 
$2” tar’ kam kong, four giants 
which guard Budhist temple- 
doors ; .kam -kong shee, corun- 
dum, diamonds ; <kam chong 
sha, emery; kong. <s‘0i, 
recently ; kong chong kaw just 
enough. ’ 

The large rope to which a 
net is strung ; a bond or insti- 
tution of society, great. prin- 
ciples; ckong ‘ling a controling 
or guiding power; argument 
of a buok ; sam <kong, “three 
bonds,” are the relative duties 
of a king, father and hus. 

#4 
Kany 
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band; <kong muk, a synopsis 
of; <kong kam? a survey of 
(dynasties, or) princes, a his- |} 
tory. 

Ay Iron assayed by fire, steel ; 
Kang hard; ‘au hok, ‘yan kong? 

hardheaded ; kong’ pina steel 
whip, a sort of mace. 

iy A star ; ‘in <kong, the seven 
Kang Stars in the constellation of 

® the Great Bear, the Dipper; 
much used in charms. 
To carry between two; to 

Kéne bear. burdens on a pole ; se- 
veral lifting a thing ; pat, lik, 
ckong, to draw and paint; 
ckong ‘kit, to carry a sedan ; 
ckong foi, to carry; «kong 
pai kéuk, shik, boasting of 
one’s honors, a braggart. 
A river; par excellence, the 

Yangtsz’ kiang, also called 
‘Sia kong, the great river ; 
kong <ho, or <kong shan, the 
empire, the government, the 
country ; kok, <kong fo mat, 
goods from every quarter ; 
ckong <t hak, itinerant pro- 
fessional men ; kong <chii, a 
cetacea found in the Yang- 
1sz?; d‘au .kong, to drown 
one’s self; kwo? kong ching 

JL 
Kiar 

tai? brothers in affliction ; 
ngoi’ .kong yan, people from 
another province, northerners. 

fer. An earthenware jar, usually 
Kane glazed: <kong ‘nga, pottery 

5 generally ; «kong ung? glazed 
jars, used to contain water, 
oil, &c.; tin? kong, dyeing 
jars ; ‘pi ung? kong ‘ni lsd 
“am, give you a jar for your} - 
gall-bladder—you want more 
spunk. 

KONG, 

An iron-tire on a hub; a 
sconce, a globular shade in 

Kiang which to hang lamps; a lamp; 

ae 

ckam di <kong, globular jars — 
for fish ; ornaments or fasten- 
ings on the ends of beams. 
The coldn ; the large intes- 
tine ; the anus; kong ymin, 

€ 

Kia 3 
'an€ the rectum ; fan’ kong, the 

piles. 
¢& To converse, to talk, to speak 
Kian , about, to narrate, to relate ; 

* to explain, to unfold, to dis- 
course, propound, or preach ; 
to investigate; to plan; to 
confer ; to reason upon; dis- 
course, talk, explanation ; .’m 
‘ho ‘kong, don’t speak about it, 
better be still ; ‘kong kéuk; to 
boast ; ‘kong wo, to propose 
peace ; ‘kong ‘ki, to tell stories, 
to talk on former things ; to 
preach the Gospel is so term. 
ed ; ‘kong kav to investigate, 
to search into the truth of; 
kom ‘kong kaw so fine! su- 
perior, beautiful, first rate ; 
‘kong tsap, to hold disputations, 
a colloquy ; ‘kong ‘kat man 
nga? to lecture, on literature ; 
‘kong shiit; wa’ conversation, 
speech ; ‘ngo .’m ‘wi ‘kong, I 
know not how to speak it; 
’m tsoi ‘kong, no need of tell- 

- ing of it, I know all about 
it; ‘kong <sam, honest, plain 
talk 5 mo tak, ‘kong, nothing 

more to be said ; ‘kong min 
‘sz’ of good credit, worthy of 
trust ; ‘kon wang ‘kong tim? 
to carp at ; ‘kong ta ‘kt fuk, 
to convince one by reasoning; 

are joking, 

a h 

‘kui ‘ni ‘kong siw 1 think you 



KONG, 

“He Streams diverging, as one 
Kiang ascendsa river ; a passage for 

~* ships, a reach; a frith, an 
estuary ; a rivuletrunning into 
the sea, a cove; ‘kong ‘hau, 
a port, a mart, a spot where 
traders meet; ‘kong kéuk, 
shiin, ships from India are so 
called at Canton ; ‘ptin ‘kong 
shun, native junks; kok;‘kong 
fo the products of every port, 

ki sha descend, to seated fall 
own (as rain), to gu down ; 

Uk to send cmon: to Sanfet to 
subject, to reduce to submis- 
sion ; to degrade ; kong’ fuk, 
to bless; kony’ k'ap, to de- 

$c 
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A cross-piece on the legs of 
a bed; a flag-staff; a foot 

ong bridge ; thills of a sedan ; the 
yards on a ship; cross-pieces 
in frames ; ‘ta kong’ highway 
robbery; ‘oi kong’ altercation, 
tiresome bickering. 

(208) K'ong. 

A The neck of a man. Read 
Kan , Kong’ strong, overbearing, 

grade, really or nominally ; || Py 
kong’ lok, to descend (as a 
bird); kong’ shai’ to come 
into the world; kong? di, to 
go down thesteps; ,ming .shing 
om kong? apparent gain or 
rise, but real loss ; kong’ tan? 
to be born ; ‘nz Keb shi kwong 
kong’ when will you deign to 
visit ine? ha? kong? to come 
down, to visit ; ta kong to 
erase, todraw a ‘line through ; 
also to fire at a picture of 
Séung kong’ shan, a custom 
known at Canton in the 
month of October. 

> Waters’ overflowing, an in- 
undation; waters swel 

4°8 over their banks, and ae 
ning in many directions. 

i ae A deep red, like the petals 
k rung? the Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, 

s a deep rose color, 

A vapor on a hill-top ; the 

Hung (rie vulgarly called <1 

3 

Ton. Dicr. 28 

K‘an 

¢ 

K‘an 

> 

2? 

K‘ang 

“e domineering ; unbending ; to 
oppose, to resist; to shelter, 
to protect; a star near Arctu- 
rus; séung kong’ are equally 
matched. 
The neck or throat of a bird ; 
an important pass into a 
country ; toswallow. Usually 
read chong. 
Generous-minded, magna- 
nimous; ‘kong ko? noble, li- 

“”€ beral, unmoved by slander, 
firm, grieved at wrongdoing. 
‘To compare with, to match ; 
kong’ la? a pair, a man and 
wife, a match at a game or 

fighting ; to hate, to oppose, 
inimical, | 
A wide coach or sofa, having 
a low table in the middle, and 
placed at the head of the 

room ; a bedstead, or sleeping- 
place, made of brick, so that 
it can be warmed underneath ; 
Kong’ ki, the stand in a wide 
couch ; ‘fo k‘ong’ a fire warm- 
ed. bed: 

‘To raise with the hand, to 
lift: to uppase, to withstand, 
to resist, to rebel against ; to 

screen, to shield; to rescue ; 
Kong’ kin, to oppose the 

g 
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& 
Koh 

ur 

KOP, 

government ; k'ony? sing? per- 
verse ; k'ong? ‘kui, tu prevent 
coming, to resist, disobedient ; 
fan eng kong? ‘lai, disput- 
ing about precedence ; ‘léung 

’ séung kil, k‘ong the two con- 
tracted an enmity, two parties 
matched against each other. 

) Kop. 

A measure, containing about 
a gill; ten make almost a pint; 
to join together, to come toge- 
ther, to meet, to correspond, 
like the edges of shears, or 
two lids; ‘hd ‘ts‘oi! kop, tai 
wa? good! it matches his lie ; 
z. €. he lied, but it happened to 
be true; kop, kaw ‘sin ‘hau, 
scissar blades meet ; kép, <mdi, 
to join, to make one. Often 
pronounced Adp, in many 
phrases, with the same mean- 
ing. 

Bivalve shells, thin and 
Koh marked, like a Tellina or Do- 

nax ; man kdp, shells with ribs 
or lines ; shan kdép, a sort of 
striped toad ; ‘in kop, or kdp, 
‘na, a frog; kop, kav? a kind 
of gecko, brought to Canton 
as an aphrodisiac, and com- 
monly thought to be a trans- 
formation of a swallow. 
The Columbide ; a dove, a 

its pigeon; pak, kop, a house 
pigeon ; fong’ pak, kdp, to let 
off a pigeon ; to make a false 
marriage ; ‘yé kdp, a wild 
pigeon; ¢ kdp, a ground pi- 
geon. 

(210) 

Fi 
Koh 

KOT. 

Kot. 

To cut, to gash; to hack ; | 
>to wound, to injure ; to cut in 
twain, to separate, to divide; 
to deduct ; to take off; to cede, 

- to make over to; to turn, as 

B, 

Koh 

a debt to a creditor; kot, hoi, 
to cut open; kot, ‘iin, to 
sunder ; kot; oi to sever friend- 
ship; kot, gan, to look to 
another for pay ; kot; avo, to 
reap; kot, ‘siin, to wound ; 
kot, <ho :pau ké a cut-purse ; 
kot, <p'd tin? # to break off all 
intercourse ; kot fan, to take 
off, to deduct; kot; kung 
cngan, to deduct from wages ; 
kot; tak; ov or ‘hé ts*it, kot, to 
part with a beloved thing; kot, 
‘shé, obliged to part with ; kot, 
‘kit ‘nin yak, [it will] cut a 
slice off him, said of astingy 
man holding on to his money, 
A creeping edible plant (the 

Dolichos tuberosus), of whose 
fibres a yellow coarse cloth is 
made ; creepers ; met, relatives, 
posterity ; ‘yau mat, .kwa kot, 
‘ni, is there any relationship 
between you? gnd ckau kot, 
nothing to do with him; kot, pa? 

. coarse summer cloth; a plant 

ig 
Koh 

(Dolichos trilobus) producing 
a long spindle 
used for food, called ‘ 

tough. 
The rushing clamor of cha- 

* riots to battle ; hasty, precipi- 
tate, violent motion; aw kot, 
glancing of armor, confused 
melée. 

the mealy taro; its stems are 

J 
u 
— 

> 
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‘ (211) Ka. 

fh Fatherless; an orphan; des- 
2 titute, alone, singular ; Ka . Singular ; no pro- 

tector; unequaled, solitary, ap- 
plied by the emperor to him. 
self; ungrateful, not cherishing 
a sense of kindness; kt fw@ 
‘at yan, unthankful for your 
affection ; <ku <hon, neglected 
and poor; <ku :ka, I the empe- 
ror ; shai .kv, left alone and 
diminished ; .kt gvan, a ne- 
glected orbate spirit; Ad tuk, 
alone, no kindred ; -ku fi? ‘sho 
mong? to frustrate one’s hopes. 
Name of a river in Ts‘iuen- 

chau f@ in Fuhkien; to trade 
in, to contract, to buy or sell; 
unworthy, anything trashy ; to 
abridge ; ki ‘tsau, to buy wine; 
ding <kti, sold by retail; <ku 
gmeng, to buy a name, to pur- 
chase office. 

lia To buy or trade in liquor ; 
“Ka liquor just made or kept over 

night ; a liquor-shop; 46 <ki 
«chi 32” an eating-house. In- 
terchanged with the last. 
A polite term for females; 

a husband’s mother is called 
kt or cyung ki by his wife; 
1a? kt, ‘sti -kit, a husband’s 
sisters; Au méung, a paternal 
aunt, a respectful term for 
young ladies; <ku ‘mo and <ki 
po, a father’s and- grand- 
father’s sisters ; dei gyé, « hus- 
band’s brother-in-law ; <ts‘iin 
ki, village girls. To tolerate, 
lenient, lax, yielding; for the 
time, temporarily, just, merely; 
ckti Sch'é man? man’ \et it be, 
gently ; @ ku, a girl, a miss ‘ 

~ 

3 a 

Ab 
Ka 
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sam <ki, are nuns, wizards, 
and wives of Rationalists ; 
kt ‘sd, sisters-in-law ; 4ti sik, 
indulgent, easy with, lax ; Av 
sik, ‘yéung <kan, too much 
leniency nourishes treachery. 
A variety of the mole-cricket, 

called dau kit ; wai? kit, a va- 
riety of the cicada. 

Ché <ki, the partridge, but 
seems also to include other 
birds of the same habits and 
size. 
A fault, a crime ; guilt, sin, 

transgression ; necessary tobe, 
must; to engross goods, to 
monopolize ; to dissect a sacri- 
ficial victim; gmd <ku, inno. 
cent, guiltless; Au fw un- 
grateful, unmindful of; no 
ckti shaw lui to compromise 
the guiltless. 
A wine vase used in feasts, 

iv holding two or three pints; 
s square, angular; a law, a rule, 

a plan; kim’ .ku, a sword-hilt ; 
hit, ki chi yan, a litigious 
man. 
Interchanged with the last; 

angular, a corner ; the cornice 

Ka 

Ah 
K 

* of a house. 

me A fishing-net, a large net 
Phe dragged between boats; to 

fish ; yat, ki du, a haul, all 
taken together, lump them ; 
yal, ki kwat, a clean';sweep, 
take them all,” 

‘Ep [nterchanged with the last ; 
Ka mes dragged along ; nets Yer 

~~ birds; the net of the law ; <‘o 
‘kit shin, fishing-smacks ; tsa?’ 
‘ki, involved in guilt ; ‘mong 
‘kit, nets for, fishing. 
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Re | A water vegetable, called! 
> ¢sz’ kit, the Caladium, cul-| 

Bi tivated for its tubers ; amo .ku, | 
Ka and ‘6 .kt, are edible varie-: 

ties of mushrooms, the former 
is brought from Tartary ; fui: 
ki, or ngau ‘shi ki, a puff. 

ball, the lycoperdon ; ‘ts‘d chit, | ° 
or tung ‘ki, sinall edible mush- | 
rooms. A sort of upland rice.) 
These two characters 
often interchanged. 
Ancient, that which has Sail 
down through ten mouths; 
remote, Sous: of old; antique, | 
old; antiquity ; former, old, | 
practiced in, accustomed ; ‘ki 
-kam, ancient and modern; ‘ki. 
‘tung, antiques, curiosities ; ‘ki 
‘kt tik, old fashioned; kom’ 
‘kt kwai? so odd, strange; ‘kong 
chek, ‘ki ‘tsat, to tella strange | 
story, a funny incident; ‘ki. 
wi yéung? of an ancient shape; | 
‘ki: chap, set in his way, fixed ; 
‘kit syan, or <Sin ‘kt, ancestors, 
one’s progenitors; the ied 
cients ; Ski tsik, relics, sacred | 
or venerated spots; ‘ki ynan, 
ancient writings, the classic} 
style; tsok, ‘ki yan, to die ;' 
tsz” ‘ku % lot, from of old;, 
sam ‘ku, the three periods of 
antiquity, 7. ¢. at B. c. 2850, 
1120, and 550. 

ce 
ais fe 

To price, to estimate, to val- 
ue ; to guess, to reckon ; price, 
value ; tot ‘ki, to raise the 
price ; ‘ku ha? mat, what do 
you think it is? ‘ke léung? to 
suppose, to give an opinion; 
tsov pat, ‘ki, very unexpected ; 
‘ni ‘kai chung? you guessed 
right ; ‘kia. kav to reckon the 

KU. 

price of ; ‘ku ‘kit ‘hd, make a | 
guess. 

‘ A bull; the male of quadru- 
peds, usually of those domes- 
ticated ; chit ‘kit, a boar: ‘ma 
‘ki, a stallion. According to 
nal s dictionary, a cow. 
To “explain the words of the 

ancients by modern iliastr - 
" tions ; “kit far to expound ; 

‘kt in, traditions. 

} A drum, skin instrumenis 
‘of music once made of earth. 

‘a len; radical of characters joes per 

ah 

Ku taining todrums; earthenscats — 
-or flower-stands; a measure of 
about ten pecks ; drum-shaped; 
to drum ; to excite, to encours- 
age, to arouse; to urge a fire ; 
to soothe; a watch of the 
night ; to play on a lute; ‘ku 
ngok, instrumental music ; yat, 
fw ‘ku ngok, a band of music ; 
law ta? ‘ki, a vile wretch ; 
‘kit ‘chéung, to clap the hands; 
‘ki chi? to melt metals ; d'ung 
‘ki, a knobbed gong ; ‘ki ts‘o? 
a great hubbub ; .pong ‘ki, a 
tamborine; fa ‘kt, a side 
drum ; # ‘ki, the second watch; 
‘ta «kang ‘ki, to strike the 
watches ; tsz” p'a <shiin, tsz” 
ta ‘kt, L can myself paddle 
and dram—I am independent ; 
shek, ‘ki, an earthenware seat 
or stand; i ‘ki, a fish tambo- 
rine used by the Rationalists ; 
‘Ini ‘ki, to drum rapidly : ‘ki 
fuk; pursy, corpulent; ho “ki, 
the stars a, 8, y in Aquila. 
Eyes without pupils, orwihich 

leader of an orchestra, a musi-- 
cian ; @ ‘ki, musicians in the — 

can not see objects; blind; a — 
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palace ; ‘kit mul, gan, a blind 
man; ‘kt muk, tn a blind 
asylum ; ‘léung ‘kui séung fu, 
a blind man leading another. 

FR A ram, a particolored ram ; a 
sheep, male or female; “ng 
‘kit ta? fu, the lord of the five 
sheepskins—a story of Peh-li- 
hi, B. c. 660. 

| The haunches, the upper 
; part of the thigh, the rump ; 
iva the leg; a strand ofa cord ; 
K@ ashare in a concern; a di- 

vision ; a proportion, a fold, a 
quota ; a chapter or head of a 
discourse ; a spoke ina wheel ; 
strong, stable; fan ‘ki ‘tsz’ to 
pay the portion due to writers 
in a yamun ; yat, ‘ku shang ? 
a share in a business ; taz? ‘ku 
fan’ the head partner; <fan ‘ku 
to divide the assets ; «sam ‘ki 
Shing, a threefold cord; ‘ki 
chin 4 lut, trembling with fear; 
‘kit <kwang, the limbs, met. 
statesmen; pdt, ‘ku, eight 
heads in an essay. 
A shopman, one who trades 

Ka ina market, a resident trades- 
man ; to trade, to traffic ; ‘ki 
‘shi, a market, a bazaar; 
shéung ‘ki, a merchant. 

Bic Worms in the abdomen, 
Kg Which are thought to cause 

dropsy; a venemous worm, 
_ used to poison people ; a slow 
poison; an inquiet ghost; to 
disturb, to disquiet ; to stir up; 
to delude ; suspicious ; to trou- 
ble one with doubts, to per- 
vert from rectitude ; the 18th 
diagram ; ‘ku chéung? the drop- 
sy ; fong’ ‘ki, to poison one, 
said to be done by the women 
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in Kwangst ; shaw’ ‘kt, poison. 
ed ; .fi ‘ku, flies produced from 
worms in grain ; ‘ki. tuk, poi- 
sonous ; kon’ ‘ki chi ‘tsz’ a 
son who atones or repairs a 
parent’s errors; .7u ‘kt, possess. 
ed by a malicious goblin, 
elf-shot; ‘ki wak, to impose 
on, to cozen, 

‘B% A salt pond in near or Shan- 
tung ; not lasting, not durable, 
badly made ; to suck ; tempo-° 
rary, for the time. 

>’ A cause, an occasion, pre- 
, text, that which affects or in- 

duces a result ; a reason for ; 
because, therefore, on that 
account, on purpose; that 
which was formerly, old, for- 
gotten, neglected ; to die, to 
decease ; old, long in posses. 
sion; death ; a matter or affair ; 
yats, yals di ki? daily the same 
as before; ki <héung, my 
native village ; kw fan? pre- 
sumptuous error; kw@ sz” an 
old affair, an ancient story ; 
“pat ki? sz to parade old 
things, as ina procession ; tai? 
kw? death of parents, the ¢ great 
death ;’ shan ki? or mat, ki? 
dead ; kw ‘yan an old (or de- 
ceased) friend; <ho kw why ; 
kw ‘ts‘'z’ therefore ; kw ? pur- 
posely ; kw kaw’ old, long used; 
mo ki? causeless, unseason- 
able ; sé sui sav ki’ a trifling 
matter. — 

to look after, to attend to, to 
care for, to regard; consider- 
ate ; to reflect upon, to con- 
sider ; consonant to, corres- 
ponding ; to assist with one’s 

fa To turn the head and look, 

Ka 
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counsel or business, to patron. 
ize; an initial word, but, on 

' the contrary ; kv chi? ‘k' tu look 
after him, to see to; kt? nim? 
to remember, to consider ; pat, 
kw to disregard, inattentive ; 
kw? haw to lay up, to reflect 
on the consequences ; .séung 
kw correspondent, mutual ac- 
tion ; ki ‘pin to be careful of 
one’s capital; ‘ni kw ‘kan, do 
you look well after it; tsz” 
kw pat, ha I have no leisure 
(or not enough) for myself; 
om ki? min’? <pi, careless of 
one’s name, disreputable ; 
mung kwong ki? to favor one 
with custom—a shop phrase ; 
om shui kv not heeding ; ki? 
mtn ‘hau, to regard the re- 
putation of the shop. Used for 
the next. 

ie) To hire, to rent, to engage 
ve \for wages; to borrow; ki? 

j kung, workmen; ki’ <shiin, 
Ku to hirea boat; k@ yam kong, 

to rent a house ; kw ‘teng ‘kit 
engage a sedan. 
Shut around, shut up; well 

strengthened, fortified ; imper- 
vious, solid; firm, constant, 
obstinate, pertinacious, fixed, 
‘determined; chronic, as dis- 
ease ; to defend ; torender sta- 
ble ; assuredly, certainly, firm- 
ly ; vulgar, rude, rustic ; ‘chi 
ki? lasting, strongly made; 
kw chap, pat, d'ung, immova- 
ble and deaf to reason, per- 
verse ; ki? an hai? ‘kom, it cer- 
tainly isso; kw s‘z’ to de- 
cline firmly ; ki law ‘Syé man, 
the rustic, unpolished people ; 
ki? dang, or ki? ? willful, will 
have his own way, 

rey 
Ka 
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To fuse iron or copper to 
mend cracks, to stop up care- 
fully ; kam? kw to bind more 
carefully, to keep out, to re- 
press, to prevent, as good men 
reaching office. 

i) A chronic, incurable dis- 
Ky Cases such as leprosy, gout, 

&e. 

(212) Ki. t 

¢ 

Kit 

To dwell, to stop at a place, 
and live there, to inhabit, to 
reside ; to seat one’s self, to 
remain stationary ; to fill an 
office or station ; to be acting, 
and thus is often merely a par- 
ticipial form of the next verb, 
as kit song, in mourning ; kit 

~~ dit, lying in; i king?’ bei 
respectful ; séung <kii, widow- 
ed; to consist in; to hoard, to 
collect; to engross goods; 
retired, not in public life ; to 
desist ; kit <k't, goods kept to 
raise the price; ki chi’ to 
live at; han kit, living in 
retirement or otium; kit ch’ 
a residence ; man® hau’ ‘hi <kii, 
to inquire about one’s health 
or circumstances ; ‘hi ki, act- 
ing and quiescent, operating 
and ceasing; ii sam sav 
tong? heart bent on dissipation ; 
san kil, a new residence ; 
ch'a -kii, a'tea-shop, a res- — 
taurant ; hit, ki, to visit, to — 
lodge ; kii-ktin, to be in office; — 
amd ‘sho <kit ‘chi, no abiding — 
place;\kii'sz” a retired scholar. 

The skirt of a robe, the tail _ 
of a coat ; ch'éung ckii, a long — 

skirt, a train; proud, haughty. 
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A tree found in Honan, used 
4 for whip. handles, and old 

men’s walking-staves. 
-Ornamental gems hanging 

q {rom the girdle, one on each 
side; ‘ing -kii, precious or- 
naments, bijoutry; <ki p‘ui 
girdle trappings. 
A wheeled barrow, vehicle, 

cart, &c.; the 159th radical 
of characters pertaining to 
vehicles ; the jaw-bones ; yat, 
shing? kit, a carriage ; ‘fo Jun 
chi, a rail-car; <kung kil, a 
public office ; tso* .£u, to ride 
in a carriage ; ha’ -kii, to get 
out of a car, to arrive at ; hok, 
fw °ng kit (or ch'é) master 
of five cart-loads of books— 
very learned; hd? .kit 4 ‘ch't, 

e¢ having just arrived here. 
All; altogether, at once; both 

3 Jointly, together with, the two; 
fully sup 2 hs all right, pre- 
pared; ki: ts*iin complete, per- 
ae in all its parts; kit sh? 

éung; all are the SaM@; 
on all is ready ; .kiuSho® 

all are good ; kit ‘md, nothing 
at all. 

c 

Ka 

‘#a) To raise with the hands, 
Eas to carry between two, to ele. 
x! vate; sometimes denotes the 
Ko eee of the next verb, as 

‘yam, drinking ; to raise in 
public opinion, to introduce 
to, to recommend to; to vene- 
rate, to rise in one’s esteem ; 

to speak of, to allude to, to 
_ extol, to praise ; to advance, 

to promote; all, the whole 
number; to confiscate; an 
ancient weight of three taels - 
‘kit yan, or ‘kit pak, a *pro- 

7B 
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moted man,” a kiyjin gradu- 
ate ; ‘kit héung <in, to set forth 
(or nominate) a village wor- 
thy ; ‘kit tsin’ to recommend 
one ; ‘kit ta’ 6, to lift a fal- 
chion ; kung ‘kit, nominated 
by the public ; ‘k% shai? man- 
kind ; pat, chung Jot ‘kit, not 
worth bringing forward; ‘lé 
‘ku, a whore (also called gnan 
wagau, from the parts of this 
character) ; ‘ki ‘shau to raise 
the hand; ‘ki ‘chi, deport- 
ment ; ‘kit on? <ts‘at gmi, * table 
even with the eyebrows,” to 
respect a husband—refers to 
an old legend of Mang Kwang, 
A carpenter’s square ; a rule, 

law, usage ; a pattern; strict, 
exact; what is constant, uni- 
form; an angle; to square, 
to adjust ; .kw'ai ‘kii, usage, 
custom ; pat, i’ ‘kil, [Confu- 
cius] did not overstep equity ; 
kit, ‘kit, rules of conduct which 
influence others. 
A name for the taro in Shan- 

tung; name of an petty ancient 
state in that province, now 
the superior district of Ki, 
chau in [chau fa. 
A round osier basket, hold- 

about halfa peck of rice ; 
four handfulls of grain, or a 
sheaf, 
A stately, solitary, independ- 

going alone, unso- 
ciable ; ‘kit ‘kit déung éung, 
careless way, wanting no help. 
A stop in reading, a comma ; 

a period, a sentence; a phrase, 
an expression; a term, a word ; 

a line ina stanza; a classifier 
of phrases; as yal: ki” u@ a 
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phrase ; yat, ki? «shi, a verse ; 
cfan kiv tau? divide it into sen- 
tences; ‘ki hi? shiit, wa? several 
phrases ; ‘tim ‘iin kw punctu- 
ate it; ?m tuk, tak, iin ki? 
vou don’t read it properly ; 
¢m shing chéung kw ungram- 
matical, unintelligible ; yat, 
ki? ki? do ‘hid, I understand 
every word, 

> A saw; to saw, to divide; 
to reduce ; ki? ‘ch‘i, teeth of a 
saw ; ki? ‘keng, cut his throat; 
ki? ‘ch't tp, a leaf with serrat- 
ed edges ; Idi ki’ to saw ; ki? 
‘kam tik, ka? cheapen it a little. 

Prepared, arranged ; placed 
together orderly ; to present, 
to furnish, to lay before ; tools, 
implements: ‘kan kit carefully 
prepared ; ki? dsai pt’ all is 
ready; «cht gming pat, ki? | 
1933 the name, as you know 

; ki? fung ‘wo ‘nt, give 
tae to you; ging kit imple- 
ments of torture ; hi? ki? the- 
atrical apparatus ; ki? Shan 
chi Ling ‘ché, in whom is the 
Spirit of God. 

> Hastily, instantly, suddenly, 
quickly ; fleet, hurried, swift ; 
agitated, trembling, fluttered ; 
to forward, to send on, to trans- 
mit; a post, an express; kap, 
ki? hurried, urged on; -king 
ki# frightened; ki? kin’ a slight 
glance at; ch'tin ki? chi yik, 
a postman, a courier. 

a Poor, miserable; rustic, rude, 
Ky Unceremonious; ki’? cp‘an, 

‘poor; ki? sho a defense for the 
head when carrying burdens. 

> To lay the hand on; to 
defend, to bar off; to maintain 
a place ; to seize, to take pos- 

We > 
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session of ; to lean against: or 
on ; to have form or substance ; 
substantial, tangible; proof, 
testimony, evidence ; relying, 
according to, depending on ; 
conformably to, it appears 
that; ki? p‘@ to take possession 
of a shop ; chim? ki# to occupy 
by force, to eject; pa’ kii to 
usurp ; ki? shiit, from what he 
says, &c,; ki? ‘shau, to guard 
carefully ; ; ki? yéuk, according 
to the contract ; ki? sz” dun 
sz” each thing to be done in 
its own way; ‘yau <ho ching? 
ki? what proof is there? 
A furious wind, common 

along the southern coasts of 
China; a whirlwind, a cyclone, 
a tyfoon; ki? ‘mo, or <fung 
ki? ‘tan, the prognostics of a 
tyfoon, 
A frame for a bell or drum ; 

read <k'ii, an ancient table 
utensil of gold or silver. 

‘To stand or sit carelessly ; 
free and easy way ;.a proud, 

" sans-souci, haughty, iage ; 
a vain, self-confident gait; 
strong, as ki? mga, strong 
teeth, tusks ; ki? ngo? betas 

‘To squat, ‘to sit on the fee 
to sit in a rude, uncivil style ; 
ki ki? to sit like a tailor ; kik 
tso® to take the best seat ; .p'tin 
ki? to sit improperly. 
The chief, the great one, first 

of its sort, great, vast, yes 
mighty, large ; i? man? a 
riad of myriads, innume 
ki? .ch'd, the 

whéung choi ki? ‘hau, to gi 
the mouth wide. 

vat oe is 
supposed to refer to Noah’s 
ark; ki? mak; the thumb; 

pe aes ey. 
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How, in what manner? often 
implying the opposite of what 
is said ; to stop at, fo reach to ; 
ignorant of a language; kit’ uv 
“sz? ai, was it till this? ki? 7? 
who would have thought it? 

4, €. it was unexpected, un- 

Ko 

a 

wished. ‘The last is sometimes 
used in this sense, 
Hard as iron or steel, obdu- 

$B rate ; great, chief; fierce, im- 
placable ; kit kung, a term for 
the emperor; ki? (it, iroa- 
hard. 
A kind of black millet, of 

which spirits used in libations 
were anciently made. 

of ; apprehensive ; ‘hung ki* 
To fear, to stand in awe 

‘Ka war? kit 

e! 

A jorkit pa todread, afraid lest; 
g* fat, to respect- 

fully, fear the rast 3 hd and ki? 
tan* not afraid a bit ; chin? ki? 
trembling with fear. 

» The upright posts of a frame 
* on which bells or finkling 
* stones are hung; sun’ ki’ a 
~ bell-frame. 

Pe A reddish, sweet fruit ; ‘chi 
k 

Ko 
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i@ the Hovenia dulcis, used 
to settle spirits or wines. 

4? Shoes or sandals, formerly 
made of coarse cloth ; .ch‘lin 
kié to put on shoes; sit, ki? 
to steal a pair of shoes. 

Ki. 

‘To grasp with the hand, to 
detain, to grapple with, to stop; 
to restrain, to moderate, to 
repress ; to hold, to adhere to: 
obstinately attached to, bio. 
ted ; to take, to receive ; to 

Yon. Dicr. 24 

4a fine colt; 

E 
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hook ; pat, kt ‘wong Joi, no 
limit npon your proceedings, 
come as you please ; kit chap, 
or -k'é ni obstinate, self-will- 
ed in one’s own views; ki 
na, to seize, to arrest; ki 
chuk, to restrain, to keep in 
order, as inferiors; <ku hin, 
to drag along; @6 ¢m ku, 
intimate, perfectly free, no 
restraint ; pat, ki ‘ki to, no 
limit as to the number; 2m 
‘shai <k'ii, don’t be so particu- 
lar, don’t stand for trifles ; Kt 
nai pat; tung, obstrire, uD- 
intelligible ; ki chap, kwo 
dau, too fastidious. 

A colt under two years’ old ; 
a small sized 

horse, a pony ; <ts‘in ‘li ku, a 
swift horse, a term of praise 
for sprightly lads. 
A place or hold for storing 

or conctaling ; a dwelling, a 
hamlet, a small house or store- 
room ; to class, to sort, to as- 
sign to its own place or rank : 
a line of division, a boundary; 
kt kt, trifling, petty; used 
to denote one’s own things, 
gift, or opinions; i pit, to 
properly discriminate; <k'iz 
song, to bide away i dt 
chi sam, my private feelings, 

my trifling regard. 
The body, the entire person ; 

a body or substance; yuk, 
ii, the body ; kiin ku wat? 
kwok, to offer one’s self fur 
his country. 

\ _A fleet horse ; to run fast ; 
, to drive out beasts from grain; 

Hb | to ‘drive them in to a baftue; 
Ki tu lash, to Switch up; to drive 
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on; to urge, to exhort; to 
move, to order into their place; 
-k tichuk, to drive out, toexpel; 
Sin ku, the vanguard ; haw 

kit, the rearward; .ch‘i kt 
<pan ‘tsau, to whip up and 
gallop fast ; ki ¢s°é, to expel 
what is noxious; <k'it hid ‘kt 
hi? take him out. 

ie: To dissipate or expel noxious 
: K4 influences or malaria ; to avert 

evil; <u fung, to expel 
windy humors; 4u ku, 
strong; dw san to scatter. 
The cuff of the sleeve, a 

wristband ; 
cuff ; a sleeve. 

YE A sort of ring ; a surname. 

es 
K‘i 

$s A kind of coarse bamboo 
ari mat, used for floors ; it is liken- 

ed to a shriveled, deformed, 
man; <k'té chong, a tray for ||‘ 
silkworms, : 

s# A kind of wild wheat, called 
“ka su mak, used in simples; a 

mushroom ; .k't <k‘t, content- 
ed, satisfied. 

Labor, care, anxious solici- 
tude; <u ld, the toils and 
troubles of parents, the pangs 
of childbirth. 
A fearful glance of a bird, 

timid, apprehensive ; to look 
at ; to examine wildly, care- 
fully, or hurriedly ; a surname. 
Also read ki? ; carefully, cir- 
cumspect ; déung sz”? ki? kw? 
a discreet, wellbred scholar ; 
ki? én, alarmed. 
Thin, emaciated, poor, like 

a ghost ; ying yung sham’ .k it, 
a lean, cadaverous look. 

tl} 
Kt 

je 
K‘i 
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$ 

an ornamented ||< 
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A street, a broadway, a high. 
way, a public road, from which 
others. diverge; d'ung <k'il, a 
thoroughfare; pd? yap, din 
«ki, to go to the equator, 7. e. 
to see his Majesty. 

we A species of thrush, or grack- 
"Jile called <i kuk, or pat, 
ky | ko ; its plumage is black, with 

‘Kia white spot on the seconda- 
ries (the Turdus violaceus ?); 
«ki kuk, ‘ngan, the grease 
colored spots seen in argillite 
inkstones. 

A kind of milky stone, resem- 
bling argentine, used for cap 
knobs by officers of the sixth 
rank; it is called .ch'é kit. 

Pia The water lily, called <ho fz 
Ka kit ; chéuk; yéulk, fui ck ty 

splendid as the lotus flower. 

Ka 

A drain, aqueduct, or gutter ; 
‘, 2 pool, pond, or cesspool, into 
" which a drain empties ; great, 

ample, wide ; gradual; a dis. 
trict of Shunking fi in Sz’. 
chuen; a personal pronoun, 
he, she, it, for which the next 
is now chiefly used ; <k't <k°it, 
careful ; luk, mak, kt, a large 
sewer passing through the new 
city at Canton. 

: Used for the last ; the third 

te 

person personal pronoun ; he, 
she, it; ‘kd ¢# they, them ; 
Shit ke his; ‘kt hai? it is him ; 
hai ‘kt ke it belongs to him. 

To ward off with the hand ; 
to stop, to obstruct, to With. 
stand ; to oppose a plan, to 
stand out against ; k'ong? ‘ki, 
to resist ; lik, Skt, Ar ies 
opposition ; ‘k'ti po’ to resist 

K‘d 
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legal authority ; Skit tsiit, to 
repel utterly ; ‘kit shéung ‘hd 
to yan, wounded many men ; 
‘kit chi? to’ stop one, to defend 
one’s self. 
A cock’s spur ; a dew-claw, 

a hallux ; to go to, to reach ; 
to oppose, to attack ; to stand 
over against, opposite ; to bor- 
der on, conterminous; the dis- 
tance between, distant from; 
to skip or leap over; to stab 
backhanded; kat ‘ku, a 
cock’s spur; kau ‘k'ii, a sort 
of grappling-hook, used in 
war, a lure ; .ch'tu ‘k't, to leap 
over. 

‘t 
Ki 

“ 

(214) Ku. 

«Ki. To pout; ku ‘hi ‘tsui, to 
pout out the lips. 

To roll up in a ball; to 
srumple; to rub between the 
hands, -k'% ‘iin, to roll up in 
a bali; mok, ki chau, don’t 
rumple it; mat, ka kom? lin’ 
why is it so tangled? 4a lv 
improperly, troublesome. 

Kai. 

One who acts as a broker to 
wai KEEP UP OF settle the price of 

goods; ga ‘kui, a midsman 
in trade. 
To cut off, to amputate, to 

Kwai decapitate ; to break asunder, 
~~ to cut in two; ‘kui ‘tsz’ or 

‘kitt ‘ts2’ ‘shau, a headsman. 
A durable kind of wood, a 
sort of juniper or cedar, the 
timber of which is suitable 
for coffins and ships; orna- 

Kt. 
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ments on coffies; an ancient 
principality in Honéa. 
Crafty, cunning, mischief. 
making ; ‘kau ‘kt, deceitful, 
fraudulent. 

Hashed meat or fish; a 
salad ; to cut smut; “kai chek, 
hashed and roasted. 

1 

A colloquial word; tired, 
weak, without strength, worn 
out; kom? kaw’ ki so tired 
and weak; kéuk, ki? weary 
from walking. 

Kuk. 

4 A valley, a gulf, a ravine, 
Kuh With or without a stream ; the 

150th radical of characters 
relating to valleys; a channel 
for water between hills, the 
bed of a rivulet; an empty 
space ; the east wind; to nou- 
rish, to sustain; difficulty, 
embarrasment; <shan kuk, a 
valley ; géung kuk, and mi?’ 
kuk, the place of sunrise and 
sunset. Often used erroneous. 
ly for the next. 

Grain, cereals, corn ; real, 
AX | well off, substantial ; good, ex- 

F J cellent, virtuous; a succession, 
connected, to continue; liv- 
ing, alive; income, salary $ 
“ng kuk, the common kinds of 
grain; pak, kuk, all kinds of 
vegetables; pat, kuk, “the not 
worthy,” i. e. 1, your humble 
servant ; :shau.kuk, to lay up 
provision; kuk, tan’ a lucky 

day ; kuk, ds‘ong, a granary, 
a bin; kuks ds'éung, the. beard 
or awn of grain, 

(216) 
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BY. The nave or hub ofa wheel, 
Kuh met. wheel, carriage ; dun kuk, 

~ hub of a wheel ; .ch'nxi kuk, to 
push on the nave, to recom. 
mend one ; lim? kuk, chit ha? 
at or about. court. 

‘fe inform with haste, an 
“urgent communication; tai? 
Kuk, the emperor Kuh, B. c. 
2435, or 720 years after the 
deluge. 

Manacles, handcuffs ;_ sedi- 
*tion ; a neck-collar; chat, kuk; 
fetters, stocks ; ham? <it- kuk, 
smong, involved in sedition 
and death. Read Kok; ; self- 
restrained:; straightfoward. 
A shed, stable, or pen, for 

hh cattle and horses; ‘ung ngau 
kuk, a pen for calves. 
A target, a bull’s eye; an 

end, a design; a little bird ; 
the swan, called <‘in ngo or 
sky goose ; white, hoar, vene- 
rable, like an old man; kuk, 
cht ch? high, comprehensive 
views, great designs—allud- 
ing to the aerial flight of the 
swan; kuk, lap, to stand on 
the lookout like a swan ; kuk, 
fat, grayhaired. 

ay A species of singing thrush, 
4 cstiod a uk Yuh calle kit kuk, or more com- 

monly ‘lit -ko. 
1 To hold or grasp with both 

> Shands; a handfal, the hand 
44, | filled ; the hollow of the hand; 
Kiuh pat, ying yat, kuk, not enough 

for a handfull; sid# ung ‘ho 
kuk, much pleased with ; kuk, 
ygnai ‘kt, to drain one of 
funds, to bring in custom to; 
kuk, ‘hi pau soi, to swell out 

Ls 
Kuh 

Ae 
Kuh 

t 
Ku 

np 
Huh 

the cheeks in anger; kuk,|| 
ds'au, overworked, no rests 

KUK. 

Syngenesious. flowers . like 
the Aster, Chrysanthemum, 
marygold, &c.; kuk, fa, the 
China aster; kuk, fa ‘sau, 
spirits with petals of the aster 
steeped in it ; ‘shéung kuk, to, 
enjoy the beauty of Asters. 
A ball, a sort of chaff foot. 

: h ball ; an aw] ; to bear, to bring 
u A . 

up, to nourish, to train; to 
rule; a boy, a child; being, 
life; full, much; to bend the 
body ; to investigate ; to push 
to an extreme ; kuk, kung, to 
incline the head ; ap, kuk, to 
kick a football; Auk, yuk, to 
nourish, to rear; kuk, ‘sz’ a 
stripling. epee" 
To investigate a case judi- 

cially, to question a criminal, 
to get at the truth ; ‘sham kuk, 
to inquire into and judge # 
case ; kuk, man’ to strictly ex- 
amine. Often interchanged 
with the last. = 

ee Leaven, barm ; the slime or 
Kah Mother which collects on li- 

quors; kuk, i, spirit-cakes, 
used for fermentation. ~ 

Fr 
Kiuh 

Lae 
Kiuh 

a > 

Kuh 

A square on a chessboard ; 
a game of chess; an order, a 
rank, a distinction ; contract: 
ed, coiled, bent up; narrow, 
mean, low-lived; the body 
confined or cooped; appear- 
ance, look, aspect; an affair, 
matter, undertaking; a com- 
pany, a club, association ; a 
place where work is carried 
on, which must be guarded 
or carefully looked to, as a 

- mint, a powder-factory, or a 
manufactory; a gaming-house; 
to delude, to put out a bait for; 
to bake, to heat under a cover, 



KUK;: 

‘to make tea; curly; ‘nt 2m 
chi kuk, chung chi ‘fi, you 
don’t know what trouble will 
attend it; kuk, chung, a tea- 
cup with a cover; dong kuk, 
‘ché gai, besotted with [gam- 
ing or venery]; kuk, do, an 
oven ; mo shing kuk, an un- 
finished game or affair, a still- 
born business; <p'ing kuk, a 
fair, even, bargain, no loss on 
either side ; fai mat, ‘yé kuk, 
min’ see what is meant by it, 
Jearn the real object; ‘ki .shi 
‘lit kuk, when will the casting 
be over, when will the matter 
be finished? ‘mi gan kuk, 2 
house of assignation; ch'it, kuk, 
or ‘pat kuk, to do a game well, 
to take one in nicely; kuk, 
ngot? cht .yan, a looker-on, 
one not concerned in; ‘ha yat, 
kuk, &, to play a game of 
chess ; kuk, tsuk, confined, too 
narrow or too small; kuk, 
léung? ‘pin ‘siti, a little mind- 
ed, mean-spirited fellow ; kak, 
kuk, appearance of, physiog- 

_ nomy, symptoms, looks ; yéuk, 
uk, a dispensary ; ds‘tn kul, a. 
mint ; chan? tsa? kuk, a room 
for dispensing food to the poor; 
kuk, sha? the position ofa 
game, a situation, advantages 
of ; 46 kuk, a gaming-shop; 
kuk, p'tw to trick one; shaw 
kuk; guiled ; ’m ‘pt yap, kuk, 
not let him join the company, 
to black-ball one; ‘hd ngo? 
kuk, great show, all preten- 
sion, fine outside; kuk, sha? 
*t «shing, the matter is all. ar- 
ranged, the contract is made ; 
kuk, % ‘ki, to pigeon or | 
fleece one. 

KUN. 189 

To bow the head, to bend 
Kigh 2oW", to humble one’s self; 

crooked, bent; .<kiin kvk, bent, 

(217) 

This character is often pronounced 
Kuk, when meaning asong; but the 
most correct sound is huk, which see. 

Kiin. 

[The first five of these characters are 
often pronounced #n.] 

HE Beautiful, comely, elegant, 
AA pretty, slender; pleasing, 
Kiuen : ; 2 

sprightly, shin -kiin, a lady- 
like woman; -kiin .kiin som- 
ber, distant ; iin .kitn, arched, 
crescent; pin? .kiin, dancing, 
gesturing, pantomime. 

be Little red larve found in 
K, puddles; the larve of mus- 

luen " 

ketoes; a large caterpillar ; 
crawling ; to stir up, to disturb, 
to agitate. Used for the last, 

AR Angry, irritated, impetuous ; 
Kiuen distressed ; ADXIOUE ; ‘fan 

ckiin, angered; -kiin -kiin, 
careworn, tristful. 
To reject, to throw away, to 
cast off; to disdain, to leave, 
to renounce ; to subscribe at 

a call from government, to 
__ buy office or title ; to part, as 

at death; ckiin dai, to sub- 
scribe ; -kitn ngan, to pay up 
money ; -kiin chik, to buy a 
title ; <ktin kin, to buy an 
office ; .kiin nap, to contribute 
to government; <hoi <kim, to 
open a subscription to aid go- 
vernment ; .kiin h? to risk, to - 
cast away, to die ; -kiin :pdn, 
he purchased the office. 

A colloquial word ; to ex- 
amine carefully, to pry; to 

45 
Kiuen 
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squeeze through ; to stoop ;! 
to make a hole in; to guess 
Inckily, as in lottery tickets ; 
ckiin tak, t'aw to examine 
thoroughly ; <kiin kwo? hi? to 
squeeze through, to wriggle 
in ; .kiin dung, to get through 
a hole ; <kiin £'oi ‘tai, to stoop 
under the table. 
Looking askance, and with 
displeasure at ; reciprocal dis- 
like; <kitn ckiin, to reprove 
with a look. 

2 ~=A brook, a runlet, a small 
Kicen stream, which swells as % 

runs ; pure, clear ; to cleanse, | 
to purify; to select; to ex. 
clude; a river in Shantung ;' 
ckiin kat, to select lucky time ; | 
kiin ok, to exclude the bad. 

45] A bridle; the traces of a 
Kinen barness; a scabbard ; long, 

ample, as a fringe. 

AB; 
Kiue 

AH 
Kiuen 

The cuckoo, or a species of | 
yn goutsucker of the same hab-| 

it of laying its eggs in other 
nests; called (0° .kiin ; 10° -kitn| 
fa, the Azalea ; td? <kitn fai, 
the ery of the cuckoo, con. | 
tinued all night till blood: 
comes into its eyes—as the 
Chinese believe. | 

7H A worm, producéd in rotten 
c 

Kiuen 7 
a glowworm; briglit, pure,! 

shining ; to purify, to clean; 
to maintain purity ; to illus. 
trate, to manifest; to put aside, 
to excuse, to remit govern- 

_ ment dues; haste, quickly ; 
chitin chéung? to excuse the 

vegetables—appears to be! 

peyment of taxes; pat, kiin, 
impure, sordid ; .kiin ‘min, to | 
remit dues to government. | 

Eves 
Kiuen 

c 

Kiuen 

Kiuen 

Kiue 

a 
Kiuen 

oe 

KUN. 

To roll up ina seroll ; spiral, 
crisped, curled, rolled up; to 
whirl about; toseize, to carry 

Off ; ‘kitn mai or ‘kiin ‘hi, to 
roll up; ‘kita fat, curly hair ; 
tsik, ‘kin shan .ch'iin, to seize 
the country or region; tsik, 
‘kin & Ad, run off with the 
whole; fung ‘kiin ‘ii, the wind 
whirls the rain; tén* ‘kiin, roll- 
ed wafers; shit and ‘kiin, are 
to unroll and to roll up. Inter- 
changed with the next. 
A roll, a manuscript, a scroll, 
a book; a section, a division, 
a part of a book; ruled paper 

for writing essays on; a clas- 
sifier of things rolled up, of - 
books, manuscripts, &c.; to 
roll up; hot ‘kiin, to begin a 
lesson; .ch‘o <hoi ‘kiin, com- 
menced his studies ; ‘shau ‘kiin 
a scroll containing pictures ; 
shi ‘kiin, books; mak, ‘kiin, 
original essays of the candi- 
dates for kitjin ; lok, ‘kitn, re- 
jected essays. Read kin’, a 
case at law; on’ kiin? the pa- 
pers relating to a case. 

> Bound with silken cord ; ‘hin 
kit? attached to each other 
in friendship, united, insepar- 
able. 

> 'To look upon with affection, © 
as parents do; kiin> kita? pat, 
‘shé, unremitted care; kiin’ 
gwai, solicitous for, anxious. 
Same as the next in these 
senses. tg 
To love, to care for, toregard 
affectionately ; those whom 
one loves, relatives, family,” 
kindred; related to; gracious; 
‘pd kiiw your wife; ka kitw 



a family, one’s household ; yné 
ck kiin? widowed ; kin’ ki? to 
regard with affection, to see 
to carefully ; .yan kitn? tai? 
your relative by marriage ; 
din kin’ sha? cyan, Heaven’s 
gracious regard for men ; kitn’ 
‘mai, rice for family use, best 
rice ; noi kiin? women are in- 
side—a notice to visitors. 

> A thin cheap silk, used for 
Kinen pape or covers, for painting 

, &c.; a kind of lustring 
or haaets, of which there are 
many sorts ; a bird-net, once 
made of lustring ; wa? kiin’ 
dustring for painting on; .séung 
kitn’ .pin, to bind the edge 

. with lustring ; kiin’ pd? cot- 
ton lustring or lutestring. 

B | A net or gin for taking an- 
imals ; to entangle or catch 2 + 

Fa in a net. 
inen 

AF | To skip about, frisky, play- 
\ ful ; hasty, prompt, light- 

te | minded ; a moderate, modest 
iuen man of probity, but not ta. 

lented, one who must be 
guided. 

> A pen for animals is com. 
e menmonly called kin’, as ‘ma 

‘ kiin? a horse-stable, or shed. 
Otherwise read -hiin, as :hiin 
chi? ‘iii ts& give him this for 
a stint. 

? Tired, fatigued, wearied ; 
Kinen ‘0 desist from labor ; <p*é kizn’ 

3 fagged out ; wnd kin? unwea- 
ried, persevering ; pat, chi tm’ 
kitn? indefatigable ; ; shan kiin? 
tired out ; ‘hd kaw? kitn® very |} 
tired. 

K'UN. 191 

ee K‘iin. 

& The hand doubled up, the 
Kiinen Sts ; boxing, fisticuffs; strong, 

vigorous, athletic ; to hold 
ip the hand, to grasp; .k‘in 
‘au, the fist ; ‘ta <k°ain, to learn 
to box; kin fat, pugilism; 
chai jiin, the game of mor- 
ra; hung <k‘iin, empty-handed; 
itn <k'iin, careful, respectful, 
attentive ; sung? ‘ni kuin dau, 
to shake the fist at; yat, 4'iin 
chung kwo hi? a blow with 
the fist ; gno <k*iin ts‘at, ‘chéung, 

itching to have a fight. 
Careful; <£°iin <k‘iin, atten- 

tive, earnest about, applying 
one’s self ; to stop. 

s 

‘juen 

as The limbs confracted or dou- 
inca a up ; tin kuk, stooping, 

i, 
up. 

Z <A fine head of hair; curly 
hair ; 4% .yan ‘mi ‘ch'é iin, 
he is handsome and adorned 
with fine hair. 
The weight of the steelyard; 

Kien 2 Weight; to weigh ; to ba- 
lance, to equalize ; to plan, 

to devise ; power, authority, 
influence; influential;  cir- 
cumstances, position; mean- 
while, for the time, temporary; 
contracted ; <k“iin ‘ch*é, under 
the circumstances; kin 4, 
temporarily obliged ; cha <k‘in 
ping to wield power ; .k‘tin ‘tsz’ 
‘md, to get interest on money ; 
tin cheng chung? weigh it ; 
iin pin to adapt one’s self ; 
to circumstances; <x‘iin ii, in 
the beginning; <kiin shan, a 

K‘iuen 

powerful statesman; <d°iin 
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snang, power and ability, in- 
fluential ; ping <k'iin, military 
power ; tin mau, to plan at 
the instant, sagacious ; tsung* 
iin, according to circum- 
stances; ‘yau <kiin, powerful, 
having the authority ; <£iin 
yam? a substitute in office, left 
in charge. 
The cheek-bones; ‘Téung 
<kiin, the cheek-bones ; ‘léung 
iin ko, shat, fit dd, [a wife] 
with high cheek-bones is a 
husband-killing knife. 

s 
K‘iuen 

(219) 

a 
Kwan 

Kan. 

An officer of government ; 
the magistrates, the authori- 
ties, rulers ; a title of adula- 

tion or respect; the govern- 
ment collectively ; an office 
belonging to government; a 
public court; official ; business; 
"ng kun, the media of the 
senses (eyes, ears, nose, mouth 
and eyebrows); ts0° .ktin, to be 
in office ;° <ktin ‘fi, officers, 
an officer; ,man, ‘md, hok, kin, 
officers of the civil, military, 
and literary departrments ; ‘nz 
ha? mat, <ktin, what is your 
name or office? <Ting <kin, 
Mr. Ting, or Tingqua, as it is 
commonly called in Canton— 
the change to qua is derived 
from ,kw"d, the pronunciation 
of -ktin at Amoy; ‘ki‘pan -kiin, 
what rank is he ? ‘hi shan <kin, 
about to vacate office; ‘at 
cktin ‘yau ‘ngan, he has eyes 
for an officer, he fawns on 

A 
Kw 

i¢ 

wan 

KUN. 

rank ; @ <kiin “sai, a young 
gentleman ; yap, kun, to con- 
fiscate ; kin 1d’ a highway, a © 
public road; <ktin yan, term 
a wife calls her husband ; ‘ta 
kin sz’ to carry a case before 
the authorities ; Aun wa? the 
court dialect, the language of - 
scholars ; <ktin “ai, official 
dignity or dress, stately, awe- 
striking ; <kiin .ch’éung chung 
yan, a person belonging to 
the government; kun <sing 
‘hin, his star is rising, he will 
soon be in office ; tsik, <ktin 
sha?’ trusting to official power ; 
om pa@ kin, ‘chi pa ‘kin, 
don’t fear the Officer, but the 
ruler; ‘tn <ktin ts‘z” fuk, may 
the ruler of heaven send you 
down blessings ; Gn <ch*e 
-chung, among the ru 
ckun <ktin séung wa? officers 
countenancing each other in 
evil. : soa 
The emperor’s charioteer, or 
one who has the care of his 
carriage. teil 
‘That which closes all affairs 
for this world, a coffin; the in- 
ner one, when there are two; 

to encoffin, to close up; & 
<ts‘oi, a coffin ; <ktin £s‘0i tsok, 
a reproachful epithet, you cof- 
fin-chissel ! wan? :kin, to take 
a coffin home ; ‘shé <ktin, to 
give coffins—a rele t 5 
ts'z’ hi? <ktin fs'0i, a crockery 
coffin, met. a skinflint; <Ain 
ts‘ot Shan ch'ut, ‘shan, a hand 
comes out of the coffin, grasp- 
ing till death; chin chaw a ; 
pall ; kin soi ham? one sick — 
unto death, ei oe a 

- 

¥ 
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iP | To look at carefully, to see; 
. \ to observe, to travel and see; 

JH} to take a wide view of; to 
Kwan manifest ; observed, manifest- 

ed, the appearance of ; a spec- 
tacle; many ; <ktin mong’ to 
look at; kuin <kwong, first en- 

trance to the literary exam- 
ination; .ktin séung’ to judge 
physiognomies ;.Kiin yam <p'd 
sat, the idol Kwanyin, called 
the Goddess of Mercy ; kun 
fung, to mark the manners and 
wonders of a place ; ‘mi kun, a 

beautiful aspect, a fine action; 
dktin tin man, astrology ; 
kun yam -p‘ing, a lady’s man, 
Read Kin? a temple of the 
Rationalists ; a hermitage, a 
secluded cell or retreat ; a gal- 
lery; to make known; “Ng 
Sin kin’ the Five Genii mo- 
nastery in Canton. | 
A conical cap or bonnet, a 
covering for the head ; comb 
of cocks, crest on the head of 

birds ; ka <ktin, to cap a young 
man; ‘ts‘ing .shing -ktin, please 
remove your caps; <kai .kiin 

ofa, cockscomb flower; A@ 
kun, wattles; ‘min .ktn, off 

- with your caps, said to officers 
in the presence of their judge; 
kin ‘min sz? with parade, 
showy. Read Kin’; tocap a 
young man, now done at 
marriage, and equivalent to 
putting on the toga virilis; the 
chief or head; able, superior ; 

_ ‘yung kin? sam kwan, the 
bravest ‘‘capped” in three 
armies—one who has heen 
promoted for courage ; kin 
ch‘ éung, excelling in the three 
martial tests. 

Ton. Drer. 

a 
Kwan 

‘i 
29 
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‘f) A little flute or flageolet ; 
. =) a reed, a tube, tubes to make 

pencils of; a classitier of fifes, 
Kwan flutes, pipes, quills, and tubu- 

lar things ; to rule, to govern, 
to control; to have the man- 
agement or care of; to sw, 

to influence primarily ; ‘kun 
kd, & butler, a major-domo ; 
‘kuin tha? to rule over; pat, 
‘kuin, tube of a pencil; ‘kin 
sz” fong, a manager’s room, & 
pantry ; ‘kin tim’ a coolie, a 
shop assistant ; ‘kin ‘li, to ma- 
nage, to rule ; ‘kin kiw to see 
partially, as through a tube ; 
one’s imperfect views, my op- ~ 
inion ; chat, ‘kun before other 
verbs intimates compulsion 
or constraint, can not be help- 
ed,—as chat, ‘kin tse’ must be 
done; chat, ‘kin ‘kong, talk 
away, let him talk; ‘kun sho? 
a treasurer or money-keeper ; 
‘tsung ‘kin, a superior ruler, 
to superintend; shaw ‘kin 
hat, governed by ; ‘kuin Sk'ti .m, 
must make the best of him, 
hard to manage ; ‘ktin ¢m chit? 
unmanageable. 

‘fz A tube of stone, made into 
Kean flutes; to polish metals; a 

Impotent, weak, worn out; 
Kein sick from grief or disheart-. 

‘Big A hotel, an inn, a caravan. 
serai, a lodging or stopping. 

Kw4énroom, an assembiy-hall, an 
exchange or place for public 

study, or counting-room, when 
they are built separately; a 

gem-like pebble. 

fs 
ened by disappointment. 

op place for travelers ; 1 council- 

consultations, a hall; an office, 

saloon; a room for any public. 
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purpose ; a school-room ; hak, 
‘kin, a tavern; kung ‘kin, a 
governmental hall, ‘the lodging 
of an officer ; ui ‘kuin, a mer- 
cantile hall, ' often called in 
Canton, a consoo-house ; shit 
‘kuin, a college, a school ; ‘kin 
‘shé lodgings to let, a hired 
hall; ‘sé ‘chi ‘kin, office for 
opium-orders ; hoi ‘kun, to 
open school; pan? ‘kin, pur- 
veyorina yamun; .k6 Jau‘kin, 
an eating room; shui ‘kin, 
custom-houses ; ‘kiin {? a post 
in a yamun as a writer, a lite. 
rary man’s occupation ;. ‘kin 
kuk, salary ; 4 ‘kun, a hospital. 

‘A’, A fife or small wind instru- 
eo ment like it ; a string to sus. 
wan 

pend drums; torule; a shuttle. 

Be 
JG 
Kwan 

«Tung ‘kin iin’, the district 
east of the Pearl River, near 
the Bogue. Read sin, a kind 
of cvarse grass (Coix lachry- 
ma ?) used | to weave mats; to 
smile, to look pleased. 

a n thread, to string upon, to ram 
” thread throngh ; to connect, 
to traverse ; linked, joined to; 
to implicate, to involve; to 
penetrate, to go through ; yat, 
kin?¢s'in, a string of cash; 
kin ming, to see through ; 
tsik, kin’ origin and parentage, 
account of one’s self required 
at examinations ; ,i dui kin? 
‘i, like thunder. piercing the 
ear; kun ch‘itn’ to run or get 
through, to bore through ; kin 
‘kan ‘k‘ii, fasten it tightly, as 
by running a string through. 

A string of 1000 cash ; to : 

KUNG, 

> "To run or flow together ; to 
te discharge or disembogue into, 

to water, to moisten ; to give 

one drink, to pour down one’s 
throat; much; bushy trees ; 
kin Kt ‘yam, force him to 
drink; kin? fa, to water 
plants; kin? tsu? made him 
drunk. Used for the next. 

ik To pour out a libation on 
the ground to spirits; kun? 

Kwan oau to offer a libation when 
calling upon the spirits. 

om A jar, a gallipot, a cruse, 

Rie oil jar, round and having no 
Kwan spout ; cha kin a tea-canis- 

ter. ‘The second form is 
local. 

te A crane ; two species of it 
Kwan #'e noticed, the pak, kin? 

entirely white; and the 
kitw of an ashy plumage and 
a black tail. 

(220) , 

“as 
Kung 

Kung. a 

The opposite of selfish or 
mean ; common, public, uni- 
5 versal ; ; open, general; just, 
equitable, fair; male of ani- 
mals ; a duke ; a lord, master 
or head, a term of respect and — 
dignity added to names of 
relationship; <kung «ka, the 
imperial family ; chung ‘chit, a 
princess ; ka <kung, a hus- 
band’s father ; ; also, my father ; 
hung 82) a public company ; 
in Canton, the East India. 
Company ; a mercantile firm ; 
kung 
ens ; kung 

82” ni, B. I. Co.’s wool. 
Plo, a public hall, 

a town-house : ; chung p ‘ing or 

a vase, a mug; a water or - 



hs 

a 

Kung 

Kung 

KUNG, 

ckung to? fair, just ; 2m kung, 
mean, dishonorable ; kung a? 
a corporation, a public com- 
pany; kung ‘isai, images, play- 
things, statuettes ; kung lséuk, 
the rank of a duke; séung’ 
ckung, a gentleman, a master ; 
kung sam, public-spirited ; 
ckung .sz’ public and selfish, 
the government and private 
purposes; kung .yé, my lord 
duke, my grandfather; (a7 
ckung, a gtandfather, an old 
man; Wai? dung, Mr. Wai— 
used by equals; mai @ .kung 
kwo® ‘hoi, when the clay god 
crosses the river—he can not 
secure his own safety ; ‘max 
ckung, a certain gentleman ; 
ld dung, a husband; ngot 
kung, a maternal grandfather; 
ckung <kung, a eunuch; chit 
kung, you gentlemen ; .kung 
min, a government office ; 
ung Jong, the room where 

a court is held; kung hong’ 
public funds or articles ; tong 
<kung mo’ for the government 
use ; kung ‘tsz’ a gentleman’s 
son, an officer’s son; ‘léung 
ckung <p'0, @ married couple ; 
chung <i chi ha* \eisure from 
public duties. 

An insect; ng .kung, the 
centipede, commonly called 
pak, tsuk, or hundred feet. 

A laborer, a workman, an 
artisan, a mechanic; labor, 
eraft ; art; an ornament re- 
quiring skill; a work; an of- 
ficer ; the 48th radical ; kung 
gan, laborers; kung tséuny? 
aitisans ; kung fii, work, la- 
bor;.deung fui cha, congou 

H 

| 

K 
Kung 

c 

Kang 
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tea; kung ngan, or kung 
dsm, wages; hoi kung, shau 
kung, to begin werk, to stop 
work ; ‘tiin kung or saw dung, 
job-work; <ch'éung kung, 
constant occupation ; ‘td Aung 
‘sai, assistants, clerks ; kung 
tsok, skill; quality of work ; 
‘ta kung, to work ; <ts'6 dung, 
poor work ; p'tin’ kung, a piece 

of work ; tse’ fa’ kung, the 
maker of all things ;. dsing 
kung, or ‘hau~hkung, skillful 
or fine work ; ‘yau <kung fi, 
busy, oceupied; .£ung tsz”* pat, 
ch'ut, d'au, the letter kung 
has no head—a workman can 
not become a buss. 
To attack, to assault, to fight 
with, to beat ; to put in order, 
to set to work at, to apply 

diligently to; to rouse, to re- 
prove for faults ; to stimulate 
the energies or vital powers; 
urgeney of desire on the heart, 
temptation ; streng,enduring ; 
ckung ‘ta, to set on, to fight ; 
ckung <shii, to study hard ; 
chung ‘fi, to seize robbers ; yat, 
sam kung chi ‘ché chung’ a 
crowd of desires attack the 
heart; deung yuk, to work 
gems; <kan kung, to join 
battle, 

Actions deserving praise, 
honor, reward, or merit ; me- 

“ ritorious; virtuous, worthy ; 
a good service, work, or affair ; 
virtues of medicines; kung Jd 
merit, that which deserves 
reward ; kung lik, merits; verv 
efficacious as medicine; ta? 
kung, nine months’ mourning, 
put on for uneles ; ‘sid kung, 
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five months’ mourning for cou- 
sins; ki -kung, to record ine- 
Tits ; shing «kung, a finished 
work ; king <i tsz” .kung, self. 

Jaudation, vain-glorious ; Syau 
chung, meritorious ; ‘md .kuag, 
undeserving ; pat, ka? kung, 
regardless of the labor; ¢séung 
chung shuk, tsi? to expiate 
faults by good deeds; yéuk, 
lik, kung haw the virtue of 
the medicine is great; -kung 
ming, high rank; ‘hai pinch’ 
yung? kung, where do you 
study? kung man ‘pd kwo’ no 
good acts can wipe out his 
crimes ; kung lung tsov ts, 
your goodness has [as it were] 
recreated me. 

Ee A bow; the 57th radical of 
“ing CHaracters relating to bows ; 

archery; crescent, curved; 
a cover of a carriage ; a mea- 
sure of five or six ch‘ek, the 
length of a bow—fifty made 
a bowshot ; to measure ; Aung 
tsi? bows and arrows ; kung 
shai, women’s shoes; kung 
ch‘d, a stretch used in arch- 
ery; -kung én, a bowstring; dai 
ckung, to pull a bow; kung, 
dé, shek, trials in pulling a bow, 
fencing, and inlifting stones— 
at the military examinations. 
A medicinal] plant, the root 

of which resembles tormen. 
tilla; the best is from Sz’. 
el‘uen, called -ch‘in chung; 
the decoction is used to purify 
the blood, 
One’s person, personally, 
one’s self or body; Aung s‘an 
At sx® to doa thing one’s 

self; cham?’ kung, Ourself, the 

Kung 

FY 
Kung 

KUNG. 

emperor; shing’ kung, the 

sacred person; huk, <kung, 
the bended body. ~ 

To respect, to behold with 
regard, to venerate by an out- 
ward serious, sedate, deport- 
ment ; respectful, complaisant, 
collected, courteous, affable 
in one’s conduct ; as an adjec- 
tive, often merely enforces the 
next word ; -kung ‘hi, respect- 
fully wish you joy ; -kung king’ 
respectful, venerating ; «kung 
shun? submissive ; Auag ho’ 
congratulatory presents; Aung 
ckung <it ‘lai, very polite, ac- 
cording to etiquette; kung 
yan, ladies of officers of the 

, 4th rank. 

aS 
Kun 

Hi: To place before, to offer or 
“VN joes to, to lay out, to ar- 
x range ; tosupply with; to pro- 
Kung vide, to succor, to give; to 

confess, to give in evidence, 
to declare ; chung kap, to fur- 
nish ; kung ying’. to provide 
superiors, to pay the dues of 
office ; ‘hau-kung. verbal evi- 
dence; ‘ngo-kung ‘k' ti, | accuse | 
him; bung <ch'ing, he confess- 
es saying; <ch'tin kung gan, 
interpreters for witnesses ; 
ckung ‘tong, to tell of one’s 
accomplices; kung «pan, to 
accuse falsely ; -kuag chik, to 
assume an office ; kung di? to 
pay back to the club one’s — 
proportion. Read Kung’; to — 
nourish, to support; offerings; 
kung yéung’ to sustain one’s — 
parents; kung? dn, to offer in — 
worship; ch'it, kung? to ar-— 
range the offerings, 
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Interchanged with the two 
last ; a surname ; to give ; re- 
spectful. 
A mansion, a building ; now 
confined to the imperial re- 

& sidence ; the palace ; a wall; 
a temple ; a district college ; 
the first note in the octave; 
to castrate ; to surround ; the 
circuit of ; Aung tin? a palace ; 
ckung ‘ts‘am, the seraglio ; 
ckung ‘fi, imperial concu- 
bines ; kung <ying, * punish- 
ment of the palace,” castra- 
tion ; kung ngo, maids of ho- 
nor; hok, kung, a college in 
a district or prefecture ; hang 
kung, a rural palace; .chai 
lok, ‘lang kung, put her in 
the “cold palace,” said of a 
wife or concubine who is 
discarded ; it refers to the ha- 
reem where rejected women 
used to be sent ; ‘shau kung, 
a house lizard. 
To join the hands before the 

ung breast as when bowing; to 
hold or take with both hands ; 
to encircle ; an arch ; arched, 
bowing ; ‘kung ‘teng, a dome, 
a cupola ; ‘kung ‘shau, to bow 
with the hands even with the 
head ; ‘kung pit, to bow and 
part ; ‘kung <p‘ung, a kind of 
door-porch ; kat, «sing ‘kung 
chi? may happy stars shine 
around you; ‘kung ‘nga, semi- 
cylindrical tiles. 

; A post, prop, or pillar ; ‘kung 
‘tau, the capital or top of a 
pillar. 

; To bind with thongs, to 
bind securely : firm, strong, 
well secured; well guarded 

Be 
Kung 

= 
Kun 

HE 
K 

K‘iung 

Kung 
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against attack; to shrink or 
dry at the fire; a district in 
Honan fa in Honaén; ‘kung 
kw well guarded; shit pi 
‘kung ‘hi, the book.covers 
warp ; ‘kung <kun, to dry ata 
fire. 

=a To offer toa liege, to present; 
Fang (© Offer tribute or taxes ; tri- 

- ~ bute, taxes, or presents given 
by inferiors or fiefs, as the 
peltry, gems, &c., of Tartar 
tribes sent to Peking ; to an- 
nounce ; offers of service— 
and hence merit, worthy ac- 
tions ; tsun kung? to offer tri- 
bute or taxes; kung? ‘pan, ar- 
ticles of tribute ; kung’ sz” the 
tribute-bearer ; nap, kung’ to 
pay taxes ; pat, kung’ a select- 
ed sititsdi ; kung? iim® provin- 
cial examination-hall ; kung? 
shim, vessel bringing tribute, 

Generally, all, altogether, 
in all, collectively ; in fine, 
in short, to sum up; with, 
and, together with ; the same, 
alike ; to include in, to live 
with; kung? ‘tsung, the whole, 
altogether ; hép, kung? in all, 
all taken together; kung? kai? 
the whole amuunt; hung? 
tung ‘ki hi? all are gone 
with him; ‘ngo kung® ‘ni, 1 
and you; dung «am kung? 
‘shui, of the same mind; pat, 
kung’ yat, shat, can not live 
in the same house; kung? 
shing ‘ini ‘kit, it will be a 
good act to make up the sum ; 
kung? ‘hwai ‘kong <mé, have 

you been tilking with a ghost? 
Read ‘Aung, to superintend 
work ; towards; openly. 

dE 

Kun 
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(2f) Kung. 

poor, abindoned, exhausted, 
impoverished, no means; 

the poor; poverty ; the end, 
the final termination of; to 
make helpless or poor; to 
search thoroughly, to investi- 
gate to the bottom ; to exhaust; 
sung kw'an? destitute, on 
resources ; <k'ung kik, at the 
end, nothing at all; md <kung, 
inexhaustible, endless; ‘shai 
sk'ung shan tsun*? no way to 
go, no way open; dung 
kaw to thoroughly examine ; 
kung .chui, to pursue every- 
where ; <k'ung <6, left on the 

road without means; ‘ung 
hok, ‘ché, a poor scholar; sung’ 
min Aung, idolatrous cere- 
monies at the year’s end; 
kung h? séung ‘yé, you will 
get poor too; dcung ki <itn, 
to search out a thing to the 
botfom. 

a Lofty ; high and vast as the 
Keune SKY; eminent; — spacious, 

"empty; dung ds‘ong, the 
azure canopy, the empy- 
rean ; to stop up, to prevent 

' entrance, 

An inferior department near 
Chingta fG in Sz’ch‘uen; 
name ofa river ; poorly, sick, 
infirm ; troublesome. 
Bamboos fit for making 
walking-sticks for old men ; 
a kind of bamboo, 
The eve of an ax or hammer: 
‘fi kung, the hole of an ax. 

Sr Brought to the last degree ; 

‘jung 

sp 
K‘iung 

Ak 
2) 
Kiang 

= 9 

® 
k jung 

| 

KUT. 

A fabulous animal like a 
‘na griffon; a kind of locust ; 
‘¢ See fi kung ‘min ‘yé, the fly- 

ing locusts fill the plains ; 
sung <k'ung, concerned for, 
sad ; <k'ung yam, the locust’s 
chirp. 

Kiit. (222) 

i | Name of a river; streams 
‘.~ > flowing different ways; to 
He, | flow, to lead streams; to- 
Kiueh Spread abroad ; to decide, to 

pass sentence, to settle ; to cut 
off; decided upon, certainly, 
fixed, positively ; doubtless ; 
kiit, an, certainly is so; ‘ch‘ii 
kit, to sentence to death ; kiit, 
tsiit, to utterly renounce ; iit, 
a must have it; kit, yuk, to 
take out of prison. ~ 

Parting or dying words ; to 
take leave, to depart ; a fure- 
well; an art, a rale, a pre- 

cept; a mystery or secret ; 
abstruse doctrine; a trick, a 
sleight; p? kid, undivalged se- 
crets 3 kiit, pit, to take a lasting j 

farewell; dau kit; a dying — 
legacy or words ; ch'éung kiit, 
eternal separation ; mak, kilt, 
the doctrine of the pulse ; ‘tau — 
kit, gibberish; te teach a 
craft. Interchanged with the — 
last. MG 3 a . 

ht A broken or helvéd ring, | 

Kiueb 

Kiueh 

formerly used to indicate — 
breaking off all connection ; 

Let} 

a semicircle; an archer’s— 
ring; personal oraaments. 
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A broken, defective, clipped, 
Kinch or cracked, vessel ; deficient, 

wanting, short; defects; a 
deficiency; to make a vacancy 
in an office ; duties of an of. 
ficial post, of which there are 
three sorts—‘kan iit, an easy 
post, chung kiit, medium post, 
and wi kiit, an important post ; 
and the salaries are propor- 
tioned; .hoi kit, to make a 
vacancy ; ‘po kiit, to supply a 
vacancy ; ‘hd kiit, fan* a good 
office, # profitable situation ; 
kiit, fat, wanting, not enough ; 
<pang kit, broken, defective ; 
tai kiit, hom? a grievous thing 
or event ; kiit, “pun, to affect 

- or reduce the principal. 
fii ‘To hope or expect impa.- 

> ~ > ‘Kineh tently, to long for one’s re- 
turn; to make known; to 
regard with dissatisfaction ; 
to want; deficient. 

i To shut the door, to close 
Ki h the office ; to stop, to rest ; 

terminated, done; to prohibit; 
end of a song ; fuk, kiit, to 
take off mourning ; <ko shd” 
kiit, several tunes or songs. 

L A catch, a mark by which to 
Kiueh remember a character; to 

: mark off; kau kit, to mark 
off criminals for execution, 
as is done by the emperor at 
the autumnal assizes. 

P A personal pronoun, he, she, 
Wi, it; that, that one, the man; 

its, his; short; to project 
stones ; to bow the head to 
the ground ; kiit, ‘tang, they. 
A gouge, chissel, burin, or 

. ?) graver, used by carvers and 
iueh 

carpenters. 
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Whe A post, a stake, a pile ; used 
Kicch fr balf of a thing; a stick, 

a lever, apiece of wood;a _ 
post in the middle of a gate- 
way; the bit in a bridle; a 
drum.stick ; kot, yat, kiit, cut 
off a piece, cut about a half; 
‘kam yat, kit, take off half, cut 
it in two. 
An edible fern; the stalks 

Kinch 2te cooked for food when 
tender, and a flour is made 

from the root; kit, ‘fan, farina 
of the fern-root. .The draw- 
ing of the iit, resembles an 
Aspidium. 

Insolent; .ch‘éung kiit, un- 
Wi truly, ferocious, disobedient, 

according as applied to chil- 
dren, robbers, or animals. 

RK An animal that carries an- 
Kinch other ; the vague description 

of it may refer to some mar- 
supial animal. 
To stumble, to fall, to slip 

Kah down ; to fail in; to leap, to 
jump ; prostrate, to go quick. 

ie, Tongue of a buckle, . eee . 
> a ring ona carri or fas- 

ines ening the oette 853 called 
kit; nap,; a ring with a 
tongue or hook for fastening 
to; part of a lock. 

= Feigned, counterfeited; to 
EP impose on; hypocritical, craf- 

ty ; to please or agree with 
one to gain an end. 

HB, A shrike, called pak, Jo ; it 
Kiueh sings in the seventh month, 

and is said toeat its dam ; 
shan pak, dd, the wild 
butcher-bird, an epithet for 
disobedient children, 
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(223) 

Kt To unite all the parts, unit- 
Kwuh © strength; to tug at; to 

reach; tocollect or assemble ; 
kit, kit, tugging. 

To inclose or embrace; to 
bundle-up, to tie up, to en. 
velop ; to infold, to compre- 

hend; to examine into; to 
arrive at; pau kit, to bundle 
or wrap up; to contain, to 
have an understanding of; 
wnong kit, sz” ‘hoi, he “bags 
up the four seas,” 7, € he 
knows everything; Azit, fat, to 
do up the hair in a coil- 

FE To make a great clamor, fo 
> stun one, to make a din; im- 

ap portunate, bothering, distrac. 
ting, noisy ; to injure an affair 
by talking; Att, kit, inapt, 
ignorant ; ¢o <in kit, %, to din 
in one’s ears; ktit; Siti, clamor- 

ous. 
Fleet, hasty ; quick ; to has- 
ten one; a man’s name; 

5: 
Kwoh 

sé 
Kwoh 

kit, ‘ung, to understand’ 
soon; Pak,-kit,; was one of 
Wan WaAng’s officers. 

A gardenslug, called Jit; 2; 
vulgarly pi? tar? <ch'ung, or 
the snivel worm; a frog’s 
eggs; kit, dau, the mole- 
cricket. 

aR An open valley; to pene. 
2). trate through ; to understand; 
Kwoh .. 4 ’ 

liberal, magnanimous ; kit, 
tat, perspicacious ; kit, <n 
ming, fully understand it. 

We 
Kwoh 

} 

oe 

{ 

¢€ 

| Kwa 

c 

/Kwa 

3 > 

Ez) 
Kwa 

KWA. 

Kwa. 

General name for gourds, 
melons, cucumbers, brinjals, 
egg-plant, squash, &e.; the 
97th radical of characters 
pertaining to melons; <sat 
kuwd, the watermelon; acong 
<kwa, cucumber ; tsit, .kwda, a 
hairy squash ; ai <kwd, egg- 
plant ; fan .kwa, small yellow 
squash ; dung -kwa, a large 
coarse squash ; muk, -kua, the 
papaya ; t? yéuk, <kwa <fan, 
the country ts cut up (or ap- 
portioned) like the carpela of 
a squash ; ‘yau kwa kot, there 
is a liaison or intercourse of 
some kind ; -kwé ts‘o? dan, a 
greengrocer’s stall; tséung? 
ckied, a kind of pickle made of 
the tender pak; kwa ; kw <k't 
< to? change it when melons 
are ripe, @. €. next year; wa 
ti!, min ~min, A Numerous pro- 
geny, many descendants. 
To distribute to several ; few, 

little ; seldom, unusual, rarely ; 
alone; deficient, whut is short ; 
a widow; the regal We ; .ki 
‘wa, orphans and widows, lett 
alone desolate ; fo ‘kwa, much 
or few, how many? ‘kia Sft or 
‘kwa ‘md gp'o, a widow ; ‘kwa 
gan, Ourself, I, the king; 
‘kwa ‘ld, a widower, an old 
bachelor ; ‘kwé pat, til, chung? _ 
alone I can’t stand them all; 7 
‘kwa gman, little experience. 

Divining lines or diagrams — 
invented by Fuhhf, to serve 
as anabacus by which to phi- 
losophize ; first there were 
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eight, then these were involv- 
ed to sixty-four; to divine; 
chim kwa@ or puk, kud’ to 
divine; yigad ‘cht ta kwa’ 
shivering from cold or terror ; 
kwa? dau ‘chun, he guessed 
right. 

42 | To suspend, to hang up; 

t 

to dwell on or prolong; to 
j divine by straws; to remem- 

hwa ber; to distinguish; to lay 
aside ; in suspense, anxious ; 
kwa’ hd’ to enter names ina 
visiting-book, to make or keep 
a list of articles or names; 
kwa? ‘ch‘i, to make people talk 
of ; kwa? mong? to hope for ; 
kw@ «sam or kwa? li? to be 

» anxious for; kd ‘shéung, to 
hang up ; kwd’ kin, to secret- 
ly leave office ; kw@? chi? ‘kit, 
to keep thinking of ; Awa? nim? 

_ to bear in mind; to kuwa@a 
small green parrot; kwd’ 
smeng, to call by, in name 
only; kwa’ ‘hi fan’ wok, you 
may hang up the griddle—out 
of business. 
A jacket worn over the robe, 

having short and widesleeves; 
W4 nds kw@ ariding-jacket, a sort 

of dress overcoat or sack ; tdi 
Kwa a pelisse worn by ladies, 
a short robe ; <p'd kwa? cere- 
monial dress, robes; <kwan|| 

kt kw? a sort of vest, with 
iy” wery. short sleeves. 

>» Animpediment, a hindrance; 
to hinder, to obstruct ; to fall 

“intoa snare; kwd’ ngoi* an 
~ obstruction. 

a 

Wu 

to disturb; wa? \‘ 
ar ng? to imislead ; kewe? litn? Lin 

3 To deceive, to cozen, to) 
impose on ; 

KW'A. 01 

aly A final word, indicating a 
doubt, or one’s opinion of ; *k'z 
dai hit kwé? I think = has 
come ; wak, Sché ha? kia? [ 
think it is so; p'a’?_,m_ hok, 
tak, kwd? I’m afraid I can’t 
learn it; kom? kwd? so? are 
you sure it is so? 

in The thighs, space between 
} the legs, the crotch; kwd’ 
"| ‘nd, to bestride a hiofee : kwa? 

Kw4 yuk, to shame one by making 
him go between one’s legs; 
kwa’ fi, one forced to submit. 
The second character alse 
means trowsers. 

Interchanged with the i: 
to pass over, to straddle, to 

* bestride ; to surpass, to excel ; 
“to border on a country ; the 
crotch; kwd ts® a son who 
excels his father; kwa’ ii, to 
excel ; pat, kwa@’ ki kwok, not 
incroach on his territory ; kwa? 
hot té? Sshau, to stretch or 
throw out the arms. 

vs 

(225) 

a 
Kw 

cy 

Kw*é. 

Prodigious ; to vaunt, to brag; 
, Magniloquent ; self-conceited. 
“Same as the next. 

To talk big, to boast; to 
vaunt; bragging, grandilo- 

* quence ; conceited, arrogant ; 
wide, ample—said of a dress ; 
kwa ‘hau boastful; Awa 
Stséung ‘ki, to adulate one ; 
tsz” .kw'a, self-laudation. 

: Vain, conceited ; good, pret. 
gly - <kw'a tsit, regardful of 
* one’s appearance or conduct, 

—S 

ha? to distract the empire. 

Ton. Dicr. 26 

fastidious, finical. 
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(226) Kwai. 

Bi To return to the same place 
. or state ; to go, or send back, 

J to reatorsa to revert to; to 

E-welterminate, to end; to belong 
to ;\to go home ; to marry out; 
to ‘send a present, to give, to 
promise; to unite, to assemble; 
a terminus ad quem; a home, 
a country, a native place, al‘ 
refuge, a center; to divide 
fractional numbers; <fan hi?’ 
:kwai, to go home; <kwai mat; 
syan, whom does it belong to? 
ckwai kaw to lay the blame 
on the right one; .kwai kan, 
to trace to the end ; ,kwai fuk, 
to return to obedience, to give 
up rebellion; gno ‘sho -kwai, 
no home, wandering—said of 
ghosts ; -kwai wan ‘ni, send it 
back to you; <kwai mdi yal, 
pin, to go or put aside; wai 
‘kt or <kwai shai dead ; -kwai 
cing, a bride’s visit to her pa- 
rents; .kwai <i ‘td, to be bu- 
ried; ‘dba tin, toresign office, 
to return to one’s homestead ; 
wai fat, division ; xt'tn Tee 
ckwat sam, the country looks 
to me; <kwai ‘pan tsik, to 
bring a region under rule ; 
ckwai -kwai yat, yat, put every- 
thing in its place ; ‘kaw wai, 
a table for reducing fractions. 
To conform to, to receive 

Ks struction, to comply with ; 
wel aren , 

ckwai <t, fuk, fat, to hearken 
and conform to instructions— 
as disciples do. 

3) 
K 

KW Al. 
\ 

.| _A-sceptre or baton made 
6 of stone, given to noblemen 
JE | and princes asa sign of rank, 
Kweiand used at levees ; a mea- 

sure equal to a pinch or six 
grains of millet; some say, 
64 grains, or what can be 
taken up in three fingers; 
chap, .kwai, to hold the baton. 
To butcher; to eviscerate, 

.ta cut open; to stab, to stick 
wel nants 

a knife into. 
The stride of a man; the 

=; loth of the 28 constellations, 
answering to parts of Andro- 
meda and Pisces, and auspi- 
cious to students. 

E The door separating the pri- 
ij vate from the public part ofa 
*" house ; the apartments of the 
women; unmarried females, 
who have not yet left the 
hareem ; women; female, lady 
like, feminine; <kwat ‘nit, a 
virgin, a young lady; sham 
<kwai, the inner apartments ; 
ckwai amin, to stay at home, 
of a retiring disposition—said 
of maids; cam <kwai tsik, a 
rollster. 

Mi The tortoise, the chief of 
“ ,mailed beings; the 213th 

radical of characters pertain- 
Keel ing to the chelonie; kam 

-kwai, asmall species of Emys, 
whose carapace, divided into 
28 plates on the edges, is used 
in divination ; -kwai hok,a tor- 
toise’s shell; -kwat kung, a 
cuckold ; kwai ‘chau, a pimp ; 
kwai tan® or -kwai ‘tsai, a bas- 
tard ; wat pir arched over, 
like a. tortoise’s back; tat? 4 
ngong kwat, You stupid dolt. J 
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Lots made of paper or wood ; 
to choose by lot; nim <kwat, 
to draw lots. 
A spirit of a dead person, a 
manes, that which the soul 
reverts or turns to at death; 
the 194th radical of characters 
of demons, phantasms, &c.; 
a ghost, an apparition, a 
spectre ; a demon, a devil; a 
horrid looking object ; a mise- 
rable person, a wretch; the 
Cantonese stigmatize foreign. 
ers as .kwai, and say their 
shrill voices resemble the 

plaintive ery of spirits; ‘ni 
ki? ‘kwai wmé, have you seen 
a ghost—what are you scared 
at? ‘kwai fau ‘kwat ‘nd, to 
peep, to hide and seek; ‘kwat 
‘shi, a suspicious, dishonest, 
person; ‘“kwai ‘shai ‘ni «mé, 
did a sprite get you to do 
this? chong’ ‘kwai, to meet a 
foreigner ; ‘kwai f'au fung, a 
whirlwind ; fav ‘sz’ ‘kwai, a 
wretch taken instead of the 
real criminal; isd? wai? ‘kwai 
au, done altogether wrong ; 
‘kwai gai ‘ni, are you pos- 
sessed ! shang ‘kwai kom’ ‘fan, 
frisky asanelf; ‘kwui ‘ta ‘kwai, 

a joint plan to swindle one ; 
‘kwai suk, the 23d of the 28 
constellations, stars y, d, 4, din 
Cancer ; ‘kwai shan, the gods, 
‘spirits ; ‘shui ‘kwai, ghost of a 
drowned man; 4 pin’ ‘kwat, 
a besotted opium-slave ; iin 
‘kwai, unavenged spirit of a 
murdered man; ‘kwai ‘ma, bad- 
ly done, careless ; gniin ‘kwai, 
a vatch in a bolt; 
ain -kwéin, entered the door of 

i 

Kia 

Kwei 

yap, ‘kwar 
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demons—dead; ship, sing kwai 
kom’ yéung’ he is like a ghost, 
afraid of the face of men. | 
A dish for holding grain at 

; sacrifices, once made round 
* within and square without ; a 

dish or platter ; ‘kaw tai? ‘kwai, 
nine platters—a set out|; ‘kwai 
‘én, large dishes or basins; 
muk, ‘kwai, wooden open dish. | 
es, used for holding the grain 
in the equinoctial worship of 
Confucius. 

KX An axle; a rut; a trace, 
a vestige ; an orbit, a path ;a 
| law, a rule ; treasonable plans 

Kwei againsta country ; to imitate ; 
pat, ‘kwai, unconformable ; 
‘kwai to’ to follow in the path, 
a constant path. 
A box ; a casket for papers ; 
ei put in a box ; to bind with 
ords. 

Ee 

c 

a 
4 K wei 

c ee ruinous wall, one ready 2 
K we; fall; ruinous, dilapidated ; t 

destroy, to demolish. 
‘Todeceive, to cheat, to de- 

. fraud; to blame, to epee 
to oppose what is good; 
vilify, to insult, to ac: 
bad, malicious, perverse ; odd, 
strange ; ‘kwat kwat, crafty, 
fraudulent ; ‘kwai cha lying ; 
gné ds'ung ‘kwai ds‘ut, do not 
follow cunning tales; ‘kwai 
? extravagancies, wonderfal 
things, incredible ; ‘kwai ‘ma 
kéuk, shik, a bad fellow. 
A gnomon, a dial; daytime, 

the day; yat; ‘kwaiy a sun- 
dial; mat, ‘yé ‘kwai hak, what 
is the mark on the dial? <fan 
kd kai? ‘kwai, to prolong the - 
day by burning candles, 

c = 

K wei 

& 
K wej 
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+8. Honorable, noble, exalted, 
Kwej illustrious; dignified, worthy, 

good; your, thine, in direct 
address; dear, high-priced; 
precious, valuable ; to esteem, 
to honor, to desire, to make 
much-of;  kwai? sing’? your 
name; kwai? tak, tsai? very 
dear ; <tsun kwai? ‘yau tak, to 
honor the virtuous; wai 
séung’? a noble, ingenuous 
countenance ; ‘yaw mat; war? 
kon? what is your business? 
fai .kd kwar? ‘shan, please lift 
np (or off) your hand, please 
let me off; -king kwai? rare, 
precious; kwar’? sai? delicate, 
elegant, asmanners ; kwa? hi 
precious things—applied to 
darling children; kwai ta? 
gan, your excellency ; kwai’ 
chung? Syé, a rare article. 
Little, tender, junior, what- 

ever is young and immature ; 
the least or Jast of a series; a 
season, a quarter of the vear; 
half of the year, when speak. 
ing of crops or paying rent; 
mang’, chung’, kwa?’,a series of 
three; sz” kwai? the four sea- 

sons; .ch‘un kai? spring; 
ch'un kwar? ait, the third month 
of spring; kwai? ‘sz’ the 
youngest child; kwai? sha? 
the last generation or dynas- 
ty ; ‘man kwai? the late or se. 
cond crop, _ | 
Jo perturb; agitation of 

43> mind; the end or fringe of a 
~~ belt or girdle. 
EE Carsia tree (Laurus cassia 

Kwe 

A 

3 

; and cinnamomea) ; met. lite. 
rarv reputation and honor ; 
kwav’ <p'i, cassia bark ; kwar 

KWAT. 

spi cyau, cassia oil; hrear? ‘te2’ 
cassia buds; ‘shau «pan tan 
kwa? to pick a cassia twig,— 
to become a_kiijin ; kwa? fa, 
the Olea fragrans ; kwar fa 
po figured calicoes; i, kia” 
the monthly rose (Rusu sem- 
perflorens ). ; 

Zx% The last of the ten stems, 
2. which with yam, belong to 

water; the character is sup- 
posed to represent water flow- 
ing toa center; to consider, 
to calculate; din kwa? the 
menses ; puberty, 

1 A perfect pearl, which is 
Kun; lustrous by night, called amit 

kwa?; lence mit kwai? fd, 
the red rose; rare, precious, 
excellent, admirable; king 
kwai? a kind of jasper. 

ay Food, victuals, viands ; pre- 
K wei Sents of food ; to prepare food ; 

to attend to the kitchen, to 
present food toone; kwai’ yan, 
a king’s baker. 

‘To present to, to give, to 
offer; gifts of food. Nearly 
the same as the last. ~ 
A basket or hamper of straw 

or bamboo for carrying; a 
vegetable like the blite or 
strawberry-spinach, having a 
red stem ; name of a hill, 

A. 
+e 

K wei 

A case with doors, a press, 
a chest, a locker ; exhausted, 
wearied out; to fail in; «shi 

Kwei kwaia book-case; ka? gea’,- 
‘a counter; kwa? Yury, a 
drawer ; & fuk, kwa? award. 
robe, a bureau; dt, kwa? a 
sum put in deposit for rent ; 

me 
2 

‘ki kwar or ‘chéung kwa? a ; 

~~ 
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clerk in a shop; ham d'ang 
kwa? state records, archives 
of state. 

Ho To kneel, to bend the knee 
Kwei © the ground; the legs; a 

down ; par kwai? to bow and 
kneel to; kwai lin? to kneel 
on chains—a mode of torture; 
kwai* sat, knee-pads. 

a Quick, active, diligent ; to 
play with the feet; ka? 
kwar ds‘ung sz to stir up one 
to attend to business, diligent. 

Kwei 

(227) Kw'ai. 

A A pair of compasses; a Jaw, 
K eet regulation, custom, usage ; a 

douceur for connivance; a 
rate for taking a farm; to rule 
men according to usage; to 
regulate ; to calculate, to plan; 
to line or draw a line ; the disk 
of the sun or moon; -At'ai 
wak, to draw lines ; .kw'ai ‘kil, 

- sage, custom ; kw‘ai lai? law; 
iit, pw -kw'ai, moon half full ; 
Shau ii, .kw'ai, to receive the 

monthly fee ; ‘mtn .kir'ai, the 
time covered by the fee is up ; 
tsit, -kw'ai, fee due three times 
a year; ngak, -kw'ai, a fixed 
fee ; <kic‘ai ching’ to regulate 
others ; ,hong -ku‘ai, bye-laws 
of a guild. 
To peep at, to look furtively 

yY .at, as through a crevice ; to 
wei . 

~~ spy; to look on slily; to 
ohserve for one’s own use; 
the length of a step; w‘ai 
fam’ to spy, to go about look- 
ing into; Aw'ai sh? to make 

crab’s leg; kwai? ha’ to kneel || 
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secret inspection of; <Aiw'ai 
sz” to wait for one, to see 
what is going on ;ktin -hw‘ai, 
“a tube-view,” a partial exa- 
mination of, a bird’s-eye view, 
To peep from under or be- 

Kevej bind a door, or through a 
crack ; to observe ; to glance 

at, or have a slight view of; 
sit, kw'ai, to look at by stealth. 
Interchanged with the last. 
A helmet, a casque or de- 
fense for the head; a block 
on which caps are ironed and 

fashioned; a basin or por- 
ringer; f'au -kw'ai, a casque 
made of iron plates, worn by 
military officers ; <kw‘ai kap, 
armor. 
A term fo ‘ SK rmalvaceous plants 

Kevei resembling the Malva, Gera- 

Ry 
Kw'ei 

nium, Althea, Hibiscus, &c. 
cskw'ai fa, the Althea rosea; 
soong shuk, sku‘ ai, the Hii. 

biseus manihot; héung? yat, 
skw'ai, the sunflower; <kw'ai — 
shin? leaf fans, made from 
the leaves of the Raphis 
flabelliformis ;  kw'ai ‘pung, 
awnings or thatch made of 
leaves; .kw'ai ts‘o? an esculent 
mallows. — 

To lead by the hand, as a b 

ds \ child or blind man; (ogo with, 
AB | to take along, to join, to hia: 

— 
Hwuilock arms ; to carry ; to take 

up from the ground ; to leave; 
fai <kw'ai, to lead by the 
hand, to carrv, to recommend 
one ; ;At‘ai 147 to take along, 
to sustain from falling ; .kw‘ai 

. ‘shau, to tuke by the hand, to 
take an arm; <kw'ai Jam, to 
carry a basket on the arin, 
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i, 
KW’AT. 

An ivory stiletto or horn 
bodkin, for opening knots, 
ancieatly worn on the girdle ; 
a kind of tortoise ; the name 
of a star. 

A field containing 50 ‘mau, 
or about 8 English acres; a 
plat of ground; a low wall 
around a field; kw'ai ts‘ov’ a 
kitchen-garden. 

The jaw-bones, the sides of 
. the face ; a place where nine 
or many roads meet, a tho- 
roughfare ; name of a mush- 

a. 
All) 
Kw'ei 

room ; chung <kw'ai, a man of | 
the T“4ang dynasty, now deifi- 
ed as a protector against de- 
vils, and drawn clutching a 
sword, and standing on one 
foot. 

A one-legged monster, drag- 
Kure: OM “ox and man combined ; 

a statesman in the days of 
Shun; a certain plant. 

ve To consider ; to calculate, to 
K a tei 2Uess ; to surmise the mean- 

ing, to weigh in the mind; 
to examine; ‘kw'ai tok, to 
estimate, to reason upon; pak, 
‘kw'ai, a superintendent. 
‘The sun and moon in appo- 
sition ; 

from, separated ; Skw'at gwai 
yat, ‘kau, [we have been] a 
Jong time sundered, 

igs >’ Ashamed, abashed, discon- 
,ycerted; shamefaced, bashful ; 

to feel shame when detected ; 
K wei conscience-stricken, remorse; 

sau kw'a? ashamed; ki‘ai’ 
‘ngo mo ¢s‘oi, 1 feel shame for 
my stupidity ; kw'a’ fu? con- 
trite. 

in 
K w‘ei 

(228) 

He 
Kwai 

mS 

ci 
Kwai 

c 

distant from, absent || Kwai 

‘il 
K 

bid 
wai 

wai 

KWAI 

Kwai. 

Perverse, obstinate, to turn 
the back on ; cross-purposes ; 
to contradict ; strange, extra- 
vagant; cunning, crafty; <kwai 
‘hau, wily, ingenious; mat, 
tak, kom? <kwéi, so well train- 
ed—said of children; sing 
ckwai, clever, ingenious at 
contriving ; Awdi pik, mali- 
cious. 
Different, to pull or flow 

, different ways ; parted, divid- 
“ing 3 absolute, certain; the 

54th of the 64 diagrams. 
To deceive, to swindle, to 
gull; to seduce, to kidnap, to 
decoy one in order to carry 
him off; to.entrap persons ; 
‘kwai piv to gull, toswindle ; 
‘keoai ‘tsz’ a kidnapper ; ‘kwat 
pw ants ‘ip, to elope with 
a man’s concubine ; ‘kwdai ta? 
gyan ‘hau, to cajole in order . 
to carry off ; ‘kwai kéuk, crip- 
pled, lame; ‘kedi gan lok, — 
tam? to lead one into evil. | 
An old man’s staff or crutch, 
with a crooked top; ‘keoai 
chéung? a cane or staff. 
A rush or grass, used for 
making sandals, withes, or 
mats ; ‘kwdi ‘li, grass sandals, 
used ‘by chief mourners; a 
surname. ea 
Strange, marvelous: extra. 

ordinary ; bizarre, supernatu- 
ral, portentous, monstrous ; 

rare, wonderful, curious; to ie 
dislike, to bear a grudge — 
against ; to deem strange, sur. 
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prised at; ki kwar strange, 
surprising ; kwa? mat, a mon- 
ster, an apparition ;.’m ‘ho kin’ 
kwav? don’t be surprised, don’t 
feel angry ; ‘fan kwa? ‘ni, he 
Jays the blame on you wrong- 
ly ; kwar chak,‘k*ii, reprimand 
him ; wan kwa? ‘hii, can not 
(or ought not to) blame him ; 
kwa? dsoi, strange! kwai? om 
tak, not surprising ; chit kwar’ 
to bring blame on one’s self; 
kwav? tan ‘chi sz’? marvelous, 
ghost-like ; twat kwa? horrid, 
ugly ; ‘yau mat, kwai dau, 
what wrong have | done? 

(229) Kwak. 

To slap the face with the 
> hand; kwak, yat; -pa, a single 
‘slap ; kwak, sheng, a clap. 

Aah A colloquial word; a loop, 
*a bight of a rope; to tie up 
with a loop; a stroll; ta yat, 
ko kw'ak, make a noose; 
kw'ak, chit? ‘kit, catch him in 
a lasso, noose him; ‘ung ‘ni 

hi? kw'ak, ‘ha, let us take a 
turn. 

(230) Kwan. 

B A chief, head of society; a 
Kiun Prince, sovereign, or ruler; 
: honorable, in high station, 

exalted; superior, wise, one 
who can influence others; a 
term of respect - given to 
others, and used by all per- 
‘sons; to rule, to fulfill the 
dutics of a govereign ; .kwan 
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‘sz’ the princely man, the 
beau ideal of virtue ; good peo- 
ple ; ftkwan, my husband ; 
<8in .<kwan, a deceased father ; 
‘léung <kwan, your son ; kwok, 
<kwan, the emperor ; ‘fi <kwan 
and ta? <kwan are father and 
mother in epitaphs; oan 
<kwan, a-blue-beard, an unkind 
husband ; sai’ <kwan, my wife. 
An army, @ force of 12,500 

men; the head-quarters of a 
troop ; an inclosure ; military, 
warlike ; ewan ying, a camp ; 
chang <kwan, to move troops ; 
kam sh? -kwan, servants who 
attend the candidates within 
the hall; hon’ .kwan, Chinese 
Bannermen; <kwan gnan ‘fi, 
a sub-prefect; wan chi ta? 
«shan, the General Council of 
state ; ‘au <kwan, to enlist ; 
Syau mat; -kwan ‘ma, what plan 

has he, what will (or can) he 
do? <kwan <kung, military 
merit; man? -kwan, -banish- 
ment to the garrisons. 

BR Together, alike or compar- 
tone able, at the same time ; evid- 

ent, clearly ; an elder brother; 
descendants; many, a multi- 
tude ; with, then ; to take pre. 

“ cedence ; <kwan tai? or -kwan 
chung’ brothers; hau? .kwan, 
descendants; <kwan ¢ch'ung, 
all insects ; ‘ni ‘ki -kwan kwav 
how many brothers have you? 

-The Kwanlun or Koulkun 
range of mountains, lying 
about lat. 35° N., between 
the Desert of Gobi and ‘Tibet ; 
the Chinese regard it as the 
abode of everything myste- 
rious and supernatural. 

HE 
Kiun 

< 

Kwan 
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Si 

a5 
Kwan 

KWAN. 

The roe or spawn of fishes ; a 
, leviathan, a whale; ckwan fi? 
* goai spang, the whale turned 
into a roc. 
A sort of gallinaceous bird ; 
perhaps a heathcock or jun- 
gle-fowl. 

fy An instrument for moulding 
Kinn Pottery ; equal, just, in simi. 

lar parts; even, level, plane, 
flat; to equalize, to adjust or 
harmonize ; a musical instru- 
ment ; ckwan fan, equally 
divided ; kwan ping, impar- 
tial, equal; ‘f% lok, ckwan 
chim, sorrow and j joy equally 
portioned; <kwan ts‘ai <fong 
ching’ all regular and proper ; 
ckwan chi ha? \et it be so now, 
don’t change it. 
A quarter of a shek, or pe- 

cul; a weight of 30 catties ; 
a potter’s lathe; to equalize, 
to harmonize ; "just; impor- 
tant; (a? .kwan or chung <kwan, 
the Great Framer, wheel of 
events, heaven, nature ; :kwan 
i your wishes or orders—a 
polite phrase. Used for the 
last. 
The green tough skin of the 

Kise bamboo, which contains silex, 
Also read, Wun. 

J Fire, fiery, the flame of a 
fire; ewan iv blazing. Read 
wan’; flame ; ‘fo wan* wan? 4 
shéung? ching, the lambent 
flame curled upwards. 

> A round stick, a club; to 
bind up sticks; a sharper ; 
tsap, Sim kwan? " shing, prac. 

tice makes a thing natural ; 
ckwong kwan? a * ‘bare-stick,” 

ca) 
Kiun 

Kwari 

Kwan 

a scoundrel; n min? kwan? a 
pastry foller; <dcwan 6, a’ 

KW'AN, 

knave, a band of pestilent 
fellows; tsung? kwan? a pet- 
tifogger ; kwan? kom? <kwong, 
bare as a stick, poor; Awan’? 
kéuk, a dangerous fellow. 

F if An inhabited place, a princi- 
Kiun Pality, a small district ; now 

applied to a prefecture ; ‘fu 
kwan® a department; ini hai? 
mat, kwan? what prefecture 
are you from? kwan? ‘ma, a 
king’s brother-in-law or neice. 

(231) Kw‘an. 
; 

The earth, g. d. inferior or 
Kwian Oosequious to heaven; hence 

applied to the moon, states- 
men, wives, and to whatever 
has a eorrelative superior ; the 
2d diagram; favorable, com. 
pliant, obedient; ‘tau shat, 
skin <kw'an ta? a cottage can 
contain a great mind ; <kw‘an 
‘kan, « betrothed’s horoscope. 

% A punishment of shaving the 
‘ZU __ head, inflicted onthe prince’s 
Kw‘an 

a 

family for slight offenses; 
bald ; a leafless tree. 

dress, sometimes elegantly 
" embroidered ; ; rim of a tur. 
tle’s skell ; hung <kw'an, or 
not? <kio'an, petticoa ts; 
skw'an, an apron, a 
skw'an, an embroid 

ké ules mii, waiting-maids; 
skw‘an ch'd, a gore in weskirt; 
skw'an 1a? chi sap, 
ofa different surname ; ¢ 
skw'an, a skirt with 
jingles. 

The plaited skirt of a lady’s ¥ 

ee 
apron worn by officers; dt'an 

— ) 
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A flock of sheep, as few as 
‘three; a herd ; a concourse, 
a group, a multitude, a horde, 

a company ; men of the same 
sort ; friends, equals, compan- 
ions, fellow-officers ; a forin of 
the plural ‘number; to sort 
with, to agree with’; :kw'an 
shang, all living ;-kw'an ‘tong, 

Keiun 

a company, tessmates; ckw'an) 
mai yat, téi* to form a group, 
to go together; nai <kw‘an, 
to consummate a marriage. 

Sincerity, singleness of heart ; 
unadorned, simple, said of 
style ; 3; ‘kw'an shat, unaftfect- 
ed, simple-minded ; yung 
shan ts& ‘kw'an, 1 can not 
forget your kindness—used 

=p at the end of letters. 
‘Gay «To tie or put together ; to 
iearen! plait; to make firm by beat- 

ing, to work at; ‘k'an ki? 

‘Kwian 
ii 

; to weave sandals, 
_. the next. 

Bei To bind, to tie up with cords, 
Kwan © fetter ; ; to plait, to braid ; 

~ a border or fold on the skirt 
of a garment for ornament ; to 
hem, to put on a band or fold ; 

A 

‘kw'an‘leng, to bind the neck | 
« ch ofa dress; ‘ku'an ‘pong, to bind 
A up; ; ‘kwan <mdi yat, ch‘uk, tie 

_. them up together ; ‘kw'an fit, 
tape used for hems; ‘kw‘an 
«pin, a broad fold ; ean an fang 
to bind with rattans; ‘kw'an 
whan, to tie on the girdle; 
séung ‘kw'an, to insert a fold 
or band on garments. 

. 6 'Fobind with rope; full, well- 

Rwean _ provided 3 *kw'an tsoi? 4 Awa 
‘to return home well laden, 
successful-in business, 

© Yon. Dicr. 27 

! 

Same as 
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Gt The mushroom; mold on 
wien bread or paste; ‘fa, ‘kw'an, 

moldy ; t# ‘kw'an, toadstool ; 
‘ku'an ‘kwai? a'sort of’ fine- 
quilled cassia ; 200 ts‘dSkw'an 
fine miushiroottis raised on 
muck. 

- A. threshold; ewraptale, a 
Kwan Small door ina gate ; door 

of the female apartments ; 
females; ‘kw‘an nov and ‘kw‘an 
ngov’ are terms) used for. with- 
in and without the palace, the 
court and country. 

$ A general name for deer ; 
Kian perhaps ‘specially the Antilo- 

pe gulturosa, the doe of which 
is hornless, and. both /sexes 
are easily frightened. 
To take up and putin order, 

Kiun 00 put to rights; to complete 
an unfinished work. . 
Paths between or among 
buildings or rooms in the 

” palace’; to dwell in; wai 
Sensan,: a virtuous Woman. 

A large fish; name of the 
, father of Ya the Great, who 
"lived B. c. 2200. 

‘Ze Imperial robes: embroidered 
teat with dragons ; ‘kw'an ‘min, 

robes and crown, a royal 
dress; ‘kw'an ‘kw‘an ‘ho, t'eng 
worth hearing. 

: Water flowing im a rapid, 
Kwan Dubbling manner ;. boiling, 
) _ welling up, rolling ; to roll, to 
AKargo off; to boil ; Shep Sasi ‘shui, 

boiling water + hw’ an pa? clear 
out, be off! ‘kw'an tan? to go 
away ; <fs'0t iin ‘kw'an ‘kw'an, 
my capital must be constantly 
circulating—a shop phrase . 
‘kwan law boiled to rags : 

che 

Ce 

Kw‘an 

th 

—_ 
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‘kw an lin? to make mistakes ; 
“a ‘kw'an, to roll about, to 
make a feint.in fencing by 
rolling oyer; ‘lo ‘kw‘an ‘ngo, 
he vexes me. 
A ribbon, a cord; to sew, to 

{wan Stitch together ; to bind, 

> A ruined house; confined, 
cramped, cribbed, like a 
plant which has no room; ex- 

hausted, disheartened, weary, 
worn out, jaded; poor, beg- 
gared ; weak, diseased ; want- 
ing, insufficient, needy; to 
tire, to weary, to repress ; to 
impoverish ; to influence so as 
to hinder, to be the slave of ; 
hampered for want of; the 
47th diagram ; mourning for, 
sorry, afflicted, oppressed with; 
to put forth labor; fluster- 

‘ ed; kw'an? kiin? wearied out ; 
io: p® ‘tsau ku'an? confused by 

¢ 

Kw‘an 

4) drink; kw‘an? chi? to restrain, 
os» to disable ; wan? ‘shau, poor, 

nothing to do; kw'an kik, 
beggared; <hang ‘li kw'an? fat; 
in want of funds or baggage 
on a jaurney- 

o> 

Kien distressed, in urgent want of; 
urged by; to distress, to ha- 

rass ; kw'an? pik, straitened ; |) 
kw'an? kap, in need. 

> A round granary, ; a spiral ; 

Keun twisted ; dun kw'an contort- 
ed like \roots, spiral. 

Kwan. - 

To shut or bar a door, to 

stop up a doorway ; to fasten, 

to fix, to stop a thing for a 

little while ; the cross-bar of 

Afflicted, enfeebled ; poor 

ER 
Kwan 

KWAN; 

a door ;a gateway (oa market; 
a frontier-pass ; a place where 
goods enter, a custom-house ; 
a post-house ; a limit, a line, a 
boundary, both literally and 
metaphorically ; to bear upon, 
to effect, to have a relation to 
or connection with, to belong 
to, to concern, to allude to, 
to involve; consequences, 
results ; to pass through or by 
way of; to pierce, to penetrate; 
ckwan mak, the middle. pulse 
in the wrist; <kwan po* or ‘hot 
ckwan, the collector of customs, 
called a hoppo; <kwan ‘hau, 
a custom-house; <m  kwan 
Sngo sz? none of my business ; 
Sni .’m :kwan sam, you did not 
pay attention ; pat, wan ship, 
no connection with, indepen- 
dent of ; <kwan tsit, covert as- 
sistance ; the circumstances or 
condition of ; ‘ta ckwan tsil, to 
give a douceur for underhand 
aid; ‘tsau <kwan muk, to act 
on the boards ; sung” < , to 
pass free of duty ; Kwan tai’ 
the God of War; <kwan .sam 
chi? liz? look after it careful- 
ly ; .kwan ha® results, conse- 
quences ; ‘hd .kwan hai a very 
serious matter; <kwan «cham, 
a pin; <kwan .chung, * inside 
of the pass,” is. a term for 
Shensi and the neighboring 
regions : kwan <shii, proposals _ 
to engage a feacher or secre-__ 
tary ; at, -kwan is the money — 
sent with the letter. | 
Diseased, infirm,  sick,; in- 
capable, incompetent for the 
duties of ; .kwan kin, an in: 
efficient ruler. 
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A large fish ; a widower ; an 
nold man, who has neyer been 
married ; alone, single, nnat- 

tended ; .kwan. fui, a widower ; 
ckwan -kii, to live alone ; muk, 
shéung .kwan <kwan, sleepless, 
restless, 

ee Accustomed to, experienced ; 
Kein habitual, addicted to; practic- 

ed in; to slip, to stumble ; 
kwaw shuk, used to; hi? kwan? 
often going there ; ‘fan kwan’ 
very playful ; 2m kwan un- 
skilled, unused to; kwan? ‘td, 
to stumble and fall; kwan’ 
king, in the habit of; yat, 
hau kwan’ ‘to, a fall ; kwan? la? 
the common way or custom ; 

- 4 kwan? to overlook, to be 
~~ easy with ; ‘40 Awan? addicted 
to gaming. 
“hp The two tufts made in 
Kwan dressing children’s hair, com- 

monly called a kok, kav’. 

© 

(233) Kwang. 

“He The rumbling of wheels, 
Mave muttering of thunder, roaring 
~~ ® of cannon ; a buzzing, stun- 
' ~~ ning noise ; lui .kwang, noise 
of thunder ; <Awang lit, irasci- 

ble, techy; <kwang <kwang, 
stunning, as a noise ; -kwang 

dang, the clang of glass, tin, or 
~ * other sonorous bodies. 
m4 The upper arm, the humerus; 
si the arm; huk, <kwang <i 
Kwans cham, to pillow his head on 

ee his arms. 
fit A large cyathiform goblet 

iikwa made of rhinoceros’ horn; ng. : 
® sau kwang, a wine cup. 
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ee The death of a prince or 
Hane grandee ; to die; many ; fleet, 

© prompt ;kwang <kwang, the 
buzzing or hum of insects, 
Noise of drums or bells, clam. 

‘FY? or; rushing of waters; din of 
Hung ¥ 

© Joud voices. 
44 Kwang twang, roaring of 

cis ‘ . ; Haine Waters over stones; dushing 
° of waves. | 

Kwang. 

fr? To wander about, to ramble, 
to take a walk, togo toand 
fro; hw kwang? to walk 
abroad; kwang? <in ‘yam 
ch'd, take a cup of tea after 
a walk. ; 

Ye A colloquial word; to latch, 
to fasten. or loop two doors, 
with a string or hoop ; kwdng? 
gmdai gin, fasten the door ; 
kwang’ ‘kau, to tie up a dog ; 
yat, kwang? lang’ a number or 
load of things tied together. 

To rub against, to run up- 
on one in the street; kwang’ 
ds‘an ‘kit, rubbed against it; 
kwang’ lan? sham, to tear one’s 
dress by catching it ; kwdng’ 
‘kit lok, dai, catch it (a kite) 
down; ‘ai twang’ lookout, 
[lest 1 run against you !—a 

.,_ porter’s cry. 

“2  Colloquially called twang, 
aes as Jam -kw'ang, baskets. = 
‘Kwang. A twig, a sprig, the 

small stems of herbs and trees; 
peduncles, stalks of leaves; 
‘lau Skw' ang, willow twigs; .chi 

Kwang 

. f 

| 

ih ‘kang, twigs, stalks. | 
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(235) Kwat. 
f 

at. The bones of bodies ; what- 
FA» ever is hard that is inclosed in 

K ; ; 
meh something soft, as the ribs of 

leaves, sticks among leaves, 
knots in cloth, or seams in 
garments ; the 188th radical 
of characters relating to bones; 
the figure, the person; wat; 
kak, ta? a large; frame or per- 
son ; yt, fv kwat, kak, a skele- 
ton; shi? kwat, heart-wood ; 
kwat, ‘tsz” particular, exact, 
finical ; kwat; yuk, brothers, 
children, relatives, by blood ; 
shaw lewaty ai <ch‘ai, lean and 
bony as a stick ; ‘md it kwat; 
regardless of his. promise; ‘fan 
kwat, to.turn against one for 
a slight cause ; «sung kwat; to 
crack: the joints; tsz? ‘yau|| 
kwat, lik, the characters .are 
vigorously written ; tstn? kwat, 
dau, you baseborn runt ; kwat, 
<p ai, dominoes. 

The noise of waves ; to con- 
found, to mix ; to unstop, to 
let flow out ; to rise, to float ; 

kwat, <ch'au, to confuse. 
Read Mut;; a river in HG. 

3H, 
Kw 

nin, called Mut, Jo .kong,||’ 
which enters Tungt‘ing Lake 
on the southeast. 

ie A small kind of orange ; 
Kuh kam kwal, the Citrus, mader= 

ensis, or kumquotorange, ‘used 
.) for sweetmeats; fam ‘kwat, 

“sx? ta® a dear little fellow ; 
kwat, ,hung, dried, orange-skin 
brought from Hwa, chau in 

KWAT. 

False, crafty, intriguing ; to 
limpose on ; lime.serving, 

wily, crooked ; kwat, cha tor- 
tuous conduct. 
To dig into the ground, to 
excavate, to scoop, to open, 

to hollow out: kwat, dung, to 
dig a hole: kwat, ckam, to ge 
for gold ; kwat, ‘chung to: 
a grave ; kwat, <hang, to open 
a drain. Used for the next. 

Rising loftily like a solitary 
', beak 5 eminent, distinguish. 

ed; kwat, ‘hi standing, alone. 

Obstinate, opinionated ; 3, kwat, 
Kinch S& ung, perverse, willful. A 

colloquial word; to cut off 
Short ; a dull or broken. point ; 
abrupt ; a way stopped up; 
lo? kwal the road_ is stopped ; 
shiil, wa? kwat, an abrupt sen- 
tence; <tsim and kwat; al 
opposites, bitin and dull. As 

ee 

ith 

ie 
Kiueh 

Wik, 
Kiue 

54 

(236) Kwét, 

To. pare or scrape off, to 
abrade, to rub or rasp; to 
burnish ; to even off grain ; to 
raze; to extort ; cifeihn séuk, 
to scrape ; met. to oppress; to 
cheapen ; kwat, dséung, to stif- 
fen cloth; kwat, <p‘ ing, toeven 
(grain) ; "tau kwat, a striker ; 
kwdt, <p'ing t? <fong, to des. 
troy a place; kwat, fee "a 
chon, to rub one’s eyes oan ' 

_ treat well—spoken Ee astbeite 
sudden prosperity ; i? kwat, a | 

_ tongue-scraper, Kowa, is used 
in Canton fof a quarter, in 

fi, 
Kwiah 

the S. W. of Kwangtung. imitation. of the English sound, 
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KWIK, 

Kwik. (237) 

iB } A crack, a chink, a crevice, 
va fissure, a cleft, a gap, an 
,|interstice; leisure-time, an 

interval ; an occasion for, an 
_ Opening for variance ; suspi- 
cion, dislike ; ‘yau kwik, split, 
asa board ; suspicious, resent - 
ing; ts'am kwik, to seek occa- 
sion against; <han kwik, at 
leisure ; yat, kwik, <chi kan, 
in an instant. 

Kih 

wim A water-course in fields ; 
Hineh Oat a sluice for vata 

overflowing. — . 
Same. as the last. -Read 

Yin’  wik, to flow rapidly; a current ; 
water, foaming and rising. 
Quiet, silent, peaceful ; taci- 

turn.; kwik, tsin ceful, 
Hivelt undisturbed. eres 
: To take the heads, or to 
os off the left ears of persons 

| killed, or prisoners, taken in 
Kwoh battle, and send them to 

court—this was done in an- 
. cient times as evidence of 
5) victory ; the face. 
‘ The gash or marks made by 
&. a tiger when seizing his prey; 
pry a surname ; name of a state 
$ the. Tsin dynasty, now 

ungyang hien in K‘aifung 
_.. ff in Honan. 
’ ‘To terrify, to make afraid ; 

“i. 

Valarmed; as when seeing aj] 
ey tiger ; a kind of fly. 

T he tailor bird, called ‘hau 
Sf ‘nui, * the cunning wife,” 

. and many other names; it 

_ marks the seasons. 
’ 

sings at the equinoxes, and 
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ANS A sort of coarse hempen 
Kin fabric, made of the Dolichos ; 

anciently. used for towels and 
kerchiefs. 

fe Silent, from being unoccu- 
pied ; empty, solitary, alone. 

(238) Kwing. 

A door-bar or latch outside 
Al of a door; to bolt or bar a 

© door; a bar or frame in a 
chariot to hold weapons ; an 
ear or handle; <kwing gniin, 
to bolt the gate; .kwing Awing, 
to examine, 
A desert or void place, a 
wild remote from towns ; the Hi 

ihiang edge of a forest. 
Tel Distant, remote ; profound, 

vague ; an abyss * to forbid. 
Kiung 
AG To examine with a clear 
Kian light ; brightness, lustre ; 

8 hwing ‘kwing, effulgent. 
ty A garment without any 

\lining and of a plain color ; 
!to drag or lead one along 

katt quickly. 
3) Void, waste, desert; remote ; 
a also, bright, lustrous ; Kewing 
ung pit, very different. 

c A large and fat horse, one 
ood. case; a ture or 

re pa ee for i “kwing 
‘kwing. ‘mau ‘m4, robust, fine 

 — stallions. 
, Tqadvert to and understand, 
1B to be excited upon ; distant, 

to appear remote; ‘havi kok, 
to perceive. Also re nd ‘king 
in ‘the Pan Wan. 
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(239) 

KWIT. 

Kwit. 

- A squeaking noise at night, call- 

(240) 

i) 
Sia 
Ko 

ih Ko 

a 
c 

ed kwit, sheng, is thought to 
be the cry of ghosts; the 
‘squeaking of mice; clever, 
astute, sagacious ; km kwit, 
so smart—said of children. 

’ Kwo. 

A kind of halberd, the cross 
‘bar of which is used as a hook; 
° ‘the 62d radical of characters 

referring to arms; warlike 
weapons ; ‘cham :kwo toi tan? 
laid on their arms till morning; 
tung’? <kon <kwo, to take up|. 
arms, to commence war. 

To strike, tov whip a horse ; 
}a switch, a lash; ; grass, plants ; 
| wide, easy ; hunger ; the first 
of these’ i is ‘also read cha. 
A branch of the R. Hwai, 

which rises in Honan, and 
” flows S. E. into it'at Hw4i- 

yuen hien in Neganhwui. 
\ Edible fruits, fruits with 

seeds or kernels in them ; to 
overcome, tu surpass ; results; 

Ko to conclude} to see the end 

‘*kwo, all sorts of fruits ; 

of ; courigeous, hardy ; really, 
truly, indeed; perfection. or 
nigban of the ’Budhists ; pak; 

‘kwo 
an, certainly ; kit, ‘kwo ‘ki, 
finish him, make away 
him,—said of criminals; ‘kwo 
tii to decide finally or justly ; 
‘kivo‘tsz’ fruit; ‘kwo ‘kom, great 
courage, intrepid; yan ‘hwo, 

with || 

v' > 
’ 

Kwo 

KWo. 

cause and effect; absorption 
into Budha; <i ‘kw00 hai? ‘kom, 
is it so, really ? or as a reply, 
it certainly is so; ‘kwo ‘ ‘pan, 
sorts of fruits ; chuwai ching’ 
‘kwo, to reform one’s conduct ; 
ni tik, ‘kwo «shang, this fruit i is 
green ; ‘fan ‘kwo, meat cakes 
steamed; ‘ong ‘kwo, sweet 
meats ; ‘kwo tip; plates of fruit; 
shi havd, fruits in season; “kwo 
dan, a fruit-market ; Ka a2”? 
pat; ‘kwo, the matter is not yet 
ended. The second character 
is commonly used for fruit.’ 
The solitary wasp or sphex ; 3 

‘kwo ‘lo, wasps, which impri- 
son caterpillars in their nests. 
‘To bundle up, to ‘wrap or 

wind around; to envelop; a 
bundle ; the receptacle | ‘of 
flowers, place where the fruit 
sets; ‘kwo kéuk; to bind the 
feet + pau ‘kwo, to wrap up; 
chong ‘kwo, habiliments of the 
dead ; ‘kwo ‘td, a belly- sn 
per, a stomacher. es 
To overpass, to exceed, md 

go beyond, to pass along ; 
pass, to spend, as time; i 
yond, further; to tra 
to violate propriety ; ; an error, 
a transgression, an impru- 
dence, a sin of ignorance; de- 
notes past time, the pluper- 
fect; a sign of: ‘comparison, 
great, much, too; the 28th 

and 62d diagrams, are called 
td? kwo? and ‘sit kwo?; kwo? hiv 
to go, to go by; hi? wo? ¢ 

ne, ’ve been there ; tsoi? hit’ 
foo? go again; (a? kwo a 
great blunder ; pat, kwo’ sam 
ko’ only three, no more than 
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three ; kwo? sha? or kao’ .shan, 
deceased ; .’m kwo’ tak, ? mis- 
taken, I was in error; 2m kwo’ 
tak, hi? impassable, I can’t 
do it ; ‘hd kwo? better, improv- 
ing ; ‘hd kwo? ko? tik; better 
than that; d‘eng kwo I have 
heard it ; sh? kwo’ I have tried 
it ; kwo’ <k'i, itis past the hour ; 
6 kwo? tak: I can get along 
on a pinch ; it will do; well, 
make it do; kwo au, too, 

_ very ; a common superlative, 
as fut, kwo dau, too broad ; 
gnan kwo hard to get by, or 
over, or along ; kiw ‘kit tsau 
kwo? oi, tell him to come 
quickly ; kwo <hiti, gone, past ; 
ep ing kwo? evenly balanced or 
matched, at quits ; kwo yé to 
pass the night; kwo <kwong, 
to gloss over, to make a false 
show ; kwo ‘ha tim, wait a 
while ; ‘yau kwo faulty, guilty; 
kwo tso? season past, as fruit ; 
deceased ; kiwo? shan’ too cau- 

tious; 2m ds‘ang kiw kwo | 
have not seen it; kwo sun’ 
yat, # give me a little credit ; 
md kwo it shi? none better 
than this; kwo ko «pin, go 

on that side; .m kwo tak, 
‘shau, don’t give it into his 
hand ; 2m kwo’ tak, ‘ngan, into- 
lerable, I can not suffer it. 

(241) Kwok. 

py] | Asstate, country, kingdom, 
—_ yempire ; a nation, a people ; 
Fy ia region ; national, govern- 
Kwoh mental ; man? kwok, all nat- 

ions ; kwok, wong, his majesty; 
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a sovereign ; ‘pin hwok, my 
country; shan kwok, a hilly 
country ; kwok, -kd, the state ; 
kwok, ‘mo, the empress ;, ng ot 
kwok, foreign countries; td2 
«Tsing kwok, the Mancha 
empire ; ‘ni mat, ‘yé kwok, ‘fan 
what country are you of ? tin 
kwok, the kingdom of keaven ; 
choi kwok, to found a state; 
chin? kwok, the contending 
states, about B. c. 400-260. 
A kind of small green frog, 

Kwoh Called lau kwok, with long 
thighs, 

ne} A hempen cap or kerchief 
,, worn by women when mour- 

ais ning; a female headdress ; 
ckan kwok, chi yuk, the “ dis- 
grace of kerchiefs,”—pol- 
troonry. 
Toslap one’s head or mouth; 

Kwoh often pronounced kwak, in 
Canton. 

ied The popliteal space; the 
Kwoh Calf of the leg. 

aK The wall inclosing the gates 
Kwoh of Chinese cities, forming a 

greater security for defend- 
ing the gate, commonly ecall- 
ed ung? -hiin; a surname. 
Hide, dressed and curtied 

Ky oh skin, with the hair taken off. 

: A coffin or box which in- 
*, Closesthe true coffin ; to mea. 
sure; shek, kwok, a stone 
sarcophagus. 

@%) Kwong. 

4. Light, splendor, lustre; illus. 
twang trious, brilliant, bright : ho- 

nor, éclat, glory ; met, one’s 
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presence ; naked, smooth, 
bare, bald; only, barely ; to 
illuminate, to adorn, to reflect 
credit on; yat, <kwong, day- 
light ; wong .sin, smooth and 
new.; -kwong ‘au, bald, bare- 
headed ; <kwong ‘ts‘oi, splen- 
did ; shaved clean; ‘fan ngo? 
ckwong, too bright; <6 <kwong 
Sliz, all consumed, bare of ; 
shod <kwong, a nimbus on the 
head of idols; <kwong shé a 
sunbeam, a gleam of light ; 
fong? ckwong ch ung, a glow. 
worm ; kwong min’ dung ti, 
eye-service ; ; ckwong dsung, to 
glorify one’s ancestors, by 
one’s good conduct ; fong’ 
ckwong, ineandescent > haw 
ckwong, we wait for your pres- 
ence; ts€ <kwong, to borrow 
clothes (jackdaw-like) or other 
articles of one; .kwong shan 
dai, come without any bag- 
gage; naked ; kwong ‘mang, 
the light is too bright. 

A kind of palm like the afeea, 
bs called (kedong long, of which 

8 sedan thills aré made; a 
cut water ; ki <kwong, the 
beam of the loom. 
Water sparkling and glisten- 

Pet ing in the sun ; a river in 
Shansi; wide; wong ckwong 
mattial, threatening. 

The bladder is called pong 

Kw 

la ring to its breadth. 
~ Broad, extensive, wide, spa- 
a cious ; large, ample ; to en. 

Jarges to make broader or 
wider, to extend ; to increase ; |] 
to diffuse; a body of 15 
cliariots ; ‘Ewong hang, exten- 

ckwong, the last word refer- 

KWONG. 

sively diffused or made known; 
‘kwong tai? large, profound, 
as one’s learning or estate ; 
‘kwong yéung, to publish 
everywhere ; ‘Kwong dung 
sheng, the city of Canton ; ‘6 
“Kwong tung, an old resident 
of Canton; ‘Léung ‘Kwong, 
the two Broad provinces ; 
léung? ‘kwong, able to drink 
much, 

“= Wild, incoherent talk; to 
deceive, to mislead, to lie 
to ; ‘kwong in, lying words ; 
yaw ‘lsz’ shoung shi? cmd 
‘kwong, children never mis- 
lead one. © 

es | ‘The ore of iron, lead, and 
,pother metals; minerals; the 
} lode of netavtas gems in the 

Kwihy matrix ; t's kwong? iren ore, 
ironstone. 

ii 
Kwang 

(243) Kw'ong.. 

Mad, crazed, raging, raving, 
Kwine Wild, incoherent ; hasty ; 

8 unable to judge about mat- 
ters, stolid; cruel, irascible ; 
eccentric, enthusiastic, new- 
fangled, precipitate, rash, im- 

plied to the acts of “oth hers; de- 
ranged, insane, delirious ; ; 
skw'ong ‘mong, extravagant, 
mad, vitious; “sau shuw'ong, 
silly from liquor; fats cho’ ong, 
raving mad ; dkw'ong ‘ hiin, a 

~ mad dog ; shi ckw'ong, ne 

dew'ong ts mad, pedantic ; 
Jight-minded ; moky ko ibe 
skw'ong, don’t be so hasty ; 
w'ong sing’ headstrong. 

prudent,—often snee tinglyap- | 

RE ee 
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cm) La. 

A final particle expressing 
: La certainty, permission, or what 

will do ; it often follows pa’,as 
‘ai pa’ la, come, let me see ; 
‘ho la, well; tsaw ‘kim da, 
that will do ; tsd? sz” di la, to 
do things wrong, at sixes and 
sevens; da .pa,a long pipe 
or bugle, called hi tu. 
To take with the fingers, to 

grab at, to clutch up; ‘la ‘hi 
dai, take it up. 

> A crevice, a cleft, a crack or 
Hes Very slight fissure; ‘yau 1a’ 

it is cracked, opened; lau? la@ 
leaky ; to escape, to elude ; la 
di lw lung, a cranny, a hole, 
by-place ; ka’ la’ ‘sé, write it 
between the lines; /a@ ‘cha, 
dirty, fouled ; 1a’ kwik, a cause 

_ of offense ; a crack ; hong? la? 
_ a very narrow alley. 
Re A final particle, used when a 

matter is finished, or will do 
as itis; ‘kom wa’ 1a’ well, as 

"you say ; tsd? mat, ‘yé la what 
have you been doing ? 

wil 

(245) Lai. 
ae ax 

A plough ; to plough, to pre- 
“i; Pare ground for crops; day- 

break, just before dawn; a 
piebald ox ; forms part of the 
name of hordes of Huns; Jai 
‘ld, old and grimed with dust ; 
yat, “pa dai, a plough; dai .to, 

_acolter; dai fin, to plough; 
| ear syan, a ploughman. 
nterchanged with the next. 

Ton. Dicr, 28 
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To prepare ground for rice ; 
j, black, dark brown; many, 

numerous ; Jai ming, early 
dawn ; at gnan, the black. 
haired race—the Chinese ; Jai 
chung’ the people, a multitude, 
all; Lat yan, tribes of abori- 
gines in Hainan [. 

A kind of herb, whose leaves 
are edible when young, and 
the stalks fit for canes when 
grown ; a sort of golden rod; 
pur Jai,aconfused multitude; 
dai chéung? a cane ; tsat, lai, 
a spinous herb used in oph- 
thalinia., 

A colloquial word used for aR 
doi; to come ; able; to begin; 
used with other verbs, to de- 
note a command, as ning .ch‘a 
dai, bring tea here; a tinal 
particle, making the present 
perfect tense ; yau® dai yan hit? 
coming and going; Jai .’m 
dang, has hecome yet? ‘t‘ai 
ai ts'av do, see if it can do, 
or will suit ; dai lok, coming ! 
—used asa reply; fan dai, 
come back ; sd’ mat, ‘yé Jai, 
what have you been doing ? 
ch‘ut, kai Jai, 1 have been 
ont; dai ‘chi pai, to play 
cards. 

s 

A colloquial word ; to turn, 
as ‘lai ‘chiin <t'au, to turn the 
head ; stiff, as faw ‘lai Skeng, 
a stiff neck from sleeping 
awry ; fo accuse falsely ; Lui 
‘k'tt tso? ts‘ak, impeached him 
as a robber; <tia ‘lai Skit, in. 
volved him Jalsely ; Tai ‘shau 
‘pi, gave it behind his back ; 
‘lai ‘shau td ‘hang, he'll take 
less if he is beat duwn. 
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id Propriety, etiquette; 
monies; rites, acts which are 

FL isa when serving the! gods ; 
Li “alécortinn, manners, politeness: 

the rules of society, what is || 
-requisite and becoming to a 
station; | official . obeisance, 
worship ; courtesy; prompted |) 
by good feeling ; offerings, a 
gift required by usage ; ‘lat <i, 
or ,kon ‘lai, a present of mon- 
ey ; lai sho requirements of 
politeness, rules of society ; ; 
‘lai maw good mannets ; hops. 
‘Jai, courteous ; md lai, im- 
pertinent, rude; kam yat, ‘lai 
pai to-day is Sabbath; yat, 
ko? ‘lai. pav a week; ‘lai pa? 
#? Tuesday ;. ‘lai pa? dong, a 
church ;. sung? ‘lai, to send a 
present 
money paid at betrothing ; 
shap, ‘lai,.a present (not of, 
money) ;° ‘lai <to, obsequious ; 
shéung ‘lai, usual etiquette ; 
shang tat? ‘lai, to perform a 
high obeisance ; ‘lai ong, the 
department or office ina ya- 
mun which attends to obser: 
vances, 

‘ Sweet or newly distilled, spir- 
F its, made from glutinous’ rice ;- 

sweet, applied to fountains; 
‘héung ‘lai, an imperial feast ;- 
‘tsau ‘lat, spirits used: in savtic il. 
fice. 

c7h ~=Name of a river “emptying 
a into Tungting Lake; ‘Lai 

«chau, an inferior prefecture 
in the north of Hunan. 

E A wood borer,. bugs: which 
Li C8t wood ; <p'dng ‘la2,.a marsh 

in Yangchau fa. Read Jai,.a 
- ealabash ; % dai ch'ak, ‘hoi, to 

measure the ocean with a 

; ‘lat, heam’ or ‘lai sz”) 

‘cere. |f 

LAT 

gourd—presumptuous ignor- 
ance, : 
A whetstone ; fo grind, to 

rub, to sharpen ; to inspirit, to. 
excite, to animate ; to disei- 
pline ; to commence ; severe, 
harsh, stern, majestic ; raging, 
furious, violent, cruel, exces- 
sive, tyrannical ; ugly : to ford 
a stream ; dangerous disease ; 
am lat severely strict ; lai 
gman, to oppress the people ; 
lav -ping, to animate troops ; 
la? ‘kwai, an orbate” ‘spirit, 
a fierce-demon. — Used for the 
four following. 

eh To exert ; to encourage, to 
Li animate ; to urge to ; Smin la? 

to rouse up to effort. 
Ya «=O To cross a stream: on ‘step- 

¥ ping-stones, to ford a ri let ; 
* sham tsak, lai, if deep th on get 

stones to cross, . 

a Foul, virulent ulcers, plague 
i) sores ; a pestilence, ‘Spiptouss 3 

Dyn ha vapors, 
A coarse kind of gavidtone, 

a whetstone for sharpening 
‘tools ; lai? shek, sandsto 

Coarse, rough, food ; 

2 
fe 

Li 

hull. 

: shik, coarse food; ds‘d la? 
plain—applied to, fare. . (1°) 

a A rock oyster, called ‘mau 
lai; la? i Plats la ong theshell 

vi mollusk used as a m 
aed “A stag Taibo 
14 Stopping; an_ : 

__ praise For ei el 
rion ae i 

7 ery, brigh t; “wen 
attached toy be 

ed or uncleansed rice; lai - 
Risk 

Pn eg ee ee 

ee 
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clothes or the heart do to the 
body; a boat; a beam; a 

»  nuniber ; to hit ; wa lav’ mag- 
nifical ;. ‘mi lai? beautiful ; 
Ko lai? kwok, Corea ; séung 
fie la? proportional, corres- 
“ponding to, as guilt and pu- 
maeenvent. 
A pair,a couple, as fee Wate 
Pe wife’; together with ; com- 
: panions, mates, fellows ; Kong’ 
gular amatebe. 

- To look at, to gaze ; ‘ngan 
Eh la? to stare at; ‘nt ‘mai 

la? chi? ‘ngo, don’t stare at 
‘ome. 

il Nanie- ofa place i in the state 
it? 

; La, now comprised in the pre- ||. 
* fecture of Pangchau in Shan- 

iv ‘odahalis “a surname. 
2, ‘Lo 'compare together, to 
hss to adjust, to arra nge ; 

Jaws, rules, regulations, direc- 
» ‘-<tions, by-laws ; order, disposi- 
wifi ‘tion of things, mode or castom 

of; tsak; la? rules of the 
Boards; regulations; ‘pi la? 

siil 

-- eerto: compare 3; fan? la? or geai)|- , 
«| .«laito oppose or break the law ; 
» hoi la? to make a rule ; fm 
a} hop, sz” la’ it is not the way 
~ oreustom ; lai? ‘au, a regula- 

sai ‘tion; dai shaw «would have 
9 madagadip bccn given,’—a phrase 
a to titles of deceased 
graduates ; la?» pat, fit, not 
ati casas to etiquette or law ; 

> la? a settled custom ; 
vat hing la? it has beeuine 8 

— custom, © 

2 ‘Trees growing in rows; a 
“4 kind of wood used by cart. 
~ wrights, . Read lit, a kind of 

wikl chestnut. 

a, 
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A fruit tree, the lichi or lai- 2 

Dh chi ( Dimocarpus leche); a kind 
of ‘flag. with fibrous roots ; 
kw@ luk, la? chi, small-pit 
laichi, the best sort; 142° <ho 
pau lai? chi, the early laichi. 

(246) | Lai. 

Tae 
Nal 

The last child’; 1d ‘tsai, the 
youngest child; dai ‘mi, the 
last one ; wa: dai, any aanll 
<kwa or melons, 

Hr. To pull, to drag along or up 
Léh 0. one; to lead; to claw, to 

seize with the. talonsor fingers; 
dai ki? to saw; lai tsiin to 
work:a bit; dai ‘ch'é, to pull, 
to tear apart ; ddi chi? to hold 

to detain by force; do dai 
‘shau, to take one’s hand in | 
walking ; lai lam* to pull a 
boat ; ./di tak; sigan, to borrow 
money; Jai mang? to pull; to 
borrow money ; dai chitin dai 
pa? no one will trust me; di 

. tak; fo to get goods on credit ; 
dai kwo? tik, move it along a 
jittle; Jai td, to'setilea matter, 
to hush up or quash an affair ; 

,  dai‘td yan, to nab a man, to 
arrest one; Jai fa, open work. _ 
ed carving ; dat.ko’ ping kwo 

__ even now, the matter is balan- 
ced, Read lap, in the Fan 
Wan. 
A colloquia] word; to leave 

behind one, to omit, to pass 
over; tired, indisposed to ; <a 
‘dai kwat, ts‘ik, tired out, my 

- back aches ; Jai lau’ careless, 
slovenly; Jai dau sdt, ‘mi, 
negligent in everything. 
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‘id 

. eases ; kon lav the itch; shap, 

Lai 

2 

Li 

2 

# 
ied 

Bi 
HR 

LAL 

A virulent blotch or eruption; 
the leprosy or a_ scrofulous 
affection like it ; now applied 
to the itch, the impetigo, and 
other chronic cutaneous dis- 

ld? the impetigo; shang lav 
to have the itch; lav? <sin, 
one covered with itch; lg? 
ch‘ong, itch sores. 

‘To depend on, to lean on ; 
to rely on, to confide in, to 
trust to; to assume, to act 

ona falsity, to trump up; to 
profit one’s self, to get advan- 
tage ; to calumniate, to accuse 
falsely ; tq leave, to forget ; 
6 la? to involve the guiltless 
in punishment; gnd Jit md 
la# liying by his wits, a hap- 
hazard living : gnd la? chi £0 
no dependance on, a loafer, a 
lazy fellow, a suspicious chap; 
la? luk, to forget to take away; 
lai? sh to extort a trumped up 
debt ; kung? Skit la? han’? very 
intimate with him; la? hit 
tsz” to omit a character; 1a? 
shing? yal, it, left one behind 
me ; [a7 ts‘o’ to accuse falsely, 
a groundless charge, 

Fallen in ruins; remiss in 
sacrificing ; chit la? to curse, 
to imprecate. 

A water vegetable, a sort of 
celery ; to caver, shaded ; sdm 
la? capoor cytchery. 

A musical pipe with three 
tubes or reeds ; any arrange- | 
ment of tubes or pipes; a 
whigging, mogning, or sough- 
ing noise ; dtu la? tsz? gning, 
the whistling of the wind. | 

(247 

A, 
Le 

, body 5 lak, ‘im, the side 

i. 
Le 

;, between the fingers; they are 

Lel 

LAK. 

Lak. ) 

The ribs, the side of the 

; lak, 
shak, kwat, the ribs; a (or 
fut,) ch'ik, lak, barebacked ; 
to strip ; lak, kak, rugged, un- 
even, as a path ; lak, it kwat, 
a spare rib; ai lak, “ hen’s 
ribs,” -is a useless thing or 
man. Often pronounced /ak,. 
To divine with fifty straws 

) 

reduced to 49, and divided into 
two parcels at hazard, from 
one of which a straw is taken 
and put by the little finger, 
and four others then selected 
to put with it, the remainder 
of the parcel being distributed 
between the other two fingers; 
the other parcel is then divid- 
ed in the same manner on the 
other hand, and the lengths 
of the two compared with the 
64 diagrams to ascertain the 
luck. Also, to bind. — 

A bridle-bit, a curb; a head- 
*stall ; to bridle, to rein in, to 
1 . ° : f 
restrain ; to oblige, to require, 
to force to do; to exact unjust- 
lv, to vex; to engrave, to cut 
in stone ; to tie up or around, 
to strangle ; ‘ma lak, a horse’s 
bit ; lak, sok, to extort ; to 

compel one to take up with : 
lak, chié® chek, ‘ma, hold in 
the horse; lak, <t, to tieyby 
the waist ; lak, pik, to force 
or insist on doing; lak, ayav. 
to require to resign ; lak, cha’ 
to oppress in. order to get 
money ; Jak; ‘sz’ to strangle 
to death. 
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). A spinous and thorny kind 
me »of bamboo, used for hedges ; 

, | bambooroots ; spines, thorns ; 
Leh lak, kém hai, rough asa bram- 

ble ; Jak, lam? a bramble or 
quickset bush; ‘fo .yéung laksa 
cactus ; ‘ch'ai chéuk, lak, to 
stick a thorn in the foot. ‘The 
first character is also read 
kan; the second is unauthoriz- 
ed. 

pe Lak. 

Wz A final particle, implying a 
*F? fullfilment, a finish of a mat- 

ter; ‘hd lak, very well; so, 
that will do; no more ; Ai? lak, 
certainly, he’s gone. 

(249) Lam. 

A bud; to cover or bend 
‘ZV down over ; kém? lam lut, such 

a gabble, reiteration ; @ dam 
“tsai,a gir) of the streets; ‘ching 
dam tik, make it sloping a 
little ; dam lam tséuk, a hoot- 
ing owl; .fa dam, a flower 

A grove, a clump of trees or 
s*™ bamboos ; a wood, a forest ; a 

luxuriance or abundance of ; 
one’s village or native groves ; 

__ # group of, a company: .ch‘a 
dam, a tea-shop; luk, Jam, a 
mountain in Hipeh, hence a 
den of thieves ; luk, dam hak, 
a band of robbers ; shiv’ Jam, a 
forest ; i? dam .kwan, the Im- 
perial Gaard; yam dam, an 

out of the way place, a bve- 
corner : dam ha? fs'oi ‘chii, an 
opulent retived officer. 

LAM, 22h 

Dropping ; dripping, _ water 
running off; tosoak, to mois- 
ten, to wet ; dam fa, to sprin- 
kle flowers'; Jam li, soaked, 
drenched, continual —drop- 
ping ; chu? ‘au dam, to throw 
water on one ; lam shap, wet 
through. 
Interchanged with the last; 

a timely rain of three days 
fail; incessant rains ; hém dam, 
an opportune shower ; ‘i Jam 
dau, wet in a shawer; met. 
care taken after losing things. 
A kind of precious stone, 

called <’au dam, perhaps a 
species of prase. 
A disease of the bladder or 

ureter ; a strangury or dysury 
arising from any eause; sha 
dam, gravel ; hii, Jam, blood y 
urine, 
To look down upon, to behold 
with a care for, to superin- 
tend ; a superior regarding or 
going to an inferior ; to’ bless 
or curse, by coming to; to des- 
cend upon ; to go to; to'com- 
mence, at the point of, about 
to do; during, when, time of 
meeting ; makes’ the present 
gerundive ; the 19th diagram ; 
great; Jam ‘sz’ near death, 
when he was dying ; Jam .man 
to superintend or govern the 
people ; dam shai? to comé 
into the world ; ¢s‘an Jam fai, 
go and see myself; Jam <shi 
"ug? sz”* to hinder a matter at 
the time; dam hi? going ; dain 
kap, dam mong, to hurry one’s 
self, be quick : Jam yé@ night. 
fall: wong dam man shé you 
honor my hamlet ; Jam sham, 
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1» «to face or:brave danger, fear- 
‘less; dam lok, Jau, when he 

~ » goes down Stairs ; dam ‘lo yap, 
fa ds‘ung, to take a young 
- \owife when» old; dam tip, to 

imitate \a writing; Jam ching? 
to examine diseases;) Jam 
chit, to be at a levee; dam 

' puns time of childbirth. - 

‘7 Shivering with cold; great 
A™ cold; an’ awe-inspiring man- 

ner; trembling, fearing, as 
people should in presence of 
rulers; “lam ‘lam, piercingly 

oteold;, awe-struck; ‘lam lit, 
» -. stern, terrific; ‘lam tsun, trem- 

bling obedience. : 
A government granary ; a 

corn-house,.a grange, a dépét 
for grain; to give: grain to 
studerits ;<¢s‘ong ‘lam, a gra- 
nary ; ‘lam luk, the stipend for 
certain students ; ‘lam (shang, 
a stipendary sidtsai ; ‘po ‘lam, 
to get on the. list of stipenda- 
ries. » fare jolie 

_..» A.colloquial word ; to,sooth, 
_.to,make sleek, to soften what 
_ is harsh, to smooth ;‘lam sim 

~.. it Smt, smooth) its tail, met. 
polish: ; or..mollify. his expres- 

-. sSions. © | tae 
“fie Fear, respect ;\ ‘lam ‘lam, se- 

“Lin rious, afraid of, reverentially 
41) pobedient or accordant to. 

‘oe To nourish, to give, to sus. 
JAS tain, to provide food or pay 
«» for; togive out grain. 

yar?’ A colloquial word ; to pile 

TH up, to lay on each other; a 

~ group, to go in a crowd ; to 

sooth. to soften what is harsh ; 

lam? ‘hi, pile it up ; lam <ch'a, 

pile up tea ; Stsau mai yan lam* | 

LAM. 

to hide in the crowd; lam 
as‘ai, to pile or lay even; lam? 
ds'éung, to lay awall. 

FAN vk Oe ited 

Lam, © hii 

Covetous, greedy of gain; 
eel to desire, to long after; dam 

dam, avaricious, niggardly ; 
dam sap, grasping, close ; dam 
dsong, hoards obtained by 
griping dealings ; by 
Vapor or utahidy mist ona 

ce hill top is called <shan lam ; 
name of a_hill. near Tayuen 

‘A 

fin 
fa in Shansi.” — 

Lian 

f 

Baskets, usually with “cross 
handles, made of bamboo, wire, 
orrattan; dam kw'ang, baskets 
in general; «m2 .ch'éung % 
lam, to «back a long-eared 
basket—to be a beggar; fa 

dam, buskets' made’ of flowers 
Be ‘A ‘plant ‘used ‘to dye blue, 
‘rm. the Tsatis; dam shik; @ blue 

"or indigo color; gyéung dam, 
foreign indigo; 1d blue 
black;’ Jam ‘an, the’ blue 
‘field, a’ famous ‘place ‘in the 

district of that name near Si- 
“ngan fa in’ Shensf; dam tin? 
“native indigo. “Used for 
next. 4 1% sone : 

yok A single’ ‘coverlet ; ‘ragged, 
Fat méan clothes,- without ‘collar 
“or trimming ; 4 sham dam lie 

tattered raiment; Jam ‘lau, 
dirty, as raiment: © 9 > 

te Kom ‘lam, the Canarium, of _ 
2 whieh the’ pak; ‘lam is the 

-Canarium album} and the ai 
Tam is the Canarium pimela ; 

Tam sh? or lam kok, a’ con. 
diment of olives; “ham‘lain, — 
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o. salted olives; hau Tam, Adam’s 
*> apple; hom muk, ‘lam, to hold 
*) \a wooden olive—silent; dit 

dam wat; carved olive seeds. 
TB | To grasp, to carry with a 
, ss hold, to carry in both 
Be | jarms; to usurp, to interfere 
tian in ; to monopolize, to hoard ; 

grasping ; anarmful ; ‘lam fo 
to engross goods ; Rem ‘ts*ii, to 

carry inthe arms, toseize al] ; 
oo Slam andi. pan’? to” manage 

alone; ‘lam .dau, head ma- 

nager of an affair; <ch'ai yal, 
‘Slam, an armful of wood ; ‘lam 
“pong, the last name on the list 
of kiijin graduates ; ‘lam shan 

_ . ‘lam sha? to wrestle and play. 
; To behold, to look at'care- 

4 fully, to see from a:distance ; 
"to ‘understand, to , perceive ; 
\ “Afeits Sem, at. one view ; ‘lam 
ish? to see; kung ching ii’ ‘lam 
sent up. for bis majesty’s: in- 

_.. spection ; .p‘at ‘lam, to publish 
judicial cases to the people ; 

‘lam <kiin kam ‘ki, an exten- 
. sively read man. 

R > A rope,.a hawser, a table. 
* selr to. tie wn, to bind}: 

with cord ; to drag with a rope;||- 
€ Baan hee. shiin, to track a vessel ; 
eG ag 162 - lim a cable; . “ta. lam? 

Sgr. twist ropes; “kai lam? to 
_»..) weigh anchor ; dam? tau pak: 
i pet. to bind ona mourning cap, 

_. afuneral garb; dai lam? to 
@ sees haul. the sope ; lam Skan om 
adi, a rope will not join 
Syul: _them,—very unlike ; 

7 ey, a tracking path. | 

, excess; incroaching, overflow- 

- - 

lam? Ie? )\\, 

| A fresh, a rising of water: a | ea 
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to float; to soak ; excessive, 
profase; beyond bounds; irre- 
gular, careless, loose, or law- 
less, according ‘to the circum- 
stances ; lam* ying, illegal 
punishments ; lam? yung? to 
use profusely ; lam? ‘sé, scrib- 
bling; gnd: lam? no excess ; 
lam’ fai? to waste ; lim kau, 
to associate with the lowbred ; 
lam* hot sh muk, to ‘charge 
higher than the settled price. 

2 A» baluster, a railing, a row 
Ait of bars below a window ; a 

den for furious beasts ; to cage; 
lam? lam? rumbling. of. car- 
riages ; lam? -ch'é, a cart. with 
a cage on it. Sometimes read 
Kam’, and used for the last. 

2. A war-jank; a man-of-war 
Hien With strong bulwarks, a frig- 

vate;a kind « of.defended round. 
iuthine on deck; chin’ kim’ ¢ a 
man-of-war. 

nd 2 Tai: 

Lan. A colloquial word; quick, 
speedy ; pan dan, in a hur- 

NYe, quick. 

2) “Lan. 

A colloquial words a bazaar 
or row for the sale of an ar- 
ticle; ham cha an, the salt- 
shrimp row ; ;Yau dan gin, 
the Oil-row Gate on the south 

_ of Canton, called the Petition 
Gate ; lok, dan hi? gone to 
the baganes 7 ndi lan, to take 
to the bazaar, to turn peddler ; 

i" 

~~ ing, violating, intruding on; te “kwo- a the fruit market. 
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wie To overtstep, to pass over ; fo 
“Lan CreePy to twine around ; dan 

t# to crawl on the earth ; dan 
‘ang, to twine over, as a grape 
vine grows. 
A railing or balustrade for 

a support and defense; a pen As 
‘Lan 

dn kon, a railing ; ‘ma an, 
a horse pen. 
A general name for gynan- 

drous flowers, and others with 
a single flower on a peduncle; 
used in a good sense in com. 
parisons ; met. adopted, sworn; 
pleasant, delightful ; chu dan, 
the Chloranthus inconspicuus ; 
tiv? lan, the air-plant ; kit, par? 
ckam lan, to adopt one for a 
sister; Jan ‘sé, an adopted 
sister ; dan <hing, a sworn bro. 
ther; Jan <p'un yéung? cyathi- 
forms 7 

F. A door-screen; a wristlet ; 
; to shut in, to seclude, to sepa- 

rate; late, evening ; failing, 
fading, falling into ruins; few, 
rare; in limited quantities, 
moderate; Jan yap, to go in 
abruptly ; niin dan, a door. 
screen; y@ dan, the night near- 
ly past, very late. 
‘lo stop with the hand, to 

hinder, to prevent ; to embar- 
rass; to divide, to separate ; 
ché lan, to hinder, to prevent 
seeing or going; in ‘it ché 
dan, to baniboozie, to dissuade, 
to use amphibology ; dn ii, 
to stop an officer’s sedan ; dan 
lo ‘ts'éung kip, to stop up the 
road to rob men ; ddan -hoi, to 
part [combatants] ; daa kai 

hat, shik, beggars blocking up 

Lan 

aif 
Lan 

or bar for animals ; to rail in ; | 

LAN: ' 

the street; ygnd dwan Jan, 
nothing to guard it with ; dan 
tsit, to stop the way ; dan au 
chong’ to wait to meet one. 

$e Swelling, continuous waves, 
Peon Surges 5 dirty rive-water,; «pd 

dan, rolling waves; ,Ui dda 
‘iu, the Eddy (or returning 
current) Bridge, the bridge 
near the Factories. 

ee A mixture of colors on ani- 
: Lan mals, mottled, speckled ; pan 

dan, striped, brindled. 

NG A listless, lazy lout; remiss, 
sluttish ; sleepy ; averse, disin- 
clined to do; ‘lan to lazy ; ta? 
shik, ‘lan, a lazy glutton ; ‘to 
‘lan, to shirk work; Tan ‘san, 
to lofe, to dawdle ; .shan ‘lan, 
to gape and stretch ; tso’ ‘lau 
shan, an idler; Tan Td ké 
chung ft, very easy work; yat, 
Shan ‘lan kwat, incurably lazy. 

ee ‘To cook thoroughly, to boil 
in (0. fags; rotten, corrupted, pu- 

trid, over-ripe ; torn, tattered, 
worn out, broken, spoiled, 
ruined; to break; splendor, 
bright; to oppress; many; 
very, a superlative, as lan’? to, 
a great many ; ‘kong wa? lan? 
‘lo, he speaks very well; lan? 
‘tsai, a rascal; Jdn? ‘hau, a 
blackguard ; chi? lan? worm. 
eaten ; ‘td lau* to break ; lan? 
‘lit, broken, spoiled ; lan? hai, 
old shoes ; lan? d'ung lan® Cit, 
bits of broken copper and iron; 
lin’? ch'ai t'au, a hard knot to 
split, met. a hard matter ; lan? 
meng’? a hard fate; lin? g'au 
Seng, a reckless dare-devil ; 
lan’ chin 'd la? a beggaily 
scatnp who tries to inyolve one, 

= 
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LANG. LANG. 

Lang. 

A colloquial word ; a jingle 
13 of tin or glass vessels is cal-ed 

ckwang dung ; «ma dang ‘eng, 
a kind of tanka boat pushed by 
two oars, common at Canton. 

Lang’ A lot of. things tied toge- 

(254) 

% 

Lang 

ther is called kwdang’ lang’. 

Lang. 

(This is read lang in the Fan Wan.) 

Cold, icy, chilly ; frigid, in- 
different; still, clear; ‘lang tam’ 
distant, neglectful, as friends ; 

insipid, as books ; dull, as 

trade; ‘lang ds‘ing <ts‘ing, still, 
quiet, alone; ‘ta ‘lang chan? 

to shake with cold ; fat; ‘lang, 

‘the ague; yan ds ing ‘lang. 

. Spitn, men’s, feelings are ve- 

_ small-pox 

ry changeable ; ‘lang tit, Ut, 

very cold;, kam? ‘lang kéuk, 

“to forbid cold feet,’’ means 

to prevent strangers seeing 
patients; ‘lang 

shéung fung, nose snuffling 

from cold ; ‘lang ngang’ ‘shau 

; _ kéuk; hands and feet benumb- 

look at coldly or carelessly ; 
ed; ‘lang ‘ngan tai kin’ to 

‘lang it, cham, a thermometer; 

; ‘lang fan’ au, China root. 

Bere, 

ot 

B a ‘open basket, a hamper ; a 
glove ; an imposition, cheat ; Lih 

Lap. 

- A rain hat, made of splints ; 

to hoodwink ; ta? fa lap, to 

Ton. Dicr. 29 

4 

LAP. LAP, 228 

eatch one in a basket; also, 
to wear a false or paper bridal 
coiffure ; fan? yat, lap, lap, 
each basket of coal; lup, ‘td 
‘i, humbugged him; ‘shau 
lap, a glove ; yal, ‘teng ‘tau lap, 
one umbrella hat; lap; chi? 
‘shau, to put on gloves; lap, 
chi? Skit, to put in a busket. 

Similar to the last; a pen 
Lib or inclosure ; a basket for car- 

" rying game ; <chit lap, a basket 
to carry pigs in. 
(This is often pronounced dp.) 

To stand erect, to stand ; 
Lil, established, erect, fixed, up- 

(256) 

right ; to establish, to found, 
toset up, to institute, to per- 
fect ; to agree upon, to settle, 
to fix, to effect; to place in 
order, to arrange ; the 117th 
radical ; soon, presently, the 
arrival of the time of ; ‘hz Jap, 
stand up ; lap, hak, instantly ; 
lap, .ch'un, it-is now spring— 
one of the 24 terms; lap, ? or 
lap, .sam, to resolve on, deter- 
mined ; lap, kung, to establish 
one’s fame; ‘ni lap, kéuk, m? 
‘wan, have you just entered 
upon these duties? lap, lin 
in disorder, all in confusion); 
lap, ts‘ip; to take a concubine; 
lap, ‘pan, to reform, sown his 
wild oats; lap, shat; to set up 
a house, to marry ; lap, ting? 
kéuk, engaged to stay. 

Lap. 

A colloquial word ; to take 
‘ap a number of things in the 
arms’; to lump or take all toge- 
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ther ; laps mat chai ko? ch’ 

take and put them: all there ; 
lap; mai ‘yaw ‘ké do, how many 
are there in all? 

‘To hold and mannge ; to 
lump, to take together ; lap, 
gnda yal, tit, put them all ina 
pile ; lap, sap, refuse, dirt, of- 

Bi, 
Lieh 

fal ; lap, lap, tsap, tsap, mixed |j 
up, heterogenous, disorderly. 

hk AM ter solstice ; to dry flesh ; lap; 
iit, the twelfth month ; lap, ap, 
dried ducks ; lap, <kon, to jerk 
meat; lap, m# cured meats ; 
«Chan lap, kwok, Cambodia. 

Wax, beeswax ; waxy, wax- 

hah wax obtained from bugs on the 
lap, shi? or wax-tree ; 
lap, beeswax ; lap, gin, waxen 
pills ; lap, shek, yellow or|} 
greasy quartz; lap, ‘chi, paper | 
smoothed with a soaped stone ;/ 

lap, ‘pengy wax tapers; (lap, 

“tsuiy a hawfinch (the Cocco: 
thraustes melanura. ) 

Lat. (257) 

fA A colloquial word ; to let go, 
7 to leave off, to loosen ; broken 

off, severed, come off, parted ; 
lat, ‘shau, take off your band, 
let go; topart from,as friends ;: 
’’m. tak; lat; it won't come off ; 
lat; ‘tai, bottom fallen out, 
ruined ; .ch'i lat, ‘k'ii, take’ it |) 
down ; lat; <hitiy come apart or 
off ; ‘ta lat, broken off; <tsing |}. -\, 
lat, pin, smart enougt to take 
his queue off; 'at Jat, shan ? |). 

To sacrifice after the win-|| 

— 

LAU; 

‘Lat. 

q Biting, piquant, hot, pun- 
Lok. gent, acrid, taste, like pepper 5 

severe, heavy, as a punish- 
ment; injurious, recriminating, 
as abuse ; lat, dsiti, cayenne 
pepper ; kam? dai “ho lat, the 
prohibitions are very strict ; 
ka lat, a freshwater crab ; 

_ ha? lat, ‘shau, to “down a hot 
hand,”—to-punish severely ; 
shang tak; ‘ld lat, precocious, 
strong while yet young. 

il] Intractable, ‘wicked; inhu- 
tah Man. harsh; to cut in twain, 

LAT. 

(258) 

ed, glazed; pak, lap, insect |} 

fung 

to mangle; a row of het 
with interstices between them; 
“pt to’ lat, choty cut it open ; 
chung? hoi yats lat, lat, plant 
them in open rows ; wai lat, 
perverse, cross-grained; kau 
‘cht lat, a dovetail. Often 

confounded with: if) isi”. 

(259) “Piaye 2, ey 

| E) ‘The leat of the hetel-pep. 
‘A per (Piper betle); a plant used 

to got rid of a business, 

TR] | to catch fish; dau ép, ‘betel 
Lau leaf’; ts'ing dau, fresh pepper 

leaves ; ‘Hoi -fung , 1, leaves 
“from Haifung bien, |” — 

A-colloquial word ; to throw 
or wear over the shoulders ; a 

~ ¢loak; to hang down, as a 
shawl does; au yam mii? a 
girl whose hair covers her fore- 
head ; tai? dau, a cloak ; dau 
pok, kan, to wear a shawl ; dau 
ts‘o’ yan <p'i, false, enly~the 

skin of a man; ade: 
dai, constantly asking him to 
go out; ‘hau ‘shui dau, a bib, 

A aye 
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talkative; dau Jot lau hi? ur- 
ging, to talk much to get an 
end; dau yan ‘mdi, to urge 
one to buy. 
The 16th zodiacal constella- 

“ta tion, it is in the head of pris 
a surname ; an ox tied up; 
troublesome number; frequent, 
many; a mound ; ae 
stupid, 
Crooked, curved ; hunchback, 
stooping ;, dau Aa, yan, a 
beggarly fellow; au ‘chi, to 

bend the fingers. 
ie Diligent ; contented, joyous, 
Ken 8853 to be pleased: ; dau lau chi 
bam ath, a sedulgus disposition, 
ue To drag, to draw or pull ; to 

carry off, to elope with; to 
Labo nbhice, to hug; Jau ‘p'd, to 

fall on the neck; lau chi? to 
hold in one’s embrace. 
A loft, a staging or tower; 

the upper floor or story of 
M4" buildingsy a peak; a layer; 

storied, in stories ; toassemble ; 
Bac Ghéing ko Iau, to go to au 
' eating:room, to tiffin; dau 
. shéung? lau, two-storied ; ‘hd 

‘sot, lau shéung? lau, ood, 
I’m in for Juck! king au, a 
watchtower; °ng ds‘ang dau 
chit yuk, the loin of pork ; 
dau chaw sleepers of a floor ; 
‘mong? lau, a lookout tower ; 
dau shéung? up-stairs ; aodng 

a 
Lau 

AB 
Luu 

a 

slau. green flower-boats: ts‘ing |} 
dau, brothels ; ‘ht dau kone ‘hi, 
hard to do; sheng Jau, gate. 
way towers; chung dau, a bel. 
fry; *Nge dgs‘ang sLau, the 
Five-storied Pagoda in the 
city of Canton, 

Loquacity ; troublesome and |} 
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A kind of vessel, with high 
i= ‘stern galleries or frames made 

in stories. 

The mole-cricket, called 4é 
s ia dau; a kind of ant; 0d dau, 

a four-horned fabulous goat ; 
dau i, a small dragon-fly. 

A. sow in heat; daw chi, a 
Lau 50 5 & certain wild beast. 

A skiill without skin or flesh; 
aa fe dau or tuk, lau, a skull, the 

upper bones of the skull. 

; } To detain, to stop a guest; 
sto hold on to, or keep by one, 

ae keep back ; to delay, to 
Lit procrastinate ; remaining ; di- 

latory, slow ; a long time ; - dau 
pit; a keepsake; 'a parting gift : 
dau lok, detained in a place 
by poyerty ; left by mistake ; 
handed down from ancestors ; 
dau‘k' ti ’m chi? could not keep 
him; Jau <fan, to keep for 
future use ; ?m lau .sam, give- 
ing no heéd to, careless; Jau 
yam to keep in office or place 
longer; ‘wan dau, to take by 
the arm to stop ; ‘ts‘ing dau po? 
don’t trouble yourself to come 
out—said by a visitor; Jau 
h@ to leave with one for a 
while, to relinquish ; ynd- ‘fi 
dau, nomurderers remain; Jau 
tam h? keep in your breaths 
pat, ping dau, not to stop a 
single moment; dau gi ti, 
leaye a little space, don’t be 
too hard.. 

The pomegranate tree; shek, 
hi dau, the pomegranate ; ‘fo 

~~ sheky dau, the flowering pome- 
granate; fan shek, dau, a 
guaya, 

s 

oc 
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LAU, 

A kind of bamboo rat; ‘md 
dau (or au), a monkey ; ‘ma 
au ‘tsai, a nickname for chil- 
dren. 
A tumor, excrescence, wen, 

or swelling of any kind; yuk, 
Jau, a tumor ; hiit, dau, bloody 
tumor ; ‘hom tak; ko? lau, made 
the swelling by a knock ; A? 
dau, swellings in’ the neck 
from anger; ‘fun dau, aslough- 
ing tumor. 
The sighing or breathing of 

the wind : 
the wind. 
A kind of owl, catled Jau di, 

; dau dau, waving in 

é which eats birds and mice. 

A chestnut or bay horse, with 
black mane and tail ; ‘tsz’ Jau, 
a sorrel horse with dark mane. 
A pearl; a vitreous, glassy 

substance; lau li, glassy, shin- 
ing, like a new’ mat or ice ; 
also cups for water lamps ; dau 
sk'au kwok, the Lewchew Is.; 
dau i ‘nga, glazed tiles, ased 
on temples, 

Pendents of a crown, hung 
before and behind ; ‘min au, || 

* crown pendents ; the narrow 
pendents attached to a ban- 
ner, called 44 ta7’, 

The flowing of water; to 
¢ pass along, to go from one 
® place to another ; to circulate, 

as hews ; to spread; «do diffuse 
itself ; to descend in life, to 
cast off restraint; to get into 

dau ‘ngan 2 to oie tears ; 

dau “nde a ser lers._ nporis 

from another province; mat, 

kom? dau kau, why are you 

so rude and unmannerly ; dau 

hiit, to bleed ; lau fn, rumor ; 

4 

LAU. 

yat, dau md peng? I’ve never 
before been sick ; ch‘éung dau, 
continual, everflowing ; in 
Jau kt hit, willingly shed his 
bad habits; to shed; flowing 
out ; to seek, to select ; to beg, 
to intreat ; a class, a low set, 
the vicious, low-life people ; 
roving, vagrant; shifting, loat- 
ing; to be transported; dau 
di shat, ‘sho, vagrant, without 
a home ; pat; dau 6 hai ‘kom, 
it is ever so, this is ustially 
the way ; yat, daw.yan, a class 
of men; ‘nit lau, females ; 
blood ; Jauha?and dau ‘shéung, 
ebb and flood tide ; ‘kau dau, 
the nine professions: lau gman, 
vagrants, vagabonds, 
<Lau geong mit, sulphur, flow- 
ers of sulphur; dau qvong, 
brimstone. - 
To kill, to slaughter; a kind 

of sword; to arrange, to set 
in order, ‘tw lay out ; Lau P# 
a famous general of the Three 
States. . 

Clear, limpid, deep water ; . 
«Lau yéung kong, a river in 
Hin4n; a strong Wands, _rust- 
ling of trees. 
The willow; a groove; rind: 
ed, striped ; met. pleasure, dis- 

4 sipation ; slender, wasp-like ; 
arched, . crescent; <shut <sz’ 
‘lau, the tamarix ; f@ ‘lan t? 
cfong, places of dissipation ; 
Slau ditt shan, a n; 

‘lau-gaiearched. eye-brows ; : 
the 24th constellation, it is in 
Hydra; vi yap, ‘lau, it must 
be grooved ; ‘lau ‘sii, willow 
catkins; ko ‘lau ‘shau, that 
affair—a slang phrase; ‘lau 
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ditt po a kind of striped cloth ; 
‘hi ‘lau, to make a groove. 

> To take up earth and daub 
Pit it on, when building a wall ; 

to leyel with the hand. 
A colloquia] word ; to toss in 

the arms; to shake in the arms; 
to toy with ; to fuss over ; lau’ 
h@ ‘kit, dandle him, as a babe; 
law ‘fo Jd, make a fire; law 
qwan ‘ki, shake them up tho- 
roughly. 

: A bamboo basket or hamper ; 
5 yet ‘lau tan’ a hamper of 

‘a A trap or net of bamboo for 
& taking fish or crabs, made like 
- @ seine. 
$ A skein or knot of thread, 
ig Of @ hundred lengths; a fob 

or pocket ; ‘Istn ‘lau ké a cut- 
purse, a pickpocket. 

ww A narrow, dirty residence, 
saa vile place; a strait; low, 

rude, rustic, vulgar ; ugly, ill- 
favored; uninformed, unac- 
quainted, obscure, ignorant of 

. things; ‘ch‘au law horrid- 
_ looking; law ~kw‘ai, hush- 
money ; lau? litt, vile-looking, 

__ useless ; tsoi’ law* hong? in my 
poor lane—affected talk. 

a To drip, to drop on ; a clep- 
Tak sydra ; to leak, to ooze out; 

to lose; to disclose, to blab ; 
to evade, to escape from; to 
forget, to lose sight of or let 
slip ; to moisten ; a crack, an 
aperture, a leak ; sham’ law’ it 
leaks ; chap, law? to mend a 
leak ; lau 1a’ an oversight, 
forgotten ; tsip, lau? catch the 
water ; lau? ‘kam <f'iti sh? for- 
got to enter in the account ; 
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sit, law to let, out a secret; 
lau* hi? waste of breath 3 lau? 
chit, leaky ; gnd ko? tai? law 
no such good news as that. 

iit A river in Kwangst ; to flow; 
Lig ‘© Ssue ; a gutter under eaves; 

wat, la glossy, smooth. 
van? Lingering, stopping on a 

journey ; tau’ lau’ loitering, 
lurking about. 

7 

(260) 

ax To drag or fish for in the 
“Lin Water, to grapple from a deep 

place, to dredge for ; to hook 
out ; du ‘hi, to haul up ; ‘ta 
dau, to drag for; to make a 

_ search for; ‘md di dau ch'aw? 
no dredge, nothing to help 
myself with; dau <hd hok, to 
dredge for oysters; f‘aw ‘tai 
dau, to pricea thing dirt cheap, 

Lau. 

(761) Lé. 

A final particle, like Tok, 
; Li denoting that a thing is or 

should be inacertain manner; 
rendered by surely, doubt- 
less, so, &c., according to the 
scope ; ‘tim .lé, [the lamps] are 
lighted ; hai Jé, it is so; yes, 
it is ; dai dé, come ; hiv dé, let 
us go ; ‘kwo ‘au lé, too much, 
most certainly. ; 

wy A final and colloquial par- 
ticle, implying an. order; a 
mere final sound ; hi? 1@ gone ; 
mat, ‘yé l€ what is it? hai 
‘hom 1€ pé let it be so. 
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(262) 

ry To rob: with violence, to 
‘Tioh Plunder, to. take , things by 

force ; to invade, to waste, 
‘to make a foray ; to punish 

with a stick ; a sweep stroke to 
the left in writing a character ; 
ch'du léuk, to snatch the vala- 
ables; ds‘am léuk, to make a} 
raid ; ‘pong léuk, to bastinado. 
} To diyide 6r mark fields; 

He | to counsel, to contrive ; as. 
Lioh’ tute, shrewd 3 "to abridge, ‘to 

diminish labor; a restimé, a 
‘digest of, an abridgment; a 
little, in general, rather, slight- 
ly, not minute ; to disesteem, 

- to slight ; a\path, a rule; to 
take or seize ; to walk, fo go; 
to offend, to transgress; to 
sharpen ; ta? léuk, for the most 
part, in general ; i@ léuk, the 
radical or important parts of ; 
léuk, ‘yau, only a few; léuk, 
léuk, ‘hit, 1 understand this 
somewhat; gnau léuk, clever at, 
foreseeing, shrewd, forecast- 
ing; léuk, do tik, rather too 
many ; hd? léuk, mai’ yan, apt 
to seize and sell people ; léuk, |}. 
chi’ yat, #, understand it a 
little ; Jéuk, t? to enter of pass 
through a region. 

(263) Léung, - 

Wf: A plank across a stream, a 
SAS foot-bridge ; a ridge-pole, a 

haaps lintel, a beam or sleeper, a 

stretcher: ‘a dain or ‘piles to 

>a boundary of fields; to plan, | 

LEUNG. 

hinder a current; the fasten- 
ing of the knob on a cap ; met. 
the principal; trustworthy ; 
&éung Jéung, atroeious, one 
worthy of death; pi déung, 
bridge of the nose ; :iin déung, 
hung himself from a beam ; 
ki léung, to lay the ridge- 
pole; met. to side with the 
weak ina quarrel ; hi déung, 
the ridge-seam on shoes. 
A mast of a boat ; used for 
the preceding ; ‘shéung Jéung 

8 142 kat, good ltek to raising 
the ridge-pole—a sentence 
writtefh on ith 
Large grained millet, a spe- 

cies of Holcus, of which there 
are yellow, @reen and white 
varieties ; spirits aré distilled 
from it ; kd déung, the Barba- 
does or tall millet. - 

ie | Food, provision, victuals ; 
“IE \rations or pay of soldiers); 
AGE | lanctaxesin kind; \ts*in déung 
Liang taxes or their commutation ; 

pay ; shik; déung, in govern- 
ment pay, @ soldier; kon Jéung 
provender fora journey; déung 
i commissioner’ of the land- 
tax ; kak; déung,' to stop the 
rations; nap, déung, to pay in 
taxes ; ewan Jéung, to receive 
rations; déung. ‘ts‘d, rations 
and provender; food; eatables ; 
kip; léung, to forages 
To jump; ti -léung, to 

ay dance and hop about. Also 
read Jong, to go; Jong <p'ong, 
ready to go, starting. = 

pe Goodhearted, gentle, liberal, 
L? a 

‘Lian 

AD 
Lian 

Re 
Lian 

‘ 
Li 

_mild, benignant ; excellent of 
Fits kind, valuable, perfect, 
superior ; a term of praise ; 
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»... loyal, obedient; capable, skill- 
_. ful;.a long time ;_ past mid- 

night; déung yyan, my _ good- 
man; my good wile; éung 
shin’ good; déung sam, devout, 
desirous of doing right; ‘md 

_ sléung «sam, oppressive, bad, |} 1; 
hardhearted; déung ‘kau, a 

_ Jong time; J/éung .t’tn, a fertile 
field; déung gnan, the loyal 
people; Jéung -kéung, galan- 
gal; éung shan, a fortunate 

. hour or day. 
pe | Cool, fresh ; pleasant ; re- 

freshing ; cool, distant, as 
we manners ; little of, sparing ; in 
Liing need of, straitened ; a pre- 

fung, a fresh breeze : 7 shing 
déung, to take the air; Jéung 

_ déung p'ang, an awning of 
mats; déung kwo> ‘ha cha’ 

noe A commen contraction for 
the next, when meaning a 

to 14 oz. av., or 579,84, grs. 
» .tr.3 the highest Chinese no- 

my ar 6s,. 8d.; sngan dang» mon- 

' oe cash, 

; BF nt doubled, twice, again ; 
) ‘léung ‘léung ‘chung two taels’ 

masts ; ‘léung ‘fan fan, divide 
-. it equall sm sam ‘kay ‘léung 

fecture in Kansuh; déung 

‘shong, cool and_ pleasant ; 

cooling off a little. 

ae tael or Chinese ounce, equal 

minal money, worth $1.38, 

sa). Two, a couple, 4 pair ; 

Liang weight ; ‘léung .chi eai, two 

undigni ed, degrading ; sam 

_ Sn, Téung ‘lung, in’ small 

re. léung?, a classifier of 
chariots; a car, a chariot. 

“The next is now used in this 
sense. 
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> A classifier of carriages; a 
Liang C2" 3-2 pair of wheels, 

. An elf or gnome, like a small 

Lidng Child ; ‘mong ‘léung; a sprite. 
. Clever at, skilled in ; ‘ni mat, 

k? ‘léung, what have you 
ore prietieed, what can you do? 

Clear, bright, like the sun 
2. fag OF MOON ; lustrous ; transpar- 

ent ; lighted, illumined; trust- 
ing in, believing—in which 
senses it is used with the next ; 
Téung’ sha, transparent gauze; 
ckwong léung? lighted up, not 
obscure, as a room; ‘in léung? 
daylight. 
A colloquial word; loud noise, 

distant sounds ; shing yam 
dit léung? the music is sweet; 
kim? ‘héung léung® such a loud 
noise. . 

=J2 Sincere words, faithful, ve- 
“* racious ; to believe in, to ac- 

lafng credit, trusting to; to know 
certainly; to suppose, to guess, 
to conjecture ; to aid, to assist; 
kiw léung? to excise, to make 
allowances for : ; pat, nang kin? 
léung? inexcusable ; léung? pits 
hai*‘kim, 1 am pretty certain 
of it ; léung? pat, ‘igo kwai I 
think he will not blame me; 
¢m “pi ‘kit léyng? “to, T shall 
not do as he supposes. 

2 To measure,’ to judge, to 
Liang ‘estimate ; to keep an account 

of ; a measure, a capacity, a 
limit, a determinate point or 
quantity ; ability to eat or 
drink, appetite ; an enlarged, 
liberal ntind, good feeling ; 
opinion, views of the’ mind ; 
mat, kom? léung? ka? why do 
you drink so little? can’t you 
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stand much wine ? ‘ngo léung’ || 
chit, | don’t drink much ; ‘ki 
léung? to guess ; kuk, léung? 
tai a shrewd observer of men, 
astute ; ‘md tik, léung? no ca- 
pacity; han? léung? ‘ki to, what 
is the limited quantity ? pat, 
isz” léuny? an over-estimate of 
one’s self. 

Read Jéung ; to measure; 
to deliberate upon; .shéung 
éung, to consult upon; ‘pi 
‘tau <léung, measure it with a|| 
‘tau, or peck, 

(264) 

RS 

Li. 

A colloquial word ; in disor. 
der, careless ; tsd* sz’? di a, 
he does things slovenly. 

et Bright ; elegant; the 5th 
“1, diagram ; interchanged with 

1 . 

the next. 
A yellow bird of a beautiful 

plumage ; to retire, to disperse, 
to scatter, to dismiss, to sepa- 
rate or go from ;_ to leave, to 
part from; distant, absent, 
parted ; dispersed, scattered ; 
to divide, to cut in two; to 
arrange or divide off; in pairs; 
the 5th diagram; pat, li, en- 
gaged in, attached to, employ- 
ed upon ; di ging, the morn. 
ing ; di hoi, parted; dé <siin, 
a sister’s grandchild ; dé .t‘oi, 
to get up from table ; lut, lat,|) 
di li, coming off, very loose ; 
di ‘hd “itn, very far off; i 
<kw'an, to leave the company 
or group ; isdn’ to scatter, to 
disperse ; i han’ sad from | 

Li. 

one’s absence ; ,li pif, to part 
from one; i kd, to go abroad; 
pat, i fi ‘nit, [is om} noth- 
ing but a bird. 
A fence or wattle of bamboo; 

to fence, to inclose; a ‘small 
basket tray; fan Ji, a bamboo 
hedge; chuk; di, a bamboo 
tray ; chaw <li, a strainer, an 
open ladle for taking out cakes; 
tau li, a trellice for beans to 
run on; i :pa, a hedge. 
To stretch or open out, to 

spread out, as wings ; to place 
in order, for'a display. Also 

_ read .ch‘é, 
i ; }©6 Water dropping and soaki ng 
“TL; into the ground ; the pattering 

of rain or hail; to instil by 
drops; thin and bad: mak, ‘shut 
dam i, the lettets dropped like 
rain from his pencil—calli- 
graphy, beautiful penman. 
ship. 
A vitreous, translucent sub. 

> {iy Stance ;: dau i chit, glass 
beads ; dau Ji tap, a bedstead 
with glass in the sides. 

| An ornamented girdle, put 
lon a bride by ‘her mother ; 
jasash; a perfumed veil worn 
by brides ; to sew shoes ; kam 
yal, kit, di, she is’ married: to- 
day. Read <ch't, eet ie 

s *i 

a cold wind. 
is ‘Thin, poor spititsy, weak 
“2 liquor. Li 
as Deceitful language, sdbrtive 
+ jokes, bantering; to ri icule ; 

chi di, verbose, exaggerated 
talk ; not trustworthy, — 

WA A mountain elf, : a hobgoblin, 
fa called di mi’, regarded as ma- 

licious. 
en Ue 
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_ A dragon) without horns, |} 
A sat molted;\a, term applied 
o> oto cruel men ; tsun’? di, a spirit- 

ed horse. * he ae! 

= Used for Ti FB. to subject 
(to, to cause to submit ; to re- 

s-|gulate ; the 1000th part of a 
J || tael, nominally equivalent to 
Li the coin called a cash; the 

_ second term infractions, a 
hundredth; a very little, a 

"grain, a hair’s breadth; a pair; 
_to give ; Jé‘tang, a small mon- 
_ ey steelyard ; ‘mé <i ts'o’ no 
“mistake at all; ‘md di ‘kan i? 
not the least attention ; ‘mo <i 

_ yung? useless ; ‘md li sz” quite 
atleisure. ‘The last form is 

— used only in numeration, 

5B) _A name for many small s 5 : Sak ae 
puritan like the fox, rac- 

JH coon, wild cat, &c.;, ‘yé di, a 
Li sort of wild-cat ; gi di, the fox, 

thought by the Chinese to take 
a human shape: ka Ji, a cat : 
‘hoi Ji, a seal ; ‘fu Ji, a yellow 
fox; héung Ji, se civet ; 

di dsing, a tox-fairy, a witch, 
“a siren—a term of reproach ; 
tit, Ji shik, an iron gray color: 
‘kwo ‘tsz’ di, a small civet-like 
animal, wuich is eaten. | 

. 

whose husband is dead, 

A string ; sadness, sorrow ; 
to encounter, to incur ; to mee! 
or happen to; tsz” J@ chung? 
kaw to incur great punish. 
ment ; Ji <k't hung hoi? suffer- 
ed his deadly malice ; mi, ~nd 
Ji, without any sorrow ; (fung 
pak, di, afflicted with’ many 
griets. ibs 

Tor. Dicr. 30° 

A widow; di ‘fi, a wonian || 

Li. 235: 

Ay A pear; tung? Ji, a face grim- 
tf Ty ed with age 5 siit, Ji, a russet 
. pear from ‘Mientsin; «sha <li, 

native pear; di din ‘sz’. tat? 
play-actors ; sit, Ji, kd, pear 
jam; fd di muk;, rosewood... 

it A‘yellow Inrd, the gong dt, 
oe or mango bird. te 

‘ine A fleetrhorse, a charger ;a 
. i. black horse ; to drive a span 

of. horses ; Ji ka? a carriage 
and span.. | 
A prune or. apricot; to get 

ready fora journey: ang ‘Ii, 
luggage; mam wa ‘li, a yellow 
plum; d°0‘li..chang ch'un, the 
peach and plum emulate each 
other at spring ; {stn 82” cit. 

_ 0 ‘li, to recommend a_ pupil 
as a plum.or pear. 

s 

Li 

A. place. of residence ;;-a: 
Li neighborhood, a village, ori- 

ginally of 25° or 50. families; 
a lane ina village, a place or 
court.in a town, Ja. street;a 
measure of length of, 360 
paces, the Chinese mile ; it 
is of, various lengths, usually 
18974 English feet, or 274 li 
to TO. Eng, miles; the, geo- 
graphical 17 is. the. 51, ,0f a 
degree or 1460, 44 ft., or 41, of 
a French astronomical league; 
mournful; alas; the 166th rad- 

) teal; fngo Aéung ‘li, my neigh- 
bor or townsman;. dun ‘li, a 
neizhborhuod; ‘i yaw, one 
of tits» place. ; yat, ‘li, 1d’ one 
mile ; ¢s'tu Vt ‘ma,.a courier ; 
héung ‘li, the country, village 
places. 

Sf Rustic, vulgar, gross, low- 
bi b-ed, «vile ; to protect, to sup- 

port; a trust, protection,.a re- 
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source ; ‘li in, low expressions, |] 
vulgar talk ; ‘md ‘sho ‘li la? 
nothing tolook to, resourceless; 
‘li ‘tsz’ a term for the péople 
of Wiichau fa in Kwangs'. 
Brother’s wives are called 

chuk, ‘lt ; or vulgo, ‘sham ‘md. 

A mat sail ; any small sail ; 
‘ch'é ‘li, hoist sail; ‘shai tsun® 
‘li, set the whole sail ; met: to 
exert one’s full power ; ‘chiin 
‘li, to wear sail ; ‘lé p'& a sail- 
loft ; lt fan, the foot of the 
sail ; ‘lt lam? halliards ; ‘kam ‘Ui, 

_ take in sail; ‘kam <fung 2m 

“ 

Sx 

‘kam ‘li, is to profit one’s’ self} 
at other’s expense. 
A basket or hod for carrying 

soil; a spade or narrow mat- 
tock, for lading in earth. 

: To work gems according’ to 
their veins ; to polish, to burn- 
ish gems ; veins or strie; style; 
to govern, to regiilate ; to con- 
trol, rule, manage, adjust, rec- 
tify, or put to rights, aS cir- 
cumstances require ; to'meddle 
with ; a match-maker ;' reason’ 
in man, right principles, nature 
rule of action, that which is 
felt to be right or proper ;: the 

Aad 

a 

principle of organization’ or || 
rules by which matter is’ kept 
in its essence ; ‘li follows some 
verbs, showing that the first 
verb is done properly, as .sau’ 
Ji, to repair; ‘ai ‘li, to look 
to carefully ; ¢‘in If, heavenly |}. 
reason, analogous toretribution 
or overruling Providence ; ¢? 
Sli £6, maps; hon? t# li isin : 
shang, a geomancer ; Lit Ti, 
regulations ; the topograpby 
or capabilities of a place ; 10 

fs 
s 

Li 

‘i, teason, the propriety 

Li. 

of 
things ; ‘l¢:lun* to reason, to’ 
debate ; ‘li sz" to attend to an 
i att ; «man ‘li, style of writ- 

; ‘lt uw? to. comprehend ; 
faite to dress the hair ; ‘é sha” 
hai? ‘kom, it should be this way, 
this is the manner ; Lt omit? 
I have no time to see to it; 
chiw ‘li ‘kong, to talk reason. 
ably ; Aép, § he reasonable ; 3m 
yap, ‘lt, unreasonable ; din ‘li 
‘chi, a marriage alliance ‘ngo 
“ti ‘ta Tt, T can manage. it ; Sui 
‘li :p'in, you was in the wrong; 
‘li chik, h? chong? reason is 
mild, anger is violent. 

ments ; inside, within, i inner ; 
home; ‘pid ‘Ii, false silk, burn. 

ted in ancestral worship ; Vi, 
min? or ‘lt ‘tai, within, in; - i 
po coarse’ cotton lining ; tsoi® 
ka Ui, at home. 

A lining, the inside of gar- 

The carp ( Carte the 
; king of fishes, and ed to 
* change intoa dragon ; 38 ng 

‘li, a letter ; the .kam ‘Ti, yellow 
carp, is the most common at 
Canton ; ti f@ dung, he carp 
has become a dragon, met, 
rapid promotion in office. 
A leather shoe ; to put on a 

shoe ; to tread on, to walk ; 
act, to walk ina way ; actions, 

- conduct; met. the body, ‘the 
man ; salary, a living, | some- 
thing to depend on, -subsist- 
ence ; ‘li ‘tai, the sole of a shoe; 
‘li lik, record of good acts ; ‘li 
yan, to do humane acts ; tsin? 
Sli, to tread ; ‘li chang, to walk, 
the endoets hh Nani. ' go 
and see for one’s self, — 

' “ay 

vu ; % reg 
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4 » Sharp edge or. point ; acute, 22. 

: a) ‘keen edged ; advantageous, | 
-» , » profitable, useful ; smooth, for- 

.. tunate, happy, beneficial; gain, || 
«| oprofit; address, cleverness ; 

-» »smart, greedy for gain, covet- 
-ous.; trade; interest.onm mon- 
ey ; to benefit. others or one’s 
self, to. oblige; \to. nourish ; 

| .gno l? to. sharpen; /# ‘shi, an 
_ advantageous market, prosper-'|. 
. ous; l? h? cutlery, edged tools; 

oo cfung 1? Sshi, (often pron. lai? 
|. Ssht).to give cash at newyear 
..| to children, or a retaining fee 
osteo; a physician, or to funeral 
“gh 4 attendants ; li? Sik,.or l#? ds‘in, 

interest ; ndp, li?to pay .inter- 
. § est; pat, ? unlucky, disadvan. 

..)  tageous, unsuccessful ; li? ‘hau, | 
. fluent speech, pleasant tasted ; | 

| ? tuk, gluttonous, mean; 1? 
\ piv’ convenient, at hand; a 

_. |yat, Tl? to get 10 per cent. per; 
» month; <chan chan Ii hoi 
» + -touly awful or formidable, | 
_.\ . stingy ; fa? l? keen edged ; 1i?, 
|). - ki la? yan, happy if Your 

_,Honor notices me; gning I? 
| ‘léuag Jd, two pursuits, letters!| 

_. and-trade; ‘md. pat, shun? 12 
' everything as he wished, al- | 
| ways prosperous; /i ‘tsui fa 

«nga, talkative and specious; 

I lv ‘shi ‘shi dai, done. care- 
_. fally and willingly... 
Pion Gleners ana dl? active, ex- 

Liv Pees LEE 9:1 + 2 
ay A colloquial word for the 

tongue, used because the pro- 
- per sound shit, also means to 

lose ; shan ‘it 1? put out your 
tongue ; ‘pt l? ‘fim, taste it: 

ok 235 

‘kom sheng, thickmouthed ; li? 
<iai, a stramous tongue ; l# 
yam, final particles. 
A dysentery or flux ; sé l? 

Ty 2 purging, a diarrhoea ; <hung 
l? a bloody finx ; wau sik, li? 

: a chronic diarrhea ; kam’ ‘hau 
 l-cholera, morbus. 
* A flower, highly prized by 

oe, the Chinese ; mut, l? .fa, the 
white jasmine; also the name 
of a common song... > 

pF A sort of clam, called kdp, 
Li /@ found on the coast of Fuh- 

_ . kien, and pickled by the peo- 
ple. 

tk Water running down ; wa- 
spa pter grasses, rushes; to come 
yi }to,. to descend towards, to © 

- Li. arrive at; to enter upon or 
_assume the duties of ; to see ; 
the seat or place. where an 
officer acts; l# yam? to go to 

. amofficial post; 1? man, to 
govern the people ; 1? sz” at- 
tending to business, active ; li? 

_cktin, the rule or conduct of 
an officer. Fen, 

> To scold about, to blame or 
| Pq beangry with ; li’ md’ to rail 

at, to abuse ; /i’ yuk, to disgrace 
by much obloquy. 

2 

E 

2 

2 

Officers, magistrates, rulers ; 
deputies or secretaries in of- 
fices, any subordinate execu- 
tive; torule; Li? Pe the Board 

‘li? 4, a furred tongue; kot, 17! 

we ~~ 

7 

of Civil Office ; l# gong, the 
department of .a magistracy 
which receives officers ; shit li? 
government writers; ‘tin I? 
head writers ; li muk, the de. 

_ puty in an inferior prefecture ; 
l? jin, official attendants ; tiv 
h?.an oppressive officer. 

» 
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(269) Lik. 
‘A species of oak (Quercus 

» serrata?) hard.and tough, con- 
sidered 10 be a useless ‘wood, 
not even fit for fuel; emplov- 
ed as.a depreciatory: term for 

‘one’s self. 
k» Gravel, shingle, dards se, 
j, small broken stones or pebbles; 
dan lik, cinnabar or ore of 

\ quicksilver; Suga liks ats aL 
| broken pottery. | 

Crushed under’a. wheel ; 

“¥ 

4 rut or path for wheels ; eu sly | 

cch'é tsin’ Liki ridden over by ||.’ 
the furious chariots. | 
‘TO move ; motion ;.a step,.a 

pace. Read ‘Lok; to exceed ; 
ch'éuk, lok; peierttinnty sur- 
passing. 

TR. 
_ Lih 

aE Lik a stable or acorn. is edible: 
cote for animals ; ds'am lik,' 
frames for ‘wotms to” weave || 

their coccoors ‘on; Sma lik, a 
stable ; lik, .32? 'to sqneeze the 

“fingers between sticks. ~~ 
' Acclap ; p*ik, lik. the crash- 

} ines splitting sound of thunder; 
 anameof the God of Thunder. 

The: heavenly bodies; the i 

1. Course of the» spheres ; ito cal-; 
endar itimes:andrseasons ; Tif, || 

» shi, an almanac; liky fat, as- 

ME 

tronomy. Tisterchanged with |} 
the next. Tiere. 

‘To pass: over,» ba or ict to 

to pass through, to experience 
one’s self; to transgress, to 
overpass the laws; arranged 
orderly ; next inorder, sneces. 
sive; disordered, confused ; to 

A sort of oak,’ of wilteh the |}: 

| Pass away, as generations do sheet 

LIK. 

exhaust ; to say all; retired, 
silent ; wide apart, ‘as teeth ; 
lik, chit, successive dynas- 
ties; lik, tov successive genera- 
tions’or ages ; lik, doi, from the 
first till now; Jot lik, the an- 
tecedents of, notices of; ‘yd 
¢s'ang -king lik; gone by, pas- 
sed ; lik, “kau, long since gone; 
lik, li experienced in; Lik, 
nin, for a'series of years ; 5 Like, 
lik, ‘ho ‘hdtty every item is 
trustworthy, allcan be proven ; 
lik, tsun? ts‘ai (léung ‘king, I 

' have passed through all evils ; 
lik, “Uk, ‘ho ‘shd, 1 can ‘count 
all to this time, all can be 

---‘aecounted for. as 
TE... ‘A drop, 'a'very little left in 
hah a'cup; to drink ae last drop ; 

to drop or: drip; lik; hit, to 
’ ‘stab one’s self; chuks liks bam. 
‘ boo sap, thought to be a:febri- 
‘fuge’; ‘yam tsun® i bk) drank 
the last drop ; lik,’ ds*ing ‘pan 
kaw humbly petition with the 
sincerest feelings ; yat, lik, 

 ts'o? a row of vegetables ; <hoi 
‘yat, lik, to make a farrow. 

9 The serofala; ‘lo lik, the 
( i king’s evil; ‘lo lik; Sngan tsa, 
ee” rheumatic ophthalmia; kap, 

“pan lik; serofula under both 
ears ; lik, kdm? hing? hi? ts0° 

» ardent as the scrofula todo it. 
= An incense caldron, contain. 
Lik | ing about six peeks, place in 

- temples ; the 1934 radical of 
characters relating to. boilers, 
_or food cooked. in them, Ly fir 

Strength, nerve, brawn, mus- 
> cular power; the. full, ase of 
any organ; force, power, vigor, 
spirit, energy of mind ; divine 
help or succor; assiduous, 

tea! 

Wn, 
Lib 



LIM. 

smart, diligent, active; the 
‘properties, or ostrength | of a 

.. thing; the stiffness of a'\bow ; 
‘s )othe 19th radical of characters 

relating to force ; yung?dik, or . 
ch'ut, lik, exert ‘yourself ; lik, 
‘shit, weakly ; Fat, lik, ‘help 
of Budha ;, peng? lik, danger- if 

lik, «hang, test ||’ ously sick ; 
of strength, to argue ; Tsau 

» lik, ‘the: strength of ‘wine ; lik, || 
~ léung* bodily vigor, aptitude ; 

“pat, lik a nervous style ; heavy 

‘dering people, talkative and 
+) Jazy ;ods'oi lik, trusting to his|/ 

wealth; ni ‘pa kung hs ko? lik, 
‘how much (i. e, in catties) is 

~- the strength of this bow? cho’ 
 yats p? chi liky to lend ahand, 

to assist'in anything ; lik, yam’ 
‘to hold office beyond the usual |), 
period ; Ry ad dik eneceg- 

. “8 pe chirit 

ne ‘o split joel tlid. veins or 
creases in rocks; 

: ging ling? Aik: (or lak;) my 
 pume is written’ ¢lsewhere,— 
a’ phrase used instead of a 

' ‘signature. 
Hy. Interchanged vith laks By: 
“ih ‘spines on plants; prickly, spin- 

ous; tii? mén* lik, the Gardenia 
spinosa ; 3° Id“shit lik, a rough 
Brass, the said ie ape syudrrosus. 

Lim. ae 
Va sy 

Ji. he corner, an angle ; by the 
side or on one side ; ; sparing, 

" economical, moderate ; pure, 
- disinterested, uncorrupted ; to |} 
ex amine ; ; Syau im ‘ch't, nse 
est, shame .aced, regardful of 

' penmanship ; ‘shai nga “lik, or- | 

to write, as|} 

bss; 

DR 
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one’sreputation ;4md dim ‘chi, 
15, :Shameless, avaricious, brazen- 

faced ; <han dim, ,over-frugal ; 
mat, kim’?.dim, why so close? 
‘yéung Jim <ngan, auti-extor- 
tion allowance to officers ; 

_ dsing dim, uncorrupt, ‘integri- 
ty ; kw ee & m? kd, delicate 
flavored and not high priced ; 
dim ging, to examine . -equit- 
ably, ° 

A screen of cloth or bamboo 
splints, hung before doors ; 

, jchuk; dim, bamboo blinds ; ; po 
Lien dim, cloth curtains ; muk; ‘pan 

_ dim, venetian blinds ; nov dim 
kin, examiners of essays ap- 
pointed by the fGyuen ; ‘kita 

‘dim, roll up ‘the ‘screen, © 

‘A mountain stream falling in 
a Sheet of water; thin, poori; 
dim’ ts‘iin hang, a eascade 
near the White Cloud hills. 
The calf of the leg; agoi 

Lien im, the shin bone ; chit lim 
tip, hog’s spleen. 
A sickle ‘or reapingchook ; 

ae dim (pau, a tinddr-case and 
flint; wo dim, a sickle. 
A species of silure (Arius 

_falcatus ) ofa dull green color, 
with a large mouth and 6 cirri. 

The embroidered quartering 
on a banner on the inner edge 
near the staff. 
A coarse kind of sandstone, 

unfit for polishing ; met. spu- 
rious, hypocritical, 
A lady’s dressing-case, a per- 

‘fumery-case or "toilette-box ; 
chong lim, ® bride’s Wrolisseau, 
or portion; dim gi, a mnoney 
present to a bride ; ke ng? dim, 

a toilettc-case. 

ae 

» 

Die 
Lie 

Lien 

oe 

ae 
Lien 

didn 



LIM. 

A flag, showing where wine 
“is sold ; 
signboard. 
A kind of creeper ; pike im, 

a drying or styptic medicine. 

To gather in harvest ; to 
amass, to collect together, to 
hoard, to husband, sparing of ; 
an ingathering, a hoard; shau 

- ‘lim, to gather in; to harvest ; 
tsi? ‘lim, ,to extort ; to collect : 
‘Tim ' $2” not to meddle with ; 
‘lim kéuk, to stay at home ; 
“Tim mdi chek; ‘shau, to dtaw 
up the arms within the sleeves; 
ds‘iin ‘lim, saving, to lay up 
little odds. ‘To be distinguish. 

~ ed from <hom to desire. 
‘ To.draw the hands, inthe 

sleeves ; ‘lim ‘yam, to sleeve 
_ the hands, a curtsey ; ‘lim ‘yam 
pav pays her respects—a phrase 

_ on a lady’s card. 
‘To. shroud a corpse, to lay 

out a body jin all its clothes 
for the grave ; hau ‘lim, to 
encoffin ; ‘siz ‘lim, to ‘shroud 
without coflining, as Mineteiee 

» do. 
> The cheek,; 

Lien 

Dent 

‘Lien 

sf 
Lies 

the ot met. 

vim, _ Shameless; hang? lim? ruddy 
_ cheeks, Read sim, thick 
"soup or gravy. 

BE Water, overflowing ; to over- 
B23 whelm ; the edge of waves ; 

lim? im? brimfull, just ryening 

fat 
over, 
A barrow or hand carriige 

ses; the imperial chariot ; met. 
the. emperor or court ; to trans- 
port, to convey ; to take to, 
to draw ; lim? ha? at court, at 

‘tsau Aim; a favern| 

the reputation, honor ; ‘md lim?) 

drawn by. men ; ; carriage-hor- |] . 

AN. 

> | ' the capitah; lim? 1?:aroad in 
‘othe palace» precinets 5.4% kit 

lim? ‘mod, took his mother in a 
~earriage ; lim? chit, a sort of 
wheeled sedan. va¢tales 

(267) Ic, wlio ip 
un 

iS To ‘connect, to continue, to 
‘Lien Join; to be united, as in, mar- 

riage; to compromise; reaching 
to, conjoined, continued, con- 
tiguous, annexed ;,a junction, 
a succession of; a lumping ; 
an adversative connective par. 
ticle placed at the beginning 
of a sentence, even, with, also, 
and; kit, din, banded together, 
as\ thieves; «séung™ din, close 
together ; d'ung in, joined as 
by a thoroughfare ;, din ka, a 
flail; dau in uninterrupted ; 
to hang on, tedious; lin | 
implication, to. inyolve ; 
hi? tse do it after that is done ; 

_ din yan, allied by marriage ; 
Sag ‘sz’ din dang, five sons 
became kiijin one, after the 

Jin, sneosingly, one ater he 
other, again and again; 
ands pecsreaameeie tae 

t¥ 

- of guns; din mai, taken to- 
gether; din wan kai’ a plan 

yat, for ‘several days; 

+ ee ne a a 
oh Ripples on the ere a mt 

Lien Sint hi it 

that effects two objects ; i 

wash his face. _ 

erying ; name of a river. 
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The lotus or nelumbium ; 3 din 
jien Safi the water lily; in <p‘ung, 

the receptacle: of the lotus ; 
| din ‘tsz? lotus nuts; <ho di 
 p'an din, a child climbing by 
the lotus—a scholar acting 

‘unworthily ; din ka? the lotus 
| seat, i. €. Kwanyin; di Jin 

| $4, the lotus with the plum— 
affianced ; <kam din, * golden 

- Jilies”—ladies’ feet ; %s‘ot lin 
\ - .gshiin, a pleasure boat ; din po? 

a fine lady-like gait ; ‘din fa 
‘lok, a well-known song ; <ho ip, 

din, the nasturtium. | 
Unrefined lead or tin; a 

chain; ‘so Jin, a lock and 
chain ; pit din, a watch-chain; 
‘shéung din, to wind up [a 
clock]; shang ‘min lin [the 
-watch} is ran down; kwar? 
din, to kneel on diains-—6 

Lien 

Bi tare 
A species of carp, (the A- 

. bramis bramula?) called .pin 
Tee & or broad-fish, at Canton. 

To commisserate, to have 
1 charity for, to sympathize 
” with, to have compassion on, 

to love ; Jin sut, to pity ; ‘ho 
din tik, pitiable ; pat, :hém lin, 
unworthy of pity > fung peng? 

Lie 

séung in, those in the same ||: 
disaster sympathize with each 
other. 
Vases or chargers to hold 

Lien £tain at sacrifices in the an- 
cestral halls, 
_To transport, to remove, to 

= carry, in the hands, to take a 
thing, to one; ‘lin ‘hi, lift up 
oa a higher place]; ‘lin choi 

ai sha? take them. out and 
sun them; ‘lin Jot ‘lin hi? to 
take back and forth ; ‘ti ‘lin 

LIN. | 239 

lan? apt to break in carrying ; 
‘lin kwo? yan take it to the 
man; .m ‘kain ‘lin, it will 
hardly bear handling. 
To boil silk, and to soften 

its harshness ; to experiment 
upon, to fohsat by practice, to 
drill ; habituated to ; to select, 
to ‘choose ; white, a *splendent 
white; a piece of silk; lin? 
isap, to learn to do a thing ; 
lin® shuk, tik, sz’ dressed raw 
silk ; lin’ shang ?’to learn bu- 
siness ; kdm> 1) Tin? very. welt 
skilled in; lin® tak; kom war 
quite spoiled’ by bad’ habits ; 
lin? 2m m sing, does not nana 
skilled in; lin? 4, mourning 
for thirteen months ; ‘shui lin? 
the water police. 
To smelt ores of metals ; to 

refine ; to forge ; wroughit ; to 
work upon thoroughly, appli- 
ed to the mutual action of the 
five elements; to discipline, 
to test by trial; experienced, 
matured, exercised, disciplin- 
ed, expert, practiced; a chain; 
pak; lin? thoroughly refined ; 
sau lin® becoming religious ; 
the religious ; lin Fat; Bud- 
hists ; lin? tsing, perfect + ch‘ut 

‘Tin? well hammered or wrought, 
“as iron; lin? ‘t'd :shang’ muk, 
earth produces ‘wood’ when 
matured. 

: Interchanged with the last ; 

a 

2 

Lien 

Lien t© Separate dross; to test cha- 
racter, to discipline ; lin? dan, 
to refine the pill—and become 
‘immortal, as the Rationalists 
do.. : 
A species of cherry or bul- 

ase lace, whose fruit is sour; the 
river dragons abhor it. 

2 



LING. 

Ling. 

"A colloquial word ; the tink. 
Be ling of a bell ; ding ding sheng. } 

the ring of money, a metallic 
sound ; * dling dim ‘ki, a two- 
headed rattle drum used by 
peddlers, 

a | Spiritual, pervading, incor- 
s »poreal, subtle, etherial ; that 
HK | which is efficacious, felicitous, 
king’ miraculous, or able to act, upon 

other powers and produce ef- 
fects ; supernatural, effective, 
mysterious ; a soul, a’ spirit, a 
divinity, a disembodied agen- 
cy; divine influence or as. 
sistance ; the type or the most 
excellent of a class, as man of 
created beings, or the unicorn, 

phoenix, tortoise, and dragon 
of all hairy, feathered, shelly, 
and scaly beings, which are 
called the * four Jing;” what ts/ 
opportune, subtle, ingenious or 
obscure, as ding ‘i, a lucky 
shower; ling <kt, a curio s 
contrivance ;, intell.gent, per. | 
spicacious ; astute, able to hold 

_ spiritual converse ; ding shan, 
an efficacious deity; : ding, ying? 
a divine response ; <sin ding, 
one’s ancestors} yam dling, 
ghosts, the dead ; ‘md ling pin’ 

_ no tact ; ding aean, the human 
soul ; ding wa? the ante-birial 
paper tablet; ding pai, an 
ancestral wonden tablet ; wa? 
tak, kik, ding, a shrewd for-|), 
tune telling; pat, ding, inefh- 
cacious, as physic ora charm ; | 
no response, as an idol ; stolid, | 

LING. 

asa dolt; dsing ding, smart, 
» wide awake ; shang cing, an- 
imated beings ; fi ding, to and 
by the side of the tablet in a 
funeral procession ; shing? din 
is used for the Holy Spirit by 
some ; Shing’? Ling dam <sam, 
the Holy Spirit atieets the 
heart ; ding ming, to readily 
understand it. - | 
Generous, rich’ spirits, made 
ny great pi, oa _ ling Bh 

Ling | 

pe rick ltenhdia ofiess an ice- 
house; ‘to insult, to shame, to 
dishanoh's ; shameful, injurious ; 
to advance, to exalt; , 
yuk, to disgrace, to abuse, is 
deflower ; «wai Jing, to intimi- 
date ; Jing ean, raised to the 
clouds, ambitious ; ding, shat, 
an ice-house; ding <ch't, the 
ignominious and slow punish- 
mentof quartering. / I 
changed with the mext) — °— 

i A mound, a barrow; a hill; 
ya cemetery, a nieioutaee’ 3 to 
8 insult; to invade, to usurp ; 

to desecrate ; to aspire to a 
>: high place\:to aim high ; wong 

' ding, the iniperial ms ling 
a re to treat cruelly. : 

‘An angle, a’ Rents seg- 
ment ; a kind of rice; a clas- 

Ling 

Lang sifier of fields ; wat 
nity, pn te ofa god; 
ohas'a ridge ; Thea : 
many fi: nde vil Mee aes 

wt In terchanged with ieee 
jvc cubical pices of ti 
} a. comer’; a, bear: nt a 

bie of a temple 5 ‘Gad ng ‘shau, 
a trimmer, one ct tries to 
please all, a \ time-server, 
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LING. 

An aquatic vegetable, the <ling 
kol; or water caltrops ( Trapa 
bicornis), sometimes called 

-  buffaloe’s: horns; Jing fa, a 
poetical name for a mirror ; 
<ling ‘fan, flour made of the 
ding kok, ; a three horned sort 

is called k? x and is perhaps 
another species of ‘Trapa. 
Damask ; a term for thin silk 

woven with a glossy surface, 
® as thin satin; fa ding, da- 
mask ; <hung <ling sti, a cooky |} . 
with red bean flour inside. 
Interchanged with ding TR 

name of a river in Kw4ngst ; 
F to gallop over, to pass over or 
beyond; to tremble. 
The traces of, to run over; 

Jing lik; the rut of a wheel, 
to crush under a wheel ; Jing 
ckwang, the jolting rumbling 
of wagons. 
To play the droll, to act the 

buffoon ; musicians, posture- 
5 makers; : clever, apt; toemploy, 

to use persons; alone, single ; 
ding dein, master of the mu- 
sicians ; ding l? smart; Jing 
ding, lonely, deserted; the 
name of Lintin I.; Ling ting 
yéung, Lintin Bay; ‘shai ling, 
a servant, a boy ; tuk, tak, ling 
ding l? l# read it very dis- 
tinctly. 
The tinkling sound of gems ; 

ding dung, beautifully carved, 
carved out hollow, made in 
or with grots ; also, perspica- 
cious, acute—said of men’s 
wit. 
A long necked jar or ampho- 

ra, with small ears; concave 
tiles used on roofs. 

Ton. 31 

A 
Ling 

Liaw 

ie 

Langs 

s 

Ling 

A 
Ling 

Dicr. 

LING.! sa 

hi . To try sounds, to hear, to 
Ling PAY attention to ; to follow, to 
~ ” Obey ; tak, ding ie’ ing fui I 

shall be happy to hear your 
clear _instruction—a__ polite 
phrase ; sho <kit (ling ing, 
to understand readily. ° 
A kind of strengthening me- 

dicine ; wan Jing, China root 
from Yunnan ; ding ‘i, a sort of 
boletus or fungus, sometimes 
used for food. 

An insect ; some say a grass- 
Line hopper ; ds’ ing ling, dragon- 

© flies (Libellulide ), which have 
many local names. 

‘i Feathers or wings, plumes; 
the feathers on an arrow; the 

S tail feathers of the peacock, 
used in official caps; <shéung 
‘ngan fa ling, a two-eyed 
peacock’s feather; Jam Jing, 
a plain plume; ta? <fa ,ling, 
to wear a feather ; pat, hi? fa 
ding, to take away an officer’s 
feather ; tsin? Jing, the feather 
of an arrow. 
A round hollow ball like a 

Lite sleigh-bell; they are’ hung 
around horse’s necks, also on 
flags, to aanounce approach ;> 
a little bell; a term applied to 
light literature ; ‘mda ing, a 
tinkling bell to hang on horses 
or dogs; ‘héung ding, small 
bells bung from pavilions, 

The last drops of a shower, 
Lin small rain; what exceeds a 

8 round number; over, a fraction, ' 
a residue, a remainder ; in nu- 
meration used for “and,”’ or to 
show that one denomination 
is not used, a cypher; ling 
sui’ <ngan, bits of silver ; Jing 

a 
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«sing, miscellaneous, odd ends; 
ding dau, alittle over the a- 
mount, something thrown in, 
the thirteenth in a dozen ;.s@m 
‘léung ing ? .fan, 3 taels:and 
2 candareens ; yal, pak, ding 
yat, 101 ; ‘md ling, no remain- 
der ; ding lok, scattering rain ; 
scattered, out of employment; 
ling ding, alone, solitary, an 
individual ; Jing mdi sold by 
retail ; ing ‘sin, to cut off for 
retail ; ‘kau ‘tim ding (or eng), 
a little past nine o’clock ;: ding 
‘ki do, how many over? 

he, A little bird ;:tstk, ing, the 
s(“J_wagtail; some describe it like 

a_ singing lark ; kok, ding, a 
crested lark, . 

tS The front teeth ; met. theage, 

Ling 

shaw’ Jing. a sexagenary. 
Fa A prison; a place inclosed 
Live by rails; ding ‘i, a jail. 

(The two next are often pronounced leng.) 

fife A species of carp, the leucis- 
lap cus or dace; %6 Jeng <i, a 

common kind (the Leuciscus 
molitorella), reared in ponds; 
avong ‘mi eng, yellow tailed 
dace (L. xanthurus ); ing <i, 

-the pangolin, which the Chi- 
nese suppose to'be transform. 
ed from a fish, and to growas 
large as a kraken. 

el The throat; the collar of a 

Line Garment, a neck ribbon or col- 

ments; to manage; to govern, 

to direct, to attend to; to re- 

ceive from, to'tuke; to take |): 

€ a kind of titmouse ; pak, Jing, ' 

vears; mit’ ding, young, under |}. 

age ; ha ding, old, grayhaired; 

‘PE jar ; a classifier of upper gar- || 

LING. 

charge of; to record; ¢ft 
‘leng, a throat band ; yat, ‘leng 
Smé kwa@ one pelisse; ‘ling 
shaw? to receive; ‘ling tsé re- 
ceived with thanks—a reply 
to a present; ‘ling kaw to re- 
ceive instruction, to wait on 
one ; isuk, ‘ling, Pye taken 
enough ; ‘ling ming? to receive 
orders; to assent to a request— 
(these three are polite phrases); 
sam ‘ling, deeply indebted for ; 
.'m ‘kom ‘ling, can not think of 
taking ; ‘ling tsaw* “ collar and 
sleeve,’’ a leader, a headman ;. 
‘ling ch‘ut, Jot, to take away, 
to goand receive; .sham ‘ling,- 
exceedingly obliged ; tso’ ‘ling, 
an officer over 150 Banner- 
men, a sort of under-resident 
in the colonies ; yat, :pui ‘ling’ 
lok, to assent to everything, to 
promise readily ; ta? ‘ling, to 
command, to head; ta? ‘ling 
Syan kin? to introduce at court ; 
‘ling ‘sai ‘lai, to be baptized ;- 
‘ling sz” -ktin, an officer who 
receives orders, a consul ; 
‘shau ‘ling, a head officer of 
any kind. 
The inside of a dress; a 

bridal dress; a band or neck 
MMe cloth. bao ff ; 
$ A break or pass in a moun- 
Ki tain, where a ruad passes; a 

™8 road over a peak; a ridge or 
chain of mountains; ‘ling au, 
a peak, a high summit ; «Mui 
‘ling, the Plum ridge or Mei- 
ling, in the north of Kwang- 
tung ; ‘ling nam, “South of the 
Ridge,” 2. e. Kwangtung and 
Kwangsi; shan ‘ling, hills 
and mountains ; hang (0° tsiit, 

s 

: 
a | 



LING. 

dung ‘ling, got to the jumping: |] 
off place, no way to turn. 

2 Law, rule, orders ; to enjoin 
Ling upon, to warn, to prohibit, to 
= command; to cause; a cause 

of, to oblige to do, to occa- 
sion; a period of time ; good, 

+0 -exeellent, worthy of regard ; 
and hence, in direet address, 
your, your honored; ling’ tsiin, 
your father ; ling? f‘ong, your 

- , mother ; ling’ ching’ your wife; 
«ling?» shuk, your respected 

- uncle; ch'ik, ling? an imperial 
©) -order; im ling* the stringent 

laws; also, to govern strictly ; 
ght ling? divisions of time, 
times and seasons ; ling? tsin? 
a triangular warrant issued to 
a patrol, a flag stuck in the 
ears of criminals; ling? yan 
shang h? it will make people 
angry ; ling® ‘kit Joi, cause 
him to come, bring him here. 

+3 Dwelling or being. apart, 
“a separate, distinct; alone, par- 
"8 ticular ; another, besides, fur- 

thermore; to divide in two; 
ling? tsz’* by itself; ‘ki Ting? 
tsz® hi? he went by himself ; 
ling? Joi, he came alone ; ling? 

_ ngow besides, exclusive of; 
ling? ‘yau ‘ki do; how many 
more are there? kok, ling? hi? 
iso? let each do his own: work ; 
Hing yat, another day} ling? 
‘ngan .séung hon, to look at 

- amazedly. 

(This character is usually pronounced Lerig.) 

at _To adorn, to prink up, to 
Tsing Pant the face; handsome, 

elegant, becoming ; beautiful, 
good-looking ; clear, transpar- 
ent, dazzling ; ‘shim leng* bril- 

Lip. 1248 

liant ; cha’ leng? false beauty ; 
‘ai leng*® ?m,leng* see if it be 
pretty ; dm’ f'au kdm? leng* 
fine as a fresh orange ; chi? 
leng* hai ‘kom, this is the pret- . 
tiest agoing. 

(269) Lip. 
To hunt wild animals; the 

Lich chase,gunning, fowling, hunt- 
ing, hawking ; to pursue ear- 

nestly, to get with difficulty, 
to experience ; to move, to 
shake ; to bring together, to 
hunt up; %@ lip, hunting ; 
fong lip, to go a gunning or 
hawking ; lip, ‘kau, a hunting 
dog—must die on the hills. 

} ‘To smooth down, to straigh- 
Lich ten out, to take hold and ar- 

range ; lip, .sd, to stroke the 
beard; lip, tim? ‘k'ti, put them 
Straight. — — 

To stride or pass over, to 
Lick leap over ; to overstep, to go 

out of the way; to tread, to 
stumble ; pat, mang lip; ‘tang, 
must not override, can not 
overstep the regular order. 

ER Bristles of a hog, a horse’s 
Lich, Mane ; stiff hair on the head 
"Of an. animal; bristly, stiff; 

long pectorals or cirri of a fish; 
chong lip, a hog ; .ch‘éung lip, a 
long beard, outs 

-A name for many fish 
Lieh like the perch, with spinous 

dorsals ; ,iin <shun lip, the soft- 
lipped perch (the Pristipoma 
grammopecilum ); kam .sz’ lip, 
thecommonkind( Chrysophrys 
cardinalis). Often pronoun. 
ced lap. 
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0) Lit. 

. ay To bind, to tie silk up for 
Hieh C¥eing. A colloquial word ; 

a knot, a joint, a knuckle: 
Cte in wood ; an altercation, | 
a difference, a quarrel, a law. 
suit ; ‘shau ‘chi lit, the knuck- 
les ; ‘ta ko’ lit, tie that knot ; 
po hot .ch'ai lit, split open the 
knot; met. solve the riddle, 
explain the difficulty ; 70 ‘shi 
lit, a ‘slipping-noose ; ta shat, 
ko lit, to embroil people, to 
eve on parties to quarrel ; ‘sz’ 
lit, a hard knot; .shang lit, a 
loose knot. 

Fil, To separate, to distinguish, 
Lich t© dispose properly, to arrange 

in order or spread out accord- 
ing to rule; to state in order ; 
a rank, series, order; files of | 
soldiers ; <hoi lit, yming pak f 
to write out clearly and pro-| 
petly, as a bill ; “pai lit, to set 
in order’; pat, hts pat, <shing 
lit, without beating the drums, || ; 
the ranks can not be formed ; 
lit, kwok, the several states, a 
name given the feudal states 
of China, B. c. 300-225 ; lit, 
wai you, gentlemen—tised in’ 
direct address; lit, chan? troops 
in ranks. 
A cold air; cold, chilly; 
ung lit, a harsh wind ; ‘tseng 

it, <hon .ts‘iin, cold Welis and 
fountains. 
Raging fire, burning, ardent, 

hot; impetuous, energetic, dar- 
ing, enthusiastic ; irritable, 
fierce, cruel ; high principled 
adherence to virtue, merito- 

i, 

youn? 
Lieh . 

py 

‘LIU: 

rious, excellent, eminent, dig- 
_mified, majestic, imposing ; 

(271) 

o 

Liau 

Re 
Lidu 

ra 
Liau 

kom? lit, sing’ very fierce ; lit, 
‘nit, a chaste woman ; lit, lit, 
mournful ; imposing, as moun- 
tains ; lity, sz” a patriot, 
Remnants, cuttings of silk ; 

to tear, to crack open, to split, 
to rive, to rend or tear in two; 
tsz” ‘ki lit, split or cracked of 
itself; p'o lit, to tear open; 
ts? pik, lit, vein it irregularly, 
as cracked chinaware; lit, 
choi «sham, torn clothes; ‘%a 
lit, to shiver, to break; yat, 
tit lit, ‘hau, a crack; pik, lit, 
<s‘ong «mui, made inan angu- 
lar manner, irregular, like 
fancy windows. 

Lit. 

To run; to go off, to clear 
out; to cross the legs ; dit da, 

" begone ! t clear out ! dita? “he’s 
gone; dit hi’ <pin, where’s he 
gone or fled ? 
A companion, a colleague, 

an associate ; a fellow-officer ; 
one of the same rank, an\equal; 
same kind or class; to hold 
office and serve together; d'ung 
diz, comrades, of the same 
rank ; <ketin liti,a fellow-officer ; 
the magistrates ; yat, Jit yan, 
a profession or class of men. 

Read ‘liz, a good appear- 
ance, an easy manner. 
Interchanged with the last 

in the sense of a fellow-officer, 
a fellow-student ; a small win. 
dow ; to study at the same 
window or room; a cabin, a 

shanty, a but made of thatch 



LIU. 

and boards ; a stall ; dwellings 
put on boats; tap, yat, -kan 
ditt, put up a hovel; tan? ka 
dit, thatched hovels occupied 
by tanka boat people on the 
river side ; ‘shui dit, aquatic 
peddling-shops ; -ch’éung iti, 
a brothel. — 

3 The voice of a creature ; diz 
Tina léung’ to listen to distant cries; 

the cry of pain. 
Ay Clever, smart, discriminating; 
Linu '© reflect upon, to examine 

into; Ji lut, struck with alarm. 
YR To dally, to trifle, to play 
‘Liga With; good-looking;—in which 
senses itis like the next; ‘mai 

lit *k‘ii, don’t play with him; 
dit dit, playful, boisterous ; 
ditt shun kwa? ‘ch*i, to bother 
one, bothering; a maternal 
grandmother is called Jin Jia 
(or dau dau), at Peking. 
To take hold of, to pull about, 

to wield or manage a thing ; 
to regulate ; to provoke, to in- 
cite to evil, to seduce or lead 
into evil ; to play with ; ho? Jin 
syan, playful, he likes to sport ; 
ditt lung’ to move about, to lay 
many plans. 
Read ‘li, a colloquial word ; 

to stir up, to brush away ; 
to brash lightly, to tickle, to 
move along gently ; ‘pi chuk, 
‘lit ‘kit, take it off with a 
bamboo; ‘itt chuk, tsit, to 
entice crickets ; ‘lid ‘i, to brush 
the ears, as barbers do; to 
tickle the ears; ‘itt ‘hi ‘fo, 
poke the fire ; Viz ‘seng ‘ki, 
tickle him to wake ‘up ; Tit ‘hi 
‘kui mau, to touch him will 
make him cross, 

if 
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To burn, to blaze ; to set on 
12, fite ; toenlighten ; an illumin- 

ation ; torches placed on stands 
to illuminate, a link, a faggot ; 
brightness ; ymin litt, a light 
at the door ; ,litt san, faggots ; 
litt it ‘chi ‘chéung, plain as 
pointing to the palm. 

HR To heal, to cure diseases ; 
Lian 19 Stop an ailing; medical 

practice; iti peng? to heal 
sickness. 

£& To bind or wind around, to 
Li, Wrap up; gyves, fetters; to 

manage; iz ‘nau, to wind in 
a ball; Jia tu, tosaunter about, 
to pass around from one part 
to another, as a crowd at a 
feast or show; Jiti .sz’ bow- 
lines on the leech of Chinese 
sails; sung Jit or andi it, 
slack off or haul in—the sail 
to the wind. 

3 Remote, distant, far off ; 
ree ‘tin dit dit, very far ; ch'éung 

dit Jiti, much too long ; Lat 
dung, the country of Lidutung, 
now Shingking; Liz <ho, the 
River Li4u in Manchuria. 

fs A small bird, like a wren or 
ii vd hedge-sparrow; <tsivt Jiti, a reed 

or sedge wren, which lives in 
marshy thickets; pak, dit, a 
shrike or butcher-bird. 
Empty, void, silent, solitary, 

vacant, wide, vast ; unoccupi- 
ed ; ditt lok, unoccupied, de- 
serted ; idle, disengaged; sham? 
shuk, Jik Jit, reduced to a 
very little, very unimportant. 
Confiding in, to trust ; really; 

tian care, anxiety for; impatient 
of ; commisserating ; gnd litt 
eRe ¥; Hothing to do, 

—_ 

Liau 
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Hl 
Liau 

dK), 

B 
Liau 
s 

.Lidu 

_ pat, tak, kom? ‘lan, incomparab. 

indicus ); ‘kom tsaw ‘lit, that’s 

LIV. 

A ringing in the ears; to 
wish, to depend on ; a support; 
in which senses it is used with 
the last ; aninitial particle, im- 
plying a diminution of, doubt- 
ful about, careless about, any- 
how, then; lit ‘it cht mau, 
then let us consult; Jit ‘ch'é, 
ying hing, promised it_ off- 
hand; and % it shang, no- 
thing to live by. 
The fat around the intestines, | 

the fat taken out of the bowels. | 

Fixed, determined; intelli- 
gent, knowing ;. to. conclude, 
to bring to an end, to finish ; 
finished, done, a sign of the’ 
past tense; much used in the 
court dialect, for which lok, is, 
here used ; before a verb, ‘liz, 
meansentirely, clearly,wholly, | 
very ; ‘sé «jin ‘lit, written it! 
all ; ‘sai ‘lid, washed; m? ‘lit 
sz” not yet finished the affair | 
or job; sz* ¢m tak, ‘litt, the! 
matter can not be done; shai’, 
2m tak, ‘lit, strength unequal 
to it, impossible; yal, muk,’ 
Slit in, clearly. understood. at) 
a glance 4 ‘liz pat, tak, verv, 
exceedingly, unequaled ; ‘lit 

ly lazy; mé # Titi, not so easily 
done ; ‘Tit -ko, a black grackle; 
‘Hoi nam ‘lit .ko, the wattled | 
grackle or minor (Eulabes 

the end, now it is finished ; ‘liz 
kuk, the matter is ended ; chi 
to ‘lit, We know it; ‘lit kin 
sz” the job is done ; ‘lid pat, 
‘ho tong, can not he borne, in- 
supportable ; ‘md ‘lit ki, no 

aa | U 

au 

end to his troubling. 

LIU. 

A clear, bright eye; good 
vision, clear sighted; to see 
afar. 

An acrid herb, a species of 
polygonum ; met. sorrow, Ca- 
lamity ; ‘siz ‘liz, a marsh poly- 
gonum, smart-weed. 

To measure, to estimate, to 
judge, to reckon, to calculate ; 
to take a census ; to manage, 
to dispose properly, to give out 
orderly ; to reflect; stuff, ma- 
terials of which things are 
made ; glass ; an amply, one 
who is of service, as a clever 
man ; provender, grain ; man- 
ure; clear sound of a drum ; 
to pull; lid tak; ‘kt <lo, how 
many do you think there are? 
lit? ?m té unforeseen, unex- 
pected ; lid? Ti, to manage, to 
oversee ; nan li? hard to say ; 
tsz” lit pat, mang, 1 think L 
can not do it; shui lit who 
would have thought it? pat, 
ch‘ut, ‘sho lid* what I expected ; 
fin li? manure ; ‘ma li? gram 
for horses ; mat, lit? materials ; 
li h? glass-ware ; li? pin 
‘window-glass ; li# sui broken 
glass ; king lid? superfine glass — 
ornaments ; chit ing hi liw 
to be a statesman, a valuable 

-employé ; chit lit paste made 
of pig’s blood ; .’m tsd* tak, lit? 
‘shai, | can make nothing of 
it, useless ; lid? sz” it kin? I 
think you will find it as I say. 
This character is often pro- 
nounced. ‘lid, when meaning 
glass. siti Sebo 

je A man’s name, a surname, 

Liau Bi ae 

TR 
Liau 

B 
Lidu 

Li 
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tak, do, it will do ; ha? (lo, yes; 

a 

‘ 

“were personal ; ,Jo hon’ ds‘ung, 

‘shan, famous hills near Shik- 

LO. 

Lo. 

A final sound in singing ; 
» children’s prattle ; lo .so, trou- 
°  blesome, annoving, petty ; Jax 

do, banditti. A final colloquial 
rticle, used in answers ; tsd’ 

doi lo, come on. 
A spring-net for birds ; a kind 

of silk, woven like gauze, used 
1 doe dresses, and. sometimes 

_| called 1é or law; to. spread out, ||" 
. arranged in rows; yat, p‘at,) 

do,.a piece of law; Jo po 
linen woven in stripes; ts°z” 
chung do, “ to give a red law- 
sash,” is to strangle one ; Jo 
‘mong, a bird net; Jo chéung’ 
a bed-curtain; .chéung Jo, to 
spread a net; met. to borrow 
money ; lo hon’ distinguished 
disciples of Budha, of whom 18 

the yew; do hon’ ‘teng, the 
Romish tonsure; some Bud- 
hists wear it; tai” Jo, heaven, 
the great canopy ; Jo lit, shap, 
pat, chéung, he arranges the 
eighteen essays, he talks con- 
fusedly ; Jo king (or kang ) or 
do pun, a compass; <Lo .Fau 

lung; Jo goat kui ‘lang, to 
sleep alone and cold—as a 
deserted wife. 
A kind of tree growing in 

Hiin4n, easy to burn ; Jo saa 
a fence made of stakes. 
A river in Hanan, in which 

Kiuh Yuen drowned himself, 
called Mat, Jo -kong ; it enters 
Tungting Lake. 

a 

LO: 

Open bamboo baskets, with- 
out covers or handles, some- 

Le times with eared holes at the 
top, in which to run cords, 
used to keep fruit or grain in, 
or to peddle; Jai Jo, a “ basket 
puller,” is a nickname for the 
fruiterers in Fruit Row in 
Canton ; iso’ Jo, a condemned 
criminal, from their being car- 
ried to execution in baskets ; 
dam do dau, a peddler ; ch'é 
‘tsai Jo, peddling panniers ; 
lo ‘tsat, small baskets. 
Parasitic plants and. twigs 
like dodder, convolvulus, &c., 
which twine around frees; 
small stems of plants; Jo pak, 
a turnip or radish; <iung Jo 

‘pak, a radish; wong do pak, 
a earrot ; kung? kit, -sz’ Jo. t the 
vines and tendrils have inter- 
laced—a_ marriage alliance, 
derived from the names ‘nii 
do and t@ .sz’, two kinds of 
twining plants; Jo pak, kom’ 
tai? ko’ «sam, heart as big asa 
turnip—generousand grateful. 
A gong ; it serves in armies _ 

for wash-basins and boilers ; 
‘Wa Jo, to beat the gong; ‘ta 
dau Jo, striking the gong 
ahead—announcing an officer’s - 
approach ; gning lo tsi? chung? 
to sound the gong to collect 
the people. _ 
A mule; ‘hot Jo .p't, beaver’s 

Le skin; ; ds" ing do, a bay mule; 
epea ‘ma, a mule. 

A name of spiral univalves, 

247 

7} 

WA i like the Lymneus, Voluta, He- 

$ 
| lix, Murex, &c.; a conch; 

Lo a volute; a screw ; spiral, 
screw-like; din Jo, fresh water 
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Snails ; wd ‘t‘ai lo, shells with 
eroded ends; ‘héung lo, conch- 
es used for horns; lo .sz’ a 
screw ; lo ‘tn, inlaid shell 
lackered-ware ; Jo kai? a spiral 
head.dress: Jo. hok; shells in 
general ; lo kém’? lin, crooked 
as a screw ; .lo ‘im, the opercu- 
lum of univalves. Read ‘lo, 
in the name ‘kwo ‘lo, the sphex, 
or solitary wasp. 

a Naked, barebacked; naked. 
Lo ess; the naked; the upper 

part of the body stripped ; to 
strip, to make bare ; ‘lo ch'ung, 
the “ naked insect” i. e. man ; 
‘lo shan, nude. 

By A maid servant, a waiting 
Tp woman, Read ‘wo ; ‘wo ‘ngo, 

delicate, slender, like a weak 
woman, elegant. 

; Fruits ripening on the ground 
Lo ©! growing on vines and herbs, 

as melons, pine-apples, toma- 
toes, water-caltrops, 

‘jz The king’s evil, called ‘To 
Lisi lik, ; this name refers to scro- 

fula only as it appears in the 
neck. 

Ta To rend or split; to select. 
‘A colloquial word ; to get for, 
to buy or procure, to bring to 
one ; to vex ; to injure ; To ‘a 
po, to get married; ‘nt ‘lo 
‘kw'an ‘ngo, you provoke me; 
‘lo Jai ‘ngo,\ go and get it for 
me ; ‘ni lot To ngan, you came 
and get the money ; ‘md ‘yé 
‘lo fan doi, nothing to bring 

_ back; ’m tsang ‘lo gndi, not 
"yet got all; ‘lo .meng, to vex 

one’s life out, bewitched ; ‘Jo 
chai’ ‘tsai, a child dying early, 
before he has recompensed his 

0 

LO. 

parents; ‘lo chai to get a debt ; 
ki rt ‘lo ‘hi, nearly took him) 

off, he was almost done for ; 
‘lo ti, to catch fish ; lo até sun? 
bring an answer back. 

Lo’ Smell of burning animal 
matter; to burn, to singe ; 
‘shui ch'aw ‘fo lo the water is 
smoky, 

ae To cruise about, to patrol ; 
Lo to make a circuit, to spy, to 

inspect as a guard ; to inclose’ 
and screen, as mountains do a 
valley ;a guard; ¢s‘un lo® to 
patrol ; lo* Jo? ‘chin, playing 
about, here and there. 

(ARB) Lo. 

(Some of these characters are often pro- 
nounced luz, ) ; 

iq A colloquial word ; to mix up 
; in disorder, to confuse; to 

hash, to chop sorts of food ; to 
mix in; to bother, to make 
one trouble; trouble, care, 
pains ; dé kéuk, to poach on a 
friend for a meal; ld liin? to 
turn things over in confusion, 
to make a bother; hi Jd ‘ha 
‘kit, go and bother him; ld 
lin ‘hi dai fai, turn them out 
to look at, as things from a 
box ; do ka “sai, a blackleg ; 
chan’ tak; ‘shau <p‘t do, had my 
trouble for ray pains; do .sin, 
to give false hopes, all talk ; 
‘yau mat, lo au, what pay or 
perquisites are there? dd. 
ch'éung tik, a little profit ; do 
tik, ong, put ina little sugar. | 

| 



LO. 

To toil, to labor, to exert one’s 
self, to fag; to trouble one; 
wearied, fatigued; service, 
toil, distress, exertion for; 
apxious, careworn; worthy 
deeds, merit ; ‘yau 16 ‘ni, Lam 

troubling you; /0 <shan, to 
weary one, tired out; dan 
ld, to be diligent ; Jd ‘fu, toil- 
‘some labor; Jd tung’ yan, to 
trouble people and engage 
their help ; J6 Jd luk; luk, wea- 
ried and distracted; Jd kd 
excuse me for the trouble I 
‘have given you, Sir—said to 
a visitor ; Jd sam, obliged to 
you for your kind thoughts. 
Sickness and wasting of the 

“Can DOdy from toil or care ; con- 
sumption, atrophy of the vis- 
cera; dd peng® consuniption, 
phthisic ; a pming away from 
grief; in Corea, poisonous 
drags; ld lat, the pain of 
sting. : 

DY _A kind of univalve shell-fish; 
Tan 2 Small species of cicada, call- 

~ ed fai dd; kam Jo, a gold 
_ Spotted spider. 

oF An inclostire or stable for 
“Tau Cattle; especially " sacriticial 

a 
Lau 

animals, a corral; an aviary ; 
domestic animals; a granary ; 
a prison, a jail; firm, secure, 
strong ; to take firmly, to know 
certainly ; iso 4d, in prison ; 
ta? dd, an ox; shit (ld, a 

sheep ; Jd dung kai? a scheme 
_ to inveigle and injure one by 
false promises ; J’ Jd ‘kan k? 
remember it clearly; /6 ki’ 
secure, strong; din od, the 
emperor’s prison; Jd pat, ‘ho 
po it is too secure to be open- 
ed, it is very fast. 

Ton. Dicr. 32 
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A vessel] for holding rice ; a 
pan for fire; a grog-shop ; 
black ; dong 46, a shop where 
watin spirits are sold ; dm ‘hau 
gi Jd, to cover the mouth and 
laugh. Interchanged with the 
three next. 
The skin; thé abdomen; to 

arrange in order, to spread out; 
to transmit, to convey orders, 
to intimate to, to hand down ; 
chung Jd tsz* Court of Ceremo- 
nies; .ch*iin Jd, a name for 
the fourth among the Hanlin ; 

_ dé lit; to put in order. 

Je 
Lu 

‘We Lii 

A windlass, a pulley, a snatch- 
2 a block ; luk, Jd, a machine on 

which ropes turn to haul 
things. oi 

f& Interchanged with di jas 
“ti arush-like bamboo; a large 

covered basket ; a spear handle. 

ye A fire-place, brazier, grate, 
‘Amt. , stove, chafing-dish, chimney, 
Ue or furnace for lighting a fire ; 

a am incense vase; ‘shaw Jd, a 
hand-stove ; ‘fo dd, a vessel 
or place for a fire; <fung do, 
a fogong or portable furnace ; 
Ming ogan lo, a -refining 
furnace ; gning Jd, an un- 
covered fireplace ; kuk, Jd, a 
bake-pan, an oven ; Jd ping, 
a set of a censer and a jar, 
usually made of metal. 

Black, stiff clods, not yet 
‘harrowed; yellow earth ; wong 
dd, the yellow clods, the grave, 
hades ; ‘tsau Jd, a wine shop. 

Interchanged with the last ; 
a vesse] for spirits; dong Jd, a 
shop where hot spirits are 
sold ; also, a dram-seller. 
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A queen-post ; the peduncle of 
flowers ; 6 kwat, a fruit (Erio- 
botrya japonica ), the loquat or 
Chinese medlar. Read Lit 
in the Fan Wan. 
Name of a river in the east 

of Kiangsi; an inferior pre- 
fecture in Sz’chuen on the 
Yangtsz’ kiang; dd ‘shui, a 
tributary of the Yangtsz’ in 
Sz’chuen. 
A gem or a kind of precious 

stone of a green color. 

i 

a a 
Aisa ‘The pupil of the eye ; to see ; 
‘ ‘ing do, a clear eye. La cts ing lO, y A 

Hempen threads ; to hatchel 
La fax or hemp and make it ready 

" for weaving. 
A name for boats; the stem 

or stern of a boat or vessel. 

Bi 

a 
La 

? High rushes along river cour- 
ses, young and flowerless; 
reeds used to repair dikes; 
muk, wi do, wooden gourd- 
shaped floats strapped on chil- 
dren in boats ; 0 ‘wai, rushes ; 
dé ch‘ai, reed faggots ; J6 war’ | 
aloes ; JO wai? kau, the juice 
of the aloes used for the hair. 
The skull of a man; ‘au 

dd, the skull; <fu dd g'au,a 
bare skull, a decapitated head. 
The fishing cormorant, called 

dé <s'v?, and poetically @& 
‘wai, the black devil. 
A name for fishes like the 

Labrax family; ~pan Jo, the 
spotted labrax (L. Japonicus ); 
pak, dd, the white labrax ( Pris- 
tipoma pihloo); au Jo, the 
redheaded labrax ( Pristipoma 
kaakan ); fa ‘tim 0, the spot- 
ted labrax ( Pristipoma nage ); 

“LO. 

ld ‘kui, hash or slices of the 
6 fish. 
Thick dregs of spirits; shun 

Tin s/o high flavored spirits, gene- 
rous wine, 

pee ‘Tohunt by night by torches, 
i. pe asin deer-stalking. Also read 

liz. This is considered the 
most correct form of the next. 

é Large. A colloquial and some- 
Lan What demeaning word for a 

man, a person, a fellow, one 
of a class; it is often equi- 
valent to the termination er ; 
mang ‘lo, a blind man; ta? 
‘lo and sa? ‘ld, an elder and a 
younger brother; chéung ‘ha 
‘1d, a villager; ngo# kong ‘ld, 
a notherner ; ‘6 tai Td, an old 
fellow ; <ngot ‘ld, a fool ; ch‘aw 
chung ‘lo, a foul mouthed 
fellow ; mat, tik, 1d, what fellow 
is that? what does he do? nai 
‘shui ‘ld, a mason ; <k't Sha ‘ld, 
a Bannerman; ko? Wd, tha 
man, that stranger.” Kf 
Old, seventy years of age ; 

old, out of date, used a long 
time ; old at, skillful ; venera- 
ble, aged ; an officer; a term of 
respect and honor, Mr., your, . 
often prefixed to relationships; 
to grow old; the 125th radical 
of characters relating to age ; 
‘lo kung, ‘lo <p‘o, husband, wife; 
‘lé yan <ka or ‘ld ta? an old 
man; ‘16 taw or 1d ‘sz’ a 
father; ‘ld #a? a mother, a 
lady ; a tide-waiter ; 16 <funy 
ckwan, a man whose son is an 
officer; ‘1d shat, honest; ‘/é 
é, Sit, Your Honor ; lo (ung 
one of the same age ; hok, ‘lo, 

s 

iJ 

Liu 

men of Chauchau fu ; Ud Ski, 
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a whore; ‘1d <ts‘in, versed in, 
no novice, cute—applied to 
gamesters ; ‘1d chit, [I am] 
old and stupid ; 7d lin? well 
learned in ; ‘ld .kwan, Lautsz’, 
founder of the Rationalists ; 
sham ‘ld, the coat is old ; ‘1d 
chong ‘chéung, an old trader ; 
‘6 Wai? Mr. Wai; ‘lo Joi 
sung, poor and old ; 16 shii? 
the old and the young; ‘lo ‘chit 
kw old and firm, as a table; 
an old customer. 

(The next six are frequently pronounced ld.) 

s Blunt, stupid, dull, obtuse ; 
& the name of a feudal state, 

now the province of Shantung; 
‘10 tun? dull of apprehension ; 
‘ld ft, a coarse, dall, fellow ; 
‘10 ‘mong, dull and easy, bull- 

_ headed. 
| A great buckler of wood ; 
i a moving tower ; the scull on 

J the stern of boats; ‘1d sut, the 
La scull pivot ; dw ‘1d, push the 

* scull, z. e. starboard the helm ; 
man ‘lo, port the helm ; ‘tai 
‘16 ‘mi, lookout for the scull; 
dt ‘1d, to seull; 1d p‘an, the 
scull tie. 
To seize, to capture, to take 

alive in war ; captives, prison- 
ers; a slave to, devoted to; 
‘shau Js‘in‘ié,a slave to money; 
‘lo léuk, to capture ; 6 yan 
lak, shuk,toseize and hold men 
for ransom. 
Interchanged with the pre- 

ceding ; to capture prisoners ; 
to seize people for slaves or to 
ransom ; ‘1d yan, a kidnapper 

s Salt, rock salt; salt licks, 
salt ponds, or lands from, which 
salt is obtained ; bayren lands; 

2 

o 
fy 2 
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the 197th radical of characters 
pertaining to salt; uncivil, 
rude ; ‘16 mi meat corned with 
spirits; ‘16 po order of the 
emperor’s traveling ; shun ‘ld, 
barren land ; ./6 ‘ts‘d, careless, 
heedless. 
To give a present to one, to 

bribe, to corrupt; to leave; a 
vessel used in ancestral wor- 
ship; fur? lo dung shang, bri- 
bery prevails everywhere. 
A car, a state carriage ; yuk, 

lo? the emperor’s chariot ; the 
traces of the harness; 1d 
“s‘am, a post-house for the 
emperor. 
A road, a path, a way where 

people go and make it plain ; 
a passage ; met. a way of ac- 
tion, duty ; overthrown ; great, 
principal; a carriage; ,sdm 
cha lo a trivia ; shap, ts2” lo? 
cross-roads ; kwat, dau 1o? a 
cul-de-sac ; <hang .sz’ 10? to act 
improperly ; tong? shat, lo mis- 
sed the way ; man? 10’ to ask 
the way ; ‘ki ‘iin ‘shui lo’ how 
far is the voyage ? ‘md lo? no- 
thing to do, out of work ; ‘hd 
10? sho? prosperous ; mat, 10? sho’ 
what luck do you have? yd? 
ts‘at, pat, lo? or hak, 1d? a dark 
way (because on the 27th and 
28th days, the nightsare dark), 
misdirected ; 1d? wat, a slippery 
way ; hang <ch'éung 10’ exiled ; 
tsau® lo to pass or go around 
by; wang 10 a cross cut; 
wéung ch'éung ta le astraight 
highway ; ‘mai lé’ ¢s‘in, to give 
black mail; tak, 1d? to com- 
mence.learning; -hoi 10? toclear 
the path fora soul ; dung wai 
yal, io’ both died at the same 
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time ; pat, kom? tim? 1 straight 
as a pencil; <hang pin (it 
lo which is the way to, go? 
le <ch‘ing, an itinerary ; ‘kon 
I? to hasten, urgent to get on; 
le pan? a muddy, road; 1° 
kang? shuk, 1 know the way 
well: 
A river in Shensi in the pre- 

fecture of La-ng4u; a river 
in Yunnan. 
A valuable and beautiful 

% 2 

A lithe kind of bamboo, 
good for making arrows. , fz 

La 
eye ? 

Lau 

To reward labor, to remem- 
ber services in order to reward 
them; to console, to commend, 

to assist ; ewan 10? tsak, par? 
return thanks for the prince’s 
rewards. 

>. Dew, mist which comes in 
drops ; to bedew; to bless ; to 
diselose, to divulge ; to make 
manifest, to open, to show 
through, to exhibit; naked, dis- 
closed, apparent ; 16° tin, open 
to the sky; lo ‘shui, dew ; 
pa? lo to let out (a secret); 
le? ‘ch‘t, exposed teeth ; .’m 10 
min? not to see a visitor; ¢s‘ong 
dau 10° ‘mi, the cat at last let 
out of the bag; <fa 16? ‘shui, 
cologne water ; 1d? po’ general 
orders in an army; lot ying, 
to see the real form or naked- 

‘aa 

L o 

ness of; ‘ta ham’ 1d? to gape ; 
1? ch'ut, ‘ma ‘chau, the secret 
is out, it is found out. 

2 A long legged bird ; pak, 10 
a white Ggret- heron ; pte le 

4a red- headed crane’: lo? ful, 
a stealthy way of moving, like 
this bird, 

Lau 

Ee 

Lau 

(274) 
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A great rain, an inyndation, 
a rushing torrent caused by 
rains ; to macerate, to soak; 
a collection of water ; shang 
Io a torrent. 

‘To hanker, after, to dote on; 
concupiscence, lustful affec- 
tion for: lin? lo? sick for love ; 
Le’ Tuk, a paramour of the 
mother of T’sin Chi-hwAng ; 
hence, a libertine, a Sir Fran- 
cis Chartres. 

Lol. 

Same as Jai ga in the col- 
jy loquial; to come, to reach ; 

coming, arriving ; to effect, to 
bring: vabotity ‘to obtain, to 
induce ; denotes the future, or 
progress of time; ot is often 
joined with hi? to denote com- 
ing and going, here and there, 
again and again, &e.; but 
after this verb it is often a 
form of the pluperfect ; after 
many verbs, it merely indicates 
their action ; and if'a negative 
is inserted between, the idea 
of inability of the first verb is 
implied, as ming oi, bring; 
‘mai pat, doi, can not buy it; 
after the verbs ‘hi and ch‘ut, it 
means to begin, showing the 
commencement of the action 
indicated in a previous verb, 
as ‘séung 2m ‘hi doi, 1 can not 
recall it; «shung ch'ut, peng? 
Joi, vou will become sick ; 
iso’ pat; loi, it is impossible ; 
‘tim ts tak, doi, how ean it 
be accomplished? | Joi ‘wong, 
going and coming, intereours 
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with, to and fro; Jot Awai, to 
come home; ‘ni ‘kt «shi Loi, 
when did you come? Joi yat, 
to-morrow ; dot min, next year; 
doi ‘shau, one who brings a 
thing ; Jot lé* fo’ foreign goods ; 
mat, Jot fau, what did you 
come for ? .iin doi ‘au, the ori- 
ginal condition of an article 
or a thing ;—iin Joi is also a 
kind of adversative phrase, 
meaning yes, indeed ; yet ; 
but truly ; din doi ghd ‘ts‘z’ Ti, 
never was there such a mode ; 
‘kong ¢m doi, can not say it, 
unable to get it ; Jot lik, origin 
and history of, antecedents of ; 
Syau ot tsz” there is more 
coming ; loi yat, fi” «im, get 
another set; Joi yan, reason 
of, cause ; 2m ‘shai man? oi 
gyau, dont ask the reason of it ; 

_ lok, doi, come down; ‘ni ta 
gin ch’? doi, where did you 
come from? ‘yau Joi lik, there 
is proof ; Joi yan wa?‘mo ‘chun, 

' story-tellers are not to be be- 
lieved. 

Read lot? to receive one, to 
meet one coming. 
A mountain in Sz’chuen, one 

of the peaks of the Min Mts., 
near the confines of Shensi. 
Interchanged with the last ; 

also, to receive strangers with 

ai indness, 
The pupil of the eye distorted, 

©. to squint; ‘min Joi, to glance 
at sideways, to look at ear- 
nestly. 
A local name in Shantung 

‘Tai for wheat. 

A mare, seven cubits high ; 
T2, @ powerful tall horse. 

ARK 
‘Lai 

cs 

Lai 

2 
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A thistle, wild herbs growing 
in waste places; waste, sterile, 
untilled ground; to. clear up 
jungle; din Joi, a fallow, or 
neglected field; doit fuk, a 
turnip ; dot ‘ts'd, a sow thistle, 
its leaves are esculent. 
To confer upon, to bestow 

on an inferior; a largess; Jd 
lo to reward for services ; loi 
is‘z” an imperial reward. 
The handle and beam ofa 

. plough ; the 127th radical of 
* characters pertaining to til- 
lage ; to plough; lo? tsz* a 
plough ; met, agriculture. 
A eulogy on the dead; to 

eulogize, to write epitaphs ; loz? 
shut; to narrate one’s virtues ; 
lo gman, a eulogy, or prayers 
for the virtuous dead, often 
burned at the burial. 

Lok. 

Disputatious ; read kok, a 
* cock’scry. A colloquial final 

Loh article, like do, used in an- 
swers, implying indeed, cer- 
tainly ; finished, done; so; hai? 
lok, yes, indeed ; tsau? thom lok, 
well, that'll do. 
To burn in, to brand; to spit, 

to toast, to cook by roasting ; ‘ 
a branding-iron ; 7a 

_ yan lok, to brand ; lok; ‘it, a 

ae 
Loh 

spit-iron; lok: <kon, to toast 
or roast till dry; lok, td dsiti, 
roast it thoroughly. 
Hemp not yet rotted ; silky. 

cotton fibres, ‘staple of cotton ; 
continuous, joined ; to bind, to 
tie around ; to encompass ; a 
cvarse net, used to carry boxes 
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in, slings; the blood vessels ; 
mak, lok, the pulse; <liin lok, 
mutual assistance, joined ; lok, 
‘ma <‘au, to halter a horse ; 
sam :pau lok, the pericardium ; 
yat; tu? dang lok, a pair of 
rattan slings; sin? lok, netted 
slings; shau® yan dung lok, 
duped, taken in; lok, ,ch‘au, a 
sort of sarsnet. 
A speckled or brindled cow ; 

open, manifested, patent ; pok, | 
lok, a particolored ox; ch‘éuk,' 
lok, preéminent, to excel, dis- 
tinguished ; lok, lok, clearly 
understood ; lok, hok, hard and 
even, like a good road. 
Cream ; dried milk; racky 

‘Leh ade-from mare’s milk ; fat, 
greasy, tnctuous ; hang? lok, 
or hang’ yan  ch'a, an emul- 
sion.of almonds ; ‘it lok; thick- 
ened milk, porridge. 

A white horse with a black 
mane ; Dok, din, a country 
near Annim; lok, 0,8 camel, 
A kind of bird ; ; interchang- 

ed with the preceding, and with 
the next; lok, lok, in, afraid. 

’ A fine river in’ Honan, a 
large tributary of the Yellow 

Bee 
Loh 

i 

tt 
an River; the dazzling glare from 

water ; Lok, yéung, the an. 
ciént Lohy Ang in Honan, the 
capital of Fuhhi; lok, yéung 
«fa, a cary ophyllus. : 

tb” The fall of the leaf or of rain; 
Hr: to scatter about; to fall, to 

tumble off, to let “fall, to fall 
into; to descend, to gather at, 
to come down to; to lay a 
thing down ; to put into, toen- 
ter, as an item in anaccount; 

the place to which one falls, 
one’s gathering place ; settled, t- 

aR 
Loh 
“ 

— 
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fixed, arranged ; lok, loi, come 
down ; lok, sit, it snows ; ds‘iin 
lok, a village ; tit, lok, t# fell 
to the ground; lok, ka the 
price has fallen; lok, pok, re- 
duced in wealth, poor; /ok, 
shing, the job is completed ; 
ta? fong lok, a term for the 
five yearsin the cycle with sz” 
in their name; lok, lik, be 
smart ; lok, teng? to pay bar- 
gain money; lok, min? to up- 
braid, to abuse. with fonl lan- 
guage; lok, ‘pin ¢s'in toadvance 
capital ; lok, pat, to begin a 
work, to commence writing ; 
lok, tso? pin ch‘i? where has 
it gone to? where is he at 
work ? lok, fat, to shave off 
the hair, to lose the hair ; lok, 
ckong, sunset; lok, <shiin, to 
go aboard ; lok, «shad, to mix 
in sand ; ; lok; tau fo export 
cargo; lok; sam, be easy about. 

Pleasure, joy, happiness, 
ease, gratulation; to rejoice 
in, to delight in, to take plea- 
sure in, to esteem a pleasure ; 
lok; ai A‘in ming? pleased with 
fate, toaccord with the decrees 
of heaven; <hang lok, <‘d,a 
portrait; tsok, lok, to make 
merry ; lok, tak; avai, pleased 
to do; <ho lok, di chi, where 
shall I be better pleased ? lok, 
<sam, contented, . 
Name ofa river in Shan- 

ie tang. A bank, a large pool 
or estuary, . 
Interchanged with yéuks aa 

ered leaves. Read Sik 
light, bright, splendid ; bril- 
liant, refulgent ; to shin», to 
glisten ; to embellish. 

i‘ Dead branches of trees: 
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i 

Long. 

A place or summer-house in 
git La state; a term of respect 

£ for officers and persons; a 
gentleman ; a male; ling? dong, 
your son ; san dong, a bride- 
room ; ¢s‘an <ka Jong, attend- 
‘ants at a bridal procession ; 
‘kon .chit dong, to lead a boar 
to sow ; dong :kwan, my hus- 
band ; pun? Jong, groomsmen ; 
ta? ling’ dong, ? ling? dong, 
first young gentleman, second 
young gentleman; these terms 
are added by others to the 
names of sons ; (az? Jong is a 
term a wife gives her hus- 
band’s eldest brother. 
Rooms or porches on the two 

sides of a hong between the 
5 halls, or on the sides of court, 
somewhat like a gallery or 
corridor ; chambers adjoining 
ahall; ¢s‘un ong, a portico 
or porch, where watchmen 
stay; dong mii ds‘oi, distin- 

' guished talents—as of states- 
te dong ‘mo, side galleries. 

A species of palm, the wood 
ee good for sedan thills, and 

16 

the pith for food ; ‘kau dong, a 
‘Lang species of Prunus, found in 

 Ketogting: ming long, a 
kind of rattle used to drive 
fish into nets. 

\} Ornaments made of coral, 
Renee dong .kon; long ong, 

Bt) ;a sort of necklace or clasp for 
Lang the neck. 
Ap Interchanged with the last ; 
ay kind of locket ; am dong 
x. * dongs a little bell. 

pai 
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A wolf or jackal, a beast 
', whose howl scares animals ; 
5 ernel, furious, oppressive ; 
sch'di long tong to a wolf isin 
the road—said of cruel rulers ; 
dong «sam, cruel; ong tsik, 
more than is wanted, scattered 
about, confused; Jong piu? 
fettered, embarrassed, involv- 
ed ; Jong tuk, truculent, callous 
and cruel. 

7 Young bamboos, called ¢s‘ong 
dong chuk,; a basket; a 
screen for a carriage. 
Weeds in rice or grain, or 
whatever hinders its growth ; 
dong ‘yau, darnel, tare ; pat, 
ong pat, ‘yau, neither darnel 
nor grass—good for nothing. 
A mantis, called ‘ong ‘Jong 

met, ineffectual efforts ; ‘ong 
dong po shim, the mantis 
catches the cicada, (and the 
shrike catches the mantis). 
Also read déung; ckéung 
déung, the tumble-dung, a 

‘ kind of Ateuchus. 
ie A lofty door ; vacant, empty, 
Lang Dbocoupied ; dong ‘itn, fairy 

land ; <ké Jong, a high; gate- 
way ; dong dong, extensive, 

“ waste. 

TA Clear, lustrous, bright, as the 
moon ; distinct utterance ; lus- 

Lang te clearness; <kwon lon p) 2 ¢ 1g Zs 

light; sing ‘long, limpid, 
pure ; ‘long chi to receive or 
ask assistance of, blessed ef ; 
iit, ‘long, moonshine ; ‘long 
‘long tsung’ -king, to recite the 
classics in a clear voice. 
A cemetery, a tomb, called 

fan long* in Shansi; fong? 
long? a desert waste. 

AM 

Lane 

i 

on 
Lang 
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Lang * 
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ie Waves, billows, sutges; a 
aS of rum; dissipated, extravagant, 

S wasteful, profligate ; imperti- 
nent, disrespectful ; unsettled, 
unfixed in mind ; mong* long? 
rude and unmannerly ; <fung 
long? waves ; long? tong? va- 
gabondish, inconstant ; yéuk, 
long? ridiculing, audacious ; 
dong? ‘sz’ a spendthrift ; long? 
yung? wasteful ; long? ‘i fa <n, 
foolish and lewd talks: 

Read ong, in the river 
<Ts‘ong long in Shantung, 

2 To dry in the sun; to hang 
up to dry ; long* -kon hung up 
till dry ; long? <hoi, spread out 
to dry ; yam long? dry it in 
the shade. 
Read long’; a colloquial 

word; tostand a thing on trest- 
Jes, or on whatever will raise 
it from the ground; to put a 
thing upon a shelf or place ; 

256 
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to chock or shore up; long’ ‘hi} 
. Kits raise it from the ground ; 
long? ko tik, raise it a little 
higher ; shin “pt shek, long? 
chi? the ship is stranded on 
the rock. 

(277) Lit. 
(The pronunciation of the characters under 

‘this syllable and those in the 279th and 280th 
48 often difficult to distinguish.) 

Jk A thatched hovel, a cottage, 
be choultry by the roadside ; a 

lodge or shed in a field, for 
workmen; a poor house ; a 
term for one’s own house ; to|) 
pass the night; pai Ju, my 
house; Ji shé a cottage, my 
lodgings ; 
a field. 

fin it, a cabin in 

LU. 

An ass; ‘yé Lit, a wild ass; 
a ‘kin lit, “ limping or slow ass ; - 

dit dui, ill-setting, as clothes, 
bulging out. 

A plant; used to boil with 
fish, in order to give it a pleas- 
ant flavor. 
The gate of a village or lane, 

a gate ; a hamlet of 25 houses ; 
a habitation; to dwell 5. amin 
dit, a dwelling; % di, leaning 
against the door—and hoping 
for one’s return ; ‘a ‘li, a vil- 
lage gate. 
A kind of palm, with pointed, 

sharp leaves; <li muk, a fine 
grained red wood from An. 
nam. 
The spine ;—represented by 

the character; tones in music ; 
luk, ‘lit, the cin fad notes ; ane 
Slit chit «shan, a loyal minister ; 
‘Lit sung? Spain ; ‘sit * Lit sung? 
Luzon or Manila. 
A colleague, a companion, a 

fellow; to associate with, to 
accompany; <hang ‘lit, a travel- 
ing comrade ; kit; li, to agree 
to's goina company, to make 
upa party ; pun? ‘li, a partner. 
This character is often 4 

nounced ‘li, in the sense of 
within, inside. » rae 

A battalion of 500 men; a 
stranger, a Visitor, a guest, a 
sojourner ; a company, many ; 
to travel about or to other pro- 
vinces ; to lodge ; an imperial 
sacrifice to heaven ; a path ; 
orderly, to arrange in or 
foreign; self-planted. grain ; 
shang Sli a traveler ; ‘lit hak, 
or shéunge ‘lit, a ‘enaling: eee 
chant ; ‘lit ts‘z” in order ;” 
tim? a lodging. house. 

= 
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ys The backbone, the spine ; ‘yau 
cA ‘li lik, he has great strength. 

je. To think upon anxiously, to 
a expect, to care about, to feel 

sad for ; to plan, to calculate, 
to devise ; to cogitate, to turn 
over in one’s mind ; concern, 
dubious of, suspicion, anxiety; 
sz’ li? serious thoughts of ; 
li? haw to think of the future; 
li? t& precautionary, thought- 

~ful of ; mong li? not to par- 
ticularize, a general view of; 
li# nim? to have anxious 
thoughts. 

= Deceitful; to deceive; a 
man’s name, Chau Puhlii in 
the Sung dynasty. 
A file, a rasp- a polishing 

tool ; to file smooth, to give 
lustre to ; to correct or reform 
one’s self; ,mo lu? to polish, to 
file. 

jee Frequently, reiterated, many 
Li times, often; continually, 

successively ; prompt ; li? ts‘z” 
many times; /i? nin, for many 
years ; li? li? again and again; 
liz li? hai ‘kom, he is always 
just so—he is stupid. 

Usually pronounced iv. 
Rustic, unpolished. Read li? 
in the Fan Wan. 

ay 

Hempen or silken fibres not || _ 2 

ne yet spun ; a forfeit of cloth; a 
hank or knot ; po li? coarse 
cotton cloth ; ‘fit (fan li? sik, 
to arrange and speak of points 
in order ; yat, li? :sz’ a knot of 
floss. 

2 Interchanged with the last ; 
the lappet of a coat; dam li? 
ragged clothes, seedy gar- 
ments, 

~ ‘Yon. Dict. 33 
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ia. <A colloquial word; to spit; 
to spit out of the mouth; dx 
ch'ut, Jai, spit it out. 

Liv. A colloquial word ; confus- 
ed ; .kz li all in disorder. 

Ao") Lui. 

‘a A hedgehog or porcupine ; 
as. a class, a series, a collection, 

many of the same sort; to 
classify; dense, abundant ; tsz”* 
‘lui, a dictionary. Also read 
war’. 
A worm which eats wood. 

Usually pronounced ‘lai, which 
see, 
A heap or.pile of stones ; to 

pile or throw- stones together 
into a pile ; ‘luz ‘lui lok, lok, 
clearly understanding. 
A military wall, a rampart ; 

‘to pile up, to heap, to lay on 
each other ; a pile; reiterated ; 
graves ina row; ‘lui shek, to 
pile up stones ; robust, vigor- 
ous ; form, figure ; ‘lui ‘lun chi 
<ngai, imminent danger—as of 
breaking a pile of eggs; -kwan 
‘lui, an intrenched camp; yat, 
‘lui shek, a heap of stones ; 
‘lu pik, .ch‘an, a constellation 
including parts of Capricorn, 

- Aquarius and Pisces. 
™_ A flower-bud, flowers partly 
bai Opened ; fa ‘luz, a flower-bud. 

Es 
Lae 

@ 
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‘ Interchanged with dui +. 
- and often pronounced lui? 
To dram, to beat a drum or 
gong; to turn over stones; sdt, 
‘lui p'aw to beat a reveille and 
fire a gun; ‘lui ‘ku, to drum, 

“783 ‘To destroy, to injure mutual. 
{ia ly, asina fight; pai ‘lui, to 

rout ; fa? ‘lui, puppets, auto- 
matons: ; tsz” ‘Slut kt shan, he 
injured himself. 

S@#y <A kind of vine or melon; 
Fare kot, ‘lui, a sort of gourd ; ¢s‘in 

su? ‘lui, a sort of vine. 
i A flying squirrel, called ‘lui 

‘shit; they are considered me- 
" dicinal, and allied to the bat. 

Rs ‘To stoop, to bend, to crouch ; 
Li t offend ; toreach to, at ; de- 

termined, set ; curved, distort- 
ed, crooked ; perverse, rebel- 
lious, stubborp ; ungovernable, 
impenitent, criminal ; éswi? luz 
wicked ; iin . fi lui din, the 
kite flies to heaven. 

ae Like the preceding ; to bind 
mt so as to force ont the blood ; 

incurable, virulent, as a dis- 
ease; a jlant furnishing a 
green dye; ts‘ak, lu? a thief; 
lui (fu, an unreasonable man. 

We The chirping of a bird’; id 
lui the scream of storks or 
herons. 

iN To weep, to cry; tears ; 
“*, grief ; Jau‘ngan lui to weep ; 

‘it lu? to rain tears, to weep 
Lui bitterly ; ‘man lui to dry up 

the tears; chit lui’ pearly 
tears ; luz’ ‘ngan, eyes réd from 

—_— 

weeping ; luz ‘min chim .kéam,|| — 
tears bedewed the coat; pi 
lui tears and sorrow; lui? ,han, 
the traces of tears ; lui .ying 
Soi, tears wet his cheeks. 

LUL. 

2 Good, unselfish, excellent ; 
a species, a sort, a class, a kind ; 

a lu? is contained in a po’, and 
larger than a ‘chung, as a class, 
genus, species ; imperial sacri- 
fice or worship ; to class with, 
to become one with; d'une 
lui? of the same sort ; ‘sho ‘yau 
mat, lui? whatever things there 
are ; lui? ‘ts‘z’ similar in kind ; 
ch'uk, lu? domestic animals ; 
pat, séung lui unlike, not of 
the same sort; lu? kin to 
appear at court on succeeding 
to a father’s title ; shin? lui? the 
good; li? Sage, become like 
me, make one of us; lui? Sts‘z’ 
‘ki ‘kom ‘yéung, very much 
like it. 

mi Knots in silk thread; a de- 
fect, a flaw ; out of sorts; per- 
verse, unmanageable ; harsh ; 
‘fan lui? morose. 

eB Interchanged with li? EE; 
73» to bind, to detain, to tie toge- 

ther ; to lay on or above, to 
| heap ; repeatedly, often ; hai? 
‘Jui, to tie up ; ‘lui <s2’ to em. 
boss, to make raised figures 

,{on a plain surface, 
FR: To involve, to compromise, 
Lui to implicate ; to put an affair 

on another, to bring trouble 
to; embarrassed, oppressed, 
troubled with many affairs; 
do lu? to involve another ; 
lui? chu? embarrassed with ; 
<lin lui to implicate in punish- 
ment; gnd kw@ lu? no care 
about ; luz sha? ‘kwai, a most 
annoying wretch; chu? lui 
ké shit, wa? constant repeti- — 
tions; lui’ k'ap, yan, to involve 
another. 

‘ 

ee a, ee a 

a 
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hig An edible salt-water oyster 
= ;; OF clam, found in the waters 

off the Bogue. 
7B ‘Thunder ; a deafening, thun- 
“Lai dering noise ; to imitate, to do 

like ; ‘ta Jui, or hang ii, to 
thunder; yat, <shing it,a 
clap of thunder ; Jui kung, the 
Thunderer, sc. Jupiter tonans; 
fan’ Jii, killed with lightning ; 
dui “ung, to hit upon the same 
as another has ; dui kung <ii, a 
tadpole ; dui kung <kwang a 
peal of thunder ; Jui p'ek, p' 
a shaving shop where money 
is lent at high rates ; Jit .pin, 
a flash of lightning ; :p‘ing t? 
yal, shing Jui, a clap of thun- 
der in a field, a sudden sur- 
prise. 
Interchanged with Tui, in 

the sense of to drum. ‘To 
rub fine, to triturate with a 
pestle ; to treat harshly; to 
precipitate; dui dséung, to 
make flour for starching ; Jui 
angan lit? to grind paints; dit 
ch‘ui, a pestle for triturating; 
dii lan? ‘kit, grind it fine ; 
dui ‘ki, to drum ; dui shek, to 
throw down stones. 

aR ‘To bind with ropes, to secure 
TA; One, as a criminal; a black 

rope ; dit sit, fetters, bonds. 

& 
Lui 

i 

To join together in a series, 
to concatenate; to place on, 
to superimpose, to add to; to 
die or be condemned, when 
innocent; to involve, to en- 
tangle ; to bind, to detain, to 
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arrest ; to creep over and en- 
tangle ; hooks or ties of armor; 
dui di, forlorn, forsaken ; dui 
hai? to bind with cords. 

ie A sort of porcelain wine-vase 
a. with looped ears, having clouds 

painted on it, to show its inex- 
haustibility; a bowl used in 
sacrifices. 
Same as ‘lui OS; a_ kind 

*F#% of hod or basket to carry earth ; 
creeping plants. 
Interchanged with the pre- 

5: * ceding. Also read Jo, in Jo 
‘li, a basket. 

fs Lean, meagre, emaciated, 
yu; fallen away ; feeble, debilitat- 

ed, infirm ; entangled ; turned 
_ over ; dui shaw very thin ; ut 
dt kok, caught by the horns; 
dui fuk, turned over or bottom 
up. 

(281) Luk. 

te A green colored stone, chry- 
Lut, Soprase ? stony, rocky, uneven, 

rough ground ; laborsome, toil- 
some ; small; a chunk of tim- 
ber ; luk, luk, rough ; unimpor- 
tant, insignificant ; following 
after another ; Jo luk, unwea- 
rying, painstaking; yat, luk, 
shi? a length cut off from a 
tree ; yung luk; an inefficient 
man, a drudge ; luk, luk, gmd 
mang,aman of no parts, or 
force ; _pd luk, a vulgar name 
for a pumelo. 

HE To move; to shake, to rattle; 
La}, t© Toll over or on the ground ; 

~~ to rock ; luk, lok, t? rolled over 
and fell down; ‘pt kéuk; luk, 
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roll it with the foot; luk, 
gmdi, rolled together, like two 
drops of quicksilver ; luk, gai 
<pin ch'w where has it rolled 
to? iuk, kau, to roll a ball; 
luk; ‘kui, a rattle drum; luk, 
nai, to roll earth smooth ; luk, 
wat, rolled smooth ; also said 
of men well versed in; luk, 
wngau, a game of rolling cop- 
pers ; luk: .lot luk, hi? to rock 
to and fro; luk; mak, to roll 
ink in printing; luk, to ch'i? 
slipped down. 
The rut of a wheel ; a roller 

, or wheel; luk, Jd, a windlass ; 
ch’é luk; a colloquial word for 
a wheel ; luk, .ch'é, a waggon. 

vie A river in Changsha fa in 
‘Lah Hanan; to ooze out ; water 

drained off, dregs; to drag from 
the water; luk, chap, ‘sha t#? 
the dripping water sprinkled 
the ground. 
The foot of a hill; woody7 

ite. places on a hill-side ; luk, ‘shau, 
a forest ranger, a forester. 

fife A high pannier basket for 
Tah inclosing fowls; <shit luk, a 

basket for books; met. a stupid 
pedant. 

BE A deer ; the 197th radical of 
Luh characters relating to cervine 

animals; luk, yung, harts- 
horn; gnui fa luk, or <kam 
s‘in luk, the white spotted 
axis deer. 

Be Six ; tai luk, the sixth ; luk, 
Luh fog: the six departments in 

a provincial yamun ; luk, hop, 
zenith, nadir, and the four ear- 
dinal points; the twelve horary 
stems coupled into six pairs ; 

ice 
Luh 

luk. shap, fa kap, the cycle 

LUK. 

of sixty years ; chak, luk, shik, 
to throw six dice; luk, luk, 
thirty-six. 

[ik High, dry land, terra firma ; 
Sore land, as distinguished from 

-water ; used as a complex form 
of the last ; luk, Jd?a land jour. 
ney ; <hang luk, to go by land ; 
luk, tsuk, in succession, suc- 
cessively ; luk, ld -ping, land 
troops; luk, tsuk, loi, came 
one after another. 

| Late planted grain, which 
jyet ripens early in the sea- 

*) son 

4 Green color ; ¢s‘ing luk, color 
We.2 Luho! young leaves; aumung luk, | 

dark green ; tai luk, md to be 
a cuckold; shek, luk, mala- 
chite ; luk, fan, green vitriol ; 
‘Lu sung? luk, an emerald ; 
luk, 4 dong, a rising man, a 
distinguished man. 
Emoluments of office, salary, 

rations, pay, income ; prosper- 
ity, the enjoyment of a thing; 
to enjoy an income ; to salary ; 
pat, luk, a defunct scholar— 
one who died before entering 
office; luk, wat an office; 
‘fung luk, a salary ; shik, luk, 
pleasures of the table, gusto ; 
<t luk, pat, tsuk, insufficient 
food and raiment; gnd luk, 
shik, no salary; Kwong Luk, 
isz* the Banqueting Office 
at Peking—also applied ironi- 
cally to cooks. 

XK Interchanged with luk, Wi 
Vk clear water. : 

We A plant or grass of which 
ene cloth can be made; Tuk, tau? 

a green-colored bean, 

= 

ee 
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A metallic lustre or color ; 
veins on a shell; to copy, to 
transcribe ; to record, to make 
a note of; arecord,a narration; 
an order, a series, an index ; 
the teeth ; .ch'du luk, to copy ; 
luk, ch‘ut, lai, to compose, to 
write ; muk, luk, an index ; <n 
hang? luk, record of one’s words 
and acts; ‘ts‘ii luk, to be select- 
ed out from the candidates for 
a degree ; luk, sz” to detail, to 
write an account of; yat, 
ch‘ éung tsuk, luk, one act worth 
noting ; ‘ki luk, shap, ts‘z” 
to be recorded ten times—as 
worthy officers are ; luk, tsik, a 
record of a family, a register ; 

iy, 
Luh 

luk, avai, to inscribe and toj 
reject candidates for degree 
of kiijin; tai? kai? luk, the 
triennial report of officers ; shi’ 
luk, inscribed as a kiijin ; luk, 
‘hau <kung, to take minutes 
of evidence. 
A map or chart; a book; 

ancient records; ,fué luk, a 
charm, a magic writing. 
A pleasant kind of spirit, 

called Jing luk,, made with the 
water from the Lake Ling in 
Hanan. 
A famous steed called luk, 

%, belonging to the emperor 
Muh-wang of Chau dynasty. 
To disgrace, to injure, to 

> put contempt on; to act fool- 
ishly ; si? luk, opprobrium, 
ridicule of men; luk, yuk, to 
act disgracefully. 

‘To kill in war or for crimes, 
to massacre ; to mangle a bo- 
dy, to disgrace a corpse by 

oa 

exposure and cruelty ; to act 

“ 
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foolishly, to disgrace; shat, 
luk, to slaughter; luk, ¢s‘uu, 
to put prisoners to death ; luk, 
lik, united effort. 
Long and large, like vege- 

Lap tation or grass; luk, luk, ‘ché 
<ngo, the long, large rush. 

(282) Lun. 

A colloquial word ; to gnaw 
a bone ; to lie uneven ; stam- 
mering ; uneven, as crumpled 
paper; shit, wa? lun chun, 
hesitating talk, stammering ; 
lun kwat, f‘au, to gnaw a bone; 
dun gmai tik, do, pick your 
bones clean. 
Constant, regular, that which © 

is acknowledged by men as 
right, proper ; a species, class, 
sex ; relationships, affinity of 
things and classes with each 
other, a natural law: to dis- 
tinguish or choose; “ng dun, 
the five relationships of socie- 
ty ; yik, dun, to violate these 

_ duties by inhuman and atro- 
cious acts; Jun ts‘z” a series; 
din lun, one’s parents; tsiil, 
dun, to exterminate people. 

a A range of mountains, called 
‘ Lun -Kwan Jun, the Koulkoun Mts. 

in Koko-nor. 
te | To choose fit persons for 
=a | office ; to select, to pick out; 
Rice to connect with; to come in 
Lun turn, to take by turns; Jun 

sin? to select fit ones; dun 
ds‘oi, to select men of talent ; 
dun pan, to attend to in turn ; 

ug 

f u 

& ka Jun to ‘ni, it is your turn 
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now: dun lok, Joi, come in 
regular rotation. ‘The second 
character also means to walk 
with difficulty ; parsimonious. 

aint A ripple, “ white caps ;’”’ an 
eddy, a whirl of waters; chaos, 

*\ turbulent water ; to sink or be 
engulfed, submerged, drown- 
ed; to be lost in perdition, 
damned; dun lok, sinking in 
destitution and vice; .ch'am 
dun, lost for ever; dun song? 
extinct, as a dynasty or family; 
dun mut, destroyed utierly. 
To arrange or twist raw silk 

for weaving; to wind silk; a 
silken cord; to compare and 
distinguish, to classify, to ad- 
just; to know; lun yam, 
«¢ silken sounds” are His Ma- 
jesty’s words; sz’ lun,. sorted 
silk, fine thoughts ; ‘mun fuk, 
cking <lun, eloquent, full of 
just thoughts. 

Read .kwan, in the phrase 
&kwan kan, the cap of Kung- 
ming. 
-Lun i? the name of a boat; 

the bow timbers of a vessel. 

An 
Lun 

fie 
be Crawling of insects or snakes ; 
salt large frog ; others say, a kind 

of serpent. 
ig A wheel withspokes ; a wheel; 
co 8 dise ; a round face ; a round, 

a revolution, a Circuit, a turn ; 
large ; to rotate, to roll round: 
dun chitn, to turn round and 
round ; dun gnin, to go from 
one door to the next; ° one’ 
yat, Jun paw to fire a volley 
of cannon; un ti, transmi. 
gration ; ‘chiin un, to reénter 
life ; “kit <ch’é dun, to lift the 
[stone] wheel—a trial of 

LUN. 

strength ; Jun dau chon ‘shau, 
to watch in rotation; ‘kwong 
lun, latitude and longitude, the 
area or expanse of a country ; 
dun chéuk, ‘ki, it is his turn ; 
lun <hoi tsdo do it by turns. 

to be an exhalation from the 
blood of murdered persons ; 
shining ; ‘kwat ‘fo dun <lun, 
devil’s fires abounding and 
shining, 

is Feeling ashamed, abashed, 
: disconcerted. Lin s 

Precipitous, lofty peaks of 
Lj, Mountains; Jun sun, lofty 

mountain cliffs, 
m Water murmuring over the 

| stones ; stones by the brook ; 
: | clear water of a brook ; shui 

Lin lok, dun dun, the withee tum- 
bling clear over the stones. 

”“ 

= 

: 

- a SN —--4+--- 

Read lun’; to rub a stone thin, - 
to make thin ; shingle, gravel. 

Oe Name ofa river ; clear water, 
‘f1, issuing from rocks and run. 

ning among hills. 
KK. A veined appearance, like 
‘sf that of agate; dun pan, chato- 

yant, variegated. 
te The rumbling of wheels, for 
‘ran Which the next is also used ; a 

threshold; abundant, full ; 
chung’ ché é dun dun, the abies 
of many chariots; @ dun, a 
doorway. 
Near, contiguous, proximate ; 

connected with, supporting, 
assisting, as ministers do a 
prince ; conterminous, neigh- 
boring ; a neighborhood, neigh. 
bors; five families; 
the neighbors ; kak, dun, next 
house, near to one’s house ; 

An ignis fatuus, supposed | 

a0 oy ee ee ee eee ee ee ee 

un ‘li, 
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kan? lun,a neighboring village; 
sz” dun, neighbors ; Jun kwok; 
contiguous countries; cham 
un, adjoining ; Jun kan? near 
to. 

oF A piebald horse ; a horse with 
“Tin Dlack lips. 

fie Scales of fishes, soft and over- 
“a lying; scaly animals, as snakes 

and fishes ; repeated, succeed- 
ing, like scales-; gi Jun, fish- 
scales; <fung sai ‘shui Jun 
dun, the breeze raises the sca- 
ly ripples ; Jun po scaly tribes. 
The female of the unicorn; 

kt lun tsoi “s‘2’ the unicorn 
is here—written on bridal se- 
dans; dun ‘chi <ch'ing ds‘ éung, 
the unicorn’s hoof has brought 
luck—an heir is born. The 
-idea of the Chinese unicorn 
may have been derived from 
a one-horned Tibetan equine 
animal. 

SK To walk with difficulty ; ¢ rs ‘ 
Lun CoVetous, avaricious, grasping. 

: An egg; the roe of fish; 
testicles ; kai ‘lun, hen’s eggs; 
‘lun ‘tsz’ the testes; ‘lun .shang, 

oviparous ; ‘un yik, to bring 
up, to cherish; sha? di fuk, 
‘lun, like one screening or set- 
ting on eggs. 
To discourse upon, to con- 

sider about and discuss; to 
reason, to think upon, to con- 
sult; discourse, deliberation, 
counsel ; a process or regular 
train of reasoning, a full ac- 
count of a matter; according 
to, by the, speaking of; lun? 
kan ma? sold by the catty; 
om lun® do ‘shiti, no matter 

MG 
Lin 

~ 

Lwan 

sa 
un 

_ how many ; am lun? to con-"" 
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verse upon ; pin? lun’ to dis- 
pute, to argue ; kok; Syau tit 
lun? each maintains his own 
views; <ch'ut lun® to infer ; 
tsok, mak, lun? to write a diag- 
nosis of a disease ; ‘it and lun? 
ts‘z” to discourse without me- 
thod ; yéuk, lun? if we admit, 
premising ; lun? ‘hi, to talk a- 
bout ; lun? yan, to speak about 
people. 

2") Avaricious, stingy, mean, 
, |sordid, sparing ; to dislike, to 
spart with, to spare ; to be as- 

x hamed of ; lun? sik, close, to 
sale hold on to; sau /un® ashamed 

~~ of, reddening ; lun® po afraid 
of one’s steps ; hang? mat, lun? 
yuk, 1 hope you will not re- 
gret your steps—a phrase on 
an invitation ; pat, lun® unspar- 
ing, liberal. 

2 Raveled, as thread; confused, 
intricate, involved; to em- 
broil, to confuse; pat, qyung 
lun? to disallow any confusion, 
A rash proper for making 

mats ; a surname; ‘md lun? the 
iris or fleur-de-lis ; lun’? shek, 
stones on walls for throwing 
down upon an enemy. 
The rut of a wheel; to run 

against or drive over one when 
riding. 

2 

Bd 
Lun 

(283) Liin. 

To bind or tie in any Way, 
to connect ; the hands or feet 
contracted by disease, bent 

over; crooked, winding; to 
crook or bend; to take hold 
of and drag along; Jit kuk, 

c 

Liuen 
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crooked ; litn ,md, curly hair ; 
itn i, bent over, as a hunch. 
back ; .liin shang, twins ; iin 
ckiin, winding, devious; itn 
gai, bent up, cuddled, as from 
cold; wat, iin, to bend, to 
warp ; sat; <liin, bandy-legged. 

42% A kind of tree, slender like 
a spear, from which a drug 
called itn <king, is procured ; 
a sort of gynandrous plant ; 
the ends of an angular bell. 

a A fabulous bird, the embodi- 
s 

ment of every beauty and 
rit grace, a phoenix; the itn kai, 

or argus pheasant, seems to 
have furnished the type; the 
cock is lin, the hen is goo; 
iin fung’ wo gming, the phe- 
nixes sing in concert—a mar- 
riage; <kué iin ‘kwa suk; the 
solitary phoenix and lonestar— 
unmarried ; <hung iin, a star 
lucky for marrying ; chit iin 

c 

Lwan 

“soi, elegantly colored. Used }}. 
for the next, because the bells 
were suspended from a phe. 
nix’s bill. 

Hs Little bells, such as are hung 
on imperial cars; imperial, 
royal; iin <i, His Majesty’s 
chair; kam ,liin tin® the palace; 
ckam iin -po, a term for the 
Hanlin college; iin tso* an 
idol’s shrine ; ,w#z .litn, H. M.’s 

return ; also applied to the re- 
instalment of Shangti; <liin 

_& wai the emperor’s guards- 
men; iin ka his godship ; 
din ing, small bells. 

tit The vertex or peak of a hill, 
. a pointed summit; to sur- 
Lwaa 

. round, 

Lwin 

LUN. 

Connected, joined to, as the 
ear is to the head ; to com- 
bine with, to make alliance 
with; to associate, to assemble, 
to unite ; to join in a regular 
order ; a distich or parallel ap. 
horisms ; itn .kw'an, to crowd 
together, a company or flock ; 
diin 4 fuk, to baste or stitch 
clothes ; iin ‘tong, to combine 
in cabals ; ta? lin, antithetical 
conplets hung up in houses ; 
iin kit, dwelling in a row or 
near to; <liin gning, to sub. 
scribe names, as to a petition ; 
iin ‘shau, united strength; 
iin sam hop, tsok, to do with 
united purpose. 

Ardently loving, to long for, 
to think of continually; to 
dote on, to hanker for ; lit 
mo strong attachment ; lin? 
‘tsau, tohanker for spirits ; litn? 
shik, lecherous ; litn? litn? pat, 
gmong, in tender recollection. 

fl, | To confuse, to disorder, to 
‘.;throw into trouble; discord, 

BL janarchy, insurrection, com- 
Lwén motion ; in confusion, tumul- 

tuous, out of place, disarrang- 
ed, raveled ; wrong ; to regu- 
late, to put in order; ta7 iin? 
commotion, turmoil, ina house 
or ina state; liin® chong? to 
meet rudely ; mong kwok, kom? 
litn? all in confusion, at sixes 
and sevens ; tsok, litn? to rebel, 
insurrection ; .sam litn? disturb- 
ed in mind ; ‘mai ‘ta litn? don’t 
mix them up; iin? Jai, disor- 
dered, it is all wrong; liin? 
sha? to disturb the country, 
to turn the world apside down; 
lin? tso to sit awkwardly. 

ii 
Lien 
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i li “Diing. 

> Sorkin tuibher written rt but 
erroneously ; a hole, am aper- 
ture, a wide cleft ; ‘la ‘shii 

- dung, a rat-hole ; yapy (rong 
~ mai dung, gone ints the clay 

~ hole—buried;. hot ko’ dung,|\ . 
make a hole ; ‘pe fat; dung, the 
“nostrils 3 ol iin dung, bored, 

Lan ng. 

has holes; ‘Aung Jung, or fi'|| . 
» dung, a hole ; ilung l@ an 
opening, a- crack or hole. 
-A dragon, the chief of scaly 

th E animals, thought to have su- 
pernatural powers, and of 

- which many kinds are supos- 
ed to exist; geomancers say 
» much of them ; an emblem or 

te wulsadap of imperial. power and 
awe; the. emperor’s _ power; 

| imperial, dragon-like ;. to per- 
»\ vade ; to bud ; gracious, kind ; 

‘cvalung ghiin, dragon boats, so 
named from \the carving on 

«the bow ; dung <héung, the an- 
egy at weddings ; 

thot dung wong, the Roptune 
_ sof the Chinese ; dung wai? the 

ie thrown ; dung. fai, the emper- 
8 person. ; dung gan, Lis 

‘Majeoty °s presence: dung § ngan 
‘kwo, the langan ( Dimocarpus'||; 
ae ra} lon ‘fae a fruit; 

» paddling boats, that 
dune « Pp ‘ai, the. impe- 

fat yates adored by officers : 
Bm fis a shed or crection 
fe “a tsi?; <shing Jung, 
to get married ; t? dung, an 
earthworm ; Sai" na lung, car. 

seize a dragon—elever ; ds'am 

SiG 

a 2) slung ji, the sturgeon ; dung 

Tox. Dicer. 34 
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‘mak, the dragon's pulse,” re- 

Luce 

Lass 

fers to subtle anti¢’ influ. 
ences and tokens; ung chung 
cht "ntaj-dedrepidy old; dung 
lu? the class of lizards, drag- 
ons, serpentsy &e.; dung ‘iif, 
the * Dragon’s' Cave,” or Lan-, 
keet Loneaft the B 
The throat; hax dung, the 
gullet; tau dung ‘héung, a 
sound in the thrvat. 
To grasp; to seize, to drag ; 
to attack, to charge on; to 
collect or assemble ; to éffect 
an end, to’ exert one’s self ; to 
work ‘on, to operate; to_ lay’ 
hold’ of, to act with ; dung <mat 
‘shau, to sleeve the: hands ; 
dung kan® bring’ [the boat] 

- héadstall ; 
the hair; sme’. 

near; to cause to approach, 
to ndars) ‘m@ dung tan, a 

dung fat; to tie up 
i dung, no 

intercourse or business’ with ; 
“pi t6 lang kwo’ hi? he was cut 
with a knife; duag léuk, to 
capture ; dung tik, to charge 
an enemy’s force; dung lok, 
‘chi? to detain by exeuses. 

Lung 

Lung 

a, 
Lung 

The rising sun obscured ; 
funy dun pers break of day’; the 
sun scarce 
The rising moon : mung 

ding, obscure, dim, as the 
bediouded moon or ‘a dirty 

‘glass. mi 

A wooden’ sill for hulling 
rice; to rub, to grind down, 
to sharpen ; j to grind; gno 
dung, towrind ; to study hard ; 
dting kuk, to hull grain ; kulk, 

u dung , a Wooden hand-mortar ; 
; ding la? to. sharpen, to tu 

and intake rp ns 
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‘ A dragon-shaped gem used 
Lung in deprecating drought ; ding 

« 

Lung 

i ~._ ed basket, for holding earth or 

Ld 

it 
Lung 

Jung, the, tinkling of gems ; 
also'clear; the sighing of the 
wind. 
A cage, stockade, or inclosure 
of wood for birds or animals; 
ds‘au dung, a cage) to carry 
prisoners in ; .fong dung, to! 
confine. behind bars; dim 
dung, to screen off for privacy : 
shauw® yan Jo lung, to be taken 
in, deluded. . Interchanged 
with the next. 
A cage, a den ;,an open work- 

animals; a quiver; to mono. 
polize or engross goods; ta 
dung, to entrap. birds ;. ch*it, 
‘ta dung, to inveigle people ; || Lun 
piv dung, a frame for drying 
clothes ; tséuk, dung, a bird- 
cage ; chit dung, a pig basket ; 
chit dung .fa, the Nepenthes 
flower; <ha ung, a shrimp 
net ; dung fo? mat, to hoard up 
or buy up goods; Jung chaw a 
fish-net made like a basket to 
cover fish; -met,. a. sentence 
giving the key. or, subject- 
matter of a book or, essay ; 
dung lok;,a bridle; met. to 
insnave by words, to get control 
of. Also read lung, a ‘trunk, 
Deaf, hard of hearing ; unper- 
ceived or hidden, like things 

"8 covered up; @ dung, a deaf | 
person; <chong lung cha -“a, 
feigning to bedeafand dumb; 
cht dung, silly and deaf, 
A species of water polygo- 

num; yung dung, overgrown 
with weeds, concealed; hid- 
den by, something dung .st 
ts‘ov asparagus (7) 

ie 
Lung 

Me 
Lun 

Jie 
Lung 

“aE 

ng 

c 

Lun 

: 

_ of Shensi, 

Hi 

LUNG. 

The leggings or overalls worn 
by Chinese in winter. | 

Grand, eminent, high above 
what ektoutthis exalted, con- 
spicuous ; abundant, . overfill. 
ed, opulent, fertile ; exalting, 
glorious ; to glorify, to exalt, 
to magnify ; to rise\up; hing 
dung, prosperous ; dung poh, 
generous and mean; <sham 
‘ling dung ds‘ing, to receive 
distinguished, favors; <tsiin 
dung, highly -honored ; ‘dung 
shing’ affluent...) 
Infirm, weak in the back ; 

dung peng” diseased from age ; 
dung pai’ costives)) 
A mound ina field ; a grave, 

a tomb, a tumulus ; to engross 
® or buy up goods; ‘lung titn® 
undulating, as a road or coun- 
try ; to speculate in, as a bro- 
ker’: ; gyau ‘lung, a mound, a 
grave, a hillock; «s2” ‘lung titn’ 
peculation, ‘to use other’s mon- 
ey in speculation. — : 
A colloquial word ; the in. 

side of a thing ; hollow, empty 
of, nothing in; Kites ts‘ot lung, 
inside of a coffin ; Aun, g ‘lung, 
empty, all taken out. 

A dike to prevent the i irrup- 
pena of waters ; Lung ‘mau .chi 

5 kan, among dikes and fields— 
in agricultural pursuits ; ‘Jung 
“sai, an old name for the west 

now a. 
Kansuh ; "dung’ ‘sung, all, the 
whole; - tak, ‘Lung * Shuk. 
having got Shensi he wa nted 
Sz’chuen. 

An unauthorized pee eter; 
a trunk, a box, a case or car. 
rying articles; P a lung, a lea. 

strict in. 



LUT. 

thern trunk; <4 ‘lung, a clothes 
> trank; (shaw lok, ‘lung, pack 
> itin the trank; ‘fo shik, ‘lung, 
me cap for eatables. 
Fs toy ‘o play with, to trifle and 

toy with; to'dally with, to use 
"8 badinage, to treat disrespect- 

fully ; to make, to handle, to 
do; to feel ; A? lung® to sport 
with ; lung? ‘nga, to bear a 

10) daughter ; lung? tek, to play a 
fife s ‘md lung’ Astin ‘chéung, 

~ + to despise dignities ; lung? fan’ 
“to cook Tice: lung? “pa h? to 
play tricks of hand ; lung? “ka 
“8 \shing chan, to ‘fullfil what was 

proraised in joke; lung? wa? 
to spoil ; Jung? kwan’? ‘lit, thor- 

oughly practiced i in ; mar tung’ 
») to show off, bragging ; ; 
<3) Tung? ts'0° “pi yan, feet sive 

‘it to the wrong man; lung? 
shan lung? ‘kwai, to” make 
‘much ado about the gods. 
> The’ note or song of a bird, 
g'° ili ‘ts0? sz” kon? ‘hd lung? 

a hung? he does things very 
“oli 

(8) Lut. 

te, A fokme) word; out of 
order, morose, cross; to talk ; 
lut, chut, disarranged, difficult 
to do, not rhythmical, mud- 
dy, § asa style ; ; dam lut; scold- 

. ing, hard to suit, sullen, selfish ; 
_ tut, h? tt? ‘ngan wat, to flach 
the eyes, to sct the eyes on ; 

- Lut, ‘hi, kin wa? to speak the 
court dialect. 

ae, A pencil, style, or. writing 
Yah utensil ; to narrate, to obey, to 

follow ; to declare; to write ; 

LUT: 267 

an initial word, forthwith, 
then, straightway, according- 
ly ; the 12¥th radical. 

44+  Astatute, an ordinance, a 
Lah {xed law or regulation, a com- 

mand, a penal law; a military 
- code ;'to divide, to distinguish; 
the sharped musical notes, or 
luk, lut;, aré the yang ones ; 
stanzas or distich ; the is 
of versification; to state, to 
record ; to estimate the merits 

‘ of, to adjust : to trim the hair ; 
| fat; lut, Jaws ; ‘hd yam lut, in 
' good tune, good rhythm ; yat, 
‘shau lut, shi, a ‘stanzas of 
eight lines; Zut, lai* the statutes 
and ordinances, the code of a 

~ country’; ka? lut, precepts, 
commandments ; lut; :shii, law 
books. 

> Water flowing rapidly. Also 
as read Kit, to gush out as a 

fountain; an islet. 
A well rope ; Lut sok; a rope 

}, for drawing water. 

To follow, to comply with, 
Yuh >to obey ; to narrate; an in- 

itial particle ; Lut, KE man 
ds‘ing, to review or examine 
his writings. 
A black horse .with white 

hind quarters. a 
A chestnut ; chestnut wood, 

*used for tablets; firm, solid, 
darable ; severe, strict, exact ; 
to overpass, to exceed ; to re- 
spect ; full grown grain ;; i 
i the chestnut ; shek, 
sort of acorn § ona Lut; waiee 
by 
“Cold: Tut, lit, a piercing, 

Lik > old wind, 

Lih 
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Afraid, pale, apprehenvive, 
trembling, fearful ; chin? lut, 
trembling from fear; Jut, Luts |) 7, 

agai ki’ quaking, with dread. 
& The name ofa river in Kidng- 
Lih sa, and of a district ( Lihshwui 

hien) near Nanking; Lut, 
_ Chau, an island.in the. Yang-| 

».» tsz’ kiang near it, 
Zy:. A scope, a mark; a stretch, 
Liuh "as of a bow; the opening of | 2 

the lappel of a garment, 
HE. A bamboo rope or hawser 
Luh fer tracking boats, or, letting 

down into mines ; cords ‘used 
in lowering a coffin ; lut, Jo, a 
pulley ; 3 lut, ‘ii, cords for let- 

_ ting down a coffin. 
Clouds of . various. colors, 

14 felicitous clouds,, which are| 
tri-colored. 

@. ‘To dart down upon, asa hawk 

2, foes ; ; to fly swiftly and high. 

> The fat around the inwards} 
Linh of a:sacrifice; which was an- 

ciently. burned in temples, cal- 
- Jed ut, lid; fate: 

wits ; 

(286) iit. 

zs Infirm, feeble, weak, inade- 
+ quate ; humble, poor, insignifi- 

tees cant, a term used. by one’s 
self, as lit; ds‘oi, my poor tal. 
ents; inadequate, a little, bare- 
ly, scarcely ; rustic, vulgar, 
vile, rude, mean, unpolished ; 
lit, kam, depraved gentry, 
who'tyrannize over the, yilla- 
gers ; ok, lit, exceedingly,bad ; 
hit> ‘tang, sidisdi who ean not 
pass review, and are degraded; 
lid, tak, small virtue ; lit, yéuk, 

MG 

useless sit; ‘mii, vicious horse. 
HF A low dike or path dividing 

duh  Helds ; a mound ; to mark or 
survey fields, atid designate 

their limits ;,the same, ey 
alike ;-a mountain tarn, a 
‘tang Til same sort; ‘ma 
bridle-path. Ava 

if. To take jin the. ‘fingers, to 
draw through the hand, to 
P rasp: ; to serape, to brighten, 
to rub, to exfoliate, to amass ; 
litt, mai yat, dui, to. bring to- 
gether into a pile ; lid, <kd dai 
dsin, take off the fat for trying; 
lit, iin fau, to brandish and 
rub. the. fists, as. if. eager to 

fight ;, lit, gnaé sd? scraped 
everything together ; ‘shau lit, 
to scrape or rab off with the 
hand, as. leaves from a. twig ; 
lit: wok, to. serape a, boiler of 
the skin left after cooking ; iit, 
ckon tseng? rub. it. off clean; 
litt; ‘adi, to milk; Tit, t 
straighten it out ; Tit, ont! “to 
stroke the beard. ane 

To pour out.a ‘libation in 
worship ; % ‘tsau Tit, (or ere 
t’vto pour out, spirits on 
ie Often read lai, 

nnollas. A a) 

™M. itt 1930 Bis 

eet) SARs NS 

vz A colloquial word; a simple 
Ww 4 negative, not, do not, no; .’m 

ts" ang, not yet; 2m ‘hai? no ; 
m @ no, not at pif tie! reply ; 

- Ki om, he wont; 2m isheng, 
* he says hothing ; ‘nt ‘sé, hai? 
ni? did you write this ® 

‘Also fead’ ¢ngy!@) sound in 
+ singing; @ 2mg, a refrain at, the 

end of a line. Me 

s 

Lai 

= 

(287) 

Se 



a 9 Ma. 
ap A Pa ne to bear twins; to 
Taz! go. ‘halves, to divide in two; 

‘a moiety, a half; toshare with, 
to take equal responsibility ; : 
to duplicate ; ‘ki ma shang, 
he is a twin ; shang .ma ‘tsai, 
to bear twins ; ana JO pin’ to 
go equal shares ; «md *k’t ts0° 

‘join him in doing it ; .md ‘chi, 
a double thumb; una ‘au, a 
double head, one with a large || ; 
tumor on it ; and gnai hi? gone 
off together; umd Td t# two 

_ gods of the land, placed back 
_to back near the treasurer’s of- 
fice in Canton ; hak, ma .ma, 
‘pitch dark ; umd tsz”a duplica- 
ted expression, a repetition ; 
ma ma fi, well, no great 
matter, as you please. Ma 
is also beard at the end of a 
question, as a contraction for 

_..¢m @, is it not so? 
a A colloquial word ; a nurse; 
: ‘nai ama, a wet nurse; <kon 

_ ama, a nurse; sho f'au «ma, a 
tiring woman; chap, “ma, a 

midwife; gma mda, mother, 
mamma ; <ki md, aunt, aunty. 

St Hemp, the female plant; 
(Cannabis) the linen of the 

* Chinese ; sackcloth or mourn- 
ing apparel ; hempen ; linen 
or. loth: a kind of drum ; 
the 200th radical ; 3 gma po? 
-hempen fabrics : ; ma sew hem- 
vn thread ; gma dam, a ham- 
a for holdi the tsik, ma, 

or hateheled” emp ; isd <ma 
po’ sackcloth ; 3 gma yau, hemp 
oil; .ts'd gna pd’ the hempen 

MAL 269 

and coatse clad—poer persons; 

“Ma 

fi 
Ma 

gE 
Ma 

op 

sam lin ii ama, troubled, like 
tangled hemp 3 ; ma wma tik, let 
it pass; gna .ch'd, dim, ob- 
seure ; gné 1? quick, prompt. 

An. unauthorized form of 
the last; .cht una, or qau md, 
the sesamuin ; chi gna au, 
the oil of sesamum; gnd tséung’ 
ground up--sesamum seeds, 
used in cooking ; gna kwat, 
‘kwai chéung’ a staff on hemp 
is useless, 

A cutaneous disease of chil- 
dren, like’ chickenpox or 
measles; torpidity, paralysis; 
chat, ma, he has the méasles ; . 
ama muk, numb ; kéwk, gna, foot 
is asleep; and fang, leprosy. 

A striped frog ; ia and, the 
edible frog. Read mok, a sort- 
of gnat. Sa 
A mare; a mother; a maid- 

servant, a waiting-woman ; 
pro ‘ma, a grandmother, an 
old maid-servant, a gtanny ; 4 
‘ma, afemale servant. 
A horse ; the 187th radical 

of characters pertaining to hor- 
ses ; warlike, spirited : cavalry ; 
the right foot put forward; ‘to 
clamp, to stitch; to join togeth. 
er, a clamp, : stretcher which 
joins things; Jéing ‘md, a gen- 
tle horse ; ae Mob: a labding 
place, an anchorage for boats, 
a ferry ; ‘cho chi? ‘ma dau, to 
stop a man, as beggars do; 
“ma shéung? tsd? do it immedi- 
ately, as if on horseback ; <ts*in 
‘li Sma, a swift courier ; 3 ” sau 
‘ma “shéung yam? to go to an 
“office immediately’; ; to bury 
“as soon as dead ‘ma tau 
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ckwan; or ‘ma fi, an hostler 
or horsekeeper ; ‘teng ‘mda, an 
avant courier, one on horse. 

-©o back in processions ; ‘mé <i, a 
‘|| square wooden stool ; “na chap, 

‘lo p@camp-stool ; 9nd tap, tang’ a 
stirrup ; cho ha ‘md, just arriv- 

ed; ‘ma dan, a horse-paddock ; 
: chap; ‘na pdt plant the foot 
firmly out-as in boxing; ‘hd 
‘ma. pe a firm standing; ‘ma 
<fong, a stable; ‘md ‘mi ‘ma, 

_ +tailless horses” —~a nickname 
|», for chair-bearers ; fai? ‘ma Jai, 

come.very quick—like a fleet 
horse; ‘ma ‘t‘ung, a close chair; 
ds‘un <sheng ‘ma, a letter- 
carrier; ch'ut,‘md, todoathing, 
toadvance the money, to bear 

_ the expense; ‘ma chit’ to 
clamp; ‘ma eng, a clamp- 
nail ; ‘ma ‘kan ‘kt kai’ deng, 

_» Seize him fast by his queue. 
< A leech; ‘m4 wang, a blood- 

‘9 sucker: ‘ma cha? a locust or 
a grasshopper. 
Bi) The agate ; ‘ma ‘nd, the cor- 
ime nelian-or agate stone ; ‘ma ‘nd 

gman, haying angular lines, 
_.,.. like fortefication agate. 
‘ +e Used for the last; a yard; 
4 weights for money or goods ; 
fat, ‘ma or ‘ma ‘tsz’ weights ; 
$2’ ‘ma chiing’ 16. taels to a 
catty; ® ch'ek, sz” soai yal; ‘ma 

_. 2 cubits4 puntos make a yard; 
"tuk, <sz’ ‘ma, full weight. 
“1 To scold, for which the next 
: Ma is. now used ; a final, interro- 
“ gative word, denoting doubt 

-whether it is or not ; <hoi p'd? 
_ hai* ‘ma, have you not opened 
a shop? mat, ‘yé ‘ma? what do 

you want ! ‘kém ‘ma, so eh !— 
~~~ implying disapprobation, 

it 

its 

MALT. 

iy To rail at,*to abuse with 
Mi vile language,"to call names, 

to scold ; ma’ pat, chi ‘hau, 
he never ceases railing ; yuk, 
ma to vilify ; ¢m Shang shaw 
m@ 1 won’t be scolded so. * 

ie Sacrifices or auguries offer- 
i‘) eq by an army to insure a 

* victory ; worship to the aii via, 

when journeying, 

Mai) 9)" 
. sevaret 

(289) 

A colloquial word; to purse 
up the mouth and keep still ; 
mai mai ‘hau, to pucker up 
the lips. Na ee 

vk 'To deceive, to delude ; con- 

“Mi fused, perturbed ; stupified, be- 
wildered, blinded, beclouded, 
as by vice ; stupidly attached 
to ; mai wok, deceived by, se- 

duced ; ,mai wan chan’ infatu- 

ated, enslaved hy; fan mai 

pat, ‘sing, dead to all reman- 
strance ; ,mai gmung, stupid, 
illiberal ; dong kuk; ‘ché gmat, 
players are stupid—the lookers 
on'see the game best ; “kroat 
mai, possessed ‘by a spirit, 

. CYAZOG, 7 ee bore ae | 
1H “To bury, to inter; nai tsong? 

“Wiz to bury a corpse 5 gnai dong, 
: 2 ig te 

to hoard or Jay up. Usually 
~ as2 

Mai 

Et 

pronounced gna@i, 
" Storms of sand; misty, dark, 
cloudy sky, arising eb or 
dust ; gnai_ fu? foggy, smoky ; 

the mists to see the sky—said 
ofa clearwriter, 
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s HK Rice after itis hulled ; small 
a1, grains or seeds of plants ; the | 

119th radical of characters 
relating to rice; fuod; din 
‘mai, lotus seeds; <hd, ‘mat, 
dried prawns ; .shé kuk, ‘mai 

__ or Sat ‘mai, sago; mga dan 
‘mai,cochineal] ; ‘mai t'dp, ch'ui 
to.interfere and spoil a busi- 
ness ; ‘mai ‘sai, refuse, brok- 
en rice; <iung kuk, ‘mai, red 

_ rice ; lek, ‘mai, to buy. rice ; 
fiw’ ‘mai, to sell it ; shik, shat,|| 
‘mai, he’s not worth his food ; 

.¢m chi ‘mai ka? he does not 
know the price of rice—inex- 

___perienced ; ‘mai ngau, a wee- 
'_ yil; also,, a rice-shop coolie ; 

“chit ‘nt ké? ‘mai, to cook your 
_ rice—to slander you ; ‘td ‘mai, 

spilled the rice—spoiled the 
affair; ‘mai <kém ‘shui, rice 
gruel; ‘mai fan? table expenses, 
allowance for food. 
‘A colloquial word like mok, 52.3 
a negative, do not, not yet; 
‘mai ko? tsz’* don’t do that yet ; 

‘mai ‘fan, do not play or idle ; 
‘mai. cha? don’t do it ; ‘mai oi 

ts’? wait a while, stop a bit. 
>. A. cuff or sleeve, a wide 

M Sleeves to take hold and open, 
“to open out, as drawing the 
_.. arm from the sleeve ; fan mai’ 
__ to-#* part sleeves””—to take a 
leave of ; sham maz sleeve of 
- a dress ; Spa. mai’ to seize the 
sleeves, as at meeting. 

=y2  Anenigma, a riddle, a dou- 
“ble entendre; to puzzle, to 
* make an allusion; mai? ‘i, a 
hint, a hidden meaning ; ‘ta 
dang mai to guess a riddle 

“MALr Dye 

(290): Mai. 
~~ 

‘fo secrete, to cover, to con- 
ceal; to lay by, to hoard ; to 
harbor; to come near, to ap- 
proach to; to lay hold, to an- 
nex, to connect with ; to hide 
away to crouch ; to concrete ; 
following other‘ verbs, it often 
means up, in, to; with, ‘at, or 
merely a past. or completed 
action, according to the’ con- 
text ; mdi ngon’ to go ashore; 
“ta tak, mai, accordant with, 
agreeable, fit; 2m lat’ ynai, not 
quite shaven ; “ch'ut, amdi, to 
pay out, to furnish ; yndi mut, 
to conceal, sub rosa ; mdi ‘shau 
‘to lay hold of, to begin a job ; 
it mai yat, @ kok; thrown into 
a bye-corner, indifferent to ; 
ama shin fung, the wind has 
brought us almost there—to 
quickly avail of; <mai'¢‘au, 
up to the wharf; <hang® gnaz 
yat, pin, step aside a little ; 
mai ai, come near; chang 
‘mdi kdm? now long been good 
friends ; din ‘niin om gmat, it 
won’t hardenin warm weather; 
<mai iin? to harbor ill-will; 
‘séung ynai, to prepare ‘one’s 
words beforehand ; ‘md t2k, hot 

' gndi, nothing atall to give; 
(» ¢m ds‘ang ‘kong mai,’ you've 

‘not told it all; ¢s*ii, amat, to 
© condense, to make small: 

‘eB To buy, to purchase ; to ob- 
Mai tain, to wih ; tsd* “mdi ma? to 

Aus 
Mai 

that is written. 

trade ; ‘mdi ma? yan, a trader; 
‘mai yap, to buy ; ‘mai ‘shuz, 



MAT 

to “ buy water ” at a parent’s 
death ; Jing sui? ‘mai, to buy 
by retail ; ‘indi’ pan? a compra- 
dor, a purveyor ; ‘mdi p‘d to 
“buy fear’’—to give hush 
money, to curry favor by pre- 
sents ; ‘mai fuk, man sam, to 
win, the people’s. hearts; 7m 
‘mdi tsz”* Pil not now buy it; 
‘mai chuk, to. hire villains to 
-injure or inform against.one ; |; 
‘Smait& obtained by purchase ; 

cthau ‘mat, wanted te buy ; 
‘mai.ds'ong wat to engage a 

.. cabin or. a passage. 
To. sell, to dispose. of for 2 

i money ; to betray, to inveigle ; 

: 
- 

o 

‘ 

« to mock, to make game of; to 
vaunt, to.show off; mae? fo’ 

. ‘shau, a salesman 3 mdi? ch‘ut, 
to sell; ch'ul,. mai ; for sale ; 
ma? ts‘ ti to show off, to trick 
one’s self out; maz? chit ‘tsai, 
sold as a pig—into foreign 
servitude ; mai ‘tsui dewai, to 

_talk glibly ; maz? ‘au ma? ‘mi, 
to sell off the driblets cheap ; 
mai? :fung, ta give another the 

a) leprosy ; ma? fong? to, allow 
criminals to escape; mai? lung? 
fung ds‘ing, to set off one’s 
charms, to catch admiration ; 
mii? kwok, to betray, one’s 
country, to forsake one’s flag ; 
mii? min? -kwong, to keep up 
appearances with one. 

2. ‘Do waxold, to pass.away ; 
to overpass, to surpass, to ex- 
ceed, to go beyond; vigorously; 
to. go away, to travel. far ; 
old, senile; nin ma? old ; ma? 
mai? indifferent to, remiss; 

| yat, til, kt ma? the days and 

muuths pass away, i | 

(297) 

MAK. 

Makyi* 0 ak 
(All these characters are often pronounced 

like the next syllable.) 

eh. 

Bi | 
ae 

Meh 

Meh 

~ shoe-blacking; 

Wheat, grain with an awn; 
the’ 199th radical of characters 
relating to wheat; <ts°d mak, 
oats; «dm kok, mak, buck- 
wheat ; suk, mak, winter wheat; 
td? mak, barley; niak, nga, 
wheat sprouts, used in soups ; 
mak, ts‘au, wheat harvest in 
July ; mak; chong, bran; sat, 
mak, to sow wheat. 

Dark, cloudy, ‘sombre ; 
night ;_ still, silent, retired ; 
f meditation memory, orind ; 
inspired, internal influence ; 

not at ease; mak, nim*® to me- 
ditate on; mak, mak, m6 <in, 
not speaking a word ; mak, ‘sé, 
to write from memory ; mak, 
sh® a silent or spirittial ‘com- 
munication, or a revelation 
something analogous to pos- 
session oP yt ; mak; ti? 
to understand by meditation; 
mak, mak, pat, on, distressed. 

Ink; black, Bait its 
like ink ; met. letters, writings ; 
to brand with ink ;a fiddente 
of 5 cubits; a dejeeted coun 
tenance; yat; .fong mak, ac 
of ink ; mak, ‘shui, liquid ink ; 

shing” mak, 

marked and !ined—all correct ; 
- f'an mak, sow to-strike a line ; 
in ‘sham mak,‘ chopfallen 4 
man mak, chi yan, a student 3 

mak, ‘kitn, first draft of essay ; 
lok, mak; to write ; ‘nt lol, me 

_ . ts do you begin to-do it ;.mak, 
«ity the cuttle-fish » ‘hong pat, 
mak; to talk like a: books chi 

mak, red inks 96 5 08 



MAK. 

Pi A cord, a two-fold cord ; to 
“cord up. Meh 

Bi | The pulse, the blood run-; 
“-. }ping in the veins; streaks, 
Wk, j Yeins, in wood or flesh ; a cur- 
Meh rent of thought, a full idea; 

a Jine of succession, a descent, 
parentage ; hon? mak, ‘pa mak, 
or ‘tai mak, to feel the pulse ; 
mak, ‘li, philosophy of the 
pulse ; hit, mak, the circula- 
tion ; ‘tim mak, to hit a pulse ; 
i mak, the geomantic forms 
and marks seen on the earth, 

_ Supposed to influence the luck 
of a place, subterranean water 
courses ; mak, gmfin, the pulse 
at the wrist; yat, mak, & oi, 
_ an unbroken descent. 

Misty, small rain: mak; muk, 
Meh drizzling rain, which falls 

- silently, a slight shower. 
cia path which divides 
elds ; a path or street going 

Beh through 3 market; a oad 
- mak, shéung? on the road ; 

_ ckdimak,a market-street ; mak; 
_ 1 yan, disagreeable to one, 

“not pleased with. 
A tapir, the Malacca tapir, 

Kae of which many fabulousstories 
~ are told ; it probably still ex- 

ists in Yunnan. 
ffi. Sometimes written for the 

** }last; a tribe of northern abo- 
5K, rigines near the fik, ; quiet, 

Meh _ settled; gman mak, “m chi 

_ pong, the barbarians (the 
_ Man and Mek) do not know 
their conntry—said of persons 
wholly inexperienced. 

‘To get on a horse ; fo jump ; 

MAK. 

pia ce Teall 8 
anything. 

Ton. Dicr. 35 

(292) Mak. 

B A colloquial word ; to break 
Pin in two, asa cake; to open, to 

split, to tear, to pull asunder ; 
met. to disgrace ; ‘nt mak, hot 
‘hau, open your mouth ; mak, 
fw ching min*® to make one’s 
father and brother blush; mak, 
ta?’ ‘ngan Cai, open your eyes 
and see! ki? mak, the thumb; 
mak, ‘chi, to tear paper ; mak, 
po hau, to split his throat— 
with erying; mak, ‘peng, to 
break bread. 

(293) Man. 

ig Amusketo,a gnat; ‘fi man,a 
Wan Striped musketo; aman chéung’ 

a musketo curtain; man kom’? 
sd, a hum like musketoes ; 
aman <in -héung, smoke to kill 
musketoes ; man <cham mgau 
kok, like a musketo boring a 
horn—as hard as it is useless; 
mandi, the buzz of mus- 
ketoes; .man ‘fat, a musketo 
whip; gan naw a musketo 
bite. 
Strokes, lines, veins, mark- 

ings, bands, spots, striz, clot. 
dy ; what is variegated or or. 
namental; symmetrical lines 
and colors ; slender, beautiful, 
genteel, stylish ; elegant, ac- 
complished, scholar-like; what 
is extraneous as distinguished 
from the essential; literary, 

~ Jetters, literature; the literary 

4 
Wan 



4 

Sok 
Wan 

MAN. 

and official class ; a dispatch ; 
a classifier of coins ; the 67th 
radical of characters denoting 
markings; yat, gman, a cash, 
a dollar ven ‘li, style in writ- 
ing ; <sz’. gman, fine, chaste, 
scholarly, genteel ; yal, <p'in 
gman <chéung, an essay ; <tin 
gman, astronomy ; pak, yan, 
the simple text; <iin «man, the 
original text; ‘ki shik, gnan 
chéung, he isa judge of com- 
position; pat; gman, inelegant ; 
man shi, a governmental 
document; gman pat, a three- 
storied literary pagoda; ‘au 
cman, to deliver a dispatch ; 
gan fat; grammar, rules of 
writing ; ‘kit gan, thé ancient 
style of writing ; gnan .ch'éung 
ta? .kwan, the God of Litera- 
ture ; :man .ch‘éung sing, stars 
6 v in Ursa Major ; ‘hé gnan 
fung, a good literary reputa- 
tion ; ynan pat, .ka ‘tim, the 
style is unimproyable; hi 
gan, false, unworthy of credit ; 
<t yuk, .sz’ gman, to disgrace 
scholars ; ‘yau gnan ds‘0i, learn- 
ed, scientific. 

Read man’ fo gloss over, to 
moderate ; man’ wo’ ta con-, 
ceal errors, 
Pattern, marks, or figures in 

weaving ; a mark or trace of ; 
marks in wood, lines in the 
hand; <s°é «man po cotton 
drills ; gnan <ngan, fine pure 
silver, sycee ; ‘shui <po m2, 
ripples on water; ‘yau tzk, 
gman ‘li, there is some regulari- 
ty in the figure; rather pretty ; 
tsaw man, wrinkled, pucker. 
ed; man lim*® the pattern is 
awry; ‘md gnan lsik, no lines, 

I amt 

MAN. 

a smooth surface ; ost My 
across the grain. 

The autumnal sky, fall o 
the leaf; to compassionate, t 
feel for, to sympathize with ; 
gman din, autumn ; mel, heav. 
en, the clear expanse, 
A small fish, with small 

We > Scales and brilliantly, marked. 
"A Sparus ? 

Ee The multitude, the people, 
Mix subjects, the uninstructed and 

unofficial part of mankind ; 
$2” man, the four classes of 
people; fa’ ngot godn gan, 
the canaille, the rufiscuff ; ‘¢s2” 
<man, you poor people ; man? 
aman, all the people; gman 
chong? militia, volunteers ; : 
gman an, the people ; : déung 
man, loval people ; gnanfung, 
popular customs or yao 
gnan tsik, a. register of the 
ple ; lit? nan, to takeac ce 
A fish-line ; a cord; teats 

3 cash ; a. string of ‘cash ; to give 
” or use garments _ as bedding ; 
abundant ; dz ch‘in Yat, gman 
had a string of cash ‘around 

J Simple, count people ; 
TK) vassals, those ih sign bee 

Mang ignorant, imprudent. 

tS 

HB 
Min 

his waist. Shp 

[agiives from other countries; 

A range of mountains in the 
north of Sz’chuen_ province, 
a spur of the Pih.ling, separ- 
ating the valleys of tbe. cllow | 
R. and Yangtsz’ 5 «Man 
chau, a district in - ih ; 
<Man_ kong, a large. tributary 
of the Yangtsz’ in Sz’chuen, 
A fine kind. of stone, like 

alabaster or marble, ‘but “not 
" considered a gem, 

AK 



MAN. 

; To hear, to perceive by the 
Wi, car, to learn by report; small ; 
~. to state to, to cause to hear; 

report, fame, news; eng <man, 
. »to hear; <ch‘iin gman, to repeat 

‘a report; a tradition, a legend ; 
ofung gman, rumor ; san <man, 
news ; gnan <i wong, told it to 
the king ; gnan ¢s‘ui sik, smell 
it ; tsok, yat, aman tuk, heard 
of it yesterday; dan gnan, 
hard of hearing, hard to hear ; 
pat, ‘yan gman, distressing to 
hear, heart-rending. 
A kind of snake; the an- 

cient name of Fuhkien; the 
river Min in that province ; 
<Man Chit, ‘tsung tuk, the 
governor-general of Fuhkien 
and Chehkiang. 

Mourners at the door; to 
=, feel for, to mourn with ; heart- 

sick, indisposed, ill; out of 
sorts, from grief or trouble ; 
to exert one’s self, to urge. 

“By | -Interchanged with the last ; 

[ 
Min 

In 

to mourn fur, to commiserate, 
to feel concern for ; ‘man cho? 

Min to befriend ; Jin ‘man, to pity ; 
pat, tsuk;‘man, not worth one’s 

o+ pity. 
of. - Watery, an expanse of water: 
Mint flow off; exhausted, drain- 

ed ; destroyed, finished ; con- 
fused, obscure, distant ; ‘man 

_ mit, dead and forgotten ; ‘man 
mif, exterminated ; ‘man ‘man 
faa fan, all in confusion, 
anarchy. 

‘br To rub, to feel, to ‘smooth 
- Min With the hand ; to dry up by 

rubbing; to point bricks, to 
pay seams, to fill up cracks; a 
horn spatula used in dressing 
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the hair ; ‘man <‘au fat, torub 
pomatum on the hair; ‘man 
chiin ‘hau, to point bricks: 
‘man lui? to wipe away tears ; 
‘man fii, to rub in pitch or 
putty ; ‘man mat, fill it in tight. 

Sy A river in Shantung, running 
Wan West into the Grand Canal, 

near Wan-shing hien; ‘man 
‘man, contumely, disgrace. 

‘i_“The corners of the mouth ; 
AWan the lips; met. speech, talk ; 

isip. ‘man, to join the lips, to 
kiss; '0? ‘hau ‘man, to pout ; 
moh; cheng k'iit, ‘man, don’t be 
too facile with your lips—be 
careful of your words. 

a To join; to blend as one; 
Wan Plending and mingling ; ‘man 

hop, joined, harmoniously 
blended. 

Vy) ‘To cut one’s own throat ; 
Wan ‘man ‘keng kau, the tenderest 

- friendship, close friends ; ts2’? 
‘man, to cut one’s throat ; ‘nan 
‘keng tsz’* ming, 1am quite 
aware of the consequences. 

‘ Active, clever, quick, smart, 
Min Prompt; serious, respectful ; 

quick at perception, witty, in- 
genious, skilled at, capable; 
the great toe ; tsit, ‘man, ready 
at, quick-witted; ¢s‘ung ‘man, 
ready, quick parts; ‘man tsit; 
chung fu, fine and quick work; 
‘man lik: energetic, smart ; 
‘man pir ready at retort or 
argument ; ‘man au, to earn. 
estly beg. 

é A perch-like fish common at 
Mj; Macao, the Corvina catalea, 

spotted dark brown. 
“Fix Strong, robust, able to per- 
Min form things. 



MAN. if 

$32) Tobe constrained, forced to 

cpv )do anything against the incli- 
wie nation or strength; to strive ; 
Min to urge, to push ; ‘man ‘min, 

compelled, unwilling to do. 
Read ‘Mang ; a toad, known 

in some places as ‘tO dp, or 
earth ducks; a kind of dark 
striped toad; the 205th radical 
of characters pertaining to 
rane. 

A colloquial word ; the edge 
of a thing, the brink; near in 
time, last moment; to go near 

to the limits of; ¢m kot, kim 
maw don’t cut it so close ; ‘kt 
tak, (4? man he stands very 
near the edge ; man ‘mi, the 
last of ; chang maw kwo? dau, 
you go rather too near ; ‘tang 
to kim? man? «min, waited till 
the last moment. 

Character, reputation; place 
to which sound reaches ; :shing 
man it d‘tn, the sound tached 
to heaven; ling? man? your 
fame. 
To demand, to exact of ; to 

ask, to search into, to ascer- 
tain ; to inquire of or about ; 
to investigate, to try, to ex- 
amine a case, to convict, to 
give sentence; to clear up a 
doubt; a command, a mandate; 
man> tdp, a dialogue, conver- 
sation ; man? -kwan, transport. 
ed for crime 3000 ‘J to the 
girrisons or yamun; man? 
‘hin, exiled to the colonies as 
a convict ; man? ‘chim, to sen- 
tence to decapitation ; man? 
ming pak, ask distinctly ; man? 
kwo? ‘kt, then ask him [if you 
doubt]; man? .on, or man’ hau® 

nie” 

fil 
Wan 

fo} 
Wan 

MAN. 

to inquire after another’s’ he- 
alth ; man? nan, to search into 
thereason of; to get difficulties 
explained ; man ymeng, to as- 
certaina girl’s lineage—when 
betrothing ; ‘ts‘ing man® I beg 
to ask ; kung man? a govern- 
ment mandate; man® gin, to 
salute a bridegroom’s relatives; 
pat, ‘ch't ha? man? do. not be 
ashamed to ask of inferiors. 

(294) 

ae 
Man 

Man. 

A colloquial word; to turn 
oyer, to push, to pull down to 
or towards ; to bring down, as 
pride ; anda tik, ‘yé lok, take 
down something; gndn fan 
kwo lai, to recover, as a lost 
case; to get back; 2m ‘kom 
mdi cp ti ‘ni, I can’t venture 
to contest with you ; nan choi 
gmin, pull open the door,  ~ 
A very weak worm; bar- 

y, barons tribes and aborigines 
"of the south, unreformed by 

Chinese civilization ; met. the 
south of China; external and 
barbarous ; . fierce, brutish, un- 
reasonable; not amenable to 
reproof: «vam gman is an old 
name for people south of the 
Mei- ling and of Formosa ; 
gman ty barbarians, savages ; 
gman sing, ungovernable ; ‘fan 
amitn, rude, willful, uproarious ; 
‘ni fong? gin, you have no 
fear or respect ; ‘ta aan‘kong, 
you speak like. a savage ; 
‘hd gman ké an unréaspnable 

at 

man ; gndn shek; rabble-stone. 



MAN. 

: Leavened wheaten bread or 
2 cakes steamed; gnan au, 
Mwan teamed bread; gnan fau 

‘peng, steamed cakes. 
Ae Evening, sunset, decline of 
Win the sun, night; late in time 

or in life ; the last ; late, tar- 
_dy; afterwards; <kam ‘man, 

_, thisevening; ‘man ds‘an,even- 
ing meal; di ‘man, towards 
evening; yé ‘man, late at 

~ night ; ‘man <kén, in the even- 
ing, till midnight ; ‘man shang, 
your pupil, your servant, [— 

»a polite term used in both 
writing and speaking ; tsok, 
‘man, last night; ‘man nin, 
old, aged ;.¢sd ‘man, early and 
Jate, morning and evening ; 
‘man wo, or ‘man tsd* the last 
crop. of rice; 2m ‘man, I am 
not late ; sui ‘man, late in the 
year; séung kin? han ‘man, 
I regret I did-not know you 
before ; fur <chi ‘man ‘i, it is 
now too late ta repent ; ‘héung 
‘man fuk, to enjoy happiness 

at last. 
Be) _ Bees. which swarm in 

, snumbers under a queen; a 
i _|myriad, ten thousand, the 
Wan_ highest number usually em- 

_ ployed in notation ; an inde- 
finite number, many, every 
one, all ; a strong superlative, 
great, very, high; man’ pat, 

_ on no account, a strong nega- 
tive; man’? man’ pat, mang, 
I can not possibly do it ; man 
suv yé, the emperor; kdap, 
man’ a strong-box, a money 
chest ; man? shaw his Majesty’s 
birthday ; man’ gman, all peo- 
ple ; man’ pat, shat, yat, whol- 
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ly correct, all right ; man’ pat, 
tak; %i, must not be omitted or 
fail in ; man? yat, ‘sz’ a myriad 
to one he will die; man? yan 
in, “all men’s interest,” is a 
name for the ‘ta tsi’; yat, pak, 
man? a million ; shap, man? a 
lakh ; man? pat; k‘ap, yat, not 
one can equal him, unsurpass- 
ed ; man? shaw .kung, the em- 
peror’s temple, erected in.every 
district ; shing man’ 46 ‘yau, 
there’s fully a myriad; ‘Ld - 
man? slian, the Ladrone Is.; 
man? shau* ‘kwo, the papaw ; 
man? man? ten thousand times 
ten thousand, innumerable ; 
man? chung gnoé yat, the very 
best. 

2 Long, lengthened, extended ; 
& good, fine ; marked with lines ; 

an 

(e 

an. adversative particle, not 
yet, not, do not ; without. 

Used for the two next ; re- 
miss; slow; man? .sé, stop a 

Man,. 
little. 

iar To despise, to affront, to 
*aa slight, to contemn, to disgrace ; 

= 
Man 

to scoff, to insult to reproach ; 
i man to vilify, to upbraid ; 
man? ‘kwai .shan, to blaspheme 
the gods ; ‘md wan’ contemp- 
tuous. 

2 Indifferent to, negligent, 
remiss, careless about ; disre- 
spectful to, disobliging, proud, 
rude, supercilious; to con- 
temn, to treat haughtily ; slow, 
dull, sluggish, dilatory, easy 
about ; scales falling from light 
weight ; man? man <hang, go 
slower, easy! ‘lan man? lazy, 
heedless ; tsd? sz” <md kap, 
man he'll take his own time, 
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he never hurries; mok, <heng 
man ‘leit, don’t be rude to him; 
teng chit maw man tomorrow 
morning when at leisure ; man? 
‘sha, a slow hand ; man? ‘lit 
‘ni, he was rude to you ; .sin, 
mai are terms used for heavy 
weight and light weight ; man’ 
“m kaw the steelyard falls, it 
is light ; ‘sé¢de man’ you write 
very slowly ; man? 10° gi ‘ts‘z, 
be careful how you speak so. 

Used for the last; to deceive 
asuperior, unfaithful toa trust; 
to insult,; cha? man? cunning ; 
man fn, to exaggerate. jy 

WS ; 

=B> 

a 
Man 

*B2 Often used for man? 
an expanse of water, a sheet 
of water; breaking bounds 

and destroying like water de- 
vastating ; spreading, diffused ; 
reaching like water, every- 
where; to let go, to set loose ; 
color of clouds; vague, diffuse, 
as writing ; lan*® man? scattered, 
all dispersed ; man? man’? long 
and far, like a road; man 
chung’ to saw broadcast. 

2 A sort of bean (a Dulichos); 
Ria to shoot forth as vines do, to 

ramify, to creep; creepers, 
vines; wide-spreading vege- 
tation ; intricate, tangled, ab- 
struse ; in man*tospread forth, 
to expatiate, diffusive as style; 
kot; mau? a sort of vine; man? 

» man® yat, man’ spreading every 
time more vigorously. 

ies A curtain; tapestry or bro- 
Min cade hangings; a screen; ‘kit 

man sedan curtains ; ehéung 

2 

ies 
Man 

Mwan 

maw a screen; to curtain off. 
A sort of ee] ( Congrus ) call- 

ed man’ dai, like the conger 

eel, with lurge pectoral fins, 

(29: 5). 

MANG. 

Mang. 

(All these characters, and the last five. es- 
pecially, are often heard 
next syllable.) 

Sith 

A); 
Min 

BA 
S on. 
Mang 

¢ 

Ma 

pronounced like the 

A colloquial word ; coarse ; 
sd mang «mang, very coarse, 
inferior; «mang kai, scars 
about the eyes ; ‘ld «mang, a 
senll-tie. a 
To germinate, to bud, to 

send forth shoots; a sprout ; 
incipient, fisrt risings of; to 
plough up; the starting again 
of old evils or habits; gnang 
cngd, to sprout ; “sd gnang it 
sam, thoughts rising in the 
heart; gnang tung? brewing 
trouble, incipient risings of 
discontent. 
An oath, anciently taken in 

blood or smearing blood ; a 
° contract, an alliance, agree- 
ment ; to swear, to bind one’s 
self before the gods ; te form 
a pact; a chulkan or corps 
among the Mongols; man 
sam, guileless, with the whole 
heart; gnang sha? to take an 
oath ; .Ts'un Tsun? chi mang, 
the compact of Ts‘in and ‘Tsin 
states—a- family alliance ; 
mang shi, a contract, an 
agreement in writing. | 
A fierce, strong dog ; strong, 

ng resolute ; determined, brave ; 
rigid, severe, inhuman, sharp, 
eruel; hot, as fire ; biting, as 
wind; to rouse, to inspirit ; 
‘nang lit, ferocious, violent ; 
‘fo ‘mang, a strong fire ; ‘mang 
Syung, valorous, valiant; oi 
sha? sham? ‘mang, his approach 



MANG. 

was terrible; aeai‘mang, awf ay 
stern, majestic ; ‘mang sing’ a 

- violent temper ; <fung ‘mang, 
the wind is high, 

a A grasshopper or locust ; ‘fs‘d 
Man g mang, a grasshopper ; also 

5 called cha’ ‘mang. 
fk . Astoall boat, a pinnace ; chi 
Mang ma aati a ship’s gig, a jolly- 

i * pak word ; to'pull, 
to stretch to pull out, to pull 
to and [To ; to pull up, to weed ; 

‘mang? fate tat, ds‘éung, it pulls 
my throat but he heaves it to 

| the wall—a trifle to him but 
life to me ; dai mang’ pull it 
along ; mang?’ fung shin? pull 

the punka ; mang? lat, pulled 
it off ; mang? sho, thin out [the 
grain]; mang ch éung, stretch 
it out, pull it taught. 

ro Great, eminent, large ; se- 
itang nior, the first, the eldest ; first 

mouth of the quarter ; to use 
effort, to exert ; to begin, the 
beginning of; mang? chung? 
kwav a triad, ‘the Ist, 2d, 3d, 
of a series; Mang’ fi Ys" | 
Mencius, the Chinese Sage ; 
mang? long? exaggeration, 

_ bragging. 

oe Missle, 

i A eto word; to pull, 
bow ; to cover, to puil 

pi: and cover ; to draw over 
for shade ; anang chung shé 
tsin’ to draw the bow and Bi 
fly the arrow; kéuk, .mang 
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-gaitersused by women ; gndng 
pe. chéung’ to stretch out an 
awning; ‘kan «mang «mang, 
keep it (or him), very tight; 
also hard pressed for funds. 

% Blind from loss of the pupil 
Mea optic, nerve, having eyes 

but no vision; blinded in heart, 
deceived, obtuse ; smang ung, 
a variable wind ; nang ‘ngan, 
blind ; fat, kai gmdng, to have 
night ‘blindness - gang mit; 
a blind songstress;  gnang 
kung chuk;ablindman’s stick ; 
met. a guide; yndng .nin, w 

_ year without the lh ch'un term; 
mang tsz” 2m shik; totally ig- 
norant of letters; mang ‘lo, a 
blind man. 

(297) Mat. 

A colloquial word; what; 
who; why; in what way; a 
diminutive of quantity ; mat, 
shui, who? mat, ‘yé (by elision, 
mi-yé), what ? what is it ? mat, 
gmeng, what is its name? mat, 
‘ni ‘kom k@ why do you act so? 
‘mé mat, yan, not many men ; 
mat, tak, ‘ni kom ‘hd, how did 

you get such a good one; what, 
so incomparable! ji tik, .’m 
hai? mat, ‘hd, this is not very 
good ; 16 mat; Mr. Such-a-one, 
Mr. A.; @ mat, a term for 
boys or servants; hai’ mat, 

- what is it? 2m wa? mat, 1 can 
not express all my thoughts; 
shang mut, 46 uv Jai; you 

ti, 
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must certainly come; wai’ 
mat; sz” ’m tso? why don’t you 
do it? what is the delay ? 

W). A negative, do not ; a ban- 
Wuh ner or standard at temples ; 

mat, mat, in haste, diligent, 
desirous of ; ‘shau mat, tung? 
do not touch it; mat,"p'@ nan, 
do not be afraid of obstacles. 

v7) A particle of dust, an atom ; 
we mat, muk, inexhaustible, mi- 

nute ; abstruse. 

A pi a substance; an 
Wan ttticle, goods ; matter ; a crea- 

ture, a being; a day; to dis- 
criminate, to distinguish by 
appearance ; to have a know. 
ledge of ; mat, kin? a thing; 
cham mat, to-day; tsok, (or 
<s'am) mat, yesterday ; man? 
mat, all things (exclusive of 
man); yan mat, a man; mat, 
kw deceased ; (a? mat,a tiger ; 
«sam mat, are the dog, cock, 
and hog ; also, three leading 
moral duties; fo mat, mer- 
chandize ; ‘ch‘an mat, natural 
productions; <shan mat, lusus 
nature, strange things; shang 
mat, living things; mat, ip, 
possessions, property; mat, 
shik, to judge of by the looks ; 
shik, mat, eatables. 

Still, silent, rest ; secret ; to 
pr *stop ; <Ts‘un Mat, a sage noted 

in the San Kwoh Chi. 

“ys, | Thick, closetogether; fine ; 
he satan; intimate, friendly ; 
aay hidden, not to be seen, occult, 
Mib secret, still, mysterious, re- 

tired, profound; to stop, to 
rest; to repeat or do rapidly, 
to ply ; ¢s'an mat, very intim- 

MAT. 

ate, constantly with one ; mat, 
tik, ‘shau, ply your hand, work 
sharp ; p? mat, hidden, con- 
cealed ; .ch‘au mat; placed close 
together, not open to the air, 
thickset; «ki mat, a hidden 
cause, the secret spring ofa 
machine or conduct ; pak, mat, 
drive it up close; mat, mat, t? 
be a little still about it; mat, 
‘ngan, blind. 

ae, Honey, nectar; : sugar; ewest, 
luscious ; met. honeyed, sweet, 
flattering ; ; ofung mat, bees’ 
honey ; mat, tsin? dong ‘kwo, 
sweetmeats, comfits ; mat, lap, 
beeswax; é mat, confectionary, 
cakes ; :p‘o do mat, the jack. 
fruit ; mat, ‘chap, oy i im, 
dear as honey. 
To speak quietly, ina low 

tone, to whisper ; careful, still, 
silent, ques ising? —_ ue 

fi 

still. 

(298) 

ik, 
fio kf 

See Mit, This word is 
Mal, Often pronounced mat; when 

meaning to wipe. 
HE, Stockings, socks, hose ; yat; 
Wi iy mat, a pair of stockings ; 

kap, mat, lined socks; nina’ 
quilted socks ; : 12 ‘ung mat, 
a stocking to fit all papene 
thing, that is generally u 
chat tsov malty. tung, stic it 

into the stocking—as is. done 
with pencils, foot-rules, dc. ; 
pe mat, stockings. amie of 
cotton cloth, 



MAU. 

(299) 

B 

Mau. 

A colloquial word ; to sit on 
the heels; to rest upon, to 
perch, to roost ; to thump; -mau 
au hok, to rap the head with 
the knuckles; unau ‘td ch'i? 
squat you there ; «mau ko” ung’ 
dai, to squat in a jar—to be 
ignorant of the world; -mau tai, 
to sit on the heels. 

= A stratagem, an artifice, a 
device, a plot ; to make plans; 
to devise, to ponder, to fore- 
cast ; to deliberate, to consult 
with and upon; to plot, to go 
about, to contrive; gnau ho? 
to plot against; 4£°i ynau, a 
cunning scheme ; gnau shat, to 
murder, to devise one’s death; 
smau shang, or ying gnau, to 
lay plans for a livelihood ; ynau 
‘fan, to plot, to cabal; gnau 
min® ta see one, to mark one’s 
physiognomy ; ynau k'ap, ‘fii 
syan .ying ‘sz’, he died for tell- 
ing the scheme to his wife; 
gnau léuk, a plan,a plot ; gnau 
sz” tsoi yan, Shing sz” tso? 
din, man deviseth his ways, |} 
but heaven completes his 
plans. 
To low, to bellow ; to take, 

“,- to usurp, to incroach, to de- 
prive of; to surpass, to pass 
beyond; to like; to double; 
an earthen utensil. Used for 
the next. : 
Barley, also called great 

Men witeat: gmau mak, barley, or 
barley and wheat. 

Ton. Dicr. 36 
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Equal, of the same sort or 
class, alike; even; to accord 
with ; ‘kwing pat, séung gmau, 
truly they are unlike, very 
dissimilar. 

A The pupil of the eye; the 
“Mau ©Y€ ; mau ‘sz’ the apple of the 

eye; ying gnau shin low? a 
clear eye glances brightly. 

e 

Mau 

Hempen threads bound 
around ; intimate intercourse, 
closely bound, familiar; wrong, 
perverse, erring ; .ch'au gmau, 
intricate, thick, closely united. 

Read muk,, a bad name in 
an epitaph. 
An iron pan or boiler; a 

kind of hat casing ; ¢au guau, 
an ancient helmet, worn by 
officers, with a flaring rim. 

£ } A certain person, time, 
.4~ }place, or thing, used when 
*Zy | the name is unknown; and 
Mau also for 1; used as a blank, 

when one or two of the con- 
tracted form are used instead 
of inserting the name; ‘mau 
‘mau gan, a certain man; Ua 
‘mau, to emphasize a passage 
by adding yat, Jin ‘mau, a _ 
row of ‘mau on the side, equi- 
valent to small capitals ; ‘mau 
iit, a certain month ; ‘mau sin 
Shang, such a gentleman; 
‘mau hak, Jai, a certain stran- 
ger is here. 
A Chinese acre, which has 

varied much in size at diffe- 
rent eras; it is now estimated _ 
at 260 po’, which makes it 
equal to7334 sq. yds., or 658:, 
‘mau to an English acre ; met. 
fields, arable land; yal, ‘mau ~ 
t an acre of ground; fin 

Fe 
Mau 

“WA 
Maa 
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‘mau, fields and farms ; shu?’ 
Smau, taxable fields. 

5 The great toe; tsuk, ‘mau, 
ait the great toe; «ping ‘mau, a 

double toe. 
“He The male of quadrupeds ; in 
Man * few cases applied to plants ; 

a bolt ofa door; a male screw ; 
the part of a lock which slides 
in; a piston; ‘pan ‘mau, female 
and male ; cow and bull ; ‘mau 
dan fa, the mowtan peony ; 
Smau dan  ch‘d, the mowtan 
camellia. 

“2 ~Exuberant foliage, rank, a 
Mau luxuriant growth; flourishing, 

thrifty, highly developed, a 
high rank or quality of; a term 
of praise, as elegant, fine, and 
much used in names ; to exert, 
to endeavor, strong, vigorous- 
ly ; a group of five persons ; 
mau shing® exuberant, exces- 
sive ; mau’ ¢s‘oi, fine talents ; 

all cyclic years with sut, 

in them are called 4m mau’; 
@ mau ‘kom ‘au, a dolt-head ; 
sau’ maw’ thrifty, rich foliage ; 
mau’ ‘in, many descendants. 

ad Interchanged with the last ; 
Maa to exert one’s mind, force of 

moral purpose; full, luxuriant ; 
pit, maw ‘nai tak, with a fixed 
purpose, virtue will be strong. 

ae Extravagant words of a fool ; 
4 : falsity, error; mistake ; to de- 

ceive, to err, to irritate, to con- 

found or mislead ; 147? maw a 
great error ; <hd ‘mo .ch‘a man’ 
not the least error; <hit maw 
fabulous, unworthy of belief. 

MAU. 

(300) Mau. 

A spear or lance, a hooked 
weapon; the 110th radical of 
characters relating to spears ; 
gnau ‘tun, *shieldsand spears” 
is a contradiction, opposing 
words ; tsz” séung gndu ‘tun, 
self-contradiction ; ‘in gmdu, 
star 8 in Bootes. 
Reeds, or high rank grass, 

which can be used for thatch ; 
a kind of low palm, resembling 
a Thrinax, or perhaps a scrub 
pine ; thatch ; gndu shé a cot- 
tage, my humble dwelling; 
gau dit, a lodge ina field ; 
ymdu uk, a thatched house, a 
hut ; <k‘au <hoi ¢ndu sak, pray 
to have my mind enlightened ; 
Sin mau, a sort of scrub pine ; 
gmau ‘ts‘d, rushes for thatch ; 
tit? gau .shda, to perform 
prayers by Tu priests over 
the sick ; pak, gndu .kan, roots 
of couch grass—a febrifuge. 

~e A grub which destroys the 
:=4 ;roots of grain; ~pdn gndu, a 
Bes | lady-bug found on the Doli- 
Mau chos, and used for blistering ; 

cantharides, 
J An ancient country situated 
“Mau 1” the present province of Sz’. 

chuen. 

wf A An aquatic vegetable, like 
Mau mallows ; the leaves are 

smooth, 

ph A cats andu 4, puss; gndu dr, 
“Man @ S'Tiped fox ; ma? gndu ‘kom 

‘hau, as smovth-spoken as a 
cat-seller; gndu ‘shit d'ung gnin, 

i 
Man 

mR 
Mau 



MAU. 

the cat and the rat sleep togeth- 
er—rulers and _ thieves at 
league ; yndu 4 ‘ngdn, the cat’s 
eye ; gnau pi? km tung’ cold 
as a cat’s nose—a hopeless 
thing. Often spoken «mau. 

£ The fourth of the “ ten stems,” 
Mau belongs to wood and is referred 

to the rabbit ; a horary charac- 
ter; morning ; a time, a day, 
an instalment, a term ; a catch 
on acarrying-pole; flourishing, 
luxuriant ; .kéu‘mdu, 5 o’clock 
A.M.; ching’ ‘mau, 6 o’clock ; 
‘mau iit, the second month; 
wat, ‘mau, a smooth catch ; to 
fail in paying money; ‘md ‘mau 
tam? kon, a smooth beam, a 
slippery fellow; <hot ‘mdu, to 
make the first payment of a 
series; to begin to bamboo 
upon the opening of offices 
after new-year; ‘pi ‘mau, to 
bamboo remiss policemen or 
recreant debtors; fai? ‘mau, 
substitutes who sell themselves 
to be bambooed ; ying’ ‘mau, to 
answer the roll by a substitute; 
ying’ chi? ‘mau, to foregoa 
thing to another; ‘tim ‘mau, 
to call the roll; ‘mau ,k‘i, 3d 
and 8th days in a month (the 
3d, 13th, 23d, 8th, 18th, and 
28th), when papers are receiv- 
ed by magistrates ; wak, ‘mau, 
to answer a summons, to ap- 
pear ; kwo’ ‘mau, to pass by, to 
overdo. 

<= =6The eighteenth of the 28th 
- apg Constellations, answering to 

*" Pleiades, 
5 Aspect ; the outward mein, 
Mia manner, gait, form, look, ap- 

pearance, or figure; the visage, 
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the countenance; used in 
definitions to express an ab- 
stract quality of a thing; to 
draw a likeness; gung mau 
form, figure ; grin mau? coun- 
tenance, expression ; ‘mi mau’ 
handsome ; méu? ‘ch‘au, ugly, 
homely ; ying mdu* outline, 
aspect, as of a mountain ; ‘hd 
‘pan mau® good and elegant; 
fa yung iit, mau beautiful as 
the moon and fair as flowers ; - 
mau’ shin* fong .sam tuk, be 
careful ofsmooth faced fellows. 

Mé. 

_A colloguial word ; to carry 
a child pickapack ; to carry 
on the back; to back; ané 
‘tsai, to carry children; .mé 
pau fuk, to carry a pack ; «mé 
ta? a pack-wrapper; mé 
‘shéung shan, to take the res. 
ponsibility of, to acknow ledge. 
Also, a final interrogative in- 
terjection, expressive of doubt ; 
‘kom yéung? k@ «mé, such a 
sort, eh ! hai mé, is it so! 
The bleating of a sheep; 

mé sheng, a bleating ; yéung 
emé, a sheep, a kid, a lamb. 
A colloquial word; awry, 

askew, crooked, asquint, twist- 
ed ; to put or lay wrong; .wdi 
wai ‘mé ‘mé, all wrong, all 
awry ; ‘mé ‘tsui,a wry mouth; 
‘mé f‘au, a wry neck; rather 
boozy ; ‘mai fong’ ‘mé, don’t 
lay it crovked ; *k't‘mé tik, to 
stand at ease, to loll, to lean 
against, 
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(302) Mek. 

RE A colloquial word ; to throw 
*a thing away ; mek, lok, :shit, 
to throw a book on the ground. 

(303) Meng.—See Ming. 

<Meng. ‘This sound is often heard 
asa contraction for .’m ¢s‘ang, 
not vet. Also ds‘ung gneng, 
rosin, gum of the pine or fir. 

(304) 

Si 

Mi. 

To purse up the mouth ; to 
shut, to close, as the eve or 
mouth; the last; small, mi- 
nute ; to sip ; .mi tik, ‘tsau, sip 
the wine ; .mi gndi ‘hau, silent ; 
lok, ‘ix mt, fine rain ; ‘shau ‘chi 
<mi, the little finger. 

Ah Small, insignificant, mean, 
“WA trifling; minute, delicate ; in 

a slight degree, rather; ob- 
scure, mysterious ; hidden, ab- 
struse, recondite ; to fade, to 

- dwindle, to decay, to diminish 
in value ; to hide away, to con- 
ceal ; to repress, as grief; not, 
without, have not; an ulcer 
on the calf; gmt sai very 
small, fine work ; yni <hd, _tri- 
fling, unimportant; gi mid 
exactly the thing, itjust went 
in, minute, very small; gni 
pok, too thin ; mit fung, a little 
breeze; gmi .ch‘an, dusty, 
atoms of dust; gni tsin? vul- 
gar; inferior; ,nt mat, trifling, 

MENG. Mi. 

said of a present ; a thing of 
little or no use ; gmt mit, very 
little, the least bit ; ynt gni sit 
a passing smile. 
A slight shower of rain ; gna 

mi. ‘ii, fine, small rain ; a tor- 
rent flowing in a ravine. 

A kind of pot-herb; vege- 
tables for the table, herbs; 
s‘éung <mi, a variety of rose; 
pak, gmi, swallow-wort. (An 
asclepias 7) 

IR A delicate, beautiful woman ; 
“NL, Clegant, handsome. 

ia The eyebrows; old, aged; 
JA, 

1 

Bia 
Wi 

rink of a well; «shaw gmi pat, 
‘chin, to knit the eyebrows, 
contracted eyebrows, rueful ; 
Sngan <mi, the eyebrows ; «ngo 
ami, arched eyebrows ; wa? ymi, 
a green, white-eyed thrush, a 
songster; ‘16 .kwan gmi, * Lau- 
tsz’ eyebrows,”’—a fine pekoe 
tea; mi muk, kit la? beauti- 
ful eyes and brow. 

dA The margin or brink of a 
Moi Stream ; water plants growing 

along the banks, mixed and 
tangled like a thicket ; .Mé i, 
a lake in Honan. 

WA A famous peak, called .Vgo 
“Mei gmt shin, in Kidting fa in 

S2’chuen, near the ‘T'a-ta 
River. 

45 The lintel of a door or wind- 
Mii ow ; the plate of a roof; shang 

"~~ Snit tsok, gmtin gmi, to bear a 
daughter is as a lintel [which 
upholds the house]; gedng gmt, 
a cross-piece of timber ina 
roof or story. ,* 

B A district town in Fung- p ; bg 
by Siang fi in the 8. W. of Shen- 

si, south of the R. Wei. — 
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MI. 

An elk or large species of 
deer ; a stag ; yi yung, stag’s 
horns, not deemed the best 
sort ; gmt luk, a stag. 
A halter for an ox.; to tie 

up, to fasten. Used for the 
next. 

A sort of rose, called ds‘éung 
mi, or cinnamon rose. 

A spirit made from wheat, 
and drank from off the dregs ; 
double fermented spirit. 
Rice gruel, thin congee; 

dissolved, macerated by action 
of fire or water; scum; en- 
tirely ; ynit chuk, rice boiled to 
pieces ; gni lan’? boiled to rags ; 
met. oppressed, harassed to re- 
bellion ; ,mi fai? to waste ex- 
travagantly ; <p‘d ‘hi ¢s‘ang 
gi, a scum floats on it ; kwok, 
cké ami pa?’ the state is wholly 
ruined. 
A bow unstrung and bent 

back ; at ease, resting ; to de- 
sist, to hinder, tu stop ; to for- 
get; to destroy, to put down ; 
gi td on déung, to put down 
the seditious, and quiet the 
loyal ; pat, mang mi mong, | 
can not forget it. 
Laid out, spread abroad, dis. 

persed ; troops retreating, put 
to flight, scattered, defeated ; 
overturned, inclined ; poured 
out; profuse, showy display, 
prodigal luxury, extravagant ; 
not having, not, witbout; to 

- implicate, to involve ; ‘mt ‘mi, 
slowly ; private, small, insigni- 
ficant ; gnd ‘mi fai no waste 
of it; din ming? ‘mi <shéung, 
heaven’s decrees are not un- 
changeable. 

~s 
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Unwearied, indefatigable, 
continued exertion; willing ; 
‘mi ‘mi, unceasing. 
The tail of animals; the end, 

+ the extremity, the tail of, the 
last, the remnants of, driblets ; 
little things, the hinder part 
of; a stern; the bottom of; a 
classifier of fishes ; copulation 
of animals; .shau ‘mi tai? # 
a very poor sort of, inferior; 
‘shau ‘mi or ¢'au ‘mi, beginning 
and end, head and tail, first 
or last; <«shau ‘mdi gan ‘mi, 
broken and bad money bought; 
‘mi ‘tai, the results of, what 
follows ; kan ‘mi, to follow one, 
as a lackey ; ‘pai ‘mi, to wa 
the tail; tap, ‘mi, to put the 
tail between the legs ; shd’ ‘mi, 
small unsettled balance; 2m 
chi ‘shau ‘mi, I don’t know 
where it was put, I don’t know 
about the matter; gnd tik, 
‘shau ‘mi, heedless, immethod. 
ical ; ‘mi hau? afterwards ; ‘mé 
haw ‘tim, what happened then? 
yat, ‘mi <i, one fish ; ¢s‘am ‘mi, 
look for a few more like this. 
Sweet, delicious, well-flavor. 

Mei ed, savory, beautiful, excellent, 
good-looking, handsome ; hap- 
piness ; good, well; to delight 
in, to esteem; to praise, to 
commend ; ‘mi ‘ni, a pretty 
woman ; 0d ‘mi, elegant ; ‘mi 
mi? good tasted ; ‘mi ‘am, well- 
said, good words ; ‘mi t#? rich 
lands ; tsan’ ‘mi, to praise ; ‘mf 
chung pat, tsuk, his happiness 
is not perfect ; ‘mi lav fine, as 
a gem or piece of work ; yat, 
ch‘ éung ‘mi ? a good intention, 
a kind thought. 
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2 Not yet, not now ; denotes 

Wi the sixth moon: the eighth of 
the “twelve branches,” and 
symbolized by a sheep ; time 
from 1 till 3 o’clock Pp. m.; tow. 
ards evening; m# ting? umect 
tain; mf? pil, probably not ; mi 
pit, ‘kdm, not so, 1 am sure ; 
m? ts‘ang, not yet, no; hi? 10? 
m? has it got there yet, have 
you been there ? mé# ‘yau, none 
yet, never has been. 
2 ‘Taste, flavor, seasoning, re- 

* lish; a relish, a delicacy, a 
dainty ; the style or beauties 
of a book or composition ; to 
relish, to take pleasure in, to 
solace or recreate in; ‘hd m? 
1 good, delicious; ‘yé mi? 
game, delicacies from the for- 

est ; shit md mi? td tasteless, 
insipid ; stupid, as a book ; 
kang? «ka yat, m? season it 
more, add another taste; ‘tsau 
m@ lost its flavor; ygnd mi? 
flavorless; m# lui aromatics, 
spicery, seasonings; mi <k' 
in, relished his words ; cmt 
yap, m? not yet well seasoned ; 
hop, mé# very palatable ; Ong 
me? ka a castor; ‘hd <tsz’ me, 
very interesting, ’ pleasant. 

ty To rest from ‘labor, to sleep ; 
sound sleep ; stupid, sleepy- 

wy headed ; ‘k°t ‘mi he is asleep ; 
mung? m# to dream ; m# ‘shui, 
to dive or walk under water ; 
me ,mai shéung ‘ngan, to shut 
the eyes, to keep the eyes shut 
tight ; ‘ka mi’, to doze. 

aR Dust or mote’ in the eve, ob. 
. securing the vision ; the night. 

Mei ic ‘F 
mare, called at; (or im) mung*: 
mi ‘ngan, sand in the eve, an 

irritable eye. 

MIK. MIN 

wR Smirking, ogling, smiling ; 
ei bewitching, engaging, attract- 

ive ; to flatter, to adulate, to 
speak soft words to; blandish. 
ment, dalliance ; ‘chim mi? to 
flatter, to toady ; *f shik, m#? 
yan, to please people by one’s 
looks; kit mé# fascinating, 
exciting love; mi ta? the 
mincing gait of Chinese girls. 
An ogre or demon brute, 

with four legs and human face, 
*' which frightens men; ¢i mi# 

elves and ghosts. 

ia 

(305) Mik. 

c=) } To search for, to go about 
7“ }seeking ; to hunt up, to seek, 

2} aS quotations ; mik, ‘yam shik, 
Mih on the lookout for a dining. 

place; mik; 16 to look for land; 
mik, tak, found it; mik, ki? to 
search for quotations. 

_ A napkin to cover food 
2} with; to cover anything with 

He cloth; to veil; the 14th 
ih radical of characters denot- 

ing coverings. 

(306) Min. 

ARR To sleep, to go to sleep; the 
Mien sleep of animals and plants ; 

"dim, confused vision; min 
ch‘ong, a bed ; hiv? gnin, go to 
bed; ‘lau ymin, the sleep of 
the willow; king ‘sing <min 
kaw frightened out of sleep ; 
min <ngau t? a “sleepy cow’s 
land” is a lucky spot ; .ch'éung 

-_* 
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emin, the “long sleep” —death ; 
smin tak, ‘ki fit, how much 
room do you use to sleep in ?— 
what use is there in wrangling 
for such a trifle ? 

4H | Soft, cottony silk, like floss 
$ or raw silk ; drawn out, pro- 
mi Tonged, “emtended, outstretch- 
Mien ed ; uninterrupted, enduring, 

lasting ; small, weak ; thick, || 
close ; .sz’ gnin, refuse silk ; 
gmin <min pat, tsiit, unceasing 
flow of, continuously ; .ch‘in 
gmin, wound round and round, 
bound to by many ties; ‘in 
<it emin, weak as floss, Inter- 
changed with the next. 
The cotton plant; muk, 

min, the cotton tree (Bombax 
ceiba); cotton ; ynin fa, raw 
cotton ; gnin po cotton cloth ; 
ymin £01, a quilt of cotton wool; 
gin .sha, cotton yarn ; gmin 
nap, quilted garments; .kung 
gmin, bowed or flocked cotton ; 
tso* nin fa pau, like sitting 
on a bale of cotton—stable, 
secure. 

S¥*,. To put away or off, to free 
Mien!"9m, to dispense with; to 

ien 
spare, to forego, to excuse, to 
forgive ; to avoid, to prevent, 
to evade; escaped fiom; to 
remove from office; a negative, 
do not, no need of ; ‘min <kuin, 
to take off a cap ; ‘min doi, he 
need not come; ‘min tsii? to 
pardon, not to judge a crime ; 
‘min ki he need not come in, 
can not see bim ; <k‘an pat,‘min 
82’ be careful in noting, and 
you need not be recalling to 
mind ; kiit: ‘min déung, to remit 
the taxes ; ‘min tak, ‘ki Joi, 
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prevented his coming; ‘min 
la? to elude the laws; to annul 
a law; ‘min chin? to decline 
battle; ‘ki kwa@? ‘min chin 
sp'ai, he shows the white 
feather ; m# ‘min fa? shan, he 
spares no labor ; ‘min 6, don’t 
trouble yourself, don’t put your- 
self to inconvenience. 

£ 

Hi Same as ‘fu it 3 *min‘shau, 
Mien to hang down the head. 
. To force one’s self, unpleas- 
Mien 2"t to one’s feelings; con- 

strained, compelled, urged by 
circumstances; to put forth 
effort ; to urge, to animate, to 
stimulate, to persuade; ‘min 
‘k'éung, unwillingly, by con- 
straint ; ‘min lik, to be diligent; 
*k’éung ‘min ‘ni, 1 would urge 
you on. 
To bear a child; .fan ‘mfn, 

“Mien to be brought to bed. 
£ A crown, a coronet, a dia- 
Miendem of the Chau dynasty, 

made like a Cantab’s cap, with 
pendents ; .ktin ‘min, a crown ; 
ts’ tak, <kiin ‘min, it will do 
verv well, finely done—i. e. 
do for a crown. 
To look askance at ; to look 

at fixedly ; to ogle, to glance 
the eyes ; ‘min yat, Sha ‘ngan, 
take a look at it. 

s} A lake near Hanyang f6 in 
Mien UGpeh; a name given the 

Han R. near its mouth; ex- 
uberant waters, the banks full, 
flowing over. 
To think upon, to reflect on, 

to consider ; to recall to mind, 

BG 
| Mien 

“hi 
Mien 

w To urge, to excite, to stimu. 
late. Mien 
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Vl Drunk, fuddled, intoxicated ; 
addicted to, immersed, sunk 

Mien * : : ; 
in vice ; ch‘am ‘min, sunk in 
excess ; ‘min ‘tsau pat, ch‘ul, so 
drunk he would not appear; 
lau ‘min, completely addicted 
to. 

§ Fine silk thread; to think 
Mien UPOnM, to reflect, to imagine ; 

light ; obscure ; ‘min ‘séung, to 
ponder ; ‘min tin? kwok, Bur- 
mah ; ‘min <n, to look at what 
is distant. 

2 The face, the countenance, 
Mien the visage ; the front, the top, 

the surface, that which is for- 
wards or anterior; a side, a 
face; face to face, in one’s 
presence, openly; honor, cha- 
racter, reputation ; to front, to 
show the face, to see one, to 
turn the face to; personally ; 
the 176th radical of characters 
pertaining to the face; a clas. 
sifier of mirrors, gongs, and 
drums ; min® md? the expres- 
sion; min? muk, the face, the 
look of ; min? .chii, the cheek 
bone ; pin? min’ a fan, a screen ; 
pat, min? the four points of 
compass and their halves ; min’ 
kau, to give to personally ; ‘ni 
chat, min? cha, do you just 
look for yourself; min® héung? 
‘shéung, the top this side up ; 
dit: min? to lose one’s character; 
‘Slt min? the inner surface, in. 
side ; ‘fan min’ displeased with, 
to turn away the face; ong 
min? in presence of, to his face ; 
tui? min*® opposite ; yat, min? 
wa? hi? yat, min? wa? om hv 
one while he says go, and then 
he says stop; yat, min keng? 

MING. 

a looking-glass ; shiin min? on 
deck ; min’ shik, complexion ; 
min? sin, before, in sight; 
slau fan tik, pok, min? leave me 
some reputation; min? shin? 
acquainted with ; ‘ta chit? min? 
made a visit ; shang min® un- 
acquainted with. 

A | Wheaten flour; min? shik, 
“J, \pastry cakes, the dessert of 

ja dinner ; min? ‘au or min? 
Mien .pdu, bread in loaves; <kon 

shik, min? to give money in- 
stead of the dinner ; min? ‘fan, 
flour ; chat min’ to knead flour; 
sagan min to roll out dough ; 
‘ta min? to fry flitters ; fat, min? 
to raise bread. 

(307) Ming. 

A Bright, clear, plain ; evident, 
ing open, above-board, manifest ; 

brilliance, brightness, splen- 
dor; intelligent, astute, per- 
spicacious; to enlighten, to 
illustrate, to shed light on by 
explanations ; to distinguish 
clearly ; ming pak, clear, in. 
telligible; «cht gning pak, I 
know all about it; ‘at ming 
pak, 2m Js‘ang, do you per- 
ceive it yet? <kwong ming, 
light, clear ; shan yming, gods, 
idols; ‘k'at ming, break of day; 
the morning-star ; ming yab, 
to-morrow; ming yan, an 
honest, trustworthy man; 
eming kung, clever, quickwit- 
ted ; yning tak, mental power ; 
Sin ming, new, showy ; dan 
ming, hard to comprehend; 
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«ming ming tsoi? hd? inferiors 
(or the people) know it well; 
«ming -chiti ‘tsd, early to-mor- 
row morning ; ging ‘mdi «ming 
ma? a lawful business ; gning 
‘long, transparent ; clear, like 
fine printing ; gning gning hav 
it clearly is so. 

(This character is usually pronounced meng.) 

A name, that by which a 
being or thing is called; the 
given name of persons ; ‘met. 
a person ; a title; fame, repu- 

_ tation, official merit; éclat, 
credit, merit; famous, well-. 
known, noted, meritorious, re- 
nowned, eminent, celebrated ; 
to name, to designate ; <ming 
shing, reputation, fame ; ‘ni 
kit? mat, meng, what is your 
name? yan gneng ‘md pak, 
‘shui, men’s names have no 
certainty in their characters ; 
‘mai «meng, to buy title or 
fame ; ts@ «meng, to borrow or 
take another’s name at an 
examination, to pretend to; 
gming tip, a visiting-card ; 
gmeng hé or gmeng tsz” an 
epithet or denomination by 
which a person, shop, or or 
is known ; gning ha? under or 
attached toa name; ‘tim meng, 
to call over the names; wan’? 
meng or fad meng, a nick- 
name ; md* gneng, to forge a 
name, to use another’s influ- 
ence or name ; ‘i «meng, <shii 
<meng or <ktéin meng, and pit, 
meng, are the infant name, 
the official name, and the style 
taken by men at different times 
of life; kung gmeng, reputation; 
kau gmeng, to seek honor. 

Ton. Dicr. 37 

-Ming 

MING. 

Dark, dismal, doleful, ob- 
scure ; deep, dark recesses, like 
a cavern, night-like; approach 
of night ; mind uninformed or 
immature, as a child’s; the 
world of darkness, sheol or 
hades; és‘tng ~ming, heaven ; 
cyau ming, lost to sight, the 
abode of spirits ; ming ‘fi, or 
«ming .kan, limbo ; gning swan, 
uninstructed, stupid ; .hot ming 
la? to “open the dark road,” 
is to ring bells and make in. 
cantations for the dead. 
The wide and boundless sea, 

the deep; drizzling rain, fine 
mist, clouds on hill-tops ; ‘siz 
Sit ming sming, a fine soaking 
rain; ming ‘hoi, the blue 
boundless ocean. 

pf A lucky plant, called yming 
Ming *4P> which grew in Yd’s pal. 

ace, and in its foliage followed 
the moon—yperhaps a sort of 
bulb, the leaves of which alter. 
nately sprouted and died. 
An insect which eats grain 

“te and causes blight ; ming <ling, 
a caterpillar on the mulberry, 
which the sphex is supposed 
to adopt for its young ; yming 
ding .chi ‘tsz’? an adopted son. 
The cry of a bird or animal, 

Me fos a crow, song, buzz, eae! 
"8 yell, &c.; a sound emitted 

from a drum or sonorous body ; 
to sound, to cause to yield a 
sound ; to resound, as fame ; 
birds calling to each other ; 
gming chung, to sound a bell ; 
gming do, to strike aegong ; 
kai ming, cock-crowing ; tuk, 
‘chéung <nan <ming, it’s hard to 
clap with one hand; gming .iin, 
to petition for redress. 

289 
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Bs Tea, tender leaves of the 
Ming tea ; chi’ ‘ming, to prepare tea; 

chéung ‘ming, fragrant tea; 
chan <héung ‘ming, a kind of 
white (Macartney’s 7) rose. 

. A spirit made from glutinous 
Ming tice and wheat; ‘ming ‘ting, 

very drunk. 
“ey ‘To remember, to inscribe on 
) 
Ming the memory, to record for the 

purpose of preserving ; to en- 
grave, to carve on metal or 
stone ; a book of precepts for 
one’s conduct, guides for con- 
duct ; ‘ming sam, engraven on 
the heart; <pi ‘ming, a stone 
tablet or record ; ‘ming sing, 
an eulogistic banner carried at 
funerals ; ‘ming ‘kom “ng noi 
held in grateful remembrance. 
To close the eyes in death ; 

dull vision, indistinct sight ; 
<kim sam ‘ming muk, to shut 
the eyes cheerfully in death ; 
‘ming ‘ming, obscure vision ; 
‘ming <shan, the * blind states. 
man,” is an epithet of Sz’ 
Kwang of Tsin, B. c. 540. 

Utensils, dishes, and vessels 
used in eating; the 108th ra- 
dical of characters relating to 
dishes ; hi? ‘ming, articles used 
in worship or eating, &c. 

‘HE 
Ming 

“ML 
Ming 

(This character is often pronounced meng.) 

2 2 To order, to command, to 
Mi direct; an ordinance, a be- 

in ‘ al tel 
hest, a rescript giving orders, 
a direction, a decree ; in polite 
usage, a request, a wish ; 
heaven, fate, destiny, lot in 
life; nature, natural habits of ; 
fortune, luck; the natural life 
of beings; animated, living, 
creatures ; ‘hd meng? a happy 

MIT. 

lot; ‘fi meng? wretched, unfor. 
tunate in life ; ¢in meng? will 
of heaven, fate ; a2? daa men. 
he wants my life; <ké tuk, 
meng? alone in the world ; siin? 
meng? to tell fortunes; fang? 
meng’ to get orders; .ch'éung 
meng* a long life—over sixty 
years; shang ming’ living 
things, life ; ming? on? capital 
cases (in law); meng? wan’ a 
horoscope, and its correlative 
of a ruling character over 5 
years ; yal, yat, i meng? every 
thing done as ordered ; guong 
meng? a death-warrant ; p‘tén’ 
meng’ to risk life; meng? ‘fi, 
a titled lady; meng? chit, 
natural bias, nature ; J°in ming? 
to suffer capital punishment. 

= 

(308) 

iy To strike with the hand ; to 
Mich PUll up; to feel of ; to push. 

A colloquial word ; to tear 
off or up, to pull to pieces or 
apart; to pull off, as a scab ; 
to pinch ; to break off, to pluck, 

as a leaf; mit, -ho lan tau*® to 
shell pease ; mit, St ‘to, to pinch 
the cars; mits ‘cht, to pull off 
paper, as when it is pasted; 
mit, min? chit, to pinch the 
checks. 

IR )} To destroy with fire; to 
\? | exterminate, to finish, to abo- 

Wh. lish, to cut off; to put out; 
Mieh mit, tang, put out the lamps ; 

“sit mit, to raze to the ground, 
to exterminate utterly; mit, 

Mit. 

‘eng, the water is overhead ; 

“ 
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tam? mit, mit, perfectly taste- 
less, insipid ; ‘td mit, to extin- 
guish fire, by beating it; ts2” 
‘ts‘it mit, non 7, he brought on 
his own ruin. 

Interchanged with the last ; 
not, without; small, minute, 
worthless ; scraped thin, pared ; 
uncivil, to show contempt to; 
mit, ‘yau, none ; pat, mit, man 
ckung, not to disregard merit 
among the people; mit, <in, 
dispirited ; also, dull in vision. 

Bamboos or reeds split into 
“Sr rods or slats ; splints for wea- 
“ving baskets, or for hoops; 

splinters, twigs, thin lath- like | 
slips; skin of the bamboo; 
chuk; mit, bamboo splints ; yat, 
ttt mit, a hoop. 

Sand flies or ephemera about 
> stagnant water, generated in 
damp grounds, called mit, 
mung, which light and heat, 
destroy. 

Be 
Mieh 

(399) Mia. 

ve Shooting up of grain, the 
tender blade of herbs and grass; 

" descendants, progeny ; the im- 
perial summer hunt ; gniz ‘sz’ 
aborigines still found in the 
south of China ; nit yui> pos- 
terity ; go niu, paddy sprouts; 
shuk, iti, the subdued Midu- 
tsz’. ; 
To trace, to line, to draw, 

to design, to sketch ; to copy 
paintings or drawings ; gmiti 
<kam to gild, to make. designs 

Mian 

in gold ; tam? gniti, blue pat- 
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tern Seog mit wak, to 
paint or sketch; mitt yat, 
yéung? take an exact copy ; 
mit yung, to take a portrait ; 
smiti gni, to * paint eyebrows,” 

, alludes to conjugal affection. 
Bf The mewing of cats; also, 
Mian cat ; ‘ma emit, acat; gnit 

sheng, a mewing. 
§ Wy One eye small or wanting ; 
Miiu2 contracted, deep sunk eye ; 

to look at with one eye, or with 
drawn up eyes, to glance at ; 
sinall, trifling, minute, subtile, 
abstruse ; all, to have nothing 
beyond or better; ‘miu shi 
yan, to regard proudly, to look 
down on one ; sham ‘mit mys- 
terious ; ,mi ‘mit, minute. 

The boundless, indistinct, 
‘4u 20d dazzling appearance of the 
"ocean ; ; ‘mii gong, immense, 
confounding so as to be hardly 
the subject of proof ; doubtful, 
what can not be predicated on ; 
no telling what will come ; 
‘mit ‘mit, vast, unfathomable. 
The end or point of a tree, 

a small branch; the tapering 
end of a post ; the limit of, the 
end of a year or season ; sui? 
Smit, the Close of the year ; 
chi ‘mid, the end of a branch ; 
dam ‘mit, the skirts of the 

y 
Miau 
| 

forest. 
: Obscure, as the sun setting 
Cee behind trees, distant and in- 

distinct, dark, dusk ; profound, 
abstruse; confused, not per- 

Geiving clearly ; ‘mit ‘miti mok, 
mok, very obscure ; ‘mitt gning, 
dull, not plain, applied to the 
day or the mind; ‘mit gnd 
cyam, no word from him. 
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“Fra A- plant yielding a purple 
Miaatve; small, trifling, petty, 

contemptible ; remote ; to re- 
gard contemptuously, toslight, 
to look down upon; superci- 
hious ; ‘mit sh# to look at dis- 
dainfully ; ‘mix cheng, to dis- 
regard ; ‘mit ‘siti, small, petty. 

“Wie Interchanged with the last. 
43 Also read mok,; to look at from 

Midu 3 CRB. tee ae 
a distance ; ‘mit ‘mii, distant ; 
mournful. 

wy An adjective denoting ex. 
Mau cellent, capital, perfect, good, 

admirable of its kind ; wonder- 
ful, fine ; subtle, mysterious, 
incomprehensible, difficult to 
fathom; spiritual, superna- 
tural ; mi kui? a capital plan ; 
mit? sz” a fine affair; mi? 
‘shau, a skillful artist; mid 
yéuk, an excellent remedy, a 
wonderful medicine; mit nin, 
one under age, a youth, 

BA | A temple of ancestors or 
. bof idols, a fane; a church; the 

Ji | front hall of a palace;. <kaé 
Midu mid or ‘tsd miw an ancestral 

temple; ta? mi the great 
temple of the emperor’s fore- 
fathers; <shan mit an idol’s 

. temple; mi kin a bride’s 
worship of her husband’s an- 
cestors; ‘shéung mit? ‘i sz” 
to go toa temple to consult on 
business ; Jong mit? chi h? an 
utensil for a palace—a likely, 
rising man; miu? chuk, kung 
a temple curator, a sexton. 

MO.’: 

Mo. (310) 

Fai | Minute, delicate ; an inter- 
eee \ rogative adverb, what? a final 
J% | interrogative, suggesting an 
Mo alternative, or a surprise or 

doubt ; ‘nt lot ‘lit ano, have 
you come here? sham* mo is 
a common interrogative in the 
court dialect, like mat; ‘yé in 
the Canton dialect ; oi «no, 
has he come? hai? «mo, is it 
so, or is it not so? dw «no, 
small, minute affairs. 

A colloquial word ; slow ; ‘nt 
shang mo «mo, you walk very 
slowly ; ‘nt shik, tak, kém amo, 
how slow you eat! 
To feel or rub with the hand, 

to handle, to touch, to feel the 
texture of ; to polish, to rub ; 
to destroy ; yam yéung séung 
«mo, the dud] powers rub each 
other—are not harmonious ; 
‘fu «mo, to pat gently; ‘shit 
mo, to pilfer, to steal like a 
rat; ‘shui ‘tai «mo it, to seek 
the moon at the bottom of 
the water—an impracticable 
thing ; «mo-so, to play or dawdle 
with ; emo «mo ‘hd, feel of it; 
mo sing ‘ling, the Star-serap- 
ing Ridge on the White Cloud 
Hills near Canton. ; 
A cup for water or tea, a 

tumbler or drmking-vessel. Ji 
Wo : 

tk A malignant spirit, a devil, 
s Me 2% demon ; to possess, torment- 

ed by a demon ; mo ‘kwai, the 
devil; a demon; shui? mo, 
horrid dreains ; ‘tsaw amo, de- 

lirium tremens; shi gna, poetic 
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ravings; gno peng’ delirious, 
raving ; ‘kwai gmo ‘ni amé, has 
the devil got into you? 

‘To rub, to polish ; to powder, 
to grind, to sharpen by rub. 
bing ; to afflict, to be distres. 
sed, to be brought down by 
affliction; trials; to examine 
into closely ; to draw out by 
torture ; yno li? 6, to whet a 
knife ; gno 1? grind it sharp; 
«mo mak, to rub India ink; gno 
sagan shik, to grind paints ; 
shaw .tsoi .mo to receive trials 
and misfortunes ; mo kém? lik, 
dau, to work with utmost 
strength ; gmo lai to examine 
strictly ; ‘4a «mo, to polish ; mo 
lin? to practice at, to fag at 

. study. 

Mo 

‘wK 

a 

(311) 

To cut, to dissect, to cut 
open ; to pare off, to slice or 
divide up. 
A colloquial word ; ‘mo tsz” 

stop, wait a minute ! 
A quern; a mill for grind- 

ing grain; to grind grain; 
‘shui mo? a water-mill; mo*||- 
dséung, to make rice starch ; 
mo <fong, the mill-room ; <'ui 
mo to turn the mill; <i mo 
to push the quern; mo> «sam 
(or sut,) the pivot of a quern. 

Mo. 

A sorceress, a witch, an 
enchantress, a wise woman; 
to perform incantations ; sor- 
cery, magic ; ‘nii gnd, an en- 
chantress; gnd shut, magic 
arts, divination ; mam ~md,a wi- 
zard, a sorcerer ; amd .shdn, a 

i 
Wa 

& 
Ma 

Mau 
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mountain and a district in 
Kweichau fa in Sz’chuen. 
To deceive, to invent, to 

affirm what does not exist ; to 
accuse the innocent, to incul- 
pate falsely, to calumniate ; 
false, visionary, superstitious ; 
calumny, slander; gnd ham? 
to ruin by slander ; gné lai? to 
implicate one by lies; ynd kd? 
a lying accusation ; yné nip, 
‘hd yan, to trump up a charge 
against innocent persons. 

Hair, pelage, feathers, down, 
fur; the covering of brutes ; 
the 82d radical of characters 
relating to hair ; herbage, the 
covering of the earth; nap of 
felt ; to deprive of hair; <n gnd, 
round-haired 1. e, quadrupeds ; 
“pin md, flat-haired i. e. birds ; 
gyau go, a sheep ; ? gnd, two 
sorts of hair—grayhaired ; pat, 
emo chi ti? a wilderness, a wild ; 
met. savages ; «md ‘chung, the 
weight of a thing, including 
tare and tret ; md peng? “ hair 
disease,” an idiosyncrasy, an 
eccentricity, a penchant, a 
weakness or failing ; ‘hd ding 
gmo,. elegant birds, spirited 
drawings of birds; gnéd ‘kin, 
the barrel of a quill ; gnéd chin, 
a carpet ; fat, ymd, to become 
moldy. 
The human hair; the hair 

on the forehead; tufts on in- 
fants’ heads, trimmed on each 
side of the fontanelle, called 
haw shun? mo or filial tufts ; 
the long hairs ; met. eminent, 
courageous, superior ; gnd sz” 
eminent scholars; tsun? nd, 
superior to the rest. 
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A-cow’s tail, or chowrie used 
« - e 

7 onal: e Mau®® a signal; a squirrel or 

marten’s tail used at the top 
of a flag-staff; .4on mod, a tail 
on a flag-staff. 
Overgrown with grass ; her- 

_ bage; vegetables; gnd <kang, 
meat pottage ; gnd ts‘oi? pot. 
herbs, greens, 
A pattern, model, muster ; 

“My 2 mold; a form or guide to go 
by ; the figure; a rule; <kw‘ai 
go, a regulation ; manner, de- 
portment; uno yéung’ a pattern; 
‘td ‘chi gnd, to make a sign 
manual. 
Interchanged with the last ; 

<<7 to imitate, to follow a pattern ; 
to feel with the hand; to sketch; 
gmo ‘sé, to sketch a likeness; 
git ~md yan? sun? to forge or 
counterfeit a seal; md ding, 
obsequious, 

Fi Consultation, counsel, matur- 

“Mn 2d plan, a well settled course 
of conduct; a rule of action; 
to imitate ; gnau ynd, to devise 
plans ; gd nga® counterfeit. 

Hf A prohibitive negative, do 
wa not, don’t do; a denial; an 

interrogative, intimating a 
doubt ; the 80th radical ; tso? 
ut dséung md, can [ sit down ? 
mo wai tak, sh? don’t oppose 
this special edict ; gnd ‘hii, to 
deny. Interchanged with the 
next. 
| Not, none, not having, with- 

<4) lout, not possessing, destitute 
<JG | of, wanting; not to exist ; 
Wa mod yung* cyan, a useless fel- 

low ; md wa? chi sz”? an un. 
important matter; gnd han? 
illunitable, endless ; gud sz” at 

MO. 

leisure, no business; gd noi* 
cho, no help for it; cha? ‘oi 
md now <ho, the governor- 
general can’t help himself; gné 
mal, chung yung? very little 
use ; mo ? chung ‘mai, bought 
it without deliberation; gnd 
‘sho pat, chi, omniscient ; gnd 
yat, pat, ‘hit, there’s nothing he 
does not understand ; ‘ai gd 
ch‘ut, childless; gnd chung 
shang ‘yau, it grew out of 
nothing. unfounded. 
A colloquial word, used for 

the last ; none, nothing; not 
yet, not ; ‘yau, ‘mé nf, is there 
any or not? ‘md tsd* kwo” never 
did it; ‘at ‘md ‘pt ‘ago, you 
have not yet given it to me; 
gmd sam tak, unintentional ; 
Smo hi? kwo never been there. 
Overrun with, rank growth ; 

“WH “ dirty, dank, stinking weeds ; 
gm wa? covered with rubbish 
and weeds ; fong gnd, uncul- 
tivated, grassy. 

¢ ‘Mi To flatter, to caress, tosooth, 
wr to comfort; an expression of 

love ; affection ; ‘md <én, alas ! 
sad, sad! 

s A porch, lodge, portico, piazza 
Ww, oF corridor near the gate ; side 

galleries; alarge vacant house, 
Read nd, luxuriant, abundant 
foliage. 

<M Meat dried without bones, 
fig Jerked meat used in sacrifices ; 

chau iin ‘md ‘md, every where 
it is fertile. 

¢ th 

x 

i 

A mother ; a female ; she or 
that which produces; female 
of brutes; met, earth ; district 
magistrates; the source of; 
inferior, small ; 1d ‘md or ‘md 
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<ts‘an, a mother; ‘it‘md,a nurse, 
a foster-mother; ngoi* ‘mo or 
ngok, ‘md, wife’s mother ; kav’ 
‘mé, an adopted mother, a step- 
mother ; ‘tsz’ ‘md, great and 
small, as in sorts ; superior and 
inferior ; ‘md «ting -héung, mo- 
ther cloves; kwok: ‘md, the 
empress ; shap, ‘md, the ten 
stems ; ‘isz’ ‘mé <ts‘in, interest 
and principal; Jung ‘md néung 
cnéung, Amphitrite, the god- 
dess of the seas; chit ‘md, a 
sow ; ‘chit ‘md, the principal 
wife. Distinguished from -ff- 
by the two dots. 
A childless widow of fifty, 

who can instruct in female 
duties ; a schoolmistress; an 
elder brother’s wife is called 
‘mo by her ‘sham, or younger 
sisters-in-law ; tdi? ‘md, my 
sister-in-law. 

ti To insult, to despise; to 

Wa? 

© 

tt 

oot ; to ridicule, to make fun 
of ; neglect, disrespect ; ‘md 
lung? to make game of, to be 
humbugged ; ‘mé man? to in- 
sult, to lord it over. 

Military, martial, relating to 
war; strong, warlike, brave, 
audacious, fierce-looking, ma- 
jestic, firm ; to stop anarehy 
by force ; a vestige, a footstep, 

a trace ; to connect with ; ‘md 
cktin or ‘md tseung? miliiary 
officers ; ‘md <fi, a hero, a sol- 
dierly man ; hok, ‘mo ngav* to 
study tactics ; ‘hau ‘md, mili- 
tary examinations for kiijin ; 
‘M6 Tsak, din, a celebrated 
empress, A.D. 640, a Messali- 
na, a courtesan; ‘mo tiin’ to 

threaten ; intimidation; ‘md 

Wa 
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kad, a cadet; ‘md mga, a 
stupid cadet—an epithet ; ‘pi 
‘md, trials of martial skill ; 
shing <i ‘tsd ‘md, to per- 
petuate his forefather’s deeds. 

A stone, called ‘md fu, of a 
fine grain, but not a gem. 

A parrot, called ying ‘md, 
of a large size; a macaw, a 
crockatoa. 
To posture, to play with the 

body, to gesture, to dance ; 
sleight-of-hand, pantomime, 
fencing, tumbling ; fi ‘md, 
dancing ; ‘ta ‘mé, boxing ; ‘mo 
kim? fencing ; ‘md .sz’ one in 
a lion’s figure at play ; ‘ki ‘md 
shing <ch'au, to excite others 
to play and make them en- 
emies ; tsik, shai ‘mo <k‘iin, to 
affect another’s authority ; ‘md 
pai officers winking at de- 
linquencies, official overlook. 
ing ; ‘md ‘ma Jau, to play with 
monkeys. 

i To skip and dance ; to ex- 
* cite ; chit ‘md shan, a moun- 

tain in Sh4ntung. 
ZE* Anold manof ninety vears ; 
Maa forgetful, in second childhood, ; 

decrepit, senile ; md? tét, an old 
man; qin ‘ki shui mo aged 
and infirm. 

2 An eye with a small iris; 
Mau dim-sighted, with a dull oye; 

stupid, bewildered ; ‘fui mé* 
confused, stupefied. 

via To use great effort, to bend 
the mind toa subject, to attend 
to carefully ; what is attended 
to, business, duty, concerns ; 
a strong affirmative, must ; sz’? 
mo? what one does, business ; 

‘ie 
Wa 

(.. 
€ 

mé’ sit iw absolutely required 
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m0? ‘pun ip; to attend to one’s 
own duties ; md? pit, indispen- 
sible ; ‘pin md” my own affairs; 
°m me no application; <chiin 
mo tuk, shit, engaged in study 
alone ; sam mo’ a project, an 
intention ; ‘sit yan MO" git lv 
petty minds are bent on gain ; 
ka me ta? his domestic affairs 
are important. a 

2. Fog, mist; vapor issuing 
Wy forth from the ground ; yat, 

tau mo ‘shui, it is all a mist 
to me—unintelligible ; goan 
moe? a fog; <kd md a mist, 
smoky ; wong md* a dense 
mist ; ‘ki tsd* s2”° <hd mo he 
does things very blunderingly ; 

‘ta md? to go with a paramour. 
ot A gay horse; to prance 
Wa Wildly, to gallop furiously ; 

boisterous, violent. 

2 The evening, sunset; de- 
Ma Cline of life; end of a period 

of time; “ia mé* decline of the 

day ; chit md’ morning and 

evening ; md* nin, aged ; mé* 

chun, end of spring. 
> A barrow, a tumulus; a low 

Mu grave, a tomb, a sepulchre ; mo" 

<pt, a tombstone ; mo ch? a 

‘ eulogy on a stone ; «chang mo* 

t# disputes about graves ; <hot 

mo’ to open a grave. 

> ‘To invite, to call upon, to 

Ma ask people to do; to enlist, to 

give a bounty to; a public 

invitation, a general call ; mo’ 

ping, to levy soldiers ; chit 

mé chong’ ing, to enlist vo- 

lunteeers ; md? fa’ priests beg- 

ging alms; mo” fa’ <ch'ung sau 
to circulate a subscription-list 

for repairing something ; ying” 

mo’ to respond to a levy. 

MO. 

Ls To think upon with affection, 
Ma fondly to recall; fond of, to 

long for, to hanker for ; to as- 
pire to, ambitious ; mé? fi *méd, 
to fondly think of one’s pa- 
ents; ‘yéung mé to look up to, 
to reverence; oi’ md* to love 
ardently. 

pe The fifth of the “ten stems,” 
Mau Which answers to earth ; a for- 

tunate day. 
=}> A head covering ; to go on 
Mau Plindfold, to rush heedless on ; 

to assume, to feign, to take 
upon one’s self without author. 
ity, to presume ; to venture on, 
to brave out; blind to, rash, 
venturesome ; false ; to falsify, 
to counterfeit, to affirm what 
is false ; mé* «meng, to assume 
a name; mo mii? obscure, 
ignorant and rash; mo? fan? 
to willfully offend ; ‘ka mé* ktin, 
to pretend to be officers ; ‘ka 
mo’ chit :p'di, to take another’s 
label; mo? ‘him, to rush into 
danger; mo’ ‘ii, indifferent 
to the rain; ‘kém mo to take 
a slight cold. 

> Envy, jealousy; to regard 
Mau With ill-will, envious of other’s 

excellence or prosperity. 
Ney A Chinese cap or hat, a 
Man COVering for the head; déung 

mo’ a summer cap ; ‘niin mea 
warm or winter cap; ta? mé* 
to wear a hat; mé tim’ a hat 
shop ; <hung .ying mo’ cap with 
red fringe; ‘ts‘d mé a straw 
hat ; chuk; kap, md? a bamboo 
coolie-hat ; ‘pi kin? kd md* lap, 
chi? ‘ni, to hoodwink, to bam- 
boozle with fair speeches ; siit, 
moa cloth hood; chin ma 
felt hat. 
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(312) Mok. 

To feel for, or after, with the 
hand, to feel and take, to 
grasp; mok, sok; to feel after 
with the hand; man % chuk, 

oh 

mok; not easy to tell, unlikely ; || 
chéuk, mok, careless, leaving 
things half done. 

A colloquial word ; to pare 
off, to skin ; to pull or take off, 
as clothes, from another ; mok, 
pt, skin it; mok, sing .kwong, 
to strip bare; mok, hok, peel 

' off the husk. 
me A negative forbidding an 
Moh 2Ct; do not, not, no need of ; 

if, unless ; when preceding an 
adjective, often denotes the 
highest degree of, nothing like, 
incomparably ; to plan; ample, 
great; peace, tranquillity; moh, | 
oi, you need not come ; mok, | 
Skin ‘ki, let him alone, don’t 
meddle with him ; mok,..f% is 
both an interrogative and a 
strong assertion ; mok, ft ‘sé 
ts‘o? unless, you’ve written it 
wrong; mok, yéuk, nothing like 

“it, the best way, better than; 
mok, .i, very proper, the best ; 
mok, sham’ .% o? none stronger 
than love; mok, pat, sh# it 
can not but be so ; is it not so? 
mok; shiit, don’t say it, wonder 
not—a phrase implying com- 
parison ; mok, .sii ‘yau, certain. 
ly must be brought about ; 
mok, tsd? fa, don’t make marks 
on it, don’t spoil its smooth- 
ness ; mok, ko’ ‘kong, don’t speak 

ih 
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don’t raise the price; moh, 
wai, don’t do it; mok, ko’ <i, 

“not more than, not more so. 
Moving sands, a_ sandy 

PR sain, dry ; careless, indiffer- 
ent to ; sha mok, the desert of 
Shamo or Gobi; tam? moky 
simple desires ;_ mok, mok, xin; 
vast, like a desert. 

A curtain, a screen, a cano- 
py; atent, a large markee; 
defenses like greaves for the 
legs; to cover ; 8 secretary, a 
private military secretary, a 
confidential clerk; moh, ‘ft, 
an encampment, official rooms 
of a secretary ;. mok, Syau, or 
mok, .:pan,.a private secretary, 
the adviser of an officer, an 
authorized clerk; tsok, mok, 
to act as clerk ; luk, mo, the 
universe ; .yau mok, a secre- 
tary on a circuit. Used for 
the last. 

, Still,silent, as at night; 
Moh ésik, mok, silence. 

Sickness, disease ; one de- 
>? - . 5 > 

ines it as an itching sickness, 

‘ie 
Moh 

Mo 

itd The filmy skin between the 
Noh Gesh and epidermis; the thin 

peel inside of grasses or eggs ; 
any membrane or pellicle in 
plants or animals, as the 

anything ; mok, ko? <hot k@ 

Ton. Dict. 38 

cornea, the mesentery ; ‘ngdn 
mok, the cornea; yat, s‘ang 
mok, a thickness of skin on 
the eye, a pterygium, : 

Read ynd; to bow, to make 
obeisance ; to soothe; to re- 

_ ceive by kneeling to; nd pav’ 
to salute by kneeling. 

A two-edged_ sword, called 
Moy 70% s¥é, famous in the ‘Lieh 

Kwoh Chi, 
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(313) Mong. 

A colloquial word ; the man- 
go; «mong ‘kwo, the mango 
fruit; the name is an imita- 

tion of the foreign word; .mong 
‘kwo «fa, a mango flower— 
great promise and no perform- 
ance ; «mong ‘kwo <to ,wo ‘shit, 
when mangoes are plenty rice 
is dear. 
Lost, destroyed without a 
trace, exterminated; dead, 
out of mind, forgotten; to 

flee, to escape, to abscond ; 
‘sz’? mong, dead; <mong shat, 
lost, utterly gone ; ynong ki? 
deceased ; ka san’ yan «mong, 
family utterly extinct ; yong 
gan, a fugitive ; one dead ; 
gong wan, comatose, mnsensi- 

ble. Used for yd af. not. 
jane 

he Fluttered, distracted with 
lang °C}, busy, hurried, much 

occupied; <m ‘shai gnong, 
don’t be in a hurry; Jong 
mong, fidgetty, hurried ; chéuk, 
gmong, startled by sudden 
news ; ;m lsoi? ~mong, no need 
of fear; kap, gnong, hurried, 
ressed, 

= To forget, to escape the mind ; 
Wan, to neglect, to leave or disre- 

Foard; shin? gnong, absent. 
minded, a slippery memory ; 
gmong ki? forgot it; gnong yan, 
ungrateful ; fat; mong, negli- 
gent ; tso* gnong, to sit vacant- 
ly ; «mong “pti, to forget one’s 
benefactor or parent ; mong 
ds‘ing, unfriendly. 

Wang 

c 

Wang 

te In 

MONG. 

The awn or beard of grain ; ve M ing 2 sharp or spinous point ; tail, 
of a comet; gnong chung’ 

* bearded grain,” one ofthe 24 
terms ; gnong mong,” grand, 
much crowded ; ynong mong 
<in -kwai, excessively fatigued, 
he turned back ; kwong gnong, 
a gleam of light, aray, a flash. 

5 ‘The immense expanse of the 
dt ocean ; vast, uncertain, daz- 
XN ang . e 

zling ; <s‘ong among, dreary, 
vast, illimitable. 

i Name of a hill; gnong <sit, 
$ a medicine, a kind of salts. 
Mang 

Wang 

The point or edge ofa sword ; 
fung mong, the point of a 
knife or weapon. 
The name of a h 

Ming near the ancient capital Loh. 
yang. 

nf A gadfly, a breeze, a fly. in- 
Mang festing animals; mong <ch'ung 

a gnat; wong ynong, a fly 
which attacks cows, 

‘ i net; stopped, hindered ; 
eceived, entangled; not, 

Mtns. without, soliadaas none; to 
accuse falsely, to impose upon ; 

- ‘mong kin? saw: nothing of it ; 
‘mong mitt sagacious, intelli- 
gent ; ‘mong lui to implicate. 
Used for the next. 

eA A net for fowling or fishing ; 
Wing? net of any kind, a web; 

that which arrests people, as 
the law; a haul ofa net; to net, 
tu catch ; to implicate people ; 
sch'an ‘mong, a “dusty net,” 
the world ; ‘mong <kan, a net 
cap, worn by actors ; fin ‘mong 

illand town ° 

the government of Heaven, 
fate ; ‘mong <it, to catch’ fish ; 

V\ ia? | 

ote OL a | ae 
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‘mong yan, the mesentery ; 
hi chii ‘mong, a spider’s web ; 
tsz”’ dau do ‘mong, torun into 
the net.one’s self; in Jo t? 
‘mong, sort of a rat-trap ; yal, 
chéung ‘mong, a net; dséung 
‘mong, to bait nets with eggs ; 
sat, ‘mong, to throw a net ; yal; 
‘mong ‘ta isun’® to get allat one 
haul— prompt ; lau* ‘mong, to 
escape from justice. 

“ee ‘The tire or felly of a wheel ; 
the emperor’s hunting car 
had double rims. 

s Flurried, forgetful of one’s 

Wang 

Wan duties ; ‘mong ‘ch'ong, irreso- |). 
_.* jute, disconcerted ; ‘mong <in, 

not knowing what to do. 
A A sprite, a gnome; ‘mong 
WwW ang CUngs an elf, an undine. 

s A dog in the grass; thick 
; ass, jungle, underbrush, 
Mang ods: a plant noxious to 

fishes; matted, confused, in- 
distinct ; rustic, rude; ‘sd 
‘mong, weedy, tangled ; rude, 
clownish ; ‘1d ‘mong, careless, 
rough, impertinent; ‘mong 
‘chong’ intrusive, forcing one’s 
self in, to obtrude on; ‘ts‘d 

_muk, ‘mong ‘mong, like a 
thicket, tangled. 

§ .The boa or anaconda, the 
Mine @tgest of serpents; ‘mong 

shé, or wong ‘mong, the boa ; 
Smong po, a court dress em. 
broidered .with boas; ‘mong 
ch'ung, a caterpillar. 

ry Disorderly, brutish, unman- 
~ nerly; false, vain, incoherent, 

19°C aesardl wild; immoral; ab. 
andoned ; ceasing to exist, not 
existing ; ‘mong tsok, ‘mong 

- wai, wild, unseemly behavior; , 
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<kw‘ong ‘mong, crazy, disorder- 
ly, overbearing; nd ‘mong, 
the 25th diagram ; ‘mong shat, 
to give no quarter, useless 
slaughter ; ‘mong tan’ incohe- 
rent talk, absurd, fabulous; 
‘mong ching’ perjury, false 
witness, 

To lope for, to expect, to 
anticipate ; to observe, to look 
at, or forward, or towards; to 

look afar, to espy, to stare ; 
hopes, expectations ; near to, 
opposite, over against, front- 
ing; the full moon; a sacri- 
fice to hills and streams ; kam 
yal, mong? yat, to-day is the 
15th of the moon; ‘hi ch‘ut, 
mong? ngoi joy beyond all 
expectation ; mong? ‘tiin ko’ yat, 
‘tsz’ to expect a festival day, to 
look for a holiday ; hi? mong? 
thd, go and see if it is so ; kwa? _ 
mong? to live in hopes of ; mo 
‘sho mong’ hopeless; shat, mong? 
lost all hope; gning mong? a 
great reputation ; mong? shé 
t® expecting a pardon; ‘ngo 
‘chit mong? ‘ni tsd? V’ve been 
expecting you to do it ; mong? 
luk, shap, nearly sixty years ; 
mong? mong® in hi? went off 
disgusted ; chak; mong? to cor- 
rect, to reprimand, as a child, 
for reform; gnan mong’ the 
hope of the people ; mong? ‘kit 
doi, waiting for him; mong? 
gwan, or mong? kwo” sav seen 
it all, looked it through ; mong? 
chitin shéung ‘ngan, bored 
my eyes through expecting 
you—tired of waiting for you. 
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(314) 

Sk 

BK 
Mei 

Bi 

MUTT. 

Mai. 

A colloquial word; a girl, a 
maid; mui ‘tsai, a girl; ‘shai 
miti, aservant gitl; chong ka? 
dui, a maid given a bride at 
marriage ; mang emut, a blind 
songstress ; sam toi’ mii, lepers 
(girls) of the third generation. 
A small tree, a shrub; the 

stalk ofa shrub ; a cane, atiek, 
a whip or switch : a gag; a 
classifier of rings, the seeds of 
fruit, of pears, of nails, of 
coins, &c,; one of, each ; <ham 

gui, to gag; <ch'ai gniii, to}! , 
guess the fingers, the game of 
morra; yat, «mui deng, one 
nail ; yat, gui wal, a kernel or 
pit ofa fruit. 
A plum, an apricot, a prune; 

Ma the flowering almond; sin 

aE 
Mei 

gmui, pickled plums;. sour 
plums; gniii ‘sai, plums; 
wyéung gnii, the Chinese tree 
strawberry (a Myrica); gti 
chéuk, the “plum bumper,’ 
is a cup drank after weddings ; 
lap, mii <fa, the Chimonan. 
thus hier, ; mitt (fa eng, 
a bubo; «pitt ynié?, marriage- 
able ; giz «mii, obscure ; yniiz 
‘i, spring rains. 
The meat on the breast or 

between the mouth and heart; 
Chit mii yuk, or kap; sam yuk, 
the brisket of a pig. 
‘A sort of raspberry or other 

edible berry ; moss; gntii ¢ oi, 
moss and lichens covering ‘) 
damp places ; Jdn ‘chit mii 
gmii, the bright green herbage |} 
by the streams. 

ue 

MUL, 

i A door-ring, having two locks, 
; bolting the door, in it; chung 
<mui, a double lock. 

= Rain insummer, damp wea. 
ser ther ; damp, moldy, mildewed ; 

~~ to mildew; gndi lan? moldy, 
spoiled; aw gmii, rotten, 
moldy ; mat, kém shap, mii, 
why are you so dilatory? 
A go-between, a matchmaker, 

an arranger of marriages; to 
* covet; any thing or person 
which operates as a cause to 
produce an effect ; yniii <p‘o, a 
female go-between ; ynii kd, 
to pledge girls. 

. Soot ; coals, charcoal, em. 
my bers; coal; in gnii, lamp. 

' black ; ‘fo «mui, soot; gti 
tan? fossil coal; To mit, to 
dig coal ; msi ‘oh! ‘ong, @ coal 

3 

dépét; cht gnti, a paper 
match ; ‘fo ymui ung, tinder, 
punk. 
A sacrifice or worship offer. 

ed by the emperor for a son. 

To conceive, to quicken in 
the womb; inti eteicd lusty, 

et good looking. 
KX A bright ted stone, called enti 

kwa?, red coral or jasper ; gnwi 
* Kwai? fa, the rose, 

‘if Each, every, each one, any 
one ; constantly, usually, al- 

‘ways; although; to covet ; 
‘mui shh, each time ; Smiti 
Smtti fi ‘ts‘2’ it is so each time, 
it is ever this way ; ‘mai yen, 
each man ; ‘inti ee esas ad 
each affair. 

vs To defile, to stein with 
leet water, to dirty or foul ; 
used affectedly, to annoy, to 

‘toy. request, to ask a favor of ; 
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par ‘mui, to request ‘of; ‘mbi 
t‘ok, to get one’s kind offices. 

ie A younger sister ; a sister ; 
| Mei one’s daughter ; @’ be sitter; 

sis; ngov mui half-sisters ; 
hing mii brothers and sisters ; 
wai mii a woman’s marriage; 
the 64th diagram ; ‘pitt mui 
female cousins; ling? mi? 
your sister. 

Re Nosun, twilight, dark, ob- 
Mei Scures difficult to distinguish 

things ; perfidious ; not under- 
standing matters ; mi ‘shong|| 
and mii kuk, dawn and dusk ; 
me miu’ blindly, inconsiderate 
of results; mui Jéung, self- 
deceived, to act falsely. 

ie Name of a city ; name of a 
stream. 

Be _A kind of leather defense of 
Mei carne a plant used to dye 

is: Anxiety, disease brought on 
; by care; infirmity, disease ; 

rey 
__M 

* sam mi? sick at heart. 
Tortoise-shell, called to? 

ai mui; a red marbled color ; toi 
mit shek, -pan, the tortoise- 
shell garoupa ( Serranus mega- 
chir ). 
‘Read mo a sort of sceptre. 

(315) Muk. 

x “Wood ; a tree ; wooden ; the 
ah 2th radical of characters per- 
ub taining to wood ; one of the five 

elements and eight sounds ; 
stiff, unbending ; honest, un. 
pretending ; yat, it shit muk, 
a single tree; muk, tséung? or 
‘au muk, yan, a Carpenter ; 
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muk, lit? timber, lumber : muk, 
‘au, a block of. wood, a billet, 
a stump; muk, hok, a wooden 
dipper ; muk, chéung, putehuck; 
téuk, muk, to chop wood ; muk, 
sing, Jupiter; muk, ‘k'éung, 
cross-grained; chong? muk, 
chung, to “strike the wooden 
bell,” is to get the bribe with. 
out paving it over to the ruler; 
muk, ‘ngau yan, an image, a 
dunce ; sz” fong muk, a square 
block, a poor stick of a fellow ; 
muk, min, “wooden doors, ” 
i. €. arich family, 

To wash and oil the hair; 
to wash, to cleanse, to bathe ; 
to enrich by kindness, to re- 
ceive favors; favored, enrich- 
ed; to rule kindly ; muk, yuk, 
to bathe; muk, yan, received 
favors; muk, ‘shau, to wash 
the bands; e. it. to respectfully 
and carefully do anything. 

Small rain ; mak, muk, driz- 
Mab Zling rain. 

Ornamented leathern bands 
Minn! p put around a car to strengthen 

Muh 

& " “Mallards or wild ducks; 
> ducks of any kind ; hak, kuk, 

a muk, to carve a stork and 
make it a duck—a_ failure. 

He, To tend cattle, to look after 
Muh Hocks; to pasture, to put out 

to grass; a shepherd, a cow. 
herd, a pastor, a horse-keeper ; 
to watch over, to have the 
oversight of, to superintend; 
a ruler of a district, one who 
is in charge of a place; a 
religious teacher ; muk; ngau, 
a cowherd ; muk, y, ung. a shep- 
herd-boy ; muk, .sz’ an over. 
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seer, a shepherd, a minister ; 
swai man muk; to be a district 
magistrate ; muh, gnan, to rule 
the people ; .yau muk, nomads, 
wandering shepherds of Gobi. 

The pretty appearance of 
an grain ; pleasing, beautiful, ma. 
wh rustic, inspiring respect and 

admiration ; grandeur, cordial 
regard ; to revere ; to gratify ; 
muk, muk, admirable, royal ; 
muk, is used for Mohammed 

‘in books; .ch‘it muk, the order 
of precedence of ancestral 
tablets, as parents and sons, 
grandfathers and fathers, left 
and right, .ch'vt being always 
superior to muk,,; muk, gan, 

; Mohammedans. 
= The eye; the 105th radical 
Muho Characters relating to the 

eye ; met. the mind, the per- 
ception; to eye, to look at ; to 
designate, to name, to particu- 
larize ; a director, the head of a 
body, the principal. person, a 
leader ; anindex, a list, a sum- 
mary; the meshes of a net ; 
Squares on a_ chess-board ; 
‘ngan muk, the eye; muk, luk, 
an index, a table of contents ; 
tit muk, a list ; fo muk, liter- 
ary ranks above sittsdi, scho. 
lars in those ranks; nd? muk, 
angry ; muk, ha’ now, before 
the eyes ; gd muk, blind ; muk, 
Chung gmd yan, supercilious, 
contemptuous towards one; 
bus muk, to turn against, un- 
riendly ; sho muk, numbers ; 

sz” muk, the four quarters ; 
— “ch'ai -kwan muk, to teach the- 
atricals ; ‘% muk, <ch'éung, a 
“well informed person. 

MUN. 

I A herb; muk, suk; trefoil or 
Mut, clover used to feed horses, 

fe A kind eye, benignant, har- 
Mah Mouious, peaceful; concord 

among relatives, affection ; 
to agree with, to make peace 
with ; 200 muk, harmony ; .ts‘an 
muk, kind, affectionate. 

. 

(316) ~ Main. 

A colloquial word ; to cover, 
to cover a thing ; anin ‘ku, to 
cover a drum ; aniin shit pi, 
to put covers on a book ; «mtn 
shad, to cover with gauze or 
millinet ; «mtn ‘kan, pull it 
over tight. 
To feel, to lay the hand on, 

to touch, to take, hold of, to 
examine, to search for with 
the hand; gnin shat, to feel 
for lice ; gntin sam, to lay the 
hand on the heart, self-exami- 
nation. 

A door, a gate with eo 
leaves, a gateway ; met, the 
house, the family in it; the 
169th radical of characters 
relating to doors ; an entrance, 
an opening; a harbor ; a sect, 
a class of people, a profession ; 
a family ; a classifier of can- 
non and affairs; yat, lo? emiin, 
a single door ; iit, mun, ‘a Cit. 
cular door ; ‘leung shin amin, 
a two-leaved tee aman n ‘hau, 
at the door , doorways tai? gmun, 
the outer gate; 4 gmtin, the ~ 

Mun 

FA 
Mun 

medical profession : : Shad amin — 
or Fat, amin, the Budhists” or 
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Shamans ; gnin un ‘sz’ door- 
posts to bar up a door; yat, 
omtin shang ? one line of bu- 
siness ; shap, gntin p'adw ten 
cannon; going gnin, a side- 
door ; <kung gnin, a public 
office ; -hon <mtin -kung, a door- 
keeper; ch'ut, gniin, to enter 
upon office, to go abroad, to 
marry a husband; hai ‘ngo 
gmtin ha? he is one of my sect; 
min yan or gniin shang, a 
pupil, a disciple ; smn ‘shéung, 
a gentleman’s servant, a major- 
domo ; tai ymin ‘hau, a great 
family ; pai’ min, to acknow- 
ledge one as a patron; min 
fung, the reputation ofa fam- 
ilv ; ¢eng gmiin, to wait at the 
door by night ; ‘naw gmiin, but- 
ton-hole; min? ymin, the cheeks; 
gin gniin to hit, knows every 
thing, Jack-of-all-trades ; kid 
gnin, to pry up a door; pak, 
gin, to slap on the gate ; mo 
‘gntin, the place behind the 
gravestone; gniin .p'di, the 
door-tablet containing names 
of the family ; gniin <shan, a 
door-bar. 
Sign of the plural of persons; 

fat, plump ; ‘ni ymiin, you ; ‘ngo 
gin, we, us; .yé ymin, official 
attendants ; you, gentlemen ; 
fa gin, they; @ <ktin gniin, 
young gentlemen ; ché gniin, 
‘nad gntn, these, those; here, 
there. 

JE 

c 

Mun 

To paint or ornament walls; 
Mato ornaments on walls ; to cover 

with earth, as a wall. 
. 53 A trowel ; nai gniin, a brick- 
§ layer’s trowel. _ Interchang- 
Mwan - with the last. 
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Bs} 
Be 
My 

A vast expanse of water, 
wan Spreading and. swelling. like 

a flood. » Also read Man’. 
; Steamed bread or wheaten 
Mwin C&kess light and leavened ; 

min dau, loaves of bread: 
Usually read «Man. 
A narrow entrance where a 

Mun stream or frith runs between 
hills, like a door. 

Wea) A flat eye, one whose. can- 
< : 

Mwan ‘Oi or corners are nearly level 
with the face ; dull eyes, half 

closed, as if drunk, obscure 
vision ; to blind one, to deceive, 
to impose on, to conceal from ; 
‘yan <min, to hide from ; gntin 
piw to deceive; pau min, 
deceived ; hi mtn mat, shui, 
nobody is deceived by it, who 
does not know it? shat, pats 
séung <min,i will keep: no- 
thing from you ; & -Miin, the 
infantile name of Ts‘4u ‘Fs‘4u. 
A valuable stone of a red- 

dish or carnation color. Br 
Mun 

Ki 
Mwan 

Full, filled up, surfeited, re- 
plete ; bulging, full; complete, 
the whole, entire, all that.is 

included in the subject; to 
complete, to fill, to abound, to 
suffice ; to finish a set time ; 
the Manchu people; ‘mtn 
shan, the whole body ; ‘min 
tsoi’ full of cargo; fong’ ‘min, 
packed full ; ts6* ‘mfin yat, yam? 
completed a term of office; 
chong ‘mun tik; fill it a little 
fuller ; ‘mtn iit, the month of 
“a woman’s confinement ; ‘mun 
? quite met my wishes ; ‘min 
dong -kwong, a three-branch 
lamp ; ‘min ‘i fat, mat’ time 
having passed, they were sold . 
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‘Smfin kwo? tau, too full; ‘min 
chit ‘siin, the self-sufficient 
bring on their own misfor- 
tunes; ‘Min .chau, Manchuria; 
‘Min .yan, the Manchus, 

pry Sad, afflicted, grieved, sorry, 
melancholy ; chagrined, hea- 

a vy at heart; .yau mtn’ sor- 
Mwan rowful, unhappy ; tsok, mtn? 

to vomit from faintness or 
heat ; <tm mtn’ to disturb one, 
to hinder, bothering. 

(317) Mung. 

Hae | Dull, stupid, not intelligent ; 
¢ obscure; vexed, perturbed ; 
fae | grieved, ashamed ; tocover, to 
Mung blind ; «mung. «mung pai’ you 

dolt ; stupid ; yat, mung .sung, 
a cloudy, dull day ; ‘ld «ung 
‘tung,-an old, superannuated 
fellow ; ‘16 t0° mung, in second 
childhood ; ymung chit ‘ngan, 
to cover up the eyes; “in anung 
<kwong, day is breaking. 
A kind of moss ; obscure per- 

g ception of, beclouded, dull, 
8 simple, ignorant, immature, 

rash, childish; a pupil, a youth, 
a child; to deceive, to conceal, 
to cover, to behave rudely ; 
obliged for, thankful, grateful 
for a favor; the 45th diagram ; 
the Mongols ; ; do mung ‘ni, 
many thanks for, will be oblig- 
ed for, beg of you the favor ; 
mung ‘ts‘ii, obliged for your 
taking—a shopman’s phrase ; 
hoi mung, to enter on studies; 
mung sz’ a teacher ; fan? 
mung, to teach boys; ‘mung 

x 

MUNG. 

«yan, obliged for a favor » ¢nung 
kdw kindly tell me; gnung 
lung, not bright, obscure, dif- 
ficult to see elearly; gnung 
wan’ confused, deceitful, in- 
experienced ; ynung -kwong kw” 
thankful for your patronage 
or visit ; kung mung, chaos ; 
mung mui? rash, blind to; 
«Mung ‘kt, the Mongols. 
A covering ; to screen off, to 
shelter, to defend, as against 
sun or rain; <p'ing gmung, to 
screen ; gnung «mung, luxu- 
riant. 
Sun obscured; ‘in gmung 
dung, early in the sponming, 
daylight. 
The moon. about rising or 
setting. Interchanged with 
the last. 

3 Small, drizzling rain ; foggy ; 
Mang meng chung, vapory, chaotic. 

A cassia like tree, having 
a yellow leaf; ming ynung, a 
lemon; some write yung 
‘kwo for the mango. 

Ge Dimsighted, weak eyes; un- 
able to see from a disease in — 
the nerves, an amaurosis ; un- 
learned, untaught, ignorant 
of one’s self; ween mung, 
badsight. 
A war junk, long and fast- 

sailing, called gnung ‘ung ; 
a large sort of vessel. | 

s 
Mun 

Mims 

We 
Mung 

‘ 
Mung 

Mung 

di 
Mun 

A Ephemera or sandflies ; small 
Mano flies which fly over: water ; 

mung yur? ephemera-flies, | 
Sg Drizzling rain ; small rain ; 3 
Mas g mung amung, a tedious ‘rain. 

* "A dish filled ‘with food, an 
Mon g tbundance of {oda a plenti- 

ful table. 



MOT. 

To dream, to see visions ; 
adream ; a vanity ; obscure ; 
mung? kin saw in a dream ; 

g ‘nt fat, mung*® «mo, are you 
“pidreamning? 1 1 fat, yat, ko? mung? 

dreamed a dream; mung? 
‘stung, empty hopes, day- 
dreams; mung? chit? a pro- 

' phetic dream, a dream which 
comes to pass; mung? mi? cht 
sz” a visionary affair ; mung’ 
at, the nightmare ; tok; mung? 
spiritual visions ; yat, ch'éung 
ta? mung? “ one long dream,” 
—this life, the world; ‘kai 
mung? to interpret a dream. 

2 B | & 

(318) Mat. 

i To rub ont, to make a clean 
M1 sWeep, to wipe clean, to obli- 

" terate, to scrub, to blot oat; 
to dust ; to daub, to rub on, to 
besmear, to color, to anoint ; 
yat, ‘shau mit, kwo to refuse 
to pay anything ; mut, au, to 
rub oil on, to paint ; mitt, ‘keng, 
to rub the neck, or cut one’s 
throat: mit, hi? to rub out; 
mit, ngak, a fillet worn by 
girls; mit, doi, to wipe the 
table; ‘sai mit, to wash and rub. 

kk, To feed a horse with straw, 
Mo 1, fo give hay to cattle; proven- 

der of straw. 
a A branch of the YAngtsz’ 
Mo ;, Kiang in Sz’chuen ; froth at 

the mouth, to slaver in sleep ; 
spittle ; foam, bubbles on wa. 
ter; 6° mit, to spit out, to 
sputter; <fau mit, spume on 
water; ‘hau mut, expectoration, 

Ton. Dicr. 39 
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53 The end of a branch, the 
Moh utmost twigs; the end, the 

last, no more of, the least im- 
portant part, the meanest ; the 
opposite of the origin or root 
of a matter; small; weak; 
used for | when spoken by 
one’s self ; distant, far off; the 
remnants, leavings, ends, dust 
powder, or refuse of ; the limbs ; 
traders, as the least of the four 
classes; .ch'ad mit, tea-rem- 
nants; mut, sha’ end of the 
world ; mi, fyau, no, more ; 
i dsit mil, or ‘kit iil, mit, 
powdered pepper ; chung miit, 
the very last; mit, tséung’ | 
the officer ; shuk, tsoi? miit, ts‘ik, 
it is to your humble relative’s. 

, The jasmine; mit, lv <fa, 
Mon the Jasminum grandiflorum ; : 

the name of a son 
YZ; } To sink. in the water, fo 

* }perish, to terminate, to finish 
IZ. | one’s own prospects ; to die ; 
Muh the dead; dead, annihilated, 

finished ; to exceed, to trans- 
gress ; to enrich one’s self by 
swindling ; a negative, imply - 
ing there is nothing of, with- 
out, none at all, not the least, 
none, utterly ; mtit, tat, sat, at 
a loss what to do further ; mit, 
yat, hd m#? not the least taste ; : 
ch'am mit, sunk to oblivion ; 
mit, yéuk, myrrh; gndi atts 
to secrete or keep back an- 
other’s. things;  gmong_ mtit, 
dead, perished; mit, yung? 
useless ; mit, shay pat, gong, 
1 won’t ‘forget you in death ; 
ch'ut, mit, to prow! about Gnd 
then retreat, asa band of rob- 

bers ; mit, noi ho, no alterna- 
tive. 
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(319) 

He 

Na. 

A colloquial word ; a scab ; 
ch'ong na, scab of a wound; 
tauw® nd, small-pox scab; kit, 
na, to form a scab; é ung 
ahah yat, tat, nd, all run into 
oné scab. 

With, together with, incom- 
pany ; even, alike ; to join in, 
to take part with; ‘to stick to, 
sticky ; ‘ago na nt hi? Vl go 
with you; md@ mai dam hi? 
carry them all at once ; ’m nd 
‘nt P'l have no part with you ; 
mak, .’m nd, the ink will not 
stick ; nd chim, sticky, une. 
tuous; .m na tap, incon. 
gruous ; not of the same sort ; 
‘md «n@ nang’ no intercourse. 

A final particle, drawing 
attention to a thing; lo! see! 
mat, ‘yé «nd, what is it? Yai 
cnd, see! 

\ ‘To lay hold of, to seize, to|| 
Be | take, to apprehend, to arrest ; 
s=F | to get an idea of, to appre. 
Na’ ciate ; md Jai, bring it here ; 

na ‘shau tsd* tak, I can take 
it in hand that it can be done; 
na shat, ‘chit ? it is resolved 
upon ; nd 82” ygmiin shéung’ a 
clerk in charge at an office ; 
a chuk, to arrest one; né 
‘wan, to grasp firmly, to be 
pretty sure of ; gnd .cha .na, 
nothing to hold on by, a nick- 
name for a Budhist priest. 
Unintelligible talk ; a wran- 

gling, a noise ; a bother ; tsur? 
t? ma n? drank, fuddled 
from liquor. 

5 
Na 

‘ed 

a 

(320) 

NAT. 

A colloquial word ; a female 
of animals, a dam ; @ ‘nd, 
granny, old mother; ‘chit ‘na, 
a sow ; ‘nd ying, a girlish boy, 
effeminate ; kop; ‘nd, a frog ; 
shat; ‘nd, a loweed 
To point out ; a certain one, 

that; there, ‘then ; which ; 
what, what. then ; a votative, 
O, alas! ‘in ‘nd, O heaven! 
‘na ch‘i?’ there ; ‘na ‘li, where ? 
‘nd min, that year, what year? 
‘na ko’ that ; ‘nd .sé yan, those 
few persons ; ‘nd <sht hau? that 
time. 

A colloquial work; a final 
word, implying here it is, here 
you have it, see, here; hai? 
nt ch'i?, n@ eh, here it is, 

Nai. 

Mire, mud ; dirt, clay, ik 
jearth, clods ; dirty, miry ; yal, 
| kauw* nai, a lump of dirt ; nat 

Ni ‘shui ‘ld, a bricklayer; iat 
pan muddy, slushy ; nai tan? 
a clay ball; mai %'d, earth, 
dirt ; Jan? nai nan gi pik, one 
can’t plaster a wall with rotten 
mud—a useless fellow; mai 
ckam shik; a pinchbeck color ; : 
nai .chiin, adobie, maps 
for making walls; gai <ts‘ 
a wall made of earth pou 
ed; <'o nai 1a? ‘shui, dragged 
through the mud sie 
obscure, nonsensical ; gndi <tizi, 
muk, so’ ké spoken in derision 
of idols and men; (shaw gnai 
di nai, “dust wanted ! "a 
street cry. 

itd 



NAL. 

(321) Nai. 

Wy A. colloquial word; lady ; 
AA néi nai or sz’ <nai,a lady c c € ¢ 5] ’ 

Madam ; tai? (nai, ? nai, sdm 
nai, are compellations for the 
wives of three brothers, or for 
‘the wives of one man. 

TP) The breast of a woman ; 
on, | udder, dugs ; nipples, teats ; 
“Yea >to suckle; milk; a nurse; a 
s | term by which children often 
LGN call their mother; ‘ndi ‘ma 

or ‘ndi, néung, a wet nurse ; 
mgau ‘nai, cow’s milk; ‘nat 
spt, cream ; shik, ‘nai, to nurse; 
ts‘it; ‘ndi, to wean ; a? ‘ndi, ma, 

... nurse! ‘ndi dau, the nipples. 
s Th) Anadvyersative conjunction, 
, pees it may be; doubtless, 
a j forsooth ; also, moreover ; of.- 
Nai ten, used for the substantive 

verb, or as an illative particle, 
denoting to wit, then, there- 
upon, till then, certainly, if, 
&c,, according to the scope, 
and often needs no rendering ; 
your, it is your’s; ‘nai yéuk, 
but as to; ‘naz ‘ho, willdo then; 
‘sz’ 4 ‘nai tsong’ he is dead and 
buried too; “%s‘z’ ‘nai .Chau 

_ chi fv? this is Chau’s father ; 
mo, ‘nai pat, hiv if not, then 
don’t go; ‘ho ‘nai ‘fu. ying 
dung muk, ‘ngau, how is the 

. prefect like a wooden statue? 
$ An iron or metallic tripod of 
Nay great size, with two ears. 

Wy A colloquial word; to tie 
up, to) fasten on; to hang on, 
or depend upon one, as a fa- 
mily ; to belong to ; nai’ «ngau, || 
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tie up the cow ; nav <shiin ‘mi 
fasten on astern ; ‘mo mat, kw 
nai? nothing (or no one) depen- 
ding on me; nd? <in ‘fo, the 
fireworks are for him to give ; 
do ‘shau na? kéuk; to tag after 
one, 

He; A colloquial word; tired, 
weary, worn out; weak; kin’ 

ion na? 1 feel weak. 

(322) Nak. 

The toothache; carious teeth. 
A colloquial word ; to mouth 

one’s words, to speak thick or 
indistinctly ; to make a me- 
morandum of; nak, mga, to 
speak thick, to muffle; nak, 
chi? po? make a note of, or 
charge it in the book; zak, 
nak, t# a little sour or turned ; 
rather raw, as uncooked rice. 

> 

Nih 

(323) Nam. 

ie A good taste, well flavored ; 
‘ to gormandize ; well dressed, 

thoroughly done, mellow, ripe. 
Acolloquial word; throughout, 
quite through: soft, damp ; 
kind, good-natured, amiable ; 
shdp, mam, boiled through ; 
snam shin® very good-natured, 
placable; ’m ds‘ang shap,.nam, 
not wet through; /’m ds‘ang 
fats mam, not soaked enough ; 
nam nam tik, a kind pleasant 

person; din <sht nam, humid 
air; shuk; mam ting’ thorough- 

_ly ripe, ready to drop. 
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Fo Grain fully ripe, matured in; 
Myin’ a year, a season; laid up, ac- 

cumulated ; Syaam in, an a- 
bundant year ; ‘Om ‘nam ts‘ ot 
‘chit, a secretly ‘rich man; 
‘nam ok, wpt in wicked mee 

Muddy, thick, splashy ; 
dredge’ mud, A collegial 
word; sound, as sleep; slow 
going ; to reiterate, as a'throw 
of dice; soaked through ; 
shok, nam? deep mud, slushy, 
sloppy ; fan? nam’ sound sleep ; 
nam .sam, to successively di- 
vide threes.at gambling cash ; 
shang tak, dv nam he walks 
very slow ; mak, ‘shui nam? the 
ink has Spread ; nam <i, a 
gudgeon ( Eleotris cantharius ); 
nan? iw eaten to the full, stuff- 
ed; im nam’ pat, soak the 

* pencil full of ink.. 

ie 

(324) Nam. 

The male-of human species, 
a man; the lowest of the five 
ranks of nobility, a baron; 
mdm yan, a man;a husband ; 
mdm ‘tsz’ a man ; shang mam, 
to bear a boy; mdm tséuk, a 
baron ; fa mdm, a boy ; nam 
‘nit, men and women, male 
and female; ‘nit <k°au mam, 
to send the girl’s horoscope 
first by the matchmaker ; haw? 
mdm, a filial son—said after 
a parent’s death} mam ‘sz’ 

- kwang -kwang, a spirited man, 
one above low acts; gram ‘tsz’ 
hora high spirited: man. 

NAM. 

The south; to go south; to 
face south ; southern, austral ; 
snam <fong, southern regions ; 
nam .moy, to recite prayers ; to 
chant before idols; gram gnd 
sin shang, Tau priests; mam 
ymo Fat, O Budha ! to rehearse 
or respect Budha’s name; goo 
ynam, to clasp the hands in 
prayer ; ‘ho ‘sz’ «ndm min’ he 
can sit to the south—he can 
reign ; tso? mam, a northern 
exposure ; héung nam, facing 
the south; ti mdm, changed 
toa south wind; Nam ‘hoi 
iin? the district of NAnh4i in 
which the Foreign Factories 
at Canton lie. 
Incessant talk, gabbling ; .né 

sndm, a twittering, as of swal- 
lows 
Noise of. cottvetiention, hum 

of talking ; to chant, to sing ; 
* to mutter, to perform incan. 

tations over, to exorcise ; mam 

cnam, incessant gabble ; aden 
kwo ‘k'ii ’eng, sing it for him; 
ta? ndm tai? ‘shai, loud shout- 
ings and great cuttings, like 
Baal’s priests. ; 

+ | A kind of yellowish wood, 
5 very hard and suitable for 
ce | furniture, beams, &c.; a sort 

an of plum ; ‘sz’ gdm, or mam 
muk, a kind of iron wood ; <k'é 
mdm, an astringent medicine 
brought from Annam. _ 
A large serpent, said to be 

eatable. Also read im. — 

a To grasp with the hand. — 
Nia. colloquial word ; to . 

~**" sure by spanning the fingers ; 
* “a span, a finger’s let ; to 

beat, to chastise ; yat;, chuk, kd 

if 
Nan 

RA 
Nan 

ri 

A 
Nan 
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‘nam yat, .shiin yan, to beat a 
whole crew with one stick—to 
rail at one as belonging to a 
class ; ‘léung ‘nam yat, ch'ek, 
‘two spans make a foot ; ‘shai 
kwan’ ‘nam ‘ki, take a stick to 
him. 

‘ Boiled meat, dried meat. 
Nan 4 colloquial word ; the belly 

of an animal ;a fat abdomen ; 
Td ‘nam td? a big belly; 
chit p'dw ‘nam, a hog’s belly. 

> A colloquial word ; to stride 
over, to step across; to miss, 
as a line in reading ; nam kuo 
hi? step over it; nam? (or lam’) 
l@ tuk, read every other line. 

(325) Nan. 

Af A colloquial word in Macao; 
milk ; to nurse; shik, nan, to 
nurse, to drink milk. 

‘Op To cut off corners, to go 
pet across ; crosswise. 

A colloquial word ; to play 
with, to handle, to rub in the 
fingers ; to dirty, to defile, to 
be dirtied ; to train, to breed, 
as pigeons ; ‘ai ‘nan ‘ngan, 
to defile the eyes—by obscene 
things ; ‘nan pak, kdp, to train 
carrier-pigeons ; p'ung’ ‘nan 
shan, to get dirty by running 

against one ; mok; ‘ching ‘nan 
fuk, don’t dirty your clothes; 
‘pi ‘kit “nan, let him play with 
it; ‘ta ‘nan <mai, to get well 

dirtied. — 
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(326) Nan. 

Difficult, hard, grievous, not 
easy or pleasant, irksome, 
fatiguing ; distresses ; to dis- 
tress, to afflict, to harass, to 
make another do; adn tsd* 
hard to do; man ‘kong, hard 
to say, ashamed to say ; man 
ds'ung ‘nt meng’| can not do 
as you Say ; man tak, hard to 
get; dn wai? ‘ni, vex you, to 
injure another; dn ‘tai, I do 
‘not wish to see it; td?? man, a 
sluggard, one who takes things 
hard ; man to hard to say, it 
can not or must not be ; also 
used as an interrogalive ; man 
to ‘kt 2m doi, can you think 
he won’tcome? mdn td adn 
‘séung ‘ngo, would he still 
think of me ? gudn td? ‘ni gnong 
‘lit, can you have forgotten ? 
tsun’ Cu? ‘léung nan, to be in 
a strait, hard to retreat or to 
go forward. 

dh To blush, to turn red in the 
N face, to redden ; a blush ; ‘nan 
an, 5 A. Be ea > 

ngan, blushing; <ham ‘nan 
‘nan, very salt, briny; <keng 
‘nan, to redden when surprised. 
To venerate, to fear, to re- bi Nin spect, fo be in awe of, 

> Name of an insect. 
A colloquial word ; the bite 

of gnats or insects; a sore, a 
pimple ; «man nan? musquito 
bites ; ‘kau shat, nan’ flea bites ; 
yat; shan nan? covered with 
eruptions. 

To stitch together ; nan? 4 
fuk, to baste clothes. 
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} 2 

Nin 

Adversity, calamity, difficul. 
ty, trouble ; to FORA SNE? to 
reprove ; wan? nan calamity ; 
soi ndén’ providential afflic- 
tion ; lok, nan’ fell intotrouble ; 
‘fi nan’ in affliction ; tai? nan’ 
slam ‘au, a great calamity 
has come upon us; shaw? nan? 
to suffer; iit, nan? death from 
childbirth, 

Nang. 

A colloquial word ; unlucky, 
ill-omened; .ch‘o yat, mang 
ang, to meet a bad omen at 

He 
the new moon ; ‘sd mang nang 

tik, bad luck in the morning. 
£4 A sort of deer as large as a 
HY bear ; ; power, ability, skill, 

“talents; apt, able, capable, 
skilful, competent; to be 
able, may, can ; ‘k*ti mang kow 

he can manage it ; gnd nang, 
disabled, incapable, unskilled ; 
pat, <nang, unable, can not; 
mang ‘fau, can it be done ? 
ds‘oi nang, talents ; mang ta 
nang tit; he can fight and 
recover himself too; nang ,yan 
‘sho pat, mang, can do what 
men are unable to do; mang 
yat, pat, mang # I can do it 
only once. 

¢ id A colloquial word ; to walk 
on the heels; ‘nang ‘nang ‘ha, 
limp along ; chang ‘nang, to 
dig the heels into the ground. 

Read nang’; to tie up; to 
connect with, to be attached 
to; to go with one ; nang? chi? 
‘k' ii, tie him up. 

NAP. NAP. 

(328) Nap. 

Ei, A grain of rice ; a kernel of 
Li grain ; met. food ; a small pellet 

or thing ; a classifier of small 
things, like pearls, grains, 
buttons, pebbles, &c.; +3 yal, nap, 
‘mai, a kernel of rice; nap, 
shik, eating rice ; ‘md nap, shik, 
nothing to. eat ; "yaly nap, tau? 
a single bean, 

fey, A colloquial word ; sinking, 
hollow, concave ; a cavity ; : 
losing business ; : naps tec! cha. 
racters sunk in ; ; nap, ‘kam tik, 
lost a little by it. 

i] A colloquial word; sticky 
Fi? or oily, as machinery ; slushy, 

splashy, as mud; to stick or 
paste things together ; tough, 
sinewy ; dilatory, slow ; yun? 

-<sdim tit, kom nap, as slimy as 
a third intercalary month— 
because of the dampness and ~ 
sludge ; nap, no’ dilatory— 
as if stuck in the mud; nap, 
gyau, impeded by the dry oil ; 
shap, nap, nap, very muddy, 
as the streets. 

(329) Nap. 

Silken threads shrinking ; 
'¥?to enter, to collect, to obtain, 

to receive, to insert; to enter — 
upon possession ; silk put in 
soak; to-pay, to give to, to 

; offer, as presents; within ; 
shau. nap, to receive ;, nap, 
Suk, to be well off, comfortable; 
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‘ni kan’ Joi nap, fuk, have you 
been well lately ? nap, shu? to 
pay duties ; ch'ut; nap, to pay 
out; nap, chik, to buy title or 
officer 4 sit? nap, 1 
think you will favorably (or 
smilingly) take it; qung nap, 
to contain, to take in ; liberal, 
generous in feeling ; nap, ts ip, 
or nap, ‘ch‘ung, to take a con- 
cubine ; kt <n pat, nap, | can 
not assent to his words. Used 
for the next. 
To patch, to line, to over- 

1), lay ; a lining ; lined or quilted 
jackets; priestly garments ; 
met. a priest, a bonze ; kap, 
nap; a lined coat; ynin nap, a 
quilted coat; dz nap, or nap, 
“sai, a jacket ; pt nap, a fur 
jacket ; ~p'an nap, 1, a poor 
priest; .ch‘au n@p, a silk lining; 
chéuk, muk, nap, to “ put on a 
wooden lining,’”—to eucoffin. 
The reins of the inner span 

A. oe a teanr of four horses. 

(330) Nat. 

Hy A colloquial word; joyful, 
*happy, frolicsome; pleased 
with; ‘fo <in nat, nau, the 
smoke irritates me; nat, ‘k*i, I 
like him, 

oT Nat. 

A colloquial word ; to iron 
BY ith a flat-iron; to sear, to 

sinouth ; to press on, to lay 
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over ; ndf, pai, a flat iron ; nat, 
yan kom tt, hot as if 1 had been 
ironed—feverish, dry and hot ; 
‘min k'é nat; ‘ngdn,to press the 
eyes witha nut to cool them; 
dsin kwat, nat, yuk, bones and 
flesh seared and blistered— 
pressed down, afflicted. 

To ‘press the hand down 
I? heavily ; a sweep or dash to 

the right in writing ; p‘it, nat, 
sweeps inclined to the left and 
right. 

A colloquial word ; a pipe, 
called ‘sondt,a copper clarinet. 

(332) Nau. 

To play with women, to pull 
5 OF dally with ; lewd gambols. 
A colloquial word; angry, 
cross, fretful ; to scold, to be 
angry at; mau nat, irritable, 
cross; chung’ it nau nau im; 
you must get alittle more 
angry; fat, nau, a fit of anger ; 
mau no angry; mau ds‘an, 
scold him ;,’m ‘shai nau, don’t 
get angry. 
To twist, to turn with the 

hand, to wring, to wrench ; 
to collar, to seize; to turn 
from side to side, to wriggle ; 
cramped, as tendons; twisted 
contorted ; to turn over in the 
mind; ‘nau ‘chiin, to turn over; 
to flirt, as a stick in the hand ; 
‘nau ‘chiin sam ch éung, to re- 
form one’s ways ; ‘nau kai tai’ 
gwong, a master hand at plan- 
ning guile; ‘nau‘keng, perverse, 
testy ; kéuk, ‘nau, club-footed ; 
‘nau kit; to twist, to clasp and 

¢ 

Nia 
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finger the hands, as priests do ; 
‘nau pin, to seize by the cue ; 
‘nau ‘pan, to seize and carry 
to a court ‘nau <kon, to wring 
dry ; ‘nau ‘kwat, a foreign 
key ; ‘nau lat, twisted off; ‘nau 
man .ch'ai, wood with crooked 
grain; met. a crooked stick, a 
cross-grained fellow. 

‘ht A knob on top of a Chinese 
Niu seal ; a button; a hilt; a knob 

or process on which a thing 
turns or connects with another; 
‘shau ‘nau, manacles; ‘nau 
Kaw a button-loop ; yat, nap, 
‘nau, a button ; kit; ‘nau a cord- 
ed knob; .fa@ ‘nau, ornamental 
buttons ; ‘nau ch‘, a pivot, 
the Dipper. - 
A thick busy. tree, like a 

Prunus; the wood is good for 
bows. Read ‘chau, manacles, 
handcuffs, 
Colic, colicky pain ; ‘nau ‘t'd, 

griping pains in the bowels. 

‘Ht 
Nia 

4 i 
Kiau 

‘ To knot, to braid up into a 
Nia knob, to tie, to bind ; a fasten- 

ing, a knot, which easily un- 
ties; a point of junction, as 
the tie of a girdle. 

{Tt A dog which wishes to be 
Nia coaxed ; proud ; accustomed to, 

reiterated, doing repeatedly ; 
inclined to evil; familiar with, 
disrespectful ; to approach ; 
‘nau tsap, used to, practiced in. 

fig A kind of spade for weed- 
Nau ing; to weed, to clear ground 

of weeds ; to study ; nau? ‘ts‘d, 
to root out weeds; ch‘o nau 
to dig and weed; pal, .kang 
shit, naw to plow with a pencil 
and dig with the tongue—to 
be a pedagogue. 

NAU. 

{ 2 A colloquial word ; eaten 
too much, surfeited ; to lothe 
food ; overstocked ; dirty; aw 
naw dirty, muddy ; nau ‘shi, 
unsaleable, in nv demand ; 
i? nav tin .shi, dull, close 
weather ; ‘pau nav? eaten to 
the full. , 

(333) Nau. 

i Crooked, distorted, tortuous ; 
‘NU bigoted, prejudiced, unjust. 

Read nau’; to bend, to wrench ; 
to break ; to disperse ; weak, 
lithe, flexible, slender ;. naw? 
man® mat, to scatter things—as 
wind does ; ‘wong nau’ to mis- 
represent, an unjust judgment. _ 

St Noisy debate, contentious 
“Ne disputes ; arguing, wrangling 

of opinions,asamongsectaries; 
chitin ndu, loud talking ; mau 
cndu, noisy disputing. —Inter- 
changed with the next. , 
Clamorous noise ; wrangling, 

vociferation. Also read qa ; 
dau na, the noise of voices. | 

; Perturbation of mind; in- 
*y quiet ; confusion of intellect, 

*" beclouded ; nau Lith? mind all 
in a fog, bewildered, — 
Cymbals, which were used 

to stop the music in the army ; 
the clang of martial ‘instru- 
ments; yat, tu? mau, a pair of 
cymbals, commonly called tai? 
‘ch‘du, the * great clang.” 
Ananchor ; a grappling-iron; 

Mian‘? au nau, to cast anchor ; ‘hi 
gdu, to weigh anchor; au . 

lam’ a hawser; wwau paw a 
buoy. ; 

i 
Nau 

¢ 

au 
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Ris A natural salt from Tibet, 
called néu sha, salammoniac. ‘Néu 

F 1 A mountain in the ancient 
“Niu State of ‘Psi or Shantung. 

£t#: To disturb, to vex, to annoy, 
jto, disarrange; to twist, to 

wrench ; to pervert, to distort ; 
to scratch; ‘ndu .sam, vexa- 

" tious; ‘nau litn? to confuse right 
and wrong ; ‘ndu wat, to shrink 

_ up, to draw in; ‘ndu chi? ‘ku, 
fasten it up. 

_ The noisy wrangling and/}\ > 

a joyful bustle ; hum, crowd, 
u__ tumult, noise ; obstreperous ; 
to scold, to rail; to contend, 
to embroil, to make a distur- 
bance ; ‘hd nau’ it, a great to- 
do; ndau® yan, to scold one ; 
naw sz” to make trouble ; naw 

_ k@ ‘sz’ a pestilent fellow, an 
impracticable man ; nau? ‘sau, 
a drinking carouse ; nau? :pau, 
to berate, to talk in an.over- 
bearing to manner ; nau’ to 
scold unreasonably ; nau’ kau, 

_to. wrangle; fai? naw yat, 

> 

d ent a market or fair, 

fa 

ta? naw fa dang, a great 
bustle with. lanterns—on the 
15th of the 1st moon. ; 

ek _A stream; muddy, miry; 
Nau ©/4¥, loam ; thoroughly wet. 

(334) Neé. 

A colloquial final particle, 
Bh used in replies; there; see! 

mat, ‘yé né, what? see there! 

Ton. Dicr. 40 

ch'éung, a tumult, a brawl ; |} 
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(335) Neng. 

‘Neng. A colloquial word; a clas. 
sifier of garments ; | yat, ‘neng 
mé’ a hat; yat; ‘neng sham, a 
jacket, 

(336) Néung. 

A girl, a miss, a young lady ; 
ladies ; a mother ; kv méung, 
a young lady ; # ku méung, 
he younger sister ; # méung, 
concubines ; @ méung ‘tsai, a 
little miss ; é méung, father 
and mother; méung néung, 
the empress; her ladyship, Our 
Lady of ; san snéung, a bride ; 
tai’ néung, the Madam,—term 
used by concubines ; méung 
‘ma, the Goddess Mé-tsiipo, 
Amphitrite; ‘kt wa? néung 
‘nu, several ladies. 

Néang 

(397) Ng. 

th A colloquial sound, implying 
dissatisfaction with, reprehen- 

_ sion; <ng, ’m ‘hd, Oh, that’s 
_ wrong! ng 2m chéuk, eh! 

that will not do! 
A personal pronoun ; I, my ;- 

us, we ; to impede, to guard ; 
cng ‘tang, we, us; (ng fi 
‘mau yan, Yam not that man ; 
chi ?ng, careless, confused ; 
fan sz” .chi ’ng, he bungles 
at everything he does; chi 
ong ‘lin sz” to hurry through 
a job carelessly. 

fo 
Wa 
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4% Name ofa tree, famous for 
‘ FA its fine, even grain, and used 

to make lutes ; ng dung, the 
Eleococcus oleifera’ (or Dry- 
andra cordifolia of Thunberg); 
the fall of its leaf denotes 
autumn ; «chi .ng, a pillar or 
support not quite perpen- 
dicular. 

A the fiaay tres i 4 
y sng ‘shi; also fi shang, be- 

wishes pom it is thouekt to bring 
forth on the wing. 

%. Loquacious,’ bragging ; . to 
"W,, boast, to talk big; one of the 

Three States, extending over 
the southeast of China; pat, 
sng pat,ng6é neither clamorous 
nor headstrong. 

! An insect ; ¢ng <kung, the 
Wu centipede ; ?ng kung ‘ts‘d, a 

kind of shrub, whose branches 
somewhat resemble a centi- 
pede. 

Five; a perfect number 
s denoting all, applied to many 
ti things—the virtues, the tastes, 

s br the elements, the planets, the 
Wi colors, the grains, human re- 

lations, the viscera, ranks of 
nobility, &c.; tai “ng, .the 
fifth ; ‘kt ‘ta “ng kang, he 
beats the five watches, he is a 
watchman ; .ch'o “ng, the fifth 
day of the month; “ng ii, the 
fifth month ; “ng m# all tastes; 
“ng shéung, the five virtues; 
“ng shang, the five elements ; 
“ng fong, the four points of 
the compass, and the centre ; 
‘kau “ng hai ‘kim: yéung? it 
can’t vary much, The third 
is the contracted, and the 

second the complex form. 

¢ 

$ 

¢ 

4 Squad ; a company of men; a 

"NG. 

A’ file of five soldiers} a 

fellow, a comrade, a friend, a 
companion; to associate with 5 
shong “ng, a file of men, the 
ranks ; met. a soldier ; “pai tit? 
“ng, to parade troops, to draw 
up in rank; sau ‘it wai “ng, 
ashamed to be in his company. 
An opponent, a match; a 

pair; an equal in rank; “ng 
tsok, an undertaker; a coroner. 
Sometimes used for the last. 
The seventh of the “ twelve 

stems,” answers to the horse; 
time between 11 a. m. and 1 
P. M.; noon, midday ; to op. 
pose, to cross; crosswise, trans- 
verse ; south, because ’ng is 
written on the compass at that 
point; kau“ng, eleveno’clock; 
ching? “ng, noon; ching °ng 
fong, directly south ; *ng fan 
or kwo “ng, a luncheon ; 
h@ “ng, afternoon; shéung? 
“ng, forenoon ; ‘shéung “ng, 
a recess of actors ; hit, Py +a 
nooning, a rest at noon; tin 
“ng, festival of dragon-boats ; 
“ng shi midday; “ng kot, to 
cut crosswise ; To ching? ‘tsz’ 
“ng get it just north and south. 
To meet, to fall in with; a 

rencontre ; to go athwart ; 1 

oppose, to resist, to go counter 
to, to go against; contrary, 
athwart; disordered, confused ; 
disobedient; “ng yik, rebel. 
lious, disobedient ; “ng ‘chi, to 
oppose the divine, or imperial 
will ; ts‘ok, “ng,blended, mix- 
ed; ‘léung ka séung ng, 

each set in hisown way, mut. 
ually obstinate. 
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72 To arouse and understand 
AG, fully, to awake, to perceive 

clearly ; aware of, discerning, 
noticing, alive to; ‘sing ’ng’ 
to stir up, to awaken ; kok, ’ng? 

_ first idea of, to catch the idea ; 
tsz” ng’ to bethink one’s self ; 
‘yau °ng sing, he has a clear 
understanding ; ’ng* ch'ut, to 

- appreciate in all points, 

2 To awake from sleep ; ’ng’ 
At, m? waking and sleeping. In. 

terchanged with the last. 
am | To deceive, to mislead ; 
in , »to mistake ; in error, wrong, 

- | misled ; false, erroneous, to 
-Wa “hinder by ‘mistaking, to fail ; 
: shat, ’ng* to fail todo, to forget ; 

ts'o ’ng* mistaken ; ’ng? tai? sz? 
to neglect important business ; 
‘chit kipat,’ng’ well made and 
no mistake ; ’ng® sun’ mistaken 
trust ; ¢ém ’ng’ to hinder by 
dawdling or delay; ’ng* ‘lit 

 yat, ki, to overpass the day, 
to procrastinate beyond the 
time ; mat, ’ng’ don’t disap- 

. point by delay ; avai ’ng* heed- 
» . less and tardy. 
pe _ Interchanged with the last ; 
“app, obstinate, disobedient, sedi- 
Be i tious, rebellious, untoward ; 
WG “ set in one’s opinions; to run 

counter to, to cross ano!’ :r’s 
wishes or path. 

> Light, clear, lustrous; to 
Wa Perceive what another says ; 

intelligent ; to make clear, to 
meet, to explain, to see face 
to face ; ‘kau pat, séung ng? 
not seen each other for along 
time ; min’ ’ng? a personal: in. 
térview ; “ng? pit; chi: shi, 
after I left yon, &c.. 

(338) 

OF 
Ya 

% 

oI 

815 

Nga. 

The molar teeth, the grinders, 
the double teeth; teeth; a pro- 
cess like a tooth; the 93d 
radical of characters relating 
to the teeth; jagged, scored, 
or toothed ; a bud ; ivory ; ga 
tung’ the toothache ; fa nga 
li? ‘sui, specious, seducing talk; 
nga. ¢po, ® woman who acts 
asa broker, usually|tosell girls; 
nga kd, a broker, an agent ; 
mga lik, strong teeth; con- 
vincing, able to convince; nga 
shik, buff, salmon color; tséung? 
nga, ivory ; mga shin’ ivory 
fans ; nga dan ‘mai, cochinea}; 
nga fui, tooth-powder ; mga 
ts‘al, a tooth-brush ; mga kaw 
the jaws ; nga kwan ‘kan pa” 
the jaws immovable, dying ; 
mga chung, carious teeth; 
yat, fw mga a set of teeth; 
‘ngau nga, to grit the teeth, to 
dispute or oppose another ; mga 
kung, a worker in ivory; nga 
4,an ulcerated tooth and cheek; 
nga ‘cht ‘ta ‘kt, the teeth 
chattering with cold; tit, mga, — 
to extract teeth ; .séung nga, 
to insert a tooth. 
A germ, a plumule, a sprout ; ~ 

to bud ; the beginning, the bud- 
ding forth of; mak, nga, wheat 
sprouts; gd ts‘ov tender bean 
sprouts, used for food; mga 
‘sun, bamboo shoots; wong 
nga pak, colewort ; fat, nga, 
to sprout. i 
A colloquial word; the day 

after the new and full moon ; 
tau nga, 1st moon, 2d day . 
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ts? nga, to observe these days; 
‘migngd, 12th moon, 16th day. 

The markee of a general, 
distinguished by a standard ; 
the house of rulers, a palace, a 
court, an office; a tribunal; 
the exercise of the functions 
in a court ; nga ymin, the of- 
ficial residence of a Chinese 
officer, often called a yamun ; 
‘isd nga, an early court; nga 
yik, official attendants ; <p‘di 
nga, to open the court ;' mga 
‘Sshii, an office; ‘shéung nga, 
an officer’s visit to his superior 
on the Ist and 15th days. 

Elegant, correct, genteel, 
decorous ; simple, pure, plain, 
unadorned ; ‘ngd ch? elegant, 
stylish ; gentle, soft ; man ‘nga, 
correct, studious, classical, 
scholarly ; ;han ‘nga elegant 
leisure ; ‘ngd tam* plain, yet 
stylish ; min? ch*ik, pat, ‘nga, 
impolite to scold people. 

Earthenware, pottery ; tiles ; 
the 98th radical of characters ; 
pertaining to earthenware ; ;a 
roof; ‘ngd ‘ung, the round, 
upper tiles; hon? ‘nga, the bot- 
tom row of tiles; ‘nga chang, 
the space between the ‘nga 
dung on the roof ; gong ‘nga, 
yellow imperial, tiling ; ‘nga 
min* or ‘nga pir? a tiled roof ; 
‘ngad hi? earthenware ; dung 
‘nga chi hing’ the j joy of hav. 
ing a daughter; ‘nga <p'un,a 
glazed earthen dish. 

| To go out to receive. one, 

g Ae 

* 

@ 

a al 
Ya 

to meet, to descend and greet; 
| to see with admiration ; y king’ 
nga to respectfully receive. 

{ 

NGAI. 

=y2 Interchanged with the last ; 
Y, (© express surprise at, to ex- 

claim, 
A colloquial word; té stop 

the road, to obstruct ; : Smai nga? 
teng’ don’t block up ‘the way ; 
pv ngd’ ko tat, t# to oecupy 
a ii while others want it ; 
nga cha’ to impede ~_— pro- 
gress. 

(339) Ngai. 

A colloquial word ; to impor. 
tune, to dun and press a re- 
quest, to sulicit ; ngat sha ‘k't, 
urge him more ; ngait oi ngat 
hi? to beg in many ways; 
agai .p'd sat, to weary the 
gods; sa? gai, a very. little, 
mean-spirited, stingy; <k‘am 
<ngai, incessant urging ; also, 
to disregard importunity. 
High, precipitous ; imminent, 

dangerous, hazardous, unstea. 
dy ; inclined, not upright ; an 
“uneasy place: sick, in dan. 
ger of death ; to rush into dan- 
ger, to endanger ; to ruin ; the 
12th of the 28 constellations, 

<comprising « Aquarius’ and 4 
§ Pegasus; dam mgai, dan- 
‘gerous, near danger, in dan- 
ger; gai) ‘him, hazardous ; 
angai tuk, dangerously ill; mgat 
din, words of caution and warn- 
ing ; mgai gdm, a dangerous 
ledge, a precipice ; gat- tsoi 
tan? tsik, in imminent danger; 
near dissolution; mgat ngat 
i, very ——- si" 

JE; 

é 
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Little, feeble, weak, hike chil- 
“tT dren to glance at; the young 

and delicate; a limit; an edge, 
a verge; to benefit, to distin- 
guish; iin mgai, exact, the 

‘  jeast point; the beginning ; ‘tso 
- gai yaw ngai, to glance right 
=i left, to look about. 
°A fawn ; <siin ngai, a lion- 
like animal, able to devour 
tigers ; mgai “Kau, garments 
‘of deer’s skin. 

a The rainbow, specially the 
TN secondary one, called the 

~ female ; 3 wan ¢ngai, a rainbow ; 
“Is‘oi mgai, variegated ; ngai 
in? “tt “chi, when the rainbow 

_ appears, the rain stops. 
obey =A eross bar, to which animals 
£/l are fastened when dragging 

the vehicle. 
Fh High, elevated, lofty and 

alone, Jikera detached peak ; 
‘ sublime, exalted, as virtue; 
Wa conspicuous ; : ngai mgat sl, 

"how lofty and grand! 
$ To jook aslant or askance 
th at, glancing the eyes, as an- 

. imals do; the sun shining a- 
» thwart; : yat, ‘ngai sho lam, the 

sun glances through'the copse ; 

ba 

YN 

no ‘ngai, an angry look. 
/An ant; a generic name for 
insects like the ant; a demean- 
ing term, “as the petitioner,” |] _ 
I, a “ suppliant,’’ used by the 
people when addressing their 
rulers; the commonalty, rab- 
ble, the. lower..classe>; pak, 
‘ngai, the white ant ; ; wong 
82 ‘agai, small red ant; ‘ngai 
gman, or ‘ngai ‘tang, we, the 
people ; we ; ‘ngai tsi? collect- 
ed like ants, as banditti ; ‘ngaz 
‘au, an ant-hill ; ‘ngai ‘ngau 
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dd 7m ‘hd yuk, don’t stir, even 
if the ants bite; ‘ngai ‘ngdu 
‘kom ché, [fidgetty] as if ants 
were biting me; <ft ‘ngat, 
flying ants. 

g “fs To turna boat’s head to the 
[' Shore ; to lay a-boat up toa 

bank.’ j 
a | Ability, aptitude, the skill 

or art necessary for doing a 
He | | thing ; a craft, an art, an 
{ occupation, an accomplish- 

ment; skilled, accomplished,; 
to distinguish ; to cultivate the 
arts; luk, ngai* the six polite 
accomplishments ; gnan ngai* 
literary occupation ; ¢s oi ngat* 
ability, skill; ‘shaw ngai* a 
handicraft ; hok, nga? to learn 
a. trade; ‘mo ngav piuitary 
tactics. 

> Interchanged with the last 
to plant, to cultivate trees ; to 
set out with the hand. 
# A famous archer, called Haw 

Nga, who flourished about 
B. c. 1980.: 

Be Unbending, firm; resolute, 
‘A intrepid ; forgetful of one’s self, 

magnanimous; stern, wrath. 
ful; power of endurance, for- 
titude: patience; ngaz’. én, 
firmly. convinced, decided ; 
kong nga? unappaled, unde. 

p terre. by danger. 
2 False, hypocritical ; counter. 

 feit, not genuine, surreptitious; 
* to deceive ; ; ai ngai* not pure 

or real, as money ; tsok, ngai* 
to act falsely ; ngai? focoun- 

__ terfeit, as goods ; nga? shin* 
to act the hypocrite. 

aa To reach a place, to go in 
person ; to advance, to repair 
to; to meetata resting-place ; 
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isd? ngat well learned, pro- 
ficient ; ¢s'an ngai’ went my- 
self, 

iN High, lofty, like a mountain; 
We; name of one of. the Three 

«, States, a. p. 200, over which 
Ts’au_ Ts4u_ ruled, including 
the present Honan; also one 
of the’ contending states, B. c. 
350, now comprisedinSh4nsi. 

(340) Ngai. 

VE The bank of a river, a shore, 
Val a beach; a limit; gd <ngdi, 

illimitable ; «shang mgdi, bu. 
siness, occupation ; <tsun mg di, 
a mart on the water-side. 

|e) The side of a hill, a cliff, 
f ia ledge, a precipice, a high 
<FE j bank; wngdi ngon* a steep 
Yai bank; adiscrepancy, disagree- 

ment of things; in ngdi, the 
horizon ; «shan mgdi, a pre- 
cipice ; «Ngai chau, a district 
in Hainan; <Ngai ymin, a 
place in Sinhwui hien, where 
the last emperor of the Sung 

“dynasty died. 
HE ‘The outer corner of the eyes; 
“ai ° look angrily at, to stare up- 
-*" on: to glance at. 
dE To lean against ; to lounge, 
Vai to loiter, to put off, to trifle 

with, to procrastinate ; to suf- 
fer, to endure; nga? shai’ ka? 
to receive hardships in the 
world ; nga? ‘fi, to suffer ills; 

min nga? nga? out of coun- 
tenance, can no longer refuse ; 
nga? chi? to suffer, can’t help 
it. 

“~ 
“e 

“NGAK: 

ye To cut grass, for which it 
; is used with the next; to go- 

vern, to regulate ; clever, able, 
talented ; ngai? .on, at peace, 
as a country. 

i} ‘To mow, to) cut grass; to 
y kill, to exterminate, to cut off ; 

nga? ‘ts‘d,to mow. 
af?  Mugwort, artemisia, a plant 
fy from which the moxa is made; 

a term. for labiate plants like 
mint or catnip; old, fifty, 
waning in life; to quiet, to 
relax one’s self; shiv nga? a 
beautiful woman ; ngai yung, 
moxa punk ; ngdé? fu, a charm 
of the artemisia, hung at the 
doors on 5th of 5th moon; 
ngav ‘pa, mugwort burned to 
dispel odors. : 

(341) Ngak. 

A colloquial word ; to de- 
ceive, to swindle one ; a notch, 
a catch ; ngak, to ‘ki, swind. 
led him; ‘at. ‘mai ngak, ‘ngo 
kom do, don’t delude me so; 
‘pi yan t? ngak, sai? swindled 
out of everything; .’m ngak, 
tak; shan, cannot deceive the 
gods. Letina. Sy 

Ngak. (342) 

va ~The forehead ; the front ; 
* {incessant ; the creaking of a 
, | chariot ; the name of a place; 

Geh a fixed number, or quantity ; 
noak, tau, the forehead ; ngak, 

kok, the corners of the fore- 
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head; ngak, sho’ a fixed 
number ; ngak, sho’ hai* ‘kom, 
the matter is fixed ; it cannot 
be otherwise; ngdk, ngov 
beyond the amount fixed ; 
wing ngdk, a tablet with an 
inscription upon it, suspended 
in houses. 

ar A colloquial word. Oppos- 
4*ing, contrary to; ngak; fung, 

a contrary wind ; ngak, ‘shui, 
opposing tide. 

7) Ngam. 

e A colloquial word. To mur. 
*"B mur, to complain, to grumble, 

to talk. incessantly against 
others ; to take anything with 
the hand froma narrow mouth- 
ed vessel; mgam .ch'am to 
grumble in a low tone of voice; 
ngam loi ngam hi? to grumble 
incessantly ; ~gam <ho :pau, 
to feel in one’s purse ; spoken 
also of pickpockets ; gam tik, 
dim, take a little more out. 

Ngam A colloquial word. . Old, 
feeble, foolish; yat, «nin yat, 
nin ngam ‘hi Jai, becoming 
more and more feeble every 
year ; gol mgoingam ngam’ 
to be in one’s dotage, to be 
childish, foolish. 

(344) 

at 

Ngam. 

A colloquial word, very fre- 
quently used in this dialect. 
It denotes agreement, in re- 
spect to time, manner, place, 
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quantity, or any other particu. 
lar; kdm? ngam, so exactly 
suitable! gam sai’ it agrees 
in every particular; mgdm 
angam ch'uts hi? just this mo- 
ment gone out; .m do atgam, 
they don’t exactly agree, spo- 
ken of persons. and of things. 

J A high bank ; a precipice; 
as \s rocky hill; lofty, dangerous 
Jey} ngam ngam sam ts‘am, 
Gan very high and _ precipitous ; 

aagam ong a temple, a hall ; 
angam ‘him, dangerous,. 

oy A colloquial word. Wild, 
incoherent ; like a dream; 
raving ; delirious; nonsensi- 
cal ; ‘mai ‘hai ch'i? fat, ngan? 
wa? don’t talk your nonsense 
here. ie! 

(345) Ngan. 

Fe A colloquial word ; small, 
‘4% delicate looking, thin ; spoken 

of persons ; shang tak, kdm 
gan, born very thin and 
small; a mgan, a nickname 
for a thin child; mgan mgan 
hiw drawn up, crooked ; also 
greatly vexed, and irritated. 

rind Silver ; money ; the name 
: of a place ; a surname ; ‘shui 
Be sngan quicksilver ; ngan chi 

in vermillion ; gran ngan, or sav’ 
82 ngan, Sycee silver; sui 
ngan, broken pieces of silver, 
used as money ; <fa .pin ngan, 
a spanish dollar, having a 
flowered edge; ¢s‘in gan, 
the general name for money ; 
gan ‘shui, the difference in 
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the value of different kinds of 
silver ; f@ <hung ngan, reward 
money; gan <p'ai, a silver 

_ medal ; ‘ai ngan, to inspect 
-~) money; dung gan, silver, 

-with brass intermingled; ‘a 
mgan sz fi? a silversmith ; 
mgan ;ho, the milky way ; 

gan tan, a money order or 
bond; «gan pok; silver leaf; 
agan hi articles made of 
silver. 

A bank ; a limit ; a boundary; 
y “mod mgan, unlimited. 

sf A surname ; to reprove gent- 
Yin LY: to spead kindly ; agreeable, 

pleasant, ' 
= ‘To bark, and fight as dogs. Api s, 8 Jog 
in . i 

i The sound of persons talk- 
ve ing; stupid; to utter things 

unworthy ‘of belief; fi dwdn, 
‘mo gan, the father is obstin- 
ate, and the mother foolish. 

A stone resembling greatly 
Yin, the jade stone. 

in 

Ngan? A colloquial word. To 
tread upon; to sbake violently; 
ngan «ko kéuk; to stand upon 
tiptoe ; ‘mai ngaw Siin ko 
far ‘pan, dont break the board 
in two, by standing upon, or 
jarring it. 

Ww A colloquial word, Tough ; 
tenacious ; not brittle ; strong ; 
any kind of sediment ; <ni tk, 
yuk, ‘hd. ngan*® this meat is 
very tough; <éa ngan’ very 
tough, hard to break or cut; 
ngan* <p'i, obstinate; king 
ds'ing ‘shui ngan* to purify 
water, by letting the sediment 
settle. . 

TR 

(346) 

BA 
Yen 

AFF 

o 

NGAN. 

Ngan. 
The space between the eyes 

and eyebrows; the counten- 
ance ; hilly; color ; a surname; 
ngdn yung the countenance; 
sngdn shik, color; mgan lw 
coloring matter, paint; <tsiin 
gan, a respectful mode of 
address, used in writing. | 
A colloquial word. To rub ; 

to grind ; to drawa fiddle bow ; 
agan # in, to play on a two 
stringed fiddle; mgdan mit, 
to grind to powder ; ngdnpok, 
tik, roll it out thin, as of dough ; 
‘pt kong’ dai mgan kwo? ‘kit, 
to polish, by rabbing with a 
piece of steel, ee 
The eye ; a space’; a limit ; 

a classifier ; a surname ; ‘ngan 
chi, the eyeball ;‘ngan k‘oi 
the eyelid ; ‘ngan -kw'dng, the 
socket of the eye ; ‘ngdn yan 
pupil of the eye; ch'ang? hot 
‘ngan, open the eyes wide ; 
‘ngdn fa, the eyes blurred ; 
?m kwo’ tak; ‘ngan, wont bear 
inspection, not good; also, 

unable to deceive a person; 
m kok; ‘ngan, to over-look ; 
not to perceive; ‘ngaén pak, 
pak, before one’s very eyes; 
to see clearly ; iu ‘ngan kok; 
to.look with a lustful eye; Cai 
¢m ‘shéung ‘ngdn, to look with 
disrespect upon; pak; kop, 
‘ngan to have pigeon’s eyes, 
i.e. to be proud, and insolent ; 
fat, ‘ngan ch‘? —mé, cannot 
you see? yat, ‘ngdn «ham, a 
needle ; Jung ‘ngan, the name 
of a fruit; ‘hd % lik, to 
judge of thing accurately ; to 
see at a single glance. © 



NGANG. 

‘| A wild goose, of a small 
» size, a bird of passage, whose 

flight determines times ; met. 
en in a series, in order, orderly, 

alluding to their flight ; mar- 
riage ceremonies ; ngdan’* <ngo, 
a wild goose; ngdan’ chang, 
brethren ; to walk a little be- 
hind another, as brothers 
ought; ngdn’ chat, a letter ; 
tin? ngan® to pour out liba- 
tions to the goose—a wedding 
rite; ngdn? doi, the * wild 
geese come ”—the 9th moon ; 
ka ngan> a married pair. 

jig False goods, spurious, adul.- 
Yen terated articles. The last is 

sometimes used for this. 

a) Ngang. 

2 Hard; solid, not soft ; stiff, 
firm, not pliable ; unbending, 
obstinate, inflexible, intract- 

able, perverse; dear, high- 
priced; nervous, terse, as 
style; only, indeed, must be, 
in fact; a disjunctive particle, 
denoting a settled purpose; 
certainly, still, however, sure- 
ly, yet ; to harden, to stiffen; 
ngang’ kin® hard, obstinate ; 
ngang* tak, tsai very firm, 
domineering ; ngang* ‘hé shik, 
it isvery good tasted; ngdng’ 
t@ ‘tai, good pluck to the last, 
fight to the death ; ngang? it? 
kaw ‘kém to, must have it all ; 
cha ngdng* hold it firmly ; 

ngang* «pang «pang, very 
hard; ‘shau ngang? strong, 

~ brawny ; ngang’ ‘keng .yan, an 

Tox. Diet. 41 

Ngang 
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obstinate man ; ngdng* ‘hau, 
foul-mouthed ; ngdng? tsz’? tsd? 
only I did it, ’*twas me alone ; 
kong’ ngang? mulish, fierce ; 
ngang’ kuk, kuk, the rustling 
of stiff starched clothes ; ‘lang 
ngang’ stiff from cold. 

(348) Ngap. 

NK, A colloquial word ; to talk 
at random, to talk wildly; 
raving, wandering, out of one’s 
mind ; worthless ; ngap, ngdm? 
wa? incoherent, nonsensical ; 
ngap, sam ngap, sz” to talk 
without aim ; is‘ui? ngap, kom? 
is‘u? “short as pie-crust,” 
brittle; ngap, ts‘o ki? wi? a 
mistake, as inreading a sen- 
tence. 

ag _A colloquial word ; to mo- 
“tion with the hand, to beckon ‘ 
to nod, to bow slightly; to 
assent by a nod; ngap, ‘kit 
dai, motion to him to come ; 
ngap, ¢ au, to nod; to consent ; 
kai d'au ngap, ap, ‘au, hens 
and ducks bobbing to each 
other, t.e. bowing like friends. 

(349) 

mee, 

Ngap. 

To fasten the trowsers, to 
tuck in, to stick an end or 
bight in so as not to slip; 
to turn up the cuffs or trowsers; 

_ngap, ‘tai to strap. the tiller 
when steering ; ngap; fi? .f au, 
to tuck up the trowsers. 

- 
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ay Ngat. 

TL: High and level at top, a 
}, height ; to cut off the feet; 
a movable ; 
oh ! ha? ngal, to descend from 
a high position; ngat, ‘ché, the 
maimed ; ngat, .kd, to stand 
on tiptoe ; in ‘yd, ngal, tik, 
oh! heaven! 

Iie. Dangerous; disquieted ; 
ee ngat, unstable, like a nant 

vessel, or on a giddy height ; 
ngat, kitn? wearied out; <pai 

ngat, limping, to halt in walk- 
ing. 

WT, An arid, bare mountain peak ; 
Wuh 2% ngat, name of a five peak- 

ed mountain in Ktenwei hien, 
in S2’chuen.. 

dr To. move; to joggle; to 
W 2sway to and fro: disquieted, 

uh. - 
inconstant; ngat, ngalt, gu 

‘kom, to wriggle, to sway ; 
uneasy, fidgetty ; ngat, hoi 
tik, move off a little ; nga, 
ngat, ‘ha, to shake, & sway, 
to rock to and fro. 

aL A stump. or trunk without 
branches or leaves ; a sprout 

un ust appearing; unsettled, 
unquiet; ,T7"é-ngat, 2 noted 
bandit mentioned in the Ch‘un 
Tait. 

% Strong, robust; warlike, 
Vit like the prancing of a steed ; 

suddenly ; ngat, ngat, martial, 
large, valiant ; ngat, <in < yap, 
he suddenly came in. 

Mrs An abrupt isolated peak, with 
Yin Steep sides; the highest sas 

of a range. 

NGAT. 

an interjection, |}. 

(351) 

“NGAUD, 

Fatigued, wearied ; to fag at; 
hard, stony ; ngat, ngat, ung 

a tins wenvian with labor the 
whole year. : 

Me, To reach or arrive at a place, 
Hen [0 come or reach to; even, till, 

up to, at last; ngat, ‘king, to 
the last, finally - ngat, <kam, 
to this time, even till now. 

a 

Ngit.. 

Ngdt, A colloquial word ; the odor 
of urine, the rank smell ofa 
privy or sty ; niggardly, close. 
fisted ; ngaf, ch‘au’ stinking. 

To bite or chew. ‘This 
incorrect pronunciation is not 
common ; see ngil,. 

Nieh 

(352) Ngau. 

Correctly read -kau, but the 
noun often has this sound; a 
hook, a barb ; to hook ; to drag, 
to catch ; to dig up; to sew a 
seam ; Jim «gan, the hooks 
of a door-screen ; ~ngau yau? 
sav stitch it fine; mgau cht 
‘fan, to lust after a painted 
face. 
An ox; the 93d radical of 

characters relating to oxen, 
&c.; ngau ‘ki or ngau kung, 
a bull; ; gau ‘nd, a COW; gan 
isz" a heifer ; mgau yuk, beef ; 
swong mgau, a common cow; — 
‘shui ~ngau, a buffalo ; gan 
spi.kdu, glue ; mgau pt dang — 
clung, a leather cued e. 4 
a stupid fellow ; ery Niger 

Nia 
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mgau pi, water-soaked lea. 
ther; mgau pak, ip, .ch‘éung, 
venetian (Jit. tripe) blinds ; 
chon agau ‘Isai, a herdboy ; 
mgau wong, ox bezoar; mgau 
au, butter; mgau au chuk, 
tallow candles; %d «gau, a 
clay ox—made in the spring ; 
mgau Jong or hin ngau, a con- 
stellation comprising parts of 
Aquarius and Capricorn; tong? 
sngau ‘shai, used like an ox. 
A pair, a match; an even 
number; double, paired; a 
companion, a mate, a partner; 
to pair, to unite in marriage ; 
to mate, to accord with, as 
a friend ; to harmonize, to fit ; 
a statue, an image, an idol ; 
unpremeditated, incontinent. 
ly ; suddenly ; to happen ac. 
cidentally, to occur; pat, 
Sngau, a pair, a married cou- 
ple ; kai ‘ngau, a happy pair; 
ti ‘ngau, an ill-sorted match ; 
muk, ‘ngau gan, a wooden 
image; met. a dolt, a simple. 
ton; ‘ngau i? happened to 
meet him; ‘agau tn, accident. 
ally, by chance; shat, ‘ngau, 
Jost his mate, widowed ; ‘ngau 
shi, to write off hand; pa? 
Sngau tséung’ to worship 
images. 

Bs) Two persons ploughing; a 
Noau double colter; a pair; an even 
24 vumber ; a fellow, a mate ; to 

pair, to match; to pervade ; 
thorough ; p‘d? ‘ngau, to go 
with one ; ‘agau kang, to plow 
together, 

£ i ‘The roots of the nelumbium ; 
Ngau Sngau ‘fan, arrow-root made 

from the lily root; ‘agau .sz’ 
the spiral tubes in lily roots; 

£ 

Ngau 
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sin ‘ngau, the lily root; ‘ong 
‘ngau, lily roots made into 
comfits. 

al A colloquial word ; stupid ; 
™? ngaw taw dull, fatigued, no 

_ spirits for; ngau? ‘sai, a dunce. 

(353) 

Kiau 

Ngau. 

To squint. A colloquial word; 
bo-peep ; to play at hide and 
seek ; ‘siti ,i.chong ngdu ngdau, 
children plying bo-peep. 

2 Perverse, vicious. <A collo. 
Ye auial word; to scratch; to 

collect together, toscrape up; | 
ngdu shan, to scratch; kak, 
pik, mgdu ‘yéung, to scratch 
through a wall—a useless at- 
tempt; do “shiz <td ngau fan 
tik, gather up as much as can 
be. 
To lay crosswise ; blended, 

intertwisted ; to imitate; luk, 
gigau, diagrams with mixed 
lines, thought to be like the 
mutations of nature; the 89th 
radical; luk, shap, sz” mgdu, 
the 64 diagrams. 
A vase filled with sacrificial 

Hisu meats; to taste; prepared 
viands, delicacies set out at a 
feast ; provisions for a pic-nic. 

>A 

sX& 
Hiau 

¢ 

£4 Interchanged with the last ; 
s : ‘ , 
Hiaa® feast; meats; «gdu chan? 

dressed meats; ngdu wal, meat 
and fruits; Syau tik, mat, Syé 
ngau, what meats have you 
for us? c 

MY Muddy water ; to mix; wan? 
Hide 12a, turbid ; a river in Ho. 

\ 

‘nin, tributary to the Yellow 
* river. 

, 
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Used for the three preced- 
Hiau ing ; mixed, blended, confus- || (354) Negi. 

ed ; to mingle, as. metals ; to 
raise trouble, to excite sédi- 
tion; bones and flesh mixed ;|| A colloquial word ; to lie, to de- 
food consisting of pulse ; ngau ceive ; cha’ ngi ngoi, you are 
lit, arranged in order; «ngdu deceiving, you fib ;—a child’s 
mgiu hiv tk, tottering, un- phrase. 

steady, top-heavy. Note.—The sound ngi is often heard at 
Name of several hills in the || Macao, where ¢ is used at Canton. 

Hie, Western part of Honan pro- 
vince. 

ee | To gnaw, to bite ; to chew, 
a as a cud, to masticate; to 
red hold in the mouth ; to set the 
Ydu teeth firm ; to ruminate upon; 

to speak, to read ; to cut even, 
to trim off; ngdu sin? hom 
trim off the ‘onda’ 3 it suits toa 
hair; ‘ngdu is‘o tsz* yam, 
you've read the sound wrong ; 
‘ngadu <kung, a confession ; 
‘ngdu chi? aga, to hold the 
jaws ; ‘ngdu .shun to bite the 
lips ; ‘ngdau -hoi, to bite in two ; 
‘ngdu ch‘iin, to bite or tear a 
hole ; ‘ngdéu ‘ngdu, biting and 
chewing ; ‘ngau nga, a lock- 
ed jaw ; ‘ngdu yal, tam’ to bite 
a mouthful, to take a bite; 
‘ngau han’ to clench the teeth 
in anger. 

The first of these is also read 
kan, the song of birds. 

i? To delight in, to choose, to 
Yan take pleasure in ; chéw nga 

elegant, Lnedasine : that 
which pleases, delights ; kok, 
Syau ‘shongau’ every one to his 
liking; ngau? ngau® pleasu- 
rable, delightsome ; ngdu’ tsil, 
slat ngok, to delight i in main- 
taining propriety and accord. 

(355) Ngit. 

2 To gnaw, to craunch, to 
nibble ; ngit, kwat, to pick 

greet ngit; nga, to grit the 
Nich teeth ; ngtt, ngw creaking, as 

a rusty hinge. 

(356) 

fk 

Ngo. 

Suddenly, hastily; a mo- 
‘ment, momentarily ; falling, 

5° ready to fall; ; mgo dn, sudden- 
ly ; ngo ‘k% ing, an interval, a 
little while. 
To chant, to sing or rehearse 

‘Ngo in recitative, to hum to one’s © 
| self; yam ago, to hum,.as in 

reading poetry, 
Ae High and lofty, like a 

{mountain ; go gmt shan, a 
GX, | noted peak in Sz’chuen near 
Ngo the junction of the 'T4.ti and 

Min rivers; mgo ago, high, — 
grand; mel. a commanding 
presence. 

The silkworm moth ; moths, 
millers, and sphinges, which 

° fly at night ; ds‘dm sngo, the 
A 
Ngo 

silkworm moth ; tang MEO, a 

CRAP a Bae he oF 
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NGO. 

miller ; go mi iit, the new 
moon, s0 called from ‘Chang- 
ngo’s arched eyebrows. 

E A goose ; large water birds 
§ with habits like the goose ; 
‘ ‘ts‘d ngo, the common goose ; 
Ngo ong <¢ngo, a pelican; ngdn’ 

sngo, a wild goose; ‘kt «go, 
a penguin ; pak, ngo <‘am, en- 
trance to Macao Passage ; .ngo 
‘mo pat, a quill-pen ; dam ngo 
‘tsau, one who presents a goose 
-and wine to a bridegroom; 
sngo mo shin? a feather fan; 
din ngo, a crane ; ‘shui Jing 
<ngo, a kind of teal. 
Good, excellent ; kung ago, 

£<% imperial concubines ; .Shéung 
sngo, the Diana of the Chi- 
nese; <kit go, beautiful, 
lady-like. 
A plant, whose stalks are 

edible like celery ; the tender 
stalks of plants, 
‘To interpret the cries of birds 

and beasts, to translate foreign 
gibberish or speech ; to trans- 
form or improve; to inveigle, 
to decoy ; a decoy or stool- 
pigeon, called ‘nit mii ; ‘so? 
sngo yan, a seducer to evil. 

a A fabulous monster, able to 
ys) speak and lie; to change 
Ngo speech, to lie, to falsify ; to 

promulge error ; false, errone- 
ous, deceitful; to rouse, to 
move ; an ignis fatuus; .ngo 
ch@ ,yan fs‘in, to extort money 
by false pretenses ; ngo <ch‘iin 
ké .ché, only an idle rumor; 
sfau <ngo, superficial ; mgo <én, 
idle stories ; “4 go ch‘iin ngo, 
to retail idle stories, to trans- 
mit error ; chek, tsz”? md ngo, 
not a single word wrong. 

ak 
Ngo 

fe 
Ngo 

i“ 

ta 
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Interchanged with the preced- 
ing ; foolish, idle rumors, false 
and deceptive stories. , 

Handsome, excellent; the 
weak, the good ; ‘lo ‘ngo, beau. 
tiful, 

The first person, I, my, me, 
mine; we, us; our, our’s ; it 
is often used in the plural 
number, with emphasis, as 
‘ngo ‘Chau kung, our Lord 
Chau ; ‘ngo ti’ ;T*ong .yan, we 
Chinese ; ‘ngo ‘tang, ‘ngo yntin 
and ‘ngo t# are all used for the 
plural ; ¢so# ‘ngo, appertains 
or belongs to me; ‘ngo ts2” 
‘ki, I myself; ‘ngo dung ‘ni 
hi? let us both go, I will go 
with you ; ‘ngo kw? ‘ngo, I look 
out for myself, 1 take care of 
number one; ‘ngo tik, shi, my 
book ; ‘k*t go ‘ngo, he cuts or 
slightsme. ‘The men of Ki4- 
ying chau are nicknamed 
‘kong ‘ngai, from their peculiar 
pronunciation of this word. 

aii pe pebie. famished, in want 
of necessary food; hungry 

Ngo faint for want of food ; to fast, 
to go without food ; ngo? ‘sz’ 
starved to death ; ‘td ngo very 
hungry ; ngo’ yat, yat, fasted 
a whole day; ngo® ‘p‘it, a 
starved beggar in the streets ; 
ngo’ ‘kwai, a hungry devil, 
worshiped at the ¢d-tsiz ; also, 
a term of abuse to self-invited 
guests or libertines; ngo? 
‘ngan,. a hollow eye; “ai 
ngo* to bear hunger; ngo? 
‘lo, fallen down {rom hunger ; 
ck'ung .82’ ngo* ‘séung, the poor 
think only how to appease 
hunger. 

Ngo 

He 
Ngo 

a 
Wo 
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BA To rest, to desist from care 
Ngo toil ; to cease for a while; 

to go to bed, to lie down, to 
_ Fepose, to doze; to be chang- 

ed, as in sleep ; a sleeping- 
place ; ngo’ sfong, a bed-room; 
tso* ngo’ pat; ning, no ease sit. 
ting or lying; ngo’ wt, ming, 
sleeping in the moon; .ké ngo° 
“to sleep high”—to let the 
world wag ; shui* ngo’ to sleep. 

(357) Ngo. 

To fly like a hawk ; toskim ; 
SAY’ ngd ts éung, to fly ina whcel- 
3 am manner, to soar to and fro. 
MW A loud wailing or cry ; mourn- 
Neau tu! clamor, as if asking for 
gau food; noise, hubbub, from 

many voices or birds ; chung? 
‘hau ngé ngod, the clamor of 
many people; every one is 
teasing me; go isd, the hum 

of talking; gd ding ling, 
incessant talking. 
To shake, to strike ; to joggle, 
to rattle; mgd luk, ‘ku, to 
rattle a handdrum, as peddlers 
do; mgd shik, to throw dice ; 
Smai <ngd doi, don’t shake the 
table. 

HE A large dog, four feet high, 
Nona S2id to be able to speak ; per- 

6°" haps the Tibetan mastiff; a 
fierce dog, 
A sort of metallic musical 

N “instrument, which makes a 
g jingling. 

The stem or cut-water of a 
N A vessel; the lowest timber in 

a vessel’s hull, 

Ngau 

NGO. 

The claws ofa crab or lobster, 
2/80 called ‘adi kong’; cch'é 
ngd, a variegated species of 
swimming crab. 

of A kraken or a great sea 
monster, fabled to carry the 
! mountain P'ung-lai on its 

Nene back ; .ngé ¢‘au, the whale’s 
head, an ornament on roofs; 
tuk, chim? mgd au, to be 
perched on the whale’s head— 
to attain the highest literary 
rank; mgd ii, a species of 
gps 

JE 
Ngau 

lo saunter; to ramble ; pro- 
lix, long; ngd® ngd* pleased ; 
a tall or long appearance. 
Used for the three next. 

2 Proud, arrogant, uncivil, 
Sivas neglectful, haughty ; pride, 

rudeness; to treat rudely; to 
brave, to- defy proudly ; ngd* 
man? to treat insolently, to 
scorn ; toi? ngd lazy ; «kd ngo 
arrogant, pompous. 

Analogous to the preceding ; 
a ‘vicious, spirited horse ; 
stubborn, regardless of con- 

ae 
Ngau 

te 
Ngau 

sequences, indomitable ; ngd © 
, kit, resolute, ina good sense ; 

proud, overbearing, in a bad 
sense, 

To ramble, to saunter, to 
divert one’s self, to travel for 
pleasure ; sz” Shot ngd? <yau, 
to travel over the world ; ngo* 
hi’, to go and see shows. 

To apply heat to; to boil 
in water in another vessel, to 
simmer, to distil; to brew, 
to decoct, to watats ; nge .ké, 

Ngau 

to boil a cake; ngo! ical to. 
decoct modiciiie: 
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BP An earthen or iron pot to 
N , Boil food or cakes; a pan or 
g@ boiler, now called wok,; shit 

ngo* to cook cakes. 
om An infelicitous bird, which 
N ™? like the owl, assembles in the 
gan 

deserts. 
2 Lofty, assuming, overbear- 
ing, haughty. A man men- 
tioned in the Lun Yu, who 
rowed boats on land. 

Ngau 

(358) Ngoi. 

5) A sort of plum ; foolish, silly, 
Sip }doltish ; ‘ch'un mgot or chan 
BR | ching’ ngoi, very stupid ; «chit 
Ng.ikdm ~goi, stupid as a hog; 

what an ass! .ngoi yan, a fool ; 
cha ngoi, to feign or act like 
a fool; kém’ .ngoi, so stupid! 
mgoi pan? a dunce. ‘The 
second character also means 
the silly look of a puppy. 

Ay Outside, without, beyond; 
* wij another, moreover ; what is 

al « 
extraneous, over and above; 
foreign, strange out of doors, 
beyond the village, from 
abroad ; to exclude, to reject, 
to put aside or outside; rela- 
tions by marriage ; ngoi’ kwok, 
foreign countries ; ngoi* kong 
1a, northerners, up-country 
men; ngo? ‘shang, another 
province ; ngo? ‘tai, ngoi ¢'au, 
or ngoi min® outside, in the 
street, ngoi® Joi, from abroad ; 
ngov fi? a wife’s father—also 
stvled 56 ngoi®; <ch'it ‘ts'z’ chi 
ngoi* besides this one; kak, 
ngoi’ chi’ ‘hd, extraordinarily 

NGOK. 327 

good ; ngoi* ‘kim, affected by 
the weather; ‘hau ngoi* be- 
yond the frontier; ngoi’ kuk, 
another set or company ; ‘yau 
ngot Js‘oi, hasa knowledge of 
the world, not book-knowledge; 
hak, ngo? a héung, todo bus- 
iness in other than one’s own 
town; ?-ngoi’ unexpectedly ; 
ch'ul, ngo? to go abroad ; ngoi* 
mau? @ man’s appearance ; 
ngot yan, a stranger; ngoi 
‘ma, a postman, 

HE | To hinder, to embarrass, 
7, pto obstruct, to oppose, to set 
— | . . . 

hy j 2 limit to, to impede, to stop 
Ngai progress ; to let, to restrain,. 

as one’s conscience does; to 
offend, or be an offense to; a 
hindrance, objection to, rest- 
raint, impediment ; ngoi? chit? 
whatever prevents attaining 
an object; gmd ngow nothing 
in the way, no hindrance; 
Syaungor <u yan, to offend one; 
chat, ngo an obstacle ; ngoi* 
shek, a stumbling-stone ; ngoi? 
chéuk, injured by, stopped. 

Analogous to the last; to 
. shut a door to prevent en- 
trance ; stopped, headed off, 
obstructed ; ‘cho ngo7* prevent- 
ed; <shéung ngoi prevented 
by an injury. 

Ey 

Ngai 
a 

(359) Ngok. 

fa Music, one of the six arts ; 
y ;, instruments of music; meé. 

elegancies of life, refinement ; 
ngok, h? musical instruments ; 
tsaw ngok, or tsok, ngok, to 
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play ; ngok, ‘fii, a repository 
for instruments; (ai ngok, 
large instruments. 

ba A lofty peak; the highest 
“of mountains ; “ng ngok, five 

Yoh, . he eee 
high peaks worshiped in China, 
viz., dung ngok, in Shantung; 
<sai ngok, in Shensi south of the 
capital ; mdm ngok, in Hanan 
near the centre; pak, ngok, in 
thesouthwest of Chihli; chung 
ngok, in the west of Honan, 
near the Yellow. R.; each of 
them has other names. 

Used for the preceding ; 
*ngok; fir ‘md, a wife’s parents ; 
shan ngok, my father-in-law. 

iE A grave and serious feeling, 
R ah stern, rigid ; awe-struck, frigh- 

5°” tened ; ngok, mung® an alar- 
ming dream. 

i Suprised, astonished, amaz- 
2 ed; to wonder at; to oppose, 
uncomplying; ngok, in, fright- 
ened. 

=e 1 Honest, faithful reproof, 
B77? blunt straightforward, friend- 
He. ; |v advice ; ngok, ngok, plain 
Ngoh spoken advice, of a friend or 

minister. 
rh. Used for the two preceding ; 
Neoh 2 ancient principality, now 

ee" the modern Hiipeh; a name 
of Wichang fa ; a boundary. 

Hy = Sound of two persons sing- 
Newb ing responses. A colloquial 

word ; to lift up the head, to 
stretch the neck; ngok, ‘fan 
‘chiin Gt'au, to turn the head 
round ; ngok, ko <‘au, to raise 
the head. 

A large eagle, called ngok, 
We teuk emblematic of marriage. 
Yo 

NGON. 

ee A crocodile, or gavial, said 
N => to have once existed in Chau- 
goh Sie , 

chau fa in Kwangtung; term 
applied to cruel, rapacious of. 
ficers or gentry. 

, The calyx or receptacle of 
Ng 7, 2 flower, called <fa t'ok:. 

The osprey or fish-eagle ; a | “i Ne ", good term for the genus Hali- 
etus; mgok, lap, to stand 
watching, as an osprey does ; 
ngok, tsin’? promoted to be a 
kitjin. 

(360) Ngon. 

A shore, a bank, a beach ; 
margin of a stream ; an edge, 
a brink ; a high cliff or bank ; 
steps of a palace; the end of 
a journey ora road ; the object 
of effort, a goal; a country 
prison ; to show a front, to 
exhibit; a valorous, high- 
minded man; ngon® shéung* on 
the bank ; ngon’? shéung? yan, 
a landsman ; ‘shéung ngon* or 
smai ngon’ to go ashore, to dis- 
embark ; m6 ngdi gmd ngon® 
boundless and shoreless ; <ch‘é 
loi sin ‘shéung ngon’? the last 
aboard goes ashore first—the 
last is first ; git dau sh? ngon* 
the shore is just behind you, 
i. €. you’ve made little pro. 

Ngan 

gress, a novice; kak, ngon® a 
beach intervenes, an obstruc. 
tion is in the way. . 

‘ss Rade, unpolished, vulgar. 
Ye, looking ; robust, rustic ; blunt 

in speech, unmannerly, 
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(361) Ngong. 

Great, high; dear, high- 
N ging priced ; strenuous effort ; to 

lift the head to look, an atti- 
tude of expectation ; pronoun 
I, used by females ; tai mgong, 
low, high; ka ds‘in .ko ngong 
the price is extravagant ; 
‘Kong kov ts2” mgong, to 
nobly exert one’s self. 

—& Analogous to the last; to 
Ay rise, as the sun, to issue 
Ngang forth; to raise, to elevate ; 

to look stately ; raised, tall, 
lofty, imposing ; dear in price ; 
«gong ‘shau, to carry the head 
high ; ngong kwar exorbitant; 
ch? h? mgong ngong, satisfied, 
joyful from having attained 
one’s wishes; <hin mgong, a 
fine, erect, portly gait. 

A horse which carries its 
head high ; gong «ngong, & 
horse frightened, a prancing 
steed ; a white-bellied horse. 

(These two characters are also read ong.) 

=> Simple, silly, rude, doltish ; 
stupid, out of one’s head; 
ngong song? crazy, wild 
acting : ngong’ ké ‘kim yéung? 
acting as if mad; ngong? ‘ld, 
a madman; ngong’ ‘ch'un, 
foolish ; <i ngong’ half idiotic, 
stupid ; ngong’ hi wild, half- 
witted ; mat; ‘ni ‘kim ngong’ 
what’s the matter you act so 
silly ? 

= Pearl-barley, the seeds of 
ang the 7 ‘i plant. 

Ngang 
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(362) 

B 

Ni. 

A colloquial werd; to ab- 
scond, to hide one’s self; to 
keep secret ; fai tik, ni gmdi, 
hide quick ; mi t@ mat, mat, 
keep yourself very close. 

Me, A colloquial word; an in- 
terrogative, final particle; a 
pronoun, this, the nearer of 
two ; mat, ‘yé mi, what is it? 
ha? ni, isn’t it so? mt ‘ko, 
this one, this thing; .nét tik, 
this ; ‘tim sii? ‘hd ni, how shall 
we do now, what’s best now? 
To accord with, to agree ; 

concord; near, agreeing; a 
nun; it ku, a Budhist priest- 
ess ; Chung? ni, Confucius, 

te A slave girl ; .né‘tsz’ a maid of 
‘ bas work in a house. Also used for 

ni ki, a nun. 

Ne 
N 

Je, 
Ni 

A twittering, a humming ; to 
> speak low, a murmuring ; .né 
* mam, the twittering of swal- 

lows. 
i To blush, to color up; nuk, 
“Ny tH to redden, to be ashamed. 

(The three following characters are also 
sometimes read mi, as in the court dialect.) 

\ A bow discharged ; to shoot 
A | an atrow ; to reach or pervade 
Wie vorcrtans: full, universal, 
Mi extensive ; to prevent ; more, 

still more; long, distant; nt 
do, more; mi ‘iim, farther; 
ni tit, a month old; nt fung, 
to patch ; to disguise, to hide 
from, toscreen; .ni dsoi, to take 
measures against calamity ; 
ni lak, Fat,, the past Budha ; 
‘yéung chi gi <ko, the higher 
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every time I see it, it constant. 
ly grows more vast ; .ni .fung 
pat, kwo the patch is too small. 
A vast expanse of water ; 

Smit ni, vast, ocean-like ; .ni 
ni, everflowing waters. 
A monkey; i <hau, a she 

M; monkey. 

iia 
Mi 

$ 

‘ A fawn; the tender young 
Ms of animals; .ni <k‘au, unyean- 

ed skins for garments. Also 
read mai. 

§ Ae The second person, thou; 
Nj (4 tek, or ‘ni ké your’s; ‘ni t?? 

you ; ‘ni ‘kit mat, meng, what 
is your name ? ‘ngo ts‘au? ‘ni, 
you and I, both of us; ‘ni 
chung? wai? all you gentlemen. 
A father’s tablet in the an. 

cestral temple ; an ancestral 
hall ;.to carry a tablet about. 

Bigoted, attached to; to 
doat on; kt n#? pat, tung, set 
in his way, deaf to reason ; ni? 
ci fung ‘shui, bigotedly attach- 
ed to geomancy ; ni? yan, one 
set on gratifying his passions, 
one lost to reproof. 

‘ih A kind of dumpling or pie, 
Rh Cakes, pastry, a tit-bit; a bait 

for fish ; anenticement, allure- 
ment, temptation ; to entice, 
to tempt; to take a bait; ti# 
ni? toangle with bait; dam 
n? to love nice things; ‘fan 
ni? flour cakes. 

ia Grease, hardened fat ; gross, 
Ni fat, smooth, oily; ni chai? 

uneasy inthe stomach, indi- 
gestible ; n# kak, overloaded 
stomach ; au nf oily, greasy ; 
sav ni? .chi kin? little ideas, 
notional, whimsical; fi ni 
very greasy, as food, 

ij 

io 

NIK. 

(363) Nik. 

A big bellied jar; to abscond, 
;z, to elude search ; to conceal, to 

hide, to secrete ; to gloss over ; 
hidden, clandestine; nik, ming, 
anonymous, to give an alias, 
or pseudonyme ; ds‘ong nik, to 
hide away ; nik, song’ to con- 
ceal a parent’s death and not 
to put on mourning—a crime ; 
nik, p# to be concealed, to lie 
perdu, 
The sun drawing near ; time 

near at hand ; daily, familiar 
intercourse with ; to be near. 
To be near, to draw near ; 

Nih 

ie. to stop; settled. Like the 
preceding. 

Hi, Small eyes. 
Nih 
Be Secret vice, depraved heart ; 
Th wicked, dissolute, lewd, filthy, 

malicious ; to gloss over vice, 
to act the hypocrite ; toplunge 
into vice, to do evil ; the moon 
when seen after sunrise ; ‘yan 
nik, to hide one’s evil acts ; 
kan nik, proftigate, licentious ; 
sau nik, to reform one’s wick- 
ed ways; nik, «ti ok, tsap, to 
abandon one’s self to vile 
ractices. 
A feeling of shame, to be 

i ashamed at what one has 
done ; sau nik, ashamed. 
To grasp, to catch hold of ; 

Nib t© provoke, to excite to battle. 
A colloquial word ; to carry in 
the hand, to bring ; nik; Jat, — 
bring it here; nik, .k6 tik, carry — 
it higher. 

- 
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Wranyling between brothers ; 
ih litigations, quarrels, mutual 
m contentions ; bitter animosi- 

ties ; nik, han’ reciprocal ha. 
tred : ; ching tai? nik, <it ts éung, 
brothers quarreling in their 
house; nik, tsung® two per- 
sons bringing actions against 
each other before courts. 

He A break to stop or check a 
Iyz carriage ; to chock a wheel. 

ER, Sorry, mournful, from hun- 
1, ger; to long for, to hunger 
D after ; anxious thought. 

tA To ‘sink, to drown one ’s self; 
Nik 10 be drowned ; to put under 

the water ; to stifle, to suffo- 
cate ; sunk in vice, lost to al] 
reproof, reprobate ; 
passionately fond of, given up 
to; nik, ‘nit, female infanti- 
eid: him? nik, ki. man, to lead 
the people into danger ; nzk, 
07? a blind love for, love-sick ; 
nik, ‘tsau, given to drink, an 
inebriate ; nik, gming, ambi- 
tious of fame; nik, ‘shut, drown. 
ed, submerged, shipwrecked. 

(364) Nim. 

BA To take with the fingers, to 
Nien Dandie ; to carry ; nim .kwat, 

to 5 el lots ; «nim ‘hi tsau? ts? 
make ready and then do it; 
anim <héung, to take incense 
for worship; .’m nimtak, ch'ut, 
it can not be taken out ; nim 
fan dai, bring it back; A? 
nim «nim, panting for breath ; 
nim p? to catch by the nose— 
a vain hold, 

¢ 

NIM. 
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A silure or bull-head, a mud 
, fish. One account describes 
"it asa reptile like a siren, 

4 ck Usually read .Chim. 

a? To reflect upon, to consider, 
Nien to ponder in the mind, to think 

on with pleasure; to repeat 
memoriter ; to chant in a set 
tone, to read loud, to drone ; 
thoughts, reflections, inten- 
tions ; .sz’ nim® to think of; 
nim’? nim’ pat, ,mong, constant 
remembrance of; di nim? to 
bear in mind; nim? ‘au, in- 
tentions, purpose, design; nim? 
‘sho tong nim® to bend the 
mind to; nim king, to chant 
prayers ; kwd? nim? to doubt 
about, in suspense ; nim’ chéuk, 
f@ ‘md, to think upon one’s 
parents ; nim* ‘ha kaw’ gs‘ing, 
to recall a former affair ; nim? 
Fat, to repeat Budha’s name. 

(365) Nin. 

Vin. 

JF 
Nien 

A colloquial word; milk; 
‘yam nin, to suck ; chit, .nin, 
to take the breast. 
A revolution of the seasons, 

a year; years of one’s life; 
shit? nin, or .nin -heng, young ; 
‘10 nin, or nin ‘ki ta? aged, 
old ; ch‘ut, <nin or Jaing nin, 
next year; kau? nin, or hi? 
nin, last year ; nin nin, every 
year, yearly ; min ‘tai, nin ‘mi 
or min ‘man, the close of the 
year ; chi? <nin, yearly con- 
tract of a laborer, a servant 
hired by the year; in dau, 
the first of the vear ; (a¥ ‘yau 
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sin, a prosperous year ; gndi 
snin, drawing to the end of 
the year; pa? nin, newyear 
congratulations; dau qin, a 
dangerous year in one’s fate ; 
tsi? nin, to perform newyear 
rites ; kam .nin, this year ; m 
‘hd nin ds‘ing, an unlucky, 
disastrous year; nin kang pat, 
tsz” the eight characters of the 
birth hour, used in the horo- 
scope ; kak, min dung, about 
the same age; pat, tsun® din 
«nin, has not filled up his full 
destiny. 

< Read ‘liin; flesh cut into 
Livin Pieces, minced ; jerked meat. 

A colloquial word; a slice 
of meat, a slice or thin piece ; 
yat, ‘nin, a slice. 
To work over in the fingers, 

to roll over, to make by finger- 
ing; to play with; to tread, 
to follow ; ‘nin .sd, to fondle the 
beard ; ‘nin <kon ‘shau <kan, to 
wring a napkin dry ; ‘nin chi?’ 
‘kit ‘keng, twist its neck; ‘nin 
<mo, to felt hair or wool. This 
character is sometimes read 
“nan. 

Nien 

(366) Ning. . 

at To pull and haul, to throw 
< ° . é 5 
Ning into confusion ; ¢s‘éung ning, 

g : > 

to upset and tumble. 
A colloquial word ; to bring, 

to take, to carry in the hand; 
ning dai, bring it here; ming 
sav hi? taken away all ; ning 
choi, take it off; ming ‘fan 
‘chin tau, bring it back again. 

NING. 

Rest, repose, tranquillity, 
quiet ; to bring peace, to wish 

[topre to, to salute, to quiet ; 
to prefer, what one had rather 
have; rather, better, more 
desirable ; a term of compa- 

rison, followed by a negative ; 
ging ‘ho ‘sz’ pat; hi? 1 had 
rather die than go; ging tin? 

Nin 

I prefer, I had rather; on 
ging, quiet repose; kwait 
caning, a bride’s visit to her 
parents ; ning tsing? tranquil 
times, no wars ; ‘ii ning, three 
years’ retirement from office 
to mourn for one’s parents ; 
go cing chim, humility is 
best, nothing like being hum. 
ble.—The second form is the 
contraction ordered to be used 
when the Emperor Téukwang 
reigned. 

oa A tree, whose bark steeped 
Nz ‘ in spirits, is used medicinally ; 

ning gmung, limes, lemons ; 
ning «mung ‘shui, lemon juice. 

) To order; ding ing, to 
SN caution, to reiterate orders, to 

charge straitly. 
Read ‘ning, a colloquial 

word ; ‘ning ‘ning ‘ha, the tot- 
tering, unsteady gait of a 
Chinese lady. 

2 Eloquent, insinuating, per- 
Ni suasive ; talkative, flattering, 
M8 skilled in speech, artful, spe- 

cious ; tart, smart, or ready in 
reply ; edn ning® treacherous, 
subtle ; ‘chim ning? cringing ; 
‘ngo pat, ning? | am unready 
of speech. 
A colloquial word; to turn 

with the fingers, to twine 
around, to twirl, to whirl; — 
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to twist ; lo sz’ ning?a wrench, 
a screw-driver; ning* lat, ko’ 
nap, ‘teng, untwist the knob ; 
dit kit ‘nau ning? flighty, 
hoydenish ; ning* ‘chiin ‘au, 
turn your head around ; ning’ 
ch'é mé, to twirl a teetotum ; 
ds‘ut fung ning? a weather 
bird, a trimmer, an unstable 
man. 

ee A surname. 
Ning 
m2 Miry ; ni? ning* muddy, slip- 
ea pery and slimy, as roads after 

a@ rain. 

(362) Nip. 

=| To collect or scratch to- 
gether with the fingers; to 
work or pinch up with the 

Nieh fingers ; to trump up a story, 
to make a pretext to injure 
one ; to foist in, to usurp; 
nip. ham* to involve others by 
false charges ; nip, (it tsi 
to charge a crime on one; 
nip, hung? to inform against 
falsely ; nip, iso’ to insinuate 

inst, 
Black mud at the bottom of}. 

sch Puddles ; to blacken, to mud- 
dy, to stick in the mud ; defil- 
ing ; nip, <p‘tin, “ the defiling 
vessel,” i. e€. the world—a 
Budhistic phrase; name of a 
river. 
To whisper, to lisp or mutter, 

Nich t© put the mouth to another’s 
ear ; whisperings ; a surname. 
To tread on, to step upon ; 

*to ascend, to go up; nip. tsuks ‘Nieh 
to lift or point at with the feet. 
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& Pincers, pliers, hair tweezers, 
*fo orceps ; a fish-snare ; to pull 
» out ; nip, ‘sz’ (or kaps ‘tsat in 

colloquia!) a pair of pincers. 
Interchangéd. with the two 

Nich *jast ; a small basket. 

To pinch up with the fingers, 
N; oh tO take a pinch; to take up 

with tongs or pincers; a pinch, 
a pugil ; nip, .sz’ to shake out 
skeins of silk; nip, yat, nip; 
take a pinch ; yat, nip, <hung, 
a “ pinch of red,” is the mow- 
tan flower. 

Fatigued, wearied out, ex- 
hausted ; shut nip, unable to 
perform one’s duties, 

a 
(368) Nit. 

A colloquial word; to seize, to. 
clasp; to play ‘with, to toy 
with ; ‘nan nit, to play with ; 
nil, ‘keng, to seize by the 
throat. 

(369) Nia. 

Branches of a tree even at 
the top. 

A colloquial word; small, 
nice, delicate, pretty, natty, 
tapering ; (47 niti tak, kwan 
hat too small by far; ‘shau 
kwat, nit, delicate, taper 
fingers ; nit .siti, attenuated, 
becoming small ; ch‘éung nit 
niu, ridiculously long. 

te A bird; general name for 
aves ; the 196th radical of “395 

" racters relating to birds; « 

Terau 
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‘nit, a flying bird; ‘nit ds‘éung 
a fowling-piece, a gun; ‘nid 
dan or ‘nit ch'du, an aviary ; 
kwo? shan ‘nit, a culverin, a 
jingal. 

s A parasitic creeper, like the 
Nid WY 3 ‘mite slo chi <ts‘an, related iau,. . ? ‘ 

like a parasite—said by parties 
negotiating marriage. 

s B An excellent horse ; to tie a 
Nisa Horse with silken fringes. 
s i Delicate, like a girl; long, 

Ni slender, easily moved, like 
14u . . 

waving willow branches; a 
hum ; continuous sound; ‘nid 
‘nit, curling upwards, like in- 
cense ; ‘nit ‘no, wriggling, 
squirming, like a worm; the 
mincing gait ofa lady. 

RK) Urine ; la? nit to urinate 
/4* jin sleep ; nit? %, a chamber- 

i i pot ; nz? kap, urgent to piss ; 
iau law’ ni incontinence of urine. 

The second character is only 
used asa verb ; to make water. 

(370) No. 

tt To walk ina measured pace, 
c by ; . “Np & genteel step ; soft, yielding ; 

to exorcise, to perform cere- 
monies to expel apestilence, or 
the demons which cause it; 4 
<no, slender, graceful. 

HR! ‘To rub between the hands, 
S14 \to make round by rubbing; 

| to rub, to burnish or polish by 
o rubbing ; to move ; to rub off; 

to rub on paste or paint; to 
transfer, to misapply to an. 
other use ; to flatter, to praise ; 
no ;i, to move away; .no ts 

2 

4 

NO. 

to borrow of, to embezzle ; 
¢s‘o no, to rubin the hands; .no 
choi tak, move it away a little; 
sno ‘chin, turn it around ; mo 
sot ‘chit ‘ld, to flatter a rich 
man ; .no yau, to rub on)paint; 
no wo, to weed grain. 

AB To transfer, to apply to 
‘ another than the right use; 

|in which senses and tone it 
No is like the last. To terminate, 

to rest ; peaceful, contented ; 
much; shau’ fuk, pat; ‘no, to 
enjoy no great happiness, 

s Agreeable, affable; elegant 
No gaitof a lady ; ‘nit ‘no, beauti- 

ful, graceful ; 0 ‘no, handsome. 
ee 1 Glutinous rice, called « old 
man’s rice,” and grown in 
hie drier fields than the common 
No © kind; itis used for distilling ; 

met. soft, without energy, no 
firmness ; no? ‘mai ‘tsau, sweet. 
ish spirit; no® ‘mat ‘keng, a 
mild, spiritless man. 

ti | Infirm of purpose, timid, 
apprehensive, soft ; no? yéuk, 

= | weak, fearful ; ‘shui no? weak 
No as water. ; 

(371) No. 

IX A slave, one bought with 
“W_ Money or sentenced toslavery; 

an abject; slavish; a term of 
contempt ; no <ts‘oi, your slave, 
used for I, by Manchus in 
addressing the emperor; 1d 
puk, a bond servant; nd ‘pi, 
a slave girl; ‘shau ds‘ot nd, a 
stingy follow : chuk, md, a 
bamboo bolster; dong nd, 
serving like a slave. 

a OO iy a 



NO, 

lal 
| A child ; my children; a 

n »bird’s tail; soft, weakly, 
ff | what needs soothing; <ts‘ai 
Nu nd, my wife and children; nd 

nd, weakly, said by females. 
A weak old horse, a broken 

i down steed ; .no .t‘oi, a weak 
old horse; met. a worn out 
statesman, a term used by 
themselves. 

£}% Vexed, annoyed, angered, 
Ja indignant ; to feel irritated, 

resentful ; ‘nd han? irritated, 
resentful; <fan ‘nd, annoyed 
and displeased ; yat, ‘ku ‘nd 
h? a fit of anger, in a rage. 

% The brain; glossy, like 
marrow; ‘nd ¢séung the brain ; 
‘nd tov? the skull; ‘nd kor 

Nau the brain-pan; ‘nd hau kin? 
«802, to see the jaws before the 
brain—when looked at from 
behind, is a bad phrenological 
sign; md au ‘nd, “ no head 
or brains,” inexplicable, unable 
to understand, no head for; 
imprudent. 

s The cornelian, opal, forti- 
58s agate, and chalced.- 

£ 

s 

ony, called ‘md ‘nd ; the striz 
Nau in the best sorts resemble the 

head of a horse. 
s A ballista or crossbow, con- 
Ne trived to shoot several arrows, 

and set as traps for animals; 
fong’ ‘nd, to shoot a crossbow ; 
Héung ‘nd chi mit, like the 
weakness of a discharged bow 
—a great cry and little wool. 
To exert strength, to ago. 

nize for, to strive, to put forth 
a last effort; energy, force, a 
desperate exertion; ‘nd lik, 
shang shin* to do good with 
all one’s energies. 

os 
Nu 
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2 Anger, displeasure, fury, ire, 
‘Na Passion, indignation; vigor, 

mettle, spirit ; to be angry, to 
get into a passion; nd AP? 
shéung kon, anger hurts the 
liver ; fat, nd* in a rage, an- 
gry; no shik, flushed with 
anger ; wai nd sternness ; nd? 
h? ch‘ung <ktin, his rage lifted 
up his cap. 

(7) Noi. 

Wy - Within, inside, inner, inter. 
Nui nal ; in; that which is within, 

the inclosed; near to, personal, 
privy ; arnongst ; in the midst 
of; the inner or female ap. 
artments ; family, private; the 
inwards; no? ‘au, inside of 
it; now t# the Inner Land— 
China ; tsin® now or noi? .yan, 
my wife ; .tsiin noi your wife ; 
no? kok, the Privy Council ; 
tat? now? the hareem; sham 
hak, “ng noi deeply engraved 
on my bowels; ‘yau noi? ts‘oi, 
hasbook-learning, theoretical; . 
noi chat, a wife’s nephew; 
noi goan, in which it is said, 
abovementioned—said in a 
letter; pat, tsoi not? is not 
included, extra ; noi® kiin? ‘chi 
po stop at the women’s room. 

zis?) Akind of bullace or wild 
® Aplum, sour yet edible; to 

~ | meet with, occur; an adver- 
sative particle; how, in what 

way? a remedy, a resource ; 
no? ho, to endure, to submit 
to—as no? -ho din, to be resign- 
ed to heaven; noi? <ho, noi? ,ho, 
what shall we do now ? what 

a 

ar 
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must be done? ‘mod noi .ho, 
there’s no resource, no help 
for it; ch‘ut; <it ¢md noi must 
make up my mind to it; noi 
tak, mat, ,ho, what will you do 
then? noi mat, ‘ngo <ho, how 
can you help my doing it? 
Smd h? noi? <ho, or ~md ‘ho noi 
sho, could not help it. 

12 To shave the whiskers as a 
Nai Punishment ; to bear with, to 

suffer, to endure, to forbear, to 
undertake, ‘to be patient with ; 
patience ; patient. In colloqu- 
ial, a time, a period of endur- 
ance ; ‘md ‘kt no? not a long 
time; ‘hd not? a good while ; 
no? ‘kau, along time; kdm’ 
no? so long; ‘yan noi endur- 
ance, forbearance ; no? kwdn? 
well used to it; ?m noz tak, 
insufferable ; .’m noi fan, im- 
patient of trouble, can not be 
bothered ; ‘tang noi tik, wait 
a little; noi? nor loi ‘ha, come 
in a little while ; ‘hd not ké 
gan, an old acquaintance ; noi? 
Slang, to beat the cold; noi 
sing? patient, persevering. 

(373) Nok. 

answer of approbation; 
ying? nok, to answer a call; 
yat, nok; ts‘in «kam, one word 
(or. promise) is as a thousand 
taels; nok, e¢md # nok, one 
promise and no two words; 
shing mung .kam nok, 1 have 
received your golden (Z, e. cer- 
tain) promise. 

oe A reply, a nod, an assent ; 
N yan 

NONG. 

gaa) Nong. 

Ee A bag, a sack ; a purse ; met. 
Nang Property ; shang mong, a tra. 

veling bag, baggage; mong 
chung, an empty bag—poor ; 
‘tsau ong fan’ toi> you wine 
sack and rice bag—you lazy 
lubber! <p%% .nong, a leather 
bag; ds‘ing mong, the Green 
Bag—a work on geomancy ; 
‘kai gnong, to,.open one’s purse, 

El The pulp of a squash or 
Nang melon ; a whitish pulp or pith, 

as is in the pith-paper plant ; 
mucus of the nose ; ¢ 
ckwa, poured out the melon’s 
pulp—empty, hollow; dung 
ckwa ong, a fiaw in a gem. 

s In former times, days gone 
by; passed by ; previously ; 
‘nong yat, a few days ago, 
lately ; ‘nong sik, anciently. 
To push away by force, to 

drive off violently ; dui ‘nong, 
to thrust away. 

Nang 

ae 
Nang 

(375) Ni. 

£ A female ; an unmarried wo- 
Ny man, a girl; a daughter; 

feminine, female; the 38th ra- 
dical of characters relating to 
women and vice ; the 10th of 
the 28 constellations, part of — 
Aquarius ; ‘nii yan, a woman ; 
‘nit ‘isai, a girl; ‘sit ‘ni, my 
daughter ; ‘chit ‘ni, a young 
lady ; g‘ung ‘nu, a girl under 
ten years ; chat, ‘ni, a neice; 
ts‘ing dau ‘nit, an unengaged 

> 

»-( 
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girl; ‘ni au, the women; 
“fui ‘nit, wives and daughters, 
women generally ; ‘nit chung 
chéung’ fii, a masculine wo- 
man ; <sin ‘nil, a fairy ; ‘nit tan’ 
an actor of female parts ; ‘ni 
cka ‘au, of my wife’s family ; 
ckung ‘nii, maids of honor ; 
siit, 4 ‘nii, a white crockatoo. 

Read ni; to marry a daughter 
out; to give a daughter in 
marriage. 

(376) Nuk. 

To be ashamed ; nuk, .ni, to 
blush. To be accustomed to, 
habituated. 

fad Analogous to the preceding ; 
Nal, 2shamed, a feeling of shame ; 

ds‘am nuk, mortified. 
Tobleed at the nose, thought 

ah t0 arise from fright ; a defeat, 
a discomfiture ; to be routed. 
A collogaial word ; to work 

> over or tread with the feet, as 
in rubbing or mixing things, 
to press under foot ; nuk, ‘yé, 
to knead with the feet; nuk, 
ch‘ut; ch'éung, bowels stamped 
out, as when pressed to death 
in a crowd. 

(377) Niin. 

. To warm, to put near a fire; 
warm, an agreeable warmth, 
like a gentle fire; warmed ; 

met. warm feelings, friendly ; 
Sniin h? a warm breath; yan 
ds‘ing ‘lang ‘niin, people’s feel- 

Ton. Dicr. 43 

Nwan 

NUN. NUNG. 337 

ings are changeable, 7. e. are 
cold and hot ; ‘niin <p‘, a bed- 
warmer, made of metal to hold 
hot water ; ‘niin ‘niin tik, rather 
too warm ; ‘pau ‘niin, filled and 
warmed, well taken care of. 

s The genial warmth of the 
Nwgn SUD 5 agreeable warmth, like 

a pleasant spring day ; warm ; 
warmed ; <ho ‘niin ‘shau, to 
warm the hands with the 
breath ; .fung ‘niin, a genial 
breeze ; kam yal. ‘niin ‘ho to, 
it is much warmer to-day. 
Food presented to superiors ; 
‘niin ‘nit, to send food toa 
daughter just after her mar- 
riage ; ‘niin d'ong fan® a wed- 
ding feast given at the bride- 
groom’s house ; ‘niin chéuk, a 
bridal feast—a house-warming 

2 Delicate, tender, small 
Nun Young, immature, not fully 

' grown; weak, slender ; soft, 
fine ; supple ; vin ki? niin? of 
tender years; saz’ niin? fine and 
tender, like early leaves; niin? 
‘tsai, a stripling ; niin? Jam, a 
light blue ; ‘nt shang tak, niin? 
you are very young-looking ; 
kit niin? delicate, fresh com. 
plexion; ‘1é—niin* are opposites 
old—young ; yuk, niin’ flabby, 
soft flesh ; niin? :p°t, soft leather. 

Nwan 

(378) - 

Be c 

Hung t 

Nung. 

To toast. 
Acolloquial word ; to scorch,, 
o burn or dry up in cooking ; 

browned, burnt, as tn roasting ; 
<m ‘chit tak, mung, don’t cook 
it to burnit; shiz to mung, 
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done brown ; nung ‘hi ko’ ‘nin 
min’ to scowl, to look cross; ,ho 
_pau nung .teng, not a copper |). 
in my purse ;—the words nung 
eng are un imitation of the 
Portuguese words nad tenho, 

To cultivate the ground, to 
delve and dig; to plant, to 
sow ; agriculture ; mung fi, 
a farmer ; nung kd, husband. 
men ; pat, wai nung <shi, don’t 
interfere with the times of 
sowing, 

re I; .o nung, 1, myself ; ‘kt 
Nang tunes he, himself; a pronoun 

used in the Tang dynasty. 
% Thick, as liquids; spiced, 
Nuno Seasoned ; rich, strong, as in- 

€ fusions or flavors ; heavy, as 
dew ; nervous, terse, as style ; 
kind, hearty ; nung tam? are 
opposites, as light and shade 
in pictures, rich and weak, in 
flavors ; nung .ch‘a, strong tea; 
gnung shui deep sleep; ling 
‘nt nung ds‘ing, avail of your 
great kindness ; mung <héung, 
a high flavored aroma; mung 
smi, thick eyebrows; nung 
yam, a thick shade. 

’ Analogous to the preceding ; 
Nang rich, generous, high flavored, 

or strong, as wine; .nung ‘tsau, 
good wine. 

Je Pus, matter in ulcers ; slough- 

Nung 

Jee 
Nung 

ing; to rot away, as stubble; 
cnung ‘shui, pus; mung hii, 
bloody pus ; kin? nung, ripe, 
as a boil; nip, mung ch‘ut, to 
squeeze a boil; ‘au mung, to 
spue pus—a vile speech. 
Thick, close set, as growing 

grain ; mung mat, thick, luxu- 
riant, aS shrubs. 

a 
Nung 

NUT. O. 

Nut. 

am: | To stammer, to stutter ; to 
p> sspeak slowly and hesitating- 
AA! ly ; sparing of words; cau- 
Nuh tious, embarrassed in doing, 

unready ; ‘haw nut, stuttering ; — 
nut, ‘tsut, to pout; shit, dau 
nut, an impediment in speech ; 
yuk, nut, <i in, desirous to re- 

strain his words ; kam kai nut, 
Peruvian bark. 

(380) O. 

Upy) _ A mound; an undulating 
: pridge; the declivity of a moun- 
sey ; tain; a river bank ; one side 
O - or end higher than the other ; 

distorted, prejudiced ; near to ; 
to lean against ; the beam of 
a house; to flatter, to cringe 
to; to answer, to assent; a 
final particle, denoting who? 
what? with frequently a con- 
dition or choice included in 
the idea ; an exclamation, O! 
Ah! alas! used in sorrow or 
surprise ; an initial particle, 

- used before names, when it 
is usually read @; 0 mi fung? 
<shing, to servilely flatter one ; 
o cit fung’ shing ‘ngo,‘he sim- 
persat my words, sycophancy ; 
‘pi ‘ngo ‘tat <0, will you let 
me see it ? .o ngai* assafoetida ; 
<O ni do fat, Amida Budha, 
sometimes used as an excla- — 
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mation of devout recognition, 
as O Budha! .o .ko, Sir, O Sir; 
mat, ‘yé 0, Oh, what is it ? tai? 
yat, fav? kwo? ‘ni 0, shan’t I 
send you a piece ? 

+ A helve, an ax handle; a 
large branch fit for a helve, a 
stalk; a means, a cause ; a 
go-between ; chap, o fat, 0, 
to cut one helve with another, 
to use another’s agency ; <to 
tsé ‘ni chap, .o, Vil thank you 
go be my agent or go-between. 

A quartzose gem, milky 

0. 339 

(381) 0. 

; Warm ; to warm, to put fire 
‘Yee in a vessel ; to boil or: stew, 

au 
as in cooking meats and ve- 
getables; to warm in water; 
<0 yuk, to stew pot-luck ; 4 
chai, to stew vegetables; 6 
shuk, or 6 nam, stew it well. 
To bake or steam under a 

NY, lid ; same as the last. Usually 
read ngo’. 

Ez To kill, to slaughter, to ex- 
terminate; to fight indisregard 

: i) quartz or white chalcedony, = of death ; a pan or broadish. 
of inferior value ; a sea conch, To grind. A colloquial word; 

with AP Spee naler, used in |} « to reach after with the hand ; 
ornamental work; 0 <kam, °m 6 tak, te? I can’t reach up 
pure gold. to it; .6 ‘iin tik, reach out a 

Excellent; to commend; 
a, may, might, can ; to be able ; 

to be good or well off. 

pj Wheels connected with the 
Ko axles, or with each other; 

‘hom .o, carriages dragging 
heavily, going slowly from the 
roughness of the road; imped- 
ed, disappointed; 4 .0, the 
infantile name of Mencius. 

j Undecided ; .o ‘no, weak, 

° 

delicate, like a woman. 

\ Disease, severe sickness ; 
FS \ chan <0, sores about the mouth; 
Fie | convulsions or fits in little 

Oo children. 
& A large fish, a kind of scizna, || ¢ 

called <yéung .sho .0, the sea 
° comb. 

Jaa To void excrements ; .0 ‘shi, 
to go to stool; .o hiv; to pass 

© ‘blood ; <0 ni to make water. 

little further. 
AR A robe, an outer garment ; 
Neon 2 Sort ofskin garment; ch'éung 

‘dé, a long gown or robe; ynin 
‘d, a cotton jacket. 

f Vexed, angry; to regret ; 
gan avaricious ; ‘6 han? to hate ; “6 

‘nd, angry, irritated ; ‘6 wa? 
dai, to brood angrily over a 
thing, so as to injure one’s 
self, a fit of the sulks. . 

f A large kind of fish, eatable, 
and brought to market in Neau 

a8 Macao in winter. 
An old woman, an old 

Ngan Zranny: the goddess spirit of 
the earth. 
The south-west corner of a 

RK , dwelling, where one can be. 
gu vetired ; deep, remote ; recon- 

dite, mysterious, obscure ; 
within, further than one has 
penetrated ; to collect, to be 
thick; @ mi not easy to 
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understand ; sham 0 deep, as 
a valley ; abstruse, as philo- 
sophy. Used for the next. 

A bank, a high shore; a 
bay, an inlet, a cove, a deep 
bight, in whieh ships can 
shelter ;_a dock for repairing 
ships ; O amin, Macao; .K*%| 
0 the island of Kee-ow ; Nam 
ta? O Lantao; .shiin gndi & 
the ship came into the cove ; 
ckam yat, hi? © he went to 
Macao to-day; .Vam@ Namoh. 

> ‘Interchanged with the pre- 
, ceding ; a square piece of 
‘ground; an even, flat, open 
ground like a plateau. 

Yep 

Ngaéu 

Ngdu 

(382) Oi. 

iia” To grieve for, to lament, to 
Nos; Compassionate; to commiser- 

ate, to feel for, to condole with 
one; sad, pained, grieving ; 
Jamentable, grievous; urgent- 
ly, heartily ; pity, grief, com- 
miseration, sorrow, lamenta- 
tion; .o2 <lin, to pity, to sym- 
pathize with other’s griefs; 
<0t :tsoi, how sad, alas ! .o% ‘sz’ 
a motherless child ; .ot .o1 fi’ 
‘mo, alas, my parents! <pi .02, 
to sorrow ; .0t huk, to wail and 
cry ; 02 ‘han, urgently request ; 
‘ho oi, lamentable; o% i, 
shéung’ ko? with bitter grief is 
this presented—a phrase in 
petitions; 02 ot tung? huk, 
bitter sorrow and weeping. 

SR Fined such as is raised 
Ngai OY the wind; .ch‘an .o7, dust 

settled on things. 

OL. 

ihe Drops of water, water trick- 
N2™ ling; <kiin oi mok, pd 1 can 

not requite [your kindness to 
the extent of | a drop of water. 

BK | To sigh; to respond, to 
} answer ; to belch ; a sound 
jor ejaculation of regret ; oi 

Ngai o? hushaby ! words used by 
nurses in quieting a child. 

€ 

Ngai 

Foggy, heavens obscured by 
vapor, misty ; clouds and va- 
© pots commingled; ts‘ éung wan 

‘oi ‘oi, snowy clouds and genial 
vapors. 
Cloudy, obscure ; sun’ hidden 

: by clouds; ‘oi toi? dull; that 
which can relieve a dim sight ; 
spectacles, said to have been 
brought from Malacca. 

ai Beautiful and luxuriant vege- 
Ni 4 tation; thick, shady, flourish- 

ing; fine, personable, graceful; 
‘ot ‘ot kat, sz accomplished, 
scholarlike persons, who can 
help the sovereign; wo ‘oi, 
dignified, pleasing. 
Sun hidden by clouds; to 

obscure, to cloud over ; ‘oz ‘oz, 
moon behind clouds ; ‘ot mui? 
to do things confusedly, care- 
less, not tidy. 

¢ Like, similar ; _simulated ; 
=i hard to see; ‘oi i in, as if, 
“likely ; ‘oi yap, to pant, short 

of breath. 
> ‘To love, to take delight in, 

&. to feel attached to; to think 
on joyfully ; to want, to desire ; 
to be sparing of ; kind regard, 
love, attachment; the object 
of love, the beloved ; sparing, 
forbearing of, tender of ; ¢s‘an 
oi mutual love, friendship ; 
tung’ o? to love tenderly, an 

‘By 
Ngai 

[3 
Ngai 
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anxious fondness for ; ling? ov 
your daughter ; ’m ov ko’ tik; 
I don’t want it ; ‘io o7 lovely, 
amiable ; sam ‘sho oi what 
one likes, pleasurable ; 07 uk, 
kap, <t, 1 like your house and 
the crows too; ymung ‘ni kwo? 
o? many thanks for your great 
kindness ; 07? szk, yat, ‘tsz’ spar- 
ing of time ; ‘ni 07 tak, to, you 
‘want too much; o7 hok, ‘hd, I 
want vou to imitate the good ; 
ts‘o ov “mistaken love,”—a 
polite phrase, meaning, I am 
unworthy your regard ; oi ‘ki 
stor yan, as you love your. 
self, you should love others. 

(383) Ok. 

HA Bad, intentionally bad; 
Ngoh vicious, wicked, evil; vile, 

ugly ; deformed, ungracious ; 
filthy, coarse, sordid ; unfor- 
tunate, unlucky. In colloquial, 
used for hard, difficult, unplea- 
sant to do or get through with; 
ok, yan, a bad man; kém ok, 
‘Ud fat, hard to send him off, 
such a troublesome fellow,—as 
a beggar ; ok, <hang, not easy 
to go; chung ok, malicious, 
truculent ; ok, ‘kong, hard to 
speak ; under constraint in say- 
ing it; ok, in, vile language ; 
kwan? ok, unscrupulous and 
bad ; ok, ‘yau ok, po’ wicked- 
ness brings a wicked retribu- 
tion; ‘ch‘au ok, vile, ugly, 
filthy ; ok, Jong long, wolfish, 
fierce ; ok, ch‘ut, tat, incompar- 
ably bad ; shin? ok, the good and 
bad ; ok, tsé’ not easily done. 

OM. 341 

Different colored clays; 
Ngoh white or washed clay for 

crockery ; to wash or plaster 
walls, to whitewash ; plaster ; 
an unplastered wall. 

(384) Om. 

A round hut, a thatched 
}cottage, a straw hovel for 

Af | soldiers or guard ; a pig-sty ; 
Ngéna nunnery; sz’ kui dm, a 

Budhist nunnery ; yap, .dm, to 
become a nun; om dong, a 
convent. 

sa, A quail; om <shun, a quail, 
Ne 7, Under which two or three 

species of Coturnix are includ. 
ed ; dung .om, quails beaten in 
fight, which are then put aside 
for the table. 

‘To cover, to hide, to screen; 
“| 3. > by putting something on; to 
FF | extinguish, to suppress; ‘om 
Ngan chi? ‘hau, to put the hand 

over the mouth ; .ché ‘om pat, 
chu? can not be hid ; ‘om chi? 
dau hok, to lean the head on 
the hand ; ‘pi ‘shau ‘om chi? 
cover it with your hand; ‘dm 
mat,,lo ‘ku, “ muffle the gong,” 
i. €. keep it quiet; ‘om <fung 
kam, to play a piano; ‘dm mit, 
to put out, as fire; to quash; 
‘om pak, gmat <mung, blind- 
man’s buff; ‘om chi? Kit 
shéung ‘ngan, blindfold his 
eyes; ‘om mak, to feel the 
pulse ; ‘dm pi ‘shau to give 
hush-money, to bribe. The 
first character is read “im, but 
also used with this meaning in 
the p‘ing shing. 

« 
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‘fr Accustomed, skilled in, vers- | 
we. ed; to know, fully acquainted 

Bee with ; knowing. thoroughly, 
to commit to memory, to re- 
cite, to chant or repeat; ‘om 
lin? well practiced in, mature ; 
?m ‘om shai’ ¢s‘ing, unac- 
quainted with the world ; ‘om 
tsung® to repeat exactly. 

yes To shut the door, to with- 
Ngan draw from society, ‘to retire 

from; retired, dark, an ob- 
scure recess; ignorant, dark 
minded ; badly lighted ; even- 
ing ; an eclipse ; ‘om <miin tsé 
hak; to decline to see friends ; 
‘om yéuk, unenlightened. 

Dark, pitch dark, dark as 
midnight ; astonied andsilent, 
as if lost in amazement; K‘ap, 

‘Om a distinguished statesman 
of the Han dynasty. 

‘eK Dissatisfied, sorrowful, dis- 
A contented ; humble, not pre- 
an <4 

sumptuous. Read dm, to 
covet, to desire. 

Re Sun obscured by clouds or 

Ngan 

< 

Ngan 

otherwise ; dark, dimly light- 
ed, sombre ; gloomy, not shin- 
ing bright; clandestine, un- 
observed, secret, underhand ; 
dull, not perspicacious ;_pri- 
vate, mental; hak, dm dark ; 
d‘in shik, dm? a dark day ; dang 
ém a dim lamp; 6m ‘séung, 
to think over; “a om hd to 
give a hint; om chung tsd° 
sz” to do things in the dark ; 
om mii? dull of perception ; ho 
pau dm ‘nam, a full purse, 
well supplied with cash ; 6m 
kan, in the dark; dm, ‘liz, it 
is now night ; 6m ho? to privi- 
ly injure. 

ON. 

(385) On. ' 

Ae Still, settled, quiet ; repose, 
rest, tranquillity; peaceful, 
safe, calm; at ease, uncon- 
strained ; to settle, to rest, to 
make easy, to tranquillize ; to, 
remain at rest, to be content. ~ 
ed; an interrogative particle, 
how, how could? where? A 
colloquial word ; to place on, 
to lay down; to put; .on lok, 
joy, pleasure; ‘nt on .sam, 
make yourself easy ; 16 .on, to 
soothe old people; on ‘héung 
ta? ping, to enjoy the plea- 
sures of peace ; <f‘au .on, * to 
steal leisure,”’—lazy ; on ‘hd, 
to wish peace to; .on ‘fan, 
contented with one’s lot; shan 
‘tai him? on, indisposed, out 
of sorts; .on .chi. hai how do 
you know it ?—i, e. you do not 
know ; <i kam .on tsoi? where 
is he now? .on shi .on ;fi, to 
lay down right and wrong; 
on wa? to console, to quiet ; 
con mdirpin chi? where shall 
I put it? .on chi put it down; 
on ‘wan, put it down careful- 
ly; on -kd, to give advance 
money, an allotment; .on sik, 
yat, the sabbath ; .on sik, héung, 
gum benjamin ; on kai .ch'a, 
Ankoi tea, from the S.W. of 
Fuhkien; On gdm _ kwok, 
Cochinchina; ‘shéung lok, 
sping on, let peace attend 
all going in and out; .on tun? 
to make all ready, to provide 
things ; .on tso’ to sit quietly, 

‘ firmly seated ; man* on, to in. 

Ngan 
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quire after one’s health; .on 
dai ‘kong, to make upa story ; 
on tin shan, the god placed 
in courtyards. 

: A saddle ; ‘ma .6n, a saddle ; 
Ngan ‘ma .on <k’it, an arched bridge. 

» A table, an official table, a 
bar or bench before a judge ; 
that which is on his table, a 
case in law, an action; a 
sentence, a decision ; to exam- 
ine, to try judicially, to decide 
cases ; placed in order, serial ; 
a limit or frontier ; a cup or 
goblet ; on? ‘kiin, papers relat- 
ing to a case; on’ <s‘ing, the 
circumstances of a case; on’ 
gau, the merits of a case ; yat, 
kin? on? a case in court; kaw 
on an old case; ‘sham om totry 
a case ; teng’ on? to decide a 
case ; tsoi* on is on record, is 
in court ; on’ ds‘in, before the 
court, at the bar; gnd ‘au 
ckung on illegal, unaccount- 
able; on ‘shau, first on the list 
of scholars at the examina- 
tions in the district and pre- 
fecture ; yat, fw <héung ona 
set of tutenague censers ; fan 
on to revise a case ; tit on to 
appeal; ming* on a case of 
murder; pak, on to slap the 
table ; on’ ‘tat ta? to, many 
times brought up in court. 

> To put down or lower; to 
~ Nean Stops to prevent moving, to 

"6% desist ; to take hold of, to press 
down, to lay the hand on; to 
grasp, as a sword ; to pull in 
ort hold, as a horse; to rub, 
to chafe; to examine, to try 
a case, to inquire into ; to act || 
in conformity to, to conform ; 

ONG. PA. 343 

according to, by’; on? it, "kiu 
agan, to pay wages by the 
month ; on’ fat, according to 
law ; on’ ping, to halt troops ; 
ow tong’ a pledge ; to pawn, to 
mortgage ; ‘shau on’ .sam au, 
to lay the hand on the heart; 
on? ch'at, .sz» the provincial 
judge ; on’ chu® ‘kim ts? fat, 
do it just like the other ; on’ kid 
according to the evidence ; on? 
chit’ ‘hd, let it be for a while. 

pegs Ong. 

> A basin, a pitcher, a sort of 
Ying tureen; full, abundant, like 

the sound of water overflow- 
ing ; ‘nga ong’ potsherds, bro- 
ken pottery. 

(387), PA. 

The crust in a rice boiler ; 
an ancient principality in the 
southeast part of Sz’chuen ; a 
python ; <pa shuk,a name still 
applied to Sz’chuen; .Pa Jing, 
a district in Hainan; a blow, 
a clap of the hand ; to gather 
or bring together; a sign of 
the optative ; ‘ta ‘ki yat, ~pa, 
give him a slap ; ‘chéung ‘“tsut_ 
«pa, to slap the mouth—a pu- 
nishment; pd kit, ‘ha, strongly 
linked, like dear friends; ~pa 
kit, chéuk, to exert one’s self 
for a friend; pa .’m tak, ‘yau 
yat, ‘léung, O that I had a 
tael ; pa pat, tak, how I wish, 

& 
Pa 
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I desire greatiy ; pa cha kwo’ 
dau, too good natured. 
Dumb; large mouthed ; the 

“py Wrangling of infants; @ .pd 
‘tsz’? a dumby ; <¢s°d ~pa par’ ké? 
a great hubbub, a bobbery. 
A father; @ «pd, papa; a 

“pe «pa chan’ gngai ‘tsai ‘héung fuk; 
the daddy lays up pelf, and the 
boy enjoys himself with it. 
A disease of the joints; .ch‘ong 
<pa, mark of a wound, a scar, 
a cicatrix. 

0 A sort of dried meat ; yéung 
“pa ‘mi ~pa, dried or cured sheep’s 

tails, 
A sow; a two year old, or 

“7 large hog; dried meat. Used 
with the preceding. 
A floating bridge ; they are 

AE usually made of boats. 

’ 

J 
Pa 

A corol, the inflorescence of 
“pe 2 plant ; hom pd, an unopened 

flower; elegant, flowery, as 
composition. 

5 A banana; .pd si, a plan- 
‘ tain ; :pd taw’ croton tiglium ; 

<pa sit <p‘ing, a vase shaped 
like a plantain. 

FP | A defense or guard to a 
bis is \ chariot ; a war chariot ; adrag, 
ee ja five toothed harrow; <pa 
P4_ ‘in, to harrow the fields ; ‘mé 

fa? pa, to flourish the trident 
—a kind of gymnastics. The 
next is often used for these. 

de To take hold of, to grasp, to 
Pz seize, to hold; to seize for the 

purpose of using ; a classifier 
of things held in the hand, as 
fan, umbrella, rake, knife, &c; 
a bundle of, a handful, some- 
thing bound together, a faggot; 
with, the cause by which a 

PA. 

thing is done ; to take a thing 
to be, to consider as, to regard 
as, having, for ; a particle in- 
dicating the accusative of the 
noun which follows it, as ‘pa 
chung’ yan dau hon? he steal- 
thily beheld the men; ‘pa gntin 
shan chi? he bolted the door ; 
also the object of the verb 
following, as ‘pad ‘ngo wat 
sho yan, whom do you take 
me to be ?,‘pa ‘ngo ‘tim yéung* 
do you think I will do so? 
“pa wai gmd yung’ regarded 
as useless ; ‘pa peng? to grasp 
a handle, to have something to 
lay hold of, proof ; tak, ‘lia ‘pa 
peng’, we now have proof, 
something to guide one; ‘pa 
chi, to hold fast, to take care, 
to control one’s self; yats ‘pa 
‘fo, a lighted torch ; yal, ‘pa 
shin? a fan; yat, ‘pd ‘tsiii, a 
great talker, “all mouth;” “pa 
shat, a mountebank, a posture- 
maker; ‘pa ga, bailiffs or 
sergeants in a court ; ‘pa mak, 

to feel the pulse ; ‘kt ‘pa ‘shau, 
several hands at boxing ; nip, _ 
chéuk, yat, ‘pa hon? to brush off 
the sweat, to disregard the 
trouble or exertion ; ‘pa ‘shau 
pit, choi, push it off with your 
hand; yat, ‘pa ‘ptin sin, a 
handful of capital—a very 
little ; ‘pa ka yan, the house- 
keeper, whether wife or mother 

ct To reign by terror and 
, force ; to incroach upon; to 

{4 Thold one in check through 
Pa fear; a tyrant, a usurper ; 

pa wong, a valiant prince, the 

chief of the princes ; ha pa’ 
yan, to intimidate people ; ‘ho 



PA. 

- p@ hi’, audacious, - fearless ; 
shang pd? ti* to act by force ; 
p@ chi? to take to one’s self, 
to seize ; pa’ chim’ to incroach 
on, to infringe another's rights. 

> A handle or hilt of a sword 
q oF knife ; pa’ peng? a handle 

smd pa’ peng’ no authority, no 
way of acting, perplexed, no 
handle 
| An embankment, a jetty, 
, or pier to narrow i«d res- 

+A train waters ; a name given 
Pa tomany towns on the Yellow 

River, from their position near 
levees; chuk, p@ to raise a 
levee. 

? Asmall tributary of the 
Wai River near Si-ngan fa in 
Shensi. 

» The part of a bow grasped 
Z by the hand; pa ‘ma@ yau, 

dammar, a kind of tar. 
» ‘The reins ; place where one 
holds the reins or bridle ; the 
dashboard or front of a car- 
riage; a target; pa’ ‘tsz’ a 
mark; shé chung’ pa@ to hit the 
bull’seye. ; 

[Re A colloquial final particle, 
intimating that a thing is need- 
less ; fong mat, ‘yé pa’ what 
do you fear? there’s no need 
of fear. 

2 Tosuffice, to cease from, to 
4 break off, to leave of; to 

discontinue, to finish, to put a 
stop to, to quash ; to strike 
work ; to turn out; enough, 
no more; a final particle, in- 
dicating no more of a thing, 
that will do; pa? ‘lid, enough, 
very well! stop now! pa’? pa? 
pé@ oh! no, no! I want nothing 
to do with it; pa? ‘shau, to 

Ton. Dict. 44 
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leave work ; pa? kung, tostrike 
for wages ; pd? shi’ to foreclose 
the examinations for sidtsdi— 
by the people refusing to at- 
tend ; pd’ :ktin, to dismiss an 
officer ; .’m hi? pa? Vil not go, 
and there’s anend ; hu? pa? be 
off ! ‘sé tsau* pa? just write it, 
that’s all. 

(388) 

AE 
P’a 

Pra. 

Walking irresolutely ; to 
squat, to sit cross-legged ; to 
crawl, as a child; to lie on 
the belly ; «p'a ‘té ch'i? to fail 
flat; pd ‘td fan’ to sleep on 
the face. 
A kind of beetle to’ level 

he fields and break clods ; a rake 
to collect straw ; .p'i pd ‘kwo, 
the loquat, (Eriobotrya japon- 
ica) a common fruit. Lnter- 
changed with the next. 

= A guitar with four strings ; 
“by pt p’d, the Chinese guitar, 

the belly is pear shaped ; .P*a 
chau, Whampoa I. 

pe The name of a river. 
WZ. ine an 7 

qe Interchanged with #L pa ; 
Py to scratch ; to crawl, to creep ; 

to rake, to scratch up, to claw ; 
to climb, to scale, to clamber ; 
a scratcher, a harrow-rake, a 
gridiron ; a pick ; :p'd fan’ to 
eat with chopsticks; .p'd hot 
tik, rake it open a little; .p'a@ 
shang, to crawl, like a tortoise ; 
sp'a ‘an, to sort the counters 
into fours ; <p'd ‘shéung, climb 
up ; % <p’, an ear-pick ; ‘shaw 
spd sp'a, to climb and seratch ; 



a 

846 PA. 

te ch‘? &'am <p‘d, climbing 
and skylarking everywhere ; 
gigau yuk, .p‘d, beefsteak. 
A colloquial word ; to paddle ; 

a paddle ; yat; <chi .p‘d, a pad- 
dle; p'é sam ‘pan, to paddle 
a boat ; :p‘é Jung, a * scramb- 
ling dragon,” a kind of fleet. 
rowing boat; .p'é dang .sam, 
to trim and raise 'a lampwick. 

va A kerchief or veil for pro. 
, ptecting the head; a stomacher 

he for children ; <‘au p'a@ a red 
P’a veil worn by brides; ‘shau 

p@ a handkerchief. 
The first character is also 

read mak, a turban or silken 
fillet formerly worn by soldiers. 

The second character also 
means a bundle of clothes or 
roll of silk ; a wrapper. 

To fear, to dread ; to appre- 
hend, to suppose likely, to 
think or fear something may 
happen ; ‘hung p'd? tit, lest it 
fall ;°m p'@ no fear ; p'@ ‘ch'au 
I am afraid of ridicule, I am 
shamefaced; p'a@ ‘ka ai, I 
fear or think he will come; 
hak, p'@ to frighten ; ‘ngo pa? 
chit. ‘kit, 1 am afraid of him ; 
pa@ ‘sz ké yan, a timid man, 
one fond of his ease. 

A 

» 

P’é 

Pai. (389) 

Bz Halt in the feet; lame in 
p7~ the hand; lame, crippled, im- 

’ potent; to walk lame, to stand 
or go on one foot; to loll; 
favoritism, inclination, par- 
tiality ; to be partial to; pat 
kéuk; lame ; @ pai, a limping 

& 
Pi 

Pj 

Pi 

Pi 

Pi 

PAI. 

man ; pai ‘shaw, lame handed ; 
pai héung? pat, gming, unrea- 
sonable partiality. 
A colter, an iron plough 

colter ; the barb of an arrow; 
a probe with a barbed point; 
a lever; ti, pai, a crowbar. 

To shut or close a door ; to > 

PA shut out, to bar, to exclude ; 
to screen, to shade ; to store, 
to lay up; to stop, as a hole; 
oSstructed, closed; pai gnat 
‘ngdén, to shut the eyes; par’ 
smn, close the door, to go into 
privacy; pa?’ .king, obstruction 
of menses; pai? kung <i, to 
checkmate in chess, to drive 
into a corner ; k‘am’? pai Sk tt, 
detain him, keep him close ; 
pav sak, stopped up. 

To benefit, to take from one > 

BK to confer on another ; to aug- 
ment; # pai? <¢ loi, they came 
on in order. 

Analogous to the preced- > 

Fa ing ; brushwood covering the 
ground, small plants; delicate, . 
minute, small; to repress, to - 
hide from view, to keep back, 
to shade ; to screen; to et- 
brace, to include in; to cut 
off, to prevent advance; ob- 
scured, dulled ; wan pat iit, 
the clouds hide the moon; 
ché pai? to hide from view ; 
mung pai chit to conceal from 
others or superiors; .sz’ yuh, 
k# pa? his vile lusts stifled 
it (7. €. conscience); tsuk, % 
pai ku, it will fully expiate 
his crime; to atone for asin. 
Strong, robust, like a tor. 

7 toise, which can bear great 
weights. 



PAI. 

A colloquial word ; to be in 
trouble; pai’ a? sad, in sorrow; 
whata pity! loaded with debts. 

2 ‘Tattered, bad, spoiled ; vile, 
abject ; defeated, ruined; in. 
jured, as clothes; to stop; 
used in affectation for my, 
our ; pai’ -héung, my poor vil- 

; pat? wa? ruined, lost ; 
pa? law deficiency, imperfect 
in any way ; pa? tau’ t'ai° to, 
very many deficiences, utter. 
ly unfit; pa? Jo, your servant’s 
house ; tsz” pai self ruined ; 
pa? tsuk, our customs, 

Re Analogous to the above; 
: conquered, defeated, ruined; 

R distressed, fatigued, reduced 
to extremities ; corrupt, pro- 

fligate, vicious, bad, tricky, 
vile, fraudulent ; deteriorated, 
as coin; torn, as garments, | « 
worn out; used for pronoun 
my, our; tsok, pat’ to impose 
upon, to hoodwink ; mo pa? 
to deceive, to surreptitiously 
alter; pai* lek, an exclamation, 
bad! what a disappointment! 

? ka ‘fo, a bad business. 
@ic2 Single and full pieces of 
si silk ; things given as presents; 

wealth, riches; pearls and 
gems, gold, and copper, were 
regarded as three kinds of pai’; 
money counters made of jade 
used by the Mongols; pai’ pak, 
money and fabrics; .p't pai? 
rich furs. 

Be A violent death ; to fall pros- 
or trate or dead ; to slaughter, to 

destroy, to ruin; td pai? fell 
dead ! 
2 A wild beast, called pair? 

Pp; /on*; a prison, a jail. 
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Re To go up stairs; the steps 
Pi of the throne ; the ascent toa 

palace or into court ; pai tin? 
the audience-hall ; pai ha? 
Your Majesty, %. e. we who 
are before the throne ; pai? kin? 
to have an audience. 

a Tares, cockle, rye-grass ; a 
p; noxious weed found in grain 

resembling rice, of a small 
grain ; hypocrites, dissemblers, 
pretending to be good ; pai* 
‘ts'd, darnel ; paz? shiit, vicious 
novels, fables; pai’ fan’ a 
buckster. 

(390) Ptai. 

To strike with the hand, to 
4 cuff ; to push from one, to turn 

round; to clean, to pare, to 
scrape off; to revise, to criti. 
cise, to animadvert ; to assist ; 
to give an official reply ; to 
signify official will; to post a 
case, as is done at the door of 
the office ; the notice or report 
of a cuse ; a lease, a charter. 
party ; a comment, a gloss; 
p ai ‘chun, to assent to a peti- 
tion; pat giz an official ac. 
knowledgment, a reply ; .p‘at 
sh# to publish a case; ~p‘ai p*t, 
pare off the skin; <p‘ai tiin* 
to talk about, to canvass ; <p‘ai 
dau, lease money, a bonus of 
a month’s rent; <p‘ai ‘kd, or 
pai tan, a lease ; .p'ai ds‘ éung 
the side walls of a house ; ‘ngo 
pai chung? ‘ni, l’ve guessed 
what you’ve. been at, I can 
tell your ways; ‘Ting <p'ai, to 



PAT. 

take a lease of ; .p'ai tsim, to 
pare thin ; lap, .p‘ai, to make 
contract ; «pat yming, to state 

clearly the terms of a lease ; to 
criticise. 
An ore of arsenic ; .p'ai .séung, 
realgar or red sulphuret of 
arsenic ; it is applied toulcers. 

ri To cut in two by a blow; 
“fs> p'ai choi, cut it open. 

Pp’ 
~~ 

| 
“Aa To look about; ‘p‘ai ‘ngai the 
py . embrasure of a wall ; ‘p'ai ‘ngai 

‘yan, one who peeps and pries 
into things ;—a fault finder ; 
Sp‘ai ‘ngai t& Sngo, your scold. 
ing reaches me too. 

ecient Pai. 

“tae To spread out, to expose, to 
Pai Jay out, to arrange, to set in 

order ; to-move, to shake ; to 
strike ; to strut, to swagger ; 
to get rid of, to disembarrass ;. 
‘pai foi, to. set a table: “pai. 
'Gn, to open a stall ; ‘pdi ‘mi, 
to whisk the tail ;\‘pai pd’ to 
spread out nicely; ‘pat pd? 
gan, to play a trick on one, 
to do or fix him ; ‘pai ka? ‘sz’ 
a vain chap, a conceited fel- 
low ; ‘pai tui’ ’ng, to parade 
soldiers ; ‘pai pak, ‘kong, to 
make a clean breast ; at ‘padi, 
to swing the hands, to strut ; 
‘pai chit, to set in order, to 
place; ‘pdt ‘king, to make a 
fine show ; ‘pai fa kai, to dress 

_ out a street. ; 
FF To bow, to. reverence, to 
Pai honor, to make an act of cour. 

al eS #4 
tesy to, to make an obeisance 

PAT. 

of respect or of worship; to 
worship religiously ; to visit, 
to pay one’s respects to, to 
salute ; to appoint to an office, 
to salute a man as such an\ - 
officer ; a visit, a salaam, an. 
obeisance ; pai? shan, to wor. 
ship the gods; pa? shan, 
worshiping the tombs; pa? 
t‘ok, to request, to engage one © 
to do; pai ‘fong, to pay @ 
Visit ; i pa? to return a visit ; 
pai? tip, a visiting-card ; tun? 
‘shau pai respectfully makes 
his obeisance—a phrase on. 
cards ; pa? kin’ to see a friend ; 
pa? ymin, the bride’s visit to 
her husband’s relatives ; to be- 
come a pupil of a teacher ; pav 
kwai to kneel and worship ; 
pai kon, to supplicate ; pa? 
‘ptin, to memorialize the em. - 
peror; pdi oi, to sacrifice 
at graves; pav hak, to visit; 
pav séung? a prime-finister ; 
ckom pa’ ha? fung, willing to 
learn of you. pay 

He To subvert, to destroy, to 
Pat be subdued ; defeated, discom- 

fited, as in battle; broken, — 
ruined, spoiled, as affairs or. 
things ; spoiled, tainted ; a de- 
feat, a rout ; p'o pai broken, 
spoiled ; pai? kd ‘tsai, a ruin 
to the family ; yat, pa? t 1? 
a complete loss, an entire 
“smash,” totally defeated ; 
‘sin pa® ruined; pai chan? 
ch‘ung?. run the last venture, — 
take a last chance; pai ‘shui 
@ kin ‘tsai, a worthless fellow; 
‘td pat chéung® defeated ; par 
wat wrecked, all lost; sz” 
pa? ‘lid, the affair is ruined. - 

\ ‘ 
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(392) PrAi. 

‘Pai. A colloquial word ; to brag, 
to boast, to vaunt one’s self or 
doings ; shi :p‘di .yan, to crow 
over one. 

‘ To arrange in order, to dis- 
“p,; pose well, to place properly ; 

to make a show ; to push open, 
-as a door; a row,a set out; 
_a while, a time, a chance; 
sp Gi .ch'éung, to dress out and 
make a show-; .p'di lit, ‘léung 
shong, arranged in two rows ; 
cfong yat, -p'ai, was well fright- 
ened; eng .p'di, an even 
row, as of houses ; yal, <p'di 
tsiw a set of five arrows; .ni 
sp Gi ching? to, much sickness 
at this time; di <p‘di iso? 
come,'sit ina row—as children 
do; :p di ¢s‘in ch‘ek, a tailor’s ly 
foot-rule; <p‘di nan? to make 
up a difficulty ; .p'di-tsai, to 
push and elbow; .p‘ai kwats| 
the ribs; chit <p'di kwat, pork 
chops; <sin ko? .p‘di, on that 
occasion, just lately. 

AE Dissipation ; <p‘di <yau, am- 
p’gi USements, especially theatri- 

cal and other shows. 
A shield, a buckler ; a beard 

Pa with a notice on it, a sign. 
board; a notification from 
government ; a tablet, a me- 
morandum ; a banner ; a war- 
rant, a passport, a port-clear- 

_ ance, a medal, a token, a mit- 
~timus, a writ; a government 
permit of any kind ; counters 
dominoes, playing-cards; ‘fo 
‘pai, an express; ‘ang <p'di, 
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rattan shields; .—p'di wa? a 
tablet having names of gods 
for worship; <chit .p'ai, asign; 
spGi chit, a notice, an adver. 
tisement ; yat, f@ ‘chi pai, a 
set of cards ; ‘ta kwat, .p‘'di, to 
play dominoes; <hung .p'di, a 
port-clearance ; kom ‘hd <p‘ai 

’ ¢'au, such a fine parade you 
make! .p'di<fong, honorary 
gateways; cham’ muk, ding 
sp di, an untrastworthy man, 
one unfit to direct ; iu pai, 
a “waist-warrant,” a police. 
man’s token ; ‘fui d'au <p‘di, 
tiger-head tablets, hung at the 
doors of yamun ; ‘shéung mgan 
sp ai, a silver medal, reward to 
soldiers ; gp'di p'i a warrant 
to arrest ; “2 pp‘di, ear-rings. 
A raft ; chub, gp‘di, a bamboo 

.taft; ch'adm pdt, a timber 
raft. 

> ‘To branch, ‘as a stream; to 
Ai ramify, to branch off ;a branch, 

as of posterity; a rill; to 
distribute, to give to each per. 
son; to appoint; a tribe; .ché 
‘a? a tribe, a clan, a sub. 

family ; to branch out; ts2” 
‘4? name given to brothers to 

distinguish them from others 
of the same sept or surname ; 
pai shit, to distribute books ; 
fan pa? to appoint each his 
place ; ‘hd yat, p'a? t? <fong, 
what a. fine spot or place! 
dung pai of the same clan 
or branch ; p‘a? gean tik, give 
them alike to each. 

> _ Exhausted, debilitated, total 
loss of strength; pa? kin? 
languid. 
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(394 

i] 
Peh 

Pak. 

- The north; to the north, 
*the capital ; to be conquered, 
defeated ; to flee ; to oppose, 
perverse ; pak, fong, the north, 
northern regions; Pak, king, 
Peking ; pak, ta? ko Jai, Jack 
Frost has come ; pak; ‘tau, the 
Dipper; kung ds‘z? pak; 
‘shéung, to bid farewell on 
going to Peking; pa? pak, 
defeated ; pak, kik, the north 
pole; Pak, chik, tai? ‘shang, the 
“northern province which di. 
rects,” 4. e. Pih Chihli or Pe. 
chele ; pak, ‘hau ngoi* beyond 
the Wall. ad : 

) Pak. 

A hundred; a round number, 
*the whole of a class or sort; 
many, numerous, all ; pak, sing’ 
the people; pak, chung md 
yat, not one in a hundred; 
pak; pin, all kinds of specula- 
tions; pak, tsuk, the centipede; 
pak, ‘im .chi kik, very disa- 
greeable; pak, kung, allcrafts. 
men, mechanics; pak, sin 
man’? thousands of thousands ; 
pak, pak, sheng, no reckon 
of less than a hundred; ‘kong 
ds‘in .’m ‘kong pak we "\\ talk 
of thousands not of hundreds ; 
ak, at, tk, chu > a hun. 

aired aig bandied hits— 
always lucky. 

PAK. 

si The animal soul, inferior 
Pel, to the wan, and partaking of 

the yin principle; the power 
or faculties of the senses, the 
nervous perception; the animal 
spirits, as distinguished from 
the reason; figure, form, mane. 
ner; the dark disk of the 
moon ; ¢sing pak, vigor of the 
bodily senses ; lok, pak; out of 
spirits, disheartened ; .shang 
pak, the waning of the moon; 
sam goan ts‘at, pak, the three 
souls and seven spirits of a 
man ; the last are supposed to 
be the energy of the limbs and 
five senses, ; 
A father’s elder brother ; a 

* senior, an elder, a superior ; an 
earl, or the third in order of 
nobility ; an elder brother or 
husband is addressed as paly ; 
to control; the word beg is 
derived from this; pak, fi? a 
paternal elder uncle; an old 
gentleman ; pak; ‘md, the wife 
of an uncle; pak, kung, a 
great uncle ; pak, shuk, pater- 
nal uncles; ‘i pak, the god of - 
Rain. 

“f2] A hundred men; a centu. 
Pech Trion; @ bundle or string of a 

hundred cash. 
Hi, The cypress, the rage 

> slarge; to urge ; ‘ k, the 
IE ge (Coercacee tyoidee 
Peh pak, ‘ft, a provincial judge. — 
Af A sea-going vessel, a great 
Pen Ship to cross the seasin ; pak, 

ds'd shin, a junk from Tien- 
tsin or Siam ; ‘hoi pak; a ship. 

ie Amber, called ‘fu pak; hit, 
Peh pak, red amber ; mat, pak; false 

amber; mat, lap, pak, yellow 
amber. 

{ 
Peh 

‘ \ 
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Peh 

PAK. 

White color, an unlucky 
*hue; clear, immaculate, as 
white ; bright, 4s moonlight ; 
explicit, manifest ; disinterest- 
ed, freely, pure; melancholy, 
mournful ; plain, obvious, ea- 
sy to comprehend ; the white 
part of a thing ; to explain, to 
manifest, to make clear; the 
106th radical of characters 
relating to white ; the reverse 
of a coin; pak, shik, a white 
color ; pak, chong® a thief, a 
sharper; to swindle; pak, 
ch'du, a pasquinade ; ‘sé pak, 
tsz” to write by the sound and 
not the sense; ‘hii pak, wd? 
to understand the local or 
plain talk ofa place ; pak, fok, 
careless, worthless, contempti- 
ble, as a scapegrace ; pak, pak, 
“pi ‘ni freely give it to you; 

ik, shang shang hi? ts‘o to 
ave a thing suffer by going 

off or gadding ; ho’ pak, shat; 
vain, lecherous; ‘ngdn pak, 
pak, eyes only could see it— 
unable to buy it ; pak, pi? ko, 
a slippery fellow, a cunning 
rascal; pak, & yan or pak, 
ding, one of no rank, a com- 
moner; pak, ‘shau, empty 
handed, as when one starts in 
life; pak, kop, ‘ngan, “ pigeon’s 
eyes,” one with lofty aspira- 
tions ; pak, yan, an albino; 
pak, yat,in open day, daytime; 
ckai tan® pak, white of an egg ; 
‘hau pak, the spoken parts of 
a play, not recited ; hung pak, 
sz” red and white (i. e. lucky 
and unlucky) affairs, pleasant 
and melancholy events ; pak, 
dun ‘tsz’ petunse, or purified 

PAK. 

clay used for porcelain; pak, 
ta? fluor albus, leucorrheea ; 

k, uk; ch'ut, kung chi , an 

Pe datinaewtiod family has 
furnished a high statesman ; 
‘pai pak, ha? it’s so, and no 
mistake. 

Plain silk, taffety ; wealth 
fi} generally ; a present of- silk ; 

kwa? pak, to hang long strips 
of paper at the graves in 
spring ; ‘pd pak, paper burnt 
at worship as money ; ¢s‘oz 
pak, property, wealth; .fs‘ot 
pak, sing <kwan, Plutus, the 
god of Wealth. 

A To fall prostrate ; p's pak, 
Pel to crawl, as children, or when 

making prostration to the em- 
peror ; to hasten toa friend in 
case of need—so as to relieve 
him. 

eI A fragrant white flower, 
Peh Called ‘tam pak.; Jo pak, 3 

general name for edible spindle 
shaped roots, as beets, turnips, 
carrots, radishes, parsnips ; 
shang Jo pak, to have chil- 
blains ; also, raw turnips. 
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(395) Pt4k. 

To pat, to caress, to clap 
Peh Of tap with the hand ; to slap, 

asa table ; to beat, as cymbals, 
or waves against a rock ; p'ak; 
0, a peacemaker; p‘ak, chit 
‘iin, to “pat the hog,” to in- 
duce two to close a bargain; 
ak, “pa castanets ; ho 

pak, china in [with the 
cymbals}; to rhyme; p'dk 
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‘chéung <i sit? clapped their 
hands and laughed ; sii, long? 
p ak; ch'éung chung, the snowy 
billows beat against the sky. 

(396) Pan. 

vam A guest, one who receives 
‘ fattention, a visiter of another 
Je | surname ; to entertain, to act 
Pin the host; to submit, to come 

under. civilizing influences ; 
«pan hik,a visitor ; pan pang 
a friend ; .sai .pan, a domestic 
tutor; «pan ‘chi, guest and 
host; sz” ‘hot pan fuk, all 
the country came submitting 
itself. 

Pe The areca-nut ; :pan .long, 
: pipe betel-nut ; pan lau, the 
Ae leaf and nut prepared for 
an J . 
in chewing ;.pan ts2’ shap, gman 

the postage is ten cash ; .kwan 
“sz’ pan long, hat; <i én, betel- 
nut is for gentlemen, tobacco 
for beggars. . . 

1% The bank ofa stream, the 
‘(FS brink, the margin, the shore ; 

near, contiguous ; almost, at, 
very near ; to border upon, to 
outlie ; pan ‘sz’ almost dead. 
The knee-pan ; the skin; to 

M cut off the knee-pan or leg, as 
™ a punishment. . 

Colored silks mixed ; in con- 
Pi fusion, mixed, blended; -pan 

sie cfan, a multitude of affairs, 
bothered ; .pan pan, blended, 
a mélange of colors, as in silks 
or bouquets. 
A pearl; perhaps denoting 

those found in fresh water. 

Ms 5 

a 
Pin 

PAN. 

oH | Name of an ancient princi- 
; }pality in the south of Shensi, — 
Aa jruled over by the family of 
Pin Chau before they got the 

throne, B. c, 1134. 
Cattle frightened and scat- 

tering ; to walk fast or run, to 
flee, to run away; to run after, 
to run about in confusion ; to 
be busy with, to fag at; to 
elope, to marry without ob- 
serving the rites; :pan ‘sau, to 
run, to scamper, to flee; ~pan 
cht, to hasten, like a courier ; 
urged by neces: ty ; <pan <po 
6 luk, toiling and moiling, 
anxious, caring about many 
things; pan .song, to return 
home to bury a parent; wam 
cpan, a clandestine marriage ; 
qwai' ‘hau pan .ch't, to bustle 
about for a living; «pan dot 
pan hi? running here and 
there. 

4\ A due mixture of plainness 
“T)7 land ornament; well contrast- 

ed ; gman chat, pan <pan, sim- 
Pin plicity and elegance in har- 

mony ; «pan .pan, elegant and 
neat, neat but not gaudy, as 
the kilin’s skin. Tey 
Strenuous effort, valorous, as 

‘F< when serving a prince. 
Also read ‘Fan, to be filled 

with rage; to bubble or effer- 
vesce, as a spring; ‘fan min, 
the cardiac extremity of the 
sesophagus. 

‘ To make known to a supe. 
pr, rior by writing or speaking, to 

announce, to inform a higher 
officer; to receive from a supe. 

. ior in course of duty or after 

requesting ; to receive from 

As 
Pan 

< 
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PAN, 

heaven, endowments, disposi- 
tion; to petition, to ask of; 
a petition, a prayer, a state- 
ment ; ‘pan fuk; to reply toa 
superior, or a friend ; ‘pen ke 
to petition (by the people); 
shan ‘pan, to inform a supe- 
rior ; ‘pan .chi, a petition ; ‘pan 
tip, an official statement, with 
a blue envelop; ‘pan .on, to 
ask after an officer’s health; 
‘pan ming*, to acknowledge, 
or report upon orders received; 
h? ‘pan, the natural temper or 
talents ; ‘pan, a prepared 
petition ; dong min? ‘pan pak, 
to complain of in person, to 
accuse; ‘pan shau’ to receive, 
to receive by permission ; what 
is natural to one; ‘pan .shan, 
to implore the gods. 

All of a kind, altogether ; a 
series, a rank, a degree, aclass, 
one sort out of a variety or a 
series; a grade, an official 
standing; a rule, a law or 
guide to go by, an example; 
actions, conduct ; an article, 
a thing of a sort ; a delicacy, 
a rare dish; to classify, to 
rank, to arrange ; ‘pan mau 
countenance, expression ; ‘pan 
hang’, actions; ‘pan kak, the 
deportment or carriage of a 
man, his natural ways; ‘mo 
‘pan, no character, abandoned; |} 
‘kwo “pan, sorts of fruit; ‘pan 
‘sing, the disposition, tempe- 
rament; ‘kau ‘pan, the nine 
official ranks, are divided into 
ching’ and tsung’ principal and 
secondary ; ‘kt Aai* Litt, “pan, 
he isa reckless fellow ; shéung? 
‘pan, superior, the best quality ; 

Ton. Dicr. 45 
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<ho ‘pan k'ap, what rank is he? 
‘pan mat, articles, things ; yat, 
cka ‘pan, singular, eccentric, 
a man by himself; .m lap, 
‘pan, to act improperly ; ‘pan 
i? first state of, original parts ; 
kik, ‘pan, the highest of the 
nine ranks, 

tf To receive a guest ceremo- 
Pn niously ; to honor, to worship, 

' to venerate ; to arrange, to set 

in order ; toenter in ; pan’ tsip; 
to receive a guest ; pan’ séung’ 
a master of ceremonies. In- 
terchanged with the next. 

> ‘To put out by force, to ex- 
pel, to drive off; an officer 
sent to the frontier to salute 
an envoy; pan’ hi? to cast 
away. 

Be A colloquial word ; to braid; 
pan? -pin, to braid the queue. 

> A lady, a woman; a maid 
Pin Of honoror concubine; a fairy ; 

to marry out; a deceased wife; 
fi pan ladies of the palace ; 
paw ‘fu, his late wife ; pan’ in 
shing <hong, to make many 
rows. 

» ‘To enshroud and encoffin a 
Pin Corpse ; to carry out and bury, 

to inter, to make a funeral ; 
sung’? pan to accompany a bu- 
rial; ch'ut, pan’ to carry out to 
bury ; pan’ ‘lim, to encoffin ; 
pan tsong? to bury. 

z | The hair on the temples 
, pand sides of the face; the 

ae j sides of the face ; whiskers; 
Pin curls, tresses ; aean pan? hair 

on the forehead puffed out. 
A The inside of a bamboo; 
Pin Coarse, not good ; stupid, ignor- 

ant; pan’ ngoi, thickheaded, 

in 
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PAN. 

unapt; pan’ ‘isai, an ass, a{ 
dunderhead ; ta? pan’? tséung 
a great blockhead, fat-brained; 
‘kit tong’ ‘ngo pan’ he takes 
me for a fool ; yat; ¢‘itt ch'ung 
kom? pan? dull as a worm. 

Ptan. 

Poor, having only a small 
in Portion ; destitute, impoverish- 
” ed, indigent, pennyless ; 2p. an 

sk‘ung, without resources ; .p‘an 
tsin’ poor and lowly, ignoble ; 
yat, pian ii ‘sai, poor as if 
washed, quite cleaned out ; 
con span, contentedly poor ; 
p ‘an t0 kik, extremely poor ; 
span <hon, wretchecly poor. 
Urgent, pressing ; urged, pre- 

cipitate, hurried ; continually, 
” incessant, repeatedly ; : margin 
ofa stream ; : p an kap, ina 
hurry ; pan p an loi, contin- 
ually coming ; P an dan, in a 
great hurry ; :p'an Jan .’m tak; | 
yap, sheng, he is so bewilder- 
ed he won’t get into the city. 
An aquatic plant, a large 

kind of Lemna or duckweed, 
(Pistia stratiotes?) with a 
Cale flower, once used in 
sacrifices, 
The apple, called gan ‘kwo, 

brought from the north ; .p‘an 
po, the Sterculia_balanghas, 
an edible fruit. 
To smile, to simper and gig- 

gle, as women do ; to knit the 
brows, to frown; <p‘an sit to 
smirk and laugh ; hau’ :p‘an, 
a poor imitation, badly copied |} 
—a polite phrase, used in 

PAN; 

speaking of one’s own works; 
cTung shi haw pan, the mi- 
serable attempt of ‘Tungshi to 
imitate the beautiful Sishi, 
which only made her uglier. 

The female of birds and 
beasts ; also applied to plants ; 
‘p‘an ‘mau, male and female 
ofanimals ; ‘p‘an .kai;sz’ shan, 
the hen rules the morning, 
“the wife wears the breeches.” 
Sometimes pronounced ‘fan. . 

me To expel the breath forcibly, 
to hoot, to spurt ; to snort, to 

" breath strongly ‘through the 
nose ; to sneeze ; struck, as by 
effluvia ; paw hé to rave and 
snort ; a breathing or ee 
rate; ling’ yan p'an’ fan’ to 
make one blurt out his food— 
from laughing ; p‘an? ‘shui, to 
spurt water, as over clothes ; 
chom hiit, p‘an? yan, <sin a Ki 
‘hau, he that spurts blood upon 
others, first defiles his own 
mouth ; pan? gf ung, to blow a 
sumpitan ; paw fu ‘shui, to 
sprinkle holy water, as "the 
Rationalists do in exorcising ; : 
chéung p'an P ‘an’ very fra- 
grant ; ‘ta p'an’ fav to sneeze ; 
paw fa dung, to off a 
rocket, 

> Interchanged with ‘the pre- 
= ceding; to bubble up, as a 
" spring. 

He 

A boat returning ; to's move, 
to remove; to separate and 
distribute, to divide among ; 
Used for the two next, 

‘Pan 



PAN. 

To confer upon, to dotate, 
to distribute among all; to 
disperse, to divide among, as 
a king does; topublish abroad, 
to make known ; gray, grisly ; 
_ shang <‘in> h@ to pub. 
ish to the world; «pan tsd° 

Used 

he 

to distribute offerings. 
for the next. 
To confer, to distribute 

rewards and places to soldiers; 
to make known, to extend 
everywhere ; to place in a se- 
ries ; an order, a rank, a row, 
a series, a grade; a class of 
persons; a turn; a classifier 
of groups of men and plays ; 
a manager ; variegated, strip- 
ed, in which sense the next is 
used ; ymtin <pan, personal at- 
tendants of officers ; isd? pan, 
torturers, those who bamboo 
culprits ; fa? -pan, official mes. 
sengers ; ch‘éung <pan, body 
servants in constant employ ; 
Sshéung «pan, to take one’s 
turn; ‘hd <pan, to retire in 
turn; hi .pan, a company of 
actors; <fan pan tso’ lit, to seat 
-each one in his place; ‘Zo 
Pana, the patron of carpenters ; 
Pan gniin lung? fi, to wield 
an ax before Lopan, to think 
too well of one’s self; koi :pan, 
comes to my turn; dung pan 

- pu? of the same company or 
sort ; 47 .pan, chief manager, 
a supercargo, a common ad. 
dress for a foreigner ; pan pik, 
‘ché, grayhaired, grisly, white. 

Variegated, striped, streaked; 
Pan kitn? mixed lustring ; min? 
" (pan, pockmarked; pan dan, 
streaked and colored; <pan 

c 

Pan 

HE 

an 

is » or plate of any kind ; a page; 

J 
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shik, variegated ; hon? 
white marks on the skin. 

Variegated, streaked, like 
agate ; pan dan, mixed colors, 
veined and striped. 
A poisonous fly striped ; it is 

found on pulse; pan mau, 

(pan, 

Ms cantharides, any blistering fly. 

A board,a plank, deal; board 

wooden blocks for buoks ; the 
palm or sole ; an instrument of 
punishment; a stroke of the 
bamboo; obstinate, doltish ; 
castanet players ; a stretch of 
adobie wall; a register; yat, 
fa? Span, a board ; kwo <k'iu 
ch'au ‘pan, having crossed a 
bridge to pull-up the planks,— 
said of those who needlessly 
injure others; ‘ta ‘pan ‘sz’ 
to bamboo ; C6 ‘shau ‘pan, to 
punish by striking on the 
hand ; ‘héung ‘pan, castanets ; 
hak, “pan, to cut blocks for 
books ; chong* ‘pan, “ im- 
pinging boards,” disappointed, 
to disappoint; sam ‘pan, a 
ship’s Big, a wherry, a row- 
boat ; ‘ku ‘pan, ‘old boards,” 
old notioned, not up to the 
age ; fav ‘pan and man’ ‘pan, 
the quick and slow castanet 
players ; kap, ‘pan, boards in. 
closing books when lettering 
them, or to support things; a . 
flying dispatch from court; 
‘pan chéung’ a board partition; 
chuk; yat, ‘pan ts‘ éung, to build 
a mud wall; ‘pan ‘keng, stiff- 
necked, mulish ; ‘pdn_ chai 
doltish ; sing? ‘tsz’ fa? Span, a 
stubborn disposition; p‘ dk ‘pin 
chéung’ sz yé, a secretary 
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who stops a case, one who 
spoils a matter. 
Interchanged with the last; 
a schedule, a register, a list ; 
an insignia, a baton ; a board ; 
planks for building walls; to 
partake, to divide ; ‘pan tsik, 
a census or registration of the 
people; dau ‘pan h? -ktin, to 
throw down the mace and 
give up the office. 

‘ AR Great; extremely; ‘pan 
Fe <chéung, the sun very bright. 

interchanged with the last. 
2 To dress up, to beautify, to 

Pan 2d0rn, to bedeck, to apparel ; 
to, disguise, to rig out, to be- 
dizen, to counterfeit, to simu- 
late ; dress, ornament; to beat 
with a stick ; chong pan? dres- 
sed out, gay, exterior show; ‘ta 
pan’ tak, ‘hd, well dressed; pan? 
shik, processions in spring ; 
wan pan ‘ki, take a stick 
to him ; ‘ka pan? <ktin <ch‘di, 
to counterfeit policemen ; pan? 
‘ku sz” to dress up processions. 

Read ‘fan; to seize with the 
hand, to hold ; to move. 

2 To tie up, to tie fast; a 
~ hand, a tie, a loop, a tether; 

mo? pan’ a hat tie under the 
chin; ‘tséung pan’* an oar-tie. 

2 To manage, to dispose ; to 
Pan attend to; to prepare, to pro. 

vide; to depute; to do, to 
transact business, to act as 
a factor; a sample, a muster 
of goods ; ‘mdi pan? a compra- 
dor, a steward or butler; pi? 
pan’ to provide for, to arrange 
against ; pan’ tsi’ to give sen- 
tence ; pan’ fo’ to contract for 
goods ; pan’ ’m oi, can’t be 
got for this, not enough to 

PAN. 

purchase it; pan’? ‘tsau, to pre- 
pare. an entertaminent; pan 
‘t'o tong? all settled, well ar- 
ranged ; pan? fan® to sentence 
criminals; pan® on’ to depute 
one to attend to a case ; ch'a 
pan’ a muster of tea ; tu? pan? 
to compare. musters. 

2 'The carpel or divisions of 
if a melon or orange ; fa pan’ 

(or fa fan’) the petals of a 
flower. 

vith Deep mud, mesh made by 
p,, treading mud and water, the 
an . 4 

mire of the roads; to get 
mired, muddied; pan? i, 
marshy fields ; mai pan? mud, 
slush ; tan* pan? fong ‘yau ts‘z? 
beware, lest there be thorns in 
the mud, 2. e. take heed how 
you oppress the helpless; 
ckau ‘i pan® offal of sewers ; 
yat, shan pan’ dirtied all over ; 
chad lok, pan® slipped down 
in the mud, 

(399) P*4n. 

a To lead, to drag, to haul, 
He lt pull down or towards one ; 
JX } to climb ap ; to mount, to as- 
P’4n cend ; to drag into, to impli- 

cate ; :p‘an ‘shau to lead by the 
hand; <p'an .’m to unable to 
reach with the hand; kung 
pan, to denounce, to inform 
against ; ‘kdm <p'an doi k@ I 
venture to drag you, Sir, [to 
my hoase]; .p'an kwav to be- 
come a kigin; <p'an ‘ha ai, 
pull it down ;. pan ‘chi, an 
archer’s thumb-ring; <p'dn <p'ut 
2m ‘hi don’t draw together, 

, 
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unequally mated; ‘dn lau, 
to civilly detain ; .’m ‘kom <ké 
<p an, I don’t deserve such dis- 
tinction, I can’t intrude on you. 
An eye which shows much 

an White, a turned up or distorted 
eye ; .:p'dn sing, a cataract. 

Wy A clear eye, a piercing, 
P*sn beautiful eye ; pan mong’ to 

look for in hope. 

(400) Pang. 

The fall or slide of a moun. 
#473 tain; to fall in ruins, to fall 

from a high estate or position ; 
an emperor’s death; in collo- 
quial, a fracture, a deficiency, 
as a piece broken off; <shan 
pang, the mountain’s rushed 
down, the state is ruined; 
hiit, «shan .pang, severe hem- 
orrhage from the womb ; .pang 
«ki wai, to make a breach in 
the embankment of a river ; 
pang ‘hau, a harelip; pang 
dau, a broken head ; @ pang 
ch‘ui tek, a harelip playing a 
fife—to lose one’s labor ; ka 
—pang, the emperor is dead; 

_ ta? pang par a great ruin, 
what a fall was there! %4 
pang, broken off. 

To lean upon or against ; 
Pan to depend on, to trust to, to 

5 confide ; pang’ Jan, to lean on 
the railing ; ‘i pang* to look 
to for protection; <kon ch'di 
pang? ‘fo, a dry stick near the 
fire—one in the way of tempta- 
tion ; ‘mo pang’ nang’ unstable, 
unworthy of trust; @i pang? 
to lean on; a dependance, 
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(401) Prang. 

To boil or stew ; to decoct ; 
pang cha, to make tea; 
pang lin? to decoct and stew 
by stirring it; tsz’* p'ang kt 
chan, he burnt his own fingers. 
A friend, a companion, an 

P4y>equal, a fellow-student, an 
acquaintance ; to join in with, 
to associate with ; <p'ang ‘yau, 
a friend ; ,p‘ang ‘long, a party 
in the state, a clique or cabal; 
slang pi® wai kan, to club 
sp ang others in intrigue ; ‘hd 
with ,s‘ing, very friendly. 
A monstrous bird like the 

fabled to be 
changed from the kraken; 
ta? gang ‘chin ch‘? the roc 
has flapped his wings—said 
of a boxer. 

ANH | A kind of stone ; <p‘ang sha, 
P’ang Hatural borax, the sub-borate 

of soda. 
iB | A stand for a stone; to 
: & lean on ; ‘to trust to, to rely on; 
sus j confiding in, depending on; 
P’ang according to, as; evidence, 

proof, testimony ; ‘yau <p‘ang, 
evidence ; ‘mé .p‘ang, unfound- 
ed ; “t mat, wai pang, what 
sort of proof have you? ‘hau 
wa? mo sp'ang, words cannot 
be relied on ; an .p‘ang <shan 
lik, men depend on the power 

- of the gods ; .p‘ang ki’ proof ; 
gman pang, an officer’s com- 
mission ; 1é* ¢p‘ang, a kind of 
way-bill, in which the stop- 
pages of officials are noted ; 
yam’ <pang ‘ni, just as you 

Satay 
P’ang 

Pan Arabian roc, 
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please; .p‘ang ‘ni‘kong, accord- 
ing to what you say, let it beas 
you say ; ‘ang dn, acontract 
note in trading, a bill of items, 

‘ Toswim ; .p‘ang <ho, to cross 
San u Ping 2 Stream without a boat or 

ing, . : 
bridge, as a fool might try to 
do. 

(402) Pang. 

£}: A club, a staff, a cudgel, a 
stick ; to fence ; to cudgel, to 
thump, to take a stick to; 
Spang ‘kt ch‘ut, hi? drive him 
out; dong au yat, Spang, a 
rap on the noddle ; #t, ‘fo ‘pang, 
a hot poker—can not be taken 
at both ends, an unmanage- 
able affair; 0 kam ‘pdng, 
an agate burnisher. 

2 A colloquial word ; bang! a 
report of a gun. 

(403) Pring. 

Ay) An exciting sound, as of a 
WP drum; a chariot-scythe; to 

journey, to go; a road; abun. 
dant ; unceasing ; name of dis. 
_tricts and a river in Sz’chuen; 
<P'ang ‘lai, the west side of 
the Poyang Lake; pang 
<pang, a beating of drums; 
the crash of falling things ; 
wang pang ping’ to put in 
one’s jaw, to rudely interfere. 
A land crab, found in rice- 

sng fields and along the beach ; 
Ps tam? pang kt, to angle for 

crabs; pang <i ‘ts2’ crab’s 

PANG. 
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P’an 

(404) 

5 
Puh 

PAT. 

eggs; <hung song <p'ang ki, 
a small crab with red nippers; 
‘mo ‘chau <p ang <ki, a clawless 
crab—an inefficient fellow, a 
lazy lout. 
The noise of dashing waters ; 
sp ang <% tin’ the district of the 
Pescadore Is. off Formosa. 
The belly puffed andswelled; 

sp ang chang, a big belly, like 
a sow; %d pang chéung? 
stomach distended, flatulent. 
A scaffold or staging for 
plays or religious ceremonies ; 

5 a framework ; a hut, shed, or 
banksal made of atap; a cover. 
ing, an awning ; déung p'ang, 
an awning; ldap, <p‘ang, to 
erect a mat shed; g'dng 
‘ch‘ong a temporary shelter, a 
shed, mat-covering ; h? pang, 
theatrical shed ; sha? <p'ang, 
a drying scaffold ; kwé <p'ang, 
a melon frame ; ch'dk, <p‘ang 
tsd* kwo? take it to pieces and 
do it over again. 

& 

Pat. 

An adverb, no, not; it us. 
> ually comes before verbs; as 
pat, nang, can not ; before ad- 
jectives, answers to wn, dis, in, 
—as pat, pin’ inconvenient ; 
pat, «ung, unlike; when re. . 
peated with tak, forms an 
affirmation ; pat, tak, pat, hi? 
I must go, | can not but go; 
following another negative, 
the affirmation is stronger ; as 
mok, pat, g¢ning ? can not fail 
of being understood; when 
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placed between a verb repeat- 
ed, forms a question ; as ,loi 
pat, Joi, will he come? re- 
peated before succeeding 
verbs, answers to neither, 
nor; as pat, .ka@ pat, ‘kam, 
neither increases nor abates ; 
pat,.sam pat, sz” [he is] neither 
three nor four, an unsteady, 
unstable person ; before <i or 
yéuk,, negatives the compar- 
ison, as pat, <i iso’ nothing like 
sitting, better sit; pat, yéuk, 
hi? rather go, let us go; after 
‘hd, it makes an affirmative 
question ; as ‘hd pat, fun ‘hi, 
good not to rejoice? 2. €. we 
ought greatly to rejoice; pat; 
yat, not a few, unlike ; pat, yat, 
not many days, erelong ; pat, 
dn, not so, on the contrary ; 
syau pat, sh? ch‘i? he has some 
faults ; ‘hi pat, shi? how is it 
not ? it is so ; ta7 pat, ‘lit sz” 
no great matter to do it; pat, 
sham? ‘hd, not very good, to- 
lerable ; pat, siti fai, don’t 
speak of that, let that pass ; 
pat, ytk, lok, i, will not that 

be pleasant? 

Bit To finish, to bring to an 
Bin °M4 ; completed, concluded, 

over, terminated ; the last, the 
end; all, entirely; the 19th 
zodiacal constellation; com- 
prising the Hyades; a sort of. 
fork or spit used in sacrifices ; 
an iron under a carriage; a 
hand bird-net; a document, 
writings ; pat, ‘king, at last, 
after all; pat: chi all came; 
sz” mi’ pat, the job is not yet 
done ; kung sz” pat, when 
public business is done. 

, 
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hi A woolen cloth; pat, ki, 
"long ells or Spanish stripes. 

ie A kind of pulse ; pat, pit, 
pin t82’ long peppers. Used’ for 

the next. 
4“ A wicket; an _ inclosure 
Pi hedged in, made of bamboo or 
ih:>-s , 

wicker; a wood cart; pat, mun, 
a wicker gate, a poor man’s 
cot ; pat, lut, a flageolet. 

; To warn persons off the 
pin rad, to make way for the 

sovereign ; tojstop, to halt ; an 
impetial journey ; ‘king pat, 
to bid people to retire or halt. 

BH Leather pads for the knees 
Pih When kneeling ; a sort of apron. 

x A pencil, a smal] brush, a 
Pih pen, a stylus; to write, to com- 

pose ; met. composition, style ; 
drawing, penmanship, writing; 
ditect, straight ; yat, chi pat, 
a pencil; go amd pat, a quill; 
<in pat, a lead pencil ; pat, fat, 
rules of composition or pen- 
manship ; lok, pat, to begin to 
write; yat, pat, kau <sit, to 
finish with one stroke of the 
pen; fit, pat, the “iron pen,” 
to write the archives of the 
land ; -kung pat, labored work 
with the pencil; ? pat, draw- 
ings quickly executed ; ‘hd pat, 

_ {at fine penmanship ; ta? pat, 
large letters, a skillful style ; 
‘chi pat, séung héung’ pen and 
paper at each other—a great 
litigation ; yat, pat, ‘shéung hi? 
went straight up, rose. directly 
up ; lim? pat, lat, straight as an 
arrow; sung pat, pat, loose, 
like cotton or wool ; man pat, 
a literary pagoda of 3 stories ; 
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lik, pat, an autograph; pat,| 
‘tsui, pat, .kon, and pat, <‘ung, | 
the hair, shaft, and cover of a| 

neil. 
ea A sort of yellow, even grain- 
sted wood, very light, much 
™ used for carving statuettes ; it 

comes from Kiangsi. 
Hi To aid, to guide, to assist, 
Pih 2S @ Statesman; a splice or 

support on a bow; perverse; 
déung pat, a good minister ; 
fi pat, ministers, assistants ; 
‘ni ‘hd pat, fi? you are a good 
friend ; .shiin dau pat, a bow- 

sprit. 
Same as the preceding ; pat; 

}, -u> perverse, obstinate; pat, 
yan chi sing’ to act contrary 
toother people. Usually read 
fat» 

(405) Prat. 

A classifier of pieces of cloth 
rj, of silk ; the 103d radical ; yat; 

p ats po a piece of cotton ; p‘at; 
<‘au, woolen and other piece- 
goods ; shing p‘at, a whole 
piece. : 

we A pair; one of two who 
Pik have been united; a fellow, 

a mate, a partner; to unite, 

to match and pair ; a classifier 
of horses and fledgelings ; 
yat, pal, pu a married pair ; 
pat, pur to marry ; pat, fu, 
a husband, a widower; yat, 
pat, sii, a beard. 

A wild duck, a mallard; 
Py, shi? yan chap; p'at, a plebeian- 

takes a duck [as a present]. 

N.¥ Eight ; the 8th radical ; 
pla pat, the eighth ; pat, pat, 

til | Sixty-four; # pat, sixteen ; 
ah pat, shap, eighty 3 pat, yam, 

music ; pat; pa? cht kau, an 
intimate friend ; gmong pdt, or 
<wong pat, d‘au, a shameless 
cuckold—an abusive term; 
pat, td, to divide, from the 

composition of the word 

fan ; pat, doi ‘kit, “an eight- 
borne sedan,” %. €. a gov.-ge- 
neral and governor ; pat, kok; 
yau, aniseed oil; pét, tsz” 
Shang tak, ‘hd, the eight ho. 
tary characters are good—a 
good horoscope ; ts‘at, ‘shau 
pat, p? seven hands and eight 
arms—agile. 

The complicated form of the 
preceding ; to divide, to rend 
open; a ripping or splitting 
sound, 

(This character is often pronounced pat.) 

i To pull up, to pull or pluck 
P4), Out; to eradicate, to pull up by 

the roots, to extirpate; to 
storm, to take by assault; to 
elevate, to promote ; quickly ; 
eminent, conspicuous; barb 
of an arrow; to exclude, to 
brush away; ¢‘ai pdt, to ad- 
vance, to bring forward ; pdf, 
‘hi-hat, pull up your shoes; 
pat, deng, to draw a nail ; pdt, 
tit, sin? to draw out iron wire ; 
yal, <mo pat, pat, not pull out 

a hair—spare nothing; pdt, 
kim’ to draw a sword, 

‘iil 
Pah 
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The roots of grass, stubble ; 
a thatched or mat hut. Often 

read ptit,. 
RR The demon of drought, rep- 

Pah 
2 resented as a naked or tatter- 
ed pigmy with one eye, and 
fleet as the wind. Deified, 
perhaps, from the summer-colt. | 

(407) Pau. 

pI To collect, to bring together ; 

Pau 
to diminish, to reduce ; many; 
cpau tsi? to congregate; pau 
do yik, ‘kwa, to decrease the 
surplus and add to the defici- 
ent. Also read .fau. 

2 To draw inthe breath. _ 
98 A colloquial word; flabby, 

puffy, spongy, tumid, swelled, 
fatty ; empty, deceptive ; law’ 
paw not firm ; soft, like flesh ; 

f: ~yyat ‘tin yat, paw a sinking 
and a swelling ; yat, paw’ nai, 
a clod of earth ; sung pau* ké 
flabby, a want of substance. 

© 

(408) -) Pau. 

rs 

FE 

ui] To cut in two with a knife, 
Rs to split, to divide, to halve ; | 

to judge, to decide ; to expose, 
to lay open ; ‘p‘au <hoi, to rive. 
to rip open ; fan ‘p‘au .’m hoi, 
can not cut it open. 

pan Spl ‘fe Interchanged with 
r=} 

’ P’au 
to add; to grasp, to take to 
one ; to exact; to get salt out 
of seawater; ‘p'au hak, to 
rigorously exact, as duties, 

Ton. Dict. 46 

(409) Pau. 

; To wrap around, to wrap 
Pau "Py to enwrap, to infold, to 

envelop; to comprehend, to 
contain, to hold, to be includ- 
ed in ; to be patient ; to under- 
take, to cdntract, to manage 
a whole matter, to assume, to 
do for another ; to promise, to 
engage, to warrant, to insure ; 
a bale, a bundle; a wrapper, 
a roll; pau kung lit to take 
a job and find the materials; 
—pau pan® ‘kin, a shop which 
provides entertainments ; pau 
kok, to bind or rabbet a corner 
to strengthen it ; pau ‘tam pau 
chap, 1’\l let you pound or cut 
it, forit is good ; «pau chi pau 
kit, 1 can assure you that it 
is accurate ; pau dau, a fillet 
or head-band ; #4 «pau, to wrap; 
to mat, as a box; <pdu sok, 
matting twine ; pau pan’ <ch'a | 
to take contracts for tea ; yat, 
ko? pau, a bundle ; nang .pau 
yung, patient, forbearing; ~pau 
p® to screen; to harbor, asa 
criminal ; au ‘lam, to take 
the whole conduct of, to mo- 
nopolize a commodity; .pdu 
‘chung <ch'aé, Powchong tea; 
pau ‘kin ts0* tak, ai, | assure 
you I can get it done; .pau 
gmdi yat, pau, do them up in 
a bundle ; pau tsoi* no? it is 
included or reckoned in; pdu 
fuk, a knapsack, a bundle ; 
pau ta kin ‘fi, to assure the 
success of a case; pau .ch'éung 
a procurer ; <pau ‘ni gyno sz” I 
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can assure there’s nothing to 
to fear; ymin (fa «sam -pdu, 
three bales of cotton. 

Jel: The placenta or after-birth ; 
Pao Uterine ; brotherly; a fish’s 

air- bladder ; the crop of birds ; 
a vesicle, a ‘pustule, blister ; is 
swell, to puff up; «pau <, the 
after-birth ; dung cpau ching 
ta? brothers of the same mo- 
ther ; ni? pau, the bladder; 
‘shut pau, a water-blister ; <i 
dung :pau, like my own bro- 
thers. 

362 

Ad, . Rushes or grass fit for mak- 
Pan 'ng mats or sandals; the cover- 

ing of grain ; luxuriant, rank ; 
presents of food folded up in 
leaves ; roots of the mulberry ; 
chuk, .pdu s‘ung maw the 
luxuriant bamboo and thrifty || . 
firs ; :pau song, stable, secure. 

Ai A kind of dried fish regarded 
Pan 2% @ delicacy ; pickled fish ; 

" dry salted fish ; stinking, rank 
fish. 

5) To eat enough ; satiated, fed, 
Pau satisfied ; gratified, pleased, as 

with flattery ; shik, “pau or yak, 
‘pau, eaten enough, I have 
dined ; ‘pau hok, chi yan, a 
very learned man; ‘tai ‘pau 
‘ngan, satisfied with seeing ; 
‘pau ‘min, or sung ‘pau, fat, 
obese ; ‘pau ‘niin, fed and 
clothed ; ‘tai kin’ ‘ni tsau? ‘pau 
the sight of you is enough; 
cki ‘pau yau cyan, hunger and 
satiety are as men please. 

ie To burn, to scorch ; to snap, 
to pop ; to crackle, as a fire ; 

" to chap; to burst, to shrink 
from heat or dryness; hot, 
sputtering, crackling; to dry |} 

PAU. 

by the fire; .shit paw chuk, 
to let off fire-crackers ; paw 
tséung’ fireworks; ung fi 
paw ‘Lit, the tub’s lida are 
burst ; paw kuk; parched rice ; 
paw ch'ak; chapped ; paw “fo, 
a crackling fire. Also read 
puk,. 

—— 
(410) Pau. 

To fling, to throw down ; to 
Pay Teject, cast off, throw away ; 

to throw abroad ; to toss up; 
pau nau, to anchor ; —p'du .so, 
to throw ashuttle; P du dau 
lo’ min* to appear in public ; 
<p au h? to abandon, to reject ; 
(p au pit, to flee, to abscond.. 
A slaughter-house ; a cook. 

yn room, a kitchen ; pau yan, a 
cook, a butcher; ‘du; ch'i, 
a kitchen. 
To roar, as a tiger or bear ; 

~ to bluster ; pau chau, to roar, 
"an angry cry ; <~p'du hau kung 
dong, the angry blustering of 
officials at the tribunals. 
Interchanged with the pre- 

Pee ceding, but more used for p‘aw 

a gun. 

ff 
P’a 

iA 

s 

= 

A calabash or bitter squash, 
once used for musical and 

” drinking utensils; any gurglet- 
shaped vessel ; the hard shell 
of gourds ; <p te ckwé, a gourd. 

= A plane ; to plane, to shave, 
to smooth ; u <ch'di, shav- 

FI] | ings ; <p'au “ bth <ch'di, chips ; 
Pau pau fa, resinous shavings 

- for the hair; sat kwa pau, 
a smoothing knife; :p'au wat, 
tik, plane it smoother, 
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é A currier, a leather-dresser. 
Pau 
‘ta To run, to gallop; to paw 
Pan the earth, to scratch up; to 

prance, to gambol; to ride 
rapidly, asa courier ; ‘p'au ‘ma, 
to gallop; ‘p'du ‘tsau, to run 
off, to race; ‘p'au doi ‘p‘au 
hi? running about. 

Interchanged with the last. 
Also read pok, to strike the 
feet together. 
A leopard, panther, ounce, 

or other spotted feline; the 
nther is the official embroi- 

dery; spotted; pau’ shik, 
prettily ornamented. , 

To bake or roast in the 
ashes ; to wrap up and roast ; 
paw cha? to mix and infuse 
—as medicines; p‘dw <ch'a, 
mix to tea with condiments. 
Used for the next. 

By | Interchanged with 
> }paw. A balista, once used in 

war; acannon, great guns; 
P’au fireworks ; yat, gntin p'aw a 

cannon; pau’ ds‘ang, a bat- 
tery ; p'du’‘ngan, a touchhole, 
a port-hole ; fong p‘du’ to fire 
a gun; paw Joi, a fort ; shit 
fa p'aw to burn the flower 
gun—when worshiping Ceres; 
paw ‘héung, report of guns; 
p Gu ‘shau, a gunner ; ‘sat pau? 
to scale guns; fong’ king p'dw 
to fire a salute ; p‘aw fau, a 
rocket. 

A bubble, froth, spoon-drift, 
P’4y Spume ; a bubbling, murmur- 

ing noise ; name of a river ; to 
dip, towet, tosoak, to steepin; 
‘shui p'aw a pustule, a blister, 
bubbles on water; p‘du’ chai’ 

< 

> 

yp) 7 
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to decoct, as medicines ; paw 
shap, to dip, to moisten ; <ch'd 
paw relishes put in tea. 

(411) Pé. 

-Pé sau, a Canton word for 
“© beer ; tai pé, porter. 
ne An adversative colloquial 

particle, expressive of dissatis. 
faction or mistrust ; ‘kim pé 
‘tim ni, well, and what then? 
Also, a final particle ; “héung 
Suk, dé pé in short, he is en- 
joying himself. 

(412) Pi. 

Base, low, vulgar, mean, in- 
ferior, menial, contemptible ; 
humble, yielding, respectful ; 
to humble, to abase ; pi lau? 
vulgar, low-lived ; <tsiin pty 
noble and plebeian ; pi tsin? 
vile; —pi ai, dirty, mean; <pi 
chik, I, the magistrate ; ~pi <pi 
pat, tsuk, id too unimportant, 
not worth mentioning. 
A pillar to which victims 

were tied ; a tablet; pi mé’a 
grave-stone ; shek, .pi, a stone 
in memoriam; <pi <man, the 
epitaph, an inscription; Je 
‘shéung shang yan ‘hau ‘ts‘2’ 
pi, traveler’s »words are like 
tablets. 
Same as .p‘ai aly. Anore of 

arsenic, realgar, the red sul- 
phuret of arsenic. Also read 
fi. 

ah 
Pi 

a 
Pi 
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Compassion, feeling for, sym- 
“#5* pathy, grief at another’s woe ; 

to feel for, heartfelt sorrow ; 
tragic, as plays ; «pi oi, grief; 
cpt ft, to bewail a husband ; 
<pi soi, alas, woe worth ! ¢s‘z’ 
<pi, compassion; <pi tan to 
sigh in grief. 

i A bank, a side ; to bank in, 
“2% to inclose and drain; a pool, 

a fishpond ; .pi <ch‘t, a pool. 
&e <A bear of great size; an 
“s; arctic or grisly bear, found 

in Lidutung ; :hung -pi, a bear, 
—when dreamed of, is omin- 
ous of a son. 

< IR The female organs, the vulva. 
Pi 

. To compare, to classify, to 
Pp; sort, to judge of; to equal, to 

correspond, to select ; a com- 
parison, an illustration; the 
81st radical ; ‘pt kaw to com- 
pare ; ‘pi tu? to pair, match ; 
md yan ‘pi tak, ‘shéung, no 
one can compare with him ; 
amd “pt ping? ?m chi ‘hd ‘ch‘au, 
good and ill cannot be known 
without comparison ; ‘pi yat, 
‘pi, make a comparison; ‘pi 
ofong, analogy, a simile; to 
measure ; to suppose. 

‘ A deceased mother ; ‘hau ‘pi, 
Pi deceased parents or ancestors. 

Se A distributive pronoun ; that, 
1) the further of two, the op- 

. posite; to exclude, to leave 
out of the question ; ‘pi ‘is‘z’ 
that, this; then, now; there, 
here ; the former, latter; ‘pi 
soi, him, indeed ! 

«fq Togive, toconfer, to bestow, 

JT to distribute amongst. Inter- 
Ft changed with the next. 

Pi. 

“108 To give, to benefit ; to cause, 
p; toenable ; to follow, to accord ; 

to let, to allow; to employ; 
a janitor ; a conjunction, that, 
so that if, to the end that ; by, 
with; ‘pt shek, kik, yan, to 
strike one with a stone; .m 
“pt cyan shang, don't let people 
go; ‘pt ‘kt chi to let him 
know}; sung? ‘pi ‘k*ii, give it 
to him ; ‘pi do yat, <k*i, allow 
more time. 

“Ha To throw down. Same as He 
| ‘pat. Also to strike the hands 

together. 
5 To adorn ; ornamented, va- 
Pi riegated, as herbage; the 22d 

diagram, connected with fire, 

KE To shelter, to cover ; afford. 
Pi ing protection or shadow; 

to shield, to protect ; to lodge ; 
p? yau? to protect, as by gods; 
‘pd p? to shield with one’s as- 
sistance ; ‘wing p? continual 
protection ; éstk, p? to trust to 
for aid ; .—pdu p? to assure one 
protection. 

Why Water flowing, as from a 
p; torrent or fountain, between 

banks ; running water; name. 
of a river in the southwest of 
Honan, a branch of the River 
Han. 

pd | Abstruse, secret, mysterious, 
Tet inspired, as by an 

Aik afflatus ; unaccountable, in- 
Pi explicable; p? ,ch‘iin, myster- 

iously conveyed, like mesmer- 
ism ; pi? mat, undivulged, close; 
p? shii, a mysterious book. — 

++> Fragrant, odoriferous; the 
oe perfume of flowers ; pe fam 

* grateful tothe smell, like food. 
Also read pit, a kind of potherb, 
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by, To treat rudely or disres- 
Pi pectfully, as when one is flus- 

tered with drink. Same as 
the next. 

Athy Majestic, grave ; full, filled 
Pp; Up with; a man’s name. Usu- 

ally read pit,. 
yu.” Laborious, painstaking ; fa- 
ae tigue, care ; attentive, careful, 

heeding ; to counsel, to warn ; 
water flowing from a spring. 

A A closed door; to shut, to 
Pi secrete; to skulk, to hide; 

hidden, secret, deep, profound, 
mysterious, spiritual ; careful, 
attentive; «sham p? occult, 
very secret; pi? sz’ a secret 
affair; pi? nik, to keep out of 
the way. 

» A strong, well-fed horse ; a 
p; fat, robust horse. _ 

> Rheumatism, weakness or 
; Paralysis of the limbs, arising 

from dampness; numbness in 
the joints; kéuk, pi? my foot is 
asleep; <hang pi? a sudden 
twinge in the legs; chéuk, p? 
rheumatism from damp. 

> The fore-arm; the cubit; 
_ p; the arm ; the shoulder or leg 

of an animal when killed ; the 
power or strength of an arm; 
in colloquial, to pour off from 
dregs ; ‘shau pi? the arm; p?? 
ch'un? a bracelet ; pi? tsit, the 
elbow-joint; yéung pi a leg 
of mutton; ‘fan pi’ to throw 
the arms backward ; .pong yat, 
pe chi lik, lend us a hand, 
help here; pi? to ds‘ing, pour 
it off clear ; ‘pa p? ¢ ‘am, to 
seize the arm and converse, 
to take by the button; ma? 
tit? p? <i, nothing at all to do. 

2 

Pi 

th 
re 
Pi 

Pi 
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2 The nose; nasal; to bore 
the nose; the 209th radical 
of characters relating to the 
nose ; the first, original ; in 
colloquial, a thing; pi dung, 
the nostrils; pi? Jéung, the 
bridge of the nose; @ p# a 
fool, an ass; pi’ .ko, the nose ; 
pe tar? .ch'ung, a slug; dau 
pe ‘shui running at the nose ; 
‘ch‘é p?* hon, to snore; p# <ko dd 
‘md yuk, his nose has no flesh 
—he is greatly afraid ; ang ko 
p? a Roman nose ; ‘hd pi? a 
good article, a good thing ; 
p# ‘sd, the first ancestor in 
a genealogy; pi? sak, nose 
stopped up, the snufiles ; pi? in 
snuff; pi iin, the end of the 
nose ; pi? fai’ mucus from the 
nose ; sang pi® to blow the 
nose ; chong? pi’ -ko hiv follow 
your nose, go on straight. 

A fine toothed comb, single 
or double ; tocomb ; to lead; a 
kind of toothed net to catch 
shrimps; tséung? mga pi an 
ivory comb; pi dau fat, to 
comb the hair. 

To flee from, to escape, to 2 

iE avoid, to shun, to shirk, to 
get out of the way ; to stand 
aside, to retire, to withdraw ; 
to abscond, to hide one’s self ; 
pt kwo .nichéung’ ‘him, escape 
from this present danger; 2° 
pi to abscond ; pi? sha? dau, 
to shirk one’s duty ; p? cha? 
to avoid one’s creditors; vz 
p? to stand aside—as when 
officers pass ; pi* ‘shii, to avoid 
the hot weather ; pi? ‘ha ‘ki, 
get out of his way; pf? ¢m 
cht, did’nt dodge it. 
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ffi | To prepare, to have, to 
“ t provide for, to make ready, 

‘a j to arrange, to guard against ; 
Pi. to retain; prepared, provided, 

complete, ready; sufficient, 
enough ; entirely, wholly, all ; 
w# pi? provided against ; tsuk, 
p? enough is prepared ; <s‘ai 
p@ all is ready ; ‘yau pi? ~md 
wan’ calamity is avoided by 
forethought ; p# lik, on mgai, 
he has experienced both felici- 
ty and misfortune ; pi .chi ‘tai 
sav he knows it all minutely. 

BE A favorite, a yile but be- 
p; loved person, a familiar ; par- 

tial to, blinded for ; depraved, 
lecherous ; p# ts‘ip, a favorite 
concubine; pi? hang? or p?? .yan 
a catamite; ~p'in pi entire 
trust in, to adulate. 
To harmonize, to equal ; 2 

Ye according with, even, equal, 
regular, uniform ; ; party. spirit- || , 
ed, intimate ; : pat, p? peerless, 
not comparable to; p? yau mi, 
a nun; 0 p? selfish, mean, 
partizan-like ; pi? ping’ equal. 

ie To reach to, to add to, to 
protect ; to dress; to provide 
or prepare ; to suffer, a sign of || © 
the passive voice; by, from; 
pt Kap, ttn .yan, heayen’s 
blessings reached him ; pi? *h't 
ho# wounded by him ; pi? fung |‘ 
sh? Asan, made ill by wind— 
when sleeping ; pi kd a de- 
fendant ; pz lai? implicated in; 
pt yan <hi fi? to be imposed 
on, to suffer muckery ; p? ki? 
all ready ; pf ‘shui <tsoi, suffer. 
ed by a flood. 

2 The reins attached to a 
headstall or bridle ; chap, pi? 

"to hold a horse. 

Pi. 

A colloquial word ; or, one 
of two ; a final word, express- 
ing certainty ; hai pi yes it 
is; ’m hai pi not at all so; 
ckung pt ‘nd, is it a male or 
female? peng pi? kwai is it 
cheap or dear now? pi? ‘im 
yéung’® then, how will it be? 
then what? 

- Low, like a house or palace, 
humble, unpretending, mean ; 
short ; the nose ; ‘Yau pi? the 
name of a principality which 
the brother of Shun governed. 

hd 

(413) Pi es 

; first ; distin. x Grand, great 
“Pel guished ; to offer up, to pre- 

‘sent to; to receive; pt ‘tsz’ 
the eldest son. 
Strong, robust ; 

; many, @ multitude ; 
valiant ; 
Ta? Pt, 

Pe ‘a mountain in Weihwui fa 
in Honan. 
A fox’s cub ; pid, a young 

“Pal > fox. 

A white and yellow speckled 
Pei HOTS, @ bright chestnut horse ; 

pi pr pressing, hurrying 
along. 
To open, to spread out, to 

Py extend, to uncover; to unroll, 
as a scroll; to rive, to break ; 
to throw on, as a cloak; to 
cast or throw off clothes; to 
oppose ; slazy, as cloth; dis. 
heveled ; <p‘é «so, to put ona 
leaf-cloak ; .p‘t fat, to dishevel 
the hair; <pt hoi, to open or 
split ; _p't kdp, cavalry, a cui- 
rasser ; pt hea sha, to put on 
a surplice ; “i.p't, a chaircover, 
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a tidy ; ‘shau Pp i, open with || 
the hand ; p i shit, to look at 
a book; pi sing tai’ id, to 
cloak the stars and put on the 
moon—to travel by night. 

HK To put on garments on the 
p; Shoulders; to dishevel, to un- 

do ; «—p “4 fil to loosen the hair. 
ro a as the preceding, in this 

To. peel, to flay, to pare off 
the skin ; to trim, to hew ; <pt 
‘shau hap: to trim the nails; 

a) 
Pj 

pi hit p'i, pare off the skin.! 

The skin, the undressed 
hide ; leathery, leathern ; furs; 
bark, peel; a wrapper, the 
case around goods, the tare; 
a quartering in gambling; tem- 
per, character; to skin; to 
cover, as skin does ; the 107th 
radical of characters relating 
to skin ; ; pi fw, the skin;! 
mgau .p't, cow-hide ; ; p i ‘ts* dy) 
dressed furs ; kwai? .p‘t, cassia ; 
pi ‘pan, furs not made up ;/ 
sm ki? min’ pi, regardless of 
reputation, shameless ; ‘hd <p‘t 
hi’ a good disposition ; ‘pi ‘ché 
spt, to paper over ; fung pts 
to sea! up, to paper the cracks; | 
Pp i Jit, mulish, obstinate ; .:p ai 
pt, to peel, as an orange ; 
cham’ pt, to curry leather ; 

_ tp, (or dm) pi, to tan; choi 
fan pt, to open the quarter. 
ing—in gambling ; <p't dut, or} 
wan pt, fidgetty, willful, as 
children ; ‘hd p‘t shik, a clear, 
good complexion ; hE pt) 
fii, unstable, not to be de- 
pended on ; mok, <p‘i, to flay, 
to pull off the wrapper or peel ; 

Ae 

| ay 

chit pt, without the ease. 

Pl. 367 

Lassitude, fatigue, weariness ; 
inability, loss of strength ; .p‘t 
kin’ tired out ; —y'i ‘md, a worn 
out house; pt man, drudg- 
ing, tiresome, as an office. 
Fatigued, il, worn-out, tired ; 
pi do, harassed ; same as the 

* Jast in this sense. 
To flatter, to adulate; to 

=~ dispute ; artful, specious ’ de. 
' bate intended to flatter and 
win over ; pi ¢s‘z’ to beguile, 
to coax to do wrong. 

Mt To take leave of, to separate 
from; ugly; <p't goat, ugly, 

t plain, as a woman. 
A fine toothed comb; forks 

| with which victims were lifted 
from the boiler; a fruit; »‘% 
spd, the loquat or medlar (Er- 
tobotrya japonica); spi <p'd 
‘ung, a barrel. 

A musical instrument ; .p‘é 
“Ps pathe Chinese guitar or viol; 

name of a scaleless fish; to 
push with the hand. 
Contiguous, as fields ; clear, 

manifest; thick, substantial ; 
cringing; kind, to treat kindly, 
liberal ; to assist ; y's Jin, ad- 
joining, conterminous ; <kw'd 
spt, servile. 
To pair, to conple, to marry; 

py; equal, paired, matched ; P z 
‘mi, alike pretty. 
The stomach or tripe ofa 

; cow, the manyplus ; the navel; 
thick, substantial, abundant ; 
spt chi, the entrails of birds. 
A sort of feline beast from 

or Liautung, like a_ leopard ; 
some say a spotted bear or 
badger; pt -yau, a flag with 
a leopard on it. 

JB 
Pi 

oun 

Pi 

£ 

c 

ry 
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A low wall; to add to, to 
er augment ; attached to ; thick, 

liberal, abundant; low, mar. 
shy, damp, places; <p‘t shap, 
amp. 
Grain which does not mature; 

<> the chorion or immature seed ; 
chaffy grain; tares found in 
grain; ignorant; pt chong, 
chaff, husks, refuse. 
The stomach, the internal 

tunic which digests the food ; 
the digestion ; the temper ; to 
stop ; :p't h? the gastric efflu- 
ence, the temper ; <p‘é wai? the 
stomach ; <p‘t wai? sham? wong? 
an excellent digestion; <p°t hii, 
languid, feeble ; mat, <p‘i, the 
cells of acomb ; ~p't h? ngang’ 
obstinate, willful. 

Also read ‘pi, full, ample, as a 
dress, 

+H Good, white rice, well hulled 
aoe and washed. 

& 
Pi 

WR 
P’j 

Small, as caps used by lords 
in worship ; inferior ; benefici- 
al; to assist, to supply defici- 
ency ; to reinforce, to be use- 
ful; to enable or give permis- 
sion to do; to give over to; 
spt f@ to assist ; ta? ‘yau cpt 
yik, of great benefit. 
A parapet or breastwork, in 

<\° which embrasures are made ; 
to benefit ; ¢s"éung <p*i, a para- 
pet ; ‘shau <p‘i, an officer who 
guards the walls. 
A drum or cymbal used on 

horseback, and sounded in 
battle near the general; to 
drum. 
A large species of ant, called 

“Py Pt <fau; a flower of a reddish 
color, like a hibiscus. 

Ss 

Pi 

Pt. ; 

‘ Ia A stoppage in the bowels, 
Pro, constipated; disease or pain 

from costiveness. 
~ To obstruct, to hinder, to 

Pe} bar the way, to interrupt; vile, 
wicked, bad, as mankind ; ‘p‘% 
shai’ the wicked world; ‘pt 
sak, impeded, way blocked 
up ; ming? ‘p‘i, a hard lot ; ‘pt 
kik, t'a? ,loi, it is so bad that 
it must soon better. 

ra A frontier or country town, 
. asmall place ; a border, a fron- 

tier; a town of 500 houses, 
five of which made a hien or 
district; low, country-like, 
vile, rustic, mean ; to despise, 
to contemn ; ‘p‘t Jau’ vulgar, 
the lower classes; ‘p‘t lun? 
niggardly ; ‘p‘t litt, brazen. 
faced; ‘ho ‘pt ‘ki, I utterly 
despise him; ‘ho ‘p‘i,- despi- 
cable ; ‘p‘t pok, to vilify ; pin 
‘p‘i, on the borders, the frontier. 

To destroy, to subvert; to 
prostrate, as a city; <king 
‘p‘t, to cast down, 
A coverlet, a covering for a 

bed; to cover; ‘pt dan, a 
sheet, a single covering ; kap, 
‘pt, a double coverlet; gnin 
Spi, a quilt; ‘p% min? a coun- 
terpane ; ‘k'am ‘p‘i, to pull the 
clothes over one; ‘p% <p'‘d, 
bedding ; .né ‘p‘t, a red wool- 
en coverlet. , 

“yA A maid-servant, a female 
Py slave, one bought or con- 

demned to servitude ; ‘p*% ‘ts2” 
a slave maid ; ‘p‘t ‘ni, a term 

‘for a daughter; also used by 
women for themselves; kun 
‘pi, condemned women; sh? 
‘pi, handmaids; .nd ‘p‘t, slaves, 

- 

a 

# 
P’{ 

‘f 
Pi 



PIK. 

> To compare, to make an 
p; illustration ; to understand ; a 

simile, an illustration, a para- 
ble, a comparison ; p’?’ <i, for 
instance, a comiparison; ‘s‘ii 
pr pat, ‘iin, to take a com- 
mon illustration ; p‘?’ pat, tak, 
incomparable ; mi p‘? unex- 
plained, unintelligible. 

je. To break wind ; pt? ‘ki, the 
P7 posteriors ; fong’ p‘? to fart; 

used as a contemptuous ex- 
pression for what another says. 

(414) Pik. 

28 A valuable stone, translucent 
Pih like prase or jade ; some are 

bluish, and others greenish, 
like the deep sea; pik, wan, 
the azure clouds; pik, shi? a 
coralline tree, fabled to grow 
in the Kwanlun Mts. 

ia To oppress, to harass, to 
: > \ill-use, to force, to reduce to 

> | straits ; to crowd on ; to ap- 
ih proach near, to press upon: 

to distend, to fill; near, urgent; 
chan ching’ pik, yan, really, 
what a crowd! pik, tak, ‘hd 
‘kan, a great press, a jam; 
pik; ‘sz’ to ill-use so as to cause 
death ; ‘hd pik; very crowded ; 
pik: ‘kan, near to, bordering ; 
pik 10 A? io om au tak, I am 

so squeezed | can’t breathe ; 
pik, pik, to force, to compel 
another, to tyrannize over; 
in sirsits; pik, di gnd noi 
necessitated, obliged to do; 
ds‘ui pik, to dun, to hurry ; 
pik, h@ to oppress the poor ; 
pik; ki? a buskin. 

Ton. Dior. 47 
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aay To dry at the fire; fire 
4 t dried ; pik, am ngau yuk, to 

bake beef thoroughly; pzk, 
‘tsau, to distil spirits; pik, 
chung, overdone. 

ie A mud wall; a partition 
Pin Wall, wall of a house ; a screen, 

an obstruction, a military de- 
fense ; a steep ridge ; the 14th 
zodiacal constellation, of y in 
Pegasus and a in Andromeda ; 
ds'éung pik, a wall ; chi pik, 
a curtain wall before yamun; 
an opposite wall; kak, pik, a 
partition wall ; kak, pik, yan, 
a next door neighbor ; ka <0 
pik, lap, a poor family, only 
bare walls ; ynin pik, a parti- 
tion to screen a room; min? 
pik, facing the wall, 7. e. hard 
study ; pik: lap, ds‘in yan? the 
tidge rises in lofty peaks. 

A badge of office, made of 
Pin Ze™ round, with a hole in the 

centre, and carried into audi- 
ences ; the .kwai and pik, were 
a sort of letters-patent ; to de- 
cline ; pik, tsé’ to decline with 
thanks—written on cards; 
‘fan pik, to return a present, 

(This character is often pronounced pak.) 

34) To urge, to insist upon ; 
»to press, to vex, to reduce 

3H» | to straits ; urgent, pressing ; 
Peh to force one to extremity ; 

kap, pik, urgent, as work ; 
hurried, pressed ; kw'an? pik, 
miserable, straitened, as a poor 
man ; goai sha? ‘sho pik, foreed 
by circumstances; pik, ‘sz’ 
jammed to death. 

Ns Perverse, bad, pertinacious, 
self- willed, disobedient, 1 Pih 
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(415) Ptik. 

Be, A prince, a ruler ; heaven ; 
Pih® law, example, rule ; clear, 

to perceive fully ; punishment, 
to punish, to castigate, to kill; 
partial to; tai? p‘ik, a severe 
punishment, death ; p'ik, ming 
nominal, by false pretenses ; 
wong pik, an emperor; a 
widow worships her dead hus. 
band by this title. Occasion- 
ally used for the four next. 

Mean, low-live, valgar ; de- 
Pi, Praved, licentious; prejudiced, 

partial ; p‘tk, lau? rustic, mean ; 
cp’in pik, depraved, bad heart- 
ed ; rough, uneyen, as a path ; 
fong? p'ik, dissolute ; p*tk, kin’ 
prejudiced, narrow-minded, 

(This character is often pronounced p’ek.) 

rita ‘To open, to cleave, to rive ; 
Pub to beat the breast; to throw 

down on, or at; to drive aside ; 
pek, shek: fong ‘fo, to throw 
stones and set on fire; p‘ik, 
choi, to break open ; pik; ‘yung 
huk; yap, to bare the feet and 
wail—as for a death. 
To burst forth, to disclose, 

i to appear; to set in order ; to 
develop, as nature does; to 
retire to, to shun; <hoi pik, 
din t? the creation ; yat, hdp, 
yat, pik, an opening and shut. 
ting, a culmination and de- 
cline; <ch'o pik, t# <fong, 
to occupy new land. 

E A clap of thunder ; p‘tk, lik, 
pry, sheng, a splitting clap; also 

applied to a crashing noise, the 
rumbling of wheels ; chan? p‘ik; 

a trembling, a shaking. 

PIN, 
a 

To rive, to split, to open; to 
rend, to cut ; p‘tk,lim® tik; yan, 
a harsh man. 

Indigestion ; a morbid ap- 
Ph Petite ; a penchant, a fancy 

for, great partiality ; shik, p‘ik, 
a craving appetite ; sing? p‘ik, 
a propensity, a passion for. 
A sort of tile which is to be 

or partly covered by other tiles, 
and in which Jines are made. 

A Clothes folded up and laid 
Pi} in a pile ; p‘tk, tsik, the plaits 

or folds in the skirt of a petti- 
coat ; the gathers in a dress. 

Lame, unable to walk; 
Pin Upset, overturned, prostrate ; 

<pai p'tk, lame of both feet. 

> 

P’ih 

? 

(416) Pin. 

i& The side ; an edge, a bank, 
Pics @ margin; a border, the fron- 

tier, confines, boundary. In 
colloquial, which, where ; 

. what place; pin tik, chi? ‘hd, 
which is the best? pin yats 
chi? in what place? ‘séung 
pin yat, yéung® which one do 
you fancy ? pin tak; lai, where 
did you get this? pin ‘ha 
where? di —pin chi? near what 
place? pin ngoi* beyond the 
frontiers; in ckéung, the 
boundary ; chung .pin, within 
and without ; fd <pin, an ein- 
broidered edge, as of a dress ; 
fa pin ngan, a milled dollar ; 
pin ‘shang, which province ? 
‘hoi pin, the seaside; gmo hi? 
pin ch’? don’t go away ; 
lan, the raised edge of a coin ; 



; Pin 

z 
~ PIN. 

‘kt ‘td shan <pin, stand by my 
side ; ‘hau tsoi?® 1 pin, way- 
side talk—truth ; Ti pin, in- 
side, within; ‘in pin, the 
horizon ; .pin koe which one? 
A bamboo basket, called pin 

tau® made like a dish, used in 
worship to contain fruits; 5 pin 
sYan, an eunuch, who brings 
the server at sacrifices. 
A bat, called .pin fuk, or sin 

ny ‘shit, the fairy rat. 

3 cord te fasten bamboo sete 
n-together ; to arrange materi- 
als in order, as when prepar- 
ing a book; to compose ; re- 
cords, books ; to twist, to plait; 
a sort of turban; ‘kan <pin, a 
book ; (pin nin, "annals ; 3 pin 
<Sau, a revisor of books—the 
lowest title in the Hanlin; .pin 
lit, tsz” he to arrange marks 
or letters in order. 
A bamboo cart or barrow for 

transporting earth. 

The hard skin of a laboring 
man’s hand ; callous, indurat- 
ed, hard, firm; loose skin. 
Read p‘ing in the Fan Wan. 
A whip, a lash ; an iron cud- 

gel; a cut or lash Fe a wp 
to whip, to flog; ‘ma <pin, a 
horsewhip ; pin tat, to chas- 
tise, to flog ; pin ckon, a whip- 

~ handle ; a ‘kt shap, -pin, give 
him ten lashes; chap; <pin 
ds‘ung sz” to take measures to 
do a thing ; fit, «pin, an iron 
bludgeon : ; ‘pat, chi <pin -kon, 
a walking-stick; <p't «pin, a 
lictor’s lash ; d'ang <pin, a rat- 
tan scourge, 

To connect or string on a 
cord ; a ligature, a band ; 

Pion 

, ien 

Pien 

i 

ien ©? intertwine ; a cue; 

fa 

= 
a 

c 

Pien “@2P> impertinent, 

= 
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A bream (Abramis bramu- 
la); one or two species are 

“reared by the Chinese to a 
great extent. 
To plait, to braid, to twist, 

a <pin 
or pan? pin, to braid the cue ; 
tav’ sung «pin, a loose plaited 
cue ; dau .pin, left for a cue— 
as when boys are first shaved ; 
Sid -pin, to wind the cue round 
the head; «pin ‘teng, the hair 
left on the head ; .pin <p'di, a 
false cue. 
Flat, round, low, not globular; 

n@ tablet; a lighter or small 
** boat : ; <p pai ‘pin or ‘pin ngak, 

honorary tablets placed over 
doors by graduates; sai’ kwé 
‘pin, a chopboat ; ‘shéung ‘pin, 
to put up a tablet; ‘pin pak, 
the juniper; kam? ‘pin, to press 
flat. 
Like the last. Flat, thin; a 

slice ; a board or tablet; ‘pin 
ngak; a door tablet. 

Cramped, contracted, narrow, 
1 petty, small ; strait, as a terri- 
"tory, garments, or the mind; 
‘pin ‘sit, small, mean; ‘pin lau? 
mean ; ‘pin sam, fearful, pusil- 
lanimous, timid. 

Hasty, narrow-minded ; ‘pin 
covetous. 

Same as the last. 
To detract, tu criticise, to 

censure, to dispraise ; to dim- 
inish, to abate ; to vilify; <pod 
‘pin, to praise and blame—as 
critics do ; ‘pin ha? to degrade 
—as an officer; to humble ; 
‘pin ‘siin, to disparage, to do 
injury to by blaming; ‘pin 
chut; to take away a dignity. 
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c To bury, to put the coffin 
Pien into the grave ; burial ; ‘pin A? 

implements for interment. 
fe To change, to alter; to 
K2 transform, to metamorphose ; 

a change in things, a mutation 
from one condition or being 
to another; a turn of affairs, 
an insurrection, a revolution 
in the state; a calamity, a 
judgment from Heaven; ‘koi 
piv to reform ; an alteration in 
affairs; pin? dung, perspica- 
cious, smart; pir <sam, to alter 
one’s views or feelings; pin 
f@ to change by influencing ; 
the changes in nature, to alter 
the substance of a thing ; pik, 
pw to excite to revolt—by 
oppression ; pin’ ma? to change 
hauds by selling ; pin? ching? 
a change in a disease; <é‘in 
pi providential calamity; pin? 
shik, change of countenance ; 
piw un® change it. 

2 To put one who is irksome 
at ease ; to accord with ; rest, 
convenience ; convenient, ex- 
pedient, opportune, advanta- 
geous ; ready, handy, at hand, 
at pleasure, readily ; accustom. 
ed to, ready at; offices of 
nature; an adverb, then, so, 
thus ; forthwith, immediately, 
straightway, just as; that is; 
shun® pin? to be convenient, 
to avail of a good chance; li? 
pin’ serviceable, advantageous; 
pin’ chung tsau’ wé@ said it un- 
premeditatedly ; ‘ching pin? 
all made ready, finished ; m#? 
‘yau pin* not yet ready ; ‘ki shi 
tak, pin? when will it be ready ? 
ch'a pin® tea is ready; sui 
pir as you please, any how, 

Pien 

PIN. 

of no consequence; .m pin? 
inconvenient, unhandy, not 
ready ; pin’ sh# is just so, of 
course, that is it ; pin? on, at 
leisure, olium; ‘siti pin® to 
make water ; pin? gi, a cham- 
ber-pot ; pin? chung hang gmat 
oi, come in at your leisure ; 
‘kt emai yat, pin? stand a little 
one side ; mat, tak, kom? pin’? 
how is it you have it so handy? 
pin? tong’ well arranged, in its 
place, all right; pin? chéuk, 
then it will do; s‘tn mgan 
pin? tin? cash and silver readi- 
ly exchanged ; .fong pin? what 
is beneficial, of public or pri- 
vate advantage ; tsau? pin’ will 
be ready presently ; pin? tsit, 
no trouble, in one’s way ; ta? 
piv ha hit, the bloody piles ; 
hom? ‘yé <ts‘ai pin? all is ready. 

the To separate or cut asunder ; 
Pien 10 divide, to distinguish, to dis- 

criminate, to dispute and dis- 
cuss, in order to ascertain ; to 
inquire into ; frame of a bed- 
stead; an ancient land mea. 
sure; pin? choi ko dai, to distin- 

guish between the dear and 
cheap; pin’ shik, to discrimin- 
ate colors; pin? to ds‘ing, to 
thoroughly examine ; fan pin? 
to explain, to dis ish. 

ep Analogous to the last; to 
Prem dispute, to debate, to quarrel ; 
‘to set in order; to review, 

to criticise; to insinuate ; 
wrangling, artful ; pin? pok, to 
contradict; chang pin® to 
wrangle; pin? lun? to debate ; 
pin? ging pak, to argue or 
distinguish a point clearly ; 
pin’ ‘chiin, skillful at cajoling, 
to coax or cajole, ahi 



PIN, 

5 Hurried; a rule, a law; to 
Pien Put the hands to in a confused 

way ; name of a district; pin’ 
kap, perturbed. 

Delighted, 
Pien Joyous. 

2 A river in Hapeh, a branch 
Tk of the River Han ; Pin’? Jéung, 
". the former name of K‘aifung 

fé in Honan. 
2 A casque,a leathern helmet ; 
a bonnet of ceremony used in 
the Chau dynasty; military 
officers ; quick, hasty, alarm- 
ed, trembling; to clap the 
hands ; gnan iin ‘mo pin’ civil- 
ians and army officers; ‘ku pin? 
to clap and urge on to battle. 

Hp To grasp, to put the hand on; 
Pien © Sweep or brush away; to 

throw away; to reject; pin’ 
meng’? to risk or disregard 
one’s life. 

Pien 

(417) 

A Inclined to one side, a side, 

‘Pre 

P*in. 

nat or by the side ; partial, ex- 
cessive, bent on having, long- 
ing for; selfish, secluded; a 
half; 25 chariots ; fifty men; 
<p'in iw ‘kém, 1 must have it 
so; pin ‘lit ‘k'ii, neglected or 
overlooked him ; <p‘in fong, a 
concubine ; ‘yau <p‘in or pin 
kwo? I have, thank you—a re- 
ply when asked if one has 
eaten ; ~p‘in kwai yat, pin? leans 
one side—asan unsteady boat; 
<p in pin aw willful, opinion- 
ated, determined ; .séung .p'in, 
to pass on a present toa third 
person ; -p"in o? undue partial. 

pleased, gay, | 
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ity ; pin kin prejudiced ; dé 
<p in gmiin, to goina side door; 
met. dissipated, to follow evil 
ways. 

4x. A slip of written bamboo, as 
ira anciently used ; a red skinned 

bamboo, with delicate tasted 
shoots; a leaf ofa book ; a pub- 
lication, books; yat; .p'in, one 
leaf; <p‘tn shap, a section in 
the Book of Odes; yaf, <p‘in 
shit ‘tai td ‘ld, has looked at 
one book till he’s old—is only 
partially informed. 

it To fly swiftly, to run to and 
Me fro quickly ; fluttering, hover- 

ing ; bustle and running, as at 
a parade ; fluttering pennons ; 
<p in <p'in, flying about. 

Small, as a boat ; .p'in «chau, 
Pen a skiff, a little flat boat. Same 

_. as the next in this sense. 
: A flat bottomed boat, ashallop, 
P’ien used in eastern China; a scow. 

Urgent ; ,p‘in .p‘in, diligent, 
piZ;,in a hurry; also, to discuss. 

tig ) Everywhere, all around, the 
im | yentire, the whole, throughout; 
yp | to go around, to makea cir- 
Pien cuit or tour; to pervade; a 

visit or walk; p‘tn? .shan, the - 
whole person; p‘in’ kwok, 
chung, to travel to the ends 
of the land ; yat, p‘in’ a visit, 
one walk or trip; ch'iin pin 
to inform all. ; 

> To vault into a saddle, ° 
Pien mount a horse; to take ad- 

vantage of, to deceive, to 
cheat ; chong p'in? or <hi p‘in? 
to lie to, to delude ; shaw? p‘in? 
deceived ; p'tn? kuk, a plan 
for cheating ; shui p‘in? ‘ni, 
who took you in? 
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Hey Rithing thin and small, 
Picn f, slip, splinter, strip, 

(418) 

bit, chip, fragment; a short 
time; petals of a flower; to 
split, to slice, to cleave, to 
divide ; a half, a section of ; 
the 91st radical; yat, pin 
‘chi a slip of paper; p‘in? ,ham, 
a note, a chit; yat, pin? ‘fu 
<sam, the whole heart engaged 
in it; ptm én, half of the 
story, one side of a question, a 
word ; pin? <shi, a little while, 
an interval ; :ping p‘in’ Baroos 
camphor ; .ch'd pin’ a leaf of 
tea; yal, pin’ <fau Jn, a lie, 
the whole of it; @ pin’ én, 
opium ; dau p‘iw a note left 
as a card; p‘in’ tsaw a memo. 
rial ; ts‘ét, p'in? to slice up, 

Ping. 

A weapon, arms; a soldier ; 
‘7+ an army, troops, forces, sol- 

‘na diers ; military, martial, used 

al 

in war ; to fight, to use arms ; 
cping ding, a soldier; Ping Po 
the Board of War ; ta? <ping, 
the greatarmy, the main body 
of troops engaged; .ch'éung 
cping, “long arms,” are spears, 
muskets; ‘tin <ping, “short 
arms,” are swords; ‘ht <ping, 
to raise or marshal troops; 
ch'ut, <ping, to lead men out 
to battle; ping AV? arms, 
military stores ; fuk, ping, an 
ambush ; padi ping, defeated ; 
SMin ping, Manchu troops ; 
yat, chi «ping, a detachment 
or wing of an army ; ‘ma <ping, 
po’ ping, cavalry and infantry ; 

v 48 
Ping 
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Ping 
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Ping 

PING. 

ping au, a commanding 
officer; a foreign officer, as 
the governor of Macao, is also 
so called ; <s‘an <ping, discom- 
fited troops ; <¢s‘d :ping, to re- 
view troops; kau <ping, to 
save troops, to succor troops; 
<ping ‘fan ts‘dk, iin, seditious 
troops and rebellious banditti ; 
kin ping, government troops; 
~ping kin, military power ; 
chit ping, to enlist soldiers ; 
do :ping, arms, an equipment ; 
ping shiin, a man-of-war. 
Ice ; clear, pure ; crystalliz. 

ed; frozen; icy, cold as ice ; 
to freeze ; ~ping <ho, a frozen 
river ; ~ping tung? ice; <ping 
‘shui, melted ice-water ; .ping 
sit, ice and snuw ; <ping ‘lang, 
as cold as ice, very cold ; ping 
shat, an ice-house ; ,ping <'ong, 
sugar-candy ; .ping ds‘ing yuk, 
kit, yan, a pure-minded good 
man ; ping <ki yuk, chat, clear 
complexioned and faultless— 
said of a woman’s person; 
ping <yan, or ta? ping yung, 
a go-between ; ping fa dong, 
pounded sugar-candy. i 
A quiver, a case for arrows ; 

-to put the hand on the quiver 
so as not to let the arrows, 
drop out. 
The third of the ten stems ; 

inferior, the last ; a fish’s tail ; 
ping and <ting belong to fire 
and thesouth, and hence mean 
bright ; <s‘ing ‘ping, heaven ; 
gam ‘ping tso” héung? facing _ 
north and south—as a house 
or grave. * 
Sad, deeply afflicted ; .yau 

sam ‘ping ‘ping, mournful, 

sorry. é 



PING, 

ne Bright, clear, like the day- 
Ping light. 

ry The light of fire, bright ; 
Pin perspicuous, luminous, as a 

€ style. A colloquial word ; to 
burn ; ‘ping ‘lit ‘ki 4d, burned || Ping 
several houses. 

‘AR A city in the ancient prin- 
Ping cipality of Sung ; also in that 

of Ching, in the east of China, 
BE To be scattered, to expel, to|} 
Pas dissipate, to drive off; to idle || 

about, to wander. 
Fe A handful of grain; both 

Ping . a 
measure of grain containing 
2 shek, or 160 ‘tau ; to seize or 
grasp in the hand, to maintain, 
to uphold ; ‘ping tak; to adhere 
to virtue ; ‘ping .kung, to act 
justly, to maintain equity; 
‘pa ‘ping, to administrate, to 
direct ; ‘ping chuk, toi? tan’ to 
hold a light watching for the 
dawn. 

ia The covering or screen over 
Ping @ carriage, a mat to put over 

a wagon. 
. To drive off, to expel ; ‘ping 
Ping «pang ‘ping .pang, the crashing 

noise of broken crockery—a 
colloquial expression. 

“hh A scabbard, called ‘ping 
Ping ‘pung ; name of a village, 

(This and the next are often pronounced 
peng.) 
‘ A cake, a biscuit; pastry 
Ping made of flour, water and fat, 

dumplings ; min* ‘peng, cakes; 
‘peng kon, dry biscuit, crack. 
ers ; ‘peng shik, pastry ; mgau 
‘nai ‘peng, cheese, cheese 
cakes; ‘tsau ‘peng, yeast cakes; 

hands full; an ancient dry || 
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it, (peng, moonc: de at 
full moon of the th ; 
dong ‘peng, cakes sent to in- 
fants as presents. - 

> A handle, a haft; the root, 
5-2 the source; met. authority, 

power, influence ; having the 
control ; ‘pa peng? to hold by 
the handle; ‘yau ‘pa peng’ 
powerful, influential, wise, 
having authority; having a 
basis of action ; ‘md wa? ping? 
nothing to talk of, nothing to 
make a story plausible ; <4‘iin 
ping’ power ; cha chi? ko dit 
peng’ take hold of the handle ; 
peng ch'ek, a foot-rule, 

Ff) Two standing or going 
together—the leading idea is 

Ff dual ; together, moreover, a]. 
fi’ ‘s0, with, and ; at once, even 

, | With, united, unitedly ; really; 
ay |to copulate ; in colloquial, to 
Ping compare; ping? hop, united ; 

ping’ fi, by no means ; ping? 
fan, to seize all, to usurp 
another’s; ping? tso® sitting 
together ; ‘ni ping’ kwo? com. 
pare them together ; yat, ping? 
a single comparison; ping? 
lap, two standing together ; .’m 
ping’ tak, chi? they are very 
unlike, not to be compared ; 
ping? chung? equally heavy. 
Also read ping? with the same 
meaning. 

HE Used for ‘ping iit and the 
Pin preceding. On a line with, 

& equal; to make one, to reduce 
to a uniform size or appear- 
ance ; to expose, to be regard- 
less of ; ping’ ki? oppose to; 
‘ping meng’ careless of one’s 
fivex-ax in battle ; ping’ pat, 
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po wai yal, po® reduced the 
eight hooks to one. 

(The three next characters are often 
pronounced peng.) 

aa Sickness, illness, disease ; 
Ping infirmity, malady; vicious, 

vice; defect, fault; sadness, 
sorrow, affliction; to damage, 
to injure, to render worse ; to 
criminate, to vitiate ; to hate, 
to dislike ; to distress, to dis- 
grace ; tsaf, peng® diseases ; 
Syau peng? sick; peng® ‘hd 
chung? dangerously ill; peng? 
wong ‘ngan, you’ve jaundiced 
eyes—a railing phrase ; peng? 
fuk, fat, a relapse; peng? i? 
convalescent, well ; nyo® peng? 
sick abed ; pd’ peng’ to plead |} 
sickness, so as to get a fur- 
lough or excuse; peng? tak, 
chau wan, very ill; peng’ kwok, 
to injure the state; ‘im (or ‘hi) 
peng’ infected, to catch a dis- 
ease ; hoi? <shéung peng? an 
inward malady. 

(419) Pring. 

de To grasp, to raise. A col- 
] oquial word ; to set to rights, 
to arrange; ping ‘hd, to put Ping 
in order; 2m pd? chit, peng 
kwat, don’t fear breaking your 
ribs ; «ping «mai Gp tan® to 
hatch eggs artificially ; .p*ing 
mai pt ‘isd to sew furs to- 
gether. 
Even, level, uniform, plain ; 

just, equitable; common, or- 
dinary, usual, daily ;_ cheap, 
not high-priced; — tranquil, 

PING. 

peaceful, undisturbed ; totran. 
quillize, to subdue; to even, 
to adjust, to harmonize, to 
pacify, to conciliate ; plenty ; 
a plain ; kung <p‘ing, just, ho- 
norable ; <p‘ing awo, at peace ; 
pleasant weather ; ‘in .p*ing, 
a pair of balances; fa? <p*ing, 
a state of peace; ping t? a 
level place; «ping  shéung, 
common, usual; ging yat, 
heretofore, constantly, daily ; 
ping .yéung ta? 1d an even 
highway ; .p‘ing yming, dawn, 
daylight ; ~p‘ing pan or ~p'ing 
‘tong, of equal rank, compeers ; 
—p ing «man pak, sing? the un- 
titled and common people ; ‘nt 
‘ching -kwan <p‘ing, make them 
all even; equalize them ; .p‘d 
pat, sing, distressed, ill at 
ease ; ‘hd p'eng, very cheap ; 
ping fuk, to subjugate ; p'ing 
tethé fine «po, to raise a need- 
less disturbance ; ‘ing .on, 
well, happy, contented, pros- 
perous ; ping .shing, the even 
or first of the four tones; p‘eng 
tik, tsd? tak, a little cheaper 
twill do; ‘ing <fan, equally. 
divided ; ch? <p‘eng hai ‘kom, 
that’s as cheapas it can be got, 
A screen; a wall made to 

screen a doorway ; ornamental 
or carved tablets; to cover, to— 
screen, to hide from view, to 
keep out of view ; ping <fung, 
a door-screen ; goat ping, a 
folding-screen ; keng? ping, a 
pier-glass in a standing frame ; 
ping chéung a_ hanging 
screen ; «ping ‘tsai, small car- 
ved frame ornaments of stone, 
porcelain, &c.; ping how 
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servants, agents for another— 
the emperor, and magistrates 
are so called ; :p‘ing lap, stand- 
ing like a screen—. e. a ser- 
vant ; ‘i p'ing, the back of a 

chair; it <p‘ing, a purse. 
Also read ‘ping; to expel, to drive 

off, to scatter ; to spoil, as rob- 
bers; to reprehend ; to reject. 
To conduct, to convoy, to 

send a messenger; a mes- 
senger; following, according ; 
séung ping wai pin will 
accordingly be his fellow. 
Hasty, warm-hearted, im- 

petuous; earnest, eager in 
feeling and action; kap; :p‘ing 
earnest, vehement—used in a 
good sense. 

HF A kind of wood proper for 
P'an tables and footstools; made 

€ plane and smooth ; a game of 
chess, a chess-table. 
A sort of edible celery or 

cress, of which deer are fond, 
called <ping la? ; the leaves 
are whitish and the stalk 
straight ; <p'ing <p'ing, grassy, 
herbaceous. Used for the 
next. 
A kind of duckweed, a float- 

ing plant grown in fishponds, 
called <p‘d <kiti, a sort of Azol- 
la ; met. busy, here and there, 
wandering about, traveling ; 
sping dsung <mo teng? it’s un- 
certain where he’s gone ; ping 
‘shui séung .fung, to meet ac- 
cidentally, as floating weeds. 
To discuss the merits of, to 

g 

P’ang 

dF 
ang 

P’ing 

£ 

P’ing 

ZF 

Pus settle the order of ; to dispose, 
ane to arrange ; to deliberate, to 

fix fairly ; to criticise a book, 
to revise before publication ; a 
moral; pai ping, to make 

Ton. Dicr. 48 
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notes on a MS.; to-review a 
book ; <p'ing lun? ‘ki kam, to 
compare ancient and modern 
times; ,p'ing ch# notes orcom- 
ments; ping iif, to look over 
a book, to revise it for the 
press ; shéung? <p‘ing, to praise; 
<p ing ‘ha ko’ to ‘li, decide upon 
that rule or opinion. 

it A screen on the side; a pro- 
P'ing tection; <p‘ing «mung, a cur- 

tain, a protection, asan awn- 
ing over a house. 

(This character is usually read p’eng.) 

Hi, | A pitcher to draw water ; a 
s | vase, a jar, a cruet, a vessel 
ijt | with a tubular neck, and small 
P’ing mouth, and usually without 

an ear or nose ;.a pitcher; f@ 
speng, a flower-vase; ‘sau 
peng, a wine bottle of tute- 
nague. 

Et A span of horses; overplus, 
Pien® redundance ; to associate, to 

reach together, to arrive si- 
multaneously ; to join or clan 
together ; pak, fuk; .p‘ing sun 
many blessings coming at 
once; chi ging, a double 
thumb. 
Elegant, as a women ; p‘ing? 

ing, a graceful, lady-like car- 
riage. Used for the next. . 

yee To ask, to inquire of; to 
Ping send an envoy toa suzerain 

to make inquiries ; to demand. 
information ; to invite with a 
present, to request ; to nego- 
tiate a marriage, to espouse, to 
betroth; a portion; presents 
sent before wedding, or by a 
ruler when inviting one to of- 
fice ; ping’ .kam, money paid 
at marriage ; ping? “Using, to 

Ie 
P’ing 
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invite a teacher; kwo? p‘ing’ 
‘lai, to send presents of mar- 
riage or invitation ; hau? p‘ing’ 
agenerous dowry; <sa4m p‘ing’ 
thrice invited—as an ancient 
hero was; ping? <n, to invite 
good men to serve the state; 
k‘éuk, p'ing? to decline taking 
a present. 

Ee To run swiftly; to fly, as 
Py when defeated, in a direct 

ing epee : 
course; chi ping? to ride| 
swiftly, as a courier; p‘ing? 
wai, pleased, elated, gratified. 

(420) Pit. 

i>, Minutely divided ; certain. 
- 1 ly, absolutely, decidedly ; it is) 

Pieh . 
necessary, must ; determined | 

on ; pat, pit, unnecessary ; mi? 
pit, not necessarily so, not. 
quite certain; <ho pit, what) 
necessity, why must it be so?) 
pit, teng’ certainly ; pat, ho pit, 
uncertain, unsettled ; <k*i pit,! 
decided on ; pit, hai? indisput- 
able, certain ; pit, tak, doubt- 
less ; pit, 2m tak, you can’t do! 
it, it is impossible ; pit, iz? in- 
dispensible, 

fe 1 A turtle, supposed to hear 
| with its eyes; all marine 
»|cheloniz ; the stars Corona 

Pieh Australis ; nap, pit, a kind of 
turtle unable to retract its 
head ; pit, yan, fishermen. 

{ I A horn, called pit, lut, blown 
\Pich by the Tartars to frighten 

horses ; pouring out ; pit, fat, 
a cold wind; pit, fal, water 

8 

issuing, as ‘from a fountain. 

PIT. 

A colloquial word ; to issue 
forth, to sprout as plants ; ‘sun 
pil, kim niin’ as tender asa 
bamboo just sprouted; pit, 
ch‘ut, Jai, it leaks out, a drop- 
ping. 

{fie A species of pheasant: or 
p..), francolin, called pit, ché like 

the gold pheasant ; it is fond 
of seeing itself in the water. 

my To separate, to divide, to 
J')2 distinguish; to part, to put Pieh | 10S P P 

assunder; to leave, to recede 
from, to go off; different, 
another ; a separation, a part. 
ing; a negative, not, don’t ; 
pit, yéung® another sort; pit, 
tik, another one ; <fan pit, sin 
haw to distinguish the former 
from the latter; kd pit, to 
announce one’s leaving ; ‘né 
pit, kuin ‘ngo, don’t interfere 
with me; pif, haw after we 
parted; pit, un, immaterial; 
sung? pit, to see one out on leav- 
ing; pit,? yan, another person ; 
kak, pit, yat, ‘kau, have not 
seen each other for a long 
time ; pit, wa? said something 
else ; pin’? pil, to discuss the 
difference; pit; ip, to leave one 
calling for another. eat 

» 2 

(421) Frit. 

Hi To strike lightly, to tap ; 
‘to brush away or along, to 

i, j wipe; to divide or knock 
P’ieh apart; toskim, off; to brand- 

ish ; to lead, to drag ; some- 
what, a modicum, gently ; the 
dash to the left in Chinese 
characters; a down-stroke ; 

- 
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p it Sit yap, doi, a dash of rain 
drove in ; p'it; shap; ko? shan, 
wet through by rain; p*at, Cut, 
to reject, to skim off ; lsd? sz” 
pit, Cid, to attend to affairs 
promptly, to clear off business; 
p it, hi? to clean off, to brush ; 
p it, hoi, to set aside, to push 
away: yat, dd pit, tin? drove 
them apart at one blow of his 
sword; pit, ds‘ing, to push 
aside, to leave off entirely, as 
gambling or smoking. 

A hasty temper, a hurried 
manner ; vicious; ptt, sing? a 

* bad disposition. 
To glance at, to pass. the 

eyes over, to look at slightly ; 
p it, kin a hasty glance. 

Lame, halt, hobbling ; club- 
oe. footed ; to lean on one foot ; 

= 

& 
P’ieh 

pit, pik, to go round; p‘it,} 
tsuk, lame. - 

(422) Pid. 

A topmost branch, the op- 
Fy posite of the root; a signal, a 
40 signal. post ;a flag, a banner, a 

streamer, a marking- flag when 
used as a signal; a spear; a 
sign-board ; a ticket, a card ; 
a warrant, a mittimus ; to raise 
a signal ; to posta card, to put 
up a notice; to write, to in. 
scribe in ; to appear, to exhi- 
bit, to become conspicuous ; to 
rise ; extremely fine or pretty ; 
pit “Ka i, a signal. flag ; ; to raise 
a flag ; ch'ap; -pii, to set up a 
signal, to put out a sign ; pit 
thi cchéung tsz” put up a no- 
tice; _piti min’ the finest flour ; 

iA 
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pit ka, first rate, excellent ; 
pak, hop, pid, a lottery-ticket; 
pit ch'ut, dai, to appear con- 
Spicuous ; ‘tang ‘ngo <piti .sin 
po let me go ahead a step or 
two; «pit chi very pretty, 
unusually fine; ¢‘au pit, a 
ticket of the first prize; Jung 
pit, a banner given to a suc- 
cessful dragon boat; -piti ging 
to placard the names; <pit 
<yéung, to exhibit as an exam. 
ple to all; <hoi <piti, to open 
the lottery. 

de Blue, azure, greenish ; a sort 
oe AP of fine blue silk ; pit <piti, 

buoyant, rising and sailing 
away, like a phoenix; pik, .piti, 
amethystine, cerulean ; ¢ts‘ua 
pit, leek green; pit pak, a 
pure white, as cloth. 

on The end or mouth of a scab. 
bard covered with copper, and 

" ornamented. 

Ria To hoe up weeds ; a raspber- 
Beaty 3 feathers changing color, 

as the ptarmigan does ; a mar- 
tial look ; «pit <pii, military 
looking. 

BE The bit ona bridle ; pit pit 
“” abundant, in numbers, as a 

stud of horses. 

af Aconipany of men ; a crowd, 
jae, @ group ; herds in motion; 
™ hang yan pit pit, crowds 

passing along. 
J The noise of sleet, rain and 
Pa snow falling ; ‘it sii, pix pit, 

rain and snow falling abun- 
dantly. 
Fat, Bross ; <fi piri, fat ; chi 

. hie pit, obese, full < ; eh‘ éung pitt, 

a long slice ; hau? <piti, thick 
fat, collops of fat. 
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FR Dogs running about and re- 
Pran Urning, dogs racing around ; 

applied to a whirlwind; piu 
cfung, a whirlwind. 

B= Long hair, locks hanging 
Pit down the face; the 190th 

radical of characters relating 
to the hair; <ch‘éung fat, pit 
<pit, long bushy hair. 

The stripes on a tiger; a 
small beast, striped like a tiger; 
streaks, veins ; ornate ; gman 
pi, elegant composition ; .piz 
‘ping, perspicuous, as a style. 

A flowing stream, water run- 
ning north; <piu cht, name 
of a pool. 

: The outer or upper garments; 
Pisu exterior, outer, external; be- 

yond the borders ; to manifest, 
to show, to make known ; that 

. which makes known, a guide, 
a signal ; a watch ; statement 
sent in to the emperor ; a per- 
mit, a manifest; relations of 
a different surname, cousins ; 
yat, ‘pit yan ¢s‘oi, altogether 
a clever man ; ‘pit ,hing, cou- 
sins of a different surname ; 
‘pit ts‘an, relatives of another 
surname ; ‘pit doi or ‘ld Spit, 
stranger, Sir, friend—a term 
of address; shi <shan ‘pit, a 
watch ; ‘pid lin?a watch chain; 
“pit ‘lit it yal, side and out 
are alike—heart and hand are 
the same; ‘pit ch‘ut, to show, 
through—as at a hole; ‘pid ‘pid 
ché, distinguished, renowned ; 
‘pit gaming pak, to represent 
fully. 

EE A lady’s neckerchief, a sort 
of comforter; to paste two 

ia 

be 
Pia 

Piau jieces of paper, to mount 

PIU, 

pictures or scrolls; ‘pit wa? 
po a picture-framer’s shop ; 
‘pit ‘hd, repair it good—as a 
book. 

aie The body pliant ; cringing, 
p; fulsome. A colloquial word ; 

to lean against, to crowd, to 
press upon; (a? ka tan? pid 
all are pushing and crowding ; 
pit? pit? Sha, rather crowding 
against ; pid lok, t# push it 
to the ground. 

(423) Pd. 

A spiral gust, a whirlwind ; 
Pea brisk gale; noise of the 

wind; swayed by the wind, 
blown by the wind; a light, 
easy manner, like sailing 
along ; to fall ; ptt tong* rock- 
ing, rolling, as on a Wave ; 
<p it ding, wandering offalone, 
as a stranger; a tree bare 
leaves; pit pik, t? fong, 
deserted place ; ‘hd pti <:p'ung 
imminently dangerous, as rac- 
ing on a horse, or sailing in a 
boat; cp tt yéung, sailed ‘or 

blown over the seas, 
= Analagous to the last; to 
pe float; to be moved, as by the 

wind or waves ; cold, dreary- 
looking ; to bleach, to whiten ; 
pit pak, to bleach ; pit sha? 
to whiten in the sun; pid 
pit, soaring aloft. 

ji A carriage thundering along, 
ph, swift; without rule, irregular; 

~~ pitt dé, unquiet. 
sue A water plant, like a Riccia, 
S78 which floats on fish-ponds ; 

me po piv, duckweed. 
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Fi A calabash ; a drinking vessel 
y, formerly made of a gourd ; a 

*" dipper ; yat, <p'itt ‘yam, only a 
gourd for drinking ; yé <p‘w, 
a cocoa-nut dipper. 

Light, trifling ; giddy, wan- 
ton, lascivious ; lewdness ; gi- 
ven up to lewdness; a whore- 
master ; to go a whoring, to 
follow women; ~pit shé a 
brothel ; hd’ <p‘it, lecherous, 
salacious ; pit hak, a forni- 
cator. 

P} Famished, to die of hunger; 
f trees rotting and falling down; 

B jngo ‘pid, died of famine. 
Pidu 
<a} Often used for pitt fe. A 
Pig Small bell ; to strike, to pierce, || 

to stab; to puncture, as with 
needles; to rob; to cut off; 
swift, nimble ; s Ay it ds‘éung, a 
spear, a dart ; ‘pit léuk, to 
plunder ; cheng ‘pit, fleet, 
active, as soldiers. 

ri Also interchanged with fe 
Pon Pit. To beat the breast ; to 

lay the hand on the heart ; to 
strike ; to fall, as leaves; to 
beckon, to signalize ; point of 
a sword. 
A colloquial word ; to throw, 

to heave away; to push off; 
“pit ch'ut, gin hau, show him 
out of the door ; ‘pi kwo’ kak, 
di, throw or push it to the 
next door; ‘p‘it lok, ha? ‘tai, 
throw it down. 

s A fish’s sound or air-bladder, 
Pi * called gi <pau, from which 

fish’s glue is made. 
H6> Used withand for pit 4a. | SE 
Bes Like fire, rising swiftly ; to 

singalize by fire ; light, airgsll 

£ 
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soaring, waving, asa pennant; 
a mittimus, a warrant ; a bill ; 
a ticket, a passport ; tong? p‘it? 

_ a pawn-ticket; ch‘ul, p‘i’? to 
issue a warrant ; ¢s‘in pi? a 
bill, paper-money ; ‘td p‘iz to 
seal or issue tickets ; p‘a? am 
a bribe to policemen not to be 
seized ; chin’ p'td’ to prolong 
a pawn-ticket ; shiin pai P WwW 
a ship’s manifest ; chai piw 
a policeman’s warrant. 

Po. 

A wave, a ripple; moved, 
> ruffled, as water by wind; a 
© plance of the eye; a glare ; 

bright, shining, glossy; to 
communicate, to flow along; 
old ; sometimes used as an in- 
terrogative particle, in the 
sense of thus ; tsak, ch€ <p‘tin 
p@ po, shall it be then thus? 
‘ho pat, sh# -po it is not-thus? 
ds‘au po, bright eyes; kam 
<po, the bright moon ; ,po k‘ap, 
to compromise ; <yan <po, to 
benefit ; <i po, remnants, left 
over ; ‘shui po «man, ripples ; 
<po do ‘ktvo, pine-apple ; po do 
mat, jack fruit; go im long? 
ising? smooth water. A col- 
loquial word, to imitate the 
English word ball; a ball; 
billiards ; po dau, a billiard- 
room ; ‘td <po, to play billiards; 

re), t? <po, to roll nine-pins. 
Uneven, as a road; sides 

1 the road ; .po <‘o, irregular, 
{not level. The second is al- 
’ so used for the next, 
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A declivity, side of a hill, a 
“Po hill; hills which contain gems 

or mines; a tumulus thrown 
up, a pile of dirt, a mound ; 
po ‘fan, a bank, an embank- 
ment ; <p‘ing <po, a hill with a 
level top; ‘hi yat, ko «po, to 
raise a pile. 
A vitreous, clear substance, 

“I like a gem; po <li, glass, said 
to have been brought hither 
by Sanpau, a eunuch ; «po di 
keng? a looking-glass ; yéung 
<po <li, foreign glassware ; «po 
li p'tw window-glass ; «po sui’ 
broken glass. 

ype Stones seviccable for arrow- 
i heads, perhaps a sort of obsid- 

i an. 

Po 

’ 

A vegetable introduced from 
abroad ; .po ts‘ov winter coarse 
greens ; otherwise called .po 
ling, and ch'ik, -kan ts‘ov the 
“red rooted greens ;” <po <lo 
<md po’ coarse gray grasscloth. 

» ‘To sow seed, to throw broad 
cast, to disseminate, to scatter; 
to promulgate, to publish, to 
divulge; to disperse ; to throw 
aside, to reject; to flee; to 
shake ; po? ‘chung, to sow seed; 
‘iin po to make known afar ; 
po yéung, to winnow in a fan; 
to promulge ; po’ lung? to act 
as agent for another, and get 
information ; chiin® po to pub- 
lish abroad, 
A colloquial final particle, 

sometimes expressive of doubt, 
at others of certainty ; pat, Sho 
lin? sun’ yan po’ it is not well 
to believe everybody ; 2m ha? 
lo po? certainly not ; hai? ‘kom 
ké lo’ po? it is so, doubtless, 

Hg 

PO. 

(425) Pro. 

A A colloquial word; a classifier 
KD of trees ; broad, said of soles ; 

yat, :p'o shi? a single tree ; yat, 
po ts‘o? a root of greens; <hat 
“tai isd’ _p‘o tik, make the soles 
rather broader. 

2. White, plain; gray, like old 
age; white haired, silvery hair 

° turning gray ; a white belly; 
abundant. 
A district in Kiangsi ; ,P*o 

yéung <t, the Poyang lake in 
the north of Kiangsi. 
An old woman, a mother, a 
ife; a dame, a gammer, a 

granny ; motherly, matronly ; 
used by the Budhists to ex- 
press immortality; ‘10 <p‘o, a 
wife ; kung gp‘o, husband and 
wife ; <p‘o méung, an old lady ; 
mii po, an old matchmaker ; 
@ <p'0, old lady—a term of ad. 
dress; a grandmother ; tsip, 
shang <p'o, a midwife; fan 
‘au <—p‘0, a stepmother ; <fa <p'o 
a flower-girl; A? gp‘o ‘tsat, an 
actress; tdi <p‘o, the legal 
wife ; ‘kwa ‘md <p‘o, a widow ; 
@ p'o chit yat, chek, how much 
for the whole lot? To ld go, 
to get married ; tan? ka gp'o, 
a boat-woman ; «cht dau <p'o, 
the sticking wife—a sort of 
fly ; :p'o so shai’ kav? a happy 
world. 

‘ The reverse of ‘ho TY; a 
4 \ negative ; it will not do, can 
‘it not, ought not ; do not ; then, 
P’o forthwith ; ‘p‘o sun? unworthy 

of belief; ‘p'o noi* sam fan, I 

c 

A 
P’o 

P’o 

can not bear hisimpertinence, 
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aia The head ntelised > vege. 
Po leaning; an 5©XCess ; aft 

considerable ; soupewhat 
gree, a little; doubti"!l; Sp 9; 
it must do, take this'j ‘p'0 4, 
a good deal, rather mucit; ‘p 
Syau, have some, supplied, noti . 
too much ; ‘p'o chi yat, ? only 
know a little ; ‘p‘o ‘kau, rather 
a long time ; ‘p‘o hép, can be 
made to serve; ‘p'o ‘p'‘o tik, 
slightly. 

» To rend, to break, to split 
‘4~. open, to rip, to rive ; broken, 

torn, tattered, ragged, split; 
injured, wounded; to ruin, 
to defeat, to take by storm, to 
occupy by force; to detect, to 
lay bare, to open up; to ex. 
plain, to find out ; detected, as 
a scheme ; understood, seen 
through, perceived, as plots; 
to resolve, as a doubt; p‘o 
war destroyed, injured ; p‘o° 
su? smashed to pieces; p‘o 
lit, cracked; <keng p'o ‘tam, 
“ fear has split his-gall ”—lost 
all courage ; p'o’ <hot, break it 
open ; ‘la p‘o to break; <hon 
po? ‘it, | see through it all; 
detected ; p‘o pai defeated, 
asa foe; po <ch'di, to split 
wood; po’ ¢s‘oi, to lose pro. 
perty ; ‘t‘ai tak, p‘o perceives 
it all ata glance; shik; p'o’ 
isz™ ‘tam, yes, you under- 
stand letters fully ; p‘o” fai? to 
spend, to waste, to use up; 
po kav ch'ak, to find out a 
plot, to detect treachery ; p‘o’ 
cké@, ‘tsz’ tai he’sa ruin to the 
family ; p'o” keng? .ch‘ung iin, 
the mirror was broken, and he 
has made it round—said of a 
second marriage ; p‘o’ .kwa, to 

PO. 

‘pd, to repair, to put in order, 
as a house; ‘po <kwan wong 
$2 to reprove a prince—that 
he may amend his faults; 
ep ti ‘po, to supply a new one ; 
‘pd iin <p‘o, a seamstress ; “pd 
ch? to make it up to one, to 
pay for an accident or a casu- 
alty ; ‘po <m ‘fan dai, it did 
not make up for the loss ; ‘pd 
‘sé l@ law mend this little 

(426) ack orhole. | 
bird like a goose, having 
ed plumage, and flying 

Tocks ; described as without 
Pq SP-4 te--sumble tor a. 

to give toeat; to chew,*. 
cranch, to masticate; a mouth- 
ful ; <pd ‘ii, to feed with pap; 
ta’ pd, to spit out food ; 4 ‘fan 
<po, crows feed by disgorging, 
Used for the last ; an after- 

noon meal or tiffin; to eat; 
gruel ; bait ; ‘man pd, an even- 
ing or Jate meal. 

tif Time from three to five p.m.; 
“py the sun declining ; the after- 

noon ; hd? .pé, sunsetting ; yat, 
dséung <~po, the sun is nearly 
down ; pin’ po, 4 o’clock p.m. 

a] To flee, to abscond ; to sus- 
er pend, to hang ; to owe govern- 

ment, to be a defaulter; a 
peculator, a debtor ; po him? 
owing government; <po fu? 
debts ; :pé <'d, to escape from 
arrest, 

ae To drink largely, to quaff; 
Pe exhilirated by drinking, joy- 

ful, merry. 
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Fe A vulgar character. To heat, 
‘¥& to boil, to cook with water ; 

a cheap earthen pot; a kettle, 
used for boiling water ; a gre- 
nade ; po ‘shui, to boil water ; 
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make congee ; <po 

fam? tong, to boil thin soup ; 

ch iin «pod, burst the pot ; fui 

<po, a stink-pot; sha po or ‘nga 

pr, % kedgeree-pot ; yat, po 

‘shui, a kettle of water; <po 

nam, to boil soft ; pd .ch'a, to 

make tea. 10 

Long garments, long ski: to 
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po chuk, to 

v3 
Pau praise, to laud, to .to spr; 

as good actions; <P + 
. To protect, tover..id, te pre- 

“serve from danger, to guard ; 
to feed, to nourish ; to be Sure. 
ty for, to warrant, toguaranty, 
to be answerable for, to secure, 
to keep entire ; a protector, a 
guardian ; a security, a bail; 
an advocate, a mediator; ‘pd 
yaw? to bless, to protect, as 
God does ; ‘pd ‘yéung, to nurse 
tenderly ; t#’‘po or ‘pd ‘chéung, 
a constable of a street ; kang 
‘po, a watchman; ‘pd chung? 
shan ‘fai, to take good care 
of one’s health; «chung “pod 
yan, a midsman ; kép, ‘pd, a 
village elder or constable ; ‘po 
au, to detain in a y4mun; 
Swing ‘po .mo <ii, ever to pre- 
serve from injury ; ‘pd ching’ 
the highest elder in a village ; 
‘pd ‘ling, to stand bail for ; Jitn 
‘po, to get a village or street 
to be bail; ‘pd ‘kii, to recom. 
mend, as a servant ; tdi ‘sz’ 
ta? ‘po, chief guardian of the 
heir-apparent; ‘po ¢s‘iin, to pre- |]. 
serve entire, to place in easy 
circumstances, 

| 

to set off the beauties mend ‘47 

A& | proclaim the excellery ‘ni, \ ¢ 

“@. 

, herbage, thick, 
ulberry sprouts; to 

via . Led cover, asa tree; even, 
Pau <o store up ; a legumi- 

ohvant vind vegetable. Used for 
v3 “hree next. 
ade t& small and low wall, raised 
evel 2 defense ; a battery, post for 
ov«roops, a small fortified town ; 
+ 2 citadel or house of refuge in 

the country ; a council-house ; 
a division of a .s2’ or township 
ruled by elective officers ; sz” 
shap; pdt; ‘pd, “the 48 hun- 
dreds,” is one name for Ho. 
nam I. 
A swaddling-cloth ; ‘k°éung 

‘po, a swathe to carry infants 
on the back ; a clout. 

¢ Precious, valuable, as a jewel; 
~~ value, worth; a term of address; 
““ honorable, noble, respected ; 

toregard as precious, felicitous, 
or happy ; toesteem, to value ; 
met. the great seal, the throne ; 
‘ni Spo hd* what is your shop’s 
name? Shéung? ta? Spd tan 
the honorable birthday festival 
of Shangti ; snan <fong sz” ‘po, 
the feur valuables of the study; 
‘pd pu? precious, costly ; chan 
“pd jewels, trinkets; gd ka? 
‘pd, priceless, invaluable; kwok, 
“pd, the precious metals ; dang 
ta? ‘po, to mount the throne ; 
sam ‘po Fat, the three honor- — 
able Budhas ; ‘pd sha, emery 
or corundum sand; <ké cht “po, 
a family library ; ‘mdi dung 
‘pd, to guess the characters on 
a cash—a mode of gambling ; 
“po shin? to value goodness, to 
esteem the good ; shik, ‘pd, to 
know the merits or value of. 

Hh 
Pau 
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A place for planting vege- 
tables; a league; a ward, of 
which there are ten or more 
in Canton so called; shap, ‘li 
swai yat, ‘pd, ten li make one 
league. sed for the next, 
and often pronounced with an 
aspirate. 
A kitchen-garden, an orch- 

ard ; a place for recreation ;a 
gardener ; 16 ‘pd, a gardener ; 
sin Spo, a garden; mung ‘po, 
a small farmer. 
An unauthorized character. 

An open level place ; an arena; 
<Wong ‘pd, Whampoa. Also 
read pd. The next is often 
used for this. 
A bank, margin of a lake; 

a creek, a rivulet, an inlet or 
streamlet running iotoa larger; 
“P6 shing, a district in Kien- 
ning fa in Fuhkien ; Hop, ‘pd, 
a district in Lienchau fa in 
Kwangtung. ; 
To repair, to restore, to mend, 

(Pa ' close up a breach ; to sup- 
ply, to complete, to make up a 
deficiency ; to aid, to assist ; 
tostrengthen what is weak, to 
recruit, as the body; a supple- 
ment, addenda; a term fora 
thousand millions ; ‘pd .shan, 
to recruit the body ; ‘pdf fuk, 
to mend clothes; ‘pd fuk, 
an embroidered official robe ; 
“‘po‘tsz’ an embroidered official 
stomacher; ‘pd shuk, toredeem; 
‘po hit, h? to strengthen the 
bodily energies; ‘pd ngan cin, 
put in more money ; ‘pd mgan 
‘shui, to make up the discount; 
‘po ping dau, to make up the 
light weight of money; .sau 

Ton. Dicr. 49 
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‘pd, to repair, to put in order, 
as a house; ‘pd :kwan gvong 
sz” to reprove a prince—that 
he may amend his faults; 
<p ti ‘pd, to supply a new one ; 
‘po iin <p‘o, a seamstress ; ‘pd 
chi? to make it up to one, to 
pay for an accident or a casu- 
alty ; ‘pd .m ‘fan ai, it did 
not make up for the loss ; ‘pd 
sé la lav’? mend this little 
crack orhole. _ 
A bird like a goose, having 

spotted plumage, and flying 
in flocks ; described as without 
a hind toe. 

Cotton or hempen cloth ; 
nankeen, linen, grasscloth ; to 
spread out, to arrange, to dis- 
play ; to diffuse ; to publish ab- 
road, to make known; to infer; 
to worship the stars ; a spring, 
a source; ¢s‘é yman po’ drilling; 
pak, po longcloths ; ‘tsz’ fa 
po nankeen; hd’ pd grass- 
cloth ; po’ 4, * cotton clothed,” 
3%. €. common people ; po’ .shi, 
to disburse in charity ; <king 
ds‘ing po dark blue nankeens; 
chuk; po linen; pd’ ch? tak, 4, 
well arranged, all is done pro- 
perly ; <yau pd? oiled cloth ; 
po ching? .sz, the provincial 
treasurer ; ‘fo ‘én pd asbestos 
cloth; kwa? fa po figured 
shirtings ; ch‘ik, pd’ gray shirt- 
ings ; fa po or lap, pd’ chint- 
zes ; shik, po colored cottons ; 
‘ii po’ bunting. 

Used for the last and the 
next.. On all sides, every- 
where; reaching, spreading, 
filling the whole space ; fit po? 
extending everywhere. 

385 
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iy To expand, to extend, to 
Py open out; to disperse, toscat- 

ter, to strike ; pd’ san’ scatter- 
ed about, sprinkled. 

iy Afraid, alarmed, surprised ; 
PG to cause fear, to frighten ; ter- 

rified, as on account of crime ; 
cking po frightened ; cha p& 
<i «man, to scare silly people— 
as wizards do. 

To recompense, to requite, 
to make a return for benefits 
received or injuries done ; to 
avenge, to requite ; a retribu- 
tion, a revard, a recompense ; 
to state, to inform an equal, 
to tell, to report, to give an 
account of; a messenger; a 
report, an advertisement, a 
gazette ; to debauch a supe- 
rior ; ‘yau yan po’ yan, he who 
receives favors must requite 
the same; po .ch‘au, to be 
revenged on an enemy ; mong? 
po I hope to recompense you ; 
yam po’, .yéung po a secret re- 
ward, an open reward ; po’ tap, 
to recompense; ,éi pd an 
answer; ‘sau po fleet mes- 
sengers ; ung po general no- 
tification, public information ; 
cking pd? Peking Gazette; yat, 
p> daily Court Circular; po 
it, a notice: put up at doors 
to announce honors received ; 
tsit, po a quick announcement; 
po pat; ping, to redress the 
weak or injured ; .yan dséung 
<ch‘au po to requite evil for 
good ; pd sun? ‘ché, a mes- 
senger ; pd’ ‘1d, to plead age for 
retiring from office; tsip, to 
kat po received my fatnily 
letters. 

x 

ij 
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J2 To walk, to march, to go 
Pu afoot, to step ;.a step, a stride ; 

to go leisurely or by steps ; to 
travel in a barrow; to train 
a horse ; a pace, reckoned at 
five ch‘ek, in land measure, 
makes 3.055 square yards ; in 
long measure, 5 ch'ek, is a po? 
or about a fathom; footmen, 
infantry ; a way, a course, a 
manner; a landing-place, a 
jetty, an anchorage-place for 
boats; a god which injures 
men and animals; pd? Jo? or 
po ,hang, to walk, to go afoot ; 
po dau, a landing-place ; p‘a@ 
shang po afraid of strangers 
—as dogs are ; po? kam or tsé 
po doctor’s fees; pé* pd* loi,. 
the first visit ; stepping along ; 
shang 4s‘in po to travel much ; 
pak, po chin yéung, to hit 
the bull’s eye at a hundred 
paces; kin? pd still in sight, 
not far off; yat, pd® yat, An 
gradually, step by step; 
t? pd leave a few paces, 7. e. 
do not use it all now, reserve 
a little ; ¢°in pd* the course of 
nature, ways of heaven ; po* 
ping, foot soldiers ; ‘tsau ‘ts‘i 
po a practiced runner ; pd* pd? 
kd shing, gradually rose to 
eminence ; tap, ‘wan kéuk, po 
look well to your steps; fan 
<& kwai’ po may I trouble you 
to step in, or to do something ; 
yuk, po’? your steps—a polite 
phrase ; ‘chi po’ or au po’ res. 
train your steps, stop ; pd? tang 
wan 16 to become a Hanlin. 

Sr A register, a tablet ; a book 
Pp, for notes or memoranda ; ivory 
® tablets used by officers at au. 
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diences ; an account-book ; to 
record ; po tsik, a clan regis- 
ter ; ‘chit pd’ a revenue officer 
in a township ; ‘lin pd? or ‘chit 
po a recorder, a keeper of the 
records in courts and offices ; 
dang k? pé put it in the note- 
book ; sh’ po* account-books ; 
ma? fo po a sales-hook ; dau 
‘shui po a blotter; tsun’ <chi 
po’ a cash-book ; chéung’ pd’ a 
ledger ; dang po’ to charge in 
account ; yal, ki pd’a diary, 
a journal. 
The sum, the totality, the 

general amount of, the entire ; 
pe take a general control of af. 
fairs ; a tribe, a sort ; a class in 
an arrangement, asa family in 
natural history, the elements, 
the radicals in the language, 
the constellations, &c.; a tribu- 
nal, a bureau, aboard ; a public 
court; an officer in a board; 
a division ofa book larger 
than a ‘kita ; often used for the 
last when meaning an account- 
book ; a classifier of books; a 
tribe, a horde, a clan; todivide; 
to spread abroad ; luk, pe the 
Six Boards; keoai po <ka, be- 
longs to the Boards ; pé* ¢‘ong 
and po’ iin’ are titles of a gover- 
nor-general and fiyuen; “ng 
po the five elements ; yat, pe 
shit, a volume ; <ni ko’ ts2 yap, 
mat, po what radical is this 
character under? po? hd? of. 
ficers not in the Boards; kok, 
‘yau pd’ sho? each thing has its 
classification; kok, ‘yau po 
wai? each one has his own ju- 
risdiction ; po? tséung? officers 
below and under a general ; 
ui po Mohammedan tribes. 

a 
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2 A luxuriant plant; a screen, 

Pau 
an awning; a plant eaten by 
fish ; a period of 72 years; 

eh, a mat house, a hut. 
The dry, scorching sun, hot 

*, tays; cruel, violent, injurious, 

By | 
Pau 

e 

destructive, fierce; to strike 
with the hand ; to seize ; tem. 
pestuous, stormy ; an inten- 
sitive of the following adjec- 
tive ; suddenly, abrupt; to dis- 
cover, to bring to light, to 
display ; po* yéuk, to oppress, 
as cruel officers do; po’ <fung, 
a fierce wind ; aodng pd’ out- 
rageous; pd’ ‘fui, to beat a 
tiger with the fist—as Fung 
Fa did; a truaculent, fearless 
man ; po? no very angry ; po 
po suddenly ; pd? ‘i, a violent 
rain. 

2 An unauthorized character, . 
defined in the Fan Wan, an 
instrument to cut grass, a 
scythe. . 
‘| To cover over, as a bird 
| sets on her eggs; to incu- 
| bate; pd” kai tan? to hatch 
’ hen’s eggs. 
To catch, to pursue and 

capture, to seize ; to chase, to 
hunt, to fowl; to search for 
in order to arrest ; ts‘ap, pd* on 
the search for, as thieves ; pd” 
<it, to angle ; ‘hd po? ‘fo, to put 
a fictitious value on an article; 
po eng, a police-office, the 
superintendent of police in a 
yamun ; po? chuk, to arrest ; 
po yik, constables ; pd? ‘niti, to 
fowl; po? te to seize villains ; 
pe fung chuk;, ‘ying, to chase 
the wind and seize shadows— 
a vain search ; dong po’ to set 
a watch for thieves. 
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(427) P'd. 

Properly used for ih po 
p’, A door-knocker, called <kam 

pd, made like a tortoise ; to 
spread out, to extend, to ar- 
range ; to lay, as a table-cloth ; 
to make up, asa bed; a shop, 
where things are displayed ; 
to make known, to extend, to 
pervade ; diseased, to make 
ill; to sleep with; bedding ; 
po dan, to spread the altar— 
as ata Ud isi?; pd doi, to 
spread a table; <p‘d chit, or 
po sch‘an, to lay out in order, 
to arrange ; shui’ :p‘d, bedding 
taken in traveling; ‘ta <p‘d 
ko? tie up the bedding; .p'd 
tsek, to * spreada mat,” 7. e. to 
prepare a feast; <p'd ‘pai, to 
set out in order; .—p'd kai <chiin 
to lay tlles; ‘ung <—p'd, a bed- 
fellow; <p'd tin to fee offi- 
cers, to defray the expenses of 
officers; ‘ta t# <p'd, to make 
up a bed on the floor; <p‘d t? 
‘kam, spread like a carpet on 
the ground—as fallen flowers. 
The prints of a horse’s feet, 

a hoof mark. 

A water plant, the sweet flag; 
name of a district in Hinghwa 
fa in Fubkien called Patien. 
Interchanged with the last. 

The cat-tail reed; a water rush, 
the sweet flag (Acorus gram- 
ineus); a fine grass or sedge, 
of which sandals are made ; 
pd kim? leaves of the flag, 
hang as a charm over doors; 
pots'd hai, grass sandals ; 
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<p o tsit, the “ flag festival”— 
the 5th of the 5th moon; pd 
pin, a grass scourge made of 
rushes; <p'd <kung ying, the 
dandelion. 
To crawl, asa child does; 

spo pak, to go onthe hands 
and knees ; to strive for, 
The grape; ~'d ‘0 ‘tsau, 

grape wine; wd <'d, a kind 
of rose-apple is so called in 
Canton. 
A kind of tree brought from 

Magadha, called the gd ¢‘ai ; 
sp'o dai ‘tsz’ raisins ; pak, ~p‘d 
fai, sultana raisins ; ~p‘d ai 
sha, a macerated leaf used 
for painting ; <p'd ¢'ai wa? leaf 
paintings; 'd dai sat, ‘lo, 
(from Sanscrit Budhisatwa,) 
an inferior Budha; contracted 
to ,p'd sata demigod, or deified 
hero, of the Budhists ; an idol; 
spo sat, ch'ut, yau, an idol’s 
procession ; tai? s‘z? td? pi 
spo sat, is Kwanyin ; <p‘d sat, 
am ‘yé shik, the idols are 
greedy of food; «shang <p'd 
sat, a living Budha—a skillful 
doctor. 
Read ‘p‘ui, grass, herbage ; 
thatch ; a small mat. 
A robe, a court dress ; a long 

garment of ceremony ; a quilt. 
ed gown ; the front skirts ; <p‘t 
cp’, a fur robe ; ‘mong <p‘d, an 
embroidered robe; d'ung <p‘d, 
a compeer ; kot, <p'd tin? @ to 
disrupt friendship ; chin? p‘d, 
defensive armor; 0? <p'd, a 
priest’s robe, 
Used for the next; large ; 

pervading; everywhere; to 
smear, to bedaub; ‘p'd pok; 
vast, as the sea, a 
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‘#6 The sun undistinguished in A colloquial word ; a bubble; 
A] the sky ; daylight everywhere froth ; to float, to drift ; gnd kv’ 18 

alike; great, large; wide- 
spreading, all, whole, univer- 
sal, like light, filling, pervad- 
ing ; everywhere ; ‘p'd d‘tn ha? 
the whole world, under the 
heavens ; ‘p'd tsa?’ ‘iin, a hos- 
pital, an asylum, a retreat, a 
place for relieving the poor or 
sick ; ‘p'd shi, to disburse to 
all, to give freely; ‘Sp'é kaw 
chung shang, to save all the 
living, as Christ does; ‘P*d <‘o 
shan, Pato l. near Chusan ; 
<p'd pin? universally diffused 
—as the air. 

2H A list, a record ; a chronicle ; 
PH a treatise to teach an art; 

heraldry, an escutcheon ; a ge- 
nealogical table ; a register of 
a census ; a biographical work; 
to inscribe in a register, to 
insert in a genealogy ; to ar- 
range, to put in proper place ; 
to pertain to, belonging to; 
ds‘in hav? ‘p‘d ‘tsz’ the official 
escutcheon on the breast and 
back ; ‘p‘d ‘im, a patch—said 
in sport ; ‘pd fuk, official robes; 
shang ‘po, a genealogy ; tsuk, 
‘pd, a book of kindred or 
families ina clan ; .k‘am‘p'd,a 
music book ; .°¢ ‘p‘d, a treat- 
ise on chess; lik, ‘p‘d or ‘p‘d 
ha? historical annals, a ge- 
nealogy ; ‘yau tik, ‘p'd, pretty 
near, not far off; ymd ‘p'd, a 
great mistake ; you're far out ; 
extravagant !—said when one 
makes a poor offer or a wide 
guess ; ‘p'd md, a pattern ; ka 
‘p'd, a family record; wa? ko? 
‘po dai, set an upset price, men- 

tioned the rate. 

s 

P’4u 

Sp‘ hi? there’s no froth on it ; 
‘shui ‘p‘d, a bubble. 

To infold, to hold in, to con- 
tain ; to embosom, to carry in 
the arms, toembrace ; to grasp, 
to compress; to encircle; to 
feel, to-have in the heart or 
will, to adhere to; the lap, the 
bosom ; ‘p'd ‘tsat, to carry a 
child ; godz‘p‘d, pregnant; to 
have thoughts for, thinking 
of; ‘pd chi? to lullaby, to 
carry ; ‘pd han®? chung .shan, 
to feel angry as long as I live, 
never can forget it; ‘p‘d peng? 
to be sick ; kip, ‘p‘d to hold 
tight—as under the arm ; ‘p‘d 
sal, <ch'éung <yam, to hold the 
knees and sing away—literary 
leisure ; ‘pa ‘p‘d, to grasp ; 
yaw ‘tsz’ tsoi® ‘p‘d, a tender 
child in the lap; ‘p‘d ko? <yan, 
one who accuses instead of the 
plaintiff; goan ‘p‘d yat, a halo 
encircles the sun ; ‘p'd hom? to 
feel regret ; ‘p‘d fi’ fi shéung, 
a rarely clever man. 

Altered from pd iH: A > 

fil shop, a store, a workshop; 
po ‘tsai, a small shop ; Td p'? 
the old shop; ching’? p‘@ the 
right stand ; the office, and not 
the warehouse ; yat, kan pd? 
@'au, a shop ; -hoi p‘d’ to open 
a shop ; to open shop; p‘d’ ka, 
tradesmen ; po’ ‘tai, stock on 
hand and shop fixtures ; shau 
po to wind upa business; ki? 
po to sd, to stay in the shop 
and pay no rent ; kok, kai po? 
uw? the shops in every street ; 
po hak, a shopkeeper. 
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Lh dried sliced meat ; 
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Pok. 

Ample, extended, spacious, 
great ; general, universal ; in- 
telligent, versed in, practiced, 
well informed; to barter, to 
exchange ; to game, to play, 
as at chess ; luk, pok, to play 
dice; pok, hok, well-read, a 
general scholar ; ‘to pok, to 
game ; pok, gnan; extensively 
informed : pok, ‘ago %i gman, 
teach me letters : pole mat, ‘iin, 
a museum ; pok, ldm? well in- 
formed. 
To seize, to spring upon, as 

a tiger does; to lay the hand 
on; to play, as on a lute; to 
wrest from, to fight with, to 
strike ; pok, kik, to strike ; pok 
chap; to seize hold of. 

A kind of hoe; a bell; 
"small bell, used to respond to 
a large bell ; pok, Jun, brazen 
ornaments on a bell’s frame. 
A slice of flesh, a collop, 

the shoul. 
der, the upper arm; to slice, 

-~to shred ; to strip and mangle, 

x}, 

as a carcase ; the clinking of 
stones striking ; ; pok, tau 
shang ? peddling, to hawk 
articles ; kin pok, the shoulder; 
tap, pok, .kan, a shawl, a wide 
scarf; ‘hi pok, to shoulder ; yat, 
pok, tok, sa? shoulder them 
all at once; ‘chiin pok, to 
change shoulders. 
Usually pronounced mok,. To 

flay, to peel, to skin, to exfo- 
ee liate, to serape off ; to split off; 

to uncover; to wane, as the 
moon; to fall, to let fall; to 

POK. 

extort, to oppress, to exact by 
force ; one of the 64 diagrams ; 
‘nt pa pok, ckém, are you 
afraid of being robbed ? 

f A piebald, particolored horse; 
Poh mixed, impure ; to dispute, to 

contradict; to oppose ; to find 
fault with, to criticise ; con- 
tradictory, impracticable; to 
graft; to tranship; to con- 
tinue a series, to take up where 
one left. off; suddenly ; pok, 
‘tsui, to find fault, to deny ; ; 
poks, ka to cavil at the price ; 
pai pok, to reverse a decision 
of a lower court: pok, shik, 
particolored ; pok, shit to graft 
trees ; pok, dung ki? wa to 
correct the language ; pok, fo’ 
to <lai, transhiped the goods 
here; pok, 0 ‘kt ‘md sheng 
ch'ul, argued with him till he 
had nothing to say in reply. 

Name of a district in Ying- 
pe chau fa in Ng4nhwui ;a place 

in Honan, the capital in the 
first days of the Shang dynas. 
ty. 

Usually pronounced kok, 
Stiff, hard soil; boulders and 
cliffs on a hill; ‘cracks i ina ai 
or vessel, 

Trees appearing singly, no 
*brushwood ; bushy, jungle; 
thin, aubite; attenuated, made 
thin ; slight ; poor, bad, unfor. 
tunate; economical; light, few; 
to near, to approach; to slight, 
to dislike, to treat disrespect. 
fully, cold, inattentive to; 
careless, vain and light; by ; 
a screen, a curtain; thin leaf 
or plate, a pellicle ; » tsvii? 
a slight offsnse ; > pok, 

Poh. 

Kioh 

LTE 
Po 

thick and thin, gross or fine, 
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liberal and stingy ; pok, meng’ 
unfortunate ; pok, gs‘ing, in- 
different to, unfriendly ; pok, 
hang? yan, a heartless man ; 
ckam pok, gold leaf ; yan <ting 
dan pok,a few descendants ; 
pok, <ho gyau, essence of pep- 
permint; pok, <p‘i, thin-skinned 
bashful, irritable, no pluck ; 
lok, pok, reduced, needy, spent 
all, as a wasteful man reduc- 

ed to poverty ; pok, mé* nearly 
dark, dark ; gné ‘sho 4 pok, no 
refuge, no reliance ; yat, pok, |} 
shik, sun partly eclipsed ; ka 
shan fuk, pok, an unlucky |}. 
place or person; pok, ‘lai, poor , 
contemptible, presents ; t#* <p‘ 
pok, without energy, a spirit- 
less race. . 

The glare on the water; 
24 ripple ; to stop ; to arrest ; to 

= Saar ; to fasten a vessel to 
the shore, to moor ; at leisure ; 
aan pok, to anchor; <a sz” 
tam? pok, the family is unem- 
ployed ; pok, shin, to anchor 
a ship. 

fifi Usually prouounced pak; a 
F, large junk. Read pok, in the 

Fan Wan; a boat used to cross 
« shallows, a flat boat. 

A door-screen, a curtain for 
FE doors ; ds'am pok, a frame on 

_ *°" which worms spin coccoons ; 
di pok, a fish seine or weir. 

"Used for the next. 

Bf Gold leaf ; brass leaf, tinsel ; 

Pat, foil of tin or gold; <‘ung pok, 
brass-leaf. 

, To fill up, to cram ;a multi- 
BF ade: pong pok, filled, as the 

air fills the heavens; a vast 
number. 
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(429) Ptok. 

Hs } ‘To lean, to recline against; 
: }to strike, to flog, to beat ; to 

Fh, j pat, to brush ; to impinge, to 
P’oh strike or rush against; to flap, 

to flutter, as birds do their 
wings ; p'ok; yik, to clap the 
wings ; fa p'ok, p? the fra- 
grance strikes the nose; p'ok, 
mit, dang, to puff out the lamp; 
pok, kwo? Jai, came flying 
against me ; p ok, ‘mda, to whip 

‘a horse; p'ok, kon tseng* to 
shake clean, as clothes from 
dust; shai? hung p'ok, dai, 
furiously rushed against him, 
as in anger. 

BE. Hard, fine-grained wood ; 
Poh unwrought wood, lumber ; an 

unfinished vessel ; plain, sin- 
cere; the substance of, the 
material, the body, without 
gloss or ornament ; p‘ok, shat, 
simple-minded, sincere, un- ~ 
polished, rustic ; p‘ok, sd? una- 
dorned, plain, as dress; p‘ok, 
kim* frugal, what is necessary. 

Ab The bark of a tree; used 
Prch fr the preceding; sincere, 

plain ; gnan p'ok, the notes in- 
forming friends of a parent’s 
death ; pd’ p‘ok, to announce 
a death ; hau* p‘ok, a medicin- 
al kind of hark; p‘ok, sit, 
sulphate of soda ; ‘mai p'ok; 
coarse rice, unhulled rice. 

E The crust of a gem; an 
Pon Wnpolished stone ; p'ok, yuk, 

an unwrought gem, a stone in 
the rough. 



392 POM. 

zy The grains of liquor; sd 
P’oh P %% the sediment floating in 

a vat. 

(430) Pom. 

«Pom. A colloquial word. The 
sound of a cannon ; .ping <pom, 
a glass toy, so called from its 
sound when blown upon. 

(431) Pong. 

A feudal state, a fief, a prin- 
cipality, a dependant state ; 
to confer the rule of a state 
on one; a vast lot, a huge 
quantity of; «pong .ka, the 
nation, the state ; .pong kwok, 
a country ; ta”? —:pong gan, a 
great treasure ; fat, ta? pong 
ds‘oi, to make a great specu- 
lation. 
An unauthorized character ; 

a hoe, a mattoc ; yat, chéung 
pong, a hoe; pong din, to 
hoe the fields. 

il An elf or sprite, coming out 
Pan, of the ground; it is greedy to 

S eat, and has no fingers. 
+e | To screen or protect from 
‘ view; to propel a boat; a 
< I boatman ; a colloquial word— 
Pang to move one’s residence; .pong 

yan, a boatman; ‘ni ‘ki <shi 
pong uk, when do you move? 
The second is also used for the 
last. 
Name of a tree; a wooden 

“VF cylinder used in offices to call 
ec people ; a bamboo carried by 

< 

Pang 

PONG. 

watchmen to strike the hours 
on; pong .pong ‘ld, a watch- 
men. 

At) To bind the rim of a shoe; 
t a binder, a support ; a substi- 

At jtute;a fleet; a picking of 
Pang tea; to shore up a thing; to 

assist, to help, to lend a hand; 
to second, to succor, to defend; 
pong cho’ to assist ; yal, pong 
shiin, a fleet of ships; gong 
‘po, to supply a deficiency, as 
in one’s expenses ; .pong ch‘an? 
to patronize, as a shopman; 
pong ch‘di, a substituted po- 
lice-man ; pong ‘hau, one who 
talks for another ; ap, :pong, 
guards, protectors; pong ‘shau 
a substitute, an assistant ; to 
help, as in lifting ; d‘au pong 
sch'a, the first gathering of the 
tea; pong ‘ku, a subsidiary 
drum, 
The leathern heel-band of a 

shoe, put in to strengthen the 
back. 

c 

Pang 

c Wa A support put on a bow; to 
Pang Propel a boat ; a fleet ; to bam- g ERA ; 

boo criminals; a splinter or 
slip of wood ; to praise; rule 
for selecting kitjin; a list of 
graduates ; the list of success- 
ful kiijin ; choi ‘pong, to an. 
nounce the names of kiijin or 
tsinsz’ graduates ; -kam <pong 
or Jung ‘fui ‘pong, the official 
list of graduates ; d'ung ‘pong 
chung fellow-graduates ; ‘pong 
shéung? <md meng, name is 
not in the list; ‘pong ‘ngan, 
the second on the list ; Téung 
‘pong ch'ut, shan, a tsinsz’ 
entering upon office; .pitt ‘pong 
to praise, to become celebrat. 



P'ONG. 

ed ; ‘hd ‘pong df'au, good ar- 
chery, a firm attitude when 
shooting. 

« To tie, to bandage, to bind 
with cords ; ; a bandage ; “pong || 

a tie it tight ; “pong chit? 
tie it; sung ‘pong, loosen the 
bandages ; pur shan ‘pong 
chi? his hands are tied behind 
his back. 

Be The pelvis, the hip-bone, the 
Pang bones of the groin. 

a3!) Prong. 

ne Great, extensive ; the side ; 
#2,¢00 all sides, everywhere ; 

lateral, sideways ; side of a 
thing ; pong pin, the side ; 
ch'uk, ‘lat? sp ong dung, to per- 
ceive one thing w en exa- 
mining another; ésau’ ‘shau 
pong <kiin, to fold the hands 
and look on—regardless of 
another’s needs; <kan ‘k‘éung 
sp ong ch'ut, side roots diverg- 
ing; «:p ong pain, a side door. 

Also read p'ong’; approaching, | 
nearly ; to approach ; p’ong’ 
®ng, nearly noon. 
Analogous to the last ; near, 
by ; to approach; to depend 
on, to lean against; gp‘ong 
yan, a byestander; another 
person, others ; mok, sun? sp‘ong 
in, don’t heed people’s talk ; 
sp ong pin shi? fi, side remarks 
captious words, detraction ; 4 

P' ang 

chi? pong, lean against the |} 
side ; <pong <ktin ‘ché ds‘ing, a 
looker-on sees clearly—as in 
a game ; 
side. 

‘Ton. Dicr. 50 

‘hoi pong, the sea- 
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The ribs; the region of the 
7g STOIN; gong. Kwong, the blad- 

der ; pong <kwong kit, it, in- 
flammation of the bladder. 
The noise of stones falling ; 

Dee it , the crash of fall. 
P me ih og Used in Canton 

for a pound weight and a 
- pound sterling ; to weigh in 
pounds ; shap,? léung wai yat, 
p ‘ong, 12 taels make a pound; 
gp ong ch'ing? scales for weigh- 
Ing ; sp "ong <ch'd, to weigh tea ; 
cham ,p'ong, foreign scales. 

- Great rain; the noise of 
Pen falling rain ; roar of running 

waters ; soaked, wet with the 
rain ; ? ‘ong £0 ta? ‘iia heavy 
rain; <p'ong p‘ui? a vast ex- 
panse 6 waters, a flood. 
Same as the last, when ap- 

plied to a rain storm. 

A heavy fall of snow and 
sleet ; the noise of a driving 
storm, abundance of snow. 
A crab; a sea crab; met. a 
harpy ; ; prong ‘hai, a swint- 
ming or seashore crab. 
To go quick and wildly ; ; to 

appear as if going ; 3 mal, ‘ni 
shang kom? dong P ong, why 
do you fush on so? 

‘ne A high house ; filled full ; 
P's confused, ‘mixed ; a sutname. 

PN ia rocks ; bulky ; abun- 
dant, liberal ; numerous ; 

ong haw liberal, 
A shaggy dog ; the long pe- 

lage of a dog ; mixed, varie- 
“ gated, ‘different furs mixed ; 
pong tsap; mixed, blended, 
confused. interchanged with 
the last ; and both of them are 
often pronounced gnong. 

& 
P’ang 

g 
Pang 

s 

P’a ang 

P'any 

Mane 
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394 PUL: 

s Fat, obese ; fi ‘p‘ong, corpu- 
+ lent; ‘p‘ong chéung’ swollen, 

Prang camel ans : 
s A muscle ( Uniones ) like the 
P'ang oyster, long and thick-shelled; 

the pearl oyster; ‘p'ong kdp, 
a thin shelled freshwater clam ; 
‘p‘ong <tsing, the naiad in an 
oyster ; ‘1d ‘p'ong .shang -chii, 
the old oyster has a pearl—said 
when an old man has a child; 
wat, ‘p'ong <séung <ch't, it yan 
tak, l® when the snipe and 
oyster catch each cther, the 
fisherman is the gainer—said 
of going to law. : 

‘To murmur against, to de- & > 

Pan g tract ; to vilify, to injure one’s 
good name; ‘wat pong’ to 

backbite one ; shan’ p‘ong’ to 
speak evil of others; p‘ong’ 
.shii, a scurrilous paper or book. 

(432) Pui. 

¥) A cup, a glass, a goblet, a 
: ‘| drinking-bowl ; the divining 
Apt blocks ; yat, chek, —piti, a tum- 
7 er king? ‘tsau <sam <piti, 
“Pei offered him three cups of 

©! wine; ‘tsau pui, a wine-glass; 
ning yat, pui ‘shui, bring a 
tumbler of water ; yal; pit kt 
‘chun, prayed and was heard | 
at the first fall of the blocks; 
cpui ta chi <n, irony, jokes, 
double-entendre ; ‘ts‘eng shit 
shing? yal, :pui, give me the 
pleasure of aglass of wine with 
You ; :piit pun, a salver ; ‘Kit 

PUL. 

eh Tortoise-shell or other fine 
Pe; Shells from the sea; cowries, 

used as money before Tsin 
Chi-hwangti ; a conch; pre- 
cious, valuable ; money, riches, 
property, jewels, valuables ; 
name of a silk; the 154th 
radical of characters denoting 
riches or trade; pu? ‘kam, rich 
dresses or silk ; pai lik, and 
pur ‘tsz’, a beile and peisse, 
titles of nobility among the 
Manchus. 

ay > The back ; behind, rear, the 
Poi back part; the opposite of the 

face or front; the cover of a 
book ; roof of a house; rays 
from the sun; north side of a 
hall; to turn the back on; to 
carry on the back ; to oppose, 
opposed to ; to recite memori- 
ter ; unusual, rare ; ‘shau pu? 
back of the hand; pui tsek, 
the back ; pfi? sam, a vest ; 
chon pii cuddled with the cold; 
do pu? humpbacked ; <hon <hon 
tik, pu? round shouldered ; 
‘kong pu? ‘ti, to make signs, 
a secret word; héung® piv 
front and rear, as of a house ; 
‘ni chi? tak, kom? pi? you live 
in a very retired place; shap, 
fan pi? very uncommon, as 
a word ; goat pui to oppose ; 
pu? shi, to con a book ; piv 
hau’ the back of, behind ; ‘fan 
pu? to turn the rear forward ; 

«pti, to take a glass, 

pur sun? to apostatize ; pui 
t# ‘kong, to take one aside to 
talk with; pid hau® ‘kong, to 
speak of one behind his back ; 
séung pti? mutual double. 
dealing; back to back; ‘ot 
pui> aged, growing old, 



PUL. 

To rebel, to oppose govern- 
ment; low, vicious, vulgar ; | 
pur? pin? to raise sedition ; 
‘p't pu’ vulgar, unseemly. 

a A flower bud; an opening 
iF. blossom, colloquially called f@ 

am. 
> 

mis 

pi 
Pei 

To rebel, to resist superiors ; 
’ contumacious, rebellious, se- 
ditious; unreasonable, opposed 
to nature or usage, perverse ; 
pui yik, rebellious ; pti ‘lai, 
uncivil; perversely civil,4as 
kind to strangers, but rude to 
friends. 

coe A hundred chariots made 
Sone pu? ; chariots placed in 

A j line; a phalanx, a company ; 
Pei an order, a generation, a 

class,-a sort; alike; things, 
kinds; to compare, to class ; 
sign of the plural; ‘ngo pti 
we, our kind ; ‘man pu? young 
people, juniors; ‘ung pur 
alike, same sort; a comrade, 
an equal ; pi pu? we of this 
class—a depreciating phrase; 
dsiin pu’ you all—a polite 
phrase ; md pu? incomparable; 
dung «pan piv of the same 
rank ; t6° tak; chi piv the virtu- 
ous ; ying li chi pi traders, 
merchants ; kwo* pii to leave 
one’s place. 

» An animal, perhaps like a 
& kangaroo, born with short 

fore or hind legs, so that one 
rides the other to get along; 
dong pu? this animal, met. 

_ an embarrassed condition. 
#9 A high tree, growing in 
+4% Birmah and India, of whose 
Fel leaves books are made ; the 

talipot palm? 
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pi To dry by a fire, to dry over 
Bei # fire; to hatch artificially ; 

put <ch'd, to fire tea ; pui* kon 
tik, ‘yé, fire dried things ; pui 
ap, mit, to hatch ducklings ; 
‘fo pti? dp, fire hatched ducks; 
‘fo put fire-dried, kiln-dried ; 
hong’? put to make fretted 
work, as with metals ; ‘om put 
‘shau, hush-money. 

(433) Pci. 

ip A foetus one month old; an 
‘73°. embryo ; any unformed mass, — 

an unfinished thing; vapor 
not condensed into clouds; 
pui toi, pregnant; % <p'tt, 
hard of hearing ; shan :p'ti, in 
good liking, fat. 
A mound; unburnt tiles or 

ay pottery ; to plaster a seam; a 
fashion, mold ; nat :p'tii, crude 
earthen ; ‘tsi shek, <p‘ui, to get 
out a rough block, as for carv- 
ing a jewel; ‘ching ‘hi ko’ .p'ut, 
to make a mold; .chiin <p'ti, 
unburnt bricks; <p‘tt md, a 
model, a copy, a sketch or 
an outline for a copy. : 

#E To fly or walk ; :p‘ti qi, fly- 
“Pa; ing to and fro, irresolute, walk- 

ing back and forth. 
A long robe; a surname. 

% “4 Also used for the last. ,P'ui 
uid, wild people in Hainan I. 
To make up a loss, to in- 

oe demnify ; to restore, to supply 
a deficit ; to confess ; to cover, 
as in gambling ; <p‘ui fan lai, 
to make good, to replace ; <p‘tt 
wan, to repay ; <p'tii ds‘in fo’ 

ee 

goods bringing a loss; .p'ui 
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tin? to pay, as a ‘surety ; to 
equalize or make up a loss ; 
sp ui ‘lai, to return a compli- 
ment ; ‘yau shat, ‘md <p‘ti, no 
repayment for losses ; .p'wi fan 
teng® <ngan, to repay the bar- 
gain money ; pai pat, sh? | 
acknowledge that I am in the 
wrong ; pur wan ong yéuk, 
V’ll give you to buy a poul- 
tice—as when wounding one 
in a scuffle ; .p‘ui tsui? to own 
a fault. 

Jee To add earth, to heap dirt 
gow around; to hoe, as corn; to 

cultivate. to till; to assist, to 
nourish, to add energy to; to 
dam up a sluice ; soi <p‘ii, to 
patronize, to make one a pro- 
tegé ; gti ‘yéung, to strength- 
en the body; <p‘ut <ko uk, 
ka? raise the ridge-pole higher; 
sp tii chin, to Jay or pile up 
bricks. 

‘fits Analogous. to the. last, and 
Pej Dext. ‘To add mold to plants ; 

attached to, subordinate ; 
assist, to benefit, to aid ; to ac- 
company, to associate, with, to 
fellowship, to. bear one com- 
pany, to attend upon ; to, dou- 
ble, to match; to fill; pu 
‘ni. ch'ut, -kai,, 1 will go out 
with you; put <shan, “sub- 
sidiary. ministers,” a term 
taken by princes in feudal 
times ; <p'ti hak, iso® to enter- |} 
tain a visitor; <pui sung? to 
escort; to see a guest out; 
<p ti pin? a companion ; him? || 
<p ttt, excuse my leaving you 
—a polite phrase; «kd, <p‘ui, 
to. multiply ; put. cho® to take 
a part in, to assist, 

to} 

PUL: 

To double, to. multiply; to 
increase ; a time, as in repeti- 

" tion ; ka yal, f P ui add as much 
again ; sam ‘p'ti l# ds‘in, pro- 
fited threefold. 

fae” The color of liquor; a fel- 
low, an equal, a companion ; 

P’ei 
conjointly, equal to, “compar- 
able ; to unite with, toaccom- 
pany ; to pair, to contract, to 
join together, to mate; to 
copulate ; to equal, to compare 
to; ptr ‘ma, mated horses ; 
pw hops to join, to betroth ; 
pat, pt no match, ill, assort- 
ed; pi@ ‘ngau, a pair, hus. 
band and wi ife; hop, pt? to 
fit, to match ; man’ ae ban 
nished ; p‘ti ” shiks to match 
colors ; pti fan, to marry ; 
séung p uv’ to couple, equaled; 
‘hit p'tit to consent toa match. 

> Ariver in Liéutung, and 
in Kidngsi; copious, abun- 
dant ; . humid, showery ; mov- 
ing, progressing, increasing, 
expanding ; to run, to flow; 
laid prostrate ; suddenly ; to 
irrigate, to dam up water for 
watering ; pt im tsz” tak, 
proud, vainglorious; p'u? chak, 
beneficent, kind, as, good 
officers ; blessing, fertilizing ; 
pw in h@ ‘i, it suddenly 
rained; tin piv king fuk, 

“all.in disorder, a disregard of 
all law. 

r Copious rain; water flow- 
ing ; p'ong p 'é? showery, slop 
py, very: rainy, fl 

it > A city on a small region 
ei Known in the Shang dynasty ; 

pti i fieng name of an ode in 
the Book of Qdes, 

48 | 

ei 



PUK. 

» ‘Phings worn on the girdle, 
vt pendents, ornaments on the |} 

, girdle; to gird about one, to 
hang on the girdle; to keep 
by one ; to carry; to remember, 
to hold in mind ; p‘ui kim? to 
wear a sword ; pu’ fuk, pat, 
gnong, \’ll gird my clothes and 
will not forget—I shall ever 
bear it in mind; ‘kém pu? 
«sham yan, to bear your favor 

- in grateful remembrance. 
Bal Girdle ornaments, gems 
Per worn by women on their gir- 

* dies and. persons; tinkling 
things hung in the wind. 

RE To fly; pt ve fluttering, 
“yy a8 of flags; flapping im the 

wind. 

(434) Puk. 

To divine by rattling cash 
Puh ima tortoise’s shell ; to con- 

jecture, to guess; sortilege, 
divination ; to give ; the 25th 
radical; puk;, kwd? to divine 
by lots ; chim puk, to cast or 
draw lots, to prognosticate in 
any way; puk, <i, a wooden 
block, like askulJ, used to beat 
on when chanting ; put puk, 
to divine by throwing the 
blocks. 

ply. To follow, to serve ; a vassal 
a retainer, a servant, a menial, 
ene who helps in laborious 
duties; a charioteer; a dis- 
ciple, a term for one’s self, as 
« your servant ;” to belong to, 
to appertain ; to hide ; 4a puk, 
domestics ; ‘chit puk, master 
and servant ; puk;, tai’ menials 
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or criers of an officer; puk, 
puk, fung .chian, troublesome, 
impertinent matters ; puk, ‘p‘i, 
the servants in a house. ; 

, Name of a river; a kind of 
P Ay, large bamboo ; Puk, chau, an 

inferior district in Tsau-chau 
fa in Shdntung. 

ea Usually pronounced p‘ok,; 
7a club. 

ie A sort of cow! or hood worn 
Pal, by the military ; a kerchief to 

wind round the head; the 
skirts trimmed off. 

Re To dry in the sun, to sun; 
As to manifest, to display ; to 

make known, to proclaim. 
RE Same as the last, and more 
Poh often used in the sense of to 

dry, to sun ; shai puk, to air, 
to put in the sunshine. 

He A cascade, a waterfall; 
pen Water rushing down a hill; 

puk, po a cataract, a roaring 
cascade among the mountains; 
puk, ‘shui, a mountain torrent; 
puk, ts‘iim, a pool or tank fed 
by a torrent. Also read po? 
name of ariver; great rains, 
flooded. 

a A collar of a red color worn 
pay outside of the dress at court 

or sacrifices ; to show outside. 
Fe Hail; to hail; loky puk, to 
Puh hail ; sin’ puk, sleet and hail. 

The web of geese and other 
PS; water-fowl; web-footed; in 

colloquial, to lie down, like a 
beast ; to lean on or over, as 
on a table; to turn over; 
ch'am shin puk, ‘hoi, the 
vessel sunk and turned keel 
up ; puk, ‘to t# dai, fell all long 
on the ground; puk, ‘chiin, 
turn it bottom up ward, 



(435) Pan. 

A 
Pan 

Ys 
€ 

Pwa 

To drive back water by a 
boat turning; to transport by 
water; a sort, a manner, a 

way, a kind; an affair, a bu- 
siness; do ptin, many ways; 
shap, pat, :piin ‘md ngai* the 
eighteen sorts of military fen- 
cing ; yat, .ptin, same as, like, 
similar to—an adjective of 
comparison, at the end of a 
sentence ; ché pun, that sort, 
such, these, thus, so; prin :ptin, 
or min’ pin, in all ways. 
} To remove from one place 
tf another ; to move, to trans. 
j port ; to put away ; to bandy, 
nto discuss; in colloquial, to 
cleave, to split; «pin uk, to 
move house ; .piin ‘yé lok, .shiin 
take the things on board ; <ptin 
gmai ‘ung chi? move our re- 
sidence to the same place; 
pun shi? fi, to tell-tale, to 
cause heartburning among 
friends ; .pin Joi pin hi? tak. 
ing things heré and there; 
pin wan? Jéung ‘héung, to 
transport provisions, &c., for 
the army ; .ptin hoi kav? ,ch‘di, 
tocleavea block of wood open; 
cptin sav tik, split it smaller. 
Often pronounced pan. A 

Pan SCals a cicatrix; pimples, 

AS 
Pun 

marks, or pits, on the skin, 
not very dark; .ch'ong :ptn, 
mark of a sore. 
The root of a plant ; the ori- 

gin, the fundamental part of, 
source, root, cause; at first ; 
that which causes, the begin. 

PUN. 

ning of; native, one’s ancestors; 
proper to, appropriate ; capital, 
principal ; a classifier of no- 
vels, books, volumes, or docu- 
ments; used for 1, my, our, 
own; ‘pin kwok, my native 
land; ‘pun gs‘in, capital in 
trade ; ‘pin <ngan, the princi- 
pal, not the interest ; ‘shéung 
“pin, tojpresent a petition ; pa? 
‘pin, to memorialize the, 
throne ; ‘pun sz” able, clever 
capable for business; kan ‘pin, 
the fundamental part; gnong 
‘ptin, to forget one’s parents ; 
yat, ‘pin shi, a single volume; 
mong ‘pin <sam, an ungrate. 
ful disposition ; ‘puin lot min? 
muk, the original complexion ; 
Smo ‘ptin, no capital ; chau 
‘pin. ‘tsz’ a plagairist; ‘pin 
shan, 1 myself ; ‘pun ‘fu I, the 
prefect ; ‘pin ying, what is 
proper, requisite; ‘pin fan’, 
what is one’s duty, or belongs 
to one; ‘pin t#? yan, the 
natives; ch‘ut, ‘pin, to advance 
capital ; ‘pun sing’? kap; his 
temper was hasty ; ‘pin li? tii? 
ding, to square off accounts, 
as at a banker’s; ‘shau ‘pin, 
a visiting-card sent to a supe- 
rior ; shit, ‘pin, to lose on a 
trade ; iin Spin k@ sam, my 
original desire, the first inten. 
tion. : . 

a To divide in two; a half, 
. a moiety ; the greater portion 

Pads of, a large signet a pe part, 
as pin? pd ‘tsau pat, tak, he 
can not move a step; pin 
gan pin? ‘kwai, half dead with 
fear ; tt? pin’ todivideequally, — 
to split the difference; yat, 



PUN. 

pun’ a half ; tai? pin? the grea- 
ter part, the largest piece ; pun’ 
yé mid- night; pun’ shai? yan, 
a middle-aged man; (dai? ‘nt 
yat, pun’ as old again as you 
are; pun? cham chung 40, 
came back from half way ; 
iso sz” pun? lak, kak, doing 
things fby halves, unsteady ; 
nin dséung pin pak, about 
fifty years old; pun? lo fan 
ts‘ai, to divorce a wife after|} 
having her half one’s life. 

To revolt, to rebel against 
rulers; to depart from their 
government, to go away; 
pan yik, rebellion ; i pun? to 
disavow the authority of a 
government. 

a 

Pwan 

Interchanged with the last. 
A path dividing fields, a land- 
mark; to disobey rules for 
dress; to separate from, to 
revolt, to rise up against ; 
ckang ‘ché yéung’ pin’ the 
farmers yielded the landmarks. 

fE° An associate, a comrade, 
Pass fellow, companion ; to follow, 

to attend on; ‘fo pun’ a partner 
in business; g‘ung pin’? an 
equal, a fellow, one in the 
same position; gynd ptin’ no 
fellow, no one with me ; <p‘ti 
pun*® to accompany one, as a 
friend ; pun? méung, a kind of 
bridesmaid. 

» A lasso, a rope for catching 
bwan ® horse ; to lasso, to catch ; 

to restrict, tohamper; an obli- 
gation, a restraint ; pun’® sok, 
chi? ‘ki, tie him fast ; ptin® 
ha? to tie to, as a tree ; .wai 
to? ‘sho kt piin® restrained by 
reason, 
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(436) Pein. 

Ae The name of a place ; .P'tin 
Pw wists the district of Pw‘anya, 

comprising the part between 
Canton and the Bogue. 

J A river in Yungyéng hien 
Pw'4n i Honan ; dirt on the face ; 

dirty rice-washings, swill ; 
a surname. 
A platter, a trencher, a 

4m) | basin, a deep dish; a tub; a 
Ae deep vessel to contain liquids, 
Pw’an grain, &c.; a press, a frame, 

a machine ; a receptacle, like 
the pelvis ; an affair, business ; 
curved, winding, coiled, curled 
up ; to examine; a market ; 
pin fav? traveling expenses ; 
kau pin, to hand over a bu- 
siness to another ; ‘kau <p‘un, 
a windlass; .shau <p‘un, to 
wind up a business ; ‘saz shan 
cp'tn, a bathing-tub ; hot <p‘tin, 
to open the market ; .p‘un i? 
ch'i? coiled up, as a snake ; 
sha spin, a coarse dish for 
cleaning rice; dam <p'tn, a 
childbirth; ptm ‘ki sh? 
Pw'inkd, the first man; wat, 
shit chit pun, bound up like 
a roasting pig, said of persons 
punished by Lynch law ; <p‘tin 
sat, to sit crosslegged ; <p‘tin 
ch'a, to examine into; f@ 
sp tin, a flower-pot ; ging <p'tn, 
an encampment. Some of the 
following are used in these 
senses. 

SS | 

n 



PUN. 

Jf Used for the last. A tray, a 
Pwn waiter ; a tub, a wash-basin ; 

to rejoice ; to turn around ; 
sptin lok, to rejoice; pin 
sting, to revolve, so as not to 
advance. 
A large rock, a foundation- 
stone; a great and remark- 
able rock, like the Rock 

Etam ; stable, firm, asa rock; 
<p tin shek, «chi .on, peaceful, 
as if settled on a rock; p‘tin 
nga gin sui [bandits have 
been] for a series of years. - 
A leathern girdle; a large 

c . 

Pw'an?™namented girdle; met. a 
purse, because the money 

was put inside of it; <p‘tn ta?” 
a leathern helt. 
Ts curl up the legs, to sit 
crosslegged ; gp‘tin sat, ¢ tso* 
to sit with the feet under one; 
sp tin wat, curled up; pun 
mai tso’ tosit likea tailor. 

Rid Interchanged wlth gntin Bit: 
Pw’anto jump a wall ; to walk lame. 

To rejoice, to be glad; ‘sit 
sp tin, name of an ode in the 
Shi-King. 
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Pw,an 

« 

Pw an 

. Te . : ! 

A mountain stream in the 
<'t3 west of Shensi, a tributary 
we abl Fike River Wei, in Fung. 
We Read fan, meaning sow- 
PwignPUgs found under things. 

Read ,p‘un, curled up, writh- 
ing, coiled ; wreathing, curling 
around ; to bend, to coil up in, 
to crouch in; to infrust to; 
gwan pin ta? t? the clonds 
encircled the land; ‘p‘tin ‘iz, 
toencircle, spirally ; .p'vin dung 
kwan? a cane with dragons 
carved around it; Jung <p‘tin 
<i mat, a serpent crouching 
in the earth. 

PUN. 

Fat, gross, obese, corpulent, 
as if one had nothing to dis- © 
turb him ; half of a carcase ; 

a slice, the collops on the ribs ;_ 
sam “kwong ‘Cai yp'tin, good- 
natured and fat. 

> To divide, to halve, to dis- 
Pw'an tinguish ; to decide, to judge, 

to sentence; to join two 
halves; to marry ; p'tin’ hdp, to 
conjoin in bands of wedlock ; 
‘sham pin? to judge and con- 
Vict ; pat p'én” an official ver- 
dict, a decision ; p'un? -kiin, 
the decider of one’s life, Atro- 
pos; dung p'tin? a syndic in 
an inferior department ; chi? 
chik, p'én? to decide directly. 

YY A semicircular pool near 
Pyrgn the colleges of princes; a 

stream in Sh4ntung, near 
Ta-ngan fa, an affluent of the 
Grand canal; to dissolve, to 
scatter; qyau p'tin? ‘shui, to 
‘pass the college pool,” i. e. 
to become. a sititsdi; p'tin? 
ckung, the college of a pre- 
fecture ; pti’ ch’t, the college 
pool. S 

> Interchanged with the last ; 
Pwain the colleges of the princes ; 

to break, to scatter, 
ye | To reject, to disregard, to 

, remove from one; to sepa- 
+E fae to divide, to cut off, to 
Pw’in halve; to throw away, to 

throw down ; p'zin? ‘sz’ to ven- 
ture to the death ; p'un’ meng? 
to risk cne’s life; pin? kung, 
tocontract for work ; p‘én? ‘cho 
<m i@ to waste, to lavish, to 
hold lightly by; p‘tin’ lan? to 
give up the reins; p‘tin? ‘sz’ hi? 
ts to do at the risk of life ; 
pw’ ds‘oi, prodigal, 

4 
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PUNG, 

(437) Pung. 

(The first three are read fung in the Fan 
Wan.) 

bas A loud, boisterous laughing ; 
great merriment. 

Pung 
we Ornaments of gold, gem, or 
Pp metal, on a scabbard or hilt 

of a sword or dagger ; an em. 
peror has gems, a prince has 
gold. 

‘Fs Grassy, herbaceous; ‘pung 
Pung Pung, abundant, luxuriant, as 

the vines of a melon ; laden 
with fruit. 

‘ A colloquial word. Ahand- 
ful; to hold in the hand, to 
scoop up in the hand ; ‘pung 
chi? to hold by the sides or 
rim ; ‘pung ‘shui ‘yam, to drink 
out of the hands. 

Hifi Torun against, to run upon, 
, yto bump ; to meet a person or 

hit job unexpectedly; a thump, 
Ping a knock; ‘ai pung’ lookout 

for knocks !—a cry of porters 
in the street ; pung’ ‘to ‘k'it or 
pung chéuk, hit against him; 
pung’ ds‘an ‘au, to bump one’s 
head; pung’ ‘ki, hit him; 
pung kin’ to meet one, as in 
the streets. The second char- 
acter is a common but unau- 
thorized one. 

Pung? A colloquial word. The 
classifier of walls, cliffs, ledges,| 

- &c.; a puff of smoke or smell ; 
yat, “ pung? ¢s‘ui, a stink ; yal, 
pung’ ds'éung, a wall; yat; 
pung? in sui, an offensive ? 
smoke, as of burning hair ; 
yal, pung? h? a bad odor. 

Ton. Dict, 51 
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(438) 

aes 

Pung. 

A colloquial word; it is also 
ung Pronounced fung. To fill 
ms the eyes with smoke or dust ; 

dn pung :p'ung, the smoke is 
very smarting. 

Read xp‘ung, dust raised by the 
wind. 

& Mats made by interlacing 
Paz, bamboo leaves within splints ; 

used as coverings for boats, 
awnings, stagings, &c.; a sail ; 
a roof; an awning; «ung 
dit, mat houses ; ,p‘ung .sung, 
to walk rapidly ; ‘kung <p‘ung, 
an arched roof, as over a ter- 
race ; (ap; .p'ung, to put up an 
awning ; <p'ung ‘ch'ong, a mat 
shed, used for plays, rest. 
houses, &c.; ptin? .p'ung iit, 
shik, under easy sail enjoying 
the moonlight ; ‘chin <p‘ung, 
to go on the other tack ; <k‘au 
<p'ung, to beat or sail on the 
wind. 
A straight, medicinal, plant 

ang STOWing among hemp; a 
ms species of flag; disorderly, 

tangled, overgrown, like jun- 
gle; waving, as grass by the 
wind ; disheveled, as the hair ; 
a malign star ; <p'ung doi, fairy 
land, the abode of genii, a pa- 
radise far from men; name of 
a district in Shéntung. 
The hair in disorder, dis- 
heveled ; <p'ung .sung, hair 
uncombed and tangled. 
Grassy, luxuriant, flourish. 
ing; bushy, as a squirrel’s 
tail ; ~p‘ung <p‘ung, abundant, 
as a field of grain. 

Se 
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(439) Pe 

An open dish, usually of 
o earth, to cook in ; a spherical, 

narrow-mouthed dish, used by 
priests ; a stoneware dish to 
grind paint or medicine on; a 
beggar’s clapdish ; met. Bud- 
hism; put, d'au, an earthen 
dish ; lau? pit, a tunnel ; .ch'iin 
& ptt, to hand down the robe 
and dish—to leave one’s office 
and place to a disciple ; ¢'ung 
lo put, a large earthen pan, - 

To spread out, to place ip 
proper posts ; to allot, to dis- 
pose ; to detach, as troops; 
to root out, to expel, to abolish, 
to abrogate, to do away with; 
to rid, to exclude ; to get rid 
of ; to dissipate, to scatter, as 
wind does clouds; to cut up 
grass ; the dress fluttering ; to 
flirt, as a fan; jto extend; to 
separate ; ropes for a hearse ; 
put, ceung, to pull a bow ; put, 
gman, to drive away musqui- 
toes ; prt, hot <én, to dissipate 
smoke ; put, shin? to fan ; ptt, 
tung ‘ki, cool it by fanning ; 
put, chéuk, ‘fo, to start a fire 
by fanning ; put, «sha, to reel 
thread ; piit, ‘ma ‘mi, a hanger- 
on, a lick-spittle ; put, wai 
pin, prejudiced for or against 
one, strong dislike ; .fan puit, 

i, 
Poh 

ping .ting, to detach troops ; |} 
~ptiin pit, to apportion each jf 
one’s duties; pit, gndt sam 
‘shui, to disregard, to have 
nothing more to do with ; fung 
put, wan, wind scatters clouds. 

PUT. 

A rain garment, made of 
leaves or coarse cloth, worn 
by laborers. 
To change color, fluttered, 

Poh confused, to appear disconcert- 
ed; suddenly, furiously, to 
arrange hastily ; ptt, in, sud- 
denly. 

a Interchanged with the pre- 
Pah Ceding. Plants suddenly shoot- 
Pei ing up; disobedient, untract- 

able, unreasonable ; put, sing, 
a comet. 

ie A spring bursting up, or a 
a: plant shooting up; copious; 

sudden; put, kit, gurgling, 
bubbling ; ying h? pit, pit, 
valorous, brave, boasting ; pit, 
Sli (or ‘nt) name of a country, 
thought to be Borneo. 

Silken cords which are used 
*to carry coffins by ; met. fine, 
elegant, applied to the emper- 
or’s words ; dun pit, eloquent, 
persuasive, aS imperial say- 
ings. 

ae The water chestnut, called 
Puh pit, ‘is‘ai, or ‘ma dai; the 

Eleocharis tuberosus, an edible 
tuber. 

RE To ae by a eae. 
~ through grassy paths; to drag. 

cn gle, to trudge, to go slow.y ; 
to stumble ; to slip ; the stind 
for a candle; an addenda or 

» 

ice 2 

Poh 

preface of a book, put ina 
new edition; the heel; the 
root, base, foundation ; 
ship, to slip; kéuk, pit, the 
heel. 

ES A small bell, like a sleigh. 
Ms ; bell, used in chanting or in 

°* music to make a response ; 
small cymbals, 



(440) Prat. 

To sprinkle, to throw water 
P about ; to scatter ; to drip, to 

00ze, to shower down ; dissipat- 
ed; a shower ; p'dt, ‘shui, to 
throw water, as onone. A 
colloquia! word; slender, acute; 
p tit, mak, to write boldly ; 2; 
put, lively, revived, enheart- 
ened; mung put, vigorously 
written characters; pi, ‘fi, 
an adulteress; div p'til, per- 
verse; dsim pit, kim’ tsim, 
beautiful, tapering, as fingers ; 
dsim p'tt, t® very sharp-point- 
ed ; put, sav shang 7? to lose 
custom by rudeness ; sat, p‘tit, 
gan, a careless man, one who 
wastes things. 

(441) Sa. 

A contraction for thirty ; 
3 ih 84 8am, thirty-three, 

Pronounced ‘sé, a colloquial 
word. Confused, at sixes and 
sevens ; ‘sé kdm? liin? all in dis. 
order ; ‘sa <ch'an wan ti? what 
a brag! a bag of wind. 

(442) Sai. 

Wg The west ; in divination be- 
“gs; longs to metal ; western, for- 

eign, European ; enters into 
many names of places; among 
the Budhists, refers to heaven; 
Sai pan, a private tutor ; sai 

FUT. SA. 

° 
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‘shui ‘lung, restless, to sit uns 
easily ; sai .kwa “pin, a chop- 

boat or lighter; sat tin, pa- 

radise of Budha; sat .yéung 

gan, a Portuguese ;—at first 

applied to all Europeans; .sat 
kwan @ kin ‘tsai, nickname 

* for a rich and silly youth from 
the western suburbs of Canton; 
<sai ‘mai, sago; .sai pak, north- 
west. 
Bruised rice, the rice left in 

+ a mortar, broken to dust after 
hulling, called ‘mai sha. 

A rhinoceros; hard, good 
- metal, as a sword; a carpel of 
amelon ; .sai kok, a rhinoceros’ 
horn ; sat mgau, a rhinoceros; 
sam ‘yau ing sai, astute, 
acute at perceiving. 
A diminutive sort of the 

, Olea fragrans, with reddish 
flowers, called muk, sai fa; 
cultivated at Canton. 

FE Often confounded with rice 
. sin’ which is then pronounc- 
ed .sai, while this character 
is also called .sui, inthe name 
<i sui or <tin ,sai, the coriander 
or caraway plant. 
The neighing ofa horse ; the 

chirping of the mole-cricket 
and cicada; a hoarse, broken 
noise, hiccuping ; a crashing, 
clattering, rushing noise ; .saz 
sai sheng, a cricket’s chirp; 
sai shat, a furious onslaught, 
the din of battle. 

hh To bring to notice, to direct 
i, ’ the attention to ; to put one 

" on his guard, to rouse up; 
to split, to rive; ai .sat, to 
point out ; .saz ‘seng, to nudge, 
to hint. 
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4 To wash, to wash the feet ; 
&- to purify, to rinse, to clean ; 

to cleanse morally ; a wash- 
ing vessel ; met, to wash out, 
to exterminate ; ‘sai min? to 
wash the face; ‘sai kwdt, to 
wash and scrape ; ‘sai «shan 
or ‘sai yuk, to bathe ; ‘sat ‘lai, 
baptism ; ‘sai .sam, to cleanse 
or change the heart ; ‘sat shap, 
dau 2m fav mé, are nt you 
going to shave now you've 
washed your head ?—you must 
finish what you’ve begun ; ka 
pan <it‘sai, as poor as if clean 
washed out. 
To wash out, to avenge 

Gj one’s wrongs, to wipe off a 
reproach, as by the death of 
a enemy. 

aa A plant, allied to hemp in 
Ap its fibres, and used for weav- 

bay 

Si 

SAI. 

ing; linen, fine hempen or 
grasscloth. 

Fine, small, minute; de- 
licate, finely made; soft in 
texture; subtile ; trifling, petty, 
unimportant, vexatious ; tho- 
roughly, carefully ; sav sam, 
careful, be careful; sai pé fine 
cloth; ‘tsz’ sa?’ attentive to, he- 
edful ; sai? hang? a peccadillo, 
trifling ; sai? sz” asmall matter; 
sai tak, tsa far too small; 
sai .sz’ gan, sycee silver ; 
sai ‘ld .ko, a term for a lad, 
my boy! sai ¢‘dm, conversa- 
tion, small talk; sai? chat, 
to thoroughly examine; sav’ 
‘ld, a younger brother ; ‘hd sai’ 
very small ; ‘at sai’ not so tall, 
rather under size; sai? yan 
“tsai, a child, children ; sai ‘lo, 
a younger brother. 

SAI. 

pS) A son-in-law ; a husband 
A is sometimes so called ; ‘nit 
15 sa? a son-in-law; <¢n sa? a 
“$i worthy son-in-law. 

(443) Sai. 

wai. A colloquial word. To 
throw away as useless, to 
waste ; sai tdt, utterly wast- 
ed ; ‘mai .sdi ‘yé, don’t waste 
things ; mat, sai ‘ki, don’t 
waste it; sai sav hai Jé, all 
thrown away, it is all used 
up; séi fi ching min’ a dis- 
grace to one’s family; pak, 
pak, sai, uselessly spent ; sdz 
iak, chung? extravagant, using 
more than is necessary. 
To move, to shift one’s 

abode or things; to be trans. 
ported by order of the king; to 
exceed, to incroach on or over- 
pass, as time; ‘sdi shin? to 
change for the better, to re. 
form; ‘sai kit, to live elsewhere; 
‘sai iit, to overpass the month ; 
‘sai yam? to go to take another 
office. 

Straw sandals, slippers, 
grass shoes worn by posture- - 
makers ; to go barefoot ; tit, 

Si ‘sdi, to throw off the slippers ; 
yau h? pai? ‘sai, [to contemn 
the world] like rejecting a 
pair of old sandals. 

’ A kind of gauze kerchief for 
s; ; the head, a cap, a turban; 

*” strings of aycap; a hair-band ; 
a crowd passing along; to bind | 
together or upon neatly ; ban. 
ners flowing bravely. Read 
Li, a kind of fine cord. 

HE 



SAK. 

“es Afraid, dispirited, fearful, 

“Si craven, cast-down; timid, 
bashful and awkward ; thrown 
off one’s guard; wai ‘sdi, 
fearful, abashed ; ‘sai yung, 
looking scared. 

“ei The royal signet or imperial 
seal ; the great seal, now us- 
ually called ‘pd; the seal of 
the signet. 

HE A colloquial word. All, the 
whole, complete, entire; Ai? 
sa? all are gone ; ‘mo sd?’ none 
at all; shap, fan dung sa? 
thoroughly understands all ; 
sung sai let it all go,asa 
rope ; ‘pt sai all given away ; 
kiw kwo sa? seen everything ; 
him? pa? lang* shik, sa? all 
completely eaten up. 

(444) Sak. 

To stop up, to fill up, to 
;, close ; to obstruct, to hinder, 

to prevent by obstacles; to 
spike a gun; obstructed, stop- 
ped up ; solid, sincere ; unin- 
telligent, stupid, hard to ap. 
prehend ; an important pass ; 
mat, ‘kom sak; how can you be 
so stupid? sak, chi: ‘k'i, stop 
it up ; ¢én sak, to fill up, asa 
hole ; sak; ‘hau, to stop a hole, 
to gag, to bribe, to stop one’s 
answering ; ‘yung sak, kai te 
streets much crowded; hoi 
gmdau sak, to make a person 
understand ; pi? sak, the nose 
stopped up, snuffles; .ch‘ung 
sak, tin t? to pervade and fill 
the world—as the gospel will. 

~ 
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(445) Sam. 

sidered as the <chit or lord of 
the body; the centre, the 
| middle ; inside of a thing, as 

| The physical heart, con- 

J a wick, heart-wood ; the affec- 
” tions, the heart, the will ; the 
mind, understanding ; the in- 
tention, desire, motive; the 
origin or source ; the fifth of 
the 28 constellations, answer- 
ing to Antares, ¢ and T in 
Scorpio; the 61st radical of 
characters relating to the 
feelings ; sam .kon, the heart 
and liver, met. that which is 
doated on; sam ‘shui ds‘ing, 
imperturbable, not alarmed ; 
Syau sam <ki, clear-headed and 
attentive ; ~mo .sam .ki, indis- 
posed, ailing; <sam teng* not 
in error, certain of ; sam fuk, 
gan, a trustworthy man ; sam 
<shan, the animal spirits ; ‘hd 
sam din, tender, compassion- 
ate ; sam .’m tso? ch'i? absent- 
minded ; .sam wat pat, ‘kwai, 
I can’t understand his inten- 
tions, scheming ; sam dau <kd, 
ambitious, in haste to reach, 
highminded, a high-toned feel- 
ing; <sam do, suspicious, cap- 
ricious ; .sam .sam .sz’ bent on, 
constantly desiring ; sam puk, 
puk, tiw palpitation from fear ; 
yap, <sam, to remember, fa- 
miliar with; in «sam, the 
zenith, meridian ; sam <hung 
chak; contracted, narrow mind. 
ed, views; <ptin sam, my view, 
my notion; yung’ sam tso be 



A06 SAM. 

diligent, be crreful in doing , 
things ; sam fa hoi, in hopes, | 
in high spirits, one’s hopes 
blossoming ; dung sam ‘yé, a 
hollow, tubular thing; ‘yau 
sam, much obliged, thank 
you ; ‘ni fai .sam, I am obli- 
ged for your kind care; git 
«sam, to recover one’s senses, 
to reform ; sam sz’ desire for, 
discontent. 
To drip, to ooze out ; to steep. 
A colloquial word; to sprinkle 
dry things ; ‘sam tik, dm ai, 
sprinkle a little salt on ; ‘sam 
<m wan, sprinkled unevenly ; 
nik, fui ‘sam chi? bring ashes 
to lay on it. 

Pronounced sam’; bad, inelegant, 
worthless ; ‘kom sam? k@ so 
vile; so mean-looking—appli- 
ed chiefly to things. 

B 
San 

(446) Sam. 
; 

Three ; thrice; sam shap,| 
thirty ; az? <sdm, third ; tsoz 
sam, again and again; sam 
it or sam ts‘2” thrice; # 
sam ‘tsz’ you two or three 
people ; pat, sam pat, sz” 
neither one thing nor another, 
unsteady ; .sam ‘léung yat, in 
a few days; sam 4 Ile ‘hau, 
a cross roads; .sam kap, tai 
the three highest Hanlin; 
sam chek, ‘shau, a thief, a 
shoplifter ; sam kw'an ? tu? 
knots and groups of people. 
Read sam? to reiterate, to do 
thrice ; sim?.s2’ to think thrice, 
maturely thought of, deliber- 
ate. , 
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SAN. 

(447) San. 

AR Wood cut down; to renew, 
to restore, to improve ; to add 
something to, to increase ; 
new, fresh, the latest, just made 
or gathered; the new, the 
best ; occurs in many names of 
places; <san ‘sin, fresh, as 
catables ; .san_ ch‘ut, mat, just 
in market; ~san ong, <san 
cnéung, a bridegroom and 
bride ; ts‘ <san ‘p‘d, to get a 
wife ; san min, newyear ; an 
man, news ; iak, fa? yat, san, 
his virtuons example daily 
renovates others—said of a 
good ruler; .san fau* a new. 
port—a name for Singapore ; 
san yéung® new-fashioned. 
Fuel, brambles, wood fit only 

“an for the fire, firewood ; to col- 
lect fuel ; .ch‘at .san, firewood; 
san ‘ts'd, grass cut for fuel ; 

_ ft san to carry faggots. 
% Pungent, warm, piquant, 
“si, Slightly acrid or bitter; met. 

irksome, bitter, hard, toilsome, 
grievous; mournful, sad ; the 
eighth of the tenstems, corres. 
ponds to metal and the west; 
the 160th radical; san -fit, 
grievous, afflicted; .san lat, 
biting, hot, like cayenne. 
A marshy plant, like sweet. 

flag or the asarum ; long; .san 
<san, numerous ; .san tin? a dis. | 
trict in Shantung; san ‘yé, 
desert, marshy. 

BE) Men and horses in com. — 
| pany, a large crowd of peo- 

Be | ple; <san .san, the noise and 
Sin tramp ofa crowd, 

Sin 

oF 
Sin 



SAN. 

To ask information, to con- 
verse, to inquire ; <san .san, a 

™ crowd, many talking together. 
A multitude standing or go- 

ing together ; .san <san <k‘t luk, 
how numerous are the deer! 

San. 

\ A wheaten cake, fried in 
soil or fat till itis dry; qau 
} ‘san, wheaten cakes. 

San 

hs Strips of wood placed be- 
Tean tween the fingers to squeeze 

them ; a mode of torture like 
the thumb-screws ; to torture ; 
narrow ; ‘san ‘shau, to squeeze 
the fingers. 

AX ) Awine vessel, an amphora; 
a medicinal powder ; name 
of a song ; slatternly, unti- 
dy, careless, disheveled, as 
one’s dress or hair; scattered, 
tangled, put in confusion ; 
not in order ; miscellaneous, 
odds and ends; ‘san kung, 
day-laborers ; ‘ta ‘san -kung, 
to work by the job; ‘a ‘san 
ts‘in, tobreakastring of cash; 

| yéule, ‘san, a powder; ‘lan ‘san, 
fheedless, lazy ; ‘ta ‘san fw 
kéuky to loosen the trowsers 
from the stockings ; ‘san sok, 
sok, shiftlessly, loosely done ; 
chdn ‘san, leisure, otium; 
mo ‘san, to grind to powder ; 
‘san ‘kom ‘séung, wandering 
thoughts ; sdt, ‘san an ‘ma, 
sent out men aad horses, or 
dispersed them,.as in search. 

oh 

dt 
Sin 

(448) 

wv 

i j  Toscatter, as by the wind 
an or by force; to separate, to 

| 

ing, or when posting troops. } 
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take apart; to dissipate; to 
spread abroad; to disperse, 
to break up; to distribute, to 
apportion ; san’ .ch'éung, todis- 
perse, as an audience; sdn’ 
<pan, to break up, as a party ; 
san’ ‘ha po to relieve one’s 
grief by walking or otherwise ; 
sav tsap, to scatter clothes 
(to the spirits); fat, sadn to 
dissipate, as a vertigo or cold ; 
ck san? yan mong, the family 
is scattered and dead; shat, 
san’ driven off, expelled by 
force; po’ san? dau in, to 
spread false reports; san? ‘wong 
sz” fong, scattered in all di- 
rections, dispersed. 

ay To cover or shade from 
, +the rain or sun ; an umbrella, 

eK fa parasol; Jo sdn’ a state 
San canopy. carried behind high 

officers, of which the red color 
is the most honorable ; ‘i san? 
an umbrella ; long’ san’ a sun- 
shade. 

(449) Sang. 

{a A Budhist priest ; a religious 
life; «sang yan, a priest, a 

"8 onze ; 3; cho sang, a strict, con- 
scientious priest; oan cyau 
sang, a begging priest ; :p'an 
sang, I, a poor priest ; Sang 
ka, Budhist priests, the Priest. 
hood ; .sang tsuk, pat, ‘ung, a 
religious and worldly life are 
unlike; ta dé «sang, lama 
priests ; shan .sang, recluses, 
Short hair; wang .sang, the 

ang Hair i in disorder, tangled. 
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> "To lose the way, to wander ; 
Teen g Sang’ tang? in a hurry, fidget- 

ty, acting foolishly, unapt, 
Spoiling what one undertakes, 
A colloquial word. Sang’ pi 
to blow the nose with the 
fingers; sang? ‘hd ‘shau, to 
shake the hands, as when wet 
or dusty ; hd’ sang’ or sang? 
kéuk; lecherous ; sang? p? (av? 
‘tsz’ a rich fool. 

(450) Sap. 

> 

Tsah SUCking, A colloquial word. 
A deceit, a take in; wheedling, 
coaxing ; eng .yan sap, to be 
deluded, overreached, diddled; 
gan sap, ‘ni hi? people will 
coax you to go away; .’m shau* 
gan sap; not minding people’s|| 
blarney ; sap, ‘to Sk‘ took him 
in; sai sap, sap, very much 
broken or cut up, minced ; 
sap, sui little things, rubbish. 

(451) Sap. 

il The sound of wind, a breeze, 
Sn 2 gust, a blast; suddenly, for 

P a minute ; pak, fung sap, sap, 
gusty north wind; <shui sap; 
declining, going down, unsuc- 
cessful, losing ground; sap, 

_ shi <kan, for a minute, a little 
while. 
A slight shower, a drizzling, 

Shap, Passing, rain; sdp, yshi, mo- 
mentarily; sap» <in kan, on a 
sudden. 

SAP. 

Toenter the mouth ; a fish 

SAT. 

[ri To make a circuit, to go 
Psah the rounds, like a watchman ; 

pervading; a revolution; a 
side, a row; «chau sap, to go 
about everywhere ; <sém sap, 
on three sides; yat, sap, a row. 
A colloquial word. To please, 
to delight; shining, lustrous, as 
‘silk ; when repeated, it is a 
strong affirmative; .m sap; 
‘ngan, does not please the eye, 
makes no display ; <idi sap, - 
sap; exceedingly rough; dam 
sap, sap, very blue. 

7A, Feathers used to adorn cof- 
Sih #08 3 @ flabellum or great fan, 

carried behind the sovereign, 
painted with flowers or fea. 
thers. The state umbrella is 
now usedinstead. 

Mixed up ; sound of break. 
2, ing things. A colloquial word ; 

lap, sép, refuse, dirt, sweep- 
ings. 

oe) Sat. 

eS The knee; to surround the 
<1, knees, as children do; a long 

thin spear ; wat, sal, to kneel, 
to bend the knee; ‘pd sat, 
ch‘éung yam, to hold the 
knees and sing away ; sat, dau 
ko, the knee; sat, hae sour 
servant ; also, one’s children ; 
Sp‘d sat,a knee cap used by 
surgeons ; _pdu sat, knee-pads ; 
shang hok, sat, enlargement of 
the knee-joint; sat, <hang, to — 
creep ; ‘té ptin’ sat, to bend one 
knee ; sat, *ha°sat, tha, hesi- 
tatingly, going and stopping ; 
tsuk, sat, holding both knees. 



(453) 

Fit 
Sah 

*blow ; 

(454) 

Fe 
Sia 

To scatter, to disperse ; to 
* throw one side and the other ; 
to set loose ; sat, p'tit, to waste, 
as money ; ‘ab: ‘shau, to throw | 
the arms “about, to cast off; 
sat, ‘shau ‘sung .m ‘li, I'll have 
nothing more do to with it; 
dt, kuk, ‘chung, to sow grain ; 
sat; la# to implicate another, 
to make much out of a little 
mistake or fault ; sat, ‘mong, 
to throw a net; sat, <hoi ‘kt, 
spread it out, scatter it; ar- 
range itamicably, asa lawsuit; 
sat, tau shing ping, to make 
soldiers by throwing up beans 
—a sort of sorcery in battle ; 
sat, ‘shau pat, k‘ap, unexpect- 
edly ; sit, ‘mai, to shed rice on 
a bridal sedan. 

To strike a back handed 
to rub or wash out; 

mit, sat, to wipe off. 
** A religious word, introduc- 

kan ed by Budhists ; to assist, to 
ar everything ; <P'O sat, an 

idol, an image. The word is 
a contraction of Bodisat, a 
candidate for a Budhaship. 

Sau. 

Viands, savory food, delica- 
cies ; to offer up, to send in, to 
present ; to feel ashamed, to 
blush, to redden; ashamed, 
confused ; bashful, I am un. 
worthy ; ‘conscious of guilt ; 

Ton. Dicr. 52° 

“Bid 

é 

¢ 

Sau 

B 
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sau yuk, feeling guilty; in- 
sulted, digiaael: ; sau kw'ar 
shamefaced, blushing; sau 
‘chi, ashamed ; 2m chi .suu, 
brazen-faced, no honorable 
feeling ; sau ka sz’* ashamed 
of an affair; sau .sau ‘san, 
slovenly ; <hém .sau, to redden. 

Viands, savory delicacies ; 
to offer food; .sau shin’ presents 
of food ; chan sau pak, m? all 
sorts of delicacies, 
To adorn, to renovate; to 

repair, to mend and make as 
new ; to clean up; to adjust, 
to direct ; to regulate ; to cul. 
tivate, to practice, to study, 
as virtue ; to chasten, to ex. 
ercise, as the heart ; .sau shik, 
to beautify, as the person; 
sau ts‘ap, to make as new; 
sau kam, a teacher’s stipend ; 
sau .shan, to practice correct 
conduct; ,sau ‘ching, to restore, 
to mend ; .sau -shii, to write a 
letter ; sau tak, t& availing 
virtue, that which has induced 
bliss ; «sau lak, to act virtu- 
ously ; ‘kin sau, a go-between; 
sau yam kung, to do good 
works privately ; sau .sam ‘mat 
‘kom, don’t do so for your own 
sake and peace. 
The sound of the wind; 

cuilly, windy ; ; the whirring of 
" an arrow ; Sau sau, a gust. 

To conceal ; to hide away ; 
to search a house, to seek for 
hidden things; to examine 
into; crafty; «sau <4 ays to 
-seek. 

Interchanged with the last; 
to hide. Read .ch'au in the 

" Fan Wan. eS 
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- BB) An old man, a senior, a 
F } venerable person ; ‘ld ‘sau, old 
{2 | gentleman! ‘sau ‘sau, the 
Sau sound of washing rice. 
ee) To search a house, as by 

phe police ; to toss and throw 
8 | about when searching ; to in- 
Sau form one’s self; to investigate, 

to search out; to inquire into 
the meaning of; researches in- 
to books ;_ swift, as an arrow ; 
to assemble ; popular opinion ; 
‘sau ‘kim or ‘sau <shan, to 
search the person; ‘sau td? 
ts‘ak, to search for banditti ; 
‘sau .ts'am, to seek and find, 
as secreted things. 
To steep in water ; to infuse, 

to soak meal or flour; to 
macerate ; to urinate; ‘sau ‘tsau 
to make or decant spirits ; ‘sau 
nik, to make water ; ‘sau pin? 
calls of nature. 
A vessel; a ship or boat; 

the poop or stern of a vessel, 

”~ 

re 3 
Sau 

Sau 
‘ Eyeless, blind from having 
i no pupil; a term applied to old 

au men; «mung ‘sau, blind, said 
of musicians ; ‘k# ‘Sau, blind 
Sau, who was Shun’s father, 

‘ A plant used in dyeing red, 
and also edible ; perhaps a sort 
of Rumex ; the hunt in spring, 
when pregnant animals were 
not to be killed ; to collect, to 
assemble, as for a hunt; to 
provision cavalry for war; to 
order soldiers; to hide, to 
screen ; to search, to inquire. 

He A marshy preserve in which 
game is kept and fish reared ; 

Sau} thicket ; skirt of a hill; fat, 
rich, profitable, gainful; a 
measure of 16 ‘tau; li? Sau, 

au 

SAU. 

a sort of pad used when carry- — 
ing burdens on the head. 

Grain in seed; beautiful, 
$7; 82)» as flowers ; to flourish, to 

grow ; flourishing, elegant, ad- 
orned ; comely, fair, beautiful ; 
accomplished ; the first, the 
best ; saw’ mau’ green, charm. 
ing, asa field ; saw mau’ wan, 
beautiful, as a landscape ; 
saw hi a fine person, elegant 
manners; sau’ <s‘0i, accom- 
plished talents—the lowest of 

_ the four literary degrees; tak, 
din t? chi sau? [man is] the 
best in heaven and earth; 
sau i, fine raiment—a scho- 
lar. 

os A gem or prettily colored 
gv, Stone; a pebble, which can be 
id 

used for ear-drops. 
a To embroider, to adorn 

» pwith various colored silks ; 
ornamented, embroidered, 

Sia worked; to embellish, to 
variegate, to beautify; to illus- 
trate a book with prints; sau? 
(fa, to embroider flowers ; sax? 
ckan, an embroidered hand. 
kerchief or scarf; ‘kam sau?’ 
worked in colors, variegated ; 
mitt dung sau fung? pictured 
dragons and embroidered phee- 
nixes—»raise of fine needle- 
work ; ki sau? to embroider. 
The second character is an 
erroneous form, commonly 
used as a contraction of the 
other ; it isrig'itly read awa 
carpel of the cotton fruit, 

Gry The rust of iron, steel, tin, 

Po > 

, 

or other metals; oxides; 
shang saw to get rusty ; 

Sid eng’ saw mist on a mirror. 

> 



SE. 

Wi’ To cough; to expectorate, 
Sau (© taise phlegm; a cough, 

coughing; <kon saw a dry 
cough; ‘dm saw to raise 
phlegm; ‘kom -heng kat, sau’ 
a slight cough, to clear the 
throat. Also read ts‘uk, to 
lick, to lap. ; 

» ‘Torinse the mouth, to was 
“A out a thing ; to purify, to cor- 

rect ; to gnaw; saw ‘hau, to 
wash the mouth ; saw’ ‘fin, to 
wash, 

(455) Sé. 

A little, like tk, or t# in 
“ge colloquial; it is usually com. 

pared with something just ex- 
pressed, making it an adject- 
tive of comparison, answering 
to the termination er; short, 
said of time; few, small in 
number ; a word of compari- 
son, as somewhat, partly, im- 
perfectly, rather, measurably ; 
ché .sé,‘na.sé, this, that; these, 
those ; .sé ‘sitt chi mat, a tri- 
fling matter, unimportant ; yat, 
sé, afew; fai .sé, quicker; 
‘md sé m# disagreeable, dis- 
gusting ; .sé .sii, trifling, a few 
of, a little while or quantity ; 
tak, .8é ‘hd? .sit ati ‘shau, better 
retire when you have made a 
little money ; léuk, léuk, ‘hd 
<Sé, it is a very little better ; 
sham & sé, rather obscure ; 
ts0’ sé sham’ .mo, what are you 
doing ? .sé ‘siti sz” only a little 
matter, a very trifle ; sé ‘shia, 
rather little ; mGt, sé? .sz’ not 
the least meaning; ‘yau sé 
pal, sk? oot very proper, 

SE. an 

=a To write, to draw, to paint’; 
}to design, to limn; to write 

‘BJ one’s thoughts ; to make out, 
Sié asan account ; to remove, to 

put aside, to overturn; to quiet, 
as one’s passion, to disburthen, 
to compose the mind ; to found, 
to cast, as an image ; to leak, 
to spill over ; ‘sé tsz”* to write ; 
‘sé sun? to write a letter; ‘sé 
chan, to draw a likeness ; ‘sé 
shang, todraw natural objects; 
chau ‘sé, to copy ; ‘sé wa? to 
draw pictures ; ‘sé chi? to cast; 
sit, ‘sé, to give vent to, to dis- 
burthen ; ‘ago <sam <shu ‘sé, 
my mind is calmed; ‘sé lok, 
write it; ‘sé gi an, make 
out an account ; ‘sé tsz” .tiin 
“ai, he writes evenly and 
uniformly ; ‘sé tsz® wan, a 
clerk, a writer; ‘sé tak, ‘hd, 
it is written well; ‘sé ‘it, 
written; <ch'du ‘sé, to copy 
out ; tsov ‘sé kwo? rewrite it; ‘sé 
ching’ kin “pan, write plain. 

> To let water flow off; to 
“2 drain land; to leak, to ooze ; 

a diarrhcea,*a flux, a looseness, 
a purging ; to purge ; to elim- 
inate ; ‘tO sé a-dysentery ; sé 
yéuk, a purgative ; ‘fan kan 
fuk, s€ spasms and gripes, 
cholera morbus ; sé ‘fo, or sé 
‘hé it, to purge out feverish 
feeling ; sit, s@ to leak out; 
sé? ‘tai sz” hollow, having no 
foundation to go on; ta sé 
ch'a, spilled the tea—to lose 
a betrothed husband _ before 
marriage; <k'ing dam gi sé 
puk, to talk like a flux—to tell 
all; s@ sam ti, purged thrice ; 
s€ ‘shui, a watery stool. 
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i 

SENG, 

To lay aside, to leave, to! 
relinquish, to cast off; to lay 
off, as clothes ; to vacate, as 
an office; to land, as cargo; 
s& sz™ to throw up a business; 
s€ yam, to tleave an office; 
s€ fo to deliver goods; sé 
Shan, to abscond ; sé pok, to 
bare the shoulder ; s@ lok, tam’ 
kon, to throw off the pole—to 
give up a calling; to retire 
from ; ch‘ak, s@ to destroy, to 
throw down, as a house; sé 
kap, 4 ‘tsau, to throw away 
one’s armor and flee. 

(456) Seng. 

(For other words pronounced seng, see 
the syllable sing.) 

“Seng. A colloquial word, often 

used as a contraction for sin 
shang, a teacher or Sir; <Lo 

seng, Mr. Lo. 
Seng. A colloquial word, de- 

noting a place, a path; ‘cho 
teng? ‘cho seng’? how you are 
stopping up the way here ! 

(457) Séuk. 

A) To cut, to pare, to shave off, 

inh to scrape ; to erase by scrap- 
ing ; to despoil, to invade, to 

seize territory of another ; to 

deprive of title or rank; im- 

poverished ; a graver ; debility; 

‘koi séuk, to correct or erase 

a writing ; séuk, chik, to de- 

grade to a lower rank; séuk, 

‘lit chik, turned out of office; 

SEUK. 

kwat, séuk, to scrape off ; séuk; 

SEUNG. 

fat, to shave the whole head; 
pai séuk, to trim, to mend, 
asa pen; -hiséuk, threads wide 
apart, slazy, said of cloth; 
séuk, kwat, nan din, 1 could 
not make it upif I scraped my 
bones; séuk, 10 pok, scraped 
thin; kwat, séuk, yan ‘ka, to 
deduct from the price agreed 
on; séuk; ~ping <iin, to de- 
grade a military officer. 

(458) 

Te 
Siang 

Séung. 

To disrobe in order to plough; 
to assist ; to effect, to accom- 
plish ; to animate, to praise ; 
to remove, to take away ; the 
fore horses of a car; an equi- 
page ; Séung yéung ‘fu, name 
of a prefecture in the north of 
Hipeh ; .séung tsén? to encou- 
rage by praise. 
To inlay, to enchase, to let 

sian ., in; tocoat or plate with ano- 
Jang ther metal ; to insert, to set, 

asa gem in gold; to connect 
two things, to rivet, to weld, 
to mortice or clamp on; bor- 
dered, as one color on anoth- 
er; séung pti, séung ‘chan, 
the inlaid cup and saucer used 
at weddings; .séung ‘ngan, to 
put in a false eye; séung nga, 
false teeth; .séung <po (i, to 
glaze window-glass; .séung 
pak, ki, a bordered white ban- 
ner; séung fai ‘tsz’ chopsticks 
inlaid with silver. 
Urgent; chong .séung, in 

haste, hurried; to assist one 
in need. ‘This character is 
usually read ,yéung. 

Jang 



SEUNG. 

A cord to tie up the sleeves ; 
a surcingle or belly-band ; to 
take by the arm. 
A spirited horse, shaking his 

Siang Head; a horse whose right 
hind leg is white ; to gallop; 

to elevate ; distant, to go far; 
séung dang, to canter. 
Looking among trees; to 

Siang CXamine, to inspect ; to blend 
with ; mutually, reciprocally, 
by turns, interchangeable, from 
one to another; often denotes 
merely a reflective form of the 
verb; the substance or essence, 
distinguished from the acci- 
dents ; .séung ‘ii, acquainted ; 
‘hd :séung “i, intimate, oblig- 
ing, courteous; .séung kan? 
near, contiguous; .séung ‘tso, 
at variance, having different 
views ; séung ‘Is‘2’ somewhat 
alike ; séung .sz’ peng? love- 
sick ; séung wai? to help each 
other, log-rolling ; 1d .séung 
‘i, an old friend; gmé .séung 
kon, no matter; <séung fan 
‘nt, I will trouble you ; .séung 
<2’ tséuk, a sort of robin ; séung 
a to meet, to come across one; 
séung pin kwo ‘ki, pass it 
on to him, said of presents; 
séung kin’ han? ‘man, | am 
sorry [ am so late in seeing 
you—a polite phrase ; .séung 
‘kak, in iin, separated as wide 
as the heavens; .séung ‘hd 
kan, friendly, well inclined to; 
wéung kin? ‘hd, ‘ung chi? 
nan, it is easy to visit people, 
but hard to live with them; 
séung .sz’ tau a red bean, the 
Abrus precatorius ; <séung ‘hd 
pang ‘yau, a dear friend. 

Siang 
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A side apartment, 8 retiring- 
room off the hall; .séung ,fong, 
a side chamber; ,shing .séung 
no? ngov inside and out of the 
city [of Canton]; .séung dong, 
lodge on the sides of a court. 
This is used in the Red Book 
for the second character above, 
as séung aoong ;k‘i, a bordered 
yellow banner. 
A large confluent of the 
Y4ngtsz’ ki4ng in Hanan; 
name of three districts in 
Hiinan and of a lake ; to cook, 
to roast or fry; <séung ft, a 
spotted variety of bamboo, 
named after Shun’s princess. 
A box, a coffer, a casket, of 
wood or bamboo ; a closet or 
storeroom ; boot of a carriage; 

yat, ko :séung, one box ; séung 
‘lung, a clothes’ trunk; ‘fo 
shik, .séung, a sort of partition 
tray for carrying food in pro- 
cessions; chong .séung, to 
pack a box ; lok, séung, to take 
one’s trunk ; lok, <séung ‘ch‘é, 
pack up and be off! clear out ! 
dong min’ lok, :séung, told him 
to his face to go; .séung ,fong, 
a closet, a storeroom; .ktin 
«séung, paper boxes for burning, 
containing paper clothes ; ‘chi 
mui <séung, a sort of tinder 
and match-box ; ‘sé tsz” .séung, 
a writing-desk ; .séung ‘sai, a 
little box ; ‘shéung séung, to 
make ready for a theatrical 
play ; «séung d‘au, the top of a 
bo 

i 
Siang 

aA 
Siang 

c 

Siang 

X. 
A light yellow color, like the 
budding leaves of the mulber- 
ry ; séung -piti, blue and yel- 
low, said of silks. 

Sian 
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} gsehiay cee congealed 
vapor ; frigid, cold, grave ; 

SReeng séung sit, frost aad onde ; 
lok, séung, frosty; séung kong? 
the 20th tsft, or term, from 
Oct. 24th to Nov. 8th ; .séung 
(wai, majestic; ‘li séung, to 
step on the frost—to use great 
care; <s‘z’ séung, a sort of 
sweet cruller. 
An unauthorized character, 

sometimes written for the last, 
in the phrase ,p‘ai .séung, ar- 
senic. 

: A widow: to live alone, as 
; Shwang® widow; .séung ‘fu, a wid- 

ow ; ku .séung, an orphan 
and widow, a lone widow. 

A famous Bucephalus belong- 
ing to Kwoh Poh of the 
Tsin dynasty, called Suk, 
séung, 

To think upon, to meditate, 
Sidne to consider ‘ to reflect, to 

~ turn over in one’s mind ;- to 
plan; to hope, to expect; to 
desire, toanticipate; a thought, 
an idea, a conception ; ‘md tik, 

\ ‘séung ‘au, no hope to get it, 
impossible ; ‘nt ‘séung ‘au ta? 
your nofions are too large, 
you are extravagant; shik, kwo’ 
chung? ‘séung, | want more of 
what I ate; ‘ngo .sam ‘séung, 
I think of it, [ think so ; ‘séung 
<m ‘td, impracticable, an im- 
possibility ; ‘séung yat, ‘séung, 
think a little ; ‘séung ?m ch'ut, 
unable to recall, mind is con- 
fused ; ‘séung yapg.<shan, in a 
reverie, day-dreaming; ‘yau 
tik, mong’ ‘séung, some hopes 
for ; ‘séung wai fai the idea 
will hurt your lungs—z useless 

cw 

Shwang 

oA 

SHA. 

plan; ‘séung sin? kai yan, 
thinking how he, can circum. 
vent one, his thoughts are 
evil ; ‘séung ‘hi, to call to mind. 

> To assist, to help; a minis. 
Siang teh of state, a prime-minister; 

to support; to select, to choose, 
todireet, to lead, to encourage; 
to watch the times, as a trader 
does; to receive an envoy ; 
physiognomy, the art of phy- 
siognomy and palmistry; a 
name for the 7th month; small 
stars near 6 in Ursa Major; 
séung’ ‘ché, leader of a blind 
man; padi séung’ a premier ; 
hon’ séung’ to foretell by the 
lines in the face; séung’ fat, 
rules of physiognomy; tai 
séung kung, noble Sir—a 
polite expression; séung? au 
séung’ ‘chi, peeping and pry- 
ing about; séung? <shi  tung* 
act when it is a favorable 
time; noi séung’ eunuchs in 
the palace—formerly, a privy 
councillor, _ 

(459) Sha. 

5 > Sand, gravel; pebbles, shin. 
‘S. , gle; sandy, gritty ; granulated, 

as sugar; comminuted, broken 
to pieces, like sand; mealy, 
as a fruit; «sha <i, a russet 
pear; «shad <‘ong, grained su. 

gar; Sha min® a part of the 
western suburbs of Canton; 
sha ‘mi, a sand spit—name of 
a place near Napier’s fort ; sha 

pak, a sand clam, a kind of 

Mactra; “Sha mok, Desert of 



SHA, 

Gobi ; sha «sheng, hoarseness ; 
dau shad, moving sands; <shd 
Shui, the snipe, sandpiper ; ¢m 
‘kwo? tak; sha, cannot bring it 
about, impracticable; ‘kau 
ch'éung .sha, the cholera ; sha 
ch'ung, larva of musketoes ; 
“‘tsui shad, a small fish, a sort 

_of sardine ; .shd ymin, Budhist 
priests ; sha ‘feng, a flat mud 
boat ; «sha lau? a water filter of 
sand ; «sha kom? ‘san, scattered 
all about; sha ngit, ngit, gritty; 
sha chan ta? clouds of dust ; 
sha <ku ‘eng, green flower- 
boats ; “Sha kok, p'du? foi, the 
fort below Anunghoy fort. 
Used for the last; pebbles ; 

“Sha Chit sha, cinnabar ; “pd «sha, 
emery ; kam -kong .sha, corun- 
dum; pa? sha, to winnow 
hulled rice; %a@ <shdé toi® to 
learn boxing by beating a bag 
of sand; kwat, sha, to scrape ; 
dit sha, to pick pustules out 
of the skin. 
Name of a fine wood, called 

: 4 sha dong, brought from Tibet; 

sha li, a pear. 
#y Gauze, thin silk; transpar- 

. shacnt in texture, gauzy ; a fibre, 
a thread not twisted ; tsaw shad, 
crape; pak, sha, white gauze ; 
sha dang, gauze lanterns ; 
sha moa black gauze hat, 
worn in the Ming dynasty ; 
tit, sshd mod* to be turned out 
of office ; ymin .sha, mull, fine 
muslin; <p'tin shad, to reel 
thread; <kang «sha, to lay a 
warp; ‘i. <sha, bombazine; 
<p 0 fai sha, macerated leaves 
varnished for painting; sha 
chung, a scarf worn by bride- 
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A surplice ; ka .sha, a priest’s 
Sh; robe ; ka «sha po fine muslin, 

cambric. 
» The shark, so called from its 

“ght rough skin ; lai dau «sha, the 
shovel-nosed shark; .pt —p'a 
sha, the Rhina acylostoma or 
spotted ray; kung ‘sz’ mé*~ 
sha, the Sphyrna 2ygena, or 
hammer-headed shark; <shé 
<i pt, shagreen, sand-paper. 

Fe | To sprinkle, to scatter, as 
oo }the wind does leaves ; to di- 
5 J vide ; to cast in, as hooks for 
Sha fish ; ‘shd ‘shui, sprinkle ‘it ; 

‘sha wan, sprinkle evenly ; 
‘sha <hot, to sprinkle ; <sin ‘sha 
tik, ‘shut, first sprinkle a little 
water; ‘sha ’m hoi, not enough 
to go around ; ‘sha shap, ¢,. 
got wet by the rain; ‘sha sd? 
to sprinkle and sweep; ‘sha 
fii ‘shui, to whitewash. 

To sport, to play with, to 
amuse ; to trifle with, as one ’ 
can with opium at first; to, 
exercise, as in fencing; play, 
jollity, sport; games; ‘sha 
kwan? to fence with poles; 
‘sha do <p'dt, to play with foils 
and shields ; godn ‘sha, to play, 
as children do; ‘sha h? to play, 
as actors do ; ¢sim ‘sha, expert 
at; pat, sh? ‘sha tk, don’t 
meddle or play with it; ‘sha 
h? in, a pleasant tale ; ‘sha fa 
ds‘éung, a man and wife’s 
sportive talk. 

A colloquia) word ; to waive 
off ; ‘sha ‘shau, to motion off 
or away, by shaking the hand. 
A contraction for the superla- 
tive shat, ‘shau; as ‘shad ‘hd, 
first rate. " 

¢ 

“ 
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(460) 

Sih 
Shiai 

SHAI. 

Shai. 

A huge bamboo ;'a seive ; to 
sift, to strain, to pass through 
a seive ; yal, ko’ shai ‘tau, a 
seive; ‘mai .shai, a rice-seive 
or fan ; shai ‘fan, a flout seive ; 
shai Cut, to sift and throw 
away; shai ki, a corn-seive ; 
fa shai it, ‘ying, the flowers 
sift the moon’s light; .shai 
‘tsau, to pour out wine ;° shai 
‘fan ‘i a mizzling rain. 

A horse running swiftly ; ‘Ee ) 
Bo strong, as a wind ; promptly, 

speedily, unceremoniously; 
Shi to sail a vessel; to hasfen; 

‘shai ;shiin, to sail a boat; 
‘shai ts‘o ‘kong ‘hau, to miss 
one’s port ; ‘shai fat, rules of 
navigation ; ‘shai ‘li, toset sail. 
To order, to command ; to 

= send, to use, to employ, to 
‘commission ; to cause, to make 
succeed, to effectuate ; to oc- 
casion; to permit, to serve 
one’s self of; expense, use, 
service ; ‘shai tak, serviceable, 
it will answer ; ‘shai fai tai 
it will be expensive; ‘shai yung’ 
ets‘, it was costly ; ‘shai ‘p‘d, 
a maid-servant ; ‘shai fun? to 
Call, at one’s beck ; ‘shai ‘keng, 
pettish, sulky ; ‘shai ?m lan? 
not easily broken ; ‘shai ‘shau 
kéuk, to bribe, to use under. 
hand influences; ‘tim ‘shai, 
how is it uséd, how can it be 
done ? ‘shai ‘k‘it hi? make him 
go; ‘shai yung? necessary ex- 
penses, an outlay ; ‘eng ‘shai, 
to be in waiting; ‘shai sing? \l: 

J 

SHAI. 

‘sz’ spunky, irritated; <m 
‘shai, no occasion, unnecessa- 
ry; ‘shai hoi, just begun to use; 
‘shat yman, outrageous, unrea- 
sonable ; ‘shai mat; ‘kong ni, 
what’s the use of talking about 
it then? ‘shai <s‘in .sz’ fi? a 
spendthrift ; ‘shai ‘kam tik, hi? 
take off a little; ‘shai kwan’ 
skillful at using; pak, ‘shai 
‘hau, nothing but talk, talks a 
good deal—out gives nothing. 

The world, mankind ; times, 
Shi Seasons, life ; a generation, an 

age ; experience of life ; here- 
ditary ; yat, sha? one genera- 
tion ; shai’ shai’ for ever and 
ever, for ages ; h? shai or kwo? 
shai to die ; ch‘ut; sha? to be 
born ; -kam sha? this age, the 
present time; ch'ong>? sha? 
ka? k@ cyan, one who has made 
his own fortune ; sha? pmo <k'é 
‘pi, unequaled in the age ; ésd* 
sha? ka? to go through life, 
doing business; .’m yap, sha? 
a dolt, a raw chap, verdant; 
sha? .kd, an old family of liter. 
ary fame; shai qyan, people 
now living; <m ‘hd sha? kav? 
bad times; shai? sz” business, © 
a calling’; shai’ hing, a friend’s 
brother ; shai chat, a friend’s 
son ; shai’ tsap, «nam tséuk,; a 
hereditary baron; ‘ki sha?’ ‘tsd, 
how many generations in the 
family ? sha? ka? dun dau 
‘chiin, the ups and downs of 
life, vicissitudes ; shai ,ts‘ing 
pok, the world’s contempt, as 
for poor people; shai? ka? ks 
gmi, unsuccessful in life; lot 
shai the next world, a future 
life; <md sha? ka? in no 
business, disengaged. 



SHAE, 

RE 

es 
To get credit for, to buy on 

credit ; to borrow ; to forgive, 
to show lenity to a criminal ; 
sha? shé to pardon, 

>) Power, authority, influence, 
,>pomp, dignity, grandeur ; 

a 

i 

strength, that in which the 
strength resides ; the resour- 

ces of a country; the virility of 
males, the testes ; exterior, air, 
figure ; state of, condition ; 
skiin sha? official authority, 
great influence ; sha? lik, per- 
sonal prowess or standing; 
sha? wai’ tai? great authority ‘ 
‘hd sha? g‘au, a good omen, 
auspicious ; hak; shav to scare, 
to pretend to browbeat ; sha?’ 
l? to fawn on the rich; sha? 
kt, waning power ; ‘md sha? 
ngai’ no occupation, no work ; 
tsoi®? sha? in authority; kot, 
sha? to castrate ; sha? .’m tak, 
impossible, beyond your abi- 
lity ; shaw pat, ‘ho git, he is 
afraid he can’t return home, he 
won't forgive; sha? ‘sho pit, 
sin, it must be so, | am compel- 
led by circumstances; shai’ 
chung, fierce, irascible; shai at, 
to put one down with authori- 
ty; ging sha? aspect, figure. 

we To swear, to take an oath, 
Shi to vow ; to bind one’s self ; to 

bind another, to promise so- 
lemnly; an oath, a vow, an 
imprecation ; to caution, to 
order ; to receive orders from 
a superior; clandestine es- 
pousals ; fat, shai? to swear ; 
gang shai* to take an oath; 
sha? itn’ to adjure ; <shiz shai? 
chéung, to burn a written 

~~ 

oath—as testimony sent to|). 

Ton. Dict, 53 

SHAL. Ait 

the gods ; shai’ iin’ ‘chi, one 
in his dotage ; ‘wong shai? tin® 
to perjuré; shai’ iin’ tong’ 
shang yat, to love to swear. 

“He ‘To go away, to pass away, 
Sh; (0 depart; lost to life, to die, 

gone to oblivion ; shai ‘ché.u 
<sz’ such are the dead—as 
flowing water; <ch'éung sha? 
gone for ever. 

42 To divine with slips of mil- 
hy fOll; the most efficacious is 

from the grave of Confucius ; 
an exclamation, alas! shai® 
sz’ to cast lots whether to 
fight or not; puk, shai sorti- 
lege, divination. 

vie To eat, to gnaw, to bite; 
Shi grief; reaching to; shai ¢s‘z’ _ 

sho k'ap, how can you bite 
your navel? met, an impos- 
sibility; shai hdp, name of 
the 21st diagram, denoting 
punishment; shai’ mga ‘kom 
tso* to work with great zeal. 

(461) 

fis 
Shi 

Shai. 

To lick; to lap; to take up 
with the proboscis; ld gau 
Sshdi tuk, the old cow licks 
her calf—parental love ; ‘shai 
ch# to lick the piles—fawning, 
sycophantic ; ‘shai tak, ‘kt 
te licked up to him— got his 
favor. 

>) To dry in the sun, to air 
, and sun; to shine on; to 

PG } cure in the sun; shai’ <kon, 
Shai dry it in the sun; -shang 

shav tp dry fresh fruit; sha? 
@ fuk, to sun clothes; sha? 
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spang, a drying terrace or 
loft ; sha? ‘hd, it, au, put it 
in the sun ; sha? tak, hk po 
it can be sunned. ‘The second 
form is unauthorized. 

ie To pare off, to reduce; to 
a descend ; to clip or shear ; to 

bend or come down in order 
to effect an object. 

oe A halberd or spear ; to clip 
Shai the wings of birds, to prevent 

them flying. 

(462) Shak. 

ze, ] To get, to obtain; to pull 
sou t; to feel, to seek : to se- 
lect. A colloquial word; the 

Soh division of a melon, an or- 
ange, or other fruit; a juarter|| 
of, as of a duck; a part of; 
ka? sam shak, cut it into three 
parts; hai? ko? shak; Jai, he 
came from that part [of the 
house]; ‘pi shak; ttm, give us 
another piece ; dm .chung “mo 

’ shak, to feel for in the dark. 
In this last sense, also jpro- 
nounced shok;. 

(463) Sham. 

Deep; profound, abstruse, || « 
c 
Shin deep; intimate; ardent, as 

affection ; well read, learned ; 
retired, far back, as an apart. 
ment; late at night; deep- 
tinted; an adverb, very, ex- 
tremely, well; to secrete; a 
long robe ; Syau ‘ki sham ‘shut, 
how deep is this water ? sham 

j SHAM. 

<ch‘am, abstruse, profound, 
crafty; m#? chi sham ‘ts‘in, I 
don’t know its depth, 1 am not 
very familiar with it; ~sham 
lam, a deep blue; ;sham hau? 
very intimate with, on the 
best of terms ; sham .yan, great 
kindness; ko? tsz™ ‘hd .sham, 
that’s an unusual character ; 
sham % goat <in, it is very 
true ; «sham .sham yap, a pro- 
found bow; .sham Jam lam, very 
deep, as a house or well; ‘hd 
«sham tsz” mak, very well 
read; «sham ‘ming “ng no? 
deeply engraved on my heart, 

A beautiful, precious stone ; 
a treasure; ‘in sham, gems 

" of nature, rarities. 
The Melia azederach or 

y Pride of India ; an abundance 
” of trees, thickly wooded, over- 
grown; sombre, as a forest ; 
severe, as the laws; to plant 
trees; «sham muk, china 
mahogany ; <sham im, majes-. 
tic, dignified, rigorous. 

The root of the Panaz quin- 
quefolia, ginseng ; yan :sham, 
ginseng; <hung yuk, gyéun 
sham, clarified ginseng ; pik, 
yuk, yéung sham, crude gin- 
seng ; <kd lai’ «sham, Corean 
ginseng ; ‘hoi «sham, biche-de- 
mer. 

Name of an inferior depart- 
ment in the S. E. of Hanan, 
on the borders of Kwangtung. 

Ay Faithful, sincere, trustwor- 
Jey ; true, devoted; to speak 

B honestly. The last isa man’s 
"EE name: and also that of a 
CHE small state during the Han 

ER 
Shin 

¢ oe B 
San 

hin 

™ dynasty. 



SHAM. 

A high, sharp, tapering peak, 
like an aiguille ; a steep bank 
or cliff; a surname; name of 
an edible root. 
‘Pure, crystal, limpid, as 
water ; mountainrills ; to soak, 
to macerate ; a fish pool; to 
rear fish; puddles after a rain, 
puddles in footmarks ; ‘i sham 
sham, aheavy rain; <‘ai «sham, 
tracks of a cow. 

fi Asmall fish, good for eating. 
s! 

SF 
Chin 

Pp 
Tsin 

a A portable furnace ; a three- 
se < cornered stove, used for warm- 

‘ ing apartments. 
The berries of the mulberry, 

£1 called .song .sham. 
Shin 
+2 A bird which eats vipers and 
ch other snakes, the drawing of 

which is like the secretary ; 
deadly, virulent, mortal, vene- 
mous; sham ‘lsau, poisoned 
wine ; sham tuk, deadly, as a 
poison. 

Fe To investigate, to scrutinize, 
Shin '° inform one’s self of, asa 

judge ; to discern between, to 
judge, to discriminate ; a bun- 
dle of ten plumes ; ‘sham p‘tin? 
to judge; ‘sham man’ a ju- 
dicial inquiry ; ‘sham kwd to 
inquire by lots ; téi ‘sham, to 

‘ compare opposing witnesses ; 
chot dong ‘sham, to open a 
court for trial; <shing ‘sham 
kin, an officer who specially 
sits on a case; ti? ‘sham, to 
issue a summons ; ‘sham shat, 
a final judgment; ‘sham tik, 
k'ok,a full examination ; ‘sham 
<shi tok, sha? observe the times 
and then act ; ‘sham ko? sung 
on try that case, 
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‘ The wife of a father’s youn. 
Shin er brother is shuk, ‘sham ; 

one’s younger brother’s wife 
is ‘sham ‘mo; a nurse or res- 
pectable middle aged woman 
is called a’ ‘sham. 

‘24 To consult upon maturely ; 
gist to reprove, to reprehend; to 

signify, to make known one’s 
views; to go into a deep, or 
abyss ; ‘sham nim? to reflect ; 
‘sham kén? to admonish. ,,, 
Interchanged with .ch‘am Vt, 
while this, when read ‘sham, 
means the name of a state; a 
surname. 

& Gravy ; mak, ‘sham, the place 
Chin 0” 80 inkstone where water is 

held. Read sham’, a vessel to 
pour out water from, 

How? in what way ? ‘sham 
Tsang mo, what, which way ? ‘sham — 

<mo ‘hd ni, which way is the 
best? ‘This character is pro- 
nounced ‘sham only beforemo. 
See ‘cham. 

Be Torun off, to leak, as water; 
Shin [0 flow down, with noise; sham? 

‘tseng, a hole for water to 
run into a sewer; sham? ‘shui 
ch'ut, lai; the water oozes 
out ; sham’ lau’ to leak; dam 
sham? ‘Iseng, clean out your 
sewers !—a street cry. 

# Social delights, pleasure ; an 
Shin inadvertence ; forms the su- 

perlative ; very, extremely, ex- 
cessive, in the highest degree ; 
sham* ‘hd, very good; kik, 
sham to the highest pitch ; 
mok, ‘ts‘z’? wai sham? never 
went to such a pitch ; pit, Syau 
sham? an, there is even worse 
than this; sham’ {s‘am .shéung, 

uy 
Shin 
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of a good sort, not the best 
nor the worst; sham’ ta? huge, 
vast; tdi? sham’ too bad, or 
‘excessive in any way; sham 
ch? ‘kom; it is even now in 
excess; sham? mo <iin ki’) 
what’s the cause; sham chi? 
‘kom ké it is even so bad. 

(The two following are usually read 
lam2). 

ix A trap for fishes, made by 
Sen digging a hole in a tidal creek, | 

covering it with sticks, and! 
collecting the fish caught in 
it at low water ; kon ko” sham? 
(or lam’) clean out the trap ;| 
fi sham? (or lam’) bail out, 
the trap. 

ie Used for the preceding. | 
Gan Stakes so placed as to catch | 

fish; trees in winter, leafless, 
trees, which look tall and bare. | 

| 

(464) Sham. 

ZB Feathers or long hair used | 
< 

San 
as ornaments; the 59th radical | 
of characters alluding to 
stripes ; a kind of fish. 

AG Clothes for the body, asa 
yh gs coat, a shirt, a spencer, a 

jacket; garments generally; 
ch'éung sham, a robe ; chung 
<sham,'a round jacket; hon? 
sham, a shirt, an ander-shirt ; 
ta? ~sham, a dress coat; 
sham, garments; chéuk, sham, 
to dress ; tsd* sham ké a tailor, 
a seamstiess. 

To cut grass, to mow, to 
cut herbs; toerase; to root out; | £ 

pacat scythe, alarge reaping-hook. | 

SHAN. 

(465) Shan. 

; The body, the trunk; the 
Shin Main part of a thing ; the hull; 

one’s self, 1, myself, personal, 
my own person; the 158th 
radical of characters relating 
to the body ; <shan ‘t'ai, the 
whole body ; ¢s‘an shan, my- 
self; ‘ptin shan, my body ; 
ch‘ut, shan, to enter on life ; 
Syau shan .kd, has some pro- 
perty ; pat, ch‘ing? <kt <shan, 
does not fit him, as dress ; is 
very unsuitable, as an occu- 
pation; <shan ‘tsz’ ‘yau peng* 
sick, ill; (fan «shan 2m -hoi, I 
can’t divide myself, can’t do 
but one thing at a time ; ‘yau 
shan ‘ki, pregnant ; po? shan, 
to take a maidenhead ; shan 
‘fan, an obligation, proper bu- 
siness, calling; mdi .shan, to 
go out to work as a cook; 
‘ki shi hoi :shan, when do you 
weigh anchor? ‘6 <shan, I, 
said by old women; your 
father ; mong .shan, to forget 
one’s duty, reckless ; yat, shan 
kwai? kwat, you worthless bag. 
gage! shang yat, shan .ch‘ong, 
the body covered with sores ; 
Shan ko tai? rather tall; an 
shan ‘sai, a bachelor; tin? 
shan, to change one’s dress ; 
on shan, got a place, found 
employment; kwo «shan, to 
die ; ch‘ik, shan, nude, naked. 
To extend; to stretch, as 

when tired; to reiterate; to 
state to a superior; the 9th of 

¢ 

Shin 
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the 12 stems, the hour from 
3 to 5 p. m., over of which the 
monkey has sway ; shan shi 
or shan hak, the 9th hour; 
«shan iit, the 7th month ; shan 
shan <i ‘yd, easy, comfortable, 
careless of ; shan shik, to re- 
primand, to straitly charge. 
Used for the preceding. To 

stretch and yawn; to dilate, 
to stretch out, to straighten ; 
to explain, to state ; to exhibit, 
toelucidate; toright, toredress, 
to clear up a cause ; redressed, 
righted, vindicated; to be 
worth, valued at, equal to, as 
in pricing things; shan tim? 
‘shau, to stretch out the hand; 
shan ii 1? put out your 
tongue ; him? shan or :shan tha 
ti, to stretch; shan ‘lan, to 
stretch when weary ; <shan <iin 
wat, to redress a grievance ; 
shan <ch‘an, to state a matter 
to a superior; <shan gman, a 
statement; shan chik, kéuk, 
dead, laid out; .shan kwo? ‘ki 
do mgan, how much is it 
worth? «shan ch'ut; Jai, push 
it out. 

To groan, to lament; to 
read in a chanting way; 
shan yam, to recite, as books ; 
to sigh; .ch'éung <shan ‘tiin 
tan’ whining and complain- 
ing. 

A large sash, a girdle with 
ornamented ends; to gird; 
those who are privileged to 
wear sashes, the gentry ; .shan 
kam, or <héung <shan, or shan 
s2” the literati, the gentry 
and graduates ; tsun’ shan, the 
Red Book. 
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mark time; a twelfth ofaday, 
a Chinese hour ; hours, times, 
seasons; the hour from 7 to 9 
a. M., the 5th of the 32 stems, 
over which the dragon has 
sway ; ether, a place where no 
stars are; the 161st radical ; 
yat, ko? shi shan, a Chinese 
hour ; shi shan -héung,a time 
incense stick ; pat, shan, ill. 
starred, unlucky; ‘hd yah, 
shan, a lucky day. 

The sun beaming forth; 
£ 7 . . Shin Morning, day, dawn; clear ; 

‘tsd shan, good morning; Jéung 
shan, a fortunate day; .shan 
fan .tin ‘td, to turn night into 
day ; shan ‘tsd t@ 1 came at 
dawn. 

A retired apartment, where 
the emperor dwells; fung 
shan, the maple palace, met. 
the emperor. 

That which operates by its 
own subtle energies, invisi- 
ble and intelligent, causing 
things to develop, yet formless 
and inscrutable; the powers 
above, the gods, the divinities 
who are worshiped; God, in 
the usage of pagans; a spirit; 
the human spirit, that which 
is the stimulating principle of 
the body, the animal spirits ; 
divine, godlike; spiritual, as 
being higher than man; ,shan 
gming, the gods; .shan, ‘kwat, 
<sin, fat, gods, demons, genii, 
and Budhas—are four orders of 
beings above man ; pai’ ,shan, 
to worship God or the gods; 
sz” shan, to serve the gods, as 
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Ba 
Chi 

SHAN. 

an acolyte; yntin .shan, gods 
placed near the door; ,on shan, 
to quiet and content the gods, 
to set up gods to be worship- 
ed ; shan tséung? idols; <shan 
muk, <i tin? <kwong ying, the 
eye of a god is like the light- 
niug’s flash; wan .shan, to 
requite the gods; kd <shan, the 
Jares or ancestral divinities ; 
ts‘é shan, malicious gods, evil 
spirits, demons; .<shan oan, 
the spiritual soul; <shan hau? 
divinely efficacious—as a pill ; 
shan mit divinely superior, as 
a physician ; than ch'ut, ‘kwai 
yap, [he is like] a spirit going 
ora devilentering—wily; shan 
wai? the seat of an idol; shan 
sin nga kom’ kon tseng? clean 
as a fairy’s teeth—nothing at 
all; «shan <ham, the title of a 
god ; <s‘ot «shan, the god of 
wealth ; «sam tung shan chi, 
the heart moves, and God per- 
ceiyes it ; ‘hd yung? shan, keep 
our wits about you, be care- 
ful; shan ‘chii :p'di, a wooden 
tablet. in honor of ancestors ; 
shan yan, a shrewd guesser, 
a prophet ; shan sam, devout, 
religiously inclined ; ynd mat, 
dsing shan, out of sorts, low- 
spirited ; shan shut ‘kwai lung* 
dang, when in the blues, the 
devil plays with the reg ed 
take advantage of. 

A servant, one who is 
subject to another ; a minister 
of a prince, an officer, a vas. 
sal; to serve in office; the 
131st radical ; chung .shan, a 
loyal minister; gman shan, 
civilians ; mok, f% wong shan, 

SHAN. 

the king’s power and officers 
are everywhere ; pat, shan an 
unfaithful minister ; ‘ptin tai? 
shan, I, the high officer ; man? 
kwok, shan fuk, all nations 
submitted. 

A) The kidneys of men; the 
4, gizzard of fowls ; the kidneys 
” of beasts are called au; the 

one of the five viscera, which 
is connected with water, and 
presides over wisdom and 
force ; to lead ; hard; not? ‘shan, 
the kidneys ; " ngoi® ‘shan, the 
testes; ‘shan nong, the scro- 
tum ; dp, ‘shan, ducks’ giz. 
gards ; ngo ‘shan, gare of 
a goose. 

A colloquial word. To 
constantly lament, to com. — 
plain of, to whine about; mok, 
lot shan? @ dont come here 
with your whinings. 

Na To act carefully and se- 
kin riously; attentive, cautious, . 

sincere, quiet ; ‘kan shan’ at- 
tentive; shan? chung’ to be 
circumspect ; pat, shan® heed- 
less, inattentive. 

ma 

(466) Shan. 

A hill, a cocuieaes hills, 
Shan heights, ranges of peaks; wild, 

not domesticated or cultivated; 
hilly, brought from the forests; 
the 46th radical of characters 
relating to hills ; met. graves ; 
shan fung, a peak; shan 
kai, a mountain creek ; shan 
tuk, rustic, countrified ; shan 
fo wood and bamboo ware, 
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such as baskets, brooms, tubs ; 
shan ‘kau, people who dig and 
watch graves; pa? .shan, to 
worship graves on the hills; 

> shan, to bury, to inter; 
shan ‘fi, hill robbers; .shan 
‘shui, spring water ; «shdn yan, 
a mountaineer, hermits; hai® 
shan shéung? -kd Jai, got it on 
the hilltops; shan dam chéung? || < 
h? malaria, noxious gusts ; 
shan ‘shui .séung ,fung, the 
hill and water will yet meet— 
you will yet see him; yap, 

' shan, to retire into obscurity ; 
‘hd a shan, a flourishing 
family; «shan <i, side of a 
hill; shan <’am, wild fowl; 
shan dau, a hill; pai Jung 
«shan, to worship a dragon (1. 
e. a lucky or propitious) grave ; 
shan ‘tsat, a hillock. 

To pare off; to amend, fo 
correct, to expunge, to edit 
and settle a text; .shén ‘koi, 
to alter and reject; shan hi? 
to expunge, as bad phraseo- 
logy ; «shan ‘kam tik, reduce 

Shan 

it a little; ts‘at, shan, a stiff 
painting brush. 

Coral ; shan gi, fine coral, 
which can be made into érna- 
ments ; shan i .chii, coral be- 
ads; Jan shan, scattered about, 
as fallen flowers; shan i ‘teng, 
a red coral button, the highest 
in rank ; shan gi shi? branch- 
ed cora . 
Good, beautiful ; to ridicule, 

to laugh at; <shdn si? to 
n 
make sport of, 

Read sin, to go; <sin .sin, 
to walk, a gait, a manner of 
walking. 

SM 
San 

€ 

Sha 
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To hobble, to halt; gntin 
; Lan Shan, to walk lame, not to 

make progress. Used for the 
two last. 

, An unatthorized character; 
to bolt a door with a cross 
bar; <shan ch‘éung ymun,-to 
bar a window. 

The bar which bolts a door 
Swan! gate ; to bolt; a cross-pin or 

key, a bar; .shan chap, to bolt 
a street gate; gmtin «shan, a 
door bar ; shan p‘d to shut up 

_ shop. 
Jee To weep, to cry piteously ; 

A, léung muk, shan .shan, both 
_ eyes streaming with tears. 

aA To bear twins; to suckle 
Sin *W° children at once; to 

change ; shan ‘tsz’ twins. 
Timid, afraid; weak; em- 

> + barrassed ; shan yéuk, feeble ; 
shan litt, incapable, unfit, as 
for an office, 

To rail at; to manifest; 
Ch, shan <tsau, to abuse, to scold. 

¥ The murmur of water; 
<U4¥ running water ; phlegm ; ;shan 
ae is = current ; shan, 

phlegm ; fd’ «shan, to spit out 
phlegm; ,shan <n, slaver, to 
slobber. 

» Fish jumping on the water ; 
Gken frisky; to snare fish in a 

wicker net ; name of a river 
in Corea. ‘ 

> To vilify, to slander; to 
Shan Murmur against, to traduce ; 

shan sit? to mock ; kan? 4 gnd 
shan’ do not scold when you 
reprove, 

» Gripings or wind in the 
Shan stomach. something like an- 

gina pectoris ; swellings of the 

ih 
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testicles ; shan’ hi pain in the 
bladder, a stricture ; sam shan’ 
angina pectoris; ‘mau shan? 
one testicle swelled large; 
‘yung shaw inflammation of 
the testes. 

» To seize violently, to 
usurp; to turn traitor, and 
seize the throne; shan wai’ 
to usurp the throne; shaw 
sh? to murder the sovereign. 

Tswan 

(467) Shang. 

(This character is almost always pro- 
nounced shang. " 

To bear, to produce, to 
Sa, bring forth ; to live ; to spring 

up, to arise ; causing to grow, 
to excite ; to come forth ; life, 
vitality, living ; a live person; 
born; birth; raw, unripe; 
unacquainted ; unsubdued ; the || 
100th radical; am <shang, 
this life; ~p‘ing «shang, the 
whole life; shang <p‘ing «chi 
lik, the entire strength ; hok, 
shang or ymin shang, a young 
man, a pupil; <sin shang, a 
teacher, Sir, ‘Mr.;  <Léung 
shang, Mr. Léung ; shang h? 
to get angry; shang ‘ngan 
tsz” unusual characters; shang 
# occupation, business, trade; 
shang tak, ‘ki ‘hd, rather pret- 
ty, as a child; .shang ting? 
hai? ‘kom, it must be this way ; 
shang min’ yan, a stranger ; 
shang ngdi, a calling, a pro. 
fession ; :shang <ch'ung kai, 
a bare-skinned pullet—a pot- 
bellied child; shang .sho, not 
much used -to, not seen one 

SHANG, 

for along time; shang po* yan, 
anew acquaintance; .t shang, 
a preparation of raw fish; 
shang i, the Ophicephalus ; 
shang sik, to get interest, to 
make profit; shang gigan, to 
borrow money ; fong? shang, 
to let living things go; .shang 
ngor' odd, singular ; shang tsd* 
ké? all made up, unreal ; shang 
shang put, ‘i, age after age, 
unceasing succession ; shang 
‘kwo ‘tsz’ unripe fruit; shang 
tak, din <n, made so by 
heaven ; shang shat, chi kin, 
power of life and death; oé 
«shang, the life to come; t‘ok, 
«shang, the doctrine of me- 
tempsychosis ; «shang sz” to 
make trouble; shang yat, 
birth day ; .shang kai, an un- 
altered cock; ch'uk, shang, 
animals of all kinds; ‘sz’ shang 
Syau ming’ life and death are 
appointed, 

A musical instrument, of 
the organ kind, made of 13 
reeds inserted intoa bulb; the 
music is made by drawing in 
the breath; small, slender ; 
Shang <ko, to play and sing, 
met. peace and plenty. 

Sacrificial animals, of which 
there are six; victims; .sam 
shang, pork, greens and poul. 
try ; luk, «shang, the six sorts 
of victims ; shang ‘hau, cattic, 
draught animals. 

The children of one’s daug- 
hter; ngoi ‘shang, a sister’s 
children; ngoi shang sai a 
niece’s husband ; ‘kun shang, 
a son-in-law; @ <shang, chile 
dren of a wife’s sister, 

OE 

AE 

a ¢€ 

Sang 
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(468) Shang. 

(These two, though read shang in the 
Fan Wan, are always pronounced broad.) 

“S To diminish, to abridge, to 
Sang lessen; to use sparingly ; fru- 

gal of ; saved, avoided ; to ex- 
amine, to inspect; aspot guard- 
ed for officers; a province; 
‘shang <shing, the provincial 
city, as Canton; shap, pat, 
‘shang, the eighteen provinces 
or China Proper ; kok, ‘shang, 
every province or part of the 
country ; ‘shang ‘kam tik, take 
off a little ; ‘shang sz” to avoid 
trouble ; to prevent the ne- 
cessity of doing a second time; 
‘shang tak, yau’ dai, have it 
done out of hand ; ‘shang «man, 

'an abridged phrase, terse ; 
‘shang tak, ‘ngo hi? saved my 
going ; ‘shang ‘ho to sz” dim- 
inish the forms of proceedings, 
to lessen the details. 

= -Interchanged with the pre- 
Sang Coding, When meaning to les- 

sen, to circumscribe ; meagre, 
emaciated. Also, a film or 
staphyloma, which obscures 
the vision; a disease caused 
by demons, a sort of black 
vomit or plague; a crime, a 
fault ; calamity. 

2) A colloquial word ; to scour, 
to rub bright; to whet the 
appetite ; ‘shang .<kwong, scour- 
ed bright ; ‘shang ‘hau, to rub 
or clean the mouth; ‘shang 
war? to excite the appetite ; 
“shang tsing? or ‘shang leng? to 
scour bright. 

Ton. Diet, 54 
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(02) Shap. 

oe : Wet, humid, moist, damp, 
;slimy, watery ; hurried ; dis- 

ee } appointed, dejected, depress. 
Shih ed; shap, h? humid exha- 

lations, which cause disease ; 
swelled and sore legs; tsam? 
shap, to soak ; ‘ta shap, moist- 
ened, wet; shap, shang, all 
animals produced in the water; 
sham shap; saline efflorescence, 
dampness ; kom’ ham shap, ké 
such a blackguard ; shap, gti, 
doing things by halves, spoil- 
ing what he undertakes; .fung 
shap, rheumatism ; tap, shap, 
shan, to get wet with rain ; 
shap, sa? wet through; shap, 
‘shui, wet ; fat, shap, to gather 
dampness ; tit, shap, fell and 
got wet. Thesecond form is 
erroneous. 

5 i } Ten; perfect, complete ; 
> \ the 24th radical ; the second 

tf | form is the complex one ; 
Shih shap, .fan, entire, the whole, 

excellent, very, a strong super- 
lative ; shap, fan .ch'ing tsan 
to lavish praise ; shap: fan ok, 
very wicked ; shap, tsz? .kdt, 
a cross street; shap, ¢s‘iin, 
complete, as a recovery ; shap, 
‘sz’ yat, shang, ten to one he'll 
die; shap, ? fan chéuk, exactly 
right, altogether correct ; shap, 
Shé pat, it ‘kau in? it’s better 
to sell nine things for ready 
money than ten for credit ; 
°m ha? shap, <fan ‘hd, not so 
yery good, a poor sort ; shap, 
tsuk, complete, perfect ; shap, 
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tsz” kd? a cross; shap, yat; 
eleven; shap, fan chi yat,a 
tenth ; .ch‘o shap, the tenth of 
the month; kak, shap, after ten 

; days; shap, shing* tak, pat, 
got eight out of ten. 

{tr A file of ten men, or two 
Shi *sections of five; sundries; 

ih . 
shap, mat, things, shap, mat, 
°m o? want for nothing ; <p‘tn 
shap, verses of ten lines, books 
generally ; shap, shap, shang 
# a petty retail trade ; shap, 
A? chattels, . 

This character is sometimes us. 
ed in the court dialect in the 
word shih-mo, what ? 
To collect with the hand, 

to gather; to bring together, 
to arrange ; to pick up; a sort 
of armlet; shap, ‘hi, to take 
up; hau shap, to put up and 
arrange, as baggage ; met. to 
revenge ; chap, shap, mat, kin? 
put all the things together. 

a2 
Shib 

(470) Shap. 

45 A fan; the word is usually 
shih seen on formal cards. Also 

pronounced sap, ‘ 
WA . Fiery, flaming. A colloquial 
word; to provoke; shap, h? 

res to provoke, bickerings ; shap, 
po ‘hau dung, [scolded till] 
he has made himself hoarse. 

Also read shap, to boil in water, 
to cook by boiling ; shap, nam 
tik, to boil thoroughly ;. shap, 
angau yuk, boiled beef; shap, 
dong, to boil soup ; shap, lan? 
boiled to pieces. 

SHAT. 
/ 

(471) Shat. 

To lose, to mislay ; to omit, - 
Shih neglect, to fail; to err, to 

miss the road; to jeopardize ; 
to leave behind ; to slip; fail. 
ure; accidental; a fault, an 
omission ; shat, kok, not to pay 
attention; I beg pardon !— 
a polite phrase ; shaf, mat, to 
lose anything ; kwo? shat, error, 
guilt; shat, sun’ to forfeit one’s 
word; shat, ‘shau, to miss one’s 
object ; shat, ‘shau ‘td lan’ let 
it slip and broke to pieces ; 

"shat, kéuk, to lose one’s foot- 
hold, to slip up ; shat, Tix, lost; 
shat, ‘pin, to lose in trade; 

. Shat, ch‘dt, to neglect to look 
into; shat; <shi, to overpass 
time, to miss the hour; shat, 
wan, to faint, to become insen.- 
sible ; met. stupid, inattentive ; 
shat, ‘shui, lost overboard, gone 
to the bottom ; shat, k# forgot 
it; shat, ‘ta ‘tim, lost the clue, 
failed to give a bribe; shat, 
‘hau, dying; spoke wrong, 
mistaken ; shat, tsip, I missed 
your call; shat, ii kaw fan? 
lost the proper period for in. 
struction ; shat, shan, lost her 
virtue ; shat; in, a lapsus lin. 
gue ; shat, ai min? disgraced; 
Shat, kwok, lost the crown, — 

A sort of harpsichord or 
psaltery, with silken strings; 
numerous ; stern; elegantly ; 
sk‘am shat, ¢'it wo, lutes and 
harps in concord—conjugal 
union ; shat, shat; humming 

Shih 
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of the wind. In colloquial ; 
shat, shat, ‘hd, walk slowly, 
said to a child, 

cA A louse ; shat; ‘nd, a louse ; 
Uti shat, or ‘kau shat, a flea; 

>| ha shat, sand-fleas; mgau 
shat, an ox-tick ; deng shat; 
to crack a louse ; muk, shat, 
bed-bugs, ‘cimicide. 

, A house, a dwelling, an 
Sn, *biding place; a room, apart- 

ment; a wife,a woman taken 
to one; to marry; kindred, 
family ; a cavern; the 13th of 
the 28 constellations, consist. 
ing of a and 8 in Pegasus; 
ching? shat, and ch'ak, shat, 
wife and concubine; shaw? 
shat,to marry,amarriage; shai’ 

' shat, an ancestral hall; <k4 
shat, a family ; ~ping shat, an 
ice-house ; .kung shat, emper- 
or’s palace. 

Real, solid; full, stuffed, 
compact; hard, as a knot ; 

2} true, real, honest, sincere ; 
fixed, as a price ; the reality ; 
to fill, to cram; fruit of 

plants; the results, the fruit 
of, effects, the facts of ; shat, 
tsoi* or shat, ‘shau, are super- 

Jatives, really, very, in fact ; 
kit, shat, ot shing shat, the fruit 
has set ; hing shat, without 
fail, true ; ‘20 shat, yan, a real 
honest man; shat, shat, lok, 
lok, securely, really ; ft; kém 
shat, solid as iron ; fixed, as a 
price; shat, ka? fixed price; 
shat, sz? a real affair, the 
facts of a case; shal, ‘shau 
kwa? it is extremely dear; shat, 
sam séung *i, a real sincére 
friend. 

Sih 
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(472) Shat. 

% To kill, to slay, to put to 
Sigh death ; to murder ; to die from 

famine ; to be destroyed; kill- 
ed by frost ; to seize, to hunt 
and kill game; to fight; to 
wound one with intent to kill; 
used in exaggeration, as furi- 
ously, to death, murderously ; 
shat, dau, to decapitate ; shat, 
‘shau, a headsman; to throw 
up an affair; shat, «shang, to 
kill animals; shat, A? a fu- 
rious, awe-inspiring ‘manner ; 
han ching? fai? tit, shat, I 
shall die with joy; shat, yap, 
chan® fought his way into the 
camp ; shat, sing, a deadly 
star—a merciless robber; shat, 
ds‘ot, good for nothing, you 
worthless fellow. 

=a Interchanged with the pre. 
Shah ceding; to strike dead, as by 

the sun; to kill, to murder; 
noxious, baleful, malign ; to 
end, the last ; very ; shdt, hv? 
deadly vapors ; shan shat, div. 
ine or supernatural effluences ; 
shat; sing, a malign star ; ‘tong 
shat, to ward off baleful influ. 
ences——by the pdt, kwd? and 
the inscription shek, ‘kom tong 
or Stone Warden; tso® shat, 
unlucky, haunted, 
A brush, a seraper; a curry- 
comb ; to brush ; to cleanse, 
to scour, to scrub; a card for 

cotton; to print, asthe Chinese 
do ; ‘hon shat, to cut and print 
books ; shat, ‘ch‘t‘koi hang? to 
wipe off disgrace by reforming, 

hall. 
Shwah 
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(473) Shau. 
My | To receive; to collect, to 

>gather; to harvest ; t6 seizé; 
“MA | (0 take ; to bind, to restrain ; 
Shau fo bring to an end, to cen- 

clude; to be annoyed by, to} 
be moved, to tfeceive the 
effects of, in which cases it 
takes the sense of the passive ; 
a ctoss bar in a earriage; an 
ancient hat made to receive 
the hair: «shau shap, to take 
things ready ; «shat kot; to cut 
and harvest; «shau ‘lim, to 
collect in, as interest: yshau 
shap, ‘ni, Pll fix you, Pil pay 
you up—as by imprisonment; 
<Shau gnai, to put by, or lay 
up, or in its place ; ishau yap, 
to receive, asa letter or money; 
shau po to shut ap shop; 
shau kam, to incarcerate ; 
chau chéung to collect ac. 
counts ; :shau dan, a receipt ; 
shau<sam, to reform, to call 
in one’s thoughts ; .shau shap, 
<sdm-. ¢kwan, to involve and 
endanger one’s life; yshau 
ckw'ai, to collect the fees; 
shau <kung, to cease work ; 
‘hd shan shing, a good harvest; 
cshau ‘mi, the last, the rear ; 
shan ‘mai yan .sam, to get 
people’s hearts, as by largesses; 
<Shau ‘mai «gan ‘mi, to buy 
in bad money ; «shat cping, to 
recall troops; «shau chéung? 
hak, one who collects money. 
Mournful, sorry, sad, fearful, 

chagrined; «shau man? dis- 
appointed, sorrowful; <hém 
shau, silent and sad, gloomy ; 

Situ 
Tsau 

SHAU. 

gshau ‘kt ¢m vw Tam afraid 
he won’t wish them; «shau 
ch'éung pak, kit; my sorrow- 
ing bowels are tied in a hui. 
dred knots—distressed. 

‘ The hand, the arm; an au- 
tograph; handy, quick; to 

ae handle, to hold in the hand; the 
64th radical of characters rela. 
ting to crafts; met. a person ; 
actions ; skill; yat, ‘pa ‘shau, 
a hand ; ‘shau ha? under one’s 
order; ha? ‘shau or lok; ‘shau,_ 
to begin a work; shan ‘shaun, 
an idler, unoccupied; ‘shau 
‘pan dong, the palm; ‘shau 
tsuk, brothers ; ‘hd tsoks ‘shau, 
elegant writing; ‘shaw’ tsok, 
handicraft, an art; 7d ‘shau, 
an old hand at it; ‘shau tin? 
a trick, cleverness, clever at ; 
cha ‘shau, to interlace the 
fingers ; ‘shau aw the inner 
side of the elbow ; ‘shau ‘kan, 
penniless ; ‘shau fan, a hand. 
stove; <pong ‘shau, a helper; 
kwo? ‘shau, to give to another ; 
to transfer ; ‘shau tip, a visit- 
ing-card ; p'ak, ‘shau tsd* td 
do a thing off-hand ; ‘shau to 
do t# to take things off, to look 
at this and that ; ‘shau ‘chi la’ 
«sho, open fingers—will never - 
hold money ; ‘shau kim? 4 lap, 
held his sword and_ stood; 
au ‘shau, a lazy fellow, idler ; 
tai ‘shau ‘ptin, present a card 
—as inferiors to their superior 
officers; ‘shau :shang, a raw 
hand ; ‘shau shuk, skillful at ; 
fan ‘shau Jai, to examine a 
thing over and over; ‘shau 
chan, lines on the palm, turn. . 
ing things over, fussing. 
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Shau 

SHAU. 

To hold fast, to have custody 
of, to maintain; to guatd, to 
defend ; to protect, to ward 
off ; to supervise ; steadfast ; a 
charge, a post ; ‘shau tak; ‘kan, 
keep close watch over it; ‘shau 
suv’ to watch for the new-year; 
‘shau pt a major ; ‘shau chai? 
to mourn for one’s parents; 
‘shau tsit,; a widow refusing to 
marry ; ‘shau ‘pa chi? to stop 
people entering; <kun ‘shau, 
to exercise an office; ‘shau 
y@ to watch at night; ‘shau i? 
or fong ‘shau, to keep watch ; 
‘shau <k’ung, to remain poor; 
‘shau‘ptin fan*to keep to one’s 
own business ; ‘shau ip, nan, 
it is hard to retain an estate ; 
‘shau haw to mourn for parents. 

\ The head, a chieftain, the 
chief, the head, the leader ; 
the heads of a matter ; fore- 
most; kinds, sorts; the be- 
ginning, the origin; to place 
in the van; to manifest, to 
display ; the 185th radical of 
characters relating to the 
head ; tun’ ‘shau pa? bow the 
head in respect ; rai ‘shau, 
acts as leader ; ‘shau <sin hi? 
to go first ; ‘shau yming, the 
first name ; ‘shau ‘ling, the 
leader, the acting man; on? 
“shau, the first on the list of 
sitits'di graduates ; ‘shau ‘mi 
séing kw \ook after both 
ends, examine everything ; 
‘shau 2m -sin ‘kom, we must 
not do this way. 

To acknowledge, to take 
‘upon one’s self; to confess 
a crime ; to put at the head ; 

_ Shaw tsii* to confess a crime. 
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Lean, emaciated, poor, thin, 
having little flesh; meagre, 
from disease ; shaw? mak, mak, 
very lank; kwat; shaw’? ii .ch'ai, 
bonés stick out like sticks; 
min’ shaw hatchet-faced ; fi 
shaw tak, 4, well proportioned, 
not too lean or too fat. 

1 A hunting dog; a hunt in 
Sheu winter on grounds burnt over ; 

s‘un shaw an imperial inspec. 
ting tour. 

a2 = To receive, to accept of ; to 
Pron admit, to contain ; to inherit, 

tosucceed; to endure, tosuffer, 
to bear, a form of the passive; 
susceptible of; a charge, a 
thing given to be kept; pat, 
‘kom shau’® how can I presume 
to accept ita polite phrase ; 
‘ago ?m shau* tak, 1 can’t eat 
it, I won’t receive it; ‘mdi 
shaw’ to buy, bought; ‘tin shau? 
to lend money of a real estate; 
¢m shaw yung? indisposed, ill ; 
shaw’ tsi suffering for past 
errors ; shau’ «ying, punished ; 
ta? shau? of great patience ; 
shau? fuk, blessed ; shau* tsin? 
to be poor, willing to be poor ; 
shaw’ nan® to be ill-treated, 
suffering ; shau? kaw to hear 
instruction, teachable ;- shau? 
ip, to be taught, as a pupil; 
shaw kd mé' to get the high 
cap—fond of praise; shau* 
chong paw one who is improv. 
able by dress; shau® yan chai? 
‘chau, to be hampered by others; 
shau*nan’ ,ts‘oi ‘chii, a miserly 
wretch, who stints himself; 
‘hd tam’ shaw ké@ very stupid, 
like a beast—a vulgar phrase ; 
shau’ nau? to be scolded. 

a 
Sau 
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Rm 
Shau. 

To give ; to communicate ; 
shau® shaw giving and receiv- 
ing; <ch'iin shau? to impart 
instruction. 

> The cord attached to a seal 
Shau (0 carry it by ; a bag foraseal ; 

a tent or curtain cord ; knee- 
ties. 

Age, years, longevity, long 
life ; met. birthday ; the dead ; 
shéung’ shau*,.chung shaw and 
h@ shaw are respectively 80, 
70 and 60 years of age; shaw 
‘pan, shaw? muk,and ‘ing shaw? 
are ail terms fora coffin; pai’ 
shaw to congratulate on a 
birthday; <ké shan? what is 
your age ? ch‘éung shau® aged; 
shau* tan a god’s birthday ; 
shaw’ i. grave clothes, a shroud; 
shaw ‘tsau, a brithday cap ; 
shaw sin, coin given by old 
people, which is hung around 
children’s necks. 
A beast, a wild animal, a 

hairy brute ; a gamekeeper, a 
forester ; brutal, violent, igno- 
rant; shau? .sam, ferocious, 
cruel ; ‘sau shau* quadrupeds ; 
the luk, shau? are the musk, 
antelope, moose, bear, boar, 
and hare, 

c= ed 

Shau 

Shau 

(474) 

® 
Shau 

Shau. 

The extreme end of a branch, 
a twig ; a staff used in panto. 
mimes; small; small sticks for 
fuel; a rudder or tiller; a 
steersman. a sailor ; to knock 
a thing off, as when it sticks; 
an agricultural tool; .shau 
kung, a steersman ; .shdu‘tsz’ 

; SHAU. 

a sailor; mutt; hd? shéu, an. 
lucky to the end, always un- 
successful ; mit, shau, the end 
of a thing ; .kd.<shau, poles for 
poling ; shéung <shau, a ship’s 
crew ; shau ta? ‘ha, give me 
a lift; to assist one, as in his 
business ; undn <shdu, to pro. 
tect, to secure against harm. 

4 =A basket or hamper to carry 
Shau grain in; .shduki, a rice bas. 

ket ; ‘tau <shau chi yan, a rus- 
tic, one who only knows about 
eating. 
A bow shooting an arrow ; 

the ends or points of a bow. 

A sort of long-legged spider, 
Shia perhaps tipula, called <sit 

shédu. Also read .si#;akind 
of caterpillar found on the mul. 
berry ; ‘hoi -p‘itt .siti, the bone 
of the cuttlefish. 

A coarse weed, of which wild 
boars make themselves lairs 
or dens, in form like a house, 
Read < siti, the roots of grass. 
A sheath; a scabbard of a 

sword; ¢d shit, ease for a 
“knife or sword; ping pat, dé 
shdu, the arms did not leave 
their scabbards—a time of 
peace. 

Grain gradually esnstidiig ; 
a ration of grain from the 
government stores ; gradually, 
slowly, by degrees ; an adjec- 
tive denoting slightly, for the 
most part, partially; ‘shau 
nang, has some ability, able 
to do most of it; ‘shau ‘sii, 
rather small ; ‘shau sz” an un. 
important thing, like eating ; 
‘shau ‘shau tsd° tak, a very 
little of it won’t matter ; ‘shau 

Ui 
Shau 

Shau 

ii} 
Shau 

Shan 
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Syau pat, hap, it is not exactly 
the thing, does’nt quite match; 
‘shau ‘yau tik, ¢'au 16° 1 have 
some prospect of work ; ‘shau 
ckon, dried partly ; tide ebbing 
somewhat ; ‘shdu ‘ho, it will 
do pretty well, probably. 

A small or crooked mouth, 
as of a jug; a distorted mouth; 
loquacious, gabbling ; lictors 
who cry before officers; a 
guard, a guard-station to 
warn against thieves; to pa- 
trol, to walk about ; to ramble. 
A colloquial word ; to smear ; 
teeth sticking out ; shaw .shiin 
revenue boats to suppress pir- 
acy ; shaw nga ‘mo shaw’ yung 
those with projecting teeth are 
shortlived people ; .ch'ui shaw 
to signalize the guard boats; 
shaw yau, to rub on oil, as on 
boats ; shaw lam’ a spy ; shav’ 
‘hau, a wry mouth ; shaw kwo? 
ko? tat, teng? Vil walk about 

there ; shaw yat, it hi? I’ve 
been there once; ‘tso shau’, 
yau? shaw? guards, a guard of 
honor; shaw’ ha’ stationed at 
a guard ; shaw’ yan, a guard, 
sentry. 

ry 
Shau 

(475) Shé. 

To buy or sell on credit ; to 
Shie borrow, to get a loan ; slow, 

negligent, remiss ; distant ; to 
defer, to procrastinate ; <shé 
‘mai, to buy on credit; <shé 
¢s‘in, to borrow money ; <shé 
fo to get credit for goods ; 
yéung’ ning pat, shé, better 
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cheapen it than credit it; shé 
chéung’ credits ; shé chi? ‘ha, 
credit me for a little while ; 
hé ~mai yat, .shan chéung? 
I’m loaded down with unpaid 
accounts. 
A serpent, a snake ; serpen- 

tine, crooked ; malicious, de- 
signing, treacherous, subtle ; 
the constellation Hydra ; yat, 
did ~shé, a snake ; tuk, shé, a 
venemous serpent ; dung <shé, 
like dragons and snakes—so is 
fine penmanship ; ‘nan .shé, to 
play with a snake ; .shé tsuk, a 
snake’s legs—an unnecessary 
appendage ; .ch‘éung <shé chan? 
the long serpent volution—in 
strategy ; dui <kung <shés-a 
gecko ; pak, fa shé, a spotted 
snake; <shim <shé, a lizard; 
shé hok, a snake’s skin; .shé 
dau ‘shit ‘ngdn, a snake’s head 
and rat’seyes—wily ; shé‘yau 
shé lo? a serpent knows his 
own tricks ; shé ‘kdm ‘lan, lazy 
as a snake; Fat, ‘hau shé sam, 
Budha’s mouth and a snake’s 
heart. 

Also read 4, a wriggling gait ; to 
squirm. 

£ As 
A proper name, the surname 

Shie 

by, 
Shie 

of a clan. 

A Sanscrit word ; a recluse ; 
shé Jai, a nun; ‘hoi .shé Jai, 
a Budhist priest ; shé wai, to 
burn a priest. ; 
To let go, to relinquish, to 

part with ; to leave, to aband- 
on; to desist from, to renounce; 
to spend, as one’s energies ; to 
give alms, to bestow; to reject, 
to impugn, as the authority 
of ; ‘yau ‘shé sam, charitable, 

$£ 

Shié 

e 
Shié 
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benevolent ; ‘shé tak, hi to 
leave behind, as one’s friends ; 
wan ‘shé, hard to part with ; 
kot, ‘shé, to part with strong 
self.denial ; ‘shé tak, ‘kom, be 
willing to do so; ‘shé tak; mo, 
will you part with this? ‘shé 
Shan yup, tsz” to abandon one’s 
family and become a priest ; 
< Vé .stt ‘shé ‘kt meng? kaw shai? 
Jesus gave his life to save the 
world; ‘shé ‘Span, to bestow 
coffins. 
colloquial word; very, im- 
mediately ; pin? min? ‘shé fai’ 
he changed his countenance 
instantly ; ‘ské ‘hd, very best, 
excellent. 

The god of a_ particular 
Shié place ; the tutelary deities, the 

lares rustici ; a hamlet; a socie- 
ty or company of persons; 
sacrifices to the gods of the 
land and their altars ; ‘shé tsik, 
gods of the land and grain, 
worshiped by the sovereign as 
patron gods—their altars have 
no roofs; ‘shé yat, two festivals, 
like the compitalia, for wor- 
shiping the lares, about the 
16th of March and 18th of 
September; ‘in Sshé, 10 or 25° 
houses ; a field altar fo the 
lares ; lap, ‘shé <t'dn, to set up 
an altar to the gods of the 
land, . 

> ‘To dwell, to lodge ; to halt, 
ghie t test; @ rest, a breathing 

spell; a stage of 35 li; a lodge, 
u hospice ; a booth, a shed, a 
stall in a market ; a cottage ; 
lodgings ; used for the pronoun 
my, when speaking of one’s 
junior relatives; shé? <ki, to 

A 

s= 
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lodge ; ymdu shé or shé ha? 
my house ; shé ta# my brother; 
shé ds‘an, my relatives; she 
chat, my neié¢e; tsik, sh@ a 
cell in the examination hall ; 
chuk, shé? to build a house ; 
uk, shé houses, tenements ; 
shé li ‘tsz’ a relic of Budha; 
shé l# tap, a dagoba erected 
over a relic. 

Read ‘shé, and used for : to 
give, to part with. 

. ‘To forgive, toremit punish- 
She Ment to pardon, to excuse ; to 

pass over, to reprieve; to let 
go; pardon, amnesty ; she tsiii 
to pardon sins ; din sh three 
days in the year, when heaven 
forgives sins; tai shé t’in ha? 
a general amnesty; shé kwo? 
cni ts‘z” pass it over this time ; 
shé ‘min, to forgive. 

12 To shoot, asa bow ; to issue 
hie forth, to dart out, as rays; to 

glance at; to counterfeit and 
undersell ; to issue forth, as 
evil influences of a place; 
shé tsin to shoot an arrow; 
yal, shé -kwong yap, dai, the 
sun shines in here ; ‘pi ‘ngdn 
shé ‘ha, to cast sheep’s eyes, 
to glance at sidelong; shé 
‘ying, to shoot a shadow—to 
implicate one, to blame one 
unjustly ;- shé? chung? ‘pd, to 
hit the mark ; litn? shé to shoot 
wide ; shé@ li? to counterfeit 
another’s mark in order to 
undersell; shé* <in, to sound, 
to try with words. : 

Re The musk deer, found in 
Sie Sz’chuen and Tibet; sh 

chéung, musk ; ‘kha shé? chéung, 

adulterated musk, 
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' Interchanged with the. pre- 
(476), ‘Sheng. pe FN ceding when. meaning to 

(See also words under Shing.) 

A colloquial word ; Wareful;|- 
cautious, steady, as when car- 
rying things ; ‘hd «sheng, take 
good care, be very cautious, 

att 

dE 

Shéuk. (477) 

ue The noise of dashing water ; 
Cho he river in Kiangnan. A col. 

loquial word ; soft, like thin 
mud or lime; thin, like milk ; 
Jean ; ‘ni kom? shéuk vou are 
very cowardly, careless of 
your reputation ; ‘chit sheuk, 
tik, cook it very soft. 

4 Shéun g. (By 

¢ ct “Po consult, to dévise, to de- |} 
liberate, to arrange ; to adjust 

i an8 by consulting ; a merchant, 
a traveling dealer; to trade ; 
one of the five musical’ hotes’: ; 
an hour or more before sunrise 
and sunset ; an ancient dynas- 
"ty, dating B. c. 1766 to’ 1122; 
hak; shéung, a traveling mer- 
chant; <shéung ‘lii, a mer- 
chant from abroad; ngoi? kwok, 
shéung yan, a foreign met- 
chant ; yéung shéung, the old 
hong-merchants ; fit, shéang, 
an ironmonger; eshéung chéuk 
or <shéung Jéung, to consult 
abont ; ¢m shéungye salt mer. || 
chant, 

Ton. Dicr. 55 

consult; to deliberate, 

ff) A pair, a brace, a couple, 
an donblet ; two or a match of 
j anything ; anequal, a mate ; 

Shwang to go with, to mate ; a par- 
cel of land. of five acres; 
shéung ‘ngan fa ding, a two- 
eyed feather ; ymoé «shéang, no 
mate; unequaled; <shéung 
ds'an, one’s parents; shéung 
td, two swords, in one sheath ; 
eShéung ;Min;‘tai, the Double 
Door, a sort of Temple Bar in 
Canton; .shéung ‘shau pak, 

fat, an old grayheaded couple. 

‘To wound, to bruise, to in- 
jure, to hurt; a wound, an 
injury, a hurt; to’ grieve, 

to mourn ; to éause grief, to 
distress; to waste, as property; 
to’ lavish, as Strength ; injured, 
grieved, sar, : in heart, cha- 

' grined, mortified ;, wounded ; 
harm, objection; shéung hoi 
to injuré, to take,revenge on’; 
Shéung <honyain ague ; shéung 
fungs totake cold; no? shéung 
peng” spitting of blood :: ; gd 
shéung, there’s no harm done; 
sho shéung, what, objection? 

» shaw sam shéung, got, three 
wounds ; Shitty shéungya mor. 
tal wound ; shéung-.ds‘oi, to 
waste _money ;). ‘td, <shéung, 
wounded ; .shéung. sam, to be 
grieved; shéung ‘hau, lips of 
a wound; «shéung wo, hi? to 
violate |. confidence ; \ .shéung 
sam sz” a bad business, a 

misfortune; <pi..shéung, to 
weep bitterly ; im’ ishéung, to 
inspect wounds; chung? shéung 

eq 
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severely wounded; ishéung 
fung pai tsuk, a degrading, 
ruinous custom. 

oh An untimely death under 
Shag 9 years, to die before pu- 
PPE berty ; to die ; kwok; shéung, 

soldiers killed in battle; ‘tin 
shéung, a premature death ; 
ka’ shéung, to wed the effigy 
of a betrothed husband. 
A horn, a cup, a goblet; a 

‘ bumper ; a feast, a banquet ; 
SHAPE to vive to drink; ‘tsau «shéung 

a wine clip; chi? skéung, or 
kit; shéung, to prepare a feast ; 
thing shéung, to take wine 
with; tun? shéung, to offer 
the glass; lam’ .shéung, toover- 
run, to exceed bounds. 
A place in Loting. chau in 
Kwangtung ; a stream in 
K weiyang fi in Kweichau, 

Also read dung. A pelting rain ; 
moistened, soaked with rain. 

Constant, ordinary, ever, 
frequent, common, usual ; 
long continued, habitual, in 

usage ; to keep, to maintain;.a 
rule, a law; a stint; a spear 
16 cubits long; shéung ishi, 
ever, always, constantly; <p‘ing 
shéung, usual ; fi shéung, un- 
usual ; (md ;shéung, not com. 
mon, happens rarely or but 
once; "ng yshéung, the five 
constant virtues ; dé whéung 
fan a common meal ; shéung 
Syau, keeps it always, as a 
shopman has an article ; chiz’ 
shéung, as usual, customary ; 

¢ 
Shwang 

£ 
Chang 

gshéung shang, never dying, 
everliving, eternal; shéung 
yat, before, on a former day ; 
shéung yan, of ordinary ca- 
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pacity ; shéung .shéung kwa? 
nim to think of all the time. 
The skirt, the lower gar- 

Chon 5 ments ; petticoats ; a shéung, 
garments ; ‘mo mat, .i shéuny, 
have not many clothes. 

) To taste, to test by tasting ; 
* ay to try, to essay, to prove ; 
sf) to deliberate ; usually, ever, 
Chang always, formerly; sign of past 

time, whenit precedes the verb; 
the autumnal sacrifice of first 
fruits; <shéung yat, shéung, 
taste it; shéung shi? tried it; 
sh? shéung, to try, to attempt; 
m? :shéung, not occurred, not 
yet happened to me; .shéung 
gman, | have ever heard; nd 
shéung, changeable ; »shéung 
kwo? tasted it; ,shéung ip, 
hereditary property whose pro- 
ceeds are applied to ancestral 

sacrifices. 
' A sort of flying gurnard, with 

Chang orbital spines and jaws with 
large plates. 
To restore, to make amends, 
to replace, to recompense; 
restitution ; to pay,as a debt; 

to forfeit ; fo suffer, as a penal- 
ty; .shéung meng’ to Forfeit 
one’s life ; ¢‘in shéung, to for- 
feit ; :p'ui <shéung, to make 
good; «shéung sam iin? a de. 
sire gratified ; shéung gwdn, 
to pay back. _ 7 

<Shéung «ngo, the goddess of 
the moon, the Diana of the 
Chinese ; met, the moon. 

« Fo give to an inferior; to 
-bestow, to afford, to confer ; 

ang to grant, as heaven ; to make 
largesses, to reward, to recom. 
pense ; to celebrate, asa day ; 

» 

o 

s 
Chang 

> ’ Ch’ang 
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to praise, to congratulate, to 
rejoice with, to take pleasure 
in; to exhort; ‘shéung iit, to} 
celebrate the harvest moon ; 
‘shéung hé to give largesses 
to troops; ‘shéung «sam, to 
delight one’s self in ; ‘shéung 
«gan <p'dai, to confer. silver 
medals ; ‘tséung ‘shéuag pat, 
tong’ an inadequate recom. 
pense ; ‘shéung tip, a bill offer- 
ing a reward ; ‘shéung tsé’ (fa 
chung, to bestow the reward ; 
kam ‘shéung, to look over with 
pleasure, as a book ; ‘shéung 
fa, to enjoy flowers: and 
drink, as with friends ;‘shéung 
kak, scale of rewards ; ‘shéung 
kap, to bestow a reward. 

£ ‘To go up, to ascend ; to go 

Shang to, as to court ; to write in ; 
to advance; to hand up; to 

esteem, to honor, to exalt; 

‘shéung shiin, to go aboard 
ship; ‘shéung hi’ go up; 
‘shéung «king, to goto Peking; 
‘shéung dau, to go upstairs ; 
<m‘shéung yat, iit, not quite 
a month; ‘shéung ngor® or 
‘shéung :kdi, to go ashore; 
‘shéung ‘pin, to send a me. 

moria] to court; ‘shéung hok, 
to begin to go to school; 
‘shéung «ping, to weigh :mon. 
ey in the scales; ‘shéung pd?|| 
to credit in account; ‘shéung 
‘kan yaw urgent to have it 
printed; ‘ni .’m ‘shéung..sam,. 
vou did’nt bear it in mind; 
‘shéung p'd’ gmiin, to put up 
the shop doors; ‘shéung yan 
tong’ to be swindied; ‘shéung 
fo to land goods; ‘shéung 
ynai <ch'éung shang, to get 

a coffin beforehand, 

Shang 
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2 ‘Top, on top, above, on, 
upon; facing; high, above ; 
remote, ancient; before, as 

in time ; superior, as goods ; 
exalted, honorable ; supreme ; 
the emperor; ascending, ris. 
ing ; ‘chit shéung’ the emperor; 
shéung’® hé@? above and below, 
high and Jow, up and down ; 
‘kom shéung*? hd? about so 
much ; shéung? ha? 10 nearly 
here, at hand ; «in shéung? in 
heaven, in the sky; shéung’ 
yat, the other day ; ch? shéung? 
the highest ; shéung’ “ng, fore- 
noon ; shéung’ i? an imperial 
mandate; shéung* ,‘au, the 
head, the chief; .on shéung* 
min? put it ontop.or above; tsoi* 
shéung* kd, is above, as on the 
roofor on deck; wong shéung* 
his Majesty ; shéung? shéung? 
or shéung’ ‘ting, the very best 
quality ; ai shéung* in the 
streets ; «shan shéung’* op me, 
about one’s person; shéung? 

 ehéuk, the best plan ; shéung? 

(ue 

Shang 

shing, the rising tone. 
To.add ; to honor, to‘adorn; 

desirous of; to esteem, to 
value; to boast; to havea 

care of; to.control, to direct, 
—in which senses it forms 
a part of official titles; to get 
a princess for wife; used for 
the preceding in the senses 
of high, noble ; a conjunction, 
still, but, yet, probably, per. 
haps; shéung’ ‘ch‘é ‘kom, still 
do it so; shéung’? ‘ha ‘kt, 
esteem him; shéung’ ‘yau, 
there is still some ; shéung? ix? 
tik, it is still wanted ; shéung* 
‘hd, the best; shéung’ kung ‘chii, 
tu marry @ princess, 
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Ce) a Pa 

a To express the foelitiges in set 
“Shi words poetry,’ rhymed ‘Jines 

of the | same length; an ode, 
a poem,’ verses, hymns; to 
receive, ‘to accepts .yam shi, 
to make verses; dat shi, to 

' improvisatrize a sonnet; tsok, 
shi, to write poetry; Shi King, 

» the Book of Odes.; «shi yung, 
a bard; shi gan, a poet; yat, 
‘shau .sht, a verse, a stanza ; 

' shi wan? the rhyme of poetry. 
: A banner unfurled ; granted; 
Shi , expanded, exhibited,” spread 

out; to confer, to relieve, to 
‘give, to bestow, as in-charity ; 

» tovafford, to diffuse ; to permit, 
» to concede, to’grant, to’suffer ; 
tovadd to, to use; to’ move 

' slowly; whi tsa? to give in 
\ charity ; <sht :yan, to show 
‘kindness ; \.sht hang, grant 
| that it may be; to allow; .shi 
‘chit, a benefactor to temples ; 

») shé shik, to feed the poor ; <shi 
v) (esht' “shuk, + shuky > hesitating, 
© > ‘embarrassed ; shi-shi, pleased, 
oo veasy, happy; <sit\Schin,-inde- 
pendent, confident ; (shé-.p'ai, 
'>2 fo! boast, ‘to ‘act’ ‘vauntingly ; 
v (ght “shé,’ to aid, ‘to bestow. 

Also read ‘ch‘i; to leave’ to ; to 

remove. Read @, toichange, to 
0G transfers oy ee bs 
te Interchanged and tsed for fe 

coarse threads for weaving ; 
MY sott' ‘of sarsnet.) > 

“YA sort of labiate’ plant like 
verbena, anciently’ used in 
divination; ‘the stalks also 
server for hairpins, 

Sts 
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yw! A corpse, for which the next 
is used’;'an image, an effigy ; 
useless’ ‘like a statue, to make 
a sinecure of; to arrange ; 

- to preside, to order ; the 44th 
radical of characters: relating 

- to corpses ; shi wai 80? ds‘an, 
‘to neglect) the duties ‘bat get 
the pay of an office, 
A corpse laid out, a carcase ; | 

Shi ‘s2’ shi, a dead body ; im? shi, 
to hold an inquest ; :shi‘shau, 

‘a corpse ; 4 shi fiw ho® to im- 
plicate by laying a corpse to 
one’s door; hom? shi, toinspect 
the wounds on a corpse. 

rs, A turtle dove, called shi kau, 
“git but: more’ usually pan kau ; 

* the wood pigeon. 
Rt A‘spoon; a key, which in 
Shi China’ resembles'a'spoon; cha 

 \ «shi, a tea-spoon} ‘so. shi, a key; 
“nau shi, turn the key ; ‘min 
shi, a door-key ; shi Cit, a 
ladle-like spoon. | | 

TE] ‘Time ; a season, an’ hour, 
wit period ; a. Chinese hour ; a 
ae :| quarter ofa year; an “occas 

hi ‘sion, an opportunity ; proper, 
suitable; convenient, timeous ; 

“| seasonable, recent, ‘in season ; 
. to time ; to be, is; aftera verb, 
means wilen{ as, while, daring; 
at the beginning of son regi 
‘means at that time, then ; 

_ observe, to see; shap,? he 
» shan, a day, twelve hours ; sz” 
shi, the four seasons ; yat; eas 
sau? i? 1 wantit at once ; <i 

\ Uke? shé hau’ this time ; 2m tak, 
.. shé; an unsuitable tite or 
market; (shi p'a? fashionable ; 
shit ching, in demand ;_ tsik, 

shi, eitardlp dong’ eed - 
that time; 4 shi, when? 

Shi 

£ 
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shi, all gone; never, no oppor- | 
tunity ; shi ‘kwo, fruit in sea- 
son ; ¢s‘ai shi, whenever con- 
venient, at a good time; .shi 
shi, always, ‘constantly ; pat, 

hf, incessantly ; in® shi, now, 
at this time; .sin shi, before, 
the former time ; :to shi, a long 
time ; fin <shi, weather ; also || . 

~ the favorable juncture, 
A hen-roost, ‘made ‘by citt- 

ting’a hole‘in a wall; and 
fitting sticks in for the fowls. 

_ A fish which enters the 
rivers from the ocean in May, 
and returns in September ; 
probably the shad. 

< -Ordure, excrement, dung ; 
Shy shi chang, # public necessary ; 

chap: ‘shi ‘ld, scavengers ; ‘td 
{shi fat; to bamboo ; “ht ‘Tung, 

- a close stool. | 

*Shi 

A 

Read <hi, a’ ‘sighing, moaning . 
sound ; a murmuring noise, 
bes rapt Wea place, a square or||'" 

is Open place where people trade; 
4 Ma crowd, groups of market. 
eers; crowded; vulgar, billings-||" 

“pate; ‘marketable, saléable ; 
‘ tobay; to trade in the market : 

“to bid, to offer a price ; to en. 

~ “market price ; ‘shi ‘Lait, a mar- 
“ket:place ; ‘shi ‘tseng <eht yan, 
low people, market people ; 

© “Tan? ‘shi fo poor goods, second. 
vate goods; pa? ‘shi, to stop 
trade, to refuse tO expose 
“goods ; ‘shi chan’a great mart, 
ike Fuhshan; “id ‘shi to? a 
ready sale; hit $ shi, a country 
market ; ‘shi 10 “ch'au, a dull oe 
sale for, ‘unsaléable ; - Sshi ‘tseng yy 

sz* a dirty affair ; fat; ‘shi,. 
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to commence selling ; ‘hi ‘shi, 
saleable ; said also of a man 
who puts a high value upon 
his services. 

=| To use, to serve of; to try, 
Shi t° experiment, to test ; to com- 

~~ pare and find out ; to endeavor; 
to examine, as ‘the literary 
graduates; a trial, a test ; sh? 

‘)-yat, ‘sh? try once, make a 
trial; sshéung sh? to taste ; sh? 
‘tai Sha, try it; fam sh? to 
make atrial ; sh? ch'éung, an 
examination for kijin; sh? 
im*® to verify ; lap, shi to in- 
stitute a trial; sh? ‘shau sha? 
to try one’s skill; sh? ‘hau .ki, 
see how he will talk. 

~" Right, straight, direct ; that 
‘Shi which is right, that whieh the 

* mind! approves; the substan. 
‘tive verb, is, am, to be—z. e. 
it is so, if is right or certain ; 
this, these, that; pat, sh? not 

' so, no; sh? yat,on that day, 
then; yéuk, sh? if it be so; 
sh? yd, yes, surely; shi? lok, 
yes ; sh? pit, certainly ; sh? %, 

therefore, by this means’; ‘yau 
“pat, sh? in error, partly Wrong; 

' sh? ko ‘hd yan, he is a good 
~ courage, as'talent ; ‘shi ka ‘the |})'*" man ; shi* ‘ka sh# .chan, is it 

' false or true? tsau? shi? dai, he 
will come soon. 

, ot 2» Formerly used for the above; 
Bhi right; proper ; good principles; 

to judge. | 
> A family, a clan, a gens; a 

Shi séct'; the 83d radical ; an an- 
"cient title of honor ; added to 

“names, denotes a female ; 
sh? Madame Li; ;Wong 
» Tit ‘sh? Madame Wong née 

| Li; Shik; shi the Budhists, 
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2  Todelight in, to be fond of, 
ii to:relish ; to have an appetite 

for, gourmandizing ;. greedy 
for, addicted to; toindulge the 
animal desires; shi ‘yam shik, 
fond of the table; shi’ Ad to 
love, as.a dish ; pat, sh? .yam, 
to disrelish music. 

2, Salted eatables, as beans, 
Shy oysters, olives, which are after- 

wards. dried. and used as rel- 
ishes ; tau? shi? salted beans; 
shi? cyau, soy ; min? shi? salted 
flour and beans used in cook- 
ing; Tam sh? stoned and pick- 
led olives; tau’ shi* kéung, salt. 

ed beansand ginger—a relish. 
Toshow, todeclare ; toman. 

ifest, to make known, as the 
will of heaven ; to instruct, to 
signify, to proclaim: for infor- 
mation to the people; an edict; 
a manifestation, an admoni- 
tion, a prognestic, arevelation, 
a sign, as from heaven; in 
polite phrase used fur another’s 
wishes; a letter; to see, to 
show to the sight; the 113th 
radical of characters relating 
to religion ; ko’ sh? to publish; 
a proclamation; ch'ut, sh? to 
issue anedict ; .4i shi? to wait 
an answer ; loi shi? an answer; 
sh? ha? to let me know—-an_| 

— 2 
Th 
Shi 

epistolary phrase ; fan shj* to| 
_ be informed, teach me; sh? 

chung’ to admonish the people 
—a8 by ‘an exeeution, 

_ Read ;k‘t, a. spirit ; same.as 
SBP) Te see, to. inspect, 40 ab. 
=e \eerve, to examine; to see and 

imitate, to. take knowledge 
of; to behaveto; to compare, 

pp regard ; to cause ito be} 

suf. 

seen, to view as; hon sh? to 
look at; ¢s‘é shi? to glance at 
sideways ; pat, shi? <k‘t kwai? 
he disregarded. his offering ; 
kan? sh? nearsighted. 

ah The results of conduct; a 
Phi name or honorary title given 

after death; a posthumous title, 
an epitaph ; a memoir or eu- 
logy of a defunct; 3 peace, quiet, 

432 To receiye, as orders ; to ac- 
Shi Company ; near to, attending, 

waiting on, following, at the 
ae of, as officers or serants 

e; shi? wai? “the imperial 
seit ae shi? Jong, a vice-presi- 
dent of a Board; fuk, shi? 
to wait on, to serve ; shi lap, 
to stand and serve. 

ea o lean upon, to trust to, 
shi ' rely on; luoking up to for 

support or protection ; met. a 
mother ; to presume on; as. 
suming ; dull, unintelligent ; 
% sh? to depend on ; shi? shav 
to presume on one’s. power or 
station ; shat sh? to lose a 
mother ; ¢m sh? tak; untrust- 
worthy ; shi ‘ch'ung, to count 
on another’s love; shi ‘shau 
tsuk, to lean on one ’s ives, 
A high, isolated, steep, peak; 

Ch Provided, supplied with, as pro- 
peng chung shi to prepare 

stores for public service, 
| To plant, to transplant, to 

Sh; et out; to erect i get 
as a reputation ; ; ‘chung shi? 
Jike his father, a chip of the 
old block ; shi? do ‘tex’ prio ct . 
fennel seed. - 
‘To murder a king or supe. 

Y rior 5 she fir a parricide; shi? 
| Awan, & regicide, bata 

ii 
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& 
Sih 

SHIK. 

Shik. 

The shades of color and ex- 
* pression in the cotntenance ; 
air, appearance, form, manner; 
color, hue ; mode, quality, sort, 
description of, kind ; a beauty; 
glory, beauty, radiance of ; a 
show of dresséd up’ Women ; 
sexual pleasure, lust; the 139th 
radical; shik, chak, or shik, 
“shui, color, tint; mgdn shik,|) 
hue ; hi fai shik, go and see 
the show; ch‘ut, shik, @ fine 
color; kwok, shik, famous beau- 
ties ; mat, shik, a bean ideal, 
a strong fancy for ; tsok, shik, 
to bridle up, angry ; ‘ts‘ot shik, 
variegated ; *’ng shik, the five’ 
colors are azure, black, white, 
yellow, red ; ‘king shtk, a land- 
scape, the aspect of a country; 

Shing shik, or tsuk, shik, pure, 

as gold or silver; ‘ht shik, 
pleased, laughing ; shik, ‘shui 
dai, an inferior color, alloyed ; 
Snii shik, venery, sexual inter- 
course ; pan’ shik, to-dress up, 
as persons do who are carried 
in processions ; hd’ shik, lust- 
ful, libidinous, salacious ;. shik, 

‘tam di din, courageous, va- 
lorous; shik, jrung ngo*‘kwui, a 
miserable whoremonger ; ‘sap, 
shik, various sorts; ching’ shik, 
a sedate manner ; chak, shik, 
“sz? to throw dice with the 
hand ; shing shik, fo’ l# music, 
lewdness, riches, and desire 
of gain—are four snares to 
mankind ; shik, yuk chung? 
addicted to venery. 

SHIK. 430 

| ‘To adorn, to paint, to or- 
yess gk to gloss over, to 

) patch up, to pretend, tomake 
Shih ‘ believe ; to excuse $ to wipe, 

to rub and brighten ; concord, 
harmony of music ; to dress a 
victim for sacrifice; ornaments 
for thé head ; weapons ; a col- 
lar; a handsome binding or 
facing ; ‘shau shik, a headdress; 
“tm thik, or “tm ‘im shik, shik, 

a pretense, a made up story ; 
eau shik, toadorn ; chong shik; 
tricked out, specious ; to im- 
pose on ; ‘fan shtk; to white- 
wash ; to color, to’ gloss over ; 
a fair show. 

, Sometimes interchanged and 
Chih confounded with the last. To 

enjoin, to direct, t6 command, 
as aff inferior; to strengthen, 
to repair; to adjust, to pre- 
pare and arrange ; ready, pre- 
pred; compact, firm; reverent, 
careful, respectful ; shtk, «ch'di, 
te dispatch on public service ; 
shan shik, to strictly charge, to 
order ; ‘ching shik, ‘hd ‘k'i, put 
it in order, arrange it properly; 
shik, <fong, to direct the pro. 
‘per office or department; shik, 
ling? to command, to direct. 

aie ‘The harvest, the crops ; to 
amass, to desire and aecum- 

ulate; to begrudge ; sparing, 
fragail ; avaricious, mean, stin- 
gv, parsimonious ; skik, fu, a 
farmer ; lun? shik; closefisted, 
niggardly. 

-  Interchanged with the last. 
“To reap, to gather in grain; 

grain ready for harvest ; care- 
ful, not wasteful; k@ shik, sow- 
ing and reaping. 

ns a 



440 SHIK. 

te, 

Shih 

Water running over stones ; 
BP rough, rugged ; not. even or 
 smouth; harsh ; difficult of per- 

formance, 
To know by learning, tolearn, 

to recognize ; to distinguish ; 
to be aware of, acquainted with; 
experienced, versed; an ac- 
quaintance ; .chi. shik, knowl. || 
edge; ying’ shik, acquainted 
with.; .m shik, ‘ki, unac- 
quainted; ’mshik, sau, brazen 

shik, ‘lai, faced, unabashed ; 
polite ; shik, po? tsz’*, ‘tam, 
mistook the character’s sound; 
shik; aw I know him’ tho. 
toughly ; hok; skik, learning. 

To go to, to reach, to arrive 
Shih at; to pass over a long distance; 

a bride going to a husband’s 
house ; to marry out ; to hap- 
pen, to occur ; to suit, to ac- 
cord with, to chime in with ; 
to’ follow ; what happens sud. 
denly, recent, presently, just 
now, coming to pass ; usual, 
coinmon ; pleased, contented ; | 
of # goaih quality, accomplish. || 
ed; in the west é6f China,‘means 
tosupply a deficiency, asin an 
army; shik, in, suddenly ; silt 
shttk;' Swong just gone ; mi? 
shik, gan, an unmarried wo- 
man; 

ly met him’ in, or just as he 
was going ; pat, # shik, not to 
marry a second husband; shik, 
sung, tocome from, to follow, |)... 
oradhere' toy as a party ; shik, |) 
ar just. then, a little: while 

Rend tik, and then used for 
a wife ; to direct. 

shik, loi, just come ;||.. 
shik, chiky kit tso? ch Jacki. ahs 

SHIK. 

To unloose ; to free, fo ac. 
quit, to forgive, to liberate ; 
to open ‘out, to explain, to 
relax ; to slight, to let alone, 
to put away ; to leave-behind ; 
to melt ; to dissipate, as ice ‘in 
the sun ; to submit ; to make © 
soft, to donk : the: Budhists ; 
shik, wi, to liberate, returned 
from exile; shik, fong’ to let 
out of prison ; shik, tsi? to 
forgive an offense ; shik, han? 
no longer to hate ; ‘shik, ‘shau, 
to unhand, to let go; «ping 
shik, melted away, as one’s 
strength or forces ; shiks ka 
<mau ni, a Sanscrit term, 
Sakya-muni, or Budha; shile, 
amin or shiks. ka, Budhist 
priests ; shik, kaw. Budhism. 
To abound; to flourish ; plen- 

Shih *tiful; to color up, to grow 
angry ; ; flushed, crimsoned ; a& 

ina 
Shih 

carnation or carmine color. 
A rain cloak ; tits ‘shik, an 

* overcoat or cloa of leaves, 
M worn by husbandmen, 
A form, fashion ; “a speci. 

shih men, an GERD a rule, a 
law, a pattern; 3 selina 

.to make like Ped to imi- 
tate ; fo respect, to. Rane, to 
look up to; to,se; an initial 
particle, On! ! a.cross-bar in a 
earsinge, , for whic cb the ‘the next 
is used; shiks yéung?a pattern; 

_ hops shiks it corresponds, is 
like the. muster ;, 4 hik, a 

1) copy- -slip; chiw hikes ts make 
_ it like the sample ; wai kung 
sh? shik, taking your honor as 
a model; ‘fin shik, this very 
sort; <ying <in yats “shiks chi, 

‘| At! it is.exactly like it 



SHIK. 

, Astretcher before a carriage’ 
Shih 0' Sedan, to lean on when bow. 

ing to others, called a (fu ‘shau 
‘pan, or leaning board. 

A } To wipe, to rub and dust 
x >with a cloth, to clean up; to 

»| brush away ; to wash sheep; 
Shih a duster ; - fut shik, to dust; 

shik, av to wipe away tears. 
Hi. A kind of tree, anciently 

‘Shih *used in sorcery or for making 
ots. 

RE, To eat, to drink, bite meas | 
Sin (9 take food; to smoke ; 

give to eat; to take back, ‘4 
undo, to retract ; to’ enjoy, to 
be in the receipt of ; food ; an 
eclipse ; to befvol, to impose 
on; to take, as in playing’ 
chess ; the 184th fadical of 
characters relating to food ; 
‘yam shik, eating and drinking; 

_ Bhik, mat, food ; ‘fo' shik, the 
supplies of food, daily bread ; 
‘shik, ts2” ‘ki, to find one’s wale 

— ta2 Shik, lan yan, a lazy lout ;: 
shik, ‘pau dsin ti, dalen 
“enough dough-nuts—old goods 
deft over, remnants ; shik, luk, 
to be under pay ; shik, pat; 

_ | f@ to hear and not understand; 
‘sit’ shik, a lunch; kak, hik, 
food does not set well: 
to disgorge, to spit out food 33 
shik, ts‘at, kom shik,a glutton, 
to gourmandize ; shiky gan 
‘han ‘shui, a lickspittle ; shih, 

fan’ shang yuk, eat and grow 
fat; shik, yan mong, a thos 
‘rough rascal; shi, in, 10’ 
smoke _ tobacco ; ; shik, kuk 
“chung, to eat it dlean’ up; 
-muk, shik, ornamental dishes ; 
‘to look at. wistfully’; ¥ shik, hie at 
dai, to spread and injure, as 

Ton. Dict. 56 

ils shik, , 

SHIK. 

oil on a hook ; shiky gin, done 
eating ; ‘hod shik, well, tasted ; 
?m shik, tak, 1 can’t eat, or it 
can’t be eaten; shik, tak; to, to 
eat a great-deal; shik, chav 
to have the dyspepsia; shih, 
«chai, to fast, 

fir}, To injure gradually, to eat 
Shil, @V@Ys-as a worm does ; to in. 

croach on; to‘eclipse; yaty shik, 
a solar eclipse ; iit, shik, an 
eclipse of the moon, 

A4l 

(The ‘next Gude characters) are usually 
pronounced shek.) 

A stone, a mineral, a.rock ; 
Shih *stony, rocky, as: land; made 

of stone; petrified ; ringing, 
Bout rouestohes: firms, decidéd; 
a stone, a dry and liquid mea- 
sure of 100 and of 120 cat- 
ties, but it has varied at times; 
an erolite ; the 112th radical 
of characters relating to min. 
érals 3) yat; kaw 'shek; or shek, 
dau, a stone’; ; ‘fan ‘shek, soft 
stone, | almagatholite, used to 

- Gut seals ; shau* «shan shek, red 
biecvin«ialrble j sheks.kd, gyp- 
sum ; sun shek, arsenic ; lap, 
shek, greasy’ quartz >. ds‘ing 
shek, common granite ; ‘tat 
chitin shek, sharpsighted, can 
see through a rock; ying shek, 
limestone for rockwork, be- 
éause it comes ‘from: Yingteh 
district ; sheky :kai, a paved 
street's Ya: sheky ‘ld; ‘aw stone- 

oa éutter ; ;'shek; ch‘un, ‘pebbles ; 
"lo! hing “shek; argillite, used 

for inkstones ; ds* ing tot shek, 
mossy; dank? rocks; oan. shek, 
Blue clouded: niarble } ‘lat s shek, 
“or hung shek: Freestone yp 
shek, black marble, © 



‘442 SHIM. 

tA. Great, eorpulent 5 full; ripe ; 
‘Shi h replete, to fill; eminent, high- 

*tructive to griin;'the descrip. 

‘minded. 
; La “A burrowing rodent, des. 

D eiBis allies it 'to the dormouse, 
or field mouse. 

481) , Shim. 

A striped toad, called .shfm 
Che Bch it, fabled to be in the moon; 

met. the moon, a month ; -htin 
ckwong, moonlight; .shim kung 
Diana’s hall, the lunac palace, 
the mvon. , 
To give, to supply, to aid ; 

B liberal,» plentiful, sufficient ; 
hung pal, shim, Vm prere 

there’s not enough...» 
To peep out of or suddenly 

cross a door-way ; to shun, to 
evade, to avoid; to glisten, to 
flash ; to squirm, to. wriggle ; 
to slip aside, asion ice; glitter- 
ing, flashing ; chatoyant, iri- 
descent ; adulatory ; ‘shim gndi 

: pin’ to slip aside or out of sight; 
| ‘shim tin? a flash. of eee f 
ché wong ‘shim ‘shim, glimmer- 

‘A 
“Shen 

. ing, dazzling, shining; ‘shim |), 
choi, to turn aside ; ‘shim Persil. 

, to dazzle the eves ; ‘shim ‘shim |}. 
shuk; shuk, dodging about, in 
and out ; ‘shim. shik, change. || — 
able, as silk ; ‘shim lik,.to slip 
and sprain, as the ankle ; ; dung 

', ché sai ‘shim, squirming right 
and left, Y 

BK The region. west of the Yel. 
‘low river, now the, province of 
“* Shensi. Also. read , Hap, ; 

narrow, . iid lake 

shen® 

SHIN. 

(482) Shin. 9 wy 1a 

,. (Some of these first characters a are often, ie 
nounced like the last.) 

ae 
a 

Shen 

Yo strike. A colloquial wna: 
‘ to beat witha rattan ; shin ta, 
“to whip ; shin yan, | lo give a 
man a.rattaning. 
To level an area for an alli 

to sacrifice to the earth ;-to 
resign or transfer the throne 
to another family, as Trajan 
and Y4u did ; to sit and medi- 
tate, as Budhists do; abstrac. 
tion, deep contemplation ; the 
Budhists; shin miti? a Budhist 
temple ; «shin fab, Budhism ; : 
shin .sz’ apriest ; Pri «shan, 
the town of Fuhshan, | 
Beautiful, graceful, bewitch- 

Shell ing, as a fine woman ; shin 
kun, elegant, as flowers or 
falling ‘snow ; waving, like 
bamboos ; shin din, relatives, 
A famous chief of the ‘Huns, 

r called Shin cit, about } B. c, 25; 
™ met. vast, like the sae this 
man lived i in. , 

EE 

Still water ; : ‘name 0 a river, 
shin <iin, in the stat of Sung. 

Also read tan; slo ow, in olent. 
pa A cicada. or bi locust, 
i 8 Cit git, ae shin, 

and sha, sh in; fur the 
exuvie of a cicada; , a; ds ‘au shin 

», ham the chirp. ‘of the’ cicada ; 
2 shin pan hair ie in pu Ay 

on the temples. ec 
An earthworm, vale arly call. 

- won ‘hiin, or yellow 
"dog. This ehare icter ‘is con. 
_stantly, used for the following. 



SHIN; 

3 An eel; pak, ‘shin,a white 
eel ; wong ‘shin, a small yel- 
Now mud.eel ; chuk, pak, ‘shin, 

Shen to snare eels; ‘shin chang fried 
>» eel and»pork. stew; ‘chau ‘ma 

con ‘shin, fried split. eels; d'ang 
‘shin, the. rattan. eel, eommon 
in, Macao; ai % ‘shin, the 
« black ear eel,” a good | ‘sort. 
Leaves of a door, a door; a 

git, fan, a fire screen ; to fan, to 
~ move to and fro; %a shin? or || 

' p'til; shin’ 'to fan: ' fung shiw a 
 ptinka 5 ‘chi’ shin? a paper fan ; 
deat shin’ a leaf fan ; mod shin’ 
a féather fan; shin’ kwat; the 
-ribs of'a fan; ‘ts2” shin? it fans 

‘itself — as a‘butterfly;’ yat, 
shiw min, a single leaved 
BR if , 

To brush off; to fan, or 
Shen basin with a fan; shin? ‘ni 

cham? <p 4, Vl skin you, I'll 
Rearn die "hide off. 

To fan a flame, to make a 
Bibs a fierce’ fire ; to excite 
people, to make a "fertnent ; 
shiv wak, yan sam, to Incite 

and agitate people’s minds, to 
sti up sedition. 

To seduce people by fair) 
bel to deli le and effect 
one’s plans. ° . 

To geld a horse ; to cut, to 
castrate ; shin? “kiiy a steér, an 
Ox ; Daiere kai, @ capon. 

Mo witk and polish gems; a 
calendering patos to Ealonder 
cloth ; to ane as when walk. 
ing; shin’ pd? she k,a Ngo ender- 
ing stone; shiw to ‘slip’ Shen 
down; chang tik shin? oy 
nearly fell'duwn; shin? wat, 
to calender smooth, 

rs 

>» 

Shen 

Wi. 
Shen. 

a 
Shen 

} 

| tz 

SHIN: 443 
‘S&2 Good from. principle, excel- 
Shen lent ; virtue, goodness ; great, 

well, eminent.; wise, virtuous, 
meek; mild, gentle, docile ; 

... clever, skillful, good at, ready, 
expert, handy, dexterous, au 
fait; in a, high degree, much ; 
to doa thing well; - toexpedite, 
to bring about well; to approve 
of, to admire; ‘ghin? ok, good, 
evil ; shin’ sz” a good act; pat, 

_ shin? unskillful ; vicious ; shin® 
'  chakza clever plan; shin® tsing, 
apt at, smart, both in goodand, 
evil; séung shin? well acquain- 
ted, as old friends; shin? ‘yau 
shin’ ‘po ‘he who does) well 
shall be well rewarded; ‘shin? 
gan, a good man, a man of 
probity ; shin’ tak, moral} vir- 
tue ; shin? ‘sz’ to die in a goad 
cause. 

Ie | Provisions dressed for the 
, \ table ; ; savory food, viands ; 

fe | delicacies ; a meal; ‘tsd shin’? 
Shen breakfast ; ‘man shin? dinner; 

ckung shin? to furnish food to 
a tutor; yung? shin> mi? have 
you dined ? 

To mend, to repair ; fo put 
in order, to furbish, as.wea- 
pons ; to prepare ; to copy, to 
state on paper, to correct and 
state” properly’; a ‘scrivener’; 
shin? ‘sé, to: write out; shin 
luk, to transeribe ; shin’ <SdUy 
to make ready. 

» White clay or earth used to 
Shin put on walls as’ plaster. 

te To act as one pleases: to 
assume, to usurp ; to'take the 

Shon ‘sponsibility otuoing without 
orders ; willful; pertinacious 
in ; illegally, arbitrarily, pre- 

oe 

Shen 



444 SHING. 

sumiptriously, despotic ; shin? 
ch éung. to manage skillfully; 
shin? ts” ‘tsdo? to ‘do of one’s 
own will; shin® <k'iin, to act 
hastily, to ‘usurp ‘authority ; 

“tam ‘kom shin® hang, to act 
boldly witiout orders, 

(483) Shing. 

A Chinese pint, measuring 
« Shing ten kdp».and, once made to 

hold'a catty,of,,rice.; a, pint 
measure ;a large cup to, hold 
pencils; askein of 80 threads; 
the. 46th diagram, denoting 
advancement ;. to, complete ; 
to advance, to rise, as in office; 
to goup; to.accumulate. A 
colloquial word; a.thill of a 
sédan; a bamboocarrying-pole; 
to slap with the hand ; chuk, 

\ «shing; a bamboo pole; yats 
tia Skit shing,a pair of thills; 
pat, shing, a pencil-cup ; 
shing, Ski pas to. slap, several 
times ; <shing' ‘mai ‘p'a <ch'ai 
ngad toexist on a pint of-rice 

- and a faggot of sticks ; .shing 
wai ‘ta sha’ toexercise power 
haughtily.. 
‘To ascend, as the sun in the 

ri skv ; to tiog: tranquil ; shing ing é 
ping, shing? sha? an age of 
tranquillity and plenty. 

Ay To ascend stairs ; to mount; 
Shing ag to rise, to be promoted in 

1 > Office 5 ;, to advance ;. «shing 
pi du? to fire a salute : ; shing 
tong, to go into court and 
open it ; shing kin, promoted 
in office ; 40 .shing, may you 
‘rise high ; high dignity. 

SHING, 

Hg To be adequate to, to bear, 
Shing‘: sustain; worthy of; to 

raise, to elevate; pat, ‘ho 
cshing <in, cannot all be told, 
inexplicable ; pat, «shing, the 
highest degree, unsurpassible ; 
pat; «shing fin Shi, exceed. 
ingly happy ; pats shing yam 
unequal to the office. 

(This and the next are often, ‘pronounced 
sheng. ) 

7 } A sound, a noise ; a voice, 
ae rtones of speaking ; a tone in 

: Fa | music ; music ; the tones of 
Shing words in speaking ;, verbally; 

fame, celebrity; to promulgate, 
to declare ; to praise; to ex- 
hibit, to make an example of ; 
shing cyam, « sound, a voice ; 
sheng h? a report, an answer; 
Jm ho sheng hk? an unlucky 
report, bad) news ; sheng Smi, 
final particles in talking, draw- 
ling tone, last words; kocsheng, 
dar ieshengs high tone, low tone, 
as in speaking ; ping «shing, 
chak,.shing, the even tone and 

the (three) deflected tones ; 
‘ho kuin sheng, in good aeputes 
as an officer; gman <s 
to hear a noise; to listen to 
your words ; shing ki mak- 
ing a.parade of one’s attain- 

_ments, grandiose; shing ch ak; 
hoarse, gruff ; ; shing <kon, a 

_., weak voice; «shin shar Ly 
having an jafluential vo 

shing ming dong tsiky has a 
: reputation, for avarice. ‘ 

J > oh el 8 a a 
cna, #0 ulchre ; a wa ity, a 
shin eS a provincis Ne ‘capital s 

“completed, done : to me d, to 
repair ; yats tso* hing, ¢ a wall; 



SHING. 

- thule, shing,:to, build a wall; 
“) > yap: sheng, to. go into the 
city; sheng <ch'i,a moat; kam 
eshengy the * forbidden. city,’ 
the emperor’s) palace ; San 

' sheng, ‘Ld «sheng, the New 
city and Old city, in Canton; 
sheng ‘li, inside the city ; kai 
‘vik, sheng, two curtains on 

_ the southern wall of Canton ; 
‘shéung sheng, to go, to Can- 

ton; «sheng «yan, embrasures 
on the wall; <sheng shéung? 
‘on the wall; «sheng <lau, a 
lodge'on the wall ; ;sheng.mtin 

‘hau, at the city gate; ch‘ut; 
«sheng, to go out of the city ; 

pat? «sheng, to close perma- 
- nently the gates ; dau <sheng, 
to defer locking the, gates ; 
chung sheng, to attack the 
city; ‘shau shing, to guard the 
city; kw'an’ sheng, to surround 
a city, to beleaguer; man? 
‘h ch éung <shing, the Great 
Wall; «nan ‘ha shau <shing, 

.. hard-to reduce the fortress of 
your grief; kai <sheng, the 
happy city—a tomb. 
‘To finish, to effect, to per- 

g fects to complete ; to become, 
© to fullfil one’s part, to do one’s 

- duty ; ; to rise. to; to make, to 
bring about; to terminate, to 
accomplish ; to assist in; to 
tranquillize ;_ perfect, good, 
completed ; whole, filled, over- 
whelming ; entire ; doubled ; a 
compact, a league : a rest in 
music; duties. to be done;a 
field ten Ji: square ; a tenth; a 
district in Kansub ; yaty,shing . 
sho one. tenth of. it; om tak, 
shing, unable to do, imprac- 

Chin ng 

SHING. 

ticable ; ‘ki ~shing, what per- 
centage of it? <shing yat, a 
whole day; <shing p'at;a whole 

piece, as of cloth ; ~shing ing, 
of age, 15 years; <«shing syan, 
to become a man—to take a 
wife ; 3s ’m. shing syan, incap- 

able, ineflicient ; ; shing tsaw* 
to bring about; lok, shings to 
settle on the price ; ; om shing 
yat; ki’ does not make sense ; 
pat, shing following nan to 
makes a question—as gan to 
hung’ ‘ni pat, shing, do I 
wish to cheat you? ;shing fui, 
reduced to ashes ; shing peng? 
will get sick ; ~shing mat, sz”* 
‘t'ai, what do you Guan finish, 
what good are you ? shing ‘hi 
hi? the whole lot is gone, all 
delivered complete ;.., shing 
san, betrothed, 

Guileless, sincere, puremind- 
ed, honest ; perfect in virtue; 
unalloyed, unmixed ; » real, | 
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_ truthful ; as an adverb, fn fact, 
really, verily, you are aware 
of; <shing shat, sincerity ; 
sshing <sam, devout, upright ; 
sm chi <shing, no penvime 
virtue, 

i The. brightness of the. sun; 
git ght ; splendor ; the glory of 
e the sun. 

The name of an ancient 
she «feudal state lying in the pre- 

Je 
Shing 

sent Shantung. 
A vase of rice used in sacri- 
fices ; a cup; to receive into 
a vessel, contained in ; array- 
ed in full costume ; heaped up, 
as grain in a measure; <m 
shing tak; ‘hi, lam unworthy 
of it, you overcome me, 



SHING. © 

"PS receive, to accept; t 
Okie, ‘Succeed to a post, to whvcine 

Me function; to take in hand, 
‘to itidertake, to receive orders, 

"asa shopman does} ‘to’ con- 
“test, tocompete with: to assist, 
to second, to act’as deputy to, 
in which senses, ‘it -is inter- 

-ehanged with ‘the’ next; to 
support, to uphold; Bhing 
tsip; to take in, as jobs’; whing 
‘nt kwat in, { hear your re- 
quests; fung® ishing, to adu- 
late, toflatter; pau <shing, to 
assure that an affair will be 
done; <shing ‘ting, to take a 
a business off another’s hands ; 
shing shaw tak; ‘hi, he accom- 
plished the job; shéung? chung’ 
h® cheng, om shing tak ‘hi, 

the: top is too heavy for the 
_ . bottom, and can’t beheld up. 
ris To aid, to assist ; second, a 

Ching 
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helper; a coadjutor, a deputy, 
© an assistant; shing séung? a 
prime ininister ; in’ shing, 
tsotang, or depaty ofa distri 

"ma zistrate. 
ae, fo’ niount, to ride in, as a 
chi ng vant < to avail of, to: take 

_in order ; to get ‘advantage of ; 
to add to.” to niultiply, as in 
. arithmetic ; to ‘plan, to cal- 
7 culate ; ; hing <shi, to improve 
‘a favorable time; <shing kt 

uj? to seize an opportunity ; 
‘shing lung, to take a wife; 

| ishing shai’ to enibrace a good: 
fung ’ tsung? g ‘chance; shing 

. ‘fo, to’set on fie wlien there’s 
vit 90 fair wind; <shing’ «wan 
Cie ‘shéun Lin, to een cloud 

up to Benvens 
7. 

advantage of, to seize ; to put |}: 

ic oa 

A Vig ; shing’ 

-SHING. 

Ah” A cord, a. string, aline, a 
Shing TP 3 line stretched taut ; to 

mark out by aline ; to adjust, 
‘to’ make right; to. ‘cause to 
conform, to restrainand warn; 
to continie, to suceeed ; to 
praise : yaty.t tu shing, accord; 
ma’ shing, a hhempen> line ; 
‘chun <shing, to make, exact, 
up to the mark’; «mang: ashing 
kon? ‘kan, pulled very taut— 
an ‘urgent affair; hai ch'ik, 
shing, to bind: the red eord— 

‘to betroth ; “t@ ~shing, to twist 
a cord; <shing «shing, con- 
tingous, can yj — aupoces: 
sion. 
Name of'a river in the state 

of Tsi, now Shaotung, a 
branch of the ‘Tsing-shwui R. 

al 
Shing 

. A dyke, a ridge between 
Hfields, a high path on which 

SR the farmers pass from one 
Chingtield to another.’ 

(This character is seldom heard ashing. ) 

‘eA A colloquial word ; a sorcer- 
‘@88; a necromancer ; “sheng 

chung, a wizard ; ‘sheng pos 

‘a witch; man? “ 1 to: Sie 
‘quire of witehes.” 

Hip) “The highest bea 
“bana intellectual powers ; ; in- 
| tuitively ‘wise and good; 

Shing. possessing ° ‘universal know!- 
edge; holy, sacred ; perfect, 

~ supereminent ; met. the em. 
‘peror, imperial; Confacius ; 

“a tree of knowledges Shing? 
 yan,a sage, Confucius: shing? 
| min, Confacianists, the liter. 

tin ‘tsz" or shi 
“chi, the emperor; shin, ay A 

Majesty’s commands; @ shing’ 



SHING. 

_ ‘ithe sécond sage, is Mencius; 
| 0 -shing? wong,thesage kings, as 
\. Yau, Shumand others ; shing’ 

mit? a, temple to. ‘Confucius ; 

« Shing? -yat, are terms for the 
Holy: ‘Spirit, the,.Bible, and 
the Sabbath. 
To conquer; to beat, to get 

the victery; {6 win ; fo over- 
Shin 

come, superior to, excelling ; 
tol}. , first ratey best, excellent ; 

‘add: an ornamental headdress 
3 representing flowers, formerly 

© -worn'on'the 7th day of Ist 
moon ; “4 shing? -chéung’ to 

oO sete Victory ; hd” shing? to 
“love to be preéminent, Diotre- 
phan ; tak; shing® victorious ; 
shing? ? your 
't hts—a polite» phrase ; 

if “ahi foo? yan, he is superior 
to common men. * 

ra Great, abundant , plenteous, 
‘Shing *flluent, exuberant; in full 

quantity, in excelent ‘eondi- 
tion, flourishing, blooming ; 

~ prosperity ; used in ‘polite 
‘phrase for another’s residence; 

: chi your dwelling- 
“place; shing? wa? your great . 
kindness ; Shing? ching, the 

country © ‘of’ ‘Mukten; ‘shing’ 
shai? a prosperous: time, gener- 

"al plenty ; -shing? 'sz””»a fine|} 
affair, a generous action, 
e. A classifier of a span of 

“Ch 

, : 

Be 

“An -overplus, a residue ; 
ments, leavings » @& sur. 

ble a remainder ; to retain, 

Bad 

ES fo keep back part : not only; |} 
ba ‘yau shing? there is Soiething 

| ishing? «ling, shing? <king, and||_ 

excellent |}. 

J [= 

me atts ‘chariot, a'sedan ; a|}‘ 
team of four horses ; achariot, oS 

SHIP. AAT 

leftover ; shing? fan tik, keep 
back a little; shing? <ka;tong’ 
property left at death; \shing? 

»fyau han? only. a jittle is left ; 
; shing’ ch'ut,toset aside out of; 
shing’ <ts'ims money, remain. 

- ing); profits ; shing? Se drib- 
_ lets, fragments ; a shing’ @ is 
@ phrase used after an enume- 

| fation, meaning | &e: Ss ci 
/ 80'and 805 such as. - & 

30) | 

« To wade across, ite ford to 
pass through, as'the: world; to 
Spas, to: spend, «asi time:;. to 

‘ pore, to investigate; as books ; 
acquainted with; tovimplicate, 

» toconcern; havinga tendency 
to; ships. ‘shui, to .wade in 
water; ship, shay yan; a man 
of the ‘world, one who likes to 
spend money; liberal; «chau 
ee to be! ferried .over ; ship) 
z'* to intermeddle in a matter; 
he Kap, ft ‘lai, tending to 
indecency ; ; ship: nip: Sha? 
‘ds‘ing, ‘Ppoqualined with, the 
world ;<’m ships Tr re noth- 
ing to do with it. 

“Similar to the’ pibtielding, to 
cross over * to'ford on stépping 
stones ; Approaching, inélining 

~ to, advancing § ; ship, Kap, an 
_ appr ximation, an cea as 
‘in'’study. ©) 
To take; to colléct, to gather ; 
to ‘inspect, to aireet: ‘to con. 
trol, to take the’ management; 

* skilled’ capable of managing 
~tnatters for others ; to put in 

Hous 

| Sheh 

cu 
Sheh 
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order; to act for, ‘to usurp ; 
to pursue and seize ; at a loss ; 
ship, ‘kin | sz” to’ control 
alfairs; ‘ship, ski, to draw 
straws; ship, shiek; the » load- 
stone, 

‘Read nip, ; to be eoacetal: to 
pacify ; to take up, as from the 
round. 

: ‘To fear, to dread ;' to lose 
Sieh one’s eourage, subdued, down. 

hearted ; ship, <ts'ing ‘kwai, a 
sort of ghoul, which can wan- 
der among men without being 
seen. 

JRE) The flash of lightning ; the 
splendor of the» sun’; a great 

ee liens d the second character 
Yeh is the personal fame of 

Kanghi, and is usually, writ- 
ten without tle perpendicular 
stroke; ship; ships abundant ; 
ship, ‘ngan, it dazzles the 

! } cyes. ; ’ 

Shit. 

: zr, The tongue, vulgarly called 
ies the rim of a target; the 

a clasp ; talkative, wordy ; -the 

>) » 135th radical. of characters ps 

relating to, using. the. tongue ; 
yat, st it. shit, a tongue ; shit, 

teach; wif, shit, smooth. 
tongued ; ‘hau shit, shi? oft cto, 

_ chung shit, thick tongued ; 

‘stummer, 

; el clapper of a bell ;. the hook of}!, 

. kang, tongue _p) ighing—to 

talebearing, is. mischievous ; Il. 

shit, <t' au, tip of the, tongue ;|| ” 
ok, ‘hau hok,, shit, to mock, |]. 
to mimic; shit, st au wat, to}  m 

SHIT: 

A colloquial wordy for it iE 
is often used.» To lose in 
trade ; to be imposed on; shit, 
Spin, to lose money on; pat, 

shit, ‘ngan <ts‘ta fui, 1 will 
not be cheated'this time ; shit, 
“litt fai, to a 

Ta 

Jlsad. ober € hy 

(486) Sidi peels MA 
ses 

hee To burn; to ignite, to light, 
to set fire tag to burn ground 
over ;to put over the. fire, to 
roast ; roasted 5 fired, distilled, 
as apirits ; bie ‘sau, ardent 
spirits; <sd@m shit thrice dis. 
tilled, samshoo ; ‘pi, ‘fu shit, 
put it in the fires : cm shit tak, 

chéuk; ‘fy it wall, not ,cateh 
fire; shit, an. ‘fay to -exhibit 
fireworks ; «shia p'dw? tséung? 
to let off fire-crackers ; ohidp , 
shit ‘tsai, a concubine’s chi ds 
shit fv to barn up; ik 
tsit,' the festival for, burning 
clothes for the dead,; fit, shit, 
gota fever; shit nga, a roast. 
ed goose; shit sham, to burn 
overthe hills; shituk, a house 

on fire; «shit ‘chi, to, worship 
the tombs, when paper is burn. 
ed ; «shit chit, a roasted hog ; 

shit caung, burned in roast- 
Ang 5 shia nung, pauy a ppc: 

» marked, man; ta shit. 
men torturing, other prise 

_ torget money.) 9). 
| Anan bes oe tin if 

‘th 

Shau 

a 

10 me 

a eM 



Shau 

y 
Shau 

SHIU. 

Little, not much ; few, not «Ty ) 

y ‘many; briefly, a little while ; 
seldom; ina slight degree, 
limited; to owe; wanting, in- 
sufficient, deprived of; to 
disparage, to detract ; ‘shift 
kin? -kt, ignorant of things, 
raw, gullible ; ‘shit pat; ‘min, 
unavoidable, very necessary ; 
‘shit pat; tak; can not dowith- 
out it, it is indispensible ; 
‘shit ‘tin, limited supply of, 
inadequate ; .fo ‘shit, how 
-many? 2m «chi .to ‘shid, | 
don’t know the quantity; 
‘shit ‘shit ti? a very little ; 
‘shit haw tak, 1 have failed 
in calling on you—a polite 
phrase ; ch? ‘shit, the very 
fewest ; 7m ‘shit, not a few, 
a great many ; ‘shit ‘ho, it 
is but seldom ; ‘shit «chi, to 
disesteem ; .to ‘shiu .td ‘hd, 
much or little will answer ; 
‘shit him to owe. 
Young, juvenile ; a youth ; 

Jto assist, to second; shit? 

min, young in years; ‘ld 
shiw the old and the young ; 
shiv? ‘tsz the youngest son ; 
shi? vyé, a young gentleman ; 
shit *fi, a young wife ; gyan 
shi? tsak, me fi?*md, young 
people cleave to their parents ; 
shiw ‘ngo, treats me as a child. 

¥ ‘To connect, to tie, to join, 

a 
as a cord; to continue, to 
hand down, as a trade; to 
imitate or equal a predeces- 
sor ; shit? kai? a midsman, a 

nsor ; Shit’ hing ‘fu, a de- 
cnPtihal in Chohening famous 
for its silk; shit’ ki k’au, to 
follow a father’s business. 

Ton. Dict. 57 
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Hl) High, eminent, as in vir- 
,}tue and character; nin <ko 

By jtak, shi aged and highly 
Shdu “ virtuous ; the second means 

a city in the ancient state of 
Tsin (now Shansi), and is 
wrongly used for the first. 

2 ‘To strike : fo commence, fo 
Chau imstitute, tolay the foundation; 

to rectify ; to extend; to de- 
vise ; the beginning of; capa- 
ble, intelligent; Shiw hing’ 
‘fi, a department west of Can- 
ton, once the provincial capi- 
tal. 

2 Exertion, effort ; to animate, 
Shau f° Stimulate ; to take conrage, 

to exert one’s self; beauty ; 
excellent ; shiv’ mung, to en- 
courage the husbandmen. 

(487) Sho. 

BR Open, distant, wide apart, 
[asnas ; pervious; slazy, as 

if | cloth ; remiss, easy, free, lax, 
Sa careless; distant in relation- 

ship ; sundered, widened ; to 
divide, to lay out, to partition 
off; fo part with ; to rule ; to 
engrave, to carve ; ornament- 
ed, painfed; to discard; to 
spread out; to enlarge ; also 
used for the next; sho lang 
tkwang, very slazy, coarse ; 
sho tung hd, to clear out a 
ditch ; <sko ia an interstice, a 
crack ; (tit <sho, not tried my 
hand at it for a long time, out 
of practice; «sho <fs‘oi, to 
disburse, generous in giving ; 

shy di, tu divulge, to injure by 
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_ assemble ; <kung ‘sho, an as-|| 

SHO. 

inattention ; .sho ‘iin, distantly 
related; :sho.chéung,a lattice, 
a jalousie ; .sho ‘ngan, slipped 
out of sight; «sho fut, not met 
for a long time ; <sho «sho t? 
not very closely related ; rather 
coarse. 
A general term for greens 

and edible herbs; <ka@ «sho, 
fine rice; «sho ts ov greens ; 
sho shik, coarse food. 
A one-sided coarse comb ; 

to comb, to dress the hair; 
yat, chek, sho, a comb; «sho 
‘cht, teeth of a comb; sho 
<pin, to braid the queue ;‘«sho 
au, to comb the head ; «sho 
«chong, to dress up, as women ; 
tséung’? mgd «sho, an ivory 
comb; <fan sho, to ‘‘ divide a 
comb,” is to send one to put 
‘into the coffin of a deceased 
betrothed. 

« The sound of chopping 
wood ; the place it falls in; 
a place, a spot; a classifier 
of houses, parcels of ground ; 
a town or post; a building; a 
means or cause by which; a 
relative pronoun, that which, 
the things which, what, and us- 
ually precedes the noun; ‘sho 
%t ‘kom, therefore it is so ; ‘sho 
‘yau, whatever there is ; .yan 
yan ‘sho ung, men are every- 
where alike ; ‘showa? through 
this, on account of; ‘sho wai? 
cho sz” lai, why has he come ? 
‘sho tsov the place in, wher- 
ever; uk, yat, ‘sho, one house ; 
ckung kK’ ap» ‘sho, the examin- 
ing hall where the graduates 

sembly hall ; ano ‘sho pat, tsot 

SHO. 

omnipresent; ‘ni ‘yau ‘sho pats 
chi, you are ignorant of some 
things; ch’? ‘sho, the place, 
the locality; ‘kt ‘sho, how 
many places or houses? tak, 
sk'i“sho, to get easy, to get an 
occupation ; gd ‘sho sz” sz” 
hothing to do, no business ; 
‘sho <kwan, ha? chi? it is a 
very serious matter. 

‘To state to a superior, to ? 

Bit relate distinctly ; a statement ; 

(488) 

oh 

z 

to. disuss, to record; ¢so’-kwan 
sho’ an annual statement to the 
God ofthe Furance ;sho’ gnan, 
a clear statement. 

Sho. 

To enumerate ; to recapit- 
ulate, as a person’s faults; 
to blame, to find fault; to 
count, to deal out; to find 
out the number, to count up; 
‘sho «cht. pat, tsun® it can 
not be reckoned; gnd'‘shd 
‘kom <to, do’nt count out so 
much; ‘shd hang? tak, to 
blame one’s. conduct; ‘shé 
‘kt cto, how many do you 
reckon ? ‘shé ¢s‘o’ you have 

eh Pru 

> 

J 



SHOK. 

of accounts, so that no loss is 
felt; fan? shd a dividend, a 
share ; tt’ sho to compare 
accounts; gnd sho innume- 
rable; ‘md sho’ no account with 
you; ‘ta sho to strike a ba- 
lance; yat, dit sh? an ac- 
count; lik, sho the disposal 
of times, destiny ; pat, sho 
nin, not many years; kav’ sho” 

‘to reckon; «hau sho’ to col- 
lect moneys; <tsing shd to 
clear offan account ; sho’ ts‘z” 
several times ; sh0’ muk, <i da, 
the account (or-list) is con- 
fused ; sho” tak, ‘yau han® he 
only got a few. © ; 

(489), Shok. 

Ina dilemma, hurried ; trou- 
Soh Diesome, numerous; frequent; 

irreverent, fluttered; fan shok, 
reiterated, too often, troubled 
with many things. 

BA The first day of the moon ; 
Son the new moon; to begin; a 

beginning ; the north; ching’ 
-shok, newyear’s day; shok; 
yat the first day of the month. 
A great spear, 14 feet long, 

<y’such as Tsiu T's‘au wielded ; 
ak; shok, to play chess; <k'2 
shok, a game of chess. 

Same as the last; a long 
&)}, Spear; also a harpoon or long 

fish-spear. | ) 
a | To suck ; to draw in the 
nS ; breath ; to inhale, to inspire ; 
Ia, | shok, p? to snuff, to snivel ; 
Soh shok, ‘hau, to hold water in 

the mouth; shok, hv to whim- 
per. 

S2h 

SHONG. 

(491) 

SHU. 

Sec, Shong. 

‘Aye ~=To admit the light, to ren- 
Shwang der cheerful; to please; 

light, pleasant, delight- 
some, sunny, cheering ; grate- 
ful; easy, healthy, vigorous ; 
happy, comfortable ; impetu- 
ous, noble, forcible ; crisp 
tender; to miss, to bein error 
shong 4 in good spirits; sho 
shong, noble minded, gener- 
ous ; <kon ‘shong, clean, dry ; 
‘hau ‘shong, quick, ready to 
promise; ‘shong .t*im, crisp and 
sweet ; ‘shong yéuk; to fail in 
an engagement ; “shong «shan, 
in good health; ‘yau t? .’m 
‘shong, not feeling very well 
downhearted. : 

Shi. 

To unroll, to open out; to 
Sha Xpand, to make room ; to dis- 

burden the mind; exhilirat- 
ed, tranquil ; at ease ; lax, re- 
miss, easy, slow, leisurely ; 
order, comfortable ; <shii ‘chin, 
to spread out, as a roll ; easy, 
indifferent about, careless ; 
shit fuk, to give in to, to ac- 
cord with ; shit shan yat; ko? 
‘lan, to stretch once; :shii 
yung, roomy, stretched out ; 
shit ch'éung cheerful ; .shii 
¢s‘t, in order, carefully. 

f Slow, remiss ; insensibly, 
Shy little by little, to free from or 

remove, as calamity. 
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; 4, ‘To decant, to strain or drain 
Cho Of liquids; to scoop out; to 

lay open one’s mind, to state 
one’s feelings, to disburthen ; 

_ to,explain, 
SH A book, a volume; a record, 
Shy 2 letter, a writing ; documents, 

dispatches ; to write ; style of 
writing; yat; pod? «shi, one 
volume; «shit kwai®? a book 
case; «shit kd’, a book-shelf; 
chwan shit, engagement for a 
tutor ; «shit ‘pan, to write peti- 
tions ; tse” «shit ‘Span, a writer 
of petitions; «shit gong, a 
bookstore ; fan <shii, a bill of 
divorce; «shit pan’ a clerk or 
writer ina yimun ; «shit kam, 
money for schoolbooks; <shi 
‘kin, a school-house ; gran 

shit, dispatches, on service ; 
Shit sun’ a letter ; Shit. King, 
the Book of Records ; shit kap, 
a book envelop ; shit tdi ‘tsz’ 
a book pedant ; «shit shang, a 
scholar ; shit héung chi <ka, 
a literary family. 
‘To extend ; to spread abroad; 

She, to scatter, to disperse ; to as- 
cend ; to decide, to settle. 
To rotate; to make a pre- 

sent, to send tribute ; to sub- 
mit one’s self; to send in, as 
revenue; a present, an offer- 
ing; to lose, to be beaten ; to 

exhaust; ruined, decayed; a 
skirt of a garment; .shit ndp, 
to send in taxes; «shit ‘to, to 
bet ; what'll you bet ? shit paz? 
to be discomfited ; ‘td «shit, to 
get a thrashing ; <kiin shit, to 
subscribe to the government ; 
shit ds‘in, to lose money; 
shit ‘kt yat, chéuk; Lost one 

c Fh! 

Shi 

SHU, 

game with him ; «shit ‘ta gyeng 
2w’ if he loses he will thrash 
you, and if he wins he wants 
the wager, 
A tree with shining bark and 

Cha stinking leaves, whose wood is 
fit only for the fire—perhaps 
a sort of smilax; «shit lik, or- 
dinary stuff—met. a useless 
officer—said by themselves. 
A long spear or pole; to . 

kill with a weapon ; a spear 
handle; the 79th radical of 
characters, mostly relating to 
striking. 

F To kill, to slaughter ; to cut 
“Shu Off to put an end to; to dis- 

tinguish, to make different ; 
to wound ; differing, unlike ; 
to exceed ; an adverb of the 
superlative ; <shit ‘sz’ to put to 
death ; ;shit_gmd ‘ptin sz” not 
the Jeast talent; qin shit ts‘ at, 
shap, just seventy years old; 
shit pat, <n, it certainly is 
not so; shit shuk, ‘ho «lin, it 
is truly lamentable; «shit and 
m? to not the least taste, dis- 
gusting ; «shi shik, exceeding- 
ly beautiful. mae 
An esculent root, or tuber ; 

nai tung® shit or ta? <shti, the 
yam ; <ho cldn shit or shit ‘tsai, 
Irish potatoes ; hung «shit, or 
(fan shii, sweet potatoes ; shit 
léung, a root used for dyeing 
a brown color; <shi i? a me- 
dicinal tuber, whitish and 
bitterish, for which pak, chéwk, 
is another name; «shit ‘fan, 
sweet potatoe flour; shit deung 
‘kom t'au, an ugly face; yats 
luk, shit, rough, ugly, doltish, 
as a potato, (es 

in 

mM EA 
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- 



SHU. 

: Summer heat, hot weather ; 
Sha the sun’s heat; din shi ‘shit 

it, very hot weather, sultry ; 
chung’ ‘shi, sunstruck ; shaw’ 
‘shii, affected by the sun ; ‘shit 
ct in, the dog days ; p? ‘shii, to 
escape the heat by going into 
the country. 

By _Millet, the panicled millet, 
a (Milium nigricans); the 202d 

“radical of characters relating 
to millet and to pasting ; kok, 
‘shit, a preparation of millet 
or glutinous rice, made on the 
5th day of the 5th moon, and 
done up in bamboo leaves. 

€ A rat; rodent animals in 
Shag general ; the 20Sth radical of 

characters relating mostly to 
rodents ; met. timorous ; thiev- 
ing; skulking, lurking; a 
rascal, a mean fellow ; ‘1d ‘shit, 
a rat; ‘lo ‘shit kap, a vice; 
dso ‘shit, a screw-mole; <k it 
‘shit, a wharf-rat ; <sung ‘shii, 
a squirrel ; shek, ‘shit a mouse ; 
ft ‘shit, a bat; ’in ‘shit, a 
mole ; chuk, ‘shit, bamboo rat 
(Rhizomys Sinensis ); pak, ‘lo 
‘shit, white mice; ‘kwat ‘shit, a 
skulking thief; ‘shit sit, ‘kau 
dau, thieving and pilfering, 
like rats and dogs ; <kfin .ts‘oi 
lo ‘shit, a ‘‘ coffin rat” —a 
hanger-on, a table leech; ‘shit 
mo «sha <po, a decoy used in 
housebreaking; met. try him 
first; ‘shit ‘ngan, rat-eyed, tim- 
orous ; ‘10 ‘shit tit; lok, <t’in 
sping, the rat fell into the 
scales [to weigh himself]— 
self-praise. 

‘ ii Sick from grief; a settled 
Gj.1 melancholy; moping, diseased 

' by sorrow. $ 
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Nes A public court, the: office 
Sha where rulers officiate ; a tribu- 

nal; to place, to appoint in 
office ; acting, substituted ; to 
hold a post temporarily ; mga 
‘shit, a court or yamun ; ‘shit 
yam an acting officer; kung 
‘shit, a public office ; ‘shu ‘it, 
to manage, to oversee. 

“EP A house in the country, a 
Bha cottage; a garden lodge; a 

shed ; a hamlet, a village; a 
side hall or waiting room; 
pit, ‘shu, a country house. 

fie’ A multitude, a great number ; 
Sha the people ; the whole ; near, 

nearly about; thus, in this 
wise, so; fat, sleek; a con- 
cubine; shu’ mat, all things ; 
dai shw or shiv? gman, the peo- 
ple; shi? ‘tsz’ a concubine’s 
son ; shi? :kt, nearly, not far 
from, probably ; shi’ kat, sz? 
a Hanlin graduate. 
To be distinguished from EK 

sut. To be exiled to guard 
the frontier ; to defend against 
inroads ; soldiers on guard; 
shi? ,pin, to guard the frontier; 
shi? pin -kwan, a frontier post. 

hw Benevolent, excusing others, 
a4, considerate; merciful, treat- 

ing others as one wishes to 
be treated, sympathizing ; to 
pardon, to excuse; to bear 
patiently ; shi? tsti* gracious 
to other’s faults ; shi? ‘ngo ?m 
pti, excuse me for not stop- 
ping longer to wait on you; vz 
shir” to pass over, to excuse ; 
shi? kwo? ‘ha, \et it pass, don’t 
scold him; shi? kwa? don’t 
think it strange, don’t be 

i 
Sha 

angry; fin shi indulgent, 



su. 

not very strict; «chung shiv 
sincere and forgiving, kind- 
hearted. 

ii 2 Water which falls season- 
Cha ably, timely rains ; to enrich 

or fertilize by rains; well- 
watered ; rushing waters. 

fil A tree, plants that grow 
| erase? plants in general ; to 

By plant, to set out} to set up, 
i |to establish, to erect, to 

Sha ) screen, for which the next 
is the most proper ; shi? ‘¢sz’ 

the on heir-apparent of a feu- 
datory ; yats po shit’, yats dit 
shi’, or yat, kan shi’ a tree ; 
shi? muk, trees: shi? sak, 
mun, to set a screen in the 
doorway ; shi? ¢'au, a stump ; 
shi? «chi, the sap or resin of 
trees; shi <p‘t, the bark; shi? 
shan, the trunk; shi? am, a 
grove, a forest; tai’ shi’ ‘hd 
ché yam, 2 large tree gives 
good shade—a rich man’s 
patronage ; shi’ ‘tsai, ashrub; 
shi? tp, leaves ; ‘ki shi? dwarf- 
ed trees; dsim shi’ to graft 
trees. 
To erect, toset up, to raise 

on end, to stand upright; to 
establish, to render sure; up- 

‘ right, chaste, principled; shi? 
wai kon, to set up a mast ; 
shi? lap, to stand. up; to es- 
tablish ; shi? ‘kt, to set up, to 
raise. 

2 Same as the preceding, but 
gnq more specially used to denote 

a lad, a youth, a waiting boy ; 
a mean, low person; noi? shij? 
an eunuch ; muk; shi? a shep- 
herd boy; shi’ ‘tsz’ a low 
person, a menial. 

‘BR 

ha ~~ %H 
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(#02) Shui. 

3+ To fade like a garment ; de- 
Shwaj Dilitated, growing old, worn 

~ out; adversity, decadence ; 
weakened, declining ; failing, 
unprosperous, decaying; to 
lessen, to decline ; weak, fine; 
shui ¢'uv all vigor gone, de- 
bilitated, blasé ; «shut sha? a 
vicious age; <sdm «shui luk, 
wong? more prosperity than 
adversity in life, the ups and 
downs of life ; ‘nt ‘kom «shui 
how unfortunate you are! such 
ill-luck ! «shut kwo? tau mau, 
more unlucky than having a 
cat stolen; <shui 0, old and 
feeble. 
A row of curved sticks call- 

,ed shui ai, which project 
from the plate in imperial 
buildings ; god «shui, a carv- 
ed or ornamented plate. 

2 Who, what person? whose, 
Shui whom? mat; «shut, who, 

what man? <shut yan, who? 
shui ‘kim, who dares? mat, 
shui ké whose is it? now tak, 
<shuz <ho, what matters it? 7 e. 
do your worst! shui ‘séung, 
who would have thought it? 
unexpected ; ‘nd chi shi? shui, 
who knows him, or what use is 
it if 1 do know him? «shui chi 
‘kom, who could have known 
of this? ;shui pat, «chi, who 
doesn’t know it? shui ‘ho «lin, 
who do you think pities you ? 
shui mang kaw who is able 
to do it? shui sh#ts2’ whose 
son is hash er ees 

Ge 
Shwa 

a 



ak 
Chui olden time, to hand down; 

go | 

_to drop. the hands and get it 

- careless of ; shui <au song’ 

ef cr near a precipice, dan- 

Lis Water, liquids, fluids ; fluid, 
; tuning; 

, pid; aquatic; a stream, a 
1 ‘iver ; a tide, the tide ; a pas- 

‘sage, the time of going by 

door; a boundary; shui <i haw’ 
to hand down to after ages; 

shut ngai, ingreat danger, 
imminent; <shut ov to shows 

, thea ath rad unstable, gentle ; 

SHUL 

|. To suspend, to hang down, 
>to let fall; to drop, as the 
| hands; to leave, toreach from 

to condescend, to bow; to 
regard; suspended, reaching 
to; nearly, almost, immediate- 
ly; a lodge near the main 

shui tai dau, to hang down 
the head; <shui ‘shau <i tak, 

to acquire easily ; shar ki’ to 
regard kindly ; ‘wing <shui 
pat, ‘yau, to perpetuate with- 
out decay; <shuz lok: slot, it 
came down; «shui ‘sz’ is near 
death; .m,.shui ki? inattentive, 

A? a doleful, downcast look ; 

tender regard for. 
A boundary, a limit, a fron- 

erous. 

clear, watery, lim- 

‘water from one place to ano- 
ther ; danger by flood, an in- 
undation : the first of the five 
elements ; a discount on coin 
or ‘bullion ; trivial, common as 

‘shui, a drop of water ; shan 
‘shut, yah water ; “shut tar, 
‘shut shui mdn? are the 

; sat “shui, 

ost 

Rt . taxes 
fh ical of characters , +e 
mee to water; yat, tik; 

flood, the ‘ebb, and slack tide ; 
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ngak, ‘shui and shun? ‘shui, 
head tide and fairtide; ‘shuz 
kon t tt, tide all run out, dry 
beach; ‘shui ‘ts‘in, shallow ; 
par ‘shui, to. spoil a business, 
to lose, money; ‘ta ‘shuz, to 
draw water; «ch'ui ‘shui, to 
blow water into meat; shap, 
yat, ‘shui 10° a passage of ten 
days; ‘shut kéuk, freight mo- 
ney, passage money ; kin’ <ts‘ot 
fw ‘shui, to see one’s expected 
profits just slip away ; ‘ku ‘ngo 
hav ‘shui, do you think ’m 
water—i.e. a simpleton ; <ts‘in 
‘shui, discount on cash; ‘kau 
tsat, ‘shui, 3 per cent. dis- 
count ; Be ‘shui, to.add more 
water to tea; to open the rice 
market; ‘shut ‘fan, cosmetic 
powder ; «ch au ‘shui, to de- 
duct the percentage, as in 

gambling; shat, ‘shui, drown- 

ed, lost at.sea; ‘tat ‘shui, to 
be on the watch ; ‘shui chuk, 

_ the water is dirty—a slang 
phrase of thieves for some- 
body’s coming ; ‘shui <—p‘t, buf- 
faloe’s hide; ‘ta ging ‘shuz, 
neither party losing ; to level, 
to make equal ; ‘shuz ‘shau, 4 
sailor; ‘shui ‘kwai, a water 
kelpie,. spirit of a drowned 
man ; ‘shui qo gnan, ripples ; 

a flood, which’ at’ 
ton | comes from the west. 
ent for land or houses; 

in kind; duties on 
goods ; to bequeath, to leave 
by will; to lay at rest ; to halt 

ata post-house ; nap, ‘shur to 
pay taxes; <shau shui’ to re- 
eevee taxes ; t# shui’ ground 
rent; lau’ shui’ to snuggle ; 
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shu? ‘kin, a custom-house ; 
kot, shu? to deduct the tax 
from land ; shui ‘héung, du- 
ties ; shui? ngak, the stated or 
usual revenue of a place. 

Read ¢#, to mourn for friends 
who die at a distance. 

at To persuade men toa course, 
yj to urge, to plead for; to in- 
™ cite, to bring about’ a pur- 
pose : yau shui? to go around 
and stir up. 

Br A leader, a general, a com- 
Shwai mander-in-chief’: to lead, to 

take the command’ ; in shui? 
a generalissimo ; kw shui? 
to wear the seal of a general. 

2 To sleep ; to nod or snooze 
Shwuil™ one’s chair; ‘td shui? to 

sleep; shui kaw sound asleep; 
séung shui sleepy; shui ‘sing, 
to wake up; shui? %, an easy 
lounge; shui’ éai, in bed as- 
leep ; shut yap; ‘ngan, he is 
falling asleep; shu? chéuk, 
‘sz’ yat, yéung? uleepitig like 
a log. 

(Fe) Shuk. 

To collect, to hoard up, to 
"amass; a father’s younger 
brother, an uncle ; arespectful 
term applied to persons, either 
older or if slightly acquainted 
with ; a sort of young squire ; 
tai? shuk, the eldest of a fa- 
ther’s younger brothers; @ 
shuk; an uncle ; shuk, fi? aud 
cka shuk, an uncle—used in 
letters : shuk, kung, a father’s 
uncle ; shuk, ;p'o, wife of the }} 
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last ; shuk; chat, uncles and 
nephews—relatives ; ‘ld shuk, 
Sw a father’s old friend ; shuks 
fot, a family friend ; ‘sit shuk, 
a husband’s younger brother; 
pit shuk; a father’s younger 
male cousin of a different 
surname. 

At 4 To confuse, to disorder; to 
rew in, to retract, to pull 

Shab nack : to’ collect again F to 
coil up, to curl up, as a snake; 
to creep in; todraw back from, 
to back out; to cease from; 
to pucker up, to shorten, to 
shrink; to strain, as wine; 
tangled, snarled; retractile ; 
straight, upright; diffident, 
fearful; shuk, sha, to refuse 
to perform, to back out of an 
engagement ; kuk, shek, silent 
and dissatisfied ; kuk, shuk, 
come full to and eat! chong 
«chong shuk, shuk, to peep and 
dart ‘back, to dodge about ; 
shuk; ‘tin, to shrink up; shuk3 
gmai, to shrink; to avoid being 
seen ; shuk; ‘shan, to pull in 
the hand, to decline having 
anything to do with an affair ; 
‘yan shuk, to keep out of the 
way; shuk, gndi yat, ‘iin, 
cuddle yourself up in a heap, 
keep close; shuk; ‘ha shuk, 
‘ha, crawlin along, as a worm 
does ; shuk, gmdai tsau® ‘kit, 
afraid. in one’s presence ; to 
draw up, asin fear; shuls ‘kam 
Sléung min, to shorten two 
years, as one’s age; to discount 
two years’ [interest] ; shuks 
fan ‘au, to turn back ; shuk, 
dau, to draw in the head, as 
a tortoise. we 
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7} 

He 
On a sudden, quickly ; a 

schange; shuk, fat, sudden, 
| unexpected ; shuk; shuk, 
Shuh fatigued, weary. 

Who, what? a crop, a har- 
ShuhYest ; plentiful ; to examine; 

the original form of the next; 
shuk, pat, chi ‘lat, who doesn’t 
know propriety? 7.e. we kuow 
each other very well. 

Ripe, mellow, mature ; well- 
ghith done, well cooked ; thorough, 

acquainted with, perfect at; 
intimate, on friendly terms; 
skilled, ready at, experienced ; 
soft, pliable, as silk ; a crop; 
to succeed in ; sound, as sleep; 
shap, shuk, boiled through ; 
shuk, shik, well acquainied 
with, profound tn; shv&, ‘shau, 
skillful at, handy; yat, qin 
yat, shuk, one crop yearly ; 
yap, shuk, somewhat acquaint- 
ed ; «hing shuk, ripe, melfow, 
as fruit ; tsdp, shuk. to practice 
till perfect in; ‘Kit.chau goui 
shuk, mat; ‘yé, what doves he: 
know about? shi? shéung’ 
shuk, ripened on the tree; 
shuk, in, cured tobacco. 

An ante-room, a vestibule ; 
study-rooms let at the exami- 
nations ; a place for teaching 
the children; a domestic 
school ; .kd shuk, or shit shuk, 
a private school. 
A worm; a sacrificial uten- 

Shunt, a tripod; a quadruped, 
called uk, shuk, the onager? 
cpa shuk, the western of the 
three states into which China 
was divided, a. p. 220; now 
applied to the province of 
Sz’chuen. 

Ton. Dicr. 48 

| 3 

| 
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The caterpillar of the sphynx 
Shuk moth, green, and large as one’s 

finger; sam shuk, a worm 
found on. the mulberry. 

; Good, excellent ; to begin; 

Shuh t° do, to act, to perform; to 
repair, to put in order. 

: Clear, limpid ; good, un- 
Shuh Corrupted, virtuous, correct ; 

shuk, yan, wives of third class 
officials ; a virtuous: person ; 
shuk, ‘nit, an accomplished 
female; shuk, tak, female vir- 
tue; shuk, hv? genial, balmy, 
like spring weathier. 

7 A general term for pulse, 
7 > . . 
Shuh especially edible sorts; shuk, 

‘shui <shing fiin, with pulse 
and water [the poor] offer gra- 
tification [to their parents]. 
To give a pledge for, to 

give security, to mortgage ; to 
compound for punishment by 
money, to commute for a fine ; 
to atone by afier merit; to 
rausom, to redeem; shuk, ti, 
to take out of pawn; shuk, tsti* 
to commute a punishment, a 
satisfaction for guilt; dséung 
chung shuk, tsi? to remit a 
punishment for -subsequent 
merit ; shuk, ‘in, to pledge a 
field; shuk, «shan, to ransom 
one’s self; ‘i tong? ’m Sitshuk, 
redeeming a thing is not as 
easy as pawning it; ‘ld: an 
lak, shuk, to seize and; hold 
men for ransom. 

Attached to, as an animal’s 
tail; belonging to, connect- 

») ed with; to pertain to, depend- 
Shuh- ing on; allied, related, of kin; 

the degrees of relationship ; 

2 + £4 

Shuh 

Bh. 
Ji 

} 
i 
} 
| 
J 

subject to, dependent, under 
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orders, as a deputy ; is, actual, 
existing; a sort, a rank, a 
grade; to direct, to overlook ; 
to. cause; ¢s'an shuk, one’s 
relatives of every grade; ka 
shuk; family relations; hd’ 
shuk, inferiors, underlings ; 
shat, shuk, really is, verily; 
shéung? shuk, still is; iin® shuk, 
belongs to the, district ; shuk, 
‘ngo ‘sho ‘ktn, this. belongs to 
me to do; shuk, tsai séung 
‘ho, intimate, as friends; shuk, 
kwok, colonies, the tributary 
states; shin® shuk, «man, he 
is skilled at composition ; sz” 
shuk, ‘léung man, to act 
either way in the business is 
difficult; shwk, sin, a subal- 
tern, a lower officer; ‘ts'dimuk, 
chi shuk, iv belongs: to plants, 
or is a sort of plant. 

Shun. 

Pure silk ; pure, unmingled,. 
unUnspotted ; best, fine, great, 
* according to. the context ; 

simple, guileless, sincere ; en- 
tire, perfect, whole; a measure 
of 15 ch'eky shun haw honest, 
upright; «shun shik, a pure 
color ; shun yats it is uniform 
throughout ; singleness of pur- 
pose ; shun Span yan, a first 
rate man; yaty shun kwo’ all 
even and uniform. : 

Read ‘chun ; a fringe or selvedge 
om a dress. 
Interchanged with: the last. 

Generous, pleasant, rich, as 
"wine ; thick, good, as syrups ; | 
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single minded, undivided; 
generous in feeling, liberal ; 
clear, not sickly, as 4 com- 
plexion ; subtle, essential, 
seminal; careful, observant; 

‘han ‘tau, generous wine. 
.) 

c 
Pure, limpid: genuine, honest: 

Chu nt? wash, to cleanse; to sprin- 
"kles a double banked war- 
chariot} saltish, barren, land ; 
shun <shun, flowing, rippling; 
shun haw <fung tsuk, plain 
and correct im manners. 

J Bright, fiery, as a blazing 
Chunfire “the color or appearance 

re. 
Read tin; toscoreh or burn, 

without any blaze; a torch 
» to burn a tortoise on its’shell. 
Je yellowish bullock with 
FF black lips ; an ox seven ch'ek, 

in height, suitable: for sacri- 
fices. 

PAs A quail; «dm shin; a quail, 
i which the Chinese have a 

notion is transformed from a 
mouse ; «shun 4, poor raiment. 

ak A kind of water vegetable 
Shane’ cress, whose stalks are 

eaten in summer; perhaps a 
sort of aquatic convulvulus,” 

JS The lips; ‘haw shun, the 
“FX lips; shun ‘cht cht pong, 
JF | “lip and teeth countries,”iz.e. 
Shun states which are mutually 

dependent; fai? <shun~ shit, 
to spend the lips and tongue— 
loquacious; chit gshun, vei+ 
milion lips, raby lips; nda aid 
‘hau shun, w harelip. — 

‘Re ‘Che margin ofa stream ; it 
Shan beach, a brink; a high’ bank 

with deep 6p. “hoi test the 
sea beach. 
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Toroll the eyes, to look here 
and there; to dart a look, to 
flash; a glance; yat; ‘shun 
chikan, ina twinkling ; ‘shun 
sik; an instant. 

2 An ancient monarch or 
huntChieftain, called .@ Shun* who 
swayed the blackhaired race 

B. c. 2285; in epitaphs, it 
means sage, holy, intelligent. 

$e | A plant, also called muk, 
way ‘kan, whose pretty flowers op- 
Rat ;en in the morning and fade 
Shun at night ; an emblem of what 

is transitory and fading. 
We To accord with, to follow, 
Shan © ACquiesce, to agree to; to 

obey, to comply, to yield ; to 
let a thing pass, not to hinder ; 
retiring, compliant, harmoniz- 
ing, agreeable, not resisting ; 
filial ; convenient, as one can 
do ; fair, available, with one, 
as the wind or tide; flowing, 
thythmical, as a style; free, 
easy, as penmanship; shun? li* 
prosperous; shun’ shun’ resign- 
ed to, submissive; shun? pin’ 
when it is convenient, no hur- 
ry; shun? shun tik; gently! 
said ina crowd ; ts@ shun’ ‘ha, 
a little one side ! said by sedan- 
bearers ; pak, shun’ to agree to 
everything ; shun’ tak, gyan, a 
mild person ; shun? ‘/i, reason- 
ably, to act properly; shun’? 
fung, a fair wind; shun’ lo 
taking it in one’s way ; :kwai 
shu to return to obedience ; 
un shun’ palatable, slips down 
easily ; shun’ pat, ‘sé, he writes 
a free hand; shun’ kt tsz” 
gm, let it pass, let them go, 
such is the luek; shun’ <t‘in, 

ki 
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resigned to; shun’ ‘hau, to 
speak without feflection, to 
babble ; shun? ‘shui t'tii <shiin, 
to push the ship with the tide, 
i.e. to agree with one ; gran ‘li 
sm shun’ a harsh style. 

(495) Shiin. 

| A ship, a junk, a vessel, a 
off 5 clan shade a bark; a 
fit j saucer ; collar of acoat; asort 
Ch’uenof mortar; yat, chek, <shiin, 

one vessel ; an «shiin, a wheel 
and trough for grinding medi- 
cine; ‘ha <shiin or lok, sshiin, to 
go aboard: ‘shéung <shiin to go 
ashore ; tp» shiin, to take pas- 
sage; «shun ‘chit, a captain ; 
shin <ka, the whole crew ; 
ch'ut, <sz’ «shim, an imperial 
junk ; chin’ «shim, a man-of- 
war; yat, ‘hoi td hav ‘lo yé 
<shiin, the whole is his affair, 
I’ve nothing to do with that ; 
to shiin, a passage-boat ; hang 
<shiin, to serve aboard ship ; 
cshiin au kin, a harbor 
inaster; the vice-consul at 
Whampoa is also so called ; 
dam shin, to bream a boat ; 
cch'a shiin, a saucer like a 
boat ; choi shiin, to go aboard; 
to weigh anchor ; ‘/éung chi 
swat shin, a brig; ; ‘léung avai 
pie <shiin, a barque ; ‘fo <lun 
<shun, a steamer ; <k't ,shiin, to 
go with and watch cargo. 

§ To suck, todraw the breast; 
Téient© lick, as a sore; ‘shiin chon 

tseng’ sucked dry; ‘shin yung, 
to suck a sore; met. to flatter 
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sleight of hand; Aok, shut; 
(496) Shung. rules of study ; shut; 92”? a con- 

jurer, a profound scholar, 

B2 Lofty, eminent; in the highest 
Ts ung (egree estimable and honor- 

able; noble, exalted ; worthy 
of worship ; to adore, to extol, 
to reverence; to collect; to 
fill; to end; «shung pai to 
worship; king’? <shung, to re- 
verence and adore ; shung ta?’ 
most exalted ; «shung ‘tsau, to 
pledge in a bumper. 

ce) Shut. 

, A glutinous grain; a bitter 
Shah Vegetable, like a Sonchus, used 

as a medicine; pak, shut, a 
sweetish root; ch ik; shut, a 
bitter sort of root. 

Ait, A species of glutinous grain, 
Shuh@ Sort of millet, used to distil 

Spirits ; tan shut, red millet. 
4rz A path through grain; a 
Shan Path ; a ward in a city; the 

means of effecting an end, a 
way of doing things; an art, 
a plan, an artifice, a trick, ho- 
cus pocas, a device, a contri- 
vance ; a precept, a mystery, a 
rule, both in a bad and good 
sense, but usually something 
demonaical, magical, or super- 
stitious; a profession, a craft, 
an occupation 5 fat, shut, mas 
gical or astrological rules; kim’ 
shut, sword magic; ung 
shut, similar doctrine, of the 
same craft; sam shut, designs, 

» 

plaus, schemes; ‘shat shut; | 

3 To follow another's steps, to 
cha, comply with, to practice what 

another has invented ; to mar- 
rate, to recite, to tell, to state 
the particulars; to put into 
another idiom; to compile 
books, to arrange jmaterials ; 
to publish ; to tell one’s rank ; 
sau shut, to revise fa work ; 
shut, k? to draw up a narrative; 
tsok, shut, to invent and prac- 
tice; shut, <yan «chi cin, to 
record the words of others. 

(498) 

ae To stir up another by speak- 
WL? : J 
Shwoh ing; to say, to talk, to speak, 

to converse; to discourse 
upon, to teach, to set forth, to 
narrate, to explain; speech, 
discourse, talk; shit; wa? words, 
speech, a tongue; ‘kai shit, to 
explain words or speech; an 
explanetion, a commentary ; 
shiit, cyan sh? fi, to talk scan- 
dal ; shiit, «shan’shiit, ‘kwai, to 
talk of gods and demons, set 
forth mysteries ; shit; pat, tak, 
can not be described; shit; p'o” 
to blab, todivulge: ‘yau gshing 
shiit, it is all settled, the die is 
east, we are in for it; shiit, 
ong, to lie; shitty mung® wa’ 
to dream, to tell big stories ; 
sh’ t: «chi, to state verbally ; 
shit, ts'd Slit, told it wrong ; 
'dm <t'in shit; t? to talk about 
everything, AS 

Shiit. 
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ir Ys anciently, a long time ago, 
Si 

SIK. 

Sik. 

Dried meats ; olden, former- 

whilom ; former, the previous ; 
a night; stk, ght, in former 
days; sik, yat; on a former 
day : yat, sik, the whole night; 
sik, ‘ché, formerly ; ‘ku sik, of 
old; -kam sik, pat, ¢ ung, it is 
not now as it used to be ; ‘nung 
sik, yesterday. 

¥3__ A breath, a gasp, as of one 
é 

& > ashes; to put out fire: to 

gic dying; arespiration; to breathe, 
to respire, to sigh; to stop, to 
rest, to desist, to repose; to 
hive ; the starting of nature to 
life, as in the spring; proge- 
ny, offspring ; usury, interest, 
increase of property ; to labor 
at; to stop, to obstruct, to put 
a stop to repose, rest, quiet, 
a breathing-spell; a moment, 
a breath ; A? stk, a smell ; yat, 
@ung sik, chéung, a paper of 
incense sticks ; ‘tsz’ sik, one’s 
children ; yat: sik, kan, in a 
minute; Ait, sik, to take a 
spell ; on sik, yat, the sabbath; 
on sik, chéung, gam benzoin ; 
ta? sik, a long sigh; ch‘ut, 
sik, to pay interest ; stk, sam, 
to think no more of; ‘ta fam 
sit sik, to ask the news; «ki 
sik, to over indulge, as a child; 
sik; ping, to withdraw from a 
campaign, to retire into quar- 
ters; stk, nd’ to be pacified. 

‘l’o cover a fire, to bury it in 

quash; stk, dang, toextinguish 
a Jamp; am sik, to throw 

1 

a 

He 

Sih 

Sih 
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water on a fire; ‘ta sik, to 
knock out the fire as from a 
link ; kaw sik, ¢m ds'ang, is 
the house on fire put out yet? 

A son’s, grandson’s, or ne- 
7A, ? ST Aa EN Be PA Chom 6’ phew’s wife ; stk, ‘ft, or ‘tsz 

stk, a daughter-in-law; «sin 
sik, a grandson’s wife. 
To compassionate, to regard, 

io love; to regret, to be spar- 
ing of, to scrimp ; affection for; 
parsimonious, close, sparing ; 
‘ho sik, jameutable, alas! iow 
sad! lun? sik, stingy, griping ; 
pat, sik, kung ‘pin, reckless 
of his money and labor; s7k, 
shan, careful of one’s self, not 
to lay one’s self out; szk, 
ckwong yam, careful of one’s 
time; stk, mat, not to waste 
things, careful; sik, ming? 
kind to living beings ; .’m sik, 
Jd ‘fi, not afraid of being 
troubled. i 
Dried meat; used for lap, AS 

’and in the same sense ; jerked 
meat, slices of meat dried for 
journeys; along time; extreme; 
quick, hasty ; to put down, to 
lay aside; sik, ‘tsax, old wine; 
sik, yuk, dried meat. 
The whole knowledge of, 

to investigate throughout, tho- 
rough comprehension of ; alto- 
gether, minutely, complete, 
entirely ; both, unitedly, all ; 
sik, chi, to acquaint one’s self 
with; make yourselves fully 
informed ; sham sik; yat, ts‘ ai? 
knows it perfectly, in all its 
details. 
The cricket; sik, tsut, a 

house cricket ; ‘ta@ sik, tsut, to 
fight crickets, 

> 
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A ground lizard, called sik- 
gin ik livid like a chameleon, 

vulgarly called ‘kau ‘na .shé, 
or a slut’s snake. 
To split wood, to billet wood ; 

to separate, to discriminate, to 
solve doubts ; sik; san, to split 
firewood; sik, <kii, to live in 
separate houses; sth; ‘ts‘iin, to 

live in separate messes. 

dr, 

Sih 

>| Clear, bright, brilliant; to 
if, {distinguish clearly, to dis- 
aii / criminate. 

iM. To wash and scour rice for 
ih Cating ; the water In which rice 

has been washed; Szk, .ch'iin, 
a district in Honan; sik, liky 
the pattering of rain. 

Wooden shoes, clogs, pat- 
"} tens; thesole of a shoe, athick 

sole to keep one out of the 
mire ; great. © 

Used for stk | salt, barren 
Jand, marshy; and for ts‘éuk, 
a magpie. 

(When meaning tin, this character is 
often pronounced sek.) 

Wy, Tin, block tin ; pewter, an 
gin alloy of lead and tin ; an alloy 
~ like white copper, but its con- 

stituents vary according to the 
uses it is to be put to ; to give, 
to confer, to bestow ; to spare, 
as life; a fine kind of linen; sek, 
h? pewter utensils; sek, héung 
on’ pewter incense jars; ‘fan 
sek, white lead; sik, fuk, to 
confer happiness ; sek, chung’ 
an abbot’s crosier or staff; ‘tau 
sek, or mong? ‘tau sek, Straits’ 
tin; fa sck, Banca tin; lap, 
sek; lustrous pewter ; ‘fan sek. 
white lead. 

SIN?” 

aaae Sin. 

To go ahead, to precede, to 
20 first; leading; to surpass; 

to begin, in the first place, 
firstly; previous; gone before, 
deceased, late; before, first ; 
soon, early; formerly, past; the 
ancients; .sin haw’ before, afier, 
both in time and place; «sin 
man’ light, heavy, as in balan- 
cing scales, the weight being 
called «sin ; sin <kwan or «sin 
fi wy* late father; <sin dia 
tsuk, in full vigor, has a strong 
constitution ; «sin ko’ pin’ at 
the other time; «sin «shang, a 
teacher, a schoolmaster, a doc- 
tor; a Rationalist; suffixed to 
names or in address, it means 
Sir or Mr.; ¢ong sin, in front ; 
formerly ; <sin <sh7, before ; sin 
chi, a prophet; foreknowledge; 
‘ni sin chang yat, po’ you step 
ahead a little ; «sim an, one’s 
ancestors; <Sim gin, a year or 
two since ; chim’ sin dau, step 
ahead a little; «chang <sin, to 
strive to be first; «stu tsau sin 
chéuk, first come first served ; 
«sin ‘tsé shing? lok, my grand- 
father bequeathed it; «sin <m 
sin ‘kdm? how could you do 
it before being told—the more 
haste the worse speed; sin 
‘md, a forerunner. 

Also read sin’; to lead the wav, 
to lead on before ; to put first ; 
to assume the precedence. 
A fine pebble, but inferior 

to a gem, such as a red jasper 
or rose quartz, 

€ 

sie 

Aj 
Sien 
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AL An immortal; an old man 
pont changes and does not 

S ) die ; a fairy, a genius; a fa- 
Sien miliar spirit ; the abode of the 

departed, hades; to’ become 
immortal ; deathless' ; shan sin 
gods and genii; «sin «yaw, to 
ramble among the genii—to 
die; «sin kwats a lean thin 
man; pdt, sin, the eight 
genii, are Ching Ko-lau, Li 
Tiehkwai, Lan ‘Tsdiho, Han 
Siangtsz’, Li Tungpin, "Tsiu 
Kwohkau, Ho Sienka, and 
Han Chungli; ? sin kau, the 
“two genii glue,”.a medicine; 
sin ‘king, elysium ; fung® <sin 
fa, the impatiens or touch- 
me-not ; «shing <sin, to mount 
and be a fairy, to die; <sin «sin, 

to dance and waltz. 
To dress ; ‘pin «sin, dressed, 

having clothes on. 

. 

Pick 

(This character is usually read <n.) 
: Spittle, the watering of the 
PE wouth flowing water; con- 

tinued, flowing, succeeding ; 
dung <sin (or sin) a medicine ; 
“shui «sin (or an) mouth water- 
ing, drooling ; sin (or dn) ¢, 
a child’s bib. 

RE ) Fresh fish, alive fish; fresh, 
‘wT | raw, as meat; bright, new, 

as colors; clean, pure, in 
good order; <sin i, fresh 
fish ; ‘hoi «sin, fresh from the 
sea; sin yning fo mat, new 
fgoods; «sin «tim, savory, 
fresh and sweet ; <sin <2, new 
clothes; sin fa, fresh flowers. 

Rare, seldom; @ few per- 
sons; rarely; all, finished ; 
én ha@ ‘sin %, few such in 
the land ! ‘sin ‘shit, very few. 

. J 

Sien 
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ft 

The secend character is an 
unusual form. 

_ Moss: conferve which grows 
, in damp places; <*oi ‘sin, green 
” moss ou walls ;‘sin han, nose 
scar,’ met. a vestige. 
A granary, where rice is 

stored ; ‘lam ‘sin, a storehouse 
for grain. 

iF Tetter, ringworn ; scaldhead ; 
1 Scrofulous or scabby diseases : 

“” kam <ts'm ‘sin, aleprous patch: 
pak,min*sin, white face; ngau 
pt ‘sin, asort of lepra; tt 
gmiin ‘sin, a sort of shingles ; 
oan ‘sin, an. incurable mor- 
phew, met. an intractable dis- 
position ; shung goan hit, ‘sin, 
a red ringworm ; «shang sin, 
to have a ringworm. 
To wash the feet, to siceiies: . 

a surname. 

To kill; the autumnal hunt, 
taken by the ancient emperors, 
which was also a sort of judi- 
cial progress through the land; 
deleterious influences. 

. | Barefooted, to walk with- 
out shoes ; ‘sin tsuk, naked 

PRR feet; pin ‘sin, to walk round 
Sien and round, tit whirl, as the 

dervishes do, to wriggle and 
writhe. 

€ 

Ut 
Sien 

Ft 
Sien “ 

yt 
Sien 
< 

fa 
Sien 

Burnished, bright, lustrous, 
as metals; a small chissel ; 
chilly, grating ; the corners of 
on oblong bell ; the clamps on 
the ends of a bow. 
To molt, to renew the hair 

or feathers; glossy, well fed, 
sleek, as newly molted birds. 

FR A fire on the moors, a signal 
fire to give alarm, a "beacon ; 
a fire ; fiery. 

‘Ub 
Sien 

Sien 
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>). Thread of silk or hemp, for! Luxuriant. herbage; fine- 
e, psewing; fine cord-or lines ; a Pal ien Sowing grain; a sort of wood; 

clue, a trace; a way for, a: “used for the preceding, as 
Sien faint hope, an even chance’ frésh, new, fine, illustrious. 

for; a little remnant, like an} 2 Asort of plant, the roots are 
orphan to continue a family ‘ Tsien USed to dye red. or madder ; 
a spy; <sz’ sin’? silk thread ; 
shuk, sin? prepared silk cord ;! 
yat, ‘tsz’ siw a_ skein of silk ; | 
yat, sin’ chi lo’ a slight chance | 
for; sin’ chung, a spy; ‘fong | 
sin’ to spin thread ; <liin sin’) 
to sew ; sin’ pd’ sho, the stitch- 
es are far apart; ung sin? 
to get a clue of; tsok, siw to, 
act the spy. 

et | - To castrate; sim -kai, a 
capon; sin’ “kei, a steer; sin’ 

Fay shang -kai, a half castrated | 
Sien © cock. The first character al- 

so means the catch or trigger 
on a cross bow. 

F Sleet, snow and sleet falling, | 
freezing rain; sin’ sit, sleety 
snow; sw ni, an expelled she” 

a To desire, to long for ; 
Sie COVEt; an overplus, a remain- 

1en 
der, an excess ; to laud, to.es-' 
timate higher than others ;| 4 
name of a fairy ; ; yan sim joy- 
fully expecting, to look for; 
ching sin’ to praise; sin? gi, 
an excess, a surplus, 

Read xin, the path leading down 
to an excavated tomb. 

2 Beautiful, good, comely, 
fair, personable, as youths ; a 
pretty mouth, smiling; a 

daughter’s husband ; to borrow 
for a purpose, to serve an ov- 
casion ; ‘i sin’ a fine looking 
man; ‘hau sid sin’ chat, what 
a bewitching smile she has ; 

Sien 

Ts'ien 

| 
o| 

ef 

| 

toi sin’ instead of. 

one sort gives a carnation 
color, which was once used to 
dye the imperial robes, ‘This 
character is often read <sai, 
and is then applied to the kam 
sé <sai, a plant reared in fish 
ponds; ,un «sai, caraway or 
cummin. 

Sing. 

A star, a planet; a meteor ; 
a spark ; a dot, a point; spot- 
ted, dotted; miscellaneous ; an 
islet; quick, shooting; a classi- 
fier of lights ; yat, nap «sing, 
one star; yat, sing «chi ‘fo, a 
single hire as of incense sticks; 
“ng «sing, the five planets, are 
kam sing (Venus), muky sing 
(Jupiter), ‘shui sing (Mercu- 
ry), ‘fo «sing (Mars), and ‘td 
sing (Saturn) ; «sing suk, con- 
stellations; hang sing, planets; 
ching «sing, fixed stars; «sing 
ch't, a fleet courier ; dan (Sing, 
a shooting star; «sing «sing, 
spotted, numerous, starry 5, sil- 
very hairs; «sing sn? scatter- 
ed like stars, sprinkled over; 
sing ‘wan, an erolite; ts ah, 

SING, A robber ; «shan sing ‘kt 
tim, only a few. scholars; fo 
sing, Sparks ; yut: nap, a 
@ star. 



‘SING. 

A species of ape; the <sing 
<sing is probably a species of 
a chimpanzee ; it is found in 
Yunnan, and fabled to be able 
to talk. 

SING, 46 

‘sing <sam, to examine one’s 
heart; ‘sing ch‘at, to investi- 
gate; ‘sing tsz* ‘ki kwo’ self 
examination ; ‘sing <ts'an, an 
officer visiting his parents. 

ing Maus a ted cow ; «sing <sing, comprehend ; tranquil, still, 
ms nicely adjusted, as a bow. E quiet, as a starry might; im- 

(‘The two next are often read seng.) ing perturbable, passion ess;‘sing 
SE Small tumors growing on *ng’ to recall to mind. Also 

Sing the body; measly flesh; raw ; read «sing. 
8 meat; strong, rank, frouzy, | __ A surname, name of the 

stinking ; the peculiar smell || Sing clan or fatnily ; a clan; to bear 

a A bay or sorrel color ; sing elt Intelligent ; to consider, to 

of newly killed meat; @iseng, 
fishy; ‘tsau sing , odor of spirits; 
sing di, raw fish; «sing «chin, 
smell of a he-goat ; seng aan 
wan, a rank, fishy taste. 
Torecover from intoxication, 

to become sober; to awake, 
©’ *to arouse, to bestir one’s self; 

to incite, to stir up; awaken- 
ing, stirring: tsui’ ‘sing, to get 

over a debauch; kit? ‘seng 
Skit ‘hi shan, call | hing |:to 
awake and get up; .¢ ai ‘seng 
muk, tik, put it where it will 
catch your eye; ‘ta ‘seng, to 

» awaken, to strike in order to 
‘arouse the attention; ‘lang 
‘seng teng® chit wait till you're 
wide awake; ‘sing shai’ to 
arouse the age; ‘sing kok, to 
give attention to,:to compre- 
hend ; <'m chi‘ Seng, did not 
awake; ‘mai <ts'd‘seng ‘kit, 
dont make anoise fo wake him. 

‘4 To look. narrowly at, to ex- 
ing amine into, to inquire into, 
rE toy inspect ; to discern, to un- 

derstand the difference ; to 
regard as good, to deem ex- 
cellent; a fault; watchful ; 
used for the last, to.awaken ; i 

Ton. Dicr. 59 

Sing . 

a son ; ung sing” of the'same 
clan; ko sing’ @ or kwa? sing? 
what is your name? tsin? sing’ 
sWong, my. name is Wong} 
‘mai swai sing’ to gainble on 
the names of candidates ; ‘yan 
sng > to conceal one’s name: 

2 pi sing the people ; shéung 
sing’ a double surname ; sing? 
sh? the surname of a sept. 

> - Natural disposition, temper, 
ability, spirit; properties of; 
innate qualities, natural fa- 
culties; paturally, enconstrain- 
edly; timorous; sing’ sts‘ing, 
temper, disposition ;. ngdng? 
sing’ obstinate; ‘md sing’ ‘tio 
faculty of _remerbering ; smo 
ting? sing? flighty, unsteady ; 
hd k? sing? a good menory ; 
imo % sing’ he forgets easily ; 
‘yau hit, sing’? sensitive of 
doing wrong, tender; sing’ 
chit; dull of learning ; sing? 
itz exciting, excitable, of a 
heating quality ; sing’ kak, <it 
sho, what is his, mid! what are 

its properties? sing’ ming? life, 
existence of man or heast ; 
din sing? natural, gifts ; <p‘t 
sing’ idiosynerasy. 



SIP, 

Sip. 

2 To project, to jut out; pro- 
., jecting, as a peg. 

sel A polleauiol aa to fasten, 
to wedge, to insert something 
to steady or tighten a thing ; 
sip, cheng’ to wedge'up, to even 
by wedging; sip, chi? ‘ka, 
wedge it tight; stp. ‘mé, it is 
not tightened evenly. 

(503) Sit. 

Fragments, crumbs, broken: 
Be, bits; to break in pieces, to re- 

duce to powder; pure, upright; 
diligent, respectful, obser- 
vant; to regard, to take pains 

) for; ‘wong sloi sit, sit, to gad 
about, unsettled’; ‘so sé#; tri- 
fling, vexatious; pats sit, to 
disregard, unworthy of much 
thought. ‘g 

$i, ) To steal, to take slily ; 
‘ clandestine, underhand, pri- 

$F | vately ; to regard privately, 
sich what one does one’s self; I, 

my; when used alone, means 
I was there, it was my opin- 
ion, I did so; to have a place, 
to offer an opinion ; unfit for, 
usurped, assumed ; tinged, co- 
lored ; sit, man, I have heard ; 

sz’ sit, to take without leave ; 
tau sit) to steal; sit; ? my 
humble opinion; shat; sit, 
stolen; sit; chat; my private 
observation, my own Inquiry. |) 

sit. 

, To leak, to drop, to ooze 
Sieh OUt; to divulge, to tell prix 

vately; to drip out and soak 
through; to rest, to desist 
from ; to exhaust; to dimin- 
ish, to reduce, as an offense ; 
a stream in Chehkiing; maw 
mi’ sit, he is still angry; stt, 
Av Jost all its smell, as bottled 
essences ; sz’ s#t, divulged the 
matter; sit, tam? Av? to get 
over one’s passion ; <té ‘yé ct in 
sit, A? like a puff from off a 
moor; sits hit A? expended his 
wrath ; mung? sit, nocturnal 
emissions. | : 

‘+ ~=s«s Interchanged with the pre- 
Sich Ceding; to issue; mixed, disor- 

derly; purged, loose in the 
bowels ; fat; si¢; to burst forth 
with renewed energy, as in 
spring; ‘shui sit; pat, dung, 
not a drop can leak out, it is 
completely closed. © 5 
To tie up, to fasten; to se- 

2 cure, to put in fetters ; tied ; 
a halter, a bridle; <li st, to 
bind with cords, fettered. 

#it _ Interchanged with the last ; 
gry, bonds, fetters; to halter an 

animal, to fasten with cords, 
ie To treat disrespectfully, to 
Pe ‘insult females; to lust after, 

to act lewdly; to outrage. 
Interchanged with the next. 

: Undress, dishabille; ordin- 
Sieh @ty or dirty clothes, garments 

worn at home ; dirty, impure; 
rags, tatters; to treat disre- 
spectfully, to revile; to treat 
irreverently, as gods or digni- 
taries; sits tuk, toprofane the 
gods by wnproper worship ; 
sit; man’ disrespectful or in- 

P - 
- 



SIU, 

sulting conduct; sit, <2, in un- 
dress; sit; wai filthy, indecent. 

Dark, obscure; female at- 
Fiendants ; same as the preced- 

ing, to despise, to treat con- 
tumeliously. 
An ancient statesmen, Sieh 

Sich Chih, in the days of Ya the 
Great; sit, fit, not to see a 
friend for a long time. 

To dress by fire, to mature 
Sieh : by heat; harmonious, friendly, 

in concord united ; ; to re- 
gulate kindly, 

2% Aclimber; sit, .so, perhaps 
sith? sort of Malaxis: name ofa 

feudal state, the present Yen- 
chau f@ in Shantung; a sur- 
name. 
To rub off, to wipe over; 

Sieh * mit; sit, irregular, not square, 
angular, cornerwise; queer, 
eccentric ; to place or press a 
thing square and correct. 

(504) Sid, 

To melt, to liquefy, to flow | 
‘Sigs away, to thaw; to lessen, to 

do away with; to annul; to 
use up, to need and consume, 
as food ; to exhaust; to allay, 
to quench thirst ; to digest; 
diminished, dispersed, dissi- 
pated ; sold out, saleable, in 
demand; transpiring 5 siti dau, 
good traffic ; ;<sttt f@ digested ; 
sit hot; peng’ an intolerable 
thirst ; <stz mitsto exterminate; 
«sit t#, to abate the fever; <siti 
ch’ ong, to reduce a boil ; <siz 
mo’ sui? iif, 10 pass and kill 

Hi 
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the time; «siz shik, melted 
away ; «sit <tung to “‘ to melt 
the eastern road,” is to eat at 
another's expense; «sit ‘ha 
mtn? dissipate your grief, 
cheer up; .st% shau’ to sell out, 
it sells readily ; <st% shai’ to 
obtain; digestible, agrees with 
one ; sit <tsot kong’ fuk, to 
remove judgments and induce 
blessings. 
Night, the night; dark ; trav- 

‘Sidu eling by night ; small, few: «iin 
<sit, full moon of the Ist moon; 
ch'ut, gin <sitt, to celebrate 
the feast of lanterns ; sit yé 
to sit up and carouse; ‘ung 
sit, throughout the night; 
sit chang, the glow-worm ; 
sam chaw slin .sit, for three 
days and nights. 
Nitre, saltpetre; saline exha- 

lations or efflorescing in rocks; 
sit ‘ch'ong, saltpetre depot ; 
sham <sté, saltpetre ; p'oks «sit, 
epsom salts; «sid spl, to taw 
leather. 

Ye Plainsilk woven from raw 
Siig OF Unworked silk ; the woef of 

silk fabrics ; htuu sit, a kind 
of byssus. 

Also read <shau, to comb the hair 
in a tuft on the head. 
To saunter and idle about ; 

Siau 

» 

£ 

gine sith sit, to roam, to ramble in 
joyance, as the immortals do. 
To melt metals, to fuse ; to 

dissolve, to dissipate, to finish: 
to spend, as time; to exhaust; 
to be deficient in politeness ; ; 
small, attenuated, asa voice; 
a spade; chi <sitt, to clear 
off, as an account ; <sitt on’ to 
decide a case in court; sit 

Sign 
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«Kam, to wash with gold, to 
gild ; ‘sid Ad to give back the 
export permit on goods ship- 
ped; <sitt ‘wai, to dissolve, to 
tuin, to destroy what is use- 
less; <A'ing <sitd, to assay, as 
bullion. 

ae The highest region of the 
or air, the empyrean, heaven; 

ad 

a halo: fleecy clouds, vapory 
haze; misty snow, which melts 
as soon as it drops; swan sit, 

fleecy clouds; ¢s‘ing <sit, the 
pure vapors, heaven; <ch'ung 
sit, vapors ascending; sit 
siit, half melted snow. 
A sort of spider or crane-fly 

(tipula), called <stt -shau ; the 
name is applied to seyeral 
long-legged insects. 

Name of a plant, bitter like 
alt \ rue ; an ancient state, now the 

district of Siau in Siichau fa ; 
sit tit, lonely, silent, deso- 
late, penniless, poverty-struck, 
at the last extremity ; «si ‘fu, 
a praning hook; «sit tsz” 
Budhist monastery; <si% <stt, 
neighing ; <stz cin, troubled. 
The end or tapering points 

< 

Siau 

ah 
Sian of a bow. 

Jae = Stormy ; a river in Yunnan, 
- gin 2 tributary of the Pearl River; 

"also a branch of the R. Siang 
in Hinan; <sit «sit, driving 
rain; «silt ‘sha, fine looking; a 
pleasant place ; to take amuse- 
ment, to enjoy one’s self. 

yi The pandean pipes; a_fla- 
yp geolet : ends of a bow; <ch'ui 
«sit, to blow, an orphic pipe ; 
tung? sit, an instrument like 
a flageolet. 

si 
B33 To burn; to scorch. 
Siau , 

Sn The sound of flying; the 
, molting of birds, or their fea- 
" thers rubbed off; 3 seit sith, the 
rushing of wings ; <sitisin, sud- 
denly, impromptu. 

Small, little; petty, mean, 
trifling; narrow, contracted ; 
what belongs to one’s self, 
my ; inferior, in rank or quali- 
ty ; young ; unedueated, vile, 
lowlive; subtle, minute; to 
disesteem, to think little of ; 
the 42d radical ; ‘siv syan, a 
mean man; my humble self, 
said by a poor man ; ‘sv 

mi 

Siau 

‘sin Stsz’ 
my pupils; my servant ; skwan 
‘siz, a number of concubines; 
‘sitt ‘tsé, a Miss, a young lady; 
yat, ko’ ‘sin sch" ung, my only 
son ; ‘sit kai? my attendant, a 
follower ; ‘st% ;sam ‘fo chuk; be 
careful of setting fire to things; 
amo tai? ‘sit, not illiberal or 
petty ; it fits any body, said of 
socks ; ‘sid ? sz” a little mat- 
ter ; ‘sit sz” a trifling ate 
‘sit h? a ‘small véssel;” 
contracted, unapt mind; sil 
‘shau, a pilferer; ‘sit sa 
waiting boy ; ‘sid ttm’ my shop; 
tv? fong ‘sith, the place is too 
small; sai ‘sit, small; ‘sid 
Snit, my daughter ; “sith ka 
‘chung, \little-minded, finical ; 
‘sitt ‘fo, a body servant on a 
journey; ‘siz tik; 1, said by 
menials; ‘sit st pes ki, chil- 
dren have got unimpaired vi- 
gor; ‘sit sam ‘sit ‘tam, careful 
and cowardly, frightened at 
little things; ‘sid syung, flannel. 



SO. 

v3 A small sort of bariboo, suit- 
Situ able for making arrows, very 

firm and smooth. 
| To laugh, to giggle ; to be 

, }pleased ; glad, joyful: smil- 
K | Sig, laughing; pleasant, 

ida jolly; a smile; to laugh at, 
to ridicule ; ‘ho st@’ laughable, 
tidiculous ; ‘ht stv joyful ; ‘yé 
syan sii to act ridiculously ; 
‘kong sit? to talk pleasantly ; 
si? ‘sz’? cyan, to laugh im- 
moderately ; <ho cho tae sit? a 
horse-laugh; kin? sit? ta? 
fong, laughed at by all respec- 
table people; si wd? ridicu- 
lous talk, amusing stories; ‘hd 
si@ truly laughable ; sit napr 
to receive smilingly ; sid <hi 
chi, giggling; siW ta? syan 
‘hau, to get well laughed at; 
sit’ syam cyam, smirking and 
laughing ; <t'au sii’ to smile 
at secretly ; sid’ ts‘ek. ‘t‘d, or 
sil iin wch'éung, to split one’s 
Na laughing. 

A whistling, hissing sound, 
pike a driving wind or let- 
j ting off steam ; to scream, to 

Siaa roar; to whistle ; ‘ft si? a 
tiger’s scream; shin sid? 
good at whistling. 

Vi 
ie 

So. 

A shuttle ; swift as a shuttle; 
to and fra, like a shuttle; 

ae ‘du .so, to throw the shuttle; 
ch'iin .so, to pass the shuttle 
through; yat, ii, <it<so, the 
days and months pass like a 
shuttle ; dung :so, a long punt, 
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paddled rapidly ; <i «so, a fish 
darting through the water. 

Read tsun? a sort of wood. 
tA ‘The prattling of children; 

. ee to incite, to instigate; to set 
at variance ; to talk to, to im- 
portune ; tit <so, to intrigue, 

to sow discord; «so ‘sung, to 
anger, to enrage ; ‘shai iso, to 
provoke to evil. 
A rain cloak made of bamboo 

or palm leaves ; hanging loose, 
like aruff; to thatch; to cover, 
to screen from the rain ; «so <4, 
rain garments; so dap; a woven 
leaf hat ; dau <so 4 kaw ‘fo, to 
throw on a leaf cloak to put 
out a fire—to run into danger; 
So <& ché, aleaf umbrella; so 
ct hok; a white crane with pen- 
dent neck feathers. 

bib} To rub in the hand; «mo 
‘80, to finger, to toy with, to 

| play with in the hand, for 
S80 which the next is also used. 
DB A triquetrous plant with 

hairy roots; chau so, a sort 
° of cyperus; to rub in the 

fingers; <lo <so, to fritter or 
rub away, vexatious; <so <kai, 

_ a sort. of cricket, 
% Abundant vegetation; sp'o 

‘S&S «so, or sp'o w'o<so «so, flourish- 
ing and thrifty ; «so <p‘o, roots. 

> To dance, to frisk ; to trip, 
oe to skip; to play with the dress’; 

to sit easy, to lounge ; <p‘0.s0, 
to gambol, to make antics; 

_ idle, dissolute. 
5) Fragments of gems ; the tink- 
So ling of precious stones; con- 

tinuous, connected ; minute, 
fine ; tronblesome, imperti- 
nent, petty, annoying ; ‘so sua’ 
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| trifling, needless,unimportant 
cares; <fan ‘so, vexatious ; ‘so 
slin, following, connected. 

A. lock, a clasp; to frown ; 
to lock; to fetter; to detain | 
a chain, rings or chains for 
locking ; yats ‘p@ ‘so, a lock ; 
sho pau ‘so, a padlock ; ‘sosmtin| 
to lock the door ; ‘so <shi, a 
key; <fung ‘so, to seal and) 
lock, as when closing a ‘ya-| 
mun ; yats ttt ‘so lin? a chain; | 
‘so‘tsz’ kap,chain armor ; ‘nan | 
‘so, to turn a key ; ‘so gmai <mi) 
st'au, to knit the brows; st‘ot 
ka tav ‘so, wearing the cangue | 
and chained—a prisoner ; ‘so. 
kaw butts and jocks; ‘so pat; 
chit’, sam <tin ? ‘ma, J cannot, 
be fettered, my beart is like an) 
ape, and my thoughts swift as. 
‘a horse; ‘so nat, a clarinet, | 
also called ¢# ta? and ta? tek,; 
‘so sO; “‘lock beard,” the inner 
part of a Chinese lock ; ‘shau 
‘so, a lock which can be open- | 
ed without a key. 

(506) Sd, 

. (The characters under this syllable and 
‘the 519th are placed together in the Fan 
-Wan, and their pronunciation does not vary 
much.) 

aii To rub down a horse; to 
an disquiet, to disturb, to agitate; | 

au 
x! perturbed, mournful, sad; 

Jame ; sorrows, afflictions ; <0. 
sd, grieved, depressed ; .sd) 
syan, a bard; fung -sd, be-| 
witching, winsome ; <li <sd, the: 
Dissipation of Sorrows—name 

“of a poem ; «sd shat: fluttering| 
loose in the wind; <90 Gu, to’ 

So, 

harrass ; «sd cyan mak; hakya 
bard of high renown. 

i Moved, aroused; sad; to 
Sin Afllict ; «sd sd, toiling and suf- 

fering, | 
Fi To scratch with the nails; 
Sau to rub gently, to titillate; the 

nails, claws; <sd ‘shaw sch't 
sch’, to scratch the head in 
doubt or grief; «sd Syéung, to 
scratch an itching place. 
A fish like a sturgeon; in 

Canton, a sort of bream or 
leuciscus is so called, 

HE The sound of the wind. 
Sau 

. 

Sau 

, To reel off silk from the 
Sn Coccoons ; a piece of variegat- 

ed silk for placing a gem or 
seal on. 
Rancid, rank, fetid as putrid 

San fat; smell of he-goats; reek- 
ing, strong, as a negro’s per- 
spiration ; <kd «sé, rank pork 
fat ; «seng «sd, noisome, strong; 
SO ngdt, offensive ; shan <sd, 

redolent of perspiration; .sd 
«sd, strong, as newly killed 
meat, 

The hair on the chin; the 
beard ; bearded, hairy; whis- 
kers of animals; f@ «sd, the 
stamens of flowers ; -ch'ui <sd, 
puffiag and blowing, as an 
actor; «man ‘kdm .sd, techy, 
angry ; t'ai’ sd, to shave the 
beard; slau <sd, to wear the 
beard; <% slim’ «sd, a beard 
around the face ; yun? «sd, to 
salute the beard—when one 
begins to let it grow ; nip. ‘ha 
«sd, to twirl the whiskers; f'nk, 

~ sd, I'll pall ont your beard, 
[you old iar]! NE 

—  —_— a had 
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e) An elder brother's wife ; a 
; | sister-in-law ; a goodwoman, 
43 | a wife; @‘sd, soodwife, goody, 
— a term of address for women; 

kit ‘sé, sisters-in-law ; 4a ‘sd, 
I, the goodwife; ‘sd ‘sd, or 
ching ‘so, my sister-in-law ; ; 

' “pitt ‘sd, goodwoman ! my ii 
i : 

To sweep, to brush ; to clean 
and sweep up; broom, besom,. 
brush-broom ; to dampen, as 

one’s ardor; to clear off, to 
rid, to make a clean sweep ; 
yat, ‘pa so? ‘pd a broom; syé 
30° a coir broom; so’<kon tseng’ 
sweep clean ; kai cmd sO a 
feather broom; ‘ta sO to sweep; 
50° hing? to chill one’s autici~) ‘ 
pations ; sd’ uk, to clean house; 

. sé0 ds'ong, ‘ sweepings of the 
hold,” —the last chopboat of 
a cargo; so’ ‘pa sing, a “‘ star- 
sweeper,’ —a sloy enly, waste- 
ful man ; sd? sp'eng ‘kU, make 
it even ; even it off, as a pile 
of grain; so tseng’ ‘hoi)fan, 
** to sweep the sea-mist,’ ¥—10 
destroy pirates; so’ ch’ it kan 
‘tong, to dismiss traitors [from 
court]. 

if Interchanged with the last ; 
Siu @ dyke or bank made of bam- 

boos and earth; chuk, sv a 

au 

bamboo broom; <t'ang sd’ a’), 
rattan broom. 

>” "To model things in clay, to 
$a mold into shape ; “to make an 
8% idol or statue; molded, mo- 

deled ; sd” tséung? a clay image; 
cnai tid mul, sd” [stupid as} 
carved wood or moldedclay— 
a dolt; sO sai séung? a clay ck 

statue of a man: 
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To go against the current; 
to go with the stream; to 
meet one; formerly, in past 

“time; to revert to, to carry 
one’s thoughts back; to ac- 
cuse, to report; sd”? <fung, a 
strong headwind; sé’ ii, to 
go against. the current; sd” 
cyau, to go with it; ot sd 
ts ung ds in, generations’ past; 

sO’ tsz”* on reverting to, since. 

> 

et 
Su 

(507) Soi. 

BG | | The chops; the sides of the 
; jaws, the lower part of the 

mm face ; gills; soi kap; the jaws; 
Sai «mdi <soi, plenty,’ full table ; 

» chéung? «soi, or kuks chéung’ 
pau. so? to blow out the 
cheeks, to puff; «h'in. soi, 
** bored cheeks,” are ulcers in 

«the jaw breaking through the 
cheeks ; «sot kap; nip; lantern- 
jawed ; ‘nd hau’ kin’ :soi, see- 
ing the jaws from behind—is 
a bad indication. 
The gills of a fish, the bones 

supporting the gills Sot «$01, 
alarmed. ini 

‘The bony marrow or column. 
“Fan horns; the burratithe base 

of-antlers; the velvety cover- 
ing of antlers, 

de Hesitation ; uncertainty ; the 
mind not” settled in its, own 

* conclusions. 
FB To extend the wings; to 
Sa; Spread ont the wings; the 

-gambolings of a pheaix. 

_A-long beard ; a bushy beard. 
a 7 

A 
Sai 
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Sok. (508) 

ig Stalks or plants from whose 
Z¥~ | fibres strings can be mad; 

»}astring, a line, a rope, a 
Soh” cord; to bind, to cord up; 

to get, toobtain, to pull about 
or from; .a law, a precept, an 
obligation; to demand; to 
-search, to seek for, to inquire 
into, to study; disquietude, ap- 
prehensions ; yat, st'id sshing 
sok, a piece of string, a cord ; 
Sl sok, sails and ropes; ‘ta 
shang sok, totie ina bow knot; 
‘ch' di Siin sok, to tread on slack 
rope; to go up rope ladders, 
as thieves do; sok, ‘ts'ti, fo 
procure a thing; ¢ch'iin st'au 
yap: sok, to get noosed, to 
inveigle:; sok, chd’ to extort ; 
pik; sok; to threaten and get}} 
money ; sok, sok, afraid ; sok, 
«sz’ to comprehend, 

(509) Song. 

& dead; mourning apparel ; time 
mane of mourning); a furreral ; fune- 

real, mourning; «song sz” 
funeral affairs; sung’ csong 
to accompany to the grave ; 
song fuk, mourning ; kwok; 
song, mourning for the emper- 
or; tia song, to Mourn over 
the dead; huk; <song ‘pang, 
staff used: at funerals by chief 
mourners; <kit song or ‘shaw 
song, to mourn for parents 

SONG. 

'To mourn, to lament for the |} 

su. 

three years; ch'ut, wong, to 
inter, 
The mulberry tree; met. 

$2hy peaceful retirement; song ‘ts2’ 
~ mulberries ; Song ‘ts’ omy 
native village ; ‘ts ot <song, to 
pick the leaves; song pak, 
spt, the bark of mulberry 
roots ; song ki shang, an epi- 
phyte on the mulberry, a me- 
dicine ; song «chung «cht yéuk 
illicit intercourse. 
The forehead ; the front, the 

middle of the forehead; «kat 
‘song, to bow to the ground ; 
‘kwong ‘song, a high forehead. 
The stone base or plinth of 

Sang? pillar. 

» To lose; to fail of getting ; 
bereaved of; to pass into ob- 
scurity ; to ruin; failure; for- 
gotten, lost, out of mind ; to 
die; song’ «ming, blind ;\song’ 
sléung «sam, lost all consci- 
ence ; cyan sts‘oi song? ming? 
lost his life in getting a for- 
tune; song’? kwok, lost his 
kingdom ; song? sam peng? out 
of'his head; song’ shat, .ka 
‘4p, ruined his family. 

| 

¢ 

. 

San 

€ 

Sang 

a 

Gtoy | Sa. : 
: 

a 

desist, to rest, to enjoy ease ; 
4 - 

© 

To collect, as grain; to 

to take; to resuscita h o re- 

Su vive from apparent death, to 
come to life, as submerged 
persons do, to breathe again ; 
to rise from the es 5a re- 

~ surrection ; <¥é wt, Jesus. 



> SU 

Used for the preceding; a 
gq Sort of sage or clary ; cheerful, 

happy ; ‘tsz’ «st, sweet. basil ; 
st hop, syau, rose maloes ; <sti 
muk; sapan or brazil wood; 
tO <st ‘tsan, medicated wine 
drank on newyear; -Su «chau 
‘fi, the capital of Kiangsi ; 
st the features of the 
Kidngs@ people, regarded as 

_ the comeliestin China ; @’ «su 
or <sti ‘tsai, a new born babe. 
A preparation of curd. like 

butter, made at the north; 
‘tender, crisp, flaky, short, 
like crust; «st <yau, butter or 
ghee; <su ‘peng, short cakes ; 
wt ts'ut fa shang, baked 
ground-nuts ; .sti lok, kumiss, 
brandy from milk. 

SR A nunnery, a convent. 

c 

s 

*) ‘To accuse, to tell; to in- . 

.  \form of, to expose ; tostate in 
j one’s defense; to reply; an 

4 explanation, a defense; to 
defame, to detract ; calumny ; 

; s@ ich'ing, sti “pan, or sti”‘chi, 
- ‘a plea, a reply to an accusa- 
tion; s# din, to state one’s 

wrongs ; tau s@? to report on, 
to complain, as to the gaild ; 
s@ ‘pan, to petition in reply ; 
tsun’ s@ <ch'ung huk; to relate 
all one’s griefs. 

_@ 

Pure white silk ; plain, an- > 

% colored, unornamented; white 
and coarse, such as is dsed-for 
mourning; empty, clean gone: 
plainness, simplicity in dress 
or manners; contented in; 

_ the en ee state of ; original 
merly, usually, here- 

chien as at first; shik, ‘si? a’) 

Ton, 60 Dicr. 
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plain diet, vegetables ; ping 
si’ formerly ; p ok; st’ honest, 
plain; chéwk- sw to wear mourn- 
ing ;kwa’ si? to-wear a rosary; 
st? «chong, plainly dressed, 
said of women ; st? ‘shau cmd 
pang, empty oe and 
nothing to act with: si? fv? 
kwa? shang <i fi’ kwai? when 
you are rich act as becomes 
‘arich person; s# ‘an, al- 
ways poor. - 

Also read shak, same as Pa 
sok... to search into, to seek. 

ie Sincere, guileless; one’s 
vi” real intentions, an houest pur- 

pose. 

(511) Si. 

Salted mince crabs : to wait, 
Sq tO expect ; to help; mutanlly, 

alternately ; all, altogether ; 
final’ particle’; to store up, ms 
have im readiness; /i? si, a 
head clerk in a yémun ; now 
designated by another term. 
~Rations, food; fine rice used 

Sa in aRerinive to the gods; in- 
come, silary received from the, 
government. 

FE To know, possessing learn- 
Ss, ingand talents; sage, prudent, 

learned, scholarly : chi” <sit, 
fallacious, to deceive. 

The beard’ on the chin; 

c 

¥ 

2A the cirti of fish ; to wait for, 
.) to expect ; slow, dilatory ; to 

get what is wanted or is de- 
manded, ought, must, is well to 
be done ; necessary, requisite, 
serviceable, good for use ; 

” 

a: a 

= 
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si i, momentarily, for a little 
while ; st yung’ necessary for 
use; pit, ,sit, absolutely want- 
ed; cmd st, needless ; <st tor 
ssht, you must wait awhile; 
sti yung® «sam, pray be very 
careful ; <sit <it ‘ts‘z’ it must be 
this way; «chung .si, always 
is necessary ; «sit i@ ‘tsz’ sav’ 
you must be very careful. 
The second form is erron- 
eously, but commonly used: 
Stopped by the rain, falling 

rain; to doubt, to hesitate ; 
compelled to stop ; to search ; 
fixed on, obstinately bent on; 
necessary, what is required, in 
which sense it is interchang- 
ed with the last; the fifth of 
the 64 diagrams, appertain- 
ing to water ; pong kwan’.sit, 
supplies wanted by the army ; 
sé csi, alittle of athing; kap: 
si, waiting for it, is wanted 
soon. 
Chattering, talking, the in- 

4 distinct hum of talking ; chip, 
"sit, unmeaning gabble,. vul- 

garly called cngé cngé sheng, 
a muttering ; also, to restrain 
the expression of one’s views. 
To steep, to immerse, to 

Ht soak ; thick, jelly-like, viscid ; 
to moisten ; damp, wet; glos- 
sy, fresh ; to urinate; patient, 
enduring, forbearing ; chim 
«sii, wet, soaked; «sit chaz® stop- 
ped, obstructed, flowing slow- 
ly, embarrassed; sit ‘yan, 
patient. 

Fine variegated silk like bal- 
zarine ; the selvedge of cloth, 
the edge, frayed out,.a loose 
fringe or raveled. edge. a 

SU, 

. 
» To settle or clear wine by 

« 

Sa infusing herbs in it to give it 
a flavor; to disclose the figure 
through, to make manifest ; 
full, supplied ; rich, as a dress. 
The clue or beginning of a 

ball or coccoon; a thread, a 
clue, a hint; the commence- 
ment, the beginning; the rule 
guide and to what follows ; 
the course of events; what is 
handed down in a family, a 
calling; a patrimony ; to suc- 
ceed, as to an office; to per- 
fect what others began; to 
search into; <t‘au ‘su, the be- 
ginning, the first principles ; 
tstp, ‘st, to connect with what 
precedes ; ‘si sit, a remnant, 
an addenda, a tag end; cmd 
sts‘ing smd ‘sii, unpleasantly, 
situated, embarrassed, non- 
plussed ; ki ‘si, a patrimony. 
Coarse, refuse silk or cotton 

i fibres, left after the best is 
“gathered ; coarse silk ; to min- 

gle, to mix, to compound ; to 
reiterate, to repeat ; verbose, 
wordy ; pendent ; ; ‘sit 18° tau- 
tological ; ‘lau ‘sii, catkins of 
the willow ; ‘sit sii '0 ct'd, iu- 
cessant jabbering, loquacious. 
Bright; the light of the ris- 

1 #9g sun ; sunrise, the dawn of 
” day ; manifest. 
@ To strain wine or spirits ; 

dregs, lees, grounds; fine, 
pure’ liquor, good flavored 

Sutht if 

6 

Si 

Punt 
An island, a small islet or 

rock in the sea; a detached 
hill near the shore ; ; ‘kt long? 
‘sit, the island of Klang, 
near Amoy, 



r 

(512) Su. 

sSz. A colloquial word. Ignor- 
ant of, not knowing how to 
do things; <% «csi ssi, all at 
loose ends, no regularity, 

(513) Sui. 

BE A sort of ground lizard ; an 
“SF; animal, whose description re- 

sembles that of the proboscis 
monkey; a dubitative con- 
junction, although, if, suppos- 
ing, even if, though, allowing 
that ; to push off; «sui sin, al- 
though, albeit; .sui tsak, hai? 
even if it be so; sui tstk, ‘kom, 
although it is thus ; «swt shuks 
tsam’ :shi ‘hd, if you do it now 
it may be well. 

H&E The traces of a carriage; 
“Gai reins; a hand strap to hold by 

in a coach; steady, quiet, 
tranquil; «sui <kwan, to draw 
off troops; <sui p# traces ; chap; 
Sui, to seize the reins; «suit 
sui, tranquil ; ‘wing <sui kat, 
chit? a happy omen of lasting 

ace. 
J A colloquial word ; to rayel 

out, to fray out; <sui ‘hau, a 
raveled border. 

ae The marrow ; the medullary 
Sui Matter in bone; sngau kwat, 

~ ‘sui, beef’s suet; «sham yap2') 
kwat, ‘sui, [your kindness] 
penetrates my bones; chit, <k't 
‘suz, to suck his marrow, 7. e. 
to be revenged. 
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kz To pass a limit, to pass 
over a year of one’s age; 

Ey the revolution of the seasons; 
a harvest, the year’s produce; 

a year; age, years; ‘ki ¢o suv’ 
how old is he? sui’ ts‘z” the 
characters for the cyclic year ; 
san suv? the newyear ; ‘shau 
su? to keep newyear’s eve; 
man* sui? His Majesty; man’ 
man? sui? may the king live 
for ever! <ts‘in sui a feudal- 
prince, the heir-apparent ; 
chong’ sui’ robustious, sinewy; 
newyear’s present of money, 
also called at, sui or ‘‘ year’s 
settler ;” fd? sui? a boy or 
an image to represent the 
Chinese Cybele, carried in 
procession when ‘“‘meeting the 
spring:’’ also a great period of 
1728 years ; kwo’ sui’ to pass 
newyear; Ai’ suv last year. 
To break in small pieces, 

Sui tO smash, to pound to bits, to 
comminute ; bits, fragments, 
pieces, endings ; troublesome, 
petty; disheartened, broken 
down ; ‘td suz’ to break in bits; 
po sui smashed to pieces; 
sui? fo retail goods, driblets; 
sui yuk: meat cakes; shape 
sui? miscellaneous, odds and 
ends of work or things; sui’ 
sngan, broken silver; ‘so sui’ 
vexatious ; sam -keng ‘tam suv 
disheartened and chopfallen. 
A spinning wheel, called 

Su; Su? «ch'é; a spool of thread. 

B42 Calamities sent from heaven, 
s aj misfortunes which men can 

not prevent; Awa? sui* a 
monstrous calainity, a judg- 
ment from the gods. 

Sui 

> 

> 
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To accord with; to follow ; 
“Sai 20t to Oppose, not to hinder ; 

then, after that, next, present- 
ly, incontinently, finally, forth- 
with ; to go through, to: com- 
plete, to accomplish, to effect ; 
to do of one’s own accord; a 
moor; a canal or. sluice for 
Hrization; sue? ? or sui in’, 
to have it as one wishes; pat, 
sui ski yukz discouraged his 
requests ; pat, tak; sui*\ «sam, 
disappointed in his hopes ; 
pat, sui not to speak of, un- 
yielding. 

Be In the rear, as a back apart- 
an ment of a house; deep, far 

back, as banners in the rear. 

A gem hung upon, the gir- 
dle, fur its Jucky qualities. 

TYA2 

Od 
Sui 

VR A sun-glass; a-speculum or 
Sui Mirror, for setting fire to 

things ; a wooden fire-frictor ; 
t:iin’ suc to make fire by rub- 
bing wood ; Sui cyan sh? the 
Chinese Prometheus; ‘fo sui’ 
a match. 

ye The fine appearance ofgrow- 
Sui NE grain; sur sui? laughing 

fields of corn. 
lis A path leading down toa 

tomb, an Wnderground road; 
line a bye-path; a lane, a‘path ; 
Sui to revolve, to return, to turn 

round ; sui t0*'a ways a road ; 
mo’ su? a path to asepalchre. 

eR A string to hang things to 
Sa; the girdle; sn: fringe, a tassel ; 

a louse bordering of threads : 
cheung’ sud’ a curtain val abbey 
yat, <p'o sui? a tassel ; md” sui? 
the fringe of hair on Chinese 
caps; tang suv lantern tassels; |}, 
chit sui’ knotted fringes. 

SUL. 

A shroud; to present a 
‘ shroud or grave-clothes to a 
' family, or money to buy one; 
apparel presented to friends ; 
sui’ <4, grave-clothes, 

> To call out, to alarm ; to 
taste, to eat ; tut, sui? to call 
at, to hist. 
Sad, chagrined; downcast, 

sorry-looking ; sts‘iv su*syung 
sngan, countenance fallen, 
melancholic. ; 

JAR?) A thing to putout fire with, 
y43 fan extinguisher ; to, temper 
Ip metals in water; todip; to 
Ts'ui_ dye, to color; to bring into 

contact with, as fire to water. 
The second character also 
means to burn. 

Diseased, infirm, saifiring; 
Peni doleful, dampish, indisposed ; 

worn out, destroyed. 
He ‘The angles or canthi of the 
Sai eyes a clear bright e: e; clear, 

pure ; to look dire at; sur? 
iif in, the fifth Bi ha ee ri 
> Unmixed, soup 

* alike, mere, all of 
M quality broken, shat 

shun sui? ae rate 
mingled, etiadey 

me 

Ts ui 

ee 

Sui 

v > 

> Thick, tufted, like tu 
Tui of grass ;_ a sort of he 

le ; to collect, to assen 
"flock together, to be v 
collection, a selection 

. cel of bushes or appare 
stl oe ct ong, a " a8 

Sui pes to Waker: to st 
accuse ; petulant, 
sui to brawl; 
cling su? to disgrace. 



SUK. 

A sign of authority held by j 
wui cUdatories, asignet ; a favor, 

a keepsake, a token; a hap- 
py omen, a sign for. good; 
auspicious, felicitous; ts‘éung? 
sui* a lucky sign ; swi* mat2 a 
fortunate thing; Suz? kwok; 
Sweden. 

2 Anear of corn, a spike of 
hi wheat ; the heads of grasses ; 

. a-spikelet, a tufted ear; ele- 
gant, graceful ; sui csheng, a 
name of Canton, especially for 
the New City ; yat, «wo ‘kau 
sui’ nine heads on one stalk— 
a time of abundance. 

xe Fine cloth or linen brought 
"Qa from the west, open and loose 
| in. texture perhaps a kind of 

Decca - muslin. This cha- 
-racter is correctly read wai? 

_ with the same meaning. 

Suk. 
ty 1 

“¥= A halting place or choultry 
"Suh Very three leagues; a stage 
"to rest overnight, a lodging- 

place ; ‘a night’s rest ; a night; 
.  tolodge over night, to pass 
"the night ; to lodge, to dwell, 
~ to sojourn; a constellation, 

“stars; a libation of spirits; 
- former, long continued, old. 
_ A colloquial word, meaning | 

moldy, sour, turned, musty, as 
_ food or things lain by too long; 
~ slau suk; to ask one in to lodge, 
to stop and stay a night; yat; 
suk, ‘léung ts‘dn, a bed once 
and two meals—is a rule of 
hospitality to visitors; sak, 
suk, tik: rather musty ; ? shapr 
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pat, suk, the 28 zodiacal con- 
stellations; suk, un*t <ch‘éung, 
my long cherished desire is 
now gratified; kak, yé fan’ 
hai suk; rice left over night 
turns; sk'au suk, to ask for a 
night’s lodging; swk, sch‘au, 
old enemies. 
Sometimes used for the last; 

Suh early dawn, morning ;a morn; 
early; careful attention to 
one’s business ; suk, y@ morn- 
ing and evening, early and late. 

a To walk mincingly, to shuf- 
Sup fe along; to walk carefully, 

- where it is narrow. 
, _ To walk with circumspec- 

Tih tion;towalk. This character 
is also read tik, 

A general name for gluma- 
Snh Ceous grain, now applied to 

millet (Setarta) and maize ; 
also the seeds of panic grasses; 
a grain of millet; rent in 
kind, tithes; szk, ‘mai, maize ; 
pau suk; an ear of maize; 
suk, ‘mai ‘fan, Indian meal ; 
suk, yuk: cleaned millet; ang 
suk, fa, the poppy; tséuk, shik, 
suk, bird-seed. . 

; Respectful, reverential; fear, 
‘Suh dread, awe, caution; trem- 

_ blingly. alive, as to duty ; re- 
ligious veneration ; to recede, 
todraw back; torender severe, 
stern, or majestic ; to receive 
a guest courteously ; rapid ; 
sim suk, commanding, awful; 
suk; suk, quick ; decorous. 
A famous charger, called 

Lg saul ‘song, the Bucephalus of 
Tang Ch‘ing-kung, B. c. 250. 
A grass for cattle ; muk: suk, 

ch @ clover, grown for fodder. 
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626) Sun. 

Ai) sLun, <sun, hills rising over 
Siun bills; deep ravines among 

hills. 
All around, to go or pervade 

everywhere ; to cast about, to 
consider all points, as mer- 
chants do; to cause; quick, 
instantly, in haste ; somewhat, 
generally. Used for the next. 

Wy To bury the living with the 
‘” 7 dead ; to comply with, to fol- S.un 

low; to seek, to pursue an 
object inordinately; engross- 
ed in, given up to, greedy for ; 
to exhibit ; sun tsong’ to follow 
to hades ; «sun ii fo shik, ad- 
dicted to gain and pleasure ; 
‘sun ¢s‘ing, obsequious to oth- 
er’s whims ; <sun kwok, to risk 

* and lose life for one’s country; 
sun sk au, to pursue greedily ; 
litz sz”* :sun sming, the hero is 
ambitious for fame. 
Sincere, conscientious; de- 

voted, respectful, kind; pleas- 
ed; to exert a good influence ; 
fearing, apprehensive. 

y Name of a branch of the R. 
Han in the south of Shansi, 
the town of Siun-yang stands 
at its embouchure; to cry ; 
true; distant; sun fai’ to 
weep silently. 
A species of gem from Lidu- 

tung, of which there are three 
varieties; a sort of utensil. 
-A kind of plant, which fat- 

tens those who eat it; a sur- 
name ; a feudal state, in which 
sense it is the same asthe next. 

fi) 
Siun 

Siau 

« 
Sinn 

FF 
Siun 

Ay 
Siun 

SUN. 

AR A feudal state in the Chau 
Sian GYnasty, now Puchau fa in 
iun 

the southwest of Shansi and 
that region. 

A) To ask about, to inform one’s 
Siun S¢lfof; inquiry, investigation ; 

to inform, to communicate ; 
to deliberate ; .sun k'ap, cyan, 
to ask about a person. 
To recede, to retire; to act 
as if returning; to go back ; 
to follow ; a revolution of the 

moon; self-abashed, self-hu- 
miliated; sun <ts‘un, not advan- 
cing, shrinking back, to de- 
sist ; «sun ts‘z” following seri- 
atim, in order. 

“Fi | The young and edible 
‘ shoots of bamboo; a tenon, a 
S| dovetail; conical, pointed ; 

¢ 

Ts'iun 

Siun projecting ; a sprout; a sort of 
fine bamboo for making mats ; 
chuk; ‘sun, bamboo sprouts ; 
‘sun hd, dry, salted prawns; 
ging ‘sun, slips of bamboo 
sprouts ready for cooking; 

_ fa ‘sun, split sprouts dried for 
keeping ; ‘sun tsz” yéung’ con- 
ical; ch‘ut, ‘sun, bamboos are 
sprouting ; met, to guess one 
over in playing morra. 

‘HE) To point a piece of wood 
: sand fit it into a hole; a ten- 

jon; ‘sun ‘mau, a catch on a 
Sun carrying-beam; fau’ ‘sun, to 

dovetail} in; ‘sun st‘au, a tenon; 
a wooden spike ; tau? ‘sun hom® 
jt dovetails in well, it is very 
opportune ; ‘sun sngd, a dove- 
tailed edge of a board. - 

Hy The cross beam of the frame 
bon which bells are hung in 

‘Se | temples ; a sort of tree ; name 
Siun of a district, ‘ 



SUN. 

—+} 

= a Sincere, faithful, unsuspi- 
cious, truthful; aman of his 

” word, as the two parts of the 
character intimate ; faith, be- 
lief, truth; to believe in; to 
credit, to follow, to confide 
in, to trust, to have faith in; 
a seal, a stamp, which gives 
ground for trust; a letter ; two 
nights’ lodging ; a messenger 
or envoy; <m yap, sun be- 
yond belief, incredible ; sun’ 
‘ung, an envelope ; me stn 
tak, «chan, can not altogether 
believe it; shat, sun’ authen- 
tic, worthy of belief ; sun’ tak, 
shatz he thinks it is true; <Aeriz 
# sun’ credulous; yat, fung 
sun a letter ; yan’ sun’ a seal ; 
sm sun? cts‘é, | don’t believe 
in newfangled notions; kwo’ 
sun to give credit in accounts; 
shat; su to falsify one’s word ; 
sun’ po? <hang, to follow one’s 
feet, to gad; -yam sun’ news, 
talk of the day; ki? sun’ to 
send a letter ; sun? tak, faith, 
belief ; sun’ pat, a ready pen- 
man ; sun’ ’m sun do you be- 
lieve it ? kat, sun’ a pleasant 
letter ; sngan sun a letter in- 
closing money; sun » sheky (also 
called cyan <in) arsenic; sun’ 
‘ché cyan chi kan ‘pin, hones- 
ty is the foundation of cha- 
racter. 

| The place on the héads of 
, :infants where the skull un- 

KA }ites; the sinciput ; sun’ yntin, 
the fontanelle; sun’ m6? a 

skull-cap, a common Chinese 
cap ; shang <mdi ‘nd sun’ the 
fontanelle is closed—youcan’t 

Sin 

hoax-him now. 
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To sprinkle ; watery, wet ; 
speedy, quick, as a courier or 
the wind; a military station, 
a guard-house; sun’ sd to 
sprinkle and sweep ; ‘shui sun 
a water-side post-station ; yat, 
st'ong sun’ a stage between the 
stations, reckoned to be ten 
li, or a league; sun’ ¢# a guard- 
house; ging sun’ a military 
guard-house. 

AN Quick, swift, hasty, fleet ; 
Sin 10 go with speed, to hurry ; a 

wolf's cub; sun’ <lui pats k'ap: 
‘tm ‘4, a quick clap which gives 
no time to stop the ears— 
quick, as a word and a blow. 

ee To inquire into, to search 
Kin Out, to investigate ; to interro- 

gate judicially, to try; an ex- 
amination; to wrangle, to 
spéak sharply to, bickerings ; 
to inform ; to accuse; to direct; 
to agitate ; man’ sun? to ake 
a bow, as Budhists do with 
flat hands; sun’ man* to ques- 
tion, as a judge does ; ‘sham 
sum to try ; chap, sun’ to catch 
people’s words ; to seize and 
question ; sun’ tsat, to cure 
ailments. 

a} A stand; to grasp and 
place. firmly ; to select ; the 

Be j Sth diagram, relates to wind, 
Siuen and denotes mildness; bland, 

insinuating, gently ; to enter, 
_ to ingratiate. 

+4f” Complaisant, conciliatory, 
nn Lumble, docile, mild; retiring, 
™ respectful, obsequious ; to ve- 

nerate, to give in to, to obey ; 
sum yéung® to give place to, 
to respectfully yield ; him sun? 
yielding; yap: sun obeisance. 

iu 
Sin 
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(626) Siin. 

A grandchild; whatever 
’ grows again or is reproduced ; 
~ “tsz’ ¢siin, children and grand- 

children, posterity; ¢sang <siin 
or <stin siks a great-grandson ; 
cin <siin, a great-great-grand- 
son ; <lot <siin, a great-gr.-gr.- 
grandson ; ngor’ stn, a daugh- 
ter’s child ; ; stin ‘nit, a grand- 
daughter ; chung siin, grand- 
father and grandson; <ni .siin, 
a sister’s children. 

. Also read sun’, and interchang- 
ed with the preceding. 
A monkey; shaw’ <siin, a 

» species of small monkey. 

i A sort of pretty and fragrant 

" water plant, a kind of iris? 
He An evening meal, tea, sup- 
‘Sup Pets a meal; to eat; to soak 

or separate rice, in cold water; 
yung <siin, breakfast and sup- 
per ; yung <siin nan kav’ hard 
to keep up breakfast and din- 
ner—poverty-struck. 

‘A To publish, to proclaim, to}, 

Siuen promulge by the highest au- 
thority ; to circulate, as the), 
wind does ; to pervade, to. re- 
volve, to expand ; 
manifested, expansive ; 
summon, as 4 ruler does; slow; 
perspicacious; beginning to be 
bald; <siin chif? to summon, 
as to court ; ‘hau -siin, to pro-| 

claim by the voice ; pat; sin, 
not to say more—used in 
letters ; stn pd? fuk, yam, to 
preach the gospel ; «stim tuk: 

5 grass or herb; <Kai <siin, al) 

extended, 
to’ 

SUN. 

shéung’ @ to read aloud the 
emperor’s orders; <siin kd’ the 
emperor’s proclamations; __ 
A jade stone, six ts‘tin? 

broad, anciently held in the 
hands by princes as insignia. 

JM To stop ; to change 5 next in 
order, to succeed; to rest or 
trust in one’s opinion, willful, 

y In pain; aching, painful ; 
stin shek2 a sort of stone; 
<stin sin ‘tin “iin, prickling, 
aching ; kwats sin, shooting, 
rheumatic pains, 
Acid, sour, sharp, tart, vin- 

Sion egarish ; prickling, harsh to 
the skin ; irritating, distres- 
sing; grieved, afflicted; loiter- 
ing from debility 5 :<siin ts'o 
vinegar; «sin ‘kwo, pickles ; 
<siin pt a grieved nose—afflict- 
ed at, as bad news; <sam.siin, 
to commisserate, sympathiz- 
ing: sham ¢stin, sour; begrimed, 
lothsome as a dirty man; <stin 
chi muk, Chinese “an ; <stin 
m# acid. 

Ja 

Siuen 

Tage 

« 

Swan 

c A slight shower. 
wan 

he To wave a flag asa signal ; 
the motion of soldiers’ legs, 

Bia J as they march; to revolve, to 
‘Siuen go around, to go in an orbit ; ; 

to return, to come back to 
‘the same point ; curling, rip- 
pling; quick, i 
forthwith, next; cs bakit 
to go around; cheung <3 

~ go to one’s village; “am in 
‘anew graduate hi 
csiin fung, a whirlw eed 
csién, to visit. Mbit one’s 
friewts- ; chau <siin, to follow 

round ; to greet and entertain 

then, 
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several friends; ‘ho ‘shi <siins 
ch? make it come forthwith, 
quickly bring it about; <siin 
sfun, revolving, as the moon. 
An eddying fountain, a cir- 
cling eddy ; a little whirlpool. 

Fe! A beautiful gem; <siin 
: }kawai? an orhament worn by 
Se } ancient monarchs ; <siin kt, a 
Siuen kind of armillary sphere or 

planetarium, by which the 
motions of the stars were 
anciently noted. 
A pulley, or something which 
revolves; a pewter vessel, in 
which water is put to warm 
the wine; a wine-warmer. 

‘ To diminish, to lessen: to 
Sun M0jure, to spoil, to wound, to 

cause damage; to lose; to 
reprove, to blame, as a critic 
does ; detrimental, injurious; 
damage, ill luck; the 44th 
diagram ; ‘yau ‘siin <md ytk; 
it is wholly bad without any 
advantage ; ts it, ‘siin'‘shau, to 
cut one’s fingers when chop- 

aie 
Siuen 

Siuen 

ping; ‘siia p‘o’ spoiled, broken; ||, 
pang ‘siin, crackéd, or a bit 
broken out ; ‘miin <chiti ‘siin, a 
display of riches invites mis- 
fortunes; ‘sin <yan I? ‘ki, to 
benefit one’s self by other’s 
injury; ‘siin lan’ all spoilt; 
‘kam ‘siin <kwan <léung, to’ 
peculate in the rations of the 
army ; ‘ta ‘siin, to wound, to 
spoil ; ‘siin shéung, wounded ; 
‘siin ‘shau ‘siin kéuk: hurt his 
hands and feet; ‘siin wai’ 
spoiled of ruined. 

y The governor at a village 
Chuen 2st; household gear, uten- 

sils; numbets ; to arrange. 

Ton. Dicr. GL 
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To select, to choose out, 
to elect ; to appoint proper 
men to office; to dance in 
a ting, like N. A. Indians ; 
an instant, a moment; a lakh, 
ot one hundred thousand ; 
apprehensive, undecided, ti- 
morous; ‘kan ‘stin, to pick; 

‘siin chik, to select ; pak. 
‘sin, a coin of the Han 
dynasty with a dragon on it. 

To number, to reckon; 
to take to task, to reckon 
with; fat, h@ ki? siin’ don’t 
go, lest he reckon with you. 

BRS To be selected for office ; 
/ haw’ siin® candidates waiting 
for appointment; ‘po siin* 
appointed to supply a place. 

P| The counting board or 
~a-, ) Abactis ; to reckon, to cypher, 
= } to calculate; to estimate, to 
Swan regard; to plot; numbers, 

figures; a calculation, a plan ; 
a scheme; slips of bamboos 
to reckon with; ‘ni kom’ tsau° 
sin’ just as you can manage it; 
kaw sin’ quite enough; sin’ 
‘ngo p'@ V\\give in, I'll knock 
ulider; sii spin, the count- 
ing-board; sin’ fat-arithmetic; 
‘ho ‘ta siin’ a good speculation, 
to guess well; siin” ming’ to 
éalculate destinies ; A)p2 sin’ 
to reckon correctly ; stin’ kav? 
cyan, to lay schemes against 
othets, to counterplot; sin’ 
lan? Cit -ch'éung, a most 
painfal scheme ; ‘kt ‘uz sit 
sp'tin, he is a ready reckoner ; 
siin’ tok: to calculate ; stin’ ‘nt 
fi, I guess you’re a rare one ; 
sin’ <ptn mat: very sharp, 
-Glosefisted’s sin’ ‘sz’ “ts'6, he 

gg 

Siuen 
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would kill plants, [he’s so 
cute] ; siin’ slot sin? hi? con- 
triving about this and that, 
full of schemes; sin’ kwo 
sming pak it has already been'|| 
all. reckoned. 

Garlic, chives; sin? ,t‘au, 
garlic bulbs; <ts ing siin’ fresh 
garlic; stn’ ‘tsat, the shoots 
inside the bulbs, 

a? 

Swan 

> 

their use; any fanciful form 
of Chinese characters; to en-|/ 
grave old forms of characters; 
ornaments on bells; siin? «shit 

or stin® tsz’* the seal character. |} 
2 An ornament, like a seal 

Chaen Character, on the top of the 
tablets held by officers and]|| § 
princes, in ancient times. 

(517) 

fel 
Sung it lies in Honan fa in Ho- 

Sung: 

The highest of the five 
great mountains, which the 

nan,a high peak on the water- || 
shed of the Yellow River and 
R. Han; a lofty mountain; 
eminent, highi, as’ statesmen. 

2 Disheveled hair; shaggy, un- 
Sune dressed hair ; confused, dis- 

ordered ; to relax; to let go 
the hold of, to cast off, to un- 
loose ; loose, flabby, movable, 
slack, easy ; unimportant, not 
urgent; not careworn, easy; 
spongy, soft, as some cakes; 
‘kt sung, not much matter ; 
sung tung’in funds, moneyed ; 

Square, intricate characters, |} 
Choen Called seal characters from |} 

} ancient emperors worshiped ; || 

SUNG. 

‘shau st‘au «sung, rich, able to 
gratify one’s self; sam «sung, 
contented, easy about it; sung 
‘song, elated, pleased, as at 
seeing friends; «shan 6 sung, 
} feel relieved, the job is off 
my hands ; ‘pong tak, sung, 
tie it loosely ; sung fa, flock- 
ed cotton; ¢s‘ui «sung, crisp 
and soft, as boiled groundnuts; 
sung kd, a species of light 
cake; «sung tik: ‘shaw, do it 
quickly ; sung <mé ‘kau, adog 
with shaggy hair ; lin’ sung, 
disheveled; «sung <hot tik, ease 
it some, loosen it a little, slack 
off ; sung p‘ats p'at, too loose, 

_ too open. 
Easy, bland, complaisant, 

calm, gentle; «sung sung 
syung <yung, graceful, not 
hurried—said of manners. 

‘hy Fearful, agitated, swayed by 
Sung hopes and fears ; ‘sung sta, on 

the gut vive, excited, timorous, 
To stand stiffly and precise ; 

to fear; to elevate, to bring 
forward, as good people; mo- 
ved, excited ; the flesh creep- 
ing from dread, horrified; ‘sung 
lap: to stand in a formal atti- 
tude; <so ‘sung <yan <ka, to 
slander people. 
Interchanged with the last 

two. Deaf, born deaf; to urge 
on, to excite, to stir up; to 
astonish ; high, elevated, as a 
mountain; to rise, as bread 
does ; to respect ; ‘sung tsung?’ 
excited; to urge on; ‘sung 
‘ing? horrified, astonishing ; 
cké ‘sung, lofty; puffed out; 
‘sung «yan ‘i muk, to make 
one’s ears tingle. 

4 
2 

Sung 

é 

Sung 

Ee: 
Sung 
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Sung 

Sun 
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Interchanged with ‘sung i 
to push; to hold, to seize; 
to stretch one’s self out. 
To send a present, to give; 

to send with, to accompany, 
to attend, to go with; to see 
a guest out; a present, a gift. 
A colloquial word : viands, ve- 
getables, whatever is on the 
table besides the rice; sung’ 
shang, to go with; «séung sung? 
to make a present of; sung’ 
h@ sch‘ing, food given for a 
journey ; sung’ yat, <ch'ing, to 
go with one a little; sung’ ‘/az, 
presents; to give gifts; ‘mdi 
sung’ to buy the accompani- 
ments; sung? tso? tai ‘pa, a 
good lot of viands, &c.; sung’ 
k@ to attend a marriage ; sung’ 
yuk, ‘shéung «cham, to go with 
the meat to the chopping- 
board—to run into danger; 
sung ‘pi ‘ni, Ull give this to 
you; muk, sung’ to follow with 
the eyes; shun’ fung séung 
sung’ may you have pros- 
peraus breezes; <ying sung’ 
to receive guests, and to ac- 
company them to the door ; 
sung’ fo to send goods to the 
purchaser; pai’ sung’ to go 
and see a friend off;- sung’ 
shang <sz’ ‘ma, Jupiter’s mes- 
enger who brings down chil- 
dren; sung’ .ktin, to hand up 
a prisoner. 

» A dwelling; to dwell; a 
feudal state lying in the pre- 
fecture of Kwaiteh in the east 
of Honan; name of a famous 
dynasty, which lasted from a.p. 
970 to 1280; also a shorter 
ene from 4.p. 420 to 477. 

> 
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(518) 

in _To feel for, to compas- 
sionate, to commisserate ; to 

»} have affection towards, to 
Siuh love; pity, affection, sympathy, 

sorrow for ; .séung sut, mutual 
sympathy ; ‘tai sut; to assist; 
slin kt sut, ‘kwd, to relieve 
and pity orphans and widows ; 
chan’ sut; to give alms to the 
poor ; sut sp'an ‘ld, to feel for 
the poor and aged. K 

FR Tobe distinguished from 
Siak SAW. The eleventh of the 12 

branches, denoted by a dog; 
sut, ssht the 11th Chinese 
hour, from 7 to 9 p. m.; nature 
fading, fall of the year; sut, 
at, the ninth moon. 
A bird-net; to follow, to 

conform, to imitate; to lead, 
to command, to head, to bring, 
to conduct, to direct ; to cause 
to follow; to receive under 

—) 

Suh 

one’s orders; generally, for 
the most part, in the gross: a 
resumé; active, spry; suddenly, 
hastily; from; a leader, a high 
ruler, a captain; a mark, a 
guide; <’m sut, kau’ he won't 
hear your advice; mokz sut, 
‘kt, don’t order him ; 142" sut, 
lui? ‘ts‘x’ for the most part 
they are like this; sut, -kw'ai 
‘kii, to regulate the usage ; 
‘pitt sut, aleader, an example, 
a muster; <¢s‘d sut, carelessly, 
not exact ; ‘i ‘ts‘z’ wai suf, let 
this be a pattern; sut, ‘Trg, 
to take the lead; sut, sing to 
conform to the light of reas. n. 
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Bi, Interchanged with the last ; 
Sun t0 lead, to conduct on, asa 

standard-bearer does ; sué, <sz’ 
to lead troops. 

Ke Name of atree.- A collo- 
oth quial word; a catch, a fasten- 

ing, a button; to fasten, to 
latch ; smtin suf, a door latch ; 
sut, chu’ ‘ku, fasten it well. 

(519) Siit. 

EE Snow; in Canton, often ap- 
Siuch Plied to ice; and to whiten, 

to blanch, to make like snow, 
to wipe or wash clean ; snowy, 
frosted, white; to wipe out, 
as an injury; to revenge ; to 
clear one’s self; si, fa, flakes 
of snow ; lok, siit, it snows; 
siit, kom? tung? cold as ice; 
siit, han’ to take reveuge ; sit; 
<li, the T‘ientsin pear; Kaw 
st‘au <it ‘td sitt, to kneel and 
knock head often; <fan fan 
tai sit, a fine fall of snow; 
siit; pak, snow white; «cha 
cmai yat, pau’® sit, to make a 
snowball. 

(520) Sz’. 

Gin Part of an army, a company, 
‘gz’ a legion of 2500 men ; troops; 

to marshal a force, to call 
out the troops; a metropolis 
or capital ; a leader, ageneral, 
one who collects and orders 
people ; a master, an instruc- 
tor, a professor, one skilled 
in; a sage, a pattern to the 

SZ. 

world ; to teach; to imitate ; 
sz’ fw a workman, one skill- 
ed in an art; «sim <sz’ ancient 
wise men; <sz’ “pit, patterns 
of the world; <sz’ <kv, anun; 
cking <sz’ the court, the capi- 
tal ; kin? ‘10 :sz’ to visit a learn- 
ed scholar; <sz’ syé, a private 
secretary of high officers, one 
who writes their papers ; ‘shuz 
<$z’ naval troops, marines ; <sz’ 
ching, a chum, a schoolfellow ; 
pan <sz to recall troops from 
foreign service; <sz’ syé “kom 
‘fin, taking on airs like a 
secretary; ch'ut>.sz’ to march 
out the troops; <s2’ sshiin, a 
war-junk. 
A murex, a spiral shell; 

crenulated shells; <sz’ <hdm, an 
Arca; a scallop, or Pecten. 
A lion; a dog that whelps 

two pups ; <sz’ ‘tsz’ a lion ; <sz’ 
‘kom st'au, hair neglected and 
long; shekz <sz’ stone lions 
placed at doorways of yamun ; 
‘mo .sz’ to play masked lions; 
sts‘in <sz’ a figure of a lion 
stuck over with cash; ch‘ung? 
ts'an.sz’ pi’ you’ve just tweak- 
ed the lion’s nose, 7.e. he’snow 
cross enough, 
To control, to preside, to 

rule, to manage; to attend to; 
a commissioner, a manager,an 
officer; an office for a court; 
a township or a subdivision of 
adistrict.; sam <sz’ the three 

commissioners (of salt, re- 
venue, and justice) in a pro- 
vince; ‘ung. ching? <sz’ the 
Court of Representation at 
Peking ; ‘td -ktin «sz’ to go to 
law; sts‘un ‘kim <sz’ the, chief 
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officer in atownship; kok: ‘yau 
‘sho .sz’ each has his own bu- 
siness. fa 
To be distinguished from je» 
«yan. To think, to consider, to 
reflect; to desire, to wish; to 
commisserate; an auxiliary 
euphonic particle ; sz’ ‘séung, 
to reflect upon; sz’ nim? to 
consider ; thoughts, opinions ; 
‘hd «sam <sz’ a good design ; 

- sam <sz’ <sz’ dwelling on often, 
continually planning ; <sz’ ka, 
to think of one’s family; <sz’ 
<ts‘in, to recall former days. 
To reprove, to admonish, as 

a friend ought ; to urge one’s 
self on in duty. 

Read <soi, a large beard. 
A tree with hard wond; séung 
sz’ shié the Abrus precatorius, 
whose red beans are gathered : 
as playthings. 
A coarse sort of unbleached | 

grasscloth or hemp, used as. 
half mourning for distant _re- 
latives; hempen, flaxen; <sz’ 
sma fuk. light mourning worn 
at funerals, 
A board screen put before’ 

the door to intercept the gaze 
of passers, or to make a sort 
of vestibule, called <faw <sz’; 
a stand-in-the-way. 
A cool breeze; s‘ang <sz’ 

« fi z : 
Tsz’ 4 high wind. 

é A wader, a sort of heron; 
gs, (sx an egret, with whitish 

plumage, and a pendent crest. 
Silk as it comes out from the 

* worm ; silken, fine, silky, flos- 
sy; silk in general ; to reel off 
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sandth, or the hundredth part 
of a cash; stringed instru- 
ments of music; <sz’, fat, silk 
goods, raw silk ;<U <s2’ raw 
silk from Kidngsi; ‘td <sz’ 
Canton raw silk; <sz’ «min, 

silk batting used to wrap bo- 
dies in, or for lining ; <s%, shd 
smd ts‘o not the least e-br; 
sz’ chuk, stringed and wind 
instruments of music; smi sz’ 
sav ‘ii, fine, drizzling rain ; 
chin ;sz’ kaw exactly enough. 
Private, peculiar, personal ; 

illiberal ; selfish; secret, par- 
tial ; clandestine, treasonable, 
underhand ; sisters call each 
other’s husbands <sz’; contra- 
band, smuggled, illicit; ple- 
beian, below the throne ; ‘tsau 
sz’ to smuggle; sz’ ‘ha fo 
smuggled goods; <sin kung 
haw <sz’ public before private 
interests; <sz’ hak, a trader 
who smuggles; a private mer- 
chant; sz’ <sam, partial, un- 
just ; <sz’ ‘ha, secretly ; <sz’ <0, 
favoritism, to uphold one at 
any rate; ¢s‘ap, <sz’ to watch 
for smugglers; fs aps :sz’ <shiin, 
a revenue cutter; <sz’ <im, 
smuggled salt; .sz’ 4d, private, 
my own ; -ké <sz’ personal ef- 
fects, household gear; sz’ 
sts'ing ‘kau hop: illicit inter- 
course. 

coccoons; small, minute; a 
decimal; the hundred thou- 

(This and the next are also read shdi.) 

HE Name of an herb; to quin- 
=~ tuple; fivefold; ‘p‘di <sz’ g; tuple; fivefold; ‘p'dt <sz’ to 

raise five times, as a price. 
Ag To decant and strain liquors; 
"Sj to pour out a libation; to 

divide ; «sz’ ‘tsau, to pour off 
spirits, 
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Wy To split with an ax, to rive; 
“s, 4 pronoun, this, that, these, 

those; this very one, this 
place; forthwith, presently, 
then; a euphonic particle ; 
white ; mean, base, low, in- 
ferior; <sz’ <sht, at this time; 

/ sz’ sz” this affair; <sz’ cman, 
literary, polished, scholarly ; 
chit «sz tsik, «sz morning 
and evening here, constant; 
po <sz’ kwok, Persia; ‘pi sho 
cyan <sz’ what sort of a fellow 
is he? 

Ij A menial, a camp-follower, 
: la horseboy, a forager or 
cHUf + woodcutter ; a servant, an at- 
fy tendant, a waiter ; to feed, to 

‘iil take care of; broken, in 
a pieces, as firewood ; a melée, 

in confusion, as in a battle; 
‘sit .sz’ a servant boy ; <sz’ <t°d 
soldiers, privates ; <sz’ ‘yéung 
tsut, a camp-follower. 
To tear apart as paper; to 

“S } split, to rend ; <s2z’ <hot, pull it 
in two; <f‘ai <sz’ to nudge, to 
direct attention to; ‘shaw <sz’ 
to tear with the hand. 
To immerse, to sink in the 

water ; water exhausted, dry, 
run out; <sz’ mit, thrown ‘into 
the water, lost in the water. 
Used for the next. 
The neighing of a horse; to 

belch, to eructate; a hoarse 
broken voice; ‘td <sz’ yik, to 
hiccup; ‘ma ;sz’ a neigh; to 
hinny, to whinny, 
End of animal life, death of 

4 young persons; to die; dis- 
solution, dying, death; pale, 
deadly, ghastly; dangerous, 

mortal ; to the death, fearless, 

c 
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to die for, a martyr to; 
urgent, intense ; ‘sz’ kung fii, 
a work to which one is com- 
pletely devoted ; A? ‘sz’ <yan, 
one who cares nothing for 
an other’s anger, insolent ; <’m 
chi ‘sz’ reckless, regardless of 
consequences ; ‘sz’ tso’ dead ; 
‘sz’ ‘kan <t‘au, near death; 07’ 
‘sz’ dangerously ill; «sam ‘sz’ 
indifferent to; ‘sz’ «sam, in- 
tensely desirous of ; ‘sz’ pak» 
a livid, pale complexion ; sh? 
‘sz’ sit ckwai, to regard dying 
as going home; ‘sz’ ési#; to die 
in defense of one’s loyalty or 
chastity ; ‘sz’ sing’ pat, ‘kor, 
death won’t make him change ; 
‘sz’ ‘hau ‘ngdu shat: maintain 
it fixedly, irrevocable ; ‘sz’ sz”? 
one fearless of death, a hero 
or a ruffian; ‘sz’ td ‘ngan pai’ 
died with closed eyes, a peace- 
ful end; ‘sz’ ai ft ming® a 
premature death; ‘sz’ Jd a 
dangerous road ; ‘t‘ai ‘sz’ ‘kil, 
Tlook upon him as lost, as an 
abandoned fellow ; to read one 
clearly, to see perfectly; ai 
‘sz’ to hang one’s self; Adk; 
‘sz’? scared to death; ‘td ‘sz’ 
lit, to tie a hard knot; ¢tsam’ 
‘sz’ drowned ; peng? ‘sz’ died 
from disease. h 
A narrator of events; a his- 

torian, an annalist; a history, 
a register of events, chronicles, 
acts; kwok, ‘sz’ historical re- 
cords; ‘sz’ -kiin, a historio- 
grapher; ‘sz’ ki history; 7? 
shap2 yat, ‘sz’ histories of the 
21 dynasties ; ‘tso ‘sz’, yau*‘sz’ 
the two court historians; ii? 
“s%' GENSOTS.. 2) /F oe 
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iid } Tosend, to order on some 
service ; ‘sz’ tak, it will do, 
enough; ‘tsau ‘sz’ a runner. 
»This character is pronounc- 
ed ‘shai, because the preced- 
ing is an unlucky word. 

>) A messenger, aservant sent 
Shi With presents to inquire about, 

an agent ; ch'ut, sz’’a servant; 
sz” «shan, a legate, an envoy, 
sz’ ‘ché, one who is sent. 

Four; everywhere; the 
second is the complex form, 
and the third the abbreviated 
form; sz? ‘ha, all about; 

/ sz? fong, the four points, 
everywhere; cubical, square; 

sz” ‘hoi, the “four seas,” 7. e. 
China ; the world ; sz” ‘ngdan, 
pregnant; sz” ‘ngdn ‘ld, one 
who wears spectacles; sz” pat, 
séung’ very ignorant; fai sz” 
the fourth; sz” @ luk: forty- 
six ; ‘nt kom sz”? ‘hoi ch€ what 
a courteous man you are! ‘Aid 
tak, sz” sz” lukzlukzhe knows 
only a little ; sz’ lo’ <mé «mtn, 
no resource whichever way I 
turn ; sz” kwai? chéung’ four 
seasons or periods for settling 
accounts; sz” ‘ha :’m kin’ I 
can find it nowhere ; pak, sz” 
one hundred and forty; sz” 
ong muk. a block of wood, 
goes no further than it is 
pushed ] 7.e. a dolt; <’m<sdm, .’m 
sz” notone thing, nor another ; 
sz” kok, four cornered; <ch'o 
sz” the fourth of the month. 

tar? = Mucus, snivel ; a large feed- 
s,' ef of the Grand Canal near 

Yenchau fain Shantung; f‘ai’ 
sz” wang slau, tears and snivel 
flowing down. 
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> A team of four horses, four 
"Sz horses abreast ; sz’? ‘ma kit, a 

chariot and four ; <t’in sz’ the 
four stars 8,4, #, p inScorpio; 
sz” shing? a war chariot. 

FB’ To be anxious about ; pure 
‘g;' intention, pure-minded ; ? sz”? 

thoughts, wishes; °m ‘ho ? 
sz’ disreputable, indecent, 
impolite, vile, corrupting. 

EP To expand or exert to the 
g,’ Utmost; great, large, to the 

utmost ; reckless, ruinous, ex- 
cessive, profligate, unrestrain- 
ed, dissolute ; a point or posi- 
tion of the heavenly bodies ; 
to refuse; a market-place, a 
shop for exposing goods; to 
spread out, to arrange ; to ex- 
pose, as an executed carcase ; 
abruptly; now, formerly; fong? 
sz” profligate, disorderly ; sz’? 
smd kt tan® he fears nobody ; 
‘tsau sz” a wine shop; kwd@ 
sz” a conjurer’s office; sz” 
shang kip, léukz to rob without 
any check. 

2 A learned man, an upright 
Sz’ Man, a doctor, a scholar; a 

male,agentleman, able bodied 
men ; soldiers, officers, states- 
men ; one who manages a par- 
ticular department ; the 33d 
radical ; ¢sun’ sz’? a doctor, 
the third literary degree ; tai 
hokz sz” a title of cabinet mi- 
nisters ; «shan sz’* the gentry ; 
shi? kat, sz’* a Hanlin doctor 
without office ; sz” tsut, a sol- 
dier, a man-at-arms ; <k% sz” 
a stout horseman ; sman sz” a 
student; «kit sz” a private 
scholar ; ‘tsau sz" a chief but- 
ler; ¢a2° sz” a title of Kwanyin. 
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2 To act asa magistrate, to 
_ fill an office ; to serve, to fill a 
station, as a menial or officer ;| 
a public officer; ch‘ut, sz” to) 
enter on office; chi’? sz” to 
resign a public post; sz” wan? 
cht -ka, an honorable family. 

An affair, a matter, a con- 
cern; business, traffic; an 
occupation, an employment, a 
pursuit, a service; that which 
is done, an action; a subject, 
a theme; to serve, to obey ; to 
manage a business; <kung sz” 
public matters; ch'ut, sz” to 
go out to service; sz” shat, 
a fact, atruth, is well known; 
sz” la? rules of business ; <md 
‘sho sz” sz” nothing to do; 
‘kan sz” very important; ‘hd 
<sam sz’? good natured, friend- 
ly ; sz* ct'au, master, boss, the 
head of the concern ; sz”*‘tsai, 
assistants, clerks; ‘yau sz” 
busy, engaged; something go- 
ing on; ‘yau mat, sz” kon 
what have you in hand ? chap, 
sz” each one having his own 
post; the attendants of officers; 
to accuse one; niu® sz? to 
make trouble ; ‘chit sz” a grade 
of scholars below the Hiin- 
lin; pat, sz sz” not to’attend 
to business; sz” <to kwe? ‘mai, 
overrun with cares and bu- 
siness; sz <ct'au kéuk, shik, 
above doing mranual labor; 
ckt sz” astrange affair ; sz? fi? 
‘mo, Lo assist one’s parents. 

433° | To transfix, to stab, to 

| pierce with a sword; to put 
Ta ploughshare in the soil ; to 

Tsz’ stick into the ground, asa 
stake ; to erect. 

(521) 

‘ 
- To strike, to pound, to 
7, knock, to beat, to maul; 

to fight; to attack, to pum- 
mel; to set a fighting; to 
excite ; to do anything; to 
add; to play with or on; a 
blow ; punishment by blows ; 
an auxiliary word, placed 
before verbs to denote action, 
simply to do or showing pre- 
sent time, according to the 
scope ; a preposition, by, in, at, 
through ; ‘¢@ mi ch’ chang, 
go by this way; ‘ta ka@ to 
squabble and fight, a brawl; 
“ta <’m td it will not reach, as 
a shot; ‘yau <ch'ung ‘td, the 
worms have eaten it; fi, %@ 
ké made of iron; ‘ta f*i#; ‘ld, 
a blacksmith; %&@ p@ to 
frighten ; ‘¢d siin? cts‘in sngan, 
to try to raise the wind; “ng 
ko’ ‘ta ts‘at, ko’ add seven to 
the five ; ‘hd ‘ta pan’® elegantly 
dressed; ‘té shekn sta, to 
throw stones; stonecutting ; 
‘td ‘cht sp'ai, to play cards; 
‘ta st'ung, to work in copper; 
‘ta par chéung’ to be defeated 
in battle; ‘ta pin ch'W lai, 
which way (or where) did he 
come ? ‘ta cyéung sk am, toplay 
on a piano; <loi “ta, to come 
to blows ; ‘ta mung? to dream ; 
‘ta <kung, to work for ; ta ‘sz’ 
killed; “a cteng, to drive a 
nail ; ‘td “tsui <pa, to beat on 
the mouth; ‘t&@ m@ ‘ki, beat 
and reviled him; ‘ta ko? chitin? 
to take a turn or little walk ; 
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‘ta ‘shau ‘ngan, to bribe; ‘ta] 
fat, kt hi? send him there; 
‘ta <i, to fish; <li ‘td, killed 
by lightning; ‘tad ting’ to 
listen ; ‘ta pau, to mat any- 
thing ; ‘ta ‘t'eng hi? to goina 
boat ; ‘tad ‘li, to attend to, to 
manage; ‘ta ‘shui, to draw 
water; ‘ta «ngan ké cyan, a 
silversmith ; ‘ta <kai <kung, to 
fight cocks ; ‘ta <k'iin, to fisti- 
cuff ; ‘ta <shing, to twist cords; 
‘ta ‘ngan, to perforate. 

=) Ta. 

she, him, her, it; that, the 
A personal pronoun ; he, 

other ; another ; <¢°@ yat, an- 
T’a other day; pats ‘kin a, I 

have nothing to do with him ; 
a cmtn, they ; é'a tik, his, 

her’s; ching’ sh? ta, it is 
certainly him. 

(623) Tai. 

A bank, a dike, a levee to 
7; defend against water ; to stop, 

to fill up with earth; to pre- 
pare against; to oppose a 
barrier ; to place firmly. 

Interchanged with the last ; 
a fence, a ridge, a barrier; to 
dike off, bridged; a heaped 
up way to cross on ; chuk; tai, 
to build a dike; ai ngon* 
a diked bank or shore; .tai 
sfong, a defense, as against 
floods. 

Ton. Dict. 62 
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Leathern or skin shdes ; lok, 
: 7; tat, leathern greaves or shin- 

plates; ¢ai ki? buskins worn 
by actors. 

Reaching, atrived at; ra- 
dical, fundamental ; an origin ; 
base, mean; to return, to 
revert to; alodging place for 
the night ; the thitd of the 28 
constellations, consisting of a, 
B, 7, 4, in Libra ; tai syan, a 
certain foreign country. 

To bend down, to droop, 
; to hang down; to incline, as 

the head; to sink, as money ; 
in a low place, down; low, 
as a tone; cheap; low, base, 
humble ; vulgar, common; .kd 
ai, high and low: .ta?, mgong, 
looking down—looking up; 
dat nga counterfeit; <tat 
st'au, to droop the head; <tai 
k@ low-priced, cheap; ch‘ut; 
Shan tat, hamble origin, low 
born ; tai «sam, downhearted ; 
tai ‘shui, gone to the bottom ; 
sunk the capital; ¢ai «sheng, 
in a low voice; k'uk, <tai, to 
stoop over; «fai ngai sz" a 
low business; ‘shui héung? 
tai slau, the water is running 
out; ai ch'w’ a low place. 

A ram, a buck, a he-goat; 
a ram three years old. Inter- 
changed with the next. 

To gore, to push with the 
horns; to oppose, to strive 
against; to push, as off a 
shore ; ‘tai ch'uk, to butt and 
gore ; ‘tai hv pushing with the 
arms, a sort of wrestling. 

The famous bow of the 
emperor Shun; a red bow; a 
bow with carvings on it, 
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At the base of, under the 
shadow of; the bottom of; 
below, underneath, beneath; 
at the bottom, below the level; 
low, mean, menial ; a servant ; 
to stop at, to reach the bottom; 
to impede, to obstruct ; a first 
copy of ; to fall to the bottom, 
as sediment; but, only; natural 
vigor, Constitution ; a classi- 
fier of cakes; ‘tai min® the 
lower side, the bottom; 2m to” 
‘tai, it dont touch the bottom ; 
to? ‘tai ‘tim yéung how will 
it turn out at last? h@ ‘tai 7 
down stairs, below; ‘taz ha 
under ; ‘md ‘tat, bottomless’ | d 
cshiin ‘tat, a ship’s bottom ; 
“sit ‘tai, waiting-boys; ‘ta ‘tai, 
to prime, as in painting ; mats 
Syé ‘tai ‘tsz’ ch'ut, shan, what 
calling (or grade) did he start; 
life with ? ‘ngdn ‘tai smo <yan, 
supercilious, an upstart; ‘hd, 
‘tai ‘tsz’ vigorous, hearty ; welll 
principled ; <é <i <% ‘tat, what 
do you rest upon for its com- 
pletion ? ‘tai ‘tsz’ ‘t wa? his 
constitution is all gone; ti) 
‘tai, on the ground: the earth’s 
centre; ‘tai sdz? tsun> -chi, 
knows all about it; <ka ‘tat, 
family property ; ‘¢az ‘shui, the 
tide against one; hau’ ‘tai, 
back, rear, behind; yat, ‘tai, 
you’ve offended altogether; 
yat; ‘tat -ko, a large cake. 

To oppose, to stop, to ward 
off, to rush against, to butt; 
to slap, to hit together; to 
substitute ; to forfeit a pledge; 
to transgress, to offend ;. to 
sustain, to bear, to have what 
one deserves ; to reach; t 
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value; up to, reaching; worth, 
valued at; cheap, a bargain ; 
‘tai tong, to be worth; °m 
‘tai. ko? lan’ kat, not worth a 
rotten orange; <’m ‘tai <ts‘in, 
not worth a cash; ‘tat ‘shaw 
sav? clever at everything, jack 
of all trades ; ‘tat chit. hold it 
up, stop it; ‘ai ngai to bear 
as well as I can; «chan ching? 
’m ‘tai truly I was, deceived, 
I was not up to him ; ‘¢aists‘tn 
‘yé, a very precious article ; 
‘tai tak, la, well worth it; 
‘tai Idi? to take or have an 
equivalent; ¢az ‘tai, in gene- 
ral, for the most part; «chan 
hai? ‘tai ké it was very cheap; 
:’m ‘tai, dear; ‘tai un? to swap, 
to exchange; ‘tai tik, tak, chi? 
able to stand against. them, as 
an, army); equal in value ; “tai 
tsti to atone. for. crime; to 

. bear the blame... oe. 
cf. The trunk of trees; the part 
4; Of a tree near the ground ; the 

root, the foundation. 
c ih 

~ | 

A hotel where feudatories 
lodged at the capital ; a court, 
a royal residence; a lodging- 
house, a hotel for travelers ; 
the basis, the bottom, the 
support ofa thing; the stand 
for a sceptre 5a screen outside 
the door; fundamental ; ; to 
_arrive at, to reach; ‘it ‘tai, a 
tavern; Cae ching, to raagh 
the capital, 

+t ahs to Same, to 
91S aime 5 

Lal Liue 

‘wai, to calumniate, — - ee es 
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A grindstone, a millstone; a 
hone, a whetstone; smoothed, 
level, asa whetstone; to polish 
one’s conduct, to regard rules 
and civilities ; ‘tat daz’ a grind- 
stone ; to reform one’s self. 

One who judges; celestial 
virtue ; one whose virtue is 
like that of heaven and earth, 
and made their vicegerent 
among men; ergo, a sovereign, 
a judge, a prince, a potentate, 
an autocrat, an emperor, of 
whom the world can only 
have one; it is applied to 
several deities denoting their 
supremacy in their peculiar at- 
tributes, as .Kwan tai? Mars; 
sMan tav Apollo; <Wa tai 
God of Fire; Shéung? tav the 

Supreme Ruler, one at the 
head of Olympus; there are 
now several of them; wong 
tav the emperor ; tai” «wong, 
a sovereign; tai haw an em- 
press ; “ng tai the five rulers 
of the five regions; the five 
elected emperors, before YG 
the Great, z. c. 2597-2255. 

» To judge, to examine into; 
to scrutinize; «sham tai to 
examine and decide upon. 

> The peduncle of a flower, 
the foot-stalk of a-flower or 
fruit; stem of a melon; rootlets; 
met. rootless, unfounded; <fu 
tav a flower-stalk ; ping’ tai’ 
clin, a donble flowered lotus; 
tai’ ka? little prickles, motes, 
straws, trifles. 

A quinquennial sacrifice to 
the manes of the emperor’s 
predecessors; a worship of 
royal ancestors. 
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Small insects, like ephe- 
mera, generated in the ether ; 
it is supposed the rainbow is 
made of them ; ta’ tung’ the 
rainbow. The first also means 
a snake; and the second, when 
read chit, a spider. 

To twine and bind with 
leathern straps; rising by de- 
grees; a younger brother; to 
act as becomes a younger 
brother ; a junior, a friend, a 
scholar; @ tai-a boy, a lad; 
ching ta’ brothers, younger | 
brothers; ling’ tai’ your young- 
er brother; shé’ fai? my own 
brother; ‘nu ta? a younger 
sister ; tat’ ‘tsz’ scholars ; ‘sit 
ta? I, my humble self; ngov 
hing ta? brothers-in-law. 
Used for the above as a verb; 

} 
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. to act brotherly, to act as a 
younger brother should. 
To wind around in ascending 
order: a consecutive series, 
an order, a rank, a gradation ; 
to gradate, to make in a series; 
arranged in order; a literary 
degree; a mansion, a house; 
makes the ordinal numbers; 
a conjunction, but, however, 
yet, merely; ¢s'z” faz* rank ; 
ta? yat, number one, the 
first ; Za’ yat, ‘hd, the best ; ta.’ 
sam kan, the third house ; ta? 
‘kt he which number? ta? 
chaks an an officer’s house; 
tak, tai’ to get ahigher degree; 
K'ap.ta? a doctorate, a Hanlin; 
<k't ‘yau mat, ko tai’ ‘hi, what 
high grade has he reached— 
what cleverness has he? ts‘z”” 
ta? to confer a mansion on a 
a deserving officer. . 
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2 Used for the preceding asa 
[Py Conjunction ; but, yet, only; 

name of.a plant; pat, tai’ a 
double surname. 

WE | To transmit, to send on, 
we, »t@ convey, to pass from hand 
in | to hand ; to hand up or in; to 

exchange, to alternate; for, 
instead of; distant; tai? ‘hi 
kéuk, to change the legs over ; 
tad snin, next year ; <ch‘tin tai? 
to send on, as by post ; to remit 
intelligence ; tai? ‘pan, to 
petition for ; st‘tu taz® to go far, 
distant; tai? séung ‘wong wan, 
alternating, neighbors seeing 
each other ; Jan <ii tai? chong’ 
to stop an officer’s sedan and 
hand up a paper; sfan ‘ni tai’ 
‘chiin, may I trouble you to 
take this for me? 

A sort of small plum, not 
larger than a cherry; a wild 
cherry, common in Shinsi; 
a piece of wood put under a 
carriage. 

Attached to, belonging to, 
joined; attendants in offices, 
underlings; menial, abject, 
base, vile, ignoble; pukz tai 
servants, suite ; tai <shii, the 
square, plain character ; chik: 
tai attached to directly, as 
the superior .chau and .t‘ing 
departments are under the 

governor; chikz ta? ‘shang, 
the province of Chihli, so 
called because it is the metro- 
politan province. 

Ti 

mt 

Li 

* Standing alone, as a tree;/} 
ty Solitary; exuberant, flourish- 

ing ; distinguished, eminent. 
Read ‘to; a tiller to steer |} 

with, a scull, 

T'AL 
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- A ladder; stairs, steps; 
“m4 to recline against; a means to 

reach an end; yat, td slau 
at, apair of stairs; slau <t'ai 
fong, closet under the stairs ; 
‘shau tat, a hand ladder ; <t‘ai 
tanga step-ladder ; ‘pan <tut, 
board steps; ‘iin <t'ai, a rope- 
ladder; ‘shéung swan ¢t'ai, to 
mount the cloudy ladder—to 
become a high scholar; in 
t'at, aladder leading up aroof, 
a scaling rope ladder; ‘shéung 
tin tai kim <ndn, as difficult 
as to climb up the sky; ¢‘at 
‘hau, tai kéuk, head of the 
stairs, and foot of the stairs, 

you Tares found among rice, 
ita Mike that grain with small 
Fie) seeds, and not easily distin- 

i guished ; rice cockle ; shoots 
on a willow trunk. 

Lustrous pongee, used to 
7; make robes or gowns, which 

were given as presents ; a coat 
or pelisse. eG 

a A water-fowl, called <‘ai 
‘Abd <f, a species of gregarious 

* pelican, having a red bill, and 
plumage like an owl. 

To bewail, to howl and 
“Ty cry; the cry of birds ; to crow, 

as a cock ; to coo and call, as 
a pigeon; to scream, as a 
parrot or an ape; <t‘ai huk; to 
cry and weep; <kai <t'ai, a 
cock’s crow; «kai <ch’o stat, 
first cockcrowing—at the 3d 
watch ; kai lim’ ai, general 
cockcrowing at dawn, 

§ 
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‘ A hoof, both solid and cleft ; 
“qe; the feet of pachydermate, 

solidungula, and ruminantia ; 
to kick ; a trap to catch hares ; 
met. a horse ; ‘md st‘ai, a horse- 
hoof; the water-chestnut ; dp, 
‘na ct‘ai, a flat foot like a duck 
—sign of a poor man; tai 
kok, hoofs and horns, 7. e. 
horses and cattle, 
At ease ; <f‘ai st‘ai beautiful, 

qr; fascinating, as Si-shi was. 
Read .chi, a mother. 

it To lift in one hand, to lift 
“Ta up, to take up; to hold, to 

* raise, to carry; to bring for- 
ward, to bring into notice; to 
bring before a magistrate ; a 
drum or sounding-tube, used 
on horseback ; a syllable used 
by Budhists; st'at ship, sing 
sshan, torouse one to action ; 
dai sfong, to watch; st‘ai 
shing, to lift on high; st‘ai 
<kw' ai, to lead by the hand ; to 
bring up, to nourish; to lead 
forward, tohelp on ; <t‘ai ying, 
the sentencer of punishment, 
a provincial judge ; <t'ai tuk, a 
major-general ; ‘shui <sz’ st'ai 
tuk, an admiral; <t‘ai <t‘ong, 
a courier ; st‘ai <sz’ ‘king kok, 
to bring to notice fully ; st'ai 
‘hi, to bring to notice, to sug- 
gest ; tai slung, to carry a lan- 
tern; tai tit <ktin, overseer 
of the candidates; ‘at «kon 
tit? ‘tam, in a flutter, scared. 

Read ‘tai ; to throw away. 
HE Name of a gem, called <t‘ai 

Ti 
st ong. 

He To go out to see; to sit and 
SAN observe; to look at from a 

distance, 

© = 
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Name of an insect; stat 
slé, a kind of cicada. 
Also read «shi, name of a bird. 

Reddish spirits, clear pure 
liquor; the essential oil of 
milk, a liquor refined from 
the coagulum of butter, elain; 
sai st, an unctuous liquor 
flowing from cream; met. the 
beneficent temper of Budha. 

Fully, handsomely dressed ; 
pet hau’ tai st‘ai, properly 

clothed in an elegant manner. 
Also read sh, withthe same 
meaning. 

The forehead, the front; 
tf the head, the forefront; con- 

* spicuous ; a theme, a proposi- 
tion, a subject for writing, a 
preface ; title of a book ; to 
look at; to notice, to discuss, 
to praise, to bring forward; to 
subscribe ; to do, to attempt ; 
to compose, to write; «tat 
mukz: a theme; an authority 
for ; ta? <tf‘ait_ muk, an impor- 
tant matter, an urgent order 
from high officers ; st‘ai ‘seng, 
to bring to mind; p'o’ <t'ai, 
the exordium of an essay; 
sshing <t‘ai, the enforcement 
of the subject; ‘st@ <‘ai tai? 
tso* to make too much of a 
little matter; ‘ni .¢‘az ‘hd ct‘au, 
do you broach the matter, you 
try first; <s‘im st‘ai, to sub- 

Be 
Ti 

Me 
Ti 

£ 

scribe money; stat <shi, to 
indite verses; <'az tsau’ to 
write a memorial to court; 
shit <t'ai, the title to a book ; 
cnan st'ai, hard to do, impos- 
sible; pat; sit ‘at, don’t say 
any more about it, keep still; 
¢m ai, to forget all about. 
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: A frisking, fine horse ; k'iits 
py st al, a nimble palfrey ; stat 

sz’, a place in Shantung. 
‘ Weeds, tares; plants just 
“yey Sprouting. 

Read <t ; tocut down grass; 
name of a flower; san <% fa, 
the Magnolia purpurea. 

The sky clearing up; fair 
weather, cessation of rain. ar 

5 A sort of pheasant ; <¢‘ai sti 
a kind of pelican. Read <i; 
st cyau, a flying squirrel. 

fig A sort of cottus or bullhead, 
Bhs with projecting eyes ; the sour 

things found in fish’s stomach, 
| The body, the frame, the 

swhole person; a body, a 
Q} trunk ; a class, a body of 

TT officers; real, substantial ; 
' the important parts of, the 
essentials ; decorous, dignified, 
becoming, decent, proper; 
respectable, reputable, influen- 
tial; to realize, to embody, 
to make substantial, to repre- 
sent in action the views of 
another ; to partition ; to join, 
to attract, related to; to re- 
ceive courteously ; ; shan Eat, 
the human body ; td2?¢'ai min’ 
having a great reputation; 
yat, ‘t ai, the whole, all con- 
cerned, accordant; ‘lai ‘ai, 
courtesy, politeness ; sz”’ tai, 
the four limbs; shtk, ta7? ‘t‘ai, 
to understand the great rules, 
of propriety; ‘hd ‘t'at <¢s‘oi, 
personable, well limbed, ele- 
gant ; shat, ‘tai, unbecoming, 
rude, impolite ; kwar ‘tai 
goat <wo, I fear your good 
self is indisposed ; ‘tai suts to 
befriend; fu ‘fi yat, ‘fai, 

¢ 

=R==*) ~s 

TAY 

husband and wife one flesh; 
‘tai shang, to put in practice ; 
‘tai k@ to regard, to assist ; 
‘tai pak. ‘kom tsd* do it this 
way and no other; <’m hdp2 
‘tai shiky inelegant, as style; 
indecorous, unusual, as dress. 

Read ta? ; to view slightly, 
to glance at. 

A colloquial word. To see 
to, to look after ; to deem,. to: 
regard; to keep watch, to look- 
out for, have an eye on; to 
conclude, tosuppose, to think;: 
‘fai ‘k it:'m ‘hi, l think he will 
not answer; ‘ngo ‘tai tak, 
‘yau, think there is some ; 
I guess it is so; ‘tat i kang, to 
watch, as a wababilees 5 Sas 
kéuks look to your footing, 
be careful how you walk ; “at 
kwan? used to, seen such be- 
fore; “pt cyan Lai ‘sit, you'll 
make men contemn you; ‘tat 
tak, :’m ‘tai tak; do you think 
he will pass? can such things 
do? ‘tai kwo? Vve seen it; 
‘tai chan, look sharp; tai 
sngan, to shroff money; Cai 
chtin shekz to look through a 
stone, sharp-sighted ; ‘tai ‘ts2’ 
sai? look. very carefully after 
it ; ‘¢'ai ‘ha ‘in, look to hea- 
ven [for help]; ‘ai kwo 
sling, to look beyond the — 
mark ; ‘tat <t‘au ‘tat ‘mi, ve 
seen they are all right; ai 
pung kat; ‘shau, lookout for 
your empty hands !—a street 
cry; ‘ngdn ‘tai ‘tai, staring at, 

not taking his eyes off; hiv 
‘tai hv? gone to see the play; 
‘yaumat,‘yé ho ‘tai, what fine 
things have you? 
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A younger sister ; ‘az ‘ts‘2’ 
sisters-in-law; ‘tai fu, a youn- 
ger brother’s. wife ; ‘¢'az ‘tsaz, 
a waiting-boy ; Ad <shang‘t ai, 
a slave boy: @ ‘tai, my boy, 
my little fellow. 

th To weep, to shed tears; 
“py Bame of a lot; yap, tat to 

lament and weep; yat, <t'ung 
pé ta? a foolish blockhead. 

oe | To shave; to eradicate 
4, | grass, to clear off land ; rub- 
| bish, underbrush ; fai’ <t‘au 
ie ‘lo, a barber; tai’ «sd <6, a 
ap; razor; <ch'tt t'av to root out; 
| Ag Page 

tar fat, «sau chang, to turn 
priest; itz ha? t'av <t'au, to 
shave in'the moonshine. 
To reject, to cast away 

7, from one. 
Read chai; a hair-pin to 

‘secure the hair in a knot. 
> An indissoluble knot; fai’ 
<kdu, inseparably joined, as 
when married ; closely shut. 

To change, to put another 
instead of, to substitute; to 
abolish, to reject, to set aside; 
to wait; to stop; for, instead, 
in place of, in behalf; a sign 
of the dative ; to? tai? ‘ni hiv 
‘Til go for you; ta? «shan, a 
substitute ; fai’ tak: ch'ut,:’m, 

- doubtful if it (or he) will do 
instead ;, Vé.sti tai? yan shaw 

_. tsi? Jesus suffered for men’s 
sins; shai’ tsdp, ‘mong t av’ her- 
editary titles are not destroy- 
ed; tar’ *k'u ‘kong, tell him; <mo 

| ta? unchangeable; fai’ ‘sz’ 
| “kwai, a criminal’ssubstitute. 

pint,” To sneeze; a sneeze; ‘ta 
d= pan tai to sneeze; sk au 

fat catching cold. 

on 

> 

| 1k 

» 

A 
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(525) Tai. 

. A colloquial word: Silly ; 
‘*7* acting like a fool; «shi di 

‘tsz’ a-silly booby; <dai .tai, 
dress out of order,. slovenly: 

c wy } Bad, vicious, evil, perverse ; 
.4~ >the 78th radical of characters 
Ay denoting misfortunes, death, 
Tai corpses; °m «chi ‘hd ‘tai, he 

does not know goodfrom. bad ; 
gwoai fi tsok, tai, to make 
confusion and evil ; déung ‘taz 
csnan <fan, not easy to tell the 
bad from the good. 

A colloquial word. A pipe ; 
<in ‘tai, a tobacco pipe; ‘shuz 
dn ‘tai, a hubble-bubble, a 
water pipe; shikz ‘tai <tn, to 
smoke one pipe. . 

ae | A sash, a girdle; a belt,.a 
, }region of country, a zone; a 

ivy, bandage, a compress: a band, 
a tape, a ribbon, a scarf, a 

narrow kerchief; to take, to 
carry ; to take along with one, 
to pilot, to conduct, to. lead 
and guide; to remind; be- 
longing to, related, implicat- 
ed; places connected with 
eachother, as a neighborhood; 
a colloquial word, overmuch ; 
f@ dau ta? a girdle; mat 
tav° garters ; <sz’ tai’ p'o tape 
and ribbon shop; ta? ‘ni ying? 
shik; go with you there to in- 
troduce you ; td? it, tik, rather 
too warm; td? chang lok, it 
does not exactly suit ; fan ta? 
trouble you to take this—as a 
letter ; éav” lu involved, as in 
a ruin: ‘kwai tdi :yan ‘hau, 

Re 

al 
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ie 

we 
al 

I 
Ta 

TAI. 

to entrap and carry off girls; 
‘mo kw ta? no cares on my 
mind; tai ‘shui ‘teng, pilot 
boats. 

The rootlets of plants ; un- 
important, trifling ; kav? ¢a7’ a 
little matter, a mote. 

To carry or wear on the 
head; to bear, to sustain, to 
uphold; to have over one, as 
the sky; to respect; to meet, 
to occur, to happen ; ¢d2’ mo” 
to put on a cap; fa? ‘ngan 
keng’ to wear spectacles; 07 
ta? ‘kit, I respect and like 
him; pat; kung’ ta? in, the 
same sky shall not cover us; 
‘teng ta? a button or knob; 
dm ta? to undertake for ; ta”? 
iit; pt «sing, to wear the 
moon and wrap in the stars, 
i, e. to travel and peddle. 

Great, big, grand, large; 
noble, old; chief, distinguish- 
ed; fat, plump; important, 
prominent; a common superla-* 
tive, much, very ; to enlarge, 
to exceed, to surpass; to grow 
large ; the 37th radical; ¢a7 
m<tung, very different; tai’ 
“it ‘siti pat, <t‘ung, the large is 
unlike the small; ¢daz tak, 
how fast he grows ; tai :min, 
the front gate ; ta7* <ts‘in, the 
* great thousand,”’ the world; 
tar st'au ha, ‘a big headed 
prawn,” you booby! ¢a? hoi} 
cmiin tsd*° do it with open 
gates, 2. e. let every body 
know it; ‘hd ta? min’? @ you 

(526) 

‘te 
T’ai 

T'AL. 

elder brother; #42 léuke in 
general; tai? <ts‘in yat, day 
before yesterday; <léung ta? 
‘siti, wife and concubine; tai? 
han? the “great limit,’— 
death; shang ta? sz to kill 
the emperor; td kuk2 a fine 
appearance; ‘shui tdi high 
water; tdi ‘séung <t‘au, a 
grand plan ; tad ‘yau ‘sho yik, 
he has made a great gain; it 
will be very advantageous; 
tdi to, too many ; ta? pat, ‘ho, 
impossible. : 

T’Aai. 

A colloquial word. A rudder; 
cha ‘tai, to steer, to hold the 
tiller; «sung ‘t'di, to crane up 
a rudder ; to let go the tiller; 
cman ‘ti, to luff; tts faz, to 

ease the helm; ‘¢‘di st‘ung, a 
tiller. ; 

Read ta’; a long narrow boat. 
> 

T’4i 

Great, excessive; too, very; 
broad and extensive ; slippery; 
a title of honor for men and 
women; @ tai the old lady, 
Madam; ‘lo fai #4? an of- 
ficer’s lady, her ladyship ; ta? 
to, overmuch, excessive ; fai? 
kwo overstepping his ple. g, 
intrusive; more than eno]ygh; 
tai? pat, Kap insufficy ent, 
will not do atall; 4? <hufine, 
a great-grandfather ; a? ‘eits?’ 
the crown-prince ; 47 <p‘t 
general peace ; ‘10 £°42” dinys- 
tom-house examiners; ¢°a7”. om 
choi, truly I am to blamepe. 1 
beg pardon. ie is 

think yourself rather great; 
tar? k@ ‘tsz’ a vain fellow; 
tai fong tik, be more lenient, 

don’t gripe him; @ ¢av’ my 
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> Interchanged with the pre-|| 
Tai ceding; exalted, high, honor- 

able ; superior in station or ex- 
cellence; extreme ; pervading; 

ful; the 11th diagram; 
ta? st pat, -kit, high and still 
condescending, as the emper- 
or; T"a? shan, a famous peak 
in Shantung; kwok; tai? «man 
con, the country prospering 
and the people at peace. 

> Slippery; waters rushing 
Ks and overflowing; excessive, 

overpassing ; to wash, to rinse 
and clean; «sh@ {di to scrub 
with sand; «ch‘é faz extrava- 
gant ; fond of women. 

> To lend; to loan on interest ; 
4; tO intrust to another; a loan; 
, to confer, to give; to release, 

to pardon; ts@ ta? to lend, 
to use a while; <p'ong td?’ to 
borrow for another; Aat, t'ai’ 
to beg a loan; chak, fat: pat, 
t'a? to punish and not pardon. 

» Figure, form ; the habit ofa 
4 Person, his gait, air, motions ; 

the expression of an idea; 
configuration, circumstances ; 
manner; «kit td? haughty; 
sha? ta? <im <léung, the 
cordiality er the disregard of 
the world; mi? fd seductive 
way, ogling; tai’ td’ behavior. 

627) ss‘ Tak. 

{= \ Virtue, goodness, moral ex- 
” \cellence ; accomplishments : 
, | benefit, favor, kindness ; vir- 

eh tue, quality,energy, efficacy. 
good examples; sensible o: 

Ton. Dicr. t3 
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a favor, grateful ; to increase ; 
happy; tak, hang’ virtuous 
actions ; sz” tak. four [female] 
duties ; *yau tak; he is worthy; 
yan tak, beneficence; tai? 
tak, great kinduess ; ts kung 
tak; to perform meritorious 
acts, as Budhists do; ok, tak, 
a bad efficacy; «cht yan ‘kim 
tak, to be grateful. 
To obtain, to attain, to suc- 

” ceed, to get what one wishes; 
to get from heaven; to wish, 
to desire; special; an auxilia- 
ry verb, can, may; able to be 
done; often forms the past 
tense in colloquial; s’m tak, 
impossible, very difficult; <’m 
kwo’ tak; ? ¥ am truly sorry, 
mortified ; tak,<ts‘tn maz? fong’ 
to take bribes to let a thief 
go; kam yat: tak, kin’ T had a 

sight of him to-day ; ‘tai tak, 
kin’ able-to see it; pat: tak, 
ski‘sz’ a premature death; ¢m 
‘kong tak; ch'ut, inexpressible, 
I will not say it; °m ‘tang tak, 
I cannot wait; shang tak; .to, 
walked much; lok. tak, <i 
¢o, it rained much; ‘sé tak, 
‘shiv, you’ ve written but little; 
ts? tak, very well, it can be 
done: tak, tsiz to sin, to offend; 
sz” m tak: <iin, the thing may 
not be done; ka? -chitso® tak, 
tepress your covetousness ; 
<séung tak: mutually agreeable, 
coinciding ; tak, yat, shat, yat, 
to get one and lose one; ta? 
tak: tsa® much too large; tak, 
‘shau ‘fo k? a fellow-workman. 

Erroneously used for the 
preceding ; water; watery, the 
appearance of water, 
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Teh. 

w K, 
Yih 

(528) 

I 

TAM. 

A bullock fit for sacrificing ; 
a three-year stallion; male ‘of 
beasts ; team of four ; to pair, 
to match ; to stand forth ; 
alone, single, separately, in- 
sulated; special, purposely ; 
tak, tang loi, | came on pur- 
pose ; pat, tak; ‘kom, not so 
alone; tak: i@ specially ; tak 
? a special design; sk tak 
truly unique, astrange thing; 
tak, t? purposely; dak: tak, 
brusque, ecceutric, peculiar ; 
tak. @ a special edict. 
A pear from Annam; a post 

to tie animals to; a pillar; a 
spike; shek2 tak, a stone which 
divides lands; <ch‘éung <teng 
tak: a long spike, a nail to 
hang things on; ‘tam tak. to 
drive down a post or stick. 

Tam. 

A colloquial word. Tol): 
pound, to hammer; to strike 
with the fist; to rap; to throw 
at ; to throw away ; ‘tam dp: to 
stone ducks; ‘tam<ndau, to drop 
anchor; <pdu ‘tam <pdu chap 
Td let you pound or cut it— 
for 1 know it to be good ; ‘tam 
yan to “chop” dollars ; “tam 
kwat; or‘tam shan, to pommel, 
to shampoo; sch'ui <t'au ‘tam 
Sad, to hammer and beat one 
harshly; ‘tam hi? to throw 
away. 
A colloquial word. To drop 

down; to drool, as saliva; to 
hang down, as a laden pocket: 
to sound ; ¢am’ <t'o, to throw 

i¢t 

TAM. 

the lead; tam’ tam’ chung? 
very heavy, burdensome; chan® 
chung’ tam’? to make a large 
fortune ; tam? lok: <lai; tohang 
down, suspended ; fam: gt, to 
fish wish a line; tam <p ‘ang 
sk't, to angle for. ‘crabs; 3, tam’ 
shaw ké stupid, gloomy ; tam’ 
tut, sad looking, melancholic ; 
tam lam to, drop, a.hawser. 
so that a boat can. cross. it. 

A colloquial. word, A dow 
place, a bog; to press. down, 
to, crush; to stamp on; tat 
tam? a isi spot, as.in.a yard; 
tam ‘kt, crush it, as with the 
foot ; ‘ma tam*st'ai, the horse 
paws; haw tam. tan? very 
thick ; yung? kéuk, tan? “pan, 
push the board down.with the 
foot. . i MMFIHE Of 

aay Ot 
: tol weed 

T‘am. : uot 

rypiecy tes oS 

sT*am. A colloquial hicks 7S 
revolve, to whirl; re ound , toll- 
ing over ; ; t'am am ihe, 10 
whirl round and r na = 
t'am chitin, the circuit of, as an 
islet ; around plat; teas am 
sheng, a rambling 
A colloquial dl 

pool ; a pit, atank; how am, 
atank for manure ; <nai ‘tam, a 
hole, dug for transplanti 

A colloquial word. Teac. 
ceive, to swindle, to play a 

_trick on; to try dla 

(529) 

& 

ys 
tion; ka. Com*ab he 
ing you ; tam tam 
once; sm <eng gir aye nH 
not bé taken in by , 4 
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a 
Tan 

TAM: 

tA : Tam. 

} To carry on a pole acr>ss 
the shoulders; to bear, to 

Ap ay to sustain; to 
| erab at: responsible for, to 
‘be security for; tam ni ko’ 
«séung, carry this box; «tam 
pd, to be security, to insure; 
am tak; Shi, you can lift: it; 
tam kon ‘ki, to stand security 
for ; ¢dm <t'au; a patron, one’s 
security ; tam ‘shéung shan, 
Vlitakethe responsibility; tam 
sam chi? to remember care- 
fully ; am ‘lo :t'au, ‘peddlers, 
hawkers: 

 tdim chau ‘fii, or <tém tam’ ‘lo, 
a coolie, a porter; am kok; 
to retard, as by delay; ‘kau 
am ‘tsung, the dog grabbed | 
the pndding, 7. e. he does not 
take the bint ; tam ying’ to 

‘stake one’s credit. , 

“ and the next ; 

m 
We", 
Poe 
res 

Enterchanged with the last 
a load of two 

peculs of grain; the name of 
a large town in the borth west 
of Hainan I. 
 Interchanged with the hext; 
also pendent ears, long ears, 
regarded as a sign of wisdom. 
To look at and yet think of 

}something else; tolook about, 
jas a tiger when eating; giv- 
en to pleasure, lustful; ‘fi 

' sh? tam tam, eyeing fiercely 

if 
like a tiger. 

Dull of hearing; a man’s 
name; ‘L0-Tam, or Lau-kiun, 

” founder of the Rationalists, 

; Mahe 
tam tak, ngdang 
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Fringes or pendents hang- 
ing on the border of crowns 
or coronets, to conceal the 
ears; flaps on caps; sound of 
a drum. 
Interchanged with <sham ye. 

em 

an @ poison ; exhilirated by drink, 
given to wine; <tdm cit ‘tsau, 
fond to drink. 
| The gall, the gall-bladder ; 

éa., courage, bravery; fortitude, 
ie endurance; ‘tam ‘shut, the 
Tan bile; ‘tam sav timid, fearful ; 

chan ‘hd ‘tam, really brave ; 
hak, p‘o’ ‘tam, scared so as to 
split his gall-bladder; -kon ‘tam, 
liver and gall—very intimate ; 
‘tam ch¥ moral courage ; ‘tam 
tsok; ‘tam avai, as we plan we 
will do, to carry out a purpose; 
‘tam «shang <md, “his gall has 
got hairs,”"—audacious, daunt- 
less ; evong “tam, gall. 

$ The hum ofa fall table ; the 
T.n Noise of many eating; craunch- 

ing, grinding of the jaws. 
YP) A burden, a load; a pecul 

» or 100 catties ; ‘ho tai tane 
4A, ja very heavy load; yat; <f‘it 
Tan “tam :kon, a eartying-pole ; ; 

- tam? tit tau «shang ? to get 
a living by carrying burdens; 
yat;tam chung’ weighsa pecul; 
tan’ <kon tsd ch‘ek; the beain 
makes a cubit, i. e. it’s as long 
as it is broad; tam’ ct‘au, a 
peculage levied by the hoppo’s 
office ; tstp, ‘chiin tdm’ I'll re- 
lieve your load; yat; tam’ tam, 

take it all at one load. 
We) To eat, to taste, to chew, 

; }to masticate, to swallow; to 
nk yentice, to “hold out baits ; a 
Tan bite, a morsel, a mouthful ; 
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a swallow; wild, incoherent ;' 
yats tam’ fan a mouthfal of: 
rice; shi ‘shé tam fan? give! 
a mouthful of rice [to a poor 
man]; chap; ‘mo tam? hap, not 
even a suck of gravy—a bare: 
board ; ‘ngdau tam’ ‘ni, I'l bite 
you ; au ‘kom tam’ to steal a 

_ bite; ‘nt yak, tam’ take a bite. 
Fresh, tasteless, flat, insipid; | 

‘ » thin, weak, watery ; light, | 
ve volatile, heartless; distant, |! 5 
Tan, as a friend ; light, as color ;| 

indifferent to, temperate; dull, | 
as trade; tam’ «shai, detestably, 
flat; «sam tam’® no liking for ; 
tan’? tak; tsa? very weak, a 
tea; sing tam’ poor ; «shang 
? tam business is dull ; ‘lang 
tam’ abstinent; no cordiality 
for ; no trade, a dull market ; || 
tam ‘shui, fresh water; tam?) 
pokz poor, thin. 
Marshy plants, low sedge; a 

sort of reed useful for making 
brooms. 

Opening flowers ; mallows; 
budding flowers ; ‘am tam’ the 

" Hibiscus mutabilis. 
A sacrifice offered to the 

Li manes of parents at the end 
of the three years’ mourning. 

Pa 

Tan 

at 
2 

(531) T’am., 

To covet, to long for, to 
desire inordinately ; ambitious 

” of, bent.on; avaricious; xfdm 
«sam, a covetous disposition ; 
greedy, slam, dm covetous ; 
tam ‘tar min’, fishing for 

TAM. 

get on; ¢'dm «tsong, open to 
bribes ; <t'dm st‘au, the object 
of desire; dm ‘yam dam 
yak, a gluttonous drunkard. 

A colloquial word. The quad- 
ruped drawn on the screen 
in front of offices, for good 
luck ; it is like a unicorn, and 
should warn officials against 
bribery. 

Phlegm, thick mucus from 
the lungs ; chung’ s'dm, to 
fall dead ; #'0° <t'dm, to cough 
up phlegm, to spit ; <t'dm sin, 
‘phlegm; «tam t'd? or ct'ém 
kiin? a spittoon, a cuspidor ; 
f@ am, an expectorant ; 
s'am ‘shéung ‘keng, in the 
death rattle. 

To converse, to discuss, to 
talk about, to speak upon; to 
acai, to cavil ; a patois, any 
peculiarity of speech; conver- 
sation, talk, chitchat; shan 
st'dm, small talk; ‘shau st‘am, 
to play chess; ‘6 <t'dm, alocal 
dialect; <t'am sid# to laugh 
and chat ; <6 <t'dm, loud talk ; 
kung? ‘ni tam ate let us 
talk a while. 

5 

rs 

praise ; dm sts'tn, anxious to 

To serve up food ; cakes 
‘ with flesh rolled in them, and 
sliced, a sort of sandwich sto 
bait, to allure. 
Reaching, extending to; to 

arrive at; great, extensive ; 
s'dm cyan, royal favor. 

To burn in the fire; to 
. ¥, scorch, to bream ; ; to dry at a 

fire, to put in the blaze; to 
warm, to boil; <t‘am cshiin, to 
bream a boat’s bottom ; st‘dm 
‘kt ts ‘fo, burn some. faggots 
of grass; tang st'au ¢'dm ‘hd, 

am 
c 

T’an 
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dry it in the lamp ; st'@m ‘shui, 
to warm some water, as ina 
boiler ; st'dm tam’ sch'a, warm 
a cup of tea; ‘fo st'dm woke 
‘tai tsau® «chi sk'ung, when 
the fire scorches the boiler, 
you'll know what poverty is. 
Also read sts‘am. 
To converse, to discuss ; to 

manifest; large, big; to talk 
big; an ancient feudal state, 
lying east of Tsinan fa in 
Shantung; a surname. 

Name of a river; deep, 
bottomless; an expanse of 
water, with deep holes; «kon 
pak: «ngo st'dm, as well dry 
up the Macao Passage! 7. e. 
you talk extravagantly ; <t'dm 
“tsz’ syéung min® passage be- 
tween the Bar Fort and Typa; 
main chéung? sham st'dm, very 
deep, no bottom ; met. I can’t 
see the end of it. 

ie A wine jar, an earthen 
s ie to contain spirits; yat, 
te ct'dm ‘tsau, a jug of spirits. 
Tan Often pronounced <f'dn. 
& Clouds spreading themselves; 
vant am t’dm, lowering, the sky 

overcast. 
: Minced meat salted; salted or 
Tan cured delicacies; brine; gravy, 

the serous juice oozing from 
meats ; ‘tam ‘hot, preserved 
or salted meats. 
‘To feel for with the hand, 
tosearch for ; to go todiscover; 
to explore, to sound ; to try, 
to essay; to make inquiries 
about, to visit, to ask after; to 
examine, to spy, to investi- 
gate ; ‘td {'Gm’ to learn about ; 
tam mong’ ts‘an ts'ik; to visit 

T’an 

. 

s 
T’an 

ye 
T’an 
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relatives; t'dm’ «sha ‘shui, to 
sound ; t'dm’ (fa, the third on 
the list of the Hanlin doctors; 
t‘am t'eng’ to seek news of ; 
sloi t'dm’? ‘ha ‘ni, just came in 
to see how you are; tam’ ‘tsz’ 
a spy; tam’ dong, to try the 
heat of water; fam’ yat, tam 
try it once. 

(532) Tan. 

ag A heap, a tumulus, a mound, 
. \ barrow; a pile; a hillock on 
AR a stepp; a square pillar of 
‘tan bricks; the base of a post, a 

plinth; a company of boat- 
people settled ashore ; a ton, 
used to imitate the English 
word ; <hd tan, Oyster Heap, 
or Second Bar; ap; tan, Duck 
Hillock, opposite French Fol- 
ly; dan kéuk; a settlement 
near Macao Passage Fort; 
lap, chuk, tan, a candle-stand; 
in .tan, a fire-signal ; ‘hi tan 
<i i ‘ta tan, pillars must be 
made in single brick walls; 
sau’ tan, cushions used by 
courtiers ; p'dw’ tan, a bundle — 
of straw; met. a squat, strut- 
ting fellow. The second form 
is vulgar. 
A colloquial word. To stop 

when it ought to go on; to 
put down; a dépét for opium; 
<4 pin’ ‘tan, an opium ship; 
‘tan <ka, opium dealers ; cha’ 
‘tan, an insolvent; ‘tan tsoi? 
smiin ‘hau, put it in the door- 
way a while; ‘tan fo’ goods left 
on hand; ‘tan p‘d a small 

~ 

flower boat, 
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(533) 

ay Toswallow, to gulp, to bolt ; 
Tun t0 devour, to swallow up, to 

seize, to ingulf, to grasp, to 
appropriate ; to merge in one ; 
an <iin, to bolt a pill; ‘an 
‘hau ‘shui, to swallow one’s 
spittle ; to make one’s mouth 
water; fan tin, to swallow 
the sky, 7. e. grasping; an 
tin, ha to seize.the empire ; 
tan ping? to engross all; <fin 
lok: hi? swallowed; dan ¢m 
lok, ‘keng, I can’t swallow it 
down; «tan .kam, to swallow 

gold-leaf—a Chinese mode of 
suicide; «an pin to over- 
reach; swang an <fan tap, 
to gulp a pagoda crosswise, 
i.e. inordinately greedy ; «tan 
sheng, to keep silent; <t'an 
tam? to take a swallow; ptin’ 
tan pint? to tell only half. 

A sort of meat cake or nut, 

Tun made of flour and boiled ; wan 
¢an, meat dumplings, eaten 
with sugar. 

To undress, to disrobe: 
Pan flowers fading and falling off. 

A colloquial word, To pull the 
arm within the sleeve ; to take 
out bones; to, push ‘along; 
tar kwat, kai, a boned 
chicken; t'an’ ha’ chong, drive 

it, into, the next line; tan? 
ch'ut; overrun.it, as in correct- 
ing types; tan’ lat, to slip out 
of, as from.a jacket; %d td? 
t'an the food rising on the 
stomach ; an’ yuk, ‘hai, scol- 
loped_crabs. , 

T'an. 

p> 

TAN: 

34) Tan. 
‘} 

A carnation »or. cinnabar 
Tan Color; sincere; honest; medi- 

cines. or other substances 
decocted or distilled; a pre- 
scription, a remedy; <ling ¢an, 
an efficacious remedy; <tdn 
fong, agood recipe; lin® tan, 
to distil medicines; dan «sha, 
cinnabar ore; dm <sam, pure- 

minded; «sim, <tam, a divine 
medicine; an st‘in like con- 
stitutional energy ;. yat, pin? 
tan sam, entirely devoted to. 

mia Single, alone, isolated, by 
p itself; odd numbers; a single 

FH | garment; individual, an or- 
Tan phan; only, entirely; thin, 

poor, bad; debilitated, ex- 
hausted; to surround, around; 
sincere, eredible; acheck, an 
agreement, a bill, a receipt; 
an adverb, but, only, nothing 
but; shéung. tan, double, 
single; even,, odd; tan tuk» 
only one; ki tan, orphaned, 
isolated; <tan hai only that, 
merely, just ; dn ‘ngdn, one- 
eyed ; -hoi tan, to make outa 

bill; shau <tan, a receipt ; ue 
dan, a draft, a promissor 
note; can pok, thin, deficient, 
poor ; ‘ta tan tsk, blackmail 
paid; tan -pin lo only one 
_way there; fo’ tan, an invoice; 

_ him’ tan, money owing; ta 
ding yat,ko only onex chi 

_ «an, an order to pay money ; 
_ chap, tan fo’ to. keep goods 
., out of market; dan 0 tip a 

_yattan shield and sword ; tan 
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. Shan ‘tsai, only myself; tan 
_ yut> ‘hi, do.it.on the odd days; 

Tan 

A 

"Tan 

8 
207 

i 

Tan 

cngan dn, a check. 
The extreme, the last stage 

af to.the utmost ; an kaw to 
‘dive to the bottom of a subject; 
tan lik: the entire strength. 

A small open basket for 
holding boiled rice ; apannier; 
an <—p it li? hung? the baskets 
and gourds were often empty 
—in a famine; Kwa’? tan <wo 
ny aa a begging priest. 

A. garment, without lining; 
a single garment; <tdn waits 
* stockings without lining ; Sp‘t 
dan, a sheet. 
A region in the south of 

Chibli province, now the dis- 
trict of Hantan in KwAngping 
‘fa, 
Men who act the parts of 

females ; fa <tan, those who 
act. girls ; ‘ta ‘md <tan, those 
‘who act as female warriors ; 

. > 

ee 

_ tam ‘tsz’ to bear a son; 

2 

Tan 

ching? an, actors of elderly 
ladies; shang tan hi’ a play of 
a love affair. 

To talk wild, to ‘ie to 
brag; fabulous, incoherent, 
unfounded, nonsensical ; to 
enlarge; great, wide; tobear 
children ; to nourish, to bring 
up; fong? tan’ to lie, to brag ; 
Kwai tan? strange, boasting ; 

tan? 
yatra birthday ; ‘po tan’ or <p'd 
sat, tan’ an idol’s birthday ; ho’ 
tam to congratulate one on 
his birthday ; the second char- 
acter only is used in this sense. 

The morning, the dawn ; a 
moruing; light, dawn; clear, 
bright ; used for shar, a god ; 
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ciin tan® newyear’s day ; «ming 
tan’ to-morrow morn ; tat, tan? 
to watch for the morn ; tso? % 
tow? tan’ to sit waiting for the 

dawn; yat, tan’ in Sworning, 

om n 

instantly. 
But, only, simply ; ; but very ; 

whenever, aS soon #8; -unre- 
strained, set at liberty; often 
placed at the beginning of a 
sentence to add force; tan’ 
‘kong °m p'@ speak boldly ; 
tan? pat, «chi, but I. don’t 
know; tan? kin? syan «shan 
syan ‘hoi, he sees men like 
hills cr wayes—a vast multi- 
tude ; tan’ <fan, but, however; 
whosoever ; tan? tak; how 
then ; tan’? iin’ <it ‘ts’z’ L simply 

_ wish it so; pat, tan? ‘kom, he 
not only does so, but... 

A pill;.a bullet,.a shot, a 
ball; a pellet ; to ’shoot, to 
snap; ; to fillip ;,to, hit; todraw 
a bow; tan’ iin, a pellet ; met. 
a little plat of ground; ‘ta tan? 
to shoot balls with a bow; 
paw tan? a cannon ball ; tan? 
smang ‘ngan, to have an eye 
shot out; paw tséung? tan® 

sian, the fire-crackers snap 
against one, 

To dread difficulty or pain ; 
tired out, sore; fearful; sz” 
smo ki’ tan? no fear of any 
body, reckless; pat, tan’ <fan, 
don't be afraid of duty. 

A tribe of the Miautsz’; an 
egg ; tan’ -ka, the boat-people 
about Canton; tan? @ boat- 
people; -kai tan* a hen’s egg ; 
tan’ <ka@ ‘tsai, a boat child—a 
reproachful term; tan’ kd <p'o, 
tanka-boat women. 
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(535) 

He 

wp 

T’an 

T'AN. 

T’an. 

To open and spread out, as 
n for sale; to spread and make 
” thin ; ; to gesture; a stall, 
mat or shelf on which voile 
are displayed; to pay in in- 
stulments, to pay dividends; to 
share, to apportion, to divide 
amongst; slow, remiss; to 
prorogue, to defer to another 
time ; «tan ‘pan, negligent, as 
in working; <t‘dn tung’ the 
food will grow cold; .fun <t'an 
‘kin, gambling shops; <p‘a 
ddan, to quadrate cash—a 
mode of gambling ; ; ‘kwo .t‘an, 
fruit stalls; d@°dn ‘shaw <t'an 
kéuk, to gesticulate much; 
dn ‘fan, to pay the shares; 
t'dn tin? to make up a loss in 
proportion, as in insurance ; 
Gn hoi t'dn pok, to spread 
out thin, as to dry; ‘dn <p’, 
gambling cash: chad ‘dn, to 
grab a handful of cash for the 
game ; shik, .t'Gn, dice: ‘mai 
dn, to bet at quadrating. 

Rapids, the water rushing 
n through a rocky pass, a tor- 

rént; <shd Gn, rapids and 
shoals; dn <sz’ a pilot 
through the rapids. 
To pant, to breathe hard; 

asthmatic, broken-winded, as 
” a horse; easy ; ct'Gn fan, fall, 
vigorous, many ; to rejoice. 
To fillip, to play with the 

nails ; to snap, to throw at ; to 
mark ‘straight, as with a mark- 
ing-line; to depreciate; to 
report against ;. <td cmin fa 

£ 
T’a 

TAN, 

to bow. cotton ; st*dn chéung, 
an accusation ; st'dén ch’ éung? 
‘tsai, a singing gitl; st'dn 
sk‘am, to thrum the lute; ‘dn 
‘im, to dye by sprinkling ; 
tan ‘chi sit sii, a very little 
while; shaw’ stan, to be blam- 
ed; «t'dn mak sin’ a marking 
line; st'@n Gt; to put down by 
authority, as a mutiny. 

An altar on which to offer 
n Sacrifices; the altar before 
"shrines; a terrace or high 
place for worship or meeting 
on; an arena for a gathering, 
like Olympia ; ‘shé tsik, ct‘dn, 
altar to Ceres: choi «tan, to 
begin the ceremonies of the 
lemuria; pad hd <t’Gn, to wor- 
ship wandering spirits ; sman 
st'dn, a hall for literary meet- 
ings; tan’ ka ‘ta tsi? ‘mo <t'dn 
the tanka people erect no 
altars for worship, 7. e. there’s 
no good in accusing him; 
there is a play on the last 
word in this phrase, as it refers 
‘both to this and the last cha- 

g 

T’a 

c 

Tan 

tf 

racter. 
A tough wood fit for axles ; 

n sandal-wood; ‘ts’z’ <t'dn, a 
” kind of rosewood: t'dnchéung, 
sandal-wood; st ‘an sik; incense 
sticks of sandal-wood. 

True, sincere; to trust; 
plenty, abundant; name of a 
far country beyond sea. 

Disease arising from over- 
work ; fatigued, worn oat; to 

“” reprove ; ulcerated, inclined 
to sores ; the erysipelas ; wong 
‘t'an, the jaundice. Also read 
dan, a disease in children like 
the piles or strangury. * 
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‘+H Plain, level, even ; compos- 
T’4n Cd, quiet, tranquil ; a son-in- 

law ; sam ‘tn <n, gratified, 
at peace; ‘Cdn fuk, tung 
sch'ong, a son-in-law; ling? 
‘tan, your son-in-law ; ‘li to 
‘t'an ‘tan, a fine, level road. 

s A vile woman, ‘T“an ‘ki, 
T’an the concubine of the tyrant 

Chausin, zs. c. 1130. 
¢ To bare the arm, to strip 
T’an UP the sleeves; to bare the 

body ; next to the skin; to 
disclose; yuk2 ‘tan, a naked 
breast ; ‘tso ‘t'dn, to help one 
even when in the wrong. 

‘t#&\ To strike, to brush away; 
«pea small basket ; bamboo mats 
8) for roofs ; akind of felted hair 
T’an ratteen or serge, very rough, 

used under beds, for which 
the first character is the most 
correct; sch'ong ‘t'dn, a bed 
wrapper; <tsung ‘tdn, coir 
mats. 

‘ Quick, hasty; the whole 
Tan Heart engaged; to move, to 

annoy ; urgent; ‘t'dn nd dire 
anger; ‘ngdn ‘t'dn ‘t'an, to 
look at sharply, flashing eyes. 

« A numbness of the tendons; 
Tan feng ‘tan or ‘t'dn tin’, palsy 

or paralysis; ‘tan ‘shau, a 
crippled arm. 

Fee A colloquial word. Beach 
covered at high tide; a flat 
beach; reclaimed land lying 
along river banks; ‘t“dn <f‘in, 
reclaimed paddy fields ; <¢'ai 
‘shéung ‘t'an, push [the boat] 
up the beach; yat, hes ‘tan, a 
line of beach; ‘shai ‘shéung 
‘dn, sail her ashore; <nai 
‘t'an, a mud flat. 

Ton. Dicr. 64 
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To sigh, to moan; to 
, }admire, to applaud; a drawl, 

ni jan expiration after singing. 
T’an A colloquial word. Given 
“to vicious courses, licentious, 

drunken, or gambling; Avot 
t'dn’ sts‘ing, to bewail before 
marriage, as a girl does; fan? 
sik, a sigh; tn’ h? a moan; 
ho tan’ Jecherous; tan’ 

_p ww given to opium smoking. 
; > Charcoal, charred wood; 
Tew fossil coal ; <ch'ai t'an’ char- 

coal ; smtii tan? coal; chéuk, 
t‘dw burning coals; <kin (an 
best coal; ¢'dn’ ki, coal cakes ; 
«shang <man st'd t'Gn’ the peo- 
ple suffer calamities and out- 
rages ; ‘tam tan’ <ki, to make 
coal cakes. 

ere) Tang. 

To step up, to ascend; to 
advance, to go up higher ; to 
attain; to record, to note; 
to commence, to start; to 
ripen, to complete; when 
done, as soon; ang sshi, at 
present, immediately, at the 
time ; ang <fin, to go on the 
roof; tang pd charge it to 
account; <tang <fo, to become 
a graduate; tang <kd, to 
ascend heights on the 9th of 
the 9th moon ; tang <ch'ing, to 
starton a journey ; tak, ang 
clot or «chitin <tang lai, came 
purposely; “ng kuk, <fung 
ang, an abundant harvest , 
tang tii suitably matched . 
tang <shi pin’ séung’ incon, 

oF 
Tang 
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tinently he changed his coun- 
tenance; tang -kung ts0* doing 
it for a special purpose. 

A colloquial word. To push off 
with the foot ; ¢ang choi Sk ti, 
push it aside. 

YE) A lamp; a lantern; met. 
jaws ¢ or precepts of Budha ; 

J jyat, ‘chan tang, a lamp ; : 
Teng tang slung, a lantern; «in 

ang, a mid-street lantern ; 
jung tang, ascreened lamp: 
a safe to keep meats in; kuk, 
ang, an opitm-lamp; dang 
¢ ai, a riddle, a conundrum; 
choi ang, to make a display 
of lanterns ; ‘tsau ‘ma tang, a 
horseracing lantern; ‘li cw 
tang, fish-shaped lanterns ; 
‘tim ang, to light a lamp; 
dang «sam ‘ts‘d, the Scirpus 
capsularis, Lour., pith is used 
for wicks; tang .fa, the snuff 
ofalamp ; tang chaw a lamp- 
globe; «shau «tang, put out 
the lights; ¢ang shi? a lantern 
handle; ang <ngo, a miller, 
a moth; .yéung tang, a chan- 
delier; dang <hot fa <ngan 
<kwai ka, the flowers on the 
lampwick indicate good luck. 
A bamboo mat shade or 

umbrella; like those made to 
shelter hucksters. 
A sort of plant; kam tang, 

a kind of golden-rod or hyperi- 
cum, 
A comparison ; to’ compare ; 

an order, class, quality, kind, 
degree, species, sort; equal, 
like, same; a grade, a rank ; 
to wait, to attend ; sign of the 
plural; to allow, to permit, 
to let ; after a verb, ‘tang often 

ang 
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gives it the force of a noun; 
‘tang ‘kan ‘shai, instantly 
wanted ; ‘tang ‘hd, wait alittle; 
‘tang hau to wait for; tung 
‘tang, same sort or class; 
‘tang k'ap, official grade ; pat, 
‘tang, unlike, as in price; a 
variety ; «koi yik. ‘tang, those 
seditious persons; ‘tang tak; 
nov waited along time; shéung* 
‘tang -kung ft, the best work- 
manship; ‘tang shan pat, ch'uts 
ordinarily she did not go 
out; ‘tang cts‘at, wait and go 
together ; ha? ‘tang, inferior ; 
‘tang <yan or ‘tang <yau, such 
circumstances; ‘ngo ‘tang, 
we, us, ourselves; ‘tang ‘shui 
kwo? kaw when there’s water 
we can cross the creek ; ‘tang 
‘ngo tso let me do it. 

| A form, a stool, a bench; 
hd P seat without a back; ‘tau 
KE | tang’ square stools; <kiu 
Tang tang’ long benches; kéuk, 

tap.tang a “footstool, a crick- 
et; fai tang’? a step-ladder 3 
sam kéuk; tang’ a three-leg- 
ged stool—a cheat. 

A colloquial word; a stem, a 
petiole ; sts‘z’ tang’ stem of 
a persimmon; <tit tang’ in- 
tractable, perverse. — 

2 An ancient feudal state, now 
ang the superior district of Tang 

in Nanyang fa in Honéa; a 
surname. 

2 To miss a steps, to tread, 
to step; at one’s wits’ ends; ex- 
hausted, to give up in despair. 

A colloquial word. ‘To pity; 
tang ‘nt pai ai I pityyour 
misfortunes ; ‘ni tsang? tang” 
you act as ifyou was possessed. 

Tang 
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2 A small sized steelyards used 
for weighing money ; </i tang’ 
a money yard ; tang’ <sing, the 
marks on the beam; kaw 
tang® sp‘tin, to test the yard. 

(537) T'ang. 

Hes To leap, as a horse ; to run, 
T'ang to gallop; to ascend, to mount; 

sang swan kd’ md’ to rise to 
the clouds and ride the mist— 
unusually clever. 
To copy, to transcribe; to 

rr copy out ; <f'ang luk: to copy 
out ; a copyist ofessays; dang 
chau, to copy off. pans 
A flying serpent, fabled to 

Ae be able ‘e rise to the clouds 
“8 and cause rain. 

Also read tak a locust. 
A itr Water dashing up, spurting 
T'ang about; to mouth words; emp- 

ang ” ty; name of a feudal state, 
now the district of T'ang in 
Sh4ntung. 

je Vines, trailing stems, creep- 
SIFR }ers; especially, the rattan; 
Sie adistrict in the east of K wang- 
‘T'ang si ; .shd<t‘ang, rattans ; <t'ang 

wong, gamboge ; ang <sz’ 
rattan shavings ; ‘ta tang, to 
bind with rattan; <t‘ang.ts ung 
the skin of rattan ; st'ang <t'iz, 
a rattan whip; stang ‘peng, a 
braided whip; gnd ip, st ang, 
dodder; sang kim ngan’ 
tough as rattan. 
Pain, an ache ; affection for, 
extreme regard for; <t‘ang 
t‘ung’ dolorous pain; <t'ang 
oi’ ardent love ; st ang ‘chung, 
a painful swelling.’ 

BS 
T'ang 
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(538) Tap. 

Tap, A colloquial word. A lit- 
tle pot like a teapot, used to 
heat spirits or water in ; ‘tsau 
tap; a wine-pot ; lap. lap. tap, 
tap, very dirty ; mean and old. 
To hang the head, to hang 
down, as an animal’s tail; tap, 
tai, to hang down ; tap; st'au 
kai, a drooping cock—a man 
without spunk, a dastard. 

Tap: A colloquial word. Driv- 
ing rain; to be rained on; to 
throw away; to let fall; yat, 
tap; lok, t? tsau* lan? if it falls 
it will smash ; ‘mat tap, shap, 
‘kit, don’t let the rain wet it. 

Tap; A colloquial word. Mut- 
tering, sulky; ‘kin tak, ‘kit 
t‘ap,t ap; sheng, let him alone 
in his sulky grumbling. 

(539) 

ye 

Tap. 

A bamboo hawse for drag- 
3 {eng boats; an answer, an 
> | echo; to answer, to respond, 
Tah to reply, to echo, to rejoin ; 

to recompense, to feel an ob- 
ligation ; suitable, congenial ; 
thick, coarse: man’ tap, ques- 
tion and answer ; tap: ‘tsui, to 
interfere; pd tap, to requite 
favors; tap ying’ to reply to; 
chau tap; tin cyan, to give 
thanksforheaven’s kindness— 
as in saving « house from fire ; 
‘tsung <’m tap; made no reply 
at all; <’m tap: °m sap; no 
satisfactory answer; there’s 
hot enough for any use. 
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Used as a contraction for 
Ta h the preceding; a sort of pulse ; 

to take upon one; <k'ti tap, a 
sort of chevaux-de-frise ; ‘cha 
tap, cow’s bezoar. 

R, To touch, to handle; to 
Tih "strike ; to place on, to pile up; 

laid on, made higher ; to join 
to; to lodge at, to become a 
guest; to suffix; to add to; to 
suspend; tolean against ; tap, 
sshiin, to take passage; tap, 
hak; passengers ; tap; chi? to 
lodge, to stay at; tap, ‘kd, to 
make a scaffolding ; tap, pok, 
to lay on the shou'der, as a 
scarf; tap, ching? stau, to 
add for loss or tare, in weigh- 
ing goods ; tap; ¢tan, additions 
to a manifest; fap, tan ning 
hi? take this along also; tap, 
‘shau <k'tu%, a kind of fisticuffs 
with crossed arms; s’m kaw 
tap, <t‘au, that'll never make 
up enough; tap; sui” to make 
full weight of specie with bits; 
tap, :p'dng, to put up mat 
awnings; tdép, sfau skit, to 
put up a foot-bridge, 

Bubbling, rippling water ; 
sh jabbering, prattling ; to join, 

united; to pile on; greedy, 
avaricious; blindfold ; to back- 
bite; foolhardy om pile, as of 
books ; a roof of a hong; ‘ta 
tap, to put on top ; yat, tap, 

_ uks one division in a hong; 
? tap. the second division; 
yat, tapr ‘chi, a pile of paper ; 
tap, tap, slow, remiss ; tap. 
‘hi, pile them up. 
To tread, to step on; to 

walk in step when singing ; 
a step; tap. shatz ti’ po to feel 

isk 

TAP. 

a firm tread, 7. e. look before 
leaping ; tsin® tap, to trample 
on ; tap. hdm to go around on 
an examination; tap. <ts‘ing, 
to worship the tombs; yat, ° 
kuk, tap. ‘léung sshiin, one 
foot on two boats, met. two 
irons in the fire; tép2p'o’ broke 
it by stepping on it. 

Ws, Abundant; repeated, reite- 
Tah rated; mixed; tsap» tap; things 

mixed up, a ‘medley. 

(540) T*ap. 

Be, l Sound of things falling ; a 
pile of earth; a pagoda, a_ 

ny j tower; a dagoba : cman t dp» 
T’éh  athree-storied literary pago- 

da ; jyaty tso t'ap» one pagoda ; 
Fa tap, the Ornamented 
pagoda; «Kwong ‘ap, the 
Plain pagoda; Ch'tk.kongt ap, 
Lob-creek pagoda; :P"d~chau 
t ap» Whampoa pagoda ; <Lin 
fa tap, Second Bar pagoda ; 
t ‘dp, ‘t'd, a fearless man ; fan 
tap, a pugoda ; pat, “po tap» 
a dagoba at Honam temple. | 

ka | A long \bed; a sort of 
s wooden couch ; ‘shéung t dp, 

ii | to go to bed ; ha? tap, “ to 
T’ah Jet down the bed,” —refers to 

a story of Tsti Ja in the 
After Hin dynasty; sch‘ong 
tap, a bed. 
An unauthorized character, 

for which the last is often used; 
a large unglazed jar, used to 
warm things in, or to hold 
flour; sch'ing tap, earthen 
jars and jugs, 

> 

Kea 



TAT. 

py To forget; to lose one’s self 
Tah Possession, to get ina flurry, 

to throw off care; to sip, to 
taste, to lick ; dp, <in yéuk2 
song’ bewildered, as from in- 
tense grief. 

12. Name of a stream in Shensi; 
TF also of an ancient district in 
T’ah , ‘. 

that region ; rushing waters. 
A plaice, a flounder, a sole 

poy, fish ; fap, sha «i, the sole fish. 

Wp Low ground, ground set- 
qah Hing; a first ploughing; to 

fall in ruins, to fall down ; ‘td 
tap, sinking and falling, as a 
house; <tsd fap; to waste 
wantonly, to throw about. 

PA To make a fac-simile by 
T’.), transfer ; a fac-simile ; to echo; 

ah TT P i 6 
kaw t ap, anancient fac-simile; 
tap, t? «sin, transit duties on 
tea; tap, ‘ying, to geta thing 
by false pretences. 

(541) Tat. 

Abruptly, suddenly, furious- 
Tul, /Y; to rush out, to bolt ; to rush 

against ; to despise ;_ inconsi- 
derate, precipitate ; offensive, 
insolent ; perforated ; to make 
a hole through; taf <in <i <loi, 
came upon suddenly; tat,ngat. 
to stick up higher; to speak 
or act rudely, overbearing ; 
ch'ung tat: to rush against; 
# ong tat, to arrogantly offend. 
To offend by pride; <‘ong 

ah ¢@f2 arrogant, haughty in man- 
ner and words, 
The door of a kitchen range, Ae 

a9 the place where the fire is put. 
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fy A tenon; anything jutting 
Tah above the surface, as a wen, 

u . 
a hillock; protuberant, convex; 
asurplus, over; tat2‘ngan, pro- 
truding eyes; ‘yau tat, more 
than enough ; tat, tsz” letters 
cut in relief; ‘au tat, to dis- 
gorge more than was taken, 
to lose money; sfau tat, pro- 
jecting, as carvings; tat, ‘tsui, 
to pout ; tat, ch'ut, to push out, 
exposed ; tat; ch'ut, sticking 
out, extruding. 

(542) Tat. 

. ; Open, permeable ; to reach 
Tan al! around; to permeate, to 

pervade; to perceive, to see 
through, as a subject ; to enter 
into, as the water; intelligent; 
intelligible ; to inform, to com- 
municate, to make known to; 
to give to, to transfer to; to 
promote, to bring forward, to 
advance ; to spring, as a plant; 
suitable; all, every; taf. yan, 
a shrewd man; ‘ung tate 
passable, as a road; clever, 
ready, intelligent ; shéung? tat 
rising, as in office or fame; 
tdtz po to inform the Boards; 
mi’ tat2 yat, kan? not yet learn- 
ed anything to speak of; tat, 
chi, let him know ; taf tsz’ a 
name for the Tartars; fat, - 
tatzrising, prosperous; ‘shéung 
tat: to inform the throne. 

, _ Name of a plant, a beet; 
Tan hun tat, ts‘ow” a coarse winter 

greens ; <p'é tat. the brinjal or 
egg plant. 
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(543) T At. 

To punish, to chastise, to 
T4 ih Castigate : to strike, to beat ; 

a slap, a blow. A ie 
me A dead loss, to get no- 
thing back ;. pin fat, to horse- 
whip; ¢a#; -kon tseng’ I’ve lost 
the whole, has not repaid me 
acash; ¢@t, sha sit, the sole 
fish; tat, «chang shai, slip- 
shod; fat, shan <ka, to run 
through one’s patrimony, to 
injure one’s self; fat, chéung’ 
muk, a bad account; lat, fat, 
ké dirty, filthy ; <shai fat, to 
throw away the leavings; fa, 
yan sngan :’m ngap, ‘ngan, he 
thinks nothing of swindling 
people; tat, <mdai <ts‘éung, 
throw it against the wall. 
A door, a gate; an inside 

Tah door, door of the hareem; a 
screen; chioai tat, door. -of 
hareem; ngo’ tat, a bed, anook 
where the bed stands ; met. the 
recesses or nooks of a country. 

H OM wed, grieved, distressed ; 
Tan urged by oppression; alarmed, 

dreading ; to pity, to feel for. 
Also read tan’ to compassionate. 

G, ‘The heavens suddenly becom- 
—“ing dark. A colloquial word. 

A patch, aspot, a daub; a clas- 
sifier of patches, spots, &c.; a 
bamboo mat; lan® tak; tar 
t'at, “tore out a large piece; 
‘iin tat, flexible mats; yat, 
tat, yan a daub, a grease-spot; 
chuk, t dt, heavy mats used for 
fences or sheds; ko’ t'dt, t? 
fong, that spot or place. 

TAU, 

(544) Tau. 

A sort of helmet, a morion; 
ay helmet-shaped ; to incite, to 
" irritate; to doubt: dau smau, 

an iron helmet; cau tap, an 
impolite interference; <t'ong 
tau, asoup-turren ; ¢au ‘td, a 
large bag carried at the girdle; 
h@ <p'ad dau, an old man’s 
chin ; ¢au amau, repulsive, as 
an ugly face. 
To correct, to criticise ; to 

See clip, to cut smaller ; to lift up, 
to raise by the hands ; toretain, 
to scheme after; au ‘lam, 
to engross, to meddle with, to 

“grasp after ; tau choi, to ‘lift 
aside, to raise and put else- 
where; <tau <shau, to keep 
wrongfully what is received ; 
tau <t'an, to make off with; 
cau tak, ‘shui, to throw or 
take up water in the hands; 
dau ‘kai, to receive in hand, 
as money ; ¢au Cd lok, I have 
got it; cau ‘hi Ait to tilt a 
sedan; «tau ‘kan, lift it care- 
fully. 

268 A horse-trough, a pail for 
“pee giving a horse drink ; an open 

bimboo. sedan ; a. clasaiger of 
trees ; kwo shan tau, a moun- 
tain chair ;~ yat, tht shit a 
single tree. 

‘3, A dry measure of ten “shing 
Tan Of Pints,—it varies in size; 

vessels like pecks; small, con- 
tracted ; the eighth of th “r 
constellations, composed o 
Ayo, onF and £ i in Sagan, 
also. w,, ¥, ¥, and o, in Her. 
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cules; the 68th radical of cha- 
racters relating to measures ; 
a wine vessel ; shuz’ ‘kin ‘tau, 
the customs’ peck, containing 
14 catties; ¢song ‘tau, the 
granary peck, contains 63 cat- 
ties, and measures 309.51748 
cubic inches, or 144 gallons; 
‘tau ‘tam, great courage ; pak: 
‘tau, the Dipper; ‘mtn <t'in 
ising ‘tau, sky is covered with 
constellations ; ‘tau ‘tai <fong, 
a very small room; ‘tau shat, 
a little house ; ‘fan ‘tau, play- 
ing, rollicking ; pai ‘tau, to 
worship the Great Bear; fat; 
‘tau, a dust-board ; ‘shui ‘tau, 
a dipper; <léung <shing kwo’ 
‘tau, to live from hand to 
mouth ; ‘tau kok, a carpenter’s 
bevel ; (fui ‘tau, a hod. 
The capital of a pillar; the 

square block put on top of a 
illar. Also read ‘chit, a long 

handled ladle. 
A tadpole ; ‘tau cman, called 

Tan the tadpole headed. An an- 
au. 

cient form of characters. 
3]. A yellow silk ; to announce ; 
au t© Propose, to agree ; ‘tau man’ 

sman, to inform the people ; 
‘tau hdp: to make a coalition ; 
cshing hin ‘tau: maw to warn 
a friend of his misdeeds. 

To fight, to contest, to 
wrangle, to squabble; to bat- 
tlé; to strive for superiority. 
‘to compete for; to discuss 
sharply; the 19Ist radical. 
A colloquial word. To make 
furniture, to work at cabinet- 
making; to meddle or play 
with, to touch; taw h? beili- 
gerent, puguacious ; taw’ sam 

EM 
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‘pan, a regatta; «chang tawa 
brawl, to fight; taw? ‘au, to fight 
together, as villages do; tau 
<sam sz’ to debate about; tau’ 
fan? to squabble about the 
shares ; taw “ng, to gosnacks ; 
‘shéung «min taw tong’ to go 
to one and ask for work ; tau? 
liin? saz thrown all into dis- 
order; tau? muk, ‘ld, a car- 
penter ; ‘mai tau’ don’t touch 
it; taw ‘ni ‘md ‘chit ? I don’t 
care much about buying it; 
taw ?m chi? I can’t stand with 
you, V’ll knuckle under ; tau’ 
‘sun, to mortise; tan ‘pau 
‘ma, to race horses ; taw ts‘iv 
pleased, joyous. 
To arouse, as one’s spirits. 
A colloquial word, for which 

the preceding character Is pre- 
ferable. To touch; to work 
in wood. 
A trencher, a charger, a 

Tau platter ; a sacrificial dish ; an 
ancient weight equal to 16 
grains of millet, and the 144th 
part of a tae]; to measure out ; 
a peck ; pulse, beans; the 151st 
radical of characters relating 
to leguminose; mukz taw a 
wooden trencher. 

A colloquial word. 
- ‘lo taw my father. 

sae. «Used for the preceding ; 
Tan Pulse, peas, beans, legumes ; 

chung tau’ red pulse, lentiles; 
ts‘ing taw green peas; tan’ 
kap, bean pods; t? tau ground- 
nuts; tau kok, beans in the 
pod ; taw fr? bean curd; tar 
Siw fa, bean curd jelly; tau 
S@ kon, curd cakes; tau’ kaw 
nutmeg. 

af au 

—) 

A father ; 
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tq’ The small-pox; ch'ut, tau’ ! 

sick of the small-pox ; a 
taw to inoculate; dm taw to| 
vaccinate; din chang tau 
sporadic cases of nitinlhbox' | 
tau*‘mo, goddess of small-pox ; 
taw® .<tséung, vaccine virns ; 
tau’ <ch'ong, pox pustules; tau’ 
‘tm, the scabs ; tau? <p't, pock-, 
marked ; taw «pau ‘shau, a 
crippled hand. 

To detain ; todelay, to stop, 
to loiter about ; to remain, to’ 
stay without permission; to, 
peer and peep,toskulk around, | 
in order to escape; tau’ <lau, | 
to delay and loiter, to skulk 
about, not to go when ordered; 
to stop, as a clock. 

2 An aperture, a hole, a den, 
Tay @ burrow; a cavern ; to bur-| 

row, to dig through a wall ; 
an aqueduct, a drain; a waste- | 
weir ; ‘shui taw an aqueduct ; : 
‘kau taw® a dog’s kennel; tau’, 
dit, a burrow, a hole ; sak; tau’, 
to let down the water gate ;' 
fong? taw to drain the water. 
off, as from a field. | 

a A period, a full stop in the’ 
Tan meaning ; .fan ki? taw® to di- 

vide and punctuate a writing. 

Tau 

Nee 

JE 
Vau 

(545) T‘au. 

‘ Tosteal, to pilfer ; to obtain 
Tay unfairly; to make a pretext 

for getting ; remiss ; stealthily, 
underhand, clandestinely ; pri- 
vately, secretly; disrespect- 
ful; dau ‘yé, to steal; aw 
shan, to laze about, to shirk 

TAU. 

work; dau ‘au hiv to steal 
away; ¢au au shiv ‘ha, just 
try it secretly ; ‘au cshang, to 
shamefully save one’s life ; 
‘kau tau, a petty theft, a shop- 
lifter ; <t°au ‘tsau, to go along 
silently; ¢'au kai man? <t‘d, to 
be banished for ‘stealing a 
chicken—a_ disproportionate 
punishment. 

Ge An ore resembling gold, and 
“AI which forms an amalgam with T’au 5 

quicksilver ; perhaps it is gold 
quartz, said to come from Per- 
sia. 

: The head, the skull; the 
Tay, chief; the front, the top; the 

first, the best; the end of a 
stick ; the entrance of a mat- . 
ter ; a classifier of affairs, acts, 
&c.; it is added to many words, 
in some cases because they 
are roundish like a head, and 
in others merely to make a dis- 
syllable ; <t‘aw hok, the skull; 
ct'au swan, the vertigo; kok, 
ct'au, a corner; <i ct'au, toturn 
the head ; w <¢'au, taro; yat, 
dau san sz? a marriage 
affair; <’m ‘hd st'au shai’ an 
unlucky omen ; kwo’ ko’ <t‘au, 
go around that way; shéung? 
stau, hd? st'au, above, below; 
high, low; ‘wan «tit au 1d 
seeking for work ; chit, <t'aw, 
discount on specie; smd <t au 
ckung on? a doubtful case at 
law; kung? ‘kit yats ko’ <t'au, 
an intimate friend; ping <t'au, 
a military officer, very gener- 
ally applied to all foreign of- 
ficiuls ; ¢s0* sz” ‘yau tau cmd 
‘mt, he begins things he never 
finishes ; <t‘au muk: leader of 
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banditti ; ‘¢a@ <t'au chan’ the 
van in a battle; md ‘séung 
st‘au, no other way; ch'ut,<t‘au, 
distinguished, successful, ris- 
ing; to take the lead; st‘au 
tim all right ; a straight road ; 
sau st'au ko <shi, that first 
time; <t'au yat, ko’ the lead- 
ing man, the most famous ; 
‘ngo tong st‘au, I am the ma- 
nager ; <¢ au wai st’ au shai’ the 
first thing one ineets — auspi- 
cious or unlucky ; kwo’ <t‘au, 
over head, 7. e. too, too much, 
in excess, very. 
To throw at or down: to 

Tan Cast away, to reject; to lay 
down ; to give, to present ; to 
receive ; to engage one to do, 
to intrust; to have recourse 
to, to go to, to give one’s-self 
up to; todip; to suit, to agree 
upon ; to raffle, to bid for ; to- 
wards, inclining to;<ming st'au, 
to bid at auction ; <t'au mak a 
written offer for; ch‘ut, st'au 
S@ mat, to sell by auction; shit; 
wa’ <t'au <ki, to agree in opin- 
ion, unanimous; <t‘au pan 
slong, to consult with the 
neighborhood upon a matter ; 
st au sshing, to return to alle- 
giance, as rebels; «t'au cman 
shit, to hand in a dispatch; 
tsz” <t’au slo ‘mong, fell into 
his own snare; <t'au tip; to 
leavea visiting-card ; <t'au <sai, 
westward; <t‘au ‘shui, to throw 
one’s self into the water ; <t'au 
skit ‘sho h@ to like what he 
likes, sycophantic; tau Awan, 
to enlist. re 

A Dice ; often used for ‘kit Ny 
wx the thigh ; au ‘tsz’ dice. 

Ton. Dicr. 68 

TE. 513 

F} A colloquial word. To pant, 
to take breath; to rest; ‘t'au 
A¥ to pant, to gasp for breath ; 
‘t'au lo, go to sleep; T’il take 
anap; ‘tau ‘ha ‘shau, hold up 
a while ; ‘t'au yats yat, to rest 
a day ; dn ‘tau, to rest ; ‘t'au 
sléung, to take an airing. 

we To pass over, to leap over, 
Tan t© go from this to that; to 

pass through, to penetrate, as 
light does glass; to compre- 
hend; thoroughly, throughout; 
to fear, alarmed. A colloqu- 
ial word. To light a fire; to 
offer, as a price for; t'aw 
sts‘ing ‘kong, to tell all one's 
feelings ; t'aw <sam sléung, to 
chill one through, as ice-water; 
‘fai t'aw to see a thing clear- 
ly; aw fw syan «sam, to 
thoroughly convert the heart ; 
tau’ ch it; to understand fully ; 
t'aw <kwong, a skylight, an 
opening for light; t'aw’ ‘fo, to 
light a fire; aw chéuka t'an 
the coal has kindled ; ¢‘au? ‘fo 
slo, make a fire in the grate ; 
t'au’ ‘tai slau, to offer a very 
low price for; dung t'aw 
thoroughly. 

(546) Te. 

&® A father ; @ <té or té dé, dad- 
ie dy! papa! ‘lo <té, venerable 

sir! addressed to old men; 
kon .té, an adopted father. 

eB A colloquial word. Remiss, 
slovenly, lazy, inattentive to 
one’s duties; ‘té ‘té tid very 
careless and untrustworthy. 



Si4 TEUNG. 

(547) 

% 

Téung. 

A colloquial word. To peck 
at, as a bird does; to thump 
one’s head and wound it; ‘ni 
‘tai kai téung, see lest the 
hens eat it; <éung «tau hok, 
to get money by threats of self. 
injury. 

(548) Teuk, 

XK, To peck; to pick up grain 
Choh With the bill; a fowl eating ; to 

~~ preen the feathers, to plume ;| 
téuk, «md, to dress the plam- 
age, as ducks do; téuk, muk, 
‘nit, a woodpecker ; mok: téuk, 
to knock at a door. 

K To push ; to strike ; to carve, | 
*to cut, as letters; a sound of! 

Choh on 
rapping ; to reverberate; to) 
throw down. 

,_ To pound on wood, to sttike, 
to bang; to castrate, as a 

Choh i dishbient' téuk; «cht ting 
ting, striking it with repeated 
blows. : 

To drop, to fall in a stillici- 

Choh , 
the water; a small stream 
southwest of Peking; a district 
in Shuntien fii. 
To work in gems; to cit, 

Choh'° carve, to dress, as stones ; 
to choose ; tit téuk, to polish 

TEUK. 

|| (649): 

IR sain to trickle; to strike on || 

and cut gems ; yuk. pat, téuk, 
a gem unwrought — is a use- 
Jess thing ; téwk, ono, carving 
and polishing; dun téuk, to 
select. 

Tr 

: To cut, to sever, to hew, to 
Chohhop, to hack, to rive, to Split ; 

to hash, to mince; téwks kuin, 
to split open coffins ; téwk; dan? 
to hash-up; téuk, cham ‘Span 
chaw cyan, to curse one wish- 
ing him to be chopped on the 
block ; téuk, yuk: tséung’ to 
mince meat. j mt 

Ti, 

Ti, A colloquial corruption of FY 
tik;; a diminutive adjective, 
alittle ; ‘Ad tak, ti, a very little 
better ; ‘pt di im, give a little 
more ; fai’ tt shang, go quick- 
er; hurry! «chur dt ta to 
blow a trumpet ; <4 kdm’ ito, a 

_ very little. 
fh, The earth, the globe; one 
y, of the three powers ; a place, 

a territory; grounds, a Spot; 
terrestrial; earthy; in the 
ground ; the ground, the bot- 
tom, the support of; only, mere- 
ly; t2? ha® on the ground; t? 
fong, a place, a space, a re- 
gion, a locality ; shan t? bu- 
rial places; ¢# slé, an under- 
ground refuge, a souterrain ; 
t® sin, sorcerers, villains, loaf- 
ers; ti kéuk, a spot; a tepu- 
tation, connections ; t? ‘chit, 
a landlord; a of the land ; 
t? fong ktin, the local author- 
ities; ¢# <¢sd, grotnd rent ; 
sam t? the dis ion, the 

nature of; a ¢? to prime in 
painting ; ‘ni «sin ‘ta San 
you broach the matter; fc’ 
‘yau (® he is aman of subs 

oe), = re 
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stance ; ‘pin ti* syan, a native 

of the place ; ts0* 0° ‘kom st’in, 
tv’ has it come to such a pass! 
t? ‘li st’, maps, charts; lok, 
t? fell down, as on a floor; 
‘hd t? wai? a good situation, a 
fine locality ; t? 4 products of 
the earth; ‘ki «chan hai? t? 
i* he has great influence ; dm’ 
zt? in secret, sub rosd; a dark | 
place; -kam t? a gilt ground. 

beh A colloquial word. A sign 
of the plural of persons; a 
sign of the possessive, in which 
sense it is a contraction of the 
next ;<ngo ti’ we ; *k'ti ti’ they; 
chung «chung t? so so, ordin- 
ary; ‘ku ¢? sts‘in, it is his 
money. 

Tik. 

Clear, bright ; evident, real ; 
mp atarget, the bull’s eye ; an im- 

portant circumstance ; a red 
or white-spot which shows 
distinctly ; after pronouns, t7/; 

_makes a possessive case, after 
nouns the genitive, and after 
verbs a participle ; a person ; a 
small quantity; an adjective 
of comparison or implying a 
quality ; kwa? tik, dearer ; yat, 
tik,a very little ; ‘yau tik, there 
is some ; tik, kok, fully sub- 
stantiated, really; tik, tong’ 
careful, trustworthy; chang 
tik, cyam, the tones differ ; smo 
‘tim tik, you do not take care; 
pak. tik, whitish; tik) sik, 
neat and small; miniature; 
‘sid tik, the little one, 7. ¢. L; 

2), 
Tih 

of ih 

> 

"Tih 

al 
Tih 
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‘ngo tik, mine; tik, pat, my 
own handwriting ; ‘ta tit, tik, 
a blacksmith ; o7? tik; loving ; 
tik, kom? nov’ ina little while ; 
kan’ tik, the nearer; come 
near. 
vo bridle ; chap, ki tik, to 

seize the reins. 

To stir up by the hand, as 
with a ladle. A colloquial 
word, To lift up, to bring 
with both hands ; to excite, to 
animate one’s spirits ; yat, lik, 
tik, raise it with all your 
strength—it is heavy, tik, ‘hi 
hiv? hurry off with it ; tik, ‘hi 
sam <kon, to rowge one’s spi- 
rits, to inspirit. 

The wife, a consort; tik, shat, 
the wedded wife; tik, ‘tsz’ 
children of the wife; t7k, .ts‘an, 
blood .relatives; tik, f'ong 
ching ta? cousins german of 
same surname; tik, ‘md, the 
wife-mother. 

To drip, to ooze; a drop, 
a very little; yat, tik, ‘shui, a 
drop of water ; ‘pi tik, syau, 
put in a little oil; tik, lik, 
dripping out; ‘tim ‘tim tik, 
tik, drizzling and dropping, 
as the rain; tik, hiit, to drop 
bleod — into water, thought 
to be a proof of relationship ; 
dit yat, tik; take up a litle 
in a spoon. 
A tile; sling tik, jars or am- 

phora with ears on the long 
neck ; large tiles. 

The hoof of an animal, of a 
Th pig or horse in particular; a 

foot; to join a party, to enlist, 
to go over to. 



5 16 TIK. 

The barb of an arrow, the 
Th, point of a dart ; a sharp point ; 

ming tik, a whirring arrow. 
‘ An opponent, an antagonist, 

Tih 2 person matched against one, 
a competitor; an enemy, a 
foe ; the enemy ; an equal ; to 
oppose, to fight, to withstand ; 
to. compete, to contest, to 
strive for; sch'au tik, an ene- 
my; tik: tak; chit well able 
to match him; pat, tik. un- 
equal, not matched; tik <shin, 
the enemy’s fleet ; sk’ éung tik: 
a powerful foe; tik, ‘tai 
stung <tsiin, equally honorable 
—said,of a married pair ; tike 
‘shau, a foe, a competitor ; 
<séung tik, opposed, inimical, 

Name of Scythian tribes on 
> the north of China, in the 
Desert ; a stag or great deer ; 
musical officers. Used for the 
next. 

To remove to a distance; 
to put away ; remote; tik. tik. 
zealous, earnest to succeed. 

, Delicate water plants, with 
* whitish fragrant flowers; a 

sort of arrow-leaf; </é tik a 
tall species of arundo. 

Bb. To see a person, two persons 
Tin seeing each other; to have an 

audience ; tik: min*® to see one 
face to face; <sz’ tik2 a private 
interview, 
To wash, to cleanse vessels ; 

to purify ; to reform, as the 
heart; to ‘dilute spirits ; stall 
for keeping cattle in ; tik, Ai? 
to wash away; tik, tis warm, 
dry, breezes; tik: in® to wash 
the inkstone — and be ready 
for study, 

TIK. 

jl 

ig, 
Tih 

4 To tread in the way of 
‘others, to follow, to advance 
>| in knowledge; to obtain; to 
’ direct, to teach ; to go to a 
place; the right path; ¢ike 
kat; to be happy ; syau tiks to 
admonish, to put in the right 
way ; ‘Kai tike to set a good 
example, to point out a right 
wa 
The Tartar pheasant ; dresses 
ornamented with feathers; a 
flabellum of feathers, a pan- 
ache held by worshipers; an 
ancient state, now Yen-gan 
fa in Shensf; yaw’ ‘shau ‘ping 
tik, their right hands held the 
feathers. 
Long, tapering, bamboo rods, 

“,, cut off at the point, and suita- 
able for fishing-poles. 

(The four next are often pronounced tek.) 

6: \ A flute, a fife; <ch'ut tek 
\t0 play the flute; swang tek: 
8, } a fife; shéung tek: flutes in 

Tih pairs, 

a To buy rice, to lay in grain ; ; 
F, to wash rice; quick ; tekz‘mai, 

to purchase ‘rice; ats teks to 
forbid buying grain; «peng 
tek, to buy rice cheap. » 

a 

Tike, 

To cut the flesh from the 
Tih > bones, to scrape off, to hew 

away; to pick up or dig 
out; <¢‘it tek, to cut, as with 
a graver; tik, ‘ch’ i, to clean 
the teeth; tek, ‘sing ‘kit, 
hint it to him, as an impend- 
ing danger. 



TIK. 

To kick ; to kick up; tek,] 
ab ‘in, to kick the shuttlecock ; | 

yat, kéuk, tek, “ata kick,” | 

i. e. lumping the lot; ¢‘ek, ‘sz’ | 
syan, to kill by a kick; fui 
sing tek, ‘tau, Bootes kick- 
ing at Ursa Major—a picture ; 
kai t ek, a cock’s spur; tek; | 
ck au, to roll iron balls with’ 
the foot—a sort of game. 
Respect, regard for; sorrow- 

qin fl; quick, careful of giving: 
offense, diligent in duties; 
tik, tik; love for. 

A colloquial word. To) 
place on, to lay down; tik, 

_lokz pok; st’ au, to put on one’s: 
shoulders, as a shawl; ik, 
<méi, ‘to put aside. 

To expose the arm and: 
breast; a vest or waistcoat ;_ 
‘tan tik, to expose the bosom; | 
to bare the arms and square. 
off; #ik, <k'au, to turn a fur) 
garment inside out. ' 

Free, unrestrained; fik, 
‘ong, noble manners, fine 
bearing ; tk; cin, free, easy. 
An excess, an error; to. 

alter, to change; to doubt; 
to err; very, extremely; ¢ik, 
‘mang tik, very furious; Ao, 
tin pat, tik, high heaven | _ 
errs not; pat, tik; no error 
or doubt. 

(552) } Tim. 

Be | A black spot, a dot ; a little, 
fh) $a mite; point in punctuation, 
Paria comma; the stroke of a 
Tien clock ; dotted, spotted, star- 

TIM. $517 

red ; to punctuate, to italicise 
with dots ; to blot out, to dot 
out, to mark for correction ; 
to see that all are correct ; to 
point out ; to soil or spot; to 
disgrace one’s self; to desig- 
nate, to prick off; to light, as 
candles; tonod in assent. A 
colloquial word. How, in what 
manner? what? ‘tim ni how 
shall it be done ? ‘tim @’ how! 
‘tim ‘kai, what is its meaning? 
what does he say? ‘chi ‘tim, 
to point out, to show ; ‘ta ‘tim, 
to arrange, to sort; to bring 
to mind ; ‘tim yéung? how, in 
what way ? ‘tim siin’ ‘hd, which 
do you think will be best? yat, 
‘tim «chung, one o'clock ; ‘tim 
csam, aluncheon; ‘tim «sam sz’? 
what does he intend to do? 
‘tim ping, to detail troops ; 
‘tim ‘fo, to light a fire; am 
‘tim, advanced to be a H4nlin 
doctor ; ‘tim st’ au, to give as- 
sent; yat; ‘tim yat, wak: a 
point, a line; ‘tim tiin® ki? taw 
to mark the sentences and 
periods ; ‘tim kwo’ shé? make 
out the list ; ‘tim ‘im ‘ha, how 
shall it be beautified ? yat, ‘tim 
sing, a mark, as on a steel- 
yard ; ‘tim tsd? tak, how shall 
it be done? yat, “tim A? <t'au, 
alittle angry ; kang ‘tim, one 
fifth of a watch, or 24 minutes; 
‘tim «chi, how do you know ? 
‘tim <shti, to punctuate. 

A screen in a doorway; a 
Tien Sort of earthen teaboard - or 

stand, used at feudal treaties ; 
a buffet or cupboard ; ‘fan tim? 
to turn down the cups on the 
stand. 

> 
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> Aplace to put goods in; a 
Tien OP, a stand; an inn; Ait, 

tim’ lodgings, an eating-house; 
‘tsau tin? a wine-shop ; ‘lo tim’ 
the old stand ; ‘kin tim’ a por- 
ter in a shop, a coolie; ch‘ut, 
tim perquisites to clerks; tim? 
ka, boys in eating-shops ; ‘yé 
tim a rest-house, 

A flaw in a gem; a defect, 
a bad spot; to split, to injure ; 
chipped, spotted; disgraced. 
A colloquial word. To run 
against ; sshiin tim? sheke yap: 
“shui, the water runs in when 
the ship strikes; tim’ yuk, to 
disgrace one’s self; tim’ .ts'an 
‘ki, run on it, hit against it ; 
‘tat tim’ lookout for yourself! 
—astreet cry; shi? tim sh? 
chéuk, it is a good hit for you ; 
tim’ <t'au hok,to bump one’s 
head ; ‘t'ai tim? kéuk, .chang, 
Tl hit your heels, lookout ! 
pur ‘sz’ tim Sk‘, to threaten 
self-destruction in revenge. 

Dangerous, imminent, as a 
tottering wall; disagreeable, 
harsh, as a sound; tim? ;ii ‘sz’ 
mong, in danger of death. 

> Read «tim, to try the weight 
of a thing with the hand. 
A colloquial word. To lay up 
and down, to lay straight; 
straight, direct; ahead; kav? 
:’m tim’ jnnumerable, can’t be 
reckoned up; pat, kom tim’ 
lo a road straight as a pencil ; 
‘ta tim’ fong to lay along; 
tim? pat, lut, go on straight 

Eh 
Tien 

ahead; dim’ sin’ straight; <’m | 
tak, tim’ 1 can do nothing ; I 
am quite shut up; s’m tin’, 
they are not straight. 

TIM. 

(553) T*im. 

To add, to increase, to aug- 
enment ; to put in more, to throw 

in; additional yextra, more than 
was counted on; hl dim, to 
add more; <t'im ting, to have 
ason born ; ‘pi tiky d'im, give a 
little more; ‘im k@ to raise 
the price; ‘shéung ‘ha tim, 
put on more, as coloring; <t‘im 
‘po tik, make it a little more ; 
mo ‘kai <t’im, has no meaning © 
either ; ‘yau ‘ii a! im, the rain 
is coming too; t'im ‘shat sloi, 
make your real offer. 

mi Peaceful, tranquil, content- 
Tend; to pass life tranquilly ; 

st'tm tsing? at rest, quiet. 
Water flowing along with- 

out noise or murmuring; a 
gentle, still stream. 

At | Sweet, pleasant; sasanable, 
| excellent, well-tasted, savory; 

AF | 10 like; stim shun® smooth, 
T'ien oily, as wine; «sam st'im, 

gratified, appeased ; stim sin 
mate ‘u, smooth and honeyed 

7 ien 

words — but deceitful; fim - 
shui? a sweet sleep; tak, i - 
stim ry au, pleased with a little 
advance, had winnings at first; 
st‘tm nam? nam? very sweet ; 
st‘im sch'ang, sweet oranges. 

9 Ashamed, humiliated; to 
Tien disgrace, to dishonor; to bring 

"infamy on; in disgrace, out 
of favor ; ‘t'tm tsot séung ‘hd, 
to be intimate with — a polite 
phrase; ‘tim yuk: disgraced 
by guilt: ‘tim pat, chit sau, 
brasen faced. 



TIN. 

£ __ A fine slender sort of bam-| 
200; fine bamboo mats, ele-| 

gantly woven with flowers. 
45 A colloquial word. To 

taste, to try with the tongue ; 
‘tim yat, ‘tim, see how it 
tastes ; ‘ttm mak. take some 
more ink in the pencil. 

(354) Tin. 

The top, the apex, the 
summit, the head; the begin- 
ning of; to overthrow, to cast 
down, to subvert; to fall, to 
upset ; to die, to perish ; often 
used for the next; in ‘ting, 
the crown, the vertex; <tin ‘to, 
tutned upside down, to invert; 
tin p ok; to fall over ; tin <tin, 
devoted to, single-minded, 

Fa Crazed, deranged, foolish, 
‘\the mind overthrown; head 

ii turned, mad after, frantic; 
Tien giggling, silly, out of one’s 

wits, infatuated; in convul- 
sions, fits; fat; tin, insane; 
tin che’ ong, raving mad : ; fii 
tin, nymphomania ; tin ‘kau 
‘kom young’ acts like a mad 
dog ; ‘séung <ngan tin, money 
mad ; tin hi’ hot headed, rash ; 
in tin fav fa? acting wildly ; 
din ‘kan st'au, going mad, be- 
side himself. 

ai 
Tien 

The summit of a hill, the 
Fun apex or highest peak of a 

mountain. 
3 A Jake near Ti-li in Yun- 
Tien ~ nn ; tribes of the Lolos near 

Yunnan ; ; ‘Ka tin, aname for 
Yunnan. 

TIN. 519 

Read in, full, wide, like an 
expanse of waters; vast. 
To fall, to stumble, to trip 

Mh up ; ia p'ok; to slip and fall 
oe down. 

A horse with a white spot in 
wh his forehead. 

¢ A canon, a ritual, a classic, 

cw 

Tien 2 Standard; acode, a collection 
of statutes; documents, re- 
cords ; a rule, a law; to rule, 
to manage by law; ordinances, 
acts ; to putin charge of ano- 
ther, to mortgage ; tsz” ‘tin, a 
dictionary : ‘tin uk; to mort- 
gage a house ; <shing ‘tin, to 
take in pledge; ‘ku ‘tin, an- 
cient records, notable acts; 
ch'ut, ‘tin, to mortgage ; the 
mortgagor ; ‘lin ‘chi, the mort- 
gagee; ‘lin sying, a penal 
code ; .yan ‘tin, great favor, 
kind bounty ; ‘tin ¢sike books, 
papers. 

ee A lofty hall; the hall of 
Tien 2udience; a palace, a royal 

residence ; a temple, a fane ; 
to bring up the rear of a flying 
arnty ; fixed ; having little mer- 
it ; yat,tso® kung tin’ a palace; 
ckwong «ming ti the Resplen- 
dent Hall at Peking; tin® h@? 
your Royal Highness—said to 
the empress and crown-prince; 
tai’ hung ‘po tin’ the vast pre- 
cious hall in Budhist temples. 

To lay down, to place on ; 
to fall down, to sink into ; en- 

” grossed with; merged in; to 
pay back money ; to remune- 
rate, as fora casualty ; to place 
under, to wedge ; t tin’ a chair 
cushion ; <t" ang tin? rattan 
table mats ; Kong’ tin’ a long 

av 
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a 
Tien 

? 

Tien; 

kay 

Tien 

2 

2 

Tien 

, a flash; tin® ‘md, *Lightning}}_ 

wt 
Tien 

TIN. 

sofa cushion ; fin? cha? to re- 
pay aloan; tin? yuk, a mattress; 
kung? ‘ngo tin’ ‘chiin, please 
pay him for me; dn tin’ to 
pay the shares. 

Fixed and settled, as moun- 
tains and streams are; to set 
up, as a god ; to offer libations 
to the gods ; to lay down ; tin’ 
‘tsau, to pour out a libation ; 
tin’ ‘t'd, to put up the termi- 
nalia; tsa? tin® sacrifices and 
libations; tin’? ngan* to wor- 
ship the geese at marriages. 
To till the ground ; to cul- 

tivate and dress fields ; to fowl, 
to fish; tin? @ or tin? ding, a 
farmer, a ploughman; <kta 
tin’ government lands. 

Royal domains extending 
500 li around the capital; 
government lands measuring 
64 square roods, which furn- 
ished a war chariot, three men- 
at-arms, and 71 soldiers; to 
cultivate, to plough; to extend ; 
frontier lands ; <i ¢in® the em- 
ire; ¢tn® cyan, royal foresters. 
Inlaid shell work; inlaid 

work with figures; slo tin’ 
lackered-ware with shells and 
figures inlaid. 

Lightning; a flash of light- 
ning; electricity ; tin? .kwong 
glare of lightning; ‘shim ‘tin’ 

Mother, the goddess of light- 
ning. « 

‘Indigo; to dye blue; indigo 
color; syéung tin’ prussian 
blue ; tin?’ /am, an indigo dye 
made from the Isatis ; tin’ fa, 
indigo leaves ; tin’ kong, dye- 
ing jars. 

(555) Tin. 
K | The highest of things ; the 
¥4 sky, the heaven, the air, the 
‘Hid | empyrean, the firmament; a 
Tien day ; a season; ages of the 

world; weather; heavenly, 
celestial ; the powers above, 
Providence, Nature, Heaven, 
the overruling power, but the 
Chinese give it no personality; 
met. the emperor ; to regard or 
honor as heaven ; t'in t? syan, 
heaven, earth, man — are the 
three powers; ¢in A@ the 
empire; the world; «ttn ‘tsz’ 
the emperor; ‘hd in, fair 
weather ; ‘miin ‘in sshan fat; 
gods and Budhas enough to 
fill the sky; «in AV vapors, 
air; st‘ung ‘in ha the world 
over ; fi :t‘in ‘ptin sz” extra- 
ordinary talent ; luk, ¢°in ‘shut 
lo a passage of sixteen days ; 
‘in kong? descended from 
heaven, an advent, asof Jesus ; 
‘in ‘ngan kan* Heaven's eye 
is near, 7. e. the gods know it; 
in choi ‘ngan, heaven has 
observed it; .¢‘incman, astrono- 
my; <t‘in shang <t‘in ‘yéung, 
nature bore him and takes ~_ 
care of him; ‘in kwai’ chi 
marriageable ; <¢‘in cin, natur- 
ally; in ct'ong, paradise.” 
cin fan? .ko, he has noble: __ 
endowments; fin tin slot, - 
comes every day ; ‘in sngan, 

‘the emperor’s face; din f@ 
shing? ‘mo the goddess of small 
pox; chung tin, the middle 
ages, the Chau dynasty ; 
ha’ s¢'tn summer, 



‘ 
Tien 

TIN, 

A field, a patch laid out in 
plats; to plant grain in rows; 
jand, cultivated fields; lands; | 
a plantation of; to cultivate; 
to hunt; the 102d radical of || 
characters relating to land; 
tun <t‘in, lands occupied by 
soldiers; ‘shui «tin, fields 
overflowed ; ‘in <ki pok, the 
dykes between fields; sh# <t‘in, 
to transplant a field of grain ; 

acres; chuk, st'in, a bamboo 
plantation ; -kwai st'in <kuin, a 
retired officer; <t'in fw the 
crown tax; <f‘in dsd, the 

_ ground rent; <hdang tin, high- || § 
lying fields; «sam tim, the 
natural disposition, the’ pro- 
pensity ; shi tin, fields whose 
rental is given to scholars; 
4 ¢ , es ¢ 

yau ‘ki: to stin “nau, how 
many acres in all? <tin <kau, 

' a drain; ‘tsd «wo <t‘in, fields for 
bearing two crops ; smiin ‘hau 
tin, village fields ; kwat, st‘in, 
to hoe'fields ; mai <t*in om ‘mai 
shu? to sell ground and not 
deduct the rental, met. not to 
think of the future. 
To cultivate, to level lands 

£ ¥~ for cultivation; to hunt, to fish ; 
Tien 

‘ta st'in lip. to go a hunting. 
Flowers, or inlaid work for 

"en nheaddresses ; ch‘ at st'in, hair- 
pins and inlaid work in gold, 
nacre, or feathers. 
To fill up, to fill in ; to make 

SUP a deficiency, to supply a 
“lack, to add to; to pay, asa 

debt ; to forfeit, as life ; com- 
pliant, flowing along ; a rum- 
bling sound, as of a drum; 
noted for, characteristic of, 

Tow. Dict. 66 

shap, ‘mau st‘in, a field of ten |} 

TIN. $2 

said of officers ; st'in swan fai 
hung? to repay a deficit; «t'in 
‘po, to make complete ; <t'in 
sfong, to take a new wife ; <t‘in 
‘t'am to fill in a hole ; st‘in tk 
‘fo, noted as superannuated ; 
toi st'in, to pay for another ; 
sin char? to liquidate a debt ; 
san <stin t? the new filled up 
Jand, a place in Canton; st‘in 
smn ‘la chav duns filling the 
door ; <¢‘in fan ‘mun, fill it up 
entirely ; <¢'tn kau? filled up 

full, cancalled. 
Read tin. Diseased,.infirm. 
The sound of stones or rocks 
falling down. 

To fill ap, to stuff; abundant ; 
a sound; <t‘in stm, rattling 

i eM of drums; the rumbling of car- 
tiages; s¢‘in omun, filling up 
the door: : 

c Ashamed; to blush from 
Tienshame, to feel disgraced. 

% Dirty, muddy ; to sink in 
Tienthe water; ‘tin ‘yan, filthy. 

‘jut Abundance, much, plenty, 
Tientnough of; skilled at; excel- 

lent ; thick, rich, gid, as 
food; to forget; a long time; 
pat, “ttn, deficient, triflin 
unworthy of receiving ; ts 2 
smd pat, ‘tin, well. able to 
speak, 

a A blushing face ; to redden, 
‘e as from shame, ot sense of , 

) insult. 
Tien 

$ To terminate, to finish, to 
Tien Mike an end of; to exter- 

minate; ‘mi ‘tin, no end to, 
interminable; ‘fin tsiit, to 
destroy utterly. 

Ti ien 

a 
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3 : (The two next are often pronounced, fe 
(556) Ting. me), g 

Pit Ey A nail, a ae a bolt, a 
Ting brad ; to purify. gold; to. nail, 

A sting; a nail,’a-pin; the to. fasten up with: nails; to 
Ting fourth of the ten stems, con-|| +» bind, as books» slo.z’ xteng, 

* -* neeted with: fire ja person, an “a screw; ¢ its iteng, iron\nails ; 
individual; robust ‘@ strong | deng shii, to bind | ‘books ; 
fellow, a brave; to bear, to teng ‘sz nail it firmly 5, ¢eng 
sustain, as an olficn; to order:| ung, an important dispatch 
iting <kan or ting yadu, to) from the throne ; pate hi?’ingan 
lose a parent; mék2 pats shik; | chung <teng, take away that 
ting, does'nt know a single nail (or eyesore) from my eye. 
character ; sshing ding, of |* A The top, the summit; the 
age; syan ting, a man; ‘sit! Ping peak; the crown; a knob, a 
ting, a youth ; sitting | camp ball or.a button worn by ofli- 
followers ; ting tsz” i ‘hau, |) cers; to carry on! the head or 
a corner where.a cross street ||’ top of a thing; to point the head 
ends ; sling «ting, lonely, dis-. at, to interfere ; to substitute, 
consolate ; <iin. ding, a gar-| to put instead; a classifier of 
dener ; fat, ding, fortunate, as_ hats, caps, and sedans ; rising 
a grave; chang.ting, differs a, on the stomach ; ‘pi d'au hoks 

» werylittle; cing <héung, aclove, |) ‘ting chi?;icarry, it on your 
To enjoin; ding, sning, to} ~ heads: chit “teng, to treat 

Ting charge; «ing cing kd ka?) about selling out a shop; ‘ting 
repeatedly bid’ him to be, Shaw to take the stock of a 
careful; .ting chuk; to order. |“. shop; ‘ting <pdu, to slily puta 
Alolie jing iting; solitary; | | worse instead ; ‘teng tin 

jy sling ting cyéung, the Bay of lap t’? one who: can reach to 
"E Lintin, south of the Bogue ; heaven — very dine. ‘ting 

ki cting ting, alone by itself, |) | Shaw’ <ngan, purehas ey 
‘The noise of jingling stones; | of a stock; yat: nap, a 

Ting a hand gong; ding ting, a|| © official, button : ‘ting. ts 
Jingling sound ; ting tong, a| |. curious ‘in; seeking st 

. hand gong hung in a hcop, ie things ; chaks‘teng, to degr egrate 
_ used by peddlers; wt. ting, a'| from office; ‘ting Ldn? ‘shi, 

blind fortune-teller’s gong;| — spoil the market by under- 
“sit cing dong, a silk-thread | selling ; ting sam muh. ly 

_ peddler’s call. | /| displeased at, as at-what o 
cia A venereal ulcer, a bubo, aj Says;) shung ‘teng,| the fed 

Ting Chanere ; pox, syphilis sores; | buttun; ting ‘hd thevery best; £ ri ae 
shang ding, to get syphilis ‘ting ’s'm chi? unable to carry 

sores; ‘fo’ cing «chong, al) +.it on, as a business; ing 
pimple, a tetter sore. au ead a = wind. 

: | 



TING, 

Wasteland; adyké or foot- 
path between fields ; ; a parcel 
of land ;-a lane near a house. 

Drunk, reduced to: stupor ; 
‘ming ‘ting, dead drunk, 

a A tripod or caldron’ with 
sears; a three’ legged’ kettle; 
‘firm, stable, settled; secure ; 

Ting’ met. the state to ‘establish, 
to fix; ‘the 206th radical; the 
50th ‘diagram ;: ‘lap2 ting or 
ting’ ‘ting; to get and settle the 
empire; ‘ting tsuk; tripod, an 
equal trio; :sam ‘ting kdp, the 
three highest of the Hanlin. 

sr To criticise, to compare ; 
to edit, to collate; to ‘settle 

® terms of, to arrange, ‘to deli- 
berate and | adjust ; to adjust 

© ~ ‘taxes; to loiter; a consulta- 

Le 
Ting 

aT 
Ting 

tion, a meeting ; ‘hau ting’ to}. 
examine and edit a work ; ting’ 
bn “ming, to settle upon, to prom- |)" 

' jse; ting’ Ki, to fix a time. 
pee Ballast to steady a ship; 
““) pa stone used for'an anchor ; 
iE a grapnel; ha ting? drop 
Ting the anchor. 
PE ‘High, stout grain. Incorrect- 
Ting ly used for the last in the Fan 

© Wan. “A ‘colloquial ‘word. 
The stem of a fruit ; lut, ting’ 
luk, syau, a pumelo with a bro- 
ken stem—a worthless fellow ; 

' shau slung ting? adam's apple ; 
7.e —— ding yuki a \ittle tumor. 
Be ‘A platter or trencher with 
Ting ‘feet, in sacrifices ; an al- 

loy of tin or tutenague ; an in- 
_ got or shoe of bullion , <ngan 
ting’ an ingot of sycee; ‘tsz’ 
ckam ting? a sort of medical 
‘preparation ised to rub on 
sores ; shap, ‘léung yat; ting* 
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ten taels make an ingot; 7. e 
the matter is a certainty ; sii 
“po ting’ an ingot. 

(The four next are often called teng.) 

-“?2 Tranquil, secure, steady, 
Ting fixed; certainly, really, surely ; 

absolutely; brought to a pro- 
“per state, a state of rest, set ; 
to fix, to settle on, to stop ; to 

~ decide, to adjust. A colloquial 
_«; word.A place, a certain spot ; 

~-yat, ting’ positively ; pit; teng? 
it must. be, certainly ;-teng? 
cts'an, to betroth; teng*-fo’ to 
contract for goods; mi’, teng’ 
or <’m teng® uncertain; teng? 
sngan, bargain’ money ; ‘md 
teng? ‘chun, undecided, not 
fixed ; ckésm: ting’ iW ‘1 must 
have it at any rate; teng’ tan, 
‘particulars of a,contract ; ko? 
tat, teng’ that place; <m «chi 
teng? I.don’t. know the spot ; 
‘yau teng® ‘md mi, is there a 
place for it? ting? kuks in a 
fix ;tdm’? teng’ deliberate, slow 
and sure; lok. teng*to pay the 
earnest money ; «chi tak; teng’ 
I know it certainly ; yapeteng* 
in atrance, lost in abstraction, - 
as Budhists pretend to be. 

H:> To throw away, to throw 
Tne down in a pet; teng? Sku, 

throw it at him; teng’ sch'd —puii 
. shat? iin* to smash; a teacup as 
,an oath; teng? po’ <t‘au hok; to 
get one’s head brokein a fray ; 
teng’? lok. a top; ‘md gan 
teng’? ‘hau;no silver has been 

_thrown into his mouth, 7. e. 
there is no trusting in what 

he says; the phrase refers to 
putting quicksilver into # 
corpse’s mouth. 

© 



Se4 TING. 

(657). | Ting. 

A hall, a drawing-room, a 
PingPatlor ; a court, a place where 

causes are heard ; tai? <t'eng,| 
the ‘great hall ; hétks a eng, a 
reception room; smiin chin 
eng, a porter’s lodge ; ching 
«t‘eng, a deputy assessor in a 
prefect’s office; po ct'eng, a 
superintendent of police in 
a district magistrate’s; cho 
d'eng, the superintendent of 
boats on the river at Canton. 
} To hear, to listen; to 

 }understand; quiet, still ; to 
"} decide eases. A colloquial} . 

Ting word. To-morrow; accord- 
ing to; ‘nge eng <lai ké 1} 
heard it said; ‘eng «man, heard | 
about it ; ¢°eng <’m cman, I can. 
not hear it; ‘eng kin’ to hear; 
feng tak, kin’ T can hear, I 
have heard it; ‘eng tak; ch'ut, 
I can understand him; «feng 
‘kan kit wi? V’ve just heard 
what he said; deng yat: 
to-morrow ; d'eng ‘man, to- 
morrow night ; ‘hd eng wa? 
docile, teachable. 

Read t‘ing’; to hearken to, to 
receive, to comply with; to 
wait, to tarry for; ‘ta t'eng to 
learn the news about: t‘eng’ 
sts'ung ‘ni, I agree with you, 
I'll obey you; h'ung t'eng 
hard of hearing; ting? Kit 
sléung «sam, as his kindness 
prompts, as he is willing to 
do; ting’? tsung to decide 
eases; t'eng? ‘ha Skt, wait for 
him. 

- 

' 
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TING. 

A portico, a pavilion; # 
cupola, a roof or dome sup- 
ported on pillars; a shed for 
travelers; equal ; straight; to 
stop at; to fashion ; pat:st'ing, 
in disorder ; ing “ng, high 
noon ; <ch'd st" ing, a tea-stall 
on a roadside? par cing, a 
porch in a_ temple-court; 
sléung st‘ing, a summer-house. 
To rest, to cease; to delay ; 

to stop, as when. there is 
enough; <‘ing <kung, to rest 
from work ; st‘ing ‘t’o or sting 
tong’ arranged well, every- 
thing in its place ; f ing ‘ha 
rest a while; smd sshi g'ing, 
ceaseless, 
Handsome; p'ing’ st‘ing, 

beautiful, graceful, said of a 
woman. 

3 | Water stopping; stagnant, 
sas a pool in a stream; a level 

ws : bank along a stream, the low 
Ting banks. 
aE A court, the place where 
rin audiences are held ; straight, 

"e correct, regular ; chia ting, 
the court ; “met. the emperor. 

An open court in a palace, 
ie ng? vestibule before a hall; a 

hall; straight; ka ting loka 
domestic felicity ; sting fan 
parental instruction; nun 
st'ing <u ‘shi, his doorway is 
like a fair, i.e. as a statesman’s 
beseiged by applicants. 
A Piigon fly ; ctsing st‘in, 

the Libellulide, valent. 
Fed tong «ani. 
Read ‘tim, a sort of lizard. 

A thundering; <luz ting, 
rumbling thunder ; tin? st°7: ing, 
a flash of lightning ; <lud st‘ing 
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TING. 

«chi n& the king's wrath; 
thundering mad. -— - 

To pull up, to pluck forth, 
T inet? draw out; straight, to hold 

straight ; to relax a little, as 
with prisoners; to lead out; 
to rush forth, to stand forward, 
to bolt out; ‘ting «shan, to 
take upon one’s self, to as- 
sume; ‘ting ch'ut,’ to rash 
out; ‘ting chung, to stretch 
the arms; ‘ting ngdng’ to 
push against firmly. 

A single branch; a staff, 
na club, a stick; chav ‘fing, 

bie brandish a club. 
s Meat or fish dried in the 
Tingsun after it has been. salted ; 

jerked meat. 

(This character is usually read feng.) 

= 

£ 

« A boat, a punt, a canoe; 
me _small craft; long and narrow 
TOP ata a boat to live in; ‘sz 

Steng or ‘t'eng ‘tsai, a small 
boat; <hd ‘kau ‘feng, a pull- 
away boat; fur ‘teng, a fast 
boat; <hong ‘t‘eng, hong boats ; 
ama dang ‘t'eng, a covered 
coracle; «shit sun ‘t'eng, a 
Tetter boat; ma? si ‘teng, 
fish boats with water in; <wd 
Steng, a lorcha; <fa ‘t'eng, 
flower boats; ‘tan .p'd ‘t‘eng, 
brothel boats; ‘p'd <lung ‘t‘eng, 

- fast paddling-boats, used by 
thieves; sd’ <ts‘ong ‘t'eng, the 
last chopboat of aship’s import 
cargo; ‘t'eng :kd, boat-people. 

s Copper or iron ore; the 
barb of an arrow; empty, 
hollow, all exhausted. 

. A straight, narrow head; 
straight, as a road; correct. 

Ting 

‘Ting 
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(558) 

Ha 2. To redouble, to pile upon, 
*\to make a heap ; to repeat, to 

%,| reiterate; to fold; to add;to 
Tieh fear, to tremble with dread; 

a fold, a doubling; sch'ung 
sch'ung tip. tipe to reiterate 
tiresomely; to pile up in a 
pile; ‘t@ tipeshang ‘li, put the 
luggage ina pile; éépe ‘hi, pile 
it up; ti cheng’ pile it up 
straight ; tépzcmai «sam ‘shuz, 
don’t give yourself any trouble 
on that point ; tipe «mai ko 
chan p‘o that shop’s ‘business 
is to be closed 5 tip: smdz, pile 
it up well ; tipeds'z” repeated- 
ly, as visits. 

Loquacious, fluent; to taste 
blood, to smear with: blood ; 
tip. tip: wordy, talkative. 

‘Tablets for writing on; a 
AS* diploma, a warrant ; records, 

genealogical registers; in- 
structions, acts, dispatches ; 
yuk: tips royal genealogies ; to” 
tip, a priest’s diploma or certi- 
ficate, entitling him to three 
days’ lodging ; yman tip2 dis- 
patches of government ; ‘pd tip, 
family records. 

se Interchanged with the two 
Tack [a8t; totamper with soldiers; to 

spy, to intrigue, to sound the 

wf 
Tieh 

views of others; to inform the 
enemy; a minute, a paper; 
tip, ‘ld or «kan tip, a spy, a 
secret agent of another party. 

Be, A parapet with embrasures, 
Tieh 2 battlement on a wall; to 

stitround with a parapet. 
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Fie The lining or stuffing of the 
*soles of shoes; a model for a 
D shoe ; a patten; ‘héung tip, 
long, the Clattering Patten 
Corridor, refers to an an- 
cient story. 
Similar to ship, ie to take 

sig, Up and count; to fold; to 
grasp. Usually pronounced 
ship, in the phrase, ship, <shi, 
to divine by marked straws ; 
ship, tipx to fold) up in the 
hands. 

Pe, Interchanged with Sor He 
y, ips a thin plate or leaf; also a 

fir window. Read tim, a bed mat. 
Waves surging along. 

Te Also read ; sits, like sy 
to exclude; to clean a well ; 

' to scatter; to stop and rest; 
to disclose, to leak ; to dirty. 
To curry leather. ./A collo- 

Sic  quial word. |A plate, a platter, 
a flat dish ; ‘tin tip: bowls and 

\ plates; «ping tip2 a platter ; 
io sh? syau tip, sweetmeat or side’ 

plates; ¢s'at, tip, lacquered 
plates ; ‘shéung tip. a douceur 
to a waiter. 
A little boat, a punt, used 

“by poor people. 

A butterfly; < tip, a but- 
Tien terfy ; hap tip. butterflies and 

moths; st tip: kaw a broad 
hinge or butt; <% tip, fa, an 

iris or Hedrideclig's slo <fau sin 
tip, gigantic butterflies from 
the Litas hills. - 

Pe To walk along, to step, to 
Trap, stir the feet; to put the foot 

BYE 

Yeh 

fe 
Tieh 

down, to staviip, 
Plates of metal used in mak- 

ing plate armor; the end of an 
arrow. 

T IPy 

A thumb ring of gem or 
Sheh ‘ivory, an archer’s thimble, 

commonly called <Aung chi; 
tip. kau, a quiver,» 

Tip. 
A 

Written scrolls; a writing, 
T aR document, a manuscript, a 

billet; a visiting card; a copy- 
slip ; a card, a placard ; ‘pan 
tips a petition ; chit tip, 
proposals for a contract, to, 
invite proposals; fat, tip, 
black paper copyslips : sming 
t‘ip, a visiting card; dant ‘tps 
a single folded card ; <ts‘iiu 
tip, ative fold card; ch'ut, pak, 

_ tip, an. anonymous . placard; 
shang t'tp, to send a card; ‘to 
t ‘ip ‘settled, decided ; “shéung 
t' ‘ip> cards offering a reward ; 
tip, to envelope or case for) 
cards; sh? t‘ip, an examination 
of essays in poetry. 

BR, To leave as pledge, to give 
Tien gage; to cover or throw 

over one, as a cloak ; ~ to sup- 
ply, to make up ; to paste up, 
to post.; to lean on, attached ; 
snim tip, to paste on ; 3 Cait tip, 
to assist another, to atronize ; 

_ tip,sam, intimate, fe ellow-feel- 
ing; tip, shan, attached to, 
as a servant; ftp, ‘kan kak; 
sli, near neighbors; ‘4 pe ko? s sh? 
to paste up an edict ; 5 ‘po.t'ip, 
‘to make up a deficienc AK: 
Qe, still, peaceable ; to be 

1 resigned, submissive; on sam 
pe ips fuk quietly Jeqlaupees 

to God’s will. 

tk 



TIT. 

(569) o> ojo Pte 

Toslip, to stumble and fall ; 
“Teoh t0 fall over or down ;'to kick 

out ; reduced, as in price ; to 
pass or jump over; to make 
a false step; to walk quickly ; 
‘ta tit, to fall down ; tity. chéuk, 

to slip down; tit; ‘ta ‘siin 
\ shéung, to get hurt by a fall ; 

tit, lan® it. fell and broke; 
shang tik; tit, lokycame very 
near falling; dit, ‘kam ‘léung 

|... ko two fell out and were lost ; 
-.\ tit, k@ the price has fallen ; 
-. 1» tits ‘td, fell over ; tit, tsuk, to 

stamp the feet with vexation ; 
> tits yats kau, had a tumble. 
PE, To alternate, to change ; ||. 

— reciprocal, alternate, chang- 
Be | ing; to take each other’s 
Tieh places; rotation; tite yung? 

‘syau kong, alternately use 
> kindness and: severity; tit, 

ching tit, fav now risiug and 
then declining. 
A’cloth or paper case to 

‘Chin cover Chinese books ; a book 
"wrapper; a little bag, a satch- 
el; toarrange in order; shu 

') tit, a book envelope. 
4 Interchanged with the last ; : 
Chant stitch, to pierce with a 

~~ “needle; a period of ten years; 
| hoi ts‘at; tit, entered the se- 

--*venth decennium, as at 61. 
* Order, in a series, regular; 
Chin to dispose in order ; to multi- 

ply; a station, a post, an office; 
usual ; skillful in, acquainted, 

wise ;adeeennium; clear and 
explicit, asteaching; luk, tit, 
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official salary; shang ski tit. 
tit, each one went in his order. 

, Melons just set, young tu- 
Tieh CUmbers or melons, gherkins ; 

ckwa tite large and small me- 
lons, met. posterity... 

, High, raised ground; an 
Tien @nt-hill ; a cavern. 

, Badges of coarse cloth worn 
Tieh O09 the head and waist, for 

mourning ; mourning ‘scarfs ; 
at tit? funereal waistbands. _ 

Zz Age of eighty, an octogen- 
Tieh atian ; old, infirm; hard fea- 

tured, as'old people are; the 
‘setting sun. 

(661) Tet. 

ex Tron, called hak; <kam; the 
) 7 black metal ; made. of iron; 
gk, firm, decided ; fit; A? iron 
Tieh , tools; t°tt, sheke<samsch'éung 

immovable, firm; ¢ ié, ‘shi kom? 
shat, hard\as iron cinders; ft, 
sha, iron. filings; ‘ta tit, to 
work in iron; df tt, Td, a 
blacksmith; pak, tit, or syéung 
Cif, tin plates; Ctt,\p'tr’ hoop 
iron > f tt,<t'i%, rod.iron ; tit, 
siw iron wite; Cif; pat, pat, 

koi, an unalterable writing, 
likea decided officer’s verdict; 
Cit, sha dt, “.an.iton pear,” 
sone who. will not: fork out’; 
‘lang tit, tit, very cold. , 
Greedy, gluttonous ; :¢'6 tit, 

Tc}, AVaricious, inordinately gree- 
dy; an emblem of avarice, 

a monster drawn as a head 
without a body. Read ‘t'in 
if the Fan Wan. 
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(562) Tit. 

| The original form of 0 7]; 
Tidu perverse, recusaitt, seditious ; 

restless, cabaling, artful, in- 
croaching by’ falsities; dz 
fung,depraved manners; sedi- 
tious. cabals; <i pat, rabid 
writings; it tit, ants 
moved by the wind; <tiz ok, 
malignant ; tid yndn, outrage- 
ous, violent; «ti skit ‘nau 
ning’ willful, one who can’t be 
pleased ; fung’ tit, dogged, 
uncontrite; ‘ching dit, dic- 
tatorial, assuming and over- 
bearing ; it) swan, reckless 
of consequences. 
To cast away, to throw away; 

to lay down; torrid, relieved of; 
to cast off ; tit ‘lane, let him 
coo! off; itt lok lay it down ; 
tit lok. ‘shui, thrown into the 
water ; ¢itt min’ to blast one’s 
credit ; tiv ¢ at, wasteful, care- 
less of things ; tit shit -p'du, 
to quote a maxim against one, 
to bring up a wise saw; yéung? 

| sz” tit choi, cast your cares 
to the wind; .¢it h? to reject, 
to heave away ; «tint <’m ha I 

B 
Tit 

ean’s get them off my hands ; |} 
it ‘ngan kok; to, ogle. 

tg To engrave, to cut figures 
a on, to carve andwadorn ; ; to 
J polish, as a composition ; or- 
Tiau namented, engraved; to tat- 

too; sometimes used for the 
next; div (fa, to adorn with 
carvings; ¢éé hak; engraving ; 
tit sts dung, a wall adorned 
with sculptures. @; 

} Tiau 

TIU: 

Fading, falling, as the sere 
leaf; exhausted, injured ; «ti 
sling, fallen and scattered ; 
dying, as plants; <¢ié ¢sé? fall- 
en, withered,,as flowers. 
To cut and. work gems, to 

Téa engrave precious stones ; tit 
téuk, to polish gems. 

An eagle, a lammergyr; a 
iy large bird of prey, whose pre- 

gence even makes other’ birds 
cast their feathers; <tié «tii, 
clear, bright. 
The marten or sable; 2% 

‘shit sp't, marten fur ; ‘kau ‘mi 
tsuk, tit, a dog’s tail tacked 
on a sable—incongruous ; <tit 
‘mi, fur. tails, worn by mili- 
tary officers. 

| To condole with mourners, 
to ask respecting the dead ; 
to wail, to assist at a buri- 

Jal 

Ai 
Tiau 

\'Ciaw al; condolence, sympathy; to 
compassionate others, feeling 
for ; suspended; to hang up, 
to suspend; to take, to inove ; 
to order a rehearing; fiw 
‘sz’ mourning, sorrowing for 
friends; tiv. on? to order a 
second trial; ¢i@ song, to es 
for the dead ; fats syéung tit 
a paralytic fit hot tiv to 
prepare for a funeral ; tit? fan? 
to remove a criminal to er 
other court; ¢i@ ‘hi, hang 
up; ‘¢é ti flighty, haride'do 
application ; ¢2@ ‘keng, hung 
by the ueck; tiv ‘ung, a 
hanging bucket; a fortane- 

- teller’s sign; yats tit sts‘in, a 
string of L000 cash. 

2 Deep, profound ; “iti (or 
pit, Smid) tiv in a deep place. 

Read ‘nid in the Fan Wan. 



TIU. 

hie To hang up, to suspend ; 
aap to tie things, to bind or con- 

fine a person. 
> A hook, a fish-hook ; to fish, 

Tiga to angle; a device ; to bait, to 
set a trap for; to seek after, 
to fish for, as praise; to use 
something as a means; <'m 
‘shéung ‘ni tit’ he don’t take 
your hook, he’}I not be gulled; 
tit <i, to angle; ti@ tat, sha, 
to hook soles—a slang phrase 
for stealing shoes. 

Profound, retired ; elegant, 
reserved, lady-like ; ‘tz tiu* ad- 
mirable, beautiful, enchanting. 

tik An unauthorized character. 
A small black glazed earthen 
jar, having no ears; <dng tii’ 
jars ; ‘shui tid a water jar. 

2 'T'o move, to shake; to clash, 
“F to strike against; correct, 

Tigu properly placed; often used 
erroneously for the next; to 
change, to interchange; tiv 
hing to strike stores together, 
people’s opinions clashing ; 
tit shite to wag the tongue ; 
tit pv to swagger ; tit’ fong, 
to lie. 

aa A tune, a song; the tone of 
7% an instrument; a ballad; to 

Tiau cclect ; to move, to transfer, to 
change about, to exchange ; to 
seek. Acolloquial word. A 
classifier of meals and whip- 
pings; yat, chi ti a tune ; tiv 
‘shéung tit lok, change this 
higher and bring that down; 
tit’ tin® to exchange, to trans- 
pose ; <ts‘ai ti clever, capa- 
ble; to tit? t never satisfied, 
many alterations; <hong tit’ a 
tune, a ballad; ¢i# ‘chiin, to 

Ton. Dicr. 67 

cs 
Tiau 

Re 
Ti 
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transpose ; <¢‘ai tid the usher 
in the examination hall; tiv 
fan ‘chiin dau, turn your 
head around; shih: tit’ kung, 
had a good meal ; ‘ta ti? ‘kit, 
gave himva beating. 

(563) Tid. 

Weakly, young and tender ; 
unable to travel far ; impatient 
of labor, envious of others ; to 
appropriate to one’sself; .¢'1% 
tit ckung ‘tsz’ a weakling. 
To cut, to pare, to scrape 

off; tt kéuk; kan, to ham- 
string, for a punishment. 
Mouarnfual, sorry ;-to despise, 

to disesteem; to have little 
kindness for. 
Tocarry on the shoulder or 

the end of a stick; to lift; to 
“mix, to stir about ; to take out 
of, to select; to irritate, to 
provoke, to stir up, to give 
trouble; to sew in an edge, to 
baste, to sew together; to 
lead; to play with, to trifle; 
quickly ; a spoon; tam’ tit, 
to carry with a beam; «fit «so, 
to stir up, to make mischief; 
fit tat; untrustworthy ; light 
minded, dtu <hot, to scatter, 
to spread out; it ‘siin, to 
select out ; fit (fi, a porter; 
tit sham kwat, to sew 
clothes; ¢az* 1 yat, ‘tang, 
a general selection of gradu- 
ates: for district magistrates ; 
df it tang, to raise the wick; 
tit ‘yan, to lead on, to take 

Hl 
T’idu 

oR 
Tian 

‘Be 
Tian 

the lead in doing evil; ¢ tu put, 
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to. sow discord; ‘it <'m ‘hi, 
too heavy to lift; there are 
none fit to choose; «tid choi, 
to lift off, to put aside. 

ih ‘Tio move or replace the 
’~ family tablets; the ancestral 

T Uhall; ¢sung ‘it, an ancestral 
temple, a patrimony; ‘shau 
¢ it, to guard the lares. 

T’iau 

To harmonize, to blend ; to 
restore the peace, to bring 
about an end, to adjust pro- 
perly; to mix up, to compound, 
as medicine; to attend to, as 
one’s health; to temper, to 
regulate, to moderate; to tune 
an instrument; to try notes, 
to find the tone of a character ; 
to unite, as syllables; to spell ; 
tit ‘ha ko tsz” run through 
that word ; sti <yam, to har- 
monize sounds; <t‘itt m# to 
blend tastes, to spice; «tiv 
ch# to cure a disease;-to put 
to rights; st‘t ‘chu, to man- 
age ; st‘it ¢ au ‘hang ‘hang, to 
act sullenly, to refuse obed- 
lence; sfiuz kang, to season 
soups; an earthen spoon; 
<t‘it sin, to tune a fiddle ; <f‘zt 
‘yéung, to nurse one’s health; 
tit h? lewd dalliance. 

; A cicada or broad locust ; 
Tsu tit kép, the cast-off skin or 

exuvie of the cicada. 

+ Clover ; a reed, whose tops 
Sd | are fit for brooms; sling <t iit, 
<4 |a marshy plant whose juice 
Tiéy dyes the hair black, also call- 

ed “ rat-tail grass; ’’ a sort of 
ivy or vine cleaving to walls; 
<t'tu <iv, clover, turned in for 
a subsoil in Chehkiang; st'i 
st'té, high, lofty. 

TW. 

: Distant, remote; to go far 
away; sin ‘lk tid tit, 
thousands of miles away ; <t‘it 
sit, remote. 

ee Ringlets, hair of children 
s : ts 2 

Tig falling down; st‘it<nin, young, 
*“" youthful. 

Ha] Toshed teeth; young, child- 
£ : te. , t+. 
Tig ish; fiz cnin, a lad; <i 

“"<eh‘an, to get the new teeth. 
R A pair of reins, made of 

leather; a bridle. ~ Tiau 

fi A long narrow fish, called 
Ts * pak, ¢'ti, perhaps a species 
‘Uf Thryssa or Engraulis. 

ARR A branch, a twig; anything 
ig long and slender; a classifier 

““4of long things, as a cane, a 
chain, a string, a snake, a bill, 
a queue, a worm, a river, a 
rainbow, a feather; an item, a 
section ; an article, a division ; 
a law; a manner; kak, ‘ki dit 
kai wai only a few streets off; 
yat, tit st‘at muk: one thesis ; 
fat, sit, a main spring or 
hair-spring; yat, siz ‘shau 
kan, a handherchief ; ‘ki<t'tz, 
several items; kw aist‘it, regu- 
lations; yat; st‘it ‘ts‘d, a spear 
of grass; ‘it <i Syau ‘hi, 
every sort of thing hasits rules. 

m3 A bamboo basket for carry- 
“ ing hay or muck, used by 

TAU husbandmen; ho®t'id, tocarry 
a basket. 

| Toleap, to skip, to bounce,’ 
, }to jump; to dance, to hop 

Feld _) about ; to palpitate, to beat; 
Tian to intrude upon; to advance, 

to shoot, as sprouts; to fling, 
to cast; tid hot to lay a 
crime to another’s charge ; 
tiw lok.<loi, jump down ; tiw 

T’iau 
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kd, to jump up; sts‘uid ch'iv 
ti hopping and skipping 
abont ; sam puk: puk: tw my 
heart beats with terror; t‘iw 
‘fan sts‘éung, to leap a wall 
— an assignation; fiw <lung 
smtn, to jump the dragon’s 
gate —to rise rapidly in de- 
grees; <ha kom tit’ techy as 
a crab ; fiw <ts‘d, jumps from 
his manger—to leave an 
employ causelessly. 

Hk To look aslant, to glance 
¥™ furtively at, to peep; to look 

T'idu afar ; tid? mong? to gaze at. 
| >» High officers sent to visit the 

court from princes; to have 
an audience; to send envoys 
to the princes. 
Read ‘fi ; to incline the ear, 
to look at closely; ‘ft ‘shau, 
hanging the head and skulk- 
ing away. 

ve To sell rice, to dispose of 
PF grain ; ch‘ut, tia to sell corn ; 

Tau eng tit? to sell cheap, as 
from granaries. 

T’iau 

- 

(564) To. 

Many, much ; often, numer- 
ous; more ; a superlative, far, 
very, too, much; to admire; 
to praise; to crave for more, 
to add ; exceeding, excessive ; 
cto sz” busy ; officious ; ‘ki to, 
how many? to ‘shit, how 
much? .to tak, ‘ni, much oblig- 
ed to you; <o kwo’ st'au, far 
too many ; chung? tak; cto, this 
is the heaviest ; Ail’ <ta ‘ki siz, 
go again many times; «mod <lai 

B 
To 
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kom .to, not so much has come; 
‘mai slai kim? to, don’t come 
so often; I don’t want so many 
to come ; tai? ‘ngo <to «to man? 
haw make my best respects 
to him ; ‘hd <to, a great many ; 
to .cht, to admire him ; ¢fo tsé 
many thanks; <’m <to, not over- 
much ; chuk, «sam to, to pray 
for the three manies, i.e. sons, 
wealth and age ; .fo ‘shau, med- 
dling ; ¢o kav’ gvong, a schem- 
ing fellow ;.<tosmung lok, T am 
much indebted to you. 

‘aE Hard, compact earth, clods ; 
Ts firm ground. 

(This is often pronounced ¢2.) 

‘Qt | Branches hanging ; a clas- 
Ga 7 sifier of flames and flowers ; 
AS ) to lead by the hand; to move ; 
To yat, ‘to ‘fo, one flame ; .fa ‘ti, 

flowers, bouquets ; “i ‘to, the 
ear ; ‘to <t, the chops ; ‘tu ‘tu, 
all sorts of flowers. 
A, target; side apartments 

used as school-rooms ; shé? ‘to 
or tsin’ ‘to, a target for arrows; 
ssheng ‘to, an esplanade walk 
on a wall. 
The body ; to conceal one’s 

self, to hide away; to skulk, 
° to slip off, to secrete ; ‘to nik, 

to lie hid, to be out of the 
way ; ‘to ‘lan, shirking work, 
lazy; ‘to smdi yat, ch hid 
away snugly; ‘to cha? to ab- 
scond from one’s creditors ; ‘to 
p? to evade, to shun ; ‘to ‘shim, 
to dodge out of one’s sight; 
‘to sts‘ong, to secrete. 

Fay To chop fine, to hash, to 
cut into mince meat; to” swat 

° yuk2 tséung? to cut up flesh, 
to hack in pieces. 

R 
To 
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ey The mind flagging; nerve- | 
To less, indolent, lounging, lazy; 

rude ; ‘lan to* loitering, lazy ; 
toi’ to* remiss, cold and rude. 

=2 ‘To fall in ruins; fallen, ru- 
—= ined, dilapidated, destroyed ; 
To decayed, reduced, poor; to 

fall over, to fall down ; to hang 
down, to sag; to flow down, 
as tears ; disused, effete, worn 
out; setting, as the moon; 
occurs for the preceding ; to 
lok, to fall down; degraded, 
fallen, poor; to? lok. -kai, 
damn you! chit; te* may you be 
cursed! <¢'éi to? push it over; 
tsui’ to’ fell down drunk; to* 
lok, @ a reduced family; to 
‘ma, to fall off a horse ; fo’ 
lokz haw to fall behind. 

it The whdulating line of a 
* range of hills, having peaks | 

To and hollows. 

(565) T’o. 
' 

Hi To pull, to drag along ; to | 
“HS \ draw ; to draggle ; to lead, to | i 2 ggie; ead, | 

HG | take by the hand; to drag | 
T’o into, to implicate; to protract; | 

do déi ‘shau, to join hands | 
in walking ; <t°o<shiim, to track 
a boat; a fishing smack that 
drags nets; ‘0 nai tav ‘shui, 
draggled through the mud, met. 
verbose, turbid, as astyle; <t‘o 
lut® involved, as in floss or 
danger ; to -ké& sshiin, a fish- 

SR 

ing smack ; ta? <t‘o, a large 
smack ; <0 sats as if bending 
the knee; <0 chi? ‘kit, lead 
him along ; <0 sin, to put off; 

TO. 

to ta? ‘ha, help me on a little; 
to tip: kwo ‘k'ii, 1 was oblig- 
ed by a loan from him; «to 
st au kom ‘ho, mutually pleas- 
ed; <t'o sling, to wear a pea- 
cock’s feather 
Often used for ct‘o, EK to 

carry on the back; sta piv 
° humpbacked; oat ct'o, ele- 
gant, genteel. 

ie A crookbacked person, a 
‘/t humpback ; having a diseased 

° ‘spine. 
A man’s name ; ‘ Wan kung 

~ chi <t'o, a general in the days 
° of Mencius. 

Ne Streams diverging, a tribu- 
“ws tary; a heavy rain; falling 

° tears; the .f'% - c’o cho is a 
branch of the T'sz’-ya, one of 
the affluents of the Pei-ho. 
To sling stones ; té fi st‘o, 

to play at throwing slung 
stones and pulling them back. 
The next occurs in this sense. 

fe) A stone roller ; the balance- 

bo 

As 
NZ 
5 id 

‘ 

T’o 

} weight on a steelyard ; ‘ta ft 
Wy, |<t'o, to throw slung stones; 
T’o ching’ ct'o, steelyard weight ; 

tam’ <t‘o, to throw the lead. 
& A skein or hank of silk or 
“)™ floss; silken tassels used as 
T’o ornaments on furs. 
HE A fabulous animal like a 
“2 ™ sheep with four ears and nine 
T’o tails ; ct‘o clo cyung, or ct'o <lo 

<ni, velvet. ; 
= To deceive, to insult; lyin 
ae boasting. Read <i, in vthe 
To phrase <i, self satisfied. 
Re To slip; <¢s‘o <t‘o, to stumble 
**™ in going uphill ; to miss a good 

. erie to let an opportunity 
slip. 
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Face flushed with drink, 
rubicund ; <f‘o <t‘o ding* dizzy, 
giddy, half-drunk ; ¢°0 <ngan, 
flushed, red in the face. 
Steep, dangerous, as a path; 
a common ‘Budhist syllable ; 
‘p'o to, rugged ; a road along 
a cliff; ‘pd st'o shan, the is- 
jand of Pooto near Chusan; 
sha <td, sandy stepps. 
A camel; to carry on the 

* back ; loks <t* 0, a camel; st‘o 
° pir hunchbacked. 

A horse carrying burdens; 
toride or carry on horseback; 

° to back a burden; f# <t‘o, to 
carry a pack, a packhorse. 
A colloquial word. ‘To hang 
upon, to suspend, as from the 
neck or girdle; <t’o tsor’ -k’'am 
cau, hang it on the lappel; 
ct'o <t°6, with child. 
A sort of water gavial, which 

burrows in the sand; alsoa 
® small species of dog fish or 
lamprey. 
Like the preceding; a dra- 

gon, a large iguana, whose 
° skin was used for drums ; sto 
‘kit sp'ung sp‘ung, the rattling 
drums. 

A rudder; ‘t'o kung, a 
helmsman; ‘¢° oxt “ung, atiller ; 

bi ‘t'0 ‘mi, the rudder ; 'ti ‘fo, 
T’o to port ‘the helm ; ‘pa ‘’o, to 

steer. 

‘ Secure, safe, stable, fixed, 
firm ; quiet, at ease, settled : 

To gy tong? all proper, secured, 
everything right; ‘t‘o ¢‘ép, well 
arranged, secured; ‘yau tik, 
’m ‘to, there’s something 
unsafe, there’s a screw loose ; 
‘kong ‘to, well said. 

T’o 

“Te 

sk 

te 

a 
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mf To spit; saliva; to syan, 
to spit at one; to ma’ to 

° revile ; ‘hau t'o to expectorate 
and spit; to mit. phlegm. 

(566) To. 

A knife ; a sword with one 
edge; a knife-shaped coin cur- 
rent in the Han dynasty; a 
punt, a canoe; a classifier of 
quires; the 18th radical of 
characters relating to wea- 
pons, cutting, &c., yat, ‘pa 
¢0,a knife; <6 “sai, a pen- 
knife; <td yuk, the blade; td 
‘hau, edge of a knife ; <6 ‘tsui, 
point of a blade; ¢s‘o7 <td, a 
cleaver ; sch'ai <t0, a chopper ; 
shun’? <td, a stiletto; ‘tsin <td, 
shears, scissors ; tau’ fw .t6 or 
‘léung min? <td, a bean-curd 
knife ; met. adonblefaced syco- 
phant; .¢6 hok, aSCabbard ; ‘ma 
cts‘tn <td, a guard of swords- 
men; ‘shad ‘ha ‘ma sts‘in £0, 
make a fair show of it; luk, 
to ‘cht, six quires or folds of 
paper ; ‘smo to fa, to fence; 
ckwan td, a claymore, such as 
Kwanti wielded; tai <ts‘dn 
to, a case knife. 

fin A long narrow boat, a punt; 
a load of 300 huk, or 1500 

Té0 tau‘ or pecks, probably be- 
cause this sort of boat catried 
that quantity. 

AD 
Ta 

JJ 
Tau 

A metropolis, the residence 
of the court, the capital ; spot 
where is an imperial temple ; 
a fief granted to princes; an 
imperial city whose rents were 
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granted to statesmen; the 
state, the empire; abundant, 
fine, full; an exclamation of 
delight, excellent! to dwell; to 
occupy; all, altogether, the 
whole, in general ; also, toge- 
ther with; still, not at all, 
may possibly be, probably ; ¢o 
m? kin? kwo ‘kit, Pve not 
seen him at all; ta2 <6 dt sh? 
all are about the same; sung? 
td <'m iw 1 don’t even wishit as 
a gift; ‘ngo <td hi? I will go 
too; <king ¢d, the metropolis; 
hai <6 ‘hd, all are good; <td 
kwo? tak, can manage to get 
by; I can get along, I think; 
0 ha? chan’ wan’ had nothing 
but trouble; <¢6 “’unag, a major- 
general; <¢d ch'dt, tn® the 
Censorate. 
A tower or watchman’s turret 

¥ over a city gateway ; a doub- 
" led door at a city gate. 

« #4.) To look, to see, to observe, 
to view ; perceived, manifest- 
Jed; ‘¢) matz sz’ cyan, to re- 

Tq member people by looking 
at what they left one. 
To obstruct, to close, to shut; 

> to guard, to ward off; a wall, 
“as around a yard; 59 cubits 

of wall; at peace, settled, as 
if at home; ‘to sak, to close 
against ; ‘¢0 éstf. to guard ; to 
wall off the way to; ‘td, 
coin, pelf, lucre — an old 
term; ‘td # to defend. 

c ‘l'o gamble, to play, to wager, 
to game; to risk, to stake; 
gaming, play; ‘td kwan? a 
gambler; lan’ ‘td smd «wai, a 
confirmed gambler is useless ; 
‘td pok; to play; choi ‘to 

TO. 

sch‘éung, to open a table; ‘td 
ming* to risk one’s life, as in 
war ; ‘tO meng’ tit, try the 
chance, as in trading ; ‘td<ts‘tn 
to game ; ‘td ‘ts‘oi, see how it 
will turn out; ‘td chaw to 
swear, to take an oath; ‘td 
tong’ <t'au, to leave security 
for a debt of honor. 

c An island in the sea, an 
4 islet; ‘hoi ‘td, an island ; sp'ung 
“" doi <sin ‘to, fairy isles. 

(Ee, To beat, as clothes; to 
jar pound, as in a mortar; to 
Te) ram down, to make solid, as 
Tau’ a wall; to lean against; to 

collect ; ‘td Jan? to beat fine; 
‘to ch'ut, chap, to pound out 
the juice; ‘¢6 4, to beat clothes 
in washing. 

‘is To pray, to make supplica- 
fe tions, to intreat the gods; to 

" request, in courteous phrase; 
ski ‘td, to pray; td kd to 
make known to the gods; shi 
‘to, thus I request — used at 
the end of letters. 
To fall down, to fall pros- 

trate; to invert, to subvert ; to 
throw one’s self down ; sign of 
the past tense, in which it is 
like the next ; an adverb, still, 
yet, indeed ; ‘td <ch‘a <lai, pour 
out tea and bring it; ‘sz’ ‘td 
t? he fell dead ; ‘td snong -kwa, 
a rotten melon, one who is 
bloated ; ‘ta ‘td, fallen over ; 
tip it over; ‘tad <°m ‘td, you 
did not hit him; sh# ft tin 
‘to, to confound right and 
wrong; ‘td sch‘ong, to take to 
one’s bed ; ‘kong ‘to ‘kit, con- 

. vinced him, made him see it 
so; tsiitz ‘to, very laughable; 

“fei] 

Tau 
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3] ==reach, to extend to; to go or 
Tau 

TO. 

chuk, ‘td, seized him; ‘kt ‘to 
ch'w stand there ; ‘to ¢? i <lo, 
a sot rolling on the ground: 
“to shiit, tik, ‘hd, indeed you 
speak well; ‘to chong, bank-| 
ruptcy of a house; ‘td wan? 
unlucky. 
To arrive at, to attain, to 

come to; to, at, up to; finish- 
ed, completed ; still, but, yet ; 
till, on the contrary ; sign of 
the past tense; hi? t0’ pin ch‘? 
where’s he gone? ¢0 ch'i? yat, 
yéung* everywhere the same ; 
<loi to he has come; td’ <i kam 
till now ; ‘t‘at tak, t& he will 
be on the watch; ‘séung tak, 
to’ have thought all about it; 
td ‘tai, to the bottom; how- 
ever, after all, finally, at last ; 
sz’ t& ct‘au loi, the matter is 
even now pressing; smd ‘sho 
pat, to omnipresent, it reach- 
es everywhere; «chau 10° all 
around, complete; <shau td 
received; td <kd, reached 
home; ‘hd to ka k€ one who 
does not take offense; t0° ‘ya 
p@ well, let it pass—to ‘ya is 
an adverbial phrase, like in- 
deed, just so; t@ t0 ww hw 
still you wish to go against 
all reason; (@ ‘ngdn ké a 
squinting man; to tit?’ ‘md 
tik; mak: ‘shui, when hung up, 
not a drop of ink would come 
out of him, z.e. he knows noth- 
ing ; tso’ to” shape fun shap: 
done excellently well. 

Small worms; grubs in > 

Bi wood; the tinea, a book-worm; 
the cheese mite; weevil grubs ; 
to sii, a bookworm, a student; 
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to yike extortionate police- 
men; 0° «mo sch‘ung, hairy 
caterpillars. 

yp | Jealous, as a wife ; envious, 
» }feeling ill will towards, one 
j averse; t® ‘fi, a jealous 

Ta woman; td k? jealous; tsat, 
to envy, jealousy. 

ye To fall in ruins, destroyed ; 
to besmear, to dirty; hd t& 

Th a ‘t'é, to do detriment to 
earthly things. 

4° A road, a path, a way; a 
7. , thoroughfare ; azone; a cir- 

cult ; virtue, rectitude; reason, 
doctrine, principle, what com- 
mon sense approves; the 
Reason or the Logos of the 
Rationalists; a principle, a 
reason ; to follow out; to ac- 
cord with, to lead in the way, 
to direct, in which it is like 
the next; to speak, to talk, to 
converse ; by, from, the way 
a thing comes; a classifier of 
dispatches and edicts; #@ ‘ii, 
reason, doctrine, propriety ; 
t@ tak; virtue ; t0° tam’ to talk 
about ; 40° Jo? a road, a way; 
‘yau mat, to Id have you any 
thing for me to do? t@ tip, a 
priest’s certificate ; ching’ t? 
true reason; ¢0° .ka, the sect 
of the Rationalists; #0 sz” a 
‘Tau priest ; ¢0* <t‘oz, an inten- 
dant of circuit, or tdut‘ai; tak, 
to’ to become perfect and 
enter nigban; ch'ik, t# the 
equator ; goong td the royal 
road, that which is perfect, 
and operates per se; :kung t 
honorable, just; ¢sz” ‘ku to 
the proverb saith; yat, t0 
shing’ ‘chi, one imperial order. 
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at do right; 

Ta 

4 

> A measure ; 

TO. 

To lead, to conduct; to 
‘point out the way, to induce 

to regulate; to 
exhort, to teach; ‘yan to to 
show the way; to direct in 
right courses ; fan’ to district 
instructor; <hot td to teach 
first principles; <kéung td a 
village guide. 

a degree, a 
limit ; capacity, endurance; a 
degree of latitude or longi- 
tude; a rule, a regulation ; to 
measure; to arrange, to spread 
out ; to pass, as time ; tok: yat, 
sti to” take a measure of it; 
‘léung :sam to? cyan ts ti ‘kit, 
sent two or three messengers 
to hasten him; ‘ki <ch‘éung to” 
how long is it? cmd td no 
limit, unlimited; fat, t@ a 
regulation, a law; t0 yat, to 
pass the day; shik, kwo td° 
eaten too much, stuffed ; .ch‘iz 
t# to get souls out of hell; 
‘ho tav’ to? léung? very liberal, 
generous in feeling; to* huk, 
to keep time in a tune; ¢0° 

‘ttz to support one’s self. — 
ie To pass over a stream, to 

fo 

Se 

rd, to cross ; to go through, 
as a road; a boat; to cshiin, a 
passage-boat ; avting ‘shui td 
a ferry-boat ; 0° ‘au, a ferry; 
lok, to to go aboard the pas- 
sage-boat; 10° ‘ts‘in, to ford 
shallows ; 0° ‘hoi, to cross the 
seas ; “fan to <ts‘in, to divide 
the fertiage. 
To gild, to adorn with gold, 

to wash with gold; to plate; 
* t& kam, to wash with gold; 

t® ‘shau shik, gilded orna- 
ments; 46° <ngan, silvered over. 

TO. 

i 2 A sort of bullace or plum ; 
_ to stop, to shut out, to restrict, 
* toimpede; a surname; ¢0 tsiit2 

to stop the way; to put an 
end to; to «min pat, ch'ut, to 
shut one’s door, and remain 
at home; ¢0? swing, a sort of 
grass, whose fibres can be- 
made into cords; ¢0 <kiin, a 
goatsucker, 

i A sort of glutinous rice, or 
To millet, growing in marshy 

places. 
ia) Rice in the plant, paddy ; 

luk: ¢0* upland rice; sat; t 
TAY to sow rice; ‘ts’ dt early 

rice. 
ta To step down, to tread on, 
Tin © walk, to put down the foot; 

*" to tread under foot, to violate ; 
to fat, to disregard laws; ‘shau 
‘mo tsuk, to to move the hands 
and feet, gesticulation ; £0° kd, 
to walk far. 

ie Wounded in mind, afflicted ; 
a grieve for, to pity an igno- 
" rant offender ; to fear; to die 
early in life ; to huk; to bewail 
for; 10° tian’ to sigh for; 20 
csmong, grieving for one’s rela- 
tives. ‘ 
To covet, and take by force ; 

to rob, to plunder ; to abduct ; 
“to commit piracy; a pirate, a 
footpad, a highwayman; to 
appropriate another’s goods or 
country ; sk éung to a bandit; 
po to to seize robbers ; cyéung 
to pirates ; 20° ts'dke a thief; 
to’ «ming, to rob one’s good 
name ; td? to a robber ; 3 w te 
to be waylaid ; shat, t& robbed 
of ; 10° <kwan he to steal arms ; 
‘stu 10° a thief, a pilferer, 

iit 
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(667) 

A. 
T’é 

TO. 

Waters rising “tte swelling; 
, overflowing, rushing waters; 
" to overpass bounds ; to be rude 
to; a branch of the R. Han 
in ’ Shenst ; fd &0 pat, tin 
‘flowing without cessation; li’? 
yik; ¢'6 <'d, making money 
fast. 
To rejoice, greatly pleased ; 

indulgent, in excess; to treat 
disrespectfully ; to doubt ; sus- 
picion ; a long time; to refrain 
from, as grief; <td <£0 pat, 
ckwai, did not return for a long || 
time; <0 <sam, reckless, in- 

~ solent. 
i A plaited sash; a cord ;.a 

tassel or fringe of threads; 
hi occurs used for the next ; ‘ta 
T’au <0, to twist or braid silk 

fringe. 
By A sheath or case for a bow; 

i 
T’4u 

ba scabbard; a covering for|| 
weapons; a vantbrace ; 5 just; 

Tsu liberal; <t'd léuk, plans for 
fighting, strategy, tactics. 
To desire food, to love ho- 

nor ; to long for, to covet; in- 
ordinately desirous of, addict- 
ed to; ashamed of having 
had, to feel deeply grateful for, 
as unworthy of; £0 mung, 
to be greatly thankful for ; .¢°o 
chwong, desirous of your kind 
favor, ashamed of asking your 
countenance; «td kaw very 
desirous of seeing you; <t‘d 
‘t'im, ashamed of having so 
many favors; ¢°6 /am’® insatia- 
ble of your kindness ;—all 
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polite phrases; hang? .t'd .t‘tn 
kita all enjoyed the kind care 
of heaven; ¢'dm 0, greedy 
of, addicted to—— as lust, 

RD Grieved, sorrowful ; «sam <in 
fed td £0, the heart bursting 

. With grief. 
Gluttonous, gormandizing ; 

tapacious ; <f ‘9 shik; to eat and 
drink voraciously; <°d tit, 
avaricious and gluttonous ; .t°d 
Suk; one who makes a god of 
his belly. 
To cry and weep ; <ho <t'd, 

~, bawling and screaming ; kit’ 
" <¢°d, squalling, as children do. 

A peach; a flower bud, so 
called from their plumpness; 

a” wing <t'o, the beaked peach ; 
‘pin t 0, or hop, im 0, the 

flat peach’; ; had mate st ‘8, the 
Khamil peach; hat. f°, a 
walnut;<t‘d<yan, peach-meats; 
td shé a sword cutler; <td 
sft, the peach charm, hung on 
door lintels; .¢°d ‘kom ‘tsui, 
pouting, impudent; <t‘d ‘i, gum 
olibanum; cyéung st'd, sweet 
carambola ; <t‘d <ch'ung, the 
" Peach bug, ” the wren; ft 
st'd or shaw’ tai’ st*d, flowering 
almond; pik, std ‘fa, white 
double flowering peach; <t'd , 
shung, peach bloom ; ying 
tO, a cherry ; met. a woman's 
lips; €Ostin, the peach garden, 
where Lia Pi made his com- 
pact ; ‘lang fan’ <t'd, the bitter 
peach. 

¢) To abscond, to run away, 
to desert, to elude search, to 

fis flee, to escape; <t'd ‘tsau, to 
T’au run away; £°0 hol: to play 

truant; ‘Kwai <t'd, to abduct, 

‘ 

T’éu 

me 

Pe 
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asa child; fd, <t°0, to get 
clean away; <td gan, a 
deserter, a fugitive; <t'd p? to 
avoid, to get out of the way. 

eS A hand-drum with two 
buttons tied to strings, twirl- 
hed by silk peddlers, as they 

. du go through the streets, com- 
‘monly called sling dam ‘kit, 
or rattle drum. 

\ Name of a river in Sz’chuen, 
4 * and one in Shantung ; the last 

4 flows into the Gulf of Ghibli; 
<td it#2 the twelfth month ; st é 

@ 
T’a 

ins 

<td, a heavy dew, 
Mud, mire; amiry road; to 

daub, to defile, to besmear, 
to dirty; to plaster, to white- 
-wash; to blot out, to efface ; 
to fill up a hole ; thick- headed, 
dull; thick ; @<é°d, inapt, stu- 
pid; ‘cch'an ct 0, dirt and dust ; 
met. the world, the age; tb 
mit, to blot out, to erase; 10 
ct'é, amuddy road ; st Octs™ éung 
to plaster a wall; ; > min? 
to discolor the face, as actors 

or robbers do. : 
A path, a way; a pursuit, a 

mode; interchanged with the 
two last; ich éung fd, a long 
road ; ptin’ :t°d <& fai’ to fail in 
a pursuit, to stop half) way 5 
sti <t'd, along the road ; .ch'ing 
td, the raad, the distance, 
A fine and solid variety of 

pine wood used for making 
furniture. 
A bitter herb, perhaps a sort 
of colt’s foot ( Tussilago ); the 

4 tea shrub; a weed; <td mau, 
light, lithe, graceful, as a girl 
6 tuk» bitter troubles ; oben 
#0, a god, whose name is, 

in 

o AP 

& 

RR 
T’a 

8 

Af 
T’au 

Sn 
T’au 

i 
T’éu 

‘to melt; 

To. 

written on doors, asacharm; 
sin’ <t‘d, to borrow ; st'd «mi fa, 
a red rose. 
The lees of spirits, the sedi- 

meat of wine ; st'O smi, a sort 
of gin; tO st ‘tsan, mulled 
wine, medicated spisits, au- 
ciently drank. 
A gentle palfrey ; st ‘Oat'd, a 

, Well-trained horse. 

_A bird which burrows with 
marmots or rats ; the notice of 

“its habits resembles those ef 
the burrowing owl. 

An earthen vessel of any 
kind. Read <t#, a kiln for 
burning earthen or other ware. 
Interchanged with the next. 
A furnace for burning pot- 

tery; earthenware; mournful 
thoughts; to nourish; to please, 
to exhilirate; to give vent to 

, the feelings; correct, straight; 
<td cyan, a potter; st'd cyung, 

to reform or trans- 
form ; cp'o ‘st6, grapes ; 0 
cyan, a kiln. 
Read <it ; a man’s name, «2 
sé, a minister of Shun; ad 
it well satisfied, ‘eM 

o scour, as rice; to wi 
out, to sift, to caer. 
cleanse and search. for, as for 
gold dust; :t°6 ‘mai, to scour 

rice; <td ckon tseng? to wash 

Ky 
T’au 

out clean; <6 «shad, to wash 
out the sand; <f'0 «sha ‘ld, 
scavengers who wash out rub- 
bish ; slau ‘shui st'd st°0, gently 
flowing waters. 

l'o braid cord; to. bind; a 
cord, a twisted string ; £9 
chit to tie up, as a dog. 

' 



TO: 

The vine ; spd <td ‘kwo, 
1 BrP ess in Canton, a kind of 

au Fose-apple is so called; sp‘d std 
‘tsau, wine from grapes; spi- 
rits flavored with rose-apples. 
The cuff of a coat, the end ||‘ 

+ of the sleeve; it is often em- 
4" broidered and shaped like a 

horsehoof. 
Drunken, tipsy; «nd st’d, 

rE reeling, tipsy, drunk, stagger- 
ing along. 

Hi The wood used i in a drum; 
the wooden part of a drum. 

44 Read dz, a drum. 
A block of wood, a useless 

stick; an auspicious animal ; 
'Ongat, perverse, intractable, 
doggish; <0 mia cht ng? 

.. passed it over ignorantly.: 
BE Waves, billows; angry waves 
T’au 

a 

Tan 

dashing on the shore; ; po st'd, 
“ dashing wave’. 

‘To cover with feathers; a 
kind of feather flag or fan, 

“used by dancers or actors; a 
_ funereal banner ; <4't:t"d, stan- 

_ dards.of the army. 
bs A strong wind. Read <ch‘au, 

a na 2 gentle rustling breeze. 

p< 

Tu 

To go afoot, to walk; 
 footman, a soldier ; a disciple, 
a follower; a crowd, a mul- 
titnde ; a sensualist, a low fel- 

~ jow: banditti, rufhians; ser- 
vants abont an office; empty, as 
an open hand; in vain, futile, 
to no purpose; ‘only, barely ; to} 
transport for three years : <0 
tava disciple, an apprentice ; 
smd la? «chi <td, a faithless 
fellow: t'd pe to foot it; ?m 
ha? ‘ha it'd, a vile fellow ; <td 
ld and -kung, all trouble “andl 

T’a 

4 

TO. 

no pain; Jan? <t'd, a rascal ; 
st'd<in, in vain, uselessl y ; man? 
sO, transportation for three 
years; ‘ft «'d, banditti. 
A map, a drawing, a chart, 

a ‘diagram; to delineate, to 
sketch on paper; to scheme, 
to contrive; to plan how to 
get out of trouble ; to plot, to 
intrigue ; to estimate, to cal- 
culate ; to wish for, to try for; 
dam <td, to earnestly Wish ; 
st*d tsik; ‘books and drawings ; 
t'd ying, the forin of, the con- . 
tour; a plate of; ct°d «shu, a 
stone or metallic seal; td 
chéung, one’s seal; st°d ko’ 
ch'ut; :shan, ta contrive how 
to get the situation ; <t'd 7? to 
scheme after gain. 

To butcher, to kill and dress 
animals ; to kill, to rip up, to 
rend ; «t'd fi or 0 cyan, a 
butcher ; kam’ :t'd, to prohibit 
butchering animals. 
An anima! when sick ; worn 

539 

igh out by travel ; ‘ma <t°d, a jaded 

T’a 

horse. 
Earth, soil, clods, ground ; 

the fourth of the five elements ; 
a region, a place, a country ; 
possessions ; lands; a clayey, 
sallow, or earthy, ‘color ; on 
the ground ; made of clay ; > 
local, peculiar, native to the 
place; the 32d radical of cha- 
racters relating to earth; ‘fd 
sing, Mercury ; ; ‘shut ‘td, the 
climate, the peculiarities ofa 
place ; fang td cyan sts‘ing, 
local manners, spirit of a peo- 
ple; ‘td‘ch'an, productionsofa 
country ; f d<yan, the a fi 
Yd fam, a patois; ‘to fv a 
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‘at 
T’4 

Ls 

T'O. 

go-down, the-ground story; 
t'dm ‘td, to test the soil for 
a grave, as geomancers do; 
‘t'dtshan, the terminalia ; haw’ 
‘td, the guardian of graves — 
a dragon; ‘td muk;Sngau yan, 
a blockhead, a statue, a dolt ; 
‘td .sz' Canton raw silk ; -kwai 
t'd, to bury, to return to dust ; 
‘td ‘kwai, traitors, fellows in 
league with the enemy; Aw@ 
‘td, one’s native place; ‘td 
‘fi, local banditti; ‘6 p@ a 
village tyrant; ‘td ¢i sp‘ sat, 
gods of the land; ‘été ¢? tan 
festival of the gods of the land 
on the 2d of the 2d month. 
To manage, to govern; to 

make war on, to punish crimi- 
" nals, to destroy the seditious ; 

to kill, to put to death ; to in- 
vestigate, to search; to put 
away, to put down ; to ask for, 
toseek ; mixed ; to bring upon 
one’s self; ‘¢'d ts'@k: to attack 
the enemy; ‘fd chai to dun 
for a debt; ‘tsi ‘¢°d, to dun, 
to demand ; ‘t'd ‘hd, to get a 
good opinion for one’s self, to 
toady ; ‘¢'d im to make people 
dislike one; tam ‘fd, to 
search out, to explore, _, 
The belly, abdomen ; a belly- 

full, a good deal; the mind, 
f. the understanding; ‘to fuk: 

the stomach ; <ch‘éung ‘td, the 
bowels ; yat, ‘t'd ‘fo, irascible, 
angry; ‘ngo ‘tsau, tak; yat, 
‘t°O Av I ran myself out of 
breath ; chi chit ‘kom ‘t'd, fat, 
big-bellied; ‘#0¢°ai‘hd ch'ang 
cshtin, a liberal minded ‘man, 
patient ; ‘siz ‘t'd the bladder of 
animals; ‘yaw ft°d, pregnant ; 

T’O. 

t'd ‘lt <ming pak; intelligent ; 
to comprehend ; ‘niin ‘fd, a 
stomacher ; ‘fan ‘t°d tung’ a 
colic. 
To vomit, to spew; to open, 

as flowers; to spit out; to 
disgorge ; to disclose, to tell 
all, to confess, to make a clean 
breast ; ‘au td to puke; f'd’ 
ch‘ut, <lai, to vomit; to tell; 
t'd shit, to run out the tongue, 
as in surprise ; ¢0’ s€ vomits 
and purges ; sts‘dm t'’ -sz’ the 
silkworm voids the silk; ¢d 
fa, to blussom ; pint an piw 
t'd not to tell all, 

> A rabbit, a hare; pak. t‘d? 
a rabbit; yé tea hare ; to 
‘tsz! a rabbit. 

A medicinal plant like se- 

> 

Ta 

T’a 

+> 

samum, called 2°? ts2'; to 
4 bod, a gou 
& Large, wi e, what envelopes; 

to envelope, to enwrap; toadd, 
4 to superadd ; to include in the 

whole, of general use ; a scab- 
bard, an envelope, a wrapper ; 
a bend in a river; a snare, 
a trap; a cave; a classifier of 
sets of books, of plays, and. 

* suits of clothes; ’m lok: te 
did not fall intothe trap;. fung 
to a letter envelope ; yats t e 
shit, the whole set; to fw 
overalls, leg wrappers; t'0° chi? 
put itin the case; £0 tsau’ 

_ arm coverings; yat, td & ful, 
a suit of ceremonial robes ; 
chitn t'0 a noose, a snare ; ¢ ‘9 
we? polite and general talk ; 
cho ¢@ the great bend in the 
Yellow R.; tit, t'0’ to disre- 
gard usage; ngoi’ f'd? great- 
eoats, over-coats. 

. 
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(563) Toi. 

2 A generation, an age; a 
dynasty ; delegated, vicarious, 
deputed ; to change, for, in- 
stead of, in the place of ; shai’ 
to® an age; “ng toi® st'ung 
song, five generations alive 
at once ; sts‘dn<T ong “ng tow 

- the Five Dynasties (a.p. 907- 
959) trode down China ; haw’ 
to’ posterity ; ¢o7* padn* to man- 
age for one; lik. toi*® succes- 
sive ages or reigns ; tov’ ‘nt hi? 
I'll go for you; tot itt. .kwong 
coming, a fancy name for a lan- 
tern ; toi* shit, one who writes 
for another, a clerk; toi ‘shu a 
deputy. 

AN The high peak in Shantung, 
the easternmost of the five 

Tai mountains, called also fa? 
shan or Great Mt. 

HE) Tortoise-shell ; tor? mzii’ pre- 
cious tortoise-shell, brought 

Hy | from the south; toz* muii*‘ngan 
Tai eng’ spectacles with shell 

bows. 
By A bag, a sack, a case, a 
Ta, PUTS, @ pocket ; a covering 

to inclose and protect things; 
‘mai tow corn bags; «shit tor 
a book-sack, a pedant; <fung 
to® a windsail; «sham toi‘ a 
pocket ; ch‘an’ toz* embroider- 
ed pockets hanging from the 
girdle ; <ho toi’ a purse; tap, 
tov a fob hung in a band; sdé, 

_ to? a quiver ; ‘tsau mong fan’ 
tov a wine-sack and rice-bag, 
i. e. one given toeating ; <ngan 
toi’ a money bag, 

Tai 
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Gy To blacken the eyebrows, 
7, oF paint black ones; <ts‘ing 

*" toi® a tint of invisible green. 
ee Cloudy ; ‘oi tot’ dull, ob- 
741 Scure, as when clouds cover the 

1 : 
sun ; perplexed, as.a business. 

(aa To wait for, to expect, to 
T4i wait upon, to wait till ; to be- 

1 . 

have to, to treat; provided 
against ; ‘tang tov to wait for 
one ; tov’ <shi <¢ tung? act when 
the right moment comes ; fo?’ 
k@ watch the price; ‘ktin toi 
to behave towards ; toi? man? 
disrespectful towards; toi tak, 
‘ngo ‘hd, he treated me well. 

Impertinent, careless; dis- 
liking, remiss, lazy ; self in- 
dulgent, inattentive ; wanting ~ 
in courtesy, sluggish; toz* to 
indolent ; tot kin? tired out; 
tak; <shi m6 toi do not hesitate - 
when the time comes. 
A dam ; a lock or inclined 

Taj Plane-on-a canal where boats 
can be passed by a windlass ; 
toi’ kak, the scale of charges 
at a lock. 

34?) An adverb of time, till, 
= even till, to; toi Kap: till, 
ue }even to; tot hau* till after- 
Tai wards; mi? toi ping, not yet 

married ; toi -kam, till now. 
| To follow after ; to reach 
= to, to be at, to come before 

Tai 

& 2 
sa 

Tai 

or in contact; equal to a 
duty ; the 171st radical ; ‘ngo 

mé? «chi toi? I am unequal to 
it ; pat, toi ‘kin hat, it does 
not pertain to his jurisdiction. 
‘Read tai*; to blend ; to bind, 
to put in ward, to parole; fat, 
toi? to bring up, as a felon ; 
ta toi® pleasing, agreeable. 
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(569) Toi. 

ats The womb ; apregnant womb; 
4) to. commence ; congenital ; to 
T'di resist, to rebel; ‘yaw. ‘oi or 

-»  aoai d‘oi, with young ; ‘ot &, 
the placenta; mo’ < oi, an of- 
ficial cap without fringe ; shek 
oi, barren ; lok, ‘oi, a mis- 
carriage; «fot kd, unyeaned 
lamb’s-wool ; «tot shang ‘shau, 
born with a stiff hand ; /? <¢'o7, 
a white, furred tongue; <min 
oi, a cotton quilt; .on <f'oi, 
to still the womb; :t'0i shang, 
viviparous; «sz’ «toi, illicitly 
pregnant; and <t'ot, twins. 
A. miserable hack of a horse; 

cul’ jaded, lame, weak and useless; 
T'ai ¢'9i_ tong? wide, vast—said of 

opening spring. 
4 Eminent, exalted ; your wor- 
‘ship, your honor; venerable ; 
T'ai sia toi, great sit; <hing <'0i, 

exalted sir; ‘ld fw doi, our 
district magistrate; ‘oi kd 
eminent sir, ‘ 
Read <i; I, me; pleased; 
grateful ; to rejoice, 
Interchanged and contracted 

to the preceding. . A square 
high terrace or platform built 
up; a turret, alookout staging, 

» . an observatory ; a gallery, a 
. stage; on open terrace; a fort; 

a watchman’s lookout over a 
gate; an appellation of officers; 
a term of compellation; a 
menial, a servant; ¢insf'oi, a 
roof terrace, a verandah; shai’ 
oi, a drying terrace; paw 
stoi, a fort; sho chong stoi, 

ae 

Tai 

TO1. 

a. woman’s dressing-case ; <t‘ot 
tsé a pic-nic house in a gar- 
den ; tso° yat, ¢'0i h? to have 
a play; Av stot, a staging for 
plays, the boards ; ‘kissht choi 
st‘ot, when will the play be- 
gin? chai? stoi, fi ¢'oi, and 
cfan st‘oz, are the three highest 
civilians in a province; hok, 
st'oi, the literary chancellor ; 
chung ‘tot, a president of a 
Board ; Ain’ doi, a censor; a 
magistrate ; <tot<ts‘in, in your 
presence, in court; fa <t‘o7, 
the receptacle of a flower ; 
st'ot «wan ‘fi, Formosa. 

AE | Name of a tree; a table; 
“Th P3 theatre, the boards — and 
oy | then interchanged with the 
Ta, last; yat, chéung stoi, a ta- 

ble; ‘sé tsz” «t'ot, a writing- 
table, a desk ; ‘pai <t‘ot or hoi 
stot, to set a table ; sk'am stoi, 
the table or altar before a 
shrine; a magistrate’s table ; 
slist'oi, to leave the table; :shau 

st‘oi, clear the table; yat, ‘ot 
sung’ a tablefull of yiands ; pat, 
sin stoi, a table for eight 
sitters; st'oi pd’ a table-cloth; 
yatr.tsz” stoi, a sofa table; 
shekr stoi min® a marble to 
table. Pa ei, wee 

1 | To carry between two; to 
. El to raise, to lift; to move, to 
dtr} shake; stoi ‘kid, to carry a 
Tai Sedan ; pat, .yan st‘oi, he has 
_. eight bearers to carry him; 

stot ‘kin ‘ld, chair-bearers : cké 

stoi <shi_k@ to raise the cur- 
rent price ; foi fan hW carry — 

it back; <’m st‘oi tak, ‘hi, we 
cannot carry it; doi ‘kit, to 
advance, to recommend. 



TOK. 

= A sedge or rush growing in 
. damp places ; a vegetable 

*! which can be eaten. 
An ancient feudal state, situ- 

‘HP ated in the modern superior 
41 department of Kien chau in 

the centre of Shensi. 
: &. The.soot from fire, dust aris- 
Tai .ing from cinders and fire; 

‘smoky soot. 

'. small plants growing upon 
“damp places; mossy, moss- 
grown ; sing <t'ot, fucus on 

water, green mold ; ¢s‘ing<t'oi 
shek,a mossy stone ; met. one 
who inveigles others ; :t‘oi ‘sin, 
mosses; <f'oi ts‘ot” a sort of 

_ lichen used for food. | 
Ge Dangerous, imminent; to 
on expose, to hazard ; beginning, 

approaching, familiar ; nearly 
at, about, on the limits, al- 
most ; lazy ; shang ‘toi, to ran 
into danger ; sngai toi, haz- 
ardous; ‘fot ch? yats ‘tsa, 
nearly a whole year ; *'0r k'ap: 
nearly, about. — 

(370) Tok. 

FEL To guess, to conceive, to 
*conjecture; to estimate, to 

Toh ” reckon, to calculate ; to throw 
im, as into a caisson; tok. <t'id 
e measure the size; ch'di 
tok, to guess. 

A-bell or cymbal, used in the 
, atmy to convey orders; one 
® who arouses. the age; muk; 

tok: a bell with a wooden clap- 
per ; fung tok: wind jingles. 

bad 

‘Moss, lichens, conferve ; the’ 

543 

Tok. 

To carry on the palm, to 
‘bear up, to take on the hand ; 
Deo carry on the shoulder: er- 
roneously used for the next ; 
tok, ‘shau ‘keng, to waive off, 
to refuse ; tok: <p'tin, a waiter, 
a tray ; tok; ‘shéung pok; <t'au, 
take it on your shoulder ; lok. 
lok, tok, tok, disheartening, 
unsocial, unfavorable times; 
pok; tok, to shoulder a thing. 

ab To charge with, to intrust 
ra 5, With, to confide to, to commit 

in trast to; to commission, to 
engage one to do, to depend 
on, to ask of ; to trust, to rely 
on; to make an excuse of, to 
use as a pretext; pai tok, to 
request as a favor; tok, la? 
by your favor, I’ve been well 
—a polite phrase; tok; ‘ni ts0° 
sz” | request you to do this ; 
t‘ok, mung*to see in dreams, to 
be requested by an apparition ; 
tok, kw to make an excuse 
for; tok, kt, to commit an 
orphan in charge; ki tok; to 
send by one; -shau cyan t ok, 
engaged by another ; katz t‘ok, 
the cackling of a ‘hen. —a 
colloquial phrase. 

ft A bun made of wheaten 
* flour j ; poks tuk; baked meat 
ab cakes, 

Faded, withered, fallen, as 
, leaves or bark ; rotten, dead, 

4. 

Tob as trees ; split and dead bark. 
48, ‘The sheath of the bamboo, 
Toh ,, Which covers the pig of the 

plant. - 
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& A bag or sack open at both 
? 

T’oh 

i, 
T’oh 

Be, 
T’oh 

ends; a porte-monnaie, worn 
around the waist; an imple- 
ment of potters. 
A watchmen’s rattle or stick 

which he beats on; to mark 
the watches; kik, tok, to 
strike the hours. 
A camel with one hump on 

its back ; tok, <t‘o, or lok, <t‘o, 
the Bactrian camel. 

(972) Tom. 

Erroneously used for‘t' am n 
a tank, a pit, in the Fan Wan. a 

(873) Tong. 

= A proper value set on a field; 
“" what is suitable, opportune, 
T40€ convenient, proper, just ; ade- 

quate to, competent; to bear, 
to sustain, to take the respon- 
sibility ; to be equal to, to 
stand over against or in con- 
trast, to match, to mate; to 
meet, to occur; at the time 
of, when, a certain time — in 
which sense it is often the 
present participle; to manage, 
to decide upon, to meet out 
justly, to superintend; to act 
as, to be ; to bear against, to|| 
withstand ; to screen, to pro- 
tect; cam dong, Vl assume 
the matter, Pll be security for 
it; om ‘kom tong, I cannot 
presume, 7.e. you are too kind ; 
cong <ka, to be head of a fam- 
ily; ¢ong ping, tobe a soldier; 

TONG, 

ying tong, ought, is propet ; 
tong <'m ‘hi, inadequate to; 
tong ssht, at that time; tong 
ckam, now, at this present 
time ; «tong tak; to syan, equal 
to many persons; kau <tong, 
a business, an intrigue, a job; 
ong pat falling away, de- 
clining ; dong <kdi, in the 
street; ong <t'in, out of doors, 
open to the sky; ong «chung 
to act as a midsman; ‘/i ‘sho 
cong sin, what propriety re- 
quires. 
Ear-rings, ear-pendents ; jew- 
els used on the head; ting 
cong, jingling stones hung in 
the wind; kam slongxtong, a 
silk peddler's gong; a gold 
locket. 

Si Interchanged with the last ; 
~~ aclasp or lock, called slong 

"8 tong ; sound of a drum. 
‘ Not a few; a village of 500 

houses ; the elder of sucha 
village ; to fraternize, toclub, 
to form cabals against govern- 

- ment ; to assist in doing evil ; 
associates, companions; a Ca- 
bal, a faction, a brotherhood, a 
league, a club, a banded com- 
pany, seditious junto ; to com- 
pare; to intrigue ; to side with, 
to bring to mind ; a place ; 
chéun g ‘tong, a village; sung 
‘tong, of the same party or 
faction ; ts'dk. ‘tong, banditti ; 
kit, ‘tong, to band together ; 
‘fi ‘tong, a clan of thieves; 
‘tong ching? the village head- 
man; kok, <i <k't ‘tong, each 
in his place; ‘tong ‘i, adhe- 
rents of a faction; sp ang ‘tong, 
a brotherhood. 

€ 

Tang 

Ta 



TONG. 

A waistcoat ‘or wrapper, an! 
Seep the crutch of a 
"E pair of breeches, ‘called fv 

~ dong ; <kewan tong, a pair of 
‘trowsers. 

Right, forcible words; ho- 

Ties 

4 

nest, faithful advice; toexhert | 
to virtue. 

An unauthorized Chidracter, 
A sort of poleax-made crescent 

~” ‘shaped ; <lau kam “tong, a hal- 
b ‘berd with side hooks. | 

“To strike; to impede, to 
rae stop, to obstruct, to resist ; to 
mS | cover, ‘to screen; to push ; 
‘Tang ‘tong chit tohinder ons ; ‘tong 

Ka? to stop the, coach — of a 
“visitor, 9a. é@: to take his card 
~ instead of his visit; ‘tong st'au 

t ear the vanguard in a bat-j} 
tle; ‘pi ‘shau ‘tong chit stop 

Star brace it’ with your hand; 
tong chung, ascreen of'some- 
*. ‘thing to'stop the way.” 
rhe ‘Constantly used for the last; 

‘to screen, 10 cover -over; 
-Tang< 

280 Vyptong “mong, a scoop to 
take fish out of a net. 

i Saitable, favorable; topawn, 

Tan 

: tse° of, for, ‘as; ‘to, deceive, “as*a 
~ -pawnbroker.does ; basis, thing. AY 
“+s dation ; safely, properly ; tony’ 
pe’ & pawnbroker’s; ow tong’ 
‘to pledge ; shuk, tong’ to get 
out of pawn; tong’ pii a 
“pawnsticket ; ‘nt moks “shéung ||. 

« Ski tong don’t lev chim cake 
“you in 5 tong’ ‘nyo fan ané, do 
you think Par asleep 7 ae 
tong’ “ngowingoi, he- thinks J it 

7 tong toputaside secure-|l: 

tp pledge ; to consider, to look |} 
2 upon as, reputed as; ifstead ||. 

1 hung Yong 

69 
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licensed pawnbroker ‘shat 
sngan tong’ ‘shui, to spend 
money as water ; ‘t'o tong’ suit- 
ably done ; tong? znd pk to 
treat you asa slave; tong’ «wai 
mé sz” he thinks I've nothing 
to do; be acts as if it was of 
no importance. 
* A wooden bed or couch; 
purlines on a roof; a sort of 
tree. Acolloquial word. A 
heat on a course; ‘pau yat, 
tong? ‘ma, td ride once round 
the‘course; tong’ ‘tsz’ ‘md, a 
racehorse, one used at the 
panned exatitinations. 

- A stone with streaks, veins, 
by or striz ‘running through it; 

*"2to overrun ; an excess ; smong 
- tong? hills in the district of Pei 

in Kiéngs@. 
PF Large, level, vast, magni- 

: {ficent; still ; agitated, driven 
‘here and there, ready to spill 

Tang "over, shaking; unsettled, dis- 
sipated, ‘vagratit ; to squander, 

- to°wantonly: waste ; ‘té tong’ 
if sit, to waste riotously ; 

“Um chi' tong? hi? <pin, I don’t 
know where he has wardered 

“to; tong? ‘ch'dn, to spend an 
» “estate ; i Fong’ ‘tong® careless, 

dissolute,’ ‘proflizate;- tong’ 
. Shat, lost his hve. out of. his 
reckoning ; tong® tong’ vague, 
deep; to overturn, as the laws ; 
‘san tong? wandering; tong’ 

» ginypeall avasted, spent; ‘az 
tong’ s@ take “care lest you 
spill itover 5 lai <ti*lung tong 
gadding about and out of em- 
ployment. The second ehar- 

‘saoter also means a house made 
like a’ cave. 

i 
Tang 



TONG. 

; Ba A-tub to wash in; large, 
Tin osret: moved, disturbed ; to 

Sshove a boat on Jand. A col- 
loquiat word. ‘To smear, to 
rub over; tik, tong’ to shake 
about, as when washing; ¢‘it? 
tong? in a panic; tong’ <fii, 
to plaster, as a wall; tong* hak: 
min? to blacken the face of one 
who passes bad money. 

(574) Tong. 

; Hot water; broth, soup; 
Pang clouds passing in showers; to 

€bathe in warm water; whit 
yuk t'ong, pork soup ; ‘ong 
‘shui, broth of meat ; pdxt'ong, 
to make soup; dong <t‘au, a 
recipe for medicine; <t' Ong 
min® vermicelli soup; ong 
‘pau ‘tsai, meat dumplings ;'), 
dong au, a soup turreen. 
An unauthorized character. 

To butcher, to cut open, to|} 
kill and dress meat ; tadissect; 
ong sngau, to butcher an 
ox; ¢ ong syan, to, dissect a 
body 5 a2 ong choi, rip.it open ; 
tong ‘td, to cut up; «<stang 
tong, to cut up alive. 
A pool, a pond, a tank ; a 

,Stagnant pool or ditch; aclas- 
"Ssifier of leagues ; sit <t'ong, a 

fish-pond ; ; sch't st'ong, a pond; 
slin st° ong, a lily-pond ; yat; 
st'ong sun’a league ; ‘hin st'ong 
a muscle tank ; kon st'ong, to 
drain a pond; séong <hd, celery. 

aS A kind of locust; st‘td.ct'ong 
a & species of cicada or broad 
T'ang jgcust. 

ae 
T’an 

“TONG. 

1p) Wayward ; to stretch out ; 
‘ tong tat, abrupt, : brusqac, 
cps ) rude, froward, lacking in 
Tang per humility ; song sak, i 

stop one’s mouth, to answer. 

A Boasting language, gascon- 
TGA ade; a path ‘to an. ancestral 

"Ztemple; a dynasty which flou- 
rished a.p, 618--913; a Chi- 
nese; sT ong shan, China ; 
s T“ong syan, a Chinese ; <t'ong 
fan swo hop, natives and fo- 
-Teigners at peace; fong tong, 
exaggeration 9 6 

F) Sugar ; honey ; candy aa 
PS cared 3 sha tong, granulated 

par ) sugar ; pak: stong, white su-, 
T; Tang Ber ping st ong ‘fan, pingfa 

sugar 5) swong st ong or pin’ 
it ong; sugar in cakes; ping 
st‘ong, sugar candy ct ong ‘shut 
molasses, syrup; it, st'ong, 
unclarified sugar ; <t ong hate 
half candied. ‘molasses; tit 
st‘ong, lost its sweetness; met. 
losing one’s powers of mind ; 
cha? st'ong, to press the cane ; 
st‘ong ‘kwo, sweetmeats; st ong 
ckwa, a sort of sugar plums ; 
‘héung st'ong, sugar “i 
carried in marriage | 

_ sions. oy Save gat 
A hall, a mansion, a seat ; 

Se. a palace; ‘a temple; a court- 
1428 room; a public hall or esta- 

‘ blishment; a hall; in a house, 
the principal chamber ; the of- 

~ ficer who presides ina hall or 
onthe bench; high, illustrious, 
venerable ; to control, as with 
authority; distant relatives of — 
the same clan; a designation 
ofa single family or household. 
a plateau among hills; a clas. 

a“ 

Past) : 

~! 
J 2 



TONG. 

'- sifier of graves and of trials; | 
~ -yat, kan <t'ong, a mansion, a/ 

hall; schie & ong, the hall of | 
audience’; fat: st ong, a Bud-| 
hist temple : ; kung st‘ong, the|l< 
court-room in a yamun j ching | 
tong, ‘tso stong, and yaw 

_ st'ong, are the district magis-| 
trates and his two assistants ; | 
swong <t° ong, the prefect’s of-, 

“fice; coming slun ‘ong, the; 
general assembly hall in ea 

- examination hall ; ling? tong, 
your mother ; <t" ong ching tai’ 
remote second cousins; <fong | 
hak; a lady, a gentlewoman:; ) 

~ ‘sham kwo’ yat, st’ong, 1 have. r 
examined the case once ; 3 yet 
tong sfan moe’ one grave; tong. 
e fan choi, divided it in) 
the open hall, ze. fairly ; eng | 
st'ong, a large ‘house ; yuk; 
ying st'on2,a foundling-hospi-| 
tal; hak, tong, visitor’s rooms: 
in ye monastery ; hung’ tong, 

eral laugh; pai st’ong, | 
ride’s worship of hergnew | 

Sieuty tong ong, upright, | 
Te integrity, just ; ct ong cmeng, | 

_ the particular name ofa single- 
family ; chung st'ong, a prime; 

: minister ; kd ong, my pa-: 
suileente| ‘ong <ch't, to control. 

* A sort of sorbus or service, | 
A the wood is used in ships ; the 
P's?Bside boards of a cart; ‘hoi’ 

tong fa, the Cydonia Japo- 
wees an un ‘hot ‘ong, the, 
Begonia discolor; <tong ta’ 
chid, a brother on whom one} 

h 

| BR, 

‘can rely. 
Fat sid fleshy, corpulent; 

chung song, ‘the breast, the 
Tang 

Fbosom, 

TSA. 547 

The sound of striking drums ; 
adrumming; to bore through 
and bind with iron. 
A mantis ; ct ong slong, the 

“praying mantis; cong «mi, a 
pan elcagonly . 

= A curtain; ‘Hoi song tsz”* 
the Honamtemple. Correct- 
ly pronounced sch‘ong. 
To look straight forward, to 
stare aud gaze at closely. 

BE 
T'ang 

Ts’ang 

ae 
T'ang 

A treasury, a repository of 
gold, silver, precious cloths ; 
kwok, ‘tong, the national trea- 
sury ; fu ‘tong, a treasury. 

If, supposing, should ; sud- 
denly, unexpectedly ; ; ‘f ong 

“fee yéuk, if ; ‘tong hav’ ‘kim, if 
T’ang it be so; ‘tong slot «chi mat, 

.. What.comes unexpectedly; it 
comes fortuitously, as profits ; 
‘t'ong sak; wd plausible talk, 
blarney, to throw dust in one’s 
eyes; fit ‘tong, to put off, to 
make frivolous excuses. 

A smoothing iron or flat- 
iron, made like a cup to hold 
coale; to smooth with hot iron; 
to push or rab from side to 
side; t‘ong’ ‘tau, a chafing-dish 
used to smooth clothes; tong’ 
4 fuk, to iron clothes; tong’ 
‘shau, to feel for gently with 
the hands ; f'ong? ftp, just the 
thing, like the .:mple. 

Wai 

& (575) Ts. 

bas colloquial word in the 
, north; 1, myself; ctsa <ka, 1, 
B nes tsa cmiin, we. 

mA 
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(576) Tsai. 

Bs To pare, to cut, even, ‘to 
trim; to equalize, to portion, 

* 10, adjust ; to. compound, as 
pills; a dose, a recipe; yat: 
tsaiyéula a dose of medicine ; 

. tifttsai, toarrange amicably; 
chat; <tsai, a check, a bond, 
made so as to cut in twain for 
evidence. 
To push, to push over, to 

’ upset ; to press upon, tocrowd; 
sai ‘yung, to crowd aud'press 
upon. 

a To reap grain ; a handful of 
rice, a8 it is cut; to put. it 

TS: together to bind into sheaves. 
fis To ascend, to go up, as 

stairs, to mount a steep hill; 
Te hast, to to rise, as vapor; a 
Tsi rainbow. 

; ‘Totake or send a present ; 
}t0 present. to, to offer; to dis- 

Ae patch, as documents ; ‘to send 
Tsai up to; s'an <tsai, to give to 

personally; <tsai sung? to 
send, as a present. 

‘i Interchanged with the pre- 
;, ceding, To take in both hands, 
*'to offer ; to give to; to prepare 
necessaries for a journey; to 
supply, to leave and store up; 
asighs d*u tsaw kin, a cou- 
rier, a bearer of dispatches; || 
sz’ <tsai, to confer 11; ‘fung 
<tsai, to hand up to. 
A sort of leek ; to prepare 

‘ and compound, to blend, to 
Tsi mix, as tastes; to make dishes 

of vegetables.as the poor have ; 
compounded, mixed ; to come || 

TSAR 

) pare, as apinions ; swetsai, to 

ff 

bd 
Tsi 

blend, as when mixing the 
tastes of spices. 
A colloquial word, A eiald, 

ason; a diminutive ; ‘a little 
thing, ‘the smaller of two; ‘tsat 
‘nit, sons and daughters, ahild- 
ren ; <kwai ‘tsat, a good boy ; 
‘tsat ta? ‘tsat shai’ kav? when 
ason is old he. must take care 
of himself; sai aman ‘sai, 
children, lads; chit ‘ésai, a 
pig ; ‘kau ‘tsai, a puppy; bung 
‘tsai, images, pictures, . play- 
things; sx4 "tsa, a servant 
boy ;.ts‘aw ‘tsai ‘ma, aynurse. 
To sacrifice, to offer slaugh- 

tered victims before the gods 
or penates, which are, also 
usually cooked ; to bring an 
oblation, to, approach , before 
the gods ; the.time of worship ; 
a sacrifice, an offering ; ; tsav 
shing’ to worship the. sages ; 

& 

_ to begin, ; the time 9 
_ ring, now, , Since ;.. 

tsa’ tsz’ to present sacrifices ; 
tsai’ «man, a prayer; pepe 
bung, up during the oe 
of mourning ; ‘pai 10 ae 
scatter or lay: out. offe 
along the road — as at, ie 
funerals of worthy. men ; tsa’ 

au, to appease ghosts by ob- 
lations. 

A sort, of panicled millet 
which is not glutinous, 

** resembles, wheat ; it ‘rome 
 Shenst,., 

A limit,.a border, x re: ion, 
the jine of junction. two 

*" things ;. the. time or. place 
where another begins; tojoin, 

oc 

‘se! Tua 
chi tsar between life sand 



TSA 1. ; 

, . death ; fsav tsip,to receive, to} 
blend, to meet; ‘Ad tsa? if a| 
good opportunity, a favorable 

- goncture ; ‘ts 2 tsaz this times; 
fung «wan tsar tr the wiads 
and clouds have’ met; met. 
* receive a favor,, 

~ Name of,a river; to assist, 
to. succor, to benefit ; to fur- 
nish gratuitous aid; to relieve ; 
to cross a stream; to make 

_ successful, to further, to/bring 
about, to complete ; able, apt, 
clever ;used forthe next ; kaw? 
tsui’ to:save and relieve; °m 
tat’ sz’ he will not do, he is 
inefficient ; [tsai’ mat, sham’ 

_ sz’? what is he good for? st'ung 
«chau kung*. tsa? to cross a 

»  Yiver inthe same: boat; ¢saz’ 
ki, Lai foo the hungry ; 3 td} 

tsa?’ din hi to reform: the 

ve 

Tei 

pact iithes tsai’? to ‘supply |< | 
another’s- wants ; tsa? tsai 

sabphdant ; a concourse. 

* sky appeariag:; ; sts’ ing tsav a 
fair sky. 

it ise venraned suspicious, 
envious of ; to doubt ; d‘in «chi 

Tal fong tsa when heaven’ is 
- angry. 
2 Read tsai. . To. taste, to 

' sip, to wet the lips 5 ; a plain- 
Tet tivesound. 
»A colloquial word. A superla- 

_ tive, denoting that the extreme 
. has been reached; tam*, tak, 
tsa excessively, weak, asitea ; 
‘md mat, tsav not much there, || 
nothing to speak of; tai’ tak,|) 
tsav far too large; hav tak, 

> The rain stopping, the clouds || 
ay clearing away and the blue} 

tsat? certainly. 0 5 4y,4 i 

4 

TSAI, 

(677) Ts‘ai. 

A wife, a partner, a spouse, ’ 
a consort who is taken) with 
legal ceremonies j:<¢s ai ‘tsz’-a 
wife; ling? dsai, your wife; 
hak, 4sai, @ courtesan(: Io 
tau sai, awayside wife, one 
taken while sojourning else- 
where; sping <ts‘ai, equal to 

- awife, @ e.a concubine; tsi? 
ts‘ai, to take awife:; stn <ts‘at 
my good wife, avirtuous wife; 
ckiti ts ai ‘micts‘tps ap accom- 
plished wife and handsome 
concubine: 

Also read ts‘ar’; to give.a daugh- 
|. ter as wife to one. 
4 Intense cold ; bleak, cloudy, 

Ts’i 

x 
Ts'i 

‘wintry; a cold: wind; shiver- 
jing, freezing 5. calamitous, 
afflicted, grievous ; fung Sis 
dts'ai <ts‘ai, sleety rain, and 
wind ; :¢s'ai ts‘it; bitter suffer- © 
ing; ¢s'ai déung, grievous ; 
kom’ ts‘at cdléung, ‘so’ sad}; so 
serious, as consequences; ts at 
‘ts‘am, oppressed, borne down; 
ts'ai_ ‘ch‘o «sham in urgent 

_vase, needy. The second also 
meats gathering clouds. 
Similar to the last ; grieved, 

afflicted, sorrowing: suffering 
from hunger ; ‘pi cts ai, pitia- 

_ ble, suffering; <s‘az ts‘ai, 
gaunt, famishing, >. 

4 ‘The stripes, colored or alsin, 
in silken fabrics ; ornamented, 

Te ‘ blended: colors and stripes, 
* Laxuriant foliage; ts" aicts ai, 
moving clonds ;a man,exert 
ing himself, 

cf 
Ts’ 

Ty7 
430738 



550° TS*AT. 

To look angry, frowning ; 
ts‘ai wong; vexed, sorry, dis- 
appointed. 

< 

$8 

} To roost, to perch, to nest- 
ple; to sojourn, to stay at, to 

- | reside; to settle down, to rest, 
T,'5 to repose; at peace; a perch, 

a roost ; a sleeping- -place ; o 
lodging-place; «kai <ts'ai, a 
hen-roost ; tsdm’ sshi <ts‘ai i chit? 
to live here for a while; smd 
teng® <ts.ai «shan, no place to 
stay at; <ts‘ai.sit, to and fro, 
like a stranger. 
Even, equal, uniform; to 

4 equalize, to tranquillize ; to 
Ts'i adjust, to classify, to arrange 

methodically or according t to 
rank; at once, all, together, 
alike; quick, smart; good ; to 
discriminate; an ancient feu- 
dal state comprising the part 
of Shantung east of Tai shan; 
the 210th radical; ‘ching <ts‘ai, 
well arranged, properly  plac- 
ed; sai «chau, an old name 
for China; yat, sts'ai hi? all 
‘go atonce ;.shausts‘ai chéung’ 
‘muk; to collect all the accounts; 

sts‘at‘smi, an old couple; <’m 
spay? tak, syan <ts-ei, he was 
o- not turned out a fall man — 

said of a young scxpegrace ; 
(td ts'it; kom cts‘ai, trimmed || * 
even, all of asize; stsat «sam, 
of one mind; ‘tang sai, wait 
till all come; <ts‘ai p? all are 
ready, fully prepared; pat, 

oo gts ai, incomplete, unequal . 
»gts'ai eka, to govern’a family’ 

. A maggot; <ts‘ai <ts'd, worms 
in Carcases ; syau<ts‘at, agrab, 

Ts'i jarve in mulberry and other 
trees, 

TSAK. 

Cress, shepherd’s purse; a 
term for small esculent plants 
like pepper-grass, cress, mint. 
} A thin fish, with a silvery 
belly ; ja mullet’: ‘ma ‘ts‘at, 
ja kind’ of anchovy ( Cuilia 
playfairii) ; song ‘mt ‘ts‘ai, 

yellow tail mullet (Mullus 
zanthurus ); pak: ‘ts'ai, green 
ish mallet Mugil ventricosus. 
Perspiring, sweating on the 

forehead ; clear water ; fresh, 
clean ; name of a stream. 

ty All, every, the whole ; yat, 
Ts ts'ai the entire lot; chi? kw 

yat, tsa? 1 thank you for all 
iyour kindness. ‘ 

He 

av 

Ts’z’ 

A stone step; ornamented 
, tiles laid for steps; to lay, as 
tiles pto place regularly, to fit 
in; ts Sai? Sho, day ‘them even, 
as ‘bricks; ts‘ai’ «mai, hey 
them straight; ts‘az’ ‘shel, 1 

“to pave with stones; | ts‘ai? 
sts‘éung, to lay a wall; tsa? 
‘nga, ‘to tile pete gh eee 

(578) Teak. “42 96h 
“e Rik 2 io f 

Hu. A rule, a precept, a law, a — 
,, regulation ; a principle ; a pat- 
* tern, an example ; a standard, 
a measure by which to test 
an act; to conform to rule, 

“to -imitatey to walk by; ‘an 
illative particle, denoting a 

result, a reason for, a cause 
“for ; wherefore, immediately, 
then; a conditional ‘particle, 

‘after that, in that case ; there- _ 
fore, next, consequently ; fat, 
tsak, a rule, a pattern; “chun 



‘TS'AK. 

tsak; the pattern, at the time, 
__.. like the rule, as a carpenter’s 

it wate as: sho tsak, how. then? 
tsak, ko? in the court dialect 

_ 1s hike pa’ lok. well, then ; e. 
«gp. shi? tsut? tsak, ko’ well, then 

Vil pardon the fault; ‘yux 
mate ‘yau tsak, both the sub- 
stance and the immaterial 
‘principle ; sin tsak, if so, then ; 
yay, tsak, % ‘hi, yat, tsak, % 

‘fii? to excite both our joy and 
_ fear ; tsak; yat, ‘yd, then they 

. pete alike ; (Sua i tsak; ‘kom, then 
I shall venture. 

Aff, _A species of bream (Cyp- 
7 ines gibelioides) with a long 
“dorsal, called tsak, ‘nd sit; 
shuk, kwat; tsak; the blunt 

‘s» headed bream: (Cyprinus ab- 
_ breviatus ); kam tsak; the red 

tailed bream ( Cyprinus au- 
fetes. 

(879) J 

i933 
Tstak. ~ 

A thief, a robber a igh om 
ri a bandit; seditious, 
Ts ‘those: who rise against the 

‘government; the enemy; a 
». term of contempt; to rob, to 

- murder; to maltreat,. to op- 
| press ; a fly in grain ; ‘Ie ts'ak: 
-- an old robber; ts‘ah ‘kim 

- ‘ngan,eyes sharp as a thief’s ; 
ts'aks ping, the enemy’s force; 
‘hot ts'ak. a pirate, corsair, 
Areebooter ; ts‘ak; <t‘au, a ring- 

- Jeader of robbers ; tsk, ‘tsai, 
@ rascal, a pilferer ; tsd ts'ak, 
to turn robber ; ts’ ‘ale chong, 
booty ; ts'dhe ying, a suspi- 
cious looking fellow. 

TSAM. 554 

A fly which eats the grain 
at its joints ;.a sort of Hessian 

Ay, commonly called wong 
chung or the yellow bug. 

7 

a0) Team, 

‘42 What? ‘tsam ano, what? 
at ‘tsam ‘kang, what does he 
"E yay? used in the court dialect. 
This is usually read ‘sham. 
To soak through, to pene- 

trate ; to saturate, to steep in, 
to macerate, to wet; to sub- 
merge, to immerse; to flood, 

oF 

e = 

to lay under water, as fields ; 
drenched, wet, imbued with, 

watered ; gradually, gently ; 
 tsam<sz "drowned; tsam’ tong 

soaked in syrup ; tsam? yun? 
‘to imbue with, to. prejudice 

_ against, to bias ; tsam cha? 
niggardly, closefisted ; ‘shu 
tsam’ overflowed ; hon® tsam 

_shung ngdn, the perspiration 
‘rolled down his face ; tsam’ 

' shap: wet it, soak it; ‘pi ‘shut 
_ tsam? chi? cover it. with water ; 

skishiit, tram cyam, his words 
are insidious and persuasive ; 
tsam? ‘tsau, spirits in which 
fruits have been soaked ; ‘tiam? 
yap, sam, it is ‘wet through: 
> To sound; to fathom, to as- 
certain the depth of water; 
met. to comprehend ; a’ large 

‘affluent of the Yellow River, 
_ and an inferior department in 

‘SLE. Shanst; tsam tsam ‘ha, 
try its depth. ‘This character 

Tsin 

1% is sometimes used for tap, to 
! get wet; and for ‘tam; tosound. 
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(681)" Ts‘am. 

To usurp, to incroach upon, 
to enter gradually ; to appro- 
priate, to plunder, to invade ; 
possessed, by asa spirit; bad, 
calamitous, as a year; sam 

e 

Ts’in 

hoi*to ‘injure insensibly tsam)\. 
chim’ to unjustly incroach on , 
sam ‘pin, to draw.on the 
principal ; sam tik, yap: hid’ 
stick in afew bad oues; <¢s'am 
(pin sp‘ai, to braid in, false 
hai: ta <ts'am chi snin, a 
bad year ; <és‘am ling, to in- Ts’ 
timidate, to oppress. 

Read ‘“s‘an; diminutive, small. 
SB apes used for the preced- 

: g; properly a swift horse ; 
= ts am sam, a fast running 
_ gourser. 
= To influence, to act upon ; 

a malign halo ; abundant, 
TsO great, full. 

To cut, to engrave ; -sharp- 
© 
mi pointed; a point ; an awl, 
in agtaver. 

Be 
= 

but ferishe att 

To hunt:after,to seaithb, on. 
=the track of ; toseek,:to inves- 
5 t tigate to use, to employ ; to 

-o5 continue, to. connéct with ; 
usually, ordinarily; temporary, 

-. ‘unexpectedly; fora lovgtime ; 
59) @omnion; a measure of: eight. 
9 , qubits,or like the outstretched | 
pd) arms wots am sm chéukel can’ 

Used for sham ve ginseng, ; 

not find it ; ¢s'am mito wish 
of ganore of, as.of a tidbit ; cts‘am | 

bon sau. lo seeking for. work ; ‘a 

T SAM. 

sts'am shéung, usual, Gotmon; 
kau sam, to hunt after one; 
ts'am mit, died unexpectedly ; 
ts'am <t'it’ka? to think out a 

‘plan; ‘chau sts'am, to seek 
everywhere for ; <ts‘am ch‘an 
to? ‘Kt, I've got track of him ; 
ts am chan man® ‘tai, to7 inves- 
tigate thoroughly ; tam sz? 
to meddle with ; sts‘am mat, 
a colloquial phrase for + eal 

_ day. 
To scald, as a fowl, in order 

to pluck it; to steep ‘in hot. , 
8 ™ broth, to make a b brath of, = 
a The sturgeon ; “sts am s 2 

ait the sturgeon. . a 4 diet 

| Anenormous ish, while Ba 
s) ,» found, incthe: Yangtsz’ 
Ts in isda probably \a sturgeon. 

a The guard on the hilt of a 
gi, Sword 5 a dagger, a dirk ; the 

edge of a sword, 
B A vase with aslarge belly and 

) small mouth ; a large” kettle 
Tsim oF boiler. 
He ‘Tosleep:; rest, sleep; to 

ito-desist, td repose -a’ 
{Te chamber, a bedschambet $ 

adytum in a: temple, a'retiring- 
i, ) room ina palace 5 a:dwelling- 

house ; a mausoleum orihouse 
“> esnear a grave; on -‘ts‘'am, to 

» sleep quietly: ee sz? sur? 
_.)‘ts'am, the affair then termin- 

o 1 ateds “ts'am shetsa dorinitory ; 
+ip-othe ancestral hall: im a’ man- 
yoy sion; onda ts'am, beannot get 
os asleep 5 ‘ts'am: ping, to give 
“rest totroops ; sling ‘ts'am, the 
peat: mausolea mear Muk- 
ten: chirg? ‘ts'am,room behind 

the hall, L evadotas 



TSAM. 

Tsam. (582) 

Se A hairpin, clasp, or bodkin, 
T sin 18 to confine the hair or 

fasten the coiffure ; to insert 
in the hair, to stick on the 
head; quick, brisk, to collect 
speedily ; <tsdm ‘p‘ang, a hair- 
pin ; <tsam fa, to stick flowers 
in the hair ; ‘nz% sam, a gay 
headstall ; ywk2 .tsam .fa, the 
tuberose; <kai <tsam ‘mai, the 
fowl pecks the rice—a collo- 
quial phrase. 

£ A stone-cutter’s chissel ; 
= small cold chissel; to iratee, 
881 4s a thorn; to cut in, to cut 

_——~or chissel out; to carve, as 
flowers; ‘tsdm <fa, to carve 
flowers; ‘tsam <0, a stone 

\. chissel; ‘tsam <hoi <pin, to 
split open an edge; ‘pi lak, 
-‘tsdm, the thorn pierced me. 

Be A part of a day ; for the time 
. , being, briefly, shortly, for a 

‘Ts4n short time, in the interim, 
meanwhile ; suddenly ; tsam’ 
«shi, a litte ‘while : tsam’® ‘yan, 
be patient ; tsdm’ i suddenly 
met him; tsadm’? chi? a tem- 
porary lodging ; ‘ho tsam’ pat; 
‘Sho <shéung, it will do for a 
temporary arrangement. 

Ts‘am. 

Be). To Saneee with, to 
c 

} join with for consultation, 
| advise, to give counsel to ; to 

ig blend, to mix, to form one 
of three ; to have an audience, 

Ton. Dicr. 70 

| Sil 

TS'AM. 

to salute, to see one; to im- 
, peach, to report to the throne 
on other officers; confused, 
mixed, as colors; a deposition, 
an impeachment ; the 20th 
constellation, consisting of 
stars a, 8, y, 0, ; §,¢ and in 
Orion; i¢s'am tsaw to me- 
morialize against; ‘ta .ts‘dm, 
to make an obeisance ; <¢s'dm 
par’ to visit one ; to worship ; < 
ts dm.ts dm.ts'z’ ‘ts z’ uneven, 
not well ranked, unassorted ; 
<ts‘am kak; to degrade an of 
ficer and report it ; ¢s dm tsap2 
to. throw into confusion; 
sam tséung’ a colonel ; .ts‘am 
ts éung, to. consult upon ; 
sch'it <ts‘dm, admitted to a 
levee; to worship the Su- 
preme; <ts‘am ting’ <md mgo, 
I’ve examined it and found 
no mistakes. 
Three horses abreast in a 

7 chariot ; the horses outside of 
Ts'aM the thills ; ts'dm shing* three 

sitters in acarriage; ¢ tity.ts'dm 
 tsang? he uuhitched the 
wheelhorse and gave it to him. 

Ee The silkworm ; caterpillars 
which weave coccoons; <ts'dm 

BE | cch'ung, the silk-worm; ,ts‘am 
Ts’an <ch'ung <kon, dried silkworms 

used for food; <ts‘am <ki, god- 
dess of silkgrowers ; tsdm 
‘hau, silken, silk fabrics; 
cts'am shik2 to gnaw like a 
silkworm, to ineroach on 
other’s domains ; sts'dm ‘kan, 
a coccoon. 
To cut apart, to chop; to 

chissel off ; tocut with a burin; 
"asim to, a beveled knife or 
chissel, 

iy 

} 
| 
t 
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NE A high, inaccessible peak 
| or cliff; a cloud-capt summit; 
jsts" dm sngdm, a lofty, craggy 

on an summit; also high piled up 
rocks. 

& Crafty, wily, artful, as a 
‘*® hare, which has many ways 
Seance escape; sts dm to a crafty 

rabbit. 
=f ‘To adulate, to humor, to 
SPH flatter; to misrepresent, to 
Ch’én "gloss over, to calumniate, to 

asperse, to traduce, to detract; 
servility ; detriction, maligni- 
ty ; sts dm ning? to cajole and 
asperse ; sts dm ‘chim, to in- 
trigue. against, to slander ; 
sts dmsyan, a backbiter; <¢s‘dm 
cin yé wo*® calumnies induce 
troubles; sts‘am «shan, an in- 
triguing officer; <ts'am ‘hau 
ckau ka, he is everywhere 
spoken against. 
To gormandise, to be fond 

of eating ; greedy, gluttonous, 
voracious ; ‘hau sts dm, omni- 
verous. 

i Ashamed, mortified, chop- 
pratlenns to feel ashamed of, to 

s | blush for; to be sensible of 
Ts’an one’s defects or failure ; sau 

sts'dm, to redden from mortifi- 
cation ; ta? <in pat <tsam, 
he does not blush for a lie, 
he has no modesty; <s‘am 
tak, conscious of one’s de- 
fects. 

» Cruel, hard-hearted, in- 
}human ; to be afflicted, injur- 

“3 | ed, wounded in the mind ; a 
Ts’an superlative, applied to suffer- 

ings; pi ‘tsdm, extreme 
grief; :shéung tak, sand, hor- 
ribly wounded; ‘ts'am huk, 

AS: 
Ts’an 

TS'AN. 

unfeeling, callous ; ‘hd ‘ts'am, 
very shocking ; ‘ts‘am hak; op- 
pressive, fleecing the people; 
‘ts‘am .tsd swang wo to meet 
with cruelty and misfortunes. 

4 Pained, feeling acutely, grie- 
ved; distressed ; sickened from 

Ts'60 former sufferings; already. 
x A delicate hand, a hand with 

Pe tapering fingers ; fine, taper- 
S4n ing, small; to take up with 

the hand. 
‘ Bamboos varying in length ; 
Taken pandean pipe; a hair-pin ; 

an open basket like a fan; 
fats ‘ts'dm, a basket scuttle; 
fii ‘ts'dm, a mortar-hod ; kuk, 
tau ‘ts'dm, a grain fan; lap 
sap, ‘ts'am, a dirt basket. 

oe | 

(584) Ts‘an. 

bi Tolove, to be attached to; 
liking, pleased with; near, 

Ts'iM intimate; near to, belonging 
to one ’s self, personal, myse' 
a relative, related to, oan 
affinity, kindred, kin, kith ; 
parents: a wife; ‘aflianced ; 
used for san, new; .ts‘an tsik, 
one’s relatives’ ts‘? dts‘an, to 
take a wife; shing <ts'an, to 
consummate a marriage ; sim 
ds‘an or fi? <ts‘an, a father ; 
sts’ ¢s'an or ‘md <ts‘an, a 
mother ; ying <ts‘an, ‘to escort 
ce bride; teng? tau oe 
z* contracted the marti 
‘yau s‘an, related to tan: 
cts'an pat, ‘sé, wrote it myself ; 
‘kong ts‘an ‘hd ‘hau lan? split 
my mouth if I ever said so; 

Se 



(585) 

< 
f 

Tsan 

= 

TSAN.! 

cts'an itz very intimate; ¢s'an 
o2 to love much; .tsan kan? 
near to one; nearly related ; 
ts'an ‘tsui, to kiss; p'ung’ 
ts'an, to run against; kwan 
¢s'an, to slip down; ds'an 
‘ngdn kin’ I saw it myself; 
san shéung® :ka <ts‘an, to 
be doubly connected ; <p'an 
sk'ung tiin® luka<ts‘an , nobody 
knows his poor relations. 

TsAn. 

To accumulate, to collect 
together, to hoard up, to store. 

To walk, to get on; to flee, 
to run away, to scatter, to put 
to flight ; to hasten, to urge, 
‘to quicken, to press ; ‘tsdn po’ 

be 

Tain” 

ut 

to walk quicker ; <ts‘ui ‘tsan, 
to urge on; yats yat, <loi ‘tsan, 

he comes urging me daily: 
‘tsdn ‘kw ‘ht shan, urge him 
to get out of bed. 

Promptly, quickly; with 
;, baste; to hasten, to accelerate. 

Sometimes used for <¢sé@ PA 
IL, me, in the north. A sur- 
name. 
To visit a superior, to come 

, before a god; to second, to 
” assist in bringing forward, to 
introduce, to bring a present 
to one; to make clear, to bring 
to light; to go out; to give 
evidence; to praise, to com- 
mend, in which sense it is 
interchanged with the next: 
tsan cho’ to aid in, to further ; | 

—~ 
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tsdn* <t’ong, to still a court, 
as the crier does ; tsGn’<shing, - 
to assist In bringing about; 
tsan’ kin? to visit. 

‘To praise, to commend, to 
laud; to. sing praises to; to 
record the praises of; to as- 
sist; to explain; tak, syan 
tsdn’ to be praised, praise- 
worthy ; tsdn’ ‘mi, to praise; 
tsdn’ sin® to commend ; tsung’ 
tsdn’ to extol, to sing praises 
to; tsadw tak; kwo laudable. 

Be To stir up muddy water; 
}turbid water; to spatter; to 

" } rebound, to recoil ; resilient ; 
'Csin tsdn? ‘nan .shan, dirtied and 

splashed; tscin’ ‘hi, to bound 
back ; tsdn’ lok2 t bounded 
back on the ground; tsar? 
shap; shan, spattered against 
me. 
A sort of stone sceptre 

made witha cup, used in pour- 
ing out libations; a kind of 
bottle used in worship. 

AZ| ? 
= 

Tsan 

HE 
Tsan. 

(586) Ts*an. 

To swallow, to eat; a meal; 
sa classifier of meals; to gather 
j and to select ; yat, san fan® 

a meal ; ‘tsd ts an break fast ; 
tai ts‘dn, dinner ; Sndn cts'an 
supper ; yatr shiks sam ¢ts’ dn, 
three meals a day ; ¢s‘dn ‘au 
fan? a common meal ; chan’ 
ds dn shik: works for his food ; 
saw shik, chom <s‘an, hand- 
some enough to be eaten; 
‘pau ts'an,a a good meal; ¢s dn 

| 
of) 
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swan <min ut, dines in the 
clouds and sleepson the moon 
—an enthusiast; <ch't fan’ 
sadn, a diner out;.¢s‘an chuk, 
ts dn fan* a meal of congee 
and of rice — poor. 
To ruin, to destroy ; to in- 

Ts'anlttes to spoil ; to mangle, to 
tread on ; to kill, to slaughter ; 
mischievous, wicked, cruel ; 
spoiled, pillaged; withered ; 
broken food, leavings;  defi- 
cient, nearly used up, ready to 
vanish away ; <ts‘dn how tracu- 
lent, savage; ‘shautsuk, séung 
sts‘an, fraternal strifes; <ts‘an 
fa, a withered flower—a pros- 
titute ; sts'dn <nin, year going 
out; an old man; shikects‘an, 
Jeavings, orts; <ts‘dn cyan, to 
injure people; a villain ; <ts‘dn 
put, heeltaps; cts‘dn kit, de- 
wmeient, injured’; <ts‘dn ‘yan, 
cruel, unteeling: ~ — 

Halfa ‘tau or peck ; a méal; 
“many, much, a_ multitude; 

Ts‘an . ; : 
clear, bright; to agree upon; 
fine, excellent; beautiful, as 
a woman; to laugh, smiling; 
fine rice; pak ts‘én? white 
rice, anciently picked over 
by criminals ; ¢s‘an? ts‘dn’? ele- 
gant, as dress; ts‘dn’<in <t si” 
he laughed outright; ts‘dn 
sau, a worthless fellow —a 
colloquial phrase. 

Resplendent, clear; attract- 
Pty ive, bright, gay; ¢ts‘an? lan’? 
ai 4ustrons, brilliant ; ¢s‘an’ <t‘au 

? , 

you're a bright one! 
PE Thelastre of a gem, a bright 
Te'ante™ ; sti tsar’ pendent 

~ like the Vanda. 

> 

gems, said of hanging flowers, 

(587) 

Tsan 

I 

TSANG, 

“Tsang. 

To duplicate, to add ; sang 
<siin, a great-grandson ; ¢sang 

&ts0 ‘md, a great-grandmother; 
dsang ‘tsd, a great-grandfa- 
ther. . 
To add, to double, to in- 

crease; repeated, doubled ; 
Teang ka sang, toaugment; ctsang 

Ag 

ki to raise the price ; sang 
csmai, to give a higher price, 
to throw in the difference. 
To hate, to dislike, to abom- 
inate; ‘ho ctsang, hateful ; 

Tsang sah, cyan <tsang, to be hated ; 
hat; syan <tsang, to act so as 
to be hated ; ‘ngo ‘hd ctsang 
‘kt, | perfectly detest him ; 
dsang ho pat; ung, capri-— 
cious, now hating and then 
loving. r 

= A lifting net, suspended by au ’ 

Teang corners ;~4wa? sang, to 

ie « 

T 

i’ 

. alembic, 

let down the net ;xhd sang, 
a crab-net made ofeloth ; ‘au 
dsang, to raise the net; ‘ax 
dsang :'m kv tak; t' ong’ lo<shi, 
he don’t like to remember 
when he dragged for shrimps. — 
A general name for common 

silken fabrics, as ee, 
“@"€sarsnet, lutestring. 

A boiler for distilling, an 
a still made of pew- 

Tsangtor. a boiler for steaming rice: 

per 

to steam, to distil; lok. tsang’ 
ching, put it in the still and 
steam it. EGS te 
To miss~ the joad ;-tsang’ 

tang’ confused, in a furry, 
Tsangiost his clue, is 



TSANG. 

To present, to give to, to 
bestow on; to confer, as by 
the crown; to add to; tsang’ 
sung? to give a present to; ko 
tsang? to honor an officer’s 
parents for his merits ; ¢sang’ 
chin hi? shik, to give a look at 
one’s complexion —a sign of 
physiognomists; chit, ‘lau 
tsang’ shang syan, to givea 
willow-twig at parting; tov 
tsang® waiting for promotion, 
as expectant graduates do, at 
sixty. 

ie 

Tsang 

(588) 
7 

Ts‘ang. 

An adverb of time; past, 
c . 

_» already, done; how? a sign 
Te'ang PP Tr, ‘ 

of past time; <’m sts ang or 
mi <tsang, not yet; often a 
polite way of saying no; ‘ya 
sts'ang tso’ kwo’ it is already 
done; sho <ts‘ang, when will 
it be? <ts‘ang kin’ I have seen 
it; ts0°’'m <tsang, is it done 
et? 

fm A story of a house; a layer, 
‘7 a strata, a tier, astage; ala- 
Ts’an2 nina, a plate, or whatever is 

- piled or laid on; still more, 
added to; a step, a degree 
above; a classifier of stories; 
ko ‘kt yat, «ts ang, one peg 
higher than it; smd cts‘ang, 
no progress, it can’t be done ; 
ctstn ts ang ‘chi, foliated mica; 
‘shéung ta’ .sam sts'ang, go 
up to the third story ; chung’ 
yat, ts ang, one degree heav- 
jer; ‘yau sts'ang ‘yau ts‘z” 
there are proper gradations, 
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(589) 

i, 

Tsap. 

A colloquial word. A heap, 
a handful, a pile; a group, a 
knot ; chit smat yat, tsap, liv- 
ing in a single community ; 
tso «mdi yat, tsap, sitting to- 
gether in a group; so” smdi yat, 
tsap, sweep it up into a pile; 
ap, tsap, stingy, craven, slov- 
enly ; yat, tsap,‘mai, as much 
rice as the fingers can grasp ; 
au tsap; to make a little 
money. 

(590) Ts‘ap. 

To collect in an arsenal, to 
store up weapons; to gather ; 
to desist from, to lay aside, as 
arms ; to fold, as wings ; sts‘at 
ts‘ap, ts ap, to cut off evenly ; 
‘chai tsap, tO shat, tread it, 
press it down very solid ; ‘tsoz 
ts‘ap, <kon <kwo, to lay by 
shields and spears. 

Water rapidly flowing out ; 
rapid; cordial, harmonious, 
agreeing ; to accord with. 

he, To twist a cord; to join, to 
continue; to come after, to 
Tsih f }low, to succeed ; to pursue, 

to follow after, to be on the 
search for; to apprehend ; 
ts‘ap, wok: to pursue and seize; 
ts'ap, <sz’ to watch smugglers ; 
ts‘ap) :sz’ sshiin, revenue cut- 
ters; ts‘ap, chéuk, caught him ; 
ch'ad ts'ap, on the search; 

Ob 

> 

Ts’ik 

x 

> 

Ts’ih 

ts‘un ts ap to get on the trail. 
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To collect the materials to 
form a chariot, a car well 

Ts'ih d: ‘ d arranged; union, concord, 
agreement; to make every 
thing agreeable, put in its pro- 
per place ; to compile; to act 
gently andcordially;tocollect, 
to congregate; <wo ts'ap; in 
good accord, to pacify ; sning 
ts‘ap, peaceful ; sau ts‘ap; slun 
«pong, to induce the neighbor- 
ing states to be at peace. 

fey To put in order, to repair ; 
4 to cover, to thatch ; a spinous 

Ts'ih crass; sau ts‘ap, to refit, as 
a house; és‘ap, ‘pd, to repair. 

(591) Tsap. 

Fat A mixture of different co- 
At s lors or ingredients ; partico- 

=, | lored, streaked; mixed, un- 
Tsah assorted, blended, mingled, 

confused ; various, all sorts, 
miscellaneous, heterogenous, 
fragmentary ; to mix, to con- 
fuse ; to repeat; to revolve; 
to bore through; tsap. fv 
miscellaneous goods; tsam 
fo po a variety store; tsdp, 
shik, variegated; «sam tsdpr 
distracted, not keeping long 
at a purpose; tsdp: ‘chung 
‘tsai, a bastard; tsdp2 «tong 

_ ‘kwo, chowchow sweetmeats ; 
“ng fong tsa ‘ch’, a place 
where all sorts of people live ; 
tsap: lin’ confused, put in 
disorder ; han tsdp2<yan ‘tang 
loafers, idlers; ‘ta tsap: man 
of all work; shik tsdp to eat 
anything, not to fast; dap, 
tsdp2 miscellaneous, amedley. 

| Fe 
Tsih 

pis 

Sih 

A 

TSAP. 

To flock together ; to gath- 
er, as clouds; to assemble, 
to come together, to congre- 
gate, to collect; to bring to- 
gether; to go directly to the 
mark; to mix properly, to 
blend; to make a collection, 
tocompile ; a miscellany, ana ; 
a place where people collect, 
as a market ; often interchang- 
ed with the last; sts'at tsap2 
all came together, a full con- 
course; sman tsdp. a miscel- 
lany ; yat, tsap, one division 
of a book, what is collected 
under one head; tsdp, ui* A? 
a varied: bill, as at a theatre; 
chung yat, hip, tsap, friends 
here the whole day; «in ha? 
swan tsap, crowded together 
from all quarters; tsi tsdpr 
to assemble, to collect. 

Double garments, lined 
robes, a court dress; a suit; 
a robe fastened on the left 
side ; collected; repeated ; to 
make a foray, to invade, to 
steal into; to receive, to in- 
herit ; hereditary, descending 
in a family; sha’ tsap, here- 
ditary ; tsap. yam’ hereditary 
protection and pension — for 
the merit of ancestors; yat, 
tsdp,<t, a suit of clothes; sha?’ 
tsdp, ‘tsz’ tséuk, a hereditary 
baron. 
A continued flight ; to re- 

* peat the same act, to practice, 
to get accustomed to, to be- 
come skilled in ; practice, use, 
custom, habit, exercise, re- 
petition; hok: tsap. appren- 
ticed to; tolearn about; tsapz 
kwaw <shing tsx’’sin, practice 

2 
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makes it natural; tsap, shukz 
well versed in, habituated to ; 
tsdp lin’ practice ; tsdpr ‘hau 
yam, to practice speaking; 
tsp. st pat; ch'at, to take with- 
out examination, careless prac- 
tice ; tsdp2<’m 10 cannot learn 
the use of it ; tsap2 tsuk, ‘shi 
sin, ve learned the usages. 

Firm, hard wood; durable 
F timber ; tsap» muke any kind 

of hard wood. 
fe. Low, marshy land; a pool, 
Si, 2 Morass, wet meadows at the 

base of hills ; tsap2 <tin, low 
wet fields, marshes. 

A, A great shower, rainy; an 
Chih ancient tribe of northerners 

near Corea or Manchuria, 
spoken of during the T'ang 
dynasty. 

Tsat. (592) 

FE, Sickness, a disease which 
r ah Comes suddenly on one; ca- 

lamities, afflictions ; urgent, 
pressing, prompt, hasty; un- 
lucky,. infelicitous; to hate, 
to dislike, to envy; used for 
the next ; tsat, peng disease, 
ailments ; man’? tsat2to inquire 
after a sick person ;. ¢sat, 
song, testy, hasty, quick; 

_tsat: shi? to scowl at; ping’ 
smo tsatz sin, still he never 
spoke boisterously ; tsatr slit, 
a crashing clap of thunder ; 
tsatz<yan, a leper ; tsat, tsuk, 
impetuous, in haste; <fs‘dn 
tsatz<chi yan, thoroughly dis- 
eased. 
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He Envy, jealousy ; to envy, to 
*dislike, as a competitor ; tsat2 

ib in, to hate the worthy ; ¢tsatz 
to ‘jealousy. 
Gorse, farze; a thorny ahirah, 

>whose seeds are biting and 
spicy; tsatz <lai, a very spinous 
plant, the seeds are used in 
diseases of the eye. 

Tsih 

(593) Ts*tat. 

(These are often pronounced like the next.) 

,} Seven ; ts‘at) shap, seven- 
EC Pty shap: ts‘at; seventeen ; 
TR: | j tsat, sing pat, lok: near de- 
Tsih struction, devastated, almost 

ruined ; ts‘at, ts'ang chung 
fti,a work nearly done ; ts‘at, 
tsik: 7th evening of the 7th 
month, a festival : ts‘at; tstit 
a pentameter of four lines ; 
ts‘ at; lut, one of a eight lines ; 
yat, yats ts‘at, 1 don’t think 
much of that, soso; tsd* tsat» 
to attend to the funereal rites 
on every seventh day ; tsok, 
tsat, pin, to write seven 
essays. The second, used for 
the compound form, is also 
a sort of tree, and a contract- 
ed form of the next. 

Varnish, lacquer ; viscid or 
resinous juices which can be 
used in painting ; to paint, to Ts’th 

varnish ; black, as lacquer; ad- 
hesive ; exceedingly friendly, 
doating on ; syau ts at;to paint 
and varnish ; cyan ts‘at; ‘lo, a 
house-painter ; ts‘at, shik: poi- 
soned with lacquer; ts'at, hi? 
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lacquered-ware ; ‘fo ¢s‘at, seal- 
ing-wax ; ‘fots at, pin’ wafers; 
‘Ad ts‘ats ‘shui, lustrous varn- 
ish; ts ‘at; ¢sing, fine varnish ; 
sts'ing <i kau ts‘ats his dis- | 
position is very affectionate ; | 
cham ts‘at, gilt lacquer; yap: 
ts‘at, been. varnished; ¢s‘ at, 
shi? the varnish tree. 

(594) Ts*at. 

HE, To rub hard; to brush; to 
On: * feel for; a brush ; ; nga ts ‘at,| 

a toothbrush; és" dts nita? shat 
brush this pair of shoes; smo, 
ts‘dt, to make smooth; ¢s‘dat, 
ckon tseng® brush it ‘clean; ‘ 
ts at, lap. to wax and brighten. 
A colloquial word. <Ka 

tsat, a cockroach. 
FA, 

(595) Tsau. 

To whisper, to speak into) 
one’s ear; to speak in a low 
tone. 

A fabulous feline beast, called 
sau sii, emblematic of kind-| 
ness to animals and gentleness; | 
a royal groom or hostler. 
A district in the southwest 

of Shantung on the Yellow 
River ; an ancient city in LG, 
where Mencius was born. 
The district in L@ where 

Confucius was born, now in 
Ts" Yenchau fii in Shntung ; ; it 

Chiu 

fi 
4Asau 

«4 

is not far from the preceding. | 

PSAU, 

An angle or corner of a city 
wall, where it is retired; a 

TsaU bastion; a nook, a corner ; 
to live together ; abashed, as- 
hamed ; mang’ :tsau, the first 
month ; dm .¢sau, a dark cor- 
ner ; <shing <tsau, the corner 
of a wall ; tsau yap, the resid- 
ence of Confucius, and inter- 
changed with the preceding. 
The wail of infants; the 

hum of insects ; :¢sautsik, the 
“cry of small children; <tsau 

sau, the chattering of birds, 

c 

aK 

BR 
Tsau 

OR 
Tsau 

«ft 

squeaking of rats. 

night; to seize, to take with 

phrase. 

" watchmen’ s alarms; a sur- 

AM and then twice dipped in black; 

advice, to inquire into matters 

lucky day; kung? dsau ski 

to take counsel. 

simpleton; sau shang, a 

EM ate scurrilous language; shan 

To strike the rounds at 
night, to pace the beat at 

the hand; ‘kan <tsau :tsau, tie 
it up very tight,—a colloquial 

Ph A kind of wood suitable for 
fuel; it is used for making 

name. 
Silk first dyed red thrice, 

Tsat a dark red-like puce. 
AR To consult with, to take 

Tet of government publicly; to 
choose ; <tsau kat; to select a 

ching’ to jointly discuss the 
right of the matter ; <€sz’ tsau, 

Minnows, white fish which 
skip over the water; met. a 

foolish fellow. ¥, 
To scold, to rail at; abusive, 

tsau, tosay outrageous things, 
to irritate, . 



TSAU. 

SE To go; to sail; to travel; 
to run, to hasten, to quicken 

Tsau one’s steps; to flee, to run off, 
to clear out; the 156th radi- 
cal of characters relating to 
going; ‘tsau kwo ‘ki ‘shang, 
he has been over several pro- 
vinces; ‘tsau’m lat, could not 
get away; ‘tsau pak. t? all 
cleared out; ‘tsau tak, man’? 
she sails slowly; ‘tsau hi? to 
run off ; ‘tsau ‘shai, a servant ; 
taw kai ‘tsau ‘kau, to fight 
cocks and race dogs; ‘tsau 
sz’ to smuggle ; ‘tsau law’ to 
disclose, to let out, as a secret; 
‘tsau ‘shut, to voyage; ‘tsau 
lok, Vm going ; ‘tsau lo, clear 
out! ‘tsau tak, fai ts‘ui’ he 
runs very fast. 

. Spirits ; distilled liquor made 
~ from rice; it is applied alsoto 

*" beer, wine, and other liquors; 
given to drink; to redden; 
shit ‘tsau, whiskey, samshoo ; 
tsau tsike a banquet ; <wong 
‘tsau, sweet spirits; <md “tsau 
léung’? | have no ability to 
drink ; fat, ‘tsau .fung, irasci- 
ble from drink; ‘tsau fung 
kéuk, gouty; ‘tsau <fong, a 
groggery, a wine room or cel- 
lar; shung ‘tsau, claret ; pak 
‘tsau, sherry; ‘p'é ‘tsau, beer; 
‘shui ‘tsau, weak spirits; <t‘in 
‘tsau, genial dews; shik, ‘tsau, 
mulled spirits; ¢swz’ ‘tsau ‘Jd, a 
drunkard ; ‘tsau <shan kong? 
to like the flavor of wine; tsam? 
‘tsau, to steep things in spirits; 
ko <léung ‘‘tsau, spirits from 
millet, a pungent sort; ‘mi 
‘tsau, good spirits ; ‘tsau put, 
a wine-glass. 

Tox. Dicr. 7! 
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Re To report to the throne, to 
~* memorialize the emperor, to 

Tsau tell the sovereign, tocause hi gn, im 
to hear or know; songs or 
tunes; to play music; ¢tsaw 
‘pin, amemorial; tsaw ‘shéung 
tosend up areport; p'in’ tsaw 
a slip handed up; ¢saw’ slau, 
to report that an officer is de- 
tained; tsaw ngok, to play 
music, to strike up the band ; 
tsit, tsaw? to mark the time; 
min’ tsaw to state to the em- 
peror ; ‘chun tsaw’ to assent to 

- a memorial. 
oy Crape; rumpled, crenulat- 
7. ed, crinkled, crisp, frizzled ; 

sau : é to corrugate, to wrinkle ; used 
for the next ; tsaw? «sha, crape; 
sin’ tsaw camlet; tsau «mdi, 
puckered, shriveled up, wrin- 
kled ; ¢saw? sch‘au, wrinkled 
silk; ¢tsaw «sha ‘td, a capa- 
cious paunch ; <t tsaw Nan- 
king crape ; tsaw’ sman, marks 
of wrinkles. 

‘The skin wrinkled from 
age; frowning ; tsaw’ «mi <t'au, 
to scowl; min> spt tsaw a 
wrinkled face. 

mie* The place to which things 
tend or culminate at; to go 
towards, to approach, to draw 
near; to accompany, accom- 
modated to, to follow; to com- 
plete, to make a circuit, to 
meet; completed, finished ; to 
come near in point of time; 
an adverb, then, immediately, 
just, just now, presently, forth- 
with; a conjunction, then, 
if, as if; able to do, willing; 
tsaw ching slot, he has just | 
come; tsau’ ching? det kwo 

fp 
Tsau 

, 

Tsia 
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he’s just come and gone ; fsaw’ 
‘kom lok; \et it go, thavll do; 
‘kom tsau® ‘ho, this is right; 
tsaw ka hi? then I'll go; he’s 
about going ; tsau’ <sin, just a 
little while ago, just now; tsaw 
chi? hi? he’s just gone; tsaw 
‘shau, came to one’s hands, as 
profits; tsaw> <loi, presently, 
in a little ; coming forthwith; 
ung sshing <sai tsau* the east 
is done and the west finished, 
everything is cofrectly done; 
tsaw hav’ ko’ tik; it is just that ; 
tsaw t? ‘tsi <ts‘ot, this will 
serve the purpose ; he will do 
for the occasion; tsau® sma 
‘ni, to bear with, to humor 
one; tsaw ‘kom yéung’ 1é 
well, let it pass; ‘yan ‘keng 
tsaw <ying, to offer his neck 
to the axe. 
>A large accipitrine bird ; 
perhaps a harpy eagle, or a 

—_ whitish headed condor. 
The sleeve ; to put into the > 

Ai sleeve, to receive in the hand ; 
14 tsau? ‘hau, a cuff; tsaw‘shau, 

to hide the hands in the cuffs ; 
tsaw <tau, official cuffs shap- 
ed like ahorsehoof; ‘ling tsau’ 
a chief, one born to cominand ; 
to tsaw sleeve-covers; tsaw 
‘shau sp ong <ktin, to fold the 
hands and look on. 
A den, a cave among the 

hills; a glen, a ravine, gorge, 
or defile. 

2 A fleet horse; torun; quick, 
‘fleet; pressing, urgent; fre- 

Tsau ¢ | tedly; tsa? sin quently, repeatedly ; 
<t <lot, arrived very quickly; 
pat: ‘ho tsaw tak, it can not 
be done in an instant. 

nt 
Sid 

TS'AU. 

: 

(596) Tstau. ‘ 

Autumn; harvest, the time 
cy " 
* ig oe reaping ; the return of the 

‘™ year, a year; autumnal; sor- 
rowful, unhappy ; maka ts'au, 

tumnal equinox; «chang ts au 
itz heat of dog-days ; ts'au <f°in 
autumn; ¢sau <hd smd fan 
not the error of an autumn’s 
down ; <¢s‘in <ts‘au, a thousand 
autumns —a birthday; <¢s‘au 

- (kuin, a judge, because cases 
are decided in autumn; <ts‘au 
Shau, harvest ; ts‘au haw shin? 
a fan in winter — a useless 
thing; .¢s‘au h? cool autumnal 
weather. phir 
Malevolent; ill-natured ; <’m 

“'V'* ts'au ‘ts‘vi, not to speak to, 
Ts'it the cut direct. . 

} To bind, to gather in 
» Sheaves ; to compress in bind- 

A | ing: to collect, to assemble ; 
Ts'ig to lift, to grasp, to clutch ; to 

gripe; «sau chi? to seize 
fast; <ts‘au %, to nab by the 

~ ears ; ¢s'au ch'uk; to bind up, 
as a sheafis. — 
A strong wood ; the tree is 

_'”* like a yew or cypress; ds au 
Ts'tt ‘ing, a chess-board, — 
AK To blush, to redden, to 
re 5 ee 

*" change color; downhearted, 
Ts’ oad. wee ry 

‘th A pond, a fish-po nd, z I; 
dK atl] Wibuaey othe blow 
Te'it'p near Lin hien in dnsi ; 

cool; mournful, to excite sad 

« 

< 

feelings. 

wheat harvest ; ¢s au fan, au-. 

7 
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To change the color of; to 
colly, to. blacken, .as with 

"smoke; . ‘fo <t'dm cts'au, the 
fire blackens. it; <ts‘au. hak, 
smoked and blackened. 
The brick lining of a well ; 

to lay, as bricks; to pile up; 
to finish off a well. 
The traces of a. carriage ; 

sau tsin, a swing, a whir- 
ligig, a see-saw ; ta ts au 
ds in, to swing. 
} An eel; the mud or conger 

Beal ; nai <ts'au, a freshwater 
jeel ; ‘hot<ts'au, a sea-dragon, 

Ti id myriads of, miles long; a 
long, narrow boat; <¢s° au sii 

7k kwat, whalebone. 

Ts id 

Ts'du 

At 
bt au 

Ts id 

A long legged bird like an 
adjutant, having red eyes and 
bare neck ; it eats snakes. 

(The three next are often read ch’au.) 

a To imprison, to confine, to, 
¢ cage; to handcuff; a prisoner, | 
iG a felon ; a prison; sts au<lung, 

a cage in which criminals are 
_ Carried ; yap <tsau, to im- 

; prison ; sts‘au fan? acriminal. 
Bia Spirits which have settled ; 
Twi witle after the fermentation is 

4 over: ; to finish, to come to per- 
fection ; the end; valiant; ac- 
customed to. 
To urge, to constrain, to 

press upon ;acrowd, athrong; 
to exhaust, to carry to the 
utmost, to end; brave, strong, 
unyielding to bring together : 
sts‘au. syan, a herald. 
"1 To collect, to gather ; to 
» }run towether ; to run into 
)each other; a gathering on 

s 

£ 
Ts’ id 

Ts’au the water, asat a regatta; a 
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reunion; to ga with one, to 
take care of; with, together ; 
a, concurrence of circum- 
stances, to estimate the proba- 
bilities of ; to. strive to excel; 
for; ‘ni hit ts'aw ‘ngo ‘tat eng? 
will you go and learn about 
it for me; ts aw’ ‘hau, a lucky 
guess, a fortunate coinci- 
dence, just as; ts'aw amgdm,a 
lucky hit ; ; Just the thing ; “pi 
sam kt taw ‘kK it, look” care- 
fully after him ; ‘tai slat ts‘au’ 
I’jl see how I can do; fts‘aw 
kaw to make up enough ; <’m 
ts‘aw ‘ni ‘ho, Vl have nothing 
to do with you; tsaw <mai 
yat, h? lump it all in one; 
tsaw hdp.to group. . 

Similar to the preceding ; 
contre of a wheel, place where 

*“the rays centre ; to collect, to 
bring together ; concentrated. 

w® 

(597) Tsé. 

To sigh, to lament; painful 
regrets; an interjection of 
admiration; ali! alas! .¢sé Can’ 
to sigh; «sé slot <chi-shiko to 
groan and beg one’s bread. 
A net with which hares 

are caught; a net for beasts ; 
to stop ‘the way, as anet does. 
An elder sister; a miss; 

formerly applied to one’s mo- 
ther ; proud, saucy ; ‘tsé mui 
sisters ; tar’ ‘tsé, my elder sis- 
ter; also, amarriageable maid- 
servant; ‘st ‘tsé, a young 
miss; Jing’ ‘tsé, your. sister ; 
‘tsé fi, asister’s husband ; 4@ 

Tsié 

c 

Tsié 

WEL 
Tsié 
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‘tsé, sister; also a term for a 
father’s concubine. 

To assist; to lend, to bor- 
row ; to ask for, to beg of ; to 
make a pretext of; to pretend, 
to assume, to suppose ; if, for 
example, supposing, assum- 
ing ; to use for illustration ; to 
praise ; tsé slot, to borrow ;| 
tsé hi? to lend ; ts sagan, to 
ask for money; tsé «tan, a 
borrower’s note; ts «sham, 
to borrow a jacket ; séung ts€ 
to borrow of; ¢sé ci, suppos- 
ing that; ts@ sha? swai ok; to 
avail of power to do wicked-| 
ly ; ts chéuk, ‘ngo sz” he’s’ 
got my business, he’s stole my, 
thunder ; ts@ ko” ckwong, to. 
use another’s name, e. g. to! 
get a letter cf introduction ; 
ts€ ‘mé tik, please step aside a 
little ; ts@ lo? chang, to beg a. 
way through ; tsE? metaphor-| 
ically; ts@ <lai ‘kong, said it, 
for illustration, meant nothing, 
by it; és@ Hit, to geta loan on 
interest. 

24 To decline, to withdraw 
from, to refuse, to go away ; 
to resign, to throw up ; to stop 
intercourse with; “declining, | 
fading, as flowers; to express, 
to inform ; to thank, to ex- 
press gratitude ; to acknow- 
ledge, to confess; to excuse 

~one’s self; to ts@ many thanks; | 
‘ling tsé to receive with’ 
thanks ; tsé* sz” to retire from | 
office ; tsé £ ip, a reward offer-| 
ed ; piks ts@ to decline a pres | 
sent ; fa ts@ fading flowers ; | 
ts@ ti” to decline mourners ; 
ts€ pd’ a doctor's fees: tse, 

pe 
Tsié 

Sié 

| A 

TS'K. 

hak, to excuse one’s self to 
visitors ; ¢s0’ tsé “tsau, to give 
one a dinner; ¢tsé ‘tsau, to 
take wine with; tsé sha? to 
die ; ‘kom tsé feeling grateful 
for ; tap, ts@ to return thanks, 
to make a present in return ; 
sch'au tsé to requite in kind. 

A terrace having trees ar- 
ound it, an arbor; a place for 
storing musical instruments ; 
a high lookout, a keep, a tur- 
ret; a military school ; a fen- 
cing-room ; tif2 tsé an open 
arbor. 

The snuff of a candle; the 
Sie expiring wick of a lamp. 

Sie 

(598) Ts*é. 

Defected, inclined, swerv- 
SAV? ing from the right line; what- 
Sié ever leads astray ; depraved, 

bad, crooked, vicious, corrupt- 
ing, obscene; specious, de- 
luding ; heretical, illegal, not 
acknowledged by the state, 
or in.the classics; m sun’ sts‘é 
don’t believe heresies; <tsé 
to’ erroneous doctrines ; <ts‘é 
peng? epileptic sickness ; sts‘é 
fit, sorceries, tricks; <ts‘é 
sshan, illegal, ‘unacknowledg- 
ed gods, those whose worship 
corrupts ; chan sts'é, malicious, 
fornicating, illicit; ‘koi <ts'é 
ckwai ~ching? forsake errors 
and cleave to the right; .ts‘¢ 
shut: charms, philtres, black 
art; «sam sts‘é, impure, lewd | 
in mind; <ts‘é <yam, breed 
licentious. 
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Slanting, inclined, oblique, 
across, crisscross, diagonal, 
aslant, not with the rule; 
distorted, scattered; often 
used for the preceding; sts‘é 
sman pd drillings, twilled 
cloth ; it; st'au ‘pai <ts'é, the 
sun is declining; sts'é sh? 
to look askance; sts‘é <ts‘é 
tik; it is rather awry; <sai 
stsé itz the afternoon sun is 
hot ; sts‘é fung, an unsteady 
wind ; stsé ‘ngan, cross-eyed. 

BY A colloquial word. Not 
‘| | level, rising, as a road ; fong’ 

Bié 4° Jay it one end higher; ts‘é 
ts@ lok: go down winding ; 
ts‘é po, an ascending plain; 
chau st'au ts'é greedy. 

A 

Tseng.—See Tsing. 

(599) Tséuk. 

Z A sparrow ; a term for smal] 
birds, like the finch or lark ; 

Tsioh, kind of cap;.a kind of 
wheat ; tséuk, lap: to skip, to 
hop, as a sparrow; ‘hung fs(uk; 
a peacock ; oma tséuk, a spar- 
row ; shan <mé@ tséuk, a lark; 
tséuk, kok, litigation ; «wo fa 
tséuk, rice-birds, ortolans; 
mii fa tséuk; the avedevat 
(Fringilla amanduva); «shi 
sshan tséuk, a canary-bird ; 
tséuk, shitr fa, the Gardenia 
radicans, 

A cyathus with three legs, 
a cup for libations, a metallic 
wine cup; a bamboo wine pot- 

Bt > 
Tsioh 
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tle; a degree of nobility, rank, 
station ; nobility ; occurs for 
the preceding ; tséuk, :pii, a 
wine cup ; “ng tséuk; the five 
orders of nobility ; tséuk, waz 
of noble rank; <f‘in ts‘éuk, 
heaven’s nobility — is a love 
of virtue ; tséuk, luk. income 
of a nobleman. 

Et, ‘To chew, to bite, to rumi- 
; pnate, to craunch, to mumble, 

Taioh,, munch, to masticate; a 
mouthful, a bite ; ‘ngau tséuk: 
to chew; tséuk, lan? chewed 
it to pieces ; <hdm <ch'a tséuk, 
fav to mumble for a child; 
‘ngau sman tséuk tsz” to bite 
and chew phrases—pedantry. 
A flambeau, a torch, a link; 

a lighted match burned at 
night on an alarm. 

ae _ A white color, pure, unsul- 
Tsiontled> clean; nice, clean look- 

ing. 

5 Bd 
Tsioh 

(600) 

#2, 
Ts'ioh 

Tstéuk. 

A magpie, a jackdaw; a jay; 
‘hi ts*éuk, or kon ts‘éuks a 
magpie; «shan ‘hi ts‘éuk; a 
magpie with a gradated tail ; 
oi ts'éuk, a raven. 

(601) Tséung. 

To take, to hold in the hand ; 
¢ . . 

~ sign ofthe future, shall, will, 
Tsidnz : zabout to go; sometimes a 

form of the accusative ; then, 
suon, presently; to help, to 
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accommodate ; to use, to avail 
of, to go with, to escort, to 
accompany; great, stout; long, 
large ; to,receive and act upon, 
endued. with; to act; to pro- 
gress, toincrease, to approach, 

«> to.advance towards a mark ; 
to, follow ; going, passing, as 
time; the side; <séung sloi 
presently ; <¢séung ‘sz’ dying ; 
dséung kav? Gn. chaw it is 

. early noon; .tséung ‘ho ch'ut, 
then he can go; .tséung kwan, 
a commander-in-chief, all of 
‘whom are Manchus; met. the 
best, the principal; <tséung 
sit chi cho, how shall we then 
act? <tséung <loi chung <kung, 
to confiscate, effects ; ¢séung 
cham pok; ‘po, to value a rarity 
with gold; <tséung ‘pin <k'au 
l* to make money on a capi- 
tal; «shit tséung, to aid the 
government; dséung <i sin 
sch'tin pO to avail of strange 
words to make it known. 

OF | Thick, half fluid, pasty ; 
} starch, syrup, pus, or matter ; 

< } to starch ; broth boiled down 
Tsiang thick, congee ; <nai itséung, 

mire; ‘tsau ¢séuag, a ban- 
quet ; ¢séung 4 fuk,tostarch 
clothes; «fséung st, paste ; 
mo tséung to preparestarch, 
The second form is un- 
authorized. 

ae Small species of cicada or 
ee grasshopper, whose elytra are 

= green. 
“He To exhort, to animate, to ex- 

'S . cite, to encourage ; to land, 
Tsiangig praise, to commend; to 

vindicate, to give efficacy to; | 
to set an, as dogs; ‘tséung' 

TSEUNG. 

hii to exhort; ‘tséung ‘shéung 
to hold out rewards to; a re- 
ward ; <ho yung’ kwo? ‘tséung, 
why so much _ overpraise ? 

‘Ase An oar; chiu*‘tséung, to 
AS row; ‘tséung <shlin, a reve- 
Tsiang nue cutter, because it has 

many oars... 
‘ A surname; <ké ‘tséung, an 

aquatic grain; wild rice; 
‘tséung smau, stubble, straw, 
A sort of sauce, pickle or 

Porang condiment, made of salt and 
, sugar; relishes, seasoning, 

like oilmen’s stores; salted pre- 
parations; ckon tséung? dried 
seasoning ; tséung? stin, a shop 

Tsiang 

> 

where condiments are sold; _ 
tséung? lit® materials for pre- 
serves; <li tséung? to mix 
sauces; “ng mi? tséung a 
compounded sauce ; min’ shi? 
tséung’ a sort of bean relish. 

‘To take charge of troops, 
to lead troops into the fiel 
toact as a general; a general, 
a leader; ‘/o tséung’ a soldier. 

2 An elephant; a figure, a 
* form, an image; the shape 
"8 things take ; superstitious au- 

guries or fancy ; imagination, 
resemblance ; a law; to, imi- 
tate; pantomime; tséung* nga 

Vy 
Tsiang 

Sia 

ivory ;tseung” pat, a proboscis; 
tséung’ sp‘i, elephant’s skin, a _ 
medicine; a name for india 
rubber; tséung’ kim ta? chek, 
kéuk; my leg is as heavy as an 
elephant’s — I'm ashamed to . 
go back; taz’ pan® tséung? 
stupid, dull. 

jung image, likeness; a statue, an 

oh ~"' 7 

Re Interchanged with the pre- 
a ceding ; hau aA #4 

t 
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idol ; t6 resemble, to imitate ; 
‘ngau tséung® a statue ; sshan 
 tséung? an idol ; tséung’ shang 
like life; smd tséung* to limn 

_ a copy; <yan tséung’ a por- 
trait; ‘séung tséung* an idea, 

an illustration; <m tséung? 
yéung’ not according to rule. 

Ve A workman, a mechanic, 
~ an artisan of any kind; ‘ta 

Tsiang nean tséung? a silversmith ; 
muk, tséung?-a joiner, a car- 
penter ; <nai ‘shui tséung’ a 
bricklayer ; ckung tséung’ a 
mechanic. ph 

Ts‘éung. (602) 

Hr ‘To defend, to withstand ; to 
‘thrust at; to rush against ; 
Ts''4ng, comet; “i ct'au s‘éung ti? 

to knock the head against 
the ground. 
To walk rapidly; to move 

= towards a superior quickly ; 
AB i gambol, to skip about. 
Oh Similar to the preceding; to 
‘wy move irregularly, to go 
-Ts'ing across, to walk awry. 

~ The sound of stones, bells 
f°") and drums ; a noise ; a tink- 
‘Ts'iONZ\ing; hang dts‘éung, the 

ring of metallic things. — 
~ ‘Interchanged with the last; 

“’Y the tinkle of bells, a jing- 
_Tsi4"8}ing sound; a sort of pot to 

hold spirits; a gun ; a spear ; 
‘nit ts’ ung, a fowling-piece, 
a mateblock; shik: .ts‘éung 
“<léung, to be a soldier ; ‘shau 
ts éung, apistol; fung ts‘éung 
al airgun. 

© ‘ 
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Interchanged with the last ; 
a spear, sharp at both ends ; 
a lance, a boarding-pike ; to 
Oo the head low ; ts‘éung 
fat; the hand manual ; ¢s‘éung 
cau, a spear head; ha’ ‘ma 
s€ung, to give a back thrust 
when unhorsed, to leave in 
the lurch, to outwit. — 

Wr A’sort of broad-ax; a pole- 
‘'V} ax imade square, a bill; to 
Ts'ianghack, to chop; sShii cts‘éung, 

a statesman in the days of 

FB 
Shun. 

_ im ancient times, a village 
Ts iang : ie 

Ap 
Ts idng 

An asylum for aged people 

school, a college, a gym- 
nasium, an academy; to teach; 
sts'éung «shang, a sitts‘di; 
tsun’ sts‘éung, to become a 
sifits4i; yap, <ts‘éung, the 
graduates of a district. 
Happiness, felicity, fortune, 
goodness ; an omen, a sign, 
a prognostic; <ts'éung sui 

lucky omens; kat; <ts‘éung, 
a happy Sign ; ‘szz<ts‘éung and 
tdi sts'é€ung, are the sacrifices 
to ancestors at the end of one 
and two years, wlien the 
mourning is ‘altered; pat, 
cts‘éung «chi. chit? a most 
unlucky omen ; és‘z’ ¢ts‘éung, 
kind-hearted.. 
To examine carefully, to 
learn and report upon, to in- 
quire fully into; to discourse 

upon, to reason upon ; to state 
the circumstances, to min- 
utely narrate; the detail, the 
particulars, the facts, the 
arguments; minutely, fully ; 
cts éung ‘ha, examine into it; 
ts ung sav’ ‘kong, told every 

Ts ia4ng 

Ts iang 
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particular; <¢s'éung gnan, an 
official report ; <’m chi sts éung 
sui I don’t know all the facts ; 
sts'éung stk, a luminous ac- 
count of, intelligibléM. 

: TTo soar, to hover over; to 
~/ #4 look back; dignified, severe, 
Ts'iang stern; «tii sts'éung, to look 

back regretfully. 
A spear, a wooden lance; a 
post ; to kill; to rob, to mal- 

MNgtreat; <ts'éung shéung, to 
wound; sts‘éung ts dk. to 
kill and rob. 

} A wall made of stone, 
\ brick, or mud; a defense or 

Jaq} wall; chiin sts‘éung, a brick 
Ts'idngWall 5 <nai sts ung, an ado- 

bie wall; chuk, ds éung, 
to build a wall ; tong? sts‘éung, 
to plaster. a wall; mi’ ‘shui 
chung sts‘ éung,tocrawl under 
water, and build a wall, met. 
hard labor; «it <ts'éung, to 
adorn and paint a_ wall; 
sts‘éung pik, a wall; yat,st‘tt 
sts‘éung kwo a single. back 
wall for several houses, 
Female officers in the impe- 

“1 rial hareem; pan’ sts‘éung, 
Ts'iéng Jady of the bedchamber. 

A mast, any spar or mast 
~!E} which sustains the sails ; 
Ts'i808. fan cts‘éung, masts and sails. 
Bye 6A rose ; sts éung gmi fa, the 
£2) cinnamon rose. 
Ts'iang Also read sik, an aquatic 

vegetable. 
‘Bp To take, to extort, to force 

Ts iang 

Ts'i 

s 

« 

away, to ravish, to snatch ; 
to dispute for, to struggle 

for ; sudden, abrupt, rude; to 
rob, as bandsdo ; ‘ts‘éung pak: 
‘ki kW he denounced him in|} 

TSIK. 

many phrases; ‘ts‘éung kip, 
to take by force; ‘ts‘éung «sin 
shang, to thrust one’s. self 
forward ; ‘ts'éung pau tau, 
to struggle for the rocket 
stick on the 2d of 2d month; 
‘ts'éung tiit: to snatch; tin 
‘ts'éung, to grab at all. 

Read <ts‘ong ; to saw. 

(603) Tsik. 

EN. Eating, about to eat; an 
adverb, now, immediately, 
soon, presently, when, then, 
forthwith ; now ; near ; if, per« 
haps; this, that is, or, alias ; 
the snuff of a candle; tsik, 
tsik, an abundance, full of; 
tsik, hak, instantly ; tstk, yata 
the same day; tstk; hat just 
that, it is so; tsik, kam, just 
now ; tsik; sshi kan, supposing 
it to be; sain ‘man tsow® tsik, 
the end of.the year is near; 
tsik; tstk, fan slot, come back 
immediately ; tsik, ssht ‘tang 
‘kan, it is wanted very soon ; 
tsik, tsik, in? money on the 
nail. . 

nA, The noise of a crowd; the 
hum of insects; «sau tstk, a 

Tsih hubbub. 
2), To make bricks; to make 
Tein 29 arched grave; the snuff of 

a candle, embers; to dislike, 
to have a horror of, to snuff at. 

, Lean, thin, reduced to a 
Tsih bone, emaciated; poor, _ as 

land; to make lean; to im- 
poverish ; to retrench, to bring 
down; észk; ‘to, meagre soil. 



TSIK. 

By. To step carefully; short! 
Tah StePS, a mincing walk ; to walk | 

here and there. | 
He, A wagtail, ealled fsik; sling ; 

‘* it has a mottled, black neck ;' 
Tsib another name for it is <ts‘in 

‘mo, or money mother. 
Ww. Merit, praiseworthy acts; 

- ‘Tsih meritorious deeds, conduct 
worthy of reward. — Inter-| 
changed with the next. / 

ae To wwist hempen threads: 
Tsik ce the knee; to split hempen 

fibres; merit by laudable) 
works; an affair, a business; 
to complete, to bring to a con- 
clusion; to join, to piece;: 
tsik, «ma, to twist hemp ; kung | 
tsik, works of public merit. | 
To gather, to hoard up, to’ 

accuinulate, to store; to in-| 
crease, to add to, to pile upon; 
increasingly ; fat, tsik; to ac- 
complish, to succeed in ; ‘shui 
tsik, mai, water standing, as 
in puddles ; uz tsik, to heap. 
up, as rubbish; ésth; fuk, 
much happiness derived from 
good works; ¢tszk; <nin, during’ 
many years, for a long time; 
tstk, ch'uk; to hoard or lay by. | 

og To bawl, to cry after; to’ 
> ; dispute about, noisy quarrel- 
| ing; distant, retired, hidden; 

Tsih garrulous, impertinent or 
meddlesome ; to assent to ;) 
tsik, tsik, tsdn’ to chuckle 
admiringly. — 

) Atrace, a foot-mark, a foot- 
—-’ | step; vestiges, effects, con- 
bh. sequences, signs ; the results 

Tsih 

| 

oF 
; > 

ta | of previous conduct; to trace | 
“t out, to follow up, to search | 

Tsih for the effects of ; kéuk, tsik,| 

Ton. Dicer. iz 
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a foot-print ;sshan tsik, evi- 
dencesof divine power, mira- 
cles; ‘ying tstk; ‘ho <i, a sus- 
picious appearance; «md ‘ying 
tsik, no clue of him; shing’ 
tsik, renowned, magnificent, 
asa view; ping’? «md <tiung 
tsik, I can find out nothing 
about him ; yan’ ¢stk, a stain ; 
shan tsik; a streak, as of dirt ; 
badefeelings left in the mind. 

i ; A turban or cloth wound 
* ‘around the head ; a kerchief 

*" used instead of a cap. 
tik Rocks under water, half- 
*V tide rocks, a stony bottom; 

Tsih covered with sand and stones. 
B& = Asharp agricultural instru- 
A’ ment like a mattoe ; to attend 
Tsih to husbandry. 
i Panicled millet ( Vilium), 
x? f the five grains; quick Tah One © grains ; quick, 

rapid ; the god of agriculture ; 
‘shé tsik, the Ceres of the 
Chinese; its altars have no 

toofs; haw tsik; a god of 
harvests ; Ad? tsik, afternoon. 

To stride; to straddle. or 
step over a thing; to walk 
reverently, to step in a formal 
manner, to measure ‘one’s 
steps. 

> 

Tsih 

(This and the next are often read fsek.} 

AE The back-bone, the spine; 
4 the back; convergent, as the 

Tsil ribs; the ridge of a house; 
a sierra, a ridge; a bone; a 
principle ; pia? tsek, kwat,the 
spine ; uk, tsek, the top of a 
roof; «nd tsik, kwat; no de- 
pendance can be pat in him ; 
‘hi yats d it tsek, raise a ridge ; 
‘matsittsek, buy the fish’s back. 



Sih 

Sih 

Hi 
Tsih 

Tsih 

TSIK: 

interchanged with the next, | 
“meaning a mat; flowing; wide, | 
large, as garments ; ample ; 
‘ts'0 tsek, grass mats; st ang | 
tseke rattan mats } chik, tsek:’ 
to weave mats ; .kdi cman tsekr 
fine mats; fa tsek, colored | 
mats ; tsek2 :pdu, a mat bag. 

Mats ; a mat spread for eat- 
‘ing on; a repast, a meal, a 
table ; pliable, without force 
of character ; affection fer; to 
depend on; rest, quiet; to 
spread upon, to lay out, as a 
mat; ‘tsau tsik, a banquet; 
tstke kan <t'am k' ap speaking 
while at table; <sai tsik, a 
teacher ; ‘t tsikz to lean ow the 
table ; chi#: tsike to spread an 
entertainment; nai tsike to sit 
at table; tsih t? < tso*® to 
spread a feast and sit down; 
cham ‘man st'ung tsike 1 dine 
with you this evening. 
A book for records, a tablet; 

a list, a register of the people ; 
the place for enroling, one’s 
native place ; «shit tstkz books ; 
sii tsik, to return to one’s 
home ; <n tsike place where 
one’s family originated; lok: 
tsik. to be registered ; g shéung 
tsike enrolled in two places ; 
slong tsikz notorious, infamous; 
md tsik: syau gnan, vagrants, 
gypsey-like, without origin. 

A mat on which things 
*ean be presented ; to borrow ; 
to assist, to help ; to use for a 
while; to borrow from, to avail 
of, to make a means; by; in 
all which senses it is often 
read ts@; in confusion, dis- 
turbed; liberal, geuerous; to 

FPSIK. 

lead, as by a string ; tsike fuk, 
by your kiudgess, I am well ; 
tsik; ‘hau, to make a pretext, 
to gammon; tstkz sshan pi 
yaw he relied on Divine help ; 
ts@ tsik, to rely on for assist- 
ance; ftstk: sha? to use the 
authority of others. | oad, 

A, Evening, dusk; late; last 
*day of, as a year or month; 

Sih out of the perpendicular ; the 
36th radical ; chia tsike morn- 
iug and evening; scht fstk. 
Jast day of the year ; kam tsik: 
this evening. 

The evening tide, high tide 
at sunset; the mame of a 
stream. bit 

Dark, obscure, as a winter 
night; a vault ; a niche or re- 
cess in a sepulchre; «chun 
tsik, the tomb, the grave. 

Still, silent, as an uninhab- 
*ited house ; quiet, unmoved, 

Tsib like a recluse ; solitary, deso- 
late, lonesome 3 tsike tsing’ a 
dead silence; <iin tsile com- 
pletely silent, said ao are $ 

Vv. 
Sih 

B 
Sih 

death. 
2 

. 

(604) Tsk. - is 

Be 
A sort of pelea to tals: 

’ passionate, to pity ; mournful, 
Ts ih 

deformed, marked in any way; 
near, related to, dear to; re- 
latives ; <ts‘an ts'ik, one’s kin- 
dred; cyau ts'ik, 
ckwan n, to feel for other’s woes, 
mutually effected ; ts'th, ts'ik, 
melancholy. 

ied 

sorry ; angry, atoused, vexed ; 

ye 



TSIM. 

Grief, sorrew ; to be afflict- 
ed, to be sad; pained, mourn- 
ful. Used for the preceding. 
A sort of pole-ax, a bill ; an 

© ornamental kind of ax carried 
Ts'ib in processions. . 
iy, To bore through ; to stab; 
Ts'ih © embroider ; to tattoo, to 

~ mark the skin; a prickle, a 
thorn ; és‘ik; ts‘ik, pat: -yau, 
incessant talking. 
A fullness in the stomach ; a 

pain from laughing; rheumatic 
twinges, pain in the bones: 
si? t0° ‘t'd ts‘ek; laughed till 
he ached; Awat; ts‘ek, shooting 
pains; «sam ts‘ek, sorry for, 
deeply pained for ; <t‘au ts‘ek; 
nervous headache. 

‘ PR, 

Ts’ih 

rinses Tsim. 

RR Sharp, pointed, acute, taper- 
Es ~ ing toa peak or point ; wedge- 
SeMike, pyramidal, conical, or 

needle-shaped ; clever, ingen- 
ious ; ‘ting «tsim, ready at,|!* 
smart; yuk. <dsim, a lady’s 
fingers ; <¢sim f? sharp, quick- 

" - witted ; “td stm, to wedge in, 
'- . to work one’s self in; pan 
~~ tsim <ha?, to dress in women’s 
shoes, to act the female parts. 
wi Name of an affluent of the 

A Yangtsz’ kiang near Ngan- 
Tsien, ing fa; to find its way in, 

as water does; to advance by 
degrees, slowly, by lit:le and 
little ; stealthily, as decay ; to 
flow ; to imbibe, to tinge, to 
soak, to penetrate ; ¢sim® tsim’ | 
soi, came on gradually + tsimn’ || 
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yap: kat ‘king, opens up a fine 
prospect; gradually improv- 
ing, as one’s prospects ; tsim? 
ts'z” many times, gradually ; 
cts'un tsit tstm? tsun’ to follow 
on regularly, to advance in 
order. 

(606) Tstim. 

All, the whole; an unani- 
". mous voice, the general opin- 

Ts'ien jon; a flail; ¢s‘tm ap, all” 
signed it. 
Slips of bamboo written on 

‘2% for lots, for which the next 
Ts'ienone is used ; to subscribe, to 

write one’s name; a sort of 
basket ; <és°fm tsz” a circular, 
a subscription paper; <ts‘im 
cmeng, to write one’s name ; 
sim cat, to subscribe to; 
<ts‘im -kwan, to join in engag- 
ing a teacher; ¢sim—‘u, to 
draw lots for a response. 
Similar to the above; a slip, 

“ a lot; a warrant, a permit, a 
Ts'ieMicket ‘having © the officer’s 

name on it; to probe, to bore 
through ; sharp-pointed ; cha?’ 
sim or cha <tstm, to lot out 
officers to their stations; gd 
stm, todraw lots before idols; - 
s‘tm t'ung, a cup to hold the 
slips; ch'wt :ts‘tm, to issue a 
warrant or permit; <k'au <ts‘im, 
to divine. 
To cut; to stick in the 

‘SY throat ; és‘im ‘Kit chau stung, 
‘Myierce his weasand; <ts tm 

chil, to stick a pig; tstm she 
to Ingraft by slips. 



TSIM. 

Disputatious, skilled at argu- 
ing ; insidious, lying flattery ; 

« 

Siem sim syan, a flatterer. 

“2% pen; to overflow ; 
Tsun 

appearing and reappearing ; ; 
occurs used for the next;xts"im 
mit, to extirpate. 
To destroy utterly, to exter- 
minate, to pierce, to kill ; yats 

c 

‘Fagen 0 <ts‘im ‘sz’ ‘kt, stabbed him 
dead ata blows tsim kit, 
ski fui, killed the chief him- 
self. 

rr | Fine silk ; small, delicate, 
“v,. )like silken fibres; silk woven 
FE | with a white woof and black 
Sien warp; niggardly, stingy; ts‘im 

sho, like a fibre, minute; <¢s‘tm 
ts‘im yukr ‘shau, a delicate | 
hand; stm <u, a slender 
waist. 
Similar to the preceding ; 

slender , sharp-pointed, acute ; 
“" crafty, subtle; <ts‘tm yéuks 

weak and delicate. 
\ To ford, to wade across, 

<= }to cross water; to dive, to 
He | walk on the bottom ; to hide 
Ts'ienaway, to abscond, to secrete 

one’s self; an ancient name 
for the River Han; carefully, 
feeling one’s way, heedfully ; 
a cess-pool ; <ts‘im po’ careful 
steps; <ts'tm shang ‘shui chung, 
to walk in the water; sch'am 
ts'im, reserved, diligent. 
To move with the hand, to 

take up; to select, to pull out, 
as from a pile; to draw, as 
lots; quick, rapid, urgent; 

~ ts‘tm 3m ‘td, I drew a blank 
lot; sts‘im ch'ut: pull it out ; 
sts‘im «hau, to draw a slip. 

‘Bi 

Ae 
Ts'ien 

| Tsien 

Tosoak, to moisten, to dam- 
a spring) 

TSIN, 

To arrogate to one’s self, 
to usurp, to assume; to over- 
step one’s limits or rank ; du- 
bious, false; usurped; despotic, 
assuming ; ts‘im’ fan® to as- 
sume to one’s self; ts‘im? wai? 
to aspire to the throne; to take 
another’s rank; ftsim> <sin 
‘kong, to speak before his turn. 

HP | The moat around a wall, - 
“ fa fosse, a ditch; a sluice to 

er lead water upon trees; ‘to 
T's’ien » deepen, to dig out; kwat, 

ts‘tm to dig a sluice ; ; chang 
ts‘im? a gutter. 
Boards for cutting books on ; 

Sien 

oy 

: enblets for memoranda, tab- 
“lets to be written on with a 
eons : 

The increasing light and 
splendor of the sun; advanc- 
ing, ising higher and higher ; 
Tsim <lo kwok, Siam, a word 
probably corrupted from Sten 
through the Portuguese Jap- 
guage. 

(697) ‘sin. 

JAY ‘To fry, to roast in a pan; to 
‘21>. vex, to harass; «tsi ko, to 
Tsiene xpress lard ; yung’ syau <tsin, 

use fat in frying it; man 
‘fo tsin sit, a slow fire fries 
fish; 7. e. small bets will ere- 
long drain the purse; :tsin 
snung, to fry brown; ngo 
sin, to simmer, to. decoct ; 
vexed, irritated. 

Read tsin’; to decoct, to boil, to 
digest with heat ; to simmer ; 
isin’ chap, to fry. in its own 



Fae 

TSIN. 

juices, as fruit; tsin’ tong, to 
boil slowly ; tsin’ yéuk: to de- 
coct medicines. f 
To sprinkle with the hand, 

to bespatter; name of a river 
in Sz’chuen. . 
Used for sts‘dn VE cruel. 

Small, narrow, cramped ; con- 
tracted, as one’s mind. 
‘Tablets or slips on which to 

make memoranda; a letter, 
a writing; note paper with 
water-line or stamped pic- 
tures; writings handed to the 
monarch; sin ‘chi, fancy note- 
paper ; ¢s'at, <hong <tsin, seven 
lined billet paper ; Jap, <tsin, 
glazed billet paper. 
A man’s name, called . T’sin 

Hang, or Tsien Hing, who 
“Jived in the Shang and Chau 
dynasties, to the age of 767, 

2g and then vanished. — 
c=} 

Tsie 

af 
Tsien. 

race 

Tsien 

Tide 

To flatter; pleasant, kind 
words ; sly insinuations ; ‘tsin 

™“tsin, shallow, artful talk. 
} Even, regular, as feathers 
s grow ; to cut off smooth, to 

a } clip even ; to shear ; shears, 
Tsien Scissors; to kill, to ‘destroy ; ; 

to reduce, to clip off; light, 
as adye; yat, ‘pa ‘tsin td, a 
pair of scissors ; 147 kaw’ ‘tsin, 
shears; chap, ‘tsin, betel-nut 
shears ; stsot ‘tsin, to cut out 
garments; to manage, to plan ; 
‘tsin‘tsin, subtle at argument ; 
‘tsin t? <k'au <wo, to give up 
territory and beg for peace. 

“ai Shallow-pated, superficial, 
ins not profound ; unskilled, shal- 

low, not deep ; <ts'ai ¢sin, me- 
diocre, ofsma!! capacity ; ‘tsin 
lit; mean, insignificant, 

TSIN: 573 

To destroy,to kill, to exter- 
minate ; to finish, to exhaust ;. 
to clip, to shear; entirely ; 
put, ‘tsin, unlimited. 

» An arrow; an archer; a 
bowshot; to dart out very 
quickly; swift, like an arrow; a 
slender sort of bamboo; \brist- 
ling ; sh@ tstn’ to shoot an ar- 
row ; «kung tsin’ bow and ar- 
row ; law tsin’ the gauge in a 
clepsydra; ‘fo tsin’ a fire ar- 
row ; ‘héung tstn’ a whirring 
arrow ; ‘hd tsin’ a good shot ; 
‘ma tsia? mounted archers; 
dm tsin’ «shéung cyan, to in- 
jure one with a secret arrow 
—slander; fong ‘lang tsin’ to 
shoot at privily ; yat:tstn’ chi 
ti? a bowshot, or 120 ch‘ek:. 

Grass eaten by animals ; 
vy Pasturage ; to lead animals to 
‘Mood pastures; to introduce, 

to recommend; to lay out food: 
to adore, to worship without a 
victim; to wedge, to wedge 
in; tstw dot kéuk, to wedge 
the table ; ¢stn’ ‘tsd, to worship 
ancestors ; ‘kit tsin? to recom- 
mend one; ‘sé tsin’ <shii, to 
write an introductory letter ; 
‘yau tsin’ tau, there is some 
opening ; fu? tstn? to get a 
soul out of purgatory by 
priests ; tstn’ ts‘o? take a little 
greens— with your wine; said 
toa guest ; tsin’ ‘hi raise it up. 

Interchanged with the last ; 
also to continue; some; to 
succeed, to recur repeatedly, 
asa famine; repeatedly, again. 

Water flowing on ; astream 
bursting forth again; repeated; 

ae 

Tsien 

Taien 

as» 

rr 
Tsién 

i 
Tsie 

sin? like successively. 
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ony A prop to shore up a lean- 
ing house; a sluice or weir of 

Tsien earth or stone to lead water. 
pe To present food to one, to 

“ give a farewell dinner to; to 
Tsien ay Ned send food to; parting present 

of money or food; comfits; 
tstn’ shang, to give a dinner 
to one traveling; ¢stn pit, a 
Jeave-taking dinner; mat? tsin’ 
st‘ong ‘kwo, comfits and sweet- 
meats; tsi ‘lai, presents to 
a traveler. 
A swift current; a raceway ; 

to spatter up, to dash against ; 
"to squirt out, tospurt, as blood. 

2. Worthless, vile, mean, low, 
Teientgnoble, base; cheap, low-pric- 

ed; to disesteem, to depre- 
ciate, to lower ; used for what 
belongs to one’s self; <p'an 
tsin’ poor and mean ; tsin’ noi? 
my wife; fsin® sing? War? my 
surname is Wai; ¢stn’ séung 
a poor physiognomy, a thief’s 
face ; tsin® kwat, <t'au, a mis- 
erable stick ; ¢tsin® syan, you 
poor baggage! said of women ; 
ki sts‘tn ‘ho tstn? the price is 
very low; tsin? kak, a mise- 
rable lot, of poor talents ;|| © 
tsin’ mat, taw <k'ung cyan, the 
poor may meddle with cheap 
things ; tsok, tsin® he disgraced 
himself. 

4 ‘To tread upon, to trample 
“ on or over; to walk, to step ; 

Tsietig arrange out; tsén’ <in, to 
fulfill one’s promise ; tsin’ tap. 
to tread down or in; tsin® ki? 
to tread down the heels ; ¢sin’ 
wai to ascend the throne; to 
walk in another’ssteps. Often 
read ‘ts'in. 

i 

TS'IN. 

(608) *gt i n. 

A thousand ; many, an inde- 
finite number ; <ts"tn man? iti? 
tso? it must by all means be 
done ; <ts‘in <kt fan slai, I 
earnestly beg you to return; 
<ts‘in ckam, your daughter ; 
cts‘in ‘li ‘ma, a racehorse ; a 
courier ; <ts‘in ‘tsung, a lieu- 
tenant ; ‘/d <¢s‘in, an old black- 
leg ; name of a card; ‘td <ts‘in, 
to bend one knee ; ts’ in chan, 

- a wrench to extract. nails ; 
cts‘in sui? your Highness, said 
to princes; stn ckam kwai? 
‘t‘ai, your honorable self, said 
to any one; <ts‘in ‘ki okt sx 
exceedingly strange; cts'in yat, 
pat, ‘koi, a thousand to one 
he’ll not reform. 

CF Exuberant foliage, flourish- 
ing vegetation; green, ‘like 

Tsien ade; tsi ds‘én, luxuriant. 
AY A road going north and 

Tsien 

Ts’ien 

a field, a path to a grave. 
\ ‘To move, to remove, to 

ve ' Place elsewhere ; to ascend ; 
= |to be promoted; to change, 
Ts'iento transpose, to improve; to 

banish, to deport, todrive off; 
pun <ts‘in, to move, as one’s 
residence’ ts‘in kit, to 
change one’s lodgings; dp; 
ts‘in, to eject, as a tenant; 
‘tso <ts‘tn, to degesaet toa 
lower place or rank. 
interchanged with ista Be. 

To walk round and round ; 
to dance, to amble; pantoe 
mime, 

Be 
Ts’ien 

south; a cross-way through _ 



TSIN. 

To swing toand fro, to play 
upon the whirligig; «ts au 
ts‘in, a swing. 
Before, in front of, in pre- 

sence of; in advance; pre- 
viously ; formerly, anciently ; 
the former; to advance, to 
lead forward; <ts‘in haw’ before, 
after ; <ts‘tn yat, day before 
yesterday ; ¢av’<ts‘in yat. three 
days ago; <ts‘in st au, in front; 
cts in tit» last month ; <ts‘tn<yan 
ta p@ haw syan, 1am afraid, 
I have been once deceived ; 
‘ngan sts in, before one’s eyes; 
sts in <loi, come here, advance; 
about coming ; tsov sts‘in, be- 
fore, then; ‘shéung sts‘in hiv | 
go ahead, g) on; ‘tsau tung? 
pat, :ts‘in, I can’t well get on 
with it; it’s a difficult job to 
manage; <ts in sch'ing nan lit? 
it’s not easy to guess how it 
will turn out ; sts‘in <king, al- 
ready, before done. 

HE Copper coin, cash, coppers ; 
“pp pooin, a piece of money ; cash, 
In j wealth, money, | property ; 
Ts’iena tenth of a tae], or mace, 

which the cash once weigh-| 
ed ; <t ung <ts in, copper cash ; 
kam sts‘in, gold coins; ‘yau 

_ sts‘in, rich, wealthy ; ¢s‘in kukz 
- a mint; ‘chau sts‘in, to ex- 
change into cash; ‘kt <ts'in 
chung? how many mace does 
it weigh? fong’ 16 <ts‘in, to 
scatter paper money at burials; 
ta? -kong sts‘in, large coins of 
Kanghi ; lan’ <ts‘tn, bad cash ; 
sts in ‘pan kom’ haw’ thick as 
a cash board ; J? <és‘in, inter- 
est; ‘shau cts in snd, a miser ; 

we 
Ts’ien 

pe 

Fi 
Tsien 

< 
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sléung, taxes, revenue ; sts‘in 
‘léung ‘tsz’ shot, bullets; 
hing sts in, disputing about 
money ; sts'in <shan ‘pai po? 
money serves for everything ; 
cts in ‘shui tai, the rate of ex- 
change is low. 
Shallow, not deep; superfi- 

cial, not profound ; light, as 
coloring ; easy, having few 
strokes, simple, as characters ; 
short-haired ; dripping; «sham 
‘ts'in, deep—shallow ; hard— 
easy ; ‘ts in kan’ chi t'd, a su- 
perficial scholar ; ‘ts‘tn <wong, 
a light yellow ; ‘ts‘in Ys‘in ‘ho 
‘kong, he can understand a 
very little; ‘ts‘tn swt, vulgar 
and superficial, as a scholar ; 
‘ho ‘ts‘in, very shallow, very 
easy : ‘ngan ‘ts‘in, impatient, 
having respect to persons ; hot 
syan pat, ‘ts'in, to endamage 
one seriously. 
Shallow, thin, beaten out, 

as a piece of metal ; superfi- 
cial, ignorant. 

cy 

Tsien 

c 

Tsien 

(699) Tsing. 

A banner, a standard having 
plumes, which when waved 
encourage the troops; to make 
signals ; insignia, signals ; to 
discriminate, to make mani- 
fest, to prove, to show forth ; 
dsing ski, flags ; sming <tsing, 
red banners hung by a corpse ; 
sing ‘pit, testimonials of me- 
rit granted by the sovereign, 

We 
Tsing 

‘nan stsin, to gamble ; sts'tn and often placed over the door. 
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i=] 5 j — : € i Lustre, brightness; clear, | 
pure, light; crystal; crystal- 

Tsingine ; ‘shui dsing, quartz. crys- ’ &) 

tal; <ch'a <tsing, tea-stone, 
eaitngorm stone ; fat; sing, 
moss agate ; mak. .tsing, smo- 
ky quartz; <hung <tsing, rose 
quartz; ¢in A? dsing, clear 
weather; ‘shui dsing <kung, 
Neptune’s palace. 
The ball of the eye; the pu- 

pil ; ‘ngan hak; tsing, the iris; 
Enak. .tsing, the white of the 
eye; fats tsing -kwong, night 
blindness; muk. pat) ‘chiin 
sing, eyes fixed. 

4E Scallion blossoms ; a kind of 
three ribbed rush; flowery, 

elegant, flourishing; :mo.tsing 
a sort of greens like mustard. 

tn A dragon-fly; called ¢tsing 
: A t‘ing, which sips the water ; 
Ting tsing lit, a sort of cricket; 

sing sling, a kind of locust. 

A 
Tsin 

Tsin 

(The three next are often pronounced tseng) 

is Cleaned rice; selected, ripe, 
*TF) mature ; fine, subtle, delicate ; 
TSiN€ the best, the finest ; unmixed, 

devoted to, accustomed to, 
expert at; skillful, asin strat- 
egy; the pure parts of any- 
thing, etherial, subtle ; the es- 
sence of things; it is prefixed 
to other adjectives to show a 
high degree of ; the animal spi- 
rits ; the semen, the germinat- 
ing“principle of nature; an 
apparition, form taken by spi- 
rits ; ‘hd <tsing sshan, in good 
spirits, smart; «sing ping, 
flower of the troops, picked 
men ; slung ‘ma <tsing <shan, 
bright as a steed or dragon; 

TSING. 

seng kong’? ta? wa very 
clever atlying; Kithat’ tseng 
he’s smart enough ; ¢sing yuk 
lean meat ; ésing hk? ether, the 
essence of; influence, pure, 
the quintessence; sing ch? 
beautiful, handsome; «tsing 
ckwai, very clever at; sing 
kwéi an elf ; spirit rappings, 
prodigies; swat <tsing, invo- 
luntry emissions; ‘nt tseng 
‘ngo:’mcngoi, if you are cute, 
I’m not a fool ; éseng luts pin, 
smart as a steel-trap; <seng 
‘tsai, a shrewd fellow; seng 
taw <tseng, met his match. 

: A well; a deep pit; a field 
laid out regularly; to: draw 
water ; arranged, laid out re- 
gularly; ‘tseng ‘shui, well 
water ; ‘shi ‘tseng, a public 
market ; ‘shz ‘tseng <chi <t'0, a 
worthless loafer; <fin ‘tseng, 
an open court; tso* ‘tseng cktin 
tn, to look at the sky from 
a well—inexperienced ; ‘tseng 
clan, a well-curb ; ‘tseng ‘tseng 
‘yau sti, all in order, do it 
methodically; <hot ‘tseng, to 
dig a well; yat, ‘tseng t? a 
square rood of land; <6 ‘ki 
‘tseng, to rinse the old well, 
i.e. to marry a rich widow. 

Yiy? Clean, pure, spotless, unde- 
, filed; upright, guileless; to 

Tsing wash clean, to cleanse ; only ; 
all ; a rapids in the R. Han; 
ckon tseng® clean, pure; kit, 
tseng’ clean, to purify one’s 
heart; fsing? chung’ the nett 
weight; tseng* ‘shui sft, a 
cleansing charm, used in 
houses ; yat, ko to hi? kon 
tseng’ every one has gone. 

Tsing 



TSING. 

Still, silent, impassible, im- 
sperturbable at rest, quiet ; 

"Bneaceable, mild; pure, like a 
pool ; no bustle; tojudge; to} 
ponder, to meditate on; to! 
desist ; <sam ‘shui tsing” con-| 
tented, patient ; ésing’ to Raid 
pat, tak; very still ; tsing? 
‘yéung, to cultivate quiet, to 
nurse one’s self at home ; | 
tsing? tsing® tt? keep quiet; 
tsing® <stit ;sitt, solitary ; no: 
business, no bustle; sping 
tsing’ at peace, as a country ;; 
yé tsing’ the stilly night. 

ae . Often pronounced leng’ in| 
Tang eee To call, to invite ; to 

allure: to ornament, to be- 
dizen; still ; ¢éstug’ shik, dark 
eyebrows and clear skin. 

i ‘To become clean and quiet ; 
Tsin small, fine; to plan, to think 

Scarefully on ; to tranquillize, 
to restore peace, to clear, as 
the sea from pirates; to re- 
gulate, to settle disturbances ; 
ti* fong .on tsing’ the land is 
now quiet ; tsing? yikz to put 
down the rebels. 

ze" A pit, a pitfall, a hole to 
2 reatch beasts in; to fall into 

BE ja pit; ham’ tsing? to tumble 
Tsing into a hole. 

a 

(610) Ts'ing. ; 

(All these charactersare often pronounc- 
ed fts’eng-) 

=e) The color of nature, asthe 
‘ dye pe } azure of the sky or the green 
Ey (of growing plants; a very 

light green or blue tint; wan, 

da 

TS ING, 577 

tadical ; ts ing ‘kwo, the olive; 
fat: ts‘ing, ultra-marine ; <iin 
tsing, black; sing kam, 
lapis-lazuli color ; Zuk..ts‘ing, 
copperas; ¢sing fan, blue- 
vitriol ;<yéung sing, smalts ; 
sing coi, mossy, slippery, 
as stones; ts ing tin pak, yats 
a clear bright day; «sing snin, 
young in years; mitz ¢s‘ ing, 
bamboo splints ; ¢ ang «ts ing, 
rattan cords; kém?‘ngan ts'ing 
in such a fury, outrageous ; 
grit <ts* eng, new style, fine; 
tap: dseng, to worship the 
tombs; sch'd cts’ ing, a yel- 
lowish green; ski ip, .ts'eng 
s'eng, tender and green are 
the leaves. 
Pure, limpid, clear, unsulli- 
ed, sharpsighted; clean, in- 

Scorruptible, right principled ; 
clear, ringing, as a sound; 
to settle, to- become clear ; to 
purify ; to settle an account ; 
style of the present Manchu 
dynasty; Manchu ; ‘shut -ts'ing 
pure water; -ka sha?’ sing 
pik, a family of unsullied re- 
putation ; <ts‘tng <ktim, an hon- 
est magistrate; shau <ts'ing, 
a betrothed girl refusing to 
marry ; wing <tsing, taken all © 
away; stag ‘kam, sallow, 
poor; sing ‘ch'o ‘lit W@ the 
whole matter is done; <tseng 
shd? to settle an account ; shé’ 
‘mi om .ts‘ing, some unbalanc- 
‘ed accounts; ds‘ing td ski, 
a banner to clear the way ; 
ds'ing saw elegant, well form- 
ed; ds‘ing ts" ing tik, take a 
little; tsam chung ts'ing, 

Tsing 

Tsing 
fading away, pile; the 174th 

Yor. Dicer, 7 

occasionally, wheu at leisure ; 



Or ~ @ TS'ING:: 

‘shui ‘sai ’'m <ts'ing, it cannot! 
be washed out; e.g. a sullied | 
name; <¢s‘ing st'au ‘ld, an old | 
hachelor.; ; ts‘ing sam, to clear 
one’s character, to purify the 
heart ; <ésing sch td, the Pure 
or Manchu dynasty; sing 
tsz’? Manchu words. 

AY The passions, reckoned to be 
$ seven; the feelings, the de- 
Ts'ing sires ; temper, passion, affec- 

tion ; lust, concupiscence ; the 
pirewmstanced, the facts of a 
case ; an affair, a matter ;s%ng” 
sing, temper, disposition ; 
yung sing, to assist one 
heartily; smd <tsing or pok, 
sts'ing, ungrateful ; <to<ts‘ing, 
or stsing «sham, very grate- 
ful; kwats <ts‘ing, thankless ; 
sz” ds‘ing, an affair, a con- 
cern; shat, <tsing, the real 
facts; <md sts‘ot ts ing, inapt, 
stolid; <és'eng <yau, circum- 
stances or causes of a thing ; 
sz’ sts ing, illicit, fornicating ; 
stsing tx tsdo Tl willingly 
dy it; sts'ing shéung’ ok, kwo? 
a hard temper; stag ‘li, 
common sense, reasonable; 
sts'ing ¢'au, a mutual liking. 

Aina The sky clearing up after 
su rain, the clear blue sky; the 
Ts'ing sears coming out; finsts ing, 

a clear sky ; ‘it sts'ing, it has 
stopped raining. 

‘ aa Torequest, to ask courteous- 
ly, to pray, to beg; to request 

Ts'ing}iberty to do, to ask, as for 
orders; to invite, to bid, to 
engage; iwientehens; to echaows 

ledge ; to inform; ‘és‘ing tso 
please be seated ; ‘ts eng tsau, 
toask toa dinner: ; ts ing ‘tsau 

TSIP. 

t‘ip, an invitation to dinner ; 
‘tseng kaw please tell me; 
‘ts'ing ski, to appoint the time 
of marriage ; ‘ts ing pin’ don’t 
let me take your time ; ‘ts‘eng 
‘lit, has been invited; ‘ts'eng 
sin Shang, to engage a tea- 
cher ; ‘ts‘tng <ch'a, please take 
your tea ; ‘tsing <ts dm, to re- 
quest dismissal from office, 
to throw it up; ‘ts'ing ka? 
please go, Sir; ‘tst ing ming* 
what do you wish? ‘és‘ing @ 
please; your good health; ‘ts ing 
tsi to apologize, to confess ; 
‘ts'eng yik, please let me know; 
‘ts‘eng man? to beg, to ask; 
‘ts* ing ‘ts* ing, thank you; good 
bye; (the word chin-chin is 
derived from this phrase ;) 
‘ts‘eng hi? shika fan’ invited 
out to dine. 

Pr | 

(611) 

i. 
Tsieh 

Tsip. ty 

An oar, a paddle, or what- 
ever is used to propel a boat ; 
to row; to. avail of for one’s 
purposes. 

(This character is also read hap and hip. ) 

BR, Interchanged with hip $k 
to assist. Water flowin 

Tsiehthrough ; moistened, imbibed, ° 
damp; ; to instil, to penetrate ; : 
a complete turn of, a circuit ; 
tsip, yah a decade; tsips sshan 
twelve days or hours, a cir- 
cuit of the 12 branches ; tstp, 
hap, fully imbued with, to in- 
terpenetrate ; to treat cordial- 
ly, as friends, 

~~ 



TSP. 

The eye-lashes ;/ met. the 
eye ; shéung’ tsip, the upper 
eye-lashes. j 
To receive in the hand; to 

receive, to connect, to join, 
to succeed ; combined. with, 
united to; to take in, as jobs; 
to meet, to assoviate with; to 
take, as reflected light; quick ; 
sying tsip, to greet, to go and 

Ge, 
Tsieh 

Tsieh 

meet, as a visitor; tsip, sp'tz, || 
to conduct a visitor to a seat; 
tsip, tsuka to succeed to, to 
continue ; «md tak; tsip, tsuka 
nothing comes after it; ¢tstp. 
yan to receive the seals ; tsip, 
fung, to welcome a friend 
back ; <shing tsip, snat ‘shui, 
orders received for mason- 
work ; fstp; ‘lam ‘ni, I'll divide 
the present with you; ¢stp; 
k@ ‘ma, paranymphs sent for 
the bride; kwai tsip, to kneel 
and receive, as a subaltern 
does ; ‘ngo tak; tsip, I have 
got it; tstp, kuin st'eng, a 
porch for receiving officers on 
landing. 

mores UES ips 

Ee, A concubine, a wife taken 
Teich without the legal ceremonies, 

~~ asecondary wife; term by 
which ladies call themselves; 
ts‘tp, sh? or sh? ts‘ip; a con- 
cubine; dap2 ts‘tp, to bring in 
a concubine; ts‘tp, «shan, I, 
your handmaid ; ‘si ¢s‘tp, my 
concubine ; 0? tsip, your con- 
cubine ; shiv ts‘ip, my young | 

_ concubine, ~ H 

TSIT. 

(613) Tsit. 

ai The joint of bamboos; a 
= joint, a knot, a node; an ar- 

Tsiebticle, a verse, a section of a 
chapter; a limit, a term; a 
holiday, a festival; a time, a 
regular interval ; an emergen-- 
cy, the period or manner of 
doing a thing; economy, tem- 
perance, moderation ; chasti- 
ty, Virtue, in widows; to limit 
a thing, to maintain, to re- 
strain one’s passions; to mark, 
as music; a classifier of joints, 
limbs, affairs ; tsi: ‘yam shike 
‘temperate in eating; <fan 
Sléung tsit, do it two ways, pay 
it at two times ; «md tsit, chav’ 
nolimits to his outlay, careless; 
fii tsits tally, passport, creden- 
tials ; ésit, ? chaste, in not re- 
marrying ; shaft; tsit, lost her 
virtue ; ¢sét, ling? the 24 solar 
terms ; ts0? tsit, to keep holi- 
day ; pai tsit, holiday visits ; 
h? tsit, auger, feeling; yats 
tsit, sz? an affair ; ‘mad <kwan 
tsit, to get degrees by bribery, 
to bribe ; tsit, tsa to mark 

the time in music ; to shang 

chi tsits full of cares and bu- 
siness ; ‘nd <sht tsit,; on that 
occasion; din <chung tsit, 
dragon-boat festival; shau tsit, 
chéung? to collect bills at four 
terms; fsit; tsit, kd, gradually 

rising in rank or wealth; tsi, 

kin? frugal, within the limits. 

A comb of any kind; to 

comb, to: clean; «kan tsit, 

tuwels and combs. 

? 

Tsieh 



580 TSIT. 

A small boil, a pimple, a 

Paehsore. 

HR, To cut in pieces, to cut up; 
to cut off, to amputate; to 

Teiebintercept, _ to cut off; to ob- 
struct; - todiscriminate, tomake 
nice distinctions ; a portion, 
a half; san tsit; or dsit2 chi?! 
‘kit, to’ stop} to arrest one’s ’ P 

it in two; ¢sifz é, a robe whose 
body and skirt are of two 
colors ; ¢sif2 tiin® to cut apart. 

To obtain a victory ; suc- 
| cessful, victorious ; a victory;|| T 
to complete; to announee, as 
a victory or promotion ; has. 
tly, prompt, quick, as a he- 
rald; joyful news; kan. ésea 
nimble, fleet; ¢sit, king’ to 
take a. short cut, a compen. 
dious way ; tsitz pe? to hasten 
with good tidings ; <lia tsit, to 
attain degrees “at successive 
examinations ; ; fa? tsit, quick. 
This is also read tstp>. 

Tsieh 

(614) Tstit. 

To cut, to carve, to mince, 
Tale “nt? slice ; to urge, to press; 

asuperlative, very, vehement, 
earnest, eager, pressing, im- 
portant, serious, momentous ; 
the important parts, a resumé ; 
sincere ; to feel, as the pulse ; 
to spell, to express a sound by 
joining initials and finals; és‘ét, 
27 important; t'aw ts tt, plain, 
lucid ; tsi, yuke minced meat; 
ts it, mat, hW stay, don’t go; 
tsit; mak: to feel the pulse ;/i 

progress ; fan ‘léung tsit cut | 

TSIU. 

ts it, o” warm love; ts‘it, td 
suv’ cut to pieces, cut fine; 
ts‘it, :¢s‘o, to turn in a lathe ; 
to work and carve; to dehort, 
as a friend; ts tt, gam, to 
spell, to join an initial and a 
final ; k'ok, ts‘tt, pat, st, un- 
changeably fixed. 

Se 

(615) Tsidi. 

Hi Pepper; peppery, hot; st 
Sa sit, black pepper ; f@ siti, 
““cayenne or red pepper ; tsitt 

sfong, the ‘‘ pepper ‘room,’ 
isaterm for a queen; <tsit mtite 
ground pepper; «chin <tsiti, 
Sz'chuen pepper. 
The banana or plantain; 

cheung nga <tsit, green plan- 
““tains ; sit ‘tsau, spirits with 

plantains steeped in it; ‘kt 
sch'ui <tsiti, large plantains ; 
‘mi syan <tsit, thin skinned 
plantains. 

44 Scorched, burned ; blacken- 
ae ed, charred ; smell of burning; 
= “vexed, harassed, anxious ;_ 

tsiti pa kon, dry, at the last 
extremity, starving; fan’ .tsit, 
crust left after boiling rice ; 
sit cau lan® ngak, head 
burned and scorched, as by 
powder ; sam <tsiti, in great 
distress. Used for the next. 
The parts of the body be- 

tween the heart and groin, 

A 

Aff 
Psi th ree i imaginary organs which 

regulate the secretions. 
= A husky, suppressed voice ; 

aan ‘ the chattering of birds; harsh, 
“dissonant cry, 



TSIU. 

A soldier’s brass kettle or 
” skillet, about the size of a 

pare measure ; a brass pan. 
An unauthorized character ; 

half tide rocks, rocky islets, 
rocks in the stream; stones 
for fording ; «ch'uk sia, to 
run on a rock, . 
A wren; <tstu lit, a wren, 

gtarin, tody, orsome such small 
‘SUbird, which nestles on high 

grass ; hok, tak; kom’ sit slit, 
playful, skittish, inattentive. 

: fi) To destroy utterly, to ex- 
}terminate, to devastate ; ‘fsiz 
} mit, to extirpate, to rase, as 

‘Psi i is done to rebels or their 
towns ; ‘tsit tsiit, ‘tong ‘ii, to 
extirpate-all the adherents of 
a cabal. 
To sacrifice to ancestors 

and spirits ; a sacrifice, a re- 
quiem ; to give 4 cup of wine 
to_a son at “his wedding ; fin- 
ished, used up; to complete; 

- to burn moxa ; ‘td (si or kin? 
tsiw@ to celebrate the all-souls’ 
festival; sodn tin tsi? a 
thanksgiving service for heav- 
en’s mercy; tsvi tsi to re- 
inarry, said mostly of widows ; 
‘ta ‘fo «sing tsi the autumnal 
festival to the God of Fire. 

Properly used for the last, 
in the sense of burning the 
moxa; to char wood, to sear, 
to scorch; kaw <sdm tsi’ to 
apply the moxa thrice; ési#@ 
muk, to char wood to-bend it. 

2 To bite, to chew, to gnaw; 
tl!” sngau tsid’ ‘mau tan, the ox 
Tsidn : 

eats the peony, (not knowing 
it from grass); ts7@ 
chew fine. 

i 

' 

Tsia 

Tsiau 

'Ts’iau 
lan® to} 

TS'1U, 581 

(616) Ts*‘id. 

Wood fit for fuel; scattered 
<'4u wood; to cut fuel; a lookout 
Ts'i4errace, for which the next is 

used; stsith fu, a woodcutter ; 
sts‘itt dau, a watchman’s tower; 
sts'it king’ a bridle path, a goat 
path ; ‘ts‘oi sts‘ivi, to cut wood : 
Sai <Tsii, a hilly district 
southwest of Canton. 

SE Often used for ts‘ia , to 
“Ru scold: A lookout loeee’ or 
Ts'4Uj of; to ridicule; to bawl out 

at; to reprehend ; ststd «ki, 
a high turret laid on wheels 
for archers. 

ME Lean, anxious and starving ; 
Torett® iz sui distressed from a 

want of food. 
AE To look at, to see; to look 
Teint! furtively, to glance at ; 

‘<ts‘itt yats sts‘if, 1 had a look 
at it. Chiefly used in the 
court dialect. 
Like, as if, similar; hand- 

some, pretty, beautiful; su- 
perior ; ‘ts‘it <p'i, pretty ; mai 
‘ts‘iud, to show off one’s pretty 
face, as by standing in the 
door ; shang tak, ‘ts'iv, bright, 
as eyes; ‘hd ‘ts‘it tiv ‘Sngan, 
sparkling eyes; ‘tstd@ «shang, 
like life, as puppets or images. 
A steep, abrupt hill; a cliff, 
which obstructs the way ; 
severe, strict, vehement; ‘ts‘it 

pik; -kd, a perpendicular cliff. 
“ley Sad, downcast; sorrowing ; 

yau sam ‘ts iti ‘tsiu, sick at 
heart, quietly sad, sorrowing 
in secret, 

‘f = 

£2 

Sidu 

ne) 

Ts’iau 



582 TSO. 

A scabbard, a sheath, in 
which sense this is often called 
shau, while that sound more 
properly means a whip. 

A spade or pick; an imple- 
ment for turning up the 
ground; to dig deep; ts‘i@ 
st ong, to dig out a fishpond ; 
ta? tung? ts iw a crowbar, 

Sidu 

ae 
Ta’idu 

e To assimilate, to imitate; 
+ a likeness or relationship be- 

Si¥iween parent and child, said 
to be proved by mixing their 
blood; resembling, like; small; 
a class; alike; dwindling, de- 
teriorating; scattered, lost; 
pat, tsiW not like it, inferior, 
degenerate; also used by a son 
to his father; ts‘i@ ‘nit ko 
yéung’? resembles you, as a 
bust or child; ts‘i@ sp‘t, pretty; 
shapa? shang tsiW the twelve 
animals which are thought to 
be like the twelve branches. 
To ridicule; to blame, to 

reprehend ; to speak harshly 
against; kt ts'tW to satirize. 

PA 
Ts’idu 

s 

(617) Tso. 

e The left, the left hand; 
T second; an assistant; deflect- 

*° ed; depraved, bad; to degrade, 
to reduce in rank; ‘tso tm’ to 
verify, to prove, as a coadjutor 
can ; ‘tso pin’ on the left; ‘shai 
kwaw ‘t:o ‘shau, left-handed ; 
‘tso sing’ crotchetty, set in his 
way ; ‘chitin «wan ‘tso pin® turn 
to the left hand; <séung ‘tso, 
a mutual mistake; not to suit, 
disagreeing ; min’ ‘tso ‘tso, to 

> 

so 

Aly 

so 

TSO. 

dislike ; ‘tso :sz’ yaw’ ‘séung, 
thinking of this way and that; | 
‘tso ‘shau -kdu yau* ‘shau, to 
exchange from hand to hand, 
i. e. not to give credit; lit, i 
‘tso, written as follows, 
To assist, to second; an as- 

sistant, a deputy, a second, a 
substitute ; tso’ ‘ding, a major- 
general, a resident among the 
Mongols ; swong tso cht sts‘oi 
talents of the prime minister ; 
tso’ tsap. kin, low officers 
assisting in a yamun. 

To sit; to sit on the heels; 
sitting, remaining; a session ; 
a seat, a place; to maintain, 
to hold; involved in, implicat- 
ed; to sit in judgment on, to 
judge ; to place, to set down; 
to kneel; ‘ts‘ing tso® please be 
seated; tse’ af, to curtsey ; 
‘ni tso* or tso’ ch€ good bye, 
said to the host; tso ‘li, to 
let down sail; tso® hii? to ride 
in a sedan; tso tsti <i ‘ni, to 
bring the punishment upon 
you; tso’ Utz the month after 
confinement; tso® wai a seat, 
a station ; ¢so* shafz put it in 
securely; ¢so® sok; to quarter on 
one to force him to pay; tse? 
’m lokz no place to sit in; tso* 
héung’ the prospect, as of a 
grave; ¢so° ‘ha «tim, sit a while 
longer; tit, tso* to squat, as 
a tailor ; ¢so’ <kam, in prison ; 
tsv® shéung’ sit up higher ; tso* 
st‘ong, in court, on the bench; 
tso? ‘lang fan® kim? tso* to sit 
till the rice is cold, @. e. to 
take Freuch leave; ‘a tso* 
¢s'dm_ sshin, to squat and 
contemplate, as Budhists do. 



TSO, 
/ 

2 A seat, a throne; a shrine; 
a classifier of houses, towers, 
hills, cities, pagodas, movable 
pavilions, oie: 4 choi <kwong 
hing tso’ to vivify and en- 
shrine an idol: yat, tso tap, 
one division of a hong; A? 
tak, «sam tso’ uk; can “build 
three houses there ; kung ts0 
%, an easy chair; pat, tsv’ 
eight chair-bearers. 

(618). Ts'o. 

The drunken frolics of a 
man in liquor ; ts‘o ds'v, drun- 

° ken antics. 
% Uneven hills ; <¢s'o «ngo, the 

inequalities of hills, the un- 
dulating outline of mountains. 
To twist by rubbing on the 

knee ; to rub or roll between 
° the palins ;ds‘o mai ya iin, 

roll it into a ball ; <ts‘o sin’ to 
twist thread ; He chéung, to 
cover incense sticks by rolling; 
s‘o stin kam’ ‘pin, can be roll- 
ed or flattened; met. an easy 
obliging man ; <és‘o <no, to roll 
and mix between the hands ; 
rustling, flexible, like willow 
twigs. 
A skiff; stm <ts‘o, a salt boat, 

vessels used in’ salt Aranspor- 
tation. Also read <ch‘d. 

To slip ; to err ; «ts‘0 <t'0, to 
miss the time, to lose the op- 
portunity, ~~ 

A white, lustrous, stone; 
fresh, beautiful ; to smile, to 
look fascinating. Used for 
the next. 

© 

Ts’o 

Ve 

Se 
Ts'o 
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Ts'o 
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> 

oh Mistake, to err, to do Sri ; 

TSO. 083 

To polish, to work on; to 
cut and polish ; to work at, to 
make good, as composition ; 
ts‘it, ¢s'0, to cut and polish. 
‘To get convalescent, to re- 

cover ; a slight ailment, slight 
° epidemic, like influenza, 

To cut, to lop off the cor- 
ners and sharp points, to trim 
and prune; to cut up, to cut 
to pieces. Often used for the 
next. 

An iron pan or boiler ; 
; file, a rasp; to rasp, to file, 
° to smooth off the sharp or 
rough points ; to rub down ; 
yat ‘pa ts'o? one file ; ts‘o’ wate 
file it smooth ; kai cle un ts‘o 
to file eggs, or «cht «ma ts‘o? 
to scrape sesamum seeds, both 
mean a skinflint; ts‘o kok, 
to file off corners. 

To break, to wound; 
take off the edge, to humble: 4 
to oppress, to treat harshly ; to 
trim, to file off; ts‘o’ kt yur 
hv to bring down his valor ; 
ts‘v’ chit, to improve, to polish 
rude ways; tried by afflictions. 

To mince up meat; broken 
, to bits, minced ; small : ; to at- 
* tend to trifles, 

In disorder, confused ; 

to slip; erroneous, mixed, 
wrong; ‘mo ts‘o no mistake, 
right: ¢s‘o ‘ngdm, a lucky hit, 
an error which is fortunate ; > 

“?m ying? ts‘o will not confess 
—the wrong; ts'o’ kéuk; snan fan 
a slip may be hard to retrieve ; 
ts'o kwo? pit, ‘koi, error must 
be corrected ; ‘sé ts‘o written 
wrong: 
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Rent in kind ; rental, rent; | 
tribute, taxes; to rent; <tsd 
sngan, the rent; <shau .tsd, to 
collect rents; kot; .tsd, to de- 
duct from the rent; sd yam’ 
to lease; .¢sd uk, chi? to live 
in a hired house; shéung’ ki 
ctsd, to prepay the rent; am 
¢s6, security for the rent; ‘hi 
<tsd, to raise the rent, 
The sediment; grains left 

after distilling spirits ; dregs ; 
Ts4U 59 chong, dregs and husks; 

‘tsau <tsd, distiller’s grains; 
sd gi, fish laid in grains of 
glutinous rice; <¢sd chong «chi 
ts'at, a wife who has passed 
through poverty with one. 

345 «©60To encounter, to meet; to 
“EL suffer, to endure, to occur, to 2 3 ’ ’ 

TsaU happen; to craize, to go 
about ; to make a revolution; 
an occasion, a time; .¢sd ts‘ak, 

kip, to be robbed; <tsd kip, 
time of a great affliction ; sd 
t‘at, mat2 kin? to waste and 
misuse things ; <tsé ¢°dt; syan, 
to abuse, to treat harshly; 
pik ‘tsau yat, tsd, went once 
for nothing ; .¢s0 wo to suffer 
calamity; <’m -tsd tat, Skt, be 
patient with him, don’t berate 

~ him, 
‘E The morning; early, soon; 

betimes, beforehand, early. 
Tse previously ; just commenced, 

unskilled; then, presently; ‘tsd 
sshan, good morning ; ‘tsé yat, 
fan slai, come back soon; 
ckam ‘tsd, this morning; ta? 

ey 
Ts4u 

‘ ii 

TsG 

cil 
Tsu 

Fe 
Tsau 

Tsiu 

SO. 

‘ts0 wa’ ‘ni, 1 told you in good 
time ; ‘¢sd swo, the first} crop ; 
chit st'au ‘tsd, early dawn; 
‘tsd fan breakfast; ch‘an? ‘tsd 
start early, and not be hurried ; 
‘tsd st'ot, the morning play ; 
swan ‘tsd, still early; ‘tsd ‘tsd 
very early. 
Used for the preceding. A - 

flea; sand fleas, or those pro- 
duced in sandy ground; the 
rut or trace of a wheel. 
A grandfather ; a progenitor ; 

ancestors; the founder of a 
family ; an ancestral temple; 
the beginning, the origin, the 
first, as of a family ; to do like, 
to imitate a founder; accus- 
tomed to; to worship wayside 
gods: <sin ‘tsd or ‘tsd fi? a 
grandfather; sung ‘tsd, my 
ancestors ; ¢sang ‘tsd, a great- 
grandfather ; kd ‘tsd, a great- 
great-grandfather;. the first 
emperor of a dynasty ; ‘30 mit? 
a temple of Shangti; an an- 
cestral temple; ‘nt ling? “tsd, 
your grandfather ; <ka ‘tsd, my 
[live] grandfather. - 

A band, a fillet, a string, a 
tape, for tying the dress or 
hair; a fringe or tuft of silk; 
‘kai ‘tsd ckwai st'in, to untie 
the cord and go home —to 
resign oftice. 
The fruit of the Cannarium 

or jujube tree ; mat, ‘tsd, dried 
dates, the fruit of this tree; 
shung ‘tsd, red jujube pluins; 
the ‘tséd and lut, are emblem- 
atic of female virtue. 7 
To bathe, to wash the per- 

son; to cleanse the heart, to 
refortu ; ‘saz ‘tsd, to bathe. 
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‘TH,  Pendents of precious stones 
or pearls hung like beads 

Tsau around the edge of a coronet. 
Se A sort of aquatic. grass (a 

Vallisneria?) which ducks de- 
Tsavjight in; to joy in, delighted 

with; met. fine composition, 
- because this grass is marked ; 

1 sft ‘tsd «chi: sz” officers mu- 
tually pleased ; ‘hui ‘tsd, con- 
ferva or alge. 

fe | A furnace; a place for 
cooking, a kitchen-range ; a 

am j bunch of grass for fuel ; ts0 
Teau kwat, lung, the hole for the 

fuel ; ‘ki tsd’ “fo, fired up se- 
veral times, as in cooking with 

“twigs or grass; ‘td tsd to 
build a cooking-place ; ‘td tso” 
upset the furnace, #./e. failed, 

.* bankrupt; shang «shin tsd 
©. portable farnaces, cabooses ; 
tsd’: cshan or tsd? <kwar, God 

of the Furnace. 
a To do, to make, 'to act ; to 
op be to perform the duties of: 
*° much used for the next; tso 
— very well, it will do; yes; 

I can daigd: will do it; ts? 
cktin; to be’an officer ; tsd* muke || : 
is @ Carpenter; tsd “tsau, to 

» /oprepare a feast; ¢sd? ‘i syan, 
_@ prosperous man ; tsd’ «shang 

_» -P1s in business, he trades ; Suz 
- ts®syan, he: understands the 
yy world, popular; <’ cm tse tak; it 

_ will not do, i isn’t the thing ; ‘ni}\. 
ts? tak; ?m tse? tak, can you 
undertake this, can you: do 

it 2 ‘ni tse mats Syé what are 
you doing? ts tak; mcham:’m 

‘.. tdm? it’s neither salt nor fresh 
: —unsatisfactory; tsd’ mat, 

wherefore, why? 

Yon. Dict. 74 
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wt? To build, to make, to con- 
Tain SttUCt; to create; to act; to 
#44 do; to ‘begin, to commence ; a 

crop; kin? ts® to build; so? 
f@ to create; ‘hd tsd” fa’ ‘good 
fortune ; kot, 200 tsd* to cut 
the rice harvest; shang tsd’ 
ch'ut, slat, an entire fabrica- 
tion, made out of whole cloth ; 
tsoi’ tsd’ do it over again ; tsd? 
‘pin, to get some capital ; mur, 
ts tong’ san ch'ut: the last of 
the season is as good as a 
new crop; ‘tsd tsd® ‘man tsd 
the early crop, the late crop ; 
‘Adu ts skillful work. 

a} A black color ; underlings, 
slictors, low otieets who ex- 

Fe |eoute commands; a stud of 
Tsau twelve horses; a manger or 

pen ; tsd’ pan, torturers ; tsd* 
ta? lictors, understrappers ; 
ft ts? a sort of fragrant 
soap ; ¢s0’ <fan, copperas. 
Happiness. derived from 

Wealth or office; dignities. 
$9 felicity ; a year ; fuk, ts0* good 

fortune: kwok, tsd long du- 
“ration, as of a dynasty; ‘pe 
snin tsd* to recreate in one’s 
old age. 

ie 

Tsu 

i 

Roasted fiesh nffered in 
sacrifices ; to set up ab altar 
to Ceres; to recompense, to 
reward ; blessings, happiness ; 
to bless ; a seat, a place; tse. 
yuk sacrificial flesh ; hike, ts. 
to reject the oblation® of an 
canaG tal? son. Hy 

+ The steps on the phat to 
ssittedis di to the hall ; steps; land- 
ing where the host receives 

his guest at the top of the 
stairs. 

Ts6 . 
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de To take, to hold, to grasp; 
* to manage; to exercise, to 

Ts'au grill « expert, used to; to 
maintain, to restrain one’s 
self, to moderate one’s de- 
sires; a purpose, a design, a 
self-imposed rule ; consistent, 
principled ; ds'0 ‘in or 
cts‘, to drill troops ; ‘tai ts‘d, 
to see a review; tai <ts‘d, the 
triennial review ; ts 0 och’, re- 
solute, adhering to right; ¢s°d| 
Sam, anxious, Careworn, 

¥H | Coarse, uncleaned, dirty, | 
« pee rice just, thrashed ; large, 
Je open, coarse; rude, vulgar, 
Ts’ boisterous, unpolished; gross, 

indecent, dirty; harsh; as a 
voice ; partially, rudely; <¢s‘d 
yaw coarse or fine, as cloth; 
30 tsuke<yan, arough vulgar 
man; <ts'é ‘10, rough, unman- 
nerly; ¢s'6<chi, partly knew 
it; 4s'6 w@ obscene language ; 
sé shike coarse food; a gross 
eatyr ; -fs'd siin, nearly done ; ||. 
‘shau <ts‘6, a large hands .ts°6 
sam :fau kh? light, inattentive, 
giddy; <ts'd ‘shai tat. yung’) 
careless in spending money ; 
a <ts'6, dirty, unwashed 

_ The second form also means 
to take long leaps as a deer ; 
to take precautions. 

48. To go up; to proceed, to 
A¥*~ travel; to preserve, tolay up; 
“Ts*h ts tse to fade, as flowers. 
Bs) Todie ; dead ; a path to the 
rid grave; <ts'6 lok, to pass away, |, 

°" to die. 

Sha| a 

TSO. 

| Wy - A sort of revising judge; 
Traut judge of appeals; a place 

* °where officers: meet; acom- 
pany, a class; denotes the 
plural of persons 5 luky ‘sts‘d, 
the six Boards; ‘in sts‘d anid 
yam sts‘o, gods and devils; * 
sts'6, you; ckiin cts'd, officers ; 
<Ts‘d -Ts‘6, a famous general 
A.p. 250. 

Noise, clamor, hubbub ; an 
outcry; to make a din; to 

“vociferate; éts'd nau’ wrang- 
ling, squabbling; chit kom sts* 6, 
noisy as a market; sts‘d sts'0 
pat a brawl; ‘mai ts6 <yan %, 
don’t deafen people with your 
noise ; <0 sts'd, rude, rough, 
unmannerly ; shaps fan sts‘d 
A? panting after am angry 
brawl ; <ts‘d sts‘d ‘ch'du ‘ch'au, 
a tumult, squalling, as tanka 
women do; m ‘hod ts'd, sro 
make a noise. . 
A trough, a log channeled 

out, a manger; a vat, a tab for 
“spirits 5 a sort of fruit; mt 
sts'0, a manger ; ‘tsau sts'd, a 
wine vat; sts‘d fong, a igrog- 
shop; » ‘shui sts'6, an eaves- 
trough, a horse-trough. 
A mill-race, asluice through 

which water runs; a gulf, a 
“gorge; a canal; to lead on 
water, to turn a water course ; 
to convey revenue to Peking ; 
occurs used for the next; <ts‘d 
wan’ to transport: grain, to 
take it to the army; sho, 
the Grand Canal ; «s‘6 wai’ a 

fortified city, 9 
A junk, a smack; pak, <ts‘d 

iver ; shin, sea-going Joaks; sd 

Ts’au 

A 
Ts’au 

Ss 
_Ts'au 

| °*"¢sai, suiall janks. 
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Bs] Maggots in ordure; sts‘ai 
so, grabs, found in filth, 

Ts’ AUwhich curl themselyes up. 
‘#7 | Herbs, grasses, plants with 
yy, yherbaceous stems; plants in 
poh general ; hastily, carelessly ; 
Ta’authe running hand; a rough 

_ copy, original draft; the 140th 
radical of characters relating 
to herbs; tocut grass, to mow ; 
‘ts'amuk, plants ; ‘ta ‘ts'dsts‘am 
sshé, to beat the g-ass for 

. snakes, 7. e. to devise evil; 
_» ts'6 ‘ts°d ‘lit sz” to finish up 
—— jobs heedlessly ; ¢s'd.shit, rau- 
ing hand ; ‘ts’ ‘ts'd, toilsome 
_ troublesome, careless, lenient ; 

_ “so ‘kd, first proof, a rough 
| copy ; ‘ts‘d .paiu, an irascible 
_.Man; oo ‘ts‘d, rice straw; 
‘ts'd kan fii, mortar with 
straw ; fa ‘ts‘d, flowérs, adorn- 
_ed with plants; .m ‘hd fa 
‘tsé, mot well carved ;. ‘ts’d 
spang, a thatched roof, any 
thatch ; ‘ts‘d ‘kin <yan meng? 
to trifle with people’s lives, as 
_ charlatans do. 

A colloquial word. To col- 
lect, to lay up, to heap. up; ae 

to lay by, to pay instalments, 
», to pay in savings ; 
. a8 yat, <tsin, for one mace 

_ lay up. another ; “sitt sts‘in ‘ts'6 
_ 14% ts'in, alittle farthing will 
grow toa large penny; ‘ts’d 
emai, to lay up. 

ye To go to, to arrive ; to ad- 
vance, to enter; to contain; 

= ts'@ ts'zx” burried, thoughtless. 
Coarse rice, paddy which 

Tsai has only been hulled, and not 

yat, sts ‘tn 

Rice street, in Canton, 
cleaned ; ts‘0’ “mai .lan, Coarse | 

4 
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mi The chirping and singing 
See of many -birds; the hum of 
“men ; to cry out. 
iB Chagrined, thoughtful, sad, 
2 vexed ;-covetous ; affected by ; 
"80 tig. ts'@? discontented and 

anxious. » 
Be Dry, scorched, chapped, 
,, parched ; to dry by the fire ; 
" fierce, untameable ; kom ts Fr 
parched up, drought; fung .kd 
ts'‘@’ mat: the [north] wind 
dries. or splits things; <ts‘au 
ts'd” beats of autamn. 
Hasty, heedless, precipitate ; 

to aus quickly ; dried up by 
the heat, and therefore light ; 
fierce, violent ; ts'é pé* outra- 
geous, prone to anger; bust- 
ling, fussy; <fau ts'o light, 
testy, wavering. 

A large flat stone, fit for a 
gravestone ; to place, to put 
a-body away properly; inter- 
changed with the next; .on 
ts'? to. puta coffin in the 
graveor under a lodge ; quietly 
reposing ; ts'0’ chu’ to cut an 
epitaph. 
To cast away, to throw 

down, to place, to put in its 
place; to make known, to 
show abroad; to conceal, to 
set aside ; to bury; to take at 
unawares ; to use, to employ ; 
to relinquish; arranged, well 
ordered ; a rule ; «md ‘sho ts‘d’ 
‘shau tsuk, no place for my 
hands or feet, 7.¢. at a loss, per- 
plexed ; ¢s ‘P ts'z tai? Suga, 
‘elegant phraseology, words 
well spoken 

Read ch dk... To pursue after, 
to chase, to ferret out. 

Ld 

pe 
Tsoh 

jy 
Ts’6 
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words to draw attention, but 

-as plants in spring; sk‘t kw 

_ could I forbear pity ? sik, etsai, 
sad indeed! t@2 .tsoi man*® ah! |l 

what is this to me? ‘At ‘ho sik, 

TSOL. 

Interchanged with the two 
A fast. .'To cut or work stones ; : 
Gt place; to hide, to store 

away. 
Vinegar ; pickle ; pickled ; 

H esau tse vinegar of spirits ; 
pak, ts‘0 clear vinegar; hap, 
ts‘ female rivalry, as between 
two concubines; lok; tik, sim 
ts‘® be more severe with him, 
as with a pupil; tsd?-¢s'd? °m 
istin, your vinegar has no 
sourness, you can do nothing ; 
yak, ckéung ts‘? to bear a 
child, because ginger and 
vinegar are given’ to the 
mother; syéung ts‘d foreign 
vinegar. 

Tsoi. 

An interjection of praise or 
surprise ; an interrogative par- 
ticle, intimating doubt or 
conviction, according to the 
scope; a superlative ; a parti- 
cle placed after important 

the regimen alters its meanang 
inuch ; to begin; to burst forth, 

sho <tsoi, on what account, 
pray ? sho ‘yau <i ‘ngo <tsoi, 

soi, would you pity him! <yan 
‘én ot <tsvi, has humanity 30 
far gone | on pats<pi soi, how 

truly an important question ; 
ta? <tsoi ‘Hung ‘tsz’ Confa- 
cius, oh, how great! i fu of | 

TSOL. 

soi, alas, sad “indeed! ‘yé 
¢sot ~Yau ya’ what a clown 

‘is Yau! ku chi tsot, kt chi 
ctsoi, sell it! sell it! :y 
To plant seed; to set out 

7 oaplings, to put suckers in ‘the 
* ground; to hill, to heap up 

earth at the roots ; a sapling; 
to ‘assist; fa (ts0i, flower 
suckers; <tsoi ‘<p'ti, to put 
earth to, asto'ruots ; ‘ho Sitsoi 
sp ti, he is worthy of your care. 

oN atural calamities, as floods 
or drought; divine judgments, 

Ae plagues ; misfortunes, miser- 
Kh } les, dangers ; adverse; calam- 

itous, unfortunate; sot hoi 
* injurious, afflictive ; 30% wo? 
miserable ;° afflictions; © kaw? 
ésoi, to relieve sufferings ; 
chit tsoi, to bring evil on 
one’s self; .t‘in sot wang wo* 
divine and unforeseen judg- 
ments; sung? ‘fo €s0t, to dis- 
miss all risk of fire, as is done 
at a ‘ta tsit?; ‘shui <tsoi, a 
flood ; ¢'in ctsoi slau shang, an 
epidemic ; «tsoi yéung kok, t? 
stan, each place has its own 
calamity. 

i To govern, to rule, to super- 
intend; to fashion to one’s 

ei liking; a ruler, a headman, a 
governor: to slaughter animals, 
to butcher, to skin and dress 
animals ; to cook ; ‘tsot séung’ 
a prime-minister ; ‘chit “180, 
the ruler of all, the chief gos 

vernor ; the mind ; cha Pai yatp 
steward ; kam ‘chi 0 "tso: 
prohibited. the butchering of 
animals, asin time of drought; 
un’ ‘tsoi, a district magistale ; 

Re 

. 
, 

‘tsoi sagau, to kill an ox. 
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aK \.\ A year ; to commence, as 
Bitaet after a full revolution ; pin’ 
°° |tsoi, half-a year ; cts‘in ‘tsoi 

hi? handed down a thousand 
“ \ years ; ‘ki ‘tsoi, several years, 
>! 'Po contain, to hold, asa 
_Jearriage or ship; to fill in, 

Tedi to load on, to bear, t» sus- 
tain; to act, to do, to fullfil, 

“to effect; to record; to adorn, 
to beautify ; to load in and 
transport; written, recorded ; 
filled, loaded; an auxiliary 

word, 
incalculably high number ; 
«chong tso? to store, to load, 

Sasa carriage ; tsoi? ‘min, load- 
©) ed fall; tsod lok: sho shit, in 

what book is it recorded 2 ¢m 
' kaw tso? not enough to load 
it ; ‘mo Syé tsor’ chi? V’ve no- 
thing: ‘to put it in; Spi ko’ ‘t‘o 
ts? he lays it upin his mind, 
he’ll remember it; snang tsoi? 
‘ki tam she carries several 

uls. 
HH Again ; doubled, repeated ; 

a second time ; then, further, 
* continued, longer: to repeat ; 

‘tsi ing tsoi ‘kong, please say 
it again ; tsov id? t'tm, I shall 

| want some more ; yning yat. 
itso? slot, come back to-mor- 
row; tsov” kwo? ‘ki yat: again 
some days elapsed ;ts0i "shang 
another life; tsoi <s&m tsoi? 
sz” again and again [1 order- 
ed him]; tsoi” ¢’m ‘ki t? I 
should not have guessed it; 
tso’ hai* ‘kom <'m tak: it will 
not do for you to do so again ; ; 
tsow ‘ché, further ; tsoi? tule, 
kwo? read: it again; tsoi’ pat. 
slot, | shall not retarn, 

then, thereupon; anj} 
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2 A colloquial word. The 
cargo, the loading of a boat; 
the tonnage or capacity of a 
vessel ; ‘ki shap, tsoi* several 
scores ‘of cargoes ; sShiin ‘mtin 
tsoi? the ship is loaded ; chak, 
tsow’ shekz stone ballast ; tsoi® 
kéuk, freight money ; chong. 
‘mdn® “pat, tsov’ she carries 
18,000 catties. 
To be in, to pertain to, to 

be at; to reside, to remain, to 
Tdi Jive, to dwell at; to belong: to, 

to consist in; involved’ in, de. 
pending on; to be preserved 
or continue; existing, being, 
alive; is in, in, at; to examine; 
a place, a home; <’m tsor® uk, 
not at home; <°’m tsoi*'ch'W 
not in, not here; in® ¢soz® at 
this moment, now ; aodn tsoi* 
still here; ¢soz* hok: tong, at 
school ; tsoz* wai? ‘ki noi nt, 
how long has he reigned ? fA. 
Smd tsoi? parents are alive; 
tsot ha’ ‘tai, is down stairs ; 

‘?’m tsov he’s not in; dead; no 
occasion, noneed, — a polite 
phrase ; tso? <ka «to, remains 
much at home ; ‘ni tsez sam, 
remember it ;<’m ¢sz” tsoi” not 
feeling well; tsoi ‘ngo tsaw 
‘kom yéung’ I’ve made up my 
mind; <nin ‘man tsoi tsik, 
newyear’s eve is at hand ; ‘sho 
tsov’ pits ‘yau, itis everywhere, 
they are in all places; ~ 
tso® ‘ngo, it is my fault ; 
tsoi® “td ‘man, his aititead i is 
imminent; he does things 
blunderingly ; pat, tsoi’ st, 
does not consist in ; tsot? pin 
ch'P where is it? to? ‘ni, it’s 
your affair. 

2 
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Ts‘oi. (622) 

aia A colloquial word. . An in- 
terjection of contempt, tush ! 
pish! to pish at; soi, fat, 
ngam’ wa «mé, pshaw, what 

--alie! said by women ; -cfs‘oi, 
dwan ‘ni, pox take you! 

‘Read <Ait; agitated, not at ease ; 
vulgar talk. 
Materials, stuff, or the sub- 

£4 stance of things, for which 
‘the next is used; talents, ca- 
pacity, ability, powers; endow- 
ments, genius, gifts ; a person, 
a graduate; sfsoi ‘tsz’ a ge- 
nius; gman. cts‘oi, literary tal- 
ents ;.sdm sts‘ot, the three po- 
wers—are heaven, earth, man, 
who rale all things; yat, ‘pit 
cyan sts oi, a fine looking man ; 
snd sts'oi, a shave; sts oi ki? 
parts, talents; <ts‘oi <nang, 
ability ; sléwngsts oi, goodness, 
rectitude; sts‘ot chi talents 
and knowledge ; ‘ch‘un <ts‘oi, 
you goose! «wai <ts‘oi, the un- 
successful siltsai; ‘hd ‘hau 
sts'97, eloquent. 

Hf Materials of which things} ‘ 
are made; nature, qualities ; 

Ts'4i timber, lumber. wood ; mater- 
iél, stuff ;<ts‘ot Jie? matarials, 
as ‘wood, stone, &c.; ingredi- 
ents; </éung sts‘oi, good stuff; 
met. upright ministers; ‘hd 
.Shansts oi, likely, well formed; 
“ng sts oi, the five elements. 
Wealth, riches, valuables, 

* v4 Property, possessions, goods, 
al whatever men canuse: : profits; | 

brives; presents; sts ot ‘chit ‘lo, 

TS'Or: 

a rich man; stso? <tung)\a 
capitalist, a moneyed man; 
Kap, sts‘ot, quick at money 
making ; flats sts‘gi, to get rich, 
to make money; din sts‘oi, 
good luck, as a prize in a 
lottery ; sts'ot pake sing <kwan, 
or sts'ot «shan, god of. wealth, 
Platus, Mammon; «tay ck 
sts‘oi, a thief of a cook ; <ts‘oi 
‘Zai, presents, complimentary 
gifts; po sts‘ot ‘tong spi, to 
lavish money to ward off (or 
remedy) calamity ; sts ot ‘ho ‘ 
¢ung sshan, money. cag move 
the gods ; nt om hat sts‘ot 
sshan, you've bought nothing 
of me, you’ve given me no 
‘custom. 
To make clothes, to cut out 

. garments ; to tear, to cut off; 
°'to moderate, to reduce, to 
deny, to diminish ; to. guess, 
to plan; to regulate; sts'ot 
sfung ‘lo, a tailor 5 tsz” sts‘oi, 
suicide; sts'ot <@, to cut out 
clothes ; <s‘ot ‘tsin, to cut-off 
with shearas ‘siti ts‘oi and tai? 
cts ol, a scant petit $ full 
pattern. 
‘An adverb of times near to, 

at hand, nearly ‘reaching to; 
in a short time, thereupon, 

_presently, then, just then, just 

now, scarcely; fung . tsot, 
then, a little while ago; <ts‘ot 

. ho, then it will do; te hi? 

Bi 

Ts'o » 

Ts’ ai: 

just gone. ; ttt 

Read «sham; a reddish lack 
color. | Td 
To be dlistinguichciiiaes Fe x . pn’ to divide. To pluck, to 

4 Ghoose, to take with the hand ; 
variegated, adorned with co- 
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lors; cities allotted to officers 
'* for revenue; im these senses 

- the three next are used; a 
business, an employment ; 
‘ts'oi yap; territory: set apart 
for the support of grandees, 
an ancient usage ; nap ‘ts‘o7, 
to choose and send the betroth- 
al presents. 

FR Loselect, to choose, to pick, 
to pluck, as leaves; to take 

Ts’ai with the hand ; ‘ts’ oi isong, to 
pick mulberry leaves ; ‘ts‘oi 
‘mai, to buy the choicest ; “ts‘oi 

: fa, to gather flowers. 
4 Lands or cities allotted for 

. 7) the revenue of officers; ‘ts‘oi 
Ts'aijyg territory set apart for 

' grandees; <lit ‘ts‘ot, officers 
exercising jurisdiction | over 
the same circuit. 
Variegated, mixed or orna- 

“4i mented with different colors; 
elegant, gay, colored; béauti- 
ful, as the figures in ‘ils or 
gems ; lucky, pleased ; .kwong 
‘ts‘ot, brilliant; smooth, as a 
shaven head ; hd ‘ts‘oi, for- 
tunate, 4 good chance; ‘mo 
“ts‘ot, unlucky, unprosperous ; 
Te ts at, to get eclat, as actors 
do; hot, ‘tsi, to clap, to en- 

_ wore actors; kam fa ‘ts‘ot 
shung, tinsel and red'silk, such 

as is used on Joyful occasions ; 
ht kwoo? ‘ts'oi, let us havea re- 
_ Joieing, as after one is out of 
prison; tif: ‘ts'07, to get to the 

goal, to win the praise ; “ts‘oi 
sts'im, the winner’s douceur, 
the lucky man’s present ; ‘ts‘ot 
ski, variegated banners, as 
those used at weddings; “ng 
‘ts'oi, variegated, colored. 

w 

Ts 

TSOT SUE 

“He Interchanged withthe last. 
Variegated; colored silk ; par- 

T#'4i sicolored;: Kits ‘ts’ ai, or kwd? 
‘ts ot sch'ate, to hang festoons 
of silk; as is done at the ‘té 
tsit?: “ts'0i ‘Kau, a many co- 
lored ball ; ding ts'oi, colored 

_ sarsnet; used for linings. 
‘4 A sort of tree, whdse wood 

is hard and durable, like that 
Ts'4 of the chestuut or locust. 
‘tR To pay attention to, to notice, 
7. to greet; om tsau ?m‘ts‘ot 
Ts'4i the cut direct, not to récog- 

nize : °m ‘ts ot, not to acknow- 
ledge. 

> Vegetables, edible hetbs, 
greens ; food, viands ; ‘hd ts‘ov” 

‘good eating; «ts‘eng ts‘oi 
greens in general ; sung? ts‘ov” 
dishes on the table, not rice; 
ts‘oi? shik, lank, half starved, 
like one. who ‘has lived on 
greens ; hi? ‘mdi ts‘ov gone to_ 
market ; pak, ts'oi’ broccoli, 
the pehtsai; <ham_ ¢ts‘oi?. sour 
crout; «shang ts oi lettace ; 
syé ts ov cabbage; tam’ ts ot 
a small kind of oyster ;. tsov 
cyau, rape-seed oil ; saga ts‘ov” 
bean sprouts ; ts 07 * fa, a kind 
of rape of which the ¢s‘ov” ya, 
or. herb oil. is, pressed ; ‘sit 
ts‘oi condiments of leaves and 
greens; ‘hoi. ts‘oi” seaweed ; 

, Jimpets. ~~ 
> Grass, herbs, esculent herbs ; 
a law, atole; name of a feu- 

Ts’ai> 

Ti * dal state, now JGning fa in the 
_-» southeast of Honén.°5 > 
se A boundary, a frontier, & 
Sj, limit s ch'ut; ts‘oi to travel 

abroad ; tsov ngow oes the 
frontier. 
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RE To recompense, to thank ; 
* to strive to surpass, to contest 

Sal for, to emulate, to match; 
excelling, contesting; to an- 
nounce a thank offering, to 
make an offering; a show of; 
ts‘ov .tang, to show lanterns, 
on the festival of lanterns, 
at 15th of Ist. moon; ¢s‘ov 
sshan, to get up religious pro- 
cessions; ts‘or shik, to. show 
figures; to emulate in making 
a fine display in processions ; 
‘td ts‘ov to wager. 

(623) Tsok. 

4 ; To act, to do, to make; to 
Teoh begin, to discover, to invent; 

to arise, to appear; to rouse, 
to animate, as to a reform; 
work, workmanship ; tsok: wai 
acts, conduct, doings; tsok, 
fuk, to supplicate blessings; 
peng fat; tsok; my ailment 
has come again; Ad*- tsok, 
‘mean acts ; tsok, :ka, a writer, 
an essayist ; ‘hd tsok, kd, fine, 
delicate work ; well set out; 
sa? tsok, a spy; tsok, <man 
«chéung, to compose essays ; 
tsok; ‘fan, to turn rebel ; tsok, 
‘hai? ‘kom, well, let it be this 
way ; tsok; ‘sz’ slai lok, you 
wish to die, I think, said in 
anger to a careless man ; kung 

‘ tsok; workmanship. 
RE. Yesterday ; time past; re- 
Tesh cently: tsoky yatz ‘yesterday ; 

°°" tsok, ‘man, last evening, last 
night; tsok. «man, I recently 
heard it. 

| Teoh 

TS'OK. 

Ashamed, disconcerted, out 
of countenance; to blush, to 
redden; blushing, shamefaced: 

KE. A spinous tree of firm wood, 
Teoh ¥2O8e new leaves. appear as 

the old. ones fall; a locust? 
Read chak, to root up trees; to 

fell trees ; narrow, confined. 
BE. To pledge a host, to return 
Tech health; to recompense, — to 

return a compliment.: : 
ae, A chissel, a punch; a cold 

Tsoh 

Tsoh 

chissel ; to cut, to: bore into, 
*°" to chissel ; to dig, as a well; 

to open out, as a road; to 
brand, to mark, as ai thief; 
shekztsok: a stone chissel; tsok, 
shekz to cut stone; tsiin’ 50k 
to bore a hole, to punch the 
face ; -ktin sts‘ot tsok: you cof- 
fin chissel! you. impertinent 
fellow! cngo smi. tsoky a half 
moon gouge ; <in chi tsokz tsok. 
‘ho t'eng? he will believe. if he 
has repeated proofs. |. . 

{i130 
~ 

hated 
\t *) 

(624) Ts'ok. 
: on eee 2) ite 

ia To wash or plate with gold ; 
the stripes, strie, streaks, &c., 
in stones or fabrics; to file or 
polish; to tattoo; a stone for 

_grinding gems or glass; mix- 
- a: Sreadid: barred, confused ; 

| ts‘oky p? to tattoo the arm. 
“| +A colloquial word)*A hack- 
‘ing in the throat,’a difficult 
or stoppage in the throat; ts‘ok; 
A? the heart in the! throat ; 
ch‘au ts‘ok,a retching cough; 
ts‘ok; ts‘ok, ngokangok: amaz- 
ed, alarmed and amused. 



TSONG. 

(625) Tsong. 

a Good, generous; vittuous, 
< faithful ; to scold slaves ; song 

- “8° wok; to berate slaves. 
Ft} Booty, plunder, loot, stolen 

* goods ; to receive bribes : to 
HE! | suborn, to bribe; to hide, to 
Teangsecrete ; <tsong ckiin, an of 

ficer who takes bribes ; ‘hi 
dsong, to seize the booty ; 
<tsong mat: spoil, things se- 
creted; <¢'am <tsong, sordid, 
covetous of bribes; tso’ ¢song, 
to take bribes; bribery. 

j A ram or oe full, plenty ; 
song. <tsong, ourishin , as 

Tsngfoliage. i : 
BE, To bury, to inter, to put 

under the ground; tsong” 
BE, > J mai, to bury ; sung’ tsong’ to 
‘Lsaag carry to the grave; ‘koi tsong’ 

or ds'in tsong’ to change 
bodies to another grave ; hau’ 
tsong’ a deep grave; to bury 
in rich dresses; ‘fe tsong’ 

- to burn the dead, cremation : 
‘ko tsong’ buried in a mat ; ‘pa 
‘ku kam shang tsong’ to be 
buried alive. 

2 The viscera; the entrails; 
“ng tsong® the five viscera— 

Tsangpeart, lungs, stomach, liver, 
and kidneys ; «chit tsong® tuk, 
the cecum of hogs ; “’ng tsong’ 
luk, ‘fi, all the inwards; <md 
tsun’ tsong® a great eater, glut- 
tonous. 

Ca A store-house, a retreat; a 
‘=. strong-box, a casket; cmd 

Tsang psuni tsong? exceedingly ava- 
ricious or greedy ; <sat tsong’ 

Ton. Dicr. 75 

TS'ONG. 593 

Tibet ; yap tsong* to lie tor- 
pid; to keep out of sight; ¢z 
tsong’ swong, name of a deified 
Budhist. 

(626) tong. 

B A granary of the govern- 
ment; a storehouse; a box, 

Ts'ong, bin, a compartment, a pi- 
geon-hole ; kuk, <ts‘ong, a rice 
storehouse; <tsong «<séung, 
bins or partitions in a gran- 
ary; fo’ <ts'ong, a pack-house, 
a go-down ; ; choi song, to 
dispense rice from the gran- 
aries ; yats «ts ong ts ong, one 
bin or stall; ¢s ong ts‘tt, flur- 
ried, perturbed, alarmed. 

: Occurs used for the last, 
hastily; the green tint of 

eangplants, or the azure of the 
sky ; flourishing, prospering ; 
hoary, aged, old in service; 
ts‘ong st au, soldiers, so call- 
ed from their green caps; an 
old slave; «ts‘ong <ts'ong ‘ché 
tin, the empyrean ; met. Pro- 
vidence ; fs ong ‘ld, old, wan- 
ing; an old man; <¢s'ong «shang 
the people, living things; 
ds: ong swong, hurried, flighty ; 
tsingtsong,a greenish xe 
color. 
Vast like the sea; name of 

‘ a river and lake ; a superior 
Ts'4ng district in Tientsin fa; ¢s‘ong 

‘hoi chi léung* to drink like 
the sea, able to drink much. 

dB Color of gems ; 2 musical 
sound; <tsong <tsong, the 

Ts'angiingling of stones. 
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HE An unauthorized character. 
‘YW. "The compartments in a ship's 

jpbold; a hold; <shtin ds ong, 
the hold of a vessel; <Aoi.ts‘ong 
to begin to unlade ; so’ <ts" ong | 
the last lighter ; ¢s‘ing <ts ong, | 
cargo all discharged ; fung | * 
ts" ‘ong , to forbid trade; tai‘t'o 
ts ong, the main hold; ts‘ ong 

- wai’ the stowage. 
£5 | The second character is| 
“) ) unauthorized, The pomfret; 

HB) pak, csong sit, the silver | 
Ch'angpomfret ( Stromateus argent- 

eus); hak; -ts‘ong, the black 
pomfret (Stromateus niger ) ; | 
wong lap; ts‘ong, the yellow | 
pomfret ( Trachinotus aura- 
tus); fa tsong, small pomfret 
(Caranx malabaricus ); hve | 
‘tsz’ ts‘ ong, long-finued pom-, 
fret ( Trachinotus asper ). 

i) A kind of crane, plumage 
ashcolored, and cheeks red ; 

TS'0n8 ts‘ong knit; the black crane, 
called <t’in tam :kai, or field 
tank hen. - 

ex ‘To store away, to put in| 
safety ; to contain ; to hide, to 

Tsangconceal; to accumulate ; to 
gather knowledge; cts‘ong 
sma, to lay by; <ka <ts ong, 
heirlooms laid by, family trea- 
sures; ‘md sts ong <tau, no 
chance for profit ; <ts‘ong “pan, 
to keep the blocks, to publish 2! 
a book ; pau <ts ong, to keep) 
from, not to divulge; .shau 
cts‘ong, to receive, as in trust ; 
em hat cts'‘ong slung <chi ‘sho, 
I’m not to be cribbed in this 
place ; ‘yan«ts‘ong, to conceal; 
ts'ong <t au lo ‘mi, to give a 

“TSU. 

| (627) Tsii. 

pI A phonetic particle, used in 
the Shi King at the end of 
sentences, as an affirmative. 

wi A deep-seated ulcer ; a car- 
~ buncle or anthrax ; «yung <tsi, 
an old ulcer; ‘shiin sti, to | 
suck out an ulcer. 

fe To stare at in a fright, to 
Ts 5 2aze up at, to look angrily at. 

p; Read .sui; self-satisfaction ; a 
large stream into Lake Hung- 
tseh in Kiangst; a district 
in Kweiteh fa in Honan. 

H The female hemp plant; sack- 
cloth; a rush, a sedge used. 

TS! for sandals; coarse, cunpolish- 
ed; tsié po’ mourning sack- 
cloth ; ‘po <¢sti, to correct bad 
composition t : ctsit chéung? the 
mourner’s staff. 
Pickled fruits, like salen 

salted vegetables ; a marshy 
*" plant or sedge ; a marsh. 

To walk slowly, impeded in 
going; <tsz’ <cfsia, naeeeling, 
walking step by step. 

The name of an affluent 
of the Y4ngtsz’ kiang west 

lof K’ingchau fa in 5 
- fan ancient district ace th 

a extreme southwest of Shens‘. 
zh } To stop, to prohibit ; a 
Tsii pass over; to divulge ; 

destroy ; todiscomfit ; wwseare 
‘tsit ‘chi, to. quash, to ; to 
intrigue against ; ‘tsi 1 as- 
hamed, awkward, as a rustic ; 
‘tsit sit, to let out, to blab; to 
issue, as malaria; Shap, * ts, 

‘o 
Tsii 

y 

c 

ine 

partial account of, an inkling. 

' 

damp, dank. 



TSU. 

« To taste; to chew, to bite 
in order to taste; ‘tsii tséuk2 

8 cha take a bite of it; shom 
ying ‘tsi wa, to learn and 

relish the beauties of a style. 
iat Irregular teeth, which do 

‘not interlock easily : discord- 
ant, as opinions, incongruous; 
to bite, to chew. 

FFP Eastern and western walls 
gy oF rooms; a college, a school ; 

an asylum for old men ; a pre- 
- face, an introduction, an ex- 
-ordium ; order, precedence, 
series; to follow in order ; ts‘z” 
tsi in order, seriatim, regu- 
larly ; tsok, yat, pin tsi? to 
write a preface; tsi ‘ch't, to 
go by ages; tsi? <ts‘éung, a 
district college ; tsi? sz’* ‘t‘o 
tong’ everything i in its order. 

aX | Similar to the preceding ; 
\to arrange, to order, to set 

Ae jin their proper: places; to 
~ Sa” “meet, to converse; to dis- 

“| course of argue upon; order, 
equ series, rank; <séung tsi? or 
_ > tsi? «tam, to converse ; % tsi? 

~  to'deliberate upon the proper || < 
rewards ; <t‘in tsi? the five so- 
cial relations. 

x To assemble, to congregate, 
to gather; to meet; to tend! 

St to, to concur ; to incline to- 
wards, ‘popular ; ‘to collect, to 
dwell together; a dwelling- 

place, a village: a conjtinction, 
a meeting ; a place of meeting; 
tsi? ‘shau, a concourse, a ga- 
‘theringof friends;;mtsw sts oi 
not a lucky place ; not a mon- 
eymaking man; tsi?‘pdst'ong, 
the shrine of Plutus at the! 
door ; fst uz to calba meeting. 

‘=~ as liquor. 

TS'U. 595 

2 Good, agreeable, pleasant, 
Read sii, name of 

a fragrant plant. 
2 "The tench or roach; alarge, 
coarse species of carp found 

SU in the rivers of Kiangsd, 

(628) Tstii. 
/ 

ia) To hasten to one’s place, to 
stride off, as in a superior’s 

} presence : to run, to walk 
aan 4 quick ; ts“w<shi, to run after, 

as a fashion ; <ts‘ii po to strad- 
dle off, as a courier does; 
ts*itgim fi? shai? to run to the 
flanre and stick to the strong 
— a parasite. 
Maggots in putrid flesh ; fly- 

blows, eggs of flies; «shang 
<ts‘tt, it has bred worms ; siif, 
cts’ zi, worms found in snow 
in Sz’ chuen, a sort of Proto- 

“coccus. Read tsit, a milli- 
pede; ¢tsik, <tsii, a centipede. 
Grave, serious, leisurely ; 

* tardy, slow; composed, majes- 
tic, dignified ; to walk care- 
fully and formally ; st po 
to walk gracefully ; <tsti ts‘, 
gravely, tranquilly, as a gait. 
To take, to Jay hold on, to 

use; to exact; to seize on, to 
take away; to’ assume, to 

appropriate; to receive, to 
apply to one’s use; to take, 
as a wife; to get, to induce, 
to bring upon; taken, applied, 
selected ; <shau ‘ts‘ti, to re- 
ceive ; ‘tsi om ‘shéung, not 
needed, unfit; ‘tsi chung? 
promoted, chosen, selected 

AH 
Ts’a 

4 

Sa 

SM 
Ts't 
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tai Syau ‘ho ‘ts‘ii, estimable, 
one who is liked; ‘ts't ch‘ut; 
taken out;.‘és°dé yap brought 

-in ; €4m snong ‘ts‘t mat, [as 
easy as] taking a cash out of 
the purse; sok, ‘ts‘t, to beg 
earnestly for, as a loan; ‘ts‘t 
si? ‘kt, to get’ the joke on 
him; ¢sz” ‘ts&% wo to bring 
down misery on one’s self; 
tsau’ ti? ‘ts‘i <ts‘oi, happily I 
just then turned it up, as 
something that was wanted; 
sm sshing kwo’ ‘tsi, I don’t 
want much; hip, ‘ts‘ti, to force 
from, to-extort; sp'ang <sman 
‘ts'ti luk, to select the com- 
positions according to their 
style; smung ‘ts't fo obliged 
to you for taking goods, — as 
shopmen say. 

HR’ To marry a woman with 
*~the legal ceremonies; a mar- 

a riage; ts‘? <ts'ai, or ts‘? ‘Jd 
spo, to take a wife; ts‘# «san 
‘fu or ‘ts‘d sam ‘p‘d, somebady 
Marrying; swing tsi? <’m 
sts ang, have you been married 
yet? ts‘? tsip, or ts pia 
sfong, to take a concubine 
home to one. 

> Sinular to cts‘t 4 to run; 

Te'd nee what is proper and agree- 
able, and hasten to do it; to 
show alacrity or haste to 
please; to regard pleasurably ; 
sprightly, playful, graceful ; 
amusing, pleasing; <’m shik, 
ts @ unaccommodating, mul- 
ish ; tak, kom’ ts‘? very agree~ 
able, humorous; ‘hd ts‘u? very 
lively, gleesome ; ts‘? m7? en- 
tertaining, as a friend; ts'W 

PNeet™ 

to go, to advance quickly ; to 

TSUI. 

ts'i? tik, rather pleasing, nov- 
el; chi? ts W har kom’? ts W tik, 
this is truly exhilirating, this 
is exquisite. 

Hee To spy, to look at; to peep, 
“to descry, to reconnoitre; 

T8'0 pstap pin, to look after the 
frontiers closely. 

oy 

a Used as a form of ig and Nid 
Tet lap, dried meats and beeswax. 

A flyblow, eggs of the com- 
mon fly. — 

Read cha’; the sacrifice made at 
the winter solstice, when the 
cold binds everything close. 

' 

(629) Tsui. 

The lips; a beak, a bill of 
a bird; a spout, a nozzle, an 
aperture, an adit ; to wrangle, 
to chatter, to talk much and 
impudently, to give lip; mut, 
‘AG sti ‘tsui, wipe your lips; 

—xts‘an‘tsui, to kiss; tséuk, ‘tsuz, 
a bird’s bill; én 'ung:‘tsuz, 
mouthpiece of a pipe ; ‘hd “tsuz 
‘ma, or syau ‘tsut, glib at talk- 
ing, garrulous ; smd tap, ‘tsut, 
don’t interfere, as in a dispute; 
‘td ‘tsui pd, to beat the lips ; 
sung? ‘sit ‘tsui, to tell tales, to 
stir up ill feeling; «pong ‘tsut, 
totake the part of; sch‘a si 
‘tsui, a teapot spout; hd’ shik, 
‘tsui <t‘au,- loving to eat this 
and that; ‘ni ‘md <to ‘tsuz, don’t 
you talk so much; ‘tsui ‘kong ? 
it’s all very easy to talk; ‘tsuz 
‘ho ngang* he wont confess at 
all. 

‘ pe 

Tsui 



TSUI. 

Be Exhilirated with drink ; 
toxicated, fuddied, aan | 

Ae debauch ; fascinated, en- 
chanted, devoted to, stupefied 
with ; completely engrossed 
with ; ‘yam tsuz drunken; 
’m «chi tsuz not affected by 
liquor ; ¢suz’ ‘tsau ‘lo a drunk- 
ard; smo ‘tsau «sam fan tsui’|} 
he is half drunk, and has had 
no wine, 7. e. heis very stupid, 
-he does not know what he’s 
about ; ¢sui Aéung, a drunken 
‘sot; tsuz’ <iicmai, drunk as a 
clod ; taz tsui dead drunk. 

ia To come together, to as- 
T . semble ; an adjective denoting 
8 the most important, the highest 

degree of; very, extremely, 
exceedingly ; altogether; tsuz’ 

_ shin? very good; tsuz’ <ndn, 
very. difficult; tsui? ‘kan i? 
highly important; ¢suz’ <sin, 

. first, in the first place; ¢su: 
pin’ tong the most convenient, 
very handy. 

(630) 

Se 
“Bui : 

Tsui. 

To follow, to accord with, 
to yield, to comply obedient- 
ly ; to permit, to let ; the way 
or usage of; an adverb, ac- 
cording to, as, like, wherever; 
forthwith, presently ; a feudal 
statenow <Ts‘ui haw in the 
northeast of Hiipeh ; <¢s‘wi <shi 
tsd* do it as I have time ; <ts‘ui 
pin’ as you please ; very well ; 
sts‘ui ‘ngo<lai, come after me; 
sts'ui tsov ‘ngo, the decision 
is with me ; sts ui tak, ‘kit, let 

TSUI, 597 

him do as he likes; <ts'ui yat, 
to? ? do the second like (or 
after) the first ; sts‘uz ka mii? 
a waiting-maid. given at mar- 
riage, like Zilpah: sts‘ui ch‘? 
‘kong, talking about it every- 
where; sts‘ut ‘shiz <loi, bring 
a little of it, as you can get 
it; sts'uz teiks immediately ; 
stsui ch <kai sin, it is all 
about, they are everywhere. 

A colloquia} word. A smell, a 
stench ; bad breath; yat, pung’ 
sts'ui, a stench ; ‘yaw tik, <ts‘uz 
sik; there is some bad smell. 

Ai A dynasty, which ruled from 
a. D. 590-620, preceding the 

Sui Tang dynasty. 
ae - The female of a kingfisher, 

whose: feathers are used in 
™ plumagery ; ts‘ui? kid a brid- 

al chair covered with feathers ; 
ts'ui? st'ing, a feathered shrine 
or car; ‘tim ts‘ui? to put on 
feathers ; t3‘ui’ «md, the king- 
fisher’s feathers ; ts'ui shik, a 
purplish blue. 

> ‘The down on birds, the fine 
. undergrowth of hair on ani- 
‘mals; birds molting; furry, 
downy, soft, fine, delicate; like 
felt, velvety ; «min ts‘ur’ cotton 
staple; ‘fo ts‘ui asbestos cloth; 
ts‘ut’ mok2 a felt tent. 

Fie | Delicate, easily broken; 
porittle, crackling ; ; shivery, 

Ae: jerumbling; crisp, light, as 
Ts’ui Crust; trifling, unsteady ih 

character ; ‘shong ts‘ui? de- 
licate, ‘as cakes; <kon ts‘ui? 
cracks when dry ; sham ts‘ui 
fé shang, bakedsalt ground _ 
nuts ; fit meng’ aps aps ts‘ui’ 
life snaps asunder like crust. 

Ts’u 
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(631) Tsii. 

SE A bamboo net for fish; to 
‘ ppgcoaie entangled in the net 

SM ) of the law ; trespass, crime, 
Ts’ni sin, fault; a violation of the 

rules of the land or decorum ; 
to criminate, to regard as a 
criminal ; punishment, retri- 
bution ; tak; tsi di ‘in, to 
sin against Heaven ; tstiz kwo’ 
a fault, a crime ; <iin tsuz? Syau 
‘ho siin, the crime can be ex- 
culpated ; fat; tsi’? to punish 
crime; shé. tstii? to forgive 
sins ; .kwan tsi exile to “thi: 
shi? tsi’ excuse me ; fan’ tsti 
to offend the laws; shuke tstii? 
to redeem or ransom criminals; 
fi king ‘ts‘ing tst? to take 
a rod and request punishment 
— an affected phrase of of- 
ficers ; fui tsi? to repent of 
sins; tstéa’? ‘sho .ying tak, a 
punishment well deserved. 

Tsai. (632) 

fe Lofty, mountainous; rugged} 
as ahilly country ; ts‘ «ngai, 

Ts ofty, rocky hills and peaks. 
ME ‘To urge, to press, toegg on ; 

to importune ; 
Ts'Ui the payment of a debt; to re- 

iterate; mok. ko? <ts'tii ‘ngo, 
don’t hurry me; ds'ui pik, or 
ds ti ‘kam, to urge on, to sti- 
mulate; <swi ‘ki far? tik, 
hurry him on alittle; fat, ka?’ 
‘tsau ts Wi, Vye no servant to 

TSUL 

to hasten, asi} 

TSUK 

send to hasten you—=a phrase 
on invitation cards; ‘hi shai’ 
kom? :ts'ti, hurrying and 
urging one rather causelessl y. 
The lustre of a gem ; a gem 

hanging down, as from the 
‘ girdle. 42h of 

He The ibaa frayed 
sedges of mourning clothes, 

HF | which are left so; to ravel 
Ts’ui out, frayed out ; ‘chido ts tit, 

clipped, unhemmed. 
HE To stop, to drive back, to 

Ts’ui 

HE 
Ts'ui 

repress; to overpower, to set 
down ; to push upon, to-thrust 
forward, fa crowd against, to 
impel; to break, as the wind 
does trees; to reach; to put 
out, to extinguish, asa family ; 
sts‘te yik, to abate, to put 
down ; sts‘ti chit; :to break off 
by pushing against. 
Deep, clear water; tears 

trickling down ; fresh, new, 
clean; spoiling, ruining ; ; snow 
drifted ; name of a stream. 

Se 
Ts'ui 

Sf) -Tsuk. (633) 

fi. The leg, the foot; ‘enoiigh, 
Ta =" sufficient ; full, ‘satiated, no 

deficiency ; entirely, in in full, 
wholly ; to satisfy, to please ; 
to satisfy the wants of; pure, 
as silver; actions, dafiduet : 
the 137th radical of characters 
relating to going ; shap tsuk, 
complete in all respects ; ‘shau 
tsuk; hands and feet, brothers ; : 
tsuk; ‘ling, enough! no more, 
I beg of you ! ész” tsuk; self- 
sufficient, conceited; tsuk» 



TSUK. 

©) tsuk, ‘wan ‘ni pin? yat: lve 
~ annoyed you half a day: shat, 

tsuk; to slip and fall ; to make 
a blunder, a faux-pas ; tsuk; 
ha? your’ presence, said toa 
friend; <’m <chit tsuk, discon-|| 

' | tented, never satisfied; pat; 
tsuk; to beyond description, 
can not be spoken of; tsuk, 
sh? <’m tsuk; is the number 
just right? fung tsuk, pros- 
perous, to the heart’s content ; 
syan cam ‘md tm tsuk; the 

| heart is never satisfied ; sshing 
~\ stin tong? tsuk, ‘tsz’ whole 

dollars alone are reckoned to 
be full coin. 

Read ¢si’; to act respectfully in 
order to flatter one; careful 
of one’s words; to increase ; 
tsw’ -kung <i cyan, to humor 
and flatter people. 
What common people desire; 

*inelegant, uneducated, com- 
mon, vulgar, unpolished, rude; 
the groveling, common, low, 
business of life; the laity ; 
tsuk,2 wa common talk, col- 
loquial, in distinction from the 
book style; ung tsuk, man- 
ners, customs of a place ; shai’ 
tsuk: manners of the age ; tsuk, 

- tsz? “ngdn, a vulgar expres- 
sion ; swan tsuk: to again be- 
come a layman; <ch‘an: tsuk, 
the busy world ; tsuk, :ka@, the 
laity; tit, tsuks to eschew 
a ; tsuka cyan, a vulgar 

rson. 
A barb of a dart; to collect, 

*to draw together, as a banner 
Su" does ; aclan, atribe; a family 

or kindred of the same sur- 
name ; degrees of kin; a class, 

tf. 
Suh 

TSUK. 599) 

a kind; dsung tsuk, of the 
same clan ; tsukz ‘p‘d, a gene- 
alogical register of the clan ; 

_chut; tsukz to disown, to turn 
out of the clan; tsukz ‘l6,a 
senior in a clan; «dm tsuki 
father, self, and son; father, 
mother, and wife’s kindred ; 
‘shui tsukz aquatic animals. 

Fe: | These two are used inter- 
\changeably. Tufts of small 

2) | bamboo ; to collect, to crowd 
Tsuh together ; a crowd of people; 

anest; a framework or whisk 
on which silk-worms spin 
coccoons ; a mold for cakes; 
head or barb of a dart ; tsuks 
‘yung -sts‘in slot, came pres- 
sing on in acrowd. Also 
read ts‘aw’. 
The barb of a dart or arrow, 

*the iron head of a dart; sharp 
pointed. 
A pbenix of a carnation 

woh COLO 5 a large species of duck 
sob near river banks; an albatross. 

To continue, to join on, to 
* succeed ; to keep up; tied to- 
gether, ligatured ; following, 
continuous, successively ; car- 
rying on what another has be- 
gun ; tstp, tsuk2 to join on, as 
a short cord ; to take up and 
carry on; tsuke ts'i? or tsuka 
sin, tojoin the guitar string—to 
take asecond wife; luk: tsuk, 
‘yau slat, coming one after 
another ; sch‘tin tsuk, to con- 
tinue a family ; tsuk, chi? ‘mi 

. ts to work by spells. 
A marshy, grassy and-climb- 

‘ing plant, with leaves like 
purslane, called also cow’s 
lips. 

Tsuh 

List 

Suh 

Suh 



TSUK. 

Tstuk. 

i Hasty, quick, hurried; fleet, 
as a deer ; with haste; to call, 

Sub to invite; tsik, ts‘uks instantly, 
presently ; ts'uk, hw’ go quick- 

_ ly; ts'uk, és'uk, no connection 
with ; friendless ; <’m tsoz? kom? 
smong ts‘uk; dou’t be so pre- 
cipitate, flurried; ts'uk, yuke 
to hurry. the steps [of a guest]; 
‘fo ts‘uk; as quick as possible. 

Ai, The prepared contents of a 
Suh boiler or kettle; pot-luck, 

ou” dressed food. 
fii Horns beginning to start ; 

to start, to tremble; Auk. ts‘uk, 
ik frightened, as oxen are in‘pre- 

sence of lions; in a terrible 
fright. 

A small tree, a shrub, a 
sapling; puk, ts'wk; small trees, 
suitable for posts. 

To sift, and cause to shower 
down ; close, thickset ; shower- 
ing down, like autumnal leaves 
blown by the wind. 

eK Vegetables, legumes, kitch- 
’en herbs; ts‘oi’ ts‘uk, vegeta- 

Suh bles ; ts‘uk; ts'uk, mean ; ts‘uk, 
ts'uk, ofung wai, the stern 
wind whistling along. 

Similar to the next. To 
step smartly to one’s place; 
to dispatch, to hurry through ; 
attentive, respectful; alert, 
speedy. ode 

Pressed upon, urged, impel- 
E-’led ; cramped, cribbed; em- 

we uh) arrassed: to wrinkle, to rum- 
ple, to draw in; retractile; 
disquieted, uneasy, reduced 

Sul 

é TSUN, 

to extremity; pik, ts'uk, to 
press or urge vehemently ; 
ts‘uk, ts'uk, contracted. 

fA. Interchanged with the last, 
Te aht? frown; to wrinkle the fore- 

head; anxious, careworn. 
Similar to the last two. ‘To 

As tread on, to press with the 
SUtfoot; to kick; ts‘wk, sin, re- 

verential. 
Nig To constrain; near, short, 

“’ close ; urgent, pressed upon ; 
Ts uhsmall, shortened ; hampered ; 

kuke ts‘uk; a narrow, small 
space ; ¢s‘wk; sat, st'dm «sam, 
to draw together and talk, as 
long absent friends. 

- 

(635) 

me € 

Tsin 

Tsun. 

A ford, a ferry; a landing- 
place, a ghaut; to ford, to cross 
a stream; to imbue, to moist- 
en, to soften by soaking; to 
split wood by the hands ; spit- 
tle; <tsun sléung, ends of a 
bridge ; ¢sun yaé, salivay ¢sun ~ 
ae a frei ckwan ttsun, 
excise stations, guard-houses ; 
man? ¢sun, to ask the way; 
shang <tsun, to produce saliva; 
tin sun, the constellation 
Cygnus ; the port of Peking ; 
sun tsun ‘yau m? I relish it 
more and more. ._— 

ie] A vase for libations; a vase 
‘ |r wine; a bottle, a decan- 
dig ‘ter; a vase, a jar; full, flour- 
= ishing foliage ; to stop; ya 

‘"'S) <¢sun ‘tsau, a bottle of spirits ; 
Tsun £4 <tsun, a flower-vase ; <hot 

_<tsun, open the bottle. 
~ 



TSUN: 

'To follow a superior ; to com- 
ply with, to obey, to conform 
to, to actas required, to yield ; 
to induce to follow, to in- 
fluence to obey; obedience, 
acquiescence ; <tsun ‘chi, to 
obey the emperior’s behests; 
am ‘ts‘z’ yam :tsun, to stand 
in awe and obey; ¢sun fat, to 
obey the laws; sun <i, to 
cordially receive. 
A fruit like the hazel or 

* filbert, smaller than the chest- 
2 nut; wood, brushwood; thorny 

bushes, as in thickset hedges. 
* A small stream in Hon4n, 
‘(7% one of the headwaters of the 

39 R. Hw4i; to reach to; «tsun 
<tsun, numerous, abundant; 
at ease, loose. 
To arrive or extend to; the 

utmost, the highest degree ; 
Tei ltitud all many, amultitude ; to collect, 

* tocongregate ; pik. fuk; sp'ing 
sun, may all happiness come 

Be 
Tsi 

Be 
Tsun 

here. 
Abundant, exuberant her- 

bage ; bushy trees ; collected, 
an accumulation of; <k%i ip. 
<tsun dsun, how abundant is 

_ the foliage. 5 
§ Same as tsun’ ak to finish ; 
Tein COMPLY’ all ; the utmost degree ; 
10 ecun ‘ho ‘i, it can be done; 

“tsun ki’ seen it through, seen 
the whole. 
The ashes, embers, snuff, or 

residue after combustion; a 
quenched brand; the resi- 
duum ; the relics, what is left, 
as of a conquered people ; fw’ 
wat fui ‘tsun, ali turned to 
ashes ; sti ‘ésun, the remains, 
as of embers, 

Ton, Dier, 

‘he 
Tsin 

76 
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Similar to the last; a plant 
whose roots afford a yellow 
dye; aresidue; to advance 
constantly; sincere, as in at- 
tachment to; ‘tsun sshan, or 
chung ‘tsun, a loyal minister. 
Precious things; presents 

given to friends going on a 
journey ; ‘tsun st, parting gifts 

- of ceremony. 
Hi To advance, to enter, to go 

up or on, toget on; topresent, 
Pani a bring forward, tointroduce, 

to promote, to recommend ; to 
make progress in; to come 
near; a promotion, an advance; 
a division of a hong; tsun’ 
kung to bring in tribute; <ch'e 
tsun’ po* the first step ahead 
—to be asitts‘'ai; tsun’ hok» 
toenter school; ‘ki tsun? sham, 
of how many divisions deep ? 
tsun’ tur ‘léung <nan, hard to 

-advance or retreat, embarras- 
sed ; tsun’ shan cht kav acon- 
trivance to advance one’s self; 
ko tsun high attainments, as 
in degrees; chung? tsun? sz” to 
reach the third literary degree; 
tsun’‘futav kat; let prosperity 
come on the new house — s2id 
when moving into another 
dwelling ; ‘yan tsun? to bring 
foward ; ‘md ‘chéung tsun’ he 
makes no headway, he does 
not improve; <tsin tsun’ to 

,- make progress. 
BIE To engrave, to carve; to 
4) cut, to chissel ; to censure or 

Tsiuengegrade an officer ; «san tsun? 
a new edition, as of blocks ; 
tsun’ k’ap, to reduce an of 
ficer-‘in rank; tsun’ shekz t 
cut in stone, as an epitaph. 

a 
Tsin 

Tat 
Tsin 
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4&° Fat, fleshy, as a bird in 
' ~ Season ; fat flesh ; racy, pleas- 

SiveMant discourse, Also read tsui’ 
a hero, 

HE Valiant, brave ;. superior, 
“I excelling others in skill or 

Tsiunwisdom; to overcome; un- 
usual, strange. 

> Similar to the last; super- 
~ ior, remarkable, one of a thou- 

Tsiunsand ; eminent; ying tsun a 
brave man, a young hero; 
skw'an kwai? tsun’ sau all 
distinguished for accomplish- 
ments and beauty. 

MWe High, lofty, steep, as moun- 
A tains; impetuous, hasty, stern, 

Tsiunseyere, as one’s temper ; tsun? 
sai, a powerful medicine. 

sf) Deep, profound, as water ; 
YR \to dig a channel, to-deepen 
eA | a water-course ; deep, seri- 
Siun OUS,.as reverence; abstruse ; 

well read ; to use part of, to 
employ; a district in Honan ; 
tsun’ ‘tseng, to dee*én a well. 

> To see; a man’s name; 
Tsun tsun chéuk,a hero who || 

Tsiun)ived in the Han dynasty. 
aye An officer who superintend- 
‘Y> ed the fields; a land-office; a 

Tsiunhysbandman, a peasant. ; 
TBs ‘Te stop work, to finish, to 
complete a task ; completed, 

Tsiungone ; to stand still, to wait 
aside, to retire; proud; ko’ 
tsun’ to make known the com- 

pletion ; tsun’ kung, to finish 
the work ; sz” tsun’ the affair 
is completed. 

Be A steed, a stately, fine horse ; 
W dignified, majestic; large; 
Tsiunexcelling; rapid; tsun’ fat. 

quick, as in getting rich. 

' 
: 
} 

Tsiun 

TSUN. 

Shriveled up, as flesh; 
puckered, lessened ; to dimi- 
nish, to reduce by oppression. 

Hot food; to eat the rem- 
nants of an offering or a meal ; 
the leavings on the table. 

>) To increase, to flourish, 
»>to grow, as the sun makes 

} J all things; to stick, as into 
Tsin a case or about the person ; 

to curb in a horse ; name of 
a dynasty, divided into the 
Western and Eastern Tsin, 
A.p. 265-419; a feudal state, 
now the southern part of 
Shansi. ; ; 

cy To stick into, to insert; to 
Tein PUL in, as into a socket ; to 

shake. Used for the next. 
ee Carnation colored silk, a™ 
“9 light red ; to wrap around ; to 
"gird, as with a sash; tsun? 

shan, the ‘‘red sashes” are the 
gentry or literati; tsun? «shan 
sts un shit, the red book ; tsun? 
Shan sin «shang, a literary 
gentleman. & se 
A pebble or secondary gem ; 

a stone which may be consid- 
ered precious. — : 

ae | An empty vessel; to ex- 
, vhaust, to use all ; to indulge, 

R jas one’s grief; a quantity 
T’sin used up, a work brought to 

an end; made an end of, as 
life; finished, achieved, emp- 
ty, exhausted; all, entirely, 
fully, wholly; to do to the 
utmost, with the whole of; a 
superlative, the uttermost, ex- 
treme; tsun® ‘ngo sam, [obey- 
ing] with my whole heart; 
tsun’ t? kom’? .to, there’s only 
su much; dsun? ti? tso* use it 

we 
Siuen 

i 

ie 

Tsin 

“| 
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all-up then ; yung? tsun® sam 
<ki, employing all my abilities ; 
ka sts‘ot sav tsunr® the whole 
estate: is dissipated ; shat, ko 
tsun® tsiitz slew them all ; tsun’ 
iit, the twelfth month; tsiin’ 
iit, ‘pi ‘ni, V'll pay you at the 
at the month’s end ; ‘kom tsé 
pat, tsun’ I cannot express all 

_ my thanks ; tsun* chik, to per- 
form one’s official duties fully ; 
shang tsun® gone through the 

.- whole, gone all over; tsun’ 
i «pd, try this one chance; 

one chance left; ¢sun> hav 
‘shui tsik; all are water-soak- 
ed; tsz” tsun® put an end to 
himself; tsun? st'au, gone to 
the end, at the extreme; «md 
skung tsun* inexhaustible ; 
tsun® tsit, died a martyr to 
chastity. ) 

(636) ‘Ts‘tun. 

4 To follow a leader; to com- 
‘VA ply with ; to accord, to follow 
Eine d with ; to revolve; or go round with ; to revolve ; 

to inspect, to go the rounds, 
to perambulate, to go on the 

-circuit; good, easy, docile; 
leisurely; to soothe, to console; 
to explain; stsua <kw'ai to 

_ ‘kit, to accord with and follow 
instructions; <tsun fat, to 
obey the laws; .yan <ts'un ’ng? 
sz lazily hindering the pro- 
secution of business; <yan 
sts'un, not interfering with, in- 
different to; <tsun sts'un shin? 
‘yau, gradually and gently 
lead him on, as to good habits ; 

“Dl 

TSUN, 603 

cts un shang ko sz” act as has 
been formerly done. 
To pat, to stroke ; to encou- 

rage, to soothe; to take a 
sympathizing interest in. 

, \ To cruize ; to go.on circuit, 
“SS sto examine what is doing, to 
Bs j go ona tour of inspection ; a 
Siun Course at a feast; sts'un ‘fi, 

the governor of a province ; 
sts'un ‘kim, the supervisor or 
judge of a sz’ or township; 
cts‘un sshiin, revenue cruizers ; 
sts‘un po? special aids of the 
governor-general and govern- 
or ; sts'un .kang, on post, as a 
watchman; <ts‘un ‘chiin chi?’ to 
go about and‘examine ; ch‘ut; 
stsun, to start on a circuit; 
to reconnoitre; <tsun .ting, 
tidewaiters, cruizing offieers. 
Fine,.silken cords or bind- 

ings; tassels, ornaments; a 
model], a pattern; tit, sts'un, 
the spindle of a spinning- 
wheel — a colloquial term. ~ 
A tame, docile, well-bred 

horse ; yielding, gentle, amia- 
ble, mellow, harmless, kind ; 
to tame; to attain to gradually; 
ts'un <léung, docile, . good 
natured ; ‘nga sts'un, elegant, 
polished, as diction ; «és'un 
Suk docile, ready to obey. 
A kind of rice; a. feudal 

state occupying the region of 
the rivers Weiand King; the 
range of mountains in south 
of Shensi; <7's‘un <ch'ti, the 
Ts'in dynasty, B. c. 186-120; 
sts un ‘Chi swong tav the em- 
peror First. of this Ts‘in 
dynasty, who centralized the 
Chinese empire. 

Ta 
Siun 

Al 
Siun- 

Tsiun 

Ts'in 
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A small species of cicada ;| 
eggs of the mantis; a breeze| 
or large blue-bottle fly. 
A decade of years or days ; 

a complete number finished, 
completed ; the whole of; in 
mourning, ‘seven days make) 
a sts‘un ; sts'un sui’a complete | 
year ; the shéung’, chung, and | | 
ha’ <ts‘un, are the first, second, 
and third decades of a month ; | 
ts‘at, sts‘un, the 49 days of 
mourning; also 70 years ; ‘Ad 
‘shui sts‘un, the-tide will serve 
you well. 

Tein 
a) 
Siun 

(637) Tsiin. 

| 8 

m TSUN. 

a collection, a compilation ; 
‘tsiin <sau, to arrange literary 
materials ; ‘tsiin ts@p2 a col- 
lectanea; ‘tsiin ts‘ap; to pre- 
pare and publish. 

>} An awl, a gimlet, an au- 
; )gur, a borer ; an instrument 
} for perforating ; point of a 

Tswan Weapon ; to bore, to pierce, 
as a sting ; ; to worm one’s self 

into, to search into secrets ; 
tsiin’ ‘ngan, to bore a hole ; 
tit, tsiin’ an awl; kam kong 
tsi’ a diamond or corundum 
borer ; tstin’ ling’ to seek into, 
to act wilily; «shing tsiin’ a 
ceutre-bit ; tsiin’ dung ‘tsiin’ 
la’ to pry inte every nook and 
corner, to search thoroughly ; 

oe 

Honorable, eminent, respect- 
ed, noble ; a term of respect, | 
your ; to honor, to respect, to) 
dignify, to venerate ; ling? tsiin | 
your father; tsi ka your 
honor ; you, Sir; .tsiin sing’ 
your surname ; <fsiin ‘fui, your, 
house; <¢siin fi syan, your, 
wife ; swat ‘lo pat, <tsin, old} 
but without self-respect ; ¢tsiin | 
king’ to venerate ; chi? <tsiin, 
the emperor; <¢stin ‘chéung, 

& 
Tsun 

| 

tstin fat, ‘kom yéung® stupid, 
as a statue of Budha. 
To tie things together; to 
continue, to carry on; to’ 
take up where others left ‘off; | 
to imitate, as virtues. 
A kind of carnation band 

or cord ; to connect; to col- 

it 
Tewan 

} 

Ed 

respected, elderly persons; yat,|| . 

| 
lect together ; to compile a! 

Tswanwork, to edit, to abridge ; a 
resumé, a compend, a digest, | 

chi sma tsiin? a Aaxseed awl, 
—a skinflint ; «man ‘tsz’ tstin’ 
a hardhearted villain.  ~ 

(638) Tstiin. 

| A hamlet, a village; chéung 
is! un, a village, the country ; 

cid jdts'iin ‘tsuki rustic, unpolish- 
Ts'un ed; <ts‘iin fu, a villager, an 

uneducated man. 
Complete, entire, unbroken, 

Tai nanperfect; all, the whole; to 
Tsiens nish, to do all that is fre- 

quired ; :ts'tin snang, almighty; 
plenipotentiary, having full 
powers ; sts'un fl tsing sshan, 
with undivided energies; cts'iin 
sav all complete ; sts‘tin ‘hd, 
all right; sts‘ai sts‘iin, com- 
plete throughout; sts‘iin ka 
l? sz” may your whole family 
prosper ; sts'din w entirely well, 
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To select from, to pick out 
Teinenttom with the hand. 

Cured, healed, convalescent, 
recovered ; peng? <ts‘iin, re- 
covered from illness. 
A crab-trap ; a bamboo trap 
for fish, having a small en- 
trance ; tak, <& smong sts‘iin 
to get the fish and then for- 
get the trap—ungrateful for 

benefits. 
Te To explain, to comment on ; 
—"~ select sayings; to illustrate, 
Te'iuenty expound books; to dis- 

course upon, to set forth and 
enforce ; chi? <ts‘ iin, explain- 
ed by notes. 
Stooping, creeping, bent 
down; to kick ; to go along 
doubled over ; decrepit. 
To weigh, to measure; to 
estimate the quantity of 
things, to value; to choose 
according to merit or value ; 
a carpenter’s plane ; ,ts‘iin 
‘sun, to select, as proper 
officers. 
Interchanged with He to 
collect, to come together, to 
assemble; to lay a coffin 

under. a shed, and not bury 
it; poles and thatch to cover 
a coffin ; sts‘tin hop, a box with 
‘partitions, used for sweetmeats 

Rm A fountain, a spring; the 
SAS headwaters of a river; a 
Tsiuengepartment in Fubkien, 

Te iuen-chau fa or Chinchew; 
‘tsing sts‘tin, a well ; lapasts‘iin 
a cascade; <wong sts‘iin, ely- 
siun; ‘kau sts‘tin, hades; fo’ 
cts'tin, money, cash; sts tin 16° 
the shades; slau sts'tin ‘yéung 
‘J, to cherish one’s old age. 

.< 

Ts’iuen 

£ 

Ts ‘iuen 

Ve 
Ts'iuen 

£y: 

Ts’ iuen 

Att 
Tswan 
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To preserve, to defend from 
injury; alive, to exist; to lay 

*UMby ; to take care of, as of one’s 
Ijfe : to inquire after, as one’s 
health; to heedfully look after ; 
sts‘iin h@? lay this aside ; <ts‘tin 
«sam, to be of the same mind; 
sts‘tin fan yat, ‘tim had yur? 
there remains one descendant 
only’; sts‘iin cmong, to preserve 
and to ruin; to continue and - 
to lose ; ? <ts‘iin, a settled pur- 
pose ; ‘ts‘tin<lau, to detain, to 
keep back; kd <ts‘iin, to 
inform the emperor of one’s 
health, as old or octogenarian 
officers should. , 

jo To sit cross-legged ; to sit 
Teunuddled up, to sit on the heels; 

to make antics; to sit haugh- 
tily ; placed together, asscales 
of armor. 

4 To consider, to reflect on; 
to guess, to surmise; ‘ts‘in 
tokzto conjecture, io calculate. 

Ui A furnace or cooking-place ; 
“ amess, a table; to cook 

Ts WAN cently; to steam ; ch'ud ‘ts‘iin 
to cook ; tsz” ‘ki hot ‘ts‘iin, 
eats by himself; fan ‘ts‘tin, to 
eat at separate tables; <tung 
‘ts‘tim, at the same table, mess- 
inate ; tap) ‘ts‘tin, a boarder. 

s A fish like the roach, with 
™) small scales. In Japan, this 

Ts't™ haracter denotes the salmon. 

“(i Many persons conversing 
+ amicably ; to talk agreeably 

Tsu one; unitedly, as a chorus ;- 
‘ts‘tin tap: to flatter and then 
traduce ; ‘ts'iin tap mdi sa? 
lay them all aside ; — a col- 
loquial phrase, in which the 

i 
T 

Ts un 

word is also pronounced ‘tsun. 
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? The Chinese inch, regarded | 
as long as the middle joint of 
the finger ; the tenth of a foot, | 
and varies according to the | 
chieks; a very little ; “the 41st. 
radical ; ¢s‘iim :sam or fong 
isin’ the heart ; ts: iin? “haus 
place of the pulse ; sik, ts'tin? 
yam, improve every moment | 
of time; .yéuke Syau ts'un? 
tsun’ have got on a little — a 
depreciating phrase; tsi, 
ckwan, ch'ek, are three loca- 
tions of the pulse; tak; sau 
tsi’ tsz” | have written a 
little note ; ‘lo ch‘eks ts'un’ get 
its measure, Injaccounts, often 
used as a contraction of stn’ 

A. to reckon. 

Ts’un 

(639) Tsung. 

An ancestral temple; an 
oR ancestral tablet; what is 
Tsunghonored ; to. honor, to rever- 

ence ; that which men recur 
or resort to; to revert ta; the 
natural centre, an origin, the 
source ; a clan, those of the 
same surname ; a sort, a mat- 

ter, a manner ; ésung mit an 
ancestral temple ;<t'wug tsung 
clansmen ; din dsung, heav- 
enly bodies; ti -tsung, rivers, 
seas and mountains; ‘tsd.tsung 
ancestors; <tsung syan ‘fii, 
the Board of the {mperial 
Kindred ; tsung shat; the Tin- 
perial Clan; ¢sung <ts'an, all 
the kindred ; <tsung ‘tsz’ the 

TSUNG. 

noble act; ‘ku sung ‘pan 
sing’? his whole disposition ; 
tai tsung fo a great lot of 
goods; ko sung sz” that 
single affair; mt ctsung, this 
thing. 

bes To rejoice; pleasure, de- 
light; to think over, to con- 

Ssider. 
ie A kind of gomuti palm, the 

> Chamerops, whose bracts fur- 
AB; nish coir for ropes, mats, &c.; 
Tsungthe coir from the Borassus 

gomutus ; a dark brown color, 
umber; <tsung <séung, a coir 
trunk ; ¢sung so’ a coir broom; 
dsung chuk, a blackish bam- 
boo, whose roots furnish 
canes; dsung ‘lin, a coir 
mat. 
The noise of water; mur- 
muring, flowing water; bub- 

bling as a fountain. 

An ancient badge of princely 
rig BBL eight or nine inches 
"8wide, octagonal, and having 

dK 
Tsung 

Ae 

Tsu 

a hole i in it. 
The harness of a loom; to 
work the slaie, and arrange 
the patterns in weaving; to 
grasp. threads; to hold the 
reins of authority. 

ee A vestige, a trace, a foot- 
rin SHEP 3 to follow in the track 

jof another; <sung ‘ying, a 
Tsungshadow ; dsung tsiky a trace; 

“chui tsung, to follow out a 
clue, onthescent ; ; smd tsung, 
no trace of him. | 
Perpendicularly, downward ; 
a meridian line ; a vestige, a 

step; tsung wing, crosswise, 

as 
Tsung 

Ait 
Tsung, 

lineal descendant in the eldest 
son; yat, dsung *mi sz? all. 

up and across; versatile, pet- 
tish; cross-grained, 



TSUNG. 

A mané’; the ridge of brist- 
les on the neck of hogs; a 

Tsunghigh headdress ; the back lap- 
pet of a Chinese lady’s head- 
dress, which extends over the 
neck ; chit sung smo, hog’s 
bristles; ‘ma sung, a horse’s 
mane; ‘man .tsung, to put 
up the lappet with gum; ‘ka 

periwig ; «sho ¢suag, to comb. 
back the lappet. 

He old; a pig, a shote; the last 
Tsungofa litter, alitter ;met.a large 

B A kind of boiler; a run, a 
~~ hank, as of hempen threads ; 

Ht A sort of tall thuja or yew, 
which furnishes timber; to 

Tsun 

‘te Dumplings made by boiling 
zi rice first soaked in 

Tsungin leaves, with a piece of 
sapan wood in the middle to 

the fifth of the fifth month ; 
‘ka ‘tsung, the dumplings not 

‘tsung, salt-meat dumplings ; 
‘kau tam ‘tsung,a dog eating 

ing an allusion. 
. To collect and tie up; to 

3») or comprehend in one; all, 
Tsung altogether, the whole ; still, 

one who controls all; a gen- 
eral or generic term ; general- 

tsung, a false Jappet, or lady’s 

A pig six months or a year 

family. 

"Pto count; name of a place. 

Sbeat, as a drum. 

is weak lye, and then wrapped 

color it; they are eaten on 

wrapped in leaves ; sham yuk: 

dumplings — a fool not relish- 

crs punite the whole ; to combine 

nevertheless ; a supervisor, 

ly; “tsung kung? or ‘lung 
‘tsung, all, the whole; ‘tsung |! 
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pat, nang ying? yatr‘tsz’ he 
never once came on the pro- 
mised day; @ ‘tsung or ‘tsung 
st'au, boss, a head workman; 
‘tsung kok; tufts of hair on 
young children ; yats ‘tsung ‘kt 
to sts'in, how many cash for 
the whole? ‘tsung af hiv still 
I must go; ‘tsung <’m ‘hang, 
after all he refused; ‘tsung 
lai <mai, lump or bring them 
all together ; ‘tsung .’m <t'ung 
not all the same ; ‘tsung <ch'am - 
yam, not the least answer ; 
‘tsung tuk; a governor-general; 
‘tsung :ping, a major-general ; 
stn ‘tsung, a chiliarch, a co- 

- lonel; ‘tsung ‘kiin, a general 
manager or clerk ; ‘tsung ‘ch'é 
ké sngan, an average price. 

> Remiss, careless; extra- 
- vagant, as in speech; to allow, 
Tsung¢y wrongfully permit, to con- 

nive at; to let things take 
their course ; to indulge in; 
to let go, asa mouse; although, 
allowing, perhaps; to shoot 
an arrow ; tsung’? syung, not 
to check, unfettered, unre- 
strained ; ki” tsung’ purposely 
conniving at; tsung? sin ‘kim 
yéung’ although it is so; tsung?’ 
kwan’ overindulgence, as_ by 
parents; tsung? ta? ‘kt ko 
‘tam, not to restrain. | 

=f2 To contend before rulers ; 
to demand justice ; litigation, 

UN pleadings, contention, wrang- 
ling,—it mostly refers to legal 
strifes ; law cases; tsung? cts‘ 
an indictment ; «chang tsung? 
disputes; t‘eng’ tsung’ to hear 
a case ; ‘nau tsung’ to grapple 
aman and carry the dispute 
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into court; szk,-tsung’ to set- 
tle a dispute, to quash a case ; 
kin tsung® cases in court; 
tsz tsung’ self reproach ; 
tsuna® kwan? pettifoggers. 

=<¥> To hun, to recite over, to 
read in a humming tone, as 

Sung priests do; a murmuring, re- 
citative way of reading ; dis- 
puting, reviling ; pu tsung? 
tosay memoriter; tsung* king, 
to recite the liturgy; tsung? 
tuk, to read in a singing way, 
as children do in school. 

Ay The face, the visage ; easy ; 
public, free ; to praise public- 

Sung}y, to make known the virtues 
of, to eulogize; ftsung’ tsan 
to laud and praise. 

aay A clan or family, a succes- 
; sion of, as posterity; to be 
Teungsecond to, to follow after; 

attached to; subordinate, se- 
condary in rank ; <ts‘ui tsung® 
an aid or follower ; tsung? ‘kau 
‘pan, secondary ninth grade; 
tsung’ pak; uncles descended 
from the same great-grand- 
father ; ‘shaw tsung’ principal 
and accessories; tsung’ ‘ché, 
followers. 

Ts‘ung. (640) 

m2) Quick at hearing, astute, 
ready, quickwitted ; to per- 

« ceive clearly ; to discriminate 
Te'ungintelligently ; ¢s'ung sming, 

perspicacious, clever; <t‘in 
d¢s‘ung, natural gifts; ‘i.ts‘ung 
quick at hearing ; seng’ ts'ung 
ready at learning. 

TS'UNG. 

Hurried, alarmed, agitated’; 
<4. no’ hv ts'ung <ts‘ung, excited 
Ts'UNgto anger, exasperated: ts'ung 

_smong, precipitate. _ 
IB A pebble or stone, resem- 

Ts’ung bling a precious gem. 

Ts'ung 

A dapple-gray horse, a bay 
horse ; “ng «fa <ts'ung, a pie- 
bald, fancy horse. 
An onion, garlic; a general 
name for alliaceous vegeta- 
bles; a leek or light green ; 

a vent, a tubular passage, a 
draft; <ts'ung <t'au, onions ; 
ts‘ung luk, a pea green; sé 
s'ung, small onions ; <ts‘ung 
pak: the onion bulb; <ts‘ung 
‘ling, the Karakorum Mts. 
To follow, to listen to, to 
comply with, to agree; to be- 
lieve in; commencing from, 

the place of origin; a prepo- 
sition, from, by, through, in ; 
since, whence ; a way, a man- 
ner; compliance ; a follower; 
sts'ung «sam ‘sho yuk, what 
my heart desires ; <’m sts‘ung, 
uncompliant,obstinate; sts ung 
slot, heretofore; cmd sts'ung 
yap, ‘shau, no way to begin ; 
yan’ <ts‘ung ‘ni, as you please, 
do as you like; & sts'ung, ac- 
cording with; Auk, sts‘ung, - 
constrained to obey ; <ts‘ung 
syau, to follow about, as a tea- 
cher ; sts‘ung -kam ‘i hau here- 
after ; <ts‘ung mi* never, not 
at all; stsung sléung, a re-. 
formed prostitute, one who 

enters a family; sts'ung ‘stu, 
since childhood ; sam sts‘ung, 
three compliances of a female 
to her father, husband and son. 

Sia» 

Ts’ung 

Aft 
Ts'ung 



TS'UNG 

The fir tree; an emblem of| 
— longevity ; <ts ung cham, site| 

Bleaves; sts‘ung héung or 
¢s'ung shiv’ kau, rosin, pitch ; 
sts’ ung sming, conctete pieces | 
of rosin picked from pines ; | 
ts'ung <mau, bunches of pine | 
leaves; ‘shui <ts'ung ‘ke ung, 

_ corky roots of cedar ; ; sts'ung | 
‘tse’ pine aments; sts ung chuk:;, 
cmui, the fir, bamboo, and 
plum, met. like three friends ; ; 
sTs'ung -kong ‘fi, the prefec- 
ture of Sungkiing, in which 
Shinghii lies. 
Name of a river in Kiangsé ; 

sometimes written as the last. 

A thicket, a bushy place; 
crowded, as trees; collect- 

Ts'ungeg, assembled in numbers ; 
bushy ; ; Shang sts‘ung kom’ «to, 
crowded like a grove, jammed, 
crowded ; sts‘ung slam, a wood, 
a grove, a place of concourse ; 
sz” tai cts'ung slam, the four 
Jarge Budhist temples i in Can- 
ton ;<lam ‘ld yap: fa sts‘ung, 
to become depraved when old. 

: i Smaller streams flowing into 
£’®* the main river ; tributaries ; 
Ts'ungthe meeting g of waters. 

HA 
Su 

(641) Tsut. 

Those who execute orders; 
*lietors, soldiers, underlings, 
menials; toconclude, to finish; 
to die, to come to an end; 
the end; -ping tsut, ieidicen: 
‘sé tsut, camp followers; 

Tsuih 
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tsut, swai shin’ sz’? to the last 
he was a good man. 
A cricket; tsik, tsut. the 

*hearth cricket ; tau’ tsik, tsut, 
u q ‘ to fight crickets. 

+ 

(642) Tsitt. 

WR, To taste, to craunch; to 
"suck, the noise of sucking, or 
swallowing with a gusto ; ¢siit, 
ckon tseng’ sucked it dry. 

 , To interrupt a connection 
with, to cut off a thread ; to 

Tsiuebjnterrapt ; ; to sunder, to break 
off, to terminate; to exter- 
minate, to uttetly destroy ; to 
renoufice, to abjure ; to cross 
water ; to overpass; shooting 
athwart, like a meteor ; a su- 
petlative, very, extremely, en- 
tirely, most ; a stanzas of four 
lines; shat, tsiitz to kill every 
one ; mit’ tsiifz superior to all, 
finest ; tsut, shik: exceedingly 
beautiful ; ¢siif2%@ or tstit2 haw? 
leaving no heir, posterity cut 
off ; tsittz<méd ‘hd ch’? no good 
luck at all; by no meansa 
good place ; tiin’® tsiit, to stop, 
as a ration ; fsiit. 6 the road is 
stopped ; resources are all cut 
off ; ‘kon to” tsitt, <lung ‘ling, 
Iam driven to the edge, re- 
duced to the last extremity ; 
“ng tsitte a stanzas in penta- 
meters ; ma? pat; tsiit2 ‘hau, he 
never ceases to rail ; fin hd 
tsiit: cyan chi l0* heaven never 
intends to cui off men’s re- 
sources ; tsiit, ma? a final sale, 

as land never to be redeemed 

Tsuh 

eng tsut, disease is mortal ; pens ; 

Ton. Dicr. 77 
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648) Ts'iit. 

ie. To take a pinch with two 
Ts'oh°t three fingers; a pinch, = 

pugil ; to take up a little ; 
snatch, to bring Ror carl a 
little, a handfull; a measure 
of 256 (some say 60) grains 
of millet; brought together, 
selected ; ts git, 1 a selection 
of what is important; yaé, ts‘tt, 
kon’ <to, as much as a pinch, 
a little ; yat, ts ut, ‘td, a piece 
of land; ts'tt, <mai yats po 
make them all into one book ; 
ts tit, Sshéung ‘kit, to force) 
one into a sedan; ¢ts‘tit, hope’ 
to make, an affiance, a _par- 
tnerstip. 

£3 | A bundle or sheaf of coarse 
sedge used for straining or 

»} pouring spirits through. 
_ 'Tsiueh T he second is otherwise read 

tsui’; small, vile, base, in- 
» Signifigant ; ¢saz’ tsi? to col- 

lect together. 
a An adverb, hastily, sudden- 

ly, abruptly ; urgently ; ¢s‘it, 
on Kap, in a hurry; ts tt, ts‘it, 

expeditiously ; ts‘iit, sin <loi to” 
he suddenly came upon one ; 
ts‘itt, sin <kan, all in a hurry. 

Similar tothe last. A dog 
‘rushing froma cover ; abrupt; 

* 

$5 fierce, precipitate; ~ ¢song 

driven by many affairs, 
To grasp, to clutch, to seize, 

Tsuh nash; to pluck out; ts‘it, ck'é 
fat, to clench his hair; ¢s tt; 

TSZ’, 

(644) eens 

8) Herbs and shrubs in great 
+ abundance; a mat; an adjec- 

o|| «BS | i tive, this; an adverb, here; a 
Tsz’ conjunction, but, still; sz! 

‘ché, the following—a phrase 
used at the beginning of a 
notice; tsoi cbse here ; <tsz’ 
ckain, now ; nim’ sz’ tsoi? sz’ 
thinking of a thing without 

Adistraction ; .é@ sz’ hereupon, 
now then—an illative phrase. 

Wy Occurs used for the last ; 
sweet, pleasant, rich; humid, 

Ts?’ soft; to increase, to grow; to 
enrich, to moisten, tofertilize; 
to rise, to overflow : moisture, 
juices, sap ; numerous, many ; 
muddy ; <tsz’ sz” to get upa 
row, to make trouble, to em- 
broil ; ; <tsz’ man® a sprouting 
tendril ; something left, as of a 
seditious band ; ‘hd cfs2! mi a 

lify, to increase the juices; 
ész’ “po, to strengthen, as a 
tonic ; <tsz’ ‘id, to make trou- 
ble, to provoke. © 
} A louse, a nit ;'insects that 
irritates the skin ; an itching, 

a ) prickling ; lav? ts2’ the itch ; 
Tsz’ yats shan tsz’ whole person 

is frowzy ; shang sz’ ‘kau, a 
mangy dog; shang «sz ‘kau 
‘kom «sheng, a peevish child, 
always whining for something 
to eat; ‘shui sz’ water spiders; 
smo sz” hairy worms, — 
A hoe for removing’ weeds, Sil 

Tsz’ 

ts‘iit, impetuous ; perplexed 

HE. by the nape; to butt, to 

‘keng, to take by the nape. 
called <tsz’ ki, bi a long 
narrow blade. : 

fine flavor ; sz? yun’ to mol- — 
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To bear, to produce; to 
suckle, to nourish, said of 
animals ; to grow, to increase ; 
ardent, affectionate, loving ; 
strong love, like a mother’s ; 
unwearied, repeated, diligent, 
in which it is the same as the 
next; <¢sz’ sik, to bear young : 
man? mat, <tsz’ «shang, all 
things gradually multiply. 
Unceasing, unwearied effort, 

, untiring diligence ; self-deny- 
ing attachment ; <¢sz’ tsz’ swat 

\_ shin’ ever striving to be good. 
BR. To cut up meat into steaks 

or morsels for eating ; slices, 
~ Ts2’ steaks, bits of meat. 
i A river in the northeast of 

_ Shantung flowing into the sea; 
a Te! ch im, a district 
Shintung ; a dark color. 

« 

Tsz’ 

a 

a 
Tsz’ 

the dark color 
black ; <¢sz’ <i, 

many times ; 
ofa sediment : 
black garments. 
1 Waste, untilled land, over- 
‘grown, jungly; to clear new 

Hele waste land ; ground under 
Tsz’ Cultivation one year; to open 

a road; to cut, to rend; a 
dead tree still standing. Oc- 
curs used fom the next. 
End of the axle within the 

nave; treasure wagons, or such 
as carry arms and spoil ; large 
wagons with places for sleep- 
ing and carrying stores; ma- 

_mure carts; <tsz’ chung® bag- 
gage wagons of an army. 
A weight equal to six chit uA 
or the fourth part of a tael, 
not now in use; .tsz’ «chit, 

Re 

T sz’ 

r 

a little trifle, a mere Pennys) ean" 
a mite. 

Dark colored silk, dyed. 
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eo A fine paid to redeem one’s 
, self; riches, goods, wealth ; 
tsz’ sts‘in, money; <tsz’ sts‘oi, 

‘property ; ka ts?’ family pos- 
sessions. Used for the next. 
Property, riches, things of 

value; necessaries, articles 
wanted ; a fee, a douceur, a 
treat, a present ; to take; to 
depend on another ; what be- 
longs to one, what is natural, 
as disposition; what was had 
at the first ; ‘tsau <tsz’ or cpan 
<tsz’ postage; <héung «tsz’ a 
subscription to a festival or 
to build a temple; <¢sz’ ‘Spin, 
capital; <fsz’ ‘fu, necessary 
things, as for a journey ; <ész’ 
kak, talents, capabilities, said 
of officers ; <ész’ chat, natural 
disposition ; a habit; mo tik, 
‘tsz’ tsik, without any re- 
sources or dependence. Oc- 
curs used for the next. _ 

Ri Usually pronounced ¢s?k,. 
Ten" To soak, to steep; to dye; 

water-soaked, moldy, damag- 
ed by soaking ; tsam <tsz’ un- 
der water ; ‘shui tstk, damag- 
ed by wet, as cargo; yan’ tsiky 
discolored, spotted, marks of 
wetting. 2 

aS To deliberate, to plan, 
Tas’ consult ; to state or ask:.in 

writing ; a document, ‘a dis- 
patch between equals in rank ; 

an interjection, ah, oh! to 
sigh; <tsz’ «man, an official 
paper ; sho waz <tsz’ <tsé, why 
do you lament so? <i sz’ to 
send a dispatch. 
Used for the last. ‘To de- 

liberate, to consult, to devise 
a way ; to ask about, 

«* 
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Manner, gait, form, carriage, 

* able parts; natural endow- 
ments; <fung <tsz’ a fine figure, 
shapely; sz’ shik, a beauty ; 
tin <tsz’ kwok, shik, a beauty 
who can overthrow a state, 

_ like Yang Kwei-fei of the 
T‘ang dynasty. 

Ke A common name for grains 
and pulse; rice used in sacri- 

Ts2' fees, which must be of the 
best ; a cake of glutinous rice. 

peo to advance, either 
r om fear or disability ; ; to go 

'f'sz’ : Bh Se awry ; ts?’ dst, impeded. 

The 2ist zodiacal constel- 
aoa lation, consisting of A and 2 x 

in Orion’s head. 
Read .ésui; the horns of an owl ; 

the curved corners of a roof 
or ridgepole ; to raise the egret 
on the head; to bristle up, | 
to look incensed, to pout the | 
lips in anger. 

A The mustaches, which the 
* Chinese wear long ; beautiful, 

*% good-looking; «tsz’ «sd, the 
mustaches. 
A small round tripod; a 

*, round lid or cover of a tripod. 

$ A son, anciently it meant a 
7 ehild: a boy, a lad, a person; 

‘an heir, posterity, issue; in- 
terest on money; seeds of 
plants; a sage, a philosopher, 
a venerable ‘and worthy man ; 
Confucius ; you, Sir, a term of 
address, somewhat like com- 
rades ; a degree of nobility, a 
sissoubt: the first of the 

_ air; beautiful, graceful ; agree- | 

twelve stems, denoted by the 
rat; the third watch, from 11 | 

TSZ’. 

p. M. to 1 a. mM; the people, in 
distinction from their prince ; 
a spot, as of dirt or on dice; 
added to many nouns, it in- 
dicates that they are smaller 

~ than others of the same sort ; 
the 39th radical; ‘¢sz’ :siin, chil- 
dren, descendants; #2? ‘tsz’ 
the heir-apparent; ‘sz’ tséuk, 
a viscount; ‘chéung ‘tsz’ the 
eldest son ; shié ¢di ‘tsz’ a stu- 
pid scholar; ch‘ik, ‘ese’ an 
infant ; A? ‘tsz’ a play-actor ; 
hdw ‘ts2’ a son in mourning ; 
a dutiful son ; ‘tsz’ smé sts‘in, 
cash marked with blood of 
mother and child ; <sim ‘tsz’ my. 
deceased father; fu ‘tsz’ a 
teacher, a rabbi, a sage; ting 
chéung ‘tsz’ best cloves ; ‘siz 
‘tsz’ a boy, a pupil; my lad, 
my child; moi ‘tsz’ my wife; 
(fa ‘ts? a beggar; ‘lo “4sz? 
father, your father ; Jong? ‘tsz’ 
a prodigal son ; Sy eu tsx’ a 
foster-child; ‘ts2" press Oh ae 

_ kung ‘tsz’ a rich man’s son ; 
‘chéung ‘tsz’ the eldest son. 

c fF. To bear, to carry ; to under- 
take, as an officer; ‘tsz’ sai’ 

Ts2' careful ; discriminating ; ‘tsz? 
ckin chung? yam* able to sus- 
tain importaut offices. 

t To weed and hoe éarth 
around the roots of plants, to 

82" hill. ; 
¥ A sort of tree, considered to 

be the best of all trees (a sort 
Pez" of cedar 2); to cut blocks for 

books; one’s village ; “ész’ ‘ly 
my. village; song ‘tsz’ one’s 
birthplace ; ‘ts?’ shang, printed 
by..««; ‘¢sz’ “an, a solid kind 
of black wood. 
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TSZ’. 

Sediments, dregs; chap: ‘tsz' 
grains from spirits; <ch@ ‘tsz’ 

*2’ grounds, residuum, dregs; snat 
‘tsz’ muddy settlings. 
An elder sister; a school- 

mistress; ‘tsz’ mii? sisters; it 
sometimes includes all the; 
children, as pdt, ‘tsx’ mii? 
eight of us in all ; a7? %sz’ an 
elder sister ; ts‘at, ‘tsz’ mui a 
sort of rose; a kind of snake. 
Name of a river on the east 

of China; to strain spirits; a 
strainer made of plants. 
A stack of corn; to number ; 

the ninth place in notation a 
hundred millions ; a weight of | 
640. peculs. 
The remnants of a meal; 

dried meat with the bones in 
it; -kon ‘tsz’ dried meat. 
To molest, to. be needlessly 

strict ; to revile; weak ; a de- 
fect, a flaw. 
A teddish blue, a clay color, 

a nankeen tint; a fugacious, 
undecided hue; ‘tse f° ong 
shiks a dark complexion; ‘tsz’ 
‘fan, purple; ‘tsz’ st'dn, orange 
red ; ‘tsz’ <fan, cudbear ; ‘tsz’ 
sli ‘kom shik; black and blue, 
hikea bruise; ‘¢sz’ :pid, a violet; 
‘tsz’ fa po nankeen cloth ; 
‘tsz’ sshan, the court or palace, 
the rising sun; ‘tsz’ smi, the 
Lagerstremia, or crape myr- 
tle; a god worshiped for pro- 
tection against malaria. 
A preposition, from, com- 

,mencing at; a pronoun, self, 
I; my own, myself, personally; 
to use; tolead ; the 132d radi- 
cal ; tsx"*“ki, myself, my own; 
Sni tsx? kr, you yourself; tsz’? 

ne. 
Tsz’ 

2 

nation ; 
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aai, L-did it; tsx? O ch? 
<sheng, from Macao to Canton; 
t>z’*<in, natural, spontaneous, 
self-existent; certainly, surely; 
tsz”* tsz”*<in sin “ti Shit, it. will 
soon become natural and easy 
to understand ; tsz’’<in <t‘ung, 
native copper ; pat, ‘ts'ing tsz” 
slot, he came uninvited on his 
.own lookout, 7. ¢. the respon- 
sibility is his own, as a patient 
undergoing an operation ; tsz” 
ng? my fault ; tsz” sh@ self- 
confident, self-righteous 3 fs2’° 
tso* our own manufacture ; , 
‘mai_tsz” stop, hold up! <’m 
‘ho hi? tsz? don’t go away, 
wait here a while; ¢sz” tsz” 
tso’ tsov in high spirits; tsz’? 
huw henceforth; tsz” ‘Syau 
‘chit PT will manage it; ts2” 
sam ‘tiin kin? self destruc- 
tion, suicide ; ész” tsok, tsz’* 
shaw’ he gets, what he gave ; 
tsz” shtk, tsz” I find my own 
food ; ts2” <loi ko sshi, ever 
since that time; ¢sz”* «chi ta? 
kwo’ presumptuous. 

A character, a letter ; let- 
tered, marked, written on; a 
writing, a letter, an order; a 
word, a symbol of thought ; to 
bear, to nourish, to love, to 
suckle ; the style-or title taken 
at marriage ; a name, a desig- 

to betroth a daugh- 
er ; ‘sé ¢sz”* to write ; ¢sz’* ‘mod, 
tsz” <t'au, finals and initials, 
as used by the Chinese to ex- 
press a third sound ; tsz’* ‘mo, 
letters of an alphabet ; ‘md tsz”* 
mak, unlearned, unskilled in 
writing ; gman tsz” composi- 
tion, writing: yat, chéung tsz” 
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a note, an order ; ‘md tsz” <iin, 
no mind for Jearning ; fa ‘ma 
tsz”* contracted forms of the 
ten digits ; tsz”? ho’ name of a 
shop; a ‘‘ chop,” as of tea; 
chuk, tsz” shat, to seek flaws. 
in a writing; ¢sz* ‘ngdn, a 
set phrase, an expression; pat, 
tsz” not betrothed ; wf. tsz’* 
or tsz” nap; a type ; <tsiin tsz” 
what is your respected style? 
pit. tsx’ the familiar style, 
taken on entering life; yan° 
tsz” kak; a copy-slip; tsz” 
kak, black lines; tsz” tsik, a 
mark, traces of writing. 

» A cow ; the female of domes-| 
isz” ‘Sma, a Ml 

mare. ; = 
2) ‘To wait, to stay; to wait 

FS \ upon ; to expect, to look for, 
j to hope ; to prepare for ; 
until, expecting; ¢sz” haw 
waiting for; lap: tsz”? sti 
yam, wait for an answer ; 
tsz’* ha? it» till next month, 

* The banks of a river, the 
shores or mouth of a stream ; 
‘shui tsz” the bank. 

2 To wait upon, to wait for ; 
to spy, to narrowly examine; 
tsz” haw in readiness, waiting. | 
To connect, asa family ; to 

adopt ; to inherit, to succeed 
to; children, posterity, heirs, 
descendants: an adopted heir; 
to practice, to learn fully ; till ; 
hereafter, then; haw tsz? de- 
scendants; ka?’ tsz’ an adopted 
heir; ¢siit tsz" posterity cut | 
off; and tsz” ct ‘an, an oe 
temple; ész’”” wat’ tosucceed to 
the throne ; ész” yan pit: kv? 
from other causes following it. | 

TSZ’. 

ai A hamper, a basket; «shi 
PY tz’? a portable book and writ- 
* ing-case ; fuk, tsz learned, 

-well read. 
cs To feed, to nourish ; to set 

: food before ; to rear, as an- 
| imals ; feed, provisions, eat- 

4 jaa Interchanged with 
the next. 

E To feed, to set food before; 
S* to bring up; food, provision ; 
2 ngau syéung syan ‘sho tsz” 

_ men rear shéep and oxen. 
2 Thesixth of the 12 branch- 

sy ° denoted by a snake, and 
corresponding to 9—11 a.m. 

it To-sacrifice to gods or de- 
vils, to offer sacrifices ; sacri- 

id ficial ; a sacrifice ; a year; hike, 
asif; ‘amo ts” no descendants; / 
sin tsz” first year of a reign ; 
tsz” <shan, to sacrifice to the 
gods ; tsa? ‘tsd, to worship 
ancestors. 
A ploughshare; a colter, 

the part of a plough which 
enters the earth; a plough, 

2 An official residence, cham- 
- bers about a court; a court, 

an office, a hall; an eunuch; 
a monastery, a Budhist tem- 
/ple ; Budhists ; tsz” «mtin, Bud- 
hists; yap: tsz” to become a 
priest ; ai ‘lt ész” the Court 
of Appeal at Peking; ¢sz? 
cshing, chief clerk in a court ; 

* syau tsz” to be changed from 
one office to another ; to saun- 
ter in a monastery. © ‘Used for - 
the next. ' 

: A court, a hall where “offi- 
’ cers hold sittings; an eanuch ; 

a chainberlain, an officer in 
waiting; ¢s2”<yan, aneunach, 

iP 
Sz’ 

Zz 

ey 

Zz 
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_ 

(645) Ts*z’. 

The female of birds, a hen 
bird ; met. weak ; kin’? ko .ts'2 
chung, see which of them will 
beat. 

c 

Ts'z’ 

He aly: ; ts'dm ts‘ irregular, not 
7 uniform ; <ts°z’ ‘ho syan ? ‘like 

what most men think. 
oe To speak hastily, to utter 
‘Te > things unadvisedly; to slander, 

*'2'to detract from; to think, to 
consult; to restrict, to limit ; 
faulty, Jicentious; imperti- 
nent, evil; its meaning varies 
according to the one joined 
with it. 

ite Malady, disease, infirmity ; 
<*™ an imperfection, as a mole; 

“T8?'a failing, a fault ; : a failing, a fault; an eccen 
= tricity ; shd-sts'z’ a flaw, any 

fault which renders a thing 
imperfect ; ‘stu <ts‘z’ a little 
fault, as ina man’s character ; 
hak, sz’ a black spot. 
To sacrifice to ancestors in 

the spring ; a family shrine, 
an ancestral temple; a temple, 
ashrine; to get a blessing 
sshan <ts‘z’ shrine to the gods, 
said of the national ones; an 
ancestral tablet ; <ts‘z’ <t'ong, 
an ancestral temple ; fuk, tak, 
sts'z’ shrine of street gods ; 
tsit, haw sts‘z’ a temple to vir- 
tuous women. 
An expression, a phrase, a 

Sentence, a word ; a particle; |‘ 
a-Writing, an dcicnnibe to 
speak, to tell the thoughts, to 
say,; to accuse; to request, 

Hii) 
Bie. 

“AP 
Ts'z 

( 

a 

Uneven, projecting irregular- | < 
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to ask ; <ts‘z’ pat, tit, ? the 
sentence does not fully con- 
vey the idea; <ts'z’ <lam, the 
Hanlin Academy ; sman ts'2? 
writings ; chong’ <ts'z’ an ac- 
cusation, a petition. 

Hat | Similar to the last ; an ex- 
| PAIS pression, a word, a particle,. 
BE a part of speecl); evidence, 
'Ts'z’ speech, words;/to refuse, to 

decline with thanks ; to re- 
sign, to leave, to g9, to retire, 
to depart; <u <ts‘z’ to de- 
cline, as an office ; sts'z’ hi? 
to leave, as one’s service ; ke? 
sts‘z’ to take leave, to bid good 
bye; «sam sz’ to dislike, 
averse to; «kung sts‘z’ pak; 
‘shéung, a respectful adieu on 
going to Peking ; ; kok; chaps 
yat, sts‘z’ each held tohisown 
argument ; sts‘z’ tip to send 
a card of invitation back ; <fs*z’ 
shang tip, a card to take leave; 

. chit <ts'z’ a falsehood ; tan’? Siz 

. sts'z’ an interjection ; "ho sts'2’ 
kw a good style. 
Maternal. affection; love, 

kindness, mercy, compassion ; : 
‘gentle, soft, tender to; a mo- 
ther ; ka cts‘2? my mother ; 
sts'z’ «sam, kindhearted ; ts'2? 
‘mo, kind mothers—often spoil 
their children ; sshing  sts‘z’ 
ming’ I received) my mother’s . 
orders ; sts‘z’ .pt, compassion- 
ate ; <ts'2’ sts ‘éung, long-suffer- 
ing, forbearance ; sts'z’ ot “lov- 
ing affection. 
The loadstone ; porcelain, 

chinaware; <ts‘z’ shek, the 
loadstone ; <ts'z’ h? crockery- 
ware; syéung <ts'z’ foreign 
chinaware, 

fry 

Ts’z 

Ts'z’ 
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The fishing cormorant, the 
Phalacrocoraz ; <l :ts'z’ the 
cormorant, poetically called 
‘shui ‘ld é, or the old water 
crow. 
The navel ; to cut off even; 

' sts‘z’ ta? the ombilical cord; 
* shai sts‘z’ moke k'ap2 [hard as] 

for one to bite his own navel ; 
‘t'd sts‘z’ the navel ; ‘niin sts‘z’ 
<ké, a plaster to keep the navel 
warm. 
Tothatth; grass on a wall ; 

. &@ spinons trailing plant with 
* triangular seed; to collect ; 

sts‘z’- kei, the Caladium sagit- 
tifolium, a species of Arum. 
Unleavened cakes; pancakes, 
or dumplings made of rice 
flour; syau <ts‘z’ cakes fried 
in fat; syé <ts*z’ cocoanut flour 
cakes. 
The persimmon, the_Dios- 

pyrus or China fig ; ckon <ts*2’ 
* or-sts'z’ ‘peng, dried persim- 
mons or figs, prepared for ex- 
portation; «ngau <sam <ts'z’ the 
large sort; kai <sam sts'z’ the 
small sort ; ‘shui tsam> sts‘x’ 
the yellow persimmon. 
A pronoun, this; here, now ; 

this, the last spoken of; the 
thing in hand ; ‘pi ‘ts‘2’ that, 
this; you, I; there, here ; <i 
‘ts'2’ like this; °m tioz ‘ts'z’ 
not here ; ‘i ‘ts‘z’ by, or on 
this account; ‘ts°z «yan ‘ts‘2’ 
tak, for this very kindness. 
Small, contracted, diminu- 

| tive; ts" 2 ‘ts'z brs mat, a very 
Ts'2' tittle thing. 
Dw Like, similar ; as, as if, as it 

were, appearing, resembling ; 
Sz’ ty appear, to have the aspect |; 

Te?’ 

K 

s 

Ts'z’ 

dif 

LA 

c 

TSZ’. 

of ; ‘hd ‘ts*z’ like; ‘ts‘z’ ¢m 
‘ts'z’ is it like or not? <’m Zo 
‘ts'z’ not very similar ; ‘ts'2’ 
tsuk, ‘ni, just like you ; ‘ts'2’ 
sh? & fi, somewhat of right, 
but still wrong; ‘yau shing’ 
‘ts‘z’ ‘ngo tik; there are those 
superior to me; syan ‘yau 
séung ‘ts‘z’ they resemble 
each other. 
An elder brother’s wife ; ‘ts'z 

ta® sisters-in-law; ‘ts‘2’ ‘fu, 
an old lady—a term used by 
the young. 

ply A stream leaving the main 
branch, and afterwards flow- 
ing into it again ; ‘ts'2” ‘shui, 
a sinall river in Honan, west 
of K‘4aifung fi, having a town 
of the same name. 

Neither first nor best ; com- 
ing after, second in ordet, 
inferior, secondary; next, suc- 
ceeding ; to put in order; a 
halting-place, an encampment 
a rest-house, an inn, a shed 
or stall; a mansion; a posi- 
tion, as of the stars ; a time, a 
place, a stated post; to halt, 
to reach; és'2” tai’ in order, 
regularly ; ; tso® ck't ts'z” in 
that place : next in order ; st‘au 
ts'z” the first time; sts'‘ang 
ts ang ts‘z? ts'2” rising grad- 
ually like a gallery ; ts°2’ 
next day ; ; tse ts ve flighty, 
flurried ; ‘Jui ts‘z”” repeatedly ; 
ts‘z” sngan, inferior silver ; 
wai ts'z” a seat, a position ; 
hak; ts‘z? a stranger's lodg- 
ing, travelers’ houses. 

Re Light, nimble, sprightly ; to 
,help, to assist; to compare ; 

D 
Sz’ 

ke 
Ts’z’ 

| _Ts'z’ for, instead ; ts “z’ cho’ to aid. 
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* Relaxation, Hosigntion :i 
+ centious, gay, loose ; to follow 

Tez’ one's papier to throw off all 
‘ restraint; fong? ts‘z” profli- 

gate; dissipated; to give the 
rein to one’s lusts; tsung’ 
ts‘z” unrestrained. 

=. »The canthus or corner of 
4 'theeye; a fierce look ; to look 

Ts'2' at angrily ; a lappel, the place 
where it folds over. « 

>» An old bone of men or 
-¥™ beasts; putrid bones; having 
Ts'Z’ some flesh on them. 
= Tobe distinguished from Be 
'* ch'uk; to bind. A thorn, a 
Tsz prickle, a sliver, a sharp slit. 
sh? A thorn; a’sting;'to pierce, 
“¥ to prick; to thrust a sharp 
Te'z point into; to embroider ; to 

_ brand, to tattoo; to cut into ; 
~ a visiting-card, because it was 

‘once cut in wood; to stab 
and kill ; to spade up, asplants 

| with a trowel; to pole, as a 
boat ; to reprehend, to blame ; 

+! to ¢eriticise, to lampoon ; ‘sat- 
' 0 ‘sire; to pry into, to overhear ; 
_ © to’éxamine ; ts'z” ga! to pick 
* © the teeth ; shang ts‘z’ to stab 

to death; tsok; «shi ts‘'z” ‘kit, 
| to pasquinade in verse ; ‘tsdm 
““ts'z to engrave, to prick ; 

_ s#'au ts‘? to send in a card; 
oghit, ts'x? or cki-ts'z? a sar- 

"- easm, an inuendo, a taunt; 
ts°2ts‘z” to talk much. 
» To confer; bestowed by a 

4 superior, usually refers to the 
EN emperor ;' impefial grants; a 

| favor; a benefit ; ‘shéung ts'z” 
~* toreward ; yam ts‘z” imperial 
‘\ > favors; shaw ts‘z” to receive 

a benefit ; fin kuin ts'z” fuk; 

Ton, Dict. 78 
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may heaven send down bless- 
ings ; ts'z” muk: to look at; 
pav tsz” to thank; gmung 
ts'z” kt’ obliged for your pa- 
tronage—a phrase on bills; i2 
ts'z” fa sling, an imperial gift 
of a peacock’s feather. 

>) To cleanse, to wash :’a 
fea which must be kept 

30) clean; aprivy, a necessary ; 
Ts’z’ in order, to put in proper 

places, as guests; a gorge, 
| where a stream forces its 

way; ts'z” chang or ts'z” 
‘sho, a privy. 

(646) Tui. 

A napkin or handkerchief 
bang at the girdle ; .kan tui? 
a napkin. Often read shui’. 

Ve 
Shwui 

(647) Tai. 

‘A beap, a mass, a mound, 
- a stack, an accumulation of ; 

Thi 4 guard-house ; a crowd ; to 
' heap up, to-pile; tojstore up, 

to accumulate; to crowd; * 
| tktin thi, a police-station ; avo 
‘kon dtti, a pile of straw ; .tit 
smai yat, ti, throw it all in 
a pile; pit; undi yat; tii, 
gather them all in one heap ; 
yat, diisyan, acrowd of peo- 
ple; dtii tstk, eit shan, a great 
quantity together, as goods in 
a market; syau -tii, hollow 
globular cakes, for which the 
next 1s also used, 

. 
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AE 
C hui 

Dumplings made! of. flour, 
which are then steamed ; 
made of flour; “ak, cntn .tsin! 

| ARE 
batt | 

ti, hollow bakes left fear 
last year; left of an ald stock ; 
not inclinedto anger, placable. 

ra } } 

3 | hung up. in Chinese houses, 
| for ornament ;-yats tiv Cit, 
a pair of scrolls; ‘tui slitn, 
Beate sentences ; kit, tit, 
| the close of a discourse. 
| A colloquial word. To 
| push towards, to bridge or 
}hand along to another; to 
i coalesce, to have a batch, to 
‘make up a certain amount: 
‘tui kwo? (lai, hand it on to 
| him ; ‘ttt gmat yat; hv lump 
:it all in one, make up a Jot. 

To. front, to.be opposite 
) | 10 ; to correspond, to suit, 

oo 
xt ‘to. pair; consistent with, 
Tui agreeing; to answer, to re- 

spond ; ” opposite, fronting ; 
Opposed to, inimical; a pair ; 
sign of the dative, as tu? ‘kt 
‘kong, speak to him; eu? dau, 

~ “hostile; aoe, an-enemy ; tu’ 
san -ka, to form marriage 
alliance ; ski lok» smo tui in- 
comparable pleasure; tua min’ 
opposite, face to face, over 
against ; -yat; tiv shat, a pair 
of tiga’: 1° sho* to compare 
accounts; ang tii a well 
matched couple ; tui? kin? l? 
cent. per cent. profit; tz 
‘ngan, agreeable to, toc like | 
tur cyan kwo equal toamen’s 
remarks, not. afraid of. being | 
found. guilty; ‘chit ti? ‘kw 
‘kong, forced him to out with 
it, as albaccusing Gouscience, 

Paratlel senteuces; scrolls | 

TUL 

A foot-pestle; @ machine to 
hull rice; to pound in a mer 
tary a beat-of a. pestle; tri? 
‘suis weight on the pestle; éa7 
sch’ ong, the. mortar. frame ; 
tiv shan, the pestle treddle ; 
‘shui tu? mortars. turned by 
water ; chung cto “ki paks tv’ 
pound it) hundreds of times 
more ; chung tty’ chy the white 

‘in 
porpoise: 
To exchange, to barter’ to 

> weigh against, to give an equi- 
i valent; satisfied, pleased with; 
straight, permeable; the S8th 
diagram; tue in exchanged, 
said of jewelry or coin; thi® 
cngan,. to weigh, aulyer 5: ‘at, 
tui for sale; ts‘at; @ tu it 
weighs seven mace two ¢ 
dareens [to the dollar], 

A horse going very rapidly ; 
tur’ tat, to rash Seite sudden! y 
upon. 

To hate, to sbieees dis- 
, biking, displeased, angry 
j with; inimical ; an adver- 

Tai sary; siin ok, ta’ tiv great 
hatred to the chief criminal. 

® A crowd, arank,a group, a_ 
bevy, a flock, aberd; afile, a 

Tui 

ad 
hi 

2 

* band ; acompany « men; 
to fall or slide from a higher 
place, losing one’s footing ; 
tii’ ng, in ranks, by platoons, 

met, the army 5. yaty bias cyan, 
a crowd of men; ‘pai tu? to 

| dress ranks, to call out 
companies; ping tid? a_de- 
tachnient of. troops; 
ta? th? to consort. wah the 
great; yat, tu tar groups and 
knots of people ; yat, tui’ ap, 
a flock of ducks: =, nua 
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Tu. 

To push away, to expel, to 
push from one, to abstain roms 
to remove from; to shirk, 
shift, to throw off, as seine 

- sibility; to atrange, to fay} 

out; to extend to, tocarry out, 
to infer ; to refuse, to decline ; 
to secede, to resign; to give 
up to, to deny one’s self ; -t'ti 
sts‘z’ to decline; fi. ch'ut; 
Ai to throw off on, to escape 
from, as a duty; .¢%& siin’ to 
prognosticate ; fii shik. to 
yield a dainty, as to a guest ; 
ia sme kom’ ti, to. push 

~~ 

here and. there, as in raising 
a loan; ti «mo, to grind a 
handmill ; ¢°u7 hoi, to enlarge 
on, to comment ; to evade ; to 

i 
Ta 

we 

c 

push away; €0é <’m lat; it can | 
not be evaded ;.t di Kéuk,. 4, 
to refuse cae ti hid Mii, 
I have got rid of him; ui 

cha, pushed over the sand; 
_ dui ‘Tong, to pat off with ex- 
- cuses; yat, fui, an impulse, 
i ry 

an Satsrpice : chink 

By, 

4 

“au? stat 
ti, rase them with cannon ; 
Cut smai ‘ki, put the blame 
on him ; fai <sam chi fuk, Vii 

_ put my heart in your belly — 
cerity. 
ull; ; tui d MGs abundant, 

in ‘great quantities; a high 
Te © degree of, 

To fall in rhins ; to overthrow, 
Aes to rnin ; ; to tavolee's ip ridin, a 

i cause ‘to fall or descend ; 
push over: lost : ruined, irre- 
mediable, : 

—_ 
»~ 
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Interchanged with the pre- 
ceding. ‘The jaws ; a bald 
head ; a rapid gust of wind ; 
flowing, yielding, obedient ; 

} 
! 

f 
J 

~ yuke shan tit, a drnukard’s 

1 

rubicund visage ; Shur shui 
tit a, failing, infirm: ¢'az 
to’ lazy. 
A kind of flower, a foot high, 

, with square culms, from whose 
*spathes water: can be drunk, 
called ngau fui; the pitcher- 
plant? 
A marvelous animal like a 

hear, having short yellow hair. 
Read cch'ur, the hair bound 
in a knot; chur kai? hair 
coiled in a ball, like Tauists. 
The thigh, the ham; chit 

Tai ‘tii, a hind-quarter of a hog ; 
fo ‘tui, a eured ham ; “ta po 
‘f ui, to strike with the leg, a 
practice of the Baunermen; 

_ckam ‘tui, hams from Kinhwa 

> 

Ta 

> 

e. | Biwi "shim 

in Chehkiang ; ‘siu ‘tui, the 
leg. 
To retreat, to withdraw, to 

retire, to draw back, to recede; 
to decline, to refuse; to 

excuse one’s self; to yield, to 
give up to; m7 .tsan, to 
break a betrothal ; tai” yeung” 
to cede kindly ; fia? ts’ wi, to | 
lay out money ; fa? sping, to 
draw off troops ; fi? shuka to_ 
back out, to show the white 
feather ; to shrink ; £47 shik, 
faded, as colors ; tia’ sho the 
debt is canceled ; tur <kang, 
to throw up ploughing. 

The exuvie or cast f off skin 
of snakes, crabs, or insects ; 

Fai a cicada’s cast 
skin. — 
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(649) Tuk. 

To conduct, to head, to 
lead, to command ; to exam- 
ine, to search out; to urge, 
to follow and see how an order 
is done ; to warn, to reproyve ; 
correct, in order ; an overseer, 
a general; sore eyes; tuk, 
syan ts kung, to lead men 
on to work, to oversee work- 
men ; tuk, ‘li, to direct; tuk, 
ping , to command troops; tuk, 
chit ling’ ts order him to do 
it now; ‘hot ckwan ckam tuk; 
the collector of customs ‘at 
Canton; tuk; ‘fu, the governor- 

‘general and governor of a 
province ; ‘shau ‘chi tuk, tuk, 
to shake the finger at, as toa 
child in reproof. 

A colloquial word. To prick 
in, to take up on a stick, to 
fork; to point the finger. at, 
to ridicule; shang sts‘in tuk, 
haw’ to be pointed at by others; 
tuk, ‘ngo ‘ngaén syan, he is an 
eyesore to me; tuk, kwo? ‘ki 
‘sham, pole its depth. 

Real, sincere, simple, ear- 
nest ; severe, as disease ; firm, 
stable, strong ; unmixed, pure; 
to augment, to establish ; to 
give importance to, to regard 
seriously ; asick horse : makes 
the superlative ; tuk, hoks di- 
ligent at study ; tek, sun? sin- 

cere belief; peng? tuk, dan- 
gerously sick $ tuk, shat: trust- 
worthy ; honest, tuk, chang 

Tuh ; 

Tuh 

pat, kit’ to work diligently . 
without weariness. 

TUK. 

A vulgar form of st‘tin Re; 
the anus, the cecum; the 
buttocks ; the end, the bottom, 
the adit ; ‘m gmiin tuk, you 
can’t conceal your guile; ¢m 
cmtin tak; tuk, kwo? he has hot 
enough for his own expenses ; 
tuk; ‘tai, the ‘bottom of, as a 
hong ; saks tk, chat, half-wit- 
ted, unable to learn; kwat, 
tuk; le a cul-de-sac, a street 
stopped up. ° 

Solitary, alone, as. dogs; 
a species of baboon ; one’s 
self; single; widowed, child- 
less = one’s consciousness ; 
tuk2 hai®‘kéim yéung? only that 
sort; tuk, ‘tsz’ an only child ; 

_ tuk: st'au <kung, a widower ; 
tuk, tsz”* ‘ki, only myself; dan 
tuk, only one, by itself; tuk, 
‘yau, but there are; tuk: hai 
only is; tukz ‘shi <¥6, the only 
one in the market; hoa “cist 
tuk, yat: not one only. 

ean A case for a bow; a covering 
Tuh OF Sheath to preserve a bow. 

yea, | A river which drains a 
* Hand ; a sewer, a sluice, a 

Ya: ditch; foul, muddy ; to defile, 
Tuh to desecrate, to despise, to 

treat contumeliously ; ; to an- 
noy, to bother, to trouble, as 
by reiteration; «kau tuk a 
sewer; sz” tuk: the four: sluices, 
are the Y4ngtsz’, the Yellow, 
the Hwii and the Tsi rivers ; 
sit, tuk. to profane, to blas- 
pheme; to insult superiors; tu 
teng’ you bother my ears — 

~ ' said by magistrates; CA tah: 
I have presumed to annoy—a 
polite phrase. The first ouly 
is used in these senses. 

re 

Ai, 
Tuh 



TUK. 

~is Boards or tablets for writing 
>on, blocks for books; books, 

Aah documents, registers ; a bam- 
boo beaten to keeptime; ch‘ek, 

. tuk, a card, a note, a tablet; 
a brief;-aletter-writer ; on’ tukz 

_ | law. cases, a record of prece- 
. dents. ) adq 
eS A calf, a heifer; a victim 
t ap for sacrifice; ‘6 sngau ‘shai 

~~ tuk, the old cow licks her calf 
— parental love. 

id } A case, or ‘covering for, 
> 4as asword or tablet; a coffin; 

*R. | a drawer, a casket ; a recep- 
uh tacle, as for books ; wan’ tuk, 

< sts‘ ong, store it up careful- 
ly, as a gem. 

if To read aloud, to study; 
BE to read so as to get the mean- 
C ing, to read attentively ; to re- 

cite, to chant ; a reader; tuk: 
shit, to study ; tuk: ‘lat, read- 
ing the- ritual — a notice to 
decline visits when mourning 
for parents ; tzi tuk: to read 

_and compare, as a copy; ok; 
tuk: hard to understand ; pa?’ 
twk: thanks for the perusal ; 
tuk» shuk, able to recite it off ; 
sh? tuks imperial readers; 
‘tuk, tak, «ming pak: read it 
clearly ; twk, ‘ki not shit, how 

/ long has he studied? 
To hate; dissatisfied, dis- 

2A contented, seditious, as peo- 
ple; complaints, slanders, mur- 

 murings, as against rulers,” 
To blacken, todirty; black, 

dirty, soiled, filthy ; to annoy, 
to insult; «mung tuk. to de- 
fame, to blast, as a name; <faz 
tuk: to importune ; a tuk; to 
defile. 

et 

Tuh 
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¥. A standard, a large triangu- 
Tan lat banner, carried before the 

general, made of feathers, 
hair or silk; a sort of flag 
carried at funerals; tai tuke 
ski, the general’s standard.’ 

Poisonous, noxious, vene- 
mous; hurtful, destructive; 

“cruel, malevolent, baneful, 
malignant ; a poison, a bane ; 
an injury ; to hate, to. abom- 
inate; sam tuk, cruel; tuke 
yéukz a poison, a violent re- 
medy; fuk: tuk. poisoned ; 
slau tuk: a pervading, gene- 
ral injury ; tuk. ‘shau, a flagi- 
tious villain ; Ad? tuke‘shau, to 
be beforehand with, to strike 
first ; tuk, taw tukpto mutual- 
ly injure ; pat, tuk, pat, t‘uk, 
not a rascal, nota priest ; tuk, 
‘sz’ cyan, to poison one; tuk. 
hi? a noxious vapor ; pin’ tuk; 
venereal ulcers ; :mang ctseng 
‘4 tukz the blind are shrewd, 
and the dumb dangerous. 

(650) Ttuk. 

Ae Bald, hair entirely gone; 
Ty bare, blunt; to make bald, to 

injure; a Budhist priest; ‘/d 
fukya priest; tuk; <t'au kwong 
kwan an unscrupulous rascal; 
tuk; ckan to let the cap fall 
off ; tuk; st'au ckung, abach- 
elor; ‘nau tak, <yan ‘ho t'uk, 
ké to injure others much. 
' The bald headed crane ; 
tuk; ts‘au; a sort of adjutant 
or buzzard. 

T’uh 
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| 
(651) Tun. 

a Angry, enraged ; great, con- 
}sequential big, substantial ; 

| senerous, simple, honest; firm, 
VF solid ; to urge, to impel : 

make real, to reduceto stitis, 
todeem importants to compel 
to do; who? A colloquial 
word ; to swallow, to eat; tun 
haw tai? give great weight to! 
filial and fraternal duties ;. 
tun tak, ‘hd cto, he's swallow- 
ed a great deal; dun haw 
honest, faithful; un ‘ts‘ing, 
a cordial imvitation; «tun ‘hi 
ko? tik, ‘fin, he’s stretched 
himself out to that degree, 7.e. 
he is in borrowed plumes; tun 
pik; to hasten the completion 
of; tun <i ‘yau % sincere to 
his friends. 

Read (tii ; to sleep alone ; soli- 
Stary, asa traveler; to-cut in| 
two. 

‘ A word used for tan ae 
a tumalus, a base of a pillar ; 
char quit, an unlucky day for 
lending money ; pak ‘tun ‘tsz’ 
petuntse, feldspar powder used. 

- =~ by porcelain makers. 
Be A blaze, a raging fire; fiery, 

lurid ; to dress by steam, to! 
Tun doil in a vessel pat. in the |. 

water ; tun Jan‘ to steam rice; 
tun kats sz’ boiled custards 
tun ‘shui, boiling water; tun? 
«kai, a steamed fowl; tun? 
cch'a, to make tea. 

A colloquial word. To lay 
down, as a burdea ; half-wit- 

WB 

ted, absent- minded, superans | 

TUN: 

nuated; tun lok; t? lay it on 
the ground ; ‘to. tun’ turned 
about, beside himself; ten’ 
‘wan, place it securely. 

i ‘To: bow: the head, to pro- 
strate, to fall before; to re- 

“” spectfally salute; a resting- 
place, an inn ; a meal; a spell, 
the time of a meal, a turn ; ‘to 
stop, to rest, to put in order, 
as at a halt ; in haste, hurried ; 
to injure; to reject ; used for 
the last; tun? ‘shau pa? I 
respectfully bow my head—on 
visiting cards; tuk: ‘ta yat, 
tun’ gave one violent blow ; 
‘ching tun’ ping ‘ma, to get 
ready troops; ‘ch‘iitun® So’ mat, 
to store up goods; tun’ chit’ 
‘Ad, rest a little, put it down 
a while ; ; smd tun? fan kung 
fu; a job not as long as a 
meal ; yat, tun’ fan* a meal ; 
con tun? to put up, as a sleep- 
ing-place; to prepare a room, 
as for a guest. 

2) Tohide one’s self, toskulk, 
}to run away ; concealed, hid ; 
; to escape, to fly, to abscond ; 

Tun tun® shav to abjure society ; 

tun® t? to vanish into the 
earth; tun’ fat, a means for 

_ becoming invisible... 
j > Confused, mixed ; the rush 
Tuy Of 2 torrent ; wan’ tun’ c 
“without form ; ‘one of four bad 
men in the days of Shun. ~~ 

“| ‘ae Ofien pronounced ééin’, Dull, 
edge turned, blunt; st 
deficientin wit, obtuse; <s 
tak, ‘hd tiin’ a ‘natural: etme 
head ; ‘lo tun® rude, can not 
sninihces panel wan tue ob- 
stinate, mulish, 9 905 

Tun 
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(62) Tun. 

Noo Water gushing out, a rapid 
uth current; Kap, slau iit ct un, 
Tw'ans rapid flow is called a torrent. 

A shield, a buckler ; to se- 
_ crete one’s self, to skulk; cmau 

“"*tun, opposing sentiments, 
“contradictory views. 

A parapet,°a balustrade; a 
shield, a defense ; to raise the | 

eve up; ‘yan ‘t'un, to direct, | 
= on ; slan ‘t'un, a rail-| 

G&S 

= 

Wi “Obese, fat; shielded by fat ; 
lump ; to drag the heels ; of 

wn, very fat, as a boy. 
ye A hedgehog ; a pig in mo- 

tion; ‘t'unsts’z’ the explana- 
isha ‘tion. of the kw@ or diagrams. 

(653) Tin, 

e Sains “enrréct, upright, di- 
rect ; modest, decent, grave, 

Twa properly ; springing forth, 
commencing, sprouting; the 
end ; the origin, elementary 
principles, originating cause ; 

to carefully examine; a clas- 
' sifier of business, mysteries, 
_ subjects, and pieces of silk ; 

- dun ching’ correct, properly ; 
chaps «Kt Sléung <titn, to hold 

— both ends, to attend to all ; 
omé tin shang ‘yau, no sufh- 
‘cient: reason for it; tsé tin 
‘sh? fi, to start a slander, to 
rumor a matter ; in st'au, the | 
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incipient cause > <’m ‘chi yat, 
ttn, not one affair only ; yat, 
tiin sch'au, one piece of pon- 
gee; ‘pan <hang «tin <fong, 
naturally modest and correct ; ' 
tiin “ng, the dragon boat 
festival ; tso’ pats tun <chi sz” 
she has lost her virtue. 
Short, not long ; brief, con- 

tracted ; to comeshort, to be 
in fault, to shorten, to cur- 

tail ; shortcomings, fetes ; . 
‘tim kin? not of much expe- 
rience ; tsz’’ <ts'am‘tiin kin’ to 
seek self destruction ; sch'éung 
‘tim, the good and bad; for and 
against, both views of a mat- 
ter ; ‘ttin ming* short life, to 
die before 16 ; ‘hoz ‘tiin, to de- 
capitate; ‘tin ch'w a defect, 
faults, mean conduct; ‘tin 
‘shiv, to reduce, to diminish ; 

_ less than enough; At ‘tin, 
asthmatic, short-winded ; ‘tii 
ckung, day's work ;‘tiin chang, 
to treat rudely, to act over- 
‘bearingly ; ‘tiin ch'it, kom? ‘tin 
much too small; <’m sch éung 
<m ‘ttn, just right, asa shoe ; 
‘shau sch'éung, «shim chau 
‘tun, my sleeve is shorter than 
the arm—I’m ashamed to go. 

IER To forge metals, to heat 
, >and hammer ; to found, to 

ay cast ; to work upon, to prac- 
Twan tice, to make perfect; ma- 

ture, practiced; tin? lin’ 
practiced, skilled ; tin’ ¢fui, 
to calcine, to drive off the 
moisture by fire, as medicine ; 
tin lin’ yap,:yan tsi? to bring 
in one guilty, to make out a 
case against by cross-examin- 

Fal 
Twan.- 

ing. 
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To decide, to settle, to 
solve ; to judge, to give an 
opinion; a doubt, a dilemma; 
certainly, decidedly, surely ; 
kit, tin to decide, to give 
sentence ; ttin? tin’ <’m ‘kom, 
I certainly can’t do so, I 
}must not presume ; tin’ tak; 
teng® finally settled ; tin’ ‘ki, 
to guess, to estimate; fin 
choi, to make a division, to 
average, as losses; tiin’ sz” 
to decide a matter ; p'tin’ tin’ 
to judge, as a magistrate. 

This is usually read-‘ftin 
with the same meaning. 
To cut asunder, to divide ; 

to snap, to.cut or break in 
two; to prohibit, to put a der | 
to; cut, broken, split, sunder- 
ed, snapped ; to cut off; tun’ 
‘shut ‘mai, to stop supplies of 
food; ‘wong slot pat, tin’ un- 
interrupted intercourse ; tiin? 

otsut2 disconnected, cut off; 
Sau tiin®to break, as across the 
knee ; tin’ <ch'éung ‘ts‘d, a vir- 
‘ulent medicine ; tiin® sch'éung 
cyan, a greatly afflicted man ; 

‘ tiin® st'd, to forbid killing for 
meat; tiin? hk? dead; tin’ <in, 
death of a wife; ‘ngdu) tiin’ 
«cham sin’ to bite the thread 
and snap the needle — new 

- garments ; tin’ lo to break off 
- intercourse ; titn* hau? to bring 

- up the rear inva retreat.. 
Fz To push apart ;,a fragment, 

a piece, a section ; a classifier 
Tw4n oF sections of books, stories, 

pieces, slices of meat, acts of 
_ play, of affairs, of plats; ta? 

titn® the largest piece; yat, titn’ 
ti a plat of land, a spot ; yat. 

Br 
Twan 

_— 
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tin’ sz’? an affair; ‘hd ‘shau 
tiin® good work; yat; tiin?, 
sts‘ing syau, a series of affairs, 
a matter. 

me Satin ; glossy silk ; <ch'au titn? 
t ‘silks of all kinds; ‘fa tiin® or 

TWaD puke ttn brocade ; ‘shim tiin* 
changeable satin; «ts é oma 
°ng sz’ tin? twilled levantine 
silk ; pat; .sz’ tiin® thick satin. 
A heel of a shoe, a shoe 

lining. Interchanged with 
the last. vee 

me 
Twan 

(654) 

wa 

p us 
at’) he 

Ri: i 

A iahube onda diets an 
gnt2elomeration ; ; united, har-— 
“"monious, as a company ; 

_ round , globular; to collect into 
one ; to dwell together ; to sur- 
round, to environ, to inclose ; 
to round off, to. end; a classi- 
fier of pellets, harmonies, ‘col- 
lections, lumps, and round 
things ; yat, st tin swo hPa bar- 
monious spirit; yat, stun 
a lump of doughy ‘td gmat jets 
t'tin, a knot of | men- 
bling; shkuk, smdt yaty st’ iin, 
shrunk up into a lump; yat, 
st'tin mak: a roll of ink : st‘tin 
sin, circular; full, as the moon; 
closely united, as husband and 
wife ; st'iin dung fa, flowered 

. round dragons on ,crape; st‘iin- 
—st'tin swai chi? hemmed in on 

all sidess, 4) -oasoneen 
J8 To.roll into a bath, tchamh i 

- the hand; to push or drive 
Tw'aMiogether ; <moct'tim fan? don’t 

rol] your rice into. a ball, 
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a Dew descending in great 
Tuan tbundance; name of a river wan, 

, in Shantung. 
Do To collect together, to station 
4 . 

4 troops; to bring under one 
Tw'acontrol; <t'iin «ping, troops 

stationed at a place, where 
they till the land; <t'tin <t‘in, 
fields allotted to soldiers ; .¢'ttn 
tsik, to engross, as a commod- 
ity; fan st‘iin iw hoi to de- 
tail troops to important posts; 
st'tin ‘yéung, to support each 
other in a strike. 
A large hamper to hold rice; 

SEY a bin; ‘mai "tin, a receptacle 
Tw'angor tice. Often interchaiig- 

ed and used for the last. 
nis A pig, a porker, a sucking- 
an PIS; to draggle along, to drag 
"? the heels ; 5 oft sttin, a fat pig; 

stlin st'ai, pettitoes ; st‘in <i, 
my son; sho «t‘iin, a porpoise. 
The buttock, the seat, the 

nates; the rump; the lower 
side ; hau*st'itn, the hind quar- 
ters; pak, «chi ,t‘iin, a pig 
merchant or broker; st‘ iin tan, 
the sexi 

s 

Tun 

(655) 

Je 

Tung. 

The east, the place of sun- 
Finns 3 ; the place of honor ; the 
"person in it; a master, a friend; 

a feast, a treat ; towards, pre- 
sence of; - tung pin, or tung 
fog, the east; tung «ka, the 
master of a eres. hai’ mat, 
‘yé tung tung, what thing is 
this? ‘ago te oi tung, our 
master; ‘t@ ds'ing tung, it 

Tox, Dicr. 79 

< 

Tun 
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blows a tyfoon ; ‘siz .tung, the 
young master ; dung <ndms'm 
p@ no fear [of gales] from: 
the southeast; towards the 
southeast there's no evil; ts 
éung, to make a feast ; ch‘ut, 
dung, to foot the bill; tim’ 
ung, the head of the shop ; 
fi chi tung slau, gone drift- 
ing eastward — irrecoverably 
lost ; ung td’ ‘chit, one who 
will or advance mon-ey ; ¢ung 
te’ <ngan, bribes paid turnkeys 
for privileges; money spent by 
a bridegroom in treating ; 
dung sai, a thing; tung dat 
Sai che, pulling here and 
hauling there (to borrow mon- 
ey); ung t'd, China—a Mo- 
hammedan name. 
The winter season; the 

winter solstice ; the close, the 
Send; to store up; to fall into 
winter torpor ; lung tung ssht 
haw cold winter weather ; 
dung ‘sun, winter bamboo 
shoots; aw’ tung, a rainy sol- 
stice ; ts® tung or kwo? tung, 
to keep the solstice ; tung .t'in 
or dung ling’ the winter sea- 
son ; ¢ung .kwa, a pumpkin. 

To rule correctly ; to lead 
on, to influence for good ; to 
clap the hands; to withdraw, 
to keep back ; to store up, to 
hold firmly ; roots of the ne- 
Jumbium ; md? ‘ké ‘tung, to 
buy curiosities or antiques. 
Used for the next. 
Disturbed, out of one’s wits ; 

to understand, to have a clear 
idea of; ‘mung ‘tung, confus- 
ed, mind bewildered ; ‘ni ‘tune 
tak, do you understand me? 
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‘tung sts‘ing ‘li, to understand | 
the fitness of things ; s’m ‘tung | 
‘ni wa? I don’t know what you | 

_ are saying. 
‘ Also read ‘tiin. Wild land 

near towns; places where deer 
TwéDand wild animals range, paths 

of beasts; ‘ting ‘tung, a deer 
ark, 

« To beat, to churn, to bring 
butter from milk; ‘tung ‘ma, 

"8 an officer who superintended 
the preparation of quass,— 

re Cold, freezing, icy; to freeze, 
Tune’? congeal ; to cool ; ¢‘dntung’ 

"Eto spread out to cool; tung’ 
ping kim tung? cold as ice ; 
tung’? tung? t? rather cold; 
sing tung’ tothicken, to con- 
geal ; tung’‘shui, cold water ; 
tung? ‘sz’ frozen to death. 

The main) supports in a 
house, posts, joists, columns; 

€a pillar, as of a state. A col- 
loquial word ; to stand on end, 
to stack, to put upright—in this 
sense it isspoken tung’ ; tung” 
sléung «chi sts‘ot, one who can 
be depended on, who has tal- 
ents to uphold a state; tung’ 
‘ki, place it upright; wk, tung’ 
the rafters, the plate. 
The rainbow ; tai’ tung’ the 

Tang’ ainbow, supposed to be made 
of insects. 

Hy To excite, to agitate, to 
move ; to shake, to touch ; to 

Tungcome forth, as spring; to in- 
fluence, to move the mind; 
to set on foot ; excitéd, agitat- 
ed, surprised, moved; restless, 
irritable ; motion ; tung? nd’ to 
irritate ; “ki «sht tung’ «shan, 

bie 
Tun 

» 

when do you start? tung’ tsok; 
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work, workmanship; shang 
tung’ behavior, conduct; tung® 
tam .kon, no more things to 
carry, out of work ; ‘lan toi 
tung’ hard to stir, indolent; 
‘tsau tung’ pat, sts‘in, unable 
to move from age, infirm ; ‘kom 
tung’ moved by, as the Spirit ; 
tung’ pat, tung’ continually 
moving, restless ; tung? ‘t'd, to 
commence digging or build- 
ing; «king tung’ startling, 
fearful, as bad news ; ‘hi tung? 
‘ni lok, thank you; tung? .kon 
<kwo, to go to war; s’m ‘hd 
tung’ tsing’ his conduct is im- 
proper, he acts rudely; yuks 
tung’ to move about, restless. 

The feelings deeply moved, 
greatly excited; «sam tung? 

""8extreme grief; .ot tung’ great- 
ly distressed. 

2 ‘The boards or timber used 
in the construction of a boat. 

ah 

T 

Tung 

Yay A rapid current; a grotto, a 
cave ; a dell, a gorge, aravine; 

Tungyrofound, deep; to under- 
stand thoroughly, to perceive 
mysteries, to see clearly; tung* 
chuk, <k‘t -kan, to see through 
his villainy; tung? ing <t, the 
lake Tungt‘ing in Hanan; 
‘shui tung® a deep spot or hole 
in the water; sin tung’ a fairy’s 
grot; tung® sfong, a nuptial 
chamber, to consummate a 
marriage ; tung® shtk, I see it 
all ; tung? ch‘at, a full exam- 
ination. wie 
A lane or street in Peking 

is called i tung’; the term 
"n8seems to be confined to the 

capital. 

(tit 

T 
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‘ 

T’ung 

TUNG, 

Tung. 

To go through, to see clear- 
ly, to perceive; to go through 
with, to succeed; to make 
known to others; to have deal- 
ings with; to communicate 
with; pervious, permeable, 
intercommunicable, pervad- 
ing, perspicuous, as style; cur- 
rent, as money; successful, 
prosperous; reaching through- 
out; the whole, complete, ge- 
nerally ; illicit, adulterous ; 
uniform in color; a beat of a 
drum, areport of agun; <t‘ung 
hai’ ‘ngo, all are mine ; «sam 
ung slung, 1 fully under- 
stand it; dung it kém tse 
do them all in this way ; ‘ung 
tak, ‘tim, it is punctuated en- 
tirely ; dung <shii, an- alma- 
nac; ¢@ung ‘pd, current in 
value; ung ‘hit, fully under- 
stands it; éung chi, inform 
him of it; ¢°wng sz” an inter- 
preter, a midsman who trans- 
acts business ; t'ung sz’ ‘kun, 
alinguist’s hong ; /0° pat, <t‘ung 
shang, this road is blocked, 
this way is not a public one; 
dung ch? a general topogra- 
phy; ¢ung fung, a draft of 
wind; ‘ung <kwan tsit, to 
bribe, to give a sign whom to 
favor; ‘tad ‘ung ‘ku, three 
taps of the drum; ‘ta <f'ung, to 
bring a thing about, to bribe ; 
cin t'ung, a chimney, asmoke 
pipe; <sz’ «ung, illicit inter. 
course ; fo’ pat, tung slau, 

_the goods have no sale, 
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A species of Araliacez whose 
‘i pith, sliced into sheets, is er- 
T’Ungroneously called rice-paper ; 

pith ; «t‘ung ‘chi fa, artificial 
pith flowers; ‘ung ‘chi wa? 
pith paper pictures; <t‘ung 
‘ts‘d, lampwick grass. 
} Pained; in pain, aching; 

“+ groaning, moaning from pain; 
Mal an ulcer breaking; sts‘ung 
T'ung ¢‘ung, disappointed. 
fl | ‘Together, all, united; to 
SIP bring together, to unite, to ’ ’ 

Z| harmonize, to assemble; with, 
T'ungand, together ; same, alike, in 

the same place or time, agree- 
ing, as one; stung yat, <ts‘ai 
hw let them all go together ; 
st'ung uk; chi’ they live in the 
same house; ‘kt yat, tik, 
sung sai just alike in all re- 
spects ; stung yat, yéung’ the 
same sort; ‘ni <t‘ung ‘kt hi? 
you and he go there; pat, 
sung, different; stung slit, 
fellow officers ; <t‘ung <chi, a 
sub-prefect; ‘ung «pau <hing 
tat’ uterine brothers; pat, 
st'ung cyan, strange, eccentric; 
slit <t‘ung, identical, same. 
Plain, ignorant, rude; hay- 

ing no learning or abilities ; 
kung’ st‘ung, an ignorant boy. 
A cavern in a hill, a den; 

T’ung 

i¢ e . . 

chung st‘ung, a mountain in 
Tong Pingliang fa in Kénsuh; a 

group of islands off Sh4ntung. 

Ha A large tree that produces 
ww Oily seeds; «ng st'ung, a tree 
Tung’ Bleococcus oleifera), con- 

sidered by the Chinese as the 
most elegant of trees; st‘ung 
sh the Jatropha curcas, 
which produces st'ung syau, 
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putty, chanam for seams; 
‘ung ip: fii, fine ashes put 
in censers, 

A tube, a hollow cylinder, 
r a pipe; a measure made of 
A bamboo; a tubular cup; shé 
T'ung # ung, a sumpitan ; hd’ ¢'ung 

a trumpet, a speaking trum- 
pet; <én stung, a tobacco 
pipe; ta? fa st‘ung, a Ro- 
man candle ; man’ fa st'ung, 
a kaleidiscope ; yat, <t‘ung 
p? ta? a blubbering booby. 

Copper, brass, called the red 
metal ;made of copper, brazen; 

"8 -t'ung pok: brass foil; <¢'ung 
slo, a copper gong: ‘td ct‘ung 
po acopper smith’s; stung 
cngan, counterfeit or copper 
dollars; shik> st‘ung, eats the 
brass—covetous; ‘min shan 
d'ung ch'aw body smells cop- 
pery—purse-proud; lim’ <t‘ung 
sing, a lick copper sprite — 
covetous; <t'ung luk, verdigris; 
pak: ung, tutenague, white 
copper ; voong st‘ung, brass; 
ct'ung ch't, water spouts. 
A sort of silure or mudfish, 

smal] and resembling a blen- 
“ny. 

ig A boy, a lad, an unmarried 
“= youth; a student, a bachelor, 
T’ung’, slave boy ; a girl, a virgin ; 

youthful, boyish, fair; bare, 
as land; undefiled, virgin; 
sshing d'ung, at puberty ; muk 
st‘ung, aherdboy; st‘ung sngan 
a fresh complexion, looks 
young ; stung ¢'ung, flourish- 
ing, as trees; sshan st'ung, a 
bright boy; «man stung, a 
student. 

\ 
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or wood oil ; st'ung syau fii, | AG 
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A slave girl or boy; a Jad; 
a concubine; doltish, ignor- 

""Bant, rade ; shit st‘ung, a serv- 
ing boy ina school; hast’ ung 
a house-boy, a waiter. 

4 A tree in Yunn4n from whose 
= flowers cloth can be made — 
T’urgthe cotton tree? a piece of 

squared timber. 
The rising sun, the sun ob- 

Ag 

Trungseured ; stung slung, scarcely 
able to see the sun. 

3 A tributary of the Yellow 
ef River in Shensi, at the elbow; 

""E-t‘ung ckwan, a celebrated 
pass and town on this stream ; 
lok; d‘ung, quass. ; 

fig The pupil of the eye; to 
~~ stare at, a vacant look; luke 
Tungshui kin’ ‘ung syan, a cat- 

aract; stung syan, the baby 
in the eye. 
Grain which requires a long 

Tangle te ripen ; late, autumnal 

Long and swift boats, used 
in fighting; «mung stung, war 
boats, like revenue cutters. 

¢ 
T’ung 

M A surname ; Rey st'ung, 4 
Tungsorcerer in the Han famous 

dynasty. . 
¢ The noise of drums; <t‘ung 

Pang’ Une, drums beating, the din 
of drums. 
Red, peach red; rosy, as 

Taungcheeks ; tung ‘kin, a red 
pencil. <cftM 

Tia ‘To lead on, to advance; to 
/F run.one thing into another, 

T'ung as two sleeves: to pierce, to 
stick into; to baste; “wag 
‘hd kw kin? sham, put those 

' jackets into each other ; ‘t ung 
kwat, a basted edge. — 
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Th A colloquial word. A pit, does not hurt ; t'ung’ han’ de- 
the hole into which the coffin 
is put; hot ‘ung, to dig a 
grave; shan ‘t'ung, a grave. 

‘a Acask, a tub; square wood- 
ME en vessel, a case ; ‘shui ‘t‘ung 

T'ung, pail; #2 ‘tung, a bucket ; 
kwai ‘t'ung, a drawer; syau 
‘tung, an oil tub; <pi spa 

- ‘tung, a barrel; tdi’ sp'ing 
‘'ung, water hogsheads kept 
against fires ; ‘pin ‘tung ‘shui 
half drained the tub — half 
educated, shallow. 
A beginning, origin ; begin- 

' ning of a thread, first ofa sub- 
"AZiect, a clue, a hint; the whole 

under one head; the whole, 
general, entire; the head, the 
chief; to rule, to control ; yat, 
“ung, the whole ; ‘t‘ung ‘ling 
a general control ; a comman- 
der-in-chief; ‘tsung ‘t‘ung, 
managing the whole; entirely, 
in fine, all ; Awaz yat, ‘tung, 
to come under a monarch; 
yat, ‘t‘ung «shan cho, one go- 
vernment over the empire ; 
‘t'ung kai the whole sum. 

ie A pain, an ache, a twinge; 
Mi? a disease which gives pain; 

T'ung acute feelings, heartrending, 
miserable, distressed; to feel 
for, to commisserate, to love; 
a superlative ; «nga t'ung the 
toothache; sam t'ung ‘hau :’m 
tung’ to grieve for but not to 
show it, as to erring children; 
om tung’ ‘ni, 1 don’t like you ; 
t'ung’ ‘yam, drinking to ex- 
cess; tung’ fii’ bitter repent- 
ance; ‘td t‘ung’ a bellyache; 
‘ta tak, ‘hd tung’ avery pain- 

; ful blow: sm kin? tung it 

Tg 

~ 

testation of; ‘tai kin’ ‘hé yuk, 
t'ung’ I felt sorry to see it, as 
one’s things wasted. 

(657) 

AB, 
Toh 

Tiit. 

To take by force, to seize; 
to oppress and fleece ; to carry 
off, as a prize ; to take away, 
as rank ; to criticise, to lop off, 
to prune, as composition; a 
narrow path ; ‘ts‘éung tit, to 
rob ; tit: «h'un fui, to be- 
come first of the Hanlin; tit. 
pit, to take the prize ; .kwong 
‘ts‘oi tiit, muk: its elegance 
ravished the eyes; tit, st'au 
sch'au, to get the first prize. 

(658) Ttiit. 

Ht, Emaciated ; spoiled and dis- 
rok solving ; to relinquish; to un- 

dress, to strip ; to be born ; to 
get out of ; to avoid, to evade, 
to escape from; if, perhaps, 
should; a suit, as of clothes; 
succession, as of messengers ; 
a pattern ; ‘it, «shan, to slip 
away from ; ¢'iit, .sham, to take 
off the coat; yat, tit, 4 fuk 
a suit of clothes; f Wt, <sp't, to 
skin ; to cast the skin; ‘ki fiit, 
syan <loi, several messengers 
came; tit, <ngd, to pull a 
tooth; fit, ¢sing <kwong, stark 
naked ; tit, lénk: liberal, not 
exacting; fit, <in si ‘At, he 
suddenly rose up. 

a 
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A crow, praised for its filial 
care; filial ; black, inky, dark ; 

Gt blacken ; promiscuous, not 
reduced to order ; what? how ? 
the obverse of a coin; «td, 
a black crow; <t hop: the law- 
less, dark-dealing Triads ; «i, 
muk, or i smi muk, ebony ; <t| 
Syau, all gone; & «sd yéuke a! 
hair-dye ; «king «ti pd’ black) 
nankeen ; -kam «té, the [three-. 
legged] golden crow, fabled 
to live in the sun; <kwai «chi 
4 ‘yau, it returned nothing at 
all, as an adventure ; <td ssu ssi, | 
heedless, blundering; 
tsuk; ti, the sun; <ch'ui «ti, to 
blow out alamp; «dé dang, a 
Jamp not lighted; ct mang: 
mang, pitch dark ; tong’ ti 
‘kt min? smudge his face, as, 
a counterfeiter’s ; kewo’ <i, too) 
black; to change the tint; 
fong? & ‘hau min’® to look. 
cross; <td sit, the black fish, a. 
sort of blenny, the Philypnus 
sinensis ; i st'au sch‘ung, an 
unshaven lout; <a meng’ a} 
raven’s luck—said of unlucky. 
persons. 
}  An_ interjection; a sigh, 
ha groan ; asign of admiration: 
or esteem 5 au fit, alas ; to. 
sigh; @ aod, tush! dt cin, to. 
sob, to whimper. 
To cover a wall with plaster, | 

to adorn walls, to stucco; ci 
cyan, a bricklayer, a plasterer. 
A trowel; with which to 

“ plaster, te daub on mortar. | 

sam || § 

Ste vile ; 

) Stagnant a 

U. 

water; dirty, 
»foul, filthy, muddy ; 1mpure, 
j unclean, obscene, depraved, 

abominable; to defile, 
to stain; to insult, to debauch; 
tt yuk; to debauch ; obscene ; 
i wav filthy, defiled; & .tsd, 
vile; todirty ; «'ung slau hopr 
fi, togo with the vulgar herd. 

of ‘ak dewlap; how, why, where- 

» 

HG 

re? dark, blackish; reddish ; 
” the Tartars, the Mongols or 

Huns ; long, lasting, eternal ;° 
a spear; <t@ sid, pepper; ld 
stt tz’ si a gurgling, laugh- 
ing sound; <t@ ‘fan, a sort of 
rouge ; st qoai <u ‘ts'x’ how is 
this? 
A lake; <t ‘kwong, the old 

province of Hfikwang, now 
divided into Hanan and Ha- 

peh; “ng st, the five xy 
are the Poyang in Kiangsi, 
the Tungt'ing and T'singts An 
in Hanan, and the Ti and 
Tanydng in Kiangsi; ‘tsau 
ckong sti, to travel through the 
land, to travel much; st <sz’ 
Nanking raw silk ; kwo? st, to 
cross the lakes; st sp'ai, play- 
ing-cards., 
Coral ; ct ‘lin, wooden vases - 

used in sacrifices; shan i 
coral. 
Paste, gluten; thick por- 

ridge ; to paste, to stick ; men- 
dacious, foolish, nonsensical ; 
ca <t'd, confused, stupid, mud- 
dy; dséung st shit, foolish, 
ridiculons talk ; ‘chi su st‘au, 
a ‘‘ pasted head, ame: booby ; 
‘pit si, to paste; shém i, to 

beguile, to lead off the scent, 
to mystify. 
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Interchanged with the last ; 
congee ; to seek a living ; st 
‘hau, to get a livelihood ; <t 
‘hau sz” fong, to go about for 
employment. 
A butterfly ; <2 tip, a butter- 

are fly, it includes all the papilion- 
_idz. 

th A gourd; gi <lé, a bottle 
calabash, the Lagenaria; sti <0 

9 yéung? pear. shaped, calabash 
like ; at stir’ a sort of leek ; 
amé tt <l0, to carry a gourd, as 
children in boats do, to save 
them if they fall overboard. 
Interchanged with the last ; 

“Ha 5/6, the bottle-gourd or gourd 
squash. 
A Spirit fermented from 

mare’s cream, called <t'ai «i; 
also butter, or oil of milk. 

; A street in Peking is called 
si st'ung; the term is mostly 
confined to the capital. 
A sort of water bird, much 

dreaded by the fish; st'ai si, 
a bird like the pelican. 
The beard ; <t <¢sz’ the mus- 

taches; <i .sd, the beard on 
the chin ; <tcim, the whiskers. 
A wooden bow ; a stretcher 

to display a flag ; a span; an 
arc in mathematics; curved, 
arched. 
An animal which can change 

its form, or be possessed ; sus- 
picious, mistrusting ; = 
the fox; asi, distrustful ; 
suspect ; sti di sing, an éifin 
in form of a fox ; st mi an en- 
chantress ; <2 ka ‘fu wai, the 
fox borrows the tiger’s terror ; 
ct sk'au, fox-skin furs; <t <sin, 

i 
Ha 

Ha 

a 

a good fairy, a repentant peri. |! 

Ha 
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A cup, a vaseor pot; a tan- 
kard, a wine jug; «chad sti, a 
teapot ; tsz”* «cham sti, a small 
wine-pot ; tso’ ci, a hot water 
pot; <kwai fi? vi tséung, to 
show fealty by a banquet; yat, 
tt ‘tsau, drank a pot of wine ; 
sau gi, to throw darts into 
the. vase’s mouth—an ancient. 
game. 
An interrogative adverb ; an 

interjection of doubt, admi- 
ration, or inquiry, and placed 
at the end of sentence; after 
nouris, sign of the vocative ; 
after verbs, it is a preposition, 
in, towards, to, with, from, up 
to ; in respect to, as, like; a 
sign of the accusative ; an ex- 
pletive; haw’ «ti “kwai sshan, du- 
tifully regard your ancestors ; 
smo “yan sti “t, ve concealed 
nothing from you ; ‘ho st, can 
we do it? ‘hi ‘ho tak, sé, can 
we possibly get it? syan ‘un 
sé .tsot, can benevolence be 
so far gone! pat, yik2 lok, st, 
is it not even pleasant? moks 
cké sti <t'in, there’s nothing 
higher than heaven ; <i «tt ‘fau 
st, is it right or not? shw c& 
sk% ‘ho ‘i, then it is thus al- 
lowed ; <kt ti, perhaps, nearly, 
about; Adp st ‘tsz’ agrees 
with this ; chi «tt ‘ché ‘yd, eh! 
ah! oh! ugh! met. it is all 
moonshine ; wai’ <i ‘shéung 
‘ché, his place is on high; ‘pd 
si <man, to preserve the peo- 
ple ; <t shika it sh? «tt tsuk; food 
and. raiment thereupon were 
plenty ; <yéung :yéung sti, how 
vast ! tsoi* <t, consists in ; -sh& 
pat, swan <u, is it not so written? 
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‘iia Happiness, favor of heaven; 
heavenly blessing; to per- 

Ha severe in wicked courses, lost 
to all reason and rectitude. 

5 The bank of a river, the 
sloping descent or lawn down 
to a stream ; a branch of the 
R. Hwai in Nganhwui. 

« A dike, a low wall; barracks, 
“’ cantonments, a fortified camp; 

a compound or village defend- 
ed by a wall; winding roads || 
among hills; «wing st, an en- 
trenchment. 

: An ancient city in the west 
if of Shansi, near the Yellow 

River. 
» To hate; to loathe, to dis- 

* like ; to blush, to be ashamed 
Wa of. . : of; hard to express; averse 

to, detestable, repulsive ; why, 
how? an exclamation of re- 
gret; ‘ho w@ detestable; «sau 
w@ shamefaced; sang @ to 
hate. 

fae A colloquial word. To 
* stoop ; to bend the head, as 
when going ina low place; 
w@ .tai st‘au, stoop down to it; 
w@ lin wt, to bend down low, 
as when in a boat. 

=a To protect, to screen, to 
a Close upon; to stop further 

progress; a chamber door, an 
inner door, a one-leaved door; 
a hole, an opening; the nidus 
of larve ; master of a family, 
a ship, or shop; a person ; peo- 
ple in a certain calling ; a fam- 
ily, a household ; the 62d ra- 
dical of characters relating to 
spaces; @*‘hau, the population; 
w p& the Board of Population 
and Revenue; @ <fong, the 

revenue department in a yé- 
mun; smuin @ a door; ta? min 
wa great family; .ka ka @ 
tt ii sh? every household does 
so; po lok: # a beggared fain- 
ily; pd ta? @ to report the 
rich families ; ¢an? # the tanka 
people. 

The taro, the Arum aqua- 
ticum ; t <t'au, taro; tt tp; taro 
leaves, to feed pigs; ‘tsd # 
early taro, a good sort. 

> Interlocking, as serrated 
Hy edges or cog wheels; fitting 

into each other; with, together, 
each to other; reciprocal, 
mutual, blended, interchange- 
able, respotisive ; a butcher’s 
double hook ; -4a@u # united ; 
@ <séung oY a mutual love. 

i Closed up by the ice, ice- 
, bound, frozen, congealed; a 

glazed, icy appearance. 
=f  Toaid, to deliver; to guard, 

th 

to patronize; the flank of an 
army ; kaw’ # tosave; @ «shan 
sft, acharm, am amulet; @# 
ung, safely sealed — written 
on the envelope of a letter; 
sung’ to convoy ; # fat, tosup- 
port Budhism. oe 

i Rain flowing in torrents, 
ne rushing rivulets and torrents ; 

builing, bubbling; pd? a dif- 
fused generally, as education. © 

2 A hill covered with trees 
4 and vegetation ; others say, a 

bare hill. - 
he To look to for care’ and 

help, as to a father ; a father, 
Ha 7 

a parent; a helper, a support ; 
t? sh? one’s parents; shat, @ 
to lose a father. . 

to preserve ; to save, tosuccor; 



Dat preposition of relation- 
ship, in, at, on, with, through, 
j | by; at the beginning of a sen- 

By tence, it means respecting, 
relating to; it often denotes 
only the accusative, or par- 
ticularizes the exponent of the 

__ verb; sometimes makes a pas- 
sive form of the verb; after the 
possessive <chi ae it means 

respecting, in case of; forms 
the comparative degree, than, 
more than ; before pronouns, 
as, as to, referring to; <tésdm 
snin, in the third year ; <ié.kam 

at this time ; <@ <sam cho ‘yan, 
where’s your patience? chi’ .t 
ch? shin’ to rest in the highest 
good ; <i chiin* ‘yau chit, it is 

. Im the record; man’ & ‘ngo, 
_he asked me ; ; pat; sk’ au ii cyan 
ask advice of no man ; lit; <i 
‘tso, detailed on the left, i. e. 
below; @‘ché «chi <i peng’ ‘ya, 
doctors are for sickness ; mok, 
ta? <i <¢'in fé nothing greater 
than God ; <i sh? thus, here- 

upon; ‘yau yik, cit syan, it is 
advantageous to people; it. 

di ¢ts'an, to gladden one’s pa- 
rents ; kin’ <u ‘hoi ‘ché; he who 
‘looks at the sea; <i gman ‘ya 
OF ok chi, he treats the people 

umanely ; ; ‘sz’ chi tt, died 
by his sword. 

a Constantly interchanged with 
the preceding ; to speak, to 

" say ; to go;sti<ii, self-satisfied, 
pleased. 

Ton. Dicr. 80 
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A conjunction, like; as, as- 
if; according to; if, perhaps ; 
atthe beginning of a sentence, 
means as it regards, but as to; 
like, seeming; to permit; to 
go to; after adjectives, it has 
an imtensitive force ; <it ‘ts‘z’ 
as this, like, thus; <# «tam, 
now ; $z* sz” sii V everything 
according to your wishes; ? 
? <ii sz’? two into two make 
four ; smd ct «cht sho, could 
do nothing with him ; <i ‘yaz, 
if any one has, if there should 
be; smo <i, nothing like, bet- 
ter so; chung chung <i ‘ya, 
really nothing ; <i chi sho, ski 
‘ho ‘ya, if so, what can be 
done ? <it tso* «cham «chin, like 
sitting on a carpet [filled] with 
needles. 
To become moist, to ici 

in; to dampen; name of a 
stream ; ‘tsi <ii,, watery, soak- 
ed through, as a bog. 

G > | I, myself ; we, ourselves*; 
said in a humble style, and 

aa il often put in a smaller sized 
Yu type by the side. 

An 
JG 

The first is 
also a surname ; ck’t sit <it’cho, 
what can he do to me? 
Remnants of food ; residue, 

an overplus; the rest, the re- 
mainder ; a surplus of any- 
thing, superabundant ; <i ¢? 
vacant ground; </au sit t? spare 
or lay by alittle, as of wages’; 
‘yau sit, more than enough ; 
di snai, rubbish, debris left 
after building; ch sti, the over- 
plus, what remaitis - si shan, 
leisure days ; <it shing’? what 
is: left over; <% ik, spare mo- 
ments and energy. 

‘ 

Ya 



AB A fish; fishy ; vat, <t'td sit or 
S08 yat; ‘mt sit, one fish ; ‘td sit or 

‘lo sit, to fish ; si dan, the fish 
market of Canton; muha sii 
the wooden fish, on which 
priests beat responses; <hdw 
puk, sit, to beat the divining 
fish, as is done by Tau priests ; 
ch'éung’ muk; sii, to sing ditties 
and ballads ; <@ <ch‘t, shark’s 
fins ; <i ‘¢'d, fishmaws; <i ch'un 
spawn; <i muk, wan’ chi, 
fish eyes mixed with pearls ; <i 
hd, a fizgig; sit mga, sea- 
horse teeth ; sit «shit, a letter ; 
shat, swan <it, all in a fright ; 
ch'ut, sit tang, a procession of 
fancy lanterns, many of them 
shaped like fish. 

By To fish ; to seize ; immoder- 
4» ate, indiscriminate; <i shik, 
Y@ inordinate lust ; ii cht Ll? self- 

ish desire for gain; sé ‘fu, a 

a 
Y 

Ya 

s 

fisherman. 
The box or body of a cart ; 

a chariot ; abarrow;'to hold, 
to sustain, to bear, as the earth 
does; the earth; a substratum, 
a foundation ; to carry ; many ; 
sliin sit, the imperial carriage ; 
sit syan, a carriage-maker ; || 
chom sit, heaven and earth: |) 
chom sit «sin «shang, a geo- 
mancer ; ¢# siz <t"d, a general 
map of a country or the globe. |} 

A final particle, indicative 
‘Ate surprise and admiration ; 
<SK J an interrogative or dubitative 
Yq particle; a sign of the voca-}} 

tive; to breathe easy ; -kwan 
‘tsz’ syan sii, is he a philoso- 
pher ? ‘ho pat, shan*<i, must 
we not be careful? </°% ‘ts‘2’ 
chi war <ti, this is as I say. 

U. 

~ To bear up, to raise aloft on 
the hands, to sustain with all 
the strength. : 
A term for quadrumanous 

animals, more especially gib- 
bons; the hour from 9 to41 
A. M.; things beginning to 
develop; p tin si, the district 
of Pwanya. oi 
A mountain where the sun 

rises ; sist, the orient, the land 
of the sun, vast Ae 
Having a monkey’s wit; 

simple, uninstructed, rude ; 
silly, unwise, confounding’ 
right and wrong; used for “I,” 
‘‘your’s humbly,” @&c., at the 
end of letters; <i ‘ch‘un, stu- 
pid; st chit; unskilled, foolish; 
sit man, the common people, 
the mob, the canaille ;—used 
by officials; héung <i, rustics ; 
su kin’ in my humble opinion; 
sii ta? your humble servant; 
h@ sit, the vulgar; yéuk, si, 
appearing foolish, but not so; 
sapient ; shau* <yan “sho si, 
deluded, taken'in. 
An angle, a corner; a nook, 

a secluded spot ; a cove, a bay, 
an inlet; a part, a little; ac- 
curate, rigid, as’a corner ; ‘hoi 
sit, a lagoon ; <i tso* to ‘sit at. 
the corner fof the table}; yats 

cit chi t? a parcel of land. 
(Fe Literary men, philosophers, 
SW scholars, the learned’; are 
58 1y ; it kaw? the literati, Con- 

~ fucianists ; shon sii, an indigent 
scholar ; sming sit, a renowned 
scholar ; .t hoka a director of 
graduates, nae of an’ office; 

chan hat fi <i, he’s'a com- 

8 
Ya 

Ya 

1710) 
Ya 

is 
Ya 

plete pedant. 
ihe pil snel 
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; ' A suckling, an infant at the 

a surname ; sit ‘ts2 a child; 
sit syan, wives: of the seventh 

To crawl like a snake, the 
wriggling craw! of worms; a 

read ‘iin. © 
Fe A fabulous benign white and 

Wis said to have appeared in 
-~ _. Wan-wang’s day; to consider, 

pect ; ‘an impediment, ‘mishap, 
.,, , accident, damage; a designa- 

~ for, vigilant, provided against, 
waiting, ready ; to help ; to se- 

~ mourning ; pleased; <mod «ii, 
_ nothing to fear; pat, sii, an un- 

a i watching sho <it, re- 
-Iniss, unprepared ; %t p#* pat, <i, 

 syan, warden of ‘the parks 
“-°O'and ponds. ~ 

divert, to please! one’s self or 
others; relaxation, diversion ; 

» vact; tz” <i, to enjoy one’s 
self; sit ¢s'an, to please one’s 

in an ecstasy. 
-A sort of female chamber- 

5 cits ‘kuown in the aibtes dy- 
nasty. 

PU smoen presently, in ; 
Y¥4 jittle while. Read kai 

“7 Hi breast; attached to, intimate; 

rank of officials. 

4 tribe or horde of Huns. Also 

black tiger, called .tsau <i; it 

to. be anxious about; to ex- 

_ tion of Shun’s reign ; prepared 

lect; a period of seven days’ 

“foreseen accident; <fong cit, on 

to guard against casualties ; st 

aR Joy, Eaiasaare: to amuse, to 

Ya, 
fin si, pleasure ; 3 the. nuptial 

parents ; kik sit, extreme joy, 

AF lain in a palace called tsip, 

A moment of time; jicStl sit, 

basket for grass, 

U. 635 

A receptacle for grain in the 
field, a stacking-floor ; a pile, 
a stack ; abundant, affluent ; 
‘yé Syau <i tstk, shocks piled 
in-the field ; tdi? sit ‘ling, the 
Great Stack Mts., between 
Kwangtung and. Kiings’, bet- 
ter known as the Mei-ling. 

A A kind of tree, whose wood 
is tough in dry weather, and 

4 brittle in wet weather. 
r Fat on the belly; corpulent, 

fat, soft and flabby; savory; 
4 rich, fertile; entrails of dogs 

and pigs ; the belly ; sft sit, fat, 

BR 

H... | in good condition ; <0 <i, fer- 
tile, rich, as land. 
A bitter, warm sort of um- 

belliferous seed, called <chii<iz, 
4 prescribed as an alterative. 

ah To flatter, to praise, to adu- 
fate; to caress; adulation; a 
flatterer, a sycophant ; ; ‘ch‘im 
sit, to flatter ; sit shik; a sim- 
pering, ogling, countenance ; 
O sit Fung? sshing, to cajole 
and flatter. 
The elm, of which ten sorts 

_are rankoned song sit, mul- 
berry and elm, met. the even- 
ing of life, because these trees 
grow firm with age, , 

® A contented, happy, pleased 
air; joyfully, willingly; self 

* satisfied, well brought up; to 
please, to rejoice; si shi a 

® 

| happy, delighted countenance. 
‘@l Name of a stream near the 
y eastern end of the Great Wall; 
* water becoming muddy; to 
grow worse, to deteriorate. 

AR "A small door cut in a large 
«, Bate, or in the wall vear it ; 
@ hole ina wall ; to bore a fae - 
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a row of bricks in a wall: 
sam si cchiin, a wall three 
bricks thick ; <ch'iin<ii, to cut 
through a wall to steal; ¢an 
sit cchiin, a wall of one brick. 
A garden slug, a limax ; < 

sé, a garden snail; others say 
a garden spider. 
\ A basin, a dish of wood or 
pinetal ; a vessel for holding 

oe | food or liquids; a clapdish ; 
Yu puts <t, avegetabledish ; am 

si, a small ‘spit-box ; ‘fo su, a 
dish cooked by spirits; <i lian 
shing’ u? the All-souls’ fes- 
tival in the first half of the 
7th moon. 
A sort of organ, having 36 

tubes of different lengths ineet- 
ing in a bulb, and played by 
suction ; it is called ¢o° <ii, the 
thieving sit, because it leads 
the choir. 

x To pray for rain; name of 
a sacrifice to implore rain. 

YO Read i the rainbow. 
== Name ofa river in the east 

of Kwangsi. Usually read 
Ja sii. Also read ‘niin, sediment, 

dirty water. 
“Hi A mother; @ ‘é, the fructi- 

fying effects of the sun; ‘ld 
‘é, an old granny; <ts‘tia “ii, a 
village dance. 
Rain, water from the clouds; 

a shower, a rain ; to come fast 
and furious like rain; the 
173d radical of characters re- 
lating to meteorology ; ‘ch't 
shekz‘it h@ the darts and stones 
came raining on us; smi sz’ “ti, 
a mist, drizzling ; sping fin 
Sid, a general rain; ‘it “shut .to, 
too much rain ; lok. *w, it rains: 

8 
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kwo’ swan *it,a passing shower; 
pak, chong? ‘ii, a sun-shower ; 
tsat2 ‘ii, a smart shower; au? 
‘i, dark, rainy, weather ; fung 
‘it pat; ‘koi, he never minds the 
weather ; ‘pi ‘i tap: shap, wet 
gacdec. by the rain. 

Read # to rain, to descend from 
the sky ; @ -kam sam yat it 
rained metal three days. 

g | Sides of a roof; to cover, 
ong | 38 the eaves; to shelter, as 
"pay ) @ bird ; to protect, to regard ; 

wide, "extensive, reaching 
everywhere; the canopy of 
heaven ; the world, under the 
canopy ; “i hd’ under the roof; 
the world; under one’s pro- 
tection ; ‘i no’ in the universe ; 
‘tt chau’ the wide world ; tung? 
‘u, a roof, a house. 

The name of an insect ; to 
expand, to feel easy; name 
of the founder of the Hid dy- 
nasty, called Tai ‘i, B. c. 

Ya 

i) 
Ya 

2205. 
gi A pebble which resembles 

or i Similar to the next ; ; to give, 
ve confer, to transfer: to, to 

| A company, a band, a.com. 
pblaamens to consort, to join ; 

Yu With, by, to; a conjunction, 
and, together; as, as if; when - 

sense, either, or; when follow- 
ed by «ning, denotes a com- 

to transfer to ; to comply with, 
to promise, to agree; to grant, 

Ya 2gem. 

rant. 

5 good, liking ; a preposition, 

raroslea, it has a disjunctive 

parison ; to give, to commit, 

to permit, to wait, to delay 
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for ; to concede to: to use, to 
employ; before verbs, often de- 
notes the dative; after verbs, 
often merely marks a transi- 
tive sense ; ‘iisyan pat, .t'ung, 
unlike other people ; ‘ii ‘ni ‘hi 
Pj rise with you ; pats ‘iz man’ 
I will not ask him ; :séung ‘ii, 
acquainted with; to treat 
kindly; ‘hd <séung ‘i, very 
good friends; «tin ‘iz chi, 
heaven gave it him; shwka ‘i 
‘ngo, who is like me? ‘tong ‘it 
a clan, a company, confeder- 
ates ; ‘ii ‘ngosmo -kon, none of 
my business; ‘ii <4 tsok, tu’ 
Ican match him; kap, ‘i it, 
shuk2 ‘mi, which is the finest, 
kap, or iit, this or that? <song 
Six ska ® Syd sning ts‘ik, in 
mourning true grief is better 
than show ; sman st pat, shang 
“it pat, <man <t'ung, to hear 
and not to do is the same as 
not to hear. 
A vase with a hole or flaw ; 

defective, weak, feeble ; sick, 
invalid ; idle, vicious, useless, 

! listless. " 

NW Feathers, the large quill fea- 
/ '*™ thers; wings, plumes ; having 

Y@ feathers, made of feathers, 
feathered; a feather banner 
or signal; quick, as if flying; 
the 124th radical of characters 
relating to feathers ; ‘i yik, 
feathers and wings; append- 
ages; assistants ; an excerpt or 
compilation ; ‘i gd shin’ fea- 
ther fans; ‘tong ‘iz, small pre- 
datory detachments; ‘i «sha, 
English camlets; ‘% tin’ Dutch 
camlets ; “i <ding, lastings ; Siz 
po. bunting; “i <ch'au, bom. 

x 
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basin ; ‘é cts'é, merino; ‘i luc? 
birds ; ‘% slam :kwan, the em- 
peror’s body-guard. 
To detain, to imprison, to 

hold fast ; sling ‘ii, a prison, a 
lockup. 
To stop or keep time, as in 

music ; an instrument resein- 
bling a tiger, struck to stop 
the music. , 
To converse, to talk with, 

to tell, to inform, to discuss ; 
words, conversation, speech ; 
expressions, language, words, 
phrases, sentences; pu ‘i, 
double entendre ; dm? ‘it, whis- 
pering, talking low; lun? ‘ii, 
Conversations of Confucius ; 
cts‘im ‘ii, oracular responses ; 
‘hi ‘it sts‘z’ initial particles ; 
‘chiin ‘, words which give a 
turn to the sentence ; <shing 
‘td, proverbs, sayings; tsuk: 
“i, a vulgar phrase ; siw ‘i, 
triflings, chitchat ; <in <sdm ‘it 
sz’? loquacious ; sin ‘i, words, 
conversation ; <'ng ‘ii ‘iz I tell 
you plainly. 
Unsuited, unmatched, un- 

fitted for eachother, asa round 
handle into a square hole; <ch‘o 
‘iz, uncongenial, forced. Read 
ong; ckwan sng, name ofa 
hill, which produces steel. 

Distorted, ill arranged, as 
teeth; “tsi ‘i, unequal, jaws 
not matching ; contradictory, 
discordant, as reports. 
A groom, a stable boy, a 

hostler ; to oppose, to defend ; 
a prison ; a frontier, a place 
where the territory ends ; ‘i 
syan, ahorseboy ; ‘shau ‘i, to 
guard the borders, 
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s A buck, the male of deers ; | 
to herd together ; .yau duke ‘i 
‘i, stags and does in a herd. 
The breasts, the nipple; an 

udder ; milk ; milky ; soft, ten- 
der; tosuck ; to nurse ; ‘Sit ‘tsz’ 
to suckle; a suckling; «ngau 
‘i ‘peng, a curd cake; tin? 
‘i, to wean; ‘i <héung, Oli- 
‘banum ; ‘a <kam, liquid’ gold, 
used for writing; ‘& ‘md, a 
wet nurse; syéung «kd kwai’ 
Sz, the lamb kneels to-suck. 

£}8 Persons with large features; 
te a Jarge, imposing appearance, 

He) A tributary of the R. Hw4i, 
‘s*)*}and an inferior department 
tein Honan ; a personal pro- 
Jq houn, you, your ; ‘isho .yan, 

who are you ?‘°é smun, you all. 
A muddy, sedgy bank ris- 

» ing in the water ; a bar which 
tbs stops the flow, a deposit of 

filth in a stream; @ sak; pat, 
ung, the mud stops the flow. 

Extravasated blood, the 
black blood settled in a sore 
or bruise; a bruised place ; a 
dull color; # hit, effused 

a ’ 

> 

blood ; # «shéung, a bruise ; |} 
- # hak, shik, a black and blue 
‘gore; ho Justre ; shik, chak, 
“hd @ there is no lustre to it. 
* To eat much, to gor- 
mandize ; to give; gluttonous; 
satiated, glutted, filled, sur- 
feited ; 
i shau, fall fed, loathing; 
shik, t? i? eaten to the full; 

tu @ eaten too much; mat; 
‘kom? i? why do you loathe the 
food? tsuk, mat: pat, @? muke 
vulgar things never satisfy the 
eye. 

loathing, ‘saturated ; |}, 

, 

: 
> 
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Mad with drink, raving 
drunk, furious; @ ‘tsau, de- 
lirium tremens. 

The genial» warmth of the 
sun; hot, vivifying, nutritive ; 
soothing, kind, gracious ; to 
steam; to heat, to warm; to 
mature; to vivify; a red, 
warm color, carnation; swo @ 
genial, warm, as the weather. 

To answer, to assent; to 
respond ; to reply willingly, 
yes, good, well, quite so; i 
‘wan, to promise, to agree. 
To make known, to pro- 

claim, to manifest ; to declare, 
toexplain,toinstruct, toteach, 
to compare, to illustrate ; to 
understand the import of ; in- 
structed ; manifested; instruc- 
tion ; ‘hid # to cause to know; 
to comprehend, to appreciate, 
as teaching ; ‘sham i? chi, to 
explain fully ; to see through, 

_ as a Subject; kau? # instruc- 
tion ; toteach; # <én, an illus- 

~ tration, a parable, an allegory. 
Interchanged with the last. ral PH Orders, commands,  injunc- 

tions, edicts, official notifica-_ 
tions ; to signify, to proclaim 

‘to the people, to order; to re- 

‘8 
Ya 

prove; to compare; @ com- 
parison; shéung* # His Majes- 
ty’s commands; shing’ @ the 
Emperor’s orders; chat; @ a 
mandate; p‘? i? a comparison ; 
for instance ; kaw i? a district 
superintendent of colleges ; 
‘shau @ a letter ; sming @ your - 
instructions. = 

To surpass, to exceed, to 
overcome, to prevail; to get 
the better of; to cure; to get 
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well, healed, convalescent, 
cured; getting well; more, 
better, in a further degree, 
still more; peng® i? disease 
cured; Japz i? a immediate 
cure; sts‘itn i shav® tsé no 
‘pay no cure; yau sami 
‘Jamenting more and more ; # 
do @ pat, tsuk, the more he 
has the less he is satisfied; i? 

 “hé, mending, recovering. 
iy Lustre of gems; a beauti- 

“S* ful stone; excellencies, good 
Xa qualities; ‘kan i? a fine gem ; 

# <ha are opposites——virtues, 
defects. 

ce To desire, to long for, to 
Ya covets k? # to wish earnestly, 
*”~ to hope for. 
= To pass over, to cross ; to 

sa padvance, to get beyond ; to 
xi opoctd: to go beyond, to pass 
Ya by, astime; i <ts‘éung, to 

leap a wall; i tsit, to ex- 
ceed a limit, as in expenses ; 
@ chan, to overpass the 
‘mark; @ i, next month. | 

Re _ A large elephant; easy, 
» contented, idle, indulgent, 

fA jeame one’s pleasure; a 
* Yq jaunt, an excursion; to pre- 

“arrange, toget ready for; 
beforehand, already; prepared 

m0) for; provided, ready:; to con- 
- fer with ; @ pi ready, early ar- 
ranged; :yau i? irresolute, un- 
> decided; # «sin, previously, 

‘beforehand , °m #@ td unex- 
» pectedly ; @ -teng* well fixed; 

 @ sfong, guarded against ; i? 
‘gman, 1 let you know before ; 

| @ sin, prediction, prophecy ; 
kon # to interfere in, to med- 
dle, to go out of one’s line. 

> of 
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nich A tuber or esculent root, 
Ya called shi # resembling the 

yam, but with a coarse fibre; 
it is used as a stomachic. 

te Rich in clothes and chat- 
YG tels; to enrich, to leave to; 

plenty, superabundant, in ex- 
cess ; supererogation ; liberal, 
generous; <fuin i? magnani- 
mous ;- having enough, well 
off ; i kwok, to make the state 
prosper. 

. Name of a stream in the 
Ya east of Sz’chuen. 

. ie _. The blackbird, pie, or jay ; 
3 small b ve birds of this sort, which 

assemble in flocks, 
2 Also read <i. Roots inter- 
twisted and tangled; joined 
by the roots; interlaced; to 

' take, to receive; to eat, to 
gobble down, to eat and drink 
much; to conjecture ; soft, 
pliant, flexible ; putrid ; dried, 
as herbs; things dying of 
themselves; dm i a great 
appetite ; put, ynau «lin i to 
pull up stem and roots. 

BR To praise, to extol; to laud, 
to eulogize ; to cajole, to flat- 

¥4 ter; to overpraise ; £0 min? @ 
syan; fond of flattering people 
to their face; hui smeng tit? # 
toseek people’s praise by one’s 
deeds; # chi? delight receiv- 
ed from flattery ; ching # to 
bespatter with praise. 
To drive horses, to act the 

-charioteer; to manage all, 
to govern, to superintend ; to 
rule, to break in, as a horse ; 
to extend everywhere, as im- 
perial power does ; an epithet 

Ya 
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applied to the emperor and 
whatever belongs to him, im- 
perial, royal; to wait on, to 
help; to urge to drink, as to 
a guest ; the management, the 
rule; i? <ts‘tn, in court, in the 
emperor’s presence; i chai’ 
the emperor’s composition ; i 
<Shit, imperial autograph ; i 
kit, to drive a chariot ; i ‘sz’ 
censors ; i shon, to stand the 
cold ; i ngaz charioteering ; 
slam i to begin to reign; @ 
k@ the emperor himself. 

EX Interchanged with the pre- 
ceding. To drive a chariot; 

YG torule, to oversee ; to rely on; 
k@ @ to guide, as a chariot ; 
to direct, to govern; <sin @ or 
i? jhok, to ride to the genii, or 
to stride a stork—phrases for 
dying. 

4? Similar to the above. To 
ad withstand, to resist, to stop ; | 

© ‘to forbid, to cause to desist, 
“to bring to an end ; to sacri- 
fice ; i ki, to satisfy hunger ; 
sfong i’ to guard, to watch 
against. 
"T'0 lodge, to sojourn in, to 

dwell at ; toattach to, to hang a 
on ; a lodging-place, a shelter, || « 
a temporary abode; a house, 
a home ; to pertain, to belong 
to ; to borrow, as a metaphor ; 
a hidden meaning; tsadm’> @ 
staying at for a while ; ts€ i 
to use a dwelling; # ‘sho, 
a house, dwelling ; <tsiin @ sho 
chi? where’s your home? ki’ 
# attached to, as a parasite ; 
lodging at; Adak, # a hotel; 
slau i? people who are not yet 
entered as citizens, their re- 

UL. 

gister being in another pre- 
fecture: # stm, a metonymy, 

By 

Bs 
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metaphorical. 
To meet, to come upon one; 

to occur, to happen; to enter- 
tain, to intreat; whenever, 
happening ; # <shi yat ‘td h? 
always sour, ever cross; @ 
sz’? ‘kém swat, he’s ready for 
anything; # <ts‘an, ‘ni I met 
you; i ‘ngo haw he treated 
me well ; i ‘yau sz” T happen 
to be busy ; @ Adp2 it happens, 
it fits very nicely ; pat, @ not 
to meet ; unlucky, unsuccess- 
ful; i chéuk, to happen, to 
encounter ; i# <shi ta? kat; for- 
tunate if you go at any time ; 
@ sin kom @ like an angel's 
visit—to see you. 

| OF eae : 

The pivot or projection on 
the top and bottom of a door 
on which it turns. 

A bend or cove ina ashore 
a winding stream; 0 P ts a 

) deep bay, a sinuous shore. 
ba ‘ 

To put fire into to warm 
; things ; to cook in the ashes ; 

* to burn under ashes; to roast ; 
‘pt fo fi, roast it in the em- 
bers; «tdi ung, roasted brown ; 
ai an’ to burn charcoal; st'ong 
it, to bury in ashes so as to 
roast. slowly ; «koi ait, to be 
roasted,: 2. e. unlucky, a mis- 
hap ; «tue fan sshit, nonstad po- 
tatves. — 

- jad 
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A colloquial word. A word 
of address, when calling out 
toa man ; .@<ti7, halloo! here! 

iz Dogs barking ; a slut whelp- 
“+ ing three puppies: © many, 
Wei : yee 

plentiful, accumulated ; mix- 
ed up, ill assorted; low, rustic, 
vile; <pt atz, vulgar. 
To revert to, to revolve, to 

‘4 turn around ; to return back; 
wulreturning, repenting, chang- 

ing the mind; crooked, de- 
flected; a time, a turn, an 
effort ; a chapter in a novel; 
sti sun? an answer; <ni «ti, 
this time; shéung’ yat, «tii, 
the previous time; giz ¢sz” 
csmtin ‘hau, a framed gateway ; 
di yam ‘ni, to answer you; 
sti ‘chin, to return ; sti <tong, 
lost its sweetness, as fruit; 
Sung’ sti, to give back; ‘yau 
sit m? it long retains a re- 
lish; always pleasing, as fine 
writing; <tz luk a fire, incend- 
iary ; title of the God of Fire; 
slun sii, transmigration; «it 
sti kaw Mohammedanism ; 
sti ‘tsz’ the Mongols, or Oui- 
gours ; siti <6, to send back, as 
useless ; <loi aii, come and 
gone, coming and going; «ti 
«sam ‘chitin ? to change one’s 
mind, to forgive ; ¢‘tiz’ <tiz ‘ki 
to, how much do you send 
back (or reject)? <i <min, 
the first visit to. the bride’s 
parents; <téi cndm, veering to 
be a south wind. 

2p | Interchanged with the last. 
“= To curve, to bend; to turn 
<2) round, to double, as a fox; 
Hwui *2 p? to skulk off, to avoid 

one’s sight. 

Ton, Dicr, 8! 
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4 To pace toand fro; tohover, 
“to go and return ; sp'ti <tiz, ir- 
Hwui- solute ; back and forth. 
+H) Water flowing round and 
< - 

“fF round ; an eddy, a whirlpool ; 
Hwuiname ofalake in Hapeh ; 

indistinct, as eddying water. 
ri] Fennel, or caraway seed ; ‘siz 

<E4 wi chéung, a small fragrant 
HWuiseed like dill ; tai <i chéung, 

star aniseed. 
a A colloquial word. To know 

how to do; skilled in, expert 
at; apt, likely to cause ; a form 
of the future tense; <m ‘tz 
emong ki’ J shall not be apt to 
forget it; ‘tz «shang peng’ it 
will probably make you sick ; 
‘ngo ‘tai tak, Skit ‘ii ‘sz’ I 
think he will die: <sé <sit ‘uz 
tik, I can do it a little; ‘vz 
’m ‘ui, do you know how to 
do it? Aokz ‘ti, learn to do it 
well; ‘uz ‘au long’ apt to be 
seasick ; ‘wz ‘ta Sli, knows how 
to manage it ; “wi ‘au ‘yé, he’s 
apt to steal ; “tz ‘td sin’ he can 
contrive ; ‘ki ‘ui «shing tin, 
he will go to heaven. 

2 To collect, to assemble, to 
_convoke, to bring or call to- 

Hwui E gether; to make a compact, 
to unite by agreement;4a 
blending, a joining; an as- 
sociation for any purpose, a 
club, a society ; a meeting, a 
cabal ; a church, a congrega- 
tion ; a joint stock company ; 
to meet, to visit; an occasion, 
a meeting; to communicate, 
to let all know ; to understand, 
to know; a seam in a cap. 

A colloquial word. To stew, 
to simmer in flour and water; 
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ut shu kai, an Irish stew ; tu? 
in’ wo, stewed birdsnests; 
ch'ut; ti to get up a proces-| 
sion ; uz ‘king, a fine proces- 
sion ; pai’ ti to visit one ; to 
join an association ; vi “tsui, 
members of a company ; :sdm 
hop: ui? the Triad Society ; 
ui? hak, to receive a guest ; in’ 
ui a dinner party; wz dan, a 
letter of credit; tsaép2 uv h? 
a sort of joint theatricals ; ‘hd 
ki u? a good opportunity ; ti? 
hong’ the funds of a company ; 
to give an order for money on 
another; <man tz a literary 
club; <Aoi v2 and «shau Gi? is to 
form a company, and to wind 
up its affairs; @2*<t'aw, manager 
ofa company ; ti ‘fi, banditti. 

> Water gurgling and eddy- 

Hwui 

(662) 

Je. 
Uh 

itation ; a building ; covering | 

bs 

ing ; a whirlpool ; a vase; sh 
ui quicksands, the sand stir- 
red up by water; sz” «shit ur 
s‘ém, an.edition of the Four. 
Books with all the comments. 

Uk. 

A house, a dwelling, a hab- 

or tent of a carriage ; yat, kan 
uk, one house ; ‘hi uk, to build 
a house ; wk; sh habitations ; 
uk; sch‘éung, a house lot ; tsoi 
uk, ‘ki, at home; uk; pti 
a roof; «m6 uk, yam no house 
to be rented. 
To pat to death privately, 

to execute a criminal in his 
own house. 

(663) 

Bs) A low wall, such as sur- 
~"—* roundsa yard; ‘tseng stin, the 
Hiuencurb of a well; ‘shang stin, a 

city wall. 
AAs) A tree which produces hard 

Hwan 
black seeds used for beads; 
sign-boards placed between 
twoposts before a hong; pillars 
before graves; posts to steady 
a coffin on trestles ; a title of 
defunct grandees; stin “pit, 
tablet pillars; sp'tn stim, to ad- 
vance with difficulty ; <tén stin, 
warlike ; mournful. 

YA Name of a small branch of 
<s= the R. Wei in the northeast 
Yuen part of Honan, near Ching- 

teh fi. : 
To lead on, as to another” 

‘2& subject, for which the next is 
Yuen a1so used; therefore, on this 

account; at, in, up to; even 
to, arriving at; to deduce; to 
remove, to change; sad; <tin 
ctin, slowly. 

Te To take by hi eee to 
draw out, to pull up higher; 

Yuenty assist, to > eee: ve ad 
to put forward, to elevate ; <tin 
‘yan, to lead on; kaw? ctin, to 
come to the rescue; <tin «ping, 
a relieving force; kit, <tn, to 
bring one forward, to draw 
together, log-rolling; <p'dn 
sin, to combine for mutual 
help; ‘shaw sin, to telp out, 
as from the water, 
Water flowing or drawn off ; 

the purling noise of a rapid 
current, 

wee) 
i 
Yuen 
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i A bowl, a dish; a wooden 
cap | trencher ; the quantity in a 
ye bowl; ‘tin tipe plates and 

$ | dishes: San’ “in, rice bowls ; 
“/‘pé ‘fin, to clamp or mend 

Wan dishes ; ‘tin ‘hau kom tai? big 
as a bowl; ¢di ‘hoi ‘tin, a 
punch bowl ; «shi ‘shé ‘in fat, 
sts'oi fan® give me a bowl of 
your surplus rice—a beggar’s 
cry. 

‘Fe The wrist; to grasp, to twist; 
© ‘shau ‘tin, the wrist ; kéuk, ‘tin, 

Wan the ankle-joint; ak, ‘fin, to 
_ take by the hand. 

‘tt Bright, brilliant, as.a star; 
~~ real; large, rolling, lustrous 
Wan eves; to see clearly, to look 

around ; beautifully formed, 
finely moulded ; pared nicely; 
to wheedle. 

#8) To wash clothes ; to bathe, 
<a} to purify one’s self; a decade 
Hej of days ; ‘tin <2, to wash one’s 
Hwan garments: ‘tin «sha kai, a 

stream in Chehkidng. 
2 Great; beautiful, handsome; 
at ease, leisurely ; variegated; 
to take one’s pleasure. 

iy To change one for another, 
to interchange, to commute; 

Hwan. move from one place to 
another; ‘chau wn’ to ex- 
change, as coins; un ‘chin, 
to interchange ; to transpuse ; 
‘koi tin*® to make in another 
style; uin® kwai to change the 
[official] garb; <tiz tin’ to send 
back; tin’ tip, hing ta?’ sworn 
friends ; pin’ tin’ exchanged as 
wanted, as coin; tt’ tin’ to 
barter: <pdu un? I agree to 
change it (if bad); ‘mé tak, un? 
I'll not take it back ; <’m ‘shai 

Hwan 
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vin’ need not.change it; tin’ 
«sham, to change one’s clothes; 
tui un®> to exchange; ch‘ut, 
cmin pat, tn it will not be 
taken back : tin? .ying :ngan, 
to change Mexican dollars. 
A branch of the R. Hwéi 

in east of Honan; to spread 
abroad, to expand, to dissi- 
pate; the 59th diagram, denot- 
ing dispersion ; tn* /an® varie- 
gated, elegantly decorated. 

2 The brilliance of fire; re- 
fulgent, splendid ; tin? <a <k‘t 

™syau gnan .chéung, how ele- 
gant it is! un’ <tn yat, «san, 
how fine and new it all is! 
Gems for playing ; to play 

with, to toy with; to practice 
with; to trifle with, to de- 
light in; to ramble and divert 
one’s self, to linger around ; 
a child’s play; syau tn’* to 
recreate and ramble; ‘kf wn’ 
articles of virtu ; tin’ mi?’ to re- 
lish, as a book; tn’ Ai? toys, 
delectable things; un’ lung’ 
to trifle with, to laugh at. 

Be Similar to the last ; to study 
wk till weary of ; to look at or do, 

till disgusted With; tsdpz tin* 
perfect in; prosperously, 

te Slow, tardy, leisurely ; care- 
lessly ; lax; easily, gradually, 

Hwénoently; to let things take- 
their own way; to delay, to 
dawdle, totake matters easily; 
fin tn® easy with, to talk 
kindly to; not pressing; wn’ 
kap, slow, fast ; adverse, pros- 
perous ; pat, ‘ho un’ it does 
not admit of delay; dn’ kap, 
séung tsai to help each other 
in emergencies. 

EL” 

Hwan 

Hwa 

i 

Wan 
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} To injure, to ill use, to 
«7 Soppress ; to make one stop, 
J | to force one to crouch; to 
‘Yuen implicate ;a grudge, enmity ; 

injury, wrong, ill-treatment, 
oppression ; sd” <iin, to state a 
grievance ; <iin ‘wong, to false- 
ly aecuse; unjustly implicat- 
ed ; shdm cn, to beara grudge, 
he cherished the injury ; «shan 
un, to get redress, to~have 
justice ; «tin swan pat, sik, the 
injured ghost is unappeased ; 
‘sai <n, to be revenged ; kit, 

_ cin, to become at variance; 
din it, vengeance of heaven, 
sudden destruction. 
The drake of the mandarin 

77) duck ; iin -yéung, mandarin 
""ducks, (Anas galericulata) 

an emblem of conjugal love. 
ois A strange bird, which may 

perhaps be intended for the 
Yuen peacock or Tartar pheasant. 
oH An eddy, a whirlpool; a 
P pd, deep pool; a deep, an abyss, 

a vortex, a gulf; «sham «iin, 
the vast deep, unfathomable; 
tin din <séung kak, as far 
apart as the sky and the abyss; 
(un din, a concert of drums. 

Se To finish, to conclude; 
-7“ completed, done, finished, 
Hw.nh ought to a satisfactory ter- 

mination; streng, well done; 
wholly, entirely; yak; sin, 
done. eating; siia <iin cts‘itn 
sts‘izn, it is all completed ; the 
whole is in good order; yung? 
stin, all used up; siin shd? set- 

ta 

UN 

tled the account; ‘keng <iin, 
done speaking ; tsd° «tin ‘shau 
‘mi, finished throughout. » 

¥ Dark, sombre, blackish, 
“ like the deep sky; to man- 
‘Zhike deep, still, silent ; ab- 
Hiuen Struse, profound ; the name 

of Kiaking, for whom alone 
the first form should be used ; 
the 96th radical; sitn «ming 
‘fan, glauber’s salts; <iin sing 
shek, carbonate of lime; 
shéung® siin, heaven; iin <i, 
old fox-fur garments; siia shik, 
blackish ; <iin <t'in shéung’ tai’ 
the highest Shangti. 
Glistening dewdrops, pend- 

ent dewdrops; falling tears ; 
deep flowing water, a. wide 
sheet of water; name of a> 
river in southwest of Shansi. 
Also pronounced iin®. Con- 

fused vision, dizzy, wander- 
ing eyes; defective, squint- 
ing sight; confused, mixed, 
out of order; unable to see 
clearly, mistaken. 

AAI Bragying, puffing, vaunting, 
Hinen2O@sting ; to display for sale ; 

tsz’* <iin, to praise one’s self ; 
stin yuk, sk'au shaw’ to offer a 
gem for sale, met. to seek a 
market for one’s talents. 
A classifier of officers; round; 

S‘&4 a round thing; a dollar; to 
Yuencirculate, to reach all around; 

ckiin siin, officers, grandees; 
yat, sin kin, an officer; 
shang sitn, a stutsdi ; fuk: <iin, 
the area, the superficies, as 

of a country; snang siin, a 
clever officer; <iin «ch'di, a 
policeman; stir ngo?’ slong, 
elerks in the Tribunals. 

Hiuen 

Ay 
Hiuen 
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Jal Round, circular ; a circle; | 
‘a round lump, a globe, a 

Ace 'ball, a sphere ; to interpret, 
Yuen 28 a dream ; to make round ; 

to cut off corners, to accom- 
modate ; fong <iin, a square, 
a circle; stin mung* to explain 
a dream; <iin chin, a ring, a 
circle; <t‘ong sitn, forced meat 
balls; <¢s‘o <itn, to roll round 
in the hands; <iin ‘mun finish- 
ed up, asa job; yat, tai’ siin, a 
whole dollar; pin’ sin or chung 
sin, half a dollar, in which 
sense the next is also used. 

ry The commencement, the 
Yuen gin, the first cause, the in- 

cipient steps; the first, the 
head, the chief, the principal ; 
original, primary ; <i tan’ or 
sin yat, new-year’s day; <iin 
snin, first year of a reign ; <itn 
hi’ :'m ‘hd, his constitution is 
bad ; <ita <shan, the stamina, or 
the bodily powers, virility ; 
siin ‘ch’i, first cause ; sin ‘p3, 
gilt paper burned in worship ; 
shéung’ <iin, «chung siin, hv 
stin, festivals on the 15th of 
the Ist, 7th, and 10th moons ; 

_ ka? siin, ui sita, chong? <i 
senior wrangler at the exami- 
nation of the three degrees 
of kijin, tsins2’ and hanlin ; 
sin sch'it, the Yuen (Mongo- 
lian) dynasty,4.p. 1289-1368. 

H] To cut off the corners, to 
< 

pare off, to round ; to equal- 
ales to trim ; <iin kok; to clip 
Yuen or rub off the corners. 
it A noxious plant, -whose 
‘TU flowers kill fish; hemlock ? 
ueD iin Sai, a vegetable, corian- 

der or caraway. 

—— 
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A kite or fish-hawk; its 
scream heard at night indi- 
cates rain; fung <tin or ‘cht 
stn, a paper kite. 
To flow along ; to follow a 

stream; to go along a shore, 
to sail with ; continuous, suc- 
cessive; accommodating, ob- 
sequious; to conform to the 
wishes of others; to make a 
tour, to go through; «iin lo 
through the whole way or 
journey; fung tsuk, <séung 
sin, the custom has been per- 
petuated; cin ngon’ along the 
shore. 

Lead, the sing <kam, or 
blue metal : leaden ; hak; siin, 

"Mead ; sitn kin lead canisters 
for tea; <iin ‘fan, white lead; 
stin ‘ma, a leaden bullet; pak, 
stn, pewter ; 200 <iin, pig lead ; 
eng sin or kap, sin, bored or 
leaded dollars; <k'au iin, al- 
loyed with lead ; <iin pat, a 
lead pencil. 
To suspend, to hang down ; 

to be anxious; in suspense, 
"undecided ; anxiously : sin 
kw to hang up, as on the 
lintel ; sin mong* anxiously 
looking for; siz ‘kai ‘to sin, 
like letting down one hung 
by the heels ; sun tsit: very 
unlike; <t‘au <iin <léung, tied 
his head to a beam—Jest he 
should fall asleep. AL 

Th To be distinguished from 
Bint: A small ball, a pellet, a 

pill; yéuk, sun, a medicinal 
pill ; ap» <itn, pills inclosed in 
wax; fan <tina, to swallow a 
pill; em@i iin, to concoct pills,; 
<ts'0 siin ‘tsai, to roll pills. 

uen 

te 
Yuen 

Sen 

Ja 
Hiven 
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K 
Hwan 

AML 
Hwin 

A creeping plant, called | 
stin slan, probably an orchid- 

 eous sort, of which mats can 
* be made. 

A plain white sort of sars- 
net ; plain, not figured; fine, 
close, white, as silk ; <itn shin’ 
silk fans; sin fw ‘hi tata 
fellow with white breeches, 
i. e. a rich fool. 
A round plate in a roof, 
serving to support the heavy 
eaves; a round rafter; a 

classifier of houses: <héung 
<tin (or tin), dried citron ; uk; 
cin, a round plate ;. sho’ <iin, 
several houses. 
A binding on the hem of a 

dress, a trimming or facing: 
to correspond with, to harmo- 
nize with something previous 
ly existing; a recondite in- 
fluence, sympathy; because, 
since, therefore, for this rea- 
sOn; a Cause, a Circumstance ; 
an account; to climb; a con- 
nection, an affinity; connected 
with, a relationship ; yan <iin, 
a marriage ; siin syau, causes, 
reasons ; ‘yau <iin, there are 
reasons, underhand causes; 
tin sitn ts‘aw ‘hau, a provi- 
dential or fortuitous meeting ; 
‘yau mat, siin kw what's the 
reason? cmd siin fan? no sym- 
pathy for, no fitness with; 

citn pd? a subscription book ; 
sitn ‘ling, the collar of a coat; 
sin muk, sk’ au <it, to climb a 
tree tocatch a fish—a useless 
search ; </éung <iin, a harmo- 
nious union ; a good chance ; 
sin fan’ ‘ts‘tn, not much inti- 
macy ; siin hay’ ‘kom, it is thus, 

« 

Ch'uen 

Ki 
yuen 

UN. 

A garden, a yard, an orchard, 
an inclosure for flowers or 
vegetables; met. a fine shop; 
imperial sepulchres; <f@ sin, 
a flower-garden; ts‘o. iin, 
a kitchen-garden ; siia «ting, - 
a gardener; Ai <ciin, a play- 
garden, public grounds where 
amusements are seen ; <li <iin, 
the pear garden—theatricals ; 
kw <itn, the old garden—one’s 
native village. 
Long robes; a prefecture 

in the west of Kiangsi; a 
surname. 
The thills of a chariot; a 

whipple-tree; a tongue or 
shaft of a wagon; the side 
gates of the yard of a yamun 
or .a general’s marquee; sin 
muk: the thills ; <itn smun, gates 
of an office; siin .mtin pd? 
the provincial court circular ; 
chin siin, a constellation of 12 
stars in ‘Leo; the Yellow Em- 
peror. . 

Sie A monkey, as distinct from 
apes; cf sitn, a black monkey ; 
) pak sin, a white monkey ; 

eae tung pi? <iin, a monkey 
that stretches one armas he 
shortens the other. : 

E A fabulous tortoise which 
Yuen” #9 made at the creation ; sin 

pits a tortoise, ten feet across. 
FR A plateau, a terrace, a high 

level space; a waste, a com- 
"mon; an origin, a source, 
a beginning, a foundation ; 
natural, proper, innate; the 
true condition or account of; 
originally, primarily; really, 
honestly ; to trace a matter to 
its source, to examine into 

. 

tal 
Yuen 
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the origin; to retrace, to 
repeat ; again, a second, an- 
other, a repetition ; to forgive, 
toremit; sping gin, a com- 
mon; <t‘in sin, a plain ; siin|| . 
‘piin, at first, originally ; fui 
stin, to analyze, to infer from 
premises ; siin ‘chu, the first 
owner, the proprietor; «iin 
kaw like the old way; <iin 
sloi <@ ‘ts'z’ it was so at first, 
it is really so; <ts'ing ‘yau ‘ho 
cin, there are extenuating 
circumstances ; <iin pat, ‘séung 
ts I really did not think of 
doing it; yat, sin’ ‘ho «in, 
there is the least reason for 
pardoning him; <tin léung’ to 

- excuse, to be lenient; <iin<yau, 
the causes of, circumstances ; 
sin chai, a police-runner ; 
chung <siin, Honin; also by 
extension, China; <iia <loi <t'au, 
the original lot, the genuine 
article ; sitn tstkz One’s family 
seat, a native place. 
A fountain, a spring; a 

£% source,—in which it is like 
Yuenthe last ; ‘shui ciim <t'au, head- 

waters ; sts'oi siin ‘kwong tsun’ | 
money rapidly coming in; 
citn siin <i slot, incessantly com- 
ing, as customers ; <ts‘am tin, 
to seek the cause ; ‘yam ‘shui | 
sz’ gin, think of the fountain! 
when you drink. 

y=} A woman, named .Kéung- 
“ZA <iin, the ancestress of Wan- 
Yuerwang and Duke Chau. 
48 A reddish color, or a pale 

“7% yellow carnation tint, made 
Yuerbhy once dyeing. 

forex 

» 

8 A bay horse with a white 
<3 belly. 
Yuen .;: 
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A species of small lizard ; 
sin sts'am, wild silkworms, 
which produce no silk. 

‘Ae \- A pasture, a paddock; a 
»menagerie, a park; a collect- 
j anea ; a college, for which the 

Yuen second is used; fuxuriant, 
fine herbage ; delicate, soft ; 
hon’ ‘iin <chi <ts‘oi, the talents 
of the Hanlin; wan ‘iin, a 
library ; a cyclopedia. 

A colloquial word. The 
thing in which articles are 
weighed, the tare; <ch't ‘tin 
‘md ‘shin, there are no eels 
when the basket is gone, i. e. 
I’ve nothing left, as no profit ; 
‘kt chung?*iin, how much tare 
is there ? 
To hide or screen one’s self 

in the grass; to yield, to give 
in ; obliging, accommodating, 
in which senses it is like the 
next ; ‘wn <in, as if, according- 
ly ; “tin <it, as, like. 

Yielding, obedient, docile ; 
beautiful, youthful ; winning, 

“complaisant; ‘wai ‘iin ‘im 
‘chiin, a trimmer, an obliging 
person; ‘én <yung, obliging, 
kind. ; 
The wrist ; to bend with the 

hand ; to lift up and carry a 
3 thing. 

Pit A round or oval shaped 
yan tavlet or sceptre given to 

princes, made of jade or gem. 

tr Name of a hill; a feudal 
Yaen tate in the days of Wan-wang 

in tHe southeast of the pre- 
sent Kansuh. 
To rumple a thing, to rub 

between the hands, asin wash- 

. 

uen 
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Yue "ing; to push or shake. 
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Sihle)  Muffled wheels, which go! 
: | softly ; soft, weak, pliable, 
“HM \ tender ; pliant, limber, lithe- 
if | some, yielding; syau ‘iin; 

flexible, giving ; hi ‘ngo ‘an, 
4eM he takes advantage of my 

weakness ; ‘in yéuk. he is in- 
firm, not strong; ‘iin kéuk, a 
soft leg, z.e. a ninuy ; <nam Sin, 
soft, tender, said of cooked 
dishes ; snam ‘iin -kwong kwan? 
a smooth faced villain; tsam’ 
‘tin tik, soak it softer. 

: Distant, remote, far off, in 
time or place ; to consider as 
distant. Read tn’; to keep 
at a distance, to put away, to 
remove, to send off; ‘iin kan? 
far, near; to put far, to bring 
near; (o’ ‘itn, a long way; 
‘wing ‘iin, for ever ; cha tak, 
Stin, very unlike; ‘mé ‘ki Sin, 
not very far off; pat, ‘itr 
cts‘in Sli, not regard a thous- 
and miles as far; ‘itn <nin, a 
long time ago; ‘iin Aak, a 
friend from afar ; <li ‘Sin tik, 
keep away from it, take it 
off ; ‘iin tak, tsai® very far. 

Ss A leaf bud, the buds which 
come in spring. Read ‘wai; 

Yuen i é 
Wei 2888, plants; a surname; 

ch'ut, ‘itn, the buds are start- 
ing ; (fa ch‘au ‘iin, the flowers 
are budding; «song ‘itn, mul- 
berry buds, a medicine. 

> To hate, to dislike, to feel 
44° resentment ; dissatisfied, mur- 

Yuen muring, repining; inimical to, 
' hating; wrong, injury, cause 

of hate; ill-will, hatred, mal- 
ice; ashamed, regretting ; to 
hoard up; tn’ han’ to hate, to: 

c = 

Yuen 

dislike ; Kit, ttn’ a mutual ani-| 

UN} 

mosity ; po tin’ cyan, to be 
revenged on; ‘i tak, po’ iin’ to 
requite injury with kindness; 
smai tn’ to charge home one’s 
wrongs to their cause; tsz” 
tin’ to blame one’s self ; ‘hd iin’ 
ch'éung’ always grumbling at 
him; :’m ‘shat tin? don’t mur- 
mur; sam un? hating; ‘yau 
iin’ <in, bitter words. : 

ie A beauty, a Hebe; beauti- 
Yoontt winning, attractive ; shuky 

iin’? a chaste and pretty wo- 
man ; fing’ in® your daughter. 

iE A ring of gem-stone, which 
Yaont™® Princes clasped as they 

approached the throne to show 
their friendship, 

Be’ A district, the fifth in order 
He of territorial divisions; a dis- 

trict magistrate; the district 
city; <cht tn? or tin? ‘chil, the 
district magistrate ; tin® <sheng, 
the capital of a district; <'m 
st‘ung tin® fan* not in the same 
district ; ‘hdu iin? sh? district 
examinations for sititsdi; tn? 
sshing, a deputy magistrate ; 
tsik, yung? iin* temporarily 
acting as magistrate; <shdn 
chau ‘ts‘d itn® a poor district ; 
tin? <tsiin, his honor the district 
officer. 

Read <iin; same as to 
suspend, 

a> A walled inclosure, in which 
a house is placed; a court 
yard ; an office of a magistrate; 
any public establishment; a 
court, a hall, a college, a 
monastery, a hospital; the 
body of officers in a court ; 
td. ch'dt, tin’ the censorate ; 
shit itn’ a college; kung? tin? 

Yuen 

; eh ee 
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public examination ; ‘lé <yan 
tin’ asylum for the aged; fat, 
Sung tin’ a lazaretto ; ‘kt muk, 
tin? asylum for the blind: pd? 
tin? or ‘fii iin’ the governor of 
a province; hok: iin’ the litera- 
ry chancellor. 

R Sincerely devout, reveren- 
#4” tial, moral, virtuous, respect 
Yuen for morality; thankful, sensible 

of mercies; attentive; faithful ; 
‘hit in? to vow, as when in 
distress ; <ch'au «wan kau iin? 
to fulfill a vow; <p'ing .on 
<léung iin? thankful for peace 
and prosperity. Used for the 
next. — 

fa A large head ; to stretch the 
¥ neck in looking; to expect; 
BED to desire, to wish; to hope; 

the object of desire, a wish ; a 
preference ; a vow ; a consci- 
entious promise ; every, each; 
sts‘ing ii® voluntary, willing- 
ly; ¢s'tng tn? ‘sz’ I'd rather 
die; tsz” iin’ tse? a wish, a 
willing act; shai iin’? a com- 
pact on oath, applied to ban- 
dits; swan ‘lit <sam iin’ it has 
gratified my heart’s wish; suz 
tin’ favorable to my wishes ; 
suk; iin’ ‘i <ch'au, my long de- 
Bite is gratified. 

(665) 

HE 
¥. 

Ung. 

To manure ; to put earth to 
the roots of plants ; «ung tin, 

“Eto manure a field ; ung <fa, to 
pour manure to plants; ‘p't 
spt ung kwo’ tau, to cover 
the head up, as from wind. 

Ton, Dict. 82 
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A colloquial word. ‘To 
push, to shove; ‘ung chit’ ‘kit, 
push him out; ‘ung <hoi tik, 
push it away a little ; ta7* fung 
‘ung ‘td syun, the gale will 
throw a man down; ‘ung <mtn, 
push open the door ; ‘ung <Aor 
‘au, shove off. 

Ye | A jar, a water ainphora, 
’ phaving no handles or spout ; 
} 4 round window ; ung’ -hiin, 

Ung @ small arched gate; ung’ 
chong, a standing water-jar ; 
‘tam ta? kwo ung’ -kong, 
gall bigger than a jar — a 
braggadocio ; ‘ta ‘mtin lung’ 
‘shui, fill up the jar; ‘mat 
ung’ a rice jar. 

» A disease in the nose; a 
stoppage o arth i Gad stopp ge of catarrh in the 

UE 
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‘ A river in the southeast of 
Hvon Shins! ; running, like water ; 

ively, living, moving, active ; 
bright, cheerful; to vivify ; 
life, motion ; fuk: tit: to revive; 
a resurrection ; «ts ing tit, kom’ 
¢sing, all nature green and 
bright; slam tf, wt,a bright 
blue ; #t2 put, kind, bustling, 
generous ; kwo’ tt. in active 
life ; tt2<shan, the living God ; 
ut. tsz’* verbs ; movable types ; 
fav ut, joyful, pleased; tt 
kav? an employment ; siin tt. 
tractable, accommodating ; 
¢m chi ‘sz’ tt, careless of life, 
heedless of consequences ; tt: 
tung’ handy, movable, quick. 
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2 
Yih 

FI, 
Yueh 

bl 

A. 
Yueh 

Bent, curved as a bud; the 
*second of the ten stems, re- 
lated to wood; one; the 5th 
radical; ¢di? dt, the. first 
cause; “480 iit, to erase and 
correct, asa manuscript ; kép,|| * 
iit, first,,second; good, infe- 
rior; this, that. 

To speak, to say, to talk; 
called, termed, designated, 
said, denominated; the 73d 
radical ; tu wt, answered say- 
ing; yats dit; one says; one is 
called, as in a list; kong mat; 
Stsz’ iit; what smart saying 
has he now? 
A house-martin, with bluish 

plumage ; the twitter of a swal- 
low. 
The moon ; a moon, a lunar 

month; monthly; the 74th 
radical of characters relating 
to the moon ; if, a7 a month 
of 3) days; w, ‘siz, a month 
of 29 days; sngo smi iit2 moon 
a few days old; wz shikz an 
eclipse of the moon; ‘hd if 
shiks bright moonlight; a2 
ching, menses; itz ‘peng, cakes 
made to Diana; iif, nan’ to die 
in childbed; chit: atz the month 
after delivery ; tsd* ‘mtin tt. 
to get over confinement ; lun? 
tit2 reckon it by the month ; 
iit: slun, moon’s disk; <sin ko? 
wt, last month; Ai? iit next 

- moon ; on? iit by the month ; 
it: ‘lo, a male go-between, a 
marriage broker; ‘shui it, 
kung, temple of Kwinyin; 

UT. 

’ “shui ‘tai slau iit to seize the 

A. 

moon in the water — unreal 
pursuits ; ‘mit dz monthly; 
tit Smtin, full moon, 

To cut off the feet at the 
*ankles ; to disable from walk- 

Yueh. 

3, 

a, 
if. 
V2 

ing. 
‘An initial particle, see, be- 

1 hold, now then, implying at- 
* tention to the subject ; in; an 
old name for the south of the 
Meiling; itz ‘hoi <kwan, the 
hoppo at Canton; Sléung ite 
Kwingtung and Kwangsi; 
tit2 cod shit tin® a college un- 
der the governor’s care. 
A bar across the tongue of 

a cariage, by which itis 

} Contented, gratified, feel- 
hing happy ; delightful, glad- 

2} dening ; ; to agree willingly 5 
Yueh 9” iil: displeased ; 3m cto tite 

Be. 
ue 

it 
Yueh 

# it is not very gratifying; 
iit: muk. pleasing to the eye; 
fin te delighted with. 

To look at the notice on a 
> gate >to examine, to inspect, 
to review, to pass in review, 
to take an account of; to look 
over, to read, to criticise; to 
compare so as to vouch for; 
tit: «ping, to review troops 5 
iit: ‘kiin or sping tit to revise 
compositions ; tifz lik sham, 
well versed i in, seen much of | 
the world ; <p‘t iit, to look over, 
as a book ; iz <ts‘d, to inspect 
the condition of “troops ; ta? 
iit2 a general review. | 
To pass over, to exceed, to 

edbirbires to jump over ; to go. 
beyond one’s place, to over-— 
pass, to transgress; far, re- 

— 
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mote ; to waste, as one’s bodi- 
ly powers ; more, a sign of the 
comparative; hole in a lute; 
a feudal state once in east of 
Chebkiang; a name of Annam; 
tit: wai’ to intrude into an- 
other’s place ; wit: ‘lai, to over- 
step propriety; ch ‘éuks tit, syan 
tw'an, to surpass the multi- 

tude; iit far? it2“hd, the sooner 
the better; it suk; pat; haw 

~ ll not wait for you beyond to- 
night ; at. fats ‘hd, still better ; 
tits tse? tit, syai, your wares 
are constantly depreciating ; 
titz<nam, Annam, called Viet- 
nam by the people ; <ii iit, tsit, 

_a name for the passover. 
wR, ) A military, crescent-like 

axe, a battle-axe; a lictor’s 
BK B asign of authority ; the 

- Yueh Star 7 in Gemini and Li in 
Capricorn ; ‘ft iit, a long 
handled hatchet. 

x: A cave, formerly used for 
_~ dwellings; a den, a cave, a 

Hineby, ole, a grotto; underground 
" avities; a grave; a lurking- 
5 place for men or beasts; asinus 

jn the'body; to bore a hole, to 
dig a hole; to dig through ; 
empty; the 116th radical of 
characters relating to holes ;| 
yat, it, shan, a single chair- 
shaped grave; <t'ung itz in 
same grave; m0 iifz a grave, 
the open grave; ‘tim iit, to 
point out a good burial: Spot ; 
tt, sts'ing ‘hd, a lucky ori- 
fice ; tz kit, to live in caves, 
as troglodytes ; ‘hung iit, 
cayity, a recess, a hole; ‘wai 
sk't sch'au iit: burn out their 
dens — as of banditti, 

wA. 651 
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YM To cry out, as children do 
when in distress; oa wd 

te yap, crying and screaming. 
A colloquial word. A final 
particle implying doubt, as 
‘ta syeng Io’ wa, I think we’ve 
beaten ; also an intensitive, as 
shik: fan? lo aoa, straight 
come in to dinner. 
Wanton, affected sounds, 

lascivious music; a droning 
tone ; to vomit, toretch ; sob- 
bing, whining ; ch'ut, st aoa 
chi, he went out and vomited 
it up 
A ‘heautiful woman ; a pret- 

fy girl; ‘nit 2d ‘tsz’ pretty lite 
“tle girls; ‘siz ad wa, small 
children ; ‘nt <kit aod, a fine 
woman. 

JE A frog, green and striped, 
>with a line down the back ; 

BE | exciting, wanton sounds; nd? 
Wa od, the enraged frog, refers 

to the story of the king of 
Tso ; ‘tseng ‘tat aod, a frog 
ina well — inexperienced. 
A deep ditch ; a puddle, dire 

ty water collected in footsteps ; 
* deep. clear water; <¢ai ad, a 

low puddle. 
The bottom of water; a de- 

pression in a plain, a puddle, 
alow muddy spot ; a hoof- 
print; aod slung, low, high; 
contemptible, elevated. 

a) A yellowish or cream color- 
ed horse with a black mouth; 

Kwo Kai? <Wé, one of Wane 

¢ 

Wa 

Se 

ye 

Wa 

wang’s statesmen. 
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a | Clamor, noise, hubbub, vo- 
ciferation ; <hitn 204, a noise, 

Hwa a simultaneous shout; <md 
ana, don't make a noise. 

i A fine shaped steed ; of eight 

4 930, one was called aoa slau, 
or Beauty. 

eal The elegance of flowers ; 

ing, flowery, charming, orna- 
Hwa mented, adorned ; splendid, 

glorious; a designation of 

quarters; «ying <wa, glory, 
splendor ; swd -kwong, the God 
of Fire ; sd ‘mi, beautiful ; 

colored ; sa ‘pit ‘chit, carved 
pillars before tombs ; «chung 
swd or cod ha? China; <wd <in, 

tsz” a Budhist monastery in 
Canton ; snin soa ? ‘ld, his 
years are waxing old; «wa 

mhite lead; ckwong wa, fine, 
brilliant, as a show. Occurs 
used for (fa, a flower. 

Hea lorcha, such as are used at 
“"* Macao. The preceding is 

often used for this. 

, Dark, links are made ; caps 
4 are: made of its wood. 

To cut a man in pieces, to 

W* off; man? ‘wa chi tsiz the 
punishment of quartering. 

“Ay A distorted mouth, a wry 

‘Kwa 

ae: of a row ; <tod cin, hurrah, 

, belonging to Muh-wang B. ¢. 

38 abundance of flowers, bloom- 

China; to cut a melon in 

showy; <wd ‘ts‘oi, flowered, 

Chinese language; swd slam 

‘shau, hoarheaded; <iin «od, 

A boat, a pinnace ; aa ‘t'eng, 

A A tree, of whose resinous 

sy y, Punish by cutting the flesh 

mouth, either born so or dis- 
4 eased. 

WA. 

To scratcha thing in pieces, 
to grab it out, to, grasp or 
haul, to claw athing; toseize 
a handful of; to grapple, to 
pull back ; ‘od lan* min’ to 
scratch the face, to lose one’s 
character ; ‘pi ‘shau ‘wa, grab 
it; ‘wa hot chung, to expose 
the breast ; ‘wa ‘ngdn, a wry 
eye; pd sp ‘wa ‘wa, pulling 
and hauling, the strife of life. 
A colloquial word. A ra- 

mor, report, an on dit ; a final, 
which indicates that the pre- 
vious affirmation is public ru- 
mor; ‘hé to ts‘dks wa, they say 
there are many robbers; wa? 
‘kit ‘shit Sk‘ cngan ‘wa, they 
said each had the other's 
money. 

i | A picture, a drawing, a 

iam A \ painting; a mark, a division, 
jaline, a boundary; to mark, 

Hwa to draw; wa? kung, paint- 
ers, as house-painters ; wa? 

<$z’ an artist; shan ‘shui wa? 
landscapes; <t‘ung ‘cht wa? 
pith pictures; yat, fuk, wa? 
one picture; ‘sé «chan tsoks 
wa? to paint a Ponta with 
background, 

To speak, to converse, to 
say, to talk; to narrate, to tell; 
to speak well; to talk loud, to 
clamor ; to put to shame; lan- 
guage, speech; words, dis- 
course, conversation ; ‘hd wa? 
thank you; wd? shiié, now it 
is said, — an initial phrase ; 
tai? wa? a lie, a brag; wa? kwo’ 
‘ni chi, I tell yon plainly ; sli 
wa? an answer ; kin wa? <'m 
kaw, pak, wa ty'aw if you 
don’t know the court dialect, 

¥ 

ob 
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help it out with this patois ;| 
shit, w@ <ch‘éung, it’s a long | 
story; <'m tsoi wa’ you need 
not speak of it; fat: ng@m’ wa’ 
what a lie! <’mwd@? tak, ch'ut, 
T won’t (or can’t) say it; wa’ 
pat, st'au <ki, you don’t speak 
to the point; wd? ping’ no 
reason (or clue) for speaking 
of it; mung? wi nonsense ; 
tsuk: ‘wa, popular talk ; mat, 
‘yé ‘wa, what’s the matter ? 

(669) Wai. 

The stern composure, suit-' 
“~™ able to an office ; dignity, ma- 

@ jesty, pomp; awful, intimidat- 
ing, august, grave, overawing; | 
the bravery of a new dress ;| 
awai ‘mang, ferocious, terri-. 
ble ; tsok; wai, to feign power; 
avai shai authority, power; 
wai fung ‘lam ‘lam, awfully’ 
overawing ; ha® ‘md wai, in- 
stant severity, prompt reprisal; | 
‘hd avai, finely dressed up ; ‘ni 
kom? awai, you are finely be-' 
decked ; wai .fung ‘tsz’ a slap 
on the table, to command at- 
tention; fat, avai, threatening; 
chin «wai pat, sit snga ‘chau’ 
aoai, the officer himself is not. 
so fearful as his minions; .ai 
sim, sternly severe. 
Flourishing, luxuriant ; zai 
yui a medicine, the roots are 
sudorific. 
To walk awry, to reel, 

unable to walk straight; tor-. 
“tuous; woai <@, swaggerin-, 
reeling ; an affected strut. 

BK 
Wei 
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Attached to, loving ; to love 
women, to be fond of, to be 
attached to females. Also 
pronounced «iz. 
To do, toeffect, to make, to 

‘) act; at the first of a sentence, 
©! the substantive verb; to man- 

age, to attend to ; to adminis- 
ter ; for, because, on account 
of, for the sake of, to cause ; 
swai syan tso? shai he is in 
active life; ‘sho aoai, that which 
is done ; sho <wai, what will he 
do ? ‘sho swat <ho sz’ what are 
you doing ? <mé‘sho pat; <wai, 
-he is ready for anything; «wai 
sz”? «wai snang, only wise men 
are able; <wai -kun, to act as 
a magistrate ; ‘hd aoai snan, 
very difficult to effect; «oat 
shan pat, ? it’s not easy to be 
a magistrate; «ai «ft tsok, 
‘tdi, the wicked act wickedly ; 
wai <kam. chi ka? a plan for 
the present juncture; <md 
snang swai, no way of effect- 
ing it; ‘ngo <m swat, I'll not 
do it; yam’ sk't ‘sho «wai, let 
him do as he pleases. 
To think on, to consider, to 

plan ; to have, to be, is, con- 
sists in ; just, precisely ; but, 
only, only that; ‘Ai «ai, only 
one! coat shi? but'that; swat 
tong, indispensable, it is pro- 
per ; wai yat, but one. 
Used for the preceding, as 

* 4 conjunction; but, only ; 
Wi simply, merely. 

A carriage curtain ; attach- 
ed to, connected with ; to tie, 
as a boat ; a boat’s painter ; a 
net; a curtain; a conjunction 
like the two preceding, and 

Ag 

= m= PP 
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used for them ; but, only; is, 
belongs to; avai <shi, at that 
time, then; swai <kam, now, 
just now ; sz”? «wai, the four 
cardinal virtues (propriety, 
right, integrity, and modesty); 
also, the four cardinal points; 
tsoi’ sz’ sz’ swat, to pander a 
subject in all views; <eoai hai? 
to tie up, 
A curtain, a cloth screen; 

a tent; a veil; an apron, a 
skirt ; sch’ ong swai, a bed cur- 
tain; swai mokz a cloth par- 
tition ; swat pok: pat, sau, the 
curtain became thin, 7. e. wo- 
men lost their modesty. 
Used with the last ; a mother’s 
apartment ; met. a mother;a 

eR bag to hold perfumes ; ds? 

cit 

swai, the loving curtain — a 
mother. 

Ariver near Shintung pro- 
montory; a district on its 

Wei banks, 

e 

ei 

Tanned leather, soft leather ¢ 
the 178th radical of Hdthern 

“articles ; leathern thongs or 
straps; perverse, refractory, 
rebellious: asurname; <¢<wait, 
in concord; p'ti” «wai, a girdle 
thong, used by Simun Pau. 
To inclose, to surround ; to 

Himit, to circumseribe + to bas 
seize, to hem in, to invest sto 
encircle, as ata hunt ; ; to con- 
fine, asa mold doesits casting; 
aninclosure, a snare; measure 
of half a cubit; an embank- 
ment around fields, a mound, 
adam; a circumference, a pe- 
riphery; a party around atable; 
swat chi? ‘ki, keepthem close, 
as prisoners ; kuk; swat, a tem- 

WAI. 

porary bin for grain; swat 
wan besieged ; chau wai, 

everywhere, all around; swat 
sts'éung, an inclosing wall ; ‘ki 
Sut, fi wai, what is the rond- 
ure [of the stick]? «toi wai, 
a table valance ; ‘ta swai, to 
drive animals into a circle; 
choi ‘ki swat, how many tables 
shall you set? swai sk‘t, squares 
on a chessboard 3 “‘Smai swat 
sing? buying graduates’ sur- 
names—a mode of gambling; 
swat taw ‘hau, to surround a 
rendezvous of thieves orsmug:- - 
glers ; 2wai hom keep them in 
safe, as crabs; swat pokr x 
dam ; pang swai, the embank- 
ments are broken away. 

Ris To oppose, to disobey, to 
wos give no heed, to turn the back 

on; to leave, to give leg-bail ; 
to ‘relinquish, to vacate; to 
avoid; perverse, seditious, 
obstinate ; swat pi? contu- 
macious, ugly; smd sai, let 
none disregard this [edict] ; :. 
syéung fang" yam swai, to 
agree to one’s face and. oppose 
in his absence; <’m ‘kdm swat 
meng’ I dare not disregard the 
‘orders; swai <wo, indisposed, 
out of sorts; ‘kw'at awai, at. 
antipodes, long sundered, as 
friends; «wai kau? I’ve been 
heedless of instruction, 7. e. 
I’ve not seen you for a long 
time. © 
The door of the hareem ; ‘ 

, Side doors of the palace; the 
* examination hall ; met. a kiijin 
or tsins2? yap, swai, to try at 
the examination ; : kit chéung 
wai, to lift the village gate, 
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to be a kivjin ; <ts‘au «wai, the 
examination for kiijin ; «chun 
swai, the examination for 
tsinsz’; wai mak: essays of 
graduates; ‘mod swat, military 
examinations. 

He ‘The mast of a vessel ; a jave- 
gE lin; sam chi swai, three masts; 

Wei 1472 goai, the mainmast; ‘hi 
swai, step the mast ; swai kon, 
a mast ; swai kip,s ong, hold 
where the mast is stepped; 
wai ‘mi. the masthead; wai 
st au ski, a pennant; <sai soi, 
the great mast; ‘ft soai kwo’ 
‘tau, to leap over the main 
truck—clever ; woai sp‘tin, the 
taps on a mast. 

es ‘o leave, as at death; 
leave behind, to forget, lee 

* to emit; to lose unconsciously; 
to omit, to keep back ; to will, 
to entail, to bequeath ; a will, 
a testament; a seniduer: ERC: 
ings, surplus ; sai ha left to 
me, bequeathed ; <wai smong, 
forgotten ; wai lokeleft behind: | 
swat sin, dying words; swat 
ch'au’ notprious, detested, as 
a Nero; «wai shat; lost ; kwai? 
stoai, presents ; swai chuks dy-|\< 

ing behests ; «oat .shi, a will; 
‘sit swat, to urinate ; wai ‘t‘ai, 
the body left—by my parents. 

A low mud wall, alow dyke 
around an altar; wai ckuag,|| 
a mud wall house. 
Great, extraordinary, admir- 

“able, rare, surprising; ‘oat 
Wet «nam ‘tsz’ a brave, fine fellow ; 

ski ‘wai, curious, remarkable. 
He A raging blazing fire ; light, 

; brent, glowing ; lurid, color- 

$ 

Wei 

The woof of cloth ; taseics 
“ of latitude ; cross, transverse 

lines ; to weave, to entwine; 
cking ‘wai, warp and woof; 
‘wai.mo a fringed ceremonial 
cap ; “ng ‘wai, the five planets; 
t? ‘wai, geographical divisions, 
A gem of a red color; valu- 

able ory curious gems; a rari- 
ty, a plaything. 
A reed, a tush; sedge grass, 

tall like the arundo; “ld ¢ wai, 
teeds, grass fit for tying things; 
yat, ‘wai chong «chi, crossed 
[the river] on one reed. 
Right, proper, correct ; to 

praise, to commend ; to show 
the right; pat, ‘wat, an impro- 
priety. 
Flourishing, luxuriant, many 

flowers and leaves ; showy, 
ei bright, splendid. 
VA To Jament, to sigh, to groan 

. from regret ; ‘war sin si fan 
7 Sroaning. 

er 
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be 

"i 
Wei 

La 
ei 

JE 
Wei 

To answer smartly, to echo, 
as in answering ; an answer ; 
‘war‘wat, aye, aye! Yes, Sir! 
“wai <i hi, to answer and come 
aurenly. 

7} A general name for plants ; 
herbs, plants, vegetables; f@ 

wuienai, flowers and plants. 
3 Bending under a burden; 

to sustain, to bear ; to reject, 
* to send off; to eaniide to, to 
put in charge of, to trouble, 
to commit to; to depute; to 
delegate ; deputed, delegated, 
commissioned on public ser- 
vice; a grievance, a wrong, 
injustice; the end, the last; 
really, indeed; “wai sin, a dee 
puted officer ; fung? ‘wai, to 
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get orders: ‘wai shat: ‘hd, | 
very good, first rate; A? ‘waz, 
a corporal; ‘wat im’ sent to 
examine goods ; <iin ‘wai, first 
and last, the circumstances ; 
‘wai <kam, to send the betroth- 
ing presents ; ‘wai huk;a griev- 
ance. 
Rheumatism or patalysis of the 

. legs arising from dampness ; 
* numbness, or stiffness of i 

extremities; weak, lame, im- 
potent, crippled ; ‘wai oP no 
use of limbs, as from gout; 
yam ‘wai, loss of virility. 
A creeping cucumber-like 

, Plant, called ‘wat ‘yui, having 
small white flowers; the 

roots are used ; a momordica? 
leaves falling ; withering, blas- 
ted, dried, wilted ; rotten, dy-|| © 
ing ; ‘wai lok, plants withering; 
drooping, failing, as from ill- 
ness ; ‘woai ts flowers droop- 
ing. 

= To involve others, to impli- 
cate, to lay the blame on 

ry others ; to repeatedly apolo- 
gize and decline; to give over 
to another, toshirk one’s duty; 
t'tti ‘wai, to evasively excuse, 
‘to retract from an engagement; 
‘wai ts@ to ceremoniously de- 
cline; ‘wai t'ok; to lay on an- 
other, to shirk off. 

t ? To break down, to throw 
\ down, to level, as a house; 

‘fet | ruined, destroyed, dilapidat-|] ” 
Wei ed, fallen; abolished; cast 

: down ; to vilify, to defame, to 
reproach, to slander; to de- 
precate calamities by prayer ; 
to shed the teeth; ‘wat pong’ 
to backbite; ch'ak, ‘wai, to 

& 
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pull down; pat, ‘kim ‘wai 
cshéung, you must not injure 
your body ; <0t ‘wai, sick from 
grief; ‘oat lan’ destroy it. 

: Fire; blazing, flaming ; 
bright, splendid; «shit ‘wat, 

ei burned up. 
“Tes A large snake, with a huge 

head and small neck ; ‘shut 
Hwuicnai, asea serpent ; fuk ‘wai, 

a viper. 
EY To press smooth ; tranquil, 

. at ease, quietly settled down ; 
® military officers. 

Read wat, a smoothing iron ; 
t'a?? wai? an ancient officer, 
likea lieutenant-general ; soan 
kt wai? a major. 

i To soothe, to console, to 
‘= comfort; to tranquillize the 
‘is feelings; on wai’ to appease, 

to calm; wai? man’ a visit of 
condolence ; ti wav’ to mourn 
with; shaw? wai? comforted ; 
wai nim comforting reflec- 
tions. 

> A large sort of southern- 
wood ; luxuriant, rank foliage; 
firiely veined, . close grained, 
as wood; numerous, as popu- 
lation ; ‘elegant, classic, as 
composition ; saw tai? beauti- 
ful, flourishing ; man syan 
wai’ sui? people in numbers 
came forth. 

Es The perfect ant with wings, 
usually called ft — 

* winged ants. a hae 
Wok Toeruct, to belch; to keck, 

to retch ; deep or retired parts 
wwof a mansion; wind on the 

stomach ; wai wai? voices of 
birds, tinkling of bells, rum: 
bling of carriages. 

Wei 
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= A pot-herb, a sort of leek 
wei ot garlic ; to screen, to ward 

© off; to rise, as vapor or clouds. 
it - Deep, vast, like the abyss ; 

‘name of ariver in Honan; 
Wei dirty, turbid ; wong wai’ deep; 

numerous, 
re Plants growing in disorder, 

‘ weeds ; dirty, filthy, unclean ; 
Wei jicentious, obscene, indecent, 

lewd ; to disgrace, to defile, 
to debauch ; smo wai’ overrun 
with weeds ; <t% wai dirty ; wav’ 
Av astench, effluvia ; waz litn’ 
ckung «chung, the hareem in 
lewd disorder; ‘kai wai to 
make a lustration in a house 
after a death; ‘ch'dn wav to 
weed ; i war’ pat, chom, noi- 
some, intolerably dirty. 

Ba The sound of flying, at 
clapping, rushing noise made 

Hwulhy eefock of birds, 
ta To fear, to-venerate, to 

_ PS stand in awe of; to respect and 
©! dread; fear, awe; devotion, 

submission ; the carefulness 
of fear and respect ; ‘ngo wav’ 
‘kt, Tam afraid of him; sham? 
wai very dreadful ; waz? ‘shau 
war ‘mi, I wish to have noth- 
ing to do with it ; waz’ ‘ch'au, 
bashful, retiring; sensitive to 
shame; wa? it. afraid of the 
heat; wai? shuk, shrinking, 
cowardly ; mong’ si shang wai’ 
afraid when they see him, as 
truants a teacher; wai ki? 
apprehension. 

pH? Acolloquial word. To feed, 
'% to rear, to give to eat; wai’ 

chit, to feed pigs; war ‘tsai, 
feed the baby ; wai? ‘pau ‘kit, 

~ give him al! he wants to eat. 

Ton. Dict. 83 
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2 To sit erect, as ina gate- 
_ Way; aplace, a seat ; a throne; 
“a post, a trust, a dignity, a 
situation ; to begin to reign, 
to enthrone; right, proper, 
what is correct; established, 
placed; the room which a 
thing takes up, the place it 
ought to be in; a classifier of 
gentlemen ; ang wai’ to as- 
cend the throne; shat, wat 
dethroned ; </ung wai’ the dra- 
gon’s seat; sshan wai’ the 
shrine ; ‘kt wai® sp'ang ‘yau, 
how many friends? ‘mdi teng? 
song wai engaged freight 
room; «chai <kwai wai® ‘kit, 

put it back in its place ; hak, 
wai the guest’s seat ; lit: wat 
you, sirs; gentlemen ! ¢47? t? 
war a high situation; :sdm 
wai yat, ‘tai, three persons 
in one, triune; ¢soz wai reign- 
ing; areign; wai’ ts'z” placed 
in order ; tséuk, wai a noble- 
man. 

For, because, wherefore; a 
motive, a reason; to help, to 

“give;to receive, to suffer, a 
sign of the passive; reputed, 
reckoned, is esteemed; hok, 
wai’ syan, to study for others; 
tai md wav surely there’s no 
occasion for it; wai* sho, why? 
yan war because, on account 
of ; wai kwok, ch? meng’ to 
risk life for one’s country ; 
wai? ‘ngo <k't ‘to, pray for us; 
cmd wai? unnecessary, quite 
useless; wai® mat, sz” kon’ lat, 
what have you come for ? wai? 
mat,?’m ‘hd, why will it not 
do? wai sho sit ‘ts'z’ why is 
this so? 
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= The stomach ; the appetite, 
Wei the digestion ; the 17th zodi- 

acal constellation, tHe three 
large stars in Musca Borealis; 
‘fan wai’ turns the stomach; 
spt war’ the stomach; wai’ mak. 
the pulse in the right wrist; 
cmd war ‘hau, no appetite; 
‘shang wat’ to settle the stom- 
ach ; hot wat to take bitters 
to excite the appetite ; waz? ‘fo 
shing® a morbid stomach; Aw? 
war ‘fo, to cool the blood, to 
remove bad humors; wai* 
sch‘ung worms in the bowels. 

1 A'large tributary of the Yel- 
» low River, flowing through 

wet Shensi, famous for its tur- 
bid waters; roaring, hurrying, 
as a torrent; perplexed. 

ya?) A hedgehog, whose spines 
A sare said to be forked, and its 

18 | skin ftomachic; it is perhaps 
“Wei 4 Species of tenrec, as it is 

- Jikened to a rat in size. 
=p To address, to inform, to 
PFD speak to; to report on some- 
® thing to a person ; to say, to 
speak of; to send with a mes- 

_ gage; designated, refers to, 
termed ; ‘yau wai to have a 

Neeaten for, commendable, ex- 
cusable ; sham’ <mé wat really 
inexcusable, speechless ; of no 
use, unavailing ; wa? «chi it, 
addressing him said; sho wai? 
what do you say? what do 
you call it? how is this ex- 
Jained ? 

. SE? A besom, a brush, for which 
’ the next is used; wai® <sing, 

Wei 4 comet, also called ak, sch'a 
sing or sO “pd «sing, 7. €. a 
broom star. 

s 
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2 A broom made of the end 
ai twIgS of the bamboo to sweep 

fields of stubble; a bamboo 
broom ; ‘yung waz to sweep. 

jt? A sweet, clear, low sound; 
= harmony of flutes; wai? waz* 
W"\in, a sweet melody, as a con- 

cert of instruments. 

2 

= Perspicacious, intelligent, 
’ wise ; clever, shrewd, quick- 
Hwuivitted, subtle, ingenious, ad- 

roit, skillful ; ch? wav ready, 
discerning; ‘yau waz’ sing? 
he has a bright mind. 

=E> Rage, anger; to hate, to 
44 dislike; irritated at, indignant, 
wwangry. 
FA Kind, gracious, forbearing ; 
4” benevolent, liberal, charitable; 
Hwuito show kindness, to give in 

charity; compliant, complai- 
sant; to give, to concede; to 
adorn ; benefit, grace, charity; 
presents; «mung wai? obliged 

’ for your kindness ; kin? wat? 
exhibit your kindness, #.e. pay 
your debts ; shing® wa? thanks 

_ for kindness ; yan wai® kind- 
ness, mercy; <hit wai* mere 
show of kindness; hau® wai® 
continued favors; sshing «mung 
hav? wai thanks for your many 
favors ; ‘ling wai? I am oblig- 
ed for the favor. 

a To investigate ; to discern ; 
Pid ingenious, full of plans and 
Awuishifts, knowing, successful. 

2 A‘fragrant species of mar- 
#4. shy orchid, like a Habenaria, 
Hwulesiled an wai with many 

flowers on one stalk. 
Hie A species of insect, a sort 

of cicada or beetle, which 
Hwuijives only’ half a year. 
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GR To escort, to go with and| 
} protect ; to guard, to defend, 

as | torestrain; a military station, 
Wei au outpost, a frontier town ; 

an ancient feudal state, in 
south of the present Chihl 
and east of Honan; @ wa? 
to protect; hon* wai’ to oppose, 
to withstand, as rebels; sh? 
wai the household guards; 
sying wai a garrison or can- 
tonment; wai’ «shang iin, 
life-protecting pills; waz*‘shau 
‘fi, a captain. 

(670) Wai. 

Out of the perpendicular; 
aslant, askew, awry, distorted; 
depraved, wicked ; <t'au aodi, 
‘a wry neck ; di ‘tsui, a wry 
month ; pan? wdi sz” to spoil 
a business; to live high and 

' dissipated ; .wai,wai ‘mé ‘mé 
tik, crooked, tilted ; di fo’ a 

_ Faseal ; 2odi<sam sz” ké’ a bad 
_. business, hartful. 
: a3! To cherish in the heart, to 
*VA® \ dwell on, to think of; to car- 
nd ry in the womb ; to embrace, 
Hwai to favor; to come to, to re- 

turn ; to put in the bosom, to 
store up, to lay by; to re- 
member, to cherish, as ill will ; 
wounded feelings; private, 

aE 
Wai 

selfish; the heart, the affec-|| 
tions, kind thoughts of; the 
bosom, the lap; ‘kt <wdi sz’ 
to seek selfish ends ; «odi nim’ 
thoughts of, to long for ; goai|). 
syan, to remember one; hoz 

- 

kwo’ swai :’m sts'ang, has she 
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a child yet? hoi swat ch'éung’ 
‘yam, throw off grief and rec- 
reate a little; «wai ok, 7 to 
harbor ill will; swat ‘kwai 
«foi, to conceal a. dreadful 
secret, to. scheme rascality ; 

“ko wai tak, a beggar ; fong’ 
wai, to relax the mind ; «wa 
‘p 0, to carry, as a babe ; Aung 
swat, the bosom. 

Hi, A species of cassia, resem- 
Hwai eos senna (Cassia sophora 

and Cassia alata); the yellow 
flowers are used as adye; «sam 
swat, three cassia trees, met. 
high statesmen. i 
Eres. equable flow ; a large 

H affluent of the Yellow River, 
wal ‘ . ; 4 

which drains the provinces of 
Honan and Ng4nhwui, empty- 
ing into it through the Hung- 
tsih Lake; Sléung <wdi <im iin? 
superintendent of the gabel in 
Kiangnin. 
To spoil, to injure, to de- 

stroy, to rain; broken down, ’ 
fallen.in ruins; dilapidated, 
ruined, injured, spoiled; rotten 
useless; aw wai mildewed, 
sour, spoiled; wai kwat, ut- 
terly depraved ; hokz: waz or 
lin? wa? dissipated, vicious ; 
‘md ‘nan war’ don't spoil that; 
*t'd war a diarrhea ; p‘o’ wai 
broken down, ruined ; ‘ni wa? 
‘ngo sz’* you have spoiled my 
affair ; waz saz totally spoil- 
ed ; ‘t‘ai ‘kan ‘ni wai? I have 
watched you learning bad ha- 
bits; wii ‘kwai kéuk, shik, 
acts the rascal in everything ; 
mat, kom’ wai? how came this 
spoiled ? Zung* wai? to misuse . 
‘ching wat to break, to mar. 

is 

Awii 
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(671) Wak. 

=a To draw a line, to mark; 
, to line off, to divide by a line; 

Bah paint, to sketch a picture, 
to draw ; to devise, to draw a 
plan; a mark, a line; yat, 
wak, one line; °m tak, wak, 
yat, not even, incongruous, 
not up to the mark ; <’msts‘ang 
Syau wik: dt, he has no son 
yet ; ai? waka heavy mark ; 
yat, wak: wak, marks and 
lines; pat, wak, kém? <tsing 
ch? handsome as a picture. 

al. To carve, to engrave, to 
Hwihes witha graver; to cut glass; 

to cut open ; a graver, a bu- 
rin; wak, hoi, mark it ; cut it 
in two; wak, p'o t? sp‘, just 
scratched the skin open. 

= The ripping sound heard 
44° when tearing the skin off the 

Heih bones, 
BE The sound and roaring of 

waves dashing and breaking 
Hwih,, each other; name of a 

stream. 
7 A place that needs defense; 

* uncertain, doubtful ; perhaps, 
Hwohir perchance, it may be so; 

a certain person ; when repeat- 
ed means either, or ; this, that; 
wake ‘ché, probably, perhaps ; 
yik, waka hi? ’m hi? nt, are 
you going or not? wak, <yan, 
a certain one, somebody ; kan’? 
wak, ‘yau chi, see whether 
there are any? wah, ‘wong 
wik, sloi, comes and goes, to 
and fro; wik. mt teng® not 
yet settled, doubtful, 

WAN. 

Be To lead in error, to delude, 
*4*° to blind the mind; to excite 
WoMdoubt, to lead astray, to un- 

settle other’s opinions; sus- 
picion, doubt; deceived, blind- 
ed ; <t wakz suspicious of; to 
excite doubt; ‘kit wak, to de- 
ceive and inveigle; shau* wak: 
deluded, led astray ; gnai wik: 
besotted, befooled ; «mo wiki 
instigated by the devil. 
A sort of seal ; in Canton, 

™ the wake sit, or waky st'au, is 
Hiueh, species of perch (Corvina 

grypota) which is dried for 
stockfish. 

(672) Wan. 

i A river and district in Ho- 
$ nan; warm, temperate, genial, 
™ tepid, lukewarm ; placid, gen- 

tle, mild, kind; bland, sooth- 
ing ; to revive, as a passion ; 
matured, acquainted with; 
wan swo, benign ; tepid; wan 
swo sshi hau® temperate wea- 
ther ; wan shit, to review les- 
sons; wan ki? «chi san, be 
thorough in what is learned, 
and then go ahead ; 2oan ‘pau, 

filled and clothed ; shon aoan, 
- adversity and success; small 

talk, as about the weather ; 
aan kau* sts‘ing, the old 
affection revived, 

a Smoke without any blaze, 
vi" a smothered fire ; soot; warm 
Yun steam, vapor. oe 
Read wan’; to stretch things by 

a fire; to make a stiff thing 
limber or longer by heat, 

es aa 
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A pestilential or epidemic 
an disease 5 a slight pain, giddy; 
&” wan yike a plague, a distem- 

per; aoan wan tun? tun’ diz- 
zy; blundering, as if sick ; 

Te 

wong .wan peng’ plague take : 
you! an execration. 

R Vapor ; the genial life-giving 
‘SD influences of nature ; procrea- 
Yun tive aura or power. 
ae Interchanged with the last; 

“B raveled silk ; confused; a dark 
Yun ved or purple color ; hempen ; 

oan spd, a tattered, or hem- 
pen robe. 
A little fish, like a minnow, 

called st‘tn aoan, taken in 
shallow water at Whampoa. 

Ze Tosay, to declare ; to speak; 
£©* to move around ; kts “it wan, 
Yun the old saying is ; «% pat, swan, 

why don’t you say so? wan 
swan, thus and so, this thing 
and that; &c., &c.; abund- 
ant ; syan wan yik:<wan, what 
is said, I will say: F'll not 

- dispute it. 
: HB Confused, raveled; mixed 

an UP» embroiled ; fan swan, all 
"? in disorder. 

To weed, to remove nuis- 
SD ances from fields; to take 
Yun away barmful things. 
SE Used for the preceding; a 

fragrant herb like rue or small- 
‘Yun ” age ; its leaves are thought to 

keep insects out of books; 
swan <héung, a perfume like | 
benzoin, or sandarac; swan 
ch'éung,a library; a student. 

£E Clouds; fog on hills; a cloud; 
$Z¥ shaded, cloudy; numerous, 
Yun jike the clouds; a fructifying 

principle ; fau wan, the 
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clouds ; ‘mitin tin swan, the 
sky is overcast; «wan md a 
fog ; swan dai, a scaling-lad- 
der ; met. literary promotion ; 
Smtin min? i swan, sour-look- 
ing, morose from disappoint- 
ment ; ean ‘md hok, mother-o’- 
pearl shell ; ‘ta swan ‘pan, to 
“strike the cloudy board,” 
7. e. to announce that mourn- 
ers have come ; the meal gong 
in a yamun ; swan <i, robes of 
priests; swan ‘it, clouds and 
rain, to copulate. 
The soul, the spiritual part 

of the ghost, the ethereal 
“"manes, which ascends; <ling 
swan, the spiritual soul — a 
foreign term ; oan p‘ak, the 
manes ; swan mung dreaming; 
shat, «wan, lost your wits; 
‘yan <wan, to invite the spir- 
‘it to return home ; <ti cwan, 
the soul rejoining the ghost ; 
shat; <wan st, asodomite; «kau 
shang swan, to “hook live 
souls,” to invoke ghosts. 
Equal, even, alike; a time ; 

a little ; yat, swan, once, on 
one occasion ; ‘ki «wan, sever- 
al times; <'m coke a tak; “wan, 
not rubbed on evenly ; “kin 
swan, stir it up thoroughly; 
kau swan, mix them evenly 
or together, as molasses and 
water; <kwan aoan, equally 
divided. 
Cultivated Jand laid out in 

on Tegular plats or fields ; to tiil 
"" the land. 
Ri A sort of pork balls, called 

swan an, rolled in flour and 
Hwanb oiled in soup of fat, ris and 

onions, 

Yu 
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K& To tread out grain on the| 
w floor ; to bind faggots of grass; 

firm, constant; trusty, sure ;| 
well placed, steady, immov- | 
able ; to rest, to put down se- 
curely; repose, confidence; 
assured, implicit; «on ‘wan, 
quietly settled ; placed secure- 
ly; «tit ‘wan, 
safely ; ‘wan tong’ out of dan- 
ger, no fear now; .’m ta ‘wan, 
not quite solvent, as a mer- 
chant; riskish; ¢so* ‘wan, sit 
in the middle ; tapz ‘wan tr po? 
stand firm on your feet ; get | 
good backers; ‘wan sp'o, a 
mid wife; ‘wan ‘wan chan’ chan’ 
good credit, as a firm. | 

7a An old maid ; an old woman; 
I, the old dame. Read wats 

Wan 4 fat child. 
‘ To place the hand on; to. 
Wan ‘ dip or thrust in the water, to 

immerse, as in a dye. | 
A colloquial word. Tosearch, 

to look for, to hunt after; to! 
seek, as for a lost thing ; wan) 
’m kin’ I can't find it any: | 
where ; ‘wan chéuk, found it; 
“pan prat, ct im, get me out. 
another piece ; ‘wan kav’ look- 
ing for employment. 

“Ft To hold, to grasp ; to govern, 
to rule; to advance; true, 

10 faithful; dried meat used in 
offerings ; ‘ft, ‘wan, the mayor 
of Peking ; .I*wan, a celebrat- 
ed statesman, B. c. 1700. 
To permit, to assent to, to 

put it down | £ 

$ 

tt promise ; permitted, allowed ; 
Yun ‘aaliee guilelessly, honestly ; 

Swan ‘chun, granted ; ying’ 
“wan, liberty given ; s’m ‘wan, 
disallowed ; ‘wan hip, to co- 

WAN. 

operate, goodwill has been 
restored ; ‘wan hopr it is wanted 
just so ; sh# pit; ‘wan, you'll 
certainly get it allowed. 
A tribe of Huns or Scy- s 

! Lip Bet called ‘him ‘wan, which 
Yuu was troublesome to the emper- 

ors of Chau. 
WA To die, to give up the ghost; 
Yan °° perish, to fall, to fail, to be- 
4" come extinct ; sts‘iin ke Swan 

mit. the entire family is ex- 
tinct ; ‘wan meng’ todie. Ta- 
terchanged with the next. 
| To fall from a height ; to 
| roll down, to crash down; to 

“BA fall or go into utter ruin; 
Yun ‘wan lokzto fall as a meteor ; 

‘wan cit sham ‘iin, to go to 
utter ruin. 

ik Suppressed anger, indig. 
nant feelings; wrathy 3 wan? 

" nd angry; wan? shik; flushed 
with anger; yan pat, «chi st 
pat, wan’ not to feel angry at 
men’s slight—is to be a great 
man, 

Fat Fermented spirit ; liquor 
which has fruit soaked i ‘in it 

Yun to give it flavor; wan? tsike 
to ponder on, to expogitate, 
to keep in the mind. | 

ia A sort of water vegetable ; ; 
luxuriant; collected, assem- 

Yun bled ; profound, as learning ; 
heaped, like plants when cut ; 
to hoard; wan? kit, jrritated, 
oppressed at heart ; wan? ‘ts‘d, 
the clumpy tussocky grass. 

> To guard carehalle, to lay 
1 UP; to conceal ; to keep quiet ; 

an orange color; a bow-case. 
A colloquial word. To shut up, 

to catch, to entrap, to lockup, 
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to imprison’; wan’ chii® keep 
him fast; wan’ yndi, drive 
them in, as pigs for the night. 
2 Liberal, kind in feeling ; to 
deliberate, to devise the best 

un plan ; sincere. 
vee A roaring, dashing torrent ; 

the noise of many waters; 
Hwa"turbid, foul, polluted ; sordid, 

’ dirty ; great ; confused, blend- 
ed; the mass, the entire, the 
whole of; want cha, my wife ; 
wan? .shan ‘lang hon® my 
whole body is cold; wan’? <t'in 
sk'au, the heavenly spheres; 
wan? chukz turbid ; wan? <in, 
undistinguished, formless, un- 
developed. 

Read ‘ktw*an ; to revolve ; to cir- 
culate, as goods; to roll along 
in a continuous stream. 

= A halo . the sun or 
moon ; the obscurity of a fo 

Bhan thick, as smoke ; to condense 
wan’ he foggy vapors; it, wan’ 
halo round the moon; ‘tsau 
wan’ flashed from drink ; .¢‘au 
hok; wan? vertigo, dizziness. 

ity To revolve, to turn, to move 
- around or make a circuit; 
48 to go in an orbit, to gyrate; 

- to travel around ; to transport, 
take from place to place; a 
revolution, a circuit, a period 
of 5 or 10 years; constant use ; 
length from north to south ; 
turn, chance; calculations, a 
conjunction, asina horoscope; 
what is done in succession, 

.the course of nature; luck, 
lot, arun, times ; sp'tin wan’ to 
make certain as by recounting; 
wan 1) a circuitous route; yate 
iit: wan® shang, movements of 
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the sun and moon ; wan’ kéuk, 
traveling expenses, freight ; 
wan’ kau’* to take a coffin home; 
wan? sho, the Grand Canal; 
tin wan® course of events; 
motions of heavenly bodies ; 
shang tai* wan’* to get rich, 
highly prosperous ; <’m ‘ho sshi 
wan’ hard times, unfortunate, 
as from sickness; yap: wan’? 
had a turn of affairs ; wan’ 7? 
hap, times; ¢# wan’ nature or 
luck of land ; wan? yung? one’s 
usual expenses ; the usage of 
words ; ‘man wan’® succeeded 
at last, asan old student ; ‘yau 
t?® «shan wan’® somewhat ill, 
ailing; tsz” wan’ times of one’s 
horoscope ; shun? tsz”? wan’ a 
lucky conjunction; to drink 
a cup around a table from the 
right ; slau «nin wan’ han’ the 
conjunctions of a year. 

rly A city in ancient LG, now 
the district. of Yunching in 

ss Shantung; a village in Shinsi. 
te A chaos of waters ; roiled, 

anturbid, muddy, as a torrent; 
*"foul, confused ; mixed, ill as- 

sorted ; dark, underhand. 
A colloquial word. To make 

game of,.to diddle ; to trouble; 
wan? tun® chaotic ; acting like 
a fool, muddled ; wan’ cmeng, 
a nickname; «mung wari’ to 
put off on, as bad money; wan* 
chéung’ tung Sai, a confound- 
ed fool ; wan? pv? chéung’ a 
troublesome fellow; mok, wan* 
‘ngo, don’t play off your fun 
on me ; wan shai? ka?’ in the 
turmoil of life; ‘ta wan® to 
confuse; sndm ‘nit wan? tsdpr 
men and women mixed up. 

Nae 
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on Like the preceding; con- 
Pe fused; dirty, turbid ; unclean, 

wan as animals; filthy, foul, like a 
sewer ; a privy. 

f*?} To disgrace, to dishonor, 
‘, \ to distress, to bring reproach 
Hie jon ; grieved, ashamed, mor- 
Hwan tified ; to excite, to trouble ; Ee 

wan? .kwan, to dishonor the 
prince. 

2A | Sounds which rhyme in 
Zp }their tones; an even and an 
B4 | oblique tone are not rhymes; 
Yun the rhyming syllable; a line 

of poetry; the tone, »the 
rhyme ; aharmony, a musical 
chord; <yam wan a chord; 
dp, war’? to make the rhyme; 
sp'ing wan’ rhymes in the even 
tone; chak, wan’ oblique 
rhymes ; stung tsz” wan’ per- 
fect rhymes ; <m hdp, wan a 
discord; unlike in disposi- 
tion ; hip, wan’ rhyming. 

Ria Low jests, vulgar mirth, 
lewd allusions, scurrilous mer- 

Hwan, ment ; ‘ta wan’ to joke; wan’ 
, a harlequin dress, a mas- 
querade. 

(673) Wan. 

To draw a bow; to bend, to 
*F? curve; bent; curved, bowed ; 
Wan onan kung, to bend a bow to 

shoot. 
2 A cove, a bay, a winding 
‘9 bank; a bend, a corner; a 
W4® jow, sandy beach ; an anchor- 

age; to anchor, to moor; 
snam aodn, the Praya Grande 
at Macao; aan .wan Auk; huk, 

WAN:: 

winding, serpentine, tortuous; 
oan chap, or @odn pok: to 
anchor ; ‘chiin odn, to turn, 
asa corner; wdn odn tik, 
rather bent ; skd oan, a sandy 
beach. 

{ee Ingenious, clever, expert, 
: smart, nimble ; sodn ‘tsz’ a 
Hwan seful ready\ellow. Not read 

’  chiin in these senses, —_ 
Fl To encircle, to go around, 

“4 to environ ; to start, to look 
Hwan. jarmed ; swan ‘tt, to sur- 

round; swan sh® st ‘hi, he 
started up and looked around. 

= A wall around a palace; the 
Heanemperor’s domain ; a circuit; 

swan ‘it, the world; codn noi 
_ In the emperor’s land. 

FR A ring, acirclet, a bracelet . 
p to surround, to encircle, to 
Hwanring ; sam clin swan, a three- 

link ear-ring ; “@ oan, an ear- 
ring ; stodn ‘p‘d, to embrace; 
‘kau slin godn, a chain-puzzle ;. 
swan pte girdle chatelaines 
or jingles ; sts‘un swan pat, tin? 
an unceasing revolution. 

ia Toreturn, to revert, to come 
- * back ; to restore, to give back, 
“ao repay; to regard, to look 

at, to give attention to; to 
look back ; still, furthermére, 
even to this; now, forthwith, 
immediately; or; swan iW 
more are wanted ; «oan «ka, to 
return home; swan cngan, to | 

to 

thank the gods; swan tso® he ; 
repay money; swdn ss 

is still here ; sodn ‘shay, to 
return the blow; <p‘tt apan, 
to indemnify, to make good a 

loss; soan chung, to invite 
to dinner in return; chung 

BAS ca? p> oe 
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? ‘ld, wan sh? chung ? niin? 
which do you like, the hard 
or the soft [eggs]? aoan Syau,|| © 
there are more; «shaw sran, 

_ got them back ; aoin fan (ver 
Skit, he has been paid back; 
swan fuk; 4 fukzredyed clothes: 
‘yau fuk, 4 swan tsoi> T shall 
have better luck next time; 
dsing win or spt swan, to 

: pay up in full. 
ss Aniron or gold ring; a ring, 

| Ata link; smtin «wan, a door 
Hwoting, by which to pul! it. 
ie Used for the preceding; a 

‘7% ring of iron ; also weight of 
Hwangix taels. 
ie A market-place ; the gate or 

“PY wall leading into it ; swan ‘fui, 
Hwanentrance to a market. 
$e To dres the hair in rings on 
: the crown; a tuft, a knob: the 
Hwén, ounded tops of mountains; <4 

swan, a slave girl, a maidser- 
vant ; swan swan, a lady’s coif- 
fare xshui adn, falling tresses. 

Te A simple, stupid person ; 
5 immovable, impassable, obsti- 
Hw4n) ate, mulish; to push with 

_ the head, to butt ; to play, to 
sport with, as a fool or a child 
does ; wodn cp'i, doltish, incap- 
able; kan swan, a sly tascal ; 
Syau mat, swan st au, that i is | 
asilly sort of a play; swan 
‘sha, play, sportive dalliance ; 
A® swan, fond of play; «oan 
‘kang, stupid ; oan sman, the 
rude people; swan lung’ to ‘play 
with, to toy with. 

hie Used for ‘min, [A to bear. 
» Flattering, obliging, complais- 
* ant; trying to please, agree- 
‘able. 
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To draw, to pull, as a bow ; 
7 t0 lead, as a child; to carry 
* on the arm; to draw back, to 
restore, to make good; ‘wan 
cheung % slam, to carry a 
long-baled basket, 7. e. to beg; 
‘wan chi? to grasp ; ‘wan st wit 
fung, to reform the degene- 
rate age ; ‘wan syau sp ing, to 
carry the oil jar, 7. e. to live 
at astepfather’s ; <’m “wan tak, 
sz, can not be restored, lost 
wholly ; ‘shau ‘wan, take it in 
your hand ; ‘wdn ka? to dress 
the hair ; ‘wan kaw to lay the 
hand on the bier, 
To drag a hearse, to pull a 

carriage ; ropes to drag a bier: 
‘win ko, songs sung by the 
hearse-men ; tsai ‘wan, ele- 
giac sayings; ‘wdn chuk: fane- 
ral scrolls hung in the hall. 
To wrap around, to bind, to 

tie up. Also read sin; a 
weathercock, a wind vane. 

5 Like the last; to sew, to 
hem ; to tie, to bind together ;, 

Hwan.o keep securely, to hold fast, 
to see that there be no loss. 

be Thetench, ( Leuciscus idelia) 
‘ with dark green fins, spinous 
Mventrals and dorsals ; hak, 
‘an, (Leuciscus piceus) has 
no cirri, lateral line white; Aak, 
sheks ‘wan ( Leuciscus curric- 
ulus) red-green finned tench. 

2 One who serves ; an officer, 
a servant of the crown; .Aéung 

fiwan san? one of the gentry ; <kiin 
wan? officials; wan? .ktin or 
dm wan’ an eunuch; win’ .ka 
‘tsz’ tai of an honorable fam- 
ily; wdn® <nong, salary, per- 
quisites of office. 

vi 

Be 
Wan 

La 
Hwin 
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2 Evil, trouble; distress, ca- 
™* lamity, misfortune ; grief, sor- 
Hwan Stetet EET ts row, affliction; sad, unhappy, 

vexed, distressing, fearful ; to 
grieve, to sorrow for or with; 
wan® peng’ a distressing ma- 
lady ; pt? wan’* to escape from 
calamity ; wan’ nan’ troubles, 
distresses ; sho wan’* .chi ‘yau, 
why do you lament it? wan? 
tak, wan’ shat, hard to get it 
and hard to lose it, as money ; 
wo’ wan’ calamities ; ‘yéung 
‘ft wai wan* [like] rearing a 
tiger to make yourself trouble. 
To rear and feed domestic 

animals, to bait ; to befriend, 
to give presents to, as if to 
get favor or kindness. 
A trick, a sleight of hand; 

magical arts, sorcery; appari- 
tion, dream, vision ; false, de- 
ceptive ; to delude; wan? ‘king 
a trance, visionary things; 
mung® wan’ dreamy, unteal. 

a 

Hwan 

yy 
Hwan 

Wang. (674) 

FE The echoing noise in a large 
é hall; wide, vast, extensive ; 
Hwangample ; grand, as a prospect; 

swang ‘iin, very prosperous ; 
choi chéung swang fat, may 
we have good prospects, for || 
a fortune ; said by shopmen. 

a), Like the preceding ; great ; 
$F to enlarge, to act liberally ; 
Hung ihe twang of a bowstring ; 

the flapping of curtains, 
BA The gate across a street; 
: gate of heaven; the bar of a 
Hwang rate ; wide, vast and vacant. 

(675) Wang. 

Aga A cross-bar; transverse, 
“be» pcrosswise, athwart, across ; 
ASF perverse, grim, unreasonable, 
Hung mulish, disagreeing from 

others ; the narrowest width ; 
unlucky, untimely, unfair, dis- 
respectful; to cross, to go 
athwart; sung sodng, agree- 
ing and disagreeing; along and 
across ; by fair or foul means ; 
swing hon to look across, as 
at silk ; ‘tad soang ‘kong, to 
talk unreasonably; <wang cts’ ot 
unfair or unjust gains; wodng 
csmun, a side door ; wodng slau, 
flower boats ; «wang «p‘ai, tab- 
let in a room, stretched along ; 
ki? la wang, lengthwise, lay 
it along ; swang wo an unex- 
pected or great calamity ; ‘t@ 
swang, place it across ; «wang 
‘shau ‘méi to buy underhand | 
through another; «wang sléun 
measured across, as a lady’s 
foot; wang chong <ch'ong, 
tim? ‘k'am ‘p‘t, a long bed must 

_stretch the coverlet — it’s as 
long as it’s broad; sodng pang 
pang’ dogged, impertinent ; 
put in wrong or crisscross ; 
swing ‘shui t& ferry-boats ; 
swang tak, tsai crabbed, im- 
practicable ; «wang fut, the 
length and breadth; aodng 
shang, a cross’ presentation 

_ at birth sswang kwo?. sam <kdn, 

he passed over three houses ; 
‘pai wang, spread them along; 
mat; ‘kom wang, what makes 
him so uppish? - 

— 
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(676) Wat. 

fa. Bent, turned down; to 
Ki ahstOOP, to crouch ; to kneel, to 

bend over ; to submit, to give 
in to necessity ; to adapt to 
circumstances; to invite to 
one’s house; to subject; griev- 
ance, wrong ; affliction ; mang 
wat, snang <shan, he can stoop 
or resist ; ‘chi put, :shing wat, 
the fingers can’t count them 
—innumerable ; ai st'au wat, 
wat, to stoop in walking; ¢? 
fong wat, chat, a contracted ,4 

; scrimped place ; wat, sat, to 
kneel ; wat, shit «chit <p'tn, 
to trice up by the hands and 
feet tied together ; wat, «shan, 
to bend to circumstances ; 
wat, h? crouching, meanspirit- 
ed ; din wat, oppressed, forced ; 
wat, ki 1 invite you, Sir—i. 

_ €. you must bend to come to 
my house. 

Like the preceding ; forced 
Ki unt? act against one’s will; to 
“conceal; a stammering ; to 

rumple. 
5 Fragrant herbs used in 
=” » offerings ; bushy, close-grow- 

, ing trees ; irritated, vexed ; 
Yuh feelings which cannot be ut- 

tered; careworn, despond- 
ing; mildewed, putrid; wat, 
A? repressed feeling; steam 
kept in, vapors smothered up ; 
wat, :tsung, flourishing, like a 
fine crop; yik, wat, secret 
grief ; wat, ‘ii, a door divini- 
ty, whose effigy is pasted on 
gates. 

WAT. 667 

, Smoke; to close up a hole 
7 and fumigate it; to bleach 

with brimstone ; wat, pak, to 
bleach, as straw ; wat, ‘ld ‘shit, 
smoke the rats out of their 
holes. .- 

Used for ‘Un vie Luxu- 
*riant, abundant; ‘tsz’ wat, a 
root, used as’an expectorant. 

He, To fly swiftly ; a water bird, 
Yuh which knows the time of rain, 

and appears to be a species of 
kingfisher; an oyster-catcher ; 
wate ‘pong «séung <ch'i, when 
the oyster-catcher and oyster 
caught each other,—the fish- 
erman profited. 

A sort of turtle or wild 
“pigeon, having a short tail ; 
perhaps a francolin: also a 
‘kind of kite or glede; a sort 
of war-boat; watz tat, dirty, 
disgusting, filthy—a colloqui- 
al phrase. 

KS: The stony seed of fruits ; 
e }, nodules in soft stone or clay ; 

*" hard ganglions in flesh; slung 
‘ngan wat: the nuts of the 
lungyen; st‘6 wat, peach- 
pits ; yat, ‘t'é wat: a schemer, 
a shrewd lad ; «shang wat. to 
haye.a hard lump grow up. 

Yuh 

(677) Wat. 

¥e To dig out a hole with the 
Wwe * hand, to feel in a hole ; a deep 

» hollow a hole in a hill. 
TE To scoop out, to excavate, 
&> to dig out a hole ; to. gouge; to 
Sb dredge, to clean out; to stir 



WIK. 

up, as an old grudge; wat, ‘i, 
to clean the ear; ‘t wat, an 
ear-pick ; <p'd wat; to scratch 
a hole; wat, ‘ngdn ctsing, 
[like] plucking out my eye, 
I am so disappointed; wat, 
yuke & ch'ong, to gouge out 
flesh to cure an ulcer — to 
have one’s labor for his pains; 
tw? wat, sho pau, you must fork 
out the money. 

Ee, A handle, a winch ; a grain- 
Woh striker; to turn round by a 

handle ; to circulate, to move 
about. Read ‘kin ; to rule. 

TR Smooth, slippery, polished ; 
Hwah els) glairy, soapy, sharp, 

knavish, oily, flattering, cun- 
ning ; 0’ wdt2a slippery street; 
6 wat, an old stager, up to 
all the quirks; wat: lut, to 
slip off, as a thief ; wat: kwan? 
a kuave; :kwong wats shining, 
smooth ; smo t wat, grind it 
smooth ; watz shek2 soapstone. 

, _ A boneless animal which is 
., fabled to get inside of tigers 

Hwah, d : : and gnaw them; crafty, tricky 
deceitful ; treacherous, lying; 
elever, artful, as children; to 
disturb, to cause trouble ; ‘kau 

- wat, or kan wate traitorous, 
false ; watr ts‘ak. a slippery 
rascal. 

(678) Wik. 

A frontier, a boundary ; a 
A*place ; a region, a country, a 

Yih territory ; lands, states; the 
borders of a grave; «sai wih; 
western regions, states oyer 

WING. 

the western frontier; shing’ 
wik, Confucian groves; tstit, 
wik, remote regions. 

45 ; A seam in fur dresses; to 
‘Tih stitch, to hem, to sew fur gar- 

ments. 
7 A drag net having nine 
“MM satchels woven in it, which is 
Yih drawn along by boats. 

A marine animal, fabled to 
‘\2spurt sand at people or bite 

Yih their shadow, and so injure 
them; crafty; a masked en- 
emy; swai ‘kwai <wai wik: plot- 
ting, traitorous. 

The threshold of the door, 
“!not to be trod on; smtin wike 

Yih the bar at the bottom of a 
door. 

(679) Wing. 

Wing. A colloquial word, To 
throw away as useless; to throw 
aside, to throw down; doing 
cho :'m iw lok, heave it away! 
wing mai yat, ? kok; throw 
it into a corner; aoing -hot, 
throw it away ; wing slot aoing 
hi? taking it up and throwing 
it down. aoe 

Re Beams of the :’ng st‘ung tree ; 
~A* king-posts for turned up cor- 
Yungners of temples ; glory, fame, 

. honor; splendid, glorious ; 
beautiful, as flowers ; | pros- 
perous; swing soa, glorious, 

1 

famous; yan swing, honored, 
distinguished ; «oing ts‘i? to 
get married ; sk'au swing ‘fan 
yuk; to seek fame yet be dis- 
graced. lky 



WIT. 

BK Lustre of gems; a pebble 
‘=E like unto a real gem ; bright, 

lustrous ; intelligent. 
rik Ever flowing water; per- 

etual, enduring, everlasting ; 
¥ final, complete, as a cure; dis- 

tant, long continued, for ever ; 
‘wing tin® eternal; yatz‘wing, 
long days; ‘wing shai’? «to 
kwan I’ve never had any prac- 
tice; ‘wing ‘chi, a final stop, 
as to a cough; ‘wing pat, iw’ 
never want it; ‘héung ‘wing 
fuk, to enjoy eternal bliss ; 
‘wing pit. a final separation. 

a | To sing or hum in a re- 
~~, pcitative, to chant or draw] 
max out the words; melody of 
Yung birds; wing’ <shi, to recite 

: verses; <yam wing’ to sing ; 
wing’ t'dw sighing and sing- 
ing. 

=: To walk under water; to 
dive and seek under water; 

‘Yang Aowing, meandering. 
A | A full head of grain; a 
Ht \epike of grain ; awn of grain, 
Fa | a sharp point as of a pencil ; 
~ Ying an awl; aring on ascabbard ; 

a fine critical taste; ¢it, 
wing’ to stick through, as a 
pin through a bag ; «md wing? 
a ready pen-—met. a well read 
scholar ; wing? ng’ versatile. 

680) Wit. 

A colloquial word. The creak- 
ing of adoor; to call; wit, 
‘sing ‘kit, call him to wake 
up. 

wo: 669 

(681) Wo. 

i A crucible of earth, used by 
“¥¥ goldsmiths; gan oo, a cruci- 
Ko ble for silver. 

; A nest on the ground or in 
P? a hole; a hole, a grot ; a lone- 

° ly house ; a den, a retreat for 
robbers, a nest of thieves; to 
shelter, to harbor thieves, to 
receive plunder; .wo sts‘ong, 
to harbor, as thieves ; in’ 20, 
edible birdsnests; 00 <kd, a 
receiver of stolen goods; «mdi 
wo t30 fan’ messes around 
their fires eating; «sam wo, 
place over the breastbone; 
‘kwai wo, a devil’s nest — an 
owl-hole. 

The Chinese Pandora, called 
‘AP] ‘nit avo, who is said to. have + 

Kwa repaired the heavens; some 
think it is Eve, others deny 
her to be a woman 
A spool on a stand, called 

sz ‘tan, having sticks on the 
four corners and the spoo} in 
the centre ; shallow trays; .wo 
slam, bamboo trays; ‘pai ‘td 
yat, wo wo, spread out the 
trays singly. 

Re) A deep boiler, for frying ; a 
K, Sortof caldron for trying fat ; 

° the rim or tire of a wheel: 
‘niin goo, a copper heater to 
warm food; fit, ‘fo «wo, an 
iron broadish. 

da The striz on the ends of the 
Kwa fingers; usually _pronounc- 
Lo €4 slos ‘shau ‘chi <mé slo, have 

your fingers no marks,—that 
you let this slip and break! 

#5 
Kwa 
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AB | 
s 

A A garden slug; a snail; low, 
74 POOF huts, or hovels; .wosngau 

of a house. 
The Japanese ; Japan; «vo 

> sya, a Japanese ; the name is 

mee ut; a yielding spirit; 7 
cch‘t, coming from a distance. 
Growing grain, especially 

° occurs for the next ; the 115th 
radical of characters relating 
to grain; 7 kot, goo, to reap 

6000 ch'ung, a worm like a 
Nereid, used for food; wa ‘kon, 
ricestraw ;<wocmit, rice inthe 

yat; swo «shang ‘kau sui? one 
stalk bears nine heads — in a 
good year ; <hon <wo, to watch 

bent over like a head of grain ; 
soo kuky a paddee bird or or- 
tolan. 

| agreement, peace after strife; 
ak } mild ; kindly, agreeing with, 
fx | as medicine; inclined to ; to 

Ho unite, to harmonize; to go 
with ; to join, to accompany ; 
to conform to ; a preposition, 

to him; swo m# well flavor- 
ed; <wo yéuk; a compact 
giving peace, a treaty; <wo 

<wo <t'au, to be a peacemaker ; 
yat, <t'tin «wo h? cordial har- 
mony between them; ‘kong 

a snail ; wo shé my snail shell 

&E 
° used by them. 

if 4 Paddy and wheat; grain, corn; 

rice; swo ‘mai, paddy, grain ; 

blade; ‘ta <wo, to thresh grain ; 

grain; <wo shuk. ‘kdm st‘au, 

Harmony, union, concord, 

/ agree, to be at peace, to 

with, to; <wo <td shiit, speak 

shéung’ a Budhist priest ; tsd 

wo, to treat of peace; swo 
sngan tite shik, a pleasant, 

‘ A A colloquial word. 

WO; 

countenance ; «sam <t'im hi’ 
swo, cordial. and _ gratified ; 
sping swo, mild, as food; 
swo spin tok, ch‘ut, to make 
a clean breast, a cordial agree- 
ment; ¢dn awoan wo, stir it 
to cool it; soo @ @ shut to 
sleep in. one’s clothes; <wo 
‘kit hi? go with him. : 

To 
FY waste a thing, to apply it use- 

lessly ; to throw away, as for a 
fine woman to wed a wretch; 
wat, ‘wo, wasted, as energies 
or precious things; ; “wo st 0, to 
spoil an affair. 

Also read ‘wo; rotten, as eggs; 
kai tan’ ‘wo ké this egg is ad- 
dled. 

2 To accord, to respond, as 
in singing ; to conciliate; to 

° mix up, to blend, as_ tastes ; 
wo? «shi, an -anti-strophe ; to 
respond, as in a refrain ; wo? 
fan, to conciliate the bar- 
barians ; wo? mdi or st‘ti wo? 
to compound, as dishes, — 

ar Like the preceding ; to mix 
aud season, as a cook does ; : 

Ho dishes for mixing food. — 
ii 2 Evil, misery, suffering, 
H calamity, adversity, sorrow, 

x judgment, woe, more es- 
pecially those beyond one’s 
control; unhappy, unfortu- 
nate ; to curse, to injure ; “eh 
wan? calamity; p? wo’ to. 
from danger ; ‘yé wo? toind 
calamities ; ka? 20° to impli- 
cate another for one’s crimes; 
wo’ pat, tan shang, calamities 
never come alone ; wo’ pat, ‘itn 
%, sorrow is not far off; ; chong? 
wo to meet an unlucky thing. 



Wok. 

A sort of beast ; to take in 
Hw spounting ; to catch, as a thief; 

to get, to obtain ; to receive ; 
an epithet for a slave, like 
slut ; wok, tsi? to sin; ta? 
‘yau ‘sho wok, he made large 
gains, has been very success- 
ful; <n@ wok, caught, asa thief ; 
shat2 wok; ‘ngo :sam, he has 
just suited my wishes. 

_ Read w@; to strive to obtain. 
A measure, a marking-line ; 

pto adjust by a line; to mea- 
sure by a rod or line. 

Ate, To seize or gresp in the 
Hw on 2nd, to secure, to lay hold of. 

Read #; to divide. 
To cut grain, to reap the 

fields; a harvest, a reaping ; 
‘wan wok, at the last extremi- 
ty, distressed. 
Geometrical worms, which 

curl up and stretch out as 
Hwoh: hey go ; hampered, repressed, 

cowed down; ch'ek: wok, a 
worm called a looper, or geo- 
Metrician; to span with the 

~ thamb and forefinger. 
ie A boiler, flat and without 

feet, like the segment of a 
Hwob.shere ; a grave ; fit; woke an 

iron pan ; ‘ni ‘ti .ft wok, you're 
smart enough to hoop a frying- 
pan; wok, ‘chan, a shovel to 

stir up the frying food ; .ch'é 
ta? wok, to wheel a great pan 
—a feat of tumblers ; ‘chit taz” 
wokz fan® to cook a great din- 
ner ; wokz‘tai kim hak, black 
as a boiler’s bottom. 

Hwo 

>» 

Hwoh 

| 

WONG. 671 

(683) Wong. 

FE A deep, wide expanse of 
water ; vast, still, as a deep ; 

great capacity ; alake, a pool, 
a pond; wong syéung, the 
wide ocean ; ‘léung lui* wong 
wong, two deep tears in the 
eyes. 
| Feeble, weak; a person 

7.7 } with crooked legs, deformed ; 
JE} emaciated, diminutive; the 
Wang first is the 43d radical of con- 

torted things. 
ia Yellow, ocherous, the color 
‘7% of clay; the imperial color ; 
Hwangihe 20st radical of cha- 

racters relating to yellow; 
swong fat, an old man ; swong 
‘hau, a child; ta? swong, rhu- 
‘barb ; swong <kéung, turmeric; 
swong sho, the Yellow River ; 
wong pd Whampoa; swong 
‘hiin, an earthworm ; :kai tan® 
swong, yolk of an egg ; «wong 
kéuk; kai, a yellow foot cock 
—is a hanger-on; swong ‘ma 
kw@ a yellow tabard — given 
to high officers; «nga woong 
ivory yellow ; «wong shaw ca- 
daverous, jaundiced; <wong 
swong shuk, shukz sickly, pale ; 
swong spt, the whampee; 
swong sti, a kind of herring; 
swong sngau,a domestic cow ; 
wong syéung muk: mango 
wood. 4 

fz A lake having no outlet; a 
‘ES pool; a dyke; name of a 
Hwangriver flowing into Chihli 

Gulf, the Sira-muren R_ ; <¢‘in 
wong, the stars w, ¢, ¢ and A 

Wan 

¢ 
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in Auriga; chong swong, the 
cushion to lay ‘jewelry ina 
box; «fin swong yat, pa? of 
the same imperial generation. 

- . Read wong*to dye paper yellow. 
te A gem shaped like a semi- 

circle hung at the girdle, 
Hwang called a half-signet. 
Fai | The jaundice or icterus ; 
““4> }swong ‘tan, the jaundice, but 
‘ | forms of dropsy are also in- 
HwangCluded ; £47’ «woong shih: yel- 

low-skinned, jaundiced. 

dis The gang or ore of copper 
77> or iron; strong ; slau swong, 
Hwang sa)phur, 

The mouth-piece of the reed 
organ or <shang; the reed 
of a flageolet ; swong ‘hau sin 
<u, gibbering, mumbling, as 
a witch. 
The sturgeon, the species 

+ found in the Yangtsz’ kiang 
Hwang of great size: 
; & High, exalted, supreme, ho- 
'— norable, imperial ; an auto- 
Hwang erat, a monarch, a potentate, 

an emperor; heaven; to act 
right; ‘toong ta’ the emper- 
or, of whom there can be 
only one in the world ; swong 
shéung®? his Majesty; swong 
hav’ the empress ; swong <t'tn, 
high Heaven ; often used like 
the petition, Good Heaven! 

- swong ‘hau (or Spi) my depart- 
ed father (or mother) ; swong 
tin shéung ta’ the perfect 
high Shangti. 
The female of the Chinese 
phenix, or fung® «wong, a 

Hwangfabulous bird; fung? avong 
cmd ‘pd pat, lok, phenixes 
alight only where jewels are 

Hwang 

c: 
— 

WONG: 

found; 7. e. he only comes 
where money’s to be made, 

[8 = To sob ; swong swong, bitter 
“-E crying, wailing, as a child , 
Hw4ngharmony of drums and bells. 

Riss Hesitating ; ‘fong (or sp‘ong) 
i ing rane timid, — irresolute, 
weanSgoing back and forward, as 

if one had lost his way. | 
Air Fear, apprehension; tremor, 
ri respectful dread; ‘hung soong 
Wen8 afraid, trembling with alarm; 

cwong swong, scared. 
jf A river in K4nsuh, a tribut- 
: ary of the T4-t'ung and Yel- 
Hwangiow rivers, near Sining fa; 

cold water ; a turbulent tor- _ 
rent. 4 
A great blaze; splendid, 

- bright, luminous, | glorious ; 
wan8a brick bed-place; wong 

swong, exceedingly brilliant; 
fai wong, shining bright. 

$4 A dog. 
Hwing ; 
we A field of bamboos ; a grove 

‘== of bamboos; a sort of bam- 
HWaMZboo with a white skin. 

The locust ; song sch'ung, 
awh gthe locust; cha? swong, the 

migratory locust — is a 
plague. 

he A dry moat or.fosse around 
SIE a city; anempty ditch; sshing 
Hwingnong mit’ the palladium or 

municipal temple in every 
walled town. eae 

49 Leisure, vacant time; dis- | 
° engaged, indifferent; pat, 
Hwang wong ha? shike not even time 

to eat; mok: ‘kom wak: awong, 
* [dare not have any idle 

time, 

Me 
H 



WONG. 

cf A king, a ruler, one who is 
We looked up to by all; a title of 

*"Zemperors before the Tsin. 
dynasty ; royal, princely ; im- 
perial uncles and brothers; a 
regulus, a beg; swong fi? a 
deceased grandfather ; .kwan 
swong, the prince; swong syé, 
emperor’s uncles; fan swong, 

_ Tartar chiefs; shik, syan swong 
a mere beefeater; pa’ avong, 
a tyrant; swong t0° the royal 
road, the path of honor; fat, 
swong, Budha; shan tai swong 

- ablackamoor devil in theatres. 
KE To rule with club law; to 

"force; compelled ; bad, illegal, 
Wangnot upright; crooked, awry, 

distorted ; needlessly, to no 
purpose ; cin ‘wong, to impli- 

cate or accuse unjustly ; ‘wong 
_ wat, needlessly wasted ; ‘wong 
k@ you must force or hum- 
ble yourself to come — a po- 
lite invitation ; ‘wong fai” sam 
ckt, lost all my pains; ‘wong 
ckit cyan shai? you are of no 
sort of use in the world ; ‘wong 
tsok, ‘siti cyan, he has malign- 

_ @@ him for nothing. 
$4%\ To go, to go away, to de- 

\ part ; to send by; formerly, 
GE } gone, past ; ‘wong <loi, going 

and coming ; ‘yaw slot ‘wong 
intercourse with; ‘wong snin 
or ‘wong yat2 formerly ; ‘wong 

- fan, gone and come back; 
‘wong ‘wong <it ‘ts’ constant- 
ly so, it frequently happens ; 
‘wong tsti®? past offenses ; 
héung ‘wong, hitherto; sho 
‘wong, where are you going? 
cmd ‘wong pat; l* he makes 
money With everything. 

ry? ” 

Ton. Dicer. 85 

cs 
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Torule, to reign, to govern, 
as a king; to rule properly ; 
a reign ; syau wong exceeds, 
it superabounds, more’ than 
others of the same class. 

a The sun becoming glorious; 
Ww brightening into full day ; to 

42Zlustrate a house with’ fire ; 
rising, prospering; brilliant, 
flourishing ; good, in a high 
degree ; wong® séung’ sf‘ong, 
the shrine of Plutus; ting 
sts'oi ‘léung wong? prosperous 
both in family and purse; 
.chong’ wong* fat and hearty ; 
wong? uk; to purify a house 
by rites; wong’ i, the best 
business months ; hing’ wong? 
flourishing, rising. 
Fogo about; to fear; to 

deceive ; «wan wong’? wong’ 
W4nghe was nearly scared to death. 

Ca 

Wong 

FE? 

(684) Ya. 

A colloquial word. An ex- 
clamation of suprise or of pain; 
i cya, whew ! dz .ya, tung? 
lé Oh! you hurt me! «yd «ya 
cheng, the cry of pain. 

“4h, A final particle, difficult to 
y translate, and serving to close 
© the idea and round the period; 

after a proper name, makes 
the vocativey; a connective, 
beginning a sentence,: even, 
also, and, likewise, further; 
before a negative, it makes a 
question, or implies an alter 
native ; before the substantive 
verb. sh? merely intensifies 
the expression ; when repeated 
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with ‘yau; means too, also; 
often used after verbs to arrest 
the attention; ‘ya ‘yaw <sho, 
Sy@ Syau mate there were open 
places and also denser parts ; 
how ta Shang ‘ya pat, ‘hang, 
is he willing or not? m# «chi 
Syau*yd, there’s nosuch thing; 
pat, t'eng? Sy@ <yauw ‘ni, the 
consequences of neglect will 
all lie with you ; «shan “kwai 
‘ya pat, cht, even the spirits 
don’t know it; Syd pat; ‘kong 
‘ya pat, ‘sé, he neither would 
speak nor write; yats sé Syd 
pat: .ch‘a, there is not the least 
error; yat; kin? ‘sz’ ‘ya kom 
cam, T would willingly die if 
I could see him once; ‘ya 

: h'd ‘pat; .to, you have nearly 
hit it ; ‘y@pa* is used after an 
assertion, like “that’s all ;” ‘ya 
sts'ang, already ; yat, ‘yd, just 
alike; ta? pats ‘ho ‘y@, it cer- 
tainly will not be permitted ; 
sho ‘ya, why ? what is meant? 
>) Twenty; yd sam, twenty- 

three; kam yate ya? ‘ki, what 
+e nena day of the month is 
Jih 1t? ya*st‘auslat, come between 

. the twentieth and thirtieth 
days of the month; ‘ta ya?‘ pon 
give him twenty strokes ; ye 
to ko more than a score. 

oor ' Yai. 

*, Read P; yes, it will do ; let 
it pass. 
A Collodi atl “PbGr, i in- 
‘ferior, as goods; ungarbled, 

¢ “Gn ‘a! bad. condition ; “hot to 

HR 
oe 

—F 

i 
if 

i 

(686) 

He, 
K’ih 

Vo; 
Kih 

YAK. 

speak up, timid; sch'ai y ai, 
acting silly; «dawn in “the 
mouth; syat fo’ inferior goods. 
| Totrail, to drag after one; 
}to leave a trace ; ‘to saunter, | 
jto drag the heels. after ; to 
take by the hand; ‘iin ya? 
limber, flimsy, as crape; sit — 

BS er supple; like a rope. 
A tributary of the R. Hwéi 

in NgAnhwui; to disperse, to 
{spread abroad, to scatter; 

easy, leisurely, many; yar? 
ya? gently, gracefully, as a 
hawk’s flight; numerous and 
busy, as workmen ina factory. 
Along oar. Read sit, a 

machine for adjusting a bow. 
or crossbow. ° 
Rough water; <yung ya? 

the troubled or ruffled water ; 
many, crowded, as'people. . 

To eat, to i dns on take 
food; to swallow; to suffer, 
to bear ; a form ofthe passive ; 
yak; ‘kan. fan? eating ; 
cwong ‘mong fan’, ts? si au 
Saw chung ft; eating “the 
emperor's rice, and doing Lau 
Sau’s work —a traitor; yak, 
wai? injurious, if eaten; ta? 
yak, shaw a great glutton ; : 
yak, hit ‘mai, arice-eater, a 
lazy fellow ; ie bess: urgent, 
necessary. A eae 
To étammer,. ‘tonPahatter. 

7, interchanged with the preced- 
ing; yak, faw eau how 
are you? fr + 

‘ 



YAM. 

(687), Yam. 

i2) _ Obscure, dark, sombre, 
shady ; the shades; the lesser 

Flot the two dual powers, the 
Yin female or recipient in nature ; 

matter quiescent; the infe- 
rior of two states or things in 
contrast, as the moon, earth, 
water, night, female, secret, 
shady, rear, private, &c.; to 
_cover; ts iin’ yam, a moment ; 
chwong <yam, time ; .yam kan, 
hades; yam ‘shau, secretly, 
underhanded ; .yam ‘hi, effemi- 

nate; .yam <léung, chilly, sha- 
dy; <¢ in cyam, cloudy; «yam 

.. - «kon, to dry in the shade; 
tai <yam, the moon; <yam 
chat, secret blessings ; tong 
yam, declining, failing ; yam 
yam sch'am sch'am, gloomy, 

- dank ; .yam tuvkzto harm slyly, |). 
to injure; ha .yam, the pri- 

_. -wates ; yam mat2 the female or- 
gans ; «yam sling, the departed 

_. Spirit; yam ‘ying, a shadow. 
ste. A sound of any kind; a 

‘. A musical note or tone; news, 
1 Yeply, order, an intimation ; 

the 180th radical, relating to 
sounds; ch'éung’ snam yam, 
to sing southron ditties ; shat, 

-qyam, speechless ; s/t «yam, an 
answer; ‘md «yam, no sound, 
no reply; «yam wan’ the ini- 
tial and final in Chinese spell- 
ing; pat, <yam ‘tsai, eight 
children playing as a band; 
‘pi «yam ‘ngo, return me 4n 
answer ; «yam sun news of 
or from; ‘6 «yam, local pro- 
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nunciation; <kdi wam, sweet 
\-sounds; ‘hd mga am, loqua- 
cious ; a fine spoken man. 
The wailing, incessant cry- 
ng ofachild ; damb from sob- 

™ bing or-grief. 
Tranquil, peaceful; «yam . 

cyam, harmonious; solemn, as 
slow music; still.) | ; 
To receive the savor of of- 

ferings, to accept the fumes of 
incense); to enjoy. food, to re- 
lish; to desire, to extol ; yam 
sin’? to. covet, to long for. 
Tostretch, to yawn and gape; 
thoughtful, respectful ; to res- 
pect, toreverence; thatwhich 
isto be respected and revefen- 
ced.; imperial, governmental ; 
to. consider, as from or by the 
emperor; <yam ming’ a ukase ; 
by order of government; yam 
chai, an imperial commis- 
sioner ; «yam ts” a present 
from the crown; by royal 
grant; yam fung respectfully 
received from the throne; -yam 
‘ts'z’ Jet this be regarded as 
from the throne; <yam ‘tim 
hon’ <lam, to designate acade- 
micians. 
A-high peak, shooting up 

~. on high; the peaks of moun- 
tains ; gaping, yawning. 

4. Pronounced tam’, but: used 
for the colloquial word tress- 

1 

“" es, curls.on children; a fringe 
of hair along the crown ; the 
hair falling on the forehead 
or cheeks ; dau <yam, falling 
tresses ; ‘chéung t‘ong? .yam, 
along fringe on the crown. 

Also pronounced syam, a fringe 
or valance , ornamented carv- 
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ing under the eaves ; a fathom; | 
aman chéung’ <yam, a curtain 
round the tester; <yam ‘hau, 
the eaves; ‘ching yat, fuk, 
syam, make a valance; ‘ki <to 
syam ‘shui, how many fathoms 
deep? 

Ae To hum, to sing ; to repeat 
pover, to say over quickly, to 

| talk very fast; to sigh, to 
Yin groan ; mournful voices; <:yam 

shi, to hum poetry ; st’ ‘hau 
syam syam, smiling and hum- 

. ming ; <lizn syam, a concert. 
The second is also read kam’; 

closed up; shut, as the mouth ; 
congealed, dormant, torpid. 

ee The ninth of the ten stems, 
connected with water ; great ; 

™ to flatter, to adulate ; ‘nau luk: 
syam, to lay a scheme. 

yes Luxurious, going about for 
s< amusement ; theatrical, stage 
Yin beeen 

plays; debauched, lewd, ob- 
scene, lascivious ; to commit 
adultery ; kan syam, adultery. 
Interchanged with the last. 

The rising of water; to soak, 
to drench, to go to excess ; to 
lust after; lewd, immoral, 
licentious; lewdness:; excess 
in calculations; very, great, 
as faults ; to incroach ; a long 
time ; <yam lin? debauchery 
and anarchy ; syam fung, de- 
praved manners; syam tsz” 
smd fuk, there’s no good got 
by excessive or superstitious 
worship ; syam syan ‘nit, to 
debauch people’s wives ; syam 
shit, lewd books. 

aes 
Yin 

a for more than ten days, long 
n drenching rains. 

YAM. 

To drink; to suck in, to 
draw in the breath ; to rinse 
the mouth; drink , drinking; to 
receive, a sign of the passive ; 
boicedled: secret ; “yam :pui, 
take a glass ; /an* ‘yam, drink- 
ing to excess ; ‘yam A?’ drink- 
ing vessels; a chambér-pot ; 
‘ts'ing ‘yam, please drink ; 
‘yam han’ to have a cause for 
hatred ; -héung ‘yam ta? pan, 
the village banqueter ; “yam 
san Spd ‘tsau, to attend a 
wedding; ‘yam ‘pau shik tsui’ 
he does nothing but stuff and 
swill; dung’ ‘yam yat, ch’ éung 
a mad drinking bout; ‘yam 
‘ya ‘kin a tavern, a grogshop ; 
“ho ‘yam, good to drink. 

Sometimes read yam’ to give to 
drink ; yam’ ‘mda st‘au sts‘in, 
he watered the horse, and 
threw down some cash. 
Pregnant ; «shan wai ‘yam, 

, With child ; ‘yau ‘yam, to con- 
” ceive. 

RK 
Yin 

Excessive showers; to rain 

re To consider, to think, to 
ret dwell upon with satisfaction, 
™ delightful, gladsome ; thus, in 

this wa 
SE To lay the warp of a siae 
Tin t© Weave, to make a fabric of 

cloth. 
TE A kind of large oily Sie, 
ji like windsor beans; kindheart- 
"ed, gentle, kind ; ‘yam Sim, to 

and fro, a gradual advance ; 
twisting, flexible; shik, lai 
cé not ‘yam, stern looking but 
kindhearted. 

s To season and dress meats 
very thoroughly ; ‘yam’ shuk, 
cooked through ; shats™ van, Jin 

done to rags. 
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FE | The lappel or flap in front 
F \of a coat, buttoned under the 
ME! right arm ; the skirt ; a single 
Jin mat; ‘lim ‘yam pai to make 

a curtsey ; sz” ‘yamsts‘ai, the 
four points of the skirt are|j‘ 
even ; met. to indulge in four 

kinds of excess. 
YE Acolloquial word. To dip, 

to immerse, to rinse in the 
water ; ‘yam ‘hd, souse it in. 

jE ‘To shade, to overshadow, 
Oy, eto protect, to shelter ; shade; 

shadow; shady, cool ; the he- 
Yin reditary care of the state; 

ché yam to shade ; p? yam 
to protect ; tsap, yam’ to in- 
herit a title; yam shang, 
born to a title, nobly born. 

tE Sincere, worthy of trust, 
sure; friendship, confidence ; 

JD trusted, relied on; trust, office, 
a responsibility; to bear, to 
sustain, to execute, to under- 
take, to be responsible; that 
which is imposed on one; 
‘shéung yam to enter on an 
office; yam’ ‘ni? as you please; 
yam yung’ to engage, to em- 
ploy ; yam sp‘ang, to allow; 
yam’ chung’ responsible trust ; 
slau yam’ to detain in office ; 
tsip; yam’ to receive the office ; 
in? yam® in office; sin yam’ 
former post. 

=e To rent, to lease, to hire, 
to charter, said of houses, 
™ furniture, vessels ; ch'ut, yam 

to lease to another ; <tsd yam? 
to take on lease; chit? yam’ 

a A bird with a crest, likened 
to a woman’s headdress ; per- 

for rent. 

J haps it is a species of hoopoe | 

(688) 

A cause, a reason ; to avail 
of, to take occasion ; because, 
for, why, wherefore ; for the 
sake of, on account of, the 
circumstances from which; 
often makes a participial form 
of the following verb, or an 
ablative absolute; as an illa- 
tive particle, then, next, and, 
80; ‘yau .yan, there’s a rea- 
son ; yan mat, ‘yé sz” what's 
the cause ? yan ‘ts‘z’ shik, ‘pi, 
to infer this from that, to 
learn one from the other ; yan 
sho, why? yan sin, a latent 
cause, reason, sympathy; yan 
sshing, to multiply ; «yan ‘sit 
shat, ta? to miss the great for. 
the less; .yan tik, sz” kon’ on 

* account of some business ; m#* 
pit, smd cyan, doubtless there’s 
a reason ; ‘yau mat, yan syau, 
what were the circumstances 
or causes ? 
A bride ; connection, affinity, 
relationship on the female 
side ; .yan <és'an, relations by 
marriage—the phrase is used 
by a man; Kit, <shing (fan -yan, 
to betroth, to have a wedding ; 
yan tai your relative, said 
to one’s son-in-Jaw’s father or 
uncles; .yan -ka tai* your 
relative’s brother, said by the 
brothers of the last. 

4 The elements ; oan cyan, 
the genial, productive stimu- 

A lus of nature, which brings 
Yin_ forth things; the first also 

means the male hemp. 

Yin 

Yin 
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Je Favor, kindness, mercy, 
ngrace; benefits, obligations ; 

am gracious, as from the emper- 
or; kind, charitable, compas- 
sionate; to favor, to be kind 
to, to oblige, to enrich; to 
love, to be partial to; private, 

- concealed; shau*cyan, benefit- 
ed; cyan sts‘ing, fond of, lust- 
ing after; goong <yan, royal 
favor; .yan tak, it pak, sing 
kind towards the people; smong 
cyan, ungrateful ; yan tséung 
sch'au po? to requite evil for 
good ; ‘kom yan, feeling grate- 
ful ; <Aoi cyan, to show favor, 
easy with. 
The padded’ mats used on 

floors ; cushions or mats in a 
" carriage ; a commotious seat ; 

a tiger’s skin cured to sit on; 
yan schan .hd, a medicinal 
plant like marjoram; ‘ts‘d siz 
gan, a cushion-like turf, a 
thick greensward. 
Used for the preceding 

mattrass ; lining of a garment; 
plaits of a garment; ‘lui cyan 
st tso’ to sit on piled up mats, 7. 
e. rich ; sch'ung yan, doubled 
cushions, 
A piebald horse, spotted || ‘ 

white and black, with brindled 
Yin streaks, 
Ae =a To stop up, to close; to 

raise an earthwork before a 
48 wall ; to dam or turn a water- 
_Yin course; the second alsomeans 

a mound within the city rais- 
‘ed to overlook the enemy. 

J. ‘lo dam up, to dyke ; to fall 
“I into the water, to be drowned, 

lost in the water; gan miit: 
drowned, 

Bi 

A 
Yin 

ae 

YAN. 

The wall which surrounds 
the gates of cities inside; the 

™ gates of the inner wall; to 
stop, to shut off, to hem in; 
impeded, in straits, poor, 

By An adjective denoting the 
Ee highest degree of, as full, flou- 

in . . 

rishing, complete; many; a 
full band ; a name for part’ of 
the Shing dynasty, 8. c. 1401 
— 1137; yan shat. trust- 
worthy ; «yan wa substantial 
family, Used for the next. 
Mournful, melancholy; .yan 

yan, sorrowful ; yan sk an, 
anxiously diligent, trembling- 
ly careful. 
Worship made with sincere 

heart, a pure sacrifice made 
” to heaven by the emperor; 
yan tsz” a sweet smelling 
sacrifice to the Highest. 

) Joy, delight, happiness ; 
| gay, jolly, delighted, pleased 

‘ at doing or getting some- 
ay | thing; laughing, merry; yan 
ay cin, with pleasure, readily ; 
bs fiin “an, with joyful heart ; 

yan war satisfied ; yan hang* 

Be 
Yin 

We 

in ecstasy. 
The morn, the dawn, the 

sua rising in brightness; ta? 
" yan, very early, too dark to 

see plainly. 
Joy ; to be pleased ; ‘to see 

| indistinetly ; ; ‘Eat yan ‘ngan, 
™ to look at fixedly, as spats ral 

ed people do. 
Similar to the next; to re- 

spect ; to advance, to get on; 
a money girdle ; a colleague ; 
syan. siin, to get a cause by 
bribery, to intrigue ; ada 
eventide. 

ui 

A 



se 
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To reverence, to respect ; 4 
a Colleague, a fellow officer ; : 
* thethird of the twelve branch- 
es, from 3 tod a. m., denot- 
ed by a tiger; <yan "shi, in 

early morning ; st‘ung <yan, a 

Nic 

colleague ; <yan pan, to treat 
a _ well. 

man, a human being; a 
in PETSON ; ‘human, belonging to 
in ‘mankind ; placed after many 

nouns indicates a laborer, an 
artist, a person engaged ina 
calling ; the 9th radical of cha- 
racters relating to humanity ; 
snam syan, a male ; ‘nit <yan, 
a female ; noi* «yan, my wife; 
siin fit yan, your wife ; syan 
‘ki, you and 1; .ka cyan, slaves, 
domestics, official retainers; 
‘hd <yan kd, a good man; 
‘ta? syan, a compellation like 
Excellency, given to’ officers 
above prefects ; ‘kt hat ta? 
om, he’s a full-grown man ; 
‘sit cyan, a boy, a waiting lad; 

' hung syan, a midsman, a 
broker; cyan shang ?m hai? 
“kom, people in life don’t act 

- 80 [badly];.shing: syan ‘chéung 
. 14? he is now of age; <t‘in 
shang syan, din ‘yéung cyan, 

' heaven gives mouths, and 
finds food for them ; <yan sts‘oi 

' the animal strength, vigor ; 
 syan t? .tsang ‘kit, people 

hate him; A ‘t'ai cyan, he 
~ Jikes to gaze at people; ‘hf 
~~ nang wai? cyan, how can he 

look after another ? «yan ‘pan, 
a man’s disposition ; # <yan, 
one’s parents; cyan cyan, 
everybody, all; <yan «shang <ii 
mung’ life is as a dream ; ;hdn 

YAN. 679 

syan, an idler ; yan mat: men, 
people; fan’ mai* cyan ‘hau, 
to traffic in human beings. - 

Pronounced ‘ yan, in the collo- 

F iy 
Jin 

& 

quial phrase ¢dz* ‘yan, a lady. 
Humanity, regard for others, 

ulfilling one’s ‘social duties ; 
benevolent, kind, considerate, 
merciful ; ‘numb, insensible, 
paralized ; a kernel, apit, a 
small seed ; ;syan tak; charity, 
kindness ; syan «sam, a kind 
heart; pat; syan sham? %i, ex- 
ceedingly malevolent ; ‘pat; 
syan, unkind, unfeeling, short- 
coming ;—a phrase of wide 
application ; hang* syan s<ch‘a, 
almond milk tea, an emulsion; 
‘kwo cyan, the meat of a seed ; 
‘shau tsuk, pat, cyan, hands 
and feet withered or senseless; 
syan ¥ ‘lai ch? sun’? humanity, 
integrity, courtesy, wisdom, 
and trath, are the five virtues, 
Patience, endurance ; forti- 

tude; able to sustain ; to bear, 
" to repress, to endure, to suffer 

‘or support patiently ; to allow, 
to give way to, as anger; hard, 
severe, harsh, hardhearted ; 
‘yan nov patience. ; ‘gan A? 
‘3 keep i in one’s anger ;) ‘yan 
ot “hd, don’t fret, wait awhile; 

teas si” to Reep one’s coun- 
tenance ; shém ‘yan, to curb 
one’s feelings; ‘yan yuk, po? 
sch'au, to bear the disgrace in 
order to revenge the insult, 
as a violated woman; <’m ‘yan 
tak, chi? 1 can’t bear it. 

e A stream in the southeast of 
Ss hansi. Also read ‘nin ; mud- 

™ dy water; perspiring; hor- 
ribly drunk, dirty and drunk. 
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‘ Small, minute ; retired into 
* privacy; screened, covered, 
¥in hidden, obscured, put away ; 

private, secret ; in private life, 
not in office; to keep out of! 
view, to withdraw, to keep 
back ; fixed, settled; sorry, 
sad ; to compassionate ; tolean 
down the head; ‘yan’ tun’ 
shan slam, to hide away in 
obscurity ; ‘yan chi? ko ki? 
the sentence is elliptical ; ‘yan 
sz” a retired officer ; ‘yan mitt2 
unknown to faine; ‘yan sz”* a 
secret ; <kwai ‘yan, to retire 
from active life ; ‘yan ‘shaw, 
torefrain from; ‘yan ‘yan shuk; 
shuk, undecided. 
The hidden framework of 

a roof; ‘yan kut, a machine 
for straightening wood, per- 
hapsby steaming and pressing 
it. 

‘& 
Yin 

Hi An earthworm, the lumbri- 
“* cus; yaw ‘yan, a worm ; also 

Yin. called ¢# slung, or earth-drag- 
on. 

“A A blister, a pimple, a boil ; 
™ Svan ‘chan, little sores, pus- 

Yin tules. 
5] To draw a bow; to lead on, 

’* to show ; to induce, to point 
"2 out, to precede; to intro- 

duce, torecommend, to bring 
forward; to seduce, to influ- 
ence to wrong ; confirmed, in 
for it, as a habit — for which 
thelast is also used ; to quote, 
as-in proof; a halter for a cow; 
a prefatory notice; a fuse, a 
match ; ameasure of 100 feet; 
‘yan ‘shui, to lead on water ; 
Syan ‘shut it ‘tseng, to draw 
water ; @ pin’ ‘yan, a confirm- 

YAN. 

ed opium-smoker ; ‘sh 
‘yan, besotted, victimized ; 
‘yan ‘hi, an opium sot; ‘yan 
to’ to show the way, to lead 
on; ‘yan st‘au, a leader, to take 
the lead, as in-subscribing ; 
“ho ‘yau ‘yan, very entertain- 
ing, pleasant; ‘cht ‘yan, to 
point at; p'du’ ‘yan, match of 
a cracker ; ‘yan ‘fo, to light 
at; Auk, ‘yan, a tune; ‘sit ‘yan, 
a recommendatory notice; 
‘yan sin a spy, a guide; tin 
‘yan, to reform a sot. . g 

FE Used for the last, a sot, but 
Yi erroneously ; a disease or grief 
™ of the mind. 

> A seal, an official signet, a 
stamp ; a stain, a spot, a mark; 
to seal, to stamp, to affix the 
credentials ; to print, to take 
off an impression; to trace, 
to write over a copy; ‘td yan’ 
to put a mark on; to chop, as- 
dollars; kap2 yan’ to affix a 
aseal; fung yan’ and <hoi yan? 
to close and open the offices 
ten days before and twenty 
days after newyear ; yan’ shit 
to print books; cha shu? yan 

- to act as generalissimo;, yan’? 
shtk, red pigment for sealing ; 
‘yau yan stamped, as dollars ; 
yan tsz” kak; to trace cha- 
racters; yan’ st ong, the front- 
al sinus; yan? tstk a dirty 
stain; yan? chit ‘kt. ‘pan, to 
reprint from the old blocks. 

2) Pregnant ; swdi.yan’* with 
, child ; <sz’ <'ot Awai yan’ a 

Vin '} strange birth and illicit con- 
Ying ception. The second, cha- 

racter is used for the. first, 
but is properly read «shan. 

Yin 
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2 A succession of descend- 
ants, a line of posterity ; heirs, 
generations, ages; accustom- 
ed, practiced ; Chit? -Hong- 
yan’ the founder of the Sung 
dynasty. 

A A sharp weapon, a knife, a 
* sword, the edge or point of a 

Jim knife ; sharp, strong, to cut, 
to kill; ping yan’ warlike 
weapons ; ‘shau yan’ <k't ‘tsz’ 
with her hand killed her child. 

f > A measure of eight cubits 
i or ten feet English; to fathom, 
'® to measure the depth of ; full, 

to fill. 
By Filled, stuffed, crammed, 
t: made solid ; overflown ; shatz 
‘3 yan’ stuffed solid. 
a. Slow of speech, unready, 
i: hesitating lest he speak unad- 

‘2 visedly ; to stammer, to speak 
with difficulty ; cautious re- 
marks; syan ‘ché skit sin ‘ya 
yan’ the words of the humane 
man are well considered. 

J) To stop acarriage, to block 
FY a wheel; a chock, a catch; 
‘* a length of eight cubits ; fae, 

yan’ to remove an obstruction 
or catch, as of a windlass; to 
commence, to set agoing, to 

_ begin, to unstop. : 
2 Same as ngan’® yy) tough ; 

Jin soft and flexible, but tena- 
cious; <ngau spi kém> yan 
strong as leather. . 

et | To offer blood in sacrifice; 
., ;to smear and sprinkle sacri- 
x ficial vessels with blood ; to 

Hin consecrate with blood, as 
temples are; an offense, a 

wrong, a cause of quarrel be- 
tween nations; a presage, a 

86 Ton. Dicer, 
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pretext, a handle for a quar- 
rel ; to perfume one’s self with 
oil when worshiped as ah an- 
cestor ; to fumigate ; excited ; 
a tiger’s skin to wrap arms in ; 
‘hi yan® to give cause of off- 
ense ; “t Ait, yan’ .chi, torinse 
or smear with blood; yan’? 
kwik, a slight, a pretext. 

=o To recognize, to know well 
. so as to know it again; to 
™ acknowledge, to confess; to 

act as one knows. 

(689) Yap. 

yr, To weep, to shed tears; 
Kh huk; yap; to cry silently ; yap> 

hiit; kai ‘song, to weep bitter- 
ly and knock the head; yap, 
sh? shong ha* tears coursed 
down her cheeks. 
To make a bow with the 

hands on the breast, a la Chi- 
noise ; a bow, a salutation, to 
give way to, to cede, to re- 
sign, to yield ; to bow in ; tsok, 
yap, to make a bow ; sch'éung 
yap; pat; par’ a low bow is not 
worship ; ‘kung yap, a formal 
bow, hands to the forehead ; 
swan yap: to return a bow. 

| Used for the last ; to bale 
out, to pour out, to lade, to 

Yih transfer liquids; yap; ‘tsau 
~ ¢séung, pour out the wine. — 

1 Discontented, disquieted ; 
"looking sad and feeling for- 

Yin Jorn. 
i Damp, dewy, moist, soaked 
“through; to steep, to soak ; 

Yin water ranning down. 

Yih 
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= | 
>| A city, a place. where 

Ks | main, a feudal state, a prin- 
Yih cipality; a fortified camp; 

a capital city ; a district or 
its walled city; a stoppage of 
the breath; the 163d radical 
of characters denoting places, 
contracted on the right of the 

_ primitive; pat yap, — shing’ 
yap, my district — your dis- 
trict or town ; yap» ‘tsoi, ‘the 
district magistrate; shik, yap, 
to eat the district, t.¢. toenjoy 
the revenue from it; ‘shau yap, 
the chief district in a prefec- 
ture; yap, <ts‘éung -shang, a 
sits di graduate of the dis- 
trict. mo 
A sobbing, a catching of 

the breath ; «sam yap, a palpi- 
tation of the heart; yap, a 
hiccup, asthmatic. breathing. 

: To reassemble, to unite, to 
Hih collect; to rise up ; to loll out, 
as the tongue; to revile, to 
‘slander ; ao.yap; in union; 
yap, hop joined ; to reunite, 

x 

om 
Hih 

ne 
Yih 

as diverging streams. 
The noise of flowing water ; 

running, gurgling, murmur- 
ing, as a torrent. 

VB, Brilliant, splendid, glisten- 
~ ing; to sparkle ; yap, i# shin- 

Yih . . ing, a8 fireflies ; refulgent. 
KR. To enter, to go into, as a 
‘_~ house, to penetrate; to be- 
Jih come amember of ; to enter a 

family ; to recede from view ; 
to receive, to take in; to put 
into; receipts, income; the || 
11th radical ; ch'ut, yap out- 
lays,and income; to go out! 
and in, to and fro; yap: ‘hau | 

>many people assemble ; a do- | 

YAT. 

fo imports; ‘hd yap, st‘au, 
easy of access, as a friend; 
yap, tak, ‘ngan, agreeable, 
takes one’s fancy ; :shau yapi 
received ; m0 yap2 le not mak- 
ing any money ; yap: shuk: ‘ni 
wishes to make your acquaint- 
ance; yapo<ch'éung, to become 
a scholar; yap yé by night ; 
ngau’ yap, ;’m ngaw chut, 
he’s stupid enough when he 
gets, but sharp when he pays 
out; pat, séung yap. discord- 
ant, incongruous; sham yap: 
chung’ t? to penetrate the 
country ; yap: hi da, go in: 
yap, shd put it in account ; 
kw yap: syan_ tsui to charge 
guilt on one; ini yap, shong 
amé? do you wish to learn this 
trade? yap: ‘fo, a house-warm- 
ing. Rani tis 

(690) Yate -caneae * 

— |} One; the first ; th same, 
; |as one, alike ; the w ole; at. 

i, once ;a few ; a, an; sincere, 
x | real, honest, perfect ; to har- 

“’“ monize; to unite, to even, 
Yih to make one or uniform ; the 

Ist radical ; tar’ yat, the first, 
the best; yat, tik, kom? <to, 
only a very little; yat, yat, 
ts‘at, ts‘at; not to my liking, 
very ordinary ; yat; yat, ning 
‘lai, bring them singly; yat, 
chikz hie. go straight on; <ts‘ung 
yat, st chung, faithful to one 
[husband] till death ; yat, ‘ha, 
presently, in a minute ; fong’ 

mai yat, ‘ha, put them in one 

t 
~ 



_are not alike; 
step by step: yat, tik, .td hai? | 

_ sts‘ai, at once ; yat, ch’ chi? 

_ heart ; yat,.'eng tsik, tap, re- 

yat, ko which one? yat,; <lvi, 

B. 
. ih or, his day, his reign ; sorcer- || 

haw? yatrday after to-morrow ; 

aword, there’s no retracting ; 

YAT, 

place ; pat: yat, unlike ; wak, 
yat, make them alike; yat, 
ong’ a horizontal row; yat, 
ki? tsaw yat; ki? a word. is 

ngang* yat, dead, stiff; .chiin 
yat, devoted to , single minded 
in the pursuit ‘of; man* yat, 
pv ‘yau, most probably there 
is ; yat, yat, ? ¢ tsd’ do them 
all i in order, methodical ; yat, 
swan yat; ? swan ? let one be 
‘one and two two, the things 

hit every single one has gone ; 
yat, ‘tsung, the whole; yat, 

an, people of different places | 
th have their peculiarities]; yat,|, 
mi one taste, one feeling, per- 
tinacious; yats sam, the whole 

plied as soon as he heard ; .pin 

? lui, firstly, secondly ; yat, 
ting? certainly; yat, min’? ‘yam, | 
yat, min’ ‘stung, while drink-) 
ing he was pondering ; hék,| 
yat, Cit? scared him dread-| 
fully ; Ait kin? yat, kin’ go and 
take a look. 
The sun ; a day, daily, day- 

time ; days, time ; the emper- | 

ers ; yat.:t au, the sun, in the!) 
sun, noontide heat; yats «tt 
st'au, daytime ; kam yatz to- 
day ; tsok: yat2 yesterday ; yat, 
yat, every day ; pat, yat. ere- 
Jong; yat.. slun, the sun; 

sming yatz to-morrow ; ‘wong 
yat. a while ago ; «shang yata 

yab, po po’| 

Ht 
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a birthday ; Av yat. the anni- 
versary of a deceased friend’s 
birth ; ui chan’ hai* ‘ngo yat, 
tit2 1am -the head now; ko’ 
ko? to *yau <sam «chit ‘léung 
yatz every body has ill turns; 
mat, ‘yé yat, ‘tsz’ what is the 
day ? chak, kat, yat. to choose 
a lucky day; yat yung’ daily 
use ; yatz <ch’éung, days are 
lengthening yatz lokz sunset; 
yatz tui <ts‘in kam, a day i is 
worth a thousand pieces } yat. 
chung’ yat, yat. daily becom- 
ing wotse ; yatr tstk, tit. ‘lui, 
{hoarding like] the days and 
months multiplying: 
To escape, to get off; 

let loose, to get loose ; to re- 
h tire, as into quiet; to run to 
excess ; ease, leisure, idleness; 
to indulge one’s ease or tem- 
per; kind, easy, careless about; 
hi? -kwai ‘yan yate gone home 
and retired from active. life ; 
con yat: quiet leisure ; yata loke 
pleasant retirement. 

as Interchanged with the last. 
*Ease, leisure, repose, idleness; 
» crime ; sinful ; luxury, volup- 

tuousness; to omit, as a duty; 
syam ya. vicious indulgence. 

oR: Overflowing waters, rising 
*floods ; tong? yatz excessive, 

es unrestrained, as a spendthrift; 
syam yata licentious, immoral 
dissipation. 

Full even to overflowing ; 

i 

- still, as a full vessel ; to over- 
» flow, to ran over ; to spread 

abroad ; a handfal ; cyéung 
yat, to extend, as into neigh- 
boring regions ; to overflow ; 
yat2 ch'ut, an overplus, a good 
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measure ; ‘md tak, yat: nothing 
over ; yatz sho’ the overplus. 

Racing of chariots ; carria- 
vis && rushing by ; rushing into 

battle ; to make an irruption, 
to invade. Used for the last. 

, The sea eagle or hawk 
ih drawn on the sterns of junks, 

to denote their swift sailing. 
$a A piece of gold in the Chau 
‘dynasty weighing 30 taels; in 

Yih the Han dynasty 24 taels, and 
20 taels in the days of Liang. 

jit Sound reverberating and 
T spreading ; a buzz of flies; a 

Hih coughing among trees; a re- 
port going abroad; fat, yat: 
great, disproportional. 

te The arranging of music- 
’ *ians, a band of eight musicians, 
“a player; yat «shang, a mu- 

sician ; graduates who could 
not be entered as siuts'di, and 
are reserved, 

( The three next are often read yik.) 

i To throw one down ; to sus- 
‘*tain or support by the arm, 

Yih ¢9 lead or raise up by the arm; 
side apartments, like retiring 
rooms; sft yat2 to uphold; 
sfung yat, scholars’ robes; ‘yau 

atz to persuade and lead on. 
ria Fluid secretions, as saliva, 

~? sap, sweat, pus, milk ; thick 
as dregs ; sin yat. saliva; kd yat: 

rich juices ; yuk yat: the pear- 
ly secretion, 7. e. pure water. 

Te The armpit; the side; the 
“part under the forelegs of 

Yih animals; tsap: yatr shing sk’ au 
to collect fox’s shoulder pieces 
to make a fur coat; yat2 hd 

under the arm. 
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Sorrowful, grieved, mourn- 
ful, sad ; thoughtful, anxious ; 
to think of with sorrow; to 
act so as to bring disgrace; 
grief from neglect or dispraise; 
low spirited, melancholic, ner- 
vous; grieving for parents’ 
death; sickness of pregnancy ; 
cyau mtn’ sad, heartsick ; ting 
yau, in mourning ; — said by 
gentry ; mat, kim’ -yau «sam, 
who do you feel so cast down? 
yau .yaushau sshau, afflicted, 
disappointed; 4m «yau, to 
sympathize with, to condole 
with ; smd .yau, had no sorrow; 
pat, .yau, careless of grief 
caused to others ; kak, y@ -yau 
to borrow trouble ; ’m <yau <’m 
‘hé lok; don’t fear they'll not 
be good; ;'m «chi -yau, stolid, 
indifferent to sorrow; ‘yan 
yau, concealed grief. — 

(i Abundant, extra, excessive, 
“= an overplus; satisfied, tran- 
YO guil, joyous ; leisurely, easy, 

unconcerned ; to excel, more 
- than able for or competent ; 
superoragatory; to trifle, to 
play, to dally; to be on free 
terms with; .yau syan, come- 
dians, play-actors ; hok, :yau, 
very learned ; .yau :yau ‘yau 
si, enough and more than 
enough ; .yau lit; capable and 
incapable, too much or want- 
ing; <yau ‘lai séung to’ to 
treat with extraordinary po- 
liteness ; yau <yau, to enjoy 
one’s self. s 
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A harrow to turn in the seed; | 
“ to harrow in seed, to cover 

Yo seed when sown. 
To cease, to rest from ; to 

desist ; to resign; to repudiate; 
a negative, don’t, stop, let that 
alone, don’t trouble yourself; 
to praise, to commend ; to fe- 
licitate; to forgive, to let off. 
A colloquial word. To move 
off, as a table ; to tighten, as 
a waistband; yau :ts‘ai, to 
divorce a wife; .yau sik, to 
rest from ; :yau ch? to remove 
from office; shai* pat, -kon 
yau, I swear I'll not forgive 
you ; kau’ sz” .yau ct‘ai, don’t 
rake up old scores ; au kaw’ 
da ‘tsau ‘lit, don’t let him 
escape ; ko’ .yau, to request 
leave to resign office; .yau 
<yau, to retrench, to give up; 
cyau ‘shau, to desist from 
work ; -yau <hoi, to move off; 
yau fi to hitch up the trow- 
sers. 
To call out, the confused 

cries of a crowd ; the shriek of 
ain. . 
Shade, shelter; protection, 

Hi kindness from superiors; to 
g protect, to sustain; a place 

for sheltering ; «shan cyau, 
divine care and assistance; 
shing’ .yau, imperial or celes- 
tial kindness; <hung -yau, 
your great favor. 

HK! _A powerful beast, said to 
| devour tigers; sp't cau, a 

AK | ferocious monster ; Fealiant 
Hida as] lions, said of troops, 

An ow] ; .ch't .yau, a horned 
owl, regarded asa bird of evil 

«? 

< 
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< 
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Name ofa certain war-horse; 
a fine, high spirited steed. 

} A low hill, a hillock, a 
*- hollow-top hill; a leveled hill 
| for worshiping, a high place ; 

K ‘ig to Collect; great, empty; a 
plat of land; the infantile 
name of Confucius, for which 
the first only is used ; siin .yau, 
fong :yau, round and square 
places for adoring heaven and 
earth: «sdm .yan, hills of the 
immortals ; yat; -yau, a plat. 
Used for the preceding; a 

tumulus; <yau ‘lung, a high 
mound ; a wasteful deed or 
work, which gives trouble to 
others, a useless toil. 

AE. An earthworm; yaw ‘yan, 
Kig & WOrM; it makes humps as it 

crawls. 
fz A doe, the female of the 
“Ya stag or of any other deer. 

Yu 

He 
Yu 

c 

Hia 

Bf 
K’iu 

The bleating or cry of deer ; 
yau .yau, the baying or bleat- 
ing of deer. 
Ina rayine or shady dell; 

dark, shady ; solitary ; secret, 
retired, far back, deep, hidden 
from view; obscure, myste- 
rious ; the shades; the spirits 
gone to the shades ; to go or 
be sent into retirement, to 
rusticate ; -yau ‘nga, elegant, 
retired and tasteful; chit .yau 
to deliver spirits by masses ; 
tsa’ <yau, to appease the 
ghosts ; :yau ‘kwai, you imp 
of darkness! :yau om’ dark ; 
tsa? yau fung, a gust that 
blows burning paper clothes 
about, 7.e. an object of scorn ; 
-yau sham, wild, deep, dis. 
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Yu 

‘At to take a jaunt, to idle, to 
Ya 

- chan, the idler loves leisure ; 

dt 
Ya 

« 

Ya 
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mal ; yausmun, gates of hades; 
the pylorus; au -kii, in re- 
tirement. 
The scollops on the edge or 

end of a flag; a fluttering of 
flags. 
To ramble, to roam, to walk, 

saunter; to travel incog., to 
go about for information : to 
go on a circuit; voyaging, 
traveling, absent; syau tin’ to 
take a play-day ; chau cyau, a 
friend, a chum; <wan <yau sz” 
fong, to go on a begging trip, 
as priests do; syau quan, wan- 
dering, uneasy ghosts; <p*°d 
sat, ch'ut, <yau, an idol taking 
an airing, a procession; <sin 
syau, dead ; syau <yau, ram- 
blers, idlers ; syau ‘tsz’ travel- 
ing merchants, or scholars; 
syau kik; or syau ‘fu, a lieuten- 
ant-colonel; <yau ‘shau ho 

sts'ing syau, to follow about, 
as a teacher. 

A tributary ofthe R. Hwai; 
to float, to drift, toswim; us- 
ed for the last, to travel, to 
rove, to go abroad ; to go with 
the crowd; to take pleasure in, 
to enjoy one’s self; satisfied, 
sel f-pleased, an air of content; 
syau sman, lazy people; <yau 
syau tong’ tong’ dissipated ; 
syau syau tsz’* tsoi’ at one’s 
ease. 
® The antecedents of a thing; 
}a preposition, through, by, 
_ from ; a way, a means; cause, 
instrument by which a thing 
is done; from or by permis-. 

sion of; to let, to permit; at, 

YAU. 

liberty; to enter by; to pass 
through, as the hands of; to 
follow; to serve of; pat, «chi 
ski yau, I don’t know the rea- 
son; syau ‘ts'z’ smtin tsun’ 
go in at this door; syaz </ot, 
heretofore, from the first ; ‘tim 
slot syau, why was it so? how 
came it about? what were the 
reasons? smé <loi syau, there 
really was no reason for it; 
syau tak, ‘kt, let him alone ; 
syau tak, ‘ngo tsz”* pin® let me 
do as I like; syaw tsot ‘ni, it 
lies with you; ching <yau mi 
ch'wv it will pass by here ; <tia 
syau, a cause ; <yau ‘ts*x’ sislot, 
from this to the next, hence, 
therefore ; syau <t'in pat: syau 
syan, it depends on heaven, not 
on man; syau syau ‘pai pd? 
let them put them as they like; 
he lets people turn him round 
as they like; syau «sheng ch? 0? 
from Canton to Macao. 

A branch of the R. Pa, which 
flows into the Yangtsz’ east 

Ya of Wichang in Hapeh; oil, 
fluid grease; paint; oily, unctu- 
ous, greasy; fat, shining, sleek,’ 
glossy ; easy, gliding; thick 
weather; cordial, agreeing ; to 
oil, to paint; «chit syau, lard, 
pork fat; syau ‘sui <kwong 
kwan’ au oily tongued rascal ; 
fa shang syau, or ds‘ing syau, 
ground-nut oil ; sch'@ syau, tea 
nut oil, smui kwar <yau, 
attar of roses; pok; sho syau, 
essence of peppermint; tung 
syau fui, chunam for calking; 
sngau syau, butter ; syau ts ut, 
oil paints ; lok: <yau wok to 
fall into the oil caldron —- in- 
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hell ; «shang ts'ov syau, sweet 
oil ; yat, sch'ing <yau, a jar of 
oil; shek2 syau, petroleum ; 
‘mang ‘fo syau, naphtha; .yau 
kor wat, smooth as oil. 
A kind of weasel or ferret, 

of a yellowish color, which 
destroys rats; perhaps a pole- 
cat. ; 

th _A pumelo or shaddock ( Cit- 
“yg TUS decumana), called luk, 

yau or syau ‘tsz’ a pampel- 
mouse. 
Luxuriant, as vegetation, 

plants growing thick and ab- 
undantly. 
To go on the water, to dart 

through the water; a place ; 
a relative pronoun, what, that 
which, who; a euphonic par- 
ticle; fuk: ‘yau.yau kwai, 
whence the felicity comes; 
syau sin, instantly, cheerfully ; 
séung’ <yau, to seek a son-in- 
law. 
To think of, to grieve for ; 

“46° discontented at, mournful, 
** sorry ; boundless, remote ; to 

_ go far; leisurely; syau syau, 
vast, as heaven; prolonged, 
perpetual ; syau syau .chi lun’ 
common talk ; syau .tsoi, think 
over it. 
- Water flowing along with 
rapidity. 

s 
Ya 

Yau 

AK 
Ya 

» 
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To swim; «yau ‘shuz, to 
“IFA swim in the water ; cyau kwo? 
Tst4<hoi, to swim across the river ; 

‘ngo ‘ti syau, | can swim. 
Af A suspicious monkey; a 
“i lapdog, a puppy; doubtful, 
Yu suspecting ; still, even; as if, 

like, alike, rather, same, re- 
sembling ; thus, so; used for 
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the next; <yau <in mt teng? it 
seems unsettled ; <yau ‘ch'é, 
still further ; syau ‘tsz’ a neph- 
ew ; syau ‘yau, still more are 
to be had ; syau a? m? k'iit, it 
looks still undecided. 

. Similar to the last; a scheme, 
“FY* a plan ; a drawing ; to plot, to 

® contrive ; to draw, to make a 
likeness; arule, a way, a mode 
of action; cheerful ; 4a syax, 
a fine plan ; «mau syau, a plan ; 
tdi’ <yau, a great scheme. 
A bad smelling plant; stink- 

‘#4 ing, fetid plants; the heavy 
smell of rotten wood. 
The larve of a beetle ; cyau 

sts'ai, long and white grubs, 
which eat trees, to which a 

_ graceful neck is likened. 
: Used with the last; ephem- 
““4¥ eride, flies which collect about 

offal ; sfau syau, dung flies. 
A light carriage, like a cur- 

ricle or chaise ; light, trifling ; 
tak, <yau sii smo, virtue light 
as a feather ; syau <i, a trifling 
present—said in depreciation. 

Extraordinary, remarkable, 
exceeding; singular, strange ; 
odd, differing ; an adverb of 
comparison, very, excessively, 
still more ; to-exceed, to sur- 
pass; to dislike, to resent ; 
han’ <yau, to surpass one’s 
example ; to go beyond, as in 
crime; .yau? surprisingly odd, 
very singular; syau mate a 
beautiful woman ; pat, syau 
syan, don’t hate people ; syau 
sham’ vastly more or greater, 
A protuberance, a gathering, 

a swelling, a tumor; ganghi- 
onic sweilings in the neck, 

a> 

dG 
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A fault, a crime, an error : 
4 wickedness ; ok; syau, guilt, 

crime. 
Occurs used for the last in 

the name .Ch't <yau, a prince 
in the days of Hwangti; worms 
in the belly, and also read <ti 
in this sense. 
Elegantly dressed, embroid- 

ered garments; the blade of 
grain springing up; easy, 
quiet enjoyment; plenty. 
Also read tsau’ a sleeve. 
A post-house; a place for 

getting relays of horses and 
sending on dispatches ; lodge 
for watching fields; to err; 
very, exceedingly; <yau ich tin, 
a post for transmitting letters, 
Wood that is pliable, easy to 

bend; easy, flexible, not stiff; 
complaisant, condescending; 
bland ; compliant, meek, soft, 
gentle, mild ; fawning, flatter- 
ing; tender, as budding plants; 
to show kindness, to be gentle 
with ; to cause to submit, to 
subdue by kindness ; <yau ‘iin, 
mild and easy ; syaw ‘itn cyan, 
to act benignly to strangers 
from afar ; kong syau ping? 
tsai’ to temper severity with 
kindness ; syau yéuka soft and 
weak. 
To bend, to make pliable, 

to twist, to work about, to 
contort ; tomake wood supple 
by heat ; used for the last; to 
subdue, to bring under ; lan’ 
‘yau, to twist in pieces. 

‘ The step of a brute, which 
makes a roundish hole, as a 

Jau_fox’s paw; the marks of a paw; 
the 114th radical. 

s 
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To tread, as a beast; steps 
, of animals, foottracks, traces ; 
“ to tread over ; todampen rain 

to free it from the cha ; to 
winnow ; ‘yau lun? trampling 
of animals ; oppressive, haras- 
sing exactions ; ‘yau ‘ts'in, to 
trample down, to tread in the 
mire. 
Rotten wood ; decayed, put- 

rid, putrescent ; ‘failing, rotten, 
forgotten, out of mind ; yau 
lin? decayed, as wood; ‘yau 
pa? stinking, offensive : ‘yau 
<ts‘oi, unserviceable, a useless 
officer or man ; tak, yam pat; 
‘yau, his virtuous reputation 
will not be forgotten; ‘yau 
mukz pat; ‘ho tit, rotten wood 
can’t be carved. 
A dark green, a sort of in- 

visible green color ; to smear 
@ and blacken. 

Relaxing from labor, and 
taking one’s ease ; grief; sor- 

® rowing. 
To have, to possess ; to be, 

to be in possession; often — 
forms the past tense ; in replies 
is equivalent to yes, I have, it 
is; to attain, to get; farther, 
and, also, more, in addition ; 
‘yau <sam lok, much obliged ; 
thank 908; Syau han’ not. 
many ; ‘yau ‘mo <ni, are there 
any or not? ‘yaw mat; chut, 
ch'ek; I'll see what pluck you 
are of ; ‘yau «shan ka cyan, or 
Syau ka tong’? a man of sub- 
stance ; ta Syau .chi snin, a 
very fertile year; yéung? yéung” 
to ‘yau, we have all sorts ; mi? 
‘yau, not yet; tsz”’ Syau, self- 
originating, is of itself; ‘shew 

49 
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‘yau, there are few such ; ‘yau 
? slot, I came purposely ; ‘sz’ 
shang ‘yau ming’ life and 
death are determined; ‘yau 
sz engaged, busy ; ‘yau <shi, 
sometimes ; shape ‘yau <sdm, 
thirteen ; ‘yau sho’ there are 
not many; ‘yau fi, rather, 
somewhat, only a few; ‘yau 
mat, ‘kt sho, how many have 
1? 7. e. only afew; ‘yau peng? 
sick ; ‘yau tsi ch? amusing, 
entertaining ; ‘nt ‘yaw ‘mo? 
‘yau lok,; have you any ? Yes. 
A friend, a companion, an 

associate ; attached to, fond 
of; to be friendly with, to 
unite cordially; to blend; to 
cotton with, toact asa friend ; 
fraternal, hearty, friendly ; 
friendship ; «sam ‘yau ‘kisyan, 
fond of the ancients; ‘tsau 
yuke <p ang ‘yau, amercenary 
friend ; «shit ‘yau, a school- 
mate ; ‘Jo ‘yau, an old friend ; 
ua ‘yau, a fellow member ; ‘hd 
Syau, a good friend ; iv ‘yau, ||. 

_a fellow-officer ; ‘yau to’ rules 
or intercourse with friends ; 
smong <nin ‘yau, friends who 
disregard disparity of ages; 
haw’ ‘yau, filial and fraternal 
regard, 
A hole ina wall, a square 

window ; a lattice,~with slid- 
_ing doors ; to_lead on, to in- 
struct, to bring up; .ch'éung 
Syau, a window ; ‘yau sman, to 
instruct the people. 
To speak to pleasantly, to 

advise ; to allure, to entice, to 
draw on; to animate, to en- 
courage ; to tempt, to mislead; 
‘yan ‘yau, to entice, to lead 
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on, usually to evil ; ‘yau wak, 
to seduce, to tempt; <ts‘un 
sts‘un shin? ‘yau, to lead one 
gradually into good practices; 
hung’ ‘yau, to befool, to did- 
dle. 
Used for the last; reason, 

right; just, proper; to lead 
in the path of rectitude ; ‘yau 
‘, place where Wan Wang 
was imprisoned. 

Useless grass among grain, 
like the panic grays; tares, 
darnel, weeds: riffraff of soci- 
ety; vicious, mischievous ; ‘ma 
hv? sléung ‘Syau, weeds form - 
the horse’s salary ; ‘yau <in, 
vile words. 
An ancient Sacrificial vessel, 

made with a cover and a bail, 
t» hold fragrant wine. 

Ripe, matured, finished ; 
ripe, mellow, as grain for mak- 
ing spirits; elegant ; satisfied ; 
the tenth of the twelye bran- 
ches, represented by a cock; 
the 164th radical of characters 
relating to liquors ; ‘yuu <shi, 
hour from 5 to 7p. m.; ‘yau 
ut, the 8th moon. 
To collect fuel to make a 

Yo Sacrificial pyre. 

Ae Young, tender, growing, 
; immature; small, delicate ; 

youthful, under ten or twelve 
years; to treat kindly; yaw 
nin k® a lad, a mere boy ; 
during my youth; yaw tak, 
tik; rather small ; yau’ sav de- 
licate, fine, pretty ; yaw hok, 
scholars, young pupils ;<ch'an 
kom’ yaw fine as dust; yaw 
tung’ fine, smooth, as a polish. 
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ed agate ; ‘chéung yaw’ old and 
young; yaw’ niin’ smooth, sleek 
and soft. 
The right hand; on the 

right; to honor, to give the 
& precedence to, a8 it once was 

the place of honor ; to encour- 
age, to aid, to support; high, 
honorable, ‘nobles strong, Vio- 
lent, high tempered ; a se- 
cond in rank or command : 
yau’ ‘shau, the right hand; on 
the right side; lit, yau’ as above 
written; smd ch'ut, ski yaw 
no one could excel him ; <fan 
Sw ‘tso yaw ordered the attend- 
ants ; ‘léung yaw @ both of us 
to the right! — a street cry; 
yaw slai, to the right! tso 
yau’ let this come to the right 
of your seat—used in letters ; 
yau’ to‘t‘ung, a lieut.-general. 

tis To aid, to help, to protect, 
to succor, to lend a hand to ; 

YQ cho yau' to aid kindly. 
ji Divine protection; assist- 

ance, care, and kindness of 
YG the gods ; to protect, to shield, 

to assist, to defend: ‘pd yau* 
protection of superiors ; shan 
yan mak: yaw secret blessing 
of the gods. 

2 Anold form of the hand; a 
conjunction, more, also, fur- 

® ther, moreover, and, and then, 
still again ; ina higher degree ; 
before a negative, answers to 
but, not yet; placed between 
two verbs, it makes the former 
a present participle ; the 29th 
radical ; kam ‘man yau® «mo 
wt: there’s no moon to-night 
too; yau® <lot tt shiit, still you 
are talking nonsense ; ma’ ‘liv 

7 
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yau ‘ta, ‘ta ‘lit yan’ md’ he 
rails and then beats, and then 
beats and rails again ; tso* yau? 
pat, .on, as he sat, he was not 
at rest; yau® ‘yau, there are 
more, or another; man? kwo’ 
yau? man® asked and asked 
again; yau® <loi lok, there you 
are again! ! yau? sh? still again; 
yau’ <loi ts’ mat, what have 
you come again for? yau® 
‘lang, yau’ lok. ‘ii, it is cold 
and rainy too. 

a To be indulgent to, to for- 
bear with; lenient in punish- 

& ing; to relax, to give scope to ; 
to tolerate; to encourage ; 
crimes of ignorance ; a perma- 
nent benefit, a far-reaching 
advantage ; shé yaw to for- 
give; yau® ts? to remit a 
punishment ; siza yau* a miti- 
gating cause ; <sdm yaw’ three 
extenuating reasons ; kt wat 
sin yau’ I beg you to excuse 
the faults — a polite phrase. 

2 Used for the last; to en- 
courage guests to eat by mu- 
sic ; to do the honors of a ta- 
ble, to urge to eat, to wait on ; 
yau ‘tsau, to take wine with ; 
yau’ shik: to invite to eat; ‘t 
‘t'ot yaw’ to invite an ancestor 
to accept offerings. — 

> A park, an inclosure for 
animals; an aviary, a mena- 
gerie; a walled paddock; a 
limited acquaintance with, a , 
superficial knowledge of; in- 
closed, confined, restrai sink 
pent up; luf, yaw a 
range; ‘ts‘in yau’ a 
knowledge of ; «iin yau? 
dens and parks, 

partial 

gars 
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ap) An appellation ofa father ; 
: an interrogative particle, us- 
Ah j ually in regimen with ‘h?; syé 
yé «st, Jesus, calledin the West, 

according to K4nghi’s Dic- 
tionary, the Savior ofthe world; 
shi? <yé fi csyé, is it true or 
false ? ‘ts‘z’ ‘hi it kan® cyan 
sts'ing syé, how can this ac- 
cord with human feelings ? 
‘kwo pat, lok: «yé, am 1 not 
pleased ? cho <yé, what does it 
mean ? 
} A cocoanut; <yé ‘tsz’ a 

<M" scocoanut ; <yé ‘shui, cocoanut 
é ; milk ;<yé yuk, cocoanut meat; 
“ye syé hok; cocoanut shells ; <yé 
'- @ sP acoir broom; syé fa 

‘tsau, toddy ; slung fung? :fa 
syé, a cocoanut pulp halved 
and carved with a dragon and 
phoenix; sé ts‘ov’ a cabbage. 
Name of a place, slong syé, in 

the promontory of Shantung, 
now part of Ts‘ingchau fi. 
A celebrated two-edged clay- 
more, called mok: <yé, from its 
maker’s wife. 
A father, a sire; a title of 

respeci given to officers and 
gentleman ; @ <yé, father ! cyé 
snéung, my parents ; pak, syé, 
an uncle; dung <yé, a grand- 
father ; ‘/é<yé, Sir; your honor; 
<sz’ cyé, scholars, a private tea- 
cher or secretary; ¢4i <yé, 
etyle of address for district 
magistrates ; tdi’ ‘ld syé, your 
worship, said to prefects ; <yé 
gmtn, officer's servants ; shiv’ 

a 
i 
Yé 

£ 

Yé 

A 

yd 
Yé 
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cyé, a young gentleman ; shaw 
syé, nobleinen under a duke; 
swong syé, a prince royal. 
Wastes, neglected places 

* outside of a city; a moor, a 
common, a wilderness, a de- 
sert or Wild; savage, wild; 
uncultivated, as plants; rus- 
tic, rude ; ‘yé<yan, a clodhop- 
per ; ‘yé shang, wild, growing 
spontaneously ; ‘yé ‘tsai, a 
bastard ; ‘ld ‘yé ‘tsai, a cute 
chap ; ‘yé ngov’ savage wilds; 
‘yé sing’ a wild disposition, 
skittish, restive ; ‘yé fa -héung 
fragrance of wild flowers ; ‘yé 
m? game flavor. 
colloquial word. A thing, an 
object; any topic or subject ; 
twenty ; mat, Syé, what ? what 
is it? ‘ni ‘kong mat, ‘yé, what 
are you talking about ? ‘Ad ‘yé, 
a good article; kid’ tsd* mat, 
‘yé, what’s this called? what 
does he want me to do? 
To fuse metals, to melt; to 

compound or alloy; a furnace; 
a smelter, a founder; bediz- 
ened, false glitter; sit ‘yé, to 
melt; ‘yé tséung? a fuser of 
metals ; ‘id ‘yé, mincing, be- 
witching, as a woman; ‘yé 
syung fui’ cyam, meretricious 
arts imcite to lust. 
To provoke, to irritate, to 

stir up, to excite ; to produce, 
to elicit, to bring down on 
one ; ‘yé wo’ to bring evil on 
one’s self; ‘yé ‘fo «shit shan, 
to take fire to burn one’s self; 
Syé tt <tsd, to contract dirt ; 
‘yé sz" to make trouble; ‘yé 
‘ngo «séung ;sz’ it sets me a 
thinking. 
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Bp Reieneifaidingoscr: a word | 
used in assenting or replying ; 

© oh’ éung’ ‘yé, a profound bow. 
" Night, afier daylight; late 
ye night; chau? yé day and 

night ; kam yé to-night ; tsok, 
+ ye last. night; ‘hd yé> very 

late; shang yé abroad Jate at 
night ; yé <t'ot, the night ter- 
race, the grave; <’m tak, y@ yé 
stin :sit, we can’t have the lan- 
tern feast every night! yé 
mo, a night prowler, a thief; 
sshing yé the whale night ; 
kom yé so late now! yé pats 
Shaun, never stops, even night 
don’t stop him ; sngdi ‘lit yat, 
yé up the whole night ; yap: 
yé by night, as at work; <’m 
kak, tak, yé it will not keep 
over night; yé@ kan, in the 
night; yé ‘man hak; late, dark; 
chad yéa night patrol; ¥é 
sldn chéung, Pergularia odo- 
ratissima. 

(693) 

To bind, to cord up; to bind 
by contract, to agree; to re- 
trench, to moderate ; to spare, 
to -restrict, to economize ; to 
restrain; to stoop, to bend 
down ; to cause to submit; a 
confederation ; a promise, con- 
tract, or agreement ; a treaty, 

a compact; an association of 
streets; also in a restricted 
sense, a single neighborhood ; 
agreeing with, engaging; poor, 
reduced ; to divide, as in a- 
rithmetic; brief, condensed ; 

HY: 
Yoh 

YEUK. 

ta’ yéuk, for the most part; 
lap. yéuk, to make an agree- 
ment ; yéuk; moke luk, pak, 
ko? about six hundred; ; yéuk, 
sum a promise, a solemn en- 
gagement; -héung yéuk, a vil- 
lage council-house; yéuk; ting? 
‘kit slot, he agreed certainly to 
come; yeuks tan, the contract; 
tua yeuks to withdraw from a 
contract; put’ yéuk, to violate a 
contract ; ft yéuk, to go or 
do as was promised; pat, yéuk, 
si ct'ung, to meet undesigned- 
ly; shat, yéuk; to forget an 
engagement; <ch'tt si ‘yau 
yéuk, the tide is trustworthy, 
—is likeacompact; ka? yéuk, 
a mortgage omdeed of sale. 
To hop,-to jump; to leap 

for joy; to sport, to frisk, to 
gambol; ¢i@ yéuk, to leap 
about ; <it yéuk; slung smiin, the 
carp has leaped the dragon 
gate — rapid advancement. 

’ To boil, to dress, to cook: 
*in soup; to wash, to cleanse 

Yoh out; boiling, bubbling ; sho 
yéuks to open and clear, as a 

sewer; toenlarge. 
me, Sacrifices offered in the 

spring season ; a Roer, mean 
Yoh sacrifice. ! 
et. | A reed or pipe with three 

por more holes, resembling a 
> | flageolet ; ; the first is Me 

Yoh 214th radical of pipes; 
measure of 1200 grains of 
millet, two make a Adp2 or 
gill. Also used for the next. 
A key; a bolt or catch ofa 

*door; to enter, to go in at; 
ah yéuls sshi, a lock and. key; 

‘tsau yéuk, a sort of tankard, 

Yoh 
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\ ‘To invoke, to importune, 
> }to cry out in supplication, 
,}to implore; to groan with 

Yoh pain; ft yéuk; to call on; 
yéuk, ‘td, to pray to; ‘han 
yéuk, to urgently invoke. 

=e To trifle with, to jest with, 
=" to play ; to mock, to ridicule ; 

Hioh 15 make sport of ; hi yéuk; to 
laugh at; yéuk; yéuk, trifling. 

Set, To melt metals, to fuse or 
* found; to urge; impelled, as 

_ Lih by a multitude; handsome ; 
lustrous, shining, as gold. 
} Medicinal herbs; medi- 

*}cines, physic; compounds, 
» | preparations; to heal, to give 

Yoh Medicines to; medical ; heal- 
ing ; yéukz sts oi, medicine ; 

yéuk2 «ka, apothecaries ; pat, 
‘ho kaw yéukz incurable, unre- |) 

/ a of Iching hien in Siangy4ng formable ; yéuk2 <fong, a pre- 
scription ; sap, yéuk2 priming 
powder ; Adp2 yéukz to put up 
medicines ; yéuk, sing’ nature 
of medicines ; yéukz ‘yan, a 
disguise given with a dose; 
vat; tsai yéuk2 ‘shui, a liquid 
potion; yéuk: kuk. a free dis- 
pensing shop ; yéuka<ts'ot p'0? 
a physic shop; <kwan sshan 
yéuk2 a preparation of differ- 
ent qualities ofphysic, import- 
ant and inferior ; shing’ yéuk, 
an excellent remedy ; ‘lo ‘shi 
yéuk, ratsbane ; chap, yéuk: 

. to compound a prescription ; 
_yéuka‘tsau, medicated spirits; 
shang shukz yéuk: raw and 
prepared drugs. 

5 To select plants ; to accord 
* with, to follow ; according to, 

Joh a5 like; then, as to; a con- 
junction, if, perhaps, should 
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it be, supposing ; denotes the 
second personal pronoun, or 
the person spoken of; a eupho- 
nic particle; yéwhe sii, if, aa, 
since, it seems; yéuke sin loz, 
if he come; yéuk, hat tak, 
swat ktin, if 1 should become 
an officer ; pat, yéuk: the best 
way ; yéuk, sman tsak, ‘hi, as 
to the people, they are pleased; 
‘yau yéuke smo, to possess as 
if not having; «séung yéuk, 
similar, probably; ‘t‘ong yéuk, 
if; yéuk, tsz” sho slot, where 
did you come from? yéuke sch't 
pat, k'apzif you are Jate you'll 
not catch him ; yéuk, 516 yéuk, 
yaw of old and young [scores 
died] ; yéuk, iit, some one said 
sO, it was said. 
A feudal state, now the town 

Joh ¢%, in the north of Hapeh. 
The cuticle of the bamboo ; 

*a kind of grass, (Arundo?) 
ob whose broad leaves are woven 

into hats, or made into shoe 
soles, or used to line tea- 
chests. 

RA Weak, feeble, languishing, 
; , not strong; delicate, pliable, 

®" slender, fragile; ruined, dea- 
troyed, decayed ; yéuk2 kin’ a 
young man; ‘iin yéuk: no 
strength; yéuk, chat, a weak 
constitution ; a lady, a female ; 
yéuk ‘shui, a fluid between 
air and water, found in fairy 
land ; chan ching’ shan yéuk, 
he is really very weak ; «chang 
mat, sk’ éung yéuk: what’s the 
use of quarreling? let’s try 
our strength ; yéuk2 pat, shing 
a, too weak to carry a coat. 
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3 A sort of rush, like a flag, 
< ‘of whose tender plants, mats 
~a,c4n be woven. 

jE Unfeeling, tyrannical, harsh, 
Neo, cruel, fierce ; to maltreat, to 
Yoh Oppress; natural calamities ; 

yéukz sman, to tyrannize over 
the people; sts‘an yéuk: inhu- 
man ; to ravage. 

Je Fever ; fever and ague; feb- 
=? rile complaints; yéuk, tsat, 
ee an intermittent or remittent 

fever ; ‘mau yéuke hot fits; 
‘pan yéuk2 ague fits. 

(694) Yéung. 

In the midst, as of night; the 
middle, the centre ; the half; 
to finish, to conclude; wide, 
ample ; .yéung <k'au, or yéung 
‘mui, to request, to intercede 
for a favor; chung yéung, 
the centre’; mi? .yéung ckung, 
a seraglio in the days of Han. 

Jap | Misfortune, punitive calami- 
“7 \ ty; a visitation, a judgment, a 
pt | punishment, a retribution; to 
Yang punish, to disappoint ; unhap- 

pily, unluckily ; ¢sat, .yéung, 
a sickness ; «tsot .yéung, a ca- 
lamity; kong’ chi paks yéung, 
visited him with many ca- 
lamities; <yéung tsun’ pit, 
ch éung, prosperity will come 
after the judgments are done. 

Fk The blade of grain ; shoots, 
« ts 

** young plants ; ch dp, .yéung or 
Yang hi .yéung, to transplant rice 

shoots; ‘td .yéung, to bind 
shoots ; sat, -yéung, to sow for 
shoots. ‘ 

€ 

Yang 
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Moving clouds; rapid, hab- 
bling; as a current ; agitated ; 
wide ; .yéung .yéung, vast, as 
an ocean; violent, as a wind; 
swai ‘shui yéung cyéung, the 
wide and open sea. 
The female of the mandarin 

‘9 duck ; song yéung, a yellow 
Yang macaw ; cin yéung ‘nga, two 

sorts of roof tiles, the flat and 
semi-cylindrical. 

# To raise and dash, as waves; 
‘VJ to splash ; to display, to spread 
"out, to extend widely; to pub- 

lish abroad, to render famous, 
to make known, to divulge ; 
to raise, as the voice ; to open, 
as the eyebrows ; to stare, as 
at news; <yéung :shing, to cry 
out, to raise the voice ; syéung 
ofan, to make sail; yat, yik; 
yat, syéung, now a loss and 
then again; now down, then 
up; ying syéung [brave as 
a] fluttering eagle; ‘hoi pat, 
syéung po, nO waves were on 
the sea [in Wan WAng’s day]; 
cyéung <pin, to flourish a whip ; 
cyéung ch'ut; ngo? to tell peo- 
ple ; <yéung <ch'an, to raise a 
dust, to bluster ; syéung cyéung 
tsz tak, everything to one’s 
wish. 
Similar to the last; driven 

<*“ about by the wind, tossed ; 
28 whirled ; sailing along; win- 

nowed ; syéung sin, loud, hasty 
words ; po <yéung, winnowed 
in a-fan. swe 

AB The rising sun ; the clear 
shy shining sun; serene; to dry 
Yangin the sun; syéung kuk, the 

place where the sun rises, the 
orjent. aed 

DR 
Yang 
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The willow ; syéung ‘lau, the 
willow ; yéung cmuz, a tree 

Yang which produces a fruit like an 
arbutus (a Myrica?) syéung 
smut <ch'ong, a bubo ; «<yéung 
std, the sweet carambola; 
syéung shi? a sort of alder or 
-banian ; «wong syéung muk, a 
sort of boxwood. 
To roast, to scorch, to warm, 

or dry at the fire; opposite a 
fire; to refine, to assay, to 
melt and purify, as wax ; hot, 
blazing, vehement. 
Wounded, sore ; a wound, an 

ulcer, a sore head ; lan? <t'au 
Yang yoo ascald head. 
IF Same as ‘yéung HR: and 

‘7¥" used for the last. An itching ; 
Y4ng¢ itch ; to scratch, to titillate. 
Bi Lofty, clear, manifest; the 

unreaten: of the dual powers, 
"8 matter in motion ; the pure, 

etherial, subtle parts of mat- 
ter ; the superior of two things 
in contrast, asthe sun, heaven, 
day, male, open, front, sunny, 
light, &c.; the male member, 
virility; tong syéung, in the 
sun; tdi syéung, the sun; 
ctiin syéung, the Sth of the 5th 

- moon ; sch'ung syéung, the 9th 
of the 9th moon ; tstk; syéung, 
the declining day; syéung mat: 
virile member ; chong’ syéung, 
an aphrodisiac ; fu*<yéung st’ oi 
gone to the land of dreams; 
swan syéung, hamadryads ; 
syéung skan, this world ; sts‘z’ 
syéung, to depart this life ; 
syéung ‘shau, the palm up- 
wards; <yéung fung’ yam goai, 
to agree openly and secretly 
(or afterwards) oppose. 

Yang 
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A sheep, a goat ; animals . 
sieht sort, as the gazelle ; 
"Bsaunter, to roam ; gnin i 

or cyeung amé, a sheep; shan 
syéung or ‘ts'd syéung, a goat; 
syéung ‘tsai or kd syéung, a 
lamb ; syéung smd, wool ; 
cyéung ‘pi, a shoulder of mut- 
ton ; éung ‘tdi, a hind quar- 
ter ; sling yeung, a gazelle ; 
syéung ‘tsau, a sheep and ajar 
of wine — are wedding gifts ; 
cyéung slan, a sheep-cote ; ‘kon 
smin <yéung , to throw dice. 

fF To feign, to simulate ; false, 
unreal, pretended ; a feint, a 

YanZruse, a dodge; syéung «wat 
pat, ‘chi, he pretended not to 
know ; <yéung tsuv’ appeared 
to be drunk ; syéung <kw'ong, 
made believe he was mad. 
Two small streams in north 

of Shantung, also a stream in 
Y4ngthe southeast of KAnsuh ; the 

ocean, the sea; vast, broad ; 
overflowing, extensive ; fo- 
reign, from over the sea, Eu- 
ropean ; .yéung ‘hoi, the wide 
sea; ngot syéung, the outer 
seas, beyond the coast, out- 
side the Bogue; <yéung min’ 
an offing, a roadstead : <yéung 
fo’ p'® a shop to sell foreign 
goode: ; Sai syéung, Portugal; 
ortuguese ; man? ‘li «chung 

syéung, over the wide ocean ; 
dung yéung, the eastern sea; 
Japanese ; <yéung ‘tsz’ kong, 
the Yangtsz’ kiang; cyéung 
tt, opium. 

A _ To ramble, to rove ; to wan- 
x der, to stray, as a sheep; 
Yang séung sysung ,totake exercise, 

to stroll. 

or 

» 

c 
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se} Soft, loamy, fat soil; mold, 
*"** huinus, earth, soil; land, place, 
Jang earth, region ; a hill, a mound: 

good, loveable, as a fine child ; 
confused, disorder ;an ancient 
game; k'oi’ syéung, cover and 
ground, 7. e. heaven and earth; 
‘ngai cyéung, an ant-hill; 
ung cyéung, of the same 
place; noi’ syéung, ngot 
syéung, the inner and outer 
limb, as in an eclipse; yuk, 
cyéung, a rich soil; tin hi? 
syéung cyéung, the crowds of 
people in the empire. 

EE To push with the hand; to P ; 
poach ; to appropriate, to take 

J4g hossession of, to seize, to re- 
tain by force ;-to reject, to ex- 
clude; to bare, as the arms; 
to embroil; to stop; <yéung 
tit. to seize by force ; syéung 
p? to bare the arms; it: 
syéung yat,.kai, [only] poach- 
ed one hen a month. 
Name of a river in the east- 

ern corner of Sz’chuen; run- 
ning, sparkling water; dew 
falling in drops; muddy water; 
sling lo syéung syéung, heavy 
dew. 

ape The culm or stalk of grain; 
SVR luxuriant, as a field of grain; 
38ng abundant, fruitful; syéung fuk; 

good fortune. 

a 
Jang 

Jang 

To fast and pray in order 
to avert calamity; to depre- 
cate evil; cyéung «sing, to in- 
tercede with one’s star for 
better luck ; syéung wo’ seek- 
ing to avert woe. 
The hair in the utmost con- 

' id fusion ; disheveled, uncombed. 

YEUNG. 

“take Discontented, uneasy, dis- 
v satisfied, not at rest, restive ; 
“"8yéung ‘yung isam, fastidious, 

disgusted; ‘yéung sin, self 
complacent, 

BR The martingale; trappings 
“* on a bridle; a halter; a trace 
“Sto draw a cart; to tie, to 

halter; used for the last; 
‘yéung ‘chéung; embarrassed, 
as when carrying a burden; 
harassed by cares, 

: The sun past the meridian ; 
to shine on; to reflect, as an 

Yangimage ; to favor, to counten- 
ance ; the sunlight, the glare, 
the bright light; a reflection, 
an image; open, apparent, all 
in sight ; to show, not to keep 
out of view; yate ‘yéung, the 
sun shines on you ; the after- 

— 

noon ; ‘yéung yats to expose ° 
in the sun; ‘yéung chi? a 
reflection; ‘yéung siit. the 
reflection of snow; ‘yéung 
‘chiin’ ch’? to try to show off, 
as one’s ornaments; ‘yéung 
‘ngan, [the glare] shines in my 

eyes. : 
! To beat, to whip with a 

strap. <A colloquial word. 
To shake, as a cloth; to dnst, 
to clear from dust; ‘yéung <kon 
‘tseng, shake it clean ; ‘yéung 
tsike kok, to shake the corner 
of the mat, 7. e. tolose a wager. 

Yang 

iy vines : to look to a superior, 
to regard with respect, to ad- 
mire ; to think of kindly; to 
command asubaltern, to trans- 
mit orders to an inferior; to 
wait on, to rely, to trust on; 
‘yéung mong® to expect, to 

4 

To look up, to look towards - 
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long for ;to look up at; ‘yéung 
pat, kw'av? it tin, not asham- 
ed when looking up, #. e. con- 
scious rectitude ; ‘yéung st sz’ 
chi, ina brown study, puzzled. 

$ To itch, to scratch an itch- 
“~~. ing place ; a sore, an itching ; 

Yang, desire to scratch ; °m <kwan 
tung ‘yéung, of no import- 
ance, not worth a scratch; 
‘ho chan Syéung, it itches ; .sd 
‘yéung, to scratch. 

To nourish, to rear ; to 
bring up, to provide for, to 
support, to maintain ; totake 
care of one’s self, to take 
‘relaxation ; to keep alive, to 
tame, to improve, as a breed ; 
to raise, as plants; to edu- 
cate; to bring out, as parts ; 

B 

used for the last, to itch; 
‘yéung «shang, to nourish 
one’s health ; ‘yéung yuk, to 
rear, as young ; ‘yéung shan, 

| to refresh the spirits ; ‘yéung 
‘ngan «shan, to rest the eyes ; 
‘yéung ‘hau, to support; 
‘yéung shan hon’ to maintain 
indigent persons ; <’m ‘yéung 
tak; chi? not enough to live 
on ; ‘yéung tak, shuk:tame ; 
‘yéung sngan, to grow full 
faced; .t an ‘hau ‘shui ‘yéung 
ming? to support life by 
swallowing the spittle, 7. e. 

‘| living on a pittance. 
AS To attend on one’s pa- 

* /rents; to feed animals; kung 
Yang yéung® fi? ‘md, to support 

father and mother; ko 
chung yéung’ to retire from 
office to attend on one’s 
parents. 

Ton, Dier. 88 

rid 

aliments; a support ; a cook ;}]- 
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ie A river in the south of 
, } Kansuh; water in commotion, 

ie i rough water; large, vast, 
Yang deep; waves, ripples; tong? 

yéung’ chi kin’ vague, crude 
notions; @%@ yéung® rough- 
ened into waves. 

2  Arule, a pattern, .a muster ; 
manner, style, way, mode; 
yéung* yéung* sz”? every sort 
of business ; tsd’ «ni yéung? 
ching’ siin’ it will do if made 
this way ; tsd* mat; ‘yé yéung* 
which way shall it be done? 
om ‘ts‘z’ yéung’ unlike the 
pattern ; «md yéung’ a guide ; 
‘tsau yéung’ lost its shape; 
‘ch'ut: fa yéung’ to draw a 
pattern; chiw yéung? ‘chit ‘tin, 
cook another dish like it, 7. e. 
make another, or do it again ; 
chong smo. tsok; yéung® to put 
on airs, to mimic, to pretend. 

To make spirit from boiled 
glutinous rice with yeast 
cakes, to brew rice spirit; to 
stuff, as a sausage; to fill 
with stuffing ; to foment sedi- 
tion, to breed disturbance ; 
yéung* ‘tsau, to distil spirits ; 
yéung’ «wong <kwd, a cucuin- 
ber stuffed with meat ; yéung? 
chit sch'éung, pork sausages ; 
yéung’ <sshing ta wan'* to 
cause calamity to a state. 

To cede, to give place to, 
to give up, to yield, to recede 
from one’s rights, to waive ; to 
prefer others to one’s self; to 
reprove, to wrangle and scold, 
to recriminate; complaisant, 
retiring, courteous, yielding, 
kind; <him yéung* humble ; 
séung yéung’ ha’ give in a 

Yang 

ie 

Niang 

= 5 
ae 

Jang 
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little [and let us pags] ; tsau’ 
yéung? fan, cede the room a 
moment, a porter’scry; yéung” 
kwo’ ‘ngo, let me have it; 
yéung? wai to give up a seat; 
to vacate the throne; <’m‘hang 
yéung® syan,  discourteous ; 
yéung’ ‘kit sin shang, let him 
take the precedence. 

5 A worm that gnaws men’s 
psp ; nervous, out of sorts, 

~ *melancholy, chagrined, low 
spirited : indisposed, ailments, 
sickness, complaints ; pit2 slot 
smd yéung® have you been well 
since I saw you? ‘pd yéung? 
tonurse one’s self; siin yéung® 
or kwai? yéung’—tsin® yéung? 
your ailment — my malady. 

(695) Yik. 

78 To pour in more, to aug- 
U. ment, to increase ; to benefit, 

Yih to prosper, to advantage ; ad- 
vantageous, beneficial ; full, 
superabundant; restorative, 
strengthening, as a_ tonic; 
more, in a higher degree ; the 
42d diagram ; l? yik, interest 
on money; pecuniary advan- 
tage; ‘hd tai ‘yau yik; very 
great advantage ; yiks ka ‘ho, 
much better; ‘yau ‘siin smo yik, 
injurious without the jeast be- 
nefit ; yiks ‘mé siin, a pill good 
in pregnancy; ¢m sts'ang 
‘ts'ing yik, kwo I’ve not yet 
asked your name; ‘ts‘ing yik, 
to ask for more; yik; ‘iin <i 
yik; pok: the farther [from the 
sages] the more degraded. 

/ 

+f, 
Yih 

Yih 

1 

i jas? 

Yih 

Wis 
Yih 

YIKi y 

A conjunction, or, either ; 
moreover ; further; to press 
down with the hand, to settle ; 
to stop, to cause to desist, to 
keep back, to keep down, to 
abate ; to rule ; to keep one’s 
self possession, to repress, to 
restrain ; handsome ; yik, yik, 
careful and reserved; yik,wak: 
or else ; yik; wat, grieved, de- 
sponding; yat; yik; yat;syéung 
now depressed and then en- 
couraged ; ytk; chi, and is it 
known? 

BB ot Same as the yats 
.. Ship-bird ; they conceive by 
™ looking at each other; a goose; 

yik; yik; the cackling of geese. 
A hundred thousand, a lakh 

or ten myriads ; quiet, repose 
of mind ; to supply and make 
quiet ; to contrive, to calcu- 
late ; to guess, to bet ; yik, tok, 
to plan, as a money-making 
scheme ; yik, chit? chi chung’ 
millions of people... 

To recall, to bring to mind, 
Ue. recollect; to think upon, to 

reflect on; yik, ‘ht to recall 
to mind ; yzk, chéuk; recollect- 
ed it; yik, nim? or <sz’ yik, to” 

think upon ; pat; fuke k? yiks 
forgot all about it. 
A tough wood suitable for 

making bows, a sort of ash or 
alder. =~ 
The breast, the pit of the 

stomach; the flesh on the 
breast ; the heart, the bosom ; 
the thoughts, the opinions, the 
feelings ; yik, kin? my opinion; 
chung yik; the breast, the 
desires; sshau <wai ‘mtn yik, 
heart filled with anxiety. — 

Le 
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T., A conjunction, and, also, 
09, moreover ; likewise, fur- 
iD ther; an adversative particle, 

as not; <it.md yik. ‘ho, either 
will do; to have it or not; yik. 
ha? that is also; yike hop, to’ 
Si, that is also right; yike <td 
chéuk, that will do too; yik, 
pat; pit, man? yik, pat, ‘kom 
siz, don’t ask, for I dare not 
‘tell. 

~ Large, great; abundant, 
*flourishing ; adorned, beauti- 

th ful; in order ; enduring, as 
generations or ‘a family ; “used 
for the next; yik, yiks sad, 
gloomy; yik, ian old family, 
many generations. 

BB, Confounded with the last; 
game of chess; handsome ; a 

Vib Curtain ; pok, yiks to play ‘at 
at chess; yike ts au, the Phil- 
idor of China, who lived B.c. 
459. 

The mutations or alterna- 
@F*tions in nature, as of the sun 

» and moon; the theory of com- |} 
binations and permutations, 
exhibited by diagrams; to 
change, to exchange, to bar- 

ter; a market ; lots; maw yik, 
to trade ; commerce, trade; 
tkung sping «kau yikes to ex- 
change fairly; Yik, King, the 
Book of Changes; puk, yik, 

to cast lots ; yike iwi? the dia- 
grams of the permutations ; 
yik, t? tsak; kai sin, 'twill be 
the same if we change places; 
pw yik: to sell; pat, yikx im- 
mutabie. 

0 Bright, as flame; clear, 
; », Brilliant, splendid; Also read 

it sik dry. 

YIK. 699 

wy A aria species of spotted 
*lizard oreft, called ‘ts‘d slung, 

Yib or grass dragon, fed to larks. 
++ - ‘To shoot ; an arrow, having 
*a thread tied to it; to seize, 
to take} a perch or roost ; 
black ; the 56th radical ; yika 
syéung «kong, a river in the 
northeast of Kiangs! ; yikzpats 
sh@ suk, don’t hit sleeping 
birds when hunting. 

AQ Interchanged and used for 
vin the next, in the phrase yika 

yat, to-morrow. 
Ke Wings of a bird; sails of a 
Th * ship ; flanks of an army ; side 

horses ; a counsellor ; to assist, 
to support; to shelter, to brood 
over, to defend; to-morrow ; 
leisure; cordial ; 
daring; yike yik: respectful ; 
flourishing, affluent ; quite at 
ease; Sie yikes Wings ; adherents; 
‘cheung sts‘ai smo yik: his fea- 
thers and wings are fullgrown, 
said of a boy at 16; chap. yike 
snan fi, you'd find it hard to 
get away, if I should give you 
wings — said to a thief; ‘md 
yiky ‘shéung tin, you can’t 
fly without wings; p‘ok, yih 
to clap the wings. 

Like the last ; wings ; ready 
to fly; to help; f@ yikeassist- 

h ants, counsellors. 
Persons sent to guard the 

border ; feudal or government 
service ; sent On service; to 
serve, to minister to; official 
underlings, hangers-on at of- 
fices, policemen ; a servant ; 
to put in rows ; <ch'di yikes a 
police-runner; yihkr ‘sz’, to 
employ, as.aservant ; hd’ yika 

wh. 

Oe 

vigorous, ~~ 

> 
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lowest menials; «shan yik: 
occupation ; shai’ yik, under- 
lings who are bought; yik: 
vik; incessant, as labor ; <hang 
yikz to go tothe wars; ‘ni tsd 
mat, chik; yik, what employ- 

A ment have you? 
We, A pestilence, a contagion, 
"in 20 epidemic, a distemper; a 

disease that has something 
supernatural in it; ean yika 
plague ; chuk, yik: to expel a 
plague; pik, yik: «tan, an 
amulet against contagion. 

a To be on the lookout for, 
Yin to spy, to be on the track for 

criminals, to peep; *to lead 
on ; yik, yik, pleased, lively. 

ES To like, to be ‘pleased, to 
Ft rejoice in, to have joy of ; hap- 
Yih 

py, contented, pleased, 
; To dislike, to put away, 

Yih nut an end to, to finish ; to 
suffice ; to destroy, to enjoy ; 
cmd yike not to tire of, to re- 
lish. Also read <¢‘d, to smear. 

At, Similar to the preceding; an 
Yih ancient officer, a sort of fugle- 

man or drill sergeant. 
To draw out, or unravel silk; 

“F? to get a clue ; to state in order, 
™ to lay before, to explain, in 

which it is like the next; con- 
tinued without intermission ; 
long; great; at the Jast ex- 
treme, to exhaust; the utmost; 
chau yik: to get the clue ; to 

- unravel or extricate an affair. 
ae ‘To explain, to make clear ; 
BT Ato interpret, to translate ; to 
Yih make parties understand each 

_ other; to transfer from one 
_ Janguage to another ;'to tran- 

aoe discharge, to weary of; to 

YIK. 

scribe; an interpreter; a tratis- 
lator ; sch'tin yik2 to interpret ; 
fan yikr to translate; ytk: 
ch‘ut, hon’ <man, to translate 
into Chinese; yik: <ktin, an 
official translator. 

Ee A post for the government, 
; Ang a-place where couriers rest or 

exchange ; a hostlery ; a post- 
house ; a stage; a courier; to 
praise, to extol ; uninterrupt- 
ed, incessant; lok, yikz pat, 
tin’ uninterrupted,never done, 
as cares; yik; cham a post, a 
stage ; yikz ‘ma meng’ fidgetty, 
always in a hurry; yik, -kin, 
post-master ; syau ‘itn ytke the 
hotel of the Siamese envoys 
at Canton ; yika st‘ing, a way- 
side rest-house. a 

EH, Interchanged with the last ; 
a fleet horse, a racer, a post- 

horse; yike ‘md, a post-horse, 
iy Rebellious, seditious, ille- 

~'gal ; contrary, opposed, con- 
Nih tumacious, refractory; against 

one, as the tide; to resist, to 
disobey, to oppose; to go to 
meet, to encounter ; to receive; 
to report on ; to reckon on, to 
know or calculate beforehand; 
“ng yik: disobedient, willful; 
‘fan yik; to rebel; yikr chi, 
knew beforehand ; aoang yik: 
outrageous, rude ; yik; chang, 
perverse; to go backwards; 
pat, yike mulish, obstinate. — 

ae The medallion pheasant, 
3 Tragopan satyrus) called 

Yih also £0’ shaw? kai, or cock 
that ejects the comb. 

23 Small plants or grass wit! 
a ribbon like suerhatiod! is 
h teaves, Anode eA 
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(696) Ying. 

Flowers without fruit; fo- 
Ying liage; flourishing, luxuriant; 

excellent, superior, beautiful, 
eminent, having high talents, 
brave, nobleminded, adhering 
to virtue ; a tassel ; name ofan 
ancient state in west of Ng4n- 
hwui; a word used for Eng- 
land; «ying shung, a hero, a 
manly, noble person; ying 
kit. disinterested, one who 
helps the weak; .ying shek. 
the limestone used in rock- 
work: it occurs in Yingteh 
district ; -ying <ts‘oi, superior! 
parts; -kwd <ying, a salad of | 
vegetables used as bitters; 
wing shang cying ‘tsz’ a he- 
ro’s son will be a smart man ; 
ying wd, beautiful, comely ; 
English and Chinese; pak. 

|. shek; cying, quartz crystal. 
FR The lustre of gems, the po- 
+ lish of stones, as of crystal; 
"8 ‘tsz’ shek: ying, rose quartz. 
We That which is proper and 
Ra right ; suitable, ought, should 
8 be; that which is likely to 

take place; ying .tong or -ying | . 
ckoi, ought to be, proper ; <’m 
stsang <ying <shing, 1 have 
‘Not promised you; «ying tak, 
suitable, due, belongs to him; 
‘pin ying hai* ‘kom tso that’s 
the proper way to do it; pat; 
cying, unsuitable ; ying ‘cham 
‘sz’ worthy of decapitation ; 
ying ‘lt hai ‘kom, propriety 
requires it ; ying ‘chau <ngan, 
a balance still due. 

| 

Be 
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The breast ; personally, self; 
to strike; to sustain, to bear, 
to take upon one, to receive; 
a surcingle; stoppage of the 
breath; sndn ying chung? yan? 
hard to-fullfil a high office; 
skiinsk iin fuke ying, to clasp 
it carefully to one’s breast, as 
a precept. Also read ying’ 
to answer, to respond. 
Accipitrine birds; the falcon, 
the hawk, the owl; <shan cying, 
the eagle; «mdu si <t'au .ying, 
a barn owl; sm@ <ying, an 
osprey ; md ying, a double- 
eagle, applied to Prussia and 
Austria, from their royal arms. 
An infant, a babe, a suck- 

‘XX ling, a child ; a new born girl ; 
Ying to rush against ; to surround, 

to threaten ; entangled, inclos- 
ed, hampered, restrained ; fe- 
male ornaments ; «ying ¢, a 
baby; yuk: <ying st‘ong, an 
orphan asylum, foundling-hos- 
pital. - 
To take in the hand; au- 

ws acious, provoking; to run 
& against, as a sword ; to assail, 

to provoke, to excite the ire 
of; to confuse ; mok:‘kom.ying 
don’t be foolhardy. 
A cherry; wing <t'd, or <chii 

i 
Ying 

Ji 
Ying 

Yi 

‘ 
5 n aments, gems or jewels hang- 

¥ing ing from the neck. 
jE The goitre; a wen or gan- 
7* glionic swelling on the neck ; 
Ying 3 tumor ; Adit, .ying, the tur- 

gid veins in atumor; A? ying, 
a glandular swelling, which 
swells when in a passion. 

oa 
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A cord or throat-band to tie 
a hat; the dyed hair which 
covers an officer’s cap ; tufts, 
tassels, fringes, or pendents 
on a bridle; tassels once worn 
on the breast: «ying md* fring- 
ed summer hats; shung ying 
mo winter or summer official 
hats. 
A vine which produces ber- 

‘F= ries; ying yuk, a wild grape, 
Ying or a plant like it; kam ying 
_  ¢kéd, a sort of sugar candy. 
Fe A parrot; «ying ‘md, the 

<*"9) macaw ; ying ‘md slo, the buc- 
Ying cinum or nautilus shell; the 

name is applied tomany shells. 
3a Togo out to meet, to receive 
<7 a guest; to occur, to meet, to 
Ying receive ; to calculate, as a day; 

a meeting, reception, an inter- 
view; shat, sying, to. lose an 
interview ; to omit going out 
to receive; to miss a visit; 
sying tsip, to greet one ; sying 
san, to escort a bride in.. 
According to, as, as before, 

sVY again: in consequence of, in 
‘Jing imitation of, just, so, thus, in 

like manner ; sying kaw as of 
old, as customary; sying sin 
or sying fuk repeating, still, 
again ; sying hai’ still is ; «ying 
shéung? ‘wong ‘pi, still he goes 
there. 
A full vessel ; full, complet- 

$1 ed, replenished, overflowing ; 
Ying fullness ; arrogant, audacious; 

filling,increasing, asthe moon; 
to overpass, to stretch beyond, 

' more than enough; wt; sying, 
full moon ; sying ‘min full ; 
complacent pride, self-satis- 
fied ; sying k'ut, waxing, wan- 

Ying 

YING. 

ing ; sying shuk, exceeding or 
insufficient, as one’s expenses 
and receipts; ¢std ok, kin’ 
sying, his iniquities are full. 

TA A column, as of a palace; a 
oH pillar which upholds the roof; 
28 a support; a kind. of tree, 

the heart-wood is red, the . 
outer grayish like beech. 

Fri Punishment by officers; to 
</)} )castigate ; legal punishments, 
< | torture ; penal, criminal, as 
Hing laws ; inimical to, destructive 

of, said of one’s destiny or the 
elements; a law, a constant 
practice; to sacrifice victims ; 
sying po Board of Punish- 
ments ; sying sun’? to put the 
question; yung* sying hak, ‘k't 
to intimidate by threatening 
punishment ; ka sying fat, to 
inflict punishment, as a bam- 
booing ; shang sying, to deca- 
pitate; syau cying, to whip 
one through the streets; slam 
sying, attheexecution ground; — 
ficsying, cruel, illegal torture; 
chung sying, castration, = 

‘ii A thing perfectly formed; 
SVN) to form; a figure, a form, a 
HiDg body ; a law, a statute, which 

should be fixed; perfect, fixed. 
TZ | Form, shape, figure, appear- 
SIV7 \ ance, contour; material, bod- 
J | ily ; manner, visage, air; site, 
Hing aspect, alandscape; an appari- 

tion ; to imitate, to give form 
to; to appear, to make man- 
ifest; to show, as the bones 
when lean; sying <yung, the 
countenance ; .ying ‘fai, the — 
person, substance of; ying 
sha? the outline, as of hills ; 

- aspect, as of a grave; the ap- 
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pearance of a country ; <ying 
ka, geomancers; <md <ying, 
invisible, spiritual, immateri- 
al; cying syung «hi, to shape; 
swing ‘ying séung til? body 
and shadow encouraging each 
other—very poor ; sying <tdn, 
alone; ‘chi sying kom’ pok, thin 
as paper ; <iin tying ch'ut, in® 
his original shape appeared. 
‘A mold of earth; an exam- 

_ ple, a formulary, an ensample; 
&to mold, to be an example ; 

‘tin ying, a law, a precedent. 
iff A whetstone; a square or 
s'7! oblong stone for sharpening 
Hing tools, 
Ff An ancient principality, now 
/1# Hingtai district in the south- 
Hing west of Chihli. 

An earthen vessel resem- 
S2"1 bling a skillet or tripod, used 

to contain broth when sacri- 
ficing to ancestors. 

i A house-fly ; met. a turbulent 
SPHE fellow ; at cying, a house-fly ; 
Ying 4s'ing <ying, a blue-bottle fly ; 

. sying ‘fd,aspider which jumps 
on flies ;<ying st'au smi l? pet- 

- ty gains like a fly’s head. 
: A tomb, .a burial-ground ; 

a= fan ying, a cemetery; «sin 
Ying Ei the family graveyard. 
oe The sparkling brilliancy, as 

of an illumination; dim, twink- 
Yungjing, shimmering ; a doubtful, 

jntermitting light; to illumin- 
ate; sying <t‘ot, a volcano; 
sying wake sing, a twinkling 
star ; t'eng’ sying, to hear in- 
distinctly. 
To dwell in a market; to 

£ lay out, to measure ; to cast 
Ying about, to scheme, to plan, to 

$ 
. 
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attend to business; to travail 
“in a business, to seek a living; 
to build, to erect a dwelling ; 
a cantonment, an intrench- 
ment, a camp; military; the 
infantry; troops of. the line, 
the army ; king <ying, to de- 
liberate; to seek a living: 
ching chi sying «chi, he mea- 
sured and built it; Awan sying 
or sying “ng, the army ; sying 
sun’ an outpost, a guardhouse; 
‘tso sying, the left wing ; sying 
shang, a livelihood; yap 
sying, to enlist; sying sp'tn, 
acamp; sz” <ying (or ‘ying) 
spo, a virago, a bannerman’s 
wife; chap,sying, to encamp ; 
‘mé sying, military officers ; 
au ying, to surprise a camp; 
sying shat; to build a house ; a 

¢ 

Ying 

iN 
Yung 

Be 
Ying 

ee star near Aquila; ‘tad tam 
sying spun, to spy out a camp; 
sying <mau, to trade. 
To wind, to tie around, to 

roll up; to go around; sying 
‘it, to tle up; sying stiz, to go 
back and forth, confused. 
A glowworm, a fire-fly ; the 

luminous insects in wood; 
ying ‘fo, a fire-fly; fa ‘tsé 
wai sying, glowworms pro- 
ceed from rotten herbs. 
To congeal, to freeze, turn- 

ing into ice; to coagulate, to 
turn; frozen, stiffened ; fixed, 
finished, determined, settled ; 
collected, abundant ; syzng ki? 
stern, rigorous; set, unac- 
commodating, adhering to old 
usage; wing kft, to freeze; 
sying sshan ‘iin sh? to look 
afar with fixed gaze; <ying hi, | 
much happiness. 
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= To bud, to expand, to start 
Sy forth ; to fill; erroneously used 
8 for the next; sying shuk; to 

expand and contract; sying 
sh? a famous belle. 

(This character is usually read yeng.) 

Gain, profits; abundance, 
“°% overplus, superfluity ; to win, 
Ying t conquer, to beat, to excel ; 

‘nga syeng ‘ni «shit, I’ve won 
and you’ve lost; syeng séi to 
win the wager ; <yeng tsiié, to 
take the prize from all ; «yeng 
‘to ‘kt, I’ve beaten him ; sying 
shuk overripe; ‘kt syeng kwo? 
‘ngo, he is superior to me. 

‘hike ‘The wide ocean, the circuit 
TUR of the seas; a place in T'si, 
Ying now Hokien fa in Chihli; 

sying «chau, fairyland. 
i The pattering of the pestles 

“7% when pounding a mud wall; 
Jing cying sying, many, a crowd. 

A declivity in the contour 
£"—* of hills ; an abrupt precipice ; 
8a defile, a ravine, a gorge; a 

place in Hikwang. 
‘H4 A shadow; a picture, an 

image of a thing ; a vanishing 
Ying appearance; ‘ying ‘héung, 

shadow and echo; met. atten- 
tion to, obedience ; ‘yau tik, 
‘ying ‘héung, some inkling of 
him, something that sounds 
like him; yat. ‘ying, ashade; 
yatr ‘ying wi? a daguerreo- 
type; ‘ying shé to counterfeit 
or forge, as a label; fii ‘ying, | 
a mason’s finishing board ; <md 
‘ying tsik, no trace left; wah, 
‘ying, a painting ; tap ‘ying, 
to palm off, to pass for another 
person. 

YING, 

: Same as Hh. ‘yéung, and 
Ying Ost commonly read as that 

§ character is. 
ie To answer, to respond, to 
* fulfill, to come up to expec- 

Ying tations ; correspondent, ans- 
wering to; correlative, propor- 
tionate, retributive; a lot, a 
number ; tap, ying? to reply ; 
ying? im answering to, as 
a prediction ; ying? im? <léung 
ong, a specific, a good pre- 
scription ; yats fw ying? tong? 
the whole lot together ; ying’ 
ling’ orders, behests; chung 
ying’ to entertain a high of- 
ficer ; tstp, ying’ to reinforce, 
to support, as in battle; ying? 
tsip, familiar intercourse ; 
ying’ kwan to get aquick re- 
sponse; sfung <shing <séung 
ying’ the echo answers, @. e.. 
people of kindred tastes, birds 
of a feather; ying? kwo? pro- 
mised. i 

=f)> Also pronounced yan*. To 
PLY know well, to discriminate 
Jin between; to recognize, to 

know again; to confess, to 
acknowledge ; a mark, a cri- 
terion; ying*® tsti* to confess 
guilt ; ‘yau shik, ying? he has 
a mark to know him by; yz 
shik, ‘kit, I recognize him; 
ying? ’m chan, did not know 
it certainly ; dm ying® a sure- 
ty; to enter into recogni- 
zances; <’m ying? ‘ni tsd° sp'ang 
‘yau, I know you no longer as 
a friend ; ying? chi? ‘ki, have 

“an eye on him, as a thief; 
ying? shat: ni tik; I recognize 
this well ; ying? <’m ch‘vt,1 am 
not sure whether I know it. 
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(697) 

a 

Yui. 

low thorny bush, which 
produces fruit shaped like an 

“ ear-pendent ; a hazle-nut or fil- 
bert? 
| The stamens or pistils of 
a flower, the pointals ; plants 

a growing finely; flowers in a 
Jui Spikelet, opening one after 

another ; a leaf bud ; met. vir- 
ginity. A colloquial word; sap, 
juice ; pus, ichor; fat, ‘yui, 
buds starting; fa ‘yui, the 
pointals of a blossom ; shekz 
‘yui, lichen ; @ pin’ ‘yut, the 
drippings of opium. 

Yur A bollciguiat word. The 
~ motion of a duck’s head when 
seeking its food in the water ; 

. wriggling, squirming. 
BA | A musquito, a gnat; a 

venomous snake ; wan yui 
By } musquitoes ; sying yur’ flies 
Jui which gather in swarms over 

the water. 
Wy =A branch of the R. King in 

the SE. of Kansuh, near the 
town of Hwating. 

a @ Perspicacious, clear-mind- 
» ped, astute; the divine or su- 

AX perior intelligence of sages; 
Jui Sagacious, profound judg- 

ment; yui* ch? intuitive 
wisdom ; shing? yui® divine 
perception. 

wi Rocky plants, short, alpine 
herbs; growing, shooting, bud- 

Jui ding, as plants ; fine, delicate; 
a bank, a brink; a feudal state, 
now Juiching in the SW. of 
Shansi. ae 

Ton. 89 

- Jui 

Dicr. 
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2 Pendent twigs, weeping 
- plants, fringed flowers ; ; hang- 
ing ends or fringes, as of a 
cap band; a flag; yui? pan, 
the fifth moon; a musical 
tone ; ‘wat yui’ knot grass. 

Sharp-pointed, lanceolate, 
acute, acuminate, peaked, co- 
nical ; zealous, ardent, subtle, 
courageous, valiant ; quick- 
witted, keen, cunning; small, 
trifling, insignificant, as a 
spear’s point or an offense; 
asim yur acute, sharp; ‘hau 
yur talkative, detracting, 
pert; yur le? sharp edged ; shut, 
yur dull ; chopfallen, crestfal- 
len ; yud ‘he hasty, ready for a 
fight. 

$a Fringe on a cap; lappets or 
Jui @ throat-band of a cap ; female 

head pendents ; to bind. 
* The skirt or tail of a robe ; 

¢ the frontiers of a country, an 
extreme point ; descendants, 
posterity ; hae yur or smitt 
yu? the family of an ancestor, 
the persons descended from 
one ; tik, yui* direct descend- 
ants ; (si#é2 yui> name extinct. 

wt 
Jui 

(698) 

Ai 

Yuk. 

eft ancient region, now in 
the SE. of Kansuh, and SW. 

uh of Shensi ; an ancient town in 
Shantung ; elegant: yuk; yuk, 
fan -fan, brilliant, pompous ; 
man yuk, fine, ornamental. 

A colloquial word. To move, 
to shake, to joggle ; to move 
rapidly, to quiver ; ‘mat yuk, 

e 
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st'oi, don’t joggle the table; 
gee ‘shau ‘chi, to talk with 

e fingers, to shake the finger 
at, to reckon with the fingers ; 
yuk, tung’ to shake; yuk, yuk; 
‘ha, moving about, is not dead; 
‘mo yuks‘shau yuk, kéuk; don’t 
fidget so ; don’t youtouch me. 

Like the last; accomplished, 
beautiful ; colored; brilliant; 
elegant, said of a polished 

wh 
Yuh 

gentleman; yuk, yuk; flourish>)) 
in 

The light of the sun, the 
sun shining out in its full 

Yuh strength. ~ 
1, The brightness of fire ; plo- 

rious, shining, blazing ; the 
Yuh justre of a good name; to 

flourish, as a reputation. 
To nurture, to bring up a 

son, to educate a child in good 
ub hahits ; used for the next; to 

rear, to raise; yuk; dun, to 
give birth to a fine son. 

; To water, to irrigate; to 
bathe, to wet, to soften by 
water; to enrich, to mollify ; 
to cleanse; met. to reform ; fat, 
fertile, rich; abundant, luxu- 
riant; yuk, <yéung, loamy 
soil; yuk, ‘shau, to wash the 
hands. ° 
To wash with silver or gold ; 

to plate base metal; to over- 
lay with finer metal, as the or- 
naments of a harness. 

A sort of fruit, called .ying 
Bh. i ‘Sli, a fruit like’ a plum. 

%, 

%, 
Yuh 

Same as &, and also 
pronounced 6; a steep cliff 
or bank; a cove, a bay, an 
inlet. 

Yuh 

YUK. 

E: A gem, a precious stone, a 
valuable mineral fit for the 

™ lapidary; beautiful, delight- 
some, precious, valuable; gem- 
meous, pearly, gentlike ; ; to 
perfect, to bring about ; best ; 
the 95th radical of characters 

_ relating to. gems;.perfect, of 
the highest grade—applied to 
gods and the emperor ; hap- 
pily, pleasantly ; used for your; 
yuk:‘nit, your daughter, alove- 
ly girl ; “yueks heb Kit fan, 
stones and gems all consumed 
together, indiscriminate des- 
truction ; yuk <shing skt sz” 
to complete the affair; yuke 
t& or yuk keng? the moon ; 
‘kam 3% yuk, shik, fine clothes 
and sumptuous fare; mopg? 
sk't & yuk trouble you to take 
some steps ; yuk shek: jade, 
prehnite ; yuk ‘tai, yourself; — 
ping sing yuk: kit, limpid 
as an icicle and pure as agem 
—integrity or chastity: yuk 
chit -kung, temple of the Yuh- 
hwang Shangti; yuk. <p't, open 
[this letter] yourself; cham 
yuk2:kt sam, a pure and good © 
man ; yuk sit, broken gems; — 
white sugar; sit, yuke a omey 
of antitheses. 

A. Flesh, the meat of shires: 
the pulp or meat-of fruits ; 

yy. fat, fleshy ; corporeal, flesh- 
Juh ly; the 130th radical, con- 
Jau tracted in composition ; the 

rim of a cash or ring ; kwat; 
yuk brothers and children ; 
shang yuk: or ‘chéung yuk, 
fleshy; in flesh, in season, as 
fish ; fi? yuk. sloughing flesh ; 
yuk, slau, a tumor ; «yéung 
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yuk, mutton ; yuk: <iin, meat! 
balls ; yat; <t'au shaw yuk. a. 
lump of-meat — a dolt; <’m) 
yap: yuk: does not chill one, 
through, as a vernal breeze ;) 
you don’t spend your own: 
money; ‘md mat, :«shang yuks 
no advantage to me, I’ve no 
profit in. it; tong? hii hai’ 
shuk; yuk look on him as a! 
piece of cooked meat — as a. 
rich man; yat; «shan yuk: fat, 
obese ; chon ‘shui yuke clear. 
meat, not water-blown ; shin’) 
yuk, the flank pieces ; chit 
yuk: pork; sngau ‘tsai yuk 
veal. i 

A prison, a jail ; harsh, hy- 
j, Pocritical ; yuk, W a jailer; 
ob yuks tsut, a turnkey; tin | 

yuk, to decide criminal cases, 
jail delivery ; kam yuk: a pri- 
son ; lok. t? yuk: to go to hell ; 
iit, yuke to break out of prison; 
‘ta lok: ‘kau sch'ung t? yuk: 
he deserves the deepest hell ; 
sngau st'au yuk» tsut; lictors 
of Pluto. | 

Be. To disgrace, to dishonor, 
™, t0 insult, to bring reproach 
uh on; to pour contempt on, to 

rail ; to shame, todefile, to de- 
bauch; degraded, disgraced, 
shamed, dishonored; yat, .fan 
sau yuks berated him roundly; 
shaw yuk insulted ; wat, yuk 
to submit to ignominy; yuk: 
tak,‘ngo kam’ -kwan hai’ scol- 
ded me harshly; ‘yan yuk 
patient under obloquy ; yuk: 
slum pa? yap; demean yourself 
to come to my town ; tim’ yuk, | 
‘ngo, he disgraces me; yuk,| 

in: 

kwok, dishonored his country. | 

ie He 

— 
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Damp, wet, moist ; hot and 
reeking ; fat, rich, savory ; a 
certain river ; pat: yuk. poor, 
meagre, as fare. 

Adorned, beautified with 
*many colors ; ornate, elegant, 

Juh 

Juh 

BK: 
Yuh 

pretty, gay; to adorn; orna- 
meut. 

Suckers, shoots, herbs or 
* sprouts springing up again ; a 
rush for making mats ; silk- 
worm frame ; thick ; ‘ma yuke 
straw for horses; chuk, yuk. 

a fungus on the bamboo. 
A thick, stuffed mat ; a mat- 

“tress, a éushion, a wadded 
seat; ‘achild’s dress; yuk. ‘tsai, 
a small mattress: ‘pt yuk. 
eoverlet and bed; ‘md yuk, 
cushion of a saddle ; <t‘ang <sz’ 
yuk: mattress stuffed with 
rattan shavings; tsin’ chéung 
yu'z spread on a mattress. 

To breathe after, to wish 
*for, to desire, to, long for ; to 
covet, to seek ardently; to 
love; aspirations, desires ; pas- 
sions, inclinations; lust; de- 
sirous of, about to be, ready, 
on the point; <sz’ yuk: private 
ends; itn? yuk, to wish ; sts‘ut 
«sam ‘sho yuk: it is what I de- 
sired ; ? yuk> ‘kom tsé? 1 wish 
it to be so; yuks “wong yuk 
sloz, undecided “as to—going ; 
dséung yuk: hv I was about 

_ going; yuk: ts'uk, pat, tate 

new 

Yuh 

haste will hinder you. 
[nordinate desire, covetous ; 

concupiscence, appetite, lust ; 
lascivious, lustful; shi? yuk. 
unrestrained desire.; yuk: ‘fo, 
lust; yuk.,‘kan, to fondle lov- 
ingly ; yuk: sts ing, passions. 
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YS. - To bathe, to make ablation, 
“to cleanse; to purify, to correct 
the mind ; used by some for 
baptism ; to fly up and down, 
to warp, as insects do; muk: 
yuk: to wash clean; yuk yata 
sing, an arbor for seeing the 
sun rise from the sea, at the 
Po-lo temple; yuk: shat, a 
bathroom. 
To bear ; to nourish, to rear, 

“to support ; to bring forward, 
to make to increase ; to bring 
up, to nurture; to educate in 
virtue; ‘yéung yuk2 to sup- 
port; yuk tak, deep regard 
for virtue’; yuk, sts‘ot, to edu- 
cate the talented ; fat, yuk. 
man? mat2 [God] produces and 
rears all things. 

3 Used for the last ; ; to nourish ; 
MP to sell; yuk, mai? to sell. 

uh Also read chuks congee, gruel. 

Yuh 

Yuh 

? 

(699) _ Yun. 

‘Yun. A colloquial word. .The 
liver ; chit ‘yun, a pig’s liver. 

jE} To moisten, to wet ; to en- 
rich, to fatten ; to benefit, to 

UD increase ; moist:: rich, fat ; 
glossy, shining, sleek, in good. 
liking; yun? chak, fertile; 
do good to, to enrich ; fi’ Sud 
uk, tak; yun shan, wealth 
adorns the house, virtue the 
person ; yun’ pat, a douceur 
for writing ; to drink to the 
success of a candidate; yun? 
sam ‘yéung ngan, to comfort 
and fatten the heart — with 
good living ; taw’ fu’ yun’ yel- 

i) 
Jun 

se) 

(700) 

Od 
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low bean curd cakes; yun’<fan 
‘Ad, moisten it again; yun*® wate 
smooth and lustrous; fan 
yun’ it has turned about to be 
warm and muggy, 
An intercalary month; yun’ 

tit2 the intercalary month ; 
yun’ yat2 an intercalary day 
—a foreign phrase ; yun* shaw’ 
a birthday in a leap month. 
To blink the eyes, to spar- 

kle, as when pleased ; nervous 
twitching of the eyes or flesh. 

yaa 

} Harmony in purpose or 
jpounge union, concord ; at 
| peace, agreeing; to protect ; 

fang yung <hi, to appease, to glad- 

Ef 

< 

Yun 

. 

Yang 

Yun ng 

den; «yung «yung, affable, 
easy of access. 
A sort of sparrow ; similar 

fe the last; «yung cyung, the 
"Scry of geese, the agreeable 

harmony of birds ; «yung ash 38 
pacified. 
In harmony; pik, yung, a 

sort of college or gymnasium 
Sin the capital, where govern- 
ment pupils were ta 
A side sluice or waste-weir 

of the Yellow River, which 
Shaving overflown the banks, 
flows into it again. 
An ulcer, a boil, a swelling 

like an abscess ; an offensive 
running sore; pu? «yung, a 
carbuncle on the back ; ‘shiin 
yung, to suck a sore,—a. 
lickspittle ; yung <tsti, a slug: 
gish ulcer. 
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He Breakfast, an early meal; 
dressed or cooked food; to 

Yungorepare food; «yung <siin, 
breakfast and ‘dinner ; yung 
syan, acook. | 
Plumage on the neck, a ruff, 

A neck feathers ; flying ; an old 
ng man, venerable from his 
beard; a graybeard, a term of 
honor; ‘lo yung, an old gen- 
tleman ; tong «yung, aterm 
of honor for the chihien ; who 
himself also so calls the pre- 
fect; <tsiin cyung, your res- 
pected father; «yung kit, my 
husband’s parents ; <ka yung, 
my husband ; <¢s'an <yung, pa- 
rents of wedded children so 
address each other ; pak. <t'au 
yung, a white-cap thrush ; an 
old man; <i yung sat, ‘mong, 
the fisherman casts his nets; 
ho’ «san yung, to congratulate 
a bridegroom. 

GB The lowing of cattle, the 
Un low grunt of cattle; «yung 

ung, the hum of insects. 
Read <yung, a colloquial word; 

rotten-ripe, over-ripe; lan’ 
syung syung, soft from ripe- 
ness. 

Jit To employ, as servants ; 
constant, common, usual ; me- 

Yungy itorious, deserving ; labor- 
jous, toilsome ; kind, cordial, 
pleasant, accommodating ; un- 
mannered, rude ; how? labor 
paid instead of taxes; <yung 
sts‘ot, ordinary capacity; sping 
syung, common, not of the 
best sort ; «md<yung, no occa- 
sion for, unnecessary ; syung 
ok, law litt; worthless and bad; 
syung hdp2 if, for example. 

“> 
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AM To hire, to engage one’s self 
as a laborer, to serve for 

Yung wages, hired. 
Read ‘chung ; equal, of the 
same rank ; to treat alike, im- 
partial ; to do, to use ;syung 
ckung, engaged as a laborer ; 
syung syan, workmen; <ké 
syung, domestics; mai> ts‘ov 
syung, a green-grocer. 

a A wall, a rampart ; a defense 
thrown up, a redoubt, a mud 

Yangwall; to build adobie walls; 
cyung sts'éung, to build a wall. 

sib A small feudatory in the 
Chau dynasty, now the pre- 

Yungfecture of Wei-hwui in the N. 
E. of Honan ; a place among 
the southern barbarians. 

Gi A large bell. 
Yung 
Ae Lazy, indolent, easy-going, 

dilatory, careless; syung ‘lan, 
"ng negligent. 
% To find a place for; to re- 

ceive kindly, to bear with, to 
Yungendure, to tolerate ; the way 

in which one debpivie things ; 
manner, air, habitual conduct; 
face, countenance, attitude, 
looks ; a screen before a privy ; 
perfumed amulets; syung mau* 
the presence of a person, for; 
sagan syung, visage ; nan 

syung, or pat, scyung, inexcus- 
able, unendurable ; syung shi?’ 
to be lenient to his faults ; pau 
syung, contained in ; affable, 
patient ; fa syung, pretty, as 
a girl; sid cyung, simpering ; 
syung sat, in easy ciréum- 
stances, just enough, a compe- 
tency ;<yung ndpato contain ; 
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to behave towards; chan syung 
a portrait ; syung tsung’ care- 
less about, indifferent to; 
shat, syung, to blush, sudden- 
ly disconcerted ; syung ? easy; 
omcyung tak, ‘kit kwv Tean’t 
suffer his misdeeds longer. 
The bastard banian; it is 

*t™ worshiped for longevity ; the 
""Ewood is used for chopping 

blocks; .yung shi? ckung, a 
banian with long rootlets. 

YR Water flowing full and gen- 
‘WF tly in iis banks; a leisurely 
Yu €manner ; to fill. 

A mold or matrix in which 
metal is cast; die for coining; 

Yungthe melting-pot ; to smelt, to 
fuse metals; to influence, to 
transform, as by doctrine; 
syung f@ to melt; syung chi? 
to mold, to cast; in <yung 
t? Jan’ all in ruins, gone by 
the board; ‘ch'é lan’ «yung 
syung, spoiled, pulled to pieces 
—a colloquial phrase ; syung 
sav or tsin’ syung <hit, fluid, 
quite melted. 
The Hibiscus; <f% <yung 

fa, Hibiscus mutabilis ; <0 <fi 
Syung, the poppy; tsui Stsau 
fu syung, maple-leaf Hibiscus. 

A Plants growing luxuriantly 
;.. and thick ; omung syung, thick 
ing utterance ; luk, syung, harts- 

horn; syung <kdu, deer’s horn 
jelly ; «yung ‘tan, the base of 
the horn ; syung p'tn’ the horn 
shavings; «mi syung, stag’s 
horns. 
A worship which is daily or 

continual, as to ancestors; 
S-yung sit sh? a concubine of 
Hwangti. 

£ 

Yun 

W 
Yun 

Jung 

| 

YUNG. - 

A weapon, arms, an imple- 
ment of war; soldiers; mili- 
tary; a war chariot; large, 
great ; thou, you; to assist; to 
pull out; an ancient region, 
in the NW. of Yunnan ; <syung 
shong, troops drawn out, the 
army ; yat, syung <t, [easy as 
putting on] a suit of armor; 
sin syung, a general; syun 
tik tribes in ‘Turfan. het 

Floss, fine silk like wool ; a 
nap; punk ; down, fine silky 

Shair or feathers; egret on 
plants; woolen cloth; ‘ta 
syung chiin, to work chain em- 
broidery; syung sin? pd’ a floss 
and thread shop; ‘hd syung 
st'au, fine and close, as a fur; 
‘fo yung, punk ; syung <ch‘é, 
a silk winder; to slo <yung or 
tin sngo syung, pilot cloth; 
ts'é cyung, kerseymere; ‘sit 
syung, flannel; ¢a7 yung, 

' broadcloth. : 
Ft The fine down on birds ; hok. 
IU cyung, the down of storks, 

used to stanch blood. 
The motion of a fish’s mouth 

when breathing; the in 
Yung of a fish. “ iA “ 

A large head; a dignified, 
. serene presence, sell and 
“"Simposing, yet benign. 
ih Vapor rising up, the steam 
7. ‘of melted things; melted, 
™Sliquefied, thawed ; blending, 

" mixing, combining, harmon- 
izing, interpenetrating ; high 

_and large; clear, bright, in- 
telligent; «yung «wo, blending; 
pleasant temperature; syung 
ui’ kin tung, well versed in, 
1 made it wholly my own. 

HK 
Jung 

Jun 

£ 
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A colloquial word. Strong, 
as tea or tobacco ; thick, close 
together; ‘ngat kodm csyung, 
thick as ants; syung matzclose, 
tangled, as bushes; syung 
kwo? t'au, too strong, as tea; 
syung yar very rich, as soup; 
sch'a syung 10 kip; tea is so 

* 
ry 

fs 
Y 

strong as to be bitter. 

‘ FA Bubbling, as of a fountain ; 
bursting, as of plants; a mea- 

Yungsure of ten ‘tau or pecks ; mid- 
die, constant; ‘yung td the 
raised or main path to a hall ; 
in which sense it is also writ- 

ten Ji. 

A human puppet with springs; 
a human effigy formerly buri- 

""8ed with the dead; tsoks ‘yung 
an inventor; ‘yung syan, a 
human effigy. 

‘he The pupa or chrysalis of the 
silkworm ; an aurelia, a pupa; 

Yung:y4n ‘yung, the silkworm coc- 
coon; ‘t’d‘yung, asinging grub 

‘ To exult, to leap for joy ; to 
stamp; to excite by leaping ; 

Yung pip und, to jump; ne 
yéuk; to skip for joy, highly 
pleased ; pik, ‘yung, to beat 
the breast and stamp, for sor- 
row. : 

‘He To stop with earth, to close 
up, to dam; to obstruct, to 

Yunghinder, to prevent; to heap 
earth to plants; to conceal 
from ; ‘yung sak, to shut, to 
block up; ‘yung shéung’ to 
prevent superiors knowing it ; 
to le ‘yung tsav* road is quite 
blocked up ; <kan sshan ‘yung 
pav a bad officer hides the 
truth. 

YUNG. Tht 

Toembrace, to hold or clasp 
to the bosom, to carry in the 
afms ; to tuck up the dress, as 
in running ; to screen, as the 
face ; to conceal from ; to ga- 
ther around, as a throng ; to 
push forward, to crowd; ‘yung 
‘shéung sts‘in, to crowd those 
before; <ésat ‘yung, crowding, 
as in a full street; ‘yung tsung? 
crowding behind, the rear urg- 
ing on; ‘yung ‘p'd to hug; <ts‘in - 
ft hav’ ‘yung, those in front 
are crying out, and the rear is 
crowding. 

TE To swell ; swelling, swollen; 
¥ ‘yung ‘chung, fat, pursy, bulg- ung: : : 

“ing out; also a boil, aswelling. 
‘ } Scattered, gone home, dis- 
<p persed, as officers off duty ; 
Jt | furlough allowances ; an oc- 
Jung Cupation, a calling, affairs, 

duties; hurried, confused ; 
having no fixed. residence, 
gipsey-like; ‘yung shik: a 
sinecure ; <fan ‘yung, much 
business ; kwai? ‘yung, your 
duties ; ‘yung <ktin, supernu- 
meraries ; ésin® ‘yung, my af- 
fairs ; ‘yung fav’ needless ex- 
pense; «kung ‘yung, public 
matters ; slau ‘yung to ld? wan- 
dering, houseless vagrants ; 
tsuk, ‘yung, low, mean du- 
ties, 
Water welling up in a spring ; 
bubbling ; rising up, protrud- 
ing ; an affluent of the Yang- 
tsz’ kiang in the north of 
Hiipeh; <t‘am ‘yung, phlegm 
rising in the throat; ‘yung ~ 
ch'ut, rising up, issuing ; ‘yung 
chon tseng’ rinse it clean —a 

bE 
Yung 

Yung 

colloquial phrase. 
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$ Bravery, courage ; fearless, 
brawny, intrepid, courageous, 

Yung 

“teal 

daring ; to advance fearlessly, 
to resist manfully; chong’ 
‘yung, bold; ‘yung ‘mang, 
valorous ; ‘yung sz’ a brave, 
a daring fellow; ‘sié ‘yung, 
hasty, ready to fly into a pas- 
sion, touchy ; ¢az* ‘yung, un- 
daunted valor, truly brave; ‘ta 
ki ‘yung, to exhibit prowess, 
strong, as at lifting; ‘yung lik, 
very strong ; ‘yung ‘kom, im- 
prudent daring; ‘fan ‘yung 
héung? sts‘in, the bravest take 
the van. : 
A lane, a small alley in a 

town; a path going up to a 
Yung stairway. 
fa To use, to employ, to serve 

of; to cause; exercise of a 
Yung thing ; use, eflicience, service- 

able; using, availing; by, 
with, by means of; commonly, 
enerally ; expenses, outlays ; 

the 101st radical ; fa’ yung’ 
necessary expense; yatzyung* 
daily bread ; amd yung? unser- 

viceable: ?m chung yung? 
useless ; <’m kaw ‘shat yung’ 
does not meet expenses; ‘md 

YUNG. 

mat, yung’ ch’ not well suit- 
ed; ¢'ung yung? in common 
use, is generally understood ; 
tsok, yung’ handy, usefully ; 
yung® pat, ‘sé, written with 
a pen ; yung’ sam, carefully, 
cautiously, heedful ; ‘nt yung? 

_ chat m? have you break fasted? 
yung’ tak, chéuk, employed 
properly, it is fitting; yung? 
‘wong <hit, thrown away; 
yung? <tsin, commission ; 
yung’ kav to use care, wary ; 
om ‘hit yung? cyan, ignorant. 
of human nature; ta? <& 
yung? common articles ; for 
general use; <’m <hdm yung? 

-not worth using; °m shaw 
yung’ indisposed ; pat, shing 
yung® more than can be used ; 
pat; hom luke yung? an ineffi- 
cient officer; ‘ngo sun’ yu 
‘kit, I put confidence in him; 
‘hd pin? yung’ very useful ; 
yung ‘pin <shéung cyan, to 
injure others with one’s mon- 
ey; «md yung” k@ <yan, a worth- 
less fellow ; sh? yung? a trial 
experiment ; ? swat cmd yung? 
regarded as useless ; shi <sht 
iv” yung’ in constant use. 

. 
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS. 

am _— 

Note.—It will be conyenient for the student to make a note or mark near the 

headings of the sections to show that there are corrections in the. Appendix, 

(55) Chik. 
/ ' . . 

4, This character is constantly 
- contracted to —-4 in Canton. 

~ Py 

(83). Ch‘ung. 

4 The second form of this 
character is the most correct. 
Ling? ‘ch'ung, your concu- 
bine ; tak, ‘ch‘ung, to win [a 

! husband’s] love. 
7 To leap, to jump. us 
WL A colloquial sare At once, 
Chung altogether ; to push, to hit ; 
hung’ <ts‘an, to run upon, to 

thump against; yat, ch‘ung? 
sam “tau sya, 1 don’t know 
why he is all at once so very 
angry. 

(64) Chut. 

This word also means ob- 
“FP structed, bent ; withdrawn, as 

money from circulation ; <ts‘oi 
yung «chi chut, obstructions 
in the way of trade. 

~~ 

E. 
A tone, a whine ; <é<é sheng, 

“IX the whining moan of a sick 

(87) 

child. Also pronounced .ngé. 

DICT, TON. 90 

i Fai. 

je Pimples, small boils ; sores 
’ from heat ; tt2,far or fav ‘ts’ 
* prickly heat, 

Fak. 

A colloquial word. ‘Lo whip ; 
to beat with-a-flat board ; to 
beat up, as éggs or jelly ; fak, 
kon tseng® thrash it clean, as 
a carpets faks ‘t'ung, the tub 
into which grain is thrashed. 

(9!) Fan. ~ 

‘A light red, produced by a 
ee trine immersion in the’ dye ; 

"a scarlet tint. 
Py The white. pus of sores; 
“VY “fan <lau, the sloughing from 

tumors. , = , 
: An old form of HG pan. 

The proper sound in colloqu- 
ial is fan’, though sometimes 
read ‘fan. ‘It is the same 
word as oy when .used. as 

a noun. : ree 
te Under this character, for 

‘fan kit, read ‘fan lit,. - 
ney This character is also pro- 

nounced ‘fan and fan’ as well 
as paw. 
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(92) 

St 

Fan. 

A paw of a plantigrade ani- 
mal, as a badger ; chung <fan, 

Da bear’s paw, which is esteem- 
ed a delicacy. 

Fat. 

Cold ; to open sluices, to let 
water in over fields, for irri- 
gating them. 

(94) 

KR. 
Fah 

(95) 

a 

Fau. 

A kind of grasshopper or 
cricket ; fau’ «chung, a sort of 
green locust ; met. many chil- 
dren: 

(96) 

a 
Fi. 

Diverging streams; a river 
in Nganhwui_ running. into 

' Lake Chi au by Lichau fi. 
Asaverb. To fatten; fat- 

tened ; to advantage one; chat; 
1 hw fi ‘kt, he only thinks of 

benefiting himself. 

Fit. 

A colloquial word. To whip, 
to spank, to punish. 

Fik, (97) 

ie Read #2; wrangling, noisy. 
> A colloquial word. Seems 
to be a mispronunciation of 
fats; fa fa Sik fils fickle, 

inconstant, fitful, never finish- 
ing anything. 

Appitions AND CorRRECTIONS. 

(98) Fing. 

ing. A colloquial word. Con- 
fused, tangled ; fing kém? litn® 
allin disorder, as one moving ; 
touzled, as hair. 

Fing’. A colloquial word. A 
slap with the hand; ¢az ‘pa 
Jing? a smart slap. 

Fing’. A colloquial word. To 
vibrate, to swing, to dangle, as 
the end ofa rope; to sprinkle ; 
to snap away ; to shake off, as 
ink out of a pen ; jing? kwo? 
slai, yerk it (as the cue) for- 
ward. 

The character Pe, has no author- 
ity; it is read pan’; the hands 
rapidly moving. 

Fo. 

A hole ; a nest in the ground 
or a cliff’; a nest of clay; a 
burrow ; a roost of pheasants ; 
‘shi ‘nit sung fo, rats and 
birds in the same nest, 7. e. all 
villains in that place. This is 
sometimes pronounced .100. 

(99) 

e 

G8) Fong. 
ot 

The last three characters under 
this syllable Fone are often 
pronounced Kwone, 

‘DE Interchanged with dit fone 
; Wild, mad, fluttere bed 

bed, unable to collect. one’s 
thoughts ; ‘fong fat, half 
crazy 
A earinias an ornament for 
the head ; a gust, a whirl of 
wind ; shit ‘fong, a screen 
to shade a schoolroom. 

WE 
Hwang 



ApDITIONs AND CoRRECTIONS. 

(102) Fa. 

The shoulder-blade, the thigh 
bone ; a skeleton ; .fit </d<t‘au, 
the skull of a dead man. 
A river in the southwest of 

Chihli, the .Fu .t‘o sho, flow- 
ing into North Lake, and 
thence to T“ientsin. 
‘The outermost wall beyond 

the citadel ; the suburbs, the 
purlieus of a city. 
To cut open; to rip up, to 

kill; to hollow out, to hew 
timber, to cut down ; ft .sam 
to make a clean breast. 

A} To think upon with pleasure; 
. ; Pleased, gratified with, as a 

friend. 

AF 

« 

K’G 

HG 

Ei 
Fa 

Al 
K’6 

is the same as BR ; FE is 
also the capsule or pericarp of 
a seed, the calyx of a flower. 
Also means a faggot ; yat; 

“WO fi chai, a faggot or bundle 
of firewood. 

ER Is the same as tik fii ; it 
is probably a veined jasper. 

A flower ; sft syung fa, the 
Hibiscus mutabilis; 0 <fi 

° yung, the poppy. 
aK A gust of wind; the wind 
“blowing downwards ; «ft fung 
FQ a storm. 
“if Interchanged with | tid’ 

; in the senses of hanging down 
Fa the head; to look down; to 

condescend, to examine into. 
oe The phrase hok. fw <ché 

should be hohe fi? Sng  ché. 
ey The instep of the foot, 
b where sandals are tied; the 
Fu toes ; fi? chit? stocking over- 

alls used by soldiers, 

$ 

F 4] (105) 
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(103) Fai. 
IK As a verb, to turn pale, to 

‘7™ faint, tosink from amazement: 
sam (fut, the heart turned to 
ashes, disheartened. 

rl The second is used for Pra 
I \:ch'ung ; a large species of 
Bp adder ; ‘shut fii, a sea-ser- 
Hwui pent. 

; Is the same as at ‘fii. Also 
the thrums left out in weav- 
ing ; red colored threads. 

oa To wash the face. 
Hwui 

jie For “ wealth, virtuous” in 
vr" the list of five blessings, read 

‘honor, posterity ;” there is 
some discrepancy respecting 
the particular blessings in- 
cluded in the five. 

tl A wadded or lined garment ; 
ks 2% doubled ; the second ; sch‘ung 

Suk, again, repeated. 

Fan. 

Interchanged with BK flin. 
It is also read ktiw sad, griev- 
ed, as one is for want of a 
bosom friend, 

rs 

Fung. 

Is the full form of & > the 
latter is the least used. 

iH The noise or roaring of 
£ : : * 

Y™ water or waves; floating. 
Fung Read fan’, in the phrase fan 

fan’ an easy, even sound, 

HE 

(106) 



7A6; 

(108) 

See 
wis 

Ha.. 

‘Is also, a. word of regret, -an 
exclamation of dissatisfaction 
The leaves of the water lily. 

oes Also read ka; green growing 
™ rushes or sedge. 

(113) ; Ham. 

BK In a figurative sense, bitter, 
distressing, hard to bear; shau’ 
kwan’?: sham ‘ft, he has long 
been used to hardships. 

Han. 

Should be: changed to Rae 
the first i is read slong. 

(115) 

fey 

36) 

He a-swelled belly, one distended 
Hangpy wind. 
Ay Temporary, for the present ; 

Hang. 

shang cying, a movable or ly- 
ing camp. 
Read hang? in colloquial. 
Tense, taut, drawn tight, as 
a drum or umbrella. 

119) Hap. | 
We A butterfly; Ad@p2tip2a small 
Kio}, butterfly, such as the cabbage 

or sulphur butterfly. 
ip See ap». ‘T’o join pleasantly, 
Ato harmonize; blending, unit- 
» ed; to instil into; imbued, per- 
vaded with ; : séung hap» agree- 
ing, agreeable > Aapr ch <man 
(Sam, the peuple generally feel 
it. 

A puffed belly; :p’ang <hang, || « 

ApDITIONS aNnD. CoRRECTIONS. 

Hau. (121) 

SR An iron arrow, the barb of 
a dart, which has feathers on 

Hau the shaft. 
Haw, A colloquial name for a 

weayer’s reed or slaie. 
We A bank or tumulus, used 
Han 1° Make fire signals on; mile 

stones, a half or a whole league 
apart, 

(124) 

fg) 

Héung. 

Perhaps this should be Ali). 
Occurs used for a plat of land 
of six ‘mau in size, military, 
lands given to soldiers. 

Hi. 

HEN Same as 3 shai, but read 
Hi chi in the phrase chit At, omi- 

(125) “Te 

nous. 

(127) 

Ne 
Hien 

Hin. - ; : 4) 

A curtain drawn over or 
around a carriage to keep the 
sun off; the curtain of asedap. 

-_oo_ 

_ Hip. ate (129) 
Oa 
’ y 

All the characters under this 
syllable are more frequently 

hip. 

, isialso read <s2’. 

should be f hip, The 
‘former means to fold ; to pull, 
to draw, to drag. 

heard qnoneee he hee 

Ty is another form of Tb hn 



AppiITIONS. AND CorRE¢TIONS, 

(131) 

Keiau 

Hida. 

To walk high, to lift up the 
foot ; to prance ; sz” ‘yau chit 
chi, extraordinary ; ; ominous, 
there’s something strange in it. 

Ho. 

A day, but applied only to 
the foreign month; to call ; he 

“tung, a speaking trumpet. 

(123) 

ae 
Hau 

Hok. 

A skein or hank of raw silk, 
generally only a skein or knot. 

fh Often used as an adjective, 
like, similar; hokz ‘nt ‘kom 

(135) 

tsd* do it as you do; hok: shik, || < 
ent ko? learn it like this. 

(136) 

‘pt 

K‘an 

Hom. 

Impeded, hard to get on; 
‘hom 0, a bad fate, passing 
through troubles ; lost money. 

Hon. 

Colloquially. To look after, 
to see to; aspect, meaning, 
similarity; hon? <ch'a slat, 
bring tea ; tsok, <yan tsz” how 
it has the meaning of the cha- 

. ‘ racter syan. 

(137) 

A 

(138) Hong. 

me ae fly or dart down, as a 
bird; the neck, the throat. 

HangR ead hong’; the neck of a 
bird, 
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(139) 

& 

Hop. 

Occurs as a-classifier; a 
bout, as at boxing; a round; 
as in fighting ; a turn, a time; 
sti hopra trial of strength. 

(141) 

‘B 
Hii. 

To throw off, as clothes; 
distant from, as one place 
from abother: 

ee 

f. 
AR . A colloquial word, Well, 

just ; <é dé, well then, suppos- 
ing, if he likes. 
A clothes-horse; 4<, a rack 

"for clothes, which the sexes 
Inust not use together. 

Interchanged with Het rs, 
To compare, to assort ;[doubt- 
ful, suspicious of each other. 
Read hoi’; ; stupid, foolish. 
Read ‘t ; to usurp, to incroach. 
To consult, to talk about in 

council, to decide on the best 
course ; to arrange ; to blame; 
to select ; rules, laws; delibe- 
ration, consultation ; kung %, 
a public conference ; shi? «man 
pat, ‘t, the people must not 
discuss [politics] ; ‘ Jun’? to 
deliberate upon; min® %, a 
personal consultation ; ; pok; %, 
yo ee to call in question. 

je 7 © 8° by the side of the 
¢ road; ‘ti, walking, going; 

% sndm, , going south 
By To cut the nose asa 

punishment, now quite disus- 
"ed if not illegal. 

H (148) 

ia 
f 
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(154) Ka. 

Should be written Bip. the 
former being pronounced kd 
though the two are sometimes 
interchanged. 

Kai. 

4B; Should be written 48. It 
is also used colloquially for a 
hinge, a pivot, a joint of the 
body ; kwat, kai* a joint. 

K‘ai. (156) 

Ce A locust; kai? «chung, a 
+ large grasshopper. 
' Read kai? a sort of frog. 

Kak. 

A colloquial word. Uneven, in- 
terrupted ; lak, k'ak; difficult, 
not smooth ; 1é* ‘hd lak, k‘ak, 
the road is very rough ; ‘kong 
tak, lak, lak, kak, Kak, to 

stammer, to hesitate. 

Kan. 

Once used for tr > but now 

(163) 

“27! usually means an adz or ax to 
“19 trim wood. 

(174) Kap. 

To stumble ; to hesitate in 
speaking; for, instead of; 
kap; haw’ to fall backwards ; 
sin sts‘in ting’ tsak, pat, kdp, 
consider well your words, and 
you will not hesitate. 

Kiah 

ADDITIONS AND CorRRECTIONS. 

The last word under this 
character should read “ mail- 
clad bannermen,” instead of 
** cavalry.” 

Kau (175) 

‘A 

(181) 

af 

This is also applied to bowls, 
to deep and broad dishes; ‘nga 
‘kau is a name for selters’ 
water bottles. 

Ki. 

To divine, to seek counsel 
. of genii; the willow twig a 

Ki child uses to write charms ; 
‘ts‘ing ki, to ask of the gods ; 
ft :ki, to prepare a chatm. 

$u An implement of husbandry 
: <, like a hoe, called sz’ ki, and 

* made of iron. - 
A barb on a hook, or an 

“2% arrow; a fluke; sli <ki, acatch, 
* a spring, as in Machinery. 

HE: Angry with, enraged against; 
2 jealousy of a woman ; jealous; 

t& ki? jealous of. 
he To kneel on all fours; to 

” feel dread ; awe struck, dis- 
Ki composed ; sKing k# to kneel 

with folded hands, as before 
the emperor. | iixja 

2 A variety of the Trapa or 
» water caltrops, with three or 
* four points ; k? sho, caltrops 
and nelumbiums. 

(182) Ki. mad 

ag _Interchanged with Bi a, 
‘TMD fierce. A kind of ox with 
Ki diverging horns; ki kok, to 

help each other, as in a battle. 



AppITIONS AND CorRECTIONS. 

(190) Kin. 

? Acolloquial word. To tem- 
#& ner ; kin’ ‘shui, to harden iron, 

to temper tools. 

Kit. 
A colloquial word. Excel- 

YS" Ient, well done; to raise higher; 
kit, tsok, finely written. 

Kia. 

(195) 

(197) 
. To pry up, to raise with a 
Kia lever. A colloquial word, and 

iat often pronounced ‘kit. To 
wind around; ‘kiti <pin, to 
coil the cue around the head; 
‘kit ‘sin, to wind thread. 

is This character is properly 
read kit’ though also pro- 
nounced ‘kid. 

> To call, to cry after; to 
*™ roar; a classifier of horses, 

Kié4 from their neighing ; kit? kid? 
a deep tone. 

Ko. 

To reward ; to give extra 
pay ; ‘kd <sz’ to reward victor- 
ious troops; ‘kd <ngau, cattle 
given as rewards ; ‘kd <kung, 
extra pay to workmen. 

Koi. 

(200) 

K’au 

(201) 

B 
ee ni 

Unusual, strange ; to pre- 
sent ; -kot maf? rare, uncom- 
mon articles. 
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(207) Kong. 

is a common form of 
a a hill. 
Aa should be 

“"Y ing read ‘mong. 
tt’ A colloquial word. Obsti- 

nate, willful ; kong? ‘keng ké 
cyan, an obstinate fellow; 
kong? slut, perverse. 

» the first be- 

(212) Kii. 
iis The grip of the hand be- 
Ka tween the thumb and fingers 5 

a hand diseased, restrained, 
or embarrassed ; stiffnecked ; 
imperturbable, supercilious, 
prim ; kat; <kit, embarrassed, 

‘ZR To cough, to hack ; to belch; 
"* to call aloud ; ‘kot ‘king, a| 

K'si little while. 

as for want of funds. 
a* A link, a torch made of 
oe old’ bamboo cables cut up, 

commonly called ‘fo «chi, or 
fire twigs. 

pe An embankment, a dyke to 
confine water; chuk, ki? to 

KO build a bank. 
The three characters HB. te: 

and a on page 184 should 
all be read Kit? and not ki’. 

(213) K‘ii. 

ij A crooked back; a hump- 
si-2, back, a curved spine; ski 
tas chéung® an old man bent over 

with age. 
Wa} Pork cut in strips and dried 

‘AY in the wind; <k't ‘fa, curled 
Kl bacon, jerked cutlets of pork. 
“Nis A rugged or peaked moun- 

— tain, a steep ascent; ki ‘ka, 
at rough road. 



(216) Kuk. 

Kuk. A colloquial word. To 
excite, to swell, to start up, 
to irritate; Auk; yat, «shan 
hon® wrap yourself up to get a 
sweat ; ‘pi ‘k'ii kuk; war ‘ngo, 
he has greatly angered me; 
kuk; ta? <p‘du soi, he looked 
very glum. 

Also an office or head- 
‘quarters where people assem- 
ble to manage public affairs. 

Kan. 

To run away, to escape 
from ; to turn round, to step 
off; to revolve; fat, pat, ‘ho 
‘kin, he cannot escape the 
law. Also read tin’, 

‘ee As a verb; to lodge, to rest 
at. 

(219) 

Ea 
Kwan 

(220) Kung. 

{ik A colloquial word. To eat 
‘V> much, to eat to satiety ; shzk, 

tit? <kung, had a plenty, eaten 
to the full; ‘ta ti kung, to 
have a fight, to try a bout. 

Ktung. 

Read hin’. To scheme 
S4& for, to seek, to undertake. 
Hivenp ead «wing ; far; to go to a 

distance. 
A colloquial word. A bunch, 
a cluster; yat,skung ctsit, a 
bunch of plantains; yats<k'ung 
shi? ip, a branch of leaves ; 
yat, cskung fa, a clump of 
flowers. — . ; 

(221) 

AppitTions AND CorRECTIONS. 

222) Kiit. 
Ht. To dig, to rake; to pluck 
Kinchout t© gouge; to snatch ; to 
me™play with the tassel of a bow ; 

kit, ‘ngdn, to gouge out an 
eye. | 

Water bubbling up; an 
Kinenislet or bank formed by labor 

in a stream, for placing a 
house on; a river in Shansi. 

NF A sort of ray or skate, whose 
”* flesh is like pork; a spotted 

Kiuehésh like a bream, in which 
sense the character is read 
kwar’. f 

(223) Kit. 
All the characters under this 

syllable are read k'tit,. 
#8. A species of crane; «song 

' Kwok ue the black crane; it has 
red cheeks. ix 

(226) Kwai. 
} 

| fx. A pantry, a cupboard for 
Kwei §CePing provisions in. 

r ry a 

(241) Kwok. 

aul. Asa verb; to maintain the 
— dignity of a state; sho % «oat 

kwok, how can the majesty of 
the country be maintained? | 

Lai. 

A plectrum for thrumming 
RR a guitar ; to snap the strings; 
Ling snap asunder, to twitches 

4 (245) 

guide, as a helm, ‘a 



ApDITIONS AND CoRRECTIONS. 

DEF’. Read <lam; to walk fast. 
L A colloquial word ; see NAM’: 
““*” To overpass, to skip; to leap 

over ;*an-interval;) lam’ yati 
every other day; lam’ ch‘ut, 
smtin ‘hau, he went out doors; 
lam? -ko, tostep high ; taz po’ 
lam? give a good leap and 
_eToss it. 

(252) Lan. 

aa Is used inj writing foreign 
words; as «Ho dant kiook, Hol- 

>> opland; fate lan syan,' flauret ; 
+ fat, dan <sai, France; «nga 

_ dan ‘mai, cochineal. 
Read </dn ; a jargon, an _unin- 
telligible talk. 

Is also applied to a hong ;/) 

(265) 
“143 Jan ‘mi, the river front of the 
rp hong, the water side, 

Lap. 

Lap. A colloquial word. Toll 
repeat, to reiterate ; lap: tap, 
‘kong, a needless repetition ; 
lap. lap2t? a little ailing; lape 
lapz tap, tap, dirty, sordid, be- 
-grimed. 

(259) Lau. 

ia A scrofulous swelling on 
, pthe neck ; running ulcers of 
- jlong standing ; ‘26 ‘shit law 

Lau gangrenous ulcers, thought 
to proceed from eating rats; 

ckém «ting chi? lav® syphilis, 
buboes, piles and scrofula 
[are external ailments], 

DICT, TON. 9L 
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(763) 

BA Ao colloquial word. A tuber 
Lic used to:dye dark red; <shit 

5-Jéunz, a brown dyestuff, used 
instead of gambier; .shii déung 
kom’ st'au; ugly as a potato. 
Read: long’; a kind of rush 
or sedgy grass; long’ tong’ 
scammony or cumfry,. whose 
seeds are said to craze people. 

Léung. 

Lek. 

Lek: A colloquial word. To rip 
open, to cut flesh apart ; lek: 

_ choi <pin, cut off a slice. 
‘Under Lix, is pronounced 

*leke when. meaning shallows, 
_ a foadstead ; «sha lek, Macao 
Roads ; yat; lek, t? a heaped 
bed or raw, as in a garden. 

“Lik. 
aM Interchanged with ae mean- 
Hs *ing the hollow legs of a tripod. 

"2 The guill or stem of a feather ; 
a quill, — 

(266) Lim 

is Read ‘t‘im, to lick with the 
73 tongue. A colloquial word. 

*€°'Po lick the chops after eating; 
to long for; mouth watering, 
lickerish, liking ; ‘lim ct‘ung 
sing, to covet money. 

Spy. Used as a medical term, to 
li ‘ repress, to neutralize ; mi* .siin 

©? sing? ‘lim, acid tastes are 
neutralizing, 7. e. they repress 
heat ; ‘lim «mdi, to take up, as 
a skirt. 
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(268) Ling. 
Ding or Leng. A colloquial 

word. A fender on ships; a 
buffer ; <t‘o deng, hang the fen- 
der; ‘k'u hai <t'o deng, he is 
a hanger-on or an extra hand. 

34s . A mountain sheep; an ar- 
‘20 \gali or chamois, whose horns 
ee are used for medicine; <ling 
‘Ling syéung kok, chamois horns. 

Wooden lattices or bars in|l - 
a windows; beams over doors, 

Liag 
a plate under the eaves. 

Lo. 

Verbose ; s16 chau, talkative, 
wordy. 

(273) 

Liéu 

sense; inert, not zealous, lack- 
Lau - ing spirit, backing out. 
sy it A heavy rain; water col-' 
: lected in'the streets from rain; 
iA an inundation, a torrent; to 
Lau soak, to macerate; chéuk, 

‘pi shang ‘lo, he swilled the 
ttle like a torrent. 

Rie A colloquial word. 'To pour, 
gh from one vessel into another, to 

decant ; W@ yat, <ch‘ing syau, 
to ponr out oil from a standard 
jar (7.e. in order to save weigh-|| ‘ 
ing it). 

Loi. 

Is occasionally put in for 
rhythm ; as shap, <loi‘pa kung, 
ten and more bows; yat; «loi 
—? loi, now ‘because—there- 
fore ; # ,loi slot, common, not 
fine. 

(274) 

FE 
Lai 

‘Ze Is used in a matapborical 

|| (281) 

BR 

AppITIONs AND ComrEcTIoNs. 

(276) Long. 

‘Long. A colloquial word: To 
rinse, as the mouth; to rub 
around in the water; ‘long 
ckon tseng? rinse it clean, as a 
plate ; ‘long .fan, to make thin 
fritters by rolling the griddle. 

An unauthorized character. 
A bank raised around a field, 
a raised field, a plateau or ter- 
race ; tuag ‘Long, a village 
near F4-ti, 

Loti. Lott, 

‘Ss 

(277) 

ig To filter, to strain. liquids 
through a cloth; to cleanse, 

® to wash ; to purify ; lé ‘shut 
slo, a straining cloth. — 

1! seaeey i 

A colloquial work. To 
*scald, as a fowl for pluckin 
to steep in boiling water; l 2. 
cit chuk, a kind of fish soup, 
congee and fish, chowder. 

(283) Liin. 

Ri) Handsome, beautiful, as a 
female ; to long after, to love; 

Liven, tached to; ‘iin Jin, elegant, 
graceful. 
To mince meat, ‘to slice it - 

’ Linenitito thin strips; a fish’s maw 
Liuenoy stomach cut into strips. 

—_—————_ 

oni 

(286) Lite ag 
Li. A colloquial word, To 

} gobble up, asa goose oriduck. 



AppiTions AND CoRRECTIONS. 

Lit. A colloquial word. To 
bare the arms or legs; litt 

' Kin, to roll up the sleeves. 

Man. aa 

» Probably used for fz > lan? 
man* large clusters of flowers. 
An unauthorized character. 

(294) 

(299) Mau. 

£IR To barter, to exchange, to 
Pid trade, to deal ; to do business, 

to carry on commerce; mau* 
yik: trade, commerce; mau’ 
mau’ obscure vision, 

2 To look down intently at, 
‘Mau 2° nearsighted people do; 

dim, indistinct vision; dis- 
heveled, confused, as hair. 

(308) Mit. 

To strike ; mitz sit, irregular, 
mien @¥'Y> distorted, not exact, not 

cut square. 
Blood, gore: the nosebleed; 

Pi: , to smear with filth, to defile ; 
ten ti mit, defiled, desecrated, 

polluted. © 

ll). 

Hwaugti, s. c. 2600; plain, 
ordinary; «md ‘mo yat, yéung* 

Mi Wite liquor, dead druak,, 

WE The horse hair attached to 
s 

Mo. 

is The fourth concubine of 

M4 

uel as Mima... © 
HE _. Drunk ; smo <t'd, overcome 

halberds and spears, long and 
Mou usually dyed. . 

723 

ey Nai. 
> A colloquial word. Used 
for ta7 in the term nav ‘shut 
‘lo, a pilot; nav andu, one who 
refuses to confess his debts. 

(328) Nap. 

ist Also means _ indisposed, 
tailing; napa ‘ki yate out of 
sorts for some days; naprsyau, 
the oil sticks, as in a watch; 
met. a general atrophy. 
Read yap;; dark and damp. 

Nat. 

Also means to fire a cannon; 
nt, paw to touch off a cay- 
non. 
Read nap, ; to sharpen wood 

as for a handle; to hammer 
out iron, to point Sie 

Nau. 

$5 A colloquial word, Sleek, 
smooth ; aw nau smooth, 
fine, as furs; shik, chaki ‘ho , 
naw its color and lustre are’ 
fine, as a gem. 

"Ng. 

Is sometimes used for hE 
obstinate, which is the same 
as the two given below. A 
sort of deer ; to oppose, as two 
oxen; dai ’ng, a collision, a 
rencontre. Saal 

The two characters tie and wa 
should be transposed to the 
top of the column, | 

(331) 

(332) 

(337) 

AB 
Wa 



2h 
(339) 

it 
Ngai. 

A hairy marine’ animal, 
probably intended for a species 
of seal or lamantin;  <k'ing 
sngai, the male ‘and female 
whale; met:-a-violent oppres- 
sor, e. g. a Verres. 

A fabulous beast, called 
tsun’ <ngai, like a lion (some 
say a horse), which can go 
very fast. 9 

ny 

(350), 

7 

Ngat. 

A colloquial word ; see Art). 
To stuff in, to fill a crevice; 
to move.in a socket, to work 
to and fro; to fret and rack; 
ngat; ‘min, stuff it full; ngat, 
(or at;) shat; push it, down 
hard ; ngat, Sat, stingy, giving 
a little. 

Ngé. 

sNegé. A colloquial word. A 
low tone; sngé sngé «sheng, a 
grumble, indistinct muttering. 

Ni. 
ity’ 

Me ta? ni, broadcloth; ‘siz <ni, 
Spanish stripes, habit cloth. 

(366), Ning. , 

Ses Hairy dogs ; fierce, savage 
> looking ; repulsive, like the 
Ning guardians of temples ; clamor, 

like the baying of dogs. 
> Toshake; ning? st‘au, to re- 
fuse by shaking the head. 

A word used for woolens ;||‘ 

Abprrions AND Corrections. 

(367) Nepio A te 
Nip: A colloquial word. Lean 

- 3n the face, Jantern-jawed ; to 
press down, tosquash, to make 
thin; «shang tak; nip; he has 
become so poor; kam® hits 
press flat. 

(370) 

tk 
No. 

Pronounced both no and <no. 
Toroll, as when making a pill 

© etwaen the hands ; ao «so, to 
rub and clean, as the hands. 

No. ‘ 

Great strength; to exert, to 
put forth the — . 

(371) 

ie 

Nui. (BHF. ) 

Famished, destitute, hungry; 
famine ; putrid fish; ‘nui <i, 

Nui destitute, neglected, as an 
orbate spirit. ee ee 

on . Ayitl 
(384) Om. wheats ( 

To snore ; dm wits to be 
silent ; to give no answer, 

Ngitone whs is very sleepy. 
ty 

ai task oOo: Feel 
biG 

Somecidisar used coll jui- 
ally.” To substitute, cf to use 
or put for, as @ character for 

pa colloquial sound ; .on: sh® on 
fi, to make up a story, to 
on tsok, mat; tsz” what cl 
racter will you put for it? . 

(385) a) 

ris 

Be 

ng 



AppDITIONS AND CoRRECTIONS. 

(387) 

a 
Pa 

£ 

Pa. 

A very spinous species of 
bamboo ; a fence; pd s/t, bam- 
boo wattles. 
In colloquial; over, upwards, 

an excess ; ko’ ‘pd iit; a month 
and more; shap2 ‘pa yat: up- 
wards of ten days; pak, ‘pa 
sngan ‘tsz’ over a hundred 
dollars. 

(381) Pai. 
> The sound of a raging} < 

"p,j torrent, dashing waves; sp ang 
pa? the roar of waters. 

= In the Budhistic books (7. e. 
Pai in Pali), to praise, to recite 
wii prayers. ’ 

~ Pan. es 
“= ‘should be written HF on 
KK page 355. i 
yy To go on with, as an execu- 

Bey ion; pin’ @ proceed! ssid to /.~ the headsmen; 1d7° pan’ the 
lingering punishment. 

(401) Pang. 

AR A cloth for carrying iufants 
~»?* pickapack ; to fasten, to bind, 
P'engto strap up. 
AH ‘Under this word, transpose 

S34 & with” and “<p'ang.” 

(407) ~~ Pau, 

Dy A swelling ; spotted, flaking 
2) off, as a damp wall. This 

character is read «pau, but 
colloquially spoken pau’. 

725 

(411) Pé. 

‘Pé. A colloquial word. The 
reeling of a tipsy man; :hang 
tak, ‘pé ‘pé ‘ha, reeling and 
staggering, as he goes. 

Pi. 

: A spoon or ladle, with which 
; Sacrifices are taken out; a 

stiletto; the 21st radical ; ‘pi 
‘chit, chopsticks. 

A medicinal plant, .pi ‘hai, 
y pused as a diuretic; pi «md, 

Jv J the castor oil plant; pi and 
Pi syau, the oil used in making 

stamping red ink. 
‘Se A constipation in the bowels; 

weak, dizzy ; stoppage in the 
urethra ; ‘pi ‘mtn, constipated. 

(412) 

2 
e 

(415) Pik or Ptek. 
EF. A colloquial word. To 

meet one suddenly ; p'ek, min? 
chong? kf’ abruptly met face 
to face ; p'ek, chung ts‘ au chi? 
grabbed him by the collar. 

(418) Ping. 
y A sluice or creek into 

4%’ which boats ean be run; a 
sort of wet dock for repairing 
boats. 

« 

(419) ; ‘ing. 

JE A cave on the seashore, 
Pa where the waves rush in; a 

‘*Ecertain stream; pang p'ing, 
roaring of surges or torrents. 
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(222) Pid. 
. A cream colored-horse;. a 
Fa brave, fleet charger ; pit <k'i, 
*18 a general in chief. 

(423) Pia. 

he A chrysalis; song «pit :std, 
Puan te chrysalis of insects which 

are covered with a woolly 
envelop, as a mantis; ‘hoi _p'it 
«sta, the cuttle fish bone. 

Pro, 
S Luxuriant vegetation ; sp‘o 

‘ Poy 80 OF <p'o spo «so <so, exuber- 
° ant; spo ho’ peppermint. 

: Lame in one foot, Jeaning 
pig OF one side as if lame; to 

” ” walk awry. See <Pat. 

Po. 
A stingray or skate ; pd ‘Jo, 

a spinous ray ; woong ‘tim «po, 
a reddish brown ray. 4,-, 
should be written df on 
page 287. 

Ptok. 

Ah This is more often pronoun- 
ced p'ok, than fi”, as given 

Proh on page 61; din p'ok; slipped 
down; <kéung p'ok, fell down 
stiff, as if dead. 

(425) 

(426) 

7, 

(429) 

(432) Pong. 
4. 

See ‘fong Kh which is also 
79 read sp'ong. ‘To run by the 
rongside of -a carriage ; sp'ong 

wong, perturbed, agitated. 

sg 

| 

ADDITIONS AND CorRECTIONS. 

Pop. 

Pop. A colloquial word. To 
blister, as lacquered ware; to 
raise vesicles; a thumping, 
rapping sound, as under a 
boat ; a rap ; pop» pom sheng, 
a knocking. 

(433) Pati 

Wit A pennon or streamer at- 
Pig; tached to a staff above the 

the large flag ; to join on toa 
streamer ; pt’ p'tia’ streaming 
and flapping like a pennon,. 

Shai. 

Shai. A colloquial word. A 
final particle, referring «to 
tastes, denoting intensity; tam? 
sshdi, flat, unsavory ; shai cshai 
tik, how rough it tastes! 

(461) 

‘> 
a: 
“41 roa) 

Wass Shau. 

‘PY Also.used as a classifier of 
stanzas of poetry, 

; Also used. as a classifier of 
quires or half quires of paper, 
as much as is folded at once; 
a handful, a lot, such as'can 
be carried in the hand; ack 
yat, ‘shau ap; bought a lot o 
ducks ; yat, ‘shau ‘ki. to chek, 
how py? are there in a lot? 
— as of eggs, 

4&* To sell, to part with, to 
Shau @'Spose of; to restore, to pay 

~ back; ch'ut, shaw’ to sell out; 
shau® k@ the price of an 
article ; <chiin shaw’ to change 
hands, . 



AppiTions AND CoRRECTIONS. 

(451) Sap. 

_ Children’s shoes; a hide shoe, 
like a slipper ; a sandal, such 

ioh as the J apanese wear. 

a Shan. 
Le A huge frog, a marine 
Pets animal which can change its 

shape, or comes in the rain; 
_.@ mirage or water-spout? shan® 
ckéung, the mirage land, a 
term used by the Lewchewans 
for their country. 

She. 

should be A the first being 
‘7® read sii, a surname. 
B Aare apg to bring fire, as 

ve Read «ii; to cultivate to till ; 
~~ afield under tillage two years. 
BY A colloquial word. A time, 
Shie 2 Payment, an issue ; fan choi 

‘ki to sh@ how many times 
(or places) do you divide it 

into? 

(4%) 

Ship. 
att This character should be yy: 
the first being read sit;. 

(493) © Shuk. 

(484) 

4 To arise, to get up hastily ; 
u ant draw up, as the garments ; 

to draw together ; shuk,.shuk, 
decided, stern, peremptory ; 
shuk;, sin, to draw around one, 

- a@eadress. Read ésik: in the 
Fan Wan. 

727. 

(509) Song. 

‘i ' A colloquial word. A dia- 
lect, a patois ; pak; ‘song, the 
Peking dialect ; kong ‘Kwong 
‘song, he talks the Canton 
patois. 

(513) Sui. 

Sui. A colloquial word. The 
crop of a fowl; ‘hd tai ko? 
sui’ her crop is full ; ngo* su 
an empty crop. 

(516) 

Ee 

Tsiuen 

Siin. 

To cut or engrave letters 
on wood ; to cut, to chissel ; 
sin’ k'ap, to degrade or rep- 

rimand an officer ; .¢‘iti siin® to 
cut characters, to carve. 

(517) Sung. 

‘ge To alarm, to arouse, as by 
s —"'a remonstrance or warning; 
"*8‘sung ‘yung, 10 stimulate to 

action, to excite. 

Tai. 

As a verb, to mount, to go 
up; fai «shan shong ‘hoi, to 
mount hills and voyage upon 
the seas, 7. e. to trade. 

Tau. 

(524) 

Ti 

(544) 

e A colloquial word. A ren- 
dezvous for thieves, a store- 
room for plunder; goai taw? 
‘hau, to beset a lurking-place ; 
ts ak.taw a den of thieves. 
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(873) Tong. 

>’ A colloquial word.’ A row 
of characters written hofizon- 
tally; ‘sé sam tong’ write three. 

te 

(603) Tsim. 

ay A prince of demons, at the 
Tsi sight of whom ogres and vam- 
eR pires flee ; used as a cliarm. 

(620) Ts*‘d. 

He The noise of @ crowd; a 
clamor, a disturbance ; cyan 

Tau to ‘ki is’ a great hallooing. 

Tsit. (613) 
a Handsome, elegayt; a female 

. poflicer, called ¢tsit; sii, a sort 
Tsiehof palatial housekeeper. 

Tiin. (653) 

ey A colloquial word, By, as 
in buying ; tin’ .kan ma? sold 
by the catty. 

Tung. (656) 
Bit A sort of dog ; st'ung sitiza 
: name given to a tribe of the 
Tug Misutsz’ in Kweichau, -be- 

cause they were savage like 
dogs. 

Tit;. A colloquial word. Taper- 
ing, conical, to a point; to 
taper off; <fan tit, a conical 
barrow or grave. 

AppiTions AND CoRRECTIONS. 

f. - 

(661) UL . 

a To compare accounts ; ti 
kai to reckon with, to settle. 
Sometimes read ‘k'ui. * 

Un. 
To pare, to cut off, to scrape 

or thin; ‘in yukz % <ch‘ong, 
to cut out a piece of flesh to 
cure a boil, 7. €. to make 
additional damage. 

(663) 

(687) 

K 

ie 
Yi 

Yam. 
; Fe 

A colloquial word, see Bie 
cham ; to dip ; ‘yam lap. chuk, 
to dip candles ; ‘yam shi’ syan, 
dip itin the soy. > 
Dumb from disease; an 

ailment which renders one 
™ unable to talk. Also read 
‘om in Canton, |» 

Yan. 
c- 

(638) 

A cord, a single thread ; to 
thread a needle; to tie to- 

™ gether with threads, Mah 
AJ) ¥; 

(696) Ying. ia j si 

es Conspicuous, as a peak ; 
y mountainous, high; «cha 
“"€-ying, preeminent, famous, as 

a statesman. Owe 

~_ 

(700) 

$34 To inspirit, to exhort; ‘sung 
Yung 7u78 to stir up, to at: 

‘Yung. 

ate. 



LIST OF THE A HE PAK-KA SING, 

OR 

FAMILY SURNAMES OF THE CHINESE, 

ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY. 

HB Chia 

ta Chit 

Fe, Chiig 

wi] Fong 

FR Fone 

As Fa 

Ae Fa 

je Fa 

YH? Cham | 2% Chi Tes” FG An, Ho Bio g 

fm Chan | fH Chu y Fa S? Ho ag fp 
| ff] Chau | AR ch yFuk | 9 Hon Bk 

<A Chan | i, Chuk | Saf Fung | FE Hong fi 1 

| HE che | AE, chuk | 2 Fung | GE Hong RR %s 

, Cheuk | ¥8, Ch’uk RB Fung | App, Hong ‘ke 

(EH Chéung | ZR chung | YE Fung | JA’ Hong BY Kai 

oie Cheng | ffi Chung 4B Fung | fF Ho cA > Kai 

Ey Ch’eung {th Chung EC rm jj Hun FG Ki 

BZ cri | FB chung) BP we | AE ung | PP Kai 

ah chi | AE, Fé FB wei | AL tung | Ay Kam 

“Hifi, chix Fai BR Hak opt Hung * Wasi 

Re chim [JK rin | fp Him |.HE Hong [BG Kan 

(BR ching Si Fin | AGF Mang | “F[, Hung [PK Kang 

| ily’ Ching FE. Fok > Hang , Hot | Y, Kéap | 

Ton. Dicr. 92 



LIST OF SURNAMES. 

A, st , 

& Lia 



LIST OF SURNAMES. 731 

ie Shing 

| aR Shia 

~ Shi / Sj Shing 

i T‘4m 

ail T‘4m 

2. 



LIST OF SURNAMES. 

in 

boy 

In 

v 
S| c: i] 

In 

a oh Ch GH a 

> SH Ms & in 

~ - - ¢ 
at: 

tn 
— peal 

> fo: SE ak et EST MSS 

Un 

wn 

Un 

Un 

7 

w 

= Gj r 

Hii v cab, Wang 

A U Hi, Wat 

Ait U 3B, Wat 

jg 0 a Wat 

; SB Wing 
a ¢ Gis 

~~ 

|S Sh 
q 

=. pH = 2 3 03 



Lis T OF 

rue # #ESHEUNG SING, 

OR 

DOUBLE SURNAMES OF THE CHINESE. 

— 
Bb 

ie 

In 

n 

FAO NS SAR aH Sym SE 

St tp 

B Au-yéung 

wateung: -siin 

a 

A> KP 

Kung-yéung 
in 

Ling-6 

a“ in 

sa >= a” 

SE ON 
ta 

cal 

Shan-t‘d 

in 

w 

Shéung-kGn 
o 

In wD = me 8 i 
In 

Hath HE Ith Sait in 

“ coe al Ha 
in 

mS 
iS ee 
sae 
«* 

|= 
5 

eit 

e 

SMF ahhis 
pect nena a 

a 

In 

SE tt Ghat a 

. a 

E a] 4 5. 3 a3 

“ 

Mn By 



LIST OF THE 214 RADICALS, 

FouND IN KAneui’s Dictionary, 

WITH THEIR SOUNDS AND MEANINGS. 

The letter C. attached to some of the Radicals denotes that they are. 
generally used in combination 5 

are always found in combination. 

the contracted forms given others of them 

RADICALS 
formed with 

1 Stroke. 

ide Mat. 
> One ; unity. 

c 2. Kwan. C. 

3. Chi. C. 
> A point. 

a Pst. C: 
4 PT skcaok stroke. 

G One, curved. 

6. Kut. C. 
> Hooked. 

5. Ut. 

2 Strokes. 

NO Mae 
— Two. 

a 8. T*au. C. 

4) 
JL 

9. Yan. 
Man. 

A man. 

J] 
To pass thro’ 

Vv 

Jt 

H 

a Ta. 

10. Yan. C. 
iL: 

11. Yap. 
To enter. 

12. Pat. 
Eight. 

A: 

lAS 

13. Kwing. 
A limit. C. 

14. Mik. C. 
2To cover. 

Ice; cold. . 

A bench. 

| A knife, 

, 19. Lik. 
* Strength. 

20. Pau. C. 
¢ To infold. 

21. Pi. 
A ade af 

A chest. 

s 23. Hai. C. 

15. Ping. C. 

16. Ki. 1.C. 

17, Hom.C. 
A receptacle. 

22. Fong. C.| 

To conceal. 

-, 24. Shap. 
Ten. 

95. Puk. 
> To divine. 

iW. 
a 

> 27. Hon.C. 
A shelter. 

28. Mau. C. 
Deflected. 

> 29. Yau. 
Moreover. 

26. Tsit. C. 
A seal. 

3 Strokes. 

< 30. Hau. 
O The mouth. | 

31. Gi. 
To inclose. 

cy, 32. Td. 
. Ground,earth 

2 33. Sz’. 
A scholar. 

> 34. Chi. C. 
To follow, 

Be 
ms 

35. Shui. C. 
Walk slowly. 

36. Tsik. 
Evening. 

2 37. Tai. 
Large. 

38. No. 
Female. 

39. Tsz’. 
A child. 

40. Min. C. 
A cover. 

> 41. Tsttn. 
An inch. 

. as p> ain 

F - 
Pelee. 

» tite ten set err ofl a oe ae : ir Soe 

we 



LIST OF THE RADICALS: 735 

49. Ki. 
One’s self. 

50. Kan. 
A napkin. 

51. Kon. 
A shield. 

52. 1a. C. 
_ Small. 

s 53.. I’m. C. 
Shelter; roof. 

BS 54. Yan. C. 
A journey. 

WH 
55. Kung. C. 

56. Yik. 
2 An arrow. 

57. Kung. 
. A bow. 

J * 58. Kai. c. 
; hihwele ro. 

4 Bx) ‘Shim. C. 
ie -Feathers,hair 

60. Chik. C. 
7A. short short wer 

a 

Be 

To join hands 

Fl 6 
ya 

K 

x 
K 

. Shau. 

A hand. 

} 
yee 
J 

65. Chi. 
A branch. 

66. P‘ok. C. 
A blow. 

> | 66 
> 
| 
J se 

67. Man. 
Letters. 

cy 68. Tau. 
A measure. 

69. Kan. 
A catly. 

70. Fong. 
e Square, 

J | te has C. 
qe ithout. 

4 72. Yat. 
~ The sun. 

73. Ut. 
> To speak. 

, 74. Ut. 
~ The moon. 

75. Muk. 
2 Wood. 

IR 76. Him. 

-To owe. 

(rk 77. Chi. 
To stop. 

Bin 
Fj 

Weapons. FL 
80. Mo. 

<HE ODo not. 

> Fat: 
Evil. 

79. Shu.c. 

Bef 

Fe 

at 

Jk 
7 
4 

ey. Pi. 
To compare. 

82. Mo. 
Hair. 

83. Shi. 
A family. 

84. Hf. C. 
Breath. 

aie Shui. 
Water. 

Rh sw. Fo. 

wij 
Fire. 

Ih} 87. Chan. 
mf Claws. 

» 88. Fa. 

R 

je 

z 

A father. 

89. Ngan. C. 
To imitate. 

90. Chong. 
A couch. C. 

91. P*in. 
A splinter. 

92. Nga. 
Teeth. 

. 93. Ngau- 
cow. 

95. Tn. 

HOB 
Af 
FE 

A 
s 

r AE 

* 

= 

£ 

“IL 
8.) 

mej 

Re 

A 

97. Kwa. 

A melon. 

98. Nga. 
Earthen. 

99. Kom. 
Sweet. 

100. Shang. 
To produce. 

2 101. Yung. 
To use. 

102. T*in. 
A field. 

103. Ptat. 
> Aroll, a piece 

104. Nik. C. 
2 Diseased. 

105. Pat. C. 
>To separate. 

106. Pak. 
2 White. 

107. P*. 

Skin. 

108. Ming. 
A dish. 

2 +109. Muk. 
The eye. 

110. Mau. 
A spear. 

Ill. Ch‘. 
An arrow. 

112. Shek. 

2 A stone - 

a) 113. Shi. 
}To admon- 
j ish. 

114. Yau. C. 
To creep. 

115. Wo. 
Grain. 
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36 LIST OF THE: RADICALS, 

116. Ut. 

F\2> Acave. | 

—k. 117. Lap. 
AL?To stand up. | 

a 

6 Strokes. 

Me 118. Chuk. : 
> 

7% 119. Mai. | 
Rice. 

120. Sz’. C.| 
A Silk. 

121. Fau. | 
oF Crockery. | 

a) | 
122. Mong. | 
A net. 

123. eens | | 
A sheep. 

124. U. 
Wings. 

125. Lo. 
Aged. 

126. I’. 
And, still. 

>» 127. Loi. 
A plough. 

128. I’, 
An ear. 

129. Lut. 
2 A pencil. C. 

131. Shan. 
A minister. 

>» 132, Tsz’. 
Self; from. 

» 133. Chi. 
Toextend to. 

Bamboo. | 
i « 

fey. 134. Kau. |<go 152. Chi. ) 170.Fau.€. 
| A mortar. | AK Swine. LA hone 

| ie 135. Shit. '& 153. Chi. BY sro < 
“The tongue. Reptiles. 2 171. Toi. C. 
136. Chin. | =e 154. Pui. To extend to. 

Error. | 2 Pearls. 172. Chui 

137. Chau, | 155. Chik. |‘ F& Fowls. C.. 
A bosk | 2} Flesh color. 173. w. 

> 138. Kan. |< 156. Tsau. | “™¥% Rain. 
Perverse. C.) To run. 174, Ts‘ing. 

| é 139. Shik. 157. Tsuk$|°/4 Green, azure 
3 Color. > The foot. JE 175 Fi 

YM 40. pea, EP 9158, Shan. ‘7 Not; wrong. 
4B \ Shrubs. aii see 

FE 159. Ku. 9 Strokes. 

eM. Fa. ‘“t,, A-carriage. > 176. Min. 
Atiger. | se 160: San, The Seem: 

oof M2. Chang. nas Hy, U7. Kok. 
Reptiles. x Shan. Skin, hide. 

143 Hut. | sgt 178. Wai. 
> Blood. TL». 162. C. He To oppose. 

4=. 144. H BEE f pobre 179. Kau - Hang. Motion. = - au. 

AT To walk ; dou aH J. ete Leeks. 
mI 163. Yap. 

BR EL, | Acity. | a 180, Yam. 
\ dads i OOP ‘EV Sonnd. 

Ae) ee: J signs" A, igh Ye. 
£ 164. Yau. 2 , 

A) M46. Ha. fz) Spirits. | ~ pe beet 
‘ o oversee, Sua EY ng. 

t. 2 165. Pin. Cc ¢ W 

py J wer! RR To separate. Jil re 

7 Strokes. |s 166. Li. THK To fly 
Ri. 147. Kin. A mile. 184. Shik. 

FOR 8 Strokes. &: To eat. 
148. Kok. ; ? tee 

54 > Ahorn. |, eS a ¢ The Ki ri , 

=s 149. In. we 15, ng 
= Salas fe | 168. A Beene | 

4S 150. Kuk } Chiéung. ; Lp a Fj Long, old. a 
A valley. 10 Strokes: ey 

<2 151. Tau. 169. Mun. 187. te aa 
ee Pulse. P A door. ‘RR a ont 



LIST OF THE RADICALS. 737 

ia, 183. Kwat. |< ¢; 196. Nia. |¢e 204. Chi. © | sae B10. Tstai. 
F> Bones. amy A bird. Y To embroider] Even,correct 

ez 189. Ko. {c,h 197. Lo, — 
< : “{% : 

"y al 7 Hail 2 13 Strokes. | - 15 Strokes. 
90. Fit. 338. Luk. e oe zs 

JZ Long hair. iB. A deer. ear frog ; The Geet 
> 191. Tau. 199. Mak. - 

" To quarrel. eS Wheat. : i ipo 

pay 7192. Ch‘éung’ ae. am RPE 16 Strokes.! 
» <Apant. |$ Hemp. » Be edi BS 212. Lung. 

fa ae 12 Strokes " BE NEAN: PE2A tripod, ura" 24901" Wong. | FEY Renee | HG 218 Kwail 
«fg 194. Kwai. | 7S Yellow. ¥ JA. Nerteiegog 

A demon. Te 209. Sho. | Jom Lscibst 

11 Strol Millet. 14 Strokes. 17 Strokes.-. 

1 ge 195.0. | gy 203. Hak. » 209. Pi. ., 204: Yeuk. } 
<A. Fish. mB, Black. |: The nose.-- " A flute. 

i e : = as) mrs t? 
The groups of characters under most of these radicals naturally refer. to’ 

the leading idea; about one-third of them are more-arbitrary, a large part of 
the characters under them having no reference to their radical. Those of the | 
Jatter sort are usually primitives, of which there are about 1700 in the whole, 
Janguage. The selection of radicals is Anite modern, and might be improved ; 
but having come into general use, it would be more difficult to intead pcg yey ‘ 

er, 
et te 

one than it is to learn the difficulties of this: The radicals are here 
arranged into’something like natura] groups. SP Lhe alt | 
_ Parts of bodies—Body, corpse, head, hair, down, whiskers, face, eye, ear, nose 
mouth, teeth, task, tongue, hand, heart, foot, hide, leather, skin, wi ngs, feathers, blood, 
flesh, talons, horn, bones. aw) ae _ 

ical. radicals —Man, woman, child; horse, sheep, tiger, dog, ox, hog, hog’s 
head, deer ; tortoise, dragon, reptile, mouse, toad ; bird. gallinaceous fowls ; fish ; insect. 
Botanical —Herb, grain, rice, wheat, millet, hemp, leeks, melon, pulse, bamboo, 

sacrificial herb; wood, branch, sprout, petal. “ 
Mineral —Metal, stone, gems, salt, earth. : 

ical.— Rain, wind, fire, water, icicle, vapor, sound} sun, moon, evening; 
1 = : 

P Dhenite.—h. chest, a measure, a mortar, spoon, knife, bench, couch, clothes, crockery, 
tiles, dishes, napkin, net, plough, vase, tripod, boat, carriage, percil;. bow, halberd, 
arrow, dart, ax, musical reed, drum, seal. : : 

ities —color ; black, white, yellow, azure, carnation, sombre high, long, sweet, 
square, ‘small, slender, old, fragrant, acrid, perverse, base, eppoge Fe ; 

Actions.—To enter, to follow, to walk slowly, to arrive at, to stride, to walk, to reach 
to, to touch Stop, to fly, to overspread, to envelop, to encircle, to establish, to-over- 
shadow. to adjust, to distinguish, to divine, to see, to eat, to speak, to kill, to , to 
oppose, to stop, to embroider, to owe, to compare, to imitate, to bring forth, to , to 

romulge. & : = 
4 Parts of the world and Gosling? 3 figures ; miscellaneous.—A_ desert, cave; field, 
cen, ee | valley, rivulet, cliff, retreat. A city; roof, Bate, dor, portico, Qne 
two, eight,ten. Demon. An inch, a mile. Without, not, false. A scholar, statesman, 
etters ; art, wealth ; motion ; self, myself, father; a point ; wine; silk; joined hands; a 
ong journey; print of a bear’s foot ; a surname ; a classifier of cloth. 
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In this Index, the characters under each radical having the same number 
of strokes, are arranged alphabetically, in order to facilitate reference to them 
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in the Appendix. 

radical most prominent in them, and not with the full form. 
| aN 

A very few, which are printed in italics, are found only 

Where a character has two sounds in the same tone, it is 

mot*repeated. Contractions of common characters are placed under the 

pis >. Yat 

a9 ‘ing Ah Tsii 

|: Kwjon 

Ys 
x 

FA tien 

P Chung 

FE Fung 
DP kwan 
HB” cheun 

€ 

Y Cha 

Th Un 

FF Tan 

‘<E chu 

br ‘Ng 

‘3 Kau m 

Do Peat 

T3 Nai 

> & Ngai 

A Sz’ 

WAN Kau 

i. Chi 
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Feu 

F Lid 

Fi 
= 5 

=e Sz' j 

3 

ob Tau 

‘TS Mong 

Tt Kong 

BE Kau 

TF Hang ; 6 

x Héung 
—.. 

35.4 King 

Bg Tan 

BE mi 
Rs Main 

4 

YF toi 

Df: Yik - 

= 
QU Léung |< 

ES T‘ing 

=, Pok 

A Yan 

KK: Chak 

Chan 

‘ K‘aa 

FP ting 

{22 neat 
A sin 

{1° sz’ 

Fils T4 

Ail) To 

»* Toi 

“{@ Tsai 

PV} Yan : 

Arf Chung 

Soh allamoNo 
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IR 
| AG rai 

PR Tai 

* 48 van 

| {il Tsz’ 

Shé 

(a Tin 

A¥ T*‘o 

te Tso 

| > sok 

; “Mt Ts‘z 

“Ay Ts‘z’ 

AK Tung 

Af Mau 

| 4A. Pak 

ii ae 

te Hai |‘ 

| P Hip 

| At as 

| Bl rn 

fi Ping 

DAN Psi 

Aik San 

¢ Shai 
Sa, 

1B se 
TF Shi 

BE tein 

ER ts2 

By Afi] eo 

ize Yat 

= ich Yau 

AF Yéung " 

Af i 

| Ur Call 

AH Cho 

FF v6 

AR K ‘au 

cE King - 

a 
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| A> pie 
fig Pein 

{8 sz 
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an 
AP Ting 

AR Ksing 

fE Lan 
B> Lok 

{ma 
fi Nz 

Sia 
AK; Sheung 

fE sin 

Ry Ts‘im 

Ae Tstii 

TF Tsim 

A Tung 

AG cals 

ja Hin 

fx i 

{ff Ka 

fH Kéung 

Ai Kim 

fet King 

{2 Kui 

fe Nung 

8 oi 

Pie» pak 

GE Tseung 
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XS 
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é (BE Me | Hing | FE* Kung FP soi 
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dt | Sik Hang Fe Bi 
Aig Chising HK Reng HEL Tin ie 

Shéung 

“Sin Lui =| TC Sin HE wim | min 
S > 

Ait pin | D> Hak pe KM 
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*, Mik 

“Jui vung 

Ty Ham 
Fh cin 
7 
Xa Ch‘ung 

oe 

“BY sé 

Fe) Mik 

J Ming~ ; 

Ke Un : 
12 

Jk ki 

St Fan 

; St Fan 

c 

ML chit ‘ 

ot Pang 

: Jal, Wong 

d ‘BL Hoi 

c= Tang 

“LD Hom 

PX] tung 

JAY? Au 

[YU]. Nap 

HH chtut 

ty» Tat 

PR] Ham 
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Fe van 
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SP van 
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Fil) vit 
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Sl Shan 
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P| Kwai ; 

Fil)s Kwat 

fill, shat - 

Hay sin 

IR 

Zl)’ vo 

Hs rstk 

wae 
FA) ving 
if}, Lit 

Fl} Seat 

Hy Ti 

Bl}, Teak 

BM Tstin 
AAP pst. 

]] Chan’ ‘i - 
1 

Pa. Kiit 

ii}, Wak 
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2a, chat 

A) vm 
- il Vm 
Kk 

Aall} ez 

Fil)’ chong 

EM) Hoi 

#i} Kot 

‘jel) Chan 

EA Chiin 

“Sil Pid 

| 
P| Tsifi 

bl, K‘ik 

al Kim 

‘ay Koi 

4) Lau 

oh Psik 

Rr] T‘ong 

AW 
as Tsai 

i) Tsim 

Jl Ts‘am 

a) Mo 

Dh ie 
Wy Hiin 

Py) 1) Ka 

5) Kung & 

wy 
Firs Hip 

ea 
HY cho 

MW Ks 
BR No 

BN aia 

te HI. Hat 

ay Hiu 

dey Hong 

a Shai - 

Hh. i 

ap King > 

“th Min 

Zh} Pat , 

A Yung. 

Assi De. 

Hy Hoa 

Bf Huk 

Caip Lak _ 

‘tii Min 
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‘YY ps 

AN, ve 
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24 Shi 

a ne Fong 
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RES Hous 
? 

[a K‘ong 

Dr Tséung 

A, Hap ° 
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By Kwai 

pe 6; il 
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Kwai 

la, Tuk . 

iE Hai 

pu, Prat . 

me Au 
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"| AW ve 

+; Shap 

oR Ts‘in 
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AP sa 
FE shine 
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FF wai 

Fi, Cheuk 

MA vi 
FB van 

Tsut 

> Ts*iit 

ih, Hip 

Ae] Nam ; 

+5, Pok 
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fe Sun 
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¢ 
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